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TO OUR HE A]) E US.

We were quite aware that it savours of rashness to promise of great things yet to be achieved, when we

said, iu our last address, that we felt assured that at the conclusion of our next volume our readers would

not withhold from ns their approbation. But we had full confidence in our " men at arms ;
" and now tliat

"next volume" is concluded, we fearlessly look our readers in the face, and ask for the approbation we

anticipated. Not one of the able minds devoted to the enrichment of our pages but evinces that its strength

is unexhausted; and not one but continues in some mode to repeat, " My armour's on,—I would that the

lists were wider
;

" and this is shown by what they have done from week to week, and ft'om month to month.

Then upon the merit of that strength which they have put forth we also fearlessly ask for approbation
;

for in no periodical in all our horticultural literature can be found suoli a mass of sound useful gardening

information as within our " twopenny pages." Wo speak tirraly ujinn tliis, because we have those best of

testimonies—old friends continue with us, and a host of new friends come around us. One of the latter

writes to us thus :
" I hear from every quarter unqualified praise of your truly admirable publication, as well

from brother clergymen as from other parties. I assure you the taking it in lias become quite a connecting

link between many people who would otlierwise have not, perhaps, naturally been drawn together. It

is a regular masonic sign—unmistakeable and humanizing."

It is from such testimonj' as this that the weary brain and the weary hand gatlier encouragement and

strength ; and we can assure our readers tliat both these are strengthened, and that week by week tliey will

find evidence in our pages that the " masonic sign " has not lost any of its freslmess, nor any of its power.

Old features, we are confident, will be found woi'tby of the welcome they will receive ; arid tlicre will

be new features, we think, quite deserving of being admitted into fellowship with the old.





INDEX.

Adbhcsomuib (J.), 65
Abraxas grosaiilarite, 15
Acacin cuttings, 77
Acaridie, 233
AccUaiatizing, 159
Achimcnes culture. 147
Achmea fulgcns culture, 331

Acinetas, list of, 124

Acropem Loilili^cMi, 124

Aerides. list of, 124
-Eschyimnthus culture, 110, 11"; list of, 111

Air, circulation of warm, 'ilifi

Allainanda cathartica, straggliitg, 30S
Aloe culture, 324
Allotment farming, 50; June. 127; July. ^91 ;

August, 257; September, 333; October, 399
Aloysia citriodora, 344
Atstrirmerias for beds, 359
Alum as a manure, 2S4
Alvssum, sweet, 4

American blight, "7, IO6, 281

Ammonia, sulphate of, 62
Ammoniacal liquor, 3(3o

Auagollis. cuttings of, 251 ; cornea, 47
Andromeda nolifolia, 103
Anemones (aouble), 41; done flowering, 117;
japonica and vitiefolia, 264; culture and seed-

lings, 331
Angelica, 36 ; culture. Ill; sowing, 291, 355
Angrtrcmus, list of, 161 ; bilobum, 251

Annuals, their use, sowing, &c., 95 ; for bed-
ding out, 209 ; their importance, 366 ; CjU-
fornian. 367 , for autumn sov%iiig, 409

Ants, invading bees, 90 ; to drive away, 118; on
peach trees, 61 ; their utility, 267 ; destroy-

ing, 167, 343. 406
Aphelandra culture, 395
Aphides, destro}'ing. 17
Aphis Humili and Roste, 105
Apiary, history of an, 39, l65. igg. 279, 356

Apples, variety recommended, 2H2 ; list of, 295
Apple-trees cankered, 27 ; wee\il, 90 ; training,

106

April, articles in season, 27
Apricot, leaves holes in, 168; unfruitful, 203;

thinning, 107; ripening, 221 ; breast-wood,
302 ; for small garden, 344

Aquatics, 2S
Araucarias, 359
Arbours, designs for, 138
Arctia caja» 325
Artichoke culture, 277t 282; management, 85 ;

dressing, 355 ; bed dressing, 397
Artichokes (Jerusalem i, 36
Arundo donax, 62
Arum dracunculus, 182
Ashmole (Elias), 269
Asparagus, culture and cutting, 75 ; planting,

36 ; salt for, 62 ; bed, glazed, 77 ; shoots de-
caving, 104; cutting small, 118; cankered,

153; culture, l62, 175; forcing, 383; beds
dressing, 22, 397

Atholl plantations, 91
Auncula, 49 ; its history, 29 ; characteristics,

3U ; pips not opening. 90 ; propagating, 111 ;

sowing, 118; culture, 189; moving, 29I
;

seedlings. &c., 318
Australia, plants for, 90
Australian seed sowing, 295
Autumn cropping, 333
Azalea Indica cuttings, 63; culture. 145
Azaleas done flowering, 104; pottin^:, 5; soil

for, 203
Bacon curing, 358
Balconies, plants for, 6g, 83
Balsams, damped off, lUd ; jjrovving, 3 13

B^nks ;Sir Joseph , I69
Banks, sloping, b6
Bartccrias, list of and culture, 254
Barley-sugar, to make, 55
Bajikets (rustic), premium for, 44
Bast for budding, 285
Bedding-plants, white and scarlet, 4 ; scarlet

and purple, 18.32; pink. 46; arrangement
of, 63; yellow flowering, 68 ; blue, 81 ; list of
various,' 83; in pots, 1U4 ; plants, 264

Bedding-out. 162
Bedded-out flowers correcting, 171
Beds, arranging. 33
Bee. description of queen, 31

1

Bee-keeping, consultatiun on, 373, 385
Bee-keeper's dress, 66
Bee-keeper's calendar, Blay, 54; June, 129;

July, 193; August, 2^9 { September, 337;
October, 402

Bee (worker), habits described, 283; ' ght of,

_ »mb from, II ; from various
place.s. 14; feeding, 14; in an old hive, 25,
27 ; their monthly con--umption, 25 ; chang-

ing hive, 39; covering hive, 42 ; Nutt*s hives,

42 ; ventilation. 42 ; honey produced by, 42 ;

fumigation, 54 ; feeding on solid food, 5i

;

purchasing, 55; early swarm, Gl ; winter
store. 61 ; putting into old hive, 62; floor-

board, 63 ; very early swarm, 66 ; feeding. 77 ;

Payne's hives, 77 ; driving, 78 ; broken comb,
78; floor-board, 78; in Taylor's hive, 104;
removing, 118; in Nutt's hive, 118; bees
dying, 129; making a queen, 130; adapting-
board, 139; hole in small hive, 139; ejecting
grubs, 138; premature swarm, 138; sticks

across hive, 154 ; Taylor's hives, 153 ; in old
hive, 168 ; in Australia, I68 ; in bell-hive, 182

;

preventing swarming, 182; uniting
193 ; turned regicides, 203 ; returninjj

203; delay of swarm, 218; removing small
hive, 218, 231 ;

preventing swarming, 218,
265; not staying in hive, 230, 231 ; second
swarms, 230 ; giving room to, 231 ; honey-
comb, 232 ; consequence of transferring, 246,

266; trap, 259; excess of drones, 564; Pavnc's
hives, 265, 26? ; Taylor's hives, 266, "267

;

swarming late, 266 ; increasing stocks, 279 ;

consequences of transferring, 296 ; Taylor's
hives, 296 ; intermediate hives, 309 ; troubles
of bee-keeping, 309, 3:i2; taking ofl" caps, 310;
unsealing cells, 310 ; substitute for puft'-ball,

310; joining hives, 310; preventing swarming,
310; depriving, 310; uniting and feeding,
310; trap, 323; autumn unions, 337, 345;
wintering, 339 ; strengthening a hive, 343 ;

under-hiving, 345 ; humming in hive, 345

;

bees half-formed, 345 ; uniting swarms, 3.i6,

360 ; adapting-board, its use, 36o ; drone de-
scribed, 361 ; uniting swarms, 373; feeding,
373 ; moving hives, 3/4 ; wintering, 386 ; de-
priving, 388 ; uniting hives, 388 ; autumn
unions, 402; making-up hives, 402; winter-
ing. 402 ; artificial swarms, 402 ; feeding, 403 ;

driving, 408 ; weight of hive, 409
Begonia culture, 172; list of, 1/3; martiana, 78
Beet (white and green), 203
Beetles, to catch, 264
Bind-weed, destroying, 281
Bird's, Morris*s History of British, 17O; scar-

ing, .341 ; blackcap, 198
Blackberry jam. 256; wine, 359
Bleaching powder as a manure, 348
Blight on greenhouse plants, 182
Blistering of peach leaves, 36o
Blossoms, male and female, 28
Board of agriculture, 375
Boiler, for summer use, 74
Boiling, philosophy of, 326
Bolbophyllums, lis't of, and culture, 25 4

Bone boiler's wash, 90
Botanic Society's Exhibition, 100, U3, 130;
show, 195, 215, 243, 260

Botany, diflicultics in, formerly, 379
Botanical Magazine, 205
Border, plants for hot south, 63
Borecole and brocoli seedlings, 50
Bos, moving large, 329
Box-edging planting, 21?
Brassavolas, list of, and culture, 255
Bread puddings, 61 ; bread-making, 342, 400;
home-baked, 278

Brewing at home, 74
Brocoli sowing, 7, 22, 50; planting, l62 ; sow-

ing, 71, 128
Bronieliaceie, 331 ; culture, 369
Broughtonias, list of, 290
Brompton Stocks, 230
Brugmansias for bedding, 159; suaveolens cul-

ture, 295
Budding, mode of, 285 ; instrument, 285. 342
Bulbs done flowering. // ; in puts, 8/ ; (spring),

culture of, 121; preparing beds for, 370

;

sowing seeds of, 294
Bur-dock, 409
Burlingtonias, list of, 29O
Cabbages aud cauliflowers, 7
Cabbages, not hearting, 232 ; sowing, 52, 255,

237, 277, 292 ; planting, 306, 383, 397, 399 J

removing leaves, 282; louse, 295
Cabbage-worts, planting, IQO
Cactus done blooming, 230 ; culture, 2fi5 ; neg-

lected, 224; hot water for, 231 ; overgrown,
407

Cage-birds. 115, 198, 340 385, 405
Cake to keep a year, 343
Calendars—May. 64 ; June, 139 ; July, 204

;

August, 267,268; September, 315; Octuber,
410

Calendarial index. II7
Calceolaria cuttings, !39; sowing, 353; layer-

ing, 342 ; Kentish Hero, 231
Calandi-a granaria, 347
Calves, recipe for ucour in, 154

Calla ethiopica, watering, 137
Calystcgia pubescens. single, 302; culture, 388
Camarotis purpurea culture, 290
Camellia, rules for growing, 147; potting, 5 ; 111

vinery, 62 ; kept too dry, 89 ; neglected, 138,

223 ; reticulata, 232
Campanula carpatica propagating, 4'I8; cul-

ture, 295, 315
Canary a hard bird, 153
Candles, 112

Cape bulbs, 408; jasmine cuttings, 117; cul-

ture, 408 ; marigolds, 4

Capsicums and chillies, l63
Cardoon culture, 86, 355, 360, 383; cooking,

139; sowing, 50
Carnations, propagating, 62 ; staking, 98 ; lay-

ers, moving, 354 ; flowers, to protect, 226

;

history and properties of, 248 ; trimming,
291 ; to prevent bursting, 323 ; cuttings, 344

Cardon de Tours, 360
Carraway culture, 60
Carrots, "sowing, 127, 307 ; hoeing, 51 ; culture,

191 ; maggot, 281 ; storing, 399
Catasetums. list of, 290 ; culture, 291
Cattleya"), list of, 317
Caterpillars, to kill, 267
Cauliflower plants, 50; culture, 125, 383, 397;

planting, 148; storing, 175; grub eaten, 217 ;

sowing, 255, 30?, 370
Cecidomvia tritici and destructor, 43
Cedar (silver). 12, 208
Celery, blunching, 217; watering, 212; culture,

11, 255; planting, 111, 148; earthing, 318,

370
Charred matters, 327
Charring—why beneficial, 45 ; sawdust, 61

Chamomile culture, 324
Cheese maggot, 79; making, 9; mite, 233;

(new) to make, 154 ; (Stilton) to make, 310
Cheesecakes, everlasting, 343
Chemistry applied to cultivation, 283
Cherry, unfruitful, 63; aphis, 107; leaves in-

sect-eaten, 295; preserving whole, 282; list

of, 295 ; stopping, 302
China-asters, propagating, 409
Chinese primrose culture, 167; double, 19; gar-

dening, 311

Chironia floribunda, training, 381

Chloride of lime, as a manure, ike, 3 18

Chrysanthemum j>runing, 212 ; its history, 375 ;

properties, 370; culture, :j6o ; layers, 253;
slips, 281

Chorozema rhandleria culture, 282
Chysis, list of, 16I

Cineraria, its characteristics, 156; culture, 203 ;

sowing, 246; heat for, 78; seedlings, 118 ; iu

windows, 138
Cirrhffias, list of, I61

Cirrhopctalums, list of, 317
Citrons, preserving, 296
Clarkia, white, 4
Clematis tubulosa, hardy, 172; pruning, 324
Clerodendrum culture, 84 ; list of, 85 ; in green-

houses, 329
Clianthus puniccus, 203, 265
Climbers, hardy, 78; list of, 42. 27<> ; list of

hardy, 302; stove, list of, 276 ; fur nuilh wall,

78; culture, 277
Clot-bur. 409
Clove-gilliflower, 247
Club-rooting, 360
Coal ashes for cuttings, 231

Cobbett(Wm.), 155

Cobtea scandens, 218 ; in border, 1H2

Cochin-China fowls described, 60, 117, 137

Cockroaches, 35
Coccus on plum-tree, 139
Colours, combination of, 19
Collinsia bicolor, Qd
Compton, Bishop, 183

Comparettias, list of, 318
Composts, preparing, 326
Conservatory, heating, up-stairs, 104 , deflncd,

160

Convolvolus minor edging, 223
Cooking, 10
Coops, for fowls, 265 ; a good kind, 192

Corn, chafer, 347; ^alad. 138

Corroea alba cuttings, 139; speciosa, propagat-

ing, 374
Coronilta cuttings, 62
Cottage gardens, 361

Cottage Gardener, I67

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, 378
Cottagers, exemplary, 8

Cottagers' horticultural societies, 343
Cows for eight acres, 167 ; best mode of keep-

ing, 154; (Miss Murtineau'A;, 334
Cuwdung, 117

Creepers lor north w-ill, 117



]

I

Crickets, to trap, 310; destroyiug:, QO

I

Crassula, pruning, l6S ; leaves spotted, 182

)
Crown imperial not blooming, 103

I

Cryptostemnia hypochondiiacum, 77
Cubic-petre, as a manure, 200

]
Cucumber culture, 22, 212, 255; house, 38;

sowing, 307, 383 ; unfruitful, 63 ; blossom not
to be impregnated, 252 ; with male bloom
only, 281 ; longest, 374

;
plants flagging,

S60
Cuphea strigillosa, 308

;
platycentra, 118

Currants, mulching blaek, 107; dropping, 63 ;

matting up, 222 ; jelly, 256, 343 ; acid, 341
;

syrup, 341

Curculio granarius, 347
Curtis (W.),205
Cuttings, !38 ; treatment of. 246, 251 ; how to
make, 409 ; propagation by, 273 ; definition

of. 288 ; to strike, 289
Cyclamen seed, l68; seedlings. 231
Cyrtoceras reflexum culture, 246, 396
Daffodils, for forcing, 122
Dahlia culture, 49, l62, 29I; its history, 298

characteristics, 299 ; plants and seedling;

318; mulching, 240; cuttings, 7; propa
gating, 36; planting out, UI ; i)runin£

137; roots storing, 409 ; protecting, 3/0
Dairying—butter, &c., 136
Damsons not bearing, ]68
Daphne pruning, 168 ; Cneorum, 108
Darning basket, 241
Darwin (Dr. E.), 43
Davy (Sir H.), 105
Davallia canariensis. 409
Dendrobes, list of 162, 353
Digging, amount of exertion in, 142
Dinner pitcher, 89
Dinners, cheap, 227
Disbudding, 139; wall trees, 45
Distemper in dogs, 42
Double flowers, planting cuttings of 239
Drainage, 143
Drainage of pots, 5
Drains stopped by roots, 387
Drilling, its importance, 141
Dragon arum, hardy, 182
Drinks, cooling, 340
Ducks, 129
Ducks: Rouen, Musk, and Labrador, 53

riuckling feeding, 54 ; Aylesbury, 61, 265
Duck's eggs, weight of, 11*7

; Aylesbury, 118
Dunghill not superscdable. 284
Dutch flower gardening, 133
Dyeing black and buff, 27
Ear G, 52
Karwigs, to trap, 221
Kconomizing, 175
Eccremocarpus scaber culture, 324
Edgings of flowers, 223
Eggs: carriage of &cr, 55; their usual weight,

90; addled, 154; and poultry, 177; in lime
water, 217 ; preserving, 266

Elder wine recipe, 324
EngUsh garden (the), 29
Epidendrums, list of, 354
Eschscholtzia, new, 310; as an annual, 315
Euphorbia jacquiniflora, 78
Euprepia caja, 325
Euthales grandiflora culture, 282
Evergreens, moving large, 328; planting in
summer, 350

Everlasting flowers, preserving, 374
Exhibition of 1851, its consequence to gar-

deners, 366
Expenditure, scales of, 332, 371
Eve of the mistress, 212
Eyed Hawk Moth, 168
FABIANA IMBRICATA, U8
Fallowing needless, 51

Farmers' duties, 220
Ferns: (exotic), culture of, 211 ; sowing, 230 ;

list of, 240 ; list of hardy, 36o ; (exotic and
British), culture, 305; list of, 305; under glass
shade, 308 ; for greenhouse, 308

Fern, hare's foot, 408
Fig, soil and aspect for, 281
Filter for water, 181
Fir seeds sowing, 139
Fish cookery, 11 ; stew, 227
Fishes drinking salt-water. 202
Flora, change in English, 242
Florists' flowers, sowing, 7I
Flower-garden: plan, 153; arrangement, 1 82;
always gay, 398 ; light soil to mend, 314

;

plans, 40 ; arrangement of small, 84
Flowers: arranging, 12, 14, 139; to change

colour, 203 ; succession of, 203 ; training,
222 ; seeding should be prevented, 237

;

double, to raise, 238 ; impregnating, 246 ; to
send by post, 295 ; (white) for garden uses,
321 ; double raising, 322 ; list of hardy.
343

Flo •-beds: arrangement of, 76, 78, 104 ; blue

INDEX.

flower for centre, 78; number of flowers for,

101 ; arrangements, 158, 282
; plans, 388

Flower border, miscellaneous, Iu7
Flower-seed sowing, 168
Flower-pots, 309
Flues, heating by, 200
Forcing-house, dividing, 265
Forget-me-not [White), 264
Forsyth (W.), 233 ; his trec-plaister, 233
Fowls, hatching, 259
Forest trees, manuring, 374 ; culture, 387

;

French polish for boots, 14
French beans, storing, 404
French marigold cuttings, 90
Freezing, its cff'ects on soils, 143
Frosts, spring, 17
Friction, its effects. 39
Fruit-trees, treatment of newly-planted, 67 ; in

kitchen-garden, 62
Fruit-tree border, 265
Fruit-borders, managing, 218; cropping, 246
Fruit packing, 207 ; preserving, 221 ; room

cleaning, 222 ; gatherini;, 378
Fuchsia macrantha, serratifolia, and spectabilis,

139; fulgens propagating, 409; seratifolia,
nut blooming, 403; list of for window, 408

;

wintering, 408; culture, 229; spectabilis
culture, 246 ; exhibiting, 154 ; cuttings
damping- off', 324

Fumigator (Brown's patent), I6
Furze (doublc-blossomcdj, cuttings, 345
Gad fly, 169
Oaillardia picta culture, 408
Galvanic plant protectors. 61
Gardenia radicans, 62, 408

; florida plena, 230
Gardenias, culture of, 20
Gardening for young people, 23, 102, igS
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, 234
Garden Warbler, 340
Garden, What is a, 319. 355
Garden tenants, laws relative to, 184
Garlic storing, 175
Gate spring, 341
Geese, 128
Gentiana verna, 103
Gentianella, 76; not thriving, gO ; sowing, 345
Geranium, Mangles'variegated.4; Tom Thumb,

&c., 5, 28; scarlet, 18; after winter, 23; old
scarlet variegated, 33; pink, 46; wintering,
62 ; leaves withering, o3 ; leaves diseased,
go, 103; for basket, 78 ; for bouquets, 104,
153 ; culture of fancy, KiQ; planting cullinffs,

109; dried cuttings, 118; (fancy), cuttings,
soil, temperature, prunings, potting, &c..
123 ; for bedding, 186 ; leaves scorched, l6s

;

cuttings, 237,274, 409; growing, 265 ; (Aunt
Harriet's), 309 ; too leafy, 315 ;' moving, 40/ ;

seedlings, 408 ; (Tom Thumb), 408 ; storing,
40g

German asters, retarding, 266
Gesnera culture, 147 ; list of, 306
Gesneracese, 147,305
Gherkin pickliner, 282
Gilpin (W.), 15^

Ginger, cultivation of, 2fi6

Ginger wine recipe, 104, 409
Gladioli, taking-up, 370
Glass, for greenhouse, 409, rough plate, 62;

Hartley's rough, 245
;
plate scorching, 265

;

blue for germtnating, 344
Gleaning, 401
Glory pea, 203
Glow-worm, 141
Gloxinias, potting, 63 ; culture, 147 ; in vinery,

187; list of, 188
Glycine sinensis, 113; layering, 267
Gnat bites, to prevent, ike, 218
(ioats, 76, 323 ; dung of, 62
Godetia stopping, I68
Gongoras, list of, I62
Gooseberry borers, 182; caterpillars, 182; dis-
eased, 154; culture, 390; list of, 295, 391;
leaves blistering, 218; matting-up. 222

;
jam,

256
;
preserving whole, 282 ; wine recipe, 296 ;

trees neglected, 344
Gordius aquaticus, 219
Graft, its effect on stock, 230
Grafting wax, 286
Grapes, packing, 208; for greenhouse, 263;
covering with bags, &c., 36o ; wine from un-
ripe, 409 ; list for hothouse ; 374

Gravelly soil, 62
Green fly and laurel leaves, 230
Greenhouse, heating with hot water, 103;

plants, list of rare and new, 101, 102, 133;
painting inside, 137 ; to heat small, 232, 295 ;

building, 265; heating, 267, 324, 345; de-
fined, 160 ; arrangement, 161 ; gas stove in,

310; repairs, 313; erecting cheaply, 363;
fitly employed, 363 ; and vinery, 374

Guano, quantity to use, 217; liquid, QO
Guernsey lily not flowering, 138

Guinea fowls, 129 with bad feet, 281
Gusmannia tricolor, 3G9
Haddington (E. of), 91
Hair, to preserve, 203; to thieken, 167 ; dve,
388 ; falling off to cure, 42, 137

Hales (Dr. S.), 347
Half-hardy plants, wintering, 246
Hardy plants, list of choice, 102
Hart's everlasting rose, 62
Harvest bug's-bite, 231, 233; harvest scenes,
384

Hatching, artificial, 55
Hautbois strawberry, 138
Heaths, sowing, 63, 294 ; done flowering. 182
Heating frame with hot water, 56; small green-
house, 62

Hedge-rows, cleaning, 245
Hdiotrope, 33
Herbs, planting, 3

Hessian fly. 43
Heracleum giganteuni, 27, 137
Himalayah pumpkin, I6, 43
Hints for humble households, 10
Hints on gardening for young people, 23, 102,

196
Hives, Payne's improved, I" (see Bees)
Hoeing, its importance, 142
Hoitzia coccinea culture, 246
Holly pruning, 139 ; removing large, 266
Hollyhock sowing, 374
Home suggestions, 22
Honey exhibiting, 129
Hops (refuse) for heating, 231
Horse with weak legs, 28
Horse chestnut, as a medicine, 130
Horticultural Society's meetings, 14 ; prize

lists, 390
Horticultural Societv's Show, 132, 213, 160,

1/8, 194, 280, 294, 320
Horticultural Shows, their influence, 270
Hotbed making, 6I ; for cuttings, 63; just
made, 139

Hothouse, expense of building, 295 ; proper
form of, 36-1 ; and greenhouse united, 28

Hot-water piping for pit, 14

House sewage for an acre, 154

House drainage, I76

Hovea Celsii, 28
Housewife (the), 57
Hoya carnosa neglected, 224
Humea eli'gans culture, 11

Hunter, choice of, 25
Hvacinths, characteristics of excellence. 1 ; list

of, 2 ; list of cheap, 388 ; their age, &c., 122

Hybridising, 252 ; rules fur, 275
Hydrangeas turning blue, 284
Hypericums, 57
Ice, to preserve, 287 ; to make, 232
Ideean vine, 118
Indian rubber liquid, 27
India rubber plant pruning, 282 ; cutting, 374
Ink (blue) for pots, 13"

Ipomea Learii not flowering, 359 ; rubro-ca--
rulea, 42

Iris chinensis, 63
Itch mite, 233
Ixora javanica pruning, 282
Ivy on trees, "3; to grow quick, 323
.lACOUtKA LILIES. 28
J;iMiiiinn,; .|..unii, 13
JiiM

,
nruiiingold, 78; not thi

t..
,

lOL', 309
Jvuriu--- [,,r,,,n niL.bcr tap, 154

liukcs, 128; boiling, 137

409Juniperus sabi

Kidney-bean culture, 332; sowing, 21, 36, 50,

383; training, 407
Kitchen-garden, crops withering, 344 ; ex-

h'^usted, 217 ; its size, 203 ; routine, 226, 256,
268, 277, 318, 332, 355, 371, 384, 397

Lad
, 295

Laburnum, with varied bloom, 16;

Lacojna bicolor, 188
Landscape gardening, its rise, 311 ; Downing's
book on, 170 ; observations on, 247

Lantana crocea cuttings, 182; culture of green-
house species, 352; Scllowii, 19

Lapageria rosea, 208
Larkspur (blue), its rarity, 236; culture, 237
Laurustinus, overgrown, 139
Lavender, gathering, 267
Lavoisier (A. L.), 283
Law relative to gardens, 184

Lawn turfing, 27 ; to make fine, I68
Laying in brocoli, &c., 399
Leather waterproofing, 324
Leaves, why variegated, 409
Leek soup, '38

Lemon pickle, 27
Lemon-scented verbena, 42 ; cuttings, 344
Lettuce sowing, 277 ; planting, 399
Lightning, its effect on trees, 245
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7 ; (super-phos-

Lilies, divi.linc:. 359
LiUum lancit'otiutii, '2S; cult

Lime and stahle

phate of\ to mak
Linum catharttcum. 311
Liquid- manure, 344; house slops, 30() ; and
gvp^um, 42; for flowers, 230; for kitchen-
garden, 117> -'31, 360

Little matters. 5

Loaf of bread, 4U0
Loam. 3
Lobelia ramosa for bedding. 329 ; culture, 408

Locke i.J.\ 325
Lodger, removing plants of, 282
Lceliaa. list of and culture, 382
Looper caterpillars, 15

Lucerne culture, 10. MS
Lumbricus terrestris, 183
Lupine culture. 23?
Lygodium scandens diseased. 14

Macaw laying excessively, 137

Magnolia grandiflora. 77
Magpie moth, IS

Mandevilla suaveolens not pruned, 139 ; train-

in?, 231 ; its hardiness, 172
MalvacccE. 56 ; mallows. 56

Mangold wurtze!, 51 ; storing, 309
Manure heap. 258 ; for an acre, 300
Manuring (self) 2l6
Manures, :>84

Marshall (VV.), 36l
Martjii, Professor, II9

Market-garden in Br. 51, 3/2
Mar\-el of Peru, 359
Marl, 328
Mason (Rev. \V.^, 29
Maurandra Barcleyana in border, 182
Mead, to make, 338
Mealy bug on orchids, &c., 71
Meal worms. 269
Melaleuca lanceolata not flowering, 302
Melons, growin;i late. 80 ; culture. 212; grow-

ing, 168 ; soil of bed, 409 ; cuttings of, 409
Mesembrvanthemum purpureum culture, 282
Mice, to frustrate, 76
Mignonette for winter, 182
Mildew on nectarine, 28! ; on vines and cucum-

bers, 295
Milk, its uses. 86; to ascertain purity, 134
Miller's Gardener's Dictionary, U9
Mimulus culture, 324
Mites preying upon man, 233
Mock orange, 63
Moth in carpets, &c., 339
Mountain ash berries, preserving, 374
Mulberry branch layered, 104 ; moving, 408
Mulching, I07 ; and dnuning. 143

Mushrooms in boxes, 90 ; culture, 126; beds,
255, 278. 383 ; spawn. 2i ; and salt, 40

Musk plant, transplanting, 30ri

Mvrtle leafless, 42 ; treatment of old, 63 ; cul-
ture, 345

Names, change of, 90
Narcissus, 63
Nasturtium as edging, 223
Natural system preferable, 302
Nectarine stopping, 301 ; for small garden, 344;
disbudding, 186; ripening and root pruning,
377

Nemophilainsignis, 96, 122; maculata, 118,309
Netting for shade, 309
Nettles, to destroy, 374
Nightingale trapping and feeding, 115; itssong,

116
Nitrate of soda, 62
Oak (evergreen), 266
Odontoglossum citrosmum, 188
(Enothera macrocarpa culture, 315
(Estrus bovis, l63
Oily refuse as manure, 232
Oleanders, 13; culture, l67; just rooted. 103
Onions disappearing, 90; culture, 112; for
allotments, 128; storing, 292, 332,334; cul-
ture, 122 ; itree), 231

Orchard planting. 295
Orchid culture, 290 ; on blocks, 290, 317, 382 ;

in April, 6; in May, 70; in June, 125; insects,

35 ; 3Ir. Rucker's collection, 97 ; list of for
baskets, 124

Orchids in baskets, 225 ; culture, 253 ; on
blocks, 254, 353

Orchids requiring baskets, 188; prize, 178 ; cul-
ture, 161

Otiorhyncus sulcatus, and tenebricosus, 106
Our Village Walks, 8, 37, 72, 99, 126, l63, 190,

227, 255, 292, 384
Oxygen to roots, 28
Pansy, obtaining varieties, 90 ; stand for, 90 ;

sowing, 90; for exhibition, 77 ; nam*>s, &c.,
119; characteristics, 120; cuttings, 125,306;
culture, 7

Parsley, to destroy wild, 232 ; culture, 112, 255
Parasites, 14

Parsnips, hoeing, 51

Parrot losing its feathers, 138, 202, 203 ; to

cure. 217
Passion-flower, pruning, 63, 324 ; described, 152
Posture-laying down, 14

Pea-fowl, rearing, 258
Peach : leaves blistered, 90 ; shedding its

loaves. 104. 139; disbudding, 45, 186; for

eastern aspect, 409 ; ripening and root pruning,

377 : tree blighted, l60 ; blistered, )68 ;

narking, 208 ; mildewed, 218 ; thinning
leaves. 222 ; leaves blistering, 265, 324

;

stopping shoots, 301 ; for small garden, 34i
Pear, leaves insect eaten. 295 ; stopping shoots,

3(11 ; bark splitting, 323 ; moth, 341; root-
pruning and disbudding. 121

Pea-supporters, 14; trainer, 341

Peas : to preser\'e green, 267 ; storing green,
405 ; to boil soft, 407 ; sowing dwarf, 21

Peat, what is, 118

Peaty soil, to improve, 281

Pegging down, modes of, 171

Pelargonium cuttings, 288 ; (Florists*), cuttings,

3u3 ; growing for exhibiting, 304 ; list of,

309 ; hi«>tory of, 205 ;
properties of, 206

;

cross-breeding, 172
Petunias, pegging down, 78 ; soil for, 409

;

stopping, 315 ; cuttings, 252; nyctaginitiora,

4 ; purple, 18

Phaius grandifolius, 34
Ptilos Drummondi. 19

Physic garden, 56. 130
Physiology, important to gardeners,' 347
Pickled vegetable marrow, 343
Picotee, properties of, 249; list of. 7; yellow,

21 ; red-edged. 36; layers removing, 354
Pigeons: their history, 87 ; rock-dove, 88;

stock-dove, 89; management of, 128; his-

tory and varieties, 166,244. 261 ; kinds—tam-
bour, 262 ; fugitive rock, I66 ; description of,

195; history of, 196 ; crossing breeds, 35/;
profltable kinds. 281

Pigs, to weigh, 60 ; keeping, 401 ; fatting, 358
Pine-apple : suckers falling, 23f> ; Hamiltonian

culture of, 249 ;
preserve, 267 ; first in Eng-

land, 389; easy culture, 93
Pine-pits, ridge and furrow, 204
Pink culture, 7, 49, 162 ; planting time for,

355, 408 ; planting out, 306; striking cuttings,
203 ; piping. 111, 397

Pit, heat a small, 103, 137, 138 ; for climbers,

408 ; heating, 345
Pits (cold), 231
Planting, shallow, 230 ; early autumn, 349
Plants, restoring neglected, 223; failing, 231 ;

true to stock. 360
Plumbago larpentje, hardy, 172, 264
Plum aphis, I07

Plums (Victoria), 409; stopping, 302
Pceony, propagating tree, 310 ; frost-bitten,

217 ; house temperature, 217; diseased, 246
Polygala vulgaris, 309
Polyanthus, 49 ; its characteristics, 65 ; pro-
pagating, 111 ; repotting, 162 ; moving, 291

;

seedlings, 318
Polraaise heating, 12. 407
Pomegranate notflowerine, 42 ; culture, 345
Pork I'. Bacon for profit, 60
Porter, to brew, 296
Porridge. 76
Portlandia grandiflora culture, 48
Portugal laurel pruning, 281

Potatoes: prospect of, 149; not earthed,

154; culture, 191 ; thinning stems, &c., 71 ;

planting, 27; leaves frosted, 104, 139; hoeing,
127; seedling culture, 135; stems topping,
182 ; stemless producing tubers, 182 ; cooking,
12; bottom heat for, 13; from seed, 41; in

shade, 42 ; weeding, 51 ; large produce, 60
;

prospect of the, 292, 312; storing, 348, 355
;

Cuthitl on cultivating, 362; murrain, 362;
haulm diseased, 295 ; introduced in Bavaria,
297; for Australia, 309 ; list of, 312; disease,

257, 267, 333 •, manure for, 409 ; murrain,
406 ; autumn planting, 36o. 409 ; best kinds,
388; seed, 333; Rylott's Flour-ball, .345;
Ash-leaved kidneys, 333

Potato soup and stew, 38
Potted head, 38
Potring, 5 ; pots, Blackheath registered, &c.,

5 ; coating pots, 408 ; diameter of pots, 359 ;

time for potting, 146
Poultry: inflamed rump gland, 281 ; feeding,
213; coops and trough for, 404; cramp in,

407; plan of house, 406; constipated, 118
Poultry-Keeper's Calendar, 53, 128, 192, 258,

337, 403
Portugal laurel pruning, 281
Preserving fruit, 323

; general rules for, 256
Primula sinensis culture, 19
Profit from 6* acres, 221
Protecting blossom, why faila, 300
Purple flowers, a3

Pruning scissors. Turner's, I07

Pulu ft, 78
Piinn)kin cooking, 309 ; dropping o(V, 324
Purging flax, to destroy, Hii
Putty, to make, 309
Piiva cultvirc, 369
Pyfacantha, 118
UAnniT-SKiN refuse, 282
Uabbitd* dung for liquid manure, 267
Hacodium celtarc, 345
Radish, Black Spanitih. 14

lUking its evils. 142; beds. 374
Ranunculuses, 216 ; taking-up. 240 ; treatment

of beds, 277; roots, 318; culrurc, 7
Raspberry vinegar, 256, 341 ; syrup, 341 ; acid,

342; jam, 2S6, 343
Raspberries, manuring, 42 ; autumn-bearing,

3/8
Red spider, destroying, 17, l65, 309
Rent, reduction of, 220
Repotting, 6
Reviving bees, 41

Rhododendron pruning, 282 ; in bed*, 309

;

weakly, 118; cutting down, 11; list of 2-J7

Rhubarb wine, 154, 293, 319. 323; culture, l63 ;

forcing, 397 ; flower-stalks, 78 ; blanching,

136 ; manuring, 42
Rhynchospermum jasminoides, 302
Rice pudding. 227 ; for family use, 87
Riddle, gardening. 153
Rockery, soil for, 6:i

lloL-k-work, to construct, 232
;
plants, list of,

360
Room plants, culture of, 315
Roses: in shades, 78; strong, 78; cuttings, 42;

climbing, 13; standard, 14; insects on, 117;
suckers of, 118; caterpillars on, 139; frosted,

154; producing suckers, 182; leaves blotched,

359 ; cuttings for pots, 246 ; liquid manure
for, 209; for forcing, list of, 231 ; pegged-
down, 232 ; with green centres, 246 ; diseased,

281; soil for, 282; time for budding, 287,

344 ; stocks for, 287, 295, 303 ; sweet-scented
for forcing, 295 ; aoot-water for, 295 ; in bad
order, 295 ; Cloth of Gold, 309 ; shoots of

newly budded, 324 ; Aim^c Vibert, 344 ; for

trellis, 315 ; pruning perpetual, 379 ;
pruning

budded, 374 ; soil for, 359 ; arrangement of

bed, 359 ; manuring and pruning, 392 ; Gloire

de Rosamene, 392 ; white China, Bladame
LaflTay, and Fulgore, 393 ; Felicite perpe-

tuelle, 408
Rotation of crops, 139
Root-pruning, 272
Roots invading beds, 63, 144; storing, 334;
should not be strained, 351

Roup in fowls, 182

Rumford, Count, 297
Rustic baskets, flowers for, Q-i

Rustic furniture, 42
Saccolabiums, list of, 189
Salisburia adiantifolia, 296
Salt, killing trees with, 324
Saltpetre as a manure, 200
Salvia patens and fulgens culture, 324 ; nemo-

rosa, 130
Sand for clay soil, 324
Saponaria calabrica, 46
Sanvitalia procumbens, 28, 139
Savory cabbage, 38
Savin, 409
Savoy (feather-stemmed), 36
Sawdust for hotbeds, 28 ; as a manure, 78
Saxifrages for rockery, 403
Scalded pudding, 76
Scale (White and Brown) on orchids, 71

Scuticaria Steelii, I89
Sea-kale, dressing-bed of, 72 ; bitter, 78

;

manuring, 125; flower-stems, 138; culture,

163 ; old plants, 62; forcing, 397
Seeds not vegetating, 153 ; raising, 236
Sclborne, 219
Seltzer water, 203
Shading, different modes, 146,245
Sbalots storing, 175

Sheds for storing, to make, 175

Sheep's pluck, 38 ; head, 227
Sheep-skin mats, 388
Silene pendula, compacta and regia, 46, 122

Sloping banks, 344
Smith (James), 184

Smoke-stained wall, 42 ; stains to cure, 137

Snake millipedes on asparagus, 6

Snails getting over wall, 182 ; and slugs in

orchid-house, 70
Snapdragon cutrings,408
Snow-drops sowing, l68

Soap, 112

Soil, breaking up new and heavy, 345
.Soot-water, 182

Soot and salt as a manure, 1 54

Soot for potatoes, 407
Solanum Jasminoidcs, 303
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THE COTTAGE GARDENER. [Amm. i.

Prize Flowers at many exhibitions, we offer tlie fol-

lowing as

CHAHACTF.niSTirs 01' A GooD HyaCINTIF.

She and Form of Spike.—To be a fine specimen, the

spike ought to bo at least six inches long, and two

iuchos in diameter at the lowest and broadest part,

tapering gradually up to a single pip, as shewn in om'

drawing. But form, or proportion, is the greatest

merit; and the handsomest proportions for the spike

are for its length to be twice the diameter of its lowest

part, and for the whole spike to form a cone.

Sixe (Old Form of Pijis.—The outline of each, look-

ing at in froiit, should be circular ; and, looking at

in profile, it should he semicircular. In other words,

each jiip shoidd be half a globe. To effect this, the

petals (if the flower is single) require to be strongly

bent back, or reflexcd, so as to throw forward the

centre. In double flowers it is not needed for the outer

petals to be much bent back, as the semi-globular form

in these is partly attained by the inner petals being

imbricated, or lapped over each other in tiers, like the

tiles on a roof The lower pips should be large—an

inch and a quarter in diameter is a superior size ; and

the pips of each circle should gradually diminish in

diameter as they approach nearer to the summit. The
l)etals should be thick, glossy surfaced, as if made of

wax, and rounded at the end. Sharj) pointed petals

always injure the outline of the form of the spike.

Thefootstalli, or stem, of the spike should be straight,

stout, and of height sufficient to raise the lowest part of

the spike just above the points of the leaves. The foot-

stalk of each pip should be gradually shorter as they ap-

proach nearer to the top; and each should spring from
the stem at an angle just a little less than a right angle.

so as to aid the pips in adapting tliemselves to a conical

form, and yet to l;eep their broad faces, or discs, i'ull

before the eye.

Colour.—What we say on this point is applicable to

competing flowers of every species, for in all it slioidd

be esteemed as entirely subordinate to fonn and size.

The reason for this is sound; for form and size, if no

accident interferes, are superior just in projiortion to

the skilfulncss of the cultivation. Colour, therefore,

should have no further weight than to turn the scale

in favour of the best coloui-ed, provided that two speci-

mens are equal in form and size. In the ease of selfs

—

that is, flowers of one colour—the most uniform and

brightest are best ; but in flowers of more than one

tint the colouring is best where tlie colours are distinct,

and not clouded into one another.

Fntijranfe.—When flowers, such as is the Hyacinth,

are of a kind yielding a perfume—if the rivals ai-e equal

in other qualities—we should award the prize to the

most fragrant. It is even a criterion of good cultiva-

tion ; for just in proportion to tlie flowering vigour

of a plant is its fragrance. An over-luxuriant and a

weakly gi-own plant have the fragrance of their flowers

diminished.

The following list of Hyacinths embraces those which

are of very moderate price, and yet, if well grown, are

capable of attaining as high a degree of excellence as

any that, as greater novelties, are of higher marketable

value. The prices specified in our list are those at

which the bulbs will be pui'ohaseable next October:

—

DOVllLE KED.
Bouquet Eoyale, Is.

]''.nih'acht. Is.

I'rince of Wales (spleuilid

i'unii), 'iA.

SINIiLE HED.
Dieljitsch Sabalskausky, Is.

L'Ami du Ca'Ur, ild.

Lord AVellingtuu, Is.

DOIBLE WHITE.
Grande Jlonai'que de France,

La Toiu' d'Auvergne, Is 3d.

No This Ultra, Is iJd.

SINOIJi WHITE.
Grand "\"aiu(iucr, Ud,

La Candeur, !)d.

Victoria Itegina, Is Cd.

DOIDI.E mxE.
Bouquet Pourpre, !kl.

Lord WelUngton, !ld.

Pnnce Van Saxe ^\eiiii:ir,

Is -M.

SINOLE BU'E.
Emicus, 9d.

Grand Yidette (beautiful por-

celain blue), !is.

Orondates, Is.

^Eixow.
Heroine (tlie best), 3s.

La Favorite, Ud.

La BeUe Jaune, Ud.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
Vine Borders In-doors.—We believe we shall be

performing a duty to one class of the readers of The
Cottage Oaruexer in offering a few remarks on this

head, for although advice concerning this subject has

at times been offered it has been somewhat piecemeal.

The first consideration is the depth of soil necessary ;

the next drainage, the position of which, of coiu'se, will

be regulated by the former. Now, seeing tliat in-doors

the border will not be subject to the vicissitudes cd'

the seasons like out-door borders, the maxims as to

depth and texture which are considered im}ierative out-

doors lose half their weight as to inside borders. Inside

borders, too, depending as they must on hand-watering

for their moisture, may possibly (unknown to the cul-

tivator) become too dry beneath, whilst the surface

ajipears damp. Under such circumstances, therefore,

we tluuk that a greater deptlrof soil becomes requisite
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in order that, slioulil such a contingeucy occur, a greater

extent and volume of root mny lie a compensation.
For out-door borders we do not iidviso a dcptli of more

tlinn two feet, and. luid we to make an out-door border in

such a luimid nortliern county as Laneasliire, we would
by no means have it dee)>er than half a yard. Tlus may
aiarra some folks, but we luive experienced tlu^ benelit

from sueli, and very freijuently during the last •20 years

had an opportunity of witnessing the difference between
the deep and the shallow border.

For an in-doors border, then, we would advise 'ID

inches, or, if the proprietor is well assured of the tex-

ture of the soil, and of the certainty of a clever coiuse

of culture subseipiently, he might allow a yard of

deptli, beyond which we should certainly consider tlie

roots as too far removed from control.

We come now to consider the question of ilrahinije,

whicli is a paramount consideration, so much so that it

will little signify what character the compost of the

border may be of if this great point be neglected, or

improperly performed. We arc aware that there are

some situations wliich woidd do entirely without drain-

age, nevertheless there is none but would be benefited

by some provision for the escape of water ; for it nnist

be considered that tlie manures and other organic

matters which are considered necessary in making a

border, must, by decay, form a dark and mictuous kind

of humus, and that this will be carried downwards in time

until it forms a retentive kind of deposit, which without
drainage is well known to be too retentive of moisture.

One foot in depth of imperishable materials—such

as broken bricks, stones, the scoria from iron or other

works, &c.—will suthce ; but the character of the subsoil

surface must be taken into consideration. This under-

ground surface must slope to some one given point, in

order to eaiTy the drainage clear away. The best mode
of making borders of this character is to build the front

wall of the house on arches, as open as possible, and to

make a provision outsiilc as well, for the vine roots to

pasture in, and this they will do readily—need we add,

tliat such will increase their strength, and promote their

permanency.
It is sometimes possible to form the inside and out-

side boi'ders on a uniform pitch or inclination ; that is

to say, as to the forming of the surface of the subsoil

previously to setting the drains : and thus there will be
a tuiiform incline from the extent of the border inside

to its extent outside, through the arches. This is a safe

and systematic plan , but it so happens, as in other

eases, that the levels within and without cannot be

reconciled, and of course the borders inside and out will

not be on precisdij th3 same level ; be that as it may, an
escape for the drainage must be provided.

The subsoil surface then being formed, and a main
drain canied the whole length of the house, a foot of

the materials in a coarse and open state may be placed
on the surface, taking care that the main drain is some-
what below this surface level. The nest thing is to

provide something to till up the inequalities of the

rabbly material, otherwise the soil and sedimentary
matter might eventually choke the drainage ; and we
are not aware that anything better can be used than
cinders riddled clean ; at le.ast such is what we have
been in the haliit of using for years to fruit-tree bottoms
in general. These may be spread at least two inches thick

over the surface ofthe rubble, and be trod or rammed down
lirmly. Xext, we would place a layer of small turfs,

fresh cut from some sandy-soiled jiasture ; these need
not be pressed close together ; small interstices may he
left between them, and a slight sprinkling of small cin-

ders or charcoal may be scattered over the whole, and
swept in the crevices.

The border is now ready for the compost, and as this

is a point on which much difference of opinion exists,

we must indulge in a few remarks. Some fiistratc cul-

tivators insist on considering the vine as the most glut-

tonous of trees ; and they ])rovide not only ordinary
manure in abundance, but the carcases of dead animals,
bone manure, <S:c., &c. Now, for our own ji.arts, we sub-

scribe to no such opinion ; these are, as we think, works
of supererogation, if we may apply such a term. There
can he little doubt that some of these expensive borders
contain enriching materials sullieient for a score such

;

and why a thing of this kind is to be esteemed in pro-
]

portion to the amount of prodigality evinced in its con- i

structiou, we cannot imagine. We nnieh fear that the
,

importance attached to the circumstance of winning a
medal at an exhibition lias led to a most lavish expen-

I

diture ; for mere size in these things is too often consi-

dered a superior test to quality. We are ready to admit
tliat monstrosities may bo produced for a year or two,

whilst the trees are ijoung and the border iicu-. During
such a period the freshness and porosity of the turf, or

other inorganic matters in the borders, will counteract
the evil tendencies of tlie enriching materials, lint let a

few seasons pass over such borders, and it will be seen
tliat whilst other vines, on more simply constituted bor-

ders, are advancing and progressing annually, the others

will be retrograding in a corresponding degree. Indeed,
it could not be otherwise. Every good gardener knows
the etl'ect of using even too much dung in vine borders;

how it eventually wars against the durability of the bor-

der. We have known old borders when broken up pre-

sent a mass of black material below, which, in point of

texture, might he taken for puttj-.

We consider that a mellow and sandy turfy loam from
an old pasture is competent in itself to produce first-rate

grapes, provided a proper system of top-dressing be re-

sorted to. By proper sj'stem wo do not mean heaping
manure over their roots during the mouths of spring
and early summer, to prevent the soil from borrowing
heat from the atmosphere ; but we will say more about
top-dressings and mulchings on another occasion.

The following, then, is the compost we would recom-
mend for an inside border : — 'J'urfy loam, chopped
roughly, six parj^; mixed manures, half rotten tree

leaves, &c., two parts ; horse droppings (fresh), such as

used for mushroom-beds, with litter amongst them, one
part ; charred materials, one part ; lime rubbish, two
parts. These materials to be thoroughly blended, re-

membering that both tlie chopping and the turning must
be done when the materials are dry; and that the sooner

it is housed after the last ttirniug the better. We would
also advise that a coatingof littery droppings be strewed
over the surface of the turfs in the bottom, before

filling in the soil.

We have made use of the term hnim as usual; and
many of our readers have complained of the indefinite

character attached to what the gardener terms " loam."
It would appear, however, that there is some misconcep-
tion about this affair. What gardeners, in their vague
way of writing, in general mean by loam, is merely
maiden soil containing much organic matter. This
may contain five, ten, twenty, or fifty per cent, of the

clayey principle ; and in proportion as this juevails, in

a like degree is the soil adhesive ; and this adhesiveness

is generally expressed in gardening teehnicalilies by the

terms sound loam, strong loam, .v////loam, &e. Still, the

broadest signification has a reference to maiden soil, or

soil that has rested for years, in contradistinction to old

garden soU, which possesses less organic mattei-.

We would, however, have the amateur of limited

means understand, that ordinary garden soil may he
used in lieu of the loam, provided it is of a good staple.

We would, in such case, advise that a little strawy, or

littery manure, fresh from the stable-door, be miXiCd

through the whole mass during the process of filling the

border. R. EnRiNOio.s.
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THE rLO\YER-GAEDEN.
Bedbino Plants.—I said last week, that the Siveet

Ahjssum was the best white edging plaut; but I forgot

to say that the variegated form of it is the kind to which
I give the preference. The Variegated Sweet Alyssnm
is, indeed, the ricliest edging to a scarlet, or blue, or

yellow bed, of all the plants we possess ; but some tastes

might prefer J/<(H;/te' variegated Geranium before it; but

as I keep strictly to white colours at present, that gera-

nium cannot be admitted, on account of its pinkish

flowers. The only drawback to the variegated alyssum
1 is that it is not everybody's plant, like the original, as it

UTUst be preserved from year to year, by cuttings made
in August, and secured from frost, like the verbenas.

On the other hand, it is devoid of that powerful honeyed
I perfume for which the Sweet alyssum is discarded by

i

those who dislike that kind of scent. Either of them
is useful for second planting in July, after some other

I

annual is done for the season ; or, say a good successor

1 lo a bed of Navel-wort, or of the Great Cape Marigold,

I Caleiidiilii !it/liri(!a, alias, 0. pluvialis : but the latter is a

dift'eri-nt ])laut, being the Small Cape Marigold. These
two white flowering annuals are well worth growing, as

they require only to be sown at once in the open bed;
and the alyssum, being of the same height—a foot to 18
inches—would follow them, in an arrangement where
height and colour were to be maintained. We gardeners
do not encourage this style of planting, when we can
put in a plant wliich will last through the whole season.

We prefer it to a double crop in the same bed, but that
is no reason why those who are fond of a variety should
follow our example here. The Calendida Injhrida is a
particularly showy white plant for a bed as long as it

lasts, and is only a foot high in the richest soil. It is

one, also, that will easily transplant ; and five or seven
good plants of it thinned out of a bed would make a
handsome patch in a mixed border. }Vlute Clarkia
makes a delightful bed, but can never be used in a proper
arrangement of heights and colours, because, when it is

over, there is not auotherwhite of the same height to take
its place ; at least, not without waitilg some time. A
White Petunia or Verbena might pass for it; but, after

all, that would only be a poor make-shift. This Clarkia
must, therefore, be used without reference to this style
of gardening, and when it is over a plant of some other
colom- must take its place. I shall once more remiiid
you of making one bed, at least, of mixed GlarUa : in-

troducing equal quantities of white and pm-ple. A good-
sized bed of them, thus mixed, any one may have for slx-

penny-worth of seed ; and I engage to forfeit the good
opinions of all our readers, if a single individual amongst
them will not admire this bed.

Petunias.—There are several good white petuuias for
bedding, but, with the exception of the old tall one
called mjetaginiflora, I do not know one that could be
got in the trade, as their names are so ephemeral. I
must, therefore, pass them over, with one remark on
that old one. It is the only one of them that can be
relied on to come true from seeds ; and the seedlings
answer best on poor dry soils ; but where the soil is rich
and deep they grow too rank, and will not bloom so well
as plants raised from spring-struck cuttings. A very
dwarf white petunia is still a desideratum.
Verdenas.—"I wholly dread" the verbenas, as we say

in Suffolk, and so I left them out as long I coidd; but,
fortunately for this week's article, they are rich in white
bedders. The Bride and White Perfection being the best
two which I have yet seen, and I'have tried a hundred
too many of them. Miss Harcourt, Monarch, and Mont
Blanc, are the next best. Princess Boijal kejit her
gTftund for three or four years, but is now discarded as
only a fourth or fifth-rate variety. Then, there is the
old teucrioides lor those who delight in sweet perfume

;

and there is auother old one equally sweet but not so

white; it is callrd /;(/;//;(»., iMiil hin-iitiiilis '•(()««/, and
I know not hmv iiuiny iimiv iijiiir- lir^idi'. Carnea
is better than tt'in-rmiilef: lor fmni^liing Iniinpirts, as it is

flat headed, and comes in for a circular row in those huge
hiindles of flowers which are fashionable, but certainly

not tasteful bouquets.

Where verbena beds are liable to mildew, the plants

ought to be dusted once a fortnight, from the turn of

Midsummer to the middle of August, with equal quan-
tities of soot and flowers of sulphur. The sulpluu- is

the real agent to arrest the progress of the mildew, but
it looks ill for a while ; whereas its own bulk of soot will

give it somewhat of the same tint as the leaves of many
kinds of plants. The way to apply the dusting is to

make a little mop, with soft matting, about six inches

round ; tie it ou the end of a slick 18 inches long ; mix
the soot and sulphur in a flowerpot saucer, dip your new
mop in the mixture, and press it down that it may get a

good pinch ; then hold the mop in your left baud, and
push it down among the plants until it is nearly touch-

ing the soil of the bed ; then, with yoin' right hand,
strike gently against the handle of the mop, and the

dust will fly in all directions, and reach the underside of

tlie leaves, where it will be safe for some time from the

efiects of dew or rain ; but the work should only be done
on dry days. If this dose is applied twice before any
symptoms of the mildew are seen, the chances are that

it will not appear for that season ; but the process is so

simple, that to make sure of the remedy it would be
better to continue applying it as late as August.

The White Salvia patens closes my list of white

bedders.

Scarlet Colours.—I shall follow with this brilliant

colour, because, of all the combinations of the coloiu's

of flowers, scarlet and white are, generally, the most
pleasing. Here, again, if we begin with the lowest

plants, we must recur to these puzzling verbenas ; but
they also are rich in scarlets, of many tints from orange

to crimson-scarlet ; and of all sizes, from Boul dc Feu—
which is so dwarf as to require to he grown in the very

richest compost to get it to spread over the soil at all—to

Robinsons Dejiance, which is strong enough for field

cvdture.

Boul de Feu (The Fire-ball) is still the best of the very

low scarlet verbenas for a narrow bed, but requires to be
planted in the richest soil. The first nine inches of the

bed should be one-half very rotten leaf-mould or old

dung. The colovu' is an orange-scarlet. The next best

is Inglefield scarlet, or fulgens, which is a brilliant dark
scarlet or crimson. By planting these two together in

one bed, and alternately, the eflect produced is much
better than either of them alone ; and this arrangement
holds good with all the scarlet and pink verbenas, and
with some of the purple ones. Indeed, three shades of

these colours answer better ; the only difiiculty being to

find plants exactly of the same height and strength ; for

unless they are so, the mixture cannot have a good effect.

'The whole bed should appear to a stranger to be made
up with one plant only, and that one lu'oducing three

shades of the given colour. The only other verbena

that I could ever mix with Boul de feu and Inglefield

scarlet is the old Melindrcs latifolia, which is more red

than either of the other. These three may be mixed
safely together ; and, when the soil is rich and suitable

for them, there is notlung in the whole range of flowers

which wiU at all come near to them in brilliancy ol'

colour.

Satellite and Emperor of Scarlets are two beautiful

bedders, and both of them will ii^Miriiilr in one bed, and
produce a better scarlet bcl tli;iii cilhci' of them by
itself; and, for a large bed, the II niiil,:r <f Scarlets wovdd
come in for the outside row, as it is not so strong a
grower. Gladiator, Captivation, and Twecdiana grandi-
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flora are thrco flue ones ol iin orange scarlet, with good

habit, but their effect is not iinproved by being [ilantod

together. Tliese are, the best scarUHs for ordinary beds

of all that I have seen. Itohiiixoii'n Vffiaiuv has the

largest head of (lowers ol' all tho scarlets, but it is siii-h

a strong grower that ordinary people can hardly lind

beds largo enough to do it jiistiee. and it is not suitable

tor a small bed. 1 shall try it this season for a small

bed, by way of experiment, under a dili'ereut (reatment

from any tliat has been reei>r(led I'or llowerbeds : and 1

shall be nuieh disappointed if the plan does not answer:

and 1 should like to hear that olliers have made the

same experiment, as it would be a great loss to let down
sneh a splendid plant. 1 purpose puttin.g it into a eir-

eulav bed about a yard across, and to plant it !« indies

from plant to plant. As soon as the plants get a good hold

of the soil, and begin to spread freely, I shall give the bed

a good watering, pat down the soil rather firm, and then

concrete the whole surface ; this concrete 1 shall make
with one spadeful of fresh slaked lime, four spadesful of

rough sand, or line gravel, and as ninoli snot as will give

it a dark colour like the ordinary soil, with mortar suffi-

cient to form a thick mixture, which will bo spread over

the bed about a ipiarter of an inch in depth. If the

colour does not please me, I shall sprinkle a little dry

earth over the concrete while it is yet soft ; and, by the

time it is dry, it will •' set" as hard as Roman cement,

and no rain will get through it, but the bed will be moist
enough for the roots all the season. My object in this

experiment is to keep tlie plants from rooting at the

joints, and thus compel tlicm to feed from the originalroots

onli/. If the fore part of the suunner should be wet, as

is not at all milikely alter so much dry weather this

spring, this plan will prevent this Defiance [a most
vulgar name, by tho way.) from getting the benefit of it,

GEn.\NiL'.Ms.—Scarlet geraniums are as plentiful as

blackberries ; and I'om Thumb is the best of them for

small beds, but, like many more of them, it docs not
answer on some soils. 1 can make nothing of it, nor of

the Improicd Frngmon; which is tho next best dwarf.

Our calcareous light soil is inimical to the whole race of

the Frogmoro breed, to which Tom Thumb belongs.

D. BliATOX.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Lirn.E M.^rrEns ; Potting, ifr.—No great results can
be expected in gardening when tho operators can be
induced to attend to ceitain things only, at particular

times and seasons. Though many, therefore, may be
inclined to smile at the vast amount of lore that was
requisite for a gardener of the " ancient times," when
almost every plant had to be sown and gathered, &c.,

under the inllueuce of certain planets, and a certain

day of the moon's a^c, it cannot be doubted, but that a
portion of the assiduity and attention manifested by the
knights of the spade then, would tell beneficially ujion

our practice and experiments now. Such matters as the

potting and reshiftiug of plants rei^iurc to be attended
to at all seasons; and the delaying of such operations
until several more plants may he attended to at the same
time, is often productive of such results, that the doing
of them at all becomes a matter of no importance. But
whilst we hold that plants should thus be attended to,

at all seasons, according to their requirements, still the

spring time of the year—when branches and roots are

receiving new vigoiu'—may be considered tho cliief

period when the greatest number of plants will thus
require our good offices.

Geraniums for late summer and autumn blooming

;

Fuchsias that have stood in then- last year's pots, and

arc now breaking freely: ciuiy .//(»h,(/s lli;it li;i\eljein

previously pricked oil', and whicli arc intended to be
grown in pols, eilhcr in the window or the conservatory ;

F.jmcrises and llatths that have done llowcring, have
been cut back and are now firm, having been kept clo.5e,

beginning to hreidi nicely; I'limeHias and early Aznlois
that have finished llowcring, and have connncnccd to

make fresh wood ; with all such jilants as early llowcring

.Iciicids, Corrinis. ('ifli.iiist.i.kc, will receive much bcnelit

from being looked over, and obtaining what they require

in the way of fresh soil, and more room at the roots.

We know (hat there is a diversity of opinion and
practice among good gardeners, as to the time for fresh

potting such jihuits as Azaleas and CameUias—some
[lerforniiug the operation, as wo have advised, when the

wood is beginning to grow freely, and others contenting
thenisolves with doing so wdien growth is finished, ami
the flower buds are forming. So far as our own ex-

perience goes, we decidedly jircfer the former method
;

iiaving observed that the flowers arc always finer than
when the roots are disturbed late,—so much so, indeed,

that, unless in extreme cases, instead of repotting them
we sliould surface dress, and allow the plants to renniin

until the following season.

Having previously rel'cncd to the soil, which ought to

be rendered open for the air to penetrate it, W'e will say

nothing now, but that the degree of roughness and
lumpiness in the soil should ever he in proportion to the

size of the pot to be filled.

The Pots should bo thoroughly clean. A nice plant

has as great a disrelish for a dirty pot as a res))ectable

labourer has for tnichanged linen on a Sunday. Besides,

there is no possibility of shifting the plant readily at a

future time, if the pot is not scrupulously clean; for the

ball will hang in detached pieces to the side of the dirty

pot, instead of coming out at the slightest tap as whole

and entire as a piece of cheese. Except in summer, pots

should always be kept dry ; and a wet day should bo

chosen to wash them thoroughly inside and outside,

before placing them in their appropriate bins. This

latter operation shoidd be rigidly enforced, and a fine

imposed for carelessness, as vast numbers of pots are

broken from being put down in a higgledy-piggledy

manner-—large and small in one perplexing confusion.

The Blackheath Registered Pot is not only useful, but

very interesting to amateurs when growing large plants,

the bottom of tho pot being nearly all moveable.

When a block of wood is placed beneath it, so as to rest

upon this moveable part, and pressure applied to the pot

above, the ball is thus elevated so as to enable the

examination of the roots to take place with much less

risk of breakage and damage to tho ball than when it is

struck out in the usual way. Much stress has been laid

by some upon soft-burned pots, but wo are not admirers

of them ourselves, as they generally soon get green and

greasy. With care, most of those jilants that the

amateur delights in may be grown in hard china, and

glazed earthenware vessels, in hard vases made of

various compositions, of ground stoue and clay, and

even in those made of cast metal; but then in all such

cases particular attention must be bestowed upon
Draining.—T\ds should be attended to, not merely by

placing potsherds, &c., at the bottom of the pot in the

usual way, but turfy pieces of soil, lumps of charcoal,

and broken pots and tiles must be mingled pretty freely

along with the compost. In draining, in general, a

number of pieces of tile, broken pots, &e., laid in a

hollow manner over the hole in the bottom of the jiot,

will answer well enough where, from the position of tho

pot afterwards, there is no likelihood of worms gaining

an entrance at the bottom. But whore, firun the future

position of the plant, there is a danger that these—in

other respects useful cultivators, but in a pot such ])er-

fect bores—should be likely to find an entrance, then
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tlie tile or potslicrd sliould be placed with its convex side

ovpi- the liolc in the bottom of the pot, and then a

number of pieces sboiild be so arranged over it, and by
iti) side, witli a small handful of clean washed gravel or

pebbles, or potsherds over them, and a little green moss,

or chopped straw over all. The water will get down,
and escape between the bottom of the pot and the tile,

though a small worm woidd not be able to wrigyle itself

iu. The chopjied straw, or the moss, is necessary for

this plan, as otherwise the water would wash down the

line earth, which concentrating around the potsherd
with its convex side over the hole, the ^ilant would he
in danger of becoming water-logged. Our amateur
friends should always endeavonr to have a little gieen
moss for this purpose, as independently of thus securing

drainage it also acts as an equaliser of moisture

—

parting with water when excessive, bnt retaining a
]iortion for a long time before it becomes quite dry.

Those who wish to secure drainage and keep out worms
more ncalhj, should have a number of little caps or bowls
made of tin, zinc, or galvanised iron, from one inch to

two or three inches in diameter and iu deptli, the bottom
terminating in a convex point. By placing the open
jiart or mouth of the bowl over the hole in the bottom of

the pot, and surrounding the cap with drainage in the

usual way, there will be no danger of the water not find-

ing an outlet.

In repottiixj, the common method faud which for

small plants cannot be improved upon) is to spread the

palm and fingers of the left hand over the surface ot the

pot and soil, to turn the pot topsy-turvy, and holding its

bottom, now uppermost, with the right hand, strike the

side of the pot fai'thest from you on the side of the

pottiug-bench ; and while the ball of the plant rests in

your left liand, tlie right hand puts aside the old pot,

and is ready to assist in transferiing tlie plant with its

roots into the new soil. iJut before that is done, several

things must be looked after. First—though you see

no worms, notice if tliore be no worm tracks : because if

there be, ten to one the sleek cunning fellow is ensconsed
in the centre of yoiu'ball, and thence you must dislodge
him, by boring through the ball with a piece of wire, or

very thin wood. Secondly—observe the depth at which
the plant previously stood iu the pot, and do not jjlace

it deeper iu the new, but rather scrape away a quantity
of the surface soil, that you may be enabled to put a little

fresh there. Hundreds of plants are killed by covering
the stem of the plant too deeply ; and thousands of forest

trees meet with a lingering existence from the same
cause. As a general rule—the i-olhir of the plant, that

is, the place from which roots and stem respectively

start, should not ho much, if at all, covered. Thirdly

—

observe wliether the roots are densely matted on the

outside of the ball ; and what then '? I can recollect

the period, when in such eases he considered himself a

clever fellow who could take his knife and slice off all

such matted roots with as much gusto as the shepherd
cuts up turnips for his sheep. This is bad. Gently dis-

entangle the roots, and trace them out, so that thej' will

form separate layers in the new soil you are going to

give them. When traced ont, jamming them all close

together, as if you were fixing a gate-post, and the

cutting them oU' in slices are alike S2iecimens of bar-

barism. Fourthly—])lants that have been shifted

previously, and are merely to be gi'own on, require

different treatment from those which have been standing

daring the winter iu the pots in which they grew the

previous summer. The lirst will want little done to the

roots, and little soil to be removed, the old drainage

being chiefly taken away. The others must have tlie

roots examined, ti'aced, pnnied if necessary, and as

much as j)ossible of the old soil got rid of.

When the soil is all nicely pjacked about them again,

the plants must be kept close, watered, shaded from

bright sun, and frequently syringed, to check trans-

piration, until they have fairly commenced making fresh

roots and top growth. 11. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTJIENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
RoL'TiXE Work for Ariiii,. — Continue to ^lot all

plants that begiu to shew growth ; such plants as

C'lilesi'tiiiiis, Monnodes, and Ci/cnochcs, must now bo

growing, and ought to be potted forthwith. As the sun
increases in power let the shades be let down earlier in

the day ; if the house is of the aspect we have described

(that is, facing east and west) the shades should be let

down on the east side as eaily as nine o'clock a.ji.

when the sun shines clearlj'—it may remain down till

one, and then be drawn up ; at 12 letdown the shade

on the west side, and draw it otf as the sun declines.

If the house is a lean-to facing the noon-day sun, the

shade will neither be required so early in the morning
nor to be kept on so long in the afternoon. On all dull

days the shades will not be necessary at all ; the gi-and

object to aim at is to give orchids all the light possible

without sunshine. The sijrinfje may now be used pretty

freely, as most of the plants are, or ought to be, gi'owing

rapidly. When the house is shut up, the shades drawn
up, and everytliing set right to be left for the evening,

then syringe the plants and every part of the house.

Leave it hot and moist, and in the morning you will

find your jilants looking fresh, clean, and healthy. The
heat may be increased now almost to the maximum ;

always remembei-ing that tlie heat of the day ought to

exceed the heat of the night 10° at the least ; this gives

the plants time to consolidate their growth, ibr if by

gi'cat heat and moisture any plant is forced into growth

as much n,nd as fast as in the day, the apparent growth

is not real ; it is only, as it were, drawn out like wire

;

but let the plants have their night's rest and they will

start strongly and freely during the day. Water, also,

may be given in greater abundance, and more often, as

the season advances, and the compost apjiears to dry

more than in the dark short days. In the application

of water much judgment must be exercised ; the quan-

tity required either from the syringe or watering-pot

depending greatly upon the weather externally : if it be

cloudy, rainy, and cold, so that no air can be given, the

water will not evaporate so freely ; and as the young
shoots are very tender, if the water lodges in or near

them for 21 hours it is almost sure to destroy them.

The time has not come yet to give abundance of water;

we shall not forget to remind our orchid-loving friends

when it does arrive.

The warm weather will bring to life myriads of in-

seets; these must be diligently sought for and destroyed.

Ojre of the most destrirotive, even to the most valuable

jilauts—such as Aerides, Saccolabimns, Vandas, and the

like—is a very small insect, which in its young state is

white, but when full grown turns black; it is known
amongst gardeners by the name of the JJlack Thr'tp.

This insect congregates on the under sides of the leaves,

old as well as young, and sucking out their juices causes

them to turn yellow, become spotty, and eventually

perish. Tliere are no insects so diHicidt to destroy,

though frequent washing of the leaves will ]n-event their

increase. The following has been found to be a good

method to clear the houses of this pest ; it may be used

successfully in the connnon stove also when the thrip is

observed there:—Procure some flowers of sulphur (half

a pound will be enough for a stove ."lOfeet long), as soon

I

as the house is shut up mix the sulphur with a gallon

!
of water, and with a common whitewash brush apply it
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to tlie wiinn pipes nil rouiul the houso. Do tliis iiuiokly,

so as to have tho greatest nmouiit of sulpluir vapour at

oueo ; tlieii have some tobacco, or good tobacco pa])er,

(llie latter we find the most efVectunl) put sonic red hot

cinders into an iron trivet, or a couimon ffarden pot will

answer moderately well, put tlic tobacco paper pvilled in

pieces upon the cinders, and with a pair ot' small liellows

blow at the cinders so as to raise a fjreat cloud of smoke
without blazin<;, whicli nuist be continued till the Ikuisc

is full. The trivet is an instrumiMit nnuh' of sheet iron,

standing upon three legs, in the form of ii cylindrical

garden pot. about seven inches across and niue deei),

with a handle to it for the eouvenienee of carrying it

round tlie house. Should there a])pear any tendency to

a ilanie, have a fine rosed watering pot handy, and

sprinkle the tobacco slightly; this will prevent it burst-

ing out into a tlnme, which would be very destructive to

the leaves of the jdauts. These two vapoins combined

will destroy, most certainly, the tluip ; hut it will be

necessary to repeat it the third night following to de-

stroy any young ones that may be hatched into life in

the "interval ; it will also ert'ectnally destroy the green

lly, which sometimes makes its ap])earauce in the orchid

house. There are some other insects destructive to the

young roots and flower shoots, the remedies for which

we must give at au early opportunity.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
D.\ni.!As.—Continue to put in cuttings ofsuch as spring

late ; but, unless wanted for sale, by no means make too

many plants ; one or two of each variety to be kept in

pots for next year will be very desirable, as these keep

better than the large roots taken up out of the groimd.

The early stiiick cuttings should be repotted two or

three times, so as to be stout plants to plant out as soon

as the frosts are over.

Pinks.—Tlie plants of this lovely fragrant Hower will

now be growing. The soil should be frequently stirred

between the rows to let in the spring showers, do this

with a small, short, three-pronged fork ; taking care not

to come too near the roots. Prepare sticks in good time

to support the flower stems, so as to be ready as soon as

tlicy reijuire it.

Paxsies that have been planted out some time will

reiiuire the same treatment as the pinks; that is, the soil

on the surface should be frequently stirred. This opera-

tion freshens the plants gi-eatly, not only by allowing

the rain to enter the soil freely, but also admits the air

to the roots, which does them good to a greater c.\teut

than most cultivators are aware of.

Raxuxculus.—In sucli sevei'e weather as we have had
lately, and in very heavy raiuy weather, it will be desir-

able to shelter them with canvas covers. The soil, too,

of the beds should be frequently stirred, or it will beconu^

baked and beaten on tlie surface, which will prevent the

plants springing up freely.

Tulips.—The some precautions must be used with

these, and even to a greater degree, as they will be

further advanced, and therefore in more danger from

wet afternoons followed by a late spring frost. It is

better always to be safe by constantly covering up every

night, as yet, than to neglect one apparently fine evening
and find them frost-bitten in the morning.

PicoTEKS.—Last week we promised a list of the best

selected kinds siutable for a new beginner, and we now
fidfil that promise.

Ral Eihied. \wv puir

s. d.

Kroest (Edmonds'), light edged, extra flue ' <i

Isabella (Wildman's ), liea\7 edged, extra tiue -'i "

Mi's. Bcvan (Bivnoughi'.,' I, middling edged, very line . 'J Ii

Gem (Youells), light edge, extra fine flower .") <l

King James ^He.'nUy's ), heavy edge, small but good . . > n

Jenny Lind (Edmonds'), light edge, quite unique "i "

Vmylr K,l,i,;l.

F,nchiiiitro-s ( Mullunvs' ), finest purple light cilgc, extra :l (i

Duke of Xrwra^tle ( HiUToughos'), hglit i-dge, cxli-ii . . -l (i

.lulirt ( .Mnys). lieiivy edge, an extra luie llower .'i II

I'orliii I Jbiysi, licavy edge, a good strong growing kiml :l Ii

l.ady Chc^tciiicld ( l!riii(lli\v's), heavy edge, extra Ihic 'i II

I'residciU ( nuiTMUglios' ), houvy edge, fine 'J Ii

The abov(<12 iiieotces are really fine, distinct varieties,

which any one growing for exhibition ought to procure.

Scarlet edged and yellow pieotces next week.
T. .Vi'ri.KiiY.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
f'AimAOE.—Some varieties of the early autumn ])laiited

cabbages may, through the late continuance of severe

frost and drought, have a tendency to start into flower,

instead of turning into or forming heads. When the

weather becomes milder, such should bo cut at once for

present use ; the stumps of them may be left, as tliese

will produce a quantity of sprouts, and with some varie-

ties such sprouts as form themselves iuto nice little cab-

bages, instead of seed sprouts, which are found useful

in succession. The early cabbages we out as fast as

they become ready, clearing the stumps and bottom

leaves for cattle, &c. ; and when clearcHl. let the gi-ound

be prepared for Ridge cucumbers. Scarlet-runners, and
Kidney beans, &c.

CAi-r.iFi.owEns.—Those grown on some soils are in-

fested, to an injurious extent, as soon as the hot weather

sets in, with a little white grub, so numerous and de-

structive, that the prospect of a fine healthy crop is

often blighted. Chimney soot and salt incorporated

with the manure-water, and applied at this season, is

the best preventive we can recommend. Plant out now
in succession ; prick off and encourage the growth of

the spring sown plants, and sow another pinch of seed.

Cauliflowers under hand-glasses should be well sup]ilied

with manure water. The glasses should be raised in

due season ; first, by forming with the spade a little

ridge of earth all round for the glass to stand on, which

forms a shelter as weU as a basin for watering. Although

the weather has been extremely severe, and nearly every

night throughout this month from 2° to (s° of frost, with

ice an inch thick sometimes lying unmelted throughout

the day, notwithstanding the clear and sunny state of

the atmosphere,—and the earth has been so deeply

frozen that the plough has been stopped, more particu-

larly on the i!.")tli and 2(itli instants, on jdaces where tur-

nips had lately been fed off, nevertheless, with us the

hand-glass cauliflowers, sown the beginning of October,

which were grown through the short days in pots, and

turned out on a kindly preparation of soil the first week in

February, are now large strong plants, such as will pro-

duce good sized cauliflowers by the 2nth or 2.')th of April.

The good varieties of cauliflowers are worthy of consi-

derable attention, as they may lie produced in good sup-

ply throughout tho whole year ; and a handsome-sliapcd

delicate white cauliflower wo find as much esteemed by

the kitchen folks as the double white camellia is by
others.

AcTC.MN sowx Carhots.—To push these forward they

should be supplied with weak tepid manure-water,

and be well surface stirred. Keep them shut up

early if under glass, and in every way encourage them

to make a rapid root-growth without too much top-

growth; these are matters which maybe easily managed
by a little forethought and judgment.

Cape Brocoli should be sown in succession in small

quantities, as old plants of this variety are worthless to

plant out. A small sowing may now be made of the

Malta Mliite, Wilcove, Walchereii, Cluipjilc's H7((<<;, and

Lfitc Piivplc varieties, or of any other esteomed kinds.
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Routine Work.—The present is a good season of the
3'ear to renew, reiilant, or make new plantations of
kerbs. The varieties of mint delight iu rich, open, and
rather light, moist soil, and should bo planted partially

in the shade; when the shoots have obtained the length
of two or three inches they should be pulled up witli a
portion of root, and be dibbled at the distance each way
from one another of about six inches, 'i'arrayon re-

quires a similar treatment. Chives and sorrel shovdd
be parted and replanted. Chamomile and pennijroijal

shoidd 111' planted in single shoots one foot apart. Bur-
net, ihi/inr, iiiiiter savory, sweet basil, and marjoram
should he sown. The last season's herb-bed should be
top-dressed, and, where intended to remain, well forked;
and sa^e should be pegged down and layered.

James B.\rnes.

]\nSCEJ.LANEOUS INFORMATION.

oi;e village wai.ks.
(No. 24.)

I ALWAYS look witli interest at the garden of a little cottiiRe
wliich stands at the riilnmr,. nt the ullage near which I Uve.
It belongs to a siriiil)

, iinlusiiiiius saivyer, who supports a
widowed mother ami i .hr, loul who takes great pains rntli

Ijis allotment and this little garden. There are in it a nice
row of gooseben-y bushes, a little patch of raspheny plants,
a bed for cabbages, onions, mustard and cress, &c. ; in the
proper season, a flower border, two or three pliun-trees, a
large plant or two of lavender, and a shed for the wheelbar-
row ; and yet it is so small, that the owner seems too lai'ge

for his gai-den—as if one step would rmr, liini ii\er the
paling into the road. Not a bit of the s,,il i, n, J, , ud; all

is doing its duty; and the produce inv;in:iM\ junk, hoalthy
and well. A fuchsia decorates a part of the cuttage waU, anil
in the flowering season its bright crimson blossoms hang
abundantly from the gracefiU sprays. A little petted cottage
garden is a beautiful sight at eveiy season; and the one of
wliich I am now writing is never untidy, even in the -ninter.
There is neatness in its desolation ; and it seems to wake up
from its needfid rest sooner than any other garden in the
neighbourhood. There is nothing at all attractive in its

situation ; the buildings and sheds neai- it are neither pic-
toosrjue nor neat enough to be pleasing

; yet this Uttle garden
is a pleasant object for the eye to rest upon as we pass by

;

and if it were ever to be built upon, or pass into careless
hands, I should miss it exceedingly.
Some httlo cottages v"--' - < -I rip of garden, which,

although not by any nir.in, miUm i, nl for the use of the
family, might yet, by cultjvaiiiiii, jiiuiliu'c much more than
they do now. I do not think that guoselimirs ,,r r,i-|iberries

are at all (Ifsirahle for the ponr man, win iv In, -luilin is a
small one. Unless they are grown in sutlirimt .luaulities to
sell, they occupy the ground unprofitably, and sliould give
place to vegetables. But I sometimes see nice Uttle bits of
ground yieldiug so Uttle, that it may almost be caUed lying
waste: iiiid tirniiiiil is so valuable in all cases, that not an
incli sliMiiM li, MiHered to Ue itUe, or cariyless produce than
it miylii lir iiiiulc to do. Cabbages, onions, and leeks, are so
useful and \\ holesome, that they should he put in wherever
they will grow. A good crop of the former is a help to the
family in the summer, and a store of onions

'

for winter use. A basin of onion porrid-e i~

fortable dinner or supper, to moisten and iIumi

bread; and in case of colds and coughs, tnKin
is an cxcenent rei

Leeks are e- livin, 1

meal when \,rll Imi

teemed ami rsi, ii>

valuable iidilitMni i

they were 1^ Uii li

leeks served on
to whom the flavom'wasag
little considered or used.

hiMliii-

tli,il ll

Ihi

trcasme
i~ ;i w.inii, uom-
Milll' llie , -rust of
en III liedtime, it

1 fur the chest.

• '111 a noimshiug
I y lire highly es-

and niiglit be,'rown in \Vali

poor man's garden ui England, if

rslood. I have seen tender young
toast like sea-kale, and much Uked by those

leeabie ; hut in general they seem
A Uttle bed of herbs woidd be

very useful too. A plant or two of wliite-mint, rue, hore-
hound, sage, common mint, chamomile, rosemary, thyme, &c.,

would often turn In good accoiciit in case of sickness, and
help a less Ihrifly neighbour. Indeed, chamomile should
fill a lillli .|.:ire ii ,ell', for it is so fine a medicine, and so
excelliiii II, nil eiiiward appUcation, that it shoiUd occupy as
much of the Kiouud as can conveniently be spared. A herb
gai'den woidd be a treasm-e in a village. How many UtUe
ailments there are for which the healing \irtue of these
simple i^lants is beneficial ; and how often we pass from cot-
tage to cottage in an unsuccessful search for them. The
very smell of chamomile flowers seems to assuage pain, so
well known are its soothing i|ualities to us all; and a large
bag of them, iliinl fnr use, wmilil e;i,r iiiioiy an aching face
or joint, and siue ,1,1, in ,, |„.|,in h.tlie] r. Some plants of
the valuable tularin Inrwliieli I \v.i\,: already spoken) should
be in every garden, to apply to cuts and wounds, it slight,

and to severe ones also if medical aid is disiant. ft is a rich,

ornamental-looldng idant; as 'tlie foUage, during some part
of the year, is of a brownish green, and in the autumn it

becomes blood- red. The heaUng vu'tuo of this plant is re-

markable.

The cottager has not much iu his power to do for Ins fel-

low men, when money or time are required. Of the first,

he has none ; of the last, his daily labour takes up the
largest part ; but a kindly heart will always try to do some-
thing, partictdai'ly when it serves, in simpUcity, a Blaster who
blesses the " cup of cold water " only " given in the name of a
cUsciple." A herb-bed for the use of the sick is a work of
love, not to be despised because it may seem trifling. A hand-
ful of chamomile flowers, or a cup of mint tea, may soothe
the pains or cool the pai-ched Ups of a suffering feliow-crea-

tm'e ; and is this, ivith a word of Cbiistian sj'mpathy to en-
rich the gift, a trifle ?

There is some spai-e time for labourers, in the long days
when work is over, that might he profitably spent in culti-

vating vegetables ; and this makes it sad to see idle men and
boys lounging in a village street, having nothing to occupy
their evening hours. The allotments, indeed, whore they
exist at all, employ many who frequently toil on them till it

is qiute dark; and 1 have often heard the pleasant sound of

the spade even by moonlight. 13iil ,til], in a im.|iu1ous vil-

lage there ai'e a great number who ieail.\ Iiaxe n.i ground to

till, except, perhaps, an atom of damp earlli liehind their

dwellings. It wotdd be a work of rntionul, doubly-beneficial

charity—a means of douig unspeakable good—to let, or rent
for the pm-pose of letting, to the poor pieces of land near
every village ; so that as many as possible, if not ah the cot-

tagers, shoidd have a portion of ground to cidtivate. Indus-
trious characters would thus bo materially assisted in pro
viding for then- families, and men of lazy habits inii/h/ be

encouraged to amend. I myself know an allotment truant,

who has held his quai'ter of an acre for upwiu-ds of tw eiUy
years. During the last seventeen, his mfe has been a crijjple

confined to her bed, and unable to move without his assist-

ance. Before and after his working hoitrs, he has been en-

gaged in placing her aching frame in easier positions ; at his

dinner hour he always came home to mtne her also ; his

nights were as weary as the days, from her paiidid restless-

ness ; and yet I know that he has been on his land at three
and four o'clock on summer mornings, to cultivate and attend
to it. Should not all such men be encouraged '? If boys
were induced to rent and manage small g.ardens, it might be
the means of keeping them from idle and wicked practices

;

give thetn eai'ly habits of industry, and an interest m honest
employment too.

Gentlemen residing in a parish have much power to do
good by iiromoting and encouraging garden cvUtivation ; and
the farmers, if th.-y «nuld but aid a good cause, might do a

great deal, anil liemlil lliemselves in their tin-n. The rates

—

that jii i[ietiial siiiiiie of vexation in almost every parish

—

might be tUminished, or kept within due bounds liy Mils s,\s

tern. And although tliis oui/IU to be the la-l i ii^di iaiion

when eudeavoming to do good, yet we are coiniielled In admit
that too often it is the first. Fanners ai'c greedy of then
land ; but small portions let off woidd do such a world of

good to so many, that they could scarcely regret them, and
woidd feel happy in knowmg they were at least byiug to help

the poor and needy. In " maldng money " we .-u-e verj- apt

(to use a homely phrase) to " reckon without om host." Wc
think it is our own, to do witli as we please ; forgetting that

there is One who has a first claim upon everything wo pos-
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sess. •' But ye sny, wlieieiu have we robbod thee " lu lithes

nml offerings !"

Let fiiniiers i-ewembei- this ; mid when they giuitible nt

the times and at the poor, let tlicm lemember, too, that " he
that givetli to the iioor, leudeth to the Lord !"

CHEESE MAKING.
There are veiy lew domestic operations which liavc not,

in some fonn or other, been laciHlated by tlie aids of modern
science. The increased lacihties, thvis afforded, have ex-

tended even to dairy operations. Butter, cheese, and mill;

have all been better managed since the food of cows has

been more correctly nndei'stood, and better ^arieties of

roots introdnced for winter keep. The progress of improve-

ment has, of necessity, been far from rapid, because of the

little correct knowledge gou.'iMl1\ iin^„<^sod on tlie ^nbj.il.

jmd the veiT varying action of \\<r l.m.l IVom i'\eii a'l.iiiiuing

gnvss pastures upon the quiinlil,\ and )iudil\ nf tb.' inilk of

the cow. This paucity of information lias been peculiar]} tlie

case in the instance of cheese dairj-ing ; still soraetliiiig lias

been done : some few improved " cheese crumbs " have been
recently gathered, and it is to these to which I propose to

confine my attention in this cuttle paper. As I had occasion

to remai'k in another valuable periodical (Bell's Messengerl,
the art ami mystery of cheese-making has been left cliieHy

( as in the oblen time ) to the care and skill of the dairymaid
and the farmer s wife ; and they have, in many instances,

made obseiTations and produ'-cfl results which the philoso-

pher has uol always veiy surr, --lullv . .plained. Our igno-

rance, however, on these point- nitMi.l, u^ ample reasons for

gathering together the little nnJcru improvements wliieh

have been nu\de in elieeseniakiug in tlifferent localities.

Produced from the milk of domestic animals, it wiU be well

to remind the young dahy keeper of what that milk is com-
monly comiiosed. This ha.s been given iu a tabular form by
Professor J. F. Johnston, One hundred parts of millc then
contain

—

Of the Cow, Goat.

Ca.seiu or cmd .

.

. . 4 o 4 1

Butter .11 .3 :1

Milk sugar 4 8 3 :!

Saline matter .

.

..00 li

AVater 87 80 7

The Cheshire practice of cheese-making has been described

at considerable length by Mr. H. Wright (Journal K. A. S.,

vol. vi., p. 102^. From that essay the practical jioi'tiou of

the detaLs may be gleaned. The operations in fom' ditfereut

Chesliii-e djuries are given by him in a tabular- form ; No. 1

and 2 of these dailies were in Bucklow Huu<hed, No. •! in

Nantnich Huudied, and No. 4 m Eddisbmy Himdred. Tlie

millc produced from these at two milkings, except No. 'J,

which was from four millungs, and the number of the cows,

were as follows :

—

Date. Cows. Gills, of mill..

No. 1 . . Nov. n .. 42 . . 43— .. Aug. 17 .. 18 .. lly
V! .. Oct. 13 .. in .. -ii

3 . . Aug. Hi .. 20 . . .JO

4 .

.

Aug. 19 .

.

03 . . 107

The temperatiu'e of this milk when the rennet was put iu,

and of the daily-room in which the cheese was made, the salt

used internally, and the weight of the cheese a day or two
afler making, were

—

Temp. Temp, of Salt Weight
of milk. DaiiT. lb. oz. th.

No. 1 . . 83^ .

.

CH" 11 . . 5.-J

2 .. 'iH .. — 4 .. —
3 .. — .. 78 10 .. (Ill

i .. 77 .. 0-ltoCa 4 4 .. —
The recent improvements which have been gi'adually in

troduced into Cheshue smce the days of Dr. Holland, who
long since described its agriculture, has been given by Mr.
W. Palin (ibid, vol. v., p. 88). The first process of breaking
down the cmd in the cheese-tub is now generally perfonned
by a breaker or curd-cutter, the dairy-maid alone waUdiv,'

round tlie tub, and pressing the bjcalcer slowly tlu-ough the
cuiil at lii-st, and more rapidly as she proceeds with her work,
until it is reduced to small i^aitides, when it sinks to the

bottom of the tub. 'lliis piaclici; supersedes tlie nld mode
of three women kneeling rouml the tub, and breaking the
curd \rith their fingers. The next improvement is the curd
mill, which is for the puqiose of lireaking the cmd after

bring dniined from the whey in the cheese-vat, before finally

putting il under lh(> pn^ss, instead of the old tedious plan of

again hretikiug it with the hands. The greatest improve-
ment, however, yet otlectcd, is by the introduction of a lever-

press, which is self-acting, and may be used during the
process of making. This invention renders unnecessaiy the

previous custom of kneeling upon and pressing the ili., i-

with a boai-d, or two or three persons thrusting it with thru
hands, or pressing it for a time, before placing it uml. i ili.

heavy stone press. Tbe great advantage of this niachiue
consists in its being regulated by ii small weight on the
beam, by which the pressure upon the cheese can be in-

ciiiiseil ur diminished at pleasure. It is also portable; and
n^ Haitulli is very essential during the time of jiressing,

c~)irrially iu cold weather, it can be conveniently removed to

liny warm situation, .\rtificial heat is now introduced into

many cheese-rooms, either .by means of hot-air stoves, or

steam conveyed in cast iron pipes through the rooms, for

the pui-pose of forwarding the ripening of the cheese. By
these means, lai-gc dairies, which formerly were scarcely ever
marketable before April or Blay, are now sold as early as

Oi-tober or November.
In all dairy operations an attention to the lemperatm'e of

the milk and of the dairy room seems most important—an
attention which it will he highly important to regulate by the
thermometer. This seemed to Ijo generally admitted at a

recent practical discussion at one of the meetings of the
Burton- on-Trent Fanners' Club, the report of which may be
penised by the yomig cheese-malier with considerable advan-
tage (Fai-raers' Magazine, vol. xxxi. p. 031):—"I have
found." oliserved Mr. (jretton, one of the practical daily

owuri , wlhi addf.v,,.,! the meeting, "that with a heat of

fioiii sj tn s(i ,|,.M ,. ,(|,,.u the rennet is applied, the curd \rill

sepinair IVnm tlie wlii'v; and I consider it desirable to use
the lowest temperature which will insure the clearness of

the whey. But as the curd is tender when gathered from
milk at that temperature, I have adopted the plan of render-

ing it film by poming over it water or whey, heated to a
given point. This method is often pursued, but seldom, I

believe, irith the exactness necessaiy to insure its constant
success. .-VU depends on the degree of heat at which the

liijnor is applied. Jly experience goes to prove that if the
curd be raised to the heat of about 84 to 80 degs., it becomes
sufficiently firm for all the ends it is desirable to attain.

" I believe that cheese-makers generally who scale the cmd
do not use a sufticient quantity of Uquor for the purpose, and
make it too hot ; and in such cases it is obvious that a pai't

of the curd «-hich first conies in contact with the hot liquor

will become raised very much above 81 degrees. I have
tliiirCof,' takrii care to use a lai.ucc 'lu.mlily of liquor at a

low.i' iianii. laturc. Theqnaiitit\ nf Iimimt v. Inrli \vrusefor
ciii'.l, whirl, wrlds 44 11) of dry rlr r^r^ is i,i,i, vallons, at a

trinperaturc of 94 to 08 degrees, according to the degree of

heat of the curd in the jian.

" You will at once see that unless a thermometer be used,

this operation woidd be liable to such a degree of imcer-

tainty as would eifectually prevent the cheese of one day
being hke that of another. I cannot, therefore, too strongly

point out to you that this iustrivment ought to be an invari-

able article of fm-niture in the daily. To reduce the niiUi

from !)«, at which heat it comes from the cow, to h-j or 84, at

which we put the rennet to it, we have sometimes added cold

water, and sometimes cooled part of the milk in shidlow

vessels. 1 have obseiTed no ill effect from the addition of

cold water; but, perhaps, when other conveniences ai-o at

band for cooling the milk quickly, it may be advisable to use

them in preference to cold w.ater.
" Saltpetre is added to the milk after Ihi; projiortion of h.alf

an ounce to 50 gallons. The liur al'ewcd b.r.ire bii aliinr,'

up the ciml is the same as I slaii ^1 in in.\ armnm rf ni_\ tir-l

year's make; but instead of gatlmiir-; by li.aiid as wr' did part

of the first year, a gatherer ( the invention of Mr. Carington,

of Creighton, near Uttoxcter) is used, with some alterations

which I have made in it. I have enlai-ged the gatherer so

as to make it fit the inside of the eheesepan, and have ap

plied a screw instead of weights to compress the curd, and
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have added a sniaU pumii to remove the whey. This gatherer
causes a saving of labom% and while it presses the wliey froni

the ciu'd, removes less curd and butter in the whey ; I, there-

fore, recommend its use to all clieese-makers."

The dift'erent quality of cheese jiroduced from different

soils was alluded to at the samo meeting, liy Mr. H. Yates.

On some soils there is certainly, as he remarked, great diffi-

culty ill making cheese of good qualily, the
i

r.'st land
usually producing the best clieese. Tin' sjnn' inaiiiigemeut

in Derbyshiiv wliicli succeeds on poor land, yirliU lii-a\7 or

sweet cheese on rich land. It is found in tliat cciunty that a

warm room up stairs, employed as a cheese-room, will render

the cheese liable to sweetness. Another farmer wlio attended

the meeting, making cheese from UO acres of land, added, "it

is only on ")0 acres that my daiiy-man can make good
cheese ;

" when his cows are turned on to certain pastures,

the cheese, it seems, in spite of all his care, mil " heave."

Mr. l;.Tii;n,v,.iv justly tliou-lit tluit tlie .|UMlityof lliecliecsc

must iialiinill} a.'jH.iid upon tlie age (.f the cow, tlie stnli> of

its heallli, tlie distance it has lo traverse in search of food,

and on the quality of the herbage. Pastures with a pli'iilifid

deep green herbage will yield a milk richer in butter 1 1 laii

cheese, whilst the contraiy is the case if tlie pasturage nii]iinv

lean. The heaving of the cheese, the av^.Midiloil faruiois

seemed to agree, is caused by a fermenlaiioii in llio wljiy

left in it; gases are formed which exposcil tin' loals of tin;

cheese. In some dairies, liowever, the hcaxiug of cheese

can scarcely be jirevented. The difficulty, Mr. Gretton

thought, arose from it not lieing easy in those places to get

such a ciml as will allow tli'' whey to lie well jjressed from it.

There is always great risk of licax iiii,' if the whey is not well

pressed out. These practical i>bsirMiticms wUl be of service

to many a young beginner, and may not be without their use,

even to the experienced owner of dairy fanns. Their jierusal,

too, may sene to convince the general reader that there is

no department of tlie farmer's very difficult vocation that

does not require the exorcise of much more vigilance and
skill than is believed by those wlio are much too apt to decry
what they cannot understand. Cutiibekt W. Johnson.

LUCKRX.
In accordance with the wish of many correspondents, we

have to state as our opinion, that Luceni is the most profit-

able crop that the cottager or any one else can grow for a

supply of green food for his cow, horse, goat, and rabbits.

It may be cultivated in any nook not overshadowed with

trees, though it will yield more abundantly if growTi, as it

well deserves, upon a portion of the main quarters of the

allotment plot. On the merits of the plant we have lately

seen a letter published by Mr. Bloore, Cm'ator of the (ilas-

nevin Botanic Garden, at Dulilin, aiid it is so applicable to

our present purpose, that we shall quote it as follows :

—

"Lnc.ru ajqii ar- ]iarli. iilarlv well siiitod for being cul-

tivHtr.l ..II tl..- Ii.jlit -|av.ll^, oi'lim.' stoii.' s..ils. It is also

well a.laptL.l 1. .V til.' .,..i',iim ,y,liiii, \\lii.li i> every day be-

coming more general among the holders of small pieces of

land—a class to whom I would beg specially to recommend
atrial of Luceru. It is easy to cultivate, and will remain
permanently in the soil for a great number of years, without
lo.sing any of its vitality or productiveness. The young
plants soon arrive at a state of growth when they yield a

good produce, which continues to increase during the first

three yeai's or so, when their vigour continties unabated for

a considerable period, if the soil be not too damp or boggy.

The jiortion of the Botanic Garden allocated for the agri-

cultural plants is composed of a thin gravelly soil, where
the Lucei'u has been growing at least eight years, without

receiving any kind of manure, and it is now as vigorous as

(•\ci- it was. It is, however, well known that laici'in i^ .^'Latly

improved by lop-dressing ; and I would consid.'r it a j.laiit

parliculiiiiy suited for being afl'ected by those slimnlaling

ai'tificial manures wliich act quickly; but even without

manure, it \rill afford to be cnt four times in the season,

yielding a good crop each time. The first before the end of

April, wiiich is a circumstance greatly iti its favour—tlint

being the season when foo.l for entile is most iri(iiircil. !My

reasons for recommending lli<> cultivation of this plant lo the
small farmers are, becattsi; it will yield a larger qnanlify of

nutritive green food for cattle than most of our other agri-

cultural plants ; because it may be cut earlier than any of

our otlier plants, Italian ryegrass excepted ; because it is

well calculated for being grown in small, compact patches,

wiiere the economical lUvision of land is an obiect; because
it requires less laboiu', and less manure than other green
crops ; and, finally, because it will remain permanent in the
soil, and produce a good crop ten or twelve years in suc-

cession.
" The best season for sowing Lucern has been proved to

be March, or very early in April. It may, however, be sown
on land from which early iiotatoes have been removed after

midsummer, in which case it will have well established itself

before muter ; and after the i>otato crop the soil will be in a

favourable state for the growth of the Lucern."
The best time for sowing Luceru, as is stated by i\Ir.

Moore, is during the first fortnight of April. Let the plot

intended to lie sown be trenched, and the seed sown veiy

thinly in drills twelve inches apart, and one and a half inch
o]-two iniiies deep. The easiest way of delivering the seed,

is by ]iiitting the seed into a pint bottle and having a quill

iiis.rtiMl tlin.iigli the cork. The seed may be sown very

lliiiily aii.l I'M'iily along each drill by the aid of this very

simple ciiiitri\ance. Twenty-four pounds of seed will be
sufficient for an acre. Thin out the plants to eight inclics

apart, and keep them con.stantly free from weeds. This free-

dom from weeds is most important ; and to effect it, the

hoe must lie thoroughly used once or twice after every cutting.

Do not wait until the wiiole plot of Lucerti is mown before

you begin hoeing, but lioe every square yard between the

rows as soon as the scythe lays it bare. It should have a

dressing of manm'e every spring, and the best way of doing

it is to take ofl'with the .spade about an inch of earth from
between the first and second rows, and cany that earth to

be used for the last rows. Then sprinkle the manure
between the first and second rows, and cover it with an inch

of earth xiared off from between the second and thu-d rows,

and so on until the whole is similarly treated. Never dig

between the rows, for the plants are much injured by their

roots being cut and distm-bed. You may cut the Lucrn
twice the first year, and tlu'ee times annually aftenvards.* It

is most hearty, or nourishing, just as the flower-buds appear,

and wiiilst in flower. If sown early in April, the first cutting

from it win be in the course of August.
The soil best stuted to Lucern is one that is light, but not

stoney, on an open, gravelly, or chalky bottom. It cannot

endtu'e stagnant water to its roots, and on a wet clay it will

not succeed at all, though on clay well-drained it may be

growm.
The manures wiiich may be applied to it advantageously,

besides common dtmgs, are soot, malt dust, and guano.

T\ie amoiiiif nf prmliice is difHctilt to define ; but the first

cutting of an acre has been lalow^l to keep two horses for

seven weeks ; the second cutting kept them for the same
period ; and the third cutting kept them six weeks, a few

oats behiggiv.^ii tliiiii .Iail\ b.si.l.s, duiing the wiiole time.

An average pro.ln.-.' ofgic.u l.u.i'rn from a square rod at

one cutting, is said to be full 100 pounds; and this rpiantity

is enough for a cow for twenty-four hours. She ought to

have only a little at a time, as she will be apt to be hoven, or

blown, upon it as mm h as if fed upon clover. Pigs are fond

of it, but lik.. it b.-st wliilst young.
Luccni is III.. .1/.,

.

'i., /././ s((/a'a of Botanists, and is native

of various jiarls of lUirope. Its emidoj-ment as a fodder

was known to the Romans, and is mentioned by its earhest

writers under the name of Medic, yet it was not until the

time of Philip Miller, the author of " The Gardener's Dic-

tionaiy," that much was known about it in England ; and

even now it is not cultivated so extensively as its productive

nature dcsen-es. G. W. J.

HINTS FOR HUMBLE HOUSEHOLDS.
No. 1.

Many of the evils of wiiich the English poor complain

might be greatly mitigated by a proper knowledge of that

wiiii h conduces more or less to the comfort of every family

—

L'ooliiiiij.—There is no counti'y in the world wiiere the

* In Irclanil, and otiier moist mild situations, or seasons, it may be

cut four times.
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people griiniblo so min-li. ninl no oountn in wliirli liny tukc

so little lutviuitn^'O of the yooil so imiviilfnlinUy [iiin iiU'il i'oi'

tliem. In tJorniiuiy, Frnnoo, and SihiIumiI, llio i>oi>i- jieoplo

ohietly sulisist on vegotalilo iliet—miiiiuil fooil licinK a liixmvv

seldom tasted; Imt in Kngland it is either a iiuustion of meal
or notliiny. In families of working-men when a pieee of

beef or nuilton is achieved, at a saeritlee of many either

tilings alisohitely neoessm-y, it is taken to the baker's, where
it is wnstel'uUy jiri'iiared ; there being no other way appa-
rently known of emiking it in n savoury or satisfactory

manner ; while amongst onr nuiglibouis, the Scotch, if a small
piece of meat is got once in the week, it is cooked in a

manner which atlbrds comiiaratively nittritioiis food either

for a larger number of persons or for a series of days. In
France the support of the working people is prepared much
in the same way—in soup, or savoury broth ; animal food
being little used even in the making of potages. I fear,

tliat the receipts I mean to append to these few remarks
may not reach the chvss for whom they are intended ; but
there is scarcely any family in the middling ranks of life

who have not some poor neighbours or dependants, and
it is tlie assistance of these fiuuilies I solicit to aid me in

maldng known the following simple receipts. Simple as

these are, however, they re(puro in practice /('mf and nllriilinn,

for nothing can be done m cooking without attention; and
here an objection may be urged, as the time of a working
nmn's wife is valuable, hence her resorting to the baker's, or
the cookshop ; but even supposing she by her laboiu' earns a
few shillings a week. I am fully peiMuaded that by attending
to the wants of her little householil, cirnking for her husband
and children satisfying grateful nn-als, she might save more
than she earns. Dry, inisuljstantial food creates wants which
the beer shop too readily supplies ; and in a weelc, more
pi-imics may be muddled away than would provide at least

one good meal. I have known a family of six chiUUen fed
by the mother on bread and butter {• >r dinner ; a complaint
bemg made at the same time of its unsatisfactory nature,

and that the children could eat it lill lliey lu-came humirij

ayniii .' 'When the husband was in employment, and a dinner
was to be obtained, baked meat was of course the solace for

former privation ; and this was a remarkably industiious,

well-doing woman ; but sin- Itiuir nn heller; with her there
was no tempoiising between poor and rich fare, when her
husband was /« icurk they had a " bit of meat," or pudding,
or sausages, every day, but when he was idle, the loaf sup-
plied the wants of the family. This is a very common case
I apprehend.

Fish might also be more used, and with advantage, in the
dietarj' of himible famiUes. To the liigher class of house-
keepers in London, it is a compai'atively expensive article of
consumption ; but they go to the dearest market, and gene-
rally at an early hoiu' in the day, v\hen good prices are de-

manded ; but towards evening a tradesman's wife may buy
in her next day's dinner for very little ; and in almost eveiy
oeighbom-hood there ai'e stalls, where a tempting vaiiety may
always be had at a moderate price. But fish, more than
anything, wants nice cooking; and here the good helpmate
of the working-man must shew her slcill in the preparation

;

for the usuid modes of dressing fish, boiUng and frying, aie
by no means either the most economical or the most \>a.-

latable.

FisH.\XD S.wcE.—Take a few wliitings when they are cheap,
or haddocks, and cut off the h&ads, tails, and fins, which put
into a saucepan with a pint and a half or a quart of water, ac-

cording to the quantity of fish you may have. Add to this

an onion or two sliced, and some heads of parsley ; boil it for

an hiiiu' and strain it. Put an ounce of butter in yoiu' sauce-
pan w ith n taljlespooufiU of flom- ; brown this well, talcing

care it does not burn
; pour in the liquor, add some more

pai-sley chojiped, and pepper, and salt. Cut yotu' fish into

pieces, and boil it in this sauce for a quarter of an hom-.
Cod, or flounders, or any other wliite fish, wiU be foimd

equally good dressed in this manner.
Baked Fish.—Whitings, or haddocks, or flounders, or cod,

are excellent baked. Lay yom- fish in a piedish, or oven-
pan ; sprinkle amongst it some finely-shred onion, chopped
pai-sley, and pepper and salt. Put an ounce of butter, or
dripping, broken into small pieces, amongst the fish, fill up
the dish with water, and bake for three quoi-tcrs of an hom\

-. . . . J. W.

EXTJIACTS FilO^r C0JiJll']8P0NJ)ENCE.

Bees.—Seeing at page 21(9 a conimuuicatioii from
one of your correspondents respecting a box of bees in

his possession, I venture to niako tlio following siigg(\s-

tion to liini:—I sliouhl ;illo\v the bees to swarm, mmiI

itnniediately afterwards F would stupil'y the bees by

means of fungus, ami thou cut away one half of the

eonibs; 1 should then return the bnos to tlu! box, and
the following year, after swarming, I should repent the

stui)ifyiiig of the bees, and cut away the otlier half of

the combs. The hole in the lop might be easily made
during the time the boes are lyiug in a stupiliod state.

—

A Suu.soiuuEit.

Ci'i.Eiiy Cui.TuuE.—In your number for :ird October
last you inserted a communication from mo, in which J

mentioned that I was in the course of testing tlie plan
recommended by Mr. Nutt and Mr. Turner in Tjik
C'oTT.voi': U.\i!ni;xiiu for rearing celery, and }U'omised to

let you know how I succeeded, and which I found to

answer best. I have now to say that, altliough owing
to my own absence during a material part of the process,

and my gardener's want of experience in the nianiigc-

nient of a frame, the plants were put out in a weak
spindly state, I never before grew such celery. The
stems were not perhaps such as would have carried a
prize at a coinpetitiou, but they were fine, large, solid

celery, some of them of three and a half inches diameter.

As to the coin])arative merits of the plans, I would
certainly be disposed to give the preference to Jlr. Nutt's

if I were growing for competition, for the plants grown
according to his directions were, upon the whole, the

heavier. To save manure and trouble, however, and for

tlie purpose of iirodiicing sjdeiulid celery for the table, I

shall content myself with Mr. Turner's. I do not say

anything of Mr. Barnes's plan, because it was very late

in the season before I tried it, and with inferior plants,

which came to no size.

While I have the paper before ine I would strongly

recommend such of your readers as may be planting out

new gooseberries to apply to Mr. Turner for them, and
to follow his directions for planting—see vol. i., p. His

of The CoTT.\iiE Gardeneu. I got a few plants from
him about this time last year, and put them in the

ground strictly as he advises; last season I allowed a

very few of the berries to come to maturity, to see what
they were like—and such thumpers ! and this spring,

after careful pruning and training according to bis di-

rections. I have very liaudsome miniature bushes, full

of promises of fruit.—C.

HujiKA Ei.EOANs.—Should you think the following e.x-

jieriment worthy of a place in The CoTrAOK Gahuexku.
it may be of some use to others:—"About the lOtli of

September, I sowed seeds of this graceful plant in equal

parts of ])eat, leaf-mould, and sand
;
placed them in a

shady part of a waim greenhouse ; but, as the seedlings

gotu)), I brought them forward into a lighter place. They
remained in tlieir seed-pots until the middle of February.
I then potted them of!' into two-inch pots, using the

same compost as before, and encouraged them to grow
as much as possible. When these pots are pretty well

filled with roots, I again shift them into pots two sizes

larger, using one part loam, one 2ieat, two of leaf-

mould, and a little sand. As they lill these pots, I bring

them into a cooler house; I agaiu give them another

shift, about the end of Jtnie, into pots suitable to their

size. I place them in a cold frame for the summer, and
bring them back into the house about the first week in

October. There they soon begin to show for flower, and
I then give tliein a good soaking of weak manure-water
twice a week. By this treatment, I have them in flower

by the end of November, and they last until late in the

s]n'ing, and have a very pretty apjiearance in the back row
of a house.

—

Chaej.es I.evett, Bury St. EJmuitds.
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Potatoes.—It may be some use to the excellent

wi-iter of " Our A'illiige Walks," to be infovmed that

there is an excellent plan for cooking potatoes, which
she would do well to communicate to her poor cottage

friends. It is almost universally practised in the

northern counties of England, and obviates all the

evils she mentions that arise from boiling them in

water : I allude to the plan of cooking them hi/ uteam.

A tin-pan, with a lid, is made to fit on a saucepan,

and has its bottom pierced full of small holes; the

saucepan is employed in cooking any article for dinner

—

say, making broth, boiUng fish, or turnips, carrots, &c.

;

and at the same time the steam from it passes through
the perforated bottom of the upper jian, and most beau-

tifully bulls the potatoes, without any of the soddeuing
effect of water-boiling. The potatoes should first be
peeled, and the jieeliugs put into the pig's tub. By this

plan two operations ai'c conducted at once—a bit ofmeat
may be boiling, and broth making, while the steam is

cooking the potatoes above. The worst potatoes are

much improved by this mode of cooking, and the good
ones come" out like a floiu'-ball.

If the authoress of the Village Walks would like to

have a potato steamer, I shall be glad to make her a
present of one, to try and shew to her poorer ft-iends

for whom she shews such a kind sympathy ; for I agree

with her that anything one can do to increase the com-
forts and economise the resources of the poor, is both a

duty and a pleasure. In the south, where fuel is scarce,

it is an excellent plan to boil potatoes by steam.

I agree with her in thinking that the potato disease

cannot be accounted for, other than as a special

visitation of Providence ; but I believe it was much
mitigated last year, and may be permitted by Him
who causes the grass to grow to disappear altogether.

I would advise her to urge on the allottees she alludes

to, not to discard potato culture altogether ; perhaps
it would be safe to devote less space to it than formerlj',

but they still should grow some. By planting the early

roots at once, they may get a crop of turnipsafter them
;

and I would say, for their information, that I last year
saved a considerable portion of mine from disease by
jmlling up the tops as soon as I saw the hauhn affected.

One portion of my crop (the "Farmer's Glory"), as

soon as I discovered the black unmistakeable patches

on the stalks and leaves, was mown with a scythe close

to the ground; another portion liad the tops piiiUeil

entirely up ; the person doing this placed Jiis feet close

to the stem of the plants, so that the tubers were not

drawn out of the gi-ound, or disturbed at all. A third

portion of the crop was left untouched to see tlie

diff'erence. The result was, that the untouched part

contained about a third part diseased potatoes ; in the

mown part about five per cent, were bad ; and in part

that had the tops entirely pulled up, there was not
more than a couple of tainted potatoes in a bushel.^
A Fkiend to the Poor.

Silver Ced.vr — Polmaise — Aerangejient of
Flowers.—I have to thank The Cottage Gardener,
as the means of my having succeeded for the first

time in blooming tree violets and crocuses, in moss,
this winter ; also, for having successfully turned out

' into the open gi-ound, and rejjotted, some standard
Fuchsias and a Brugmansia last autumn. I had

' never ventured to plant them out of the pots before,

j

but shall never keep them in again.

j

I believe I owe all the hints tliat have enabled me
to accomplish these little successes to Mr. Beaton's

j

papers. I wish it might be any return to him to in-

form him, that the Cedar of Lebanon in my neighbour-
hood presents the same phenomenon as that described

^

in his paper on the Silver Cedar, of the neighbourhood

I

of Algiers. His mode of expression seems to imply,
that he has never seen the receptacles of the cedar

cones remaining on the branches, and looking like

the teeth of a wooden rake set along them. In the
case wliioh habitually comes under my observation
every year, the cones never fall whole, but scale by
scale, leaving the receptacle fixed as before described.
I have preserved a few cones of different species of
such common firs as have come in my way, and have
often looked for a • whole ripe cedar cone to add to

my collection, but have never found any thing but
scales under the trees.

Perhaps some of yoiu- correspondents may like to

know, that I have thrice succeeded in invigorating
exhausted sea kale plants, by watering them occa-

sionally, when in full leaf, with a solution of nitrate

of soda—3 ounces to 8 gallons of water. It should
never be applied over the plants, nor in dry weather.
If left uncut the spring previous, the eftect would be
greater. Plalf the bed might be dosed one summer,
and half the next.

I see one of your correspondents asks something
in reference to a bed of mixed Fuchsias : I have long
grown such, fi'om love of variety, combined with want of
space ; but have come to a conclusion, that a much
better eff'ect would be produced, in the same space, by
several small beds instead of one large one, arranged so

tliat each should contain two sorts of a somewhat similar
character. I have named some sorts I gi'ow mysell',

and need hardly say, the sti'onger growing ones are used
for the centre, e. g., Eppsii edged with Magnifioa,
Exoniensis edged with Olobosa, Oorralina edged with
Biiistii.

I am also a great admirer of Peonies, and have a

large bed of them edged with crocuses, of which I mean
to prolong the interest by planting the interstices with
summer flowering bulbs. [This is a very good idea.

What summer bulbs do j'on intend using?]
I should be much obliged by your opinion of the

following scheme:—I would propose building a "For-
tune's pit," such as is described by Mr. Beaton, witli

the flue passing round the front and two ends, and
the door in the back at the chimney corner, with the

addition of a two-light frame to be heated by a ])ipe

(with stop-cocks to be used at pleasure) from a boiler,

over the fire of the Fortune's pit, which should be
kept filled from the rain off the roof, having a waste
pipe communicating with a slate tank inside the

Fortune's pit, for watering, that to be also furnished

with a waste pipe to prevent overflow. I also propose,

that the fire and boiler shall be enclosed in a, liot-air

chamber, with an opening into tlie Fortune's pit—thus
economi.sing all the heat. This air in the chamlier
should be derived from an external opening, furnished
with a regulator, on the principal of Dr. Arnott's stoves.

It would be sufficiently moistened by the vapour from
the boiler. Would its passing over the heated iron

surface of the boiler make it injurious to plants? the

stove might be brick, and a slate tank stand in place

of the ii'on boiler, if there could be flanges made in it

for the pipe.

Tha^fire should be fed with air from a drain, pas-

sing under the whole length of the fortune's pit, with
an open month at the extreme end of the floor, on the

Polmaise principle, thus keeping up a constant circula-

tion of air in the pit. T'his 0])ening, and that of the

hot air chamber, should be provided with means to

close them at pleasure, and the drain should have a
second mouth, external to the pit, to be opened when
the other is closed, if the heat (of the flue only be re-

quired. To make the scheme perfect, there should be
means of making the smoke pass at pleasure through
the flue round the Fortune's pit, or up a chimney direct

from the stove ; increase of heat being required for the

frame, and not for the Fortune's pit, this I think could be

contrived.—A Flower Lover from Childhood.
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[Tlie amingcnicnt seems good, ami the principle of

PoliuaisB is correct, but there are too many t'ailures

ill its application for us to bo Justified in recommend-

ing its adoption. Many thanks lor the int'ormatiou

about cedar cones, but we are aware that the axis of

these is jjcrsistent in this genus; and, also, that Phva
is distinguished from Abks by a like feature: what
.Mr. Bealon said was, tliat the "Greek Courier" re-

marked, that tlie old cedars on Mount Lebanon did

not exliibit the toetb-like remnants of the cones; and

that no doubt is owing to the cones being so small,

that the axis were hid amongst the foliage. Wo be-

lieve it is still undecided if the two cedars are distinct.

—

Kn. C. U.j

Si'iU'cE Fir.—In the 00th number of The Cott.\gk

G.\RDl:^'l••.R I see that, in the answer whidi you give to

an inquiry made by one of your covresiioudents, you say

that a spruce fir, if the top bo cut ofl', will not form a

fresh leader ; I think it probable that this will be gene-

rally the case, but as a remarkable exception to the

general rule once came under my observation I hope

you will excuse me if I make you acquainted with it.

You evidently do not mean, that a spruce fir if it lose a

leader which is still in a growing state, or which is of

only one year's growth, will not form a new one ; fori

am sure you know that, in that case, one of the lateral

shoots whicli is of the same age with the lost leader, and
which surrounds its base, will usually, perha])s always,

replace it by taking a perpendicular direction ; you

plainly mean, that you have never seen a fresh leader

produced by a spruce fir which has lost not merely a

leader of one year's growth, but wood which is the

gi-owth of several years. It may, therefore, be not un-

interesting to you if I state that, mauy years ago, I

planted in a pasture some single trees, and among them
a spruce, which when I planted it might be Vi or 15

feet high ; its gi-owth being checked by its being moved
when it had attained this height, it bore, two or three

years after I had planted it, a superabundance of cones

upon the upper branches ; the top being thus over-

weighted, a strong wind broke off a consideralde part of

the tree, the growth of perhaps four or five years. The
fir thus mutilated was no longer ornamental, and I had
condemned it to be cut down ; how it came to be spared

I know not, but I am glad that it was spared, for in a

year or two I perceived that one of these, which were noiv

"the upper boughs of the tree, oi' rather of the stump, began
to raise itself a little from its horizontal position, not

forming itself into a curve, but apparently turning upon
its point of jimctiou with the trunk as its centre of

motion. You may be sure that when I saw what was
going on I no longer thought of cutting down the tree,

but watched the progress of the ascending branch with

some interest. It kept thus moving upwards year after

year, while the rest of the branches retained their ori-

ginal direction (nearly horizontal), and at length it

assumed a direction pei-fectly perpendicular, and united

itself so accurately with the top of the stump that the

place where it has joined itself to the stump is now
hardly if at all discernible, nor are there any marks
which would make the most attentive observer suspect

that there is anything extraordinary in the growth of

the tree. The fir is now a handsome and thriving tree,

forming evei-j' j-ear a leader a foot or 15 inches long.

With this fact before you, you will perhaps think it right

to advise your readers not to be hasty in cutting down
an ornamental spnice because it has lost its top.

—

Rev.

Edwaeu SiJioNS, Uvhigton, Norfolk.

Stove He.4T1Ng -4ND Sth.^wberry Cultcre.—I beg to

refer to my communication published in The Cott-\ge

G-iRDENER (\No. Ix., Nov. Sviud, IS49), and to say that,

during the very severe weather which subsequently

occurred, the atmospheric heat was found to be insufti-

cient; or, rather, inasmuch as the atmospheric and bot-

tom heat were supplied from the same som'cc, the en-
deavour to increase the I'ormer beyond a certain point
iucrensed tlie hitter to an injurious extent. J have since
been enabled to remedy this defect, by putting up an
Arnotfs stove at the end near the door, with a four-inch

Hue of galvanized iron, and an evaporating pan at to]).

This fully answers my expectations, and I can thus gd
up any degree of heat required at a very moderate cust

ol fuel—say, at the season of the greatest consuiiqjlioii,

under three-fourths of a bancl of nals weekly.

I lately perceived some ((uriii -, in y.jur " correspon-

dents" department I'ohitive (o s(r;t\vli('irii's,ii.nd as I have
had considerable success in growing this fruit, I take

this opportunity to say a few words therenpon. My
bed is a ridge, sloping to the east and west, and about
100 feet in length, I have uniformly a good ci'0]i, pro-

bably due to attention being paid to the following me-
thod;— 1st. Sul(!ctiug the earliest runners only for propa-
gation, and pinching off all subsequent runners. ;2nd.

Never injuring or removing any of the leaves unless
decayed, yrd. Planting at such distances as that the

plants when fully grown will not touch each other. 4tb.

Sheltering the roots in winter by layers of haulm, or

waste litter, along the rows (the British Queen is espe-

cially impatient of frost). 5th. Top-dressing in March
(when the litter is removed) with very rotten dung,
gravel, and leafmould, (ith. Never allowing the bed to

become actually dry while the strawberries are in bloom.
Lastly, as to the most imjiortnut part, the soil : I

believe strawbenies will never hear a certain crop if

planted in a deep soil, or so as that the roots can get

down so far -as to be subject to constant moisture; in

such case they will grow most luxuriantly in so far as

leaves are concerned, but yield little or no fruit. On
no part of my bed does the depth of soil exceed six

inches, with eighteen inches drainage of stones and
bricks beneath. The soil should be rich and light, and
as little retentive of moisture as possible. From mauy
trials I find that mentioned for "top-dressing" is tlu'

best.—R. GiiEEN, M D., Youghal.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We rcfiuest tliat no one will write to the departmentnl writers of

The Cottage G.vedenek. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors vnder no cirrtnnntanre^' to

reply to such private communications.

BoRnEn IN Vinery (H. B.).—You will find a paper in the present

number which meets your case. In planting the vines from the pots, be

sure to loosen carefully the ball of earth, in order to liberate some of the

principal ones from their coiled and unnatural position. Strew a thin coat

of littery manure over the surface after planting;, to supersede the ne-

cessity of watering for a few weeks.

Doodle Az.\i,ea (\V. X. ir.).—We cannot tell whether it is a new

variety from the two flattened and faded blooms we received.

Hardv Climbing Roses (II/id).—S\x good roses for your pillars are

Amtidis, purplish crimson ; Elegans, crimson, streaked with white ;

Wells's Garluiid,\\Wite; Belle Marie, TQ%y', GloiredeRosomane, carmine;

and Acidalie, blush white.

Jasminum Nloiplorum (If. P. T.).—This beautiful and fragrant

winter-flowering plant is easily propagated by planting in August cuttings

of the half-ripe young branches. It delights in a rich samiy soil. Vour

plant exhibiting flowers during the depth of the last winter, though there

were no leaves, is an occurrence not uncommon in plants from northern

China and Japan. The Pynis japonica frequently does so.

Bottom-heat FOR Potatoes (T. i*. P.).—When forcing potatoes, a

bottom of 80° is most favourable.

Melilotus Leucanthos {A Snbsn-iber).—\Vi\\ some of our readers

inform us where this correspondent can obtain seed of the Melilotus leu-

canthus. Your mistletoe seed was sent in due course.

Oleanders (W. H. G.).—Y'ou will do right, as you propose, to shake

all the old soil from these as soon as they start into growth this month,

as they have been grown in very poor soil, and will not blossom this year,

reducing their roots, and repotting them in more suitable soil.
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Lucerne (Rev. A. Slighf, Ti. Z,.).—You will sec that we have attended I

to your request.

Medical Question (ir. K.).—\Vc cannot undertake to answer this,

or tiny other medical question.

Dictionary (.YoivVe).—M'ait a little, and \vc hope to introduce to

your notice exactly what you require.

SuLPiiuKic Acid AND LiauiD Manure (A Bi-omlri, Curate).—It is

quite impossible to tell the exact quantity of suljihuric acid required for

ncutralizinjr or fixing the ammonia in your liquid-manure tank, for it varies

constantly in the strength and nature of its constituents; but, under

similar circumstances, we know practical men who add three-quarters of

a pound to every sixty gallons of the liquid compound from their water-

closets, sculleries, &c.

Rhododendrons (Ren. W. H. il/.)-—You have a bed of these which

have quite overgrown their space, and are so entangled together, that to

cut them down to anything like a manageable size they must look bare

stumps, without a leaf; and you ask if you must cut tliem, and how low

down ; and you have been told that they do not bear the knife. Now,

all this testifies to demonstration the great need of a cheap periodical

lilce The Cottage Gardener, to instruct the great body of our country-

men, and more capeeially the clergy, whose example is likely to be

taken up by their congregations. Now about these rhododendrons

:

they are just as much under control as a geranium in a pot, will bear

the knife equally well with the geranium, and may be cut to any height

required, or be cut down to near the surface. Fix on the height you

would like your plants to be—say three feet, four feet, or six feet, or

any other height ; then rut off the central shoots to that point, and

the next branches below them cut so as to form the skeleton into a

round shape. Every other plant in your bed we would so cut before the

end of April, and leave the vest as they are until their bloom is over, and

then cut them in the same way. For the centre of the bed you can use

nothing so good as one of the tallest and best shaped of your rhododen-

drons ; and from the time their growth is finished to this time next year

you may remove any or all of them, to rearrange them, as easily as re-

moving a pot plant from one pot to another ; for their roots will carry

enormous lialls, which will secure the roots from all danger ; nevertheless,

give them a good soaking of water if you replant them. If you must

have a different plant for the centre of the bed, get a strong one of Mag-

nolia conspirtia, which flowers very finely in the spring.

Hot-water Pipe for Pit (T.'D. P.).—A two-and-half-inch pipe

will be quite large enougli to supply top-heat to a pit five feet wide and

nine feet long, with bottom-heat supplied by a bed of leaves. Leaves,

" of which you have a plentiful supply," will give you bottom-heat

enough. Giitta pn-cha tubing of two-inch bore is about Is Qd per foot.

Pea Supporters (/• S. TrwHrf^t-).—Those of which we gave a drawing

at p. 271 of our first volume we used exclusively last season, and they

answered admirably. The only alteration necessary is that they should

be made to touch each other at the top, so as to form an inverted Ai in-

stead of being perpendicular, as represented in the drawing.

Increasing Apiary (S.J.).—Buy swarms, by all means. They are

quite mistaken who tell you that your bees will quarrel with the bees of

strange hives. Bees from every county in England would be harmonious

in the same apiary.

Various Queries {Young Gardener).—Cactus : Your cuttings will

strike nicely ; dry the bottoms first. GreeuJunme : The temi)eraturc for

forcing flowers and strawberries, 500 to 60« during the day, from 45-^ to

yO'> at night, is good—increase gradually from 5® to 10". Anemone

seed : Sown last autumn—we should be doubtful of. The Acacia seed sown

at the same time are likely to do. You might give them both a mild

bottom-heat. You must have patience with your luxuriant Seedling

Geranium. If you starve it, ten to one but you would not be able to judge

properly of the flower. Your error was in placing it in such a large pot—

nine inches ; one of four or five inches is quite large enough.

Standard Roses {E. F.).—To train " standard and weeping rose-

trees " alongside of a carriage-drive, let the weeping ones have their

main shoots trained down at regular distances all round the head, and

that is easiest effected by passing strings from the top of the stake to a

circle made on the ground, a yard or more from ^the stem, and tying the

principal branches to the strings, and after\vards allowing the side

branches from them to fill up the spaces to the shape of a parasol. The

upright standards will merely require the shoots to be thinned out from

time to time, and any of them that arc growing too strong to bo topped

at midsummer, so as to have all parts of the head well balanced.

Parasites (A SuiiScriOer).—With the exception of some mosses and

lichens, we have no real hardy parasites, except the mistletoe, worth cul-

tivating. " Parasitic " and "Orchidaceous" plants are quite different

in -their way of living. The fonner feed on the juices of the plants on

which they grow, the latter require only to be supported on trees, so as to

enable them to feed on the air, and on dead vegetable matter in some in-

stances. Some of the dwarfferns might grow on your prostrate oak.

Flower-beds (ff. Tf.).—All that relates to the flower-garden has

been undertaken this season by Mr. Beaton, hut he declines the re-

sponsibility of recommending how any given set of beds should be

arranged as to colours. He has said—" to do this properly, is the most

.lifficult point in gardening ;" and to doit otherwise, on the advice of a

public writer, would be like the blind leading the blind. You will have

n, however, at page 333, that Mr. Beaton would plant the two diamond-

beds, Nos. 3 and 7 in your plan, with the same colour, and probably a

white flowering-plant. Also the two small circles would be of the same

colour, and that different from the colour of the four large fan-shaped

beds, and from the large scarlet bed in the centre.

[negar Plant (/iAz/rfi? Go/-*).—Send your address to either of the

parties named at p. 3*28.

French Polish for Boots, &c. {M. D.).—Mis together, black ink,

half a pint; gum arable, two ounces ; loaf sugar, half an ounce ; and of

negar and rectified spirit of wine, each two ounces ; apply it to the boot

ith a sponge. We are told that this is a very superior preparation.

Wire Worms {A Constuni Render and Improper).—We wish we
could give you a plan for destroying these pests in your allotment plot.

Spirit of turpentine, as you suggest, would destroy them, but the expense

and impossibility of getting it into contact with them forbid its employ-

ment. The animoniacal liquor from the gas works, put on in large quan-

tities, and stirred into the soil some time before sowing your carrots,

ht be effectual. The best remedy, however, is the mole ; a few of

these allowed to mine for a season unmolested in your allotments would

destroy thousands ; they look unsightly, but would not damage your

crops so much as they would benefit them. We should adopt this

remedy if our garden, like yours, was so infested with wire worms that

" they will not allow a carrot to grow." High manuring, as you suggest,

will not remove the evil. Loani ; you will see that Mr. Errlngton explains

what gardeners mean by this term.

Cottages (Rre. H. Chanisse).—Thanks for your suggestions which

we will not lose sight of. We cannot now advise upon emigration.

London Horticultural Society's Meetings (.1/. B.).—These arc

fixed for the present year to be on May IS, June 8, and July 13.

Tree Onion {J. B. and J. R.).—Send your addresses to H. S. Hodson,

Esq., Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmunds ; he kindly offers to supply

Black Spanish Radish (T. M, W.).~This may be sown at the

times when common radishes are sown ; if in drills, let them be eight

inches apart.

Bee Feeding (Ibid).—Give your bees Aowt'// diluted with a very Uttle

water ; cover the feeder with a piece of green-baize, or something of the

kind, to keep it of the same temperature as the hive, and with the cork-

lining they will be sure to go into it. Sugar and beer, as you mention, is

very unfit for food. If you have not a supply of honey, simmer for two

or three minutes over a slow fire a i)Ound of loaf-sugar in a wineglass-

ful of water, and then add a spoonful of honey ; next to pure honey this

is the best food you can give them.—J. H. P.

Hints (Hortense).—Pray continue the subject; what you have sent

is very good. But pray qualif;/ what you say about "judiciously crib-

bing"—we have just had some choice crocuses taken up by young gar-

deners to ornament their own plots! Can you not confide to us your

address, that we may write if needful.

Lygodium Scandens (E. N. P.).—The dead patches on the leaves of

this fern arise probably from the air of the stove, and the soil in which it

is growing being too dry. Patches of this nature usually arise from the

transpiration being excessive over the supply of moisture from the roots.

OuB Village Walks (C/eWriAs).—You will see that these have not

yet concluded. You will oblige us by favouring us with your name, as

the suggestion you make will be attempted probably.

Botany (Anateur).—The book upon the Natural System is a good one.

Study it ; read, and collect plants, and find out their characters • botanize

with some one who knows the science. It can only be acquired by such

means.

Laving-down Pasture (J. C. C).—Obtain leave to sow the grass-

seeds on the barley now. The tenant will he benefited, and so will you
eventually by hoeing the barley before sowing the seed, and bush-harrow-

ing it afterwards.

Natues of Plants (//. ir.).—Your plant is Cineraria petasHes, the

Butter-bur-leaved cineraria, and hardly worth cultivating in a small col-

lection. Your descrii)tion of the cactus agrees with that of Epipfn/dum
AcUermtinni.

jOndon: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchciiter High Street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar, and Published by William
Sombbville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.—April 4, 1350,
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An old wiilcr Ijiis said, "I never look aiiytbing for

certain that I did not receive a lesson that I had been

]iresuniiug rashly," and we felt the full force of this ob-

servation after trying Broiin's Puleiit Fiimhjutor. We
ridiculed the idea of doing that by a ninchine which

coidd be done by lighting a whisp of tobacco rolled np

in touch-paper; but as we invariably try before we

coudemu, we now have to confess that we " presumed

rashly;" and we can confidently and strongly recom-

mend it to our readers.

If a very small quantity (a quarter of au ounce) of

tobacco be pnt into the circular' vase at the top, and a

red-hot coal upon the tobacco, the spout then be in-

troduced through a slightly raised sash of the honse, and

the handle of the fumigator slowly turned, there will be

such a continued and copious flow of smolie that the

house, though a large one, will be filled in a very few

minutes. It is the rapid and continuous production of

smoke which renders this really au economioal instru-

ment, for it is quite certain that by its use less than half

the tobacco is sufficient, compared with that required

when its combustion is slower. For ladies, and other

amateurs, it possesses this additional recommendation,

that they need in no way be incommoded by the smoke :

they stand outside the house to be fumigated, and not a

wliift' of the smoke escapes from the fumigator except

that delivered by it into tlie house. It may be employed

equally efficiently for fumigating pot plants, or bushes

in borders ; these need only be put under a tent, formed

by driving a stake into the ground, and throwing a

sheet or other covering over it, and the spout of the

fumigator introduced beneath will sooner, and, conse-

quently, more efiiciently, fill the space with tobacco

smoke than anv other mode we know.

I

which this material is rendered nearly as cheap as slates

for roofing.

If our readers will refer to p, 1(1 of our last volume,

they will find a question answered by us relative to the

advisability of growing vines in a cowhouse with a glass

roof. AVe there expressed onr opinion that there is no

obstacle to the success of the jilan, and we are very glad

to find that its spirited suggestor has carried it into

eflfect. In a letter just received, he says

—

" Jly new cowhouse, 00 fret long, is now glazed with
Hartley's Patent ronf,'li plnte, and tlic vines are jilnnteil. The
rafters' (had frnni Lewis of Stamford Hill) are 24 inche-i

apart, so that tlic> Imuse is very liylit. The most ample
means of ventilation liave been provided all round the lionse,

and along the whole ridge. The rafters were laid on just
the same as for slating, and there are no sashes, so that the
expense of this large lionse only exceeds by a tew jionnds a
slated one. I think that even if tlie cows arr kept in all the
summer, tlie shade of the vines and ample supply of fresh

air will prevent their suifei-ing from heat.
" I purpose plautiug citrons and oranges on the wall of

the feeding-walk.

"You shall liear of it again, from time to tune. If it

answers, I should think many farm buildings would be put
up like it. I am at a loss for a name for it ; some have called

it ' The Combination House.'
"

AVc shall be obliged by our correspondent reporting

to us frequently how the plants progress, for it is an

important experiment, and we sliould be glad to know

how the leaves develop themselves, and how the wood

ripens. We liope strict attention has been paid to

forming the borders, for much depends iqionthis; and

we should regret, supposing failure is the result, if it

were doubtful whether that failure arose from the roots

or the atmosphere of the house. With the arrangement

for thorough ventilation we have no feaa', however, that

the air will be unsuitable ; the slight exhalation of am-

monia from cows' manure, and the little additional car-

bonic acid from their breath, will be beneficial rather

than otherwise to the vines. We anticipate that the

dust will be the greatest inconvenience and injury to

them ; and this will render necessary extra care for its

prevention, judicious management of the ventilators

wliilst the litter is beiug moved, and the freipient use

of the syringe at all permissablo times.

As to a name for the honse, we sliould have no diffi-

culty in calling it the Stable-Vinery, or the Sliipiien-

Viuery,—just as it may happen that horses or cows arc

kepit under the vines.

At this jinicturc, when the cultivator of the soil must

trust to his own clear head and his own right hand

rather than to any aid from tariffs and restrictive duties,

every suggestion for the profitable emjiloyment of his

premises as well as of his soil deserves the most careful

consideration. Now, among such suggestions is one

for employing the stables and cowhouses on a farm for

horticidtural purposes, without interfering with their

utility for the purposes to which they were originally

devoted. This suggestion is one of the many beneficial

results arising from the repeal of the duty on glass, by

We have had so many inquiries relative to the culture

of the Himalwj((h Pumpkin, that we think it best to give

this one prominent answer. The best mode of sowing

the seed is in pots of light, rich earth, any time during

the present month ; and plunging the pots in a gentle

hotbed, or placing them in a warm greenhouse. The

seedlings, when they have four rough leaves, will bo

ready for planting out in May, on a south border, or in

any slightly sheltered quarter, and trained the same as

cucumber plants. In May the seed may be sown in the

open ground. The fruit may be cut when about seven

inches long, for boiling and eating the sa'iiie as the Vege-

table ^Marrow, tri which it is superior; or the fruit may
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be alloweil to attain its lull si/o and lipcu, after which

it cither may be boiled and mashed like turnips, or ho

made into souj), aceording to the recipe wo gave on a

Ibrmcr occasion. Cooked in any of these modes it is

e.xcelleiit.

Xi-MK.itoi's applications having been received by us for

Pinjm's Improved Cotltuje Hhes, and to inquire where

they can be obtained at a cheap rate, we wrote to tlie

inventor, and this is his prompt and very kind reply ;

—

" 'I'he mail who miiUes uiy hives is a very poor man, nl-

tliiui^,'h a MTV inilnstrioiis one, living in an obseiue villaj^c a
few miles IVmii this place (Bury St. Ivlmunils'i ; sending his

acliUvss will not eftVct the object desiieil I am alVuiit, ImU I

will undertake to iln as follows, and nut think it any trouble,

whilst I shall be serving two parties—the iiidkvr and the

H.viT. If a I'ost-oftice drdcr is scut me, at the rate of Is lid

for each hive reipiircd, I \\\\\ tmdertakc to send froui two to

any ninnher of hives, to any address or addresses that I

may receive.
" They shall be sont from hero (Bury) by rail, within four

days, III loiiiitst, from the time of my receiving the order

;

and they will be precisely the same as those I obtained for

you last spring."

We can answer for the excellence of the hives; and it

remains, therefore, only for us to say, that any one re-

quiring hives must write to " Juhit H. Pai/iu; Esq.,

Bmij St. EtlmumU, Suffolh," inclosing a Post-office

(Irder, payable to him, for as many hives as are required,

at eighteenpeuce per hive.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
SiMUNo Frosts.—At the time we write, March i8th,

we have the most astonishing frost for the period that

we ever knew. The ground, also, has heeu covered
with snow for twenty four hours; the snow averaging
at least three inches in depth. The ice on a sheet of

water close by is an inch, or very nearly so, in thick-

ness, and well it may be, for the thermometer was at

111'' this momiug at six o'clock, thus indicating 1 <>° of frost.

This is a most extraordinarii state of thhn/s, and the sure

consequence must be, we little doubt, the destruction

of the a])ricot and gooseberry crop, at least, in this part
of the kingdom (Cheshire). We are sadly afraid, too,

(bat such weather is common to a great portion of the

kingdom, from the circumstance of the atmosphere con-

tinuing in such a steady and uufkictuating character;

the wind having been about N.AV. by W. all the while.

This is a very serious matter to tliousands ; for last year
we had almost as severe a frost in April, and the bush
fruit being nearly all in full blossom, the crop was mostly
destroyed. Two years together 1 this is, indeed, most dis-

heartening : let us, however, not despair, but look for-

ward to more genial seasons.

We do not know how those who are averse to cover-

ing tbeii fruit-trees will find matters, but we fear even
lor oin- iieacbes and nectarines, which are merely in the

bud, although they are closely covered with Huline's
canvass. The pears are a splendid show this spring; we
never saw such a profusion of bud before ; and we look
at ours with some confidence of a crop, for every tree

v>-e have—and there are some scores—are all well covered
with spruce fir boughs ; indeed, we had pears, jilums,

and cherries, nearly all covered some weeks since, in

order to retard the blossoming period.

AfniPKs.—By the time tliis reticbes our readers, it

will be time to look out for these pests on the peach-
irees, for the moment they i»ie out of blossom, these

destructive little rogues set to work. Let nobody fancy

they have deferred their usual vinil ; they arc not jiarli-

cularly shy. and, indeed, we never knew a season without

them. Our practice, therefore, is to syringe w'ith tobacco

water two evenings in suceession. We lay the utmost

stress on two consecutive evenings; for. in the lirst

place, it is impossible, without a great waste of the

liquor, which is somewhat expensive, to search every

portion of the tree at one dressing; and, again, unless

the liquor be exceedingly powerful, the larger insects

will oftentimes revive again. A second application,

however, with us totally extirpates them ; or, at least,

having thus carried matters, we seldom or never trouble

ourselves about them through the sumuu'r. We nniy

here iKjidii state the strength and character of the tobacco

liquor. Tliei-e is nothing like strong shag tobacco for

this jnirpose ; and we would advise the amateur who
has only a few trees to use such ; but where there are

great lengths of walling to be gone over stu'h proves a

rather expensive item, and tobacco paper is resorted to.

We have before adverted to the great inferiority of

the latter, as compared with the article sold under
that name twenty years since ; and we wish we could

persuade all parties to use tobacco instead for one sea-

son, for the diminished dennmd for the tobacco paper

would tend to stay the adulteration, which is so great,

that tobacco paper ahiic is completely impotent in the

destruction of tlie aphides. Three-quarters of a pound
of shag tobacco, then, to a gallon of hot water, makes a

liquid perfectly efficient, i'or two successive evenings,

however, perhaps half a pouiul to the gallon would suf-

fice. We use three liquids :—the one ordinary soap-suds,

the second tobacco water from the paper, and the third

liquid from shag tobacco, half a pound to the gallon.

We allow a pouiul of the paper to a gallon of water.

I'lius prepared, we mix two gallons of soap-suds with a

gallon of each of the tobacco liquids ; and six large water

pots of this mixture—or in gallons—suffices for a wall

:j!4:I) feet long, nearly covered with peaclies aiul necta-

rines. It is applied with the hand-syringe ; and the ope-

rator after battering them one Vi'ay to the end of the

wall, returns and batters them again the reverse way, by
which means scarcely a leaf is missed. Our trees arc

covered with canvass ; and we choose a dry evening for

the operation, ajqilying the mixture about six o'clock,

]).ni., and drawing down the canvass immediately on

the heels of the operation. The next day, also, we pull

down the canvass in the event of sunshine or rain, in

order that the effects of the liquid may not be too soon

dissipated.

'Thi-; Ki:d Spidiir.—Having provided against the ra-

vages of the aphides, we may as well oHer a little advice

about the red spider, wliich is nearly as great a pest as

the former, and is almost sure to attack the jicach and

nectarine soon after the leaf is exjianded. In former

days, copious ablutions from the garden engine were

resorted to every evening, than which nothing ooidd be

more prejudicial, robbing the wall of the heat which it

had accnnuilated during the day, and which, indeed,

constitutes the principal advantage of a wall. It, more-

over, had a tendem-y to induce green and gangrenous

matter on the shoots, through, we imagine, the sudden

chill inflicted on the sap vessels. We confess to this

bad practice until within the last twelve years or so,

having, in early days, been taught to consider it indis-

pensable; such is the force of mere prescription. In

those days our peaches were like what too many are, even

at this day; but since we discontinued the practice we
liavc succeeded in peach culture to the utmost of our

wishes, although living somewliat northerly. Sidpbur,

then, is a sure in-eventivc; and, at the risk of being tedi-

ous, we deem it Viccessary to shew bow we apply it

;

for although it has been before detailed, yet we nuist

consider that not all of the ])resent subscribers to The
CoTT.^GE U.iivDE.NKii liavB lakcu in the work from its
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(.oiimioLiceiiieiit, aud this must bo our apology lor thiti as

well as tor other repetitions.

Some persons are content to dust sulphur on the

leaves after they are attacked: our maxim is—prevention.

Wc have found tliat sulphur made into a l;iud of paint as

to consistence, it will adhere to the wall, and give out its

fumes through a whole summer, so as to bid defiance to

any iujui'y from the red sjjider. Now this we have

proved for several years ; aud although it may appear a

little troublesome at first sight, as does every dej)rtrturc

from au old and beaten track, yet in reality the amount
of labour and material is not worth a moment's consider-

ation. Our wall, 240 feet in lengtli, employs a man a

day aud a half in applying the sulphur paint; who
would not give three shillings in labour for an imraiuiity

of this kind? The sulphur is blended with thick clay-

water, made by well-kneading a lump of clay until it is

entirely dissolved, and of the consistence of paint. To
this is added soft soap liquid, made by beating up about

four ounces of soap to a gallon of water ; a foiuth part

of tills is amply sufficient. In later years, wo have used

in addition about a pint of soot to a gallon of the above

mixture, in order to subdue the too briglit lint of the

sulphur, and to render it inconspicuous ; and, probably,

the soot also renders the mixture still more repellant.

Wlven this mixture is well blended, the operator applies

it with a small painter's brush, painting every bare patch

of wall which the brush will reach, and drawing an
extra band or stripe along the bottom of the wall. So
adhesive is this, that our last year's dressing is still

visible; and so lengthened is its action, that the sulphur

fumes may be plainly smelt until August, after which
time it is not so very material if the spiders should
commence operations; we never experience any injury

worth recording, l^et it be vmdorstood, however, that

no engine-work must be practised after this operation
;

such would doubtless remove the paint from the wall.

Wo neoer use engine or syruige, and we are not aware
ol' any more successful peach culture in any quarter,

aud that, too, in a climate in which hot walls, a genera-

tion or two back, were thought indispensable.

R. EiinixGTON.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Budding Plants: Scajilkt GEnANiDJis.—Specimens

of two soils from Sussex were lately analysed by Pro-

^nsor Way, the Cojisulting Cliemist to the English
Agricultural Society, and found by him to be " exactly

alike," both iir their mechanical and cliemical proper-

ties ; yet the two samples were respectively from the

best and from the worst wheat land in the county. This
is sufficiently curious, if not jmzzling ; but not more so,

I think, than that two plants raised from seeds out of

one pod should vary so much in their natures, that one
of them refuses to bloom freely, or even to put out its

leaves kindly, in the same bed, or on the same kind of

soil, where the other flourishes in all the beauty of its

native race. Yet such is a fact, which cei-tain seedlings

of Scarlet geraniums have clearly established, and of

wliich I have often remarlccd in tliesc jiages. Of these
scarlet geraniums for flower-beds 1 said enough last

autuum, but to those new readers who may not have
that part of the work their names may be acceptable.

Shrnbland Scarlet is the strongest of them all, aud has
the largest truss. Smith's Emperor and Superb, Prinec of
}\'(des, aud several other uames are also given to seed-

lings of this variety which never fail to come true from
seeds. T have reared hundreds of them from seeds, but
never saw any variation, except in the leaf The next
largest trusser is a new one, sold last year by Mr. Ayres,
of JSlackhealh, called The G'em of Sairlcts. Conway's
Jloijalist and i'rost's Compaclum are the two next
largest trussers, both of them being well horse-shoe

marked in tlie loaf. The Ruijnliat is, indeed, the best

"horse-shoe" geranimn I have seen. Our seedling

Punch is a far better bedder and trusser than either of

the above, except the Shrnbland Scarlet, on our light

soil, but on rich or heavy laud it does no good. Nine
or ten celebrated seedlings have passed through my
hands, which do remarkably well in the places wheie
they originated, aud in many other localities, but I

failed to establish them here. Tom, Thumb is one of

the uumbor. On the whole, therefore, to give a good
list of scarlet geraniums would be as likely to disappoint

as to be of general use.

I have often said, one can hardly have too many scar-

let geraniums ; and I only know of one bed in a good
flower-garden where they come amiss, aud tliat is in tlie

centre bed of a regular figure of any shape where the

rest of the' beds come all round it. No matter what
beautiful plants and flowers may occupy the rest of the

beds, the eye will pass over them and rest on the bril-

liancy of the centre mass. Besides, some shades of pink
and ])urple, which might occupy any of the beds next
the centre one, would be neutralised by the scarlet in it;

a neutral bed should always occupy the centre round
wliiclithe chief colours in flower-garden plants are to be
arranged; and for such a centre lied I know of no plant

more sidtable than JSIiincjtcs t'Krict/n/cd Ocranium. The
flowers of this are small, and of a light pink shade, but

the whiteness of the leaves drown the pink colour so far

as to establish a neutral bed ; aud any colour may be
placed next to this bed without imparing its strength,

and yet we cannot call it a white bed. The old 13ou-

vardia and the Zauclisneriii would pass for small scarlet

beds, and so might the old Alonsoa ; but where scarlet

verbenas and geraniums are much used, these things

are too sober or subdued colours for a good arrangement
of tints ; and they are only fit for a miscellaneous as-

semblage of beds where no decided system of arranging
the colours is attempted.

Puiu-LE.—I find this colour the mo.st diilicuU to repre-

sent properly, either in shades of ]iur])lo or 'sirictly as a
distinct ooIolu'. We have not a single true puiplc ver-

bena yet worth planting as such, but they furnish aliuu-

dance of shades. I thought, from a figure aud dcsciip-

tion of the lioi/id Pmplc Verbena in " The Florist, " that

at last the desideratum was supplied, but I was deceived ;

and Walton's Emma is still the best purple verbena we
have for a bed, but it is too dark for a real purple. The
next best purple is Heloisc, a beautiful bedding verbena,

liut still not a true purple. Plant either of these two
best purple verbenas alongside of the light purple variety

of the jimerican yroundscl, or \.\\id ptetunia, neai'cstto that

coloiu', and you will soon see the reason 1 have for say-

ing that we have no real purple amongst tlie verbenas.

The original red or piuplo petunia, P. phcenicea, has not

yet been improved on in colour for a bed in that family,

tliough we have several as good and many better ones
with darker or lighter shades of pui'ple ; but we have
notliing better than a petunia that will do for a bed to

last out the season.

We do not, in these days, call a plant fit for a flower-

garden because it is a beautiful mass of colour wliile it

lasts, which may not be longer tluui from a month to

six weeks, unless it has other properties equally valuable

in the eyes of a flower-gardener. One of the most es-

sential secondary qualities of a flower-garden plant is

to have creeping or very numerous fibrous roots, so as

to enable the planter to remove it from place to place,

either in the reserve garden before a place is open for it

in the flower-garden, or from the flower-bed after it has
done flowering. People who know little of these things

will sit down and write you a flue story a.bout the "faci-

lities in these our days " for keejiiug up a succession of

bloom, for a whole season, anywhere; all that you have
to do is to remove everything as fast as it gets out of
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Miiimi. and lill ii|i .il.-^ jihu'O Willi somotliitig olso brouglit I flowers of two or uioic lUauts joii w Uli tu iin\ toi,'i'Uii r.

t'orwiiitl on |nii'|iose in pots, or in the reserve pardon ;! mid some of the leaves of eiioli i)laiil; llnii malco »

and really on jm/xr it does seem very easy to do nil this,
j

tiower-bed by stieking the flowers in the mould on the

lint luiviiif; I'or the last leu years jiaid partieular alien-
,
board, and a lew leaves along with each llowcr or bunch

tion to this branch ol' gardening—as nuieh so, indeed, as of flowers. Now, abont midday, step back three yards

any gardener in this connti'y, and having also as much
money allowed for carry ing out my plans as most gar-

deners—1 can safely repeat that lliis is the uiust dillieult

branch of our art, and the least understood by all our

writers on gardening, myself among the number, 'i'he

most suceessful results at flower-gardening are to be ob-

tained by the IftiKl iiiimlit-r of jihiiiis. provided tiiat a.s

many are used as will give all the principal colours of

scarlet, purple, pink, blue, yellow, lilac, and white.

The most dwarf purple-ilowering plant for this kind

of gardening is verbena HittiiiM ; and though not a good

purple, it is still a very useful plant for the smallest

bed. The best contrast to it in another shade of purple

is Lohdiii tiiiiilt'iitiilii, also a very low ]ilant for little

beds. f,aiiUma Sellouii is a reddish purple plant, e.\-

liemely rich in a bed : and the same plauls may he

taken up on the a|)proacli of fiosl, and used for four or

live years in succession. It seeds freely, can he got by

cuttings as easily as a verbena, and delights in the

richest soil if it is light. There should be a bed or two

of this Lautana in every good flower-garden. Phlox
DrummoniU—There arc two or three good shades of

purple to be bad from this beautiful annual, which is as

good as any perennial for the llower-garden, as it blooms
on from the end of .1 uiie until cut by the frost. ^Vhere

from your model bed, with the sun behind you, and if

you see no fault in your composition, walk round to the

opposite point, and look at it against the sun; if you
are still satisfied, leave it till four, or half-past four, in

the aflernoon, and then look at it from the same points

as before. The sun will then be striking sideways

against the colours, and if there is any defect in the ai-

rangement, it is sure to come out now. Yet be in no
hurry to give it up-—look at it ne.\t day from the siimc

poin'tx between ten and eleven o'clock in the forenoon ;

and this should be repeated on a cloudy day before a
final judgment is passed. Jtis unnecessary to observe!

that the colours may bo arranged in any way one pleases

on this board ; but, in all cases, the leaves of the plants

which produce the (colours must be used, and why, I

shall give an example next week. IJ. Bkaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENIN 0.

Douni.E Chinese I'rimuose (I'limulu aim:mis, Jloic

plfiio).—Interesting as are the associations connected

and beautiful as the whole ofwith the primrose rac

them look, whether under the care of the skilful florisi,

great stress is laid on having the best shades of colour, ' under the ]notcctioii of the forest brake, exposed upon
a few of the desired tints of this phlox ought to be pre- i the upland fell, or shedding some of the brightness of

served in pots, and propagated in the spring from cut-

tings. Indeed, this is the best way to deal with all the

best varieties of it : and some of them are extremely

liretty. But, in general, a packet of seeds will furnish a
good bed. 1 sow this about the first week in April, in a

little heal, for the seedlings do not rise so freely in strong

heat. l"ho old Veibeim I'cnosa is a good purple, but, like

some of the puriile iictuuias, the jilaut itself is coarse.

If it is not ijuite hardy, it is the next thing to it, and
that is a groat recommendation. The best way to manage
it for the flower-garden, is to fork out the roots every
spring when the bods arc being dressed ; to cut them
into six-inch lengths ; and, after treuching the bed, to

plant these pieces rather thickly.

CoMBiN.\Tiox OF CoLouiis.—This verbena exemplifies,

in a high degree, what I said about the necessity of

taking the tint of the leaves into account in arranging
colours in a ilower-gardon. Few would believe that a

bright scai'let and a good purple would answer well toge-

ther in the same bed, because the scarlet would lie so

apt to neutralise the purple. Thus, if you plant an equal
ipiantity of the best scarlet verbena with Emma or

llitoise, the best purple ones of the same cree]iiiig habit,

you will find that two good colours are completely

spoiled, or, at any rate, that the scarlet will carry the

[iidra. If it were possible to mix a white verbena along
with these, so that there would be one-third more white

flowers than of scarlet and purple ones, an extremely

pretty lied would be the result ; but such arrangements
can only be managed with cut flowers, and that is the

easiest way to learn bow to harmonise or contrast co-

lours for beds. It is ten times easier and more safe than
studying the colours from printed arrangements ; and
the way to do it is as follows :—Take the lid of an old

box (the larger it is the better) and lay an inch of earth

all over it of a darkish colour. I have used sand for

this purpose, but it is treacherous ; as the white or yel-

low sand gives the efl'cct of its sjiade to the composition
—dark brown loam is the best. Then, on a fine sunny
day in sumiiicr, lay the board or lid on a plot of grass,

or on a gravel walk, according as the flower-beds may
bo on the glass or sunounded by gravel. Take the

John Chinaman's land over our windows and green-

houses iu the dull days of winter and sjiring, the division

we have placed at the head of this article—though out

shone by others iu the splendour and richness of llicir

colouring—is second to none in its aji]jnijiiialciics.s lor

floral adornment.
I'he single white and pink Chinese primulas, when

well grown, are very pretty objects in winter and spring,

especially when the colours are clear and distinct, whe-

ther the varieties are somewhat whole in the edges of

the segments of the corolla, or, as more generally

coveted, they are nicely cut and fringed. Hut though

thus making nice jiot pbiiits, one drawback connected

with them is, that they cannot well be employed in the

forming of bouquets, as the (lowers soon drop after

tlieir stem is cut; while the double varieties answer

belter than most plants for this purpose, preserving

their freshness for a long period in water, and for a con-

siderable time without any water.

Like the single ones, the double white and pink sport

into several sub-varieties ; the white sometimes being as

pure as driven snow, and at other times containing a

dash of blush, and even a tinge of green, in the centre

of the flower; some being nearly whole iu the edge of

the petals, and others again deeply fringed, but all of

them beautiful. The red is sometimes so dull in colour

as to render it unattractive ; it being loss striking in

such circumstances than a well-grown good coloured

pink single variety. Partly on this account I have

never done much with the red, but during this winter I

saw some large tine coloured blooms that make me
anxious to try such a variety, if at all presentable or

procurable.

All tlieso double varieties require similar treatment.

I look upon the white as the most desirable, and, if any-

thing, it is the most easy to manage. We seldom keep

a plant above two years. Some of those in large pots

measured within an inch of two feet in diameter, and

during the winter have exiiibited in the conservatory a

dense mass of flowers. 'J'lie plants might have been

lietter had they obtained a better position and treatment

during summer. To have oven such plants next year
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you mu!^t comiiioiice witli a nice lioaltliy one-yeav-oH

jilaiit now. It' you resolve to couimeuce t'rom tlie begiu-

uhiff with a cutting now, you must be satislied it' you
obtain such plants in tlie spring of 18")-i.

Propagation.—T'his is generally effected by cuttings

which are taken off when tlie plants have done flowering,

or the older plants are cut into pieces for that purjiose.

in making the cuttings it is advisable to strip olf several

of the lower leaves close to the stem, as if you leave any
part ol tlie ])ctiole of the leaf it is apt to rot, and thus

mould anil destroy the cutting. In selecting cuttings

from old phmts, reject the hard bare part next the roots,

and cut straiglit tiu'ough nearer the leaves and toj) of

tlie cutting, where the wood is softer and fresher, though
ripe, and not spongy. Tlie next thing to be done is to

dry the base of the cuttings, and yet keep the top and
leaves of the cutting green and flourishing. How do

tliis? Notliiug is more easy. lOxpose the ends of tlie

cuttings for several hours to sun and air, but shade tlie

tops, and give them a dash from the syringe. Those who
dry tlie bottoms of other cuttings, such as geraniums,
will find this worth noting. The longer that loaves can
lie kept green, the sooner will the cutting protrude

roots.

In preparing pots for cuttings, means (such as those

previously referred to) must be adopted for keeping out

worms, as their entrance, by whatever means, is next to

fatal to success. After securing the hole in the bottom,

the inverting a small pot inside of a larger one answers
well, as thus a hollow cylinder is formed through which
the lieat will have free access to the base of the cuttings.

The bottom of the inverted pot should be on a level

with the rim of the larger one, and the hole should be
stopped with a potsherd or cork, so as to be removed
at jileasiire. The space between the two pots should be
tilled half-way to tlie top with drainage ; above this the

soil should be placed, consisting of equal jiortions of

fresh loam, jieat and sand, with a covering of silver sand
on the surface, from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch
in thickness. Leaf mould, if it constitutes a part of such
soil for propagating, should previously be dried and
heated, to free it from insects. Tlie cuttings being in-

serted as close as possible to the inverted pot, and well

watered, arc, when the foliage is drij, to be plunged in

a nice sweet bottoin-heat, such as will be found in the

front of a cucumber or inolon bed ; and each pot covered
with a bell-glass, or several of them covered with the top
of a hand-light. In either case it will be advisable to

tilt the one side of the glass at night, and replace it iirm

in the morning, which will prevent all danger from
(lamjtlny, and will also expedite the rooting process.

Shading and watering must be given when necessary.

When struck, shift separately into small jiots, and give
them a little bottom-heat again. As the summer pro-

ceeds, they will require a rather sh.idy place ; and would
be better, if all the time they were kept under glass with
jileuty of air. If it is desirable to make a large plant
t'rom a cutting tiie first year, it would be .advisable in re-

shifting it to keep it in a rather warm close atmosphere
until September, wlien it should gradually be exposed to

more air, and a lower temperature, in order to liurden its

wood, and set its tiower-buds before winter. By giving
a cutting, therefore, the treatment generally given to stove-

plants, we have had line jilanls the first winter. After
being struck, and after the first shifting, the common
routine of the greenhouse, or cold frame, will answer tor

them ; but they will not grow so fast as when more heat
is given them. In fact, with the exception of the time
when they are in bloom, when they will stand beautifully
for mouths in a cottage window, and when they are

resting after flowering, they never seem to hnd fault with
a highish teiuperatrire, jirovided they have fresh air, and
during summer are not exposed to the mid-day sun.

With resjieot to those year-old plants that are to be

kept until another season, after being cleaned of all tlieir

flower-stems, &c., they are generally set in a shady place
under glass, until May, or June. They are then shifted

into larger pots, and kept rather close, and somewhat
shaded until autumn, when, as in the case of their rival

youngsters, they must be fully exposed to the sun, and
more liberally supplied with air. If, after shifting such
plants, an opportunity is afforded of giving them a gentle

bottom-heat, whilst the tops arc kept rather cool, the
plants will increase rapidly in size and luxuriauce.

When I nsed to give them this bottom-heat, the plants
were finer than 1 have had them since ; but more care

was necessary to get the wood thoroughly ri])ened in the

autumn. During the winter months when in flower,

and when resting for a. time after flowering, any tem-
perature below M)'^, and not below •iO"-', will do. When
growing they will enjoy what ranges from ri.i" to 7.j^'.

Tlie soil to flower them in may consist of equal parts

of turfy loam, peat, and leaf mould, and half as much as

of either of these of sand, charcoal, and dried lumps of

cow dung, using it rough in proportion to the size of the

plants and pots. During winter, pounded <;harcoal may
be placed round the stems, to jn-event them ihiinpliKj.

When growing, water should be given freely ; but during
winter it will be wanted' comparatively seldom. Weak
manure-water will be of service during the growing
season. '.I'lius treated, they may be made to ornament
the greenhouse and window from November to May.

tSowlng.—Now is a good time to sow the single varieties

for blooming ill winter and spring. 11. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DErAIlTMENT.

Sl'OVE PLANTS.
G.VRDKXiAs.—Though not so rich in colour as some of

the Ixoras which we selected for first consideration, those

are almost as beautiful, the pure white of their blossoms,

garnished with their bright, glossy, handsome, green

leaves, rendering them very attractive ; and, in addition

to their beauty, several species have a most agi-eeable

fragrance, so much so as to have caused them to receive

the popular name of the Cape Jasmine ; a very erro-

neous title, for the sweet-scented species are natives of

China. Tlie two species cultivated in some nurseries

round London and other large towns for the sake of

their flowers, which are in great request for bouquets,

are the OanUnla foiida I'li'iia and (Junleida radlciins.

In those nurseries we have alluded to, these two

species are grown by hundreds to the greatest perfec-

tion. As they are so very beautiful and fragrant, we
consider that no stove ought to be without them. Theu"

culture is not so well understood as it ought to be, espe-

cially in the country ; and as this treatment is different

in some respects from that the rest of the family reiiuire,

we shall describe it first, commencing with

The Winter l'reatment.—'Io\\a,rds the end of summer
all the Gardenia ])lants of the two last mentioned sjiecies

are put into a cold pit; here they receive only just water

enough to prevent them from flagging; air is given

every fine day, and the pit is securely covered iqi with

mats and short litter evei-y night through the winter

;

this throws tliem into a state of rest. They are quite

hardy enough to bear such a temiierature. A week or

two before it is intended to put a portion of them into

heat they are taken out of the pit, and every stem aiul

leaf carefully washed with a sponge ; this removes their

grand enemy, the red spider, besides cleaning the leaves

from dirt and dust. 'They are then potted in sandy

peat four parts, and one part decayed leaves, commonly
called leaf-mould ; then they are put into a pit heated

with S]iont tanner's bark, and lined witli stable litter, tlie

wall of the ]iit being pigeon-holed to let hi the heat of
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tlio liiiinfjs. Tliis moist hoat suits tluMU well ; tlioy

llowci- uikI grow vigorously. 'I'lio moist dunf; liCHt

])iTVOuts tlic It'll spiilfv tVoni I'xistiiis. auil consccpuMitly

llu- pliiuts all- of ii clot'i), liciiltliy sioou, luiil tlic tlowcrs

lingo iiiul of H lioiuilil'ul jiuio wliito colour. Wo Imve

litul pliiuts of tlif (rtinliiiin niiliaiiis with us many as

:.'(• liloouis oi)ou nt ouoo. As tho flowers open tlio ]il!iuts

aro rouiovod iuto llio stovo, if tlio soRsoii is early ; but tlu^

later bloouiiiii; plants arc removed into tlie groenliouso,

where tlioy eonluiue longer in bloom tlian in tlie stovo.

.\lter tlio bloom is over tlioy aro replaceil in tlio cold

jiit ng'iin. Suoli treatment makes tlie plants |>rodnoo a

largo ipuuility of blooms for tlio llorists' shops; and as

this method answers well on a largo sealo, of course it

will answer on a smaller nnmbor. Our readers will

only have to follow up the principles of tirst resting the

plants, and then growing thorn on in a moist heat, to

liring tliom iuto a clean, healthy state of bloom. ( )ur

orchid-growing friends may have them iu bloom from

Doceiubor to May by bringing them in from the cold

)iit one, two, or three at a time, once in a fortnight or

three weeks. This section of the genus contains the

following varieties:—
(!,i,;Umi, Jhniihi flnre pleim { (louble-Howcrein.

„ „ t'niiiiniiiiia (Fortunes lliii-doiiia). Tliis

is a lino variety, lately iiitrodiieod, with

larfjer llowers and l'oliiij;e.

„ „ iiihrmvii'm. A dwiufer vmiety, and aliuu-

daut liluonier.

nidiiiiits l„l!Jhlia (broad-lea^ed). It has
short liiiNid leaves and largo flowers,

sparingly produced.

The rest of the gonus require a somewhat ditlerout

treatment.

Giinhnki IStiinleiiana is a splendid plant of recent in-

troduction ; and is, when well giown, a truly magnificent

object. It has handsome foliage and large flowers ; the

latter, nnmerously produced all over the jilant, being
six or seven inches long, having a tubular corolla

spreading out at the end, so that tho flower lias a

trumpet-like ap|iearauce ; the ground colour is white,

with spots of a chocolate colour. It takes three or four

years to grow a jilaut to tolerable perfection.

Ounhnia llcvoniiinu \s another tine species also recently

brought to this country. It has flowered in two or three

places, but not so finely as the preceding siiecics. The
flowers are about the same size, of a cream colour, pro-

duced upon dwarfor plants.

Otirileniii Wliitiichlia commemorates the discoverer of

these three fine plants. The flowers of this siiecies we
have not seen. It has fine foliage and a somewhat stiff'

habit.

These three species of this noble genus require a cul-

ture different from that for the first section ; and they
are really worth cultivating even iu small collections,

especially the first named.
/S'o(7.—Having a yoinig plant well rooted, pot it in a

compost of loam, sandy peat, and leaf mould, in equal
parts, and place it in a warm corner of the stove,

shading it from the sun. The first potting should not
be into a large pot. It is better to bo moderate in tho

removes, as the one-shift system of jiottiiig will not
answer for these tender-rooted plants ; shift them, there-

fore, gradually iuto larger pots fiom time to time, as they
rcijuire.

Heat ami Moisture^—Give them heat, moisture, and a
close temperature, for, being natives of the hottest part
of Africa, they can liardly have too much heat and
moisture. The common stove is a few degrees too low
in the spring, when the plants ought to be growing and
flowering to ]ierfection ; here, again, the orchid liouse

presents its friendly aid, and will assist the grower of
these splendid plants much. Such cultivators as have
the convenience of a pine stove will there find a con-

genial heat and moisture. Plunged iu iho warm hod,

thoil roots will advance vigorously, sei/iiig upon tho
food prepared for them with avidity, and throwing health

and vigour iuto tho idants. lint we arc running on too

fast: these doscriptimis of the cH'ects of good culture,

and applications of such means as will produce magnili
cent specimens of those ornaments of our stoves, are

exooodingly templing suhjools. but as we have not ex-

hausted our theme wo shall '.villi pleasure resume it the
k after next.

VI.OIUSTS' f'l.OWI'lliS.

Such a trying season for these objects of tlio llmisls'

care has not occurred for several years
; yet with mode-

rate attention to warm shelters, uncoiisingly ajipliod, the
various tribes will have pas.sed through tho severe ordeal
uuiiijured. ^Ve have nothing to add to our instructions
of last week, for if they have been duly attended to the
plants will be thriving in lioulth and vigour, and will be
in a state highly satisl'iu-tory to the cultivators. It is

true, Aiiiifulas and Puli/iiiilliKscs will be rather back-
war;! ; and it will be a matter of serious consideration
whether it will or will not be desirable to hold the exhi-
bitious of these spring flowers a week or a fortnight
later than usual ; should that be thought necessary, it is

high time for the conductors of such exhibitions to lo't

the exhibitors know that the time for the shows is

altered to suit tho late season. Huch flowers will not
bear forcing iuto bloom ; this is a truth ou which all

florists will agree.

PiooTEHs (I'he yellow iMiieties).—Agreeable to our
promise, we now give a list of such as we consider worth
growing, excepting, of course, such as we have already
given, to which list we refer the reader.

Per |.air.

Kiipheniia (]!aiTaud's) Is lid

Aiua/oii ". (i

I'lirsee I'.rido ( iMiiv's ) :) Ii

Oddily ( ileniUe's )". •; Ii

Striiitii •.: li

Goldliuder ( Wilnier's ) •.; li

T. Ai'i'i,i;i;v.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
KocTiXK WouK. — If not already done, dspanKjus

should now at onee be sown ; and new plantations of the
last year's sown jdants should be made as soon as they
have made shoots two or three inches in length, as pre-

viously directed. Prick oft' the young sircH hudl and
Kireet marjoram on a little heat

; prick off also, in due
season, the first sowing of borecole, and the other varie-

ties of leak's, in order to secure good, strong, and healthy
plants for the planting out season. The present is stiil

a good time for sowing tho main crops of carrots ; and
young cutilijiouer planls should be pricked ott', as soon as
they can be bandied, ou a well-prepared bed. Sow in

full crop tho best varieties of hro'eoli and saroijn, and the
small varieties of cahhatje for summer eoloworts or
greens, such as tho best kinds of i'orli, Atkins Matchless,
NoiqiarcU, SIrilliiif/'s (Jiiceii, &o. Sow J'lrarf Kklncij
hcaiis and Scarlet Runners in a shelterod warm corner,

or under hand-glasses, for transphintiiig on to warm
borders as soon as the weather hocoiues a little more
favourable. Make another sowing in pits or frames on
a gentle bottom-heat. Supply those now coming into

bearing with liberal soakings of tepid liquid manui'e.
Plant in succession M'iiulsnr Broad beans, Lomj I'ods,

kc. Sow tho late varieties of peas in succession. Tho
American Dnarf and Fan picas may be sown as an out-

side edging to quarters, or on narrow sti'ips: and some
should also be sown on a north aspect, which will be
found very productive when the hot dry season arrives.

The aboveuanied varieties aro very suitable for those
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who have but a small garden, as thoy rcqiiiro very little

room, being of the dwarf sljdrL joini.d kinds, and very
]irolific. The early peas slionlil lie .IniiiHil, or have their

tops picked out, as soon it^ tiir liisi blussujns commence
opening. Attention to this point will considerably ad-

vance their early podding. The soil about the main-
sown summer varieties uow coming up should be kept
well stiired ; should be earthed up in due season ; and
sticks, or some kind of protection, placed for keeping
them upright, and pi'cvcnting their being driven about
by the wind. Sow sea-hale thinly iu di'ills, one foot

ai)art,'' and attend to the forced plants of this season.

Thin the shoots, as requir-ed, at intervals, until thinned
sufficiently according to the strength of the plants, leav-

ing one, two, or more shoots to cnch.

CucuMnKRS.—8ow ridge varieties. Prepare the ferment-
ing materials by thorough intermixings and fi-eijuent

turnings; encourage those now producing fruit, by fre-

(juent application of tepid weak liquid-manure; stop the

shoots regularly at each show of fruit; do not allow the
vine to become too much crowded; but, at the same time,

take care never to exhaust the plants by thinning too

much at one time. It should be an almost daily custom
thus to run them over—stojijiing, pegging, and regulating

the vine, and setting and placing the fruit to grow straight.

It is very easy to take out such portions of the vine as

have become weak and exhausted, to make room for the

younger and more vigorous parts. The same system
should also be kept iu view with regard to mehn culture.

The vine should never be allowed to become too mucli
crowded, and then be thinned out extensively at once.

Such extremes in management is often the forei'unucr of

disease, canker, red spider, and thrip, &o., which should
be avoided if possible. Sudden drafts of cold, when
giving air, should be particularly guarded against
tln'ougbout this month, or the prospect of a fine crop of

healthy fruit may be very quickly cut ofi'. Water should at

all times be applied with caution and judgment, taking

the advantage of applying it alter a line day, and when
not very windy. Shut up early, take the covering oH'

early in the mornings, and give air previous to the

sun shining on the structure, li tlicse instructions are

attended to, neither disease nor vermin will be seen ; but
should any symptoms of canker at any time appear,

from long continued dull, damp weather, apply im-

mediately a slight dredging of fresh slaked-liuie to the

parts alfectcd,

Bbooolis.—All the different sorts of brocolis may still

be sown (excepting the Puqile Cape kind). Those who
have not already done so, should prepare a good lich

warm border for this purpose, and divide it into small

beds-;-a bed for each kind. This is tlie best season for

sowing the brocolis, Cape excepted, which for the general

crop should be sown the iirst week in May ; and sliould

the weather then bo very dry, the ground should be well

watered pii'\ imi-ly to sowing the seeds, and a sprinkle

given alirivv:iiils inn.

Bonailis luid aiimji/s may still be sown, and Bnisseh
sprouts too. The present is also a good season for sowing
the general crops of the best sorts of Red beet.

Asparagus Bkds should have bad all their foiking-U))

done before this ; and il' any are not raised off neatly, let

it be done without delay, as the young shoots will now be

soon peeping through where the earth is not too thick

upon the crowns, so that the sini can penetrate it. A
S]n'ink!ing of salt will be found very beueflcial once a

week during the cutting season. The alleys between

the beds, forked-up neatly, would bo a good situation for

lettuce during the summer months. Cauliflowers are

frequently planted in them, but this should not bo, as

cauliflowers are of too large a growtli to plant in the

alleys, which are rarely more tiuiu two feet six inches

wide iu the smaller gardens ; but lettuces do well in such

places. J. BAI1NES& W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

HOME SUGGES'J'IONS.

JJil the AutlMi-ess 11/ " My Ftviccrs

In commencing a series of hints on household manage-
ment, I must earnestly solicit my readers to extend to

me, in this department, the extreme indulgence I have
experienced at their hands in one of a very difliireut

Idud. On the subject of domr;,iir niliiirs so much is

involved, and so many able and •
,|m

1 hm nl hands have
been held out to help and dired iiiqiiiins. Ihat I feel it

almost iiiipossilde to fill the important post assigned to

me eilliir Willi liencfit to others or the least credit and
satisfaeliou to uiy.self.

Real economy is a princijile. It is, or ought to be,

practised from the highest motives,—from the love and
fear of God, and in accordance with the precept and
examijle of our gracious Teacher, who commanded His
disciples to " gather up the fragments that remain, that
nothing be lost." It does not consist of scraping up
with one hand and lavishing wastcfully or selfishly with
the other, but in lirm and decided retrenchment iu every-

thing, however gratifying to the flesh, which can possibly
be reduced or given entirely up. We are very apt to

think, wo have done great things when we have knocked
oir a few extra shillings in some way, wliere, perhaps,
liberality would be most advantageous, while wo are
spending uunecessai'y pounds in otlrcrs where frugality

would be well-timed and of real account. The " right

hand " and the " right eye" must be given up in things

temporal as well as in things eterual ; 3u fact there is

nothing, however trifling, which we are called to do or

suffer that does not involve a principle, and upon which

a Scriptural rule cannot be brought to bear. It is diffi-

cult sometimes to bo economical without being menu:
from fear of one extreme the mind will fly off to the

other, and in our utter corruption of heart we cannot be

surprised to liud this frequently the case ; but when we
do all things in obedience to a Divine Master, and with

a single eye to His honour and service, we shall most
generally find the right medium, or at least we shall

connnit fewer mistakes than those who are saving for

the lucre of gain, or who are stiiving to keep up an ap-

pearance to the world that theii means or circumstances

do not warrant.

I commonco by replying to the many eoiTCspondeuts

wlio have addressed us on the subject of small means
and reduced incomes, and whose situation in some cases

is perilous and anxious iu the extreme. I address my-
self, iu the Iirst jilacc, to the husband and the father,

because I am proud to say they are most diflicult to

deal with in uuillers of I'ctrenchmcut and expense ; and
without theh' willing and full co-operation the selfdeny-

ing wife and mother, with all her striving, can effect

little.

"An expensive house," ''an income alarmingly re-
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diiceJ," " procui'ious aiid imcoititiii " nieaiiti, iiii|ily ;i

l-osilioii of distressing einbainissment. and call lor

inouipl and vit;oious lUtasuies. Tlie only income wliidi

lun lie d<'|>oud(d upon, iu Llio case of ono coiiohpondent,

is uioro llian swallowed up by llic runt and olhcr ex-

penses of llic house alone, tlif voinaindor is inseeun^ and

lluctuatinfT. The house, if it is possible—i lueaii if the

teurne admits of it—should at once be let. and the litjun/

abolishetl. Kven an " niulerduty " pony must be fed :

and the very simjilest eijuipage draws on many useless

expenses, the tax is probably the least of them. A
small, cheap house, on the outskirts of the town, if the

other <•<(« bo niveu up, would be a radical reform and
ail important saving, so would the pony carriage. Is it

absoliilili/ " necessary for busiuoss?" or is it only very

pleasant and very conifortalile ".' One servant might be

found suQieieul to carry on the work of the house where
the mistress is in health, and actively determined to

meet the oxigeucies of her situation. A husband, espe-

cially if accustomed to see his wife in a position of ease

and elegance, is distressed and agonised at the idea of

seeing her reduced to the situation of, what be may call,

"an upper servant;" hut not even this allcctionate

regret must weigh one atJjin iu the scale. The " three

little mouths" will in a short time need more tliaM/m»/,-

and such expenses will then arise as the jiincuts of lilllf

cliililrcn do not dream of; for this apinoachiiig time the

father must preiiare ; and if he will lap and pruiw, 1 w ill

veutiu-e to say his wife will cheerfully hear hei- burden and
labour of love. Mvery halfpenny of an uncertain income
should be scrupulously watched, and laid by if possible

—

nothing of it should be spent that can possibly be saved.

Wine, and s])iiits, and beer, and meat, come also into

the gentleman's list of essentials. The glass of wiue
after dinner, the warm braudy-aJid-watcr after a day of

fatigue, the liearty meat breakfast and dinner, arc things

of such regular daily occurrence that they arc not taken

into tlio system of economy iu many cases; but they are

all expenses, and heavy ones, and are besides only
luxuries. Meat once a day is quite suliicient for man's
support: look at the mau who labours for his daily

bread, and who is dismissed if he docs not do a " good
day's work

;

" does he taste meat once a tieclc, ouec a
mouth,—I might, iu nine cases out of leu, add, once a
year'.' Let this silence the gentleman, at least when
he is struggling to support a wife and children.

All visiting shoidd bo as much given up as possible;

it leads to a thousand expenses, and in many cases it is

of no benefit at all. Frknds will always win their way,
in spite of the little wo have to ofl'er ; and such are in-

deed worthy of open hearts aud arms ; but tlie generality

will do no real good, and much positive harm ; and a
busy mother and hajipy wife will have little time for the

reception or i-etiirn of formal visits. If the husband is

but willing to be content with tbe society of his wife,

aud remember the asseverations lie uttered " once upon
a time," lie will not be the less rich or happy as he
struggles onward iu his worldly course. The expense

I

attending dinner company is too great for persons of
' small means ; the mild term, '• a few friends in a (piiet

; way," sounds very clieajp and plausible, but if we are

I
gtniff'jliiig for life wc cannot do it, at least we oiiijlil nut

\
to do it, however tenderly wc place the pleasure before

I our eyes. The bills at the cud of the week irill be higher,

economize as we will ; and all who are obliged to take

care of every penny well know that one friend coming
in to dinner or tea tdls in the weekly consumption.

rrofessional men are very apt to fancy they must keep
up a certain apjieai'ance before the world, and see a
certain amount of company, by which they often involve
themselves deejily, aud are kept iu a state of anxiety
and difficulty injurious alike to the mind, the body, and
the temper. If a gentleman cannot command the
means, it is in vain to say, "we must have,' or " we

must ilo so aud so:" we iiiiit.1 ii'U iiavi', ipi iln, (liat for

which we cKUUot, or iue not sure of being able, to pay !

Where incomes are uncertain they should be used with

the most jealous care and caution. We know that we
bold our Jlriiicst jiosscssions only as " daily bread,"

bestowed meal by meal by the (iiver of all good ; but,

still, when human" (irobabilities themselves appear dan
gerously insecure, wc ought, with lliw fullest and lirmest

faith in the tender mercy of an Almighly and pitying

father, to walk as wisely as serpents, and act upon the

perfect example of Him who spake as never mau spake

—

• It is written, 'I'huu shalt not tempt the Lord thy God."

We do tempt <iod when we act rashly, unadvisedly, dis-

obediently ; and iiIkcc ourselves iu situations of peril or

distress.

With the utmost humility I lay these observations at

the feet of the lord)! of the creation, because so much of

rffeetual economy rests with them.

HINTS ON GAIIDKNING FOU YOUNG I'EOrLE.
I N oU'eri ng a few hiutson the subject of gardening to the

youthful readers of Tni-: Cottage GAnuKNi.!!, J must
begin by disclaiming any intention of writing a regular

treatise on the subject,—that is beyond my powers ; all 1

wish to do, is to endeavour to encourage a taste for this

delightful Hmusement in the young, and to let them see

how easily, and with how little cx])ense or trouble, they

may succeed in rearing common tlowcrs, and keeping

their own little gardens neat.

1 write for those who are raiher past the age of digging

up their seeds every second day to seo if they are grow-

ing; though I will not deny having some sympathy with

those who do so, for 1 did it myself when young; aud ]

confess, even now I occasionally lift a cutting of pansy

or pink to ascertain if they are beginning to take root.

1 have said, J will shew you with how little expense or

trouble common llowers may be raised, but 1 write for

those who think the trouble a 2)leasure : flowers will not

grow, weeds will not disaiipear, unless we work, and work
in right earnest too. Idle wishes will do as little good

here, my young friends, as in more important matters ;

you do not hope to conquer your faults, to root out bad
habits, to improve your characters, and to have the fruits

and llowers of a Christian life grow up within you, by
w'ishing merely ! It is not one of the least recommen-
dations of the delightful occupation of gardening, that

it suggests many heavenly aud prolitable thoughts.

Analogies are frcciuenlly drawn in Scripture from its

operations, and it seems to me that it is " the sole bliss

of I'aradise that has survived the fall :" for Adam's occu-

pation, before labour was laid on him as a punishment,

was to dress and to keep the Garden of Eden.
I know few people, indeed, who do not like flowers, but

I do know a good many who dislike the trouble of rear-

ing them. At one time I thought the love of gardening

was inborn in some people, and could not be acquired

;

but I have seen instances to the contrary, ami have

known persons who, though living in the country for

years, cared not for gardening become fond of it, and
devote much of their time to this fascinating pursuit. I

take for grunted, however, that the young readers of Thu
Cottage G.skdenek have already a love of gardening ;

and like not only the flowers, but the labour of rearing

tbein ; and to such I would now oUer a few hints.

Let your yiirden he your ouii iiropertij.—Sometimes
young people have a border in the garden called theirs,

or a plot of flowers near tbe house which they under-

take to keep free from weeds, but they do not consider

themselves as responsible for it. The gardener puts it in

order if they neglect it ; the gardener plants out gera

niums, &c., in it, and lilts them at the proper time ; the,

gardener, in short, has the chief charge, and it is not your

garden. Now, what 1 would advise is this : get a bit of

ground to yourself, no matter how small, and let it be
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mulerstooil to be your own, to do what you like with
aucl in. It makes a great ditterence iu your interest and
sense of resjiousibility, as well as iu your jdeasure in

working, when you consider the spot your own. I re-

member yet my own feelings ou this point; and certainly

my first garden liad little else to recommend it. It was
a dull back-green, in Edinbiu'gh, with a narrow border

on each side, and shut iu by walls excluding almost all

sunshine. But it was my own ; for no one cared to

attempt gardening in such a hopeless spot ; but for years

I spent many happy liours there, trying to get flowers to

grow, and iioping nhvays to succeed. Nothing did grow
but some orange lilies and marigolds ; and sometimes in

one corner, where the sun shone, a few hardy annuals
would flower; but it must indeed liave been the love of

the work itself that induced me to persevere, for more
unsuccessful attempts never were made. I had an old-

fasliioned book ou gardening, which I studied incessantly

;

it told me much I liad no use for: hothouses and green-

houses, pineries and vineries, were all described therein,

but no " back-greens." There was no Cott.age GAr.uENER
in those days. From this experience I would say, in the

second place,

Choose II ijood sjmt for i/oiir little ijardens,if you have a
choice.—At least get sun and air, for few plants will live

in shade, and none will thrive without air. Do not, as I

once did, take the first bit of border j'ou find unoccupied,

and commence gardening there. Think first, if flowers

will grow iu it. When (years after. my early back-green

gardening) 1 went to reside in the country, I of course

renewed my gardening with fresh zeal, and, at first, was
satisfied witli getting leave to sow seeds, or weed auy-

wliere, hut I soon began to find this unsatisfactory, and
thinking that in the coimtry, flowers would grow in any
part of the garden, I modestly accepted a little border

bounding a small washing-green, where no one would
interfere with me. I soon foimd, however, Iliad been too

precipitate in my acceptance, for two or three trees

shaded my border ; and after the early spring months,
when crocuses and jniraroses flowered well enough, I

had few flowei's, and those J had were pale and wan.
Some alterations were making in the garden at this time,

and I obtained jiossessiou of an empty border with a

good exposure to light and air; thitlier I transplanted iny

chief favourites, aud what between plants sent me by
friends, and bits of things judiciously cribbed from the

general garden, my border was soon filled ; and for some
years I worlied away, gaining experience by my blunders,

and making experiments—pleased when I succeeded,

and undismayed when 1 failed. But I changed my
garden again ; and lest my young readers should accuse

me of fickleness, I must briefly tell them the reason, and
that will bring me to hint the third :

Expect and accept as little help as possible from the

gardener.—IVIy garden was hacked by a thorn hedge, which
of course required to be cut ; I coidd not do this myself;

and greatly annoj'ed I used to be, on coming out some
fine morning to my garden, to find the gardener trampling

down my border, aud strewing it over with thorns. It

did no good to me to liave him put it in order again ; 1

liked to do all myself; and I did not like that he should

cut tlic hedge when he chose ; so I longed for a spot

whore there should be " but one mistress aiul no master."

Now, iu oUeving you this last hint, I am far from ad-

vising you to be above receiving both .issistance and
advice from a gai'dener, but, in general, young people

would do well iu their little gardens to remember tlie

old saying—" if you wish to ho well served, serve your-

self" Tlie gardener is often too busy to attend to you,

and you nnist wait his leisure, or, worse still, he knows
aud cares not where your treasures lie, and smash goes

the spade through numy a hidden cluster of snow-drops

or crocuses, heedless of tlie little bit of stick you vahily

thought a tally sutficient to warn him what was there.

Never mind at first being laughed at for your attempts
at gardening : you cannot expect your gardens to look

quite as neat as when kept by an experienced gardener

;

but your pleasure iu them will be far greater, and by
degrees you will improve in the mechanical processes ol'

hoeing and raking. Digging the borders, I fear, must he
left to the gardener, if you wish it done thoroughly, for

this requires strength as well as skill. I know few
pleasures greater than that of raking one's own garden
in spring, when the clods have been softened bj- the

winter's frost ; and the bright yellow and purple crocuses
look so gay when all the rougli earth is raked smooth
and even round them. I have grown quite accustomed
to he asked in a tone of affected concern, " Why I let the

poultry sci-ape all niy garden over in that way '? " but I go
on, heedless of jests ; if I waited for the gardener's help

at this busy season, I might wait long enough ; besides

I like doing it myself ; and I therefore advise all my
young friends to serve themselves, and rely on no one's

help. (To he continued.

J

Hortexse.

:\IUSHKOOJ[ SPAWN.
Mrsiiuonjt sprtwii may be made iu various woys, and is

easily laiown hy its smeU wad its small fiue tliread-lilce aud
lionry njipearauce. The smell is just the same as tliat of

the conmion mushroom. It is to be often met with iu

niaiiiue heaps, luid in fields, particidarly where hay-ricks have
been made, and tlie old tliatcli and liottoms have been
thrown up into a heap to decay for manure. Iu heaps of

manure that have been thrown out of an old cow-shed, where
hoth horses and cows, itc, rim into for sheltor ; aud iu the

sweepings from liorse-iuUl walks, thrown up iuto a lioaj) hi

some dry corner, and allowed to lie for three or four mouths
uiidisturlied, jiienty of mushroom spawn is pretty certain to

he generated.

If liorse droppings, mixed with sandy loam, equsU parts,

aud partly ih-y, placed iu boxes or large ilower-pots, with a

small bit of good spawn in it three inches below the stui'ace,

all jammed in as solid as it can he done, aud put in any
lieated structure, the whole bidk will very soon be found to

be the best of spawn, if kept chy for live or six weeks.

Spmvii may also be made iu this way. Tidcc one-third

iiorse-dirippiiigs, oue-tlm-d cow aud sheep dung, and oue-

tliird sinidy loam ; let thesi; ingredients be well mixed toge-

thrr, adding as iiuich water as will make tlie whole some-
thing hke stift' moit;ii-. Spread the whole mixture out ou a

level bottom or iloor iu an open shed, from two and a lialf to

three inches tbiclc, aud let it remaiu in that state a few days

to dry ; then let it be cut out into pieces about the leugtli of

coimiiou bricks, but a little wider—say an inch wider; let

these pieces be so placed as not to get broken, aud when dry

euougli to be handled aliout with care, aud being a little

more than lialf dry, pieri'e each brick about half through in

two places thus : that is, make tlie holes about

an inch and a half in diameter, and place a

small piece of real .spawn iu each liolc, over

wliicli a portion of that taken out sliould be

placed, something hke sealing it over. .Vfter this, let the

bricks be so placed as to forwai'd their drying off as

(piickly as possible ; and when perfectly dry have ready a

cpiauti'ty of well-prep.ared dry, husky, fermenting materials,

and place friau about six to nine inches thick cm the lloia- of

some ratlicr wai'ia shed, aud ou Ibis place all the pieces iu a

regular mamicr, with open spaces ; that is, the pieces on one

row crossing the openuigs in the row beneath, just as brick-

makers arrange tlieir bricks to dry, aud keeping the innocu-

lated side uppermost, to prevent the spawn iiiUing out, bring-

ing tlie whide up to a point, so that the slack may not fall

about. Then cover the wlade with the bebae-mcutioncd

kind of material, so as to give about from .')() to r,r, degrees

of beat, which will soon cause the spawn to run through tliii

pieci's. AVlicn this is observed to be the case, let the wlade

be stored away in some '////, rolil vlmi- until rciiuired for use.

These dry, light, hoary hnups will ki'cp g.iod for years in a

dry place, but in a cold moi^l situation this spawn would

soon perisli ; and if stored m a warm moist siluation, (he

spawn will commence working or vegetatiug.—T. Wio.vvjiit,

(lurilciu-r la the W'lirilen vf Winchester Collei/e.
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bi;ks in an ou) iiivi;.

A namelt>'5s (mTPspomliMit in your 'i^lh immliov, \vi-<lios to

I

lie infonuoil Imw to act in tlu' matter ol' liis liir;;o lio\-liivo,

i wliii'li i^avo two ononnous sxvanns Inst siinmiiM-, ami wi'i'^'lu'd

I

at tlie commiMii-oiiient of wintor nUoiit .'ililli, ami wlii.-li lui

1
lU'siivs to ronovatc ami nlln-. Tlio lu'st iilaii In I'ai-, 1 !>.'

j
lieve, is that ri'couuin'mlij lo Di-. Si-mlamoiv, of Caiilcilinry

I

(fit'wlioso work T spolio I'avourably on a Ibiincn- occasion, seo

page •.J(V.i), liy wliioli not only will tlii> sloi-k be savoil, ami
an eai'ly IniiTest of lionry he galln'ioil in, Imt it may ho maiU'
to swarm lu-irc lujuio tin- ui of Jiiik; if tin- stock ho in a
healthy state, and the (juoeii moilerately prolifio.

As soon as the jirsl ilmiic appoaix in the hive, a swniin max
he fiot from it on the llist calm ami warm day, hy tmiiin-^lhe

hivo np at night, steadying it on a tahle, applying a hox
of the same diameter mid IVirm to its ha.se, so exactly, that

not a liee may escape, and tapping lightly, bnt ijnickly,

against the sides of the lowi'i- inul full box. In a veiy few
niiiuites the qneen and the major iiart of her snhieets will

have ascemled into the empty box. Let two sheets of zinc, of

suffiiieiil lliiiAiiess,he passed between tlie boxes, and let them
be separated. The mir Imx may then be placed on the uhl

xtniiil, wliere, as a new swann, it will begin instantly to work,
whilst the olil lio.v is removed to a iicir stainl at as great a dis-

tance as possible from its former situation. Of course, if it

be desirable to hive the driven swarm into any other box or

hive than that into which it was driven, it may be knocked
ont of it the next day, upon a sheet spread on the ground,
in front of the particular habitation destined for its reception,

wliicli must piv\ iously be set on the sheet, with one of its

sides somewhat ele\ ated from the gi'oimd by a stick or wedge,
and the bees will quickly enter into it.

At the time this operation was performed—let us say it

was done on the -"ird of Jlay, the lU'ones having appeared
about a week—there ought to be a young queen in the hive
irilhiii nhmil 1.") ilmjs of her hirlli (it may be less or more"), in

which ciuse, as the young queen does not commence laying
till live or six days have elapsed, it will usually happen, that
not an egg has been laiil in the hive for lliirc iiecl.s, or there-
abouts ; consequently, at the end of that time there will be but
few uuhatclied bees of the old brood, and oidy a few eggs or
veiy young grubs in the hive. Now, therefore, is the time
(as soon as a wanii day presents) for forming the scmiul
swnrm, according to the method before recommended for the
exclusion of the first, when almost every bee will follow its

young queen, and the hive will be left deserted. Those
which remain among the condis will be too few to amioy the
operator, who may proceed t< cut out the combs aud lulce

irliiil lioiify lliii/ nmliiin.

It mill/ so happen, however, that the hive swanns i:nliiiitiirily

hrfore tlie operator has driven them out by force. In the
firstinstance, so much the better (though let Inm see that the
swarm does not perish for want of food, because of ungeuial
weather) ; in the other instance, some little attention is re-

quired. Supposing, therefore, that a second suiirm issues
( which fl ill i/fiirriilii/ be the case if the first swai-m issued in

the natural way, though rarely, when corajielled to migrate) be-
fore the operators assistance was rendered them ; it is clear
that a third or fourth swann may be thrown off within a few-

days, or at all events that a young queen will have been
laying for a foilnight or more, so that the hive will be again
filled with brood of all ages. In this ease, I believe no rules
can be laid domi for the guidance of the liive ownier, as it is

doubtful whether he could so act, as to ensme at lliis season
the attainment of his three-fold object, viz. : the preservation of
his bees, the early InuTestof liis honey, and the breaking up
of his hive. What I would ad\ise, therefore, is, that if the
hive should swann a third or fourth time, these rnlts (as
they are called) be united to some other and weak stock
when the new and young queen will i/rinralli/ usurp the
throne of her weaker rival, or he returned to the parent ^tock,
(after fumigation of the colt to the destniction of its queen),
which nuist be preseiTed as a working stock tiU the middle
of August. It may then be fumigated or driven (as re
comiuemled before), and the bees so saved be united to some
other stock ; or, liurinij been slreiu/lhiiictl by the iiiihm of one,
or IHO, or mnri- tribes of t-xpolriiileil bns, be'rcliirncd to the old
hive, after it lias been emptied, cleansed, and altered, andfed
lilerallij, and treated </eneroasli/, as I myself did a united
colo)!}- of preserved bees last autumn, aiid wMch are now

( .Marcli Jud) iji full sirenglh and vigour.* f would treat

your stoi'k in a siuiilar \Miy, supjiosing no swarms issued
after the second, which, liow.vcr, was thrown otf natnralli/

after the forcilile I'jccli.ni of tin- first swann, because, ten to
one, the hive will be full of brood (.fall ages.

While 1 am writing on this subject I wish to add a few-

words about my leedinglrough, wbicli was desciibed in yotu'

Uth Xnndier. The "cylindrical tulie of zinc " there men-
tioned, will he better madi' to descend half an inch into the
hive, and to ascend not more than one inch into Ihi' t'eeder

;

and it would be a great aclvanlage and assistance to the bees
if a tain- of a-nod were made exactly to tit the inner side of
the cylinder, about the sixth of an' inch in thickness. The
corks or wood afiixed to the uiidi'r side of the perforated
zinc plate (wvnW would be better than zinc bn- this purpose
if it coitlil be prevented front warjiing) ought not to be mori'
than a cpiarter of an inch thick, and it ought to be ]iainted

or charred with tire to render it inipennrabje liy the li<pior;

otherwise it increases in weight, and tin- plate will be
flooded—a thing carefully to be avoided at all times.

I will say a word about my apiary, according to promise,
before I conclude, so that I may not trouble you agaui too
soon, .-/// my hives and colonies are in good health—the
straw hives (D and K) being the most active. The result of
my winter observation on the decrease in their weight is as
follows :

—

"A," 13tli Nov., 1911); 13tli Feb., 14U1)! diminution, 1 jib per month,
"B," SSth ,Sc|it., 2,5lb; 28t]i Keli., KiJ Ui

;

do. IJlb
"C," I3th Nov., aslb; 13th Feb., 21) lb

;
do. 1 1-6 lb „

Hy this it would appear that " li," whidi was the most nu-
merous, consumed the greatest quantity of food; but it must
not be lost sight of that tlie largest consumption would have
occurred in tictober and the early jiait of November; last

month it hail diminished in weight only l^tb, which seems
to coutirm this belief.—A CorxTiiv Cin.vTE,

THK CHOICE or A HUNTEU.
Ix a paper on " The Choice of a Hackney, " published in The

Domestic I-Icokomist, we omitted to state an essential quali-

fication which, however, in the eye of every liorseman must
have been fully implied by oiu- other observations : we refer to

that sine qaa non in a hackney, lean obliijae shualdcrs. The
shape of the shoulder-blade should be well displayed, and not

hidden under amass of useless material which is found in

heavy-shouldered horses. The withers should be high, and
should gradually decline towards the back, which fonuatioii

secures a proper resting place for the saddle, and prevents
it slipping fonvards. It also implies an extension of the
scapnia or shoulder-blade, the existence of which veiy much
governs the priqier action of the fore limbs, and causes the

animal to he both a good walker and trotter, and at the sami?

time secures safetij, by preventing the fore legs from being
placed too much under the body.

The observations which we have made under the preceding
head, will verj' much break the ground for the consideration

of the other subjects of our notice, and more particularly for

that wiiich will next engage our attention, viz.. The Cuoici':

01' .V HlXIER.
Bearing in mind the many desirable qualifications which

we have deemed essential for the hackney, it will be desirable

to retain them, or as many of them as possible, in the
hunter; but, in addition, we must have b.>th strength, and
speed, and bottfun. For the two latter acquisitions, breeding
is required; and when this is combined with substance enougli
to cany from 14 to Hi stone, we have that magnificent animal
which no other i-(aintiy in the world can iirodtice, ttie three-

parts-bred hnnler.

The old hunterof the last century was a somewhat different

animal. When the huntsman's honi was heard at peep ol

day, neither the liorse, nor the master, nor the hounds, had
any idea of a nui of some thirty or forty minutes duration,

duiing which a distance of ten or fifteen miles might hn\e
been traversed with the speed of the wind. The houiul
was a larger and slower animal, and consequently the great

speed was not demanded in the horse; strength and en-

durance being for the most part required. The improvement
of the speed in the hiase and the hound kept pace with each
other, as they were required to keep pace in the field ; but

* See page 203 of this year's volume.
,,
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Willi llie rliftVivnoo tliat Die Iioi-<;,^ liavin- tlie weight of his
liilei- to cany in addition to his nwn. yivatiT speed was
acquired in him ;7yet, without n suniiir,- nlMilpstance.

We have said, that all the qualiiiraiiniis c.f the haolc are
dfsirahle in the liimter, but it is rarely they ares.i ]i..sv.,.ss.'.l

;

for out of a stahle of a dozen hnnters it is douhlliil wlntl].]

we can iind more than two reidly good hacks. ( )ih . |in liii|is,

may lio loo shi..::,'ish iu liis slow paces; another may trip iu

his \\:i1l,, iIm.iijIi safe enough in his gallop; a third may be
an iudiir. iviii iiMller, or may have too sliort a neck, or may
cany Ins In :i.l ino strai'^'bt, or toolow. Any of these defects,
tliou'-'li iiiiivcl, iiKil.l,. ill a hack, may yet exist in a hunter,
acconi|i,iiiii/il ninr-iii li marked excellencies as to render the
possp^sov LI tiiNl class animal.

Slrength, spi'i'd, and bottom, are the three cardinal virtues
ill a hiiriliT; but tlii>se virtues may all bo neutralized if the
:iiiimal is either of a restive disposition, or of a hot, or initable
Iciiipeniiiieiit. (U'tlie two faults the last is the worst, in-

iisinuch as it is inruralile ; for although an irritable horse
will oflcii Illlike all excellent hack, or sin^'le-harncss horse,
)if is |H-if.rily II-. -less as a hunter; for ii.ii ..u\\ Kill lie con-
liiM- III d'l Mil. [ ilays' work inone,andtliii . ivipiiiv. ]icihaps,

afoi-lhii'lit In inrruit, biit lie Hvaries lli.. n,|,.|' -, anus in
pulliicr III llii- liil. and ..iidaievv, lii- lira, I in in, bin- under
thebMie.;li- ,irirn..s. nr i,is l.-s in |,assin" lliioiivli -ate ways.
Tlic lidiT may ctcrin biiusclf fMilmuU,. if lie arrives home
with merely the loss of a hat, or tlie skirt of a coat.

A restive or bad-tempered horse, on tlie other hand, may
to a great extent be cured, by a u'ond rider tirmly resisting his
evil iiropeusities; for to sit a iv,iiv,. lims... is in lt. at measure
to cure him; and it is iic.Iniiniis ihal y,<i f ilm most
troublesome young horses ba\e turned nut tim lust hunters.
A disposition to kick other horses is one of the worst vices
of a hunter, as there are so many opportunities offered for
the indulgence of the vice when a number of horsemen
crowd Im.ji-iIii.i- i 11 a narrow lane or path-way, or at the "finish.'

\ cilrbiai. it s|.(irtsraan having .in excellent mare with this
unf iitiiuain ]iinpensity, used when riding her to have a
Im-ge label pinned to his back, on wliich in large letters was
written, "she kioks." It is not every one that would have
the same consideration for liis friends, or, having it, would
submit to the singularity of such a mode of caution.
A liunter, therefore, is reqnii'ed to be steady and quiet witli

hounds, to have a good, tliough not too light a mouth, so
as to hear a little pulling occasionally, which will ease and
support him in a nin ; and this, with speed, strength, and
bottom, will render him a valuable animal. It is extraordinai-y
what lai-ge prices some hunters mil realize ; but it is only
after some brilliant ran that such sums are obtained. The
writer has knomi an ordmaiy looking horse supposed to be
bouglit dear at A'40, afterwards sold for £'1011, then JiT.JO,

again for i£-200. Another little anunal, at fifteen yenrs olil,

has lately realized .flotl at a public auction ; and these prices
are very moderate as compai-ed -with the more aristocratic

sums of £400, .t'COO, and .fSOO, which have sometunes been
given.

Although the rarity of the possession of a combination of
extraordinary qualities will often command sneh prices, yet
we must obsen-e, that there is no mistalce so great as that
frequently made in giving a veiy large sum of money for a

liorse, whose great reputation has been earned by such long
continued senices, as totally to incapacitate him for their
further repetition. W. C. Spooneu.

A'EtlKTABLE COOKERY.
Those who reside in the country can vai-y their dinners

in a pleasant manner, by attending to then- gardens, and
having a succession of vegetables; and even in towns where
vegetables have to be purchased it is still a piece of economy
to have them. I do not mean to recommend such as are
expensive, but the commoner sorts, such as caiTots, turnips,
parsnips, and onions ; these are sold at a low price, and, if

nicely cooked, they will be much relished both for breakfast
and supper. Potatoes I need not recommend, they arc
fully appreciated, but still a few hints as to the method of
dressing these universal favourites may not be useless.
How much more comfortable it must be for tliose who go
from home each day early in the morning, to follow their
different callings, to have a nice hot mess of fried vegetables
for breakfast instead of merely bread and butter, or bread

and cheese; the vegetables, if seasoned willi pep|icr and salt,

and fried in a little givasn. will Im nm-i, palalable, and will

at the same time man nally 1. - , n ilm liali i -. bill. I nb-
soi-ve many people wlm |mi,-,.^, 'anlms aiv vciy reaily to

ij-ivc to llie iii;_'s llir \ i.ilil,., liial are not required for"the
liiiiiii r tal.lr. a|i]iarriiil\ Imi- ,i!iir. I bat there are Other mcals
In Ijf |ii< |iai.'il, and lli.n alilimivli liread and butter are very
good things, yet a change is always desirable, and that even
in cookery " variety is chamiing." Whei-e there are servants
to provide for, vegetables will be found very seniceable ; and
the cook should be told to i>repai-e some each day, pai-ticu-

larly for the supper table.

Those who ai'e able to g.ither their omti vegetables should
be careful to do so befirr. Ilie sun has shone long on them ;

they should also be ii-, .1 as liv-h as p,, sible. If they are

obliged to be kepi, |mt lliein iiiln llie i lilar, or in some place
wliere the sun cannot reach them ; ami iiut them on the
bricks or the stone floor, not on the shelf; on no account
should they be kept in water, as it makes tliem insipid and
unwliolesome. ('ablia'rcs, cnitlildowers, brocoli, and all vege-
tables in which iii-i ru are liable lii remain, sliould be thrown
into cold salt ami wah ! I„lnre iHnliiig.

Boir.TN'i I'i'i'.iiii s.— tlieic is some attention required in

boiliiii' all > (allies, potiitocs uot excepted; cooks very
often iinain. -lali is not the case, and the consequence is

that ]iijtai'ie. ale constantly sent to table badly dressed,

either crisj) ami indigestible or else boiled to pieces and
full of water. Almost all sorts of potatoes are improved by
being boiled " in their jackets

;

" they must be put into cold

water (which is not the case with the generality of vege tallies),

into which a spoonful of salt has been put; when the water
boils poiu' a httle more cold water into the saucepan, in order
to check it, and let it remain on the fire till a fork will pierce

the potato easily; then strain the water off, and let the sauce-
pan remain by the fire for ten minutes or a quarter of an
hour, when the potatoes will have become dj-y and mealy.
RoASTiNO Potatoes.—A most excellent way of dressing

them for supper is to bake them, or roast them as it is some-
times called ; an oven by the side of the fire answers best

for this pui'pose, but it can be well managed in an American
oven hanging in front of the fire ; they take neaiiy two hours
to do them sntBciently, but then they require no watching,

merely turning them at the end of the first hour. Eaten
with a little butter or fresh dripjiing they make a very

favourite supper dish, particulaiiy with children.

FniED Potatoes ai-e also very nice ; the best plan is to

boil more than you require for your meal the day before, and
when half done take a few out of the saucepan, and the next
day they will be finu enough to cut into thin slices, which
are to be put into a frying-pan in which there is some boiling

dripping ; fry them till they are nicely browned, and liefore

putting them on the dish sprinkle some pepper and salt over

them.
Hashed Vegetables.—Potatoes make a nice dish if

mashed up with any cold vegetables, such as caiTots, tiu'uips,

cabbage, spinach, or onions ; therefoi'e, save any vegetable

which may be left from tlie dinner, mix them well together

with some salt and pepper, and either put the mixture in the

oven until it becomes veiy hot, or fry it.

OxioNs ai'e most wholesome, and very sustaining. The
poor should always be encouraged to plant them in tlieir

gardens. The large onion roasted in front of the lire, or

fried in slices, is very good.

Jeiu'salem Artichoices may be parboiled and fried with

the onions, using plenty of pepper and salt. Jeiiisalem arti-

chokes require a 'i ery short time in boiling—a quarter of an
hour is generally sufficient ; their skins must be removed
before they are put into the saucepan, and immediately (hc>y

are soft enough the water must bo strtiined off, or they will

be watery.

Cabeots ai'e very nutritious, and where it is possible they

should be constantly seen on the table. Old carrots require

lioiling a long time, sometimes nearly two hours ; half an
hour is suflicient for young carrots. When you have a piece

of boiled meat for your dinner always put the carrots into

the same saucepan; it materially improves their flavour, and
they become very tender. Carrots and ixirsiiijix must not be

peeled before boiling, but merely scrubbed with a brush

(kept on pui-pose for such work) and well washed.

TtmNiPS require peeling. They must he put on in boiling
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wat.<r witli n little salt, ami if tUUl liiniips tlioy will lake
nearly an hour (o linil

; jrankn tiuiiips tnki' less time, liut

they are not so palatable as those grown in the fiehls.

C'ABiiAc.Ks are very j?cMierally lil<til : tliey re<mire boiling

from hair an hour to an hour, aoeordiiij; to ilieir si/.e. Cireal

carennist be taken tliat they are well freed I'roni eaterpillius

;

when first pi.keil there are generally some in eaeli head of

Oftbbatie. A large spoonful of salt must be put into tlie \\ alir

in wliii'h they ai^e boiled.

Ork.f.n J'eas and FisEScn Beaxs will very soon lie jih n
tiful, and when that is the ease I should strongly reeoiiiiiiend

their making their appearnnee at your " festive board." Teas
should not be shelled till just before they are put into the
saueepau ; or, should you be obliged to do so, put them into

a biuin, and over it plaee a wet eloth. They must be )mt
into boiling water, in whieli has been dissolved a very small
jiieee of soda and a lump of sugar. A few s])rigs of mint
boiled with them is obsened to improve their Ihtvour.

Twenty minutes is generally suHieient tiiiu> to allow for

boiling them, but when done they will sink to the bottom of
the saueepan.

I>o not throw away the shells of the peas, but jiut them into

a saucepan with some bones, onions, and herbs, and the
soup when strained will have the tlavoiu- of green pea soup,
though of couree not so highly flavoured as when the i)eas

themselves are used.

French Beans are cut before boiling into long nnn'ow
strips. If prepared before yon ai'c ready to boil them, treat

them in the same way as the peas ; for if exposed to the

heat after tliey are out, their colour will be bad. A fpiarter

of an hour is generally sufficient for them.
Bf.oAi) Beans, when in season, are sold at a veiy reason-

able rate ; and if served with a piece of bacon, they make an
excellent dinner. Half an houi' is allowed for boiling them ;

and a bunch of ^i/ics/ey put into the saucepan with them is

reckoned an improvement.
Spinach requires attention in dressing, but when nicely

cooked, it is an excellent vegetable. Each leaf should be
pi.-keil and wa-.lied in two waters, then jiut it into a saucepan
with a little s^ilt and the least possible quantity of water, just
enough to prevent the saucepan burning. Ten minutes
is sullicient lime to allow it to boil ; drain it on a sieve, press

it between two plates to extract all moisture, then beat it very

smoothly with a little cream or butter, some salt, and a little

pepper. I'ut it into a dry saucepan, and make it quite hot.

I'oached eggs are often served on it. It has a verj' pretty ef-

fect, and where poultry is kept it becomes an economical dish.

Asr.vRAGi's is tiecV in bunches before it is put into the
saucepan ; care must be taken that the stalks are all one
length. They must be taken out of the water directly they

ai'e tender, or the colour will not be good. Twcuty miinites

is considered sutficient time to allow them to boil. A piece

of rather thick toast, nicely browned, should be placed on the
dish, and the asparagus on tliat. Melted butter must be
handed round with the aspar-agiis. The bundles shoidd
contain 2.j heads of asparagus ; three bimdles are sutheient

for a middle-sized dish.

Stalks of the Wihte Beet make a very good substitute

for asparagus, and as it is in season when most other vege-

tables are scaice, it would be well if it were extensively culti-

vated. The stalks must be peeled before boiling, and tied

in bundles the same size and length as asparagus. The
leaves, also, of the white beet are a good substitute for spi-

nach, and must be dressed in the same manner, only more
time allowed for boiling.

Beetroot must be very carefully scrubbed and washed
before boiling, not scraped, for if tlie skin breaks, the juice

escapes, and the beautiful colour is lost or im]>aired. A
small root requires an hour's boiling. ^Vlien cold, they are

sliced and eaten ivith vinegar, and, if approved of, fiil and
mustard. Beet-root is a capital addition to a Ijread ainl butter

supper-. These tritles should be attended to, for tiitles consti-

tute the happiness or misery of many a home. Hut at the
same time, let us remember when inclined to be worried,

that circumstances which now appear all momentous will

ere long appear as " nothing," in fact, will excite oiu' sui-

prise and regret that we ever allowed our thoughts to dwell

on such trifles. Remember this question—"What is a man
profited if he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul."

C. A. M.

,\KTirr.ES IN Season in Ai^niT..-^.l/.«/; T.eef, mutton, veal,

lamb. Fish: Carp, cod, brill, eels, hibslers, ma.kenl, nniUel,
oystei-s, piTcli, pike, plaice, prawns, salmon, shrimps, skate,
soles, tench, whiting, tiirbot. I'lniltrij : Cliii'kens, pullets,

ducklings, rabbits, pigeons, leijclaliles: Sea-kale, lettuce,

parsni|is, s|iinacli ; in very early gardiiis asparagus aiul cu
cumbers, small sahiding and radishes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Knnnn.—Cl.lMBiNC Uosks (If. .V. ICl.-- In llii> list we pfivc at iinp-c

in, r.ir .l,-/*//!,-, which M llowcr rnlliv:ili>rs l<now to he vi-ry dwarf, n-ail

AtU'hihti' : tiul a still hctter is I'riiifrss Limise, creamy wliife, tinged with

rose. The flfoire de Rusumtnu; we omitted to say should be planted
with the other roses to keep the bottoms tliirk.

Cankkrei) Applk-treks (Mill Fii.v),—" Two apple-trees, growing in

very dilVerent situations, have the bark die otf close to the ground,
exrepting a piece about Ihreo inches wide. One tree (a French
codling) grows in a damp, rich soil, eight feet from tlie brink of a fre^li

water river. The other tree fan early ilesert apple) grows on a dry, light

soil, seven feet fiAocc the river. Iloth trees are of 'J.^ years standing.''

Your trees are cankered from excessive moisture in the subsoil, into which
tlie roots have penetrated. Vour only remedies are to cut away all the

deep striking roots, and to encourage the growth of surface roots, by

mulching the surface, and not allowing the spade to come within six or

seven feet of the stems of the fruit trees all round. The cankered places

m.ay be cut out with a sharp knife, and when quite dry, painted over with

licpiid Indian rubber, to exclude the wet and air. But you would act

still better if you planted fresh trees on stations as directed by Mr.

l'>rington.

I.AWNS (E. L. //.).—By all means lay it down with turf. If this be

well laid now, and care bestowed on rolling it, and watering it when

needed, through the summer, it will not crack, unless the soil be very

clayey. Do you ref|uire trailing or climbing plants for your arches? and

\vhat are these arches ?

Hrracleum Giganteum (G. G. B.).—This is perfectly hardy. If

sown last autumn, it will liloom in June, or .Tuly. Htmlij iirmmils can be

sown in an open border, and transplanted.

Golden-chain Geranium (A I'rii/nj tadi().—We cannot tell where

you can obtain cuttings of this. Can any of our readers ?

Lemon Pickle (.! SjiSso-iJer).—Scrape the insides out of two lemons,

fill them with salt, sew them up, and dry them slowly in an oven. When
they are dried, boil for five minutes a quart of vinegar in which have been

put a dozen blades of long pepper ; half a gill of mustard seeds ; six cloves

of garlic ; and six shreds of ginger. When the vinegar is cold, pour it

upon the lemons ; let the whole remain in a warm, but not hot, place for

three mouths. Then strain and bottle it, corking it close.

Liquid Indian Rubber {B. Freni-h).—\'ov. may make this, for

painting over the wounds caused in trees by pruning, &e., by dissolving

pieces of Indian rubber in naptha. The Indian rubber is easily cut into

pieces, if you dip the sharp knife you use into coW water from time to

time. Both naptha and diacholon plaister {ready spread) may be ob-

tained of any chemist.

Potato Planting (B. S. 7".).—Planting so late, you inu.st expect to

lose half your crop by the potato murrain. However, as you have only

"just taken possession," there is a re.ison for doing it now. But re-

member in future to plant in November, or to save your sets between

layers of earth until February, and then plant. You need no other

manure than lime, soot, and salt, spre.id over the ground, and dug in at

the time of planting. Do not put guano nor any other rich stimulating

Recipe (3/ra. E. A'.).—Thanks. We shall he obliged by the recipe.

Green Alpine Strawbeerv Seed (.1 Cnnsliint Suhsrrihn-).~C:m

any one only inform our correspondent where some of this seed can lie

obtained ?

DvEiNG Woollens Black (.4 Lnii;).—Soak the articles in a solution

of acetate of iron (obtainable at a chemists) for twenty-four hours, anil

then for a similar time in a liquor mailc by boiling a pound of logwood

chips and madder in a gallon of water. Cotton gloves may be dyed fawn

or buff colour by dipping them into some of the last-named liquor only.

ATLESBunv bucKS (E. J. //.).—Can any of our readers inform our

correspondent where the genuine Aylesbury ducks can be purchased, and

at what price ?

Tavloe's Amateurs' Box Hive i JJirf).—You will find a drawing of

it at page 306 of our first volume. Our correspondent says, " I would

venture to recommend a box called the ' Albert,' invented by Mr. Milton,

of Great Marylebonc-street. It is, in my opinion, formed on the most

correct principle, and I have every reason to be satisfied with it."

Bees (ilee. W. D. A.).—" I have one common hive, two or three years

old, without a hole at top ; it swarmed twice last year, and will do so

again, I conclude, this ; could I icith udiwiliige cut out a two-inch hole,

and put on a small hive or box, at the end of April ? or had I belter let

them swarm, and hive them into one of ' Payne's Improved? ' I should

like your opinion of using Null's hives. I tried for several years, but I

never succeeded. Could I not use llie centre box (properly boarded at the

sides), and have a small box at the lop? Or is there really an objection

to a siiiinre shape, on account of the condensed air falling from the flat

top ? We have ' heather ' on the hills, but is it not a long way for the

bees to fly,—it being some 6oo or 700 feet higher than the village, and per-
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' close to

li^ps one, or one anJ a half, mile off? Would it be desiralile to send the

hives up to the heather when in hlooni ?" Vou may cut a hole in the top

of your hive. See Cottace G.vkdexek, vol. ii., page 42: you will there

see that a four-inch hole is necessary. If yon looli at our correspondence

Tou will see that .Vila's- liirr.i prove failures almost everywhere. You may

board up the sides of the centre box, and put a glass or box upon the top

as you propose. Vour hills are not too far off for your bees, yet removing

your bees to the heather when in bloom would certainly be attended with

advnntatre.

Hothouse .i.NDGnEEXnousECoMmNltD(ir.F.CTn;)nw«).—" I have

just completed a greenhouse eighteen feet long and twelve wide, with

front lights to open, and top ones to slide on rollers in the usual way. I

wish to have a vine, and also grow greenhouse plants, to do which I have

had a glazed division with doors, so as to form a hot and greenhouse, with

two Jiits in front, one of which I propose to use as a cold frame in winter,

the other to set the vine in : how to do so in tlie best manner is the know-

ledge I require. I have had the pit excavated three feet deep, and find the

subsoil gravellv, and resembling lumps of iron ore. I have had the bottom

lined with tiles, and have put on the top of them about six inches of brick

ends; and my surface-soil is good. The aspect is about .S..S.E., and

heated by a flue, which runs along the north-west end, the front, and east

end. The fire is at the back of the wall, in the north corner. I have no

damper, as I consider it unnecessary, as the entrance is from the cast end,

and the chimney in the east corner ; so that when I require a strong heat

in the hothouse, I can open the door or front lights in the greenhouse, to

keep it the required temperature." We have no doubt that you wdl

succeed, as you deserve to do. As one flue passes through and heats both

divisions, you will obtain an advantage and a disadvantage : an advantage

in being able to give more air in cold weather to your greenhouse plants,

which will render them more healthy—a disadv.antage, that if this is not

attended to, your greenhouse will become too hot, especially at niglit.

though you have partly taken precaution against this, by pi;

greenhouse at the farthest end from the fire. Your flue runnin|

the front wall will also be of advantage to your ]>its in front ;
one for

plants, the other for a vine to be planted in, and the head tramed m one

of the houses, or both. You have not said whether you intend covermg

the pit for the vine with glass, though, if you did, you might vyineer many

things there that did not require much water, &e. There is only one

defect we perceive in your preparing for the vine : with such a subsoil

as you describe, you should have a drain somewhat lower than the bottom

of your border, to prevent all possibility of stagnant moisture. Before

placing your turf on the tile and brick ends, wash a little concrete among

them, uiadc of four parts drifts to one of lime, and plenty of water. Place

only a layer or two of your sods above this ; break and incorporate the

remainder among your"s'o/i(; soil— drift, lime rubbish, and rotten dung;

but instead of using too much of the latter, obtain several bushels of

irolteii—not bruised or ground—bones, which will give out their nourish-

ment for years. Let the bottom and tops of your border incline at an angle

of from 4.1° to 65°. The best kinds to plant will be Black Hamburgh and

Roy.al Muscadine. They, as well as the other things you mention, can be

procured from anv respectable nurseryman.

HovEA Celsi'i {Hiberuin).—Your plant is in full bloom, nearly two

feet high, all the flowers within four or five inches of the top, the lower

part of the plant is without leaves or branches ; and you ask if you may

head it down, and whether you can propagate by the top young shoots as

cuttings? You should not cut it down too low, as the wood may be so

hard it would not break freely. Cut back so as to leave a hud or two of

your present flowering shoots. Cuttings of it are best formed from small

side shoots ; but the part cut away, if y.iung, will also succeed, if placed

under a bell-glass, shaded, and at first kept cool, and afterwards put in

a sweet bottom-heat.

liROMiiAM Hall Melon {A Suhscriber).—You may obtain six seeds

for half-a-crown of Mr. Tiley, seedsman, l6, I'ultney Bridge, Bath.

Calendars (/. 't. Lnicto-).—In these, 4 means brghiiiing of the

month, and e the end.

Keeus (Rt'W H. IP'.).—Thanks for those sent.

Sawdust {K. J/.).-Sawdust, we think, might be nii.vcd with leaves

in forming a hotbed, and would render its heat more permanent. Why
not mix all together with the horse-dung ? Leaves and dung should be

mixed together for a hotbed, not placed one over the other.

Vines on a Spas Uoof ('/'. »K.).—There is no weight in the objection

to training vines up one side and down the other side of the roof. \\'e

do it ourselves successfully. Will you oblige us with a pl.an and descrip-

tion of your Shippen einciv/—giving dimensions, &e. ?

OxvCEN TO THE IlooTs OF 1'lasts (0. Stovii.s).—This bciug bene-

ficial when applied to them, fiifiiiirx our experience that earthing-up

potatoes is injurious. The deeper these arc buried the less the air can

get to them. We are in f.avour of stirring the surface often.

Heating Greenhouse {A Siibscnbrr. Normnnb/i).— It is quite pos-

sible to heat a small greenhouse (3 feet by 6 feetj by means of a flue or

pipe ; but do not have it of metal.

Payne's Cottage Hives {W. A. E.).—See an editorial upon the price

of these to-day.

BlALE AND Female Blossoms (/!. J«cA-.fO)j).—These arc united in

the same flower in all our cultivated wall-fruits, and no protection usually

given prevents impregnation. The covering taken off in fine days permits

the winds and insects to aid in the fertilization. It takes place even in

our stoves and greenhouses.

CoKRESPONDENCE (S. N, T.).—You thinli " more encoutagement

mieht be given to correspondents.'* In reply to which we can only say

that we are always most glad to receive communications, and to insert

them as soon as we ran find rooixi. All letters must be addressed to " The

Editor of The Cottage (iArdener. Office, 2, Amen-eorner, Paternos-

ter-row, London."

Horse with Weak Fore-legs (F. ,S. R).—Vou sayof your horse:—
" In cantering, I have not known it make a false step ; but in walking, it

(some days) repeatedly bends the knee of the leg remaining on the ground

while making a step ; and this takes place just when the weight of the I

fore body comes before the perpendicular. The 9ens,ition to the riding I

person is as if the beast was falling. The horse i-iitlin- (what is called)

stiiiids olirr when quiet : its feet and legs quite sound ; but I fancy the

near fore-leg is a little short in its step ; but it is the off-leg the knee of

which has the trick of bending." The animal is evidently not a proper

one for a lady to ride. There is great weakness of the fore-legs ; and a

sudden weight thrown on the fore-limbs, under whi"h a horse with good

firm legs would not succumb, would probably again bring the animal in
j

question to the ground.—W. C. S.

White FoacET-ME-NOT (F/nrn).—If you will favour us with your

address, another correspondent obligingly offers to supply you.

Covers for Volumes.—We cannot recommend binders. Any one

can have the covers at our office, price Is each ; and can have them put on

by any binder in their neighbourhood.

LiLiuM Lancifolium (fl. S.),—This fine bulb requires very little

water until the leaves arc well up from the soil ; if the soil is not drif, it is

enough ; and it does not require a great deal of water through the summer.

A cool, airy house, with a south aspect, is best for it till midsummer ; and

from that till the middle of August it will do better out of doors in a

warm sheltered place.

Scarlet Geraniums (S.).— If you have wintered these in potsina

dry state you may now water them, so as to wet the whole ball, and keep

them moist. .\s soon as you see thein growing cut b-ack all the dead

pieces, if any, down to a live bud ; and when leaves begin to open shake

the plants out of the winter soil, and repot them in fresh compost. If

they were kept out of pots you may now trim off their smallwt roots and

pot them at once, and give them water also.

Tagetes Tenuifolia AND Sanvitali A Peocumbkns (74irf).—The
former is from 1 9 to 24 inches high, and the latter half those heights,

according to the soil. Both are yellow.

Jacobiea Lilies (Too/iujr).—.although not yet growing, these are

quite right. Allow them their own time, and. if the bulbs were properly

grown last season, and arc old enough, they will be certain to flower with

you. You hiive only to keep the soil from getting dry till their leaves

are a few inches high, then to water them freely, and as soon as their

bloom is over to plant them out on a warm border, placing the upper

surface of the ball an inch below that of the soil, and apply water in dry

weather. Let them rem;iin till the approach of frost, when they are to be

taken up and kept drv over the winter.

Old Tree as a Flower Supporter (J. S. Tfiindle).—\( the pear-

tree is not surrounded by other trees, you may plant any ornamental

climber against it without any preparation. If the ground about it is full

of roots from other trees, there is no better way of managing than sinking

old barrels, in which climbers are nursed until they are strong enough to

take care of themselves. Refer to what Mr. Beaton said about climbers

in such situations, and select according to your own taste.

Geranium-Tom Thumb {A. E. fl.).—You have been trying to

preserve a smidl scarlet geranium (Tom Thumb) in a pot through the

winter, after the plan given by Mr. Beaton, as adopted by Henry Moore.

It has been kept in a dry room where there has boen a Are for a few hours

once a w eek, and no water given it. There is no appearance of any leaves

at present. Take a knife and cut the bark here and there, and if the

plant is dead the inside will be black, or neailyso ; but if it looks green or

fresh it is all right j and you may cut off any dead tops, and water it at

once, and it will soon grow again. The same test is applicable to any

other geranium, to ascertain whether it is alive.

Names of Plants (F. Gi'to).— No. 1, we cannot name without seeing

a flower; 2, U Cistiis inainus ; 3, is an Azalea iiidirn; but we can say

no more from merely seeing a few leaves.

Insects (C. C.).—The i)atch of eggs on a web is what may be termed

the nest of the Vaporer Moth {Orgiiin antiiiuti) ; they should be sought

for and destroyed ; as the caterpillars from those eggs are very destructive

.

to the leaves of wall-fruit, and of many flowers, (f. .4.).—The grubs which

have injured the roots of your vines and cyclamens, are the larvie of some

species of weevil, and probably of Otiuy/ii/nrbnn xiilrciliis or 0. piripi-s.

For a drawing of the first-named see page 12j of our last volume.

AaUATics (J. T.),—Your letter, unfortunately, was mislaid, or it would

have been answered sooner. Pray excuse the delay. There can be no

doubt but small grow ing aquatics would do well on the shelves formed

under the water in your pond. The pots should be as wide as the shelves

w ill allow, and be filled with rich loam and mud. The plants should be

firmly secured in the mould with small stones, to prevent the winds tear-

ing tiiem out of the pots. The larger a([uatics might be placed in the

centre, but not too thickly ; such, for instance, as the beautiful White

Water lily.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldridge. Winchester High Street,

in the P.arish of Saint Mary Kalendar, and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—April 1 1th, 1850.
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APRIL 18—24, 1850.

18 Ta
19 'F Alphcge. Swallows first seen.

- " iledin., 1 1° 29' n. Song Thrush hatches.

21 Sun'3 Sunday aktkr Kaster.
22 M Jellv Nostoc on lavn\s.

33 To St. Geor^. Stiuirrel huilda.

24 W Winchat^tirst heard.

O.N the "th of April. i;97. dicil the R«v. William Mason, author of
j

The Ent;lish tlanlvn, a poem ^vritten to aid that better taste in tht;

arrangement of extensive grounds, which, as noticed last week, Mr. Gilpin
I

was at the same time advocating and advancing with prose and pencil. '

The first book, or canto, of this poem appeared in 177^. and the other I

three books between that year and 1782. The harmonious weakness of I

its blank verse we need not here exemplify, nor would it be criticism

justly placed to shew causes for condemning the long episode of Nerina
in the concluding book. \Vc may more appropriately observe upon tin-

gardening taste e^ibited in the poem ; and that the foundation on which
he wrought is good may be judged from hia definition of landscape gar-

dening in three of its lines :

—

I

** The Art, which, varying forms and blending hues,
)

Gives that harmonious force of shade and light
,

Which makes the landscape perfect." i

Weather
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events, the attention then paid to this ilower in l^ugliuul

v,'iis as great even as at present.

I'arkinson, in his " Paradisns." pnhlislieil in U;j(i, snys

that " those who had been industrions in sowing the

seeds of tlie several sorts" had so succeeded in raising

vai-ieties that lie slionld not be able to enumerate them

all. He describes, however, '^l varieties; and the draw-

ing of one of these, " Tlie greatest faire yellow Beare's

Eareswith eyes," shews tliat the florists bad indeed much
improved the flower ; for, in the sketches given by Gerard

and Lyte, the pips are small, and only four or live in a

truss, but in this and others, given by Parkinson, the

pips are large, and increased in number to from 8

to lii.

The raising varieties from seed was tlien well known,

but regular canons for distinguishing a good flower were

not yet established, as they probably were when the

" Complete Florilege" was published by Jolin Rea, Gent.:

in tlie third edition of which work, printed in 1702, there

are many varieties noticed, and named after their raisers.

Mr. Hughes, in his " Flower Garden," published m
1072, gives a short direction for its cultivation ; and is

the first writer on gardening wo have met with who
speaks of it as the "Auricula."

The cultivation of this flower continued to increase in

favour; and it is the first of our show flowers of which

canons were published in a separate work, whereby the

superiority of rival flowers might be determined. The

work in which these canons, or rules, appeared was

written by Mr. James Thompson, a florist of Newcastle

;

and printed at that town, in 17-')7, under the title of " The
distinguishing properties of a fine Am-icula."

These, however, were not the first; for that fertile

writer on such subjects, Richard Bradley, in his " New
Improvements of Gardening," published in 1718, gives

seven characteristics of excellence w'hich are " required

by skilful florists" to be possessed by this flower fJuhn-

soii and r-ildtcrs, The Auricula).

Abercrombie, writing in 1778, repeats these charac-

teristics ; and if we except " the top spreading flat," they

briefly enumerate such as are still esteemed marks of

superiority. " The flower-stem should be upright, tall,

and strong enough to support its cluster of flowers toler-

ably upright ; the cluster or truss of flowers should be

large and regular, somewliat of a roundish form, all the

florets being sustained on short pedicles, to form the

truss close and reguhii-; the florets should be large, and
the top spreading flat and regularly around ; and the

eye of each floret large, circular, and bright."

Mr. Emmertou, who wrote on this flower in 181(i, was
the first to write more partieulariy on this subject ; others

corrected where he had erred slightly; and within a few
years tlie collective judgment of the floricultural worid,

with some judicious emendations, were arranged and
published by Mr. Gleuuy. This code, with some slight

additions, we shall now republish from a little work
which issued from the press in 1847.

As florists liave several terms relative to the Auricula
which may be not understood by every ainateuv, we

may as well explain that the thrum is a collective name
for the parts of fnielificntion in the very centre or tube

of each flower. Pa.'<le is the white colour next round

the edge of the tube, or ct/e, of the flower. Ground colour

is the next colour to this on the petal, being tlie dis-

tinctive colour of the variety. Edije is tlie outer colour

of all, forming the border of the flower. A Pip is a

single flower, and a I'niss is several ^lips, with their

several footstalks springing from one stem common to

them all.

The properties of the Auricula may be divided into

two series : namely, those of the single pip, and those

of the single plant.

The Pip.—1. Should be circular, large, with petals

equal, firm, fleshy, smooth at the edges, without notch

or serrature, and perfectly flat.

2. The centre, or tube, should not exceed one-fourth

of the diameter of the pip; it should be of a fine yellow

or lemon colour, perfectly round, well filled with the

antlicrs, or thrum, and the edge rising a trifle above

the paste, or eye.

•'!. Tlie paste, or eye, should be perfectly circular,

smooth, and a dense pure white, without crack or

blemish, forming a band not less than half the width of

the tube, and encircling it.

4. The ground colour should be dense, whole, and

form a perfect circle next the eye ; the brighter, diu-ker,

or richer the colour, the better the flower ; but if it be

paler at the edges of the petals (where they are parted

into five) or have two colours or shades, it is a fatal

defect.

.'). The margin or outward edge should bo a clear un-

changeable green, grey, or white; and be about the same

width as tlie ground colour, whicli must in no part go
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ttiroiigh to tlio cil;j;e. From tlio o.lijr of tbc iiii>lo to llu'

outoi- edge of tlio llowei- sliouW liens wide ns from tlic

oeiiti-e of tlie tube to the outcv Pilsjo of the jHisto. In

other words, the proiiorlions of the llowcr may be de-

scribed by drawing four circles louud a given point at

equal distances ; the first circle forming tiie tube, tlie

second the white eye, the third the gromid colour, and

the fourtli the outer edge of the flower, aiul the nearer

they approxinuite to this (except that the ground colour

aud green or grey edge may run into each other in fea-

thery points) the better the flower. The colours should

not be liable to lly, as is the defect of Stretch's Alex-

ander, the colours of which fade in three or four days.

Ot' the Plant.— 1. 'J"he stem should be strong, round,

upright, elastic, bearing the truss u]night without sup-

port, and from fom' to seven inches high, so as to carry

the truss well, but not too high^above the leaves.

•I. The length and strength of the footstalks of the

pips should be so proportioned to the number and size

of these that all the pi])s may have room to show them-

selves, and to form a compact semi-globular truss of

flowers, not less than seven in muuber, witliout lapjiing

over eacli otlier. The pips should be all alike in coJom',

size, and form, so as not to be easily distinguished from

one another: for, otherwise, the unity aud harmony of the

truss will be destroyed, aud although ever so beautifully

formed, would appear as if taken from difl'ereut sorts of

Auricula. An Aiuicula ought to blow freely, and ex-

pand all its pips at the same time; for by this means the

colours in them all wUl appear eijually fresh and lively

;

whereas, in those trusses that do not open some of tlie

jiips till others have passed their prime, the whole ap-

pearance of the truss is impaired.

:l. The truss is improved if one or more leaves grow,

and stand up well beliind the blooms ; for it assists the

truss, and adds much to the beauty of the blooms by

fonuing a green background.

4. The foliage, or grass, should be healthy, well-growu,

aud almost cover the pot.

—

Ganl. and Florist, i. 4').

We are of opinion that all these criteria are fouuded

upon the dictates of correct taste ; but, as these excel-

lencies are never combined in one variety, and as some,

being eipials in many qualities, are mutually sujicrior

in others, the question constantly arises at Auricula

exhibitions as to which variety has the preponderance

of merit. Now, we are clearly of opinion that ./bra;,

including in this the i-elative proportions of the colours

on the pips, the half globular form of the truss, the

number of pips, &c., is by far the most striking excel-

lence in an Auricula. Next to this, we should place the

harmony, or. as we shoidd prefer, the agreeable contrast,

or complemental association of the colours.

Of the Pdira.—.\uriculas are usually exhibited two

specimens together, or " in pairs." These should be of

equal height aud size in all their parts—leaves as well

as. blooms—for it is offensive to the eye to see a dwarf

by the side of a tiJl-growing specimen. It is also desi-

rable that the colours should differ— thus, a gi'cen-

cdged and a white edged, a dark ground colour and a

light ground colour, should go togr'lher. liut we do not

attacli so much importance to tliis diversity of colour us

some .judges do. AVe think it sliould have no weight

further tluui that if two competing pairs are exactly of

equal merit in other respects, the prize should be

awarded to the pair of best contrasted colours. Hut the

slightest superiority in any characteristic of the pip or

truss, we think, ought to prevail over this mere matter of

taste, for the otlier characteristics arc evidences of better

cultivation.

Till'] l<UiUlT-(iA]ii)EN.

Vixi-: Diir.ssixu.—There needs uo apology for returu-

iug so soon to the subject of vine culture : this being the

fruit which, of all others in-doors, concerns the greatest

numlier of our readers ; aud now cheap glass and cheap

bricks arc to be had, we trust to see the day when almost

every respectable tradesman will have his vinery—oven

in his work-yard, together with a shell' or stage for a few

popular flowers. Assuredly our labours shall be so di-

rected towards the simplification of miUters, as to render

vine culture quite easy to the most ordinary capacity.

At page •<!!), roal maniujcment was adverted to; we
now proceed to that of the hniiirhn : and we must
divide the subject a little.

TuE Leadixg 8uoot oi YiJL-xu ViNKS.—When vines

are newly planted, they are always headed back close, or

nearly so, to the point where they are introduced into

the house. This is a necessary course, for two reasons ;

first, they conuneuce growth with more vigour in con-

sequence; and, secondly, it is desirable that the first

shoot should be uniform in character, and free from

those crooked knots wliicli point, during years after, to

an untoward commencement. 10 very gardener, almost,

jirides liimself on his young vines reaching the back of

the house the season they are planted ; imd this they

will do, be they ever so small, if under first-rate culture.

This pruned shoot, then, will "push " two. sometimes

three, eyes ; or it may be more ; and many persons in-

judiciously disbud forthwith all but one leading one,

in order, as they say, to strengthen the leader. Mow, it

does no such thing. The leader will be best strengthened

by encouraging a speedy aud healthy root-action ; and

to eii'ect this a strong reciprocal action between root and

top must first take place, i^ufier, therefore, every bud
that pushes to ramble in freedom for a month or so,

aud then means may be tiiken, j/ivgressiviii/. to give the

leader the pre-eminence. This must be done by first

piuchiug off the point of the shoot to be done away;

in a week or so the next surplus shoot may be pinched,

and so on with others. These will soon begin to push

out laterals, and such must be pinched similarly. These

spurs, or snags, will thus appear like tufts or little vine

bushes through the summer, full of healthy leaves,

which, instead of drawing on the resources of tlic

[larent, will add to the geu(!ral stodc, and may, if projicrly
j

situated, be made to bear iu tlie ensuing spriug. i

The princijial leader by this lime will be so enlarged
j

in capacity, as to be thoroughly prepared to carry out, i

for the rest of the year, that powerful reciprocity of
!

action which tills the'border with healthy roots, and the

house with strong and sound wood. !

As soon as the leader begius to acipiire some strength,

lateral shoots will be jirogrcssivcly developed all up tho

stem; and now a little judgment is necessary to know !

how to husband the resources of the tree, in fact, to
|

encourage plenty of fibres in the border, by means of a i

healthy growth, aud plenty of leaves; aud yet to take
j

care that the dormant buds which are to fnut the next
!

year are tlxoroughly perfected, through a due exjiosuro
j
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of the principal leaves to the light ; foi- on the »«((», or

Jirst-fortnedfoliage, will depend the 'character of the next
year's produce, and, indeed, the solidity of the wood
itself.

Gardeners differ in tlieir practice as to stopping vines

—not only the leaders hut the laterals. Some will have
eveiy lateral cut or pinched away from a leading shoot

the moment it appears ; but why ? we could never have
explained. If the sole object was to produce several fine

hunches for one year only, at the expense of the consti

tution of the plant, there would be some show of reason

for such treatment. Nevertheless, assuming that one
great point in vine culture is to get a strong frame-work
of fibres in a sound border,—and that the amount, or ex-

tension of roots, in any given summer, bears a close pro-

portion to the amount of foliage liealthfully elaborating

sap,—we say, it becomes a sound policy to expose all the

healtliy and early-formed leaves possible to the influence

of the solar light. The close-stopping policy, we con-

ceive, is better adapted to the latter portion of the sum-
mer, when the production of young and imperfect spray
(whicli can never- return to the plant an equivalent for

the stores taken from it) has a weakening tendency, and
somewhat interferes with the commencement of the
" rest' period. Our advice, therefore, is—let the leader

produce a few rambling laterals at the first without stop-

ping
; as soon, however, as a considerable extension of

leader and development of lateral has taken place, and
the latter are lil;ely to become confused, let the stop-

ping, or pinching, of the end of the laterals commence :

beginning at the lower end, and stopping a pair or two
;

then waiting a few days longer before stopping another
pan-, and so on. We are perfectly aware that such will

be considered bad practice by some good cidtivators. Be
it so ; but let these prove—not by mere opinion, but by
facts—that no other course is correct but the close stop-

ping.

By the time that the young leader has nearly reached
the back of the house (wliicli will be, in many cases,

about the end of .July), the stem wUl have developed
side spray at most of the principal leaves; and much of it

will have been stopped ; some, also, of those first stopped
wiU liave been stopjied again and again ; for we would
not let any of them produce above a couple of leaves
before we stopped them. And now the leader should be
stopped

: that is to say, when within about two feet of
the back wall. We deem it necessary, when about to
stop the leader, to sufier a little more rambling in the
laterals lor a week previously, to provide a vent for the
ascending current of sap ; otherwise a shght check to the
root action might ensue, which would not be desirable.
TTho leading point will soon break again ; and our prac-
tice is, to let a couple or three of the principal buds at
the top push and ramble considerably for about three
weeks longer, by which time a considerable amount of
strong foliage at tlie top is produced ; and this we train
right and left at the top of the house. After the end of
August we permit no rambling, but close stop every
lateral as soon as developed.

Tlic amateur will naturally require a reason for so
arbitrary a recommendation. It was before observed,
that there is a period in the annual gi-owth of the vine
when the development of new foliage is a positive loss
to the tree. The reason of this wiU be obvious, when it

is considered that the rapidly decreasing light of our
climate wDl not sufficiently aid the pi'ocess of elabo-
ration in such leaves, so as to enable them to compen-
sate the parent plant for the drain from it in furnisliing
matter for tlieir growth. Moreover, another and power-
ful consideration arises ; the whole fabiic or tissue of
the plant has to bo solidified, or, in technical language,
" ri]iened." Late growths, then, are decidedly inimical
to this process. We trust, therefore, tliat our less ex-
perienced readers will see at a glimpse how things stand.

and tliat the study of such vegetable phenomena \\\\\

incite towards a farther and deeper investigation into
nature's hidden secrets ; for such studies, in the main,
refresh the mind of man rather than weary it.

Management of the Leading Shoot on Established
Vines.—Here much depends on how far the main shoot
has already ascended, and what the strength of the vine
is. We think that—even provided the old wood of the
leader has already reached the back of tlie house, or

nearly so—it is well to suffer the young point to ramble
unmolested for a few weeks, albeit it may crook and
twist at the back wall. There can be little doubt tliat

the extension of the main leader is very beneficial, as

giving a gi'eater impulse to the root tlian the side

branches can do—it being generally so mueh more vigor-

ous. However, stopped it must he after awlrile ; and
by this time there will be abundance of foliage tho-

rouglily developed all over the tree.

The Management oe the Side Shoots and Spray.—
This is, in general, well known, but we will give our
practice. Almost everybody stops one joint beyond the

frmt, and as to general circumstances, there seems no
reason to depart from the practice. Cases, however, occur
where much roof space remains to be covered ; and then
we would, by all means, after the first stopping, let shoots
intended to fill such spaces produce three or four eyes

at a time without stopping. It is our practice to let the

spray grow rather freely after tlie first stopping, and
until the vines are in full blossom ; then we commence
regular, vat close, stopping, and continue it until the

stoning of the fruit is nearly complete, when, if any
more surface of roof is available, we permit it to become
clothed with foliage. As soon as the fruit begins to

change colour, close stopping is followed up, and con-

tinued until the fruit is perfect, when we see no harm in

permitting tlie terminal points to ramble a little, pro-

vided it is not later than the middle of August.

E. Erringion.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Bedding Plants : Verhcna venosa.—With tliis plant

I finished my notes last week, and before I cUsmiss tliis

old and much neglected bedder, I sliaU recommend a

way of using it in a mixed flower-garden, wliich, if I

mistake not, will insure its being retained as a perma-
nent filant, and not only that, but make the most inter-

esting bed by the help of it that any one can use. I

have had it the same way here for the last seven years,

and I do not remember any one who lias seen it that

was not much struck with the beauty and novelty of

that style of planting—I mean the mixed style of plant-

ing single beds, without reference to other beds in the

neighbourhood—like the two Clarkias, which I have so

often alluded to. I have another reason for bringing it

forward to-day, to which I made some allusion last week,

and tliat is, to shew how necessary it is to pay attention

to the shade of green in tlie leaves of such plants as are

recommended to be planted near each other, either for

the harmony or for tlie contrast of their flowers. A
want of this consideration is as ajiparent in all the ar-

rangements that I have read of, as the disparity of the

heights of many of the plants that are said to associate

and assist each other in producing striking ett'eets ; and

the reason I have in view in making these remarks, is

" to shew cause " wliy I have declined to recommend to

some of our readers how to plant certain arrangements

of beds of which they sent sketches. When my own
limited pi-acticc enables me to see glaring faults in the

arrangements of those great masters, to whom I nsually

look up for instruction and advice, I cannot take any
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other view of the subject tlinu that it is a most clilficult

one—even it' I could not nttcst the fact from cxpcriouco.

Besides, 1 know several flower-ftiirdens of note tluit no
one can jdant in such a nianuer as to produce a flood

whole, owing to the disposition of tlic beds with refer-

ence to tho principal walks, ami, also, for the want of

some determined jilan as to the diflerent sizes of the

beds themselves. It is tliouj^ht by architects and land-

seajie hardeners an eivsy matter to form a ]>lan of a com-
bination of lli)wcrbeds to suit a given locality ; and one
would think tiiat a fjood draughtsnnui, with an artist's

eye, could iind little diHicuUy in layin<; down such a

plan ; aud he might believe the same thing, and make
his plan accordingly ; yet the chances are, that when
his beds are jdauted in the most judicious manner, or

in the best possible order, tho colom'S and sizes of the

|dants will admit of, the whole composition may not

come up to the rank of a thiid-rato attempt. The truth

is. unless one has such a thorough knowledge of all the

plants that are suitable to form a good composition

when combined together in various ways, as that hi' lan

tell yon in tho dead of winter their real colours, the tint

of theu' leaves, their heights in rich aud in poor soil,

the time Ihey usually come into and go out of bloom in

a wet and in a dry season, no matter how proficient

he may be in the art of drawing jdans, he is not in a
condition to lay down ten beds together without risking

the danger of palpable mistakes. But I have said

enough to warrant mo in excusing myself from advising

how to plant flower-beds wiiich 1 never saw; and WOM'

we shall plant a bed with Verbena venosa, having dec\i

pmple flowers in upright spikes, and with dark green

leaves. The plants, or rather tlic underground runners,

we shall place at about a foot apart every way, and next

May all the s])aces between the verbena plants will be

planted with a bright scarlet Uoweriug plant; aud, as a

matter of course, these scarlet flowers will neutralise the

efl'ect of the purple ones; aud so undoubtedly would be

the case, provided the leaves of the scarlet flowering

plant were of nearly the same tint as those of tlie ver-

bena ; but the leaves of my second plant are more than
one-half jiure white : it is the Okl Searlet Varieijatcd

Gcranuim; aud the ell'ect of these two plants thus
managed 1 shall describe \\ the words of a gentleman
whom £ found one day admiring it a few years hack

:

' By the bye, I have just written to her Grace the

Duchess of to say that you have a flower-bed here

which looks exactly like shot silk ; I never saw such a

charming bod 1" Now. I hope all the old shrubbery bor-

ders in the country will be hunted out at once for this

I'erbenit vcnosa, for it has been turned out of the flower-

beds years since ; and let all the nurserymen iu the

country be laid siege to for variegated scarlet geraniums,
to make "shot silk" beds with this next summer; for

if we do not strike while the iron is hot, the half of us
may forget the thing altogether before another season
comes round. This bed should not be placed near the

windows, nor where you come close to it before it can
be observed ; not but that it will bear close inspection,

for the nearer you come to it the richer it looks; but
when friends come to see the garden, and observe it at

a distance, it will puzzle them to make out what plants

you have got in it. "What, in the name of goodness,

have you got yonder ? " is a common expression with

strangers on viewing this bed at a distance ; and away
they run across tho grass, wet or no wet; and the next
observation yon hear is, " Dear me, who would have
tbougVit that such common plants should produce this

stiiking efl'ect
!

" This bed, or one on the same principle

—

that is, having a rich display but not one decided colour

—

is by far the most suitable for a bed forming a common
centre to a set of beds, as No. I in tho annexed group ;

a very general way of forming clustere of beds, or small

flower-gardens; not in circles or of the same size, how-

83

ever, as I have see the centre bed

shewn them fm- tho o Iti these groups

sake of simplieity ; iilanted with scarlet

none of such beds o ()' o geraniums or scar-

need necessarily be let verbenas, and

a circle. In nine " o " their glaring bril-

eases out of ten you liancy kflls the cf-

feet of most of the colours in the other beds, unless,

indeed, tho other distinct colours in bedding plants, as

lilue, ]iurple, yellow, aud pink, are excluded, and white,

light lilac, and gray, b(\ used instead round the scarlet

;

but that could only be done in a very largo garden, to

exemplify one distinct kind of group, where many other

ways of arranging flower-beds were adopted. In small

gardens I like to see all the best and gayest colours

brought together, and therefore the efl'ect of the whole
should not be lessened or even marred by jilacing the

most glaring colour in the middle. I have been tlius

led to break in on the ])lan I proposed, of going on with

tlic distinct colours before I said anything of mixed and
shadetl beds, by a correspondent (//. II''.), who is an-

swered at page 1-4. He sent a plan of his garden, which

shewed the beds arranged from a central one ; and he

proposed to follow the common herd, and ])lant his

master bed with scarlet geraniums. I shall, therefore,

keep to these mixed beds a little longer.

Purple.—For tho want of a real good purple among
the verbenas I have tried many of them mixed, to see

if I could mako a better pur2>le out of two or three

shades of them, like the way of improving the scarlet

ones, but I cannot boast much of these attempts. My
standai'd plant for a real good purple is the lighter variety

of the two purple Scneeios, or American Groundsel. The
very dark purple Senecio can only be matched by the

dark purple verbenas ; and with tho exception of a few-

purple Petunias, I know so few plants that will match in

colour with the light variety of SSenecio, that I shall

make a present of this volume of The Cottaoe G\u
DENER to any one who will point out to me two leading

plants exactly of the same purple, not to exceed twenty

inches in height, nor be much lower than ten inches,

and to flower from the middle or end of Juno to the end

of September ; Petunias to be excepted. Verbena Char-

uoodii is one of the best purple bedders, after Emnui
aud Helvise : but there is a shade of red in it which is

against it for a good purple. I have tried many of the

dark crimson verbenas with it in equal proportions, but

still I did not obtain a good purple bed ; verbenas

Louis PldlUp and Barkerii were the only two which

seemed to answer best with C'harwoothi. It is not

possible to make out how any verbenas would mix in u

bed by juitting cut flowers of them together for trial :

they must be seen growing together to judge of the efl'ect

properly, as the habit and strength of verbenas are so

ilUTerent from each other.

One more mixed bed and I have done with them to-day.

Of all the neutral plants to be used in btids where a

striking colour would not answer, the Jleliolrope, oi'

" Chen-y-pie," is the best, for many reasons. Kvery one

likes tho perfume of it. It is one of the easiest plants to

keep in winter ; and comes from cuttings in the spring

as easily as a verbena or fuchsia ; and it lasts in flower

till the frost cuts it; and it does not require rich soil.

The only faidt of it is, that it produces too many leaves,

so that tho bed looks too gi-een. I bad overcome this

<lifficulty last season for the first time, and the ])lau wa.i

much praised. I tried four kinds of those verbenas

whose flowers are of the same grayish colour as those of

the heliotrope, and one called Duchesse d'Anmntile is the

best of them. No one who plants a bed of Heliotrope

should omit jilanting an equal number of ]ilauts of this

verbena along with it. The verbena flowers will stand

as four to one of the heliotrope, and a stranger could

hardly detect the mixture at a yard's distance, and if he
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dill tliciv, could lir no liavni. 'J'lioso wlio oliject to tlie

Heliotroiio lor a bed, might try this jihm. The ht'lio-

ti'ope will overrun the verbena in such a way that its

shoots and leaves can hardly be seen, but the verbena's

flower-stall;s will push up regulai'ly all over the bed.

D. Beaton.

j

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOAV
I GARDENING.

It is no iiucomniou tiling to meet with people whose

!
philosophy, in relation to many ol' wliat are to them
uncomeatable desirables, is merely a borrowed feature

from the contracted wisdom of the fox, whose only con-

solation was to pronounce the luscious grapes " sour as

I
crabs," after he had looked long and lingeringly

and made many an unsuccessful leap to obtain the

goodly prize. If there be one reader of Thtc Cott.vge

j

Gakuekeii who owns such a spirit, one thing is certain,

I
it has not been obtained from its pages. In common
with hundreds more, I have derived great pleasure from
tlic luminous papers of Mr. Appleby on the culture of

orchids; and if a grain of something like impatient

foxism nightmari.'d my cranium, it had its origin neither

from undervaluing the splendour of the objects them-
selves—for to see them is to admire them—nor for de-

preciating the talent with which they were and are in-

troduced to our notice, because that is above our criti-

cism, but from a painful regret that owing to our
comparative iynomiice of the grouiis, we were unable to

gain that benefit fi'om such lucid instructions that we
otherwise would have done.

Several circumstances have convinced me that a kin-

dred, and so far a favourable, sentiment (for to know
our ignorance is rather a good omen) is felt by many of

our friends, who may only liave a small greenhouse, as

well as by those who, by divisions, are endeavouring to

concentrate several climates under one roof of no great

dimensions. Without, therefore, intruding upon oiu'

friend Mr. A])pleby's domains, v/e should like to tell

our many readers, who have neither orchid-house nor
plant-stove, how they may grace their conservatory,

greenhouse, or window, with a beautiful terrestrial

orchid for several weeks every season, provided they can
manage to give it a higher temperature than the green-

house for two or three months in the year, either in a
vinery or any other convenience, such as a pit at work'.

The Bletia TdiilicrviUiic, or Phaius grandlfoliiis (for it

is known by both names), is a native of China; is gene-

rally described as a stove plant, and has been a denizen
of our hothouses for three-parts of a century. Its green
broad lanceolate leaves, with its flowering stems, termi-

nating in a beautiful spike, towering above them, render
the plant very striking at this season of the year, when
contrasted with the generality of plants in the green-

house. I'"or want of a better, it will furnish a good type
of the orchidaceous family. The flower is whitish brown.
Tlie upper jiart consists of what appears to be five

sepals, or petals— being generally described as three

sepals and two petals. Tlie lower part of the flower

looks like a tubular monopetalous corolla, somewhat
similar to a foxglove ; but it is not tubular, but plain :

though its being curved up gives it that ap]iearance ; it

is merely the jietal, called the Vqi, or the hihcllum, the

wondrous development of which, in many other genera,

gives to the whole oi'der such a strilcing and wonderful
appearance. Opposite this hihcllum )ielal is the front of

the central column, in which the tilamcnts of the sta-

mens and the styles of the pistil are all joined together.

The pollen masses are always opposite this lahcl.lum. In
the present case you see nothing either of anthers or

stigma; but, near the top of the column, you will ob-

serve a slit-like valve ; insert the point of a fine pen-

knife, and turn up the cowl-like covering, and you will

expose the pollen masses, lying over a viscid hollow
tube, tliat answers the purpose of a stiyma, if that is not
more especially done by a small protuberance on which
the upper part of the valve rested, called the roxtellnm.

Vv'ith many and great diversities as to the pollen masses,
the appearance of the cohmin, the form of the hihcllum,

a?id the apparent number of sepals and petals in other

genera, the Bletia forms no bad type of the orchid

groups. Some woodcuts of some of the more striking of
these, under Mr. Appleby's supervision, would at some
I'uture day constitute an additional reason for the grati-

tude of the subscribers, and render bis dissertations

more universallij interesting.

From each bulbous-looking tuber now supporting its

fine green leaves, and from one to several flower spikes,

there will be seen sucker-like appendages issuing fi-om

the base in number generally proportionate to the size

and strength of the tuber. As soon as the bloom is over,

tliese must constitute the object of our attention, as we
have got all in the way of bloom from the old tuber that

we are ever likely to obtain. Tliey are not, however, as

yet useless, as the stored-up matter in the tuber assists

the development of the suckers ; and even the leaves

should be retained as long as tliey keep green. In ob-

taining a plant, thei-efore, be not content with a little

sucker, but insist upon having the old tuber along with

it. Now, the common treatment of such a plant in a

stove would enable you to get it fully gi-own before the

middle of autumn ; and then by keeping it cooler and
drier, and re-introducing it to heat and moisture, the

flowei--stems would appear in mid-winter. Were you to

keep your plant after flowering in the cool airy atmos-

pliere of the greenhouse, growth would be too languid;

and your plants, by the end of autumn, would neither

be so strong nor so well matured as to warrant the ex-

jiectation of fine flower stems the following season.

Hence the importance of moving the plants when done
flowering into a higher temperature and a closer atmos-

phere ; sucli as will be found in a vinery, or forcing pit,

or even a close cold pit, keeping them partially sliaded

for a time, but gradually exposing them to light and air;

until, by -Tidy or August, they may be transfen-ed to the

greenhouse, cold pit, or even for a time to a sheltered

place, full in the sun, out of doors ; so that maturation

may be thoroughly eftected before the end of autumn,
taking care to liave them projierly secured from early

frosts. When growing they will rclisli a temperature of

from (i5° to 7.!)° when gradually inured to it; and a little

bottom heat they will also thank you for. Though the

jilants would thrive very well in the greenhouse during

the winter, yet as there is nothing vastly attractive in

them when out of bloom, we prefer transferring them to

a vinery, which serves the purpose of an onminm
f/(itlienim, where gesnei-as, gloxinias, &c., are kept in a

dormant state, the temperature being seldom below ILS"

or above l")". Here they get scarcely any water at the

i-oots, but the leaves arc kept green by giving them a

dash from the syringe on a sunny day, which so far

checks evaporation. In the course of February the tem-

perature is raised to start the vines, and when (iO° be-

comes the medium temperature, the plants are top-

dressed, and water given to the roots somewhat freely,

and ere long the flower shoots licgin to show themselves;

and when tliey are expanding they are transferred at

first to a warm corner in the greenhouse, to be placed

in any desirable position after a few days. Those who
have no vinery may give the increased temperature de-

sirable for starting into growth, and starting into flower

by means of a frame or pit.

Propagation.—Now, as to tlie time and the mode
of potting or dividing the roots, upon principles which
have previously been several times explained, it will be

desirable to allow this to remain in abeyance until the
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youiit; shoots have comiuoiKvd to giow I'lvily. f iioouvnf;-

i
ing tiicm to do so hy rich surt'aoe iUossiii>,'s, ami cloai-

manure water. Tlie mode of pottiuR must dciiend uiiou

the ohjeet aimed at; for nice HttU^ jiots. ahout ci^ht

iuchos ill diameter, oue oU\ tuber with two or tlirce

yoiiug shoots will be aMijily siilUeieut: but where a gieat

iunss of flower stems is desired iu a large jiol or tub. a

inojiortionate number of old and young shoots must he

inserted. Though more striking 'froui the great mass,

yet by this method it is not often that the individual

stems are so good as when few arc grown in a smaller \wt.

Soil.—This sliould eonsist of three parts luuipy

]>eat, three parts lihry loam, ouc part of the following :

silver sand, leaf monld, and dried cow dung, using plenty

of drainage, and inserting pieces of charcoal. Hefore

you start them into growth or tlowcr, scrape away a

portion of the surface, and top dressing with e(pnil por-

tions of cow dung, peat, and loam.

U'atcr.—T'Ct this be given liberally wlien the }ilants

are gi-owing; and, alternately, with jiurc water nsc liquid-

manure made of soot, with a'little lime to clear it. When
tlie i)lants are in a dormant state, water should he nearly

altogether withheld, but not so much so as to cause the

leaves to ilroop or wither. We do not think this ever

should take place until the bulbous tuber has finished

its allotted iiurnose of growing and flowering.

P.. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
Insects.—The destruction of insects that are injurious

to plants is always desiralde, and no less so to orchids

than to any other tribe of plants. At page li of the

present volume, the method ot' destroying the thrip was
described ; and we may here mention th.at the same
means will destroy the green fly, and greatly check tlie

red spider, which sometimes makes its appearance on
the thinner-leaved species. .\s this is the season when
all kinds of these destructive, though diminutive, ene-

mies breed rapidly, and the food they like best (namely,

the young tender roots and flower-stems,) is most aliun-

dant, I'very means must be used to prevent their ravages.

After the tluip, the insects that are most injurious, and
generally too prevalent in the orchid-house, are coclc-

roaches, woodlice. small shell slugs, white scale, brown
scale, mealy hug ; and sometimes, though happily more
rarely, the large shell slug or snail, and the black and
grey common snails or slugs. This is a fearful host to

contend with, yet by patience and industrial applications

of the means of destruction, tliis host, though so nu-

merous, may be nearly, if not quite, destroyed. We
will now detail the means we have used successfully

to arrest their progress, and iinally banish them from
amongst our favourite plants.

Coih-no.vHEs.—The kind of cockroach that most com-
monly infests the orchid-house is a native of the wanner
clira.ates of the West and East Indies ; and, no doubt,

was first introduced into om- hothouses .amongst plants

I

brought from these countries ; but. more e=)iecially. they
are iiiqiorted amongst orchideons plants. We have seen

I cases of those ])laiits completely destroyed on their pas-

sage by them. Whenever we receive a case of orchids, we
always search very diligently for the cockroaches before

taking a plant into the hothouse : looking diligently

for the eggs as well as for the insects themselves. If a

house is clear of them this precaution is very necessary,

not only with regard to importations from abroad, but
also to plants received from any nursery, or even private

collection. T'hey may be in the pots amongst the rough
peat, or amongst the drainage ; therefore, repot every

plant that is received from any quarter, so that no breed

may obtain nu cnlvance into the house clear of them
previous to the new arrivals. Vet with every care and
precaution some tiny ones will escape the keenest eye,

and will soon grow larger, and propagate amazingly fast.

As soon as their presence is observed or suspected, then

use the means to entrap, catch, and destroy them we are

about to detail. The common beetle trap is a box with

sloping sides, and a glass funnel let into the upper side.

Into this box put some crumbs of bread, mixed with

coarse raw sugar. Place these traps (for more than
one will be desirable if the house is large and the

insects numerous) iu the place where they have been
observed feeding. If any are found in the trap in the

morning, empty them into a vessel of boiling water,

and so kill them at once. Set in diti'erent places

amongst tlie jilants glass vessels half tilled with sugared
beer ; the insect^ will fnll into them and he drowned;
but these vessels must be placed near to something—the

])ots for instance—that they can climl) up to the edge of

the trap. Next cut some potatoes in two, and hollow

out with a knife part of the inside ; or slices of small

turnips will answer the same purpose. Place these upon
the peat or sphagnum in the pots and baskets, or even
on the larger blocks. Every morning look these traps

over, and crush all the insects you may find concealed

under them. These are the best traps we know of to

catch the small shelled-snails and woodlice. They
answer the purpose also, iu a measure, of feeding the

insects, and so preventing them from jireyiug upon the

tender roots of the plants. Besides setting these traps,

try to catch and destroy the insects by hand. And as,

like boasts of prey, they jirowl about seeking for food

during the night, it is then they must be hunted for.

Now, as the cockroach is an exceedingly shy and active

enemy, we. must look shaqi, and he more active than
he to catch him. The best instrument we ever saw
for the purpose, was made of a long round piece of wood
with a flat end, and that end stuck pretty full with
needles, about three-ciuarters of au inch projecting.

With this instrument iu one hand, and <a bull's-eye

lantern or a candle in the other, the moment a cockroach

is perceived dart your spears upon him. and nine oases

out of ten you will impale the enemy. Crush him to

death instantly, or, what is better, have some scalding

hot water handy and plunge him into it. With an in-

strument of this kind we must jilead guilty of having
killed hundreds of cockroaches. Night after night the

house must be diligently hunted over till the last

enemy visible is destroyed. If after all this trapping,

catching, and destroying, the plants are still found
having their young roots eaten, and so their growths
crippled, the last remedy to be resorted to is pnisou.

The way in which this most destructive agent has been
employed, is to mix lard, honey, and arsenic together,

and stick small portions of it upon small rods, si.x or

eight inches long. Sharpen the end where the poison is

not, and stick them here and there into the pots. The
insects will soon scent it, feed upon it, and be found
next morning either dead, or in siicli a feeble state as

not to be able to crawl away to their dens of concealment.
Remove them out of the house, or the stench from their

dead bodies will be disagi'ceably offensive. This method
of destroying cockroaches was first adojited, wc believe,

by Jlessrs. Loddiges, in their large collection ; And we
were assured by one of the firm, that the first morning
after the poison was placed amongst the plants more
than half a peck of these destructive insects was gathered
up. Care must, however, be taken that this mixture
containing so deadly a poison does not touch the leaves

of the plants. We have been assured by an eminent
grower of oicliids, that whenever that was the case the
leaves became spotted, and eventually rotted away. The
same grower suggests that the poison might be ]Hit in

small shells—such, for instance, as the shell of the
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muscle—and laid upon the stages, or even upon the pots

and baskets, and then there would not be so much
danger ol' the poison being accidentally thrown upon
the leaves, in moving the plants, as when it was placed

upon tlie sticks. We think this idea a good one, and
shall try it if we ever resort to such a mode of getting

rid of cockroaches. We use here in the orchid-house, at

Pine-apple Place, a liquid poison, which has cleared the

house of numbers of these nightly marauders. It is

made up for us by a druggist in the neighbourhood, but

we do not know of what it is composed. All that we can
say of it is, that it is a dark-coloured liquid in pint or

quart bottles as we require it. It is rather sweet, and
of a pleasant small. We put it into bell-glasses, about
half full, and plunge them up to tlie rim either in sand
or moss. The insects plunge headlong into it by scores,

and for months afterwards we see no more of them.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
ildd, genial weather has at last breathed its bene-

ficial influence over tlie atmosphere of our beloved

country; and tlie vegetable world, in gratitude for such
a great blessing, is breaking forth its treasures and
beauties to reward the cultivator, and do honour to the

Giver of all good.

Now is the time for the florist to render all assistance

to his much prized flowers. All the plants under glass

will require more water and air, to encourage them to

grow vigorously and send up strongly their flower stems,

we allude particularly to Auricuhis and Poljinnthuscs,

which will, now that warmer weather has come in good
earnest, be coming into flower very fast. Carnations

and Picotees, in their blooming pots, will require water

occasionally, if the weather is dry ; they may be allowed

with great advantage to have the beneht of gentle

showers, for natural showers arc far more beneficial than
artificial ones, inasmuch as by falling from cloiuls the

particles of water become more suitable food for all

plants than water applied with either the water-iiot or

the syringe. Dalilias.—It is very probable that by the

time these remarks are in the hands of our readers, it

will be time entirely to cease taking off cuttings of

dahlias from their old roots. Such as have produced
shoots in such a way as to allow the roots to be divided,

now is the time to perform that operation : take a strong

knife and pass the blade tlnough the crown of the roots,

and divide them so as to leave a bulb or two to each
division ; these make excellent strong plants if weU
managed afterwards. Place each division in pots, put

them in a frame, shade and water them, and by the time

the ]ilanting season arrives they will be strong, excellent

plants. Dried roots that have not been forced may now
be planted quite safely in the open air, either in beds
or amongst American pla.nts, or amongst shrubs; when
they will flower well if a shovelful of dung is put into

the holes at the time of planting.

We must now finish our list of picotees ; the classes

that reuiain yet to be given are the red, rose, and scarlet

edged.

Eed Kdoed Picotees. per pair.

s. d.

Duchess of Cambridge (Brooke's), an extra fine flower 'i

Eichard Cobdcn (Ely's), a line, firm, beautiful variety o

lsa1icll:i ( Kiiilind'sJ, extra fiuc •")

rii\:M. CI- (!,(,,). ditto >.

Nr nil, l.lUa (Matthews') 2 C

IsalicUii ( Wildman's), very good •> ti

Rose and Scakt.f.t Edgeu Picotees.

Lady.Uice Peel (Biu-rougheb'),a h^'iU cl1;;ci1, Ijciiulirul,

firm flower 'i (i

llrs. Traliai- (Dickson's), also a light edge, the wliitc

very clear, petals evenly set, and a good form >

Queen Victoria ( Green's), extra '-i (i

Proconsul (Uathll's), a heavy edged, fine variety, strong

per pan-.

s. d.

grower 3
Venus (Headley's), a heavy edge, pod firm, never burst-

ing, ground coloiu- very pure
Eliza (Sykes's), also with a heavy edge ; this, tJiough

old and low priced, is a vaiiety of first-rate quali-
ties -i

T. ArPLEBY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
AspAR.ious.—The lime is now arrived for making

young plantations, or, at least, it is time so soon as the
young plants in the seed bed have made shoots two or

three iuches in leugth. In planting them, draw drills

as previously directed, and place the plants regularly.

A]iply to the old asparagus beds, as the growing season
has commenced, thin sowings of salt, taking advantage
of showery weather, or just previously to rain, to apply
it. A little and often is much better than ajiplying

large quantities, and throughout the growing season it

may advanlageously be applied.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Where planted ou ridge-

trenehed ground, should now have the ridges well forked
or scarified over.

Angelica.—The surface of the earth about this plant
should he kept loose ; and, being a gross feeding plant,

it shoidd be liberally supplied througliout this month
with liquid manure. A few plants if well attended to,

will jiroduce a large quantity of fine stalks.

Kidney Reans may now be planted on warm dry
borders ; and those which have been sown under hand-
glasses, or under other shelters, to make early plants,

should be planted on a good rich, healthy soil, either

in shallow narrow trenches, or in deejdy drawn drills

;

to be protected with cvergi'een boughs, hauhn, furze,

boards, canvas, or some other easily comeatable mate-
rial, at night. The same arrangements may be adoijted

with advantage with the Scarlet runners.

Early Bkoad Beans now coming into bloom, to faci-

litate then- early podding, shoidd have their tops pinched
out. Another succession may be planted of the M'indsor

and Lowj-pod beans.

Onwsii, parsnips, carrots, turnips, and other spring-

drilled crops should, as soou as they can be seen, have
a short-toothed rake passed across the drills to break

the surface of the earth. A fine dry day should of course

bo chosen, and immediately hoc, slightly, the whole of

the surface between the rows, to keep an open healthy

surface, preventing the progress of weeds and destroying

the nursery for the larvse of obnoxious vermin.

Ridge OuouiinEns and Vegetaui.e Marrows should

be sown in full crop, in order to have sturdy plants for

ridging out the beginning of May. Sow, also, the best

varieties of Frame Cucumbers and Melons, that good
])lauts may lie always at command, for succeeding early

potatoes, l''rench beans, &c.

Mushroom Reds should at this season bo made in the

coldest situations tliat can be found, but away from
draughts, as the mushroom will not succeed at any sea-

son in a draught, or a windy situation. Slightly-made

bods, witli more loam than in the winter season inter-

mixed, will answer very well at tiiis season. Under-

ground cellars, or caves, aro famous for summer mush-

room culture : keeping the beds without any external

covering, and tlie floor ol'ton damped. Occasionally it

should be damped with manure-water—in a tepid state.

and clear—made from sheep, deer, or cow-dung; beds,

which have some time been in hearing, should be as-

sisted by liberal soakiugs of clear tepid manure-water, as

above recommended.
[Feather-siem.med Savoy.—This excellent and pro-

lific variety was raised by Mr. Bai'nes, being a hybrid
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between the savoy aud tlie Brussels sprout. It is always makes two sowings between the micUllo nl' A|iiil

characterized, as the name implies, by having; a niul- : and the loth of May ; planting out the youns plants in

titude of sprouts produced upon its stem. Now is a -Iidy, upon ground just cleai-ed of peas, &c.—G. W. J.]

good time for sowing it; aud wc know that Mr. Barnes Ja.mks B.\rnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INTORMATION.

oun viiJ..\G

(No.

There must ever be a feeling of solemnity within us

when we stand upon the ruins of any building, howovov
humble, that has once been the habitation of man. In

a beautifidly wild aud woody piece of ground near my
home, there are the remains of a little cottage garden,

mai'ked only by a large patch of snow-di'ops, and two box-

trees, yet flourishing among the trees, and bushes, and
fern now waviug unconcernedly where the cottage used

to stand. Not a relic of its simple walls remain; there

is not even a mound to mark precisely the spot it occu-

pied ; but the shruVis aud the flowers point out the

position of the garden, once laying warmly open to the

south, and i)erhaps fondly cherished by the cottage gar-

dener of by-gone days. A private road only now passes

by this quiet secluded spot ; but in former times it stood

on the verge of an extensive common, looking full upon
a range of high downy liills, with the wild, fresh breezes

sweeping round it, as they came laden with health from
the sea. It is true, that every house and every garden
we see—every building, every work executed by man's
hand—may remind us of those wlio once lived, and
wrought, '• and builded and planted," and who arc now
passed from the world for ever; but a deserted gar-

den,—a dwelling swept, as it were, from the face of the

earth,—has a loud aud peculiar cry ; and we cannot
help pausing to think and listen ! It says to us, that
" man is but vanity ; his time passeth away as a shadow;"
the fi'ail flowers planted by his hand are longer-lived

than he ;
•' are not his days, also, like the days of an

hireling?" We stand ujion the very sjiot tliat was
once ringing with many voices,—the liome of beings as

full of life and health as wc are now,—where the busi-

ness of this world was carried carefully on ; aud sickness

and deatli were, perhaps, little thought of or feared.

And now, the grass grows quietly upon the once clicer-

ful hearth ; and not a soimd is heard but the sighing

wind, and the notes of the careless birds ! Has not a

scene lilie this a word for the rich and the poor?
This day has been the first of real spring warmth,

and how exqusite it is after the lingering cold of a hard
winter ! There has been a something in the shade that

told of March, but the bright sunshine, the increased

and richer song of birds, the cottagers sitting at work
with then- doors open to admit the genial aii-, and a sort

of joyous sensation in oneself, marked the near ap-

proach of another summer. The fields were full of

people ; voices and whistlings arose on every side ; and
among the allotments great bustle prevailed—heaps of

weeds were sending forth long trains of white smoke.

and little carts were standing about here and there,

with the harness hung over them, and the donkeys
peacefully grazing in the ditch.

I cannot imagine that any countiy in the world can
rival old Kugland in these beautiful scenes of country
life. Nothing, surelj", can touch the sights and souiuls

that lielong to a rural district in this " sea-girt home " of

ours; and I always wish that at these lovely seasons
nf the year inhabitants of towns could escape from their

long imprisonment, and pour into the country to enjoy

a little of the sweetness and beauty of all we see; for

even the country near a town never seems like the

qmihie article, such as we revel in among the woods

and wilds. Then there is an interest in every person

and thing among whom we live in a rural parish, which

no doubt adds to the eSect of the lovely scenery. Every

field, every wood, every cottage, belongs to a frieud or

a neighbour; and there is pleasure in watching the

progress or proceedings of those in whom we feel an

interest. The lazily moving teams on the arable land

are perpetual sources of admiration as well as interest.

We often catch a picture in the various groupings of

men and animals; aud there is so much nfitionaUty in

all tliat surrounds the plough that wn can never tire

of gazing upon it. Yet even amid the bursting beauty

of spring we are called upon to remember, that " all is

vanity!" we see, on tlie one hand, the ceaseless activity

of worldly business, and on the other, " man goeth to

his long home, and the mom-nors go about the streets."

On passing out of the village street into a bye-path, 1

saw a simple funeral moving slowly across the church

yard towards the porch : it was the last remains of a

cottage gardener,—of him whose potato land had been

so signally preserved from blight. He knew " that om-

Redeemer liveth!" he had felt Him to be "the Resur-

rection aud the Life !" and he luad for many years fre

quented the courts of the Lord's house, whicli he was

now entering for the last time !

At tills most solemn season let us consider our ways.

The funeral of a cottage gardener addresses itself loudly

to some of us ; it bids us prepare for that sure and

certain hour which comes at laU upon all meu ! We
are now especially reminded that " death is swallowed

up in victory,"—that the gi'ave has no terrors for the

Christian, because bis Surety has risen in triumph from

the tomb, "and ever liveth to make intercession" for us.

Let the cottage gardener observe with deep solemnity,

and holy joy, this glorious season. It is the seed time

now : while life and health are spared to us, let us sow

unto life eternal ; for it will avail us notliing to dress

our gardens, to till our land, to clierish our crops, and

count our produce, if this is our only provision for the

world to come. We often see labourers hard at work

on Good Friday, while the church bell calls the flock

to prayer. Ah! if masters would serve i/(«c Master,

—

if tliey would encourage their tenants, their workmen,

and all belonging to them, to " seek first the kingdom

of God, and his righteousness,"—how well it would be

with all then- worldly business ! how well it would be

witli all "the things that belong imto their peace!"

What will it avail us that " Christ hath died, yea, rather

hath risen again," if our hearts are among the clods of

the earth ; if our hope stretches not beyond the " basket

and the stgj-e ;

" if we mind only "earthly things?"

The passing-bell h.as a warning voice; the coftiu

lowering into the grave is a solemn sight ; the rattling

dust speaks loudly to us of time and of eternity 1 Let

the funeral of a lowly cottage gardener awaken us to

higher and liolier thiugs. It is a time for reflection ;

and from the simplest source we may draw a lesson of

wisdom, good for our heedless hearts.
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('UC;UMllKi; HnrsE.
Si:vE];\T. (DiTuspoiidfiits luiving aiipUeil to lis for .1 (U^-

scriptiou of tlic cuoniuljcr Iiouse noticed by Jlr. En'ingtou,

he lias funiislu'd us witli tlic following plan and parti-

cidars.*

As of first imiiortance, we would recommend—an aiiftle of

about 4-")" for the roof; systematic roof covering at night in

severe weather, and in order to economise fire -heat ; and dining

i
intense sniisliinc^ shade for three or fom' hours in the day,

I
to prevent an uimeccssary drain on the powers of tlie plant;

! the amount of soil being necessarily somewliatUniiti'd. Tlie

!
liot-water pipes are best in ,a cemented trough, or an open
glitter: one advance or How pipe, n, of six inches diameter,
to fimersf flir front, and at the end emptying itself into a
metallic' ir>er\nir, just hirge enough to receive the orifice of

till' iiihanrr pipr and two return pipes, which need not be
mure tlian three or four inches diameter. One of the two
return pipes to go uiiiler eai'li lied of soil, as shenu in tin;

diagram at b b.

e /
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VlillTTilN.
Aililirssiu! cs;,c<-;«% In //»-s.- »/». i;, .;/, ,V /» ,/,-,»« Ihiir

iulrs.

1'rhtion, tlip KiTiit (h-iiwliiick on all ini'ilumii-ul jjowor, is

tlio ivsislmice imuscmI hy two siirl';ices i-iiMiiu^' ii^'aiiist ijiu'li

otliiT; 1111(1 till' nmf,'li<^r the siirfmv tlic ^'rcatin- it will lio. l-'or

iiistiiiice : suinioso two tilos to lie imt I'lioo to faoo, it woulil

iviiiiiiv t;reiit Ibi-cc to slij) tliciu nloiis niio aiiotlu'i-; Imt if tlicj

wevo both iiolishcil siiifiuTs like nkiss, they would puss easily.

There is, also, another iiuulityhesijes foufjliness, which is the
attraction of coliosion, e\cn where the siirfivees are ajuiarently

smooth.
Two pieces of smooth iron in pnssinR over one another

pxliihit more friction than if one was of iron ami one of lirass,

or any other metal; and tliis is accounted for in the following

manner. However smooth a sm^face npparently is, there is a

sort of inherent iji'ain in it. which tits into the <,'rain of a
similar sulistance, more closely than it would into a sub-

stance of a diti'erent texture; and fortius reason, the moving
parts of steam engines, and other machines, are !,'enurally

made of two metals, that is, if the spiiulle of a wheel is of

iron, the socket in which it works is of brass.

To determine the iiuautity of friction in two substances,
the followin;4 method can be employed : one of the siufaces

is laid down as lui inclined plane, and the other is then
placed upon it : the plane is now elevated till the tipper mass
beiiiiis to slide; the inclination of the plane, just before the
sliding' commences, is called the angle of repose, and of

course the less this angle is, m- the Hatter thexilane, the less

will he the friction on these substances. It is this angle
nhieh detennines the degree of sloping in the sides of hills

coniposeil of saud, gravid, or earth ; as also in the sides of

canals, embankments for railways, or the banks of rivers.

If it were not for friction, we should Avidk on the ground or

pa\ement as if on ice ; and our ri\ers, that now flow so

cahnly. would all be frightful torrents. Friction is useful
also, when out of the comparatively short fibres of cotton,

iiax, or hemp, it enables us to form lengthened webs and
cordage ; for it is friction alone, consequent upon the inter-

wearing of the threads, whicli keejis them together.

There are several methods employed to diminish friction,

such as maldng tlie rubbing siu-fuces of ditlerent materials.

In watches for instance, the steel axles are made to play in

diamond or agate holes; the swiftness of a skaiter" de-
pends much on the great dissimilarity there is between ice
and steel; again, by interposing some hibricating substance
between the rulibing parts, as oil for the metals, grease,
black-lead, Ac, for wood. There is a laughable illustration of
this in the holiday sport of soaping a lively pig's tail, and
then oti'ering him as the prize of the clever fellow who can
catch and hold him fast by his slippery appendage ; the
countryman, however, without having studied the thooiy of
friction, shews a deep practical acquaintance with its laws, bv
rubbing the palm of his hand with sand.

( )f all nibbing parts, the .joints of animals—considering the
strength, frequency, and rapidity of theii- movements—are
those which have the least i'rictiou. We may study and
admire the peifection found in them without being able very
closely to imitate it.

\Vheels are perhaps the most snccessfnl machines in com-
batting friction, by diminishing the tlistance rubbed over ; for
examide—if a ^ ludg.' were drawn along a road a mile long,
there would be a mile of rubliing surface; but if the sledge
were placed on wheels, obsenc the difi'erence : the rubbing
-iirface instead of being on the road, at the exti'eniity of tlie

wheel, is in the cenU'e, at the a.xle ; now as the axle is

perh.ips only three inches in circumference, and the wheel
fifteen feet, each revolution of the wheel, .ilthoiigh it will
have taken the eaniage tifteen feet along the road, has only
caused a nibbing surface of three inches, or one revolutioii
of the axle ; and as the wheel turns about a.-jO times ui a mile,
the nibbing siu-face would amount to only about ninety feet,

instead of one mile—so that in drawing the sledge aloiig the
road, even supposing the road to he perfectly smooth, the
resistance from friction would have been as much iu ninety
feet as from the wheel-caniage in one mile.
The broad old-fashioned conical wheel, with the Ifiwer

spokes made peiiJendicular, and the upper part of the wheel
hangingover, greatlyaugmented friction; for this wheel formed
the frustnmi of a cone. The circmnference of the outside

jiarl nf it wuiibl nirasure much less than tlie circumference
of tlie side iie\l llie cart—thi! one being )ieriuips liflceii feet,

the other sixteen ; therefore as a turn of the large part of the
wheel would carry the cart forward sixteen feel, and as the
smaller portion is obliged to keep iiiiee with it, tlur outer
ed,ge 1ms ai'tually been obliged to slide one font along the
rough surface of the road to keep np with the inner edge.
Wheels of this description are not now much in use. though
they lU'o still occasionally to be seen.

ISesides the saving in friction, the wheel-ciuriage has
another advantage over the sledge, ino\ercoiiiing any abrniit
obstacle on (he road, by the axle describing a gently rising
slope or curve; the wheel, as it were, rising on an inclined
plane, which gives to the drawing animal the relief which
such a iihine would bring. This kind of advantage is pro-
portioned to the magnitude of the wlied, for the smaller
wheel in order to sunnimnt the same obstacle, has to rise
in a steeper curve; a .small wheel will sink to the bottom
of a hole, where a large one would rest on the edges. The
fore wheels of carriages are usually made small, because
such construction facilitates the luniing of the carriage,
and not ln'cause, acconling to the poinilar prejuilice, the
large hind wheels of carriages and waggons liel]! to jmsh
on the little wheels before them ; but tliere is this slight
incidcnial advantage, that in ascemliiig a hill, when the
horses have to put forth their strength, the load rests chiefly
on the large wheels; and in descending, when increased
resistance is desirable, the load falls chiefly on the small
ones. In descending liiUy roads, it is usual to take ad-
vantage of the resistance caused by friction, to prevent the
carriage descending too rapidly ; this is generally efli^cted by
jaitting the wheel of the carriage into a shoe, thus stopphig
its revolution, and causing it to rub over the surface of the
road.

In France, the heavy lumbering diligence is provided with
a piece of wood nmning across ilie carriage, .iust behind the
wheels ; this piece of wood is attached to the axle-tree by a
strong screw through the middle of it; and in descending a
hill the rdiidiiHi'iir goes behind and turns the screw till lie

draws the wood close to the outside of the wheels, and by
this means he can either entirely stop them, or allow them to

grind slowly down the hill, which is the general jilan, and a
most deUglilfiil one it is, especially if the outside of the wheel
is rough, or has lost a piece of its tire, which is by no means
uncommon in French carriages. ,V machine on the same
jirinciple, but of veiy superior eoustruction, is einidoyed for
stopping railway carriages, and is called a hrvnh.

C. F. OoWF.R.

HlSTOllV OK -W AI'I.UIV.

(Nu. 3.)

(c««/;h»c,/./w,«, /„,,/, iw.-..)

I coNCLiaiKn my former letter with stating my resolution

to give llr. Xntt's s.ystem of bee nian.-igement a trial. As
soon, therefore, as the boxes, which had Ijeeu placed at my
disposal, were ready for the reception of their jiroposed
tenants (after a good cleansing and smearing with honey),
.111 e.arly evening was fixed upon for the ejection of my un-
happy bees (iinhnppij, as the seipiel will shew) from their old
domicile. I could have wished for a more suitable evening
than that fi.xed upon ; for the moon was high and bright in

the liea\eiis, when at about S o'clock we salliiul forth, a large

party of ladies and gentlemen, to witness or assist at the ope-
ration ; but the season was so far advanced (it was already

the 21 W\ of .\iigust) that any further ibday would necessarily

have been fatal to the experiment. As it was, it was full late

;

but I hoped that the vicinity of heath-covered hills might
yet, with the assistance of copious feeding, enable niy bees
to more than retrieve their losses. The gardener was the
chief operator, assisted by m.\self and others ; and the plan
which 1 proposed to adopt for the transfer of the bees from
the hive to the boxes, was the obl-l'ashioned one of ilrivimj.

Mr. Xutt, I was aware, strongly reprobates this system; but

I had no puff-balls at hand ; and on the whole it seemed to

me the simpler operation, and 1 still adhere to it with tlie

same jiersuasion.

As soon as eventhing was ready, I commenced the busi-

ness by tnrnuig the hive, bottom upwards, and placing it in a
pail to steady it, while the ceiiU'e box, or "paviUou of
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nature," as Nntt. calls it, was instantly placed over the month
ol'llii^ liivc, mill n slinot tnistecl into a loose land nf rope was
liiislily ihliiilr-l In I lir ]iiiints of junction of the hive and box,

as iiiiiuaii 1\ :i^ n mill 111' managed, so as to prevent the egress
(it (111 liL'is. As souu as this was tolerably well arranged,

llip gardener, sitting on a low stool, set briskly to work tiip-

]iing witli light sticks against the sides of the reversed hive

;

in a very few moments it was evident by the loud hum that

the whole population was thoroughly aroused. Instead,

however, of yielding to our requisition, we soon became
aware that the bees had courage to defend their boriies, and
to stand liy tbi'lr queen ; for, owing to the crevii r^ lirtH.i ii

1lie hive and llie liiix nut having been stopped ii|i v,illi siilli

lieiit i;ui—a tUtlicult thing to do, as the one was round and
llie oilier angular'—the infuriated insects issued forth in

crowds, while the hght of the moon pointed out to them their

assailants. Then came a curious scene. The first to de-

camp were the female assistants, each literally with " a bee

in her bonnet." The gardener followed next, after having
stood his ground right manfully for awhile, in spite of seve-

ral stings, I, too. tlinu'jli lis yrl iiiibarriii (1, seeing small

hoije of success, aiiil ii|iiM.rliiiiily iiiullirliiiL,' that old pro-

verb, "He that tipjils and iinis away," &e., had retreated in

good thne; so that hitherto the bees had the best of it.

Again we I'etunred to the charge, and were again repulsed

;

as the cloth became unfastened and gave way altogether,

leaving to the bees a free passage, who were soon flying about

in all directions. What now was to be done ? The evening

clearly was lost to ua, and we must try again some other

time, or give it iip.

After letting the bees settle, I gently took the box away
from the hive and rested it upon the old stool, while the

gardener conveyed the hive itself to a distant part of the

gai'den. There were many bees in both, and it seemeil

doubtful as to which the queen had chosen for a place of

refuge. Curious to know the residt of our efforts of the

evening before, I was up betimes the next morning. The
sun was already wainn, and its rays were tierce throughout
the day ; while my poor bees, whom I cordially pitied, were
passing and repassing from hive to box, and from box to hive,

in great apparent disquietude. The ground, too, was strewed

mth many coi-pseSjWho had fallen bravely in battle the night

before. As soou as evening came—most of them ha™ig re-

tm-ned to the hive, from which it was evident that the queen
mother had not been dislodged—we resumed our eflbits to

transfer them to the box, but with no better success ; though
this time I applied the octagonal cover of Nutt's boxes to

the hive, which, having a broad external base, was better

fitted to coutine the bees. None accordingly escaped ; but

tap as we might the queen would not ascend. Doubtless
she and hei- suliiiTis were congregated together beneath the

ledge, presiiilril li\ tln' base of the cover, there not being a

riciir nitil iniiiilrmii'lcil ascent into it, which is iibsoluteh/ ne-

ci'isiiri/ tu iiisiiri' the success of the driving scheme. Very
nuirli di-iipiininted at my repeated failure, I was again

obliyiil til relire for the evening, heai'tily repenting of my
scheme, and wishing I had let my bees alone. Again they

were left till morning, when, having determined on a forcible

ejection at all hazards, the gardener and I visited the scene

of action, carefully protected by canvas screens, for the face

and neck, and leather gloves. The soti had but just risen,

and the bees were still dormant when the operation began,
Uiscardiiig the square boxes, which had given us so much
(rouble, I took a common hive (the diameter of which at the
Ijaso coriesponded with the diameter of the old stock) and
idaced it cm'efuUy upon the reversed hive, which was jjoised

in a pail as before ; a cloth also was twisted about it, and
the hive tapped. On this occasion we succeeded beyond ex-

pectation in the attainment of our object, as, after a very few
minutes, the queen and the major part of her subjects had
ascended into the upper hive. After a brief inteiwal, this

was taki'ii oft" and placed upon a table at hand, while the
bees wliich still adhered to the combs of the old hive were
swiqit olf with a goose feather. The combs were next oit

out of the old hive on the spot, and removed quickly into an
empty room at some distance from the goi'deii. Of coiu'se

during this operation the bees were very angry, but our de-

fences were proof against their stings, though we were sur-

rounded and attacked by thousands of them.
So far I had succeeded in dislodging the bees from their

old dwelling, but much remained to be done, ami I was
sorely puzzled to know how I should get them into the box
destined lor lla'ir liiial location. As tliere were many bees
who still resorted to the box, attracted doubtless by the
honey with which it had been smeared, it struck me that,

perhajjs, if I suddenly shook the swarm out of the empty
hive in front of the boxes, the heat of the sun woidd compel
them to seek a refuge, and so that they might all resort to

the box with which they had become partially acquainted two

evenings before, and where some of them were still to be
found. It was so done accordingly by a rude blow on the
outside of the hive, and the bees fell out instantly in a body
to the ground, where they soon congregated in a lump about
their beloved queen. Overjoyed at seeing this, 1 quickly

placed the octagonal cover (it ought to have been the centre

box) partly over them, so as to shelter them from the sun,

elevating it on one side with a stone from the ground.

Attracted by the friendly shade, the whole swanii, to my
great joy, put itself in motion, and quickly crept into the

cover. Towai'ds evening, as soon as the bees were quiet, I

Ufted it gently from the ground and placed it over the centre

box, at the same time withilriining the tin slide, which
usually closes the coiniuuniratiou between the cover and the

box. Here, then, at last my long cherished wishes were

gratified, and I had the inexpressible ideasm'e of seeing my
bees safely housed—deprived of a comfortable home it is

true, and of all their stores, but with much of the heath

season before them, and, as I flattered myself, a careful

master to boot. How it fared \rith them shall he told in due
season, A Countky CJi'iute,

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Mushrooms,—The year before last I gathered a great

number of mushrooms upon my asparagus beds, but last

yeai' there was not one to be seen, although the beds received

similar treatment to the yeai' before, excepting that I sowed

salt over them last year for the first time. If, as Mr, Brow-

nell states, salt is an article capable of producing mushrooms

when applied to grass lands, why, may I ask, should it not

have the same etfectwhen sown on asparagus beds ?—J, V, M,

[We cannot say why salt should not excite mushrooms

into growth upon an asparagus bed as well as upon a pasture,

if llie mushroum spawn was there. Forking an asparagus bed,

and exposure to frost, will effectually prevent mushrooms

appearing a second year.—En. C. G.]

Since the above was wiitten we hiive received the foUoiving

from a Hampshire clergj'man :

—

" Mr. Brownell's letter respecting ' Mushrooms,' which

appeared in your paper of Mai-eh aist, surprised me as much

as it seems to have done you ; and, as you inrite any who

happens to have had experience on the subject to contribute

it, I beg to inform you that in the winter of 1817 I sowed

some acres of pasture land with common salt, and have not

seen, I think, a single mushroom since, whereas before the

application of this saline dressing, some few mushrooms at

least might be expected at the proper season."—J. T. P.

Flowek Oabden ri,ANS.—It is with much pleasure that I

find, on reading yom' number of 21st March, that Mr. Beaton

has given us an example of the manner wdiich he approves

of laying out a flower-garden of limited extent. Now, as one

exatnple is better than 100 pages of letterpress devoted to

the principles of the art in a general way, I trust we shall

again he favoured with other and more varied designs.

Having said thus much in approbation of Mr. Beaton's

bringing an example before us, I hope to give no offence by

difi'ering fi'om him in almost all that relates to the design

which he seems to laud so much ; very possibly my taste

may be bad, or the di\-isions into which he says the triangles
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are agniii divitlod may givo aiWitiiMml bfrmty In tlin fiijiin',

otluTwisu 1 cnnnot say it is at all iil.asiiig. 1 am sorry tlio

subdivisions were not aiUloJ, as they woukl have maile the

plan more complete ; however, by the subsequent reniarlis,

1 conclude those divisiims to be figures all intersected by

straight lines, with more or less of angular points. Now,

what I lind fault witli is the monotonous feature wliicli the

whole presents; a number of beds all radiating from the

centre may be excusable, perhaps, where the boundary

presents a circle, but even tlie other figures might bo found

more pleasing. How much the figure of X. V. Z. may be

improved by judicious planting of flowers I know not, but I

cannot bring myself to the beUef that its appeaiance will be

at all inviting in winter or spring, when nothing but the

shapes of the beds ai'e left to attract the attention.

As I consider this subject of much more \ital importance

than the assumed science (wliicli I suspect ei'e long some

will be giving a long name to) of harmonizing coloius in

a ganlen, in the latter case an error of one season can be

rectified in the next, while the laying out of a piece of ground

is expected to be a permanent feature. Now, as tliere are a

great many suburban houses and others where it is desirable

to make the most that can be made out of a small piece of

ground,! tliink nothing can be really more useful than giving

a series of plans or designs for doing so to the best advan-

tage. [ know the matter is beset with difficulties ; and the

great diversity there is in the public taste may deter some

from staking then- reputation on what, they may be afraid,

another may assume ; but I give Mr, Beaton credit for pos-

sessing sufficient moral courage to face it all ; and ho may
rest assured that his labours will not fail to be appreciated

by the thinking part of your readers, more so by giving us a

few examples than if he established a code of artistical laws

bearing on the subject.

Having vented ray disapproval of the design of X. V. Z.,

witliont, I hope, offending Mr. B., I by no means disagree

with the style which it represents ; on the contrary, for a

small plot of giound adjoining a house, I think notliing can

exceed the Dutch or embroidered beds of flower-gardening—

not only for the display of floral beauties when in their prime,

but, also, for tlieir interesting and pleasing appearance when
unadorned by such attractions—that I sincerely hope the

matter will be followed out, either by Mr. B., or some one

well versed in such matters; and I trust my hasty censure

of tile design of X. Y. Z., wiU not prevent any one venturing

another, in that or some other way. Should no one reply to

the in\itation, I will, with your permission, send you a sketcli

of a garden of that description, applicable to a jdot of ground

containing 'iO or more poles ; but, should the subject not fall

ill with your wishes, I trust what I luive hitherto said may
not be taken amiss by any one. S. N. V.

[We shall be glad to have the plan, but we cannot give

many such, for the engraving them is expensive. Tastes differ

so much on these points that variety is desirable.—Ku. C. G.]

Potatoes from Seed.— The practicabihty of obtaining

full and fine crops of potatoes from this source, the first

season after sowing, may now be considered as beyond all

doubt; and the chief care indispensable to insure success is,

combining precosity with the cultivation of selected early

kinds. I'rom a single packet of our own selected seeds

—

value 6d—we have obtained seven bushels of fine-sized sound

tubers, most of them fit for table.

On the impractieabiUty of this object, w ith all due deference,

we are prepared to confide all prejudiced minds; and, ns the

practice is oidy in its infancy, a wide fii'ld for improvement,

no doubt, is still open ; and we shall feel jiloasure in hearing

from any competitors who may favour ns with their corres

lioudi'Mi'i' for the public good. lUuDV AND Son,

.S'li (/ (Iroim-s, AfuJduii, Essc.r.

[Now is a good time for sowing potato seed.—En. C. 0.]

DotiBi.E Anemones (See The Cottage Gardener, Feb-

ruary '.iK, IH.jO, page :!U!)).—I was not aware they had seeil ;

perhaps .wrHi-double are meant. What occasions the ane-

nu)no plant to run to leaf witliout producing any flowers ?

The leaves have a peculiar appearance, being much more

fleshy, and with little spots on the underside, something like

the hliissrnii ( I tliink it is) of the fern ; and, if I mistake not,

they have a peculiar smell. I am not sure of this latter

though, for as I now pull them up whenever I see them, it

may, therefore, bo occasioned by my bruising those leaves,

and that the others would smell the same if T treated them

as roughly. I Iiave given some of these plants to other

persons, thinking that change of soil might benefit them, but

they came up the same. I have lost many double anemones

by tlieir degenerating in this way, and I find the single ones

do the same ; but then 1 must say I have often neglected

them, and allowed them to grow for several years without

taking them up. W. H. M.

[The really double anemones do not jiroduce seeds we

believe. It is very difficult to say what causes these to " run

to leaf," and not flower. We have seen them with the blis-

tered leaves and no flowers under vaiious conditions ; we

should be glad to hear tlie opinions of some of our readers

about this disease.—En. C. G.]

Eevt:ving Bees.—I have no doubt what I am going to

state must be well known to many, if not all, of yonr readers,

but if a repetition of it draw attention from one to whom it

was previously unknown, and so a handful of bee-hives may
be happily saved, I, and you, mil not regret the trouble. My
hives stand south-west ; and during the recent sunny days

(with cold north and east winds strongly blowing) my bees

were tempted forth ; and I found one morning, to my ihsmay,

the ground strewn with them in an appai'ently lifeless state.

I picked them up, placed them under a glass shade before

the fire, and, to my great satisfaction, I perceived first a leg

move and then a wing quiver, until the whole mass was in

motion. I then gave them some beer and sugar, and had

very quickly the happiness of restoring many, in a perfectly

strong and Uvely state, to their hive again.

—

Tyko.

Tanner's Bark for Plunoing.—Experience of many years

has taught me that nothing can well be worse. It constantly

generates a degree of heat and sleum, which, in the winter,

tends to mildew all cuttings, and even old plants. Tf used

for plunging, it should be thoroughly spent and rotten,

otherwise the pits are always damp, and the glasses require

constant wiping.—W. G. G.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coailjutors under no circumstances

to reply to such private communications.

Rock Plants (/. T.).—Vou may select from the list given in The
Cottage Gardener as many as you think you would want; or, send
the extent of your pond and rockwork to Mr. Appleby, and he has con-
sented to return you a proper list, and the prices of both kinds of plants.

Cucumber House {Dr. L., Bath).—We give a plan and description

tv'cek.
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Smoke-stained Wall (J. II.).—"An oKl vinery heated by flues in the

back wall has been fitted up with hut-«iiter pipes, and the fnints of the

flues removed. The soot has been well cleaned away from the bricks, but
these still pertinaciously refuse to be whitmeO ; a rusty yellow prevails,

although repeatedly limed. What appliance will neutralize the ammonia,
or sulphur, or both?" If the case were our own, we should have the

stained portion covered with a tliin coat of Parker's cement. It would

then take a coat of whitening, we think. Have any of our other corres-

pondents been similarly situated ; and, if so, did they succeed in obtain-

mga ncdv
Red Sand {S. B.).—If this be washed thoroughly, until no colour is

imparted to the water, it might do for potting plants. JJut it is impossi-

ble to give a decisive o])inion without seeing a sample.

Camellias {Mart/ Or?no^jrf).—These can be obtained of any of the

florists who advertise in our columns.

Covers {I. H.).—The cover for our third volume may be obtained at

Liverjiool, from Messrs. Orr and Co., North John Street, as v.ell as at

2, Amen Corner.

A I.oVEB Of Floweks from CniLDiiooD.—Will you oblige the llcv.

J. Lie^Tc, Little Ashby Kectory, Lutterworth, by informing him whether
he can have the same workman as you employed to erect a Fortune's pit?

TnouLouSE Gekse {A Neiv Subscriber).—Will some one of our readers

inform us where these geese, or their eggs, can be obtained ?

RiiUDAEB AND RASPBERRIES (J. Bp/r/c/.v).—Either guano or sul-

phate of ammonia may be employed to these, and will be especially bene-
ficial to the rhubarb. Do not now apply them to your raspberries until

they are in bloom.

Monthly Paets (A Country Curate).—As we appear in weekly num-
bers, \vc cannot, prospectively, do more for the monthly parts than give in

the last number of the month calendars of operations for the ne.'tt month.
Capons {A hndij).—We cannot advise upon this cruel process. You

will find information in Richardson's shilling book, "The Domestic Fowl."

Hair Falling Ovv (I. T.).—Rub very fine salt down to the roots

of your hair twice a week. We have known this simple remedy to be
efl"ectual. Never mind if your hair does become thin ; most people of

intellect are similarly situated.

Bee-iiivrs (A Revrnt Subscriber).—Vou have painted Mr. Payne's
cottage hive over the top as well as the sides, and ask, "Would there

be any objeetious to my putting on top hives ten inches wide by seven

deep ? Is it very commonly needful to place three small hives on in

summer? " Vou have no milkpan similar to those used by Mr. Payne,
and ask, " Would a slate stone eut round, and projecting several inches
beyond the hive, keep these sufficiently dry? Are Mr. Payne's small
hives also painted ? Should putty be used to stop any small crevices in

the straw ?" Ten inches by seven i? too large for small hives—eight by
seven is the proper size. Three small hives are required only for a very
strong stock, and that only in an extraordinary good season. Zinc in the

form of a milkpan, with a piece of stone or slate laid upon it to prevent

its being blown off by the wind, answers very well ; a flat slate is not
suflicicnt protection. The small hives are lutt painted, nor need the large

ones be on the top. line no putt//.

Pomegranate (J. M. S.).—The pomegranate generally flowers easily

enough, trained like a i)each-trce against a south wall, in good rich soil,

on a dry or well-drained bottom. When it refuses to flower, as in your
case, the reason, generally, either ia that it grows too strong, or that it is

half starved. If the former, root pruning is a remedy ; and if the latter,

the border must be enriched, or drained, or both. It flowers on the cur-

rent season's growth, like the grape vine, and like it ought to be eluse

pruned every spring. When pomegranates ai-e kejit in pots or boxes, to

stand out in summer, they require the shelter of an outhouse in winter
;

and it is a safe plan to force them fcentlt/ from April to the end of May,
and then to inure them gradually to the open air ; their flowers are then
more certain, and they come earlier.

Climbers (7. T. P.).—For gay summer climbers, as you have Mau-
randya and Tropccolum Lnbbianum, get Eccremocarpus senbi-r, Lnphns-
phrrmum Hi-ndHrsonU, Mandenltu suureoleus (fine), Tropirolum penta-
p/ii/iluin (fine), VLm\ Acurid prosfrata. Afiutilon striatum, though not a
climber, is a beautiful thing to plant out against a wall, pole, or trellis,

and can hardly have too rich a soil. A list of plants for roek-work, and
roots, will he found at p. go of our first volume.
Myrtle Leafless.—TK. F. says, " I have a fine myrtle standing

about 3J feet high ; last spring one of the principal branches lost its

leaves, and during the summer it died. This spring another of them has
scarcely a leaf left upon it, though on raising the bark there is every

appearance of life." U'e have two plants now in a similar state, brought
on Ijy the centre of the ball having been allowed to get too dry for a long
time. We eut hack the whole of the branches about one-half their

length, and reduced the small side branches also, and put the plant into

a warm rint-ri/.

LmuiD-MANnRE (il/.).—Your plan of sowing three cwt. per acre of

gypsum over your grass land, and immediately watering it with your
liquid manure, is not a bad suggestion ; Imt we should prefer mixing the
gypsum with the liciuid-manure in the tank; it would mc^re certainly

combine with, or fix, the ammonia. Neither would we apply " too strong
liquid-manure" for the rain to reduce to a i)roper strength; we should
prefer diluting it property before applying it. Answers toother questions
next week.

Domestic Economist (B. T.).—Nearly all the .subjects will be con-
tinued iYi bur column?.

Potatoes in Shaded Garden (Vnl/m renator) .—We fear that
potatoes planted in a garden having " very little sun, except in the morn-
ing," would not be very productive under any circumstances; and planting
them so late as the beginning of April will render them still more liable

to be destroyed by the potato murrain. Answers to other questions next
week.

Distemper in Dogs (Moase).—Wlmt is thus commonly named, is

really an inflammation of the mucous membranes of the animal's nostrils

and windpipe; properly treated it is usually curable, but there is no
specific cure. Each case should he treated according to its symptoms :

if the dog is costive, give him, according to his size, from half a grain to

three grains of calomel mixed with a similar quantity of tartrate of anti-

mony
; give this jiowder on a piece of meat or in milk ; if the dog is sick

or purgeil do not give the above medicine. Afterwards give twice a day,
for two or three days, a pill made of powdered digitalis, 1 or 2 grains

;

antimonial powder, 2 or 4 grains ; nitre, 4 or 8 grains. If the dog is weak,
or much discharge from his nose, give twice a day a pill made of pow-
dered gentian, 10 to ao grains; ginger, 3 grains; powdered cascarilla bark,

10 to 20 grains. If, with these symptoms, there is purging or vomiting,
add to the pill from one quarter of a grain to 2 grains of powdered opium.
If the discharge is off'ensive from the nose, give a teaspoonful of yeast
daily. If the dog is giddy, or there are other symptoms of his brain being
aficcted, put a scton in his neck and in his loins. If the dog is weak give

him broth and other nutritious food.—W. C. S. [Mr. Spooner will give,

in due course, the characteristics of dogs.]

Bees (.1 Ti/ro iJfr-AVe/;^*')-—Ventilation—we cannot give you advice

as to this until wc know whose system you follow. The direction to ven-
tilate when the thermometer is at 70°, moans when the thermometer
outside the hive indicates that temperature; for a hive is always 7(i^

within. You next ask, if box hives require constant protection ? Boxes
must be protected from wet; and when bell glasses are used those must
be covered with an empty hive or box, and the milk-pan cover placed
upon this. A May, or cirly June, swarm when hived into a straw hive

/((7/ supply from 15 to 25 pounds of honey in a fair season, if properly

attended to. Room must be given, and at the time, as recommended in

The Cottage Cardener. vol. ii. p. 104.

iPOMtEA RuBRO CtKRULEA (M. D. P.).—" Cau I grow tMs without
risk of the red spider, by training it along a slip of wood three inches

wide, well painted with clay, sulphur, and soft soap?" This is your
question, and we think it is worth a trial. The only available article, so

far as the spider is concerned, is the sulphur; and instead of depending
too much on the paint, it would be desirable to renew the sulphur during

the hot season several tmies. For your encouragement the writer may
mention, that he has a peach-tree very near the cistern and hot-water

pipes ; and he has found boarding the trellis beneath, and using sulphur,

has this season, as yet, freed the tree from the red spider, to which it for-

merly was always more or less liable.

Cb'TTiNGS 01-- Roses and Lemon-scented Verbena (Begln/ier).—
There is no absolute necessity for bell-glasses for such purposes, though
most plants will strike sooner with them if properly managed. The fadure

of those planted in pots, and set in frames, in a shady border, in the

autuum, might be owing to several reasons : first, the want of drainage

—

tlie pots should have been half filled, instead of having a few sherds

;

secondly, the soil—half sand and half garden soil—would be too heavy if

not previously well prepared ; an addition of leaf-nnmld would have been

an advantage : thirdly, perhaps the place was too shady ; in spring and
autumn we prefer a place exposed to the sun ;—see what has been said by

Mr. Fish, and also Mr. Beaton, lately : fourthly, were the cuttings weii

chosen ? hard stems would hardly strike at that season, and young ones

M'ould require considerable care, to prevent an excess of moisture and an

excess of evaporation. Bead the articles referred to, which you will find

in late numbers; and if there is anything abtruse, inquire again, and
state shortly and clearly your diflSeulty. For your encouragement, we may
tell you that you will strike cuttings of such things, and almost any-

thing else, with a tithe of the trouble now, more especially if after being

made a few days you can give them a little bottom-heat, and choose the

nice young side shoots, cutting them olf close to the stem, and with a

nice ?teel adhering to them.

Nutt's r. Taylor's Hive (.-l Subscriber).—You ask, what are the

advantages and disadvantages of Nutt's and Taylor's bar hives ? ami

what bceoraes (in Nutt's system) of the young queen which would other-

wise go olf with the swarm? Nutt's hives are too large, except for a

very few districts ; and the honey, >/ ant/ is eri'r obtainfdfrom them, is

always stained with pollen and brood. Taylor's are a much more suital>le

size ; and the honey obtained from them is fine. The queen would be

destroyed in the embryo state.

Rustic Furniture (/Ak/).—There is a little book, with twenty-five

plates, entitled, " Ideas for Rustic Furniture." Mr. ^^'^right, bookseller,

Haymarket, has a copy, wc thinii.

Name oe Insects {M. It.).—The insects you have sent, which were

found close to a peach-tree, are a species of Millepede, Poli/dcstnus cum-
ptan-ttns. You will find a description of them at page 139 of our second

volume.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High Street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar. and Published by William
Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2. Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Cliurch, City of London.—April ISth, 1850.
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11 linnd-glnss is frivpn to tlie plnnts iluiiiii; IIr' early part
|

of their growth, they will lie very little later in bearing

iVuit than those sown in April.

Tjie followinfj act of liberality deserves this prominent

position :

—

ExHIlilTlON OK WllliKS OK InDUSTHY OF ALL NATIONS IN

18r)l.

On entering tlie hall of a friend, recently, I was sti'uclc with

the pretty appeai-ance of a little rustic basket, suspended
I'rom the -nail, from which growing plants were gracefully

depending. On expressing my admiration, I was informed
it had been brought from Antwerp, where great quantities

were I'xposed in the pubMc market-place for sale. The idea

inuuediately occurred to me of the deligbtfid occupation it

nnglit give t<i many of our ingenious countrymen in rural

districts, whose odd time is often e)ii]dnveil in the cnnsti'uc-

tii)n of those very clever but iiselr^s |iu/,/li>^ to In- I'nuii.l in

the dwelling of tlie herdsman m- slieiilind. in ever\ iiiiir^'iii-

able and H/dmagiuable form. Xuw, Iinw mucli gooil inight

i-esult to many a clever rustic by the direction of tliis inge-

nuity in a more rational and i>rotitable clianncl. What
stinudus it would give to the skill which produces these

clever absurdities, bad its possessors a knowledge of the

demand which might lie created, nere their genius expended
in llie productiun of such wares as the pretty hanging basket

I have alluded to, formed of the knarled and knotty liraiiches

of the oalc, the yew, or any other durable wood, \\itb cir witb-

o>it the bark on ; steeped in a preseiTative solution they

would long withstand decay, and jirove such interesting

objects in a conservatory that nobody who possesses a xdant
housi" wciuld be without them. I am the more convinced of
this tViiiii liaviiig long grown plants myself in hanging has-
Ki'is; ami they present such pretty objects as to elicit uui-
versal ailniiratiiin. Those I employ are of an open wicker-

like construction, manufactm-ed in dark brown (rerman clay,

but they ai'e much too expensive for general adoption, their

cost varj'ing from :is to Ids each ; but, prelt\ as they are, I
think those of wood, of rustic constriu'ti^ni. tar prrlVrable, as

they look more natural, that is, they give- ihr iib a nl' a bunch
of sticks suspended—as is often the casr iu tin- wild haunts
of nature—on a branch of a tree, on whicli seed may have
fallen and vegetated.

I am sui'e that these rustic baskets for orchidacea^, and

^

hanging plants in general, woidd meet with such luiiversal

I approbation, that I am induced—if you wiW. IdiuUy take the

,

thing in hand—to offer A PitEUiuM of Onk Poi'nd, through
tlie pages of The Cottage (tai;uenek, for the best Six

j

lU'STic liASKEis for orehidacea^ or trailing plants, strongly
formed of rough branches of oak, yew, or any durable wood,
with or without the bark on ;

' three to lie formeil to haiuj

iii/aiiisl a wall, and three for siispensinn ; the sizes varying

j

from C to lU inches across. The mode of judging I leave
entu-ely in your own hands, but would suggest that tliose

1
obtaining the premium he forwarded to the Exhibition of

' the Works of Industry of all Nations, to take place in
London in lti51.

—

Willlvm Savage, t'rinnj Cuttcuje, Win-
chester.

,
Til at nothing may be wanting on our jiart to promote

I

the good purpose of Mr. Savage, any pai-ties wisliing to

compete for his premium may send them, varriuge paid,

to our Office, No. a, Amen-Corner, Patevnoster-Kow,

T.ondon, on or before the last day of the present year.

We will have the competing specimens submitted to

competent judges, who shall be named; and we will have
the successful ones engraved and published in our

columns, together with the name of the maker.

At p. 3:30 of our last volmne we concluded our observa-

tions upon the benefits derived by plants fi'om oxygen
being presented to their roots by the soil in which they

are grown, and we will now resume our commentaries

by observing, that the decom])0siug remains of animals

and vegetables contained iu a soil are highly absorbent

of moisture from the air, consequently the more freely

the air is exposed to those remains the more effectually

are they enabled to deprive it of its moisture. By being

freely exposed to the infjiience of the air, such remains,

n,lso, are more rapidly decomposed, which leads to a

consideration of the practice of exposing soils as much
as possible to the action of the atmosphere by ridging,

&c. When a soil is either heavy or abounding in stub-

born vegetable matters, as in heath lands, it cannot be

too completely exposed to the action of the air ; but to

light soUs, which are iu general deficient in organic de-

composing matters, chemistry would say that ridging is

accompanied by evils more injurious than can be com-

pensated by the benefits obtained : for such light soils

are easily pidverizcd whenever occasion requires, are so

porous as at all times freely to admit the atmosphere;

and, therefore, by this extra exposure the vegetable and

animal I'eraains are hastened in decomposing, and much
of their fertile constituents evolved in the state of gas,

or caiTied away by the rains, &c., without there being

any crop upon them to benefit by them. Thus theory

argues, and practice certainly seems to support, in this

instance, her doctrines. Svvitzer, one of our horticul-

tural classics, says, "Rich, heavy ground cannot well

be ploughed too often to make it light, and the better

manure by kUling the weeds ; as poor, light gi-oimd

cannot be ploughed too seldom, for fear of impoverish-

ing it."

—

[Ichnoijnqihia Eustica vol. iii., p. •Sol.)

The benefit derivable from the access of the atmo-

spheric gases to the roots of plants, and the knowledge

that fertile pulverized soU absorbs and retains from

them moisture, explain why these plants are benefited

by having their lateral roots kept near tlie surface, and

by having that surface frequently loosened by the fork

and hoe. This is no mere imagination of theory, for as

long since as the days of Cato, half a century before the

Christian era, the importance of pulverizing the soil was

duly appreciated. " What is good husbandry?" inquires

that writer. •' To plough." "What is the second point?"

" To plough." The third is, " to manure." In later days,

Mr. Barnes, one of the best practical gardeners of the

present age, in a letter to us, says,-
—

" To secure good

crojjs of carrots, parsnips, and onions, I make it a

standing rule to trench the gi'ound well iu winter,

throwing it into rough ridges, forking and turning it

over during frosty mornings, which not only sweetens

and pulverizes the earth, but eradicates insects, for I

prefer a good preparation to early sowing ; and practice

has proved to me that a good season for sowing is any

time between the loth JIarch and the lOtli April. My
practice is, sow everything in drills ; hoe as soon as the

plants can be seen breaking the surface, continuing the

hoeing throughout the season at every opportunity when

the weather will permit, but not during rain, or when

the ground is full of water,—not for the sake so much

of destroying weeds and insects, which are rarely to be

seen if hoeing be followed up with spirit, but wi th a desire

to Iteep one uniform pulverization and moisture through-
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out, wliii'li is tlic uipaus of not only oontinuiuf,' the

present crop in tlio greatest of lieiiltU mul luxuiiauco,

Imt nt tlie snme time is making a benutiful proparation

I'or tlie snceopiling crop.

'•
1 keep nil gronml, a^; soon as a crop is done with.

well trcnelieil, burying all the refuse T possibly can in a

green state, casting the earth into rough ridges, tumbling

those ridges over with a strong fork on frosty mornings

in winter and sjiring, and during hot sunny days in

summer: eoutinnally changing the crops; keeping the

hoe at work nt all seasons in suitable weather : and fork-

ing up all odd corners and spare groinul without loss of

time. I'lV this management, I find the ground is always

in good condition, and never tired by cropping; some

judgment only being exercised in applying such jiroper-

ties again to the soil that have been taken from it, or

tliat are likely to be reipiii-ed by the succeeding crop.

'I'o real. ovfnUoif, gi-ound for any length of time is only

loss of time and produce ; more benetit will be obtained by

trenching and forking, in frosty or hot sininy weather, iu

a few days, than by a whole season of what is erroneously

called rest or fallow. Trench, fork, and hoe ; change

every succeeding crop ; return to the earth all refuse

that is not otherwise useful in a green state, adding a

change of otlier manures occasionally, especially charred

refuse of any kind, at the time of putting the crop into

tlie ground. Every succeeding crop will be found healthy

and luxuriant, siitl'eriug but little either from drought,

too much moisture, or vermin."

All who have tried charral veijetalh refuse as a ferti-

lizer add their testimony to tliat of ilr. Barnes, that it

is one of the best of manures. It is far more powerful,

that is, it will produce a better crop of any kitchen-

garden plant, than will an equal quantity of the same

vegetable refuse uucliaiTed. The reason of tliis appears

to be. that charred, not cai-bonized, vegetable refuse

decays faster than does the refuse unoliarred; the earthy

matters mixed with the refuse, also, become saturated

with oxygen and carbonic acid during the process of

charring, and these earthy matters, in which we include

the oxide of iron which tbey contain, give out the excess

of those gases to the roots of the crop. Moreover,

clian-ed refuse promotes the dryness, and, consequently,

the warmth of a soil ; for not only is that refuse dried

by the process of charring, but the mucilage and other

parts of it, which become moist during decay, are do-

composed, and only tlie more solid parts remain, which

drily moulder away dining their putrefaction. That

charred refuse does promote the dryness and warmth of

a sou is readily perceived, if it be sown in drills with the

seed. The surface soil over those drills is always drier

than the other parts of the surface.

THE FKUIT-GAEDEN.
W.M.I. Trkf.s, DisBLDDiNG, &c.—We have in previous

numbers led the jieach and nectarine cultivator through
the planting, pruning, training, &c., of these fruits on
walls, and we have shewn to him the modes of bidding
defiance to the aphides and the red spider. We must
now carry him forward to the principles of disbudding.

I'or tliis Ibvms one imjiortant item in Iho successful cul-

ture of the peaeli and nectarine.

l''or the inlbrniation of those who are for the first time

trying their hand at the culture of these fruits, we may
as well say why this disbudding becomi'S necessary.

In the first )ilnee, let it be considered what a vast

ditlerence exists between an ordinary ]ieacli-tree in its

own climate, wbei'e it is unattached to a wall, and one
under a course of training. 'I'he tree in its natural con-

dition enjoys an amount of light, independent of sun-

shine, \niknown to liritish skies ; its limbs can stretch

right and left, up and down, and bathe in the bright

ethereal medium without hindrance ; lor liglit on all

sides assists iu the general elaboration of the secretions.

Xot so, however, the peach or nectarine s))rucely trained

on the south wall, of which the roots—if the doctrine of

reciprocity between root and branch be admitted (and

who can gainsay it as a principle)—should receive a

degree of limitation equal to that of the branches. Here
the tree derives all its light from one side, so that if two
shoots spring together it is evident that the leaves oj"

the foremost one will intercept the light from the other;

and equally evident, that in proportion to the amount of

shade just so imperfect will be the organization of those

buds attached to the shaded branches. Thus, then,

were a peach-tree left without disbudding it would be-

come a thicket of useless spray, and the fruit would be

exceedingly diminished both in size and flavour.

T'o remedy this, when the young shoots are about a

couple of inches in length, which is generally the ease

by the time the trees have done blossoming, strip away
the foreright slioots, that is to say, those shoots whicji

extend outwards from the wall, and wliicli at once shew
that they are ill adapted for training to it ; an exception

may be taken where the tree is lean of shoots, for even a

crooked or inferior shoot is preferable to a lost space on
the wall. Next, let the operator, with a hammer in one
hand, examine the trees carefully, and see if any young
shoots have become lodged between the old wood and
the wall ; all such may be stripped away also, imless

required to fill a blank, then the nearest nail must be
eased with the hammer in order to give the young shoot

more liberty.

These things carried out, the trees may remain un-

touched for a week ; for a too severe disbudding per-

fonued at once is very jii'ejuditial to the peach ; we
have known trees thus treated to become almo.st sta-

tionary, as to farther growth and eulaigemcut of the

ti-uit ; but by disbudding at intervals nature gradually

diverts the juices into fresh channels, and thus the ti'ee

is gradually led to submit and shape itself to the objects

of the cultivator. After the la])se of about a week
another examination may take place, and farther dis-

budding will be necessary. The hand of the dresser

must now be applied with some judgment : selection

becomes necessary. In the first place, in order that no
confusion takes place in the work, the best way is to look

over all the leading points, and as it is not good ])ractice

to sufler two or three shoots to grow side by side, all

competing shoots within four inches of the terminal one
may be at once stripped away, unless iu the case of

young trees, and where it is desirable to cover much
w.alling iu a limited time. Having disposed of this part

of the matter, let the eye be turned to those shoots situ-

ated the lowest down in any given. /bc/f—by which term

is meant, the angle formed by the divergence of any two

limbs ; these may be considered as itursen/ shoots, or as

reserve stock, and the exciting these to develop them-

selves, and duly nursing them afterwards, constitutes

one of the main features of the pruuer's art. If a selec-

tion offers, choose a couple of the best and lowest, and
]iiuch or stop the ven/ lom'nt when about three inches

long, suffering the otlier to ramble freely ; if only one

present itself, it must not be stopped until it begins to
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ovprtake the shoot next ahead, nor even tlien if but a.

weak slioot, for il will be necessary to suffer it to raaiblu

in order to draw sap into it. Old gardeners in our

younger days were wont to say, " stop it to strengthen

it;
" than which there could scarcely be a more vulgar

error, for the strengtli of a tree may be speedily reduced

by mere " stopping " alone.

Once more, tlien, the linger and thumb of the operator

may rest for a week, and afterwards the whole of the

ti-ee must be looked over, and a somewhat general

thinning out or disbudding may take place.

As, however, it is not easy with trees which produce

much spray to ascertain precisely what shoots, and what
only, should be reserved at t'.iis period, all of a doubtlul

character, instead of being stripped away, may merely

have their tops pinched off, that is to say, provided they

are overtaking their neighbours and tending to con-

fusion.

About this period, what are termed robbers will begin

to develop themselves in certain portions of liealthy

trees ; these may be readily distinguished from the true

bearing wood of the next year by their evincing betimes

a tendency to branch into side spray ; these should all be

pinched, or stopped, when about six inches long, for it

must be understood that these greedy monopolists are

fattening at the expense of all the subordinate shoots in

tlieir ncighboiu-hood ; added to which they call into

being an undue root action, thereby lessening that

amount of control which will always be possessed by
the cultivator when trees are planted on sound princi-

ples, and the dresser knows what he is about. Indeed,

it is entirely through errors in these matters that a ne-

cessity so frequently arises for root-pruning, and other

such expedients to promote fruitfulness ; we would have
trees so managed as to be under the most perfect con-

trol, in s]iite of the waywardness of seasons ; and this we
know to be quite possible and comparatively easy,—all

that is wanted is a sound knowledge of the constitution

and habits of the tree in question, together with well

digested ideas of the character of soils, especially their

mechanical texture.

The "robbers" being stopped, the last of the principal

spring dressing will have been carried out, and all this

will bring the operator up to about the end of May, by
which period the fruit will require thinning; but of

this more shortly.

I^et us i-emind our peach growers, once more, to give

no (quarters to the aphides, not even for a coujjle of days

if possible. R. Eruington.

THE ELOWER-GARDEN.
Bedding Plants (Pinlc Colour).—We have a great

variety of bedding plants of this colour, of whicli the

often-talked-of Saponaria calahrica is the best for small

and moderate-sized beds. This, as most of our readers

know, is a hardy annual, but comes into bloom sooner if

reared in a moderate hot-bed in the spring ; and it has
the good quality of being easily removed from the re-

serve-garden, wl)ere it may be kept until some of the

May annuals have done flowering. Although it has
been in cultivation for many years it is always scarce,

for it ripens its seeds with us late in the autumn ; and
when September is wot we can hardly get enough of them
to continue the breed. Notwithstanding all my ewe, I

am often obliged to purchase the means of propagating
this pet ; and I have more calls for a pinch of its seeds

than for anything else I grow. Therefore, when anyone
has grown it, the seeds sliould be carefully looked after.

There are three kinds of Catohllies (Silene) which
make good masses of pink, but they do not last out the

whole season. The lowest of them, and. indeed, the

lowest pink hedder we have, is one called Silene Shqftas

;

named, I think, after a person of that name. The

herbageof this Catchfly spreads on the ground ; and the
ilower-stenis do not lise above three or four inches.

Like all of them, it seeds abundantly; and may be had
from cuttings as freely as anything. It is, also, one of

the nicest rock-plants we can select.

Silene pemhila is the gayest ilay-flowering annual we
have ; and, in rich soil, ought to he transplanted three
times in the reserve-garden before it is planted out for

flowering, as the herbage is apt to come too coarse luiless

thus checked. It seeds itself about the borders in the
autumn, so that we hardly ever lose it. When sown in

the spring, in the reserve-garden—and it may be sown
as late as the middle of May—and planted out in the
flower-garden before midsummer, it will bloom until the
frost overtakes it. For a pink edging round a large bed
it is as well adapted as the Virginian stook, for when it

spreads beyond its bounds, it may and should be clijjped

on the sides, and on the to]] also, as often as seed-pods
appear, just as everybody manages the Virginian stock.

If either of them are allowed to make seeds they go otf

the bloom directly.

Silene compacta is the next best of them, but is not so

manageable as to cutting; but when sown late in April,

or between that and the middle of May, it will bloom
for three months—that is, in July, August, and Septem-
ber. But, if the latter month be dry, it will go oH'

sooner; and that is the worst time of the season for

flowers to fail us, as veiy few can then be had to fill up
their places. The height of it is from 18 inches to

two feet, according to the richness of the bed. The last

of them is not quite so good as contpacta, hut is about
the same size, and requires just the same management

;

its name is regia. The last three are very suitable for

autumn sowing; and they have such a quantity of little

roots that we can move them from ])lace to place easy
enough thi'ough the winter or spring, when the beds or

borders are being dug or dressed.

The Geranium furnishes three sizes of plants for pink
beds—very low beds—beds from 13 to 30 inches high,

and some a j'ard in height. The PinJc Ivy Leaf is the

best and the oldest of them. It has a thick, smooth,
green, shining leaf, trails on the ground, and is alto-

gether a fine bedder. The Ivy Leaf puts me in mind
that I missed a nice pnrple bedder of them—one in all

respects similar to the common white ivy leaf, hut with
purple flowers, and a horse-shoe-marked leaf The next-

sized pink geranium is the green form of ilamjle's varie

gated pinlc ; and anyone having this flue variegated gera-

nium may soon liave the gi'een-leaved form of it from
branches of the variegated one, which often sport into

the green-leaved with a well-marked horse-shoe. If cut

off as they appear, and preserved by cuttings, tliis makes
really a fine bedder. Another recommendation of both

varieties is that they never produce seeds, which much
disfigure many kinds of geraniums. The tallest is one
called Salmon, which is rather too light for a pink, yet

comes in for a light shade of pink, and is one of the very

best bedders of all the race of geraniums—that is, for a
large bed ; and it is one of the easiest to keep over the

winter. Another good shade of reddish-pink is produced
by the Pinlc Nosegay geranium. It is a fine tall bedder,

but not quite so strong as the Salmon, which some
nurserymen call Salmon Nosegay, but it does not belong

to the Nosegay section at all. Tiiere are only three

kinds of Nosegay geraniums: this pink one, a scarlet,

and a lilac variety. The pink one has a peculiar bluish-

gray tint in the leaf—nearly what we call glaucous, and
a horse-shoe mark ; the Salmon has also the horse-shoe

form, hut the rest of the leaf is light green. I reared

many thousand cross seedlings, endeavouring to procure

a good pink variety out of the scarlet section of gera-

niums without much success

—

Cherry cheek being the

best one I obtained, and it is too sparing a bloomer for

these days, but is beautiful for a pot variety. I have
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lately obtained a flue seeclliiifr in llie way of Judy, but

a bettei- cheiry eoloiir, yet it is ton red lor ii piuk bed ; and
Lavia rosea is too bglit tor a jiinlv—bosidio, tl'.e flowers

do not Willi stand a strong sun. It makes a line bed. never-

theless, if planted wliero tlie sun does not roach it in the

middle of the day. Of the fancy or pelargonium section

wo have only one tine piuk bedding geranium, the

old THatUmattim—tlie very gayest one can use for a bed.

It is, indeed, the jjiuk of the Hower-gardeu ; and never
seeds—I wish it would ! Dimlematum rubesccits is too

red for a pink bed when we have so many.
Tiie Aiuit/dllis furnishes ouo variety which, though

not a real pink shade, is a beautiful thing for a bed. It

is called cnriied (desh-colour) ; and, like all the anagal-

lises, should be struck from cuttings early in the spring,

as they are iiiijf'i/ things to get over a long winter. The
best way to deal with them, is to keep a few plants of

each sort in pots all tlie summer, plunged in sand or

coal-ashes out of doors ; to let them flower till the end
of July, and alter that to cut oti' the flowering parts lii/

degrees, as when the weather is hot and dry they are apt

to ilio off if the whole head is cut off at once. As soon

as the September rains come on they ought to bo re-

moved to some shelter, but not to bo conflued so early ;

a glass frame, with a brick inider each corner, is the best

place for them, as long in the autumn as it is safe to

leave them without danger from the frost ; and then a
shelf, high up near the door of a gi'eenhouse, is the best

place to winter them. Thej- keep best in strong loam,

without any peat or leaf-mould ; and autumn-struck out-

tings are not to be depended on, but in the spring they
root like weeds, in a few days, if in a hot-bed.

J^erbi'iws.~~¥or several years we had no real good piuk
verbena for beds except Millers Favourite, and, now,
we have only two that surjiass it

—

Beauty Supreme and
Duchess of Northumberland. The latter is exactly in the

way of the well-known Favourite (Miller's), with a deeper
and better coloiu-; and if the two will mix well, as I

believe they will, for I have not yet ti'ied them, they
will make a richer bed than either of them by itself

Standard of Perfection is, also, a good pink bedder, but
is surpassed by Beauty Supreme ; and there is no im-
provement by mixing these two together, as I have done
last season, and I have, therefore, rejected Standard of
Perfection.

ily list of verbenas last year amounted to ib kinds,
every one of which were grown here, so that I must know
something of them. In one part of the garden we planted
two broad borders, on either side of a walk, with the
whole collection of verbenas, and many visitors admii-ed
them ; but I think that must have been from the novelty
of seeing so many of them together ; I cannot say that
I felt satisfied with them ; but I made notes of several
names, which I think will make a tolerable show this
season planted in the same way ; and I shall give these
names when I write on " mixtures." Meantime, I must
observe of purple and pink beds, although I have written
of them in succession, that they ought to stand wide
apart in the flower-garden, and have some strong colours
put between them. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Little M.a.tters : W.u-EnixG. — And what about
watering'.' surely any one may water plants that has the
ability to send the liquid out of the spout of a water-can
by disturbing its equilibrium within. Aye 1 may, just
as every one who can handle a rake, and drive a spade
into the earth with his stalwart tread, may be a full
fledged gardener. Inattention to trifles, bold, assuming
confidence, inflated self consequence, and high-stilted,
conceited importance, are ever the ofl'spring, not of

knowledge but of ignorance. The most simjile matters
havo depths in their pliilosophy, but when these depths
are in a degree sounded, so that cause and efl'ect ttro

somewhat discerned, tlien siui))licitius become great
ness, and greatness simplicity, because the connection
between the one and the other is so far understood and
known. Hence the great and the intelligent arc the
humble and the teachable, and no desjiisers of what are
termed little matters : having found that between the
simple and the magnijicent there is oidy, and scarcely,

gradation in importance.
Thus, in the case before us, the most successful gar-

deners consider the watering of their pot plants no
trifling matter. They will at once tell you that failures
often take place, either by tlieir assistants allowing the
plants to become frequently too dry, or by drenching
tliem whether they need it or not, or by giving them a
dribble every day—in some respects the worst of the
three treatments, as the gardeners may be deceived with
the moist surface, and believe all to be right, while the
bulk of the roots might as well be in the sands of
Sahara. Simi)lfi as the ojjeration seems, no sooner
do our amateur inends get fairiy launched upon gar-
dening than they, too, begin to feel a sensation creep
over them that, after all, there is some little difficulty
about it ; and hence from such quarters one of the most
puzzling questions put to the gardeners in the neigh-
bourhood (puzzling because it cannot be answered just
in a breath to either party's satisfaction) is, " How often
should I water my plants?" and part of what I am
now going to write in reply is just what I have told to

scores of sweet-toned, kind inquii-ers, whom it is a
pleasure to have it in our power to oblige.

The first thing to bo kept in mind is, that the vege-
table, though similar in many respects to the animal,
creation, chiefly resembles that portion of it that gets
into a dormant state at certain seasons, and only re-

quires a fuU amount of food when the functions of
vitality are in full activity. This state of activity exists
in the vegetable only when it is growing freely, and
when by means of light and heat it is enabled to effect

the decomposing, assimOating, and perspiring agencies.
According to these circumstances, therefore, will be the
amount of nourishing matter and water required, and
tlie frequency of their application. Hence, were I to

tell you to water so many times a week I should only
lead you into a great error, as, when in a dormant state,

a plant may not require water for months ; in cloudy,
cold weather, even when growing, it may not require
water for a week, while in warm, bright, sunny weather
it may require refreshing twice a day. " But cannot
you give us a little practical rule, more definite than
such a general one?" Yes—I might toll you to water
your plants upon the same princiide as you impart
liquid to yourselves ; but here, again, you may be led

into error, luiless you could previously certify to me
that you belonged to that wise class of people who drink
only when they are thirsty, as otherwise the ajiplica-

tion of such a rule might be as fatal to the poor plants
as the tippling of various fluids is ruLnous to those who
resort to it, and none the less though they be prepared
to contend tliat what is their real bane is in their case

the most valuable antidote. The rule, therefore, of most
general application is, to water thoroughly tvhcn you do
water, so that the liquid will reach every root and fibre,

and then wait patiently, icithout giving a drop, until your
services are again required, and then, but not till then,

repeat tlie process.

The same principle applies to watering flowers or

vegetables out of doors: a frequent dribbling on the
surface, just as in the case of the flower-pot, does more
harm than good. Thus, there is a vast storehouse of

moisture in the earth, and the drier the surface the more
will moisture be raised from beneath by evaporation
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mill capillavv altraction. niid the filives will imbibe that

moisUii-e as it passes. Keep moisteniiii,' an inch ov two

cm the surface, and what is the result'.' surface roots are

encouraged, only to be parched up by the ne.Kt day's

sun ; watering on the surface is again repeated, and a

similar result takes place. Meanwhile, the lower roots

are deprived of their accustomed moisture, for your mis-

taken kindness has ]nit an extinguisher upon the

capillary action that would have raised moisture from

the interior of the earth, as if by a ])ump handle and

sucker. Heuce, in watering out of doors, first stir the

soil, soak it well, and then, as soon as the surface is dry,

stir it up and leave it rough, that the sun's rays may
not hastily evaporate the moistin-e you have given. For

good general eultivatiou, therefore, with established

])lants, give plenty of surface-stirring with the hoe and

the fork, and then "next to " a fig for the water pail."

But in the case of plants set in their pots iipon a

window-sill, or on the stage of a greenhouse, there is no
uuder-moisture available, and, therefore, water nnist be

given with even move care, as the dribbling on the

surface will be attended with even more baneful results.

In exti'emely dry and hot weather, shading and plunging

the jiots in damp moss will prevent the necessity of

frequent watering; in such circumstances, also, more
than in any other, top-surfacing with rich materia!, or

the use of manured water, in the case of plants that will

bear it, must be resorted to, otherwise the frequent

watering will wash all the nourishing properties out of

the soil.

The use of saucers for the pots to stand in would, at

first sight, seem to answer the same purpose as the

storehouse of moisture in the interior of the earth for

plants growing iu the open air; and though for some
jilants it is better to give them the water at the bottom
rather than at the top, and though free-growing jdants

would suti'er nothing from water being kept in these

saucers in veiy bright, hot weather, yet, in general cir-

cumstances, and especially in dull weather, it would be

]irejudicial to allow the water to remain about any plants

except those of an aquatic character. After watering,

therefore, when tlie soil has become thoroughly wetted,

and what has run through has been allowed to remain

a short time iu the saucer, in order to make sure of that

thorough soaking, the water should then be emptied out

of the saucers.

If from inadvertence a ])laut should have become so

dry that the soil, by conti-acting, parts from the sides of the

pot, then, instead of watering in the usual way, which

would be of little use, as the water would escape by the

sides and leave the centre dry, it is best to set the pot

in a tub or pail of water and allow it to become tho-

roughly soak(^d, and then drained before rejilacing it

upon the stage. " But how am I to know when a plant

is so dry as to require this thorough soaking which is to

reach every fibre?" Expeiience and practice alone can

be your true guide; the very appearance of the plant

will soon tell you. long before the leaves begin to flag,

for that must not be allowed to take place from want of

water, but as seldom as possible, for it is next to ruin to

some plants. But the mere flagging, or drooping, of

the leaf is no proof at all times that the plant is dry, as

that will take place in a sunny day, after shady weather,

from tlie plant being unable, all at once, to supply by its

roots the demand made by evajioration U)>on the per-

spiring surface of the leaves; and here a sprinkle witli

the syi-iuge over the foliage to check evaporation would
be better than drenching the soil, moist enongli already.

Moreover, many plants seem to drooji when they put

their nightcaps on for a quiet doze, and in their case it

is only necessary to wait for the return of day. which
will soon revive them in a manner which no appliances

of yovirs in such circumstances could ever accomplish.

As a kind of physical guide to the knowing whether a

plant wants watering, take the two following:

—

Firxt.

Accustom yourself to lilt a jiot wlien dry and when wet,
and the difference of weight will soon enable you easily

to decide in resjieet to any particular plant, whether it

isdi-yoruot. SeronJli/. Strike the pot sharply on the
side as it stands with one of your knuckles, if the soil

within be wet the sound will" be dull, if dry the sound
will be clear and sharp.

TeiiijienUurc of Wntci:—In spring, autunui, and win-
ter, the water used should be several degi'ees warmer
than the atmospliere iu which the plants are growing.

Tiiiiefor M'literiiif/.-—In winter, early spring, and late

autumn, watering should be done in the morning, at

other times in the evening.

Tiirer. or rather rain miter, shotdd, if possible, be used
for all plants ; and where that cannot be procured, spring
water should be exposed to the atmosphei-e before being
used.

Miiniire-u-ater should be given chiefly at those seasons
when growth is most luxuriant, and the secretions most
abundant. E, Eish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETIlIENT.

ST()^'E PLANTS.
Pop.TL.iXDi.i Gr,.\xDui.or..\ (Lai-ge-flowered Portlandia :

was so named in honour of the Duchess of Portland).

—

This is a noble stove jilant. with large deep green Jbliage,

and fine pure white flowers, agi'eeably perfumed. They
appear in pairs at the eud of each shoot ; aud measure
from four to five inches long, and from three to i'our

inches across the mouth of the cup. The leaves are

oval-shaped, six inches long when fully grown, and of a

most beautiful light gi-een. With tolerable management
the plant forms a handsome bush. Thougli introduced
so long since as 1775, it is yet a rare plant—a ninttir

rather for surprise, considering that it is so beautiful, and
is not ditficult either to gi-ow or propagate. We can only
account for its comparative raritj' by sujiposing, that
cultivators of stove ])lants are ignoraut, almost, of its

existence, aud quite so of its beauty aud easy culture.

It is to make such fine plants more sought for by om-
readers that we write about them, for there are many
plants occupying spaces in stoves that might be tilled

by better and handsomer plants. We would recommend
to every cultivator a selection of the finest ])lants, rather

than a collection of all kinds—good, middling, and in-

difl'erent. There are certain jioiuts or qualities in stove

plants as well as in florists' flowers that render them
worthy of the space and care bestowed upon them ; and,

unless a plant has the most, if not all, of these points, let

it be discarded at onee from the selection.

The Jirst point is, that the jilant should have line

flowers ; either lasting a moderately long time, or be
prodiiced in succession for a considerable period.

The second is, handsome foliage of a pleasing colour.

Some, indeed, have such fine vaiiegatcd leaves (such

as the Crotons, PaveWi Borhonica, some species of

TiUandsia, and Dnwiena) as to render them beautiful

objects all the year round, though their flowers do not

reacli the first point of excellence.

The third point is, a good habit; that is, with mode-
rate skill and care bestowed upon them to form hand-
some bushes, or little trees of an elegant shajie.

I^verj' stove plant ought to have, at least, two of the

above qualities, to render it worthy of cultivation, espe-

ciall}' where the stove-house is of small dimensions.

The subject witli which we commenced these observa-

tions, the Forthindiit, possesses all three of these points

in the highest degree ; and, consequently, recommends
itself to the grower of even a very limited quantity of

stove plants. We shall describe its culture under three

heads:—Propagation, Soil, and General Management.
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Propagalio)!.-—It is always dosiiablp to know how to

increase a beautiful plant, because, if we have only one,

it luay ilie from unt'oresepu causes, such ns accident, or

disease : and the regret for its loss wovdd be much les-

sened, if we had a young one or two to replace it. I'he

best way to increase the Portlandia is by cuttings of the

young slioots. Take them ort', with a slnirp knife, just

below the second pair of leaves from the toji. Cut ofl'

the two lower leaves, and then cut ofi' the shoot hori-

zontally, close to the node, or joint. T,eave the two
upper leaves entire. Insert the cutting in a pot, four

inches across, half-tilled with drainage, then sandy peat,

with .in incli of pure white sand at the top, level with the

rim. I'utthe cuttings in by the aid of a small smootli stick.

It will be necessary to water tlio sand with a tine rose

watering-pot first, or the sand will till up the hole before

you can get the cuttings into tlieiv places. 'I'liey will

strike sooner if they are put in close to the side of the

pot. Kill up the boles with some dry sand. Then give

a gentle watering to settle tho sand close to each cutting.

This is very important, as the air is then excluded com-

pletely from the bottom of the cuttings. Place a bell-

glass over them, taking care that the leaves are in such

a position, leaning inwards, as not to touch tlie sides of

the bell-glass. Plunge the pots in a gentle liotl)cd,

eitlier of leaves, or tempered stable litter, or tanners'

spent bark ; the last material is the best. Shade tliem

from the sun, both by spreading on the glass of the

frame either canvass or mats, and by i>uttiug sheets of

paper over the hell-glasses ; reinoviug tlie sliades as the

sun declines. The best time for propagating is early

spring. Should much moisture accumulate on the sides

of the bell-glasses, let them be wiped quite dry every

day till the cuttings show growth, wlien the wiping may
be done only occasionally. As soon as they have nnule

roots they should be potted into -Ji inch pots, and placed

wider hand-glasses, with moveable tops, for a month or

six. weeks, till they ai-e faii-ly established; the shading

to be continued till that takes place. Then remove tlie

tops of the hand-glasses for an hour or two, early in tlie

morning, replacing them during the day ; lift them ofl"

again in the afternoon, and replace them during the

night. This will harden them off till they are able to

bear removal into the stove. By this method, which
we have described rather minutely, most kinds of shrubby
stove plants may be propagated. There are some ex-

ceptions which we shall notice when we treat of the

plants that require a difl'erent mode of propagation.

Soil.—It is of the greatest importance to know the

right kind of soil, or compost, a plant thrives best in.

Numbers of stove plants do well in any light rich soil

;

our present subject delights in a mixture of light fibrous

loam, sandy peat, and a very small quantity of vege-

table mould. The proportions should be, the two first

in equal parts, and one-eighth of the latter. The pots

should be well drained with broken potsherds, in the

usual manner.

Gencrnl Management.—To form handsome specimens,
follow the same plan as recommended for the Ixnra, at

page .'147 of the third volume of this work. As the

plants advance in growth, give them increased room for

their roots, and fresh food to feed upon ; but do not over-

pot them at any time, as this fine plant is not by any
means a gross feeder, like Clerodendruins and other
strong-growing stove shrubs.

Jletit.—Place it in the warmest part of the stove, for,

being a native of Jamaica—in the warmest vallies of

that tropical island—it loves plenty of heat. When it

is in flower it ought to be kept rather cooler, so as to

jnoloug the bloom. Shade will be necessary whilst it is

in Mower, for the same purpose. As it thrives best in

heat, plunging in the bark bed—where there is such a
convenience^will be advantageous. In winter a cessa-

tion of gi-owtli will enable it to advance and llowcr the

better in tlie spring and summer.
Il'((/('/-.—This plant docs not require so much water

at the root as most other inlnibitMnts of the stove ; in

tlie growing season, of course, tlicy recjuire the most.

Syringing over-head should be iipjilied frequently during

that season, but in winter both modes of applying mois-

ture should be sparhigly adoiited. By attention to these

minutiai of culture, the amateur will succeed well in

bringing to the point of exccllenee this noble stove

shrub.

There is a species named Porlhindui cDcriiicff, hut.

from what we have seen of it, it seems to be«,sliy grower;

hut, if llie blooms are as large as those ofi'. (jmn(Uftor(i,

and of a fine scarlet colour, as the name implies, it

must he a beautiful species indeed. We have some
young plants of it, but have not, as yet, seen tho Mowers.

The foliage seems to be much smaller than that of Port-

Inndhi i/y(iiiilijl(ir<i.

FI,01US'i-S' I'LOWI'.US.
Tirr warm weather, with which we have been favoured

lately, has rapidly brought on these highly-valued flowers.

It will be necessary, now, to shade such as have come
into bloom, and even to remove them into cooler ipiarters.

Wo allude more especially to iturindox and jiulytdithiiscs.

There are few gardens but have a wall or a hedge, wliere

these early bloomers may bo phuied on the north side of

it : either under hand-glasses set upon soiiiethiug to

elevate them three or four inches from tho ground, or

in small one or two-liglit frames tilted up in a similar

manner. We prefer the frames, because they are more
conveniently and securely covered uji at night, to protect

the tender flower from bleak winds, or even frosts, which

may yet visit us. Those that are not yet in bloom may
be continued in the original frame, or iiit, to bring them

forward. 15y thus retarding the early blooms, and for-

warding the late ones, the chance of having a good stock

in bloom at once will be greatly increased.

D.iHi.iAs.—The early-struck plants maynow bo placed

on a bed of ashes in the open air, placing some hoops

over them, and covering them np every nightwith mats

to protect them from late frost. This exposure will

strengthen them greatly, and enable them to grow

freely and strongly when planted out for the summer.

Pinks.—We can only reiterate our instructions as to

the treatment these favourites continue to require.

Keep them clear of weeds, stir the surface frequently,

and place neat sticks near to such as are beginning to

spindle up their flower-stems. Tie loosely, so as to

allow for the stems growing longer.

Tur.ii's.—We are happy to say, that the late cold wea-

ther has not materially injured the tidips, at least round

London. They appear of the healthiest green, with

stout leaves ; and the flower-buds are beginning to apjiear

very promisingly—at least, such is the case where tho

u-ual care and attention has been licstowcd upon them.

We can only say, continue that care still, as we arc not

vet quite safe. T. .Vitleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEX.
RoLiiNK Work.—The present is a very busy and in-

teresting part of the season. The seeds which have been

committed to the earth, whilst in a healthy state, quickly

produce strong plants, which will maintain their healthy

luxuriance, if timely and methodical attention is given

to surface-stirring, thinning-out, and, in due season,

making up any little vacancies that may occur through

the seed not having been distributed regularly by the

sower, or through tlie depredations of birds, mice, in-

sects, &c. Jl' proper attention is paid to these little

matters, an even luxuriant crop will be the result.
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"Weeds we will not even ineulion, well knowing, by many
years' practice, that if our directions, as above given,

are fully carried out no weeds will ever liave tbe chance
of appearing; as the soil will, at all times and seasons,

remain in a healthy condition for every succeeding crop,

without rest or fallow—only other terms ibr robbery and
loss of time. Every one may, on reflection, be convinced

that by allowing weeds to appear they sufl'er robbery

and injustice to he committed on their growing crop;

and prevent the due preparation of the soil for the suc-

ceeding one , besides adding considerable expense to

themselves, as timely attention to surface-stirring and
shallow hoeing, as soon as the plants can be seen above
ground, does not take a tithe of the lime and labour

which the hoeing or destroying a crop of weeds requires.

Kidnci) Beans and Scarlet Runners juay now be
jjlanted in full crop. It is the custom of some people

to plant these as soon as they observe the first appear-

ance of the swallow, which, in our opinion, is generally

too soon by 10 days or a fortnight, unless, as previously

directed, they are well provided for and protected. Jn
this locality (Devonshire) the swallow generally makes
its appearance from the 7th to the 0th of April ; on
the 7th of April this year we observed many on the wing
over our noble lake ; we heard the Cuckoo's mate on tlie

!Uh, the O.veye, White-throat, Black-head, or Merry
Nettle-creeper, and the Red-start on tbe 10th. The
first young rooks chirruped on the 4th, and in many
nests previously to the 10th their young broods were on
the chirp. In years gone by we used to observe in

SiuTey, Kent, Middlesex, and Essex, the first appear-

ance of the swallows generally about the 17th of April,

and the other welcome bii'ds-of-passage at about the

same date. In this locality the nightingale is not
known, and the cuckoo is veiy rare, and stops but a

short time with ns, but the beautiful warble of the

wood-lark throughout the winter, when mild weather
prevails, and in early spring, is enchanting.

Borecole, kale, hrocoli, or, indeed, any of the early-

sown brassica tribe, should now have slight dredgiugs

of charred dust while damp with the dew earlj' in the

mornings, to prevent the ravages of the ily, which this

simple material will readily and effectively do ; it acts

also as a beautiful stimulant, causing at once a healtliy

luxuriance. As soon as they can be fairly handled
thinning out and pricking the plants on a healthy piece

of ground, not too rich, should be performed.

Cajidoum plants and Tomatoes should bo hardened ofi"

in readiness for timaiug out. Early celenj should be

pricked off as fust as the plants become large enough to

handle, and another sowing made. Although it may bo
showeiy weather, yet if cauliflowers, cabbage, artichokes,

asparagus, &c., are required of the finest quality, they

must all be supplied with manure-water. In showery
weather we always apply it liberally, as it may be given
of much stronger proof, in less quantities, and conse-

quently with less labour, while the earth is moist and
rain prevails, at which time it is much more naturally

distributed to tlie utmost points of the roots of growing
vegetation, and does not require additional waterings
from us to wash it in, as it does when dry weather pre-

vails.

Cardoons may now be sown. A piece of well-trenched

ground should be selected, and if not previously well

manured, a trench should be thrown out, wide and deep

enough for a liberal quantity of manure to be forked in,

and the seed placed at 6-inch distances up tbe middle,

to be afterwards tliinned as the plants grow. Sea-kale

must have a watchful eye kept over its crown. Thin
the shoots little and often, as soon as they can be conve-

niently handled, leaving only the strongest, the number
of which should be regulated according to the strength

of the plants.

CAumfLowERS.—-The early hand-glass crops that have
been well attended to through the winter, with regard to

airing and surface-stirring, should now have the spaces

between the rows of plants well forked up and broken to

pieces, moving the hand-glasses .and their props out of

the way duringthe time. When all are well forked up, set

down a line, and mark out two-feet alleys in the centre

between the rows of plants, and with a spade choj) out

the sides, and throw up as much earth as will bvu-y the

stems of the plants well up, keeping the sides towards
the alleys three or fom- inches higher, so as to form a

good trough or basin to receive the i'utin-e waterings

when required ; and if the hand-glasses are not wanted
for any other purposes of more importance for a week or

10 days longer, they may be lifted or propped up upon
three flowerpots or half bricks, which will greatly assist

in forwarding the growth of the plants.

Cauliflowers that have been spring planted out should

have the earth well stirred with tbe hoe on dry days.

The spring sown plants should be pricked out in succes-

sion on good rich borders, four inches, at least, apart

every way.
Sow Cape brocoli for general crop the first week in

May, and sow any little favourite sorts of turnijis in cool

situations—if a little shaded by trees all the better for

summer crops. J. Barnes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION,

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR MAY.
AVe have been in the habit, hitherto, of addressing

ourselves almost exclusively to the holders of very small
allotment or cottage gardens—generally of from half an
acre to as much as will keep a small cow. We see no
reason, however, why we should stop at such very small
holdings ; knowing, as we do, that many plots of six,

eight, or more acres, are held in the suburbs of our towns
by parties who are not well versed in rural matters, and
whose holdings are not obliged to be managed precisely
as the ordinary farm. We hope, therefore, occasionally
to be of service to such.

One of the first considerations connected with such
holdings is, what line of policy to observe, situated as
they are, in general, close to good markets, and where

little or no expense, or risk, can take place in the transit

of the produce. Milk and butter is of course a j)rime

consideration at all times ; hay from good upland, if well

made, takes well, and is always in demand for high-fed

horses
;
green cuttings of rye, vetches, lucerne, &c., is

always of eminent service, either for home consumption

or for sale. The worst of bulky crops, however, is that

they require a good deal of cartage, if for sale ; a thing

to be avoided by small holders; for such incidental ex-

penses cat up much of the profits.

Nevertheless, when a man holds some six or eight

acres he will be necessitated to keep a horse ; for he will

not only be driven to plough occasionally, when spade

labour is scarce, but his produce will require taking to
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maikot ; and, moroorev. if he lie a clever nud tlirifty ,

maufiRor, he will soon be iiblo to load buck with town
mamire, which lie will liiid it his interest to piu-ehase.

There can be little doubt, that the most jn-ofitable way '

of farming such a jiieee of land would bo to make tlie i

dairy the priueipal object ; corn ero]w beinp; held sub- i

sidinry to this. Indeed, we do not see what real necessity

exists, under such circumstances, for corn erops at all;
I

straw for bedding certainly must be had. but wlicthcr
|

to increase the bulk of numure as a prime object, de- :

peuds ou the situation and size of the holding; for if,

as before observed, in the suburbs of a thriving town,

there need be no anxiety about manure, pnnidcd the i

holder manages well. He will, in general, purchase wliat

extrti manure he will require without feeling the expense.

Straw, even for bedding, should be held as of secondary

import : if it can bo shewn (which we do think it can)

that other things will prove more remvuierative ; and
tluit land may bo kept under culture for many years,

without what is termed rest—that is to say, laying down
in grass, for naked fallow is out of the question ; the

ffifssiire of the tiiiifs icill, bffore long, placefallows among
the things that Here.

We have advised this much, in order to endeavour
to direct the attention of the holder of such little farms

to the necessity of reconsidering his whole policy; and,

instead of going by any prescribed mode, to chalk out a

system for himself, based ou the circumstances before

alluded to, together with a consideration of the demands
of the locality ; distinguishing carefully those which are

temporary or fluctuating demands from those which are

of a permanent character.

We come now to another and important item for

consideration, and one which, as wo think, should

be woven into a system adapted to suburban farms.

AVe here allude to a union, in some degi'ee, of the more
prolit.able portions of commercial or market yardeniiin

uith dairy farming, which, for the present, we must
term the case in hand. It was before observed, that

great facilities offered themselves in such situations for

obtaining manures ; and we all know that, without a
liberal manuring what is termed high culture cannot
be carried out. The possessor of a few acres has not his

attention divided, like the ordinary farmer in the country
;

his matters lay, as it were, all beneath his eye ; and if a

man thus situated should be enabled to devote his whole
attention to some eight or ten acres, and proved skilful

in appliances, how many of the more profitable vegetable

productions might he not combine with the course of

farming alluded to ; each, too, playing into the other's

hands, to use a common phrase ?

Kf,epin"i> of Cows, especially under a " soiling system,"

or, what we prefer, a modification of it, is necessarily

]u-oductive of hot manure ; and the latter might as well

lie employed in producing the early delicacies of the

market gardener (which are generally high-priced) be-

fore putting on the land, as lie reeking away its strengtli

at the cow-house doors, coiTupting the air with fumes
pernicious to the animal world, but exhilarating to vege-

tables.

Certainly, to go thus far, seems a departure from the

ordinary objects of small farming, but we consider it as

much a duty to furnish hints for progress as to give

mere caleudarial matter. We had intended here to

point to a rotation and course of culture somewhat in

detail, but our limits are neai'ly attained ; and it becomes
necessary in this stirring month to pay particular re-

gard to cultural matters. Perhaps it will be as well to

deal with them successively, as in former allotment
papers.

Potatoes.—Of course, all those who expect a full crop
of sound potatoes have planted the whole by this time.

Those who adopt the "lazy-bed" style, or what are

called " bouts," or, in the vernacular of Lancashii'e and

Cheshire, "butts," should be on tlie nlert to destroy the
first crop of weeds the moment they appeal'. In tho
counties above alluded to, this is done just before the
potato s])routs are breaking ground.

I'nder tlie circumstances of culture there seems no
reason to object to tlu! practice, provided tho soil has
been well worked previously to planting. These people
plant somewhat shallow, calculating on the additional
•' soiling," which is intended as a ready mode of destroy-

ing the first crop of weeds. As far as more annual weeds
are concerned this is accomplished ; hut one great evil

attends this system—tlie couch grass, or "twitch," as
the Derbyshire folks term it, is only scotched for a few
weeks, whilst too many of the good country people imagine
they are destroying it. After all, there is nothing like

the drill system, for we have always considered that
such well carried out is equal, if not superior, to a
naked summer's fallow. Let us advise the allotment
holder to stir the ground well, betimes, between his rows
of potatoes, taking care tliat all cultural matters are
complete before the stems begin to fall, and tliat at the
last operation not a weed is left. The benefits of this

will be found equally great to the succeeding crop, and
a saving of labour will he the sure result in the end.
Swede Turnips.—In former allotment papers, remarks

were made on the immense utility of using some exciting

or stimulating mixture, in order to get tlie young plant
out of reach of the fly as soon as possible. This, in-

deed, is tiie prime secret of a safe crop. The allotment
gardener, at least, can carry out such jiraclioes, for the

very soot of his chimney will come in for the purpose.
Those who sow swedes to stand will have their young
plants above ground shortly. As soon as they get out of

tlie way of the fly, let them be singled out: that is to

say, the first thinning, which is merely taking care that

no two plants touch. The hoe should be passed nicely

through theiii immediately, choosing a period neither

wet nor dry for the operation. A seed bed of swedes, to

succeed such crops as early potatoes, should be sown in

the first week in May. 'i'hese must be kept free from
weeds, and not sown too thickly.

RlANGOLD-wruTZEL.—Some persons sow this as early

as the middle of April, and for field culture, and where
land is more stubborn, it is well to do so. For allot-

ments, however, under spade culture, where tho soil is

in better tilth, and richer, and where the young growth
is more rapid, the first week in May is as good a period

as any. The di-ills should be at least thirty inches apart,

and the seed may be dropped in patches, one foot apart,

putting about three or four seeds in a patch. By all

means put some stimulating material alluded to at page
•'U'.). This will get the young plant rapidly out of

the reach of slugs and the aphides, which sometimes
make sad havoc, especially if the yoimg plant is lazy

through poverty of soil. We will say more about culture

in our next.

PAnsNiPs.—Will now be getting a nice plant, and cul-

ture becomes necessary. Let the rows be clean hand-
weeded, and the plants singled out, so as that no two
touch. Then the first dry day let the small hoe be worked
through the young plants, stirring deeply; for we have
found that disturbing, and even cutting away by deep
culture, the stronger side filires in ta;i-rooted plants be-

times, has a tendency to cause the root to descend-freely

;

a matter of some importance. Let the ground between
the drills also be well cultivated and cleaned early.

Carrots.—These, sown as advised at page Si'J, will

soon be above gi"ound. No crop requh'es more careful

attention than this, the slugs are so apt to devour them,
especially if near hedges or other covers. We advise,

that the moment the plants are appearing every weed
be completely removed, in order to be able to " take

stock " with ease, at all times ; and that a dressing, re-

peUant of the slugs, be applied instantly, not waiting
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until tliey have commenced their ravages. AVe use
cinder ashes from which all the dust has heen ejected,

and all the larger portions removed ; in fact, our sample
of stuff is about the size of turnip-seed. If such is care-

fuUj' strewed among the yomig plants, we wiU guarantee
tliem safe. If tliis is too tedious, some vei-y coarse sand
is good: some apply barley chaff. The best of the

cinder ashes is, that they act as well in wet weather as in

dry. The slugs cannot bear to travel over such cutting

roads.

Cai;b.\ges, Grkens, kc.—Of course the cottager has
got a good plot of spring cabbages, planted in ( Ictober

or in February. Where those are planted as a principal

crop, and are doing well, they may stand for sprouts;

we would not advise cottagers, however, to encourage
the practice, for their standing so long hinders rotations.

Nearly all the cabbages requisite may he taken as
" stolen crops," that is to say, from between existing

ones, or some about to be sown or planted. We advise
the allotment holder, therefore, to sow a pinch of cab-

bage monthly, in May, June, July, and August, choosing
the dwarf kinds, such as the " ilatchless." Xo doubt,
ijrecn kale, savoys, &c., were sown in April, and it is

well to make another sowing now. Those who want
hrocoli may sow a pinch now, and again in the end of

tlie month. For this sowing lie may choose The pro-
tecting, the very Late whites, and the Wahhcren ; in the

end of the mouth, The mpes, and Antmnn white, or

Oranges. The thousiiiiil-liriuied cahhage sliould not be
forgotten, especially by those who hold a greater extent

of land than the mere cottagers.

SCARLKT EuXNERS AND KiDNKY BkAXS. The foiTQer

of these should be cultivated assiduously by the cottager:

both must he sown directly, if not already done. Run-
ners require deep and rich soil, and liberal waterings in

dry weather, when in full bearing. Sticks of any land,

three or four feet high, will suffice, provided thek tops

arc pinched the moment they reach the tojis of the sticks.

General Remarks.—Once more let iis exhort the

allotment holder to be exceedingly diligent. Let him
iirst cast his eyes around, and compare the diflerent con-

ditions of those who try to employ every spare horn', and
of those who lounge away their time, and tlien say
wbetlier a well-cultivated garden is not a stake worth
playing for. A continual war must be kept up with
weeds; your neighbour, i)erhaps, will tell you "it do'nt

much matter," but do not believe him ; make up your
mind that eveiy weed robs you of something. Select your
weather carefully for the various operations, for on this

much depends. A good cultivator watches the sky and
its indications daily. No man ought to be more weather-
wise thiUi a good gardener or farmer. Above all things,

look well to your manure ; do not sutler its strengtli to

run into the nearest ditch. JIake a point of wheeling
ordinary soil over the heaji now and then, and occa-

sionally throw that sometime made into a se^jarate heap
of a conical form, and case it over with soil to keep out
rain.

In succeeding papers we will endeavour to pursue the
subject with which this paper commences ; and we shall

in due tune, come to consider corn crops, hay grass,

pasturage, &c.

WHAT Wi; CAN 110, AND WHAT WE CAN DO
WITHOFT.

Bij the AiUhnress of " My rinircrs."

" A small country town where provisions arc dear

"

is a very unfavourable situation for persons of small in-

come, especially when they have, pe)-ha])S, been long
accustomed to plenty, and luiused to economy and care.

15ut many are the families so situated; and it behoves us
to strive to assist one another in the anxieties of making
the most of a little, at a time, too, when all classes are

suffering from the depressed state of trade and agiicul-

ture, and no one knows how soon, or how fearfully, liis

own hour of trial may come.
The grand essential, I must unweariedly repeat, is to

strike oft' every possible expense. It is, I know, a dis-

tasteful remedy, but the only specific. We may, indeed,

practise rigid carefulness in many ways—in everj' way :

we may lay in stores at the cheapest possible rate; we
may leave off fires early, and take to them late ; we may
dismiss three servants at high wages, and replace them
with others of a less expensive stamp ; we may jiick out
the cheapest recipes from cookery books, and look
narrowly after every scrap that is left from our break-

fasts and dinners,—we may do all this, and it is im-

portant that all this should he done, but with this

system of saving onhj very little will be gained at the

end of the year. To economize, and be easy in mind,
upon a serious reduction of means, we must give up
superfluities, and even comforts : we must give up two
servants out of three ; we must reduce our bills by not
purchasing om- usual quantities, instead of being satisfied

with articles at one halfpenny less per pound ; we must
give up all things that are dear, and substitute those

tliat are cheap ; and ceasing to consider altogether what
we want, think only of what we can do withnitt. A
high-])rincipled mind, vigorous, and selfdenying, es-

jieeinllii if sanctified by " tlie truth," will be enabled to

perform wonders in the management of an income,
compared to tliose who are lamenting their misfortunes,

without beholding the Ha.nd which bids the cruse of oil

" stay ;" and without cheerfully meeting and co-operating

with those wants that are sent by our Heavenly I'ather,

and therefore are the best for us.

"A genteel ajjpearance" is an ambiguous phrase,

which no two persons will probably understand alike ;

and therefore it is scarcely possible to lay down rules for

maintaining it. My own interpretation of the exju-essiou

is, living stricthj leithin our income, at whatever sacrifice

;

preserving the neatness, cleanliness, and decorum of our

liomes, however simjjle and frugal may be the style to

which we are reduced; and neither aiming to do as

others do, nor becoming slovenly and indiii'erent because
we cannot keep up the elegancies to which we have
long been accustomed. A gentleman and a /'((/// must
be such, in whatever position they are placed by the

wise deci'ees of Him who ordereth all things ; and their

own well-bred manners will throw a grace around the

dignity of honourable jtovertg, which does in itself possess

so much moral beauty when sustained with uni'cpining

cheerfulness, that riches and grandeur sink into nothing-

ness beside it.

I have, more than once, heard of instances where
surprising cleverness has been disjilayed in the arrange-

ment and management of a very small income. I hnow
that a clergyman, with a wife and eight little children,

maintains a most creditable appearance upon only one
hundred pounds per anniim, without noise, confusion,

dirt, or dismay ; but then the mother rises early, dresses

all her cliildren, and devotes herself to the duties of lier

arduous station with all her powers. I shall feel grateful

to any of my renders, who may be so circmnstanced, if

they will kindly furnish me, through the Iilditor of The
CoTTAfiE Gardkner, sucI), hints irom their own ex-

perience as shall assist me, from time to time, in benefit-

ing others in similar situations, but possessing less prac-

tical knowledge on these important points.

It is of the greatest consequence that the mind should

be devoted to the duty we have to perform ; this will not

only sweeten the toil, but will enable us to make larger

eftbrts, and to accomplish more difficult things. AVIien

young people marry upon nothing, or with very straitened

means, the least thing they can do for themselves and
each other is to carry cheerfully tlie burden they have

vowed to bear ; and if from a cotnpetwit provision it has
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l)leased God to laj' upon iis the slinip stroke of jjoverty,

it is our first and most boundon duty to receive the

atllii-tioii witli rliild-likf docility, nud labour witli our

hands, if iireossary, to supply our daily wants. Ovu'

Father has but recidled the things that are His ovro, to

bestow when, and how, ho pleases—" Wherefore doth a

living man complain."

One of the most important steps to take in our daily

routine is to establish early rising. By this means one

servant will be able to do almost the work of two ; and
where the lady is called upon to undertake some, at least,

of the little household ollices so interesting to her to jier-

form, if she loves her husband and her children, it will

enable her to do everything during the early morning
hours ; and when her more affluent neighbours are .just

rising from their late breakfast, she will have gained

nearly half a day upon them, and will be ready to seat

herself beside the large basket of work, always over-

llowiug where children are concerned.

1 will, in connexion with this subject, mention the

good eflects of early rising, from the practice of a familv

of near relatives, whose means were extremely limited.

Seven o'clock was the hoin- of breakfast—an alarming
intimation to some of my renders : and by that time

their three children were dressed and hungry. The
pretty cottage was in a state of perfect neatness long
liefore dinner-time, and the lady busily employed with

her needle, quite ready to receive her friends who were
numerous and intimate, and who were yet wholly unsus-

jiicious of all she had been engaged in since live o'clock

m tlio n)oruing. The maid servant was always the

picture of neatness: the children were hardy, healthful,

and well-ordered : and the little domicile of real linsjii-

taJitii was the admiration of all who entered it.

I.atc hours are mischievous in every way. They are

ruinous to the health, to the comfoit, and to the con-

venience of life. In a small estabUshment we are

running all day after hours lost in the morning; and
there is always hurry, confusion, dirt, and angry tempers,
where there is much to be done, and no time in which
to do it.

Solomon in his eloquent delineation of " a virtuous

woman," alludes to her activity—" She riseth also, nh'de

it is i/ct night, and giveth meat to her household." it is

impossible to retrench efi'eetually without resolutely

adopting early hours.

Before entering upon other details, I am anxious to

enforce the most material points, and to assure my
readers that if they will only resolve to attempt what 1

have already pressed upon their attention, they will iind

such sensible advantages accruing as will reconcile them
to much which may not be quite agi'ceable to their tastes

lit first, Imt which will make the other departments of

economy comparatively light.

A lady has so much in her power—always provided her
husband will forego the tjrnnd esaoitials whiclr apjiertain

more especially to himself—that if she has only a '• heart
inclined to the testimonies of God," and a diligent hand,
her home will be one of jieace, and comfort, and order-

liness, uiuler many disadvantages. Let us all remember,
that the blessing of the Lord is the one thing needful to

us, whether in pros])erity or in adversity ; without it we
may indeed " rise up early, and late take rest, and eat

the bread of carefulness"—but our labours will not be
sanctified, and our sleej) will not be sweet.

THE rOIXTRY-KEEPERS CALKNDAi!.
M.n-.

By Jilartin Dntjle, Author of" Hints to Small
Farmers" tic.

Uii Ks.—Tlie Pioueu, Klioue, or Rohan duck—for it is

called by all these name.s—is a common variety of the Hutch
sjiccies ; thougli, as Mr. Di-xon writes, " we might just as
well call them Thames or ' London ducks,' or ' Jlr. Smith s

ducks'—it vrmlil pii/,/1c inn.,1 pcdpti' t.i find in wliat they

ilitfer frnm the c\cvj-iliiy l)rci\vii, or wliilo and l>ni\vii, farm-

yard duck." It liiis liccM suppcisoil, but iiirciniM-il\, lliat the

tame lUick is tlie domesticated ofTspriug of the mallard.

The old proverlj—" we cannot expect tame ducks from a wild

drick's nest "—expresses the true answer to that supposition.

It is more likely to have been imported from the Last Inilies,

where ancient travellers have found ducks exactly similar to

oius. There are, however, among our tame diu'ks some
breeds which very much resemble the mallard in plumage

;

but there is one certain uiai-k by which the wild duck may
always he aistiiiL.'uisli,.,l fnmi the tame—tin- hhickness ipf its

claws. It iii:i> 1"' 11-. lul I'.ir cdckiK-y spnrtsiiicu in particidar

tn bear this .listiii.tidu in miud. A'case in point will prove

this. A gentleman of our accpiaititancc saw what he con-

sidered a liock of wild ducks, last winter, in a sedgy river within

a few hom-s' drive of London. Their rich phmuige, shiided

with Ijlack, and pm-i)le, and green hues, and, more parlicu-

Im-ly, their distance from the poultry-yiud, led him to the

conclusion that they were wild. Fidly convinced that six

lirace of mallards were in his power, hang went one of the

barrels of his fowliug-piece, and about half the flock met an

untimely death. The remainder moved away, certainly not

in the style of mallards ; and bang went the other barrel,

which completed the massacre. TIk: sportsman, elated with

his success, collected the victuus of his enor, and sent them
in pail's—neatly ticketed, and marked "Game"—to his

friends in the city, and, we believe, a brace to the owner,

who I'ecognised his tame ducks, which had rambled to the

neij;hbouriuK river. If the fowler had been awiu-e of the

uncn-ing test, according to Col. Hawker, for distinguishini;

mid ducks—\-iz., black claws—he would ha\e discovered his

mistake immeiliately after the slaughter, if not previously

to it.

Tlw Musk, or as it is more generally called, the Muscovy
duck, might be foimd a suitable loud for the inhabitants of

towiis, as it has not the desii'e fca' water which other ducks

ha\e, nor is it of a gadding disposition. It is a dark-

colomred bird, with a frizzled crest, and origuially a native

of South America. It is of a very du'ty natm-e, and there-

fore would be qttite comfortable in the puddle of a coniined

yard. Its peculiarity in not bathing lilie others of its species

is remarkable. It will never go near the water if it can

help it ; but prefers the stable, or even the piggery, to the

clearest stream. This is accounted for, acconUng to Jlr.

Dixon, by the cmious fact, that the feathers do not resist

wet as well as those of other water birds. The quill and

tail feathers become soaked and matted like those of a hen ;

so that if very long on the water, notwithstanding its being

webbed footed, it would sink and be suHbcated. its eggs

are well-fiavoiued, and the flesh is delicate, if eaten when
the bii'd is young ; therefore, in the coming season, when
ducks A\ill be welcome with the approved accompaniment of

^'rc(>n peas, it cannot reasonably be rejected, though we may
douljl till' expediency of reconniiendiiig it in place of tlie

other kuiils which occupy om- poultiT-yanls.

The AVbite Aylesbtuy duck has a formidable rival for

popular favour in the Kouen tribe. Mr. Baily, an eminent
Ijondon dealer in uscfid :nid ornamental potdtry

,
gives pre-

cedence to the I'louen in his Ust, in which three varieties

only aie named, viz., the Kouen, tlie Labrador', or Buenos
Ayres, and the Aylesbury. Lor a dralse of either of the two
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first-iiientioued breeds he charges 10s, and for one of the
last 6s 6d. On the other hand, the prize list of the Bir-
mingliam and Midland Counties exhibition of poiUtiy for

December nest places the Aylesbmy first, and the Kouen
second, and names no other sort.

Yet the Labrador duck deserves some notice. From Jlr.

Dixon's invaluable work ne leai'n the particulars respecting
this variety. The Zoological Society received it from Buenos
Ayi'es under this name ; but in the south of Enpland it beai's

the name of the Black Indian duck, which Mr. Dixon be-
lieves to be the true title, as all cm- tame importations are
from the liast. "Tbe feet, legs, and entire plumage should
be black—a few white feathers viill occasionally appear ; but
I have had some birds," says Mr. Dixon, " that were imma-
culate, and such should be the model of the breeder. The
bill also is black, with a slight under-tinge of green. Not
only the neck and back, but the larger feathers of the tail

and wings, are gilt with metallic green ; the female also
exhibits shght traces of the same decoration." It appears
also—and this is a very curious distinction indeed, that the
eggs which they lay at the beginning of the season are black,
and tliat this discoloration, which gradually fades away, is

occasioned by an oily matter, which does not enter into the
entu-e shell, but may be scraped off ^rith tlie nail. Their
mid flavour causes them to be much esteemed ; and as they
are as easUy i-eared as any other ducks, there seems every
reason to suppose they will become general favourites, frorn
their extreme beauty.

Ducklings.—It is to be remembered, that dncldings de-
signed for the table should not have access to more water
than may suffice for di-ink and for toilet pm-poses. Jleal of
any kind, with or without potatoes, is the best substance for
fattening them. Tlie gross matter on which they woiUd
feed, if permitted to do so, would impart a strong aiid offen-
sive flavour to tlie flesh. Ducks are pre-eminently srated to
the circumstances of the cottager who has a garden, fi-om
their great hardihood of constitution, aud the facility with
which they can be supported where gai-bage of any land
abounds

; yet, though they will eat garbage of any kiiid, and
find a feast in a dead rat three-parts decayed, theu- flesh would
be detestably offensive if fed during preparation for the table
on any rank food. Under other cu-cumstances, let them
follow their instincts, and eat any filth they have a fancy
for ; there is no just reason for restraining the di-ake and
laying ducks from the indulgence of theu- natural appetites,
whether it be for eating rlirty food, and all the snails and
worms the garden produces, dabbling in puddles, or swim-
ming in muddy ponds.
GnEEN Food ron Poultby.—Since the commencement of

spring weather, more particularly, the poultry in oiu- yard
eat fresh greens of all sorts mth aviihty, and in gi-eat quan-
tities. They run to it with eagerness, though they have
abundance; this shews that such food is natm-al, and, there-
fore, no doubt beneficial to them.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR,—Mav.
By ./. H. Paxjne, Esq., Author of" The Bce-hfvfcrs Guide,"

d-c.

Deliohti'I'l, shining May ! with what pleasure are we all

looldng forward to its an-ival as the harbinger of summer,
but especiaUy to liim who after a long confinement of six
months to a sick room is its approach doublv welcome.
Its sweet, balmy days wiU invite the convalescent to a fre-
quent ramble in the fields without the risk of danger from
pincliing winds. And who has made so vast an altera-
tion between January and May,—and who is it that speal;s
from the woods aud from the fields " Arise, and come away

!

for, lo ! the winter is past, the rain is over and gone, the
flowers appeal- on the earth, the time of the singing of birds
is conie, aud the voice of the tiutle is heard in oiu- land,"
l)Ut He who "spake, and it was done,—who commanded, and
it stood fast

!

" Om- httle favom-ites, too, by this time -will

have comnienced in good eaaiiest all their operations ; the
by-gone winter to them has been a favourable one, and many
stocks that are now alive and prosperous would have been
dead long ago had it been a mild one.

^

I think I need not remind my iipiariau friends that the
lime has now fully anived for supplymg boxes, glasses, and
small liives, to those stocks -which are not intended for

j

swarming ; for the manner of doing it I must refer to The
Cottage Gardener, vol. ii., p. 4L 'Those persons, also, who
are now about to commence bee-keeping (which I hope are
not a few) must be preparing to make their purchases im-
mediately, for the first May swarms arc the only ones they
should begin with ; and such swarms, if properly managed,
will by the end of .IiUy more than repay theu- proprietors the
amount given for them, besides the possession of an excel-

lent stock for another year ; indeed, I never purchased one
that did not. (See The Cottage Gardeneh, vol. ii., p. 104.)

Fi'MioATioN.—Much has been said and written to me
lately upou the subject of fmnigation, yet this is a process
tliat I am not at all partial to ; and, as far as my experience
has goue, it is one which I have never yet had occasion to

resort to in a single instance, for even iu the most difficult

operations I have always found a puff ( aud that a verj- little

one) of tobacco-smoke to be all-sufficient. As I have said

before, gentleness is the best protection ; still, if by any little

accident the bees should become irritated, a slight puflf of

tobacco-smoke quiets them at once. One reason for my not
being partial to fmnigation is, that I could nevor see the

necessity for it ; and another reason is, that all the bees
which I have seen thus treated are sluggish and inactive for

some days after the operatiou, besides many of them having
been killed. Now, this in the early spring, or in the midst
of tlie honey-gathering season, is certainly of great conse-

quence, especially -when we are told that a prosperous colouy
of bees will in a single day of the latter season collect from
fom' to six pounds of honey.

Tavi.ok's Ijiproved .\mateves B.iB-Hn-E.—I understand
that a new edition of Tni/lor's Bee-Keeper's Manual will very
shortly appear, in which mention will be made of the latest

improvements in this hive ; and I beg to say, in reply to the
very many apphcations that I have had respecting it, that it

is now made and sold, -with the latest improvements, by
Messrs. Neighbour and Son, 127, High Holboni, London,
and by 3Ir. Baxter, cabinet maker, Burj- St. Edmunds.

Feeding..—.^11 important circumstance connected with this

subject has ofTcred itself to my notice very recently, namely,
that of giving bees food in n solid stale. By this means vei-j-

great trouble and inconvenience wiU be avoided, both to the
bees as well as to their proprietors, for the former vill be in

no danger of drowning, and will also have a supply of food
that they appear to like better than any that has ever before

been given to them ; whilst the latter will be spared the
trouble of preparing those compounds usually recommended,
many of which I have always considered to be very injurious

to the bees, and more especially so when given in large

quantities in the autunm. After many experiments by my-
self and some apiarian friends, it is fomid that of all other
solids barlei/-su;iar lias the decided preference with the bees ;

they will take it before anything else that is offered to them,
and the rapidity vntli -n-hich they dissolve it is quite

sui-prising ; it may be given either at the top of a hive,

where there is an opening, by tying half a dozen sticks

together and covering them with a box or smaU hive, or

even with a flower-pot, or at the bottom, as in the common
straw hive, by pushing a few sticks in at the entrance, for,

unlike liquid food, it does not attract robbers nor cause

fighting, although given in the day time. One of my friends

supposes it to be the lemon flavour in the barley-sugai- that

is so pleasing to the bees, but I have within the last few-

days had some made without lemon, and when both kinds

are oft'ered to them at the same time the preference is given

to the latter ; I have tried the same also in liqiud food, the
|

lemon-flavoured is rejected for that without it. Another
I

friend suggests it to be its deliquescent natiu'e (that is, it be-
j

comes moist when exposed to tlie air), combined -with its
j

highly purified state, which in all probability is the true :

reason, for here are no crystals to contend w-ith, nor any 1

disposition to form crystals, of which both loaf-sugar and 1

sugar-candy consist ; and honey, even wiien ciystali/.ed, is
1

useless to the bees, and is cast out of the hive by them. It

is certainly most convenient to be able to push a few sticks

of barley-sugar under a weak hive, and to know that by so

doing they are made secure from want for a time. The idea

of expense may be a consideration with some persons at first

seeing barley-sugar recommended for this pui-pose, but upon
inquiry it will be found that it may be purchased for less

than a sliiUing a pound, and it may be made for sixpence,
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thert'foro it is not nt all a more expensive mode of feeding

than witli lonf-sugoi- or witli lioney.'

PtmiusiNr, Swarms.— It will be better for those persons
whose intention it is to purelmse swarms, to select those

kinds of liives they prefer, and to send them to the person of

whom the swarms are purchased that the bees may bo hived
into them ; and it must be remembered that the swai-m pur-

chased must be removed to the place it is intended to remain
in for the summer upon the cveninft of the day on which it

swanned; this is most imijniiant, for if delayed even till the

next morning its destruction will, in all probability, be the

result.

Qi'EEX AVasps oi'e only now making their appearance, and
shoidd be destroyed as much ns possible, for each one bo-

comes the founder of a nest, computed to contain at least

:)0,0;10 robbers. The destniction of the queens, therefore, is

important both to the gardener as well as to the apiarian,

and 1 liave found the smnge a very useful instrument in

effecting tliis object; as soon as they ai-e seen to alight (hs-

ehorge a syringe full of water upon them, which is sure to

bring them to the ground, when they may be crushed easily

witli the foot.

ARTIFICLVL HATCJIINXt.

The art of hatching eggs artificially by the aid of ovens

has been long practised in China and in F.gj-pt ; whilst of

later veal's, in Europe. JI. Iteanmur, the celebrated naturalist,

reduced the practice to a system, adopting any source of heat

that would keep up a regulai" teraperatm'o of 06". Ho also

invented hollow covers (being low boxes lined with I'm'), wliich

he named arli/icial parents, for the chickens to brood under.

Since the time of >I. Reaumur, we have seen one or more
contrivances fur hatcliiug, in which the heat was supplied by
a constantly bm'ning jet of gas. Lastly, Mr. Cantello, of 4,

Leicester-square, London, has invented an apparatus for

carrjing on artificial hatching upon a large scale. Some of

the results of his experience he has published in a pamphlet,
well worth the sixpence charged for it, entitled A Prarticnl

Exposition of thf Cantflortinn Sffstrm of Hatchinij Kfjtjs, itc,

hy ITijdro-incufiation. From this we will moke a few extracts.

Mr. Cantello m-ges the importance of applying heat to the

egg from above it ; in which mode of application we do not
see nuy importance, for under the hen, when sitting close,

there is one uniform temperature, and she turns the eggs
daily. Nor is jMr. Cantello entitled to the discoveiT " that the

blood-heat of the feathered tribe is 106"," because many
years ago, iu the Memoirs of the Geneva Natm'al History

Society, Dr. Berger stated, that the temperature of water-

fowl is lOH", of domestic fowls, 107'', and of pigeons, 100"

( Thomson's Animal Chem., di'.)).

Turning Eijgs.—" The fowl," says Mr. Cantello, " leaves

her nest everj' day, in search of food, for twenty or thirty

minutes ; this must be imitated also, as the temporary loss

of heat has the etJ'ect of causing the air at Uie butt end of

the egg to diminish in bulk, and the vacuum is fiUed by a

fresh supply, di'awn in for the nourishment of the germ.
" The eggs must be moved three times a diiy—.morning,

noon, and night,—which prevents the odhesion of any part of

the fluid to the sheU, and also gives the small blood-vessels

a better opportunity to spread around the surface of tlie egg.

Ihis is effected by nature : when the fowl leaves her nest, or

returns to it, she natm-ally distm'bs the eggs; and also, from
any change she may make in her position while upon lier

nest ; and also, as she puUs the eggs up against her sides

with lier bill; this has given rise to the supposition that she

carefully tm-ns her eggs."

• To MAKE Barley-Sugar.—Put a pound of the finest white sugar
into a saucepan with a lip, together with half a pint of water ; put it on a

pentle fire and take off the scum as it rises ; let it boil five minutes
;

strain it through a tammy (woollen cloth) ; return it into the saucepan
and continue boiling it until the syrup has become thick, and tliat the

handle of a spoon being dipped into it, and then plunged into cold M-ater,

the sugar upon the handle is found to be quite crisp ; when this is the

case the syrup is sufficiently boiled. On a marble slab, or a large china
dish, well buttered, pour the syrup along in lines of the thickness the

slicks are required ; take hold of the sticks at each end whilst hot and
twist them. The lemon flavour is given by dropping into the syrup ten

drops of oil of lemon just before pouring the syrup upon the slab.

Neither the oil of lemons nor the straining through the tammy are re-

quired in making barley-sugar for bees.

AH oj Iliilchiiig.—The following is curious, and tlio

result of obsonation :

—

" JIany persons have positively insisted, and some have
gone so far as to say they have seen it, that the parent fowl
breaks the egg at the ]iropcr time for the chicken to hatch.
On tlie contrary, nature has provided the chicken with an
apparatus perfectly adapted to procure its own exit ; and if

the smallest particle of the shell is broken, even after the
diickon has forced open a hole, it will, in most instances,
bleed to death—tlie whole interior surface of tlio egg being
covered with a beautiful tissue of veins ami arlories, wliicli

have served to convey nourishment to the litllo animal in an
impertect state. When tlio chicken has broken tludugh the
shell, it lays about twelve hours to gain strength from the
atmospheric air, ami to enable the lungs to become poifect
in the functions consequent on breathing ; the chicken grows
in size and development from inhaling tlie atmosphere, and
swells out from the interior ; this forces the remains of the
egg into its body by the naval, as also the intestines (which
in a chicken are formed outside the body), and in like manner
the blood filling the tissue of veins anrand the iimer surface
of the shell, is forced into the system, when the interior
surface of tlie shell becoming thus in a manner free, the
little animal makes another movement, as the head is bc^nt

down under the right wing, with the bill on the back, and tlio

legs doubled up in front, gives a slight rotatoiy movement,
and turns the body gradually round in the shell. At each
movement, the instrument supplied by n.ature for the pur-
pose • is forced to make a fresh opening. Thus, by a series
of thrusts, the shell is cut about three quarters of the dis-

tance around, when the remainder breaks ; the end of the
shell then opens like the lid of a box, and the chicken finally

pushes his way out, when, in a very few hom's, he is able to

stand or nm alone,—the remains of the yolk and white of
the egg, not used in his construction w'itliin the egg, serring
for nourishment to the system untd he learns to eat."

Cnrriaije of Ej/i/s.—" iluch hos been said relative to the
injtn-ious eflects of the transport of eggs for incubation, and
it has even been asserted that carriage by water is in-
jurious. I do not say that an egg purposely shaken with
violence will produce a chicken. This 1 have never tried

;

but I can say that they will hatch \evy well after an ordinary
carriage of thirty or forty miles over countrj- roads, prorided
they have been well packed. I have hatched many fine

chickens from eggs which had travelled by rail one hundred
miles, and by carrier sixty, having been bought preriously in
the market of a cotintry to\vn.

" Eggs are generally packed in straw, bran, or chafi"; there
is, however, a packing luueh superior to these, which I have
adopted with success, viz., oats. This is, of aU others, the
most economical packing for eggs ; for whilst the packer
supplies the other at his own cost, he reaps several advan-
tages from using oats. He charges the cmrent price for his
oats ; he wiU have no broken eggs (a great item) ; the eggs
are packed in smaller compass, and unpacked mth a better
appearance ; they require mucji less time to pack, as the oats
are thrown on in alternate layers with the eggs, fill up all in-
terstices, and the two together form almost a solid body."

We have some other passages marked for extraction, but
have selected enough to induce those who desu-e more infor-
mation to purchase the work. To those who do purchase it,

we are bound to add a caution against being led away by Mr.
CanteUo's calculation of profits. He presumes upon eighteen
hatchings annually, whilst practical poultry-keepers say that
it is useless to hatch in the winter months, for no care will

enable the poultry attendant to rear the chickens. Again,
Mr. CanteUo's cidculalion of profit is founded upon rearing
more than 81 chickens out of ever}- 100 hatched, whereas we
have seen an admission from him that Bli per cent is a safer
ratio on which to calculate. Lastly, we have heard, but
cannot speak from om- own knowledge, of parties adopting
his system and then abandoning it as unprofitable.

' A small sharp pyramid on the tip of the bill.
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HEATING A SHALL PIT OK IKAMi:.

[Apeil 25.

The above is a seotional di"awing of an apparatus I

have invented for warming a large two-liglit frame, as a
forwanling pit to a small conservatory. .\ikI as I am siu'e

that my sneress waii'ants my recommentling it to otlier

amateurs wlio have the same dislike to manure-beds as my-
self, I send you an explanation for working the same, and I

am satisfied that no mode can beat it for economy, both in

first cost, and in keeping up a cheap and regular heat.

_
In the first place, the stove is a mere cylinder of sheet iron

rivetted. It is four feet long, and lias a ring inside at 1, for

the fire-bars to rest on.

'i is a small sliding-door to admit ail- under the grate-bars,

or to draw up higher than the bars if reriuu-ed.
'! is the cylinder itself, four feet long by eight inches wide,

inside.

i is the first cover witli a draught hole in it, to be regulated
liy a sliding sliutter or regidator
The cylinder has a ring round it <uitside, four inches from

the toj), willi a tapering edge tliat the conicid top, .">, may fit

close on.

.") has a two-inch pipe to conduct the gas out of tlm pit.

This stove is fed willi chaivoal, by removing the liil, i, and
filling the cylinder, M ; and T may here say that this stove will

buni 'W hours, but 1 work mine for '-ii hours It will suffi

i^iently heat tlio air of any large two-light frame, and senes
for heating the bed, or rather tlie under part of it.

(i is a one-inch copper pipe, conducted througli tlic cylinder's

side, bendhig, and placed fom- inches above the grate-bars

at 1.

This copper pipe is joined to lead pipes about si.K inches

from the cylinder's sides, tlie lower one, 7, I'oraing from the

tank, H—a box eighteen inches by ten, by eight deep, covered
witli a slate. The otlier pipe, 9, makes llie circuit of the bed,

or, rather, is traversed backwards and forwards, and finally is

led into the tank at II).

Here, then, is an nppai'atus complete ; and now for the

main secret to be carefully observed by any one wishing to

erect one. The pipe from i' to ll' must on no account lie

hahiii! the levr} of tlie pipe, "i,(l ; tliis is tlie giaiul secret, all

the rest is plain.

Set the cylinder stove in one corner of the bed, or frame

and bed ; the tank 6>, on bricks, as well as the pipes, 7, y, II
j

make a hole in the slate over the tank, H, and set a draiuing-

pipe upright, 11, so that the top of this pipe will be above the

soil of the lied. This will give moisture and a gentle steam,

which, if not desired, can be stopped with a slate or sod-

cover. The drain pipe, also, is the place to feed the tank with

fresii water. I filled up my pit with broken bricks, about six

inches above the pipes, and tlien laid sods ami bark on them,
and thus obtain a nice bottom-heat.

I have placed my two-lig)it frame on brick-work, two feet

high, I -.i, and placed a small door at the part nearest the

stove door, as shewn by the dotted lines at l;i, for the purpose

of admitting the draught to the fire, and removing the aslies

when wanted. 'I'he fire-bars must not be more than three-

eighths of an inch apart, or the fuel will be greatly wasted by

dropping througli before it is consuiiicd. I have no doubt

but that a patent for this machine would pay me, but I have

not the time nor inclination to take one out, but wish to

diffuse tlie knowledge of it through your vahniblc pages, nnd

shall be glad to give any further explanation through the

same medium. W. X. W.

THE PHYSIC GARDEN.

Bij a Phi/sician.

MAT.VACE..V..
—" The uniform character of this order," says

Dr. Lindley, "is to abound in niucihige, and to be totally

destitute of all unwholesome (pialities." It is not, therefore,

a matter of wonder that their virtues were so extravagantly

extolled by the rude practitioners of former days ; they found

them harmless, consecpiently, the.V tried them for every

inaladj-, imd wherever recovery followed the pluut iidiiiiiiis-

tered had all the credit of it.

Under the lieads of the two species which 1 propose to

describe, I shall mention the properties wliich really belong

to them ; but before doing so, I must just refer to two other

plmits of interest in this oi'der— one is the Hollyhock

{Allli<eii rosea), from which nil those beautiful vaiieties of

this noble aud majestic plant have been derived—ornament-

ing, as they do, oiu' garden walls with their gay and stately

aspect; the other is the r;<iisxi/i!h(iii hrrhtnemn, from the

heads, or seed vessels, of which is obtained that most valu-

able commodity, cotton. I may add, that that favourite

garden flower, the Hihhciis, also belongs to this ordcn-.

jM.u.T.ow {Miilva si/heslrlx.—Tew persons could be found

in the riu'ol districts of England who do not know that com-

mon plant, the mallow. Its liandsome lilae fiowers, and

numerous leaves, render it a conspicuous and jiicturesiiue

object on almost every road-side; and its ciniously-fonned

seeds are often played with aud eaten by couiiliy children,

aud called by them "cheeses:"
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•• Then sitfmir <lown, wlini m-IhidI wai ii'or.

I'liim the liiresholil of the door,
INt-kiuL; from mallows, sport to plcnsc,

Thf iTumjiled seeil \\c c:iU a chcose,"

'riii> emollient proiiprties wliicli all parts of tlio iilaiit, ami
liai'li.-iilui-ly the loot, possess liavn vuisoil it Ijijili in the

I'sti'cni of our pivcloci'ssois. Tliov used ii ileuoetioii of it for

tile eme of iii'arl.v every form of iiillannualioii, wlietlier

external or internal. It is <if eoiisiiliual'le illieaev in any
irritation of tin' throat or the alimentary eaiial, iis well as for

liringing fonvaril any tumours or swellings. 'J'lu' Vreiieh, at

present, use il to a niueh ijri'ater extent than we (hi: with

them it is a favourite poultice ; while wi' eomnnnily use it as

11 fomentation. The eommoii nniUow is a most useful snh-

stitute for those who cannot procure the marsh mallow: hut

the latter possesses the properties of the former to a .i^roater

extent, ami is therefore more fiiiieially useil.

MAiisit Mai.i.ow (.-llllKea vjfirhiiilix).—l.ilie the plant last

ilescnbeil. the mnr.^h mallow yields from the whole herti,

hut espi'cially from the roots, a plentiful, tasteless inucilaj,'e,

which is salutary ill most cases' of ii'ritation. That well

known I'reiieh lo/enge, the I'ate ile ytiimauve, is a prepara-

tion nnule fi-om this plant ; and is a very ettectual remedy
for coughs, hoarseness, or sore throats. Our less civilized

progenitors nsed an eipially etticacioiis, though ruiler form,

of prescription : they boiled the roots in water, with a little

honey, or else in milk, and ilraiik tlie beverage.

In diairho-'a, ami other diseases where there is nmcli irri-

tation and iudamination, from one to three pints of the

decoctiiai may he taken daily with great hi'iietit. AVonnds
and hruises ai-o often treated with ailvaiitage with this Huid
as a fomentation: and the juice of the plant, with linseed

meal, makes an excellent poultice,

Hvi'KiaeixK.i:.—Although no wild or cultivated species of

the oilier Hjiiericineiv are now used in medicine, by regular
practitioners, yet there ai'e three native V^uglish species

which have long been accounted specifics in certain diseases,

and these I propose to speak of.

The order contains uo very remarkable plants. They all

possess an abundance of n yellow juice, which resembles
gamboge, and is slightly piu-gative. ilost of them are bitter,

and somewhat astringent, whence they have been used as

febrifuges. The briglit yellow blooms of various species of

Mjiiericum, or St. John's Wort, are common ornaments to

our roads and hedges ; the fine golden colour of one land,

tinged, as it is, with red [ Hyjicraum piilchnim). makes it a
veiT sti'iking object; and so numerous are the flowers upon
a single stalk, that the poet C'owper has well sjioken of it as

" all Ijloom : so thick a swarai
Of flowers, like flies, clothing its slender rods,

That scarce a leaf appears."

Ti'Tsw, oi! I'akk Leav>:s (Hypi-riciiiii Aiulruxiimum ).—
The tutsan is the largestleaved of any of our species of

Hypericum, and is to be met with in the moist woods of

some parts of l-higlaiid, though not very plentifully. It is,

however, a very common plant in gardens, where its solid

leaves and fine orange blooms render it a desirable and
showy tenant.

It derives its fonner Enghsh name from a luu'barous cor-

ruption of the French hi toiile suim—the leaves being for-

merly much used for fresh cuts or wounds. Its specific

name is a compound of two (liv.ek words, signifying miin'x

hinod—from the claret-colom"ed juice which the leaves give

when srpieezed : their scent then is veiy aromatic. This
juice is said to possess tonic and astringent properties : but
its application to the cure of wounds i> the only use wliicli I

liave ever made of it, and in this it is veiy seniceable.
St. I'ktf.p.'s AVonx (Hi/jKnciiiu iiiinilrangiilnn-), St.

.IOHX"s WoiiT ( Hi/periciim perjhrnliim).—The medical jiro-

perties of these two plants are so little different, that they
may be used indiscriminately for the pni-poses for which
they may be required. As yet, however, it is not well known
how they act upon the human system, and on this account
I have been loath to experiment with them. 1'hcir taste is

astiingent and bitter, and hence they ai'e probably tonic.

They have been found beneficial in some intlamraatory
diseases of the kidneys, and have even been accounted as
febiifuges ; these, and some other testimonies to their vu'-

tues, would seem to entitle them to further ti-ials.

To iliese phiiiis some small interest nttaches, IVoiu tin'

superstitious notions wliicli were formerly coniiccteil wilh

them. .\ very discursive writer, about Kill \cais ago, in

giving an account of dilVerenl ]danls tlius sjieaks of Ihes.':
•• If superstition had not been the father of tnuliliuu, as well

as ignorance the mother of devotion, these herlis had IoiiihI

some other names to be known by; but we may say of om
forefathers as SI. I'aul did of the .Ulieniiins—"1 jieiTeive

ill many thuigs that ye are too superstitious." The Si.

Peter's \Vort riselli up greati^rand higher than the SI. .lolni's

Wort; and good reason too—St. 1'eter being tlie greater
apostle (ask the I'ope (dsell; for though (iod would have
the sahits eipiiil, tlie I'oiu^ is of another o])iiiion." The
common peoph^ in V'rance ami Lieriiiaiiy gather tlie St.

.Tohn's Wort wilh great ceremony on St. John's day, and
hang it up in llieir windows as a charm against storms,
thunder, and evil spirits. It was al.-.o formerly carried about
by the people of Scotland as a charm against witchcraft ami
enchantment; and in some parts they still believe lliat ropy
milk—wliicli they suppose to be under some maligiiaul

inriuence—can be cured by being milked afresh upon the

herb, i'otli species are common in Uritain.

THK HDLSKAVIIT..
On seeing a new series of papers commenced, the readers

of Thi: (JoiTAoi-, (fARiii:NKi: will natnrally inquire, " What
am I to expect from them '! " " On what subjects are they
to treat ? " " What class of readers are they designed for '.'"

I will, therefore, commence by exjilaining my wishi's, and
answering these questions, lu the first place, the class of

readers whose attention I hope to enlist, whose welfare I

have at heart, and to whom I hope to be of some little assist-

ance, are the wives and daughters of men in the middle and
lower ranks of life. Women who work and hiboiir during
the day, perhaps not actually in gaining their daily bread,

but in those offices whicli, altliougli they do not la-iiig money
ill, prevent its being wasted Ijy liaviiig a needless inimber of

servants to perform duties whicli cm'it sen-ible person in

that rank of life has a pleasm'e in undertaldng. Tlie subjects

on which I intend touching are numerous, including various

arts, which, if properly understood, would make a small
income appeal- a tolerable one, by the air of comfort whii'li

would pervade the household where such aits were prac-

tised. Occasionally, I hope to treat on the nnmagement of

a dairy, the cow-shed, pig-stye, and lieii-ioost, as well as on
the more sedentary oouputions, such as " making and nieiiil-

ing." I trust, also, whilst pointing out the necessity of at-

tending carefully to oiu' earthly duties, I may be the liumhle
means of reminding you that this world is not our " abiding
city," that it is not our home, but that we are placed here to

prepare us for that kingdom which has been promised to

those who glorify their heavenly Father—" Whatsoever we
do, let .us do all to the glory of (iod." -ind let us all reniem
her, that whether we read or whether we write, a day is fast

approaching (to many of us how very iiearl) when we shall

have to give an account for every idle word, and each inis-

peiit hour. Let us, therefore, work whilst it is called to-day.

Let us remember, also, this precept, "Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with all thy might." This shews us that

whatever we undertake should be done thoroughly—" If a
thing is worth doing at all, it is worth doing it well." Xo
pains slioidd be spiu-ed, no trouble gntdged, which will help

to mal<e the earnhigs of the husband or father last as long

as possible.

The past winter lias been a trying one both for faimers
and labourers, but I hope many a heart has been cheered

and " kept up " by the energy- and forethought tUsjilayed by
the manager of the household. A busy and, I liope, a better

time is fast aiiproaching, and the privations which many, I

fear, have been forced to undergo, will be forgotten amidst
the happiness and bustle of full employment. Let the wife

of the laboiu'er carefully sa\e every pentiy that is not abso-

lutely requireil for the daily wants of the family. In many
\'illages a club is established, into which the iioor can put a
penny or twojience a week. At Christmas the savings are

given out, and some money added to each member's sub-

scription. This is au excellent arrangement (or we all

know liow difficult it is to save any money the poor espe-

cially feel this. How often after a little hoard has been
made does it disappear in a glass or two of "something
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hot ;" and should the childi-en happen to peep into the old
jug, or under the cup in wliich tlie store of halfpence has
been put, what shrill voices tu'e heai'd ah round begging for

a caJie or some lollipops. Therefore, take my advice, and if

there is a peiiny-club iu your neighbourhood, belong to it.

Having w ritten thus far about my poorer friends, I think I
had better devote the remainder of my allotted space to a few
recipes un preparuig the usual (hnuer for a labourer'.s family.

The articles constituting the dinner vaiy in diifereut coun-
ties, and accordhig to what is grown in the " ^Ulotment
Gardens." In my part of the world, peas, potatoes, onions,

and bread, with a little Avliey, butter, or chipping is, I am
Sony to say, the usual fare Meat is seldom touched, unless
a pig is fatted; and even then the greater part of it is sold.

A little management, a Uttle knowledge, would improve this

meal. A few pence expended on .sheep's trotters, or scraps

of meat, would tui'u the other ingredient into more novuish-
ing diet, and the family would be fed in a comfortable man-
ner, and without any extra expense.

Sheep's Feet, or Trotters as the butchers call them,
contain a great deal ofnourishment ; they are usually bought
all ready for dressing, and cost one penny each, liny a
couple of them next Saturday at market, and also 1 fb of
damaged rice, the price of which is tlu-ee halfpence. "Wlien

you wish to di'ess them, jn'oceed in the followuig monner:

—

Put a tablespoonful of (.hipping into your saucepan, with
two tahlespoonsful of water. Have rer.dy to jrat in directly

it bubbles some sliced onions and caiTots. Keep them over
the fire for three minutes, stirring it all the time, then put
as much water as you require, and add the Uotters ;uid half

the rice that you pm'chased. Co\er the saucepan closely,

and let it stew for three hours. Xow for the potatoes ! Wash
them well, but do not peal them, they are always better and
more wholesome when boiled in their "jackets." Put them
into a saucepan half-full only of cold water, mth a httle salt.

When nearly soft enough, strain the water oif, cover the
saucepan close, and leave it on the hob for the steam to finish

cooking them. By attending to these simple directions, you
will have diy mealy potatoes. When ready to begin dinner,

pour out your soup into a basin, keeping back the bones ( w b i.li

will again flavom' a httle onion broth). Help each jiltmiii

to some of the rice, ,aud let the potatoes and bread be soaki'd

in the broth. I am sure the whole party wUl agree that this

dinner is a very great unprovement on those they liave been
iu the habit of seeuig. A Friend.

yaVD FLOWERS OF JLU'.
.\s a new featm'e in The Cottage Gardener, we purpose

to present our llower-lo\ing readers with a monthly paper on
native wild flowers, noticing particularly those pecuhar to the

month, and giving a detail of such facts relating to then' histoi-y

and properties as may be liliely to find general interest, .\mong
all the months in the year, no one is so richly adoqied in

floral gailands as the merry, meiry month of May. The lap

of " flowery May " is full to oveiilowing with the beauteous
favom's of Flora's hand. Her lovely gems are bursting

hito hfe and beauty all ai'ound us ; they enamel the fresh

green meadow ; the jilacid stream reflects their fauy forms
;

the leafing woods shelter them from the noonday sim, and
the mild breath of evening is made balmy by their fragrance.

In the hedges and bushy places the TraveUer's Joy ( t'le-

miitis vitnlbu) is already sencUng forth its fragrant blossoms,
viiich, when they fade, give place to the not less beautiful

seeds, with their long, silky, and featheiy awns. This is a

very ornamental plant for twining through bushy shrub-

beries, and decking old ruins, and, according to Smith, the

seeds iretain their vegetative properties for many years if

kept dry. In the shady woods the Anemone (Jiumoite

nemorusa) is in a glow of beauty, its pure white hlossoms,
which are gently drooping during moist weather, sometimes
acquuing a tinge of jnn^jle. This acrid plant is dangerous
for cattle, and wo believe goats alone may feed on it with

impunity. A few English pastm'es are decked with the
handsome puqile flowers of the Pasque flower .\nemone (A.
putsulilla), a plant which is also very acrid, and blisters the

slcin, although its root is stated liy Haller to be sweet. It

was the good old Gerai'de wiio gave this flower the name of

Pasque-flower or Easter flower, and as he himself tells us,

he was " moved to name " it so because of the time of its

appearance : the flowers are reported to yield a green dye.

The rare htUe Mousetail {M>/osiirvs minimus) is in flower as

a weed in the fields and gwdens. Thei-e are also vaiious
species of Itantmciilus now in flower, a highly acrid family,

and one which is to be guai'ded against above all others in
cattle pastures. Cmious enough, however, the roots of B,
Ficaria, a tuberous-rooted species, whose dark, green, heart'

shaped leaves, and glittering yellow flowers adorn many a
wet and simless bank, have recently been found to be etUble,

and may, by cultivation, become of some importance in an
economical point of view.* The wood Crowfoot (iJ. uuri-

comiis) is also void of acridity. Jl. ani'iisis is the most acrid

species, and three ounces of the juice have been known to kill

a dog in four minutes, although it is noticed in Smith's
" Flora " that cattle eat the herb greeddy, and, therefore,

ought not to graze where it abounds. The Marsh Marigold

( Callha pabistris') gorgeously adorns the marshes with its

large yellow flowers, and those of oiu' readers who love to

investigate into the natural resources of our country, may
amuse themselves by pickling the buds instead of capers,

for which they form a cheap substitute, and, indeed, both
are very similar iu appeai'ance.

The Green Hellebore {Helhburus riridis) will be found ex-

hibiting its dmgy blossoms in places wiiere it has escaped from
cultivation, or been planted as cover for game. This, accord-
ing to some waiters, is now substituted by the practitioners iu

Germany for the tnie hellebore of the ancients (H. officinalis),

and Haller gives all the reputed virtues of the dinig to our plant.

In England, however. Smith teUs us that the H. foetidus is

more frequently used " on the credit of the Greek Helle-
bore. Tlie Baueberry {Jct<ea spicala) and .\li)ine B.arrenwort
(Epimvdium tiljiiiimn) wiU now be producing their flowers at

the few places v here they occm'-—more particularly in York-
sliire. Neither of these plants are of great importance for

their properties, but toads are said to be attracted by the
fetid odour of the Actiea, and botii are very attractive to the
rarity-loving botanist ; the Epimeihum, especially, is one of
nur most heautiful wild flowers. Iu the neighbourhood of
houses the C'elanduie (Chelidnuium mujus) is now appear-
ing, with its brittle leaves and stems fiUed with a yellow juice,

llic medical virtues of which were supposed, according to

Hi.wcorides, to be taken advantage of by swallows in curing
tbtir yoimg of blindness: this has probably given rise to the
name of the plant ; but there is more probability in Uie
suggestion of Dioscorides, that it arose from the circum-
stance of the plant's appearing and disappearing with these
migratory birds. The herb has been used as a cure for

jaunchce ; but, no doubt, the only recommendation it has
consists in the yellow colom' of the juice.

The Shepherd's Pm'se (Capsella Bursa-pasloris) is a con-

tinual weed in our gardens ; and is, notwithstanding, a verj'

remarkable plant, as being tmly cosmopolitan iu its character,

occinring m almost every part of the globe. It is of httle or
no ser%ice in supplymg the wants of man, and continually

infests cultivated gromids ; hut its seeds and flowers afibrd

a grateful repast to many of the smaller members of the
feathered race. In dry sandy situations the Teesdalia is in

flower, along with the beautiful httle Ilraba verna—two
humble plants of considerable beauty, and interesting to the
botanist. The common Scuny-grass (Coclileuria offcinalis)

ornaments the rocky coast with its white flowers, and will be
sm-e to atti'act the attention of such of our readers as have
gone to spend their summer vacation from city- life by the sea-

side. It is generaliy very abundant on tlie shore, especially

upon moist maritime rocks ; and wiU be readily recognized
by its shining heart-shaiied leaves and showy corymbs of

wiiite flowers. Smith dubs it a " smooth, sleek, and shining
herb." The rare bulbiferous Coral-root (Deutiiria biilbifera)

is exhibiting its purple blossoms, accompanied by the Uttle

bulbs in the axils of tlie leaves, the production of which seems
so to engage the energies of the plant as to prevent the

* At a recent meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society (April 11,

1850), Mr. McNab showed a specimen of ranunculus ficaria raised from
roots wliich had been gathered in Silesia by the Rev. Mr. Wade, in August,
J848. These roots had been exposed over a large extent of country in

Austria by heavy rains, and the common people gathered them and used
them as an article of food. Their sudden appearance gave rise to various

conjectures as to their nature and origin, and in the Austrian journals they
were spoken of as if they had fallen from the sky. The small bodies were
dried and used as pease by the inhabitants. Air. McNab had tasted the

dried specimens, as well as fresh roots of ranunculus ficaria gathered in

this country, both of which, after being boiled, he found very starchy.

There is no acridity in the roots, even in a fresh state.
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prodnction of seeds. The mondows nve lively with the

rtowors of the dilTereul species of Carilumine, or I^ivdy's

Smock, one of which ( C. pmlenshj is the Cucliootiower

—

so iiiuiied because its showy flowers appeal- in the meadows
at tlie same time wlien the cuckoo's lii-st voice is lieiird.

The tlowei"s got the credit of curiiifj; epilepsy, and lue indeed
•' ivssocinted with pleasant ideas of spring ; and join, witli tlie

wliite saxifrage, the cowslip, primrose, and lioiebell, to com-
pose many a nislic nosegay."

The yellow rocket (Jiarlmrea viili/aris) is now a cliief

oruanicut of tlie waysides and moist pastures; and nlthougli

it lias been reeommouded as a salad, we fear that our trial

will be snttliient to connnce any one that its oti'ensively

bitter foha^,'e is ill siiitod for such a puiiiose. On old ruins

the Wallllower {Vheinmlhm Cht-iri) is displaying its nrray

of yellow blossoms ; and in noglected corn-lields we find a

profusion of the CluU'lock or ^\'ild JMustai-d ( Sinapis am'iisis

)

1,'ivini; them a prematiu-o golden liue. The Hiiiiy \"i(det

t llala hirlii) and the Ifai'sh \iolet {
7'. jki/hs/Ws ) are both

lurking in beauty among the long grass ; and the wall-tops

are covered witli the dillVrent species of I'earhvort (Siiiiina),

wliicli are of little importance except in a botanical point of

view. Ari'iuiria trincrvls, a great favourite with tlieliotanist,

now produces its little flowei-s I'esembliiig those of the

chickweed, which may also be found, and in gieater plenty.

This is the month for the flowering of the dusky Cranes-

bill I Geranium plneum), and the waysides abound with the

little Dove's Foot Cranesbill (Gcmninm molle) ; both of them
—although compai'atively showy among native wUd flowers

—

far behind the highly-cultivated geraniiuns of our gardens in

their aiTixy of gaudy blossoms. Tlie common 'Wood SoiTel

iOxalis iicetosellii) adorns the old-treu trunks and shelving

rocks in the woodUmds : and

" The yellow furze, like fields of gold,"

clothes the northern landscape in a glow of beauty, reminding
us of the efiect of such a scene on the sensitive mind of Lin-

n.'ens, when he fell on his knees in profound admiration on
lii-st beholding it. Nor h.is the fiu'ze its glowing beauty

alone to recoramend it to oiu' attention. That were indeed
enough to claim for it the admuing eye of the poet and the

uaturahst; but our sturdy plant of jirickles and flowers,

deigns even to court the approval of the utilitarian eye. In
the \rinter season the young shoots are extensively used as

food for stock, and be who has wandered over furze-grown
sheep-walks, can well testify to the lildng of the woolly flocks

for this slinib. The black Medick or Nonsuch (MciUcayo
Itipiilinii ) may be seen abundantly in lowland sheep pastures

and waste grounds, along with the more riglitful tenant of

the soil, tlie Wliite Trefoil, or Dutch Clover (TrifoHum rvpvns).

The (Irass Vetch ( Lathyrus nissolia) mny be gathered spa-

ringly in bushy places in England, and it, has recently been
added to the Scottish Flora, by a young Forfarsliire botanist.

The Wood Strawberry (Fraijuria vesca) is abundant in the

steep banks of the woods, where in autumn its small red fruit

will be eagerly sought after by woodland wandering urchins.

The Spring Cimjuefoil (PotentlUa vrrna) is also in full flower,

adorning many a sunny bank with its rich golden blossoms.
Some years ago, we, in another page, recommended this

beautiful plant as very suitable for flower-garden edgings,

and it has subsequently been proved to be admii'ably adapted
for this pui-pose. The Bmiiet-leaved Rose (Eom spiiiosis.iima)

is producing its white blossoms on lieathy and hiUy places ;

and the Hawthorn or May (Crutwyus oxijacantha), is in its

glory. In parts of the country where this plant is ex-

tensively used for hedgings, or grows plentifidly in a wild

condition, the evening air will be perfectly loaded with its

fragrance, while the large sheets of its snowy blossoms will

give the scenery an inviting aspect, such as no other plant

could give. The red fruit or haws (sometimes of a greenish
orange hue), afi'ord many a winter meal to the feathered-

tribes of the hedgerows, and the rustic disdains not to cata-

logue the hawthorn berry as one of our best wild fruits. In
the woods the various species of rihcs will be observed in

bloom, and in liiUy pastures the granulated Saxifi'age is in

beautiful condition, being generally a common plant, although
scarcely to be found in tlie Scottish Higldands, as well as
some districts of England. The little clusters of pink coloiu'ed

tubers of the roots ai'e seai'cely less beautiful than the large
white flowers. The Wdd-beaked I'arsley {Anthrisvus sijlvrs-

Iris) has already produced its umbels beneath ilir hedges,

and the Sweet tjicely I Myrrhii odorala) perfumes the wiiole

an- with its powerful fragrance; tJie latter more particularly

frequents the margins of streams and woodland fences, and
is sometimes found by the ruins of an old cottage, or the

crumbling walls of an old garden, often the last remnant of

cultivation that adheres to the spot. The beautiful little

Jloschatell ( Ailaxu iiiimvhtttclliiinj is a very general favourite,

and may be sought for in moist shady places; and the Mis-

tletoe (riscimi nlbimt) so long held sacred by our forefathers,

may now be observed witli its axillary flowers, clinging to the

liougli on which it depends for support. Jlore interesting,

perhaps, than any other we have mentioned, is the Liniuea

hiJi-fnlis, now beginning to flower in its secluded habitats ; in

the words of Sir .1. K. Smith, this "is the little northern

plant long over-looked, depressed, abject, flowering early,"

wiiich Linmeus selected to transmit his own name to pos.

terity. Few could have been better chosen ; and the progress

of practical botany in Hritain seems to be marked by the

more tVequent discover)' of the Liiina'a.

—

C\, L.\wsox, Assis-

tnnt Curator, Ilotnnicnl fSociety, EdiiihnnilL.

(To be ronlhn,,;!./

WHITE FLOWERS FOR BEDDINO.
Vot;K valuable coadjutor, Mr. Beaton, having tinished his

section of wiiite bediling-plants, and invited the remarks of

any one who might be willing to assist him in rendering his

catalogue more comidete, I venture to suggest a few plants

which he has omitteil, first i)remising that my knowledge
only extends to then- cultivation as mixed border flowers.

Snnfrayii ijrinuilala, or Double white Saxifrage. This is

neat, hardy, one foot liigli, and blooms freely in April and May.
If set out in clumps in Febiiiary or Mai'ch, and taken up
when done with, and removed to a reserve bed, they would
answer for several successive seasons.

Double white Rockets (Hesperis tristi.i). There are two
Idnds of this plant, one a medium size, growing about 1J foot

high, the other 2i feet, and usually called the Giant Rocket. I

have grown both for years, but prefer the latter, owing to its

larger spikes of flowers, and fidler habit. In addition to its

brilliant whiteness it is remarkable for its delicate fragrance,

and in this latter respect is preferable, near a draw iug-room
window, to a bed of white stocks, wiiich of a close wann
evening are apt to be ovei-poweiiug. Separating the balls in

the autumn, and retaining the young plants three or fotu-

together, they will bed out well the following spring.

niiite Feverfew. I do not mean the common sort usually

grown in gai'dens, but a double variety, with flowers about

the siiie of a halfpenny, and eveiy petal well expanded, so as

to resemble the double-blossomed cherry. They will bloom
from June to November, and by nipping off the tops of the

main stems, will throw out lateral ones, and be covered with

flowers. A smgle plant stopped in this way in a pot forms
a white dome, and hides it entirely.

Campinmla. I have two of these, not mentioned by Mr.
Beaton, growing from two to three feet high ; one is shaped
in the flowers like the Canterbmy Bell, only not so deep ; the

other has the form of a fleet cup, and about two inches

across ; both are very showy, and renew their flowers if

pluckiid oft' when faded ; the fonner blooms with me from
June into winter, the latter not quite so long. I do not know
their scientific names, but they flower in bunches on the top

of slender foot stalks. The white Canterburj- Bell would
siu'ely do as a bedder ; but I find it diffieidt to grow this

plant of a pure white, owing to my soU having too much bog
in it, which turns the colour to a French white, and some-
tunes pale blue ; from this cause the dark varieties assume
a deep purjjle.

Iberis or Candy Tuft. There is a perennial variety of this,

but I allude to the annual sown in the autumn, and removed
to tlie bed in patches, wiien, if the season be at all favour-

able, it win appear in spikes six to eight inches long. Spring
sown seeds produce genendlj' very onlinaiy flowers.

Will Mr. Beaton allow me to say that he has hardly men-
tioned one white flower that a bed could be got into bloom
of before .Tune. Now there are few heai'ts which are not

gladdened at ilie appearance of spring flowers ; ladies and
even invalids ai'e tempted from their waim rooms into the

garden by these liai'bmgers of a milder season ; the feeling

is inherent in otu- natiu'e, and cannot sometliiug more be
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ill 1110 In moot, tlio want liy lifiviiif; cmv spr'nui Jhnn-r-hiHls ns

woll as mu' suiniiwr imrx. .1 liavo IvUown persons olijoot to

lieds on a lawn, becansp, us llicy siiiil, " tli(> Ipods lookoil blank
and monotonous six iiionflis out of tlie twelve." Might not
tlie defeet lie, in some degree, obviated by introducing into

two or tliree of the beds a pcrnnnient plniil .' and now that we
are upon wliite eolours, say, for example, fln^ ijerenuial

double white aiieraone. I lia\e seen clumps of tliese grown
from four to six feet iliameter looldng lilie masses of snow.
If patches were placed on a lied at pi-oper intervals, tliey

would in one or two seasons completely cover it ; now, as

while woulil be too inucli of a good thing for nine months
consecutively, we might have yellow crocuses for February
and ilarcli. the white anemone for April and May, and scar-

let geraniums from .luiie till November. The advantages of

the bed would lie fliese : as soon as the crocuses were off

bloom, the anemones would cover them, and the former
would have perfected tlieir bulbs when replaced by the gera-

niums. A\heii tlie geraniums were over, anotlier set of

bulbs, differing in colour, would be ready to come in for the
folloiving spring, and llie beds could then be dressed for the
winter. But the bed itself, covered witli a carpet of green,
would form a. contrast to the surrounding beds of soil; and
the dili'erent lines of the lawn, anemone and geranium
foliage judiciously blended, might serve to heighten the pic-

ture.—S. I'., lliixhiiicn:

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPOISTDENCE.
C.^nK.wvAV Cur.TUER.—xVs you write lor the benefit of

small allotment liolders, as well as others, and as the

proverb says, " a penny s.avecl is a penny got," I am
inilitccd to send yoii the following:—lu the spring of

the year 1.S4S, I sowed about a square yard of ground
with carrawny seeds, and the same year I got from it a
tolerable supply of good seed. The next summer, lti4i),

I got 2 tb of excellent seed, besides calculating that

I lost one-third of t)ie produce by " being busy"—not col-

lecting them iu time. These were sown under an ash-

tree, where nothing else would tlirive ; and as they are

very useful in a domestic way—indeed, cottagers here
(Herefordshire) are very fond of a few in tlieir bread

—

tlie hint may be useful to them, as by growing a few,

they may gratify tlieir taste and save many a penny
that goes to the shop: being also muc^h superior iu fla-

vour. I drill them thinly iu rows six or seven inches
apart.—H. B. E.

Lii.ifM L.^NXii-or.irM.—Iu October last I repottedmy bulbs
oi Lilhim liiiiri/oliiiiii (above a dozen) into pots of the same
size as tliose in which they had \ery finely bloomed in the

summer. I thouglit I had taken care to place the apex of

the bulb in the centre of the pot (but three inches below the
siu-faee), but many of them have made their appearance
very far from the centre ( I suppose from my inadvertauce

or carelessness), so that I fear I shall run some risk of in-

juring the bulb when I put iu tlie supporting stick. I there-

fore take the liberty of snggestuig tliat, when the bulb is

repotted, two or three sleiidor sticks be placed round and
outside of the bulb, half an inch distant from the bvUb, aud
to be an inch or two above the surface of the earth ; these

will be a guide for the placing the tall supporting stick iu

the spring.

We ai'e du'ected to be very sparing of water to these lilies

untU they advance in stem and leaf; I pray some of your
very experienced associates to have the goodness to inform

nie what it is to be "sparing." I will sujipose I have some
pots i) and 11 iuclies deep, and the same across, in each of

which is a tine bulb oi Lilimn Iriiivifuliiiin, with a shoot from
two to six inches high, liow much water should be given

each pot at one time, and how often repeated? and if the

water is to be poured over or round the young plant, or over

the whole surface of the earth, or close to the inside rim of

the pot ? If with one of Moon's water-pots, which pour out
quite perpendicularly, and very finely, I pour over the whole
surface of tlie earth half an imperial pint of water, it merely
moistens the surface, and a very few inches below ; if I use

one pint of water it goes down to the bottom, and the ilrainage

takes away any superfluous quantity. Now, will it not be
better to use the pint, aud not to repeat it but hidf so often as

if the half pint was used ? and how nf/m should this be
done ;'—DiAXTHis.

[The suggestion to put sticks roimd the bulb at the time
of potting is excellent, and should always be adoiited. As
to the Avatering, it is quite true that we gardeners are sad
fellows in the way of explaining our moaning, but surely our
instructions about these lilies liave been very full. " To be

sijaring of water," means, that as long as the soil is just

moist none is to be given ; but, of com-se, the soil must be all

wetted at every watering ; but to state the quantity of water,

or how often it should be given, might lead people astray, so

much dejiends on the season, the stati' of the atmosphere,

the kuui of compost used, and the situation where the pots

are placed. Our lilies get no water from November to

March, and yet the soil is moist all the time, the pots being

plunged in coal ashes, in a cold pit, under a north wall.

—

D. li]

'LxRGF. PiioDTCE OF I'onTOES.— Somo Correspondents

having asked for more information relative to the large

jiroduce mentioned at j). M'JT of our last volume, we wrote to

our coiTi'spondent, and this is his reply :

—

" liy a rood I mean the common (liiiijiiKj rood of eight yards

square, containing, as a matter of course, (ii square yards.

T'lie return sjiokeii of was certainly very great, and for that

reason 1 ajq^ended ijw note to my communication. The
potato under question I had from a friend, who could give

no account how he came possessed of it ; aud seeing it grow
in his gardi'ii I requested a few. He has lost the sort from
careless houseing in the winter, conserpiently I consider my-
self the only possessor of it. My frioiids gi'irdcn was a coW,

liiiiipi/ rliii/, with nearly a iioi/h-msl as]>ect ; but under such

disailvautageous circumstances I was awari', from the gri>wth

of the root, that it was worth cultivating. My gai'den being

a good mould, with a sandy subsoil, and a south bi/ eual

aspect, has brought out the croj) spoken of. I cannot part

with any of the seed tubers this planting season, but, if all

be well, I hope to have a good quantity towards August and
September next, when I will with pleasure furnish your cor-

respondent with a few. It requires to be planted a full yard

from row to row, from the luxm'iant growth of the lianlm,

and '^0 to '^i inches from plant to plant in the row".

—

Lkigii-

TON.

(Joohix-Chixa I'owi.s.—The following information, ob-

tained from a respectable and intelligent dealer in London
(Mr. J. liaily, IIM, Mount-street, (h'osvenor-sqtiare), may
interest some of yom readers, as it answers the questions on
the above subject at p. ;!(ll of Tue CoTT.^iiE UAiiiiENnr.. It

apjiears from hence that the size and merits of these fowls

have been exaggerated. Mr. IJaily says, and he gives me
permission to send you his observations, " I believe I have

as pure (Jochin-Chiua fowls as any in England ; and 1 lun

sure four-tifths of those kept are not more than lialf brml.

I will endeavour to describe a jiure bred fowl of this kind

—

small head, small comb, red face, yellow leg, sUglilly fea-

thered, sometimes (but very seldom) five-clawed, large square

bodies. Tlie tuft of feathers on the leg is more distinct in

some than in others, but where it projects too much I do
not lil;e it. The thigh should be covered with bushy
feathers. The colour of the cock should have little or no
variety, being of a reddish brown or a buft' yellow, but one
colom only ; the puUet light brown, darker shaded round
the lower part and sides of the feathers. But there ai'e two
more inidoiibted proofs of pmity, the first and most impor-

tant is the almost entire absence of tail. The cock has a

small tuft of feathers, invariably black, aud more like an
ostiicb (lull a cock; the hen has merely an apology for one,

till' i'i;iili(ix tioing the same colour as the body. The next

proof is ihji the egg is of pinky cream coloin-, much resem-

bling tlie Silver I'heasant's. I do not beheve that they lay

more than one egg a day ; and though in my opinion they

are the best fancy fowl that has been introduced for many
years, the Dorking is quite as heavy, and if an average of

numbers were takiai I think a heavier bird."—1). Kxioht.

PouK t'. Bacon: Weiohixo Pios, &c.—I have not seen an
answer to yoiu- correspondent, T. W.—" 'Which pays best, pork

or bacon ?" I can give a practical answer from my own ex-

perience and that of an extensive dealer in tliis iieighbour-

liood. I'resh pork at 4^d per tb pays better than when just

out of -salt at the same price, because pork loses iu salt at

least '[ of a Jb from every stone of 14. 11), besides the cost of
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snlt.X.'. ; liiilliaooii.hi.Hlniul s.,t,l nl ;,1 ii,-i- ILwiU ],u\ l.rsluf

all, and will IVl.'li,'4ii;iliit l.'asi to 1,1 ]kt II. on llir whnii' iiimv,

il', a-i your iMnT-siimiiliMil says, tiiiui,!,' m- lalmur is im olijei-t

;

but III salt ami ,liy it wiUpay I'mi- all tlii' lalanu' iiivnlvcil.

While I am .111 this sulije.-t I vvmild say thai we havo a cus-

tom i>i'ni("asuiiiigom-livr iiigstoa.s.-i-itaiii how they pi-oisross

ill IV'e.liii;;: the tape or striiii; is passcil iimh-i' lliehully i-hise

to the lore loLfs ami hrou;;ht up o\ or the shoiiMors in a strai|,'ht

line; ami the (iii-iiiiileiviico thus ascoflaiiioil is the guage

—

llms, a \i\ii mcasmiiig is inches as ahove will weigh 1 i stones,

of 11 tt» to the stone ; ami I'oi- eveiy im-h of im-rease in eir-

ciimfeivin'e will im-rease a stone in weight—supposing the
pigs to be in good condition ami of moderate size ; bill some
verj- small breeds may not reach so much, while the \ery
long bleeds will sometimes weigh more by 'J lb to the

stone. 1 had this winter a hog pig of a small sort ; 1 bought
it for a lierkshire ; he fed well, and was verv fat wli.'ii killed,

and measm-ed r)t< in., and weighed -i-i siom- 10 lb, of 11
pounds to the stone—this weight includes the inward fat.

I must add, that above, by weight, in all cases, means the

weight of Hesh the dead pig will yield. Ami we reckon a

good pig when feeding should gain an inch per week until he
ceases to gain; but he may cease for a week and be making
inward fat. I always measure mine when they are eating
with their heads down. Should you think the above wouki
1)9 useful to those who (like me) cannot weigh tlieir live

pigs, it is at yom' service.

—

.Fosei'H BiiiaiR.
Smai.i. B.vkud BiiE.iD I'uDniNos ( 7>(y Lii/hl). — I'oiu-

boiling, on three ouuces of bread crumbs aiul a morsel of

bntter, balf-a-i)int of new milk, cover them down with a
plate, and let them remain until neiu-ly cold ; then add to

them, by degrees, two large well whisked eggs, and an ounce
and a half of sugar, with the shghtest pinch of salt, and a
flavouring of grated nutmeg, or of fresh lemon-rind. Beat
the inixtiu'e U]) lightly, pour it into well-buttered cups, and
bake the puddings vi-r;/ ijrnlhi for half-iui-hotu' in Mi Ame-
rican oven. 'I'm-n them ont for talile, ami sift fine sugar
over them. The proportions nuist he doubled when they lue
needed for a dinner of more than two or three persons.

—

K. AcTOX.
Kahi.y Sw.uiM OF Bees.—It is so unusual for bees to

swai-m in Api-U, that I cannot refrain from informing you of
a swarm which left the parent hive yesterday (Sunday) the
7tli instant. The owner, a man named Hayes, a bee-hive
and bee-hive-chaii- maker of Entteld, in the county of Jlid-

lUesex, although one of the most sldlful men I have over
knowii in the management of bees, could scaicely believe it

possible when he was informed of the fact by a neighbour
who hiid seen the swai-ra leave the hive, nor could lie feel

connnced of the reality until he had separated the grotip

and taken up the queen. The whole swai-m, which is a
strong and healthy one, has been safely lodged in a new
hive, where each bee seems to rejoice in its new and more
roomy abode of indiLstry. I obsen e you have directed atten-

tion to the management of bees in your very instructive
periodical, The CoTT.iOE Gardener. I have no doubt many
of youi- readers may look with astonishment upon the above
fact, in conflrmatiou of the truth of which I subscribe my
name

—

Sexeca.
Axis ai-e veiy fond of travelling about peach-tiees, and

this alone creates a suspicion algainst them. And the fact

is, that though the ant does not eat the leaves of the peach,
it encoiu-ages the apliis which does so. I have myself seen
ants carrj-ing the apliides to the young and tender leaf of
the peach. The ant eats what e.\udes from the aphis, and
this is the reason the former takes care of the latter. It is

an old saying—" tjuod facit per alium facit per se "
( That

which a man does through another he does himself) ; and,
therefore, the ant is injm-ious to the peach-tree. I know-
other people who have seen the ant employed in the way I

have described.

—

Bev.C.A. A. Lt.ovh, Whililuytun, Usu-rstn/.

Bees, Wekiht of Honey ior.—We northerns are some-
times amused with the reipiired weight of hives for keepers
by your southeni amateurs. Take an mstauce : In ilay,
1M1><, I bought a first swai-m, a vei-y large one, in a larger
hive than usual here (common sti-aw). At the beginning of
July it threw off a strong swami, and at the usual intcnal
another. Early in autiunn, the parent swann w-eighed not
less than :iO lb. according to the estimate of a ncighhoui--
ing bee-keeper, from merely lifting it. In December, the

saim> y-.w, il had not an ounce of lioncy. and the bees had
forsaken it allog.lher. I had not obsi'r\ed aii\ iiuariels or
robbery. The Iw.i swarms were both very weak, conlainiiig

not more than -l 01- 1 lb a piece of honey.' By hard feeding
they wintered; and in 1811) each swaniied twice-. I'.ut it

was a bad honey year with us, and the four swarms were
very poor—1 or .1 lb a-]iiece; the two parenls probably 11 lb

apiece. By hard feeding they aie u-l all\i- and brisk.

Sloist sugar boib.-d in ale was tleii- I'.md. According to

vour sontii countrv notions, il woulil liave bei-ii deemed follv

io /).¥ to keep Ihrm alive. I wisli Mr. I'a.Mic Mould favoii'r

us w-ith his oiiinion on tin- poinis here touched on.—A I'l ii

LKIAN.

family is al»o Itn
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
#• U'c rciiucst that no one will write to the (U-partniciUal writers of

The Cottage Gardkneh. It gives them imjustifiubic trouble and
expcMise ; nml we iilso rctjuest our coiidjutors undttf no rh-ctirnslaucifs to

reply to such private conauunications,

Crocijsks and otiieu Bulbs {H. E.).—Yon must not move these

until their leaves turn yellow at the end of the summer, if you wish them
to bloom well next year.

ViNKs IN Gbeknuol-se (J. C , Walcr/ield).—lhay refer to Mr.
Errington's two essays at pp. 33 and 133 of our second volume. You
will there find every instruction—from planting the vine to ripening the
fruit.

)ROSA (A.tWorrestfi's/iir€).~'C\iu species of the Sage
jwn as Saloia si/ivestris, but your specimens are certainly

niingly of Sairia Gmhamii. The Me/ilotiis- U-in-nutha

the .1/, vtilanns and .V. alba, or W'hite-tlo^vered Melilot.

Binding oun Present Voli:.me {Ibid).—There is no dirticulty about
this. Either cut oif the page of advertisements, nut at thr htirk but at

the inner blank ti/ie, or tell the binder to do so. Vour other questions will

be answered next week.

Asparagus Beds (C. J. P.).—The insects you inclose are specimens
of the Snake fllillii)edc (Julus pulrhellus), for an account of which pray
refer to page 13g of our second volume. You will there see a doubt as to

whether tliis insect is injurious to plants ; and we shall lie much obliged
by your examining the roots of your asparagus- plants, and informing us
whether you find any of these Snake Millipedes attacking them. We
should incorporate a thick covering of quicklime with the surface soil

;

and give a manuring with common salt once a fortnight.

Hotbed [An Inmtlid Subsrriber).—U your soil is dry it will not be
li.iblc to be chilled by excessive wet, and will, therefore, do quite as well,

if not better, if formed in an excavation made in the soil. An answer to

your other query next week.

Ivy (F. N. M.).—Never mind the leaves having fallen otf the branches

of that planted last November. As the stems are green it will soon emit

fresh foliage, but we do not know how it will succeed in the middle of

London. Vou may divide your Box plants if they have more than one
stem ; if not, by cutting otf a portion of the fibrous roots annually, you
may keep them dwarf, so as not to require larger pots. The Chinese
Arbor-vita- is the Thuja orientaiis ; it requires no particular management,
being quite hardy.

Currv Paste (3/. i>.).—Can any of our readers supply us with a
recipe for making this ? Our correspondent does not require a recipe for

curry pnwdcr.

Charring Sawdust (T. £//i*).—The best mode of eftecting this is

by mixing it thoroughly with earth, in the proportion of about two barrow-
loads of sawdust to one of earth, to pile the mixture over some brush-
wood, to set light to this, and so cover up the fire that it shall only go on
smouldering until the whole is charred.

Melilot Seed (Rei\ F. W. P.).—This sprouted ver}- well. We arc

glad to hear that its flowers are such good bee pasturage. Many thanks
for the Hinialayah pumpkin seed. We have far more applicants for it

than we can supply.

Galvanic Plant Protectors (Dinfithus),—These instruments fur

preserving plants from snails, slugs, &c., are circles of different diameters,

from eight to twelve inches, made of zii

at top is soldered, on, all round, a piece

or slug being attracted by the plant witl

round each plant in a pot, or out of doors in a border;, he creei)s up the
zinc, but the instant he touches the copper rim he drops down—being
completely f,'alvanized. The vandyked zinc on the upper rim is merely
for ornament. [The protector is only eflicaciuus whilst the copper and
zinc are bright, or unoxidized. A nmch more endurable and quite as

efficacious a protector is a similar circle of zinc, with a horse-hair rope
fastened round near its upper rim. The hairs form a chevaux-de-frize,

I

which neither slugs nor snails can surmount. It remains good for years ;

I and by nicking the rope longitudinally, a fresh palisading of hairs springs

I

"PO
I AvLESBURV UucKS.—A Correspondent, in answer to the inquirv' of

1 E. J. H., states, that the finest breed of Aylesbury ducks can be pur-
chased of W. Dean, of Buckland, near Aston Clinton, Bucks. He gets,

at the present time, for young fat unes, about I2s per couple; but foi

I stock-^j.e. breeding ducks—he recommends sTich as are not bred very

; two or three inches in

circle of copper. On :

this circle ;for a circle

depth
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early in the season, or old ones ; his price for such, at a more advanced

part of the season, would he from 5s to 6a. per couple ; but his price is, of

course, ruled by the London markets.

FauiT-TREKS IN KiTCHEN-GARDEN (B. Philadelphia, Noru-irh).—

The best plan to arrange fruit-trees in combination with vegetables is,

doubtless, to make them a margin all round the plot, or nearly so. If

you will search the earlier Numbers of Tub Cottage Gardener, you

will find all these thincs thoroughly described in detail. Let us advise

you to look well over those articles. Raspberry canes are frequently

allowed to grow between the fruit-trees ; we think them best by them-

selves, as they spawn or throw up suckers so. The length of stem of

fruit-trees depends on the object. For rough dwarf standards two feet is

amply sufficient for a. dwarfing system, and no other is eligible in your

little plot. As to kinds of fruit-trees, you cannot plant now ; and you will

meet with abundant information in our pages before the planting season.

Your description of your subsoil
—"sand, gravel, marl, and chalk "—is

most humorous ; surely you have plenty of choice. Always allow a tree

or bush a certain space, however limited, unmolested by the spade.

Old Sea-Kale Plants (T. S.}.~ These which have spread their

stalks very widely may be cut within one inch of the surface of the soil

;

and when the buds start by and bye, thin them out to two or three shoots

from a crown, or even one if you want it very strong next year.

Gardenia Uadicans (/i/rf).—This may be kept in a greenhouse from

which the frost is excluded all the year round; but to succeed well with

it, it should have a warm moist atmosphere to start it into bloom. See

what Mr. Appleby said about the genus lately.

Camellias f/Airf).—These kept in summer in such a house as that

last-mentioned, and under vines not forced, will look greener than those

set out of doors, and will perfect their wood and set their buds sooner
;

but then they sliould not be kept under the shade of the vines in the

autumn, but rather be placed for a time in a sheltered place out of doors,

though nothing is gained by keeping them too long exposed. If you

prefer your plants to blow in spring instead of winter, the plants should

be set out as soon as the buds are set.

Vine Pruning {Ibid).—" Why is the spur plan of pruning preferable

to the long rod system under glass ? " We never said it was preferable

in all cases. Fine crops are produced by both systems. One great ad-

vantage of the spur system is, that the space is made the most of, and
more light admitted to the ground and plants beneath. Solaiivm jasmi-

iioides may be procured at most nurseries. We do not like mentioning

Heating a Small GRKENnocsB (J. JV.).—This you now effect by

leans of a flue round one end and the back, heated by a fire in the bar-

ess room, which stands at the hack of the greenhouse; but the flue does

not draw well, the front shelf is cold, and you propose having a hot water

pipe all round the floor of the house, and also to go beneath the bark bed
1 the centre of the house, to be fed by an apparatus fixed in the hai-ness

3om, and you ask our opinion as to recommending such a course, and we
nhesitatingly answer yes, if you do not mind the trouble and expense. If

properly done, it will be sure to answer ; and you will be freed from the

annoyance of cleaning flues, &c. The most economical method would be
to have two turns of the pipe in the bavk bed, on the same level as the

rest round the house ; but then you could not heat the bark bed without

heating the house. The most complete method, therefore, would be to

have a separate flow and return pipe for the l>ark lied, that you migbt heat

it at pleasure, without heating the other parts of the bouse. In such a

house, lift, by lift-, a flow and return 3-inch pipe as far as the bark bed,

^ith a double set of pipes there, in a chamber with the bark bed above,

nd slides in the side of the chamber to admit heated air into the house at

pleasure, would be amply sufficient. Vourown plan, however, having the

pipe round the house, would keep all the walls in a comfortable dry con-

dition, and diffuse the heat perhaps a little more equally. Unless you want a
high temperature, the flue you now haveought to be sufficient for all common
purposes, such as excluding frost. &c. We suspect the not drawing is

bving to the flue and the furnace being too much on the same level. Be-
fore commencing operations, it would be worth while to see what sinking

the bottom of the furnace from a foot to eighteen inches below the bottom
of the flue would do.

Hart's Everlasting Rose {W. TAowipson).—This name is a gross

nposition. It is merely the dry pericarp or seed-vessel of a species of

Mesemlirptmthemum, which has the property of remaining closed up
whilst dry, and of opening when wetted. " By an extraordinary provision

of nature (by a wise provision of God would be a phrase more truthful)

in some annual species of Mesembryanthenmm, natives of sandy deserts

in Africa, the seed-vessel opens only in rainy weather otherwise the seeds

might, in that country, lie long exposed before they met with suflRcient

moisture to vegetate." {Sir J. E. Smith.)

Yarn-bleacher's Refuse {A. B.).—Your refuse is the same as that
of the paper-maker (See vol iii., p. 136). It is too powerful to put upon
grass land unless mixed with earth ; and twenty bushels per acre put on
early in the spring would be the best time and quantity.

Sulpuate of Ammonia {H. ;V,).—We have no doubt of this forming
a good liquid manure for celer)', lettuces, and other kitchen- garden plants

;

but we cannot say whether it would equal liquid manure made of guano

:

we fear that it would not. Try the experiment.

Gravelly Soil on Clay Subsoil (P. TK.).—There is little chance
of improving your garden without draining ; hut if you could get up some
of the wet clay on which the garden rests and burn it, then apply it as a top

dressing of the surface soil from time to time, it would much improve it for

vegetable crops ; but fruit-trees cannot long live on such wet bottom.

Mr, Rivers' dwarf trees on the quince and paradise stocks are the most
likely to survive the longest. We should also mix. a heavy dressing of the

clay (unburnt) with the surface soil.

Wintering Verbenas (Ibid).—Your verbena cuttings, with "scarcely

any water all winter,*' died from drought. The soil about their roots

should not have been quite dry all the time. All cuttings made in the

autumn require more or less water through the winter. It is only when
strong old plants are kept that it is safe to let their roots become dry;

but even old verbenas and petunias must have some water.

Seeds of Auundo Donax (G. H.).—Can any of our readers state

where seeds of this «nter reed can be obtained, and the best time for

sending them to New Zealand ? It is a native of France and Italy, where
it is used for ornamental fencing, fishing-rods, &c.

Rough Plate Glass [R. W.).—We have no hesitation in saying that

it is far preferable to sheet glass for glazing your greenhouse. See what we
have said on the subject at p. 262 of our second volume.

Smoky Back Greens {Margaret Hurvvtj).—Even these inauspicious

places in " Auld Reekie " may be induced to grow some flowers (see p.

2* of the present volume) ; but, even if yours is obdurate, it may grow
pot-heibs ; and, at all events, our pages wUl contain the other subjects

you allude to. Thanks for the critiques.

Salt for Asparagus (C. J. i^).—In a previous answer we think we
have almost replied to your question. You cannot grow very fine aspa-

ragus uuless you do manure the beds frequently with salt throughout the

growing season. You may give liquid manure to asparagus beds all May
and June with the greatest advantage. The drainings from stables, with

an ounce of salt dissolved in every gallon, is excellent. You must not

fork in manure now
; you would destroy many of the shoots.

Nitrate of Soda Ibid).—This has been found beneficial as a manure
to carrots, cabbages, lawns, lettuces, and celery. Que pound to a square

rod or perch is a good proportion. In solution, half an ounce to a

gallon. It is a good application to chrysanthemums and fuchsias the

evening before the day of exhibition.

Moss ON the Surface of Pot-soil {Ibid).—We approve of this,

not only because it looks neat and refreshing, but because it helps to keep
the soil moist.

Local Shows.—We cannot annoimce these except as advertisements.

Covers {F. Taylor).—You can obtain these for any one, or all, of our
volumes by applying to Sir. Ashley, bookseller, Newbury.

Goat's Dung {A Beginner in Flurictiltui'e).—This answers as well as

the dung of the sheep for making liquid manure. One peck of the dung
to thirty gallons of water will be a good proportion. Tie the dung up in

an old cloth before putting it into the water, and then the liquid will be

Bees ( W. A. £.).—Hive a swarm of bees into your hive full of comb.

Never mind the old bee-bread and mites in it, for the bees will do what
is necessary with both. Your seeing drones so early as the l.^th of March
and beginning of April, if they are last year's drones, is not a good sign for

the hives, but they have in all probability been hatched this spring. Upon
Nei^hbour''s Improved Cottage Hive put the five glasses immediately,

and if possible fix a small piece of guide comb in each glass ; but the

glasses will not be certaiji to prevent swarming. A hive the size they are

now in will be too large to put under the glasses, and cover the parent

hive ; one-half the depth will be much better to prevent brood being

put there.

Carnations (Veroj,').—You may propagate these, as you state, viz.,

by slipping off their shoots and planting these shoots just in the con-

dition they come off from the parent root, but these shoots do not root so

easily as either layers or pipings.

Wintering Geraniums (Ibid).—When done blooming in July or

August, shake off ail the earth from their roots, cut them down, and repot

them in smaller pots.

Vase in Centre of Grass-plot (A. fl.).—Scarlet geraniums are the

most likely to suit your rustic vase, or the Double purple American

groundsel, one of the very best vase plants we have. There ought to be

a hole at the bottom to let the water escape, and to be drained just like a

large pot ; and in all vases the soil ought to be good light loam, and should

be enriched with small doses of liquid- manure, as all plants in vases re-

quire to be regularly watered in someway.

Coronilla Cuttings (A Lenny).—These cuttings, made from the

young shoots, will root freely, if put in now on a gentle bottom-heat, or

even under a hand-glass in the open border later in the se.ison. We are

very much gratified to hear of your success with your verbena cuttings;

whenever you meet with any difficulties with any plant, or method of cul-

ture, or with new experiments of your own, pray let us hear, and we shall

do the best we can for you.

Insect Destroyer of Verbena Cuttings (J. J.).—We have never

seen any of the worms (grubs!') you thus describe, and we shall be

obliged by your sending us specimens. Have any other of our readers

been similarly injured ? '* I have lost many hundreds of verbena cuttings

from their being quite eaten through at the point where the stem enters

the mould, by a very small white insect, hardly thicker than a hair, and

about half the length of a cress seed. I have found it destroy entirely, the

more delicate verbenas, even when planted in the borders, but its great

dehght seems to be cuttings. Pot after pot have been laid prostrate by it,

in spite of trying covering the top of the pot with sand, different kinds of
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compost, .mJ many other mctboda to prevent ita rnvagcs, but invariably,

ihoiigh every rare has been taken, and the most healthy cuttings have been
chosen, without the slightest trace of the insect upon them, in a few daya

they have all beeu eaten off at the point I have described. The only

dilTerence I have noticed, is that this insect does not seem to like the white

verbenas so well as the coloured ones, and the scarlets it seems to prefer

to all. I do not know the name of the insect, but though very small it is

quite perceptible to the naked eye, and runs very fast."

Mildew on Vbkbenas in Winter (J. J.)-—Verbenas are very

liable to this disease in winter, but if taken in time, sulphur will certainly

prevent it, and the plan of uaing a little soot with
if.

seems an improve-

ment ; indeed we would advise that the whole stock of verbenajj should be

lightly dusted with soot and sulphur in October and November, before

the mildew appears, .is prevention is better and easier than a cure.

HoTDKO KOR Cuttings (Amutetir).—A hotbed for cuttings docs not

require to be watered ; but the surface of it is to be often sprinkled over

in fine weather—pou, plants, and all—with a rose watering-pot. This

keeps up a moist genial heat, so grateful to both young and old plants in

the spring.

M'lNDOW Plants (Ibid).—Geraniums, Heliotropes. Musk plants, Sweet-

icented ^'crbenas, Tree Violets, Tree Mignonette, and many others

noticed in our former volumes, will do " to mix with balsams in a window

looking to the east." If the balsams are well grown, two of them would

fill a very large window : after they come tu that size they may be trusted

outside the window. Low plants to fill in between the balsam pots are

what we recommend, and to he sweet, to make up for size. We cannot

give a plan for an arbuur : we never yet saw a beautiful one.

Tool House, Potting Bkncu, &c. (J. X. C.).—You say, " My idea

at present is to have it of stout iron wire, arched in a semicircular form,

and open at one end, and to train over it either ivy or some other climber

that would keep out the rain (or nearly so). WTiat ornamental climber

woiUd you recommend as an effectual covering; or can you advise some
other better kind of construction, to form both a tool house and also a

pleasant retreat from the beat of the summer's sun for such as are fond

of books, &c." Your plan will answer perfectly well; and if you were

to cover the top with asphalt pelt, to keep out the rain, you would have a

complete, snug, retired place, for such purpose as you intend. A few fast-

growing climbers, as the different species of Clematis, and evergreen

climbing roses, would soon cover it. Then you might plant finer summer
climbers, to supersede them in time—such a« Lophospermum, Eccremo-
carpus, DoUchos Lignosus, Cobtea scandens, the Canary Tropccolum, &c.
iNAacHiNti Vines (iV.).—We should say you might craft an Esperione

vine, it being a hardy sort. Of your three proposals, we say by all means
inarch the Esperione with a good branch of the Hambro*, provided the

root and border are good. Your Esperione, however, should carry a very

limited crop, and such only on afew shoots—say six or eight good bunches,
and those principally upwards. This will enable your inarched shoot to

reach the back of the house this season, and to bear nest. Vour Espe-
rione, moreover, should be close stopped all the season. Do not stop

your Muscats in so prim a way as other grapes. Its majestic habit seems
to scorn the snubbing which other Wnes are obliged to submit to. We
will one day give a paper on the Muscat.

Unfruitful CtiEaav (G. W. P.).—Yonr cherry blooming profusely,

but not producing fruit, is by no means an extraordinary case ; Imt how
to account for it is not so easy. We, too. have had cherries which when
they grew old became totally barren, and, like many pears, continue to

blossom abundantly—the blossom, moreover, appearing strong. On a

dose examination, however, we have generally, if not always, found the

bloom minus the pistil or female organ, therefore not likely to set. Our
friend Mr. Beaton is very likely to throw light on this interesting point,

Perhaps thorough draining is not unlikely to benefit the tree.

Cueeants Dropping'{W'. I;.).—You should watch and determine if

birds or insects really attack your currants : this much you may at least

ascertain. Soil excessively dr\' and poor might cause their falling, so
might stagnant soil. Pray watch for the next three weeks.
WiREWOKMs [X. Bratidnth'j.—" The soil you have carted into your

garden is swarming with wireworms." If we were in your place we should
either cart it all out again or have it all sifted through a sieve so fine that
the wireworms will not pass through the meshes, and have all that is re-
tained in the sieve carted away. We know of no application that will

effectually destroy the wirewomi if it once gets into the soil. Spirit of
tar, gas-lime, &c., will destroy them if they can be got into it ; Imt here
is the difficulty. Moles turned into the garden are the best resource
against them.

Flooe-doabd of Hive, &c. (I. A. E.).—This should always have avery
gentle slope, so that no wet will lodge upon it. Painting the straw is a
protection against wet ; but wet will never penetrate through it if the hive
is weU made. The best roofing over a hive is a milkpan turned bottom
upwards. For the sake of appearance we have these painted slate colour.
Shifting Young Caenations (A Young Amateur).— It is indeed

high time to remove these from the greenhouse ; and you had better place
them in a sheltered place for the first ten days.
Old Myrtles id Lady Subacnber) .—It is a good plan to keep old

myrtles rather warmer than a greenhouse heat through April and May in
each year, or until they make their growth, and then to inure them gra-
dually to stand the open air in a south aspect. They require abundance of

all the summer, and by getting an early growth they are sure to bloom
It is also a good plan to turn them out of th

: the end of

pots or boT. I into : 1 south border, to water them liberally the

liquid-manure, and to cut their roots partially, as we recommended for

the UrngmaiisUts, a short time before they are potted in the autumn. Mr.
Gibbs, of Piccadilly, London, is the only importer of i*/'ru('i««^H«no.

Hot South Border (,1/. .^. H.).—The jasmine and honeysuckle, which
are established there, have complete possession of the border already ; and,

OS in the case of planting young things near large trees, there is no way iif

establishing fresh plants in the same border with those two, except by
plunging large pots or boxes to be filled with other climbers. These
would need to be constantly kept moist for the first season. IVy Jns7ni-

nam nudifiorum that way. It is a beautiful flower against a house or

verandah in winter.

UooTs Invading Beds (/Airf'.—The only way to overcome the roots

of trees getting into flower beds, is to cut a narrow trench outside the bed,
and as deep as the roots go, and to fill it up with concrete made with lime
ami gravel, or cinder ashes, one part lime and five parts of gravel, &c,
Stkawuerries Unproductive {A Constant Reader).—You have tried

various modes of treatment, yet you cann(it obtain good fruit. Your soil

is evidently not suitable for this fruit, for Keen's Seedling and the Elton,
which have failed with you, will do on most soils ; but the British Queen
has failed in many situations, and in others, uuder the best management,
can hardly be kept alive. Can you not trench a fresh bed for them ; and use
a quantity of burnt clay, and very rotten manure ? W'e cannot recommend
better varieties than the Elton and Keen's Seedlicg; but we have seen
the Dotintun do well not far from you (near Malvern) ; but it, also, is very
choice about iod.

Nabcissus (/. /•'.).—Your Grajid Monarch Xarchstis, having three
healthy shoots, is quite right; and you will soon see the flower scape
rising amongst the leaves, It is a hardy bulb, and will do to plant out
in the border after it has done flowering.
Mock Orange i/Airfj.—You ask us what this can be mth " the seeda

resembling those of the melon, but smaller ? '* We can only guess that
it may be the orange-fruited gourd, which is sometimes called The False
Orange.

TaopffiOLUuTBicoLOHUM (/6(rf}.—You broke the top off and repotted
it, but no fresh shoots have appeared. AUvays plant them in tlieir flower-

ing pots at once. It will not start again, probably, till next Septem-
ber. Uncover it, and if you see no signs of growth let it get dry ; but
watch it through the summer, and whenever you see it offering to grow
pot it afresh. You know the rest already. We have known the bulbs of

this flower to lie dormant for a whole season without any apparent cause.

Gloxinias (A Subsrriber).— It is best to pot gloxinias into their flower-

ing pots at once ; but the size of the pots ought to correspond to that
of the bulbs, and may be for small bulbs sis-inch pots, and so up to nine,

ten, or eleven-inch pots.

Watering (/iirf).

—

All plants ought to be watered " from above," and
not by pouring water into the saucers.

Azalea Indica Ctttings (//>id).—This will propagate freely by cut-
tings by and by. When the young wood of this season is three inches
long, slip a few shoots off here and there and put them in the hotbed,
and if you can put a glasa over them all the better.

Sowing Heaths (./iirf).—Their seeds may be put into a hotbed to

hasten their growth, but as soon as you see the seedlings in leaf, remove
the pans containing them into a cool airy place.

Pruning Passion Flower {W. H.J.— If it is an old plant top all the
last year's wood down to two eyes, unless you wish it to cover more
spare, in which case some of the shoots may be trained over it nearly
their full length. The tmide of a gi-cenhouae should he whitened to in-

crease the light. We cannot tell the name of your plant from such an
imperfect description.

Soil for Rockery {Ibid).—X mixture of loam, sand, and peat, is the
best general soil ; but some species of rock plants require a modification
of this mixture.

Names op Plants (K. Z.).—Your double yellow-blossomed Berberry
is Mahonia (formerly Berberis) uquifoUum. (Desire Ponttt).—Your
sprigs seem to be both from a Leonotis Leonurus -, Pulygala curdi/olia

and Podalyriu sfi/ruci/olia are greenhouse evergi-een shrubs from the
Cape of Good Hope, and the others are probably Elichrysums, but we
cannot decipher their specific names, but they are all greenhouse ever-
green shrubs. (Crucifnte).— It gives ua
to send us a blossom squeezed flat like yoi:

anxious to know the names of planU, they

ation by tending a good bloom and a leaf

moss. Your plant we think is Iris chine

are confirmed in the opinion by knowing that other persons besides your-
self water it by pouring boiling water into the saucer of the pot in which
it is growing.

Geranium Leaves (An Aynnteur).—The edges of these which have
been kept in a cool greenhouse all the winter, are turning black. This is

a symptom that they require more moisture at their roots. Your Grizzly
Frontig^nan Grapes do not ripen because they have not heat enough.
Mklilot Seed.—If "A Subscriber," whoin our Number for April 4th

wishes for this seed, will send his address on a ready-directed and stamped
envelope to the Rev, Francis W. Pye, Blisland Parsonage, near Bodmin,
the latter will send hmi some.
Unfruitful Cucumber [A Cumbrian).— It is rather difficult, not

knowing all the circumstances, to say why your cucumber plants produce
blossoms yet no fruit ; but the probable cause is that you give them too
much water and keep them too cold. Non-impregnation we do not be-
lieve has anything to do with the failure.

nd often useless trouble

s. If our correspondents are

ught to facilitate our examin-
1 a box surrounded by damp
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he ]iropa^;ite(l lor luitmiin and winter blooming.
Hauoy Plants should now be set in a sheltered comer, to make way
for the importations from the pits and frames. SERPLiNns must be
prirked ofl' in time, or they will destroy each other. Watek will be re-

quired oftener as the sun gains strength. 11. Fisri.

FLOWKR GARDEN.
Anemones, water well between the rows. Annuals (Tender), remove

into another hotbed
;
pot, if not done in April ; water gently, and give

air as much as possible
;
prick out April sown. ANTiRniiiNums plant.

Auriculas done blooming, remove to N.E. aspect, where they will not
have the sunshine after nine ; offsets with roots, detach and plnnt, three
in a pot; seedlings keep in the shade ; water moderately in dry weather

;

auriculas to seed should be kept from wet. Awnings, or other shelter,

continue over beds of tulips, e., now in bloom. Bedding Plants, be
not in too great hurry to plant out ; the middle of the month is time to

begin any of the half-hardy plants. Biennials, sow, b., iu rows, thinly.

Bui-BDUs Hoots, generally, directly leaves decay, take up and stori:

;

seedlings shade through midday
;
(Autumn blooming), plant again after

separating otfsets, or else store imtil end of July. Carnations, remove
side buds from flower stems ; shade from meridian sun ; water in dry
weather; put sticks to, and tie stalks; sow. Dahlias, plant out, e.

Dncss the borders, Ike, almost daily. Flowering Plants require
staking, &c. Fuchsia, may be planted. Grass, mow and roll weekly.
Gravel, roll, weekly. Hoeing cannot be too frequent. Hyacinths,
take up and store as leaves decay. Mignonette, sow for succession, b.

Perennials, sow, h.
;
propagate by slips and cuttings. Polyanthuses,

part, shade, and throughout the summer; sunshine destroys them ; sow
seed of. Roses, watch for insect on, and destroy them ; roses in groups
keep them low ; roses in pots may be planted out. Stake and tie up
plants ; seedlings thin. Tulips, remove seed-pods ; take up and store as
leaves decay; water frequently in dry weather. Wallflowers, sow, to
bloom next year. Water-glass bulbs plant in borders as flowers decay.
Watering, attend to in dry weather, esi)ecially to plants newlyremoved.
At the commencement of this month, during showery weather, plant
cuttin^is of Ooiihle WuUflowem, and i'ausins ; and divide the roots of Nea-
pnlitiiji and liussUin Vioffts, transplanting in preparation for potting to

flower in winter. Hulf-hardt/ plants may now he brought from the green-
house and their other winter shelters, and distributed in the borders.
i\Iild moist weather is most suitable for this work. The more tender
rlimhiiiir anniuils, such as Trop<eo/um ndunrttm, and Coiiro/i'uliis major,
should not be planted out until the end of the month. J'ut in slips of

double White and Purple Rockets, under hand -glasses, or near a wall on
the north side. Cuttings of China roses plant in a shady iilace.

'D. Beaton.

spALiER Fruit Trees
Grafted trees of former
Grafted Trees of the

I the bandages siightl;

ORCHARD.
Disbud, and commence training all Wall or

through the month. Stop luxuriant shoots, e.

seasons, continue to remove useless shoots from.
present spring, if growing, remove clay and loosi

at the end of the month. Budded Trees of last year, remove usele:

shoots from. Swelling Fruit of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, thin

out, lightly at first. Coverings, remove, m. Gooseberries, watch
the caterpillar, dust them (if infestedj when the dew lies on them with the
powder of hellebore, a decoction of the common foxglove is also said to

destroy them. Bandages loosen, where fruit trees are tied to stakes.

Black Currants, water heavily if dry, c, also mulch. Strawberries,
water well towards the end; also clean thoroughly from weeds, and place
straw or grass for the fruit at the end of the month. Plant Alpines, e.

Vines, disbud, stop, &c., e. • Figs, disbud, e. Raspberries, thin

away weak suckers, e. Cherries, watch for the black fly, and use
tobacco-juice. Plums Trained, treat same as cherries for the fly.

MuLCiiiKG, see that all needy or newly planted trees are well mulched,
three inches thick, e. Watering, let all fresh planted or heavy bearing
trees be well watered towards the end if dry. Blights, watch the de-

velopment of insects on every species of fruit, and act according to the
advice in The Cottage Gardener in back numbers : remember that

little more than half-a-pound of shag tobacco to a gallon of water will

destroy every species of aphides. Walks, renew or dress, using salt

with care if weedy. Borders, clean and dress all borders. RIow or
otherwise keep down gross herbage in the ordinary orchard.

K. Krbington.

FORCING STOVES.
Air, admit freely during the day. Bark Beds, renew if not done in

March. Figs, first crop ripening, require abundant light before that

^leriod; syringe to destroy red spider; give less water, and ventilate

treely. Insects, destroy by tobacco fumes or water; as well by clear,

soot, lime, or even soap-suds. Kitchen-Garden Vegetables, as
Kidney-beans, ike., introduce for succession. I<eaves, clean occasion-

, ally, either with the sponge or syringe. Liquii>-I\Ianure, apjdy, clear

and weak, to fruiting vines and other plants requiring vigour ; especially

to those in pots. Mushroom House, keep air in "moist, also make a
succession bed, b. ; woodlice destroy. Succession Peaches (sec

Rlareh), thin finally

l)right s liquid :

, contmue to (r

manure; shift

the tires tn drive away. SrEAM, admit fri-i

every plant that will bear the treatment,
prevent tlie red spider and the thrips. Vi:
grapes, and pin up shoulders of the bunrl
superfluous shoots, e. ; temp, from r^^ t<t

6.1° to 7»- :il nlfiht ; in tlir hite -reenhuusr-s
dislMUl. S|,|i,,I.lr r,,Mr,.Mih ,,!,uur Mh- lluU

rh ; shtldc du

ishine, und from

Mr Mu-..

epot such as hu'

PLANT STOVE.

pot.

il into large pans to bloom in
AULiCA, pot, to bloom in winter. Aphelandra
plunge in bark-bed, Bf.gonias, repot, and grow

freely, to flower in autunm and winter. Clerodendbums, pot—for

the last time—into very large pots, to bloom strongly in July. Cut-
tings of various woody and soft-wooded plants put in under bell-glasses,

in heat. Ervturina ceist.v-galli repot for the last time, and remove
into greenhouse, to flower there during the summer. Garden ia Florida
and varieties, and Gardenia radicans, done blooming, remove into
cold pit ; and late crops of them place in greenhouse as they come into
bloom. Gardenia Stanlevana, and others similar, syringe freely, to
keep them clear from red spider; repot when necessary. Gesnebas,
now coming into bloom, tie out ; that is, open out the shoots with sticks

and mats, to show off" the flowers, Gesnera zebrina, pot now, to
bloom late. Give Air freely as the warm weather comes on. Glox-
inias, repot into large pots, to form large specimens

; young plants con-
tinue to force on to bloom late. Ixoras, tie out, and shift into large
pots; keep them plunged in bark pit. Insects, fumigate, to destroy
green fly. Syringe freely, to keep ciown red spider. Sponge the leaves
of such plants as are subject to this pest. In extreme cases wash the
leaves with strong soap-water. Seeds, sow, of all kinds worth growing,
in shallow pots, in close heat. Stove Climbers keep well tied in, and
within bounds by pruning freely. Water, apply plentifully, both at the
root and on the walls, floors, Jicc, to keep up a moist atmosphere.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas, done blooming, ^)lace upon coal ashes, in a cool place

behind a north wall. Save seed irom best varieties. Prick out seedlings
in shallow pans—keeping them under glass. Seed may yet be sown.
Carnations and Picotees, place sticks to, shade from hot sun

; prick
<mt seedlings. Dahlias, plant out; placing pots over them at night for

fear of frost; place stakes to. Hollyhocks, mulch with short littery

dung; [dace stakes to them in good time. Pansiks now in flower shade
from sun

;
put in cuttings of under liand-glasses, in a shady place : layer

the loTig shoots in the same manner as carnations. Pinks, place sticks

to; put in pipings of. Polyanthuses, treat exactly the same as auri-

culas. Rani'nculusks. water freely between the rows in dry weather;
stir the surface frequently. Roses, intended for exhibition in pots,

shade from sun, water with manure water. Tie creeping roses frp([uentlv,

but not too stiffly. Tulips still in flower shade deeply and eticctualiy

from sun. Take up early blooming bulbs and dry in the shade. Ver-
benas, plant out in beds. T. Appleby.

keL'p clean; applv liquid

Beans, sow, hoe, top. ]

V, b.

from ; sow. e

for seed. Ch
plant. Cor
(Water), plant.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
plant, b.; clean bea."^. Asparagus,
Balm, plant. Basil, plant out.

(Red), thin
;
(White and Green), sow.

w, b. ;
jirick out

;
plant out ; hoe ; leave

plant; prick out. Bcrnets, sow and
plant; earth up. Capsicum, plant out.

Caedoons, sow. b. Cauliflowers, take glasses

y, sow, b,
; prick out; plant out; water; leave

;, plant. Chervil, sow ; leave for seed. Chives,
sow; leave for seed. Cress (American), sow;
i-s, failed, replace forthwith. Cucumbers, prick

out; jilant out; attend to forcing. Dill, sow and plant. Dung, for

hotbeds, prepare. Eaetiiing-up, attend to. Endive, sow, e. ; leave

for seed. Fennel, sow and plant. Hotbeds, attend to; linings, &c.
Hyssop, sow and plant. Kale (Sea), attend to blanching, ike. Kid-
ney Beans (dwarfs), sow, b. ; transplant from hotbeds, protecting them
at night for a few weeks

;
(runners), sow. Lavender, plant. Leeks,

sow; thin; leave for seed. Lettuces, sow
;
plant out ; tie up. Mari-

golds, sow. Marjorams, sow and plant. .Melons, sow, b. ; prick

out ; ridge out ; attend to forcing; thin laterals. Mint, plant. Mush-
room Beds, make, b. ; attend to those producing. Mustard and
Cress, sow; leave for seed. Nasturtiums, sow, b. Onions, weed,

&c. ; sow for planting again in spring; (Welsh), leave for seed. Pars-
ley, sow; leave for seed; (Hamburgh), thin. Parsnips, thin, ike.

w ; top those blooming. Pennyroyal, plant. Pompions,
ridge out, b. Potatoes, hoe. Purslane, sow; leave fni*

seed. Radishes, sow ; leave for seed. Rape, for salading, sow ; (Edi-

ble rooted), sow, e. Rosemary, plant. Rue, plant. Sage, plant.

Salsafy, thin, ike. Savory, sow and plant. Savoys, sow, b. ; plant;

prick out. ScoRZONERA, thin, &c. Sorrels, sow and plant. Spinach,
sow; thin; leave for seed. Tansy and Tarragon, plant. Thyme,
^ow and plant. Tomatos, plant out. Turnips, sow; thin; lea

seed. Turnip Cabbage, sow. Watering, attend to,

Weeds, destroy, as they appear.

Peas. ;

1 dry weather.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge. Winchester High Street,

in tlie Parish of Siiint Mary Kalendar, and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at thc Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—April 25th, 1850.
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thrum) should rise higli enough to cover the mouth of

tlie tube, or hollow part in the middle of the floret, and

render it what is culled thriim-eyi'il. But when the

style elevates the stigma above the anthers, the eye of

the tube generally appears hollow, shewing the stigma

iu the middle, like the head of a pin, the floret is hence

called pi/i-ei/ed. and is rejected as an incomplete flower,

although its other properties be perfect."

Maddock and others subsequently wrote upon these

characters of excellence; and the results of their com-

bined judgments, corrected by his own good taste, have

been arranged as follows by Mr. Glenny :

—

The Pip.—1. This BhoiUd be perfectly flat and round,
shghtly scolloped on the edge, and three-quaitei-s of an mch
diameter.

2. It should be di\ided in (five or) six places, apparently
forming (five or) si.x flower-leaves, each indented in the
centre to maliC it a kind of heai-t-shaped end ; but the in-

dentations must not reach the yeUow eye.
8. The iuilenturc in the centre of the apparent flower-

leaves, should be exactly the same depth as the indeutm-e
formed by the join of these flower leaves, so that it sliouW
not be known, by the form of the flower, w^bicb is the actual
division and which is the iudentm-e ; iu other words, which
is tlie side and which the centre of the flower-leaf; and all
the indentures shoiUd be as sUght as possible to preseiTe
the character.

4. The flower should be divided thus—the ijeUow tube in
the centi-e being measm-ed, the yellow eye, roimd the tube,
should be the same mdth as its diamotor ; and the gnmnd
colour of the flower shoidd be the same width : or draw with
the compasses, opened to a sixteenth of an inch apart, a
cu-cle for the tube or centi-e ; open them to three sixteenths,

and draw anotlier circle for the eye, tlieu open tliem fm-tiuir

to five sixteentlis, and draw a thii-d circle for the ground or
dark colour.* Beyond these circles there is a yillnw Uiciny,

which should reach round every flower-leaf to the yellow
eye, and down the centre of eveiy petal to tlie eye, and so

much like the edging that the flower shoidd appear to have
(tenor) twelve simibir petals. The ends of these (ten or)

twelve should be blimted, and rounded like so many semi-
circles, so that the outline of the cu'ole should be interrupted

as httle as possible. +

fj. The tube (one-tifth the width of the whole flower)

should be ncai-ly filled up with the sis anthers, wbidi are

technically called the thrum, (have an elevated edge render-

ing it (7-«m/)e«-<'y«/), and the flower shoidd not exhibit tlie

pistil.
[

(!. The edging roinid and down the centre of the petals

formed by the divisions, should be of even width all the way,

and uniformly of the same shade of sulphm', lemon, or yellow

as the eye, and there must not be two shades of yellow in

the eye.

I. Tlic ground colour should be just what anybody likes

best, but clear, well defined, perfectly smooth at the edges
inside next the eye, to form a circle ; and outside, next the

lacing : a black or a crimson ground, being scarce, is desir-

able : but the qnaUty of the colour as to clearness, rather

than the colom' itself, constitutes the property.

The Plant.— I. 7'/ic stem shouUl be- strong, .straight,

elastic, and from four to six incbfs in K<ngth.

a. The fuotslnlks of the flowers should be of such length

as to bring all the flowers well together.

3. TVic (cuss should (rise from the centre of the foliage)

comprise seven or more flowers, and be neatly arranged to

be seen all at once.§

4. Thefolinye should be (dark green) short, broad, thick,

and cover the pot well ( but erect and clustering round, though
lower than the tniss).

The Paik, or Collection.—The pair, or pan of more,
shoidd comprise flowers of dift'erent and distinct colours,

either the ground colour or the yellow of each being sutfi-

cienUy lUflerent from the rest to be well distinguished.

The whole should be so near of a height as to range the

beads of bloom well together.

The great fault of the polyanthus now, even among the
best sorts, is that the divisions between the petals are so

wide as to make the flower look stany, whereas there shoiUd
be no more gap where the di\'ision is than is in the indenta-

tion of the petal itself.

—

Ghmiy's Properties of Flowers.

We have received the following from Mr. Payne, and

recommend his Bee-keej)ers Dress to the attention of our'

readers, who ought to be as much obliged to him as we

are for his gratuitous and kind attention to their wants.

" 1 have a similar account of a sw ami of bees now before

me, ou the Ttb of April, iu the Hertford Afercury, probably

the same as that mentioned by your con-espondcnt. When
bees swarm at this time, and eaiiier in the season, they are

diiven out of then- hive either by famine, damp, mice, or

something of the kind, but more frequently the fonner ; and
if the hive from which they came be examined, it will be
found to be totally forsaken,—not a bee will be left m it.

I think that I have already sent away three dozen of hives

since the pubhcation of the last number of The Cottage
Gardeneu, and have se\eral now on order. I must, I sup-

pose, liu'e a warehouse, and engage a clerk ! I have, how-
evei', much pleasure m douig it. I only regret that I did not
at the same time offer to send the bee dress that I mentioned
in my last calendar iviUi the hives, to those who wish to have
it ; for no apiarian shoidd be without it; it is so exceedingly

pleasant to the wem-er, and answers the pm-pose of defence
most etfcctually. I have induced a person here to iirociire a

* This measure is for a fluwor only tivc-cightha of an inch diameter, but
it is the easiest to explain the proportions.

t All the passages in parentheses are our own additions. \Vc greatly

prefer an apparently ^-H-petaled polyanthus, for where there are twelve
indentures the edse looks too much crimped.

—

[Ed. C. G.]

t Some polyantliuses shew the pistil only, and are called pin-eyed

;

these arc considered worthless.

^ We prefer them to be slightly convex.

—

[Ed. C. G.]
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iiunntity of tlio proper luatorinl, aiul m iiial;e them up, for

wliirli ;!s is diai'ged; ami I liiul tlu-v will fjo free I'V post for

luiotlipr sliilliug.

"

Any person requiring a dress uiusl write to J. H.

I'ayue, Esq., Bury St. Kdimmds.

THE rRUIT-GAKDEX.

Xewi.y Pr..\NrKt) Friit-trees.—We again advert to

the propriety of paying much attention to sucli at tliis

period, for by so doing a whole twelvemonth, as to the

size of the tree, maybe gained; and the importance of

this, especially as to trees on walls or trellises, need

scarcely lie urged. In the lirst place, the uatorpot must
be put' in requisition if dry weather ensue, especially if

tlie trees have not been mulched. If the latter is the

case, much slighter waterings will suUico, for the evapor-

ation proceeds very slow^ly from soils mulched over.

Many trees have been injured by overwatering iu the

latter case; and such, we imagine, is the reason why
some persons are against the use of mulch. It must be

confessed, that this process impedes, iu some degree, the

reception of the increasing warmth of the atmosphere,

and so fiu- may be considered a slight evil. This, how-

ever, we consider amply compensated for by the defence

it constitutes against sudden droughts, which surely ii

recpiires no pains to prove, are exceedingly injurious to

fresh planted trees; the roots of which, being in a weak
or somewhat torpid condition, are ill calculated to bear

farther check, and, indeed, need every appliance which

can be furnislied.

We should consider it good practice for those who
have but a few trees to manage, and have plenty of time

on their hands, to remove mulchings for a few days in

the end of .\pril or beginning of May, in order to sutler

the soil about the roots to receive warmth from the at-

mosphere. Tliis it woiild do in a week ; and tlu:; mulch,

which bad been merely turned aside, could be restored

to its former position. In all cases of watering such

trees during the spring months, we advise that it be ap

plied during sunshine, and, indeed, when the mulch has

become warmed. This will cany a little warmth to the

roots, instead of starving them, which very cold water

would be sure to do. However, warmed water may be

used, and this would be by far the best ]n-actice ; in

which case it should be from 70° to H0°. By the time

this became filtered through the soil, it would be robbed

of some 8° or 10" of its heat.

Care of the Foliage.—If this is important with es-

tablished trees, how much more so with uewly-planted

ones. The utmost care should be taken to extii'pate

caterpillars, and indeed all insects, before they commit
their depredations. If the aphides attack them, tobacco

water or fumigation should be had recourse to ; the

latter process may be easily performed, by tacking a

sheet or other covering before them. The sulphur paint

should, by all means, be applied, especially to peaches,

nectarines, and pears ; for the latter often suffer much
from the red spider. Syringing occasioually, pronded
the weather is warm, is of some benefit, as tending to a

free and liberal development of the foliage ; cleansing

also from impurities.

Disbudding. — Newly-planted trees seldom require

much assistance in this way, yet some little may become
necessary. What are termed " maiden " trees are apt to

produce a confused mass of shoots, especially strong

young peach-trees ; and it becomes sometimes necessary

to remove ill-placed shoots. 'J'he better plan, as a gene-

ral practice, is to merely pinch out the point of those

supposed to be useless when they are about three inches

in length ; by these means the effect is not so stagnating

as the root action : and, moreover, it is impossible to

say, at an early pei'iod of the summer, what uceidouts

may occur to tiie other shoots. The slumps or base of

such shoots may be reserved .at the winter's pruning,

for in budding "at the ensuing spring they will ail'ord

multiplied chances of making a selection, and ciuryiug

out the dcsiied form or mode of training.

Trmnino.—Our favourite maxim witli young trees of

any kind intended for fan training, is to train a pair of

shoots on each side, riglit and left, the Urst season, car-

rying one perpeudioulurly ; and on this latter shoot we

mainly depend for ultimately eouipleting the fabric of

the tree. Now this will, doubtless, appear unsound

doctrine to some old practitioners ; such a shoot they

will be ready to imagine would lord il too much over

its w-eaker neighbour. And so it would, hut for some

finger and thumb work.

'J'his sort of handling was too little known in former

days ; winter pruning, done according to cut and dry

prcscriiJtions. reigned'supreme ; and the patience evinced

by our old knights of the jiruning knife, was not ex-

celled by the labours of the mythological Sisyphus.

Let ail amateurs, therefore, beai in mind thai the cen-

tral leader, or indeed any other portion of a tree, may be

kept in the utmost siibjection by summer stopping,

tln-ougli so simple a machine as the linger and thumb.

^Ve have grown peach-trees, years ago, in which a cen-

tral shoot, and one of the most luxuriant, was left in-

tentionally to prove the immense power of " stopping;"

and by following up the process annually, for several

years, the shoot remained alive, but was soon left be-

hind by the very weakest shoots at the lowest portions

of the branches.

This was an experiment only, but perfectly illustrative

of the power of finger and thumb slopjiing, during the

spring and summer, over that of the pruning knife

during the winter season. Tliis central shoot then, if

healthy, may be kept as a reserve, or in order to mul-

tiply branches at pleasiu-e; when such are needed, tho

centre may produce them unmolested ; when the re-

verse, the stopping may occasionally be had recourse to.

This principle may be applied to most of our fruits in a

young state ; and with it we see no reason to adopt any

other mode of training, on the score of real utility, than

{

tlie fan mode.

I
By the time this reaches the readers of The Cottaoj-.

Gardener, it will be time to fasten newly-planted trees

1
to the wall or trellis ; for it will be remembered that

;
such were recommended to be left rather loose for a few

i weeks, or until the soil settled. The bands or fastenings,

I nevertheless, should still have am])le liberty, for the soil

1 will still settle, and the tree must be permitted to settle

j
too, or rifts may take place in the soil, together with de-

rangement of the young fibres.

I The young shoots from " maiden " plants need not be

I

trained to form the lower portion of the tree the first

year, but a half-way position between the horizontal or

1
ground line and the central leader, or at an angle of

' from forty to fifty degrees. Thus, the c;entral shoot, and

the side ones requiring a separate course of treatment,

[
will be somewhat apart; and tlie eye of the most un-

,

practised, if thev wiU observe what we have here said

on the subject, will see at a glimpse liow aflairs stand.

What are termed " trained" trees, however, require a

I dM'erent com-se. Here sufficient shoots, or nearly so,

exist to form the tree ; and such must at once be trained

precisely in the position intended as permanent; still,

however, reserving a good central shoot, as in the case

of the maiden tree-s, which shoot must, of course, be

i

pruned liack, in order to jiroduce side-shoots. Wo may

I shortly oiler seasonable advice as to trained espaliers

;

for what has here been observed has reference chiefly to

• wall-trees; although the principles of management arc

I
identical, tho diflerence iu application being in the main

I
controlled or biassed by the form ultimately required.
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We here repeat our advice about cleanliness. Insects
must not be peiTuitted to infest valuable fruit-trees, es-

pecially young ones. R. Ebrington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Beddixg Plants.—I have said that purple and pink

plants ought not to be planted near to each other; and
tbe chief reason for that advice is the difficulty of meet-
ing with many plants that are of the true colour, so
that we are obliged to take the nearest shades to those

I

we desire to represent them ; and if the beds of pur-
I

pie and pink are neighbours, these shades will often

(
neutralise each other, or come so near to the same oo-

j

lour as to confound the two, so that one can hardly tell

j

where the purple ends or the pink begins^but both of

I

them should always be represented in a good flowcr-

I

garden where colours are arranged; as, notwithstanding

I

the number of plants we possess, we can only make out
: five distinct colours after white in a good summer flower-

j

garden, which is required to keep in bloom till the ap-

I
pearance of frost—pink, blue, scarlet, yellow, and pur-
ple—and if we confound the first and last of these, we
are reduced to four colours. We have a dozen or more
of shades (of which I shall write), but it is most difficult
to get them into their proper places, owing to the man-
ner in which the gi-eat bulk of our best flower-gardens
are laid out ; and then when you find a place for the
right shade, the plants may bo either too high or too
low for those next to them ; and without arranging the
heights as well as the colours of plants, it is much bettor
not to attempt this kind of arrangement at all. But let
me not have all the say to myself, rather let me have the
assistance of all our readers who have had some prac-
tice in planting according to heights and colours ; and
the simplest mode of testing our proficiency will be,
perhaps, to suppose that we have a border to plant
alongside of a walk ; no matter how long this border
may be, but let us sny that it is ten or twelve feet wide,
with a bos edging between it and the walk, and that it

la nearly level, or at any rate not more than six inches
higher at the back. Now, let us say that we have six
distinct colours in flowers, thus including the white, and
even let us say lilac, if suitable plants can be found to
produce it, when we shall have seven colours. I want to
plant this border according to heights and colours with
summer flower-garden plants, which will last in bloom
Iroin the turn of midsummer till the end of September,
or, if the frost holds off, till the middle of October. My
present arrangement does not include spring flowers,
or those which only bloom from five to six weeks. The
lowest plaut must be planted alongside the walk, and
one kind of plant is allowaijle for the whole row ; the
second row must not rise more than a few inches higher
than the first, and its colour must harmonise with that
of the first and third row ; the third row may rise ten
inches higher than the second row; and the fourth, fifth,

and sixth rows may rise in like proportions, or a little
more

;
but no one row is to be more than twelve inches

higher than that in front of it, but every successive row
must rise a little above the one before i't; so that when
the whole are in bloom we may have a sloping bank of
flowers in a harmonious whole, every row being of one
kind of plant, and, consequently, showing but one of the
distinct colours. All I want is the name of the plant
for each row, and the space of ground necessary to allow
it to come to full perfection; the border being just
twelve feet wide; and, to simplify the problem, I left
out the violet colour, because I know we have no jdant
ot that colour to suit this style of planting ; so that out
of the hundreds of ])lants yearly used in our flower-gar-
dens I only want si.s; kinds', and each to be of a distinct
colour. ] shall expect to receive these lists before the

end of May , and I strongly advise the exercise to young
gardeners; but I shall be much deceived unless the best
of them come from ladies in the country who have had
some practice of ordering the arrangement of their own
gardens. No one need sign his or her name to these
" returns " unless they choose ; and the whole must be
first sent to the editor. I shall then comment on the
suitableness or otherwise of each list, and surely we
must all of us learn something from them. T am aware
the thing is much more difficult than those who never
tried the plan may suppose ; but when done properly,
there is no other way of planting a border so efteotual to

show tbe beauty of haimonising flowers ; and it also in-

volves the principle of planting any number of beds
collected together into any regular figure, according to

the highest style of flower-gardening. In short, it is the

rudiment of the art.

Any one having but one flower-bed may represent this

style of planting in it, provided the bed is a circle, and
is large enough to contain si.-i circidar rows of plants in

it, by placing the plant in our back row in the centi'e of

the bed, and working down our other rows in circles to

the edge of the bed. Again, the colours in the rows
may be represented in different beds congregated toge-

ther in a regular figure ; and here is where the value of

the different heights will be most apparent; for if one
plants a bed of a tali blue plant, as Lupiniis Hai'twegii,

and plants the next bed to it with Sanvitaha prooumbens,
a yellow of the lowest growth, although he may admire
each bed by itself, the disproportionate size of the plants

in the two beds will more than mar the eftect; the two
side by side would look ridiculous. The only way where
a very low plant will associate with a tall one is, when a

rich edging of one colour is placed outside a large mass
of tall plants ; and even here some kind of jftoportion

ought to be preserved, by giving the edging jilant a pro-

portionate breadth according to the height of the tall

mass ; for to make all edgings of the same width, with-

out reference to the size of those plants within the
|

edging, would be a palpable blemish, if not absurdity. I

One more request, and I have done with this border.
|

I shall require from young gardeners, if they use plants

generally raised from seeds tor any of the rows, at what
time would they sow the seeds so as that the plants

would be in bloom—say by the first of July ? and if they

use trailing plants, as petunias, how do they propose to

confine them to a single row without scrambling amongst
tbe rows on each side of them ? Of course, where one
row of the desired height and colour would be too thin,

owing to the upright habit of the ])lant, I shall allow

two or even three contiguous rows of the same plant to

be put in to make up a sufficient breadth of that colour';

but you must state in inches the breadth you propose

for each colour out of the twelve feet. I anticipate at

least more than a hundred of such lists; and if I get«u;

different ones out of that number, which will be in every

respect suitable for the display 1 want, I shall be
satisfied.

Yellow Flowering Plants.—I have said so much
about these last autumn, that I need hardly add more
than the names of most of them, and that on the score

that a good tale is not the worse for being twice told.

Tat/etcs temdfolia is the best habited plant for a bed of

all we make use of, atter the pink Saponaria cahtbrica

and tlie yellow Sanvitcdia j)rocumbens ; from eighteen to

two feet, according to the soil, is the height of it, and it

may be sown at once in the open ground ; but, as it will

transplant easily until it comes into bloom, the best

way is to sow it in the reserve garden, and plant it out

early in .June when the May or spring annuals are over.

The Sanvitalia, ten inches high, will also come in the

open ground, and will transplant. Then come the yellow

Calceolarias, and there are six good sorts of these, at

least : Integrifolia, Rugosa, Eayii, Viscosissima, Corym-
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bosii, niul AmplexicaiiJe ; tlievr aio two good kinds of

reddish yellow shrubby (Calceolarias that would mix
with Corymbosa and Viscosissiina (sny every lit'th jilant

to be of these reddish browu ones), and 1 think tliey add

to the richness of the bed williout interfering with llio

colour of the mass—but that may be a matter of taste.

The Kentish Hero will not come iu. as a colour or as a

j
shade ; it is ton brown, but it makes a splendid bed

nevertheless. 'I'he Orange A/rk-an Marigold makes a

fine mass in a large garden, but is not suitable for small

ones. The double clear Yillniv Frem-h Marigold is very

rich for a bod, and when kept over the wiutir from

August struck cuttings, and planted in a soil not too

rich, it has notlinig of that coarseness about it which

characterises scodlings. Tiie same treatment as that

given to verbenas will suit it during the winter, and it

requires about the same attention as the American
gioundsel. for it is ticklish about damp. 1 believe I

said that another gardener and 1 kept it in succession

for eleven yeai-s by cuttings, and at first we bad many
mishaps with it, and always in the spring. The fact is,

we used to be.gin it too early iu the spring. Tlie first of

April is quite time enough to put it into heat to get a

growth for cuttings, which strike like a weed, t'crenpsis

lanceohita divided iu April like the little Campanulas,
and once tiained down to the ground iu June, makes a

fine mass for a large garden. The rest of the yellows

will be noticed under "spi'ing beds." D. Be.\ton.

GfiEENHOUSE AND WI^DOW
GAEDENING.

Balconies.—How pleasant the ideas which the very

word awakens ! We scarcely think of a balcony, but
|

there appear before oiu' mind's eye fair and graceful

forms. Hitting amon.g flowers, that are, only less striking
I

and lovely. If ever we can find an apology for a rational !

biped sublimating himself in the regions oi cigardom, it

is when, after the toils of the day, he whifls the xceed as !

he paces the balcony of his suburban retreat, ever and
j

anon emitting a cloud over the Green-fly from his own
I

fumigating apparatus, or uttering an e.\clamation ol'

!

pleased satisfaction as the companion of hisjoys waters I

and tends tlie flowers, attractive by tlieir beauty, and
j

delightful from their perfume. A balcony without i

flowers iu summer seems ever to speak of miserly,

contracted, shrivelled bachelorism, bearing no impress '

whatever of the presence of those gentle, but powerfully
influential beings between whom and the flowers of '

vegetation there is au attraction more binding than any
j

mesmeric action. No wonder though some shoidd iu-
I

quire, " What are the best flowers to buy to adorn i

balconies at this season of tlio year?" though the lo-

cality of the inquii-er, the present or future display of

the flowers, and the object aimed at, as to the possession
of floral beauty or floral rariety. should have been added

;

to this otherwise concise inquiry, to enable us to make
an appropriate answer. When the inquii-y was made '

in A))rLl. some nice evergreen plants, mingled with
flowcriug-bulbs. Wall-flowers (single and double], Hearts-
ease. Hcpaticas, Alyssums, evergreen Candy Tufts,

Arabis, the Flowering Cun-aut, Violets. &c., would be
some of the most desirable for present display. But if

a fine show of flowers during the remainder of the sum-
mer is the object of the pm-chaser, then ho could not do
better than obtain the necessary number of the common '

bedding-out plants as adverted to by our friend Mr.
Beaton, suck as Scarlet Geraniums, Fuchsias, Calceo-
larias, Salv-ias, Ageratums, Helitropes, Anagallis, Migno-

[

nette, Penstemons, Verbenas, Stocks, &c.
For producing a splendid effect, more will depend

upon the skill and attention of the cultivator than upon '

the money spent in securing the plants. In a small
balcony, " the bump of order ' may be as strikingly de-

veloped as in a larger flower-garden ; the principles of

adaptation and fitness strike the mind, even of a com-
mon beholder, more forcibly than the mere assemblage
of great masses. He may not be able to toll you horn it

is—but of the fact he is certain. I have seen an im-
lettered labourer jump with something like ecstacy at a
combination of colour, all existing in the compass of a
few feet ; almost cliokiug himself for words to express
his delight, and yet quite calmly surveying, what I then
thouglit a more perfect, because a somewhat more
fasliionahle combination and contrast of colour. Men
often acquire by something like intuition what they
nuiy lack tlie ability to demonstrate by reasoning.
Harry More may never have thought there was any-
tliing wonderful iu his treatment of the Scarlet Ge-
ranium ; though when tliat treatment was unfolded in
tlie words of a Beaton, the way was made clear for that
splendid jilant flourishing in many a window, and deck-
ing many a humble balcony, where formerly it was a
stranger. The ecstacy of the labourer taught me, that
fine taste coidd be developed, and at once recognised, in

the compass of a few feet as well, if not better, than in

a few acres. Of course wc are alluding merely to flower

ing-plants. llecognise and accept this idea, and there

wfll be the clieorful working to make as much as possible
of the little spot at home, instead of feeling a spice of

envy because you cannot concentrate in that little spot
the domains of a richer neighbour.

There is every room for improvement. Balconies iu

general when filled with plants, are a higgledy-piggledy
aflair. There the plants are in red clay pots, or huge
green bo.xes. and stufted, if growing freely, as if the less

air and light they had the better. If plants are at all

flourishing, their leaves will be tlio most cheerful green.

But it matters not, whether in town or countiy, and
whatever the colour of the house—stone, or red brick

—

the balcony in the majority of cases must be gi-een.

Why the colour should be dift'ercnt from the mansion,
it always surpassed my comprehension to determine

;

imless it was for the purpose of telling every passer-by

that the balcony was a mere accidental after-thought

affair. As to the huge bo.Kes, lengthy if narrow, we
should prefer them to be of a dull stone colour, rather
than fashionable green—that is to say, if we must have
such things at all. Our readers who would aspire to

please themselves, and delight their friends, by an ex-

hibition of superior taste, would discard the whole
parapharnalia of red pots, red gawky-looking saucers,

and the sort of go-between—the hog-and-chickon-feeding
trough-like boxes.

Bad as such contrivances are in a balcony, they be-

come much worse when they are set upon the ground
level, close to the walls of the mansion in the country.
The gardeners, however, are much more^to blame for

this than amateurs. For years the string was harped
upon, that a ])lant to be health/ must be grown in a
porous, soft red burnt pot. A short time ago, wc directed

attention to the fallacy of the idea as a general principle

;

and some years since we mentioned, that the common
plants, such as those grown in balconies, would do well

enough even in iron, at least for one season, if drainage
is properly attended to. For eflect, therefore, a few
I'aised or ornamental boxes, or baskets, or vases, would
shame all such red pots or green boxes out of the field.

Where there is the convenience, it is frequently desirable

to have the main plants for the centre of such vases
grown in pots and plunged in the soil or mo.ss, with
small ]ilants to turn out around them. Where that does
not exist, means should be taken to plant out those that
will blow during the season. The advantage of the
first system is, that whenever a plant gets a little shabby
you can change it for another coming to its best. When
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this method is followed, it is necessary tliat the pot in
which the plant is grown should be several inches less
iu diameter than tliat of the vase or basket ; as then earth
is not only introduced below the pot, but around its

side
; and into that part little trailers are planted to hang

over the sides—generally of a colour contrasting witli

the main mass in the centre. The same system is adopted
with pots or baskets intended to remain for the season.
Contrasted with tlie old pot and box system, the advan-
tages are chiefly these ; the plants and tlieir containing
vessels present a more astistic appearance ; the flowers
are placed on nearly a level with the eye, or a little above,
or a little below, where they can be more thorougUy and
easily examined ; and many little trailers just apjiear
in tlieir element and most striking beauty when thus
festooning the sid.'s of i he vase or basket. How beau-
tiful, for instaiir.', i, -, i,;;,,-^ of .•im/rh-t i/enniiims thus
edged with the H'/ii/r mhnia ; and how'more beautiful
still, to see the lower scarlet flowers of the geranium
blended with the lilue Lohclla sjjeriosu and Orandijiora,
or the pretty AnafjalUs PMllipsli, while they garland
the sides of the box or vase with their dense mass of
flowers almost to the ground—presenting a power of rich
colour which never can be obtained, unless when the
plants are allowed to fall in a pendent position. And
then how pretty a vase of yeUow calceolarias, with an
edging ofjniqile Senecio blended witli hangers of purple
vcrbems, or an old lilac, named Pulchdla, which answers
well for this hanging, drooping position. Another, not
to go farther—tliere is the Salvia paWns, so rich in its

azure blue, which we had full in flower, and in the same
vase from May to Gctober, by merely giving the plant
top-dressing, and manure watering. How nice it looks
with depemlers of the Kschncliolt-ia, ox the Troxxcolum
Oanariense ; or for a change, the fine large red ^na!(/«Zfo.

" O, but "—says a friend—" it is all very well to speak
of these raised boxes, and vases, but how are we bumble
folk to get them '!" We reply, that a neat ornamental
wood box may be made out of the same wood, and at a
no great degree of expense more, than is now necessary
for the long green lioxes—for they may surely be painted
a stone colour, at least as cheaply as being daubed
green; and not only may they thus be made of a stone
colour, but so like the real article, that it will almost
require examination to enable you to decide that they
are not really stone. Thus—when yxf/^to/, throw over
as mucli as the paint will take on of dry silver sand, and
when dry, it will have all the appearance of rough sand-
stone. The common pot may also be served in a similar
manner

; and thougli composition vases are still dear,
there is no reason why the red ware common pot should
not be made more artistic, which it will be, whenever
there is a demand for a superior article ; and then, when
thus painted and sanded, they woidd answer the purpose,
so far as gi-atifying the eye was concerned, as well as
the more costly and valuable compositions. Even the
common pot, when large, may be made somewhat elevated
and artistic, by giving it & plinth of wood, painted and
sanded, to rest upon. The plinth may be formed in the
shape of a square box, with one side, that to go next the
floor, open, and the upper side on which the pot stands
with a circular hole to allow the drainage to pass, which
may be received iu a vessel placed in the plinth, and
thus completely concealed. Some such temporary plinths
have lasted with me many years. Pots so painted and
Handed I have found to answer well ibr the generality of
?)lants. H,. Fish.

(To be resumed.

J

HOTHOUSE DEPARTifENT.

EXOTIC ORCH 1DACEa: .

Routine Work fob May.—^The growing season for
these plants has now arrived. They will require abun-
dance of moisture botli in the air of "the house and at the
root : a liberal supply must be given. Plants in baskets,
such as S'tauhopeas, Gongoras, Aerides, and Saccola-
hiiims, should be taken down once a week and soaked in

the cistern ; the time they should be kept in the water
will depend upon the state they are in. If very dry they
will require half an hour to thoroughly wet them ; if

moderately moist in the centre a single dip, and out
again directly, will be suflicient. Keep a good look-out
for woodlice, and crush them as they rise to the surface.

As the sun will now be powerful, thr .shades must be
let down whenever there is strong, clear sunshine ; if

this is neglected the leaves will turn yellow, the growths
will be crippled, and the flowers will fade, besides, the
moisture will sooner evaporate and the roots will lack
support : all these evils may be prevented by a judicious
use of shades.

Air and Jleat.—The giving of air will depend upon
the Iieat inside ; refer to the table, and give air accord-
ingly, always remembering to keep the night tempera-
ture lower than the day by six or eight degrees, or even
more. Read attentively our remarks upon the mode of
giving air. If the house is so ventilated that the air

ruslies into the house direct amongst the plants, hang
up some gauze to break the current, so as to mollify it

before it comes in contact with the plants. Continue to

pot all plants that have not undergone that ojieration as

they begin to gi'ow. Several that were potted early in
tlie year will be benefited by a top-dr'essing now: re-

move jiart of the old peat carefully, taking great care
not to injure the young, gi-owing roots, for they are very
brittle, and as t^pder as young asparagus. In conse
qiieuce of so much inoistiu'e the pots will begin to be
covered with green scum ; this is injurious to the health
of the plants, and the pots must be washed frequently.

Insects : Woodlice.—This tribe of insects is almost
as destructive as the cockroach, but, happily, it is more
easily come at and destroyed. In wi-iting upon the de-

struction of that formidable enemy, mention was made of
using sliced potatoes and turnips as good traps for

woodlice and small shell-snails ; we need only now
remind our readers of those useful traps, and of the con-

stant attention every morning to crushing any insects

that may lodge under them. It will be necessary, also,

to scrape oft' the skin that will form on the cut under
side of each slice, or it will prevent the insects feeding
upon them. Another excellent way of destroying these
pests is that of sinking the pots and baskets up to the
level in water ; the woodlice will rise to the surface out
of the compost to escape di'owning, and then may be
easily caught.

Lakge Sheli.-Snails, and the conunon Black and
OuEY Snails, or Slugs.—When these obtain an entrance
into the orchid house they are very destructive. About
two years ago we had a very fine specimen of Aerides
odoratiim major, which one morning had the imderside
of two of its large leaves completely eaten away ; seai'ch

was made at niglit for cockroaches (they being blamed
for the mischief done), but not one could be seen The
next morning two more leaves were eaten half through

;

the evil now became alarming, as the plant was, on
account of its size, a valuable one, and we had had 'io

guineas bid for it. Again, at night, but an hour or two
later, the search was i-enewed, and fortunately this time
with success—an enormous shell-snail was discovered

feeding very quietly, but voraciously, upon his dainty
food ; of course he paid the forfeit for his imwitting
offences. There is no other way of catching these large
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enemies: thnn lookini,' out ililigoiitly I'or them nt feeding
|

time : the shrlh^ss snails mny often be tracked to their

ivtivats by the sHme tliey leiive behind on tlieir Irnck :

Imt even these iire best found if looked for by niglil with
the ivid of a lamp or eandli'.

WiiTTi: Si-.vi.K.—This insect is also very injurious to

orehids. by lixing itself lirnily in oiu- place, and by ex-

cluding the air and light, eansiug the part to decay.

Where freipient washing with a small brush or sponge
is neglected they increase at a fearful rate. The best

means to destroy thom that wo know is to make a strong

lather of snap, such as wc use for shaving with ; lay it

on warm with a line brush, working it into every crevice

of the psruilo-bnlbs and leaves of tlie infested plants;

the soap adheres to tlie insects, stops up their breathing

pores, and kills them.
liaowN SiAi.i:.—Where this insect abounds it is al-

most, but not q\nU\ as injnrious as the white scale. If

tlie plants are kept clean by frequent washing with a
>ponge, it will be a great preventive. Often smoking
with tobacco is a good remedy, and the application of

soap-lather as recouunended above for tlie white scale.

Mk.\i.y Beii.—This is tlie most formidabU^ of all our
insect enemies to contend with. Where a house of any
kind of plants has become very much infested witli it,

there is nothing in the shape of application will eradi-

cate it entirely ; in such a ease, every plant must be
diligently and careftilly washed in every part : every pot
must undergo the same purilication ; every particle of

wood-work must be ])ainted with at least two coats of

paint; the walls whitewashed with hot lime. And whilst

that is doing the cleaned plants must he placed in a

warm pit, where some strongly-fermenting dnug sends

out its ammouiacal fumes, which will help to destroy

any insects that may have escaped the cleansing the

plants have been sidijected to. When the jiainting,

whitewashing, and scouring, have been completed, let

the house have abundance of air night and day for a

week previously to replacing the plants in it. Perhaps
some of our readers may say—Is all this necessary '.'

Does this apparently insignilicant insect do so much
barm? We answer to both questions, most empha-
tically. Yes ! We have seen in a house of grapes, the

greatest part of the fruit rendered valueless by the mealy
bug ; the bunches glued together so as to be filthy and
uneatable. T'he pine apple, too, we have seen so covered
with this filthy insect as to be not fit for the table till it

was scrubbed and washed as much as is required for a

head of celery. W'e have seen plants so infested with it

as to be all but killed, by having their leaves covered
with its excrement. These are, it is true, hut veiy rare

cases ; and the gardener who sliould so neglect his plants

and fruits would now be justly disgraced and dis-

charged ; still, without diligent and severe methods of

getting rid of these insects they would soon abound

;

thougli not, perhaps, to such an extreme extent as we have
described above, yet so sufficiently so as to be very in-

jurious to the plants, and not at all honourable to the

cultivator. Therefore, whenever even a single mealy
bug is discovered, let every plant he carefully looked
over, and every insect destroyed. B\- this constant
supervision, combined with using all the means we have
desciilied for the destinietion of every kind of insect, the

plants will be kejit clean, and preserved from the de-

structive attacks of the host of insects that will, unless

destroyed in time, ju'ey upon them ; thus injuring their

health, preventing tlieiu flowering in perfection, and
taking away all the jileasure that would otherwise delight
the eye and gratify the mind of the owner.
We trust we have written enough about insects to

prove to our readers that, though little taken indivi-

dually, yet when by neglect they increase gi'eatly in

numbers, they are really fonuidable enemies to our fa-

vouiite plants ; consequently, we say, keep a strict look-

out for, and constantly destroy, tlie intruders as they
appear.

FLORISTS' I'T.OWKIiS.

The warm weather is bringing on all kinds of florists'

flowers, as well as other products of the vegiitablo king-

dom. The management necessary now will be to jire-

scrve flowers from fading, by using shades whenever the

sun shines, and protecting plants from too )uuch rain

by canvas and glass covers, (j'riitlc sliuiters will be
beneficial to all that are not actually in flower. Also
to supply .iliikc.i to all flower-stems that need support,

and kci'p the plants of all kinds clear of ireeds and
iiiscftx. In such showery weather as wc have been
favoured witli lately, siidiln and slugs will be prowling
about seek'ing for food ; we have frequently found them
underneath the pots of various plants, secreted in the

holes of tlie ))ots: let such places be looked over, and the

concealed enemy dislodged and destroyed.

iSpcils of various florists' flowers may now be success-

fully sown in sliallow pans or boxes, sueli, for instance,

as Auriculas, Poh/nnthiises, Odriititions. Picotces, Pinks,
Rdiuiitcuhiscs, &c. Sow them in light, rich compost, and
cover them thinly with finely sifted soil, placing them in

a cold frame, and very slightly watering them ; shade
from sunshine, and give air in mild weather. By such
treatment the seeds, if good, will soon come up, when
more light- may be allowed to them, till they become
strong enough to prick out ; that is, to transplant into

similar pans or boxes, to acquire stronger gi'owth. In
this tender state of growth they are liable to great

danger from slugs and woodlice ; in a single night the

greater part of a crop may be devoured. The best pre-

ventive is to place the seed pans upon a pot in a saucer
of water; neither slugs nor woodlice can swim, therefore

your choice seedlings are safe when set ujion, as it were,

an island. T. Aitleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
At tills season pay good attention to the pricking out

of all kinds of Icules, InocoUs, savoys, cahhages, and, in-

deed, of all the brassica family, as soon as the plants

can be handled. If any have failed in coming up make
another sowing ; indeed, it is a favourable season for

making another of Oraiujcs White, WitMicren, Early
Cdjir. iin<l cdiilijhnvers, &c.

Surfdre hieing and stirring should he well attended

to, as well as to giving liberal soakings of manure-water

;

late 'peds may be very much improved by such applica-

tions, and sowings should be made in succession of the

late dwarf kinds, such as the Fan Pea and the Americdii

Dwarf.
PoT.\TOEs.—The earth about these should be well

stiiTed and loosened in suit.able wxather ; those which
are shewing a number of shoots should he thinned to

two or three of the strongest, an operation which may
be performed either by hand or by careftil hoeing. A
multiplicity of shoots left is a certain indication of plenty

of small tubers, and but few large ones. Potatoes in j'its

•AwA friimes, now nearly ripe, may, to save time, be taken

up, placed in earthenware pots or pans, and covered

with moderately diy sand, in order to keep them air-

tight for present use ; and the lights taken off thom may
at once be turned to sicconnt for ridging out cucunthers,

melons, vegetable nidrroirs, edpsicunis, or chillies,, which
should be gi-own along freely, so as to get strong enough
for producing an abundant crop.

liidge cucumbers, inelo)is, and vegetable marrows, should
now, also, all be got out. The strength of the bed made
for them, of course, must be regulated by what can be
spared at the present season with regard to fermenting
materials, which are not only very scarce frequently at
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this time of the year, but are required for many uses.

I

If a trencli is cast out from two to three feet wide, and
any kind of garden refuse, rakiiigs, sweepings, and small

jirnnings, are first placed in at the bottom, it is a con-

siderable assistance to the iirepared fermenting mate-

rials. If the fermenting materials consist princi]nilly of

stable-dmig, and a little mushroom spann is placed on
it previously to the soil being placed over it, a crop of

mushrooms, provided the season is not too wet, will be
produced from August to October.

Sea K-U.E.—The old beds that are intended to be cut

from another year must have all the coverings cleared i

away, such as any remains of fermenting materials ; and
the covering-pots, of whatever kind they may be, should

,

be all put away carefully, in a dry ]ilace if possible, if

not wanted ibr any other purpose. Let all the crowns
^

of the plants he examined, and if any should require :

cuttiug-iu closer to the surface of the earth, or any that
'

are already shooting forth should require to be thinned i

out, let this be done immediately. A few fine sifted

coal ashes placed over the fresh cuts, cither at the time
;

of cutting the kale or in any other case, prevents the

slugs working or boring down into the crowns, which
they are very apt to do wherever a fresh cut is left to

take its chance. The above remarks having been all

attended to, take the digging fork and fork up the spaces

between the crowns, but taking the gi'eatest care not
to injure any of the roots. The fork may bt used
as expertly as tlie operator likes, hut the following rule
should be observed—naiTow spits, broken up well, and
as deep as it can be done without any injury to the
roots of the plants.

The forward hand-glass crops of caidiflouer should
be attended to, with regard to forking between and
making basins around them, according to the directions
given in a previous number.
Broad beans may s\\l\ be planted in cool situations;

and the tall Knight's Marrow jieas be sown in succes-
sion as the most profitable and best flavoured kind.
Sow also turnips of any of the little early sorts, as well
as siiiriH saladiiiij in succession.

For turnip radisJies, red and white rooted, choose cool
situations, and sow little and often.

( 'tipe hroooU should now he sown in full crop. Let the
spot where the seeds are to be sown be rich and good,
and kept sufficiently moist, in order to encom-age a quick
growth.

Sage callings may now he planted out, if required, to
any desired extent : and Spear mint may be planted out
in open beds. Elitlier cuttings or rooted plants will
grow readily if planted out and well watered.

J.\.MEs Baunes & W.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WAI.KS.
{No. 2S.)

Thebe is great loveUness in wild uncultivated ground

;

it is almost always picturesque, and in defiance of a
feeling of regret at its lying comparatively idle, I always
admire it excessively. There is an ease and a natural
grace in land that has retained somewhat of its original

character ; trees that have sprung up in it are often pic-

tm'esque too, and the beautiful carpetting of heath that
frequently covers the soil, looks well at every season,
but particularly when its rich flowers literally paint the
earth, and send up their amethyst-coloured dust when
disturbed by the passer by. 1 have often heard my
father describe this effect on the moors during his grous-
ing excursions. Large tracts of laud were entirely
clothed with this brightly flowering 2ilant, and clouds of

this dust would arise like coloured smoke when the dogs
were engaged in beating for the game. On those open
districts, he said, the effect was singularly striking, and
very beautiful.

_
The wild flowers and plants that love heathy situa-

tions are all full of beauty. The young self-sown fir-

trees, that spring up in different places, give additional
beauty to the scone; and there is always a di-yness and
pleasantness in the paths that cross this sort of ground
that makes walking still more delightful. There are the
remains of a large, wild, and beautiful common in my
neighbourhood, which has been from time to time en-

closed, cultivated, or planted ; but in some places, hu'ge
portions are still left untouched for the use of the poor

;

and beautiful they are. A ramble through these snatches
of wild scenery in a warm, sunny, spring morning, is

not easily described ; but I shall content myself with
intreating all those of my readers who reside near such
healthy spots to turn their attention to them, and not
pass them lightly by.

A cottage garden formed out of waste land like this

has peculiar charms. Its shape and character have
still a kind of wildness ; and the blooming fruit-trees,

the balmy row of beans, the gay border, and clustering

rose-trees, form a striking conti-ast to the uncultivated

common to which it once belonged. How much may
be done by cultivation! Is there not within each of us

a wilderness? and how much may that barren land,

by spiritnal culture, be made to beiu- ! Let us tliink of

this, as we view with so much pleasure a smiling little

homestead springing up fi-om the bosom of a heathy
moor !

Tlie cottage gardener whose funeral I spoke of in my
last paper, was once the possessor of a grant of land^if
this term may be applied to so small a matter. It was
a piece of waste land on the side of a rising ground,
overlooking a valley and a village, yet with a northern

aspect, and rather a stony soil. The man was then
young and active, and he set to work at once. He
built, with his own hands, a small two-roomed cottage,

laid out his garden, planted his trees, and worked for

his daily bread. When I first knew him, many ycai-s

ago, he was an athletic carter, steady, kind to his horses,

and diligent in his work. His bit of land had grown
into a snug sheltered garden, his trees were in bearing,

his laurels looked rich and bowery, and his little mud
cottage in which he had brought up four children

—

who are all now in a far superior position to tliat which
their parents occupied—was nestled among sliruhs and
rose-trees. As age advanced, he gave up his more active

employments, and took altogether to gardening; tending

his own jnece of ground at his .spare hours, and having
a good knowledge of his business, he was in constant

request. Difficulties, however, overtook him, and he
was at length obliged to give up his own pretty home
and retire to the village, where he ])assed the remainder
of his life ; still loving and cultivating a little spot of

ground as well as his jn'osperous allotment. There
were always pinks, hepaticas, fuchsias, and convolvu-

luses before his door, with a neat bed of cabbages,

parsley, thyme, &c. ; and many sorts of vegetables were

raised behind his house : all good of their kind. It was
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a pleasure and a profit to enter the clean kitcheu, where

the old infirm couple sat fpiietly after the fatigues and

anxieties of a long laborious life, and to witness their

conlentnii nt and thankfulness under tlu> privations that

the aged poor most frequently suft'er. He loved to talU

of his former home,—of his garden, and his pleasure in

making and watching it Hut even the lowly and un-

known cottager does not escape the sonows that all

flesh is heir to : his simple annals teach us. that " man
is born to trouble as the sparks Hy upwards;" that a

wise and loving Father chastens his children for their

instruction, wherever their lot is cast ; and that no rank

or circumstance can preserve us from the trials that

belong to vis, as a fallen race. Let us not seek to escape

them in any country, or in any change of state. Peojilo

ai'e too ready to fancy that this or tliat situation or event

would relieve or beuetit them ; but tliey are all mistaken.

There is one situation, indeed, and only one, that in-

sures both peace and safety—it is " the secret place,"

"the shadow of the Almighty!" That "refuge" and
" fortress ' guarantees our deliverance from every evU,

or our quiet support imder them. But in every other

condition we have no defence—the )ialace and the cot-

tage alike totter when built on the unstable sand; and
' neither the rich sheltering groves of the one, nor the

fruit-laden trees of the other, can prop them up.

Now that the copses are clearing, I am particularly

charmed with the beauty of the trees that are clothed

with rich mantlings of ivy, standing conspicuously

among their leafless companions, and increasing the

loveliness of the spring scene. Yet I regret so much
the mischief done to the trees thus encumbered, that I

much wish every landed proprietor would consider the

matter, and cause his trees to be stripped of this inju-

rious decoration, for it is the ruin of timber, and. conse-

quently, eventual loss to the landscape, as well as to

tlie pocket. It is surprising to see the glee with wiiich

i trees throw out healthy and vigorous shoots almost as

soon as their stems are freed from the crushing en-

cumbrance of the graceful climbei', and the rapidity with
which the dejected tree acquires a rich and ornamental
appearance when it can freely breathe and expand onoc
more. Some ti'ees are beyond recovery when help is

given, and in these cases, th.? i\-y may be allowed to

remain, especially in situations where picturesque objects

are desirable, for there are few objects of more beauty
than these. Many persons encourage the growth of ivy

around their ornamental trees, and are not aware of the

bad effects of its beautiful luxuriance. It is so rich and
lovely, they cannot bear to hear even of its doing harm;

!
but in a few years the mischief becomes apparent, when,
perhaps, too late. Is tliere not a seeming fairness, too,

j
in the outward bearing of oiu'selves and our fellow men

i that covers much that is corrupt within ? Do we not,

also, often encourage or permit ourselves in that which
pleases the eye and heart, which is destructive to oiu-

spiritual growth, and if not " cut off," will cause our
souls to perish? AVe may leam a lesson from our trees

witherLug amid the semblance of health and verdure, if

I
we will listen to theii- teaching I Let us not close our

j

ears to the whispering of the woods, as tlie early gales

I

sing among the leafless boughs. Admiration of God's

I
works is but half enjoyment : let us strive to understand

I

and profit by them 1

WILD FLOWEKS OF MAY.
(fonlimiedfrom po'je .59.)

In the woods the fra(jrant Woodruff fAtiirndn orlnrain)

whitens the mossy carpet with its snowj- flowers. The
author of a httle volume titled, " Wild Flowers of the Year-."
(published hy the Eehgious Tract Society), says "its fresh

j

leaves ai-e almost scentless, but we have uo native flower

j

which so long retains its odom- when dried. " Withering says

of it, " that its sU'ongly aromatic flowers, wiien mixed with
snuff, ai'e also said lo give to ii the sweet odour of the Ton
quiu bean, without being, as that seed is, prejudicial to the

eyesight—while tlie scent is more lasting. " The scent of the

leaves while drying very much resembles that of our garden
Heliotrope or the grass .-liilho.ianthiini i>rlnrnUim (now in

flower), which gives tlio delicious odom' to new-made hay, and,

like Woodruff, gives it out very powerfully while drying. Like
Kohinrun-the-hedgc, aind other plants of the natural order
Jftihiiii'itr, the Woodrutf has a rough feel arising I'rom the

presence of hooked bristles on the leaves and other jiai'ts,

wliich in many cases make the plants stick to the clothes.

Besides tlie Woodruli', hut often in more moist situatious,

the not less fragrant Lily nfthe A'ale { Convallaria majalis)

is decked in its modest array, and cerlainly not less heautifiU

than when seen in tlic garden-border, or forced into pre.

mature bloom in tlie liotliouse. The Dandelion {Lcontoilon

liirii.rai-iim ) lends its gaudy beauty to the adornment of the
waysides, and will now afford an abundance of root^ for the
prodncliou of Dandelion coffee ; nor should it be forgot that

when the leaves are blanched they make a capital salad. In
its wayside Imhilats it is frequently Joiued with the Coltsfoot

(Tiixsiltiiio farjhm), which is now, however, almost eutu-ely

out of fiower in the south. The Butterbur {.Pcfnsiles viif-

7(iri,5) appeals profusely on the banks of streams, and in

wet meadows, ruining the uiidraiuod pastmes tci which it

gains access, aud choking up the drains of such as are

drained. The Daisy {BclHs pcrennisj,

"Whose home is everywhere—
A pilgrim bold in nature's care,"

is scattered with unsparing hand wherever om' eyes can rest,

and it calls at once to memory the many fine feelings and
thoughts with which Wordswortli and Biu-ns, and a host of

other poets have invested the little gem. On the hills and
heathy places the species of Vaccinium are in flower, and the
J'. MijrliUus or Bill-beny -will soon afford the sclioobhoy an
abundant hanest. The Holly i Ilex aqiii/olium) is also a
May blossonihig tree ; but its flowers are by no means so

conspicuous as the red berries with which it is clad in winter.

The Fiiirns (Periwinkles) are creepuig through the hushes
and long grass of the woods, adorned with their bluish purple
flowers. The Lungwort ( I'lilmonaria nfftcinnlis

)

, likewise grows
beneath " the green wood's shade, " and on accomit of its

spotted leaves has received its name and been considered a ciu'e

for puhnonai-y complaints. In more moist places thau it pre-

fers, you will find the imiversally known and acknowledged
emblem of friendship, the Forget-me-not ( Myosotis), of which
there are various species. The Field Scoi-pion Grass {M.
anviisi^ I prefers diy places, such as wall-tops, aud gravelly
hanks, but most of the species in this family are lovers of
Die cool shade or the streamlet's maj'ge. One of the moat
beautiful is the Sylvan Forget me-not (.1/. Sylvestrh), which
often forms most lovely masses of blue in the shady wood-
lands ; but perhaps tlie most beautifiU of aU is the Moimtaiu
Forget-me-not ( .(/. al]Kstrix), whose home is on the lofty

alpine summits. .)/. jmlnsM.i, wliich is considered to be
the true emblem of friendship, is by no means a common
plant, and some of the others are vei-y often mistaken for it,

even by botanists of acknowledged authority. Tlie common
Speedwell { I'croiikn ojichinlia) abounds in woods and pas-
tm-es ; and along witli it, as well as by the waysides, will be
found the Gemiauder Speedwell ( I'. Clmma-rtnjs) ; its near
aUy the Mountain Speedwell, grows more rarely in the moist
shady woodlands—these Speedwells, more especially the two
latter, seem well entitled to a place in the herbaceous border.

I

Tlie conunon Bugle (Ajuga rcptaiis) is one of the brightest

I

ornaments of the woods, but not one of economical or bo-
tanical mterest. The white Dead Nettle ILamiiim nlhiim) is

now abundantly in flower in many places, covermg rubbish
banks and waste jdaces ; its foitid herljage is left to grow
luxmiantly by browsing herds, but the plant is of some im-

I

portance to the Apiarian, as the flowers yield an abundance
of honey. There ai-e also several other Labialae in blossom,

I not the least beautiful of which is the Groimd Ivy ( Glechoma
hederacea) with its bright blue flowers ]ieeping from beneath
the hedges ; iu rural disti-icts it is a popidar cure for a lections
of the lungs. The large-flowered Butterwort (Piiiguicula

(jrandiflora) at once one of the rarest and loveliest of om'
native plants, has now produced its large rich pm-ple blossoms

;

I and the Primrose (, Primula vvlgaris) ; the Oxhp (P. elrdior) ;
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and the Cowslip IP. vrrls), are. all in the height of their

glory, ornamenting eveiy ilell and woodland with their pale

yeUow flowers, and suggesting a thousand tliouglits and
associations of the most pleasing kind to eveiy one except

such as Wordsworth's hero, of wliom the poet says

—

"A primrose by a river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him ;

And it was nothing more."

The common ICnot-grass (Poh/iionnm ui-ic:ilure), in its

varied forms abounds beside the habitations of mankind,
appeai-uig wherever human operations have disturbed the
surface of tlie soil, or where human footsteps have efiaced

the original vegetation. Tlie Sheep's Sorrel (Siimex acc-

losella) reddening the dry pastures with its imhealthy hue,
tells of baiTen soils and meagre crops. The Dog's Mercm-y
(Meminalh jwrcnnis) frequents tlie closest shade of the
woodlands ; and the early ))rowsing cattle that eagerly pluck
its vernal herbage often fall victims to it=; poisonous proper-
ties. Tlie weeping Birch, "with long dishevell'd hair, " now
delights the eye witli its beauty, and throws its fragrance on
the breeze; and a number of the willow family (Sidix) are
also richly adorned with their Catlcins. The Cuckow-phit,
or Wake-robin {Arum niiiciilalum), has now sent up its

curiously sheathed tlowers fi-om among the aiTOW-shaped
leaves on the shady woodland bank. It is a curious but
well known fact that, all the species of Arum are very acrid,

but entu-ely lose theii' acridity on being dried. Hooker tells

us that the tuberous root of om- native species affords an
abundant starchy substance, wliich, if properly prepai-ed, and
the acrid juice expressed, proves an excellent substitute

fur bread-flour, and is sold for that pm'pose in great quanti-
ties at Weymoutli and in Portland Islancl. The curious Herb-
I'aris {Piiris qiiailrifiiiiii), and the more beautiful Star of
Betlilehem (Oniithiyuhim iimhrllnlum), are also both in
flower this month. The wild Hyacintli (Hi/iiciiitkux non-
scriptus) adorns the green grass of the woodland with its

ca-rulean blossoms, and must be considered to be the true
lidirhell of the jioets, and to have derived its name not from
•' occmiing in places frequented by hares," but from the
ringlet-like appeai-ancc of its di-ooping racemes of flowers, to

wliich the poets have referred. Altogether, this flower is a
great favourite with poet and proser, and is one of the most
delicate gems of om- woodland

:

' E'en the slight'hairboll raised i

Elastic from her airy tread."
i Iicad,

Several of the earlier native Orchids have already produced
their remarkable blossoms, mimicldng the animal tribes;
but the montlis of .Tune and July are richer in these curious
flowers, and we shall reseiTe our remarks upon their historj-

till a future occasion. Many plants of the truly lovely order
Liliuceie are also in blossom : the Narcissus of the poets
(^arcissKs pncticus), and the Pale Narcissus (.V. lnflort{s),

join with theh- soraewliat earlier ally, the " dancing Daftbdil"
(iV. pseuilo Xnrcissus), in giving a lively hiveliness to the
woods and fields ; and the Summer Snowflake { Leucojiim <ps-

livKiii) adorns the meadows with its snowy flowers, reminding
us of the pnle Snowdrop that came in mid-winter to cheer
our floweiiess paths, and tell us of the coming spring.

Such is an account of tlie Wild Flowers of May. We have
not, indeed, enumerated tlie wliole of the wildliiigs that are
to be found during the fl.iwery ludiith ; tliiit would lia\e made
our pa]ier extend far beyond llie limits assigned to it, and
might, hkenise, have rendered it of less interest with many
of our readers. We trust, however, that these remarks may
be the means of adding a relish to many a rm-al walk, and of
directing many an eye, in an idle hour, to dwell upon the
humble things of the waysides and forest patlis that are
often passed by unseen, uncared for, and unadmired.

—

(i.

Lawsok, Assistant Curator of Hot. floe, EilbOnirgli.

DOMESTIC MECHAN'ISif.
Poi.rnc.u, economy has long been practically stutUed, and

undoubted benefits have resulted therefrom, but of late
years a new science, more closely connected with the con-
cerns of every day life, has sprung up, and is fast becoming
of importance ; it may be tenned, that of social and domestic
economy. Whatever may be the causes, it is certain that
it is now the interest of all possessing, wliat may be tenned,

limited incomes to look well to their outlay ; not only to

endeavour in all things to avoid unnecessary expellees, but
to study closely the best means of " niakiug a little go a
great way." Too frequently, economists have contented
themselves with attempting to save in liu'ge outlays, neglect-

ing the consideration of tlie '• little tilings about a house." For
instance, a person may congratulate himself ujion saring so

much by adopting a proper method of cooldng certain dishes,

while he remains ignorant of the fact (or, at least, pays no
attention to it ) that, by certain mechanical airaiigements, he
might have, succeeded in ett'ecting a considerable saving in

the article of fuel by which he prepared his meal. .\nd the

s.anie may be said to be the ease in many other depai'tments.

If it be true that a " penny saved is a penny gained, " and
that it is worth wiiile to gain a penny, it is no less true that

it should be the endeavour of eveiy one to pay attention to aU
means proposed to save even a penny. As the world is made
up of Utile tilings, we hold that when attention is paid to

small aft'airs, that a step in the right direction has been
made. We have made these remarks, as we are aware that

with many considerable apathy exists in connexion \rith im-
provements which they are pleased to call trifles. We trust

that liowever unimjiortant any projiosal at first sight may
appear, it will be considered worthy of some degree of atten-

tion. It may not be exactly suited to all wants, but some
useful hint may be derived from it that may be tm'ned to

good account.

We have elsewiiere given a series of descriptions of im-
provements under the same title of the jH'eseut article ; we
intend to continue giving such. We trust that the readers

of The Cottaoio (jaisijenkr may derive some information

therefrom, and may through them succeed in efl'ecting .some

saring, in deriving some benefit from tliis branch of do-

mestic economy. The season is fast approaching when the

maintenance of continual fii'es will no longer be necessi-

tated. Food, however, is required to be cooked, and many
domestic arrangements requu'e supplies of hot water. To
supply such quickly, and without involving the necessity of

kiniUing a fire m the grate, is the object of the following

contrivance.

SuMjtEit "Water Boiij:r..—Take a tapered tin pan, as

sliemi in the cut, and place, running
up the centre of it, a tapering tube

;

this must be open at the toj) and bot-

tom, the top projecting above the lid

of the pan. There will thus be a com-

munication (water-tight) through and
tlu'ough the centre. Within two inches

of the bottom of the tube, place a small

grid made of iron wire. A tinsmith

will have no tlitficulty whatever in constructing the whole
concern; by simply examining the woodcut he will at once
understand the minutia; of its construction. The pan must
be prorided with a tight-fittuig Ud, with an aperture in the

centre to let tlie narrow end of the internal tube pass

through. This aperture should be no larger than necessaiy.

By putting the pan in the flre-pliice, or the hob of the grate,

and kuidling a few pieces of sticks, tmi', or charcoal, laid on
the grid, the water in the interior siUTouuding the internal

tube, will be heated, nay, boiled, in an amazingly short period.

By using a eontiivance made on this ininciple, five or six

panfuls might be boiled before a common fire coidd be

lighted. The expense of maintaining a charcoal fire for five

or six liours a day would be very trifling. The whole afl'air

will not cost half as much agahi as the price of the pan
without the mternal lieatiug tube. The draught ofthertni/

fire may be increased by having the tube jirojectiiig further

above the lid than is shewn in t)ie cut. .V liaiuUe and spoul

should be added for the convenience of lifting and pouiiug

out. By the use of this, a very decided saving in fuel (not

to take into account the trouble) will be ett'ected ui the sum-
mer months. B.

BREWING AT HOME.
Though an admirer of teetotallers, and always recom-

mending, when practicable, the habit of ihinking cold water,

still, as there are some people who cannot work without tlie

assistance of a glass of beer, and many others who fancy

they cannot do so, I, therefore, tlihjk luithcr time nor .space
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Hill bo wasioil if I make a fow ivmniK-; on •• Im'wiii'j: al

homo.

I ilaiv sa\ -inoU B sentence will t'ri^'lu.'ii maii,\. ami ili.v

will iiniiii'iliaii'ly PXi'lBim, " Bivw ai lionn', iinpossililf I 1

luive iiiMllu-v roiipi'i-s. eoolers. iiiiv-ili-tulis. nur uiiy i>( llio

liiinilrocl-ainl-iiiii' ailirle^ noi'essary fiir >u<'li an <iiii>i'ation.'

Never iiiiiul, do not tlirow ol)-;t«cles in onr path, lnu read,

learn, anil praeti-ie ! ] must, however, tell you at starling,

that it will I'anse extra trouble to the wife ; but I am very

sure there aif few, if any, amongst the " wives and daughteis
of old Kngland " who will grudge a little exertion when once
they feel that by so exerting' themselves they will henetit

their husbands, ehildreu. and, eonsequently, themselves.

And now lot us see wherein the benefit of brewin;.' al honie
lies.

In the tii'st place it increases your comforts, in the si cund
place it saves time, and thirdly it saves money—three very
niatt'rial points ; hut still, more than this, it removes many
temptations out of a man's path. The habit of going to a
public house, if only for one ;;lass of beer, has been the occa-

sion of many an after pang, many a heavy heart. That con-
stant habit of even fetching yom' beer from the public house
mnst waste much time, even if not tempted to drink it in

the house instead i>f at home. Very ofteu a child is sent to

fetch it. and thus the young mind becomes early haliituated

to the sound of oaths and jests which every parent ought so

carefully to screen then' children from hearing, for who can
tell the misery which arises from early acquaintance with

I

vice V Eaily impressions take deep root, whether good or
evil, and otu- hearts being so prone to sin, tlie evil habit
which is imbibed with our early J-outli is more ditKcult to

eradicate than the good, therefore, how studiously should
each parent watch over the soiU's welfare of his child, and
not place him in scenes where he knows " sins abound."

I am sure, as I said before, when this is taken into consi-

deration, trouble will not be withheld, but many will willinglv
trj- a plan which is likely to place temptation a little farther
from theii' threshhold.

I will now tell you the articles necessary for brewing at

home. Kveiy cottage owns a lai-ge saucepan—one that holds
about three gallons is a good size; this will answer the pur-
pose of a copper. A tub will be the utensil for working the
beer in ; and if yon cannot conveniently buy a small mash-

;

tub, bore a hole in the bottom of a paU to "allow the liquor

I

to run sloniy through. These three things ai-e all that are
really necessaiy ; and now, as to the materials of the beer.
Those who have been accustomed to diink brewer's beer
win not, perhaps, at first like tlie ptuv malt and hops ; their
taste, however, will soon improve ; or if not, they will find
by adding to eveiy two bushels of malt the following ingre-
lUents, they will obtain beer veiy similar to what they have
always ch-imk :

—
" 31t)s sugar, boiled up once in a very little

water, with one pennyworth of coriander seed, and one
,

pennyworth of capsicum." Malt must be carefiUly chosen,
the amber coloured is the best. It should not be ground,
but merely crushed. Hnj>.s should be new ; when good, they

,

have a yellowish green colour. Soft irater shoiUd be used,

[

if possible, for brewing ; and eveiy article must be most scru-
1 pulously clean.

I

I will suppose you wish to brew six gallons of beer, and

I

for that quantity you must have a pot wliich will contain fom-
gallons of water. Have ready in your uiash-tub one peck
of crushed malt (be carefulto have the hole in the tub

;
stopped I. 'When the water nearly boils, pom- it on to the
malt, stir it wbU for ten minutes, cover the pail over with a
thick sack or piece of wood, and place it by the fu'e for two
houi-s. Hold the pail over the tub, draw "out the peg, and

;
let the liquor rmi. Stop the hole again, and add to the malt

I

two gallons more of nearly boiling water, cover as before,
I
and set by the tiie for an horn-. Put the first strained liquor

I

into the copper or pot, and add four ounces of good hops
;

!
boil for twenty minutes ; strain it into u tub ; retiu-n the

,
hops to the pot, and add the second addition of wort,

• which has been standing by the fire ; boil this half an hour

;

I

sti-aiu and cool this as you did the first ; when lul;ewarra

j

mix them together, and stir in \ of a pint of veast. Skim it

I

frequently during the day, and when it has stood twentv-four
hours in the tub put it into a cask ; leave the bmig-hole
open as long as any yeast rises, but when the fermentation

is over, hammer the bung tigblly in, and leave il I'm a week,
by the end of which it will bo fit for use.

One of the i-bief points in brewing is to allend i.i the
proper heat llie water has before it is poin-i'il un Ibn mall.
If it is too hot, it contracts the mall, and iin^vents (he full

Havonr from appearing; the proper leinpiraliu'e is IKIW,

but as a tbernioinoier is not a likely apjienilage to a cottagi'

wall, the hand must hi' depended upon. You should .just be
able to draw yom- hand quickly through the water withoul
o.'cperiencing pain.

'I'here are several other methods of making bei>r, such a^
with potatoes, ninngold wurlzel, and sugar, but I will reserve
these for some future occasimi, my present object bouig lo

tempt the cottager's wife to brew her husbaitd's glass of
beer. .\t the present time it will prove most economical,
malt being dieiqi. and brewer's beer remaining at the same
price. '

.V I'iuknu.

ASl'AKAOrs.
.•Vt page 'Uti of Tin; I'uTTAiiE IJAiiUKNEii for .lanuary,

18.^0, some hints are kindly given of the IJutcli metliod of
cntthig asparagus by Mr. liushniere. \ow the manner in

which I have dealt with the asparagus beds, and my method
of cutting for many years, are very dift'erent.

WiNTi:a DiiEssixG.—In the first place, I never root prune
the plants by throwing out deep trenches between the beds,
as is too often done in very many cases ; that is, by putting
over the beds a good dressing of manm-e, then placing a Ibie
downi the side of each bed and chopping off every root that
has founii its way into the alley. Very usually some of the
best roots have tlms run out into the alleys, which is not to
be wondered at, for in the spring, say in the. month of March,
these beds in most gardens are forked over, and much of tlie

SOU and rough pai'ts of the mamue are worked back into the
alleys again. This, of course, is a comfort to the poor roots
that have been exposed throughout the winter to all weathers
along the sides of these deep-dug alleys.

I hav e assisted often in the above sorts of work years ago.
but for the last seventeen years I have not dug out a single
trench between a bed.

A^Tieu the stems are cut away in the autumn, the beds are
cleaned, if weedy, and carefully forked up. A thoroughly
good di-essing of manure is put all over the beds equally,
and when this is done the alleys are forked over too ; whilst,

for the sake of giving the whole a neat finish, a Une is put
down each side of the alley, the edges made up a little, and,
perhaps, a few crumbs from the alleys may be thrown upon
the beds, and the edges marked out with the point of the
spade. The work is then done for the winter ; and, of com-se,
the asparagus beds neatly done in this way give the Idtclien-

gai-deu a tidy appearance for the winter months.
Sntixr, Dkessixg.—In the month of March these beds are

again forked over carefully, the niauure and soil well broken
up and mixed together, and some of the rougher parts of
maniu-e, with all the rakings, are forked into the alleys after
the beds are raked over nicely, and lettuces are there sovra
or planted in succession for the summer mouths.

CiTTiNo THE Peoduce.—Now, although I have been a

cultivator of the asparagus for so many years, I have never
been an eater of this much esteemed vegetable, therefore
the thought did not strike me about the best way of cutting
it, until one day, some seventeen yeai-s ago, when I had an
abundance of heads lo cut from, all of good li-mjlh above
ground, I received orders for asparagus for a dish, and for
another for soup. This latter tlish was to be of heads all

fp-een. I well supplied the cook with heads green enough
for her dish required, and her soup too ; and a first-rate cook
she was.

The next day, when I waited upon her for orders, we had
a little talk about the gieen asparagus for the table, when
she told lue that the aspai'agus I had brought in the day
before was the best tliat she had ever dressed for table—it

was large, of good flavom-, and tlic irholc caluble. This was
a good hint for me, for it opened my eyes greatly as to the
management of the asparagus beds altogether. But the
matter did not rest here, for my employers also soon found
rue out to praise the asparagus I was then sending them in.

-Vnd thus have I continued ever smce, year after yeai", con-
tinually receiving corapUnients and inquiries about it from
innumerable friends of my excellent employer.
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Of course, those wlio daily eat these kinds of vegetables

must be the best judges of tlieir quality ; and in the act of

euttiug the grass or young heads in this way, tukitui only

the part iibuve i/rouiul, the operator cau see what he is doing ;

and. however inerijerienced he may be, he can cut a disli of

asparagus mthout any loss. On tlie other hand, a person

not used to this work, or with the usual long-handled, saw-

toothed knife for cutting, would make sad havoc amongst
the underground shoots in cutting a dish or liundreds for

the market ; for when thnisting the knife into the ground to

cut one head, he would probably break off two or three others

unseen at the same time. This old-fashioned saw-toothed

knife I have not used since I have cut my asparagus above

ground—that is. level with the smface of the earth ; I use

just what knife I may have in my pocket at the time, and it

often happens that my penknife is obUged to be used, from
having no other about me at the moment. T. WE.vvEr.,

Gunhner to tin- Warden of Winchester College.

[AVe strongly recommend our readers to adopt 3Ir.Weaver's
mode of cutting. Let the heads grow until they are six

or seven inches above ground, and then cut them level with

the smface. There is thus no waste—the whole is eatable.

—

Ed. C. G.]

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Aerakoe.mest of Fi.ower-eeds.—Allow me to thank your

correspondent, S. N. W., page 41, for the spiiit in which he

criticised the Hower-garden in question ; not that such con-

;
sideration was necessary as far as D. Beaton is concerned,

j

for if the critics will only keep their liunds off him, I believe

!
he 19 as impervious to pen and ink as the hide of a rhino-

j

ceros ; and, moreover, he is one of the most ineousistent

I

^vriters we have, for you have only to prove a case contrary

I

to his most cherished opinion, and immediately he turns

j

round and adopts your view as cordially as if no difference

I ever existed between you. It is provoking, however, that

there is no standard by which to prove, not the difference

between S. N. W, and D. B., but the difference between the

new school of flower gai'dening and the rules applicable to

i

the laying out of flower-gardens as they were planted before

the present mode had existence. When I see the plan iiro-

mised by S. N. W., I can tell in five minutes if he is a planter

according to the present style as well as a designer ; and if

he is, I shall be veiy glad to assist him ; and if he is not, I

see no good that can come of disputuig the point. The pre-

sent position of flower gardening in this countiy is auoraa-

lotis. We have a new scliool, whidi can hardly be said to

have had existence in IttdO, and its merits were not discussed

in print before 1831 or 1839. It is ti'ue that Lady Grenville,

of Dropmore, and the late Lady Cumniing Gordon, of Altyre,

in Morayshire, with some others, and unknown to each

other, originated this scliool when Buonaparte was secured at

St. Helena ; but it has not taken firm root until within the

last twenty years ; and here we are now practising and stu-

dying in this new school without a vocabularly, a gi-ammar,

or a dictionary (and the old books only make our darkness

more visible) the best plans according to the old style of

planting. Dutch or other gardens go for little unless we
can so modify them as to suit our present mode of practice.

That this can be done, I have no doubt, but that it is a very

difficult matter to do so, I equally admit. But to put the

case so familiai- as to come within the comiu-ehension of aU
our readers, let us say that our different schools or styles of

ai'ohiteoture are perfect of their kind ; and let us suppose

that a iirst-rate architect, wlio never heard or read of our

domestic arrangements, were to design a mansion : such a

house might exhibit the perfection of his art, but that would

be a poor compensation to the owner if he found, on taking

possession, that his wine cellar was at the top of the

house, and no provision made to reach it, and that his

bed-rooms " had ground for their floor." Now all this might .

happen and the house still be a perfect specimen of arehi-
j

teoture, and it is exactly so with designs for flower-gai'dens :

they may or may not be suitable for a given style of planting,

and yet be masterpieces of art.—D. Be.^ton.

Mice.—I see that the peas of one of your correspondents
have suffered from mice. J have found the prieldy/»r-C(. or
ijorse, quite efficient as a protection, sown in the drills with
the peas.

—

Rev. H. M. >

Smoke-shised Walls.—Let J. H. mis in a bucket of
lime-wash a quantity of fresh cow-dung (collected where the :

cattle are fed upon grass), and therewith give to the smoked
'

parts a couple of coats ; the walls will aften\ards take a per-

fect white. It will be advantageous if the whitewashing at

present on the walls were removed, as well as can be, before
applying the above wash.— P. 11., Dublin.
Ox Heaj> on SiiiN OF Beef Stewed to Turn Out in

Moulds.—Take half a bullock's head, or a shin of beef, and
one cow heel, well cleaned and chojjped in pieces, put them
into a stewpan, with as much water as will cover it tcell ; and
when stewed till the meat leaves the bones, taku the bones
out and beat the meat small. Put the liquid it has been
boiled in to it, with as much pepper, salt, cayenne, nutmeg,

'

and mace as you like for seasoning. Put it into youi' pan '

again, imtil it tliickens and will set, then put it into moulds
or pots, and tui'n it out as you require it. It will keep for

two or three weeks in cold weather. This is a most useful,

economical, and pretty dish, and also very nourishing. For
breakfast, lunch, itc, it is always ready ; and for pic-nica, or

taldng on the moors, it is also well adapted. If you want an
extra dish at dinner unexpectedly, you can warm a shape
for a hash ; and added to any broth, it makes a very tolerable

soup. "When tiu'ued out cold, it is a beautiful jelly.

Xote.—The rejuaius of a shape make an acceptable gift to

a poor invalid, and can be easily earned.
Scalded Peddi.ng.—Put a teaspoonful of flour into a large

basni, then boil sufficient milk to make it the consistency of
j

hasty -puddling. Pour the milk, hAch boilintj, on the flour; !

let it stand to cool ; then mix two eggs and a little sugar and
j

cinnamon mth jt. Pour it iuto a mould, and boil for one
hour. This is recommended by a physician as a very whole-
some pudding for children and invalids. Add a piucli of salt. 1

There is a good rale given for this by an admii-able cook—
'' Siitjnr in all soups, and salt in aU puddings e.irept a custard."

PoHEiDGE is eaten in Scotland by the child of the peer as

well as the peasant, and considered most wholesome and
nutritious. But the Scotch oatmeal is far superior, and
quite ditt'erent from any you can get here. The only way to

ensure its being genuine, is to have a ban'el or bag sent from
Scotland. Boil it in water with a little salt for 10 or 15 mi-
nutes till quite thick, stin-ing it, and eat it with new raillc.

The same oatmeal makes admh'able oatcake, baked on a

girdle, or flat piece of iron, which is placed on the fire. Rice

should be got by the hundredweight from Livei-pool, or through
a wholesale grocer, it is much cheaper.

Gestianella.—The following may be interesting. About
this time ( April ) last year I bought in the Livei-pool market two
plants of the blue gentianella (Uentiana acaulis, I think) just

bm'sting into bloom ; I put them in a sunny border in the

garden, where they bloomed, after which—as an experi-

ment, as I hardly expected them to bloom again, being shy
fiowerers, and transplanted at that season—I gave them a

top-dressing of old manure and leaf-mould ; but within a

week after I noticed in The Cottac.e G-Vrdenfr that they

wanted rather poor soil, I therefore scraped away the dres-

sing, and replaced it with hght sandy peat soil ; what was my
astonishment in tlie middle of December last to find both

plants bursting again iuto bloom, and I had them in bloom
in the Christmas week. I feared that this would interfere

with the usual spring flowenng, but t am glad to say that

both plants promise a brilliant show for next week. The
soil of the garden is a strong heavy clay, thoroughly broken

up, with peat soil and sand.—K. A., Oxton, near Birkenhead.

Go.iTS.—I perceive in your ai-tide on " Goat Keeping,"

that vou state thev will eat au'vthing that is refused by any
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other animal. I kept three female^ and one male for about two

years, ami t'ouuil ihem "more phigiie tliaii prolit." Tlie.v

wei-e placed in An oruJnu-d, but would not eut the grass lliat

was soni", but only sueli as the i-ows would feed from ; nibbled

the hedges, and in spite of nil opposition would force tliem-

selves througli. Tlie milk is \ery rich, but not so ple'utiful

as I was led to expect. Tlie Hfsh of the lUd is ilelicious. I

had one female that produeeil three live and two dead ones

at a birth. The maU' only barked the trees, and was not

particular wlietht-r lhe\ were young or old, 1 have had
much pleasiu'e in recommending yom' work to several

friends, wlio agrci- with me that it is the cheapest and best

work of the kind ever pubUshed.—\V. H. Whiie, Tfmnits

Dittou.

Bees.—Von state (vol. iii.,page "^id) that raw sugar given

to bees is useless ; bees can only take it in the liquid state.

I ha\e two common straw hives, mid have found from expe

rience that bees uill feed upou sugiu', and iiiiike short work

of two uuiices at a time, in fact, they devour it in a similar

manner tiiat a parcel of llies would in a sugar basin. On tbe

contrary, my bee>. tliough tried repeatedly ^ritll ale and

sugar, prepared as recommended in yoviv periodical, would
never touch it; but that sugar (and honey in a small quan-

tity) lUssolved iu water was quickly consumed. — Thos.

Brook, Ha,wrer street, Halifax.

^You will observe iu our last nimiber that Mr. Payne and
others ha\e found that barley sugar, which becomes moist

when exposed to a warm, damp atmosphere, like that of the

inside of a hive, is consumable by bees. Sugar also be-

comes moist in the same situation. We were, therefore, not

wroug iu saying that bees cannot partake of sohd food.

—

Ed. C. a.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* We request that no une \\ ill write to the departmental writers of

Thk Cottage GARDENEa. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also requebt our coadjutors under 7io circumstances

to reply to auch private communications.

Woollen Rags (J. Derham). — Thanks for your Poramuniootion,

which, with some uotes of our own, shall appear next week.

Bees {A Tyru).—The ventilators need not be closed at night. Either

a painted canvas covering or a thatched roof will answer as a shelter for

r hivi

SirER-PBosPHATE OF LiME (T. W. I,.\~To make this On a small

scale you must mix together six pouuds of bone dust, three pounds of

oil of vitriol fstrongest sulphuric acid', and a pint and a half of water.

Sprinkle the water first over the bones and then add the acid ; be careful,

for it is very corrosive. Use a vessel large enough to hold more than

twice tbe quantity. After the acid and the bone dust are united you may
mix ashes with them, so as to enable you to fipread the super-phosphate

tbus formed over your soil. The abov« quantity is enough for 100 square

jrards.

Index ilbid).—Vou can have this through a bookseller for a penny, or

if you send three postage stamps to our office you will have one sent free

by post. The wool of the dyed fleeces can only be rendered loose by

being washed with soap, beaten, and combed.
Glazed AsPABAtiUS Bfu 'C. H. B.).—You ask how much earlier

you would cut asparagus if you enclosed a bed with a brick wall and
glazed lights, using these only in winter and spring'.' The asparagus

would be about three weeks earlier than that in the open ground. You
might keep carnations, auriculas, &c., in this protected bed during the

winter, but you must have some place to remove them to early in March.

Budding ,J. Dawson).—The reference in vol. ii. should be to p. 206

instead of 26o. A work exactly suited to you is preparing, and will be
ftnnouoced almost immediately.

Bdlbs DONE Flowering {P. W'.).—These must not be removed until

their leaves turn yellow at the eud of summer ; they have now to prepare
for next year's blooming. If economy is an object in your bee-keepins:,

buy Payne's Cottager's Hive ; otherwise, Taylor's Amateur's Hive. If you
refer to the indexes of our former volumes you will find iMr. Payne's
Calendar for every month. Vour other question must remain unanswered
until next week.
Payne's Hives {John C'ocA:/.ro«jfJ.—You will find several drawings and

full particulars of size, &c., from Mr. Payne himself at p. *J39 of our first

volume. The accompanying drawing shews the hive with the small
depriving hive upon it. The large hive is nine inches deep and twelve
inches in diameter, straight at the sides and flat at the top, with a hole in

the centre of the top four inches in diameter ; a piece of straw work like
that of the hive miLst cuver this hole, not fit into it, when the depriving
hive is not over it. The small hive is seven inches deep, eight inches in
diameter, flat at the top, with a small pane of glass let into the side, but

:___5is

closed with a shutter, to observe how the bees are Working in it. It is

quite impossible for us to tell you the coat of carriage ; ask the carrier.

Seeds Sown iw Elder (Louine).—Never having tried the experiment

we cannot give you the information, nor would we advise you to waste

your time over such, at best, tasteless growths.

MelilotcsLeucantua.—If '' A Subscriber" will send his name and
address to N. S. Hodson, Esq., Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmunds, this

gentleman obligingly offers to supply him with the seed.

Port Wink Stains {Emily Wyndhnm).—Recent stains are removed

by the following liquid. Mix together an (lunce of powdered sal ammoniac
and the same (luantity of salt of tartar, put them into a quart bottle full

of soft water, and shake until dissolved. Soak the stained part of the

linen in a little of this mixture. Wheel pedovudtrs measure accurately,

but we do not know the price of them. The other question can be an-

swered by any laundress.

Bass's Pale Ale {H. Beasley) .—Oyxt correspondent will be obliged

for directions how to brew this ale.

The Work Ta,ble (Suiscr/icr).—We cannot answer questions rela-

tive to this.

Magnolia Geandiflora (Zoe).—A foot in depth of soil will be suf-

ficient for this over the archway on which it is to be planted, as a greater

and unrestrained depth of soil is within four feet of the place where it

will be inserted.

Vines Trained on Zinc {A Tyro).—It is very likely the rapid heatcon-

ducting properties of the metal which withered or acoicbed the grapes on

your vines. We should aay that the framework you propose to place be-

tween the zinc roof and tbe vine'*, need not be more than eight or nine

inches from the zinc surface. You may so place it in divisions, that

beginning with six inches it may be farther removed at an hour's notice,

without derangement of the object sought. To pitch the roof would be a

doubtful matter at the best ; it would probably increase the heat.

Unfruitful Apple-trees {H. F. L.).—You need seek little farther

than the American blight for the cause of barrenness in your apple-trees.

These pests require the very matter for their sustenance that should go to

make healthy blossoms and to rein\ igorate the roots. Pruning has nothing

to do with it. You say " they are as yet free ;
" wait a few weeks and we

doubt not the old enemy will reappear. Apply spirits of turpentine assi-

duously as fast as they appear—above all things, taking time by the fore-

lock.

Crops for Four Acres (A. Clarke).—Really you are late in putting

your queries. Four acres of light soil will keep a good deal of poultry

certainly, and some pigs, but you say nothing about a cow. You may
grow plenty of mangold and swedes yet, as root crops ; and as for spring

corn it will be surely getting too late to expect anything remunerative

from oats or barley. Perhaps some buck wheat would assist in your plot.

So much depends on the character and " heart '* of your soil, that we can

scarcely oiler further adWce now.

Heakts-ease for Exhibition (Jma^ewj-J.—You ask bow to cultivate

these, the time liquid manure is used, and how often and also the time to

nip off superfluous buds ? This information fully given would occupy

several columns, which is more space than we can spare at present. We
will endeavour to give you a few hints, which your own ingenuity must

carry out to tbe full extent. For soil and general management we must

refer you to the places in our back numbers where the culture of the

pansy or hearts-ease is described. We will only say here that they love a

light moderately rich soil, an open situation, and a clear atmosphere ; that

is, an air free from the smoke of large towns. They produce the firiest

tlowers planted in a bed (not in pots), but should be planted as early as

February. Liquid manure, if the soil is right, is not rp(|uired. but may
,

be applied once or twice in a very diluted state a month before the exhibi-

tion. Nip off all flower-buds till whhin five weeks of the time you want

them. Shade the flower during strong sunshine, and protect them from

heavy rains. Gentle showers will not hurt them up to a fortnight before

they are wanted for exhibition. Do not allow more than thuce or four

flowers on a plant at once.

Cryptostemma Hvpochondriacum {Ibid).— If this be the plant you

mean, it is a hardy annual, of some beauty, growing a foot high, flower-

ing in tbe middle of summer, of a yellow colour, and is a native of the i

Cape, and will grow in common garden soil. If you have got any seeds

of it, we should be glad of one or two if you can spare them.

Acacia Cuttings (^ Constant Reader).—We are not surprised that I

your newly-potted struck cuttings of Yellow Acacia {Acacia armata,
j
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we -lUppo^e you mean *

dung. Vou should ha
would then have done
quite correct. Tr\' a^ai

into growth after they i

potting, and shade the

should perish in a heat olttained from ffes?i pig's

vc potted and replaced them in the cold-pit. They
ivell. Every other point of your management is

n, by all means ; but avoid any heat to force them
ire struck. Keep them close in a cold-frame after

I from the bright rays of the sim till they grow

again. Vou have failed this time by a too great heat in dung un-

sweetened. It ought to have had frequent turnings over till the rank, in-

1 jurious steam had evaporated, and become mild and sweet. We are sur-

prised that even cucumber and melon plants have existed, much less

grown, in dung so crude and unprepared.

Climbrrs (Ah Invalid Subscri/ifr).—It is too late now to plant out

strong hardy climbers to cover your bower, unless you could procure them

in large pots, as no doubt you could in some of the nursery gardens round

Glasgow. Clematis montana (Mountain Virgin's Bower) is one of the

best, and flowers beautifully in May ; and then what can be better or

I sweeter than our own Traveller's Joy—or you might try those evergreen

climbing roses which we so often reconmiend, and they are good stocks to

bud others on to flower in the autumn.
Vase IN Centre of Border ['i. .V. .r.).— Ulr. Beaton's condemnation

;
of scarlet geraniums being placed in the centre of a bed, does not apply

I

to a large vase so jdaced, and three feet high. Scarlet geraniums, and of

; these Tow Thumb, will be best for such a centre; but keep somcsxibducd

I colours round it in the bed. Tropteolnm canariense would scarcely

\
succeed to hang down the sides of the vase, unless it is very sheltered, for

j

the wind would disturb it too much. In j-our larger vase, six feet high,
' and thirty yards beyond the smaller, on a grass mound backed by shrubs,

j

plant Calceotnna ample.iicaults, or some other bright yellow calceolaria.

I

Pot-bulbs (E. P. V.j.—Crocuaes. hyacinths, and other hardy bulbs

I that have been flowered in pots this spring, may now be well watered, and
' the bulbs turned out intu the burders or any spare corner, and see they do

I not want for water imtil their leaves fade at the end of summer.

French Marigolds fU'. It. W. Smttli),—The treatmcntof the double

I
marigolds will be given in a week or two by Mr. Beaton, when noticing

, the yellow bedding flowers.

I CiRctiLAR Flower-beds (J. F. A.).—This is divided into sis equal

i
parts. Plant 1 and 4 with two kinds of yellow flowering plants of the

same height ; 2 with a low scarlet plant ; and 5 with a taller scarlet, to

match it crossways ; 3 plant with a white flower, same height as the plant

in No. 2 ; and 6 may be a high white, or some undecided colour, as

some verbenas are. For the actual plants, search IVIr. Beaton's lists now
I publishing by us.

I

Balconies (Vufpis Vvita tor).—Yon will see your inquiry has been

;
attended to in to-day's publication. The query respecting a little garden.

i
will also meet with attention ere long.

Heat fob Cinerarias (F. W. T.}.—To obtain a little mild bottom-

heat for these flowers after Christmas, stable-dung would do very well.

if well sweetened, and mixed with leaves ; and more especially if a layer

of dry ashes is placed on the surface. If leaves cannot be obtained,

prunings, &c., to keep the dung open, will answer nearly as well. If

well made and mixed, such a bed will keep heat a long time—there is

much in the making. At that time the bottom-heat should not be above

60° at the highest ; top temperature from 45*^ tu 48^. Of course, this

merely applies to those you wish to grow on quickly. Those to be

merely kept must be much lower—from 38° to 45"^

Begonia Martiana (Ibid).—Do not be uneasy though the tuber that

has been two months in the stove has not vegetated, so long as it keeps

I

fresh and sound. It must have a season of repose.

EupnoEBiA .Tacquiniflora (Ibid).—W'c can see no reason why the

j
cuttings that you had dried for two or three days did not strike, after

j
being placed in a gentle hot-bed, unless it was owing to the cuttings

t

being rather sjiungi/, and your using nothing but sand. We should have

I

preferred a little tine soil along with the sand ; and that would have

I

allowed a little more air to enter to the base of the cutting.

I

Bees (T. M. ir.}.—Vou have bees in a common cottage hive, and

I

wish to prevent its swarming. Vou propose either to turn the hive, with

I

the crown downwards, between the legs of a stool, and place another

flat-topped hive over it, so that you may take away either the old hive, or

j

the upper one, after next summer ; or to take the crown of the old hive

j
out, and place another hive over it ; or to place an empty hive liy the

I

side of it, opening a communication between the two, and oblig-

I ing the bees to enter through the new hive. Of the three plans you

I
mention, that of inverting the hive is the worst, and that of cutting a

i hole in the top the best ; but why not allow the bees to swarm, and put

the swarm into the kind of hive you fancy ? The swarm will supply yuu

with from 15 lbs to 20 lbs of honey, above what the bees will require

j

for winter store; and the second swnnn, from so large a hive and strong

a stock as yours is described to be, will, with a little help (and perhaps

! without it, if the season proves a good one), make a good stock for next

I

year : you will not turn them to so good an account by any other treat-

I
ment.

I
Blur Flower foe Centre Bed (E. £.).—"A good i/Ke flower for

I

the small centre bed of three steep beds rising one above another" is,

I
Campanula garganira, or AnagaUis PhilippsH, or Cineraria nnctloides.

I The first is the beat, and is the least trouble.

Roses in Shades (,4 Worcestershire Subscriber).—Like yo\i, we are

often puzzled by the rose catalogues. It will be a most difficult thing to

shade a bed of autumnal roses " from crimson " in the middle " to white '*

at the outside, that is, taking each shade between the two. All that you

said i

can do this season can only be four good shades, namely, dark crimson,

rose, blush, and white. The best roses for these are Geant des Batailies,

three or five plants for the middle, then a row of Baronne Prevost and

one of the Duchess of Sitfherland, the third, or blush, Snvenir dp Mat-

maison, the most charming of all the blush roses, and the white China

outside as you propose. Next rose season you should \isit the nurseries

at Worcester, Cheltenham, and Gloucester, and choose out the exact

tints you want, and the nurserymen will say how strong tliey are.

Strong Roses [Ibid).—There arc very strong growers and the reverse

in all the sections of the bush roses. The nearest to what you want for

pink are Mrs. Elliot and William Jesse ; but on your strong soil Mrs.

Elliot will make shoots a yard long when once it is established ; and you

will have to transplant it, and others who may mn up too high, every

other year, and at the end of October.

Climbers (Ibid).—You want three or four strong, hardy, but not

common, climbers (not roses). We know of none better than those you

have, unless you add the new Velloic jasmine, from China (J. nudi-

florum\ which will keep in flower uU winter on your east wall. .Snlli/a

will not endure frost. Ccanothns aznretis is one of the best evergreens

to plant between the climbers ; the frost will nip it, but not much, and

the blue flowers are exquisite.

Broken Comb in Hive (GH7iMor7)c).~Having had the misfortune to

knock down the centre comb, which now rests on the hive board and

against the side of the hive, you ask. what you should do? and we reply-

Let your bees tjvite alone ; they will manage much better for themselves

than you can for them. They will very soon work a piece of comb upon

the top of the broken one, and attach it to the roof of the hive ; and when

done so, firmly, will eat away the part now resting on the floor board, so

as to make a passage beneath it. The comb, being a centre one, is now

full of brood, and must not be removed.

Bees (M. F. G.).—You need not feed your swarm as soon as you get it

home. Leave them to themselves, and if the summer is a good honey

they will not require feeding at all. If they do, follow what is

3ur last number about feeding with barley sugar. Your covering

is unexceptionable. Vou may obtain Payne's *'The Bee Keeper's

Guide" through any bookseller. Its price is five shillings.

Cafe Bulbs [Murif Anm).—li you will refer to page 100 of our first

volume, and to page 250 of our third, you will find full information as to

moving these from their native places.

Bees (E. £.).—All hives shoidd now be got ready, for swarming time

is arrived. Kim well-seasoned, and dovetailed across the grain to

]irevcnt warping is good for the floor boards. Mr. Payne has published a

little Bee Manual for Cottagers. To destroy ivorjns in lawns, see vol. iii.,

page \~f\.

Verbena Venosa (F. P. D. H.).—Any nurserjinan can supply you

w ith this plant, or with Scarlet variegated Geranium, as, if he does not

possess it himself, he can easily procure it from a respectable London

house. Let both be planted about the middle of May.

Petunias [Ibid).—These should always be pegged down until they

cover the bed—not after that ; but Mr. Beaton will put you right about

these at the projier time.

Ui'STic Basket {Ibid}.—Tom Thumb and Improved Froi^nnore are the

best scarlet geraniums for yom- large rustic basket.

Bitter Sea-kale (Ibid).—The. steam from the fermenting leaves pro-

bably got access inside the pots, and so caused the bitterness.

Cli-Mber for North Wall (H. M. T.).—Ivy is the best covering for

a north wall ; and the fastest growing plants for it are those evergreen

climbing roses which wc so often recommend. We would plant them and

the ivy now.

Spanish Jasmine (E. S. K.;.—Wc would by all means cut down this

old plant, and leuvc a few of the present suckers at full length this season.

The young shoots from the cut part will come up very strong, and you

must "top" them here and there as they advance, in order to get side

branches, and ])rc^cnt a repetition of an old woody stem " full eight feet

high."

Names of Plants (A Grateful Subscriber).—Your plant is Pulmo-

naria Virginica (Virginian Lungwort), one of the most beautiful of hardy

herbaceous plants. Always have a label fixed in the soil by it, to shew

where it is, as it dies down below the earth's surface. Your orange-shaped

gourd is probably Ciicurbita aurantia, or Orange-fruited gourd. (I.S.B).—

One of your plants is a young stem of Lily of the Valley ; the flowers are

those of Arabis albida ; and the sprig of Sedum palustre. Your other

questions we cannot occupy our space by answering. (M. C. £.).—Your

plant is Cineraria amelloides: if you had sent aleaf with it much trouble

wouUl have been saved, as its flower is so much like that of Kaulfussia

iimelloidfs. Your other question next week.

Rni-BAHB Flower Stalks (A Ywkshireman).—C\\t these down aj=

fast as they appear, and never let the plants bear blossoms at all. An

answer to your other query nest week.

Sawdust (II. Hick).—Th'ia, you say, is thoroughly decayed, and if so,

it will make excellent manure for your flower borders, if applied in the

autumn, or next spring.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Wmchcster High Street.

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar. and Published by William
SoMERYiLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2. Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—May 2, 1850.
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gaiileiis'?" ami tlio other, wliicli may serve in part, to

auswor the qneiy, is from Mr. Jaiiios Ucrham, of Wriiit;-

tou, ucav Bristol. He says:

"Wh.at do yon think of woollen rags for mnnrn'o? In tlie

lower ijavt nl' tliis county ( about Crewkerne) cuUiviiturs

attacli great importanee to thera. There are a f^reat many
field gardens tliere, and an immense quantity of uiiiuiis are

I'aised in the neighbourliood. No one thinks of sowing un-

less lie lias dug in woollen shreds. Tliese are collected all

over the county, and sold at so much per cwt. I was round

there tlie other day (Mai'cli), and saw many waggon-loads of

t.liem ; and in one or two instances I saw them plougliing

tliem in for rum (o<Us !). They tell me tliey imt no mamne
liesides ; and if tliis really is a good thing, how very easy for

many persons to aeeuniulate a stocli. I have a large heap
jiiyself, and sliould he glad to know your opinion as to tlie

use oftliem. I have thouglit if tlicy were first soalted fir

some days in li(iuid maniu'e, it would improve thera. '\\'ould

tliey not do to apjily to fruit-trees in tliat state ?
"

Soaking tlio rags in liquid manure would he a very

good mode of applying tlie latter, and tlioro is no doubt

they would do well in combination ; for the liquid ma-

nure would be for the immediate use of the plant, whilst

the rags, being slow in decomposing, would serve it

duriug tlio after stages of growth. Tliey would do better

for fruit-trees witliout being so soaked, for tliese trees,

except when growing in very poor soil, require no sti-

mulating like that afforded by liquid manure.

Woollen rags are by tliemselves, however, a good ma-

nure ; and the willy dust, and other woollen refuse, so

abundant in the groat clotliiery districts of Wiltshire,

Gloucestershire, and Yorkshire, come within the desig-

nation of woollen rags; and as they slowly decomjiose

in the soil, they all give out food highly useful to plants.

During dccomjiosition tliey pvoduoo ammonia and other

matters soluble in water, every hundred parts being

composed, like featliers, hair, &e., of about 00 parts car-

bon or charcoal, 7 parts hydi-ogen, 17 jiarts nitrogen, 24

parts oxygon and sulphur, and 2 parts of saline matters

These last contain carbonate of potash, muriate of

potash, acetate of potash and lime, all of which are

salts, or bases of salts, useful to cultivated vegetables.

We can quote many practical authorities as to the

value of woollen rags as a fertilixer. Mr. 11. Slack,

paper-maker, of Haylield, Derbyshire, has used them for

many years. Ho finds them good Sor poUttoes ; and adds,

" for haij grass I have nothing that will produce so good

a crop, spread ujioii the laud in January, and raked off in

April." *

Mr. J. M. Paine, writing in 1848, says that he had

long been in the habit of using fifty tons yearly, paying

for them in London IVom fifty to eighty shillings per

ton ; the dearest being those containing the most wool,

lieforo putting on the land, they are cut into very small

pieces (two inclies square being tlie largest), and from

one ton to half a ton per acre are sufiicieut. He finds

them most beneficial to Iwps and turnips.

They arc not so good when used mixed with lime ; for

although this decomposes them faster than when they

are left to tliemsolves, yet by such treatment the ammo-

* Our own experience telU ua that woollen rags are most u.seful to

potatoes, uti-uivbcnies, and raspberries.

nia is driven of]', in wbieb their most active power is

comprised.

We believe that the best mode of applying woollen

rags to the soil is to mix theln previously with the snjier-

phosiihate of lime, made from bones. This contains

sulphate of lime also, which will fix the ammonia of tlie

rags as they decompose ; and the phosphate of lime is a

saline manure, in which the rags are deficient.

^Ir. Cutlibert Johnson, in his excellent volume on
" Fertilizers," says, that " woollen rags are a very durablo

manure, remaining dissolving in the soil and forming

soluble and elastic matters for the service of plants for

periods varying from two years on the lieavy clays, siu-b

as those of the Kentish hop-grounds of the Weald of

Kent, to three or foin' years on the light chalky soils of

the valley of the Kennet in Berksliire. Of these rags,

the oonsumption by the Berkshire and Oxfordshire far-

mers, but especially by the Kentish hop-growers, is very

considerable. I am informed by an extensive dealer in

these rags (Mr. Hart, White Lion-street, Bishopgate),

that 20,000 tons, at tlie least, are annually consumed by

the farmers of the south of England. Mr. Ellis, of

Banning, Kent, purchased annually between four and

five hundred tons, almost exclusively for his hop-grounds.

The cottager, even, is interested in these facts, for every

shred of an old woollen garment is available Ibr his gar-

den—is an admirable manure for his potato ground ; or,

if be has not a garden, the collectors of rags, who gather

for the largo dealers, will readily give him a farthing per

pound for all he can collect."

Mr. Payne has written to us as follows:

—

" If some of tlie largo number of applicants for my Icc-

hives have to wait for them a little longer than they expected,

the delay arises from the impossibility of having so large a

quantity made at so short a notice. However, the season

must be late, and they will all, I trust, be supplied in good
time."

THE TEUIT-GARDEiM.
Melons. — We have to apologise to our aniatem-

readers for having apparently slighted the subject of

melon culture. The fact is, that so many things press

ill pro])ortion to the sjiace allotted to our labours, that

some of our " irons must burn," to use a homely saying.

We are just in time to advise about a crop of late

melons, which are more eligible for some families than

the early ones, and which assuredly require some nicety

of management. To grow melons in the months of

July and August is not a matter of very great difi'ioulty

;

very different, however, is it to obtain tliem in Septem-

ber, October, and even November; at which period both

light and natural beat so rapidly decrease, and when the

increasing and stagnating humidity of the atmosphere

is anything but favourable to tropical fruits.

Those wlio possess melon and cucumber liouses, or

pits, with a source of heal independent of fermenting

materials, have little dilHeulty ; and such may continue

to produce good fiavoured fruit until near Christmas;

for such kiiuls as the Damjislui will keep for weeks after

they have been cut from the plant. Wo must rather

address ourselves to those who have to fight their way

with an ordinary frame and the use of fermenting mate-

rials only ; and the latter, it may be, not over abundant.

For such purposes there can be no better kind than the
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tnio Bivchnooti, tlio cclcbiity of wliioli still reiniiius uu-

shaken. TIki Jfoosaiiuv viuiotios, howevor, uud tlio

Is]iali((ii are excoUeiit liinils, but wo fear too tender for

the ninnteur to try Ids hand upon.

6'««'iH7.— lioeelnvoods, then, for tlic Intcstcroji, sliould

be sown m tlio cnrly jiavt of May. We will pass by
their cullnre in a very ymuig stale, us that is very simple

at that period.

Hal.— In making u|i ii iVanin for ridginifj theui out, it

should, by some means, be huilt biRh. Many persons

eominit afjreat error in thisrespeet; knowin;j[ that a very

moderate amount of holtuni heat will snllice at an ad-

vaiieed period, tlu'y forfjet that when the chills of au-

lumn arrive strong' linings will be re([uisito in order to

revive tlu' decaying bottom heat of tlic bed. and to cxjiel

stngnating mo'isturo. To accomiilisb tliis iiroperly,

much de]itli of lining becomes desirn hie ; and unless the

frame is kept high to commence with, such cannot be

carried out. Wo should consider at least four feet at

back ncccssnry for the height of the bed . and to allow

for tho sinking of the fermenting materials an extra foot

sliould be added. Wc would, uevertheless, by no moans
build to this height with I'ermeuting materials alone;

for nt this ))eriod such a course would assuredly endan-
ger the roots by burning. Brushwood, or any rough
material, might bo carried up half tho height at least,

and the remaining portion shoidd be composed of well

sweetened manure and tree leaves, if to be h.ad ; linish-

ing oft" at tho surface with some half-rotten vegetable

matter.

For soil we would recommend sound turfy loam ; and
the surface of the bed might have a good sprinkling of

small charred material. This will tend to correct and
dry the atmosphere of the frame, which, for late crops

especially, is a most necessary point in their culture.

2'ralnittff.—iluch attention should be given to lato

crops, as to keeping the shoots well thinned and regu-

lated ; no crowding or confusion should be permitted
;

and the plants should, at all times during the fine wea-
ther, have abundant ventilation, in order to make them
hardy and robust. This will the better enable them to

endure the vicissitudes that assin-edly await them at the
npjiroach of autumn. A bottom heat of sev<'i)ty to

eighty degrees will bo better than a greater height of

I

temperature, until the fruits have done their first swcll-

I

ing, which may be about the early part of August ; by

j

which time the heat will have much declined, as f;u' as

I fermentation is concerned. From this period until the

I

early part of September nothing will be requisite but to

ventilate witli freedom, and to syringe or sprinkle them

I

on fine evenings at shutting-up time.

I

Lhiinr/s.—AVe come now to deal with the declining

I

temperature of autumn, and the con.sequent accumula-

j

tion of pernicious damps, which can only bo dispelled by
!
a liberal ventilation ; whilst the latter may not be per-

j

luitted unless a lively heat bo kept up in the body of the

I

bed ; aud more especially in the upper part of tho
linings, which, for the most part, beat those portions of

I

the frame or [lit which impart atmospheric rather than
bottom warmth. Now it is thai our suggestion as to

i

depth in the frame will tell ; for width alone cannot ac- !

complish what we feel bound to recommend. 1

I
Towards the middle of Sept{mibei% according as the !

I
beat of tho bed and of tho weather may indicate, those

'

!
who undertake the somewhat perilous task of growing

[

, lato melons in dung bods, must betake themselves to

,
fermenting materials once more. The old linings must
be broken up to the very bottom, aud some fresh male-

j

rial applied ; observing to use the most moderate in

I

point of fermentative properties at the bottom, aud in- ,

I

creasing the fermeulativo power considerably next tho
|

I sides of the frame or pit. Indeed, when above the bod
j

j

level, using the most ])owerful hot manure, if available. '

I

Aud now the benefit of a little bottom heat, reinfused by
I

means of the linings, will be manifest; preventing the

plant sinking into a state of torpidity, by keeping up a

root action until the fruit is peifecled.

A judicious yet free vcntilatuin must still bo ja'aclised;

aud if the fivinie has sunk, the back ought to bo raised

before applying the new lining, in order to give a steeper

angle for thi! admission of the sun's rays. No watering

will bo requisite at this late period ; novorthcless, it will

be well, on fine afternoons, to syringe the foliugo occa-

sionally, in order to keep it fresh as long as possible

;

taking caro that no more water is administered than can
be dried away on tho succeeding day.

The chief xceiterbuj necessary is when the fruits are as

large as ben's eggs, or nearly so. Up to this period,

they should have been kept somewhat dry, or at least in

a perfectly mellow state ; syringing having been praiUised

in all fine weather. When thus advanced, the best way
is to give one tborcmgh watering with \v:irm li(iuid ma-
nure, which, if well performed, will, with the aid of oc-

casional syriugings, or li.ght sprinklings, enable the

plants to cany out the swelling process.

Hy tho end of September they will require matting u|)

at nights ; still, however, leave a little air at back all

night, in order that no damps be nllowcd to accumulate.

I'o eli'ect this, of course the lining heat must occasion-

ally receive as.sistance by to])ping up, or otherwise.

By these means good melons may bo obtained during
October, .and a great part of November, provided the hot

manure can bo spared, aud due attention as to labour

can be provided.

Clean ghiss must be secured to Ibcni ; Uicrclore, llir

lights had belter be washed clean in the end of August

;

for all tho light our skies allbrd will bo wanted, and
much more would highly bcnelit them. Another point,

too, of good culture is to have them so inured to air and
light during tho heat of summer, that the lights should

be pidlcd entirely oft' on all lino days—thus treating

them as an ordinary ridge cucumber. This will be

found to render the plants less susceptible of injury

during the dull weather of autumn, and to inijiart a very

high liavour.

We have been now spcaldng of their ctdturc in dung
beds ; much sujierior, however, as well as nioro econo-

mical, is their culture by hot water in well contrived

]iils or houses, as also more certain ; and v.'bcn the true

economy of manures has been settled, we think they

will generally thus be cultivated. It. Eitr.iNoxoM.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Bi;i)iuNG Plants : Bine Flmeers.—Tho lastcolour with

whickwe make distinct bods in an arrangement, is blue;

and I ba.vc already treated of most of tho best bedding
])lauts of Ibis hue, from ibo little LoMins u]i to Liipiniis

Ilaitwcgii and Salvia patens. This season I shall plant

two large beds with those mixed lupines of which I wrote

last March. I shall put three rows, or equivalents, in the

middle; two rows o{ Liqiimis puheseens onisidc thai; and
li'aish with a broad band of Ltipinns nanus, which was
sown in the beds about the middle of April. The other

two were sown in boxes a month earlier. It matters not

bow early wo thus sow all the largo l.upiues, such as

these two, and the three kinds belonging to the muiabilis

section, as if they should come into bloom by the end of

May they never cease from blooming till tiny are over-

taken by a smart frost.

1 think that the Lupinus pnhescens would succeed

belter than Ilartwegil on deep, rich or heavy land ; but
here the latter never misses, and is particulurly usci'ulfor

large beds.

The first blue bed I ever sav/ (many years back) was
mado of Ginciana ainelloides, a very old-fashioned look-

ing thing, but one of the easiest plants iu the world to
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keep iu frames, mid to increase. The flowers are borne
on loug stiff foot-stalks, wliicli render tliem very suitable
for tlic bouquet makers.

Amongst otbcr things, wo are noted here for keeping
up to the fashion iu bouquets ; and when they are tastily

made some of them look really very smart ; but the
makers are sad fellows to get the run of a flower-garden.
I am obliged to have largo masses of the most popular
or suitable flowers for them reared in the reserve garden

;

and yet I often catch them trespassing ; and then the
usual excuse of some great personage "just coming in
to-night," and something extra must be provided for the
occasion, is sure to be urged.

I have not had a bed of this blue Cineraria since If^ib,

but 1 see a couple of them are marked for this season :

and by way of a little polish I intend adding about one-
third of Lobelia ramosa, for it will be recollected that this
annual lobelia m.akes one of the finest low blue beds one
can ]ilant ; and I make three sowings of it in pots—one
in March, and two in April

; get them up in a little

heat, and then harden them gradually. I am not sure how
this mixture will look, and 1 forgot to try them in cut
flowers ; but something I must have to render the beds
richer than the cineraria by itself, although we fixed
upon it on the recommendation of a gentleman who is

celebrated for his fine gardens.

The Salvia chamaxlrioides is also a very old plant, but
a very good one for a blue bed of no great size. It is

next thing to being hardy, and creeps underground like
spear grass, so that after you once get a bed of it by
cuttings, you need never want it again—as by taldngup
the old roots at the same time as the Dahlias, and plant-
ing them in sheds or cellars, or any dry place away
from the frost, you may keep it for a life-time. In the
spring, that is, near the end of April, we take out the
roots of this salvia, part them according to the stock we
want, and then plant them either in sand under a cold-
frame, or, what is as likely, plant them at once in their
flowering-beds, and that is as good as any other way with
the Salvia patens, and with the dahlias also, when one
does not want a large inci-ease from their roots. The
best way to deal with this salvia iu beds, is to plant the
roots or plants rather close, or, say, not more than six to
nine inches apart according to their size; aoid as they
grow, to train the shoots round and round until the
ground is matted with them. Their side branches from
this net-work will rise in thick and close succession till

the end of October ; and the height under this manage-
ment will be from a foot to eighteen inches, according
to the richness of the soil. We need hardly remark, that
all our salvias are partial to a rich jiasture. Of all our
blue beds, this has the darkest shade; and after all that
has been sung and .said on the subject, there is no way
of bringing out the full effects of blue, purple, and pink
flowers so successful as planting according to the shades
in these colours. We can hardly meet with three pi ants
with blue, purple, or pink flowers which are exactly of
the same shade or tint. We have the blues from this
dark blue salvia to the slate or gray bluish tint in
Isotoma axillaris, of which I said enough last autimin
to serve for one year at least ; but I have another new
bed to day in this light blue tint, and an excellent bed
to the bargain. It is made with Selago conjitibosa, an
old plant, it is true, and casts a reflection on us gar-
deners for our baste in discarding such useful plants
after a few seasons, because we happen not to find out
the ])roper mode of treating them at first, not only for
the flower-garden, but for any of the gardening purposes.
I believe the credit of introducing this nrw liid into our
gardens is due to my worthy friend ^Mr. Smith. Curator
of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. The way to
manage this bhicbedder is to treat it as a biciniial,
that is, to sow its seeds one year, and to flower it the

following season ; and this is a very good time to sow its

seeds to come in next year; the plants can bo taken up
in the autumn, and kept over the winter with very little

trouble ; but although a soft wooded plant it does not
readily yield a supply by cuttings.

Speaking of Kew Gai'dens, reminds one of the ciuious

turns fashion takes in flowers, and in other things.

Although they have the largest collection of plants in

the country there, the most curious, rare, and expensive,

and although they cultivate them in the flrst-rate style,

since they have had proper accommodation, yet, they

must have their flower-gardens, and plant them too, in

the most approved style of fashion, just as I have been
stating in these articles on bedding plants. Now, this

is a very harmless and enjoyable way of amusing the

public ; and yet there are those in the high places of

gardening who sneer at all the modern improvements iu

arranging flower-gardens, whether public or private;

and who, assert that an unskilful race of degenerate
gardeners have brought about such a state of things,

substituting yards of this, that, and the other kind of

vebenas, and scarlet geraniums, with " patches " of

petunias, &c., &e., for hollyhocks, gilliflowers, and " her-

baceous plants," which are all most beautiful iu their

way. So they are, sure enough ; but a gardener of these

days who could produce nothing better than these " good
things in their way," might as well sing, " Bundle, and
Go," and be off' at once to New Zealand. They say a

shoemaker cannot go beyond his " laSt ;" and there are

critics whose flights of imagination cannot reach above
the range of their own natural atmosphere : but the
" cant of criticism " looses its j)oint in such hands. Out
of the thousands of " beautiful plants " introduced into

or indigenous to this country, very few, comparatively

speaking, are found to possess the qualities necessary for

the flower-garden, or for the purposes of high cultivation

in any department of our craft—as any one a little

versed in the subject may see shortly, at the first ex-

hibitions of plants in the world, in the neighbourhood
of London. I would give very little for the head and
ears of a gardener who attended these great exhibitions

of our skilful or unskilful efforts for a serious of years,

who could not tell before hand not only the names, but

the actual dimensions of eighty-five out of every hundred
plants that wiU be staged iu London this season for

competition ; notwithstanding that bushels of gold and
silver medals have been offered and awarded, to stimulate

the exertions of collectors and cultivators. No, like the

flower gardener, we shall have nothing better than the

old dish over again this season ; but the flower gardener

has the advantage of his " brother chip " of the exhibition

tables, for he can cook many of his old dishes over

again, and so produce a more apparent variety. The
truth of all this, however, is simply this, that gold and
silver can no more turn the tide of fashion, than skilful

or unskilful gardeners, and critics, can change the

nature of those plants they cultivate and describe ; and
it is very little to the point to say, that gardeners of any
stamp are more jiotent than gold and silver. Seeing,

therefore, that those things are so past oiu' control,

would it not be better for us to work each in his own
calling, and endeavour to assist and please each other,

rather than bandy about hard names, and ungracious

epithets?

The principal plants for displaying the more distinct

colours during the summer and autumn, have now been
mentioned ; those for the other half of the flowering

season, or from February to the middle or end of Jvme,

there is no great hurry about for the present ; and before

I begin to enumerate those summer-flowering plants,

which either produce no decided colour or which keep

in flowei- oidy a month or two, T wish to recommend seeds

of the following plants, chiefly annuals, to be sown
between this and the 20th May, to come in either for
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beds or as luixiliavios lor lilliii}^ uii vaiiiiick's us things

go oil" in tho aiitnnm.

.tliissiim (Sweet), always a nsel'ul plaul to liavo a sUn-k

of at hand.
AsUr (China)—To be sown alunit tho niidcllo of May in

the reserve gaitlen ; to be trans|ilanted there onee or

twice, or treated like eolory iilauts in all n-s|ioots, and
uot to he planted in the Hower-fjarden till tlie plants

show their colonr.

CUirkias and CoUiiisidx, always <;ay and niMl'ul, bnt

will not remove after they arc half-grown.

Convolvulus minor.—A most lovely summer Ihnvur, of

which there are now many varieties. It makes a splendid

bod for three months ; will not transplant unless viry

yoiiug. Sow it where it is to llower, and place tho tops

of pea-stakes all over the bed as tho plants advance,

and they will soon he covered.

Coniolt'ulus major.—Of this there are many shades of

colours, from clear white to daik [un^ple, and all of them
are gay and useful forsunnucr climbers.

D'uiuthus, or the I'ink niid Sweet William tribe, ami
the fmliaii Pink.—There are many nice littlo plants in

this tribe for rock work, and for gay patches hero and
tliere, where room can be found for them.

Eri/sintum perofskianum.—This is a gay, tall, yellow

annual, which will bear to bo trained down : and will

flower for three months ; and also a good one to sow iu

the autumn.
Kucharidium ijramlijlorum.—Tliis is one of oiu' gayest

little annuals, with purplish pink flowers; and a little

bed of it is one of the gayest of the season, but it only

blooms for five or si\ weeks.

Larksjmrs.—These, again, are very rich in dwarf and
tall plants of various colours ; a bed or border of mixed
dwarf larkspurs is extremely gay, and the tall ones not

less so. The real blue branching larkspur is one of the

most difficult to get and to keep true, without the purple

tinge ; and I would ])ull up all the shades of it to save

seeds from the dark blue variety.

Mahpe ijrandijiora is a tall purple with mallow-like

dowel's, and will hold on for full three months.
Xemophila.—All of them are gay six-week annuals,

which may be had from the end of April tUl the iVost

comes, by sowing them in ihc autumn, three times in

the spring, and again in the first week iu J uly.

Xasturtiums.—The common nasturiums are very gay
for edgings to beds when well managed, and will trans-

plant until they are of a large si/.o. They should be
trained as a broad band, and their large leaves jiulled oti'

as often as they obsciu'e the blossoms.
Salpifjlossis.—Of this there are many shades, and they

last three mouths or more in bloom, and are well worth
a place iu the flower-borders.

Stocks.—All the varieties of the ten-week stocks, if

sown now, will come in useful in the autumn for filling

up beds and borders.

Sultans.—The sweet sultans, pai-ticularly the yellow
and the purple ones, make a good addition and variety

to the flower-beds ; and they may be sown till after mid-
sinnmcr for late autumn blooming.

Poppies, Persicaria, and Sunjiuwers, arc also good old

things for shrubbery borders ; and so are Zinnias, and
]'isear'ui oeruluta. and Scabious, ail of wliich will lie in

time for autumn bloom, if sown before the :20th of May.
D. 15E.vrox.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

BALCONIES.— Since I adverted to this subject last

week, I have had an opportunity of seeing a groat many
of these adjuncts in urban, suburban, and rural situa-

tions. In many of these, though the bouses were coated

with cement, and coloured, or pamteil. to resemble htone-

colour, the railings and boarding of the balconies wore

of a bright green ; tho very diversity of colour attracting

attention, and bringing up, not nnficcpiently, ideas of

afterthoughlism and insecurity combined, and more
especially the latter feeling, when no suitablo balustrad-

ings, ornamental or otherwise, were seen; it lieing neces-

sary I'or the complacent comfort of tho observer, that

strenijlh should not merely exist, but that the elements

of that strength should be pereeplibh—a fact which has

led to numy a necessary ornamental appendago in avchi-

tecluro that otherwise might have been unnecessary,

lint with all this incongruity, it was pleasing to observe

that a better tasto was lindiug its way, even as respects

the prevalent colour of the balconies. \n hundreds of

yards of suburban balconies, where, a few years ago,

(jrecn flamed in all its glory, the colour has been ex-

changed for dull stone, or sober bronze, in many of

those balconies, too, vases and baskets had been ex-

changed for the long narrow boxes. But here, in some
cases, the (irinciiile of harmony bad been carried too

far; for the walls of the house being ])ainted, the pretty

stono 01' composition vases had been painted too, whieli

reduced them to the same level in point of appearance

as would have been manifested by vases of burnt clay,

of wood, or of ii'on, if equally painted ; all of which

would have looked better if liberally daubed with white

sand when the paint was wet, which would at once re-

move the impressions of oily paint, which to our mind
is rather incongi'uous with the growth of plants, and

elicit tho appearance and the associations of vessels of

sandstone : not that we advocate, in general, anytliing

approaching duplicity or deceit, even in ai)pea.rance, but

in the present case we cannot sec the harm in iiinting

to our balcony friends how they may for the expense ol'

a few shillings develop as pure a taste, as the titled lady

may witli propriety exhibit at the expense of as many
pounds, by possessing th'e real Simon-pure article, and

not a cheap make-believe vessel. As there is something

in a name, so there is much in appearances, so lar as

tho awakenings of feelings of pleasure are concerned

;

and, therefore, while upon the open balcony—even so

far as the ideas of strength and solidity come before our

notice—wo woidd contend for having vessels intended

for plants consisting realli/ or apparcnilij of stone ; so

upon the sill of the window outside, and especially inside,

would wo recommend, instead of the red pot, ])ots and

vases of all beautiful shapes and colours, hard-biu'ued,

and glazed, or even the prettiest china ; and for the

encouragement of those who third: that plants woulil

not thrive in such vessels, 1 would st.ate that some of the

finest and cleanest plants in a window 1 ever beheld

were grown in such vessels, the colours of which har-

monised and contrasted with each other, as well as with

the plants flowering so beautifully in them. Nothing

but a prejudice in favour of soft, staring, red pots, could

have reconciled ladies, who shew such refined taste in

the choosing of the furnitm'e, carpeting, painting, and

drapery of their rooms, to place sucli incongruous

vessels upon their tables or window-sills, when others,

beautiful and diversified in form, and harmonious in

coloin-, could have been used ; and if too costly to come
in contact with our rough gardening hands, so as to grow

the i>lants in them, there could be no objection
,
to set-

ting the plants, with their common pots attached, inside

of them when in their flowering state ; and then a slight

covering of green moss would not only perfect the illu-

sion as to the plant growing in the beautiful vase, but

would also, by its checking evaporation from the soil,

render tho necessity of watering a matter of less frequent

occiuTeuee.

But to return to our balconies—in London, and more
particularly its suburbs, thousands of pretty baskets of

wire-work, of all conceivable shapes and forms are to be
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seen, and at a very raodei'ate price ; the basket cousistiug

chiefly of open wire-worli, and tlio feet and legs formed
of tlio same material. Such baskets, oven in their

present state, would be a great improvement on the pig-

feediug-like troughs of boxes, as plants in flower might
be set in them, the pots plunged in, and then covered

with green moss ; one advantage of which would be that

one plant could easily be removed and replaced by
another; and a second and greater advantage would be
the ease with which plants could be tended and examined
when placed upon a level witli the eye, compared with
the difficulty and uniuvitingnessof such an examination
when tlie plants are struggling for existence upon the

same level as our feet. The worldly-wise retail trades-

man alike shuns a shop, where his customers would
either have to rise or descend a step or two ; knowing,
that before they would give tliemselves the trouble to do
sctliey would pass by to a more considerate neighbour;
a fact—this along with many more, involving a similar

principle—which ought to teach our friends who would
wish to diffuse the civilizing and refining influence from
flowers which they themselves had experienced :—the

necessity of placing these flowers in their balconies and
boudoirs, as near the eye and the hand as possible; as

the mere beholding of such flowers, and tlie close ex-

amination of tlieir beauties and stniotural organization,

will be followed by sensations and consequences vastly

difl'erent.

The first improvement in such baskets would be to

change the flaming fashionable bright green into a sober
bronze or dull stone colour. If the stone colour should
be adopted, the second improvement would be to make
the main s\ipportsof a stronger material, and bind them
together with a smaller wire, so that when well sanded,
the whole would resemble tessellated carved stone-work.

The third improvement would be, to make from tlie

continuation of the feet and legs, the framework on which
to fix a vase or basket of zinc or galvanized iron, in

which, after insuring means of drainage, the plants may
be turned out into suitable soil. It would be easy to

form several fillets roimd the vase, and to give it a grace-

ful curved lip at the top, so as to make it very ornamental.
The feet and supporting pillar might be encased in

similar matei-ial, and all might then be painted to imi-

tate stone or marble. Groups of tlu'ces or fives of such
baskets or vases might tln-is be placed together, and thus
transform our balconies into miniature flower-gardens.

The green supporters would never be missed, for round
the side of tlie vase we would plant running and cree2)-

ing plants, such as Maurandyas, Lobelias, Verbenas,

the smaller flowering Trojucohims, Lopliospermums, &c.,

but generally of a colour to contrast with tho main
colour in the basket or the vase.

It is only for the lovers of flowers to say that they
want such things, and our clever tradesmen will easily

supply them ; and in cheapness, in proportion to tlie de-

mand. Mr. Savago has come forward to give an impetus
to the forming of pretty baskets for plant houses. Will
no one else step forward to encourage more artistic dis-

play, combined with fitness for the end in view—whether
composed of wood, iron, cement, or earthenware, as

respects tlie vessels in which jilauts are placed in win-
dows and balconies ?

Tliere is one purpose, however, for whicli we would
tolerate a large square box or two in the comer of a
balcony, a,ud that would be for planting some strong
growing creeper, to run and festoon itself among the
railings, where tho distance is too great from the ground
to permit iho plants being inserted below. For such a
purpose, nothing answers better than the common
Wliite jasmine, the common hedge-row Iloncysiiclile, and
some of tlie stronger Glcmntis, or hardy climJiiini roses.

I'or summer decoration the Cobcca Sfandiiis. Lapltos-

peiinum scandens, Tropocolum mnjiis, 1\ 2'erc(/rini(m, and

T. pcntaphyViim, may be used, along with masses of

Sivectpeas. For such a purpose, and also for climhiug
around and garlanding a window, low things are more
beautiful than t\\e T. pcntaphjllum, with its thousands
of greenish red flowers.

Small Flowkr-cardex.—The same correspondentwho
inquired about balconies, also inquired about the laying

out of a small front garden of 17 feet, which we presume
means 17 feet each way. We ca,n only allude to this

now. Many methods might be adopted, and mucli in-

terest created, by vases, baskets, raising the ground,

using edgings of flint, box, &o. One of the sim]>lcst

methods, however, and which would look well, would bo
to have a circle of six or seven feet in diameter in the

centre, with four clumps equal in size, and similar in

form around it, divided from each other and from tlie

circle by gravel patlis, of from two to tlireo ' feet in

width. Supposing, that the longer straight lines of the

four clumps will be a fence of some sort or other,

there Stoect peas. Dahlias, and a i'ew strong-growing

and climbing plants may be placed, and the front planted
with those of lower growth. With the exception of these

fence plants, the whole might be grouped, either with

common bedding plants or with annuals, the latter

only costing a few pence, if raised from seed. Were
wo to advise, we should say planls the centre bed with

white, and tho other beds in tho order

of colour mentioned— 1, scarlet; 2,

blue ; 3, orange or yellow ; 4, purple.

Each bed might have difl'erent tints of

the same colour, the lowest gi-owing

always next the path. 1!. Fish.

Scarlet.
W

ite. ^& W
f^ Oranffe,

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

STOVE PIANTS.
CLEKOOENDnuJis.—For lai'ge and noble foliage, with

high-coloured flowers in large jianicles, there are no
plants that surpass Clerodendrums ; and, therefore, wo
now remark upon them, because in selecting stove

plants for our fortnightly essays we endeavour to choose

such as are really showy, fine plants, undeniably worth

every care and attention the auiateiu- and gardener i^an

bestow upon them. Any one tliat has seen Cleroden-

drums oven moderately well grown, will iigree with us

til at they are of the splendid cliaractcr we have described

above, at least such of the genus as we shall recommend
for culture. Wo have already mentioned one species,

the G. spilcndens spcciosissimum, as a splendid climber,

suitable to cultivate in the orchid-house, and it is

equally well adapted for the same jiurpose in the stove

;

it is also very eflcetivo as a pot-plant lor exhibition pur-

poses. WHien trained either upon a balloon-sliajied

trellis, or a flat trellis, it produces its largo bunches of

rich scarlet flowers in abundance, rendering it an object

fit eitlier to be exhibited as a single specimen of superior

culture, or to be one of a collection, however large or

small. Independent of being used as an exhibition

plant, it is well worthy of cultivating in tliis style as an

ornamental object amongst other stove plants. With
the e>;ception of requiring a trellis to tie its slender

branches to, it requires tlio same culture as we shall

give presently for the shrubby species.

The following are the species worth cultiv.ating ; they

stand in our list according to their merit, that is, the

first is tho best and the last the least worthy ; but the

degrees of merit are not widely difterent, as they are all

good. Such persons as have tho least room may tr_Y to

obtain only the lirst or second, but where the cultiva-

tor's means are ample in respect to room every one

should be grown.
Clerodcndnim Beihunianiim (Bothuuc's CIcrodon-
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di-iim), Ims fino foliago, very Invcro piiiiicles of flowers,

eacli with broad jietals of a most dazzling scarlet colour.

Clerodfiulnim Kd'mpfcri (Ka'iniifer's 0.), a sideiidid

species, producing ii large panicle of scarlet ilowers,

rising very cons]ncuously above the noblo foliage.

Cleroihiuhum J'allux. also very liandsoinc, sending up
several brauchiiig bends of bloom of the liucst scarlet

colour.

Clerodfudriim Dcvouiiniiim. so named in coiiiplimrnt

to that eminent patron of gardening, the Duke of

Devonshire. It has tine brauchiug panicles of scarlet

flowci-s. but the foliago is not so large as that of the

preceding.

Clfrodcitdrum pankuluUim (Paniclcd C). roliagc

very line, of a rather glaucous hue, extremely largo

jianicles of flowers of an orange scarlet.

Clerodtiidnim iiuieniphitlhim (Broad-leaved C). This
has the linest foliage of all the genus, pi-oduces large

Jianicles of pure white handsome iiowers, flowering very

dwarf.

Clfrodendnim fnigniiis Jlmr ph-iio (Sweet-scented

double-flowered C). A very desirable species to culti-

vate on account of its fragrance ; it produces umbels of

white and pink flowers on small plants.

Cei.Ti'iiE.—This genus of plants may bo propagated
easily in the usual way, by cuttings of the young shoots

placed in pots, under iuiud-glasscs, in heat; but as tliey

do not usually produce plenty of young shoots, they

may he propagated successfully by cuttings of tlie roots.

Tho way to manage this is to take an old jilant out of

the pot, shake off the soil, and cut olV jiortions of the

root, dividing them into pieces four inches long. I'ut

these sections of tlio root into small pots singly, and
place them Lu a propagating house, or in a hotbed; they
will soon put forth new roots and shoots, and in one
year make excellent plants. But the readiest way of

increasing the four kinds first mentioned is by seeds,

which are frequently produced freely ; gather them as

soon as they are ripe, and sow them in ]iaus or pots
plunged in a brisk heat. The !March following p.ot the

seedlings oti", as soon as they have made two or three

leaves, into small pots, singly; place them near the glass

to induce dwarf growth, and ic|)ot them into larger pots

as the roots fill the pot. This should be repeated three

or four times during tlie summer, so that by October
they will be in pots eight inches diameter, and bo stout,

stocky plants. They may remain in these pots till the

Febriuny following, when they may be potted again,

and placed iu a liigher temperature, have plenty of

water giveu them, and he freiiuently syringed ; by such
liberal treatment they will grow surprisingly, and will

require repotting again by the end of April. In these

pots they sliould remain to flower in July, and will then
be really magnificent ornaments to the stove till Sep-

tember. The same ti-eatment of yornig plants raised by
cuttings of the shoots or roots will have tho same
happy effect, but there is the advantage iu raising seed-

lings of the probability of obtaining finer varieties.

Winter Tue.^tment.—The strong plants that have
flowered so finely may be cut down after flowering, and
be placed under the stages, where no water will fall

upon them, giving them only just water enough to keep
them alive. In llie spring take them out of their resting

place, turn them out of tho large pots, reduce the ball

and roots, repot tliem and plunge them in a gentle

bark-bed beat ; they Will soon begin to grow, and most
likely produce two or more shoots, but do not leave
more than three to flower. ]''olloiv on the same gene-
rous treatment, by freely potting and liberally supplying
water, that we have described abovo for one-year old
plants; by tlms treating two-year old plants, more head,
or panicles of Ilowers, will be produced. After this

second season of bloom it will not be worth while to

keep them any longer : let yomigcr plants take their
j

place.

Soir,.—As these plants arc rapid growers, and in a

short time dcvelopo a large amount of foliage and l)loom,
!

their food sliould be proportiouahly rich and stimu-
!

lating; good fibrous loam, rough peat, and well decayed
I

dung, in equal parts, is the comiiost they delight iu ; a i

sprinkling of sand amongst it to keep it ojien will also
{

bo useful ; use both loam and jieat in a very rough

state, if there he fibrous lumps iu each of the size of

hen's eggs it will be all the better. I\Ianure-watcr, well

diluted, in the last stage of their growth, previously to

Howering, will be useful, giving it every third time the

plants require watering.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Since we wrote last we have had a, return of cold

northerly winds, and slight frosts at night; wo have

had also some sunny days. Now, these changes from
eold to heat, from dull weather to bright sunshine, im-

peratively calls upon the lovers of flowers to bo on the

alert to lirolect their blooms and plants from such ex-

tremes.

TiTLirs.—These noble flowers are now the grand or-

iniment of the florists' garden, and, with the exception

of some early pansies, arc the only flowers now requiring

shade from too great sunshine. Tho old practical

florist will bo on the look out every morning, to observe

whether the clouds will clear away to allow the bright

sun to shine with unbroken splendour ; if that is likely

to take place, down goes the shade to protect his

favourites, and preserve their fragile colours from fading

too soon; our amateur friends will do well to imitate

his doings, his foresight, and caution. Tulips wiU also

require protection from cold winds and heavy rains.

T. Al'l'LEliY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Glohe AiiTiciioKES.—This excellent vegetable may

be made productive throughout the greater number of

the summer months. The old plants that have stood

over from last season should have bad their final tliin-

ning ore this ; and also as many suckers planted out in

succession as may be required for the new plantations.

The strongest suckers left on tho old plants, will, some
of them, now bo shewing their edible heads ; and if

these arc well cncom-aged by the surface soil being kept

well open, by slight forkings and hand scarifyings, with

liberal soakiugs of manure water, an abundant succes-

sion of good, tender, well shaped and well coloured arti-

chokes will be the result. The heads should be cut in

good season, whether required or not; as, by allowing

them to grow to a useless size, jiot only is tlic sueces-

sional crop, which woidd bo found so useful through the

hot summer months, pi-evented coming to perfection,

but the whole plant is exhausted for the future ; whereas

if they are cut when about the size of a small tea-cup,

and well encouraged as above directed, a long succession

may bo expected ; for generally, by good management,
the artichoke will shew a number of heads in succession

on the same stem. The earliest and strongest jdanted

of this season's suckers, if managed as wc rccouimeud,

will produce a succession for the autunni months. It is

quite as essential to look forward and provide for the

long days of summer, when heat and drought may be

exjjccted to prevail, as it is to jirovide for the short,

dark, and frosty days of winter ; for heat and drought

may be observed, in some lociditics, at times very mate-

rially to limit the supjily of good vegetables; and this,

too, in places where, if a little Ibrethougbt bad been

exercised, abundance would most probably have been

the result.
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St.opino Banks.—We find tho sloping bank system, as

we have elsewliero stated, very advantageous, not only

tlirougliout the summer but also in the autumn, winter,

and spring. All our late sown peas are jilantcd in

single rows, as a protoi-tion and a partial shade to other

crops. A row of late ]ieas is, at the present season, sown

on the summit of a large sloping bank in a deep drill,

and the drill only partially filled up ; that is to say, the

drill is drawn, or a shallow trench cast out with a spade,

deeper than is required to be filled up to cover the peas

to their proper depth, so that there is, when sown and

covered, a rill still left. As soon as the peas are up,

their growth is first encouraged by frequently raking

and stirring the surface soil, and as soon as three or

four inches high they are mulched with half-decayed

vegetable refuse, leaves, or short niulchy old dung
linings, and the pea-sticks at once applied. The only

after-management required are liberal soakiugs of liquid

manure. The abundant production thus obtained is

astonishing, and the quality so improved that the varie-

ties are really not recognised by good judges.

(5n the north side of these sloping banks, or which-

ever way they may be formed, the shadiest or coldest

side is selected for cultivating late cauliflowers, Gajjc

brocoli, lettuce, spinach, summer turnips, &c.; each and all

sown thinly in drills, to be tbiuned out and I'emain ; on

the sunny or hottcht side, Ihntrf Kidney beans. New
Zealand or Tetrayoninn spiniieh, vii/iiti/>li' marrows, gher-

kin eucumhers, eajisiriiins, rhiUief:, and such other vegeta-

bles as recpiire heat and shelter. All are, of course,

duly encouraged by good attention to surface stirring

and the application of liquid manure. The annual pro-

duction by such management is wonderful. The earli/

eeleri/ delights also in a warm situation ; and a prepara-

tion made between two sloping banks in the valley ap-

pears to suit it well. Other ground between the peas,

planted at wide distances, upon the same principle, as

the spring crops come off, are famous for getting out the

autumn and white varieties oi hrocolis, kales, and borecoles,

coleworts and late cabbages, &c. ; indeed, with a little

forethought and method, all ground thus managed may
be turned to most valuable account at all seasons.

JF.ausALEM Artichokes.—if these appear with more
than one shoot to a plant, the superabuudaut ones

should be taken off, as one good strong shoot to a plant

will always i)roduce more fine-sized tubers than if more
than one is left. The earth about them should be well

loosened with the hand drag.

Cabbage.—Sow now the snndl compact varieties of

cabbage, so as to have a store in hand in case of vacan-
cies : a good supply of plants is always useful for pro-

ducing successioual crops of young greens and turued-

in young cabbage.

Cardoons.—Sow now in full crop; to grow them well

a shallow trench, similar to a celery trench, should be

cast out on a piece of groiuid which has previously been

well tren(^hed and manured ; and, if it can bo spared, a

little well decomposed manure forked into the ti'ench

would be very beneficial. The seeds should be placed

up the centre of the trench, about six inches or so apart,

and covered from an inch and a half to two inches in

depth ; the plants should be thinned in due season, the

standing crop enconraged by frequent surface-stirrings,

and attention given to the application of liquid-manure,

regulating its strength by the luxuriance of the plants.

At all times liquid-manure should be applied to young
plants well diluted of course, and well weakened down,
or the eli'ects jiroduccd wUl be as injurious as would be

llie .niviui,' strong beer and beef to a little child. The
priu(i|ilr sowings of celery ahoulA be thus gently and
graduidly encouraged ; and the plants, as soon as they

can be handled, should be pricked out in sul(•('^^ii(lu on
a well chosen piece of ground. The earli/ phinliil out

celery should have the same encourageuirul that is n:-

commended for other crops v^'ith regard to surface-stir-

ring and liquid-manure; the side suckers should at all

times be kept cleared away.

Routine Woriv.—Plant out the early basil and sweet

marjoram, and make a sowing also on a warm border

;

plant out tomatos ; attend to the making out of any
vacancies that may occur amongst the drill crop ; attend

well to the surlace-slirriug and timely thinning; make
another sowing oIl parsley and early turnijis : well protect

the ridged out cucumbers and vegetable marrows ; and, if

cold winds or stormy weather prevail, keep the linings

of the frame and pit cucumbers and melons well topped-

up in order to maintain one uniform heat ; make suc-

cessionnl sowings of the best kind of each, and attend

regularly to the stopping of them, keeping the vine thin,

and not allowing a glut of fruit to swell at one time,

which will not only e.\hauBt the plants, and cause defor-

mity amongst the fruit, but the distress and poverty

thus occasioned will be followed in time by vermin and
disease. Ja.mes Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

MILK.
By the niitliorcss of" My Flnwers

One of the cheapest and most useful articles of con-

sumption in a family, particularly where there are

children, is milk. Jn towns, where it is brought to the

door, and doled out in small quantities at a high price,

of course it must always be considered dear ; but in the

country, or in small towns, where it is perhaps possible

to obtain it from farms in the neighbourhood, it will be
found a most wholesome and valuable addition to the

family-table in every way. Skimmed-milk is sold in the

country at one halfpenny per quart, and at this price

nothing can be so advantageous for children's food, both
as regards cheapness and nutrition. A basin of boiled

bread and milk is a simple, strengthening breakfast and
supper, upon which every child will thrive ; and if it is

made properly, and the stomach will bear it (which is

not always the case), it is an excellent meal for grown

persons, partii-uliivly lliosc who are seeking to live in the

cheapest mnnnrr im-iviM,,. The bread should be cut, not

broken, into thr .sliii]ir df large dice, and placed first in

the basin—the boiliug milk when poured upon it, in all

its beautiful frothiness, presents as tempting an appear-

ance to the eye as to the taste ; and it is so nourishing,

that invalids who can take only a few spoonsful at a

tiuie, will thrive upon it.

Milk, and rice, and Hour, all of which arc cheap and

nutritious, may bo combined in various ways, so as to

i'urnish economical dishes of great delicacy as well as

usefulness ; and it would be highly desirable that families

living in country towns " where provisions are dear,"

should endeavour to effect an arrangement with neigh-
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boui-iiic; t'iirniovs to procure milk on the clieapest terms.

N'ew mill; is nlways dear, and is liy no means necessary

—

;/(iiif/. inuulnltorated skimmed-milk I'rom a (arm is ijiiilc

siiltii-ient lor general purjiosos. and for the means of

tliose who are struggling for life. Let this always be

borne in mind—it is a great assistance to us in domestic

economy.
MilU, tliiekcned with Hour, and carefully boiled, is ex-

cellent either hot or cold, in which latter case it becomes
a jelly ; and if llavoured with bay-leaf, and sweetened with

hnnii-sugar, it is almost as delicate as blancmange, 'J'lie

lirii|iortions are live tablespoonsful of flour to a quart of

milk. The Hour and milk must be mixed together in a

basin, until as smooth as cream, and then poured into

a delicately clean saucepan. It must bo stirred one

way, iritlwiit ceasiiii;i, until it boils ; if left to itself an

iustant. it either burns or becomes lumpy, and it should

be as smooth as possible when properly done. It should

be boiled until the nuderdone-smell of ilour is quite

gone, which will be easily understood by a little ex

perieuce ; the bay-leaves must be boiled in it, and taken

out, of course, before it is served up. When done, it may
be poured into a pie-dish, soup-plates, or small basins, if

to be eaten hot ; or into moulds to be turned out when
cold ; and in either case it is excellent. Sugar or treacle

may be eaten with it.

This mode of preparing mOk is so simple, that it m.ay

not have oci'urred to those who have enjoyed the

luxuries of life; but even in that case I have known it

eaten for breakfast, by a gentleman, who preferred it to

any other delicacy for his morning meal. More or less

Hour may be used according to fancy, but the proportion

given is the medium.
Rice is a very useful article in a family. There is a

cheap and excellent Irind sold as " broken rice," at 2d
and '^id per pound, which is quite as good as the whole
rice sold at :id and 4d. It is white and delicate, but it is

sold cheap because it has Leen broken in the carriage,

and is therefore sifted fi'om the perfect rice, and sold by
itself. It makes puddings, rice-milk, &c., and thickens

soups as well as tbe unbroken grains would do.

("Carolina rice is large, and white and fine, and swells

quickly ; but it is much dearer than the East India, or

I'atna rice, as it is sometimes called, and does not boil

so light and dry when required for curry, and to eat with

fruit or preserves.

Then there is another and still cheaper kind, but it is

uublanchcd, and therefore not so delicate to the eye,

although quite as good to the taste. This rice is sold at

Id. and Ud per pound, and if bought in large quantities

it becomes even cheaper : for home consumption the

colour is of little consequence. This rice requires a

gi'eat deal more care in washing and picking than the

finer sorts ; but it's only difference consists in retaining

the skin, which is very much like that of the almond,
before it is blanched. It is a most valuable food for the

poor, and has been largely disti'ibuted among them since

the failure of potatoes ; but very frequently the poor are

sti'ougly prejudiced against that to which they have not

been accustomed ; and 1 know, in some instances, that

they have received without much gratitude some pounds
of brown rice, instead of the usual gift of potatoes.

Others again, thankfully aclcnowledge its value ; and say

that a dish of plain boiled rice, with a little salt, and
perlinps an onion, is a most comfortable meal, and a great

help in their families ; and not only " saves the bread,"

but satisfies the children sooner, and nourishes them too.

East India rice does not swell so readily as the Carolina,

and should be laid to soak in water as long as possible

before it is dressed, when requii'ed for baked puddings ;

a day and a night will not be too long, but it is not
always possible to give it so much time.

Rice should be purchased in large qiiantities when it

is used freely in a family. By the cwt. or ^ cwt. it wUl

be laid-in nuich cheaper than when a few pounds only

arc bought at a time.

Rice-milk is an c.KccUent food for children ; so is rice-

pudding, both baked and boiled, with which treacle may
be used instead of sugar. The three line healthy children

of a near relative of my own, were brought up entirely

upon milk and rice, sago, &c., mitil they were four or

five years' old. They never cared for meat, it is true;

and children in general would probably prefer a more

siniple diet, if they were not, from their earliest years,

accustomed to animal food. Hut in the instance to which

1 now allude, where means were small, and principle

was strong, the boys were brought up in the simplest

way ; and their healthy appearance and milk-white teeth

were the admiration of all who saw them, and bore

ample testimony to the nutritious quality of their sweet

.and wholesome food.

Oatmeal is of too heating a nature for general use. It

frequently produces eruptions and irritation of the skin;

and 1 have ku.iwn such effects arise from its use in gruel,

if taken daily for a very short period. It is best even in

gruel to employ flom- ; and this is a very good substitute

for thick milk,'if the stomach will not "bear the latter,

although of course not quite so agreeable to the palate.

The occasional use of oatmeal cannot be objected to,

but taken frequently, it often disagrees. Flour is so

simple and wholesome, and so cheap, that we can scarcely

substitute a better or more reasonable article for it;

and when there is any possibility of injury arising to

the health—that most important earthly blessing—we

had better not attempt to try any experiments. I will,

however, subjoin the method of making oatmeal por-

ridge, used by the poorer classes of the Scotch and Irish,

because it may bo relished as an occasional meal. Oat-

meal must be stirred into boiling water with a stick, a

little salt added to it ; and it must then buil on the lire

for about ten minutes, being stirred all the time. If

sufficiently done it will become like thick pudding, and

should be eaten with milk. A little practice will dis-

cover the proportions, as I find receipts lamentably

deficient in quantities ; but an experienced person will

judge very accurately on these points.

THE DOMESTIC ritiKOX.
In tbe endeavom- to obtain for om- readers trustworthy in-

formation relative to the varieties and management of

domestic pigeons, we have fomid that those who possessed

the requisite information were either umrilhng or too idle

to make it public. In this dilemma we refen-ed to works

which have been published in this country-, and without a

single exception, not one is in any of its departments satis-

factory. In foreign literature we find works relative to the

pi|?eon much superior, and from among these we have

selected one which is the joint production of a practical

manager of pigeons and of a naturalist, not unknown to

fame. This work contains not only the history, descriptions,

and di-awings of each variety, but also enters fully into the

particidars of their management, diseases, and other details

most useful and most interesting to the pigeon fancier. It

is entitled, " Pigeons of the Dove-cot, or the Natural History

and Description of Domestic Pigeons ; mth the niode of

estabUshing Dove-cots, of reai-inR and managuif; Pigeons."

By M. M. Bnitard and Corbie. The lirst of these gentlemen

was for many years manager of the dove-cots and poulti-y

establishments n{ the Duchess de Beny. We now commence
a translation of this work.

(iEXEBAL HISTOKY OF TIGEOX'S.

The i>ig6ons combined with the t\irtle-doves form a nume-
rous tiibe of species in the systematic arrangement of birds,

be^vilde^ing to naturaUsts. Thus, Linnaius classed them with

the span-ows (passeres) ; Brisson, Pennant, Temrainck, and

Latham, formed them into a ilistinct order ; whilst Cuvier and

others have united them mth the domestic fowl, making

them a division of the Gallinaceous birds. Mnct^UUvray

has made them the single family in a sepai-ate order, tliat of

Ocmitores, or Coocrs.
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The gonorie cliavaclers of these hkils ave : a bill weak,
slender, straight, pressed closely together at the sides, tlie

bottom covered on both sides with an nrched membrane,
straight ill front; a superior mandible swelled moi-e or less

towai"ds the end, liooked, or only inclined at the point ; ob-
long nostrils, open towards the middle of the bill, placed in
a cartilage forming a membranous- protuberance, more or
less thick or soft ; a tongue whole and pointed; feet short,
mostly red, with uacorabined nails ; four claws, three before
and one behind ; the former are almost always quite free,

but sometimes united at their origin by a small memiirane

;

the wings long and pointed, or round and middle-sized ; the
body is lleshy and savoury ; their food consisting of fruits,

grain, and seeds, which they swallow whole ; they build their
nests in a simple manner on the branches of trees or in
holes.

Pigeons, like the sparrows, are raonogamious, that is to
say, one female is sullicient for a male, 'i'liey keep together
during tlie whole of the breoiUng season, and both work in
constructing the nest ; they divide between them the cares
of incubation (hatching), and the education of then- young.
These are fed for some time in the nest; they are born
blind, and incapable of choosing their food, which the male
and female bring to them alternately; in short, they do not
risk quitting the cradle in which they have been born, until
they are entirely fledged. The GalUuaceous, or fowl ti-ibe,

on the contrary, are polygamous, and in several l^inds one
male can serve for a great number of females. The nest for
their rising family is made entirely by tlie ben ; she lays a
great number of eggs, covers them, aiid liatches their young
without the cock appearing to take the slightest interest in
her occupation. As soon as the chickens are hatched they
can run about, quit the place of their birth, and know how to
find tlieir own food without the assistance of their parents.
All these characters are more than suflicieut to distinguish
pigeons from the Gallinaceous tribe; but we shall also find
reasons to separate tliem likewise from tlie class of sparrows.
\Vhen these last drink, they take the water into the lower
mandible of their beak, and make it run into the throat by
quickly elevating the head almost perpendicularly ; they ail

lay more than two eggs ; they simply place in the bill of their
yoimg ones the food wliiclitli.y bring them; and lastly, they
have not the fiieully (jf inliahiig air in large quantities.
Pigeons, on t!ie contiMi-y, plunge tlieir beak into the water
when they drink, and ilraw in atone draught all the quantity
of liquid tliiit they n-quire; they never lay more than two
eggs ; tliey feed their young by pouring into tlieir throat, in
a peculiar manner, the food prepared in thrir stomach ; tliry

can inhale a larger or smaller quantity i>fiiii-, iindiclaiiiit in

their rosophngus (crop) as long as they %\-isli. All this pnives
the interinr oiganizatina to be quite difl'ercut, besides which
the sin;<iil!irily <>f their caresses, the nature of their plumage,
and their inability to sing, separates them still further from
this class of birds. From this it results that the pigeon
shoidd form, as Temminck, Le Aaillant, and other natm-alists
think, a separate order, and we may intercalate it between
the sparrow and the Gallinaceous.

We know some pigeons which in tho wild state feed on
berries, and even insects ; but they are generally granivorons,
and all those that are reared in a tame state live on grain.
Their food undergoes in their ojsophngus, or crop, a maceration
first, which renders the digestion more easy when it has
descended into the stomach, or gizzard. This gizzard is lined
with very thick and strong muscles, and is furnished within
with a hard rugose or wrinkled membrane ; it exercises a
strong mechanical action on tho food. Pigeons, like most
other birds, swallow a certain (juantily of small stones, which
mi.^cd with grain already softened in the crop, are rubbed
together with it, and by their hardness help to reduce it to a
nourishing state.

The lungs of all birds are single, closely attached to the sides
and back-bone, and notenvelopedin the iinvan! skin oftheribs

;

they arc pierced with holes, which pcrinils tho air to spread
itself through eveiy part of the body, as well as the cavities
of the bones, but principally into some great bags ]>laced in
the breast and belly, by which means they can swell them-
selves considerably for the purpose of facilitating tlieu- flight,

and proihicing that volume of voice which sometimes as
tonishcs us. I'jgeous have this singular faculty to a still

more siu'prising extent, they can draw in and retain in their

crop such a considerable quantity ofair, thatin soma varieties

their throat thus swelled is often as large as the rest of their

body. The use of this strange orgauixatiou is not yet known.
Another singularity peculiar to these birds is, that at present
no gall bladder has been discovered.*

It is believed that pigeons contract but one marriage in

their life, unless this union is bvoki^ii by some fat.al accident,

but this is very d(uibtfiil. It ir. iviie, lli;;l in a dovecot a male
often keeps his wife during his wlhle lif.. lucause continui'lly

urged to enjoyment, he has no tinii' tn siil; among the great

nuntber of his companions in slavery a free female which
may be agreeable to him ; but there is nothing to cause one
to presume that in a state of liberty such is the case. As
soon as the autumn commences pigeons unite themselves in

numerous flocks, either to seek together some climate where
the rigours of iviuter are more supportable, or to brave them
in their native country. They remain there in large bands
until the return of spring announces to them again the

amorous season, when they couple, and sejjarate from tlieir

companions to reiu- their brood in some wooded retirement.

There is nothing to prove that at this epoch a male takes

again tlie same female he had the preceding year. Be this

as it may, every band is always composed of individuals of

the same species, and wo never meet with tiu'tle-doves and
ring-doves mixed together, or with the stock-d,ove. This ob-

servation is important, because it throws a little light on the

history of the varieties of the dovecot.

Some pigeons choose a high tree, at tho extremity of a

secluded wootl, to build on its branches, or in its trunk, a

simple nest, composed of small sprigs and light sticks

;

others prefer the young underwood, the groves, the cre\ices of

rocks, or even the deep holes in ruins and other old buUdings.

Their shapeless and almost flat nest is always sulticiently

large to contain the male and female. They lay two eggs in

it, which they cover alternately; and when they are hatched

they diride equally all the cares that their offspring require.

In then- infancy they feed them with food'i'educed in their

crops to a state of liquid pap, which has a singular analogy

to the milk of the breast. The interior coats of the pigeon's

crop are furnished with a great number of small yellowish

glands ; during incubation these glands swell in a perceptible

manner, and when tlic young pigeons are hatched, a white

liquor runs from them quite aualagous to the milk of quad-

rupeds. It is Ivuown that with these last this liquor curdles

in the stomach of the little ones, and by this operation be-

comes digestive; there is this difference bctv.-rcn them and
pigeons, that with these birds this first luodilication takes

jilaci- in the crop of the father and mother, where this liquor

iiiixi's v\ith a small portion of half-digested grain, and it is

in this state they give it to their oflspiing in a very peculiar

manner. For this purpose they iilacc their entire bill iu that

of their jiarent, keeping it hclf open, while these briug the

food up from their crop with a convulsive movement, which
appears to be very painful, and is sometimes followed by

dangerous consequences, as may be seen in oiu' obscrvatiims

on the Large-throated or Pouter Pigeon. This operation is

always accompanied with a quick trembling of the wings and
body.t

DESCRIPTION OF THE DOVE. COT PIGEONS.
Fu;sT Dh'ision—Dove Pioeons.

FIEST E.\CE.

I. Wild-Done, ok PiOCK-Pioeox : Cnlnmha livia nrircstis.—

The head, the top of the back, the covering of the wings,

the breast, lielly, sides, the iqipcr and under coverings of the

t-il. ;:vp of a bluish ash colour ; the sides of the throat reflect

a '_;ol,li'ii ;;i'. rn, changing colour according to the manner iu

wliirh ihi li;;lit falls on them ; the lower piirt of the back or

1 uuip pure white ; the principal wing-feathers of a darkish

ash colour, the others inclined to blue, all having two black

spots, forming in connection two bands on the wings, and
the tips in-e blade, as well as those of the tail ; the iris of the

vyr \(1Imv, i li ii'd ; bill inclined to red ; feet red, with black

ii;iil^ I
1.m;,^iIi, twelve inches iu a state of liberty, but thirteen,

I

or even fourteen when domesticated. At all ages it is easily

distinguished by its white rump. Several ornithologists look
j

upon it as a separate species ; others think it only forms a !

* In this tlicy also differ from Galliniiccous birds.

—

Ed.
_

|

t AVc have tliouglit it licst to pulilisli ft description of tlic varictica .md 1

spccieB Ijy degrees, with tlic liistory and management, otherwise all the :

illustrations would corae together at the end.

—

Ed.
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vtinety whli llio two followinp;. Tomniiiu-Ic, one of tlio nullinrs
who liest uiKlerstooil tlioso binls, only nnitos tlio dovelioMso

I

pi^'pon to tlii-;, but lie thinks that some vm-iiMii's of tlio ilovo-

cot r.nxiht i-onio from olsowhoro. This hinl, which is fonml
in Afiica, ns wt'U as far north in Swoilon, appeals in iMnupe
in tlie spring, ami iloparts in antnnin. It iiihahits the woods,
builils on the branches, or in the holes of trees, ami roosls
habitnally. If nil doniesiiL- pi;;ecins ilo not ilesii'iul from this

one, ns some natm-alists think, it is most eertaiiily the oritjin

of the stock of theilevehonso ; it soon becomes dmnestieateil,

ami in one part of Asia thoy consider it an amnsemen;
to reduce it to this tamo state. "All tlironf;li Persia." says
Chardin. "both wild and tame pigeons are fotnnl, but the wild
.are much more abundant. I think in this eountry theyhnilil

the handsciinest dove-houses in the world; there are more
than tliieo thousand round Ispahan. It is a great aiiiuse-

ment to the inhabitants to cateh these ])igeons in the country,
liy means of some tamed and trained for this puipose; they
lly in flocks all day after the wild ones, wliicli tliey surround
and decoy to the dove-house."

•!. The Stock-Uove : Columha liv'ta <riins.— It differs

essentially from the preceding, by having always a blue ash
coloured nnnp ; its head, throat, and all its under parts are
also of this colour'; the sides of the neck are of a varying
green, that is to say, have a metallic rellection ; the breast (if

a pui'plish colour; the top of the back of a broMiiish ash
colour; a black spot on the two last secondary feathers of
the mngs ; ."Jl the quill feathers of tlio wing and tail of a
bluish ash colour, terminating in black, some white also is on
the extreme beard of the lateral quill feathers of the tail

;

iris of the eye a reddish lirown ; bill and feet red ; length
thirteen inches in a state of libertv, and fourteen when douies-
lici.-l.

Hit

We think that our dove house pigeons descend from this
one, as well as from the preceding, since they arc found to
resemble them both, and ai'e nearly in the same immbers in
all the pigeon-houses on lai-ge farms.
These birds, like the preceding, hear the name of wood-

pigeon, because they differ from the other domestic pigeons
in their colom- which is of a browner cast. They arc never
found in c&kl counUies in the wild state, and only remain in
temperate cUmates duidug summer. Towai-dsthe end of
February and the beginning of JIarch they anive in large
flocks in tlie south of France, and in the southera distncts
of Paris ; they establish themselves in the woods, build in
the trunks of trees, but never on the branches ; they lav two
or three eggs in the spring, and probably lay a second" time
in summer ; they only bring up two each time, and return
in the month of November, talcing their route in a southern
direction, probably they go through Spain to Africa, there to
pass the winter. These birds roost, but not so frequently
as the wild wood-pigeon. Tliey become domestic with the
gi-eatest facility. Taken yomig and reai-ed in a dove-house,
they beco^ne attached to it ; do not leave it again, and lay
two or three times a. year. . They haye often been seen to

come and fix themselves there of their own iiccoid. Some
of them even penetrate into the dove-cots, couple with the
tame pigeons, and produce a iiosterity among whom no trace
is found of the wild habits of their parents.

(2'o be nsHiiieil.)

DOMESTIC MEClIANlS^r.
DiXNEn rrri'HKii.—Out of the many who dine " al fresco"

in the lields, or like Trotty \eck, on the doorsteps of great
men's houses in crowded cities, or like cabmen in their
\ehicles, how. very few can say that their dinner or other
meals, sent them by their "loving wives," are warm and
comfortable. And yet, a little forethought and ingenuity
can easily obtain this desideratum. Hot water is used in

the houses of the wealthy to keep the dishes wiu-m, why not
use the same means for the comfort of the poor? The
dishes frugal and cheaply got np should be given as wanii
as possible. In the inside of a
proper-sized pitcher let tlie tinsmith
fasten one of less dimensions, leav-

ing a space of one incli or so be-
tween the two. At the upper side

solder a ilange, covering-in this space. S^^
-Vt a part of this Ilange cut out an ^SS"'
aperture half an inch in diameter, '^' ~

and solderinto it a small brass screw
cap. Through this aperture the warm
w ater is poured just before the messenger leaves home. The
meat in the inside pitcher is thus keptwann by the hot water
surrounding it. A close-fitting lid should be made to close
up the interior pitcher. For the purjiose of withdrawin" the
water when cold, a brass screw cap ( sucli caps cost only one
penny) should be placed at the bottom of the pitcher. The
figure at the left of tlie cut presents a contrivance placed in
the lid of almost all such pitchers in America. Suppose tho
diameter of the hd to be six inches, a ring half or three-
quarters of an inch deep, and three and a half in diameter,
is soldered in the centre of it. This is used for holding
s.alt, &c. As a cover for this a tin cup is made, the mouth of
which can be passed tightly over the ring above mentioned,
and there fastened. This cup can be taken ..11' at jilcasure
and used to drink out of. A strip of metal may be soldered to
the side of the pitcher, down whicli may be passed the knife,
fork, and spoon, and then the diuner-.service of the " diner
out" is complete.—B.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•lA .OT TiiioviNG (A Yi,rl;.^/iiyimaii).—Yom Eliinlecl jntminc i«

v.liat g-ardcncib term la.le-bound, i.ail tlait was cuascil tiy a sudrii-n

change \\ hen j-ou planted it two years since. To enable it lo make a fresh

start, you must cut it down to within the last joint or t«o, and so get

rid of the hidc-ljcund portion. As soon afterwards aa it begins to

grow freely, water it once a week with weak liquid-manure to make up
for lost time ; never stop it all the season, but next October eut it down
to a yard's length, and after that, it will branch out a beautiful plant.

Camellias kept too Dry (M. S.).—Your camellia is likely to get

over the severe drying, but you must not enlarge the sp.aee for its roots
;

the chances are, tliat the pan is too large for it already. Keep it in-doors

till the end of June, and never let it get quite dry again. Look at the

roots nest August, and let us hear how they look, and we shall advise you
how to go on with it.

Names or Plants (IF. X. H'.).—The two plants of which you sent

the seed labels are not worth cultivating. Hinnvnodictijon t/iyrsijtufum

is a tree, with very fine large leaves ; and in India, its native place, is very

handsome. The other is an Indian fruit of no use here. {.'I Sultscyi&e: ,

Queen Mcib).—Your plant is Doraiticum austrincum, or Leopard's Bane.

.SuLpncu Paixt fok Wail {A. B. F.).—ln preparing this, as de-

scribed at page 18, Mr. Krrington puts four handsful offlowers of sulphur

to a large garden water-pot (about three gallons). It is not easy to put

too much sulphur.

Single Hoese Plouch axo Dicbli.vg Machine (flfeiira).—You
can get the first from Messrs. Stratton & Co., Clarke-street, Bristol, an.l

the dibbling machine from Dr. Ncwington, Knole Park, Frant, Faver-

sham, Kent.

KRnoR.—At p. 78, col. 2, line 1 1 from the bottom, for " Seditm " read

"Ledum"
Indf.x and Title Pace fD;u«Wi«s).—These, for our third volume,

may be obtained through any bookseller. We charge for them One
I'eany ; if you send three postage stamps, with your address, to our
office wc will send you a copy post free.
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Change of Names (74;rf).—You complain, and very justly, of some

botanists changing the name of our common heath from Erird vulgaris

into Calluna vulgaris, ami Plumliago Larpeiitie into Vnlorailiu Pliim-

baginoides; and you add this query—" Whose adoption is neces-

sary to their being acknowledged." To which we can only reply, that we

know of no botanist with authority and judgment so acknowledged as to

entitle him to create new genera, and to re-name species at his own dis-

cretion. There are some pests among naturalists who think their pene-

tration is great in discovering some trivial distinction on which to argue

for a new name. Respecting such men, great only in trifles, we will

quote these words of the late Sir .1. E. Smith :—" Those who alter names,

often for the worse, according to arbitrary rules of their own, or in order

to aim at consequence, which they cannot otherwise attain, are best

treated with silent neglect. The system should not be encumbered with

such names even as synonymes."

Ants Invading Bees {Apis).—To prevent the ants climbing up the

leg or legs of your bee-stand, tie a piece of sheep's wool round each.

Diseased Leaves oe Geranium (S. J. E.).—The leaf sent seems

perforated by some insect, but is too mashed by the post-office for us to

be certain. Leaves and flowers should be put in little boxes that will

endure the official blows.

Onions Disappearing (T. F««oii).—Vour onion seedlings on a rich

suitable soil came up healthy, " but disappeared totally during one night

and day." They must have been drawn into the soil by worms, or pulled

up by sparrows ; or both may have contributed to your loss. Water your

ground with a solution of corrosive sublimate before re-sowing, and

stretch threads of white worsted over the bed.

Brocoi.1 Culture (C. F/s*).—You will find all necessary hints if you

refer to the indexes of previous volumes. If you require information on

any particular point, write to us again. We have put your note into good

hands. Liquid-manure may be applied advantageously to peas and beans

as soon as their pods are set.

Bone-boiler's Wash (iiW).—This, which is " the water in which

bones have been boiled, and when cold is like jelly," would be a good

manure for turnips, cabbages, brocoli, and many other things, if poured

over the ground, and dug in before planting or sowing. Such liquor

contains a large quantity of animal and saline matters, and is, in fact, a

very strong liquid-manure.

Softening Hard Water {J. T<im.\).—Your water is so hard that it

injures your verbena and other greenhouse and frame plants. Do not add

soda to it, but put an ounce of carbonate of ammonia (obtainable at the

chemists) into each sixty gallons of the water. When it is quite dissolved,

and has stood for a few hours, it will be ready for use. You can obtain

guano of the company you name ; their office is at No. 40, Bridge-street,

Blackfriars.

Crickets (S. A.).—Every mode of destroying the cockroach, detailed at

page 35 of our present volume, is equally efficacious agamst the cricket.

Another way of trapping this insect is, to put into phials a little beer, and

to place them on their side near the haunts of these insects. They creep

in, but cannot escape.

Weevil on Apple-trees (IV. M., Pi-esco*).—The weevil which you

caught at night eating the bark from the shoots of your young apple-trees

is the apple weevil (Anthouymuis pamorum),oi Winch you will findadraw-

ingand many particulars at page 145 of our first volume.

Growing Mushrooms in Boxes (f/. /. B.).—Bcxes, two feet by four

feet, and from nine inches to a foot deep, are a very convenient size for

the growth of the mushroom. These boxes should be filled with horse-

droppings, mixed with a little light rich loam, say two-thirds of the

former and one-third of the latter, well incorporated together. These

materials should be placed in a dry open shed, to be turned over several

times to ferment until pretty dry and sweet. The whole being well mixed,

dry, and sweet, fill the boxes to within two inches of the top, making the

mixture as solid as possible. Then let them stand in the dry until the

heat rises, when holes are to be made with a dibble six or seven inches

apart all over the surface, and five or six inches deep. After two or three

days, if the whole should be too hot, let the boxes remain in this way for

several days longer, and the open holes will assist in letting off the exces-

sive heat. ' As soon as the heat is a little on the decline, fill the holes with

spawn, and if thought to be still too hot to cover over with earth, let them

remain in this state any necessary length of time. When the heat has

become gentle cover over the whole surface, from one to two inches thick,

with light loam beat down solid and smooth. Keep the bo.xes in some

suitable situation, according to the season. See page 36.

Auricula Pips not Opening {Herbert).—Your auriculas " half form

their pips, and then these wither;" and from your statement we con-

clude that you did not keep your auriculas warm enough just at the time

when they required most protection ; that is, from the time they shew

bloom up to the point when they ought to be in perfection. Your com-

moner kinds have flowered well, because they are more hardy. Also, arc

you quite sure that the cow dung you used to top dress with in February

last was old enough and well sweetened enough ? If not (which we

strongly suspect), that is cause enough to prevent your flowers expand-

ing; the too rich, crude food would poison the young roots, and prevent

their taking up nourishment. Besides, you had too much dung and too

little loarn in your compost (half dung, quarter loam, and quarter sand).

The proportions ought to have been reversed. We advise you to take oH'

this too rich compost now, and top-dress again with a compost not so

rich. See Mr. Appleby's weekly instruction on this subject.

Vine Scale (76W).—You will do quite right to strip off carefully the

old bark from your vines that harbours not aphis but coccus, or brown
scale. The former generally inhabits the leaves and young shoots.

Tobacco smoke is the eff'ectual destructive agent for aphides. The coccus

or brown scale will be nearly destroyed by peeling oft' the old bark, but

you must be careful not to injure the inner bark, or the least wound will

cause the vine to bleed just now severely. When the leaves .are fully ex-

panded there is no danger. Wait a fortnight before you water with liquid

manure.

Obtaining new Varieties of Pansy {Amateur).— It is not neces-

sary to impregnate pansies in order to improve the breed. Bees and other

insects do this effectually. Nevertheless, you may try it, but you must
cover the flower you intend to operate upon before it opens, and keep it

covered till the bloom drops off. Save seed from the best formed and
brightest coloured flowers, and you will undoubtedly have some improved

varieties. The ))est colour for a;j(/Hsv .^/o/*rf is a da»"/f green. The stand

ought to slope three inches in a foot. The plate on the top of the tube

to contain the calyx or flower cup of each pansy should be oval and

sloping, and should be rather below the level of the board, so as to cause

the flower to lay flat upon it. The best tim" to sow pmist/ seed is as soon

as it is ripe. It need not be kept an hour after that. Therefore, the season

of sowing will extend from .Tune to September.

Peruvian Guano.—We are requested to state that Messrs. Anthony

Gibbs and Sons, of Bishopsgate-street, are the sole importers of Peruvian

guai

J of guano in each gaUo:

' wheat i

' Would you

that they are stronger in

dents tell what is the ave

Tecoma Jasminoide
plant requires plenty of r

plant has not flowered

LiauiD Guano (C. T. J",),—Dissolve an oui

of water, and let it stand still until quite clear

Blistered Peach-leaves {W. S.).—These do not arise from the

wounds of the ;\phides, but from excess of stagnant moisture at the roots.

If your borders were thoroughly drained, or your trees planted on plat-

forms, you would have no blistered leaves. We shall be obliged by the

report about screening wall-trees.

Swedish Turnips after Tares {Ibid).—If you have a seed bed of

Swedish turnips, you may plant these upon the ground as fast as you clear

it of tares, provided you pulverize the soil and manure it. Both youi

swedes and mangold wurtzel may be cleared off in time, to

November as you propose.

Weight of Eggs {Inkpen).—Our correspondent says :

—

be kind enough to state what is the average weight of the eggs of the

Aylesbury duck ? I weighed some the other day and found that nine

weighed 9 lbs., but I saw one belonging to a neighbour which weighed

GA oz. It was badly shaped, and appeared to he double t/olbed. I have

never had hens' eggs which weighed heavier than five to a lb., although

a neighbour informed me that he had a Spanish egg which weighed nearly

4 J oz., but I did not see it. Arc ducks' eggs considered wholesome food ? I

have had a prejudice against eating them." This is only a prejudice, for

ducks' eggs are as wholesome as those of fowls ; the only difference being

flavour, and larger. Can any of our correspoo-

age or usual weight of an Aylesbury duck's egg ?

i not BLOOMitia {An Ardent Amateur).—This

)om ; but the chief reason why we suspect your

because you have been too kind to it, in nursing

carefully in a stove. The pillar and roof of a greenhouse would suit

it better. We think, however, you will succeed in the cool end of a stove,

and by giving it plenty of air to ripen its shoots in the autumn. As your

plant made shoots from one to two yards in length last autumn, it may

flower on the side shoots, if the wood was well ripened. The stopping of

the shoots would soon enable you to see, as their side shoots would sooner

be thrown out. If it does not flower, you must make up your mind to

give air in the autumn to ripen the shoots, or at once transfer it to the

roof of the greenhouse, where the declining heat in the autumn, combined

with a stinted supply of water, will accelerate the wood-ripening process.

Double Fbench Marigold Cuttings (Ki'cn.rl.—These arc annual

plants reared from seeds sown in the spring, and they die away by the

end of the season ; but by taking cuttings of them in August, we can pre-

serve a "iven variety for many years. See what we said of them in the

last weekly number.
Eggs {Ibid).—We believe that eggs will bear carriage without injury,

if not treated with excessive violence. See page 55.

Veranda {M. if/.).-The shade caused by the luxuriant climbers in

front of your veranda, and by the opaque roof, render the back wall unfit

for any plants, except such as common ivy, and nothing can enable you

to grow other plants, unless you cover the veranda with glass, or at least

partly so, and the new rough plate is most suitable for such a roof. We
often wonder how it is that those who can afford it do not use at least one-

third glass in the roofs of verandas, and so get nice plants trained against

the house as vou propose.

Gentianella hot Thriving (IJiii).—Your soil is too poor ; it re-

quires deep, light, rich soil ; remove it to an open place in the kitchen-

garden for a year or two.

Plants foe Australia (M. C. E.).—No plants can live in a tin case,

soldered close, for any length of time ; living plants must havelight, and

that can only be given in such a voyage by a Wardian case. Such pbnts

as you intend taking out would do much easier from seeds, and we would

advise an assortment of all our popular half-hardy flowers to be tried that

way, even if you should take the plants also. _ ^

London: Printed by Harev Wooldridge, Winchester High Street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar, and Published by William
Someeville Ore, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in fhe Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—May 9, 185(1.
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tlie sands." In Holland, at tlio very sumo period, tlio

rage for the tulip was really a mental phrensy. The

ordinary business of the country, says Mr. Mackey, in

his clever work upon popular delusions, was neglected,

and the population, even to its lowest drogs, embarked

in the tulip trade.

Ten thousand pounds were given for forty roots. One

variety, munnd jUhninil Lei/ken, soH for 440 pounds
;

and a .S<'»y)c)' Augustus for ooO. Yet we do not find that

any particular perfection of colour or of form charac-

terised these exorbitantly priced flowers. Karity and

the weight of the bulbs seem to have determined the

value. In 1630, regular marts were established on the

Exchange at Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Haarlem, and

elsewhere, and gambling in tulip roots became a mer-

cantile pursuit. All classes were cngulphed in this se-

ducing road to riches, and when the bubble burst, those

who hold tulips on speculation were ruined by the reduc-

tion of price. The government and the law courts were

appealed to in vain, for the just reply was—you only

sutfer from having embarked in a gambling speculation.

During this mania, a mei'chant having given a her-

ring to a sailor, who had brought him some goods, left

him alone to his breakfast. The sailor seeing some

tulip roots lying near him, and mistaking them for

onions, ate part of one with his fish ; and that bulb was

so valuable, adds the narrator, that the sailor's meal cost

the merchant more than if he had prepared an enter-

tainment for a prince.

The same mania never pi'cvailed to sucli an extent in

England, but Mr. Mackay says that, in 1835, a tulip,

named Fanny Kcmhle, was sold by auction for i:'75; and

a florist in the King's Road, Chelsea, had one priced in

his catalogues at 200 guineas; a price, wo may readily

believe, that never did more than appear in print. The
florist conjured for spirits, but the spirits never came.

Many of our readers wUl be glad to have it explained

that florists call tulips seedliiujs until they have bloomed

;

after this those preserved on accoirat of theh' good form

and habit, as well as the offsets they produce, are called

breeders. After some years the petals of these become

striped, and they are then said to bo broJcen. If the

striping is good, they are said to have a good strain ; if

it bo inferior, they are described as having a bad strain.

A reelified tulip is synonymous with a tulip having a

good strain.

k feathered tulip has a dark-coloured edge round its

petals, gradually becoming lighter on the margin next

the centre of the petal ; the fealheruig is said to be light,

if naiTow ; heavy, if broad ; and irregular, if its inner

edge has a broken outline.

A flamed tulip is one that has a dark-pointed spot,

somewhat in shape like the flame of a candle, in the

centre of each petal.

Sometimes a tulip is hoth feathered und flamed.
A Bizarre tulip has a yellow ground, and coloured

marks on its petals.

A Byblomen is white, maikcd with black, lilac, or

purple.

A Rose is white, with marks of crimson, pink, or

scarlet.

It is needless to follow the history of the characteris-

tics of a superior tulip, as exhibited in the works of Rea,

Abercrombie, Maddook, and others, for they have been

revised and gathered together by Mr. Glenny in his

" Properties of Flowers." With some slight alterations

they are as follows:

—

1. The cup when fully expanded should form, as

nearly as possible, half of a hollow ball. The petals

si.x in number, must be broad at the ends, smooth at

the edges, and the divisions where the petals meet

scarcely showing an indentation.

•2. The three inner petals should set close to the three

outer ones, and the whole should be broad enough to

allow of the fullest expansion without quartering (as it

is called), that is, exhibiting any vacancy between the

petals.

3. The petals should be thick, smooth, and stiff, and

keep their form well.

4 The gi'ound colour should be clear and distinct,

whether white or yellow.=i: The least stain, even at the

lower end of the petal, would render a tulip compara-

tively valueless.

5. Whatever the colours or marks upon a tulip, all

the petals should be marked alike, and perfectly uni-

i'orm.

0. The feathered flowers should have an oven, close

feathering all round, and whether the feathering be nar-

row or wide, light or heavy, it should reach far enough

round the petals to form, when they are expanded, an

unbroken edging all roiuul.

7. If the flower have any marking besides the feather-

ing at the edge, it should be a beam, or bold mark down

the centre, but not to reach the bottom, or near the

bottom of the cup ; tlie mark or beam must be similar

in all the six petals.

S. Flowers not feathered, and with aflame only, nujst

have no marks on the edges of the flower. None of the

colour must break through to the edge. The colour may

* Ground colour is that upon which the other colours are laid.
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be in any form not iu blol^'hos, so that it he porl'oclly

uniform iu all the petals, aud does not go too neiii- the

bottom.

!). The colour, whatever it be, must bo douso aud de-

cided. Wlicther it be delicate and light, or bright, or

dark, it must bo distinct in its outline, aud not shaded,

or flushed, or broken.

10. The height of a tulip should he from iw to :lli

inches; the shortest is right lor the outside row iu a bed,

and the tallest for the highest row.

11. The purity of the white, and the brightness of tho

yellow ground colours, should be pcnnaneut, that is to

say, should continue until the petals actually fall.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
I'lNE-APPI.E Clt.TURE MADK EaSY.—-Wc do UOt rCCUr

SO often to this branch of our labours as some others, for

it scarcely concerns the readers of this work so much as

our commoner fruits. 13 nt the time approaches when this

subject, being stripped of all complicated mystery, aud
the culture of them thrown back on first principles, a

degree of simplicity will tal;c place, both iu the struc-

tui'cs appropriated to them, and iu the course of culture

pursued.

We think it not too much to affirm, that the pine re-

quires lexs attention than an)/ other hothouse fruit whatever.
' Why thou," Mr. A. will say, '• all this fuss about
them'.'" We answer, because iu their culture, people from
the first have studied bow to nuike their proceedings as

artificial as possible. Let any one, for instance, as to

structures, look back over the plans which for the last

few years have appeared in some of our gardening
periodicals for pineries, vineries, aud other houses,
heated by steam, liot-water, &c., and mark the com-
plication which appears on the face of most of them.
For our part, when we see a sketch of the kind, with
nearly a score of references ds to details, we turn from it

with a sort of instinctive horror ; for thei'e appears con-

cealed beneath the various gewgaws contained therein,

such a fearful array of uiason's, carpenter's, aud smith's

bills, as would make almost anytliing short of a milliou-

naire, give up in despair the culture of our noble iu-door

fruits. At the same time, a plan from a plain common-
sense person, containing only luilf a dozru uuitlers of

detail (such things as a low house, a few pipes iu a
trencli capable of holding water, aud ample provision
for ventilation) shall, in spite of all this paper finery,

contain every essential for perfect cidture—that is to say,

if we take nature for our guide, instead of attempting to

make her our slave.

Haviug thus far indulged iu a few e.Kprossions of
opinion, as to expensive and eomi)licated buildings and
apparatus, as being out of the reach of the million, and,
indeed, altogether unnecessary unless for the piu'poso of
display, we must be allowed to remark a little on the
celebrated Hamiltonian method of culture ; a method
which we firmly believe will (in spite of a stilf adherence
to old maximsi, one day, be generally adopted, at least

by tho amateur, aud the market gardener. liOudon
long since prophesied, tbat a capitalist situated in such
a place as Birmingham, or Neweast!e-ou-Tyne, will one
day pour such a host of pine-apples into the London
market, as will make tlie growers of Queens aud Pro-
vidences about the Metropolis reconsider their jilaus.

" But," says some one of these persons, " your HamU-
toniau plans will not do for the Queen, Providence, aud
Eiivillc piiu'S .'" Softly, my good fellow, this cose is by
uo means cleared up yet. But admitting, for argument's
sake, that such an opiuiou is (y/<(<fi/(/ correct; supiiose

it can bo proved to be just the tiling for the eidture of

tho Black Jamaica, aud that such, well swelled, were to

make their appearance iu abundance in the I^oudon
nuirket during April or ^May, high-flavoured, and weigh
ing from three to four poimds, would not sueli at

three or four shillings per lb be as eligible for the Lord
Mayor's table, or even that of tho Premier himself, as a
huge s]iougy Providence, I'juville, or Queen, at eight or

ten shilliugs per It)? But somebody will say, " Have
you seen it done '? liave you done it yourself?" Be that

as it may, we would merely remind the latter class of

doubters, that most of the great projects which have
been carried out since the world begun, have beou
attempted to bo stifled in their birth by bilious doubters,

and those of a carping character.

At the same time it must be confessed, that two or

three great essentials must bo secured, or the project

above alluded to, as to commercial gai-dening, could not
be carried out : sufficient capital ; a central situation,

with coal aud glass close to the elbow; no combiualion
of inferior or collatcrd objects whieb miglit tend to

hamper the main plan; and lastly, a clear view of tbo

whole subject as a system. These, or most of these, uo
mere gardener can command. Let it uot be supposed,

however, that iu all this lliero is the least mystery
or difficulty. It is as simple as tho cnltiu'c of the Globe
artichoke out of doors, which, indeed, it iu some degree

resembles, with this chief ditference, that the pine re-

ipiires a roof of some kind, aud some artificial beat both

at the top and at the bottom. Once properly planted by
this system, the only labom- worth recording for half a

dozen years would bo an occasional thinning of the

suckers, and of course a regular attention to the fires.

We come now to the amateur's share iu this question
;

and, indeed, the one wbicli most intimately concerns

the ease iu band.
It may be taken for granted, that the uiajority of

persons classed under tho sweeping term amateur, are

persons who have some profession, trade, or calling ; aud
which circumstance gives them nut that amount of the
" ease combined witli dignity " which the country geu-

tleman enjoys. For this reason, then, we would have

every amateur's gardening structure, whether botliouse

or greeuliouse, so planned, as to require no attention

through the day, and indeed little at any other period.

The heating ap))aratus so provided, that the servant

lad or girl by feeding the fire once iu twenty-four hours,

and by adjusting the ash-))it door about three times

during the same period, all things connected with arti-

ficial heat would be accomplished. There would then re-

main the matter of shading when necessary, and ventila-

tion. If lean-to roofs characterize such houses, then,

perhaps, the use of new rough plate glass might obviate

the necessity of shading at auy time, provided abundance
of atmospheric moisture was present. And as to venti-

lation, we should not fear to continue it night and day,

systematically, if, as before observed, tho due amount of

moisture could be secui'ed, and a certain temperature

guaranteed.

For tho amatcm-, we are of opinion, tbat if the lean-to

character must he adopted, what is termed the north

light should be used; aud, indeed, it would be a con-

sideration, whether this north light shoidd uot be almost

as large as the south one ; or, in other words, whether u

regular span-roof running east aud west would uot be

a very suitable form, although we should prefer the same
running north and south. Many places are so limited,

that structures are obliged to submit in some degree to

such limitation, as also to fall in with some pro-existiug

arrangement.
We can fancy, then, a bouse or pit combining the fore-

going principles in some way, with a low and flat roof,

a thin screen of canvass loft ou duriug summer, day and
night, if trouble be an object; pleuiy of atmospheric
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moisture ; a constant oiveiilation of air (not drauglit) ; a
hottom-heat of about eighty degrees all the summer,
sinking gi'adually to seventy degrees in winter; and the

plants planted out on the Hamiltoniaaiilan. Fanr:y, we
say again, such a house or pit giving little or no trouble

to the amateur, who might lock the door on the Monday
morning, and not open it again, if business press, until

the following Saturday.

We sliould like one of Burbidge"s boilers ; and the lad

or person who attended this would have to rake the fire

clean and low every morning about seven o'clock ; to fill

the grate quite full of fuel, and to shut the ash-pit

door close, ornearly so, leaving just as much air as would
merely keep the fire in. At about three in the afternoon
extra draught should be given ; indeed from this hour
until five, the fire might burn freely, for this is the
period when the gi-eatest amount of heat will be ever
best ajjplied by tlie forcing gardener ; at five in the
afternoon the ash-pit door would have to be placed on
the same regulation as at seven in the morning ; and
this would complete all llio fire routine during four-

fiftlis of the year ; all the rest would follow as a matter of
course, the apparatus being complete, and all things
well planned at first.

With the commercial gardener on a largo scale, as ad-
verted to at the commencement of these remarks, there
would be an extension of matters, commensurate with
tlie objects sought ; and, indeed, bis form of roof should
be of a different cliaracter, in our opinion. We think
that in all probability the ridge and furrow roof (the
ridge running north and south) would be tlie tiling ; and
we already fancy, that we see a plot of ground of some
acres at Birmingham (that gi-eat central mart of com-
merce) occupied this way, in parallel lines ; and all ap-
propriated, by one grand and simple plan, to the pro-
duction of pines for all our great markets. But whether
witli the commercial gardener or the amateur their cul-
ture is undertaken on the Hamiltonian .system, every
thing should be done that can be to render them per-
manent when planted out.

Amongst other items, perhaps the formation of the
bottom they were to grow in for years would be the most
important. Mr. Hamilton in his treatise (which every
pine amateur should possess, who wants to study prin-
ciples rather than mere rules) has shewn, long since, that
the old-looking roots of pines, whicli our gardeners of the
olden time were but too apt to despise, are, notwith-
standing their ill-favoured appearance when dormant,
real living organs, and capa.ble of indefinite multiplica-
tion and subdivision; each simple dull-looldng fibre
being endued with power—if not distiu-bed, with return-
ing warmth and light—to cater for the old stool, and
thereby to assist in establishing the new colony of
suckers, &o.

We had meant to have inserted an extract or two from
Mv. Hamilton's letters, which we have permission to
make use of; we are compelled, however, to waive them
until another occasion. R, Ehrington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Flowebs in Vases, Rustic Baskets, Ac—For the

last eighteen months I have intended to write a chapter
oil portable gardens, that is, tlie different modes of fur-
mshing a flower-garden with vases, flower-boxes, rustic
I'askets, and the like ; for, after all, these are so many
flower-beds in another form.
By way of introduction, I may remark, tliat as anation

ot gardeners we are singularly deficient in this style of
decoration

; and very probably the reason is, tliat our
lormer meagre style of planting "herbaceous phints

"

111 patches, here and there, as tiie landscape gardeners
do their trees and shrubs, did not admit of being accom-

panied with such helps; but now that we have got, or
rather are getting, into a more rich style of ]ilanting our
flower-gardens, which style is very much heightened by
these additions,. when judiciously made, we must look
the matter full in the face—make the best of it as it now
exists, and then try whether or not it may be capable of
greater improvement and extension.

Rustic Baskets.—It falls in better with my present
plan to begin with the most humble methods now in
use—beginning with the rustic basket. The best rustic
basket 1 ever saw was near the centre of the " Garden
of England," that is about midway between the cities of
Hereford and Worcester. It consisted of the bottom
part of an old hollow oak or walnut tree, I forget which ;

it was neither round, nor cornered; but one could not
well see the shape of it owing to the rich mass of ivy
which clung to it all round. 'The height was a.bout a
yard, and the diameter full three yards. This was filled

brimful with scarlet geraniums ; and if a row of the white-
flowered ivy-leaf geranium bad been planted round the
outside of this natural basket, to form a white Iringe

between the large masses of scarlet geraniums and dark
green leaves of the ivy, I question if a marble vase fresh

from the Pentelican quarries could be made to look
more rich.

They say that one good reason is sufficient for any
thing; but there are two good reasons why wo should
turn over a new leaf in the management of flower-boxes,

baskets, &c. The first, and most pressing, is the short

time such things last when subjected to the alternate

wettings and dryings of flower-pots ; and the other is

founded on the new way of Jceeping geraniums in a dry
state over the winter, without disturbing the soil in

which they grow from year to year: on Harry Moore's
plan. It will be recollected, that I mentioned last year
two large boxes planted with Judi/ geraniums, which are

treated here after this fashion, and which improve from
year to year. These two boxes are wintered in the con-

servatory ; and this spring they are not to be pruned in

the least degree; and if tliey flower well that way it will

be an advantage, as tins variety is not much stronger

than Tom Thumb, and we want it to spread out wider
than it could do for some years, after close pruning.

These two boxes are turned outside early in April,

annually, and they fit into two recesses close under the

glass, so that a slight protection saves them i'rom late

frosts. Now, these boxes were made to suit the style of

architecture of the conservatory, and were very ex-

pensive in the first instance ; they are also handsome
ornaments to the house in winter, placed on either side

of the door as you enter ; and sometimes to heighten

their beauty, a few flowering plants in jiots are stuck in

between the old Jiidies. It will now appear plain

enough, that this is an extravagant way of ke(^ping old

musty geraniums, if the system is managed in the usual

way of drainage and a boxful of soil, which would rot

these handsome boxes in four or five years. Instead of

this, however, the mode is not at all extravagant, and the

boxes may last for two or three generations, for augbt
we can tell at present ; and on the same principle the

most handsome and exjiensive pieces of room-1'urniture

may be made for portable flower-gardens for drawing-

rooms, or for any rooms, and for the outside of windows,
or for accompaniments to architectmal ornaments, or,

indeed, for all the uses to which pots and common
flower-boxes are jiut to at present. Ornamental llower-

baskets of the most beautiful patterns maybe made to

suit this plan, and may Tast a lifetime ; and an almost

endless variety of Dutch and China tOos may now be
bought of difl'errnt sliapcs and sizes ; and these may as

easily bo put up into frames as squares of glass, and
these frames form beautiful sides and ends for flower-

boxes ; so that, in many instances, flower-cases fit for Her
Majesty's gardens, may be made at much less expense
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tlian often is iucurreJ iii luakiug sUong common-look-
ing boxes ; ami when wo add to all this tlio certainty of

sucii ornaments lasting our lit'otimo, surely it will bo

worth while to stisiin a point or two to get a lew of them
into om' rooms and gardens.

1 am no groat admirer of what is called Wardian cases;

tliey might pass muster in tho house of a Mandarin in

Oliina, where sucli childish tilings are liighly prized;

but 1 cauuot bring myself to beliovo that they are at

all suitable to our stage of civdisation. At any rate,

let us keep them out of country idnces, aud eonlino their

use to large towns and cities ; and in place of them
let this style of household gardening prevail, for it is

applicable to all our requirements, to any order of archi-

tecture, and to every mode of house or room decoration!

any recess inside or outside a window, np or down
stairs, where there is plenty of liglit aud air,—out about

tho dooi's, imder verandas, along the terraces, on cither

side of a summer-house door, and, in short, in every con-

ceivable way ; aud not only that, the plants may bo

changed in these boxes aud baskets as easily and as

often as if tliey were growing in ])ots ; and, moreovi'r,

tho plan is not a more suggestion, for it has been in full

o|ieration here for some time, and is found to answer
very well indeed, and like every tliiug else that is really

useful it is a most simple arrangement.
It is no more tlum making all these flower-cases,

whether boxes, or baskets, or stands, without bottoms.

Vcs, they are bottomless boxes ; all our fancy boxes
hero in wliich wo show oil' some of our best plants in the

living rooms, and out on the terraces, are without bot-

toms. The sides aud ends are made of ornamental
wood, or painted in imitations, or made-up of ex(|uisitely

beautiful tiles of Cliina-ware of different forms and
colour's. These are let into light-frames, just as wo
make glass-lights ibr a cucumber-bed ; and sometimes
the China or Dutch tiles, or coloured glass, ai'o " backed,"

that is, placed in fancy patterns outside a light made
bo.x, aud kept in their places with thin paste made of

white-lead and oil. Tho whole side or end of a ilower-

box of this kind 'might bo made out of a plate of looking-

glass, or some of my old window friends may make a
llower-basket out of tlie finest willows, and of any fancy

shape they choose, and it will last as long as Sally's
' work basket," which slio has had since I was a boy

;

aud every other contrivance between this frail basket
and that looking-glass sided box may also be made to

answer the purpose equally well. Who, then, would
stifle beautiful little plants iu glass bottles, or Wardian
cases, when any kind of fancy furnitm'emay be imitated
iu a tiower-box, case, or basket ?

But how are the plants to be supported all this time?
Simply by giving them water when they want it. No !

no ! I do not mean that kind of support. But how are

they to stand in a bottomless box, as you say they will

do so easOy'? I never said such a thing; but I see what
you mean. We make use of all this finery just in the
same way, and for almost tho same purpose, as others
use "pillow-slips;" if there were no pUlow-slips, the
pillows must have been unfeathered every time they
stood iu need of the laimdry-maid, just as flower-boxes
of the common make need be taken to pieces when the
bottom or sides are rotted by the damp mould ; so that
if they were made ever so handsome or costly, they
could not last but a few years; hence the reason why
this department of garden decoration has not kept pace
with the other improvements of the day. With the aid

of a few pillow-slips, or covers, one pillow will last no
one knows how long, for 1 never saw a worn out pillow
yet; aud it is just the contrary with these fancy boxes,
one of them will last as loug as a pillow ; aud we can
have a dozen rough-made boxes, and wcU tarred on both
sides to hold the mould and the plants, and a zinc
drawer attached to tlie bottom of each inside box to catch

and hold the diaiuage water, till the liousemaids como

round to take away sucli things; then, if we have twelve

rougli bo.xes for ono slip or cover box, we could havo a

diU'ereut set of flowers iu each ofthom; and when one

of those fancy cases stands iu a recess under tho break-

fast-room window, and we have a friend como to see us

who will prolong his stay to twelve days, wo can show

him twelve arrangements of flowers, or twelve kinds of

window flowers, all in daily suecossiou, and apparently

iu tlie samo box, for there is the motto aud tho family

arms wrought in tho side of the box next to us iu stained

glass, aud the box eaunot be mistaken ; and tho way to

ell'ect the daily change of plants, is tliis, the gardener lias

twelve rougli bo.xes tarred as I havo just said, and he

sows or plants in them long before they uro wanted m
tho house, or on tho terrace, &c., &e., just as they do for

the mignonette-boxes for tho London windows. When
he learns that the said ti-iend is coming to visit his

master, ho will put ouo of his gayest boxes into tho slip-

box tho first morning. It has four legs, or rather it

stands on four stilts, which tho carved legs of tho slip-

box cover and keep out of sight, and there is a vacant

half-iueh space between the side of the box and tliat of

the case. There is a round hole in each end of the

rough box near the top, and exactly in the middle, and

tho gardener has two hooks, something like " boot

hooks," which fit those holes, and with these raises up

or lowers down tho rough jilaut-box, as tho case may be,

into or out of the beautiful slip-box. I'or the sake of a

" little chat," Susan, the house-maid, will not oliject to

help tho gardener " of a morning " to remove and re-

place these boxes, esiiecially if she takes a pride in her

" profession," and wishes to see the rooms look smart

when strangers come to the house. Out of doors wo

shall suppose more, if not bettor help, is at hand, aud

the boot-hooks are on a larger scale, and probably a

couple of stout iron links are attached to tho hooks, ami

also a large iron ring to each of them ; through these

rings a couple of handspikes, or stout poles, are made to

pass, and by which very heavy boxes may be lifted or

let down by a dozen strong men, shoidd tlie weigiit re-

quire so much strength. D. Be.vxon.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

A Few Wohds on Annuals.—Times change, and men
and customs change with them ! In our younger days the

sowing and the reai-ing of annually-sown flowering plants

wero occupations of high consideration. They then

graced the lawn, took possession of the greenhouse in

summer, added floral attractions even to tho forcing

departments, found a place on the balcony, aud standing

room on the window-sUl. What has been termed " an

age of improvement" came, aud, like a ruthless invader

wlio could bear no rival, swept tliem nearly all away.

Ijardencrs can hardly be blamed, if blame there be.

They, it is true, havo originated tlie grandest and

finest ideas as respects the development of their art:

the grouping system without and within, with whatever

advantage or disadvantage there is connected with it, is

all their own ; and its opposite, the fine specimen system,

is a child of their own roaring ; but, as servants, they

must as a matter of duty cany out tho tastes' and the

ideas of those who employ tliem. It matters not whether

in their opinion the ideas of their employers bo refined,

original, and suited to tho locality, or merely a servile

imitation of what has been done in some great establish-

ment, where circumstances are entirely diflcrent. In

tiie different cases the pleasure of working will lie dissi-

milar; but all that, in the latter case, the gardener can

with propriety do, is respectfully to state lus dissent,

and the reasons on wliich it is grounded; and if that
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fails to couvincc, then fftithfully to carry out the desires
ol' those who employ him. In the case before \is tliere

was but little danger of dissent. Gardeners are as mucli
if not more fond of variety than otlier people. It cost
them but Httle to give up their old friends—the Balsams,
and the Cockscombs, aod JSgg-plants, &e.—to malce way
in tlieir greenhouses in summer for AcliiiMnes, Oesneras,
Ghxinias, &c. ; though we think that a combination of
the beauties oi all would liave rendered the groups more
pleasing. Many of the hardy annuals, that used to lend
sucli a grace to our conservatories in the winter and
spring, are now seldom seen ; but we question if tlieir

absence, because they were clieap and common, has
culiancedtlie attraction of those structures, which are thus
too often rendered merely and truly ^«c/j-liouses. For
instance—will tire Scarlet Salvias, and tlie many-coloured
Chrysanthemums, in tlie beginning of winter be more
dazzling because there are no large specimens of Ager-
atiims, with their light blue ilowers, to blend and con-
trast with the others, fine jjlants of which could easily

bo obtained from a pinch of seed sown in May or June,
or cuttings talcen in July ? Or are the flowers of Ejm-
crises. Azaleas, and Camellias, rendered more lovely
because no such annuals as the Collinsia hicolor, with
its delicate purple and white racemes of blossom, are
now to be seen in their vicinity? We recollect having
single plants of this two feet in height, and wide in
jiroportion—a dense cone of blossom ; and so delicate in
their ajipearance, from the protection of glass, that some
of the knowing ones imagined they wore looking upon
some splendid new plants ; though all the care bestowed
upon tliem was the dropping a few seeds, the value of
the fractional part of a fartliing, into a tliree-inch pot in
September, thinning out the plants to one, pinching out
the points of its shoots when three inches in length,
tj-ansferring it to a six-inch pot, so as to fill it with roots
before winter, protecting it from frost, and shifting again
into rich light soil in January or February. Among
many others that are worth recording, we cannot avoid
mentioning that gem the Nanoiihilla insignis, which,
under similar treatment, exceiit the stopping of the shoots,

will furnish fine masses if trained as a bush, but will

look more splendid still when suspended as a basket, the
trailing shoots studded with their inimitable blue flowers
hanging in festoons for more than a yard in length.
Spring and autumn are the periods for seeing this tlower

in perfection ; the summer is too hot and bright for it,

even out of doors. Great care is required in the water-
ing of this and otlicr succulent-stemmed annuals; and
a good plan to prevent the possibility of rotting them
with moisture is, in sliifting them to leave them in their

first small pot, after breaking its bottom and part of the
sides, and then elevating the unbroken part, and that
part of the ball inside, above the level of the new soil, and
never watering the elevated 2iart after the roots liave

taken possession in theii' now quarters. A smilar method
should be adopted when used for the centre or the sides

of vases out of doors.

'Che discarding of annuals from the balcony and the
ilower-garden became even a more acceptable affair.

'J'he employing of tender plants for this jiurposo, that
used to be seen only in pits and greenhouses, became
not only fashionable, but the shrewd gardener at once
saw, that in places in which his employers were absent
iluring the spring mouths a great saving of labour
W(mld be eflccted ; as, could he only manage to keep a
jiortion over the winter, and then propagate from them
in the spring, the chief part of his toils, as respects floral

decoration, would be over by the mouth of June, and
thus a breathing time of something like three months
would take jjhace before propagating time should again
arrive. Besides being fashionable and aristocratic look-

ing, it must be confessed that there is a com]iactness in

ibeds of geraniums, calceolarias, verbenas, &c., which

few kinds of annuals as generally cultivated could imi-

tate. Much as the heart of the gardener might cling to

his old favourites, he could at lengtli listen composedly
to tradesmen and farmer's daughters styling them
weedi/-\ookiug things. Even our cottagers pass by as

worthless what they once would have coveted as a
treasure. If we wish, therefore, to see our old favourite

annual flowers in the best perfection, we must go to

some fine place, where the family reside in the same
mansion the most of the year, and where the presence
of flowers is at all seasons deemed an essential of com-
fort. There annuals cannot be dispensed with, either

in-doors or in the open air ; and the sight of them when
grown in perfection—either in spring, summer, or

autumn—whether in pots, beds, or borders—would elicit

the feeling, that in discarding them wo were depriving

ourselves of an element of pleasure.

We plead guilty to the not doing much with them
ourselves of late ; but we often think that the want of

them, and the usingfor our flower-beds, balconies, &c., no-

thing, scarcely, but the hardier compact gi-eenhouse plants,

is fast giving to oiu' flower structures and our flower-

gardens something of a stereotyped appearance : the va-

riety produced being more a diversified combination of

limited materials than that more pleasing and natural

variety which is the result of combining and contrasting,

in liarmony, a great number of species dissimilar in

colour, form, and manner of growth. In a small flower-

garden, which consisted chiefly of a number of small

circles cut in grass by the side of a walk, and in another
place, where tlowcr-gardcning was confined to a sort of

go-hetwccn a balcony and a terrace, and which was set ofl'by

vases at equal distances from each other—in both cases, in

beds and vases, scarlet geraniums, ke))t with great care in

a hay-loft dmlng winter, were almost the sole decorative

plant used. I could see the proprietors in both cases re-

spectively expected to be congratulated for their skill and
attention, both for preserving their plants during the

winter and the beautiful appea-rance they then presented,

which feeling I could cordially gratify ; for let wise men
say what they will, one of the best stimulants for renewed
exertion is the receiving a little praise for what has been
already done, provided that praise has been judiciously

imparted, and not pitched on. But I coifld not con-

gratulate them on their taste in having no other colour

to sober down the flaring regimental-looldng scarlet.

Did tliese respectable people differ with me in opinion?

No ; they perfectly coincided, and allowed that edging

then- beds with different colours—or even having beds

and vases of yellow, blue, orange, and puqilc—would
not have detracted from but cnlianced the brilliancy of

their favourite scarlet; but they told me that they were

alike young in gardening and meagre in finances—-that

they could aflbrd a little time and labour, but they could

not aflbrd to lay out money in purchasing plants. Now,
these are the very people who should patronise the des-

pised annuals. For a few pence—supplied with the

commodities of time and labour, and, in addition, a

little judgment—they might have beds and vases to rival

the finest geraniums, calceolarias, &c., or whicli, at any

rate, woidd contrast and harmonise well with them ;

not only so, but they would be doing something to pro-

mote in themselves, and in their visiting friends, a sujie-

riority to that silly prejudice, that can see no beauty in

a flower unless associated both with the distant in loca-

lity and the costly in money.
So much has already been stated respecting the height,

colom', and habit of the prettiest of tlicse flowers, that a

list at present would be needless. We shall, therefore,

sum up what farther we liavo to state in a few woids ;

and first, as respects

Solving.—To obtain early flowers, the most of tlie

North American annuals, the Candtiifts, i'v:c., shouhl be

sown in the beginning of September, if in a cold exposed
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jilrtoo ; and in tho pml of Septombcr, if slieltorod and
wmm, and tlio soil liglit. In botli cases tlic sped slioiild

bo sown thin, and tlio plants bo dofonded from severe

frost by evergreen boughs stuck in among them, hut re-

moved in lino weather. Tliosc plants may bo lifted in

)iiocos, and transferred to where they are intended to

llower in April. Anothor method, quite as good, but re-

iiniriug tlie assistance of a glass liglit or two, is, in tlie

month of March, to remove the surface soil to the depth

of a couple of inches when it is nice and dry. On the

hai'd bottom, place two inches of rotten dung and leaf-

mould ; return upon tho top of it the surface soil again,

with tho addition of a little light sandy matter, such as

you riiay comnuuul. Draw this out in rows nine inches

apart, in which sow tho annual seeds ratlu'r lliiokly

;

cover up with the glass, give air freely when the i)lauts

are up, and they will lift in patches nicely in April and
May, and never feel the removal. To succeed those ob-

tained by either of these means, a second sowing should

bo made in the middle or end of May, in a rather shady

place ; but if a similar plan be followed, there will

always be the necessity of shading the plants after-

wards, which at such a season, especially out of doors,

is a great eye-sore. It is best, therefore, to sow in large

pots, and have tho pots set on a hard bottom, so that

they shall scarcely feel the removal. Discontented with

every%iethod, however, wjiioh I had heard of for keep-

ing up a succession of bloom uutO the end of tho season

by annuals, I hit, some years ago, upon a very sim^Je
expedient, by which those even sown in the autumn, and
especially those sown in tho spring, were made to con-

tinue blooming all the season; an expedient that will

just suit those who do not grudge tho time, and feel a

pleasure in always lingering and doing something to

their plants ; and that is, just picking off the seed ves-

sels as fast as they appear. The great object for which
the plant is aiming being the jierfection of its seeds, the

preventing of that will lead them still farther to strive

for it, by producing fresh flowers, in which they will still

farther be encouraged by surface dressings and weak
manure waterings. By this simple means, the annual
character, especially under protection in winter, may be
completely lost. I ouce saw a mignionette plant many
years old.

Planting.—The patches should nearly be as far from
each other as the height to which tho plaut grows, or

the length its shoots generally extend; and even then,

when a fine mass is expected, the plants should bo well

thinned, as there is no comparison between plants hav-

ing plenty of room and those left to struggle on in the

patch in which they were first sown or planted. Almost
all the hardy annuals may yet be sown for autumn deco-

ration, and the thinning of them properly when up will

enhance their beauty.

Staliimj and Tying.—Few of them will bear this when
apjilied in the usual way. Unless carefully done, they
look luigainly, weedy-like bundles. If well thinned, the

shorter growing ones will be still' and sturdy, that neither
wind nor rains will hurt them ; a few twigs stuck among
them will render theui more seciu'e. l''or the taller

growing ones, twigs larger in size, resembling small
bushy pea-sticks, answer best. In a short time tlio twigs
are never seen, but the shoots having grown through
and become entangled in them, they preserve tlieir na-
tural defined character and outline, and yet are held so

firm that it would require aomcthiug like a hurricane to

sweep them into bundles. R. Fisu.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
We had the pleasure, a little time ago, of seeing the

iuperb collection of oreliids belougiug to S. iUicker, Esq.,

of Wandsworth. Under the judicious earo and per-

severing industry of that gentleman's gardener, Mr.
Mylam, the plants were iu the highest health. Tho veriest

learner iu orcliid culture woidd at once have porcoivod

tliat liberality iu purchasing plants, and providing proper

houses, and all otlu^r necessary means combined with

skill and prompt application of all tho i)oints of culture,

have caused the usual result—com])lete success. Four
houses are devoted to orchids. Tlie largest, a sjian-

roofed one, is filled principally with Aerides, Saccohi-

biums, Vaiidas, Dendrobiuins, and other Indian spe-

cies requiring tho highest temperature. This house is

on tho same plan as wo have recommended, that is,

witli solid brick walls and a glass roof This house is

more shaded than usual, tho shades being kept down
nearly all the day, and almost every day. In it tlie

plants grow most lu.xuriantly. We observed that rare

plant die I'anda Loicii thriving bcautifidly iu a basket

filled with sj)hagnum ; also the noble plant of Vanda
Batcmannii shewing a flue strong spike of its truly ele-

gant flowers. Another house was filled chiefly with

large Onoidiums, Cuttleyas, Hrassias, and other largo

growing plants of similar habit. Over the back walk

was hung up a row of largo Stauhopcas, and a large

plant of Aeineta Humboldtii liuely in flower. This liouse

is kept a few degrees of heat lower tlian the Indian house.

The third house is devoted to such oreliids as require

the lowest degree of temperature. In it the natives of

Guatamala, Peru, and Mexico have a habitation suitable

for them ; the heat maintained being still lower than

that of either of the other houses. Lastly, a house re-

cently erected is for tho purpose of placing the plants in

when in flower. This is a handsome span-roofed house,

with spacious walks, a wide platform in the centre, and
broad shelves on each side ; the paths running down
between the platform and the shelves. The plants as

they come into flower iu the other houses are brought

into this, kept well shaded, and rather cooler. By these

means, lasting much longer iu bloom. The luxuriant

health of all the plants, and tlie number in flower, as

the list below will prove, shew that Mr. Mylam's system

of cultivating these interesting plants is the right one.

And we may venture to say, that all our instructions

given in The Cottage Gardeneb correspond with his

practice. We may remark, also, that all cultivators of

large collections, who succeed well in growing them,

follow nearly the same method, as far as their means
wUl allow. In addition to the example of success wo
are now describing, we may mention Mr. Bassett, gar-

dener to R. S. Holford, Esq., of Weston Birt ; Mr. Wil-

liams, gardener to 0. Warner, Esq., of Hoddesden ; Mr.

Paxton, gardener to the Duke of Devonshire ; Mrs. Law-
rence, of Ealing Park; ilr. Rae, gardener to J. Blandy,

Esq., of Reading; Mr. Pass, gardener to T. Brockle-

hurst, Esq., of Macclesfield ; Mr. Dean, gardener to

J. Batcmau, Pjsq., of Knypersly ; and Mr. White, g.ar-

deuer to A. Kenrick, Esq., of Birmingham. These we
may designate tho great growers of private collections.

Then the jiublic gardens and um-sery establishments iu

tills country, and also on the Continent, all follow the

same plan of cultivating oreliids in houses of difl'erent

temperatures, to suit plants from different countries and
elevations. We mention this galaxy of cxani|)les to

prove to oiu- amateur friends the necessity of imitating,

as much as possible, their practice in this particular

]ioint; but as they can not bo reasonably expected to

have so many houses lor the purpose, they must tiy to

place their plants iu such positions in their house as

will in some measure give them different temperatures.

To return to Mr. Mylam's plants ; the following fine

species were in flower when we called there :

—

Aeineta HumhoUllii, having several spikes.

AnsclUa Afrioana ; two spikes, large and flue. The
largest plant had just gone out of flower.
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Calaiitho ochmcea ; uice yellowish tlowers, ou several

spikes.

Cymbidiiim churneum. This is a rare aud very fine

species, with pure white sepals and petals, and the lip

of a rich orange-yellow ; flowers large and very fragrant,

and lasting a long time in bloom.

Ciipripcdium caiidatum (Tailed 0.). A vci'y curious

and handsome species ; the petals are lengthened out to

the great length of 20 inches, hanging down from the

main body of the flower below the edge of the ])0t. Tlie

colour generally is of a pale straw, with brownish spots

inside the slijipor-like lip.

Uyrtochihim mnrulatum ; a handsome species with

numerous flowers.

Dendrnhium Dcvonianum ; a most delicately beautiful

species, the flowers of which are so elegant as not to

seem " a flower of earth, but of heaven."

Dcndrobium Jcnkinsii. This pretty little plant had
iipwai'ds of twenty of its beautiful orange-yellow blos-

soms.

JJendrobiiim nnhilc ; a well known, beautiful species

;

an immense plant, with numerous flowers.

Dendrnhium momliforme ; a beautifid, roay-colourod

species, with 10 or 12 spikes.

Deiidrobium ehrysotoxum (Golden flowered D.) ; veiy

fine.

Epidendnwi sdlbjenmi purimreum ; dark flowers ou a
long spike ; very fragrant.

Leptotcs hicolor : had -10 blooms upon it.

Lijcastc liafrisoniana ; a good old species, well

flowered.

Miltonia cimeata. Excepting M. Karminhsii this is

the finest of the genus, with large, elegant, white and
yellow flowers ; several spikes.

Odimtoglossmn Cervantesii, O. major, and O. rosciim.

]>eautiful plants to grow on blocks; they were well

bloomed.

Odonloglossum puhheUum; growing in a jiot, pro-

ducing several spikes of pure white flowers, with the lip

tinged with yellow, and spotted with crimson ; delicately

fragrant, and lasting long in bloom.
Odnntor/lossum cordatmn ; new and beautiful.

OniAdium Insleaijii. Named in lionour of the late G.

llarker, Esq.'s excellent gardener. A first-rate species,

with large yellowish brown flowers, spotted with crim-

son. This is one of the best of Oucidiums.
Phaiiis Wallichii ; a noble species ; the plant had five

spikes of its large, handsome flowoi-s.

St'uticaria Steelii; a fine plant, with several of its

handsome flowers expanded. See its peculiar culture in

a former number.
'Tiirhojiilia ; this is a beautiful species not yet named.

It had four flowers expanded; the sepals and petals are

not twisted like T. tortilis ; the lip is large, pinkish

white, and spotted with crimson. Native of Costa Rico.

Such is the list. of orchidaceous plants we saw all

blooming at once, besides several other smaller species

that wo have not mentioned. The above are sufficient

to shew Mr. Mylam's great success in cultivating them.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Wc have very Uttlo space left for our weekly remarks

ou these favourites, but we will try to find more room
next week. The gr.and attraction is now the Tulqi bed;

continue to protect securely from frost, wind, and rain,

to prolong the bloom as long as possible.

Carnations and PicoteES.— Finish placing nicely

painted sticks to these, tying very loosely, to allow the

flower-stem to grow without cramping. T. Aim'leby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
The severe frost at the commencement of this mouth

will be found, we fear, to have made some havoc amongst

the small seedlings just then making their appearance
through the surface of the ground. Such matters as
these shoidd be carefully watched, and if any mischief
has been done, no time should be lost in sowing again,

otherwise disappointment will occur at a season wlieu
too late for the evil to be repaired. All the spring sown
brassica family, especially, should be looked over with
care, observing whether any failures occur, and if bo

what may he the cause ; for the heavy drenching rains

and hailstorms of Ajiril may have so much beaten
the surface of the soil, notwithstanding the good pre-

paration previously given, and the drying, parching days
at intervals, may have so surface bound the earth that

the tender plants may be unable to penetrate through it.

Frosty nights at the same time also tend to retard,

weaken, and even to kill nuuay varieties whilst germi-

nating and wlion quite in their infant state. These mat-
ters we have years ago ascertanied, and have various

l)lans in practice to remedy such injuries.

Now, to interfere with tlie surface of the soil whilst

the seed is germinating, or the plant is really in an in-

i'ant state, is so dangerous, that the remedy may possibly

prove worse than the evU. We will, therefore, bcgui by
supposing that a healthy seed-bed has been prepared,

the seed sown, and all finished as they ought to be;

after which, and jireviously to the surface of the earth

becoming dried, a heavy rain falls ; the next ora,y tho

weather proving sunny, windy, and drying, the well-

pjepared seed-bed is found to be sin-face-bound, harsh,

and so hard, that it is scarcely possible for the young
plants to penetrate through it : the first remedy would
be, if well performed, to surface-rake tho soil ; but il' this

is done in a thoughtless manner, with a heavy hand or

a long-tooth rake, and that too at any time during the

hot or drying part of the day, such treatment woidd of

coiu'se be certain destruction to the seed, by admitting

to it all the drying properties of the sun and wind

;

whilst, at the same time, if the operation be performed

with caro in the evening, or in the early morning whilst

the crust is somewhat softened and modified by tho

earth's evaporation, a decided relief and benefit will be

the resiUt. Of course a worn down or short-tooth rake

should never be put into unpractised peojiles' hands for

this purpose, or mischief wUl certainly ensue. Those
who know well what they are going to do may be trusted

with any rake that comes first to hand.

Now, for giving surface-bound seed-beds relief on a

large scale, wo adopt the following plan :—^We have small

wood rollers, from six to eight inches in diameter, and
about five feet in length, with a small wooden frame and
liaudle to them. A boy will roll over several acres of

surface iu the course of a day ; and instead of binding

the soil still harder, if taken in a proper state, these

little light wooden rollers just crack and loosen the flaked

and bound up surface, making it friable and healthy

;

giving relief to the young plants just about bursting

up. If the surface has been quickly and very harshly

bound up, we prefer the evening or early morning for

performing these rollings; when, as before stated, tho

surface is somewhat softened by evaporation. Our prac-

tice also is, when needful, to have another boy to follow

the roller with a hand-bush harrow, made merely of a

few straight light bushes tied to a very light frame, with

a short cross or T handle to draw it by. Thus, by a

little management, an unkind surface-bound field, that

will not allow tho infant jihint to penetrate, may bo con-

verted into a hcaltliy surface, allowing every good seed

the full liberty of producing a plant. These little con-

trivances, trifling as they may appear, often save groat

niter-expense and disap))ointnient. Such failures are to

be observed in every locality : and, after waiting and
watching for the plant, supposing tho seed to be bad, or

that the fly has taken the young plants as fast as they

appear, the laud has sometimes to he tilled again, and
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fresh seeded, and when it may liiippen too Inte for a full

crop to be jiroduced.

i'or lai-go brefidths of cahhagc, turnips, Suedes, iittiii-

;]M-in(il:fl, clmei; &c., &c., when overlalicn too (luiokly

witli stoiuis or heavy rains, mid quiclvly follownd liy a

drying; day, so as to bind tlm sm-l'aoo, wo lind tbat by

carrying out the foregoing rnlus in a regular maimer we
liave no failures, but always a jiroduclion of healtliy,

strong, young plants; and wo have no doubt but that

tliousau'ds of acres niigh*i every season, bo saved by tbe

same simple means, and a vast expenditure in seed and
labour also saved, as well as the crop secured at its

proper season. If the seed is weak and bad (which easily

may bo ascertained by sowing somo to ])rove it on a

little warmth, or in aslieltered corner in the garden, a

few days previous to sowing tlie main crop), the seeds-

man slioidd be made answerable for the loss. If attacked

by the fly, by careful observation such depredations

iilay easily be delected, and some remedy should at once

lie jiut into practice. A harrow made with green elder

boughs is an excellent remedy (well dragged over the

young plants) to drive away tbe fly. tJliarcoal dust and

dry wood asbes sowed over the crop at night, or whilst

damp with dew, is a still better remedy, as this not only

drives away the fly, but also stimidates the plants so

beneficially that they very soon grow out of harm's way.

Koi'TiNE Work.—Attend well now to all growing

crops, with regard to regular surface-stirring; cboosiug

siiiiablc weather for its performance. No one woidd,

of course, think of distni'bing the earth's surface whilst

wet, but as soon as the soil is settled, and become
a little dry on its surface, the oftener the operation is

performed the less trouble it is to do, and the gi-eatcr is

the assistance given to the growing crojis, and the moi'o

healtliy is the soil for all succeeding crops ; whatever

manure may he applied to an unkind i'oul piece of soil,

if the after surface-stirring is neglected, tlie pmduee will

not equal a similar sized piece cidtivatod without any

manure, where the surface-stirring is regularly attendeil

to. Take advantage of showei-y weatber to sow salt

frequently, but with moderation ; and also to apply

liquid-manure to the asj>ami/iis beds. The same remarks

bold good for tbe application of liquid-manure to all

growing crops.

Onrileii //m«s, such as the Long Pud and ]Vhul>ior,&c.,

should now bo planted on a cold situation ; if a north

border, and the soil a still' loam, so nuich to their advan-

tage. Duarf Kiditeij Beans and Scarlet liunners tbat are

already iq) must bo taken care of; and those trans-

planted, if tbe weather continues cold and unkind, must

have dry dust shaken about tbem at night to pre-

vent canker. Those who may have sown in succes-

sion for transplanting, are fortunate—since the wea-

ther has proved so cold—that plenty of good jilants

will bo found very useful for forwarding their cro]). To
keep a succession of yoiuig currots, they siiould he sown
at three or four different times in the course of the

sunnner. Beet, if not a regular plant, should bo made
out by transplanting. l\lake a small sowing of fHc/it'e,

as well as parsleij ; and also make or fill np any vacancies

that may occur. If plants are savetl for seed, take care

tbat every thing is cidled out which is not of a first-rate

quality. Tbe early Dutch and Stone turnips may now
be sown pretty liberally. A bed of Swedes for trans-

pl.anting may also be sown ; and take care that the

crowns of sea-hale are duly thinned, as previously di-

rected-; and also that the young seedlings arc well cared

for, duly thinned, and dealt with as recommended for

other crops. A north aspect is now the best for getting

radishes in varieties good and mild flavoured, and also

for producing small sallads.

James Babnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUB VILLAGE WALKS.

Bi/ the authoress i

(No.

As (jardeners, we certainly ought not to say any thing
that may bring our profession into disrepute; yet I

cannot resist the charm of wild scenery at any season,

but especially in the months of April and May. It is

more exquisite, far, than any thing a garden can pie-

sont; because it is so fresh, so unstudied, so picturesque,
in all its details, however small or insignificant ; and it

possesses, above all, the crowning charm of being thrown
together by the hand of God. instead of that of man !

On emerging from a tbick larch plantation, a few
days ago, we opened upon a garden that bid defiance to

our own, and every other in our ueighboui'hood. A
copse had been cleared last year, which occupied a deep
iliugle, through wluch ran a little, rapid, narrow stream,
in a deep channel, twisting and twining its way among
roots of trees and broken ground, that gave great addi-

tional beauty to the little valley. Every atom of the
ground " above, below, aroimcl," was carpetted with
primroses, wood anemones— deepening from delicate

white to purj)le,^Yiolcts, wild strawberry blossoms, and
many other bright spring flowers, that sparkled like

jewels beneath a cheering sun. The mossy edges of
the stream ; the gnarled roots that fringed it here and
there; the hollows whore primroses grew thicker and
finer stLU ; the stumps of trees mantled with ivy ; and
the standing oaks stretching out their rough arms with
honest British independence, formed such a congrega-

i/'" A/y Flowers."

27.)

tion of beauties and interests that, had I not possessed

a companion, I must have uttered my feelings to the

winds, for silence was quite impossible at such a time

and place. Then there were such sounds ! Tbe rush-

ing water; the concert of birds among the houghs, like

so m.any Jenny Linds ; the distant bleatings, and the

soft accompaniment of tbe wild musical breezes, ex-

ceeded anything that could be devised by tbe taste and

skill of man ; and I am quite sure tbat if from that

scene I had passed into the finest garden in England, it

would have disappointed me. We are often troubled

because we cannot make oin- own pleasure-grounds

(jnite what we wish ; we labour and expend a great deal

of time and money in the attempt, and, I believe, when
we have succeeded fully, we seldom relish our handiwork

long; man's nature—and woman's too—sometimes de-

lights in novelty, and when our gardens are compilete

they have lost their charm. But this is never the case

when we go forth among the woods .and fields and view

nature in her beautiful simplicity. The finest garden
' effect" dies before tbe burst of woodland wildncss that

sometimes surprises us in a secluded walk, and leaves

nothing for the most fastidious taste to alter or reject.

A bold solitary tree standing in a natm-al " clearing ;"

a forsaken chalk-pit, with a rich grouping of beech

and spnice-firs springing up around ; a deep dell, with

the stony channel of a brook threading its way through
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fern, anil briars, and broken banks—all these natural
careless effects are so agreeable both to eye and mind,
that nothing of the same kind tliat is arranged and
invented can give us half the pleasure ; and those j)or-

sous who do not enjoy a country life, and country walks,

and country beauties, lose an inimeasiu'able amount of
real enjoyment, both of body and mind.

This, too, is the period of the year when woodland
scenery conveys a special lesson to our hearts. How
often have we, in our beautiful rambles, really seen
" the axe laid to the root of the tree," while the band
has paused, and the eye has once more narrowly scanned
the unconscious monarch of the forest, and marked the
best and most fitting place for it to fall. Ah, what an
awful picture of our own position, as we stand in health
and strength among our fellow men ! I never see or

hear the crash of a falling tree without an involuntary
trembling: it is so striking, so aS'ecting, so tremendously
impressive ; and does so loudly cry to our deaf and doting
hearts as we walk " among the tombs" of this world in

our ignorance and sin.

I particularly remember last year watching the fall of

some fine spruce-firs that stood in niy garden. They
shaded my borders so completely from the sun, that I

was reluctantly obliged to submit to their removal ; and
I stood by to see them felled. It spoke volumes to the

heart. Bough after bough, that had so long and so

gracefully bent beneath the breeze, fell to the ground,
until the tall powerful stems stood stripped of their glory,

bare and desolate, like the souls of men when their " vain
pleas" are rejected, and they stand naked and helpless
before the judgment seat of Christ ! Then came the
crash and the downfall ; the saw at the root and the
rope at the bead did their work well. The once beau-
tiful tree cracked, trembled, reeled, and fell

!

(Jan any descri])tion more clearly and terribly pour-
tray the life and death of man—especially of him who
" flourisheth like a green bay-tree"—than the sudden
destruction which comes upon a noble tree, iu all its

bealthl'ul beauty, and lays it low'' And yet how heed-
lessly wo view tliese solemn and awakening sights! The
passer-by who lingers to gaze, the woodman as lie bends
and labours at his work, little reck of the stroke which
is, perhaps, at that very moment hovering over them to

bring their powerful frames down to the gates of death;
above all, they may little reck of the souls that animate
those frames, perishing, in many cases, for lack of know-
ledge; and they may close their cars to the cry of the
Baptist in the wilderness, and refuse " to hear the voice
of the charmer, charm he never so wisely."

Let us, iu our interesting walks at this lovely season,
observe all that passes before our eyes, and lay it to our
hearts. As we watch the mighty tree tottering to its

fall, or see the young vigorous larch cut down in its

early prime, let us remember that ivc " shall all likewise
perish ;" and let us strive to " bring forth fruits meet for

repentance," lest we " be hewn down and cast into tlie

fire."

We cannot, in fact, snap off a twig, as wo pass along,
with its btu'sting buds so fresh, and green, and sweet,

without marking the impress of the Hand Divine, and
learning an instructive lesson. Wo trace the footsteps

of the Lord on every side : upon the rising grass, the
teeming fallows, the cottage borders ; among the deep
shades of the spicy woods, so full of fragrance iu their
early beauty; among the swelling blossoms of fruits and
flowers

; upon the wild oiien uplands, where the wind
blows so briskly, and in the deep warm valley, with its

nestling village, where the cool quiet stream cnrichea
and beautifies the scene.

Let me urge such of my readers as may inhabit towns,
or their suburbs, to take their evening walks, and spend
as much of their leisure time as possible quite in the
country. If they do but sit for au hour beneath a tree

by a, river side, and watch the sparkling ripple of " the

cold flowing waters," the gay flies that dart across its

surface, the sudden splash of the fish as it snatches its

gaudy prey, and the rapid motions of the birds that fre-

quent its banks, there will be ample food for deep and
sweet meditation, and a broad well-tilled page from
which to gather evidence and tokens of God's love to

bis rebellious people. The language nature sjjeaks,

although uttered hi whispers, is loudly heard by every

listcninij heart ; and there is s»much companionship in

her society, that sometimes tlic presence of our dearest

friend would lessen our enjoyment. There is " a time"
for all things, and certainly there is a time to he alone.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S KXHIBITION AT
THE REGENT'S PARK.—May 8.

That there is no certainty iu tlie aiTairs of this world is

in nothing more frequently exemj)lified than in the weather

for horticultm'al exhibitions. The cultivators devote their

skill and care for mouths, nay for years, to exhibit tlieir

petted ones in perfection ; and then, when the day ai'rivos,

the weatlier is uupropitious, and the lovers of flowers are

prevented enjoying the sight of such pattern specimens of

the blossoms of the worlil, grown to the highest pitch of ex-

cellence. Such was the case at the Regent's Park, on the

Stli of May just passed. 'With but little intermission it

rained all the day, and, consequently, the company, ludike

last year, was exceeduigly thin. Not more, we should think,

than foiu' or five hundred were present at any one thue.

Prince Albert, the Duke of Cambridge, the Dul;e of NorfoUc,

and other illustrious characters honom'ed the exhibition by a

visit, and expressed themselves highly gratified.

The an-angeraent of the tents at these gardens is very ad-

vantageous to the visitors ; for they are set down close to the

entrance of one of them ; and again, the large conservatoiy,

with the spacious walks amongst and under the plants, is,

even m the heaviest rain, a jileasant thy promenade. Tliis

" winter garden," as it is very happily named, is so large that

it is capable of containing two or three thousand persons

very comfortably. Hence the Regent's Park Gai-den both

for the above reasons and being so near to the metropolis,

renders it a convenient i)lace for such exhibitions, let the

weather be wliat it may.

There was a novel way of arranging the large collections of

plants that had a very good efl'ect. The tent devoted to

them, instead ofplatforms of boards, as formerly, had ten-aces

formed with green tmf sides, and sand within to place the

plants upcm. The terraces were thrown up in circular forms

of different sizes, each terrace holding a row of plants, the

lai-gcst plants being placed at the highest points. By tliis

ai-rangement each formed a splendid pyramid of lloral beauty

.

This tent buiiig on slojiing ground bad a vciy pleasing ap-

pearand', i'S|iri-iiilly I'ri'iu the Idwcst point.

(Ill I r.( M'l. "I llllim ^|<i\|-, AM) GKEEXHOUBE PLANTS.

Mr. .Miiv.Kiml. urr tn Mi-. I ;:i\\ ivnoc of Ealing-park, brought

his colk'dion out in grand >\\\r. cwvy plant being well

flowered, and a perfect speciiiini ..f liMitK-ultm-al slcill. This

collection deservedly obtained llir liiulirst prize. Where all

were so fine, it is almost invidious to select any for description,

but oiu- space wiU not allow us to describe every plant, there-

fore we must bo content with the foUowing :

—

PiwfUni sjti'rlKhilh. Tln^ iibiiil was feet through, and .5

feet Iiiijli, fdvon d wiili il , NiiMvv lilnssoms iu great perfection.

Poh/i/iild iiiHiiiuin, ni'U lilciniiiL'il, llic Same size. Oliorozuma

Ldirmiridiiii, very full of flowers down to the edge of the pot

;

4 feet by 4 feet. Ejmcris i/rniidiflora, an iramenso well

bloomed plant; 8 feet hi height, (1 feet tbrou^di. Erhslenwii
j

huxij'olium ; (i feet by (i feet. Ilniva Uchii. This is a difficult
'

plant to bring into a pleasing shape, but iu this instance it

was a handsome specimen, covered with its beautiful bhin

blossoms. Polijijiila Dalma'isinna, a handsome specimen, full

of bloom; .'J feet by 3 feet. I'oduhbiiim shii,i;q,h:illiiii,. very

well bloomed; 4 feet by ;l feet. Oomphoh.hium pnhjmnrphuni.

Trained to a round balloondiko trelUs, and full of llmver
;

2| feet by 'i feet. Ixom coccincn. This favoiu-ito jilant had

upwai-ds of twenty heads of its rich scarlet flowers. Krim
vvslila rosea ; 'i feet by 2 feet ; in fine order, dnnipholnhiiim

barbir/eriim. This is a fine exhibition plant, with large pale

yellow flowers ; 4 feet by 3 feet.
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'I'll, iilv (.tlior colliH-lioii of Ihii-lv, was cxhiliitiMl Iiy Mi'.

( 'olo, giu-iloii.T to — e'liUyer, Ksq., of Pnrll'oi-,1. -inil. Prize.

Si'vcnil of Mr. Colo's pliuits wero rntlier short of lilooiu, but

will bo lioltoi- in a moiitb's tinio. 'I'lio following' wore in first-

nito conililioii. Erim jinijiciulrns, a fino pliint ; 3 foot lij 'J

foot. Jzdlen (ileihtaiitshi, oxcoUontly woU bloomod ; « foot

liy ;! foot. Lcsv/ieiiniilliiifvniwsii, oovoroil with its bountiful

soiirlot blossoms ; 'i foot' by -ik feet. Erim Viivi-nilishii, a

noblo plant, well Uowored ; 1 feet by 3* feet. Huvm Chii,

woll iiiiina^'iHl ; 3 foot by 'i feet. Azulea imiica (Comiiuror),

a rich well llowerotl plant; ;'i feet by i feet.

COI.T.KCTION OK TWKNTY STOVE AND GnEENHOl'SE VLANT9.

Isl Prise, to Mr. Green, gardener to Sir Kdwaid Antiobus,

of Choam. This eminent cultivator has been a siiccossful

competitor for a number of yeai-s, and his productions this

day shew that he has lost no"no of his spirit and skill. All

his plant.s were excellent, but we can only mention a few of

them. Eriiislemnn hiLvifoliiim, a handsome symraeti'ical

plant, full of bloom ;
,') feet by feet. Bunmiu pmtiata, full

of its beautiful pink blossoms; 3 feet by iil feet. Acru-

pUyllum venosiim, a beautiful specimen of this handsome
plant (which ouglit to be in every greenhouse, however
small) ; a feet by 2 feet. LcsrhenmiUia funnosa ; U feet by 3

feet. Azuku imlini nlbii, an iniiiicnso plant, oovorod with its

snow white blossoms. Gurdenia hSt.nilr'ntnu, a lar),'0 phuit,

with upwai-ds of '-iO of its trumpet like lilossoms expanded.

Ixurti coccinm ; tlie best plant in the whole exhibition ; it had
3ri heads of bloom upon it in first-rate order.

•ind Prize, to Mr. Taylor, gai-dener to — Costar, Esq.,

Sti'eatham, Smxey. A well grown collection. Adenandru
speciosa, an old plant well got up; 3 feet by 3 feet. Ade-

iiamlra J'ragrans, do. ; 3 feet by 2 feet ; Lcscheiuitdtia for-
mosa ; almost eveiy coUectiou exhibited had fine specimens
of this elegant plant; 2 feet by "JJ feet. Ixvru coccinea,

also a great favom-ite, with 14 lai-ge heads of bloom upon it.

I.i-uni' crumlii, almost as handsome as the preceding, hut
of a more dwarf habit ; 12 heads expanded, with tiO more to

open.

Srd Prize, Messrs. Frazers, mu'soi-ymen, Lea Bridge.

These gentlemen are well known excellent cultivators, and
are coming out again with young jjants in line condition.

Erica Cmendishii, fine ; 3 feet by 2^ feet. LesehenauUia
Buitvrii major, a gi-eat improvement upon the old L. Bax-
torii ; 3 feet by 2 feet. Erica propendeits, a tine plant ; 2

feet by 2 feel. Epacrls yraiu'ijloru ; 3 feet by 2J feet.

itli Prize, Messrs. I'amplin and Son, Lea Bridge. These
plants ai'o much improved since last yeai-. They liad a good
Horeii cehii ; 2§ feet by 2 fool. Euphorhia splciulens, a fine

specimen of a handsome plant ; i feet by 3 feet. Pudolo-
biiim slaiirophyllum, well flowered ; 3 feet by 2J feet. Correu

ventricosa, veiy like C. speciosa, a pyramidal plant well

managed. Erica i-eslita niba, a pretty gi-own specimen, well

flowered. Tropwolum Jarrattii, full of bloom and very
healthy ; i feet.

(Tu be continued.)

NEW AND RARE GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Messrs. .J. A. Ileiidersou and Co.,of Piuc-Applo Place,

Eilgeware-road, London, have furnished iis with the fol-

lowing list, with tlieir jirices, of novelties and )-arilics for

the present year. To those which wo consider most
desirable we have prefi.xed an =i'.

Acacia giandis. Brilliant yellow flowers, with cut- s. d.

leaved foUage thickly set on the branches ! U

•Acacia oleifolia elegans. Drooping variety, the branch-
es banging downi elegantly ; flowers golden yellow
globes. Flowers in autumn and winter 5

•Acrophyllum veuosum. Serrated foliage, with spirea-

Uke flowers, the young shoots assmuing a crimson
tuit when expanding 5

"Bmtoniapulchella. Flowers large and very beautiful, *

of a rich purple colour, with a yellow spot at the
base of each petal 10 C

Blandfordia nobilis. A fine Australian plant, with
pendant rich orange-scarlet tube-shaped flowers . . 10 C

•Boronia Uiphylla. The finest of Boronias with biil-

Uant deep rose-coloured flowers, star-shaped

Bossini llondorsonii. Dwarf erect evergreen shrub,

producing inimitable orange and yellow flowers . . 7 (1

Browallia .Iiiuio-innii. Itich orange flowers, m-at foliage .'1 11

Cantua pyril'olin. Yellow and while beautiful green-

house shrub, flowering very freely .'i

•Cantua bicolor. Neat box-leaved deciduous shrub,

orange and red flowers 2 (i

Cho'togastra strigosa. Small foliage, abundant flowor-

er, each bloom studded all over with rosy pink

spots 3 (i

•Chironia gluUnosa. Very abundant flowering species,

with largo bright rosy lilac flowers 2 C

Chorozema lanceolata. Like C. Dickensonii, with

largrr U'livos, and a more robust habit 10 (i

Cliariaiilhus cuci'inea. Now jflant, very beautiful .. 3

ClenuUis indivisa (var. lobatus). Climber, with
croumv white flowers, and peculiar handsome ever-

green "foliage 7

Conoclinium Janthinum. Blue Ageratum-like flowers,

a beautiful summer, autumn, and winter blooming
iflant 7 (I

Cuphea Donkellaiii. New r>

•Daviesa glauca. A compact dwarf plant, abundant
bloomer, with orange and yellow flowers ''

1

1

Daviesa physodes. A glaucous shrub, with short ra-

cemes of flowers from the axils of the leaves, deep
orange-red, beautiful 3 (J

Daphne Fortunii. Deciduous shrub, producing its

pale lilac flowers eaj-ly in spring ; very fragrant . . :>

Daphne Fioneana. Very fragrant; flowers in gri'at

profusion 'i

•Dielyfra spectabilis. Drooping raceme, four to five

inches long, producing a profusion of delicate rosy

pink flowers, somewhat keel-shaped, fine for early

forcing 7 (i

Dichosma spuiosa. Dwarf compact plant, with slen-

der foliage, producing a profusion of rich orange-

bronzy flowers '>

Dillwynia glyciuifolia. Delicate growing plant, having

small leaves and orange and red flowers ; a very

elegant plant 3 (t

Dillwynia sessiliflora. An abundant yellow flowering

species, small drooping habit, exceeilingly neat and
pretty •">

Epacris hyacinthiflora candidissima. Lai'ge long hya-

cinth-like flowers, pure white, the finest of all the

whole family of Epacris •''

Erica grande. Scarlet, coloin- of E. splendens, 'with

fine E. vestita-like foliage, good habit, considered

the best of Mr. Storey's new seedlings 30

Erica hu|neata lutea. Short flower, wall swelled and
beautifully fluted, tinged with pink and green

;

flowers yellow orange ; excellent habit 21

Erica regalis. A very strildng variety when in bloom,

from its double and triple whorls. For profusion

and lengtli of flower, for Inilliancy of colour and
I'obustiioss of growth, it is unequalled 21

Eiiosti.iiKjn cuspidatum rubruni. Large broad foliage,

flowers wliite, tipped with pink. \'>

•Eriostemon intciTiiedium. Small round leaves, blooms

in great profusion for months ; white flowers, tipped

with phik in the buds 10

Eriostemon neriifolium. FoUage long and nairow,

and most abundant bloomer, with white flowers

tipped slightly vn\h pink '' ''

•Eriostemon scabrum, or Philotheca australis. Pure

white flowers, very conspicuous, with long heath-

like foliage. Veiy elegant and abundant flowering

plant •'

Erythrina BidwilUi. Colour a pure crimson, flowering

in a veiy dwarf state _• '^

Enkianthus reticulatus. An evergi-een shrub, with

large white and pink Andromeda like flowers .... 7

Fugosia hakeafoUa. Lai-ge blooms of a reddish blue

pui-j)le •'' "

•Gompholobiura bai-bigerum. Moderate-sized shrub,

flowers freely with large rich orange flowers ; very

showy '' '^

(Tu be cunlinucd.)
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A FEW VERY CHOICE STOVE, GREENHOUSE, AND
HARDY PLANTS.

We give this, with tlieir usual price, at the request of

"T. W.," and other correspondents. These are additional to

Messrs. HendorHon's list, -which we have begun inihlishing:—

STO%^ ITuVNTS.

AUamanda grandiflora S

Aphelaodra aiirantiaca 5

Clerodcndrum splendens 4

fallax 3 6

Franciscea Hopeana 1

„ latifolia 2 b

liydraugeieformis . 3 6

Hov:i Imnerialis .1

belli.... 7s. fid. to 10 G

Tecoma jasm'mioides 2

Zygopctalum Mackayi 7
Leschenaidtia fonnosa 1

„ biloba superba. ... 2

(both beautiful)

Pelargonium tricolor 1

„ rosetta 2

„ MaidofAnjou 1

,, Anais 2

Tropoeolura Lobbii l

„ Jarrattii 3

„ Brachyseras 3
Trymalium odoratisaimum .

.

2

Azalea indica lateritia striata 3

„ purpurea macrantha 2

„ triumphans 2

Abelia floribunda (nearly hardyl 2

Aphelexi3 macrantha purpurea 2

Boronia seirulata 1

Henfreya acandena 3

Jasminum sambal 3
Ixora odoratissima 7

,, grandiflora 5

Ipomrea Horsfallia 5

„ Waldeckii 3

Manettia bicolor 3
Rhyncoapcrmum jasminioides 3
Stephanotis floribunda 2

CiREENHOllSE PLANTS,
s. d.

Boronia triphylla 2 6
Brugmanaia sanguinea (large

tree) 3 6
Daphne indica rubra 3

,, hybrida I H

Epacris liyacinthiflora

,, candidissiina ....

Fuchsia—Comte de Bcaulieu o

,, Cassandra

,, One in the Ring..
Hovea iUcifolia 5

„ Celsii 2 6

Kalosanthes coccinea 1 6

,» nitida odorata .... 2 6

Kenncdya inopbylla 3

„ Marryattce .

Primula attaica

Mandevilltt suavcolens

HAllDY PLANTS.

Cliantlius puuiceus 1 C

Erica arborea... 1

vulgaris pleno 1

Gaultheria shallon I

,, procumbens 1

5

s. d.

Stauntonia latifolia .

.

Tropoeolum speciosum 1 (J

tuberosum 1 G

Weigela rosea 1 s. to 2 fi

Zauchsneria Califurnica

HINTS ON GARDENING FOE YOUNG PEOPLE.
( Continued from paye '0:.)

I TRUST Done of my young fi-ienrts have niisunJerstood my
last hint on serving themselves, so as to suppose I advise

them to seek no counsel from the gardener, or to talte their

own way whether right or wrong. So faa- from that being

the case, I give you, as my next hint,

Never be aslumied to ask if you t!v not 1,-now how to set ahout

iniy work.—I heUeve few people who Iiave taken any interest

in'tlie actual operations of gardening, are awsu-e how very

ignorant beginners (even when not young) are on the sub-

ject. There is, generaBy, a confused idea that it is very diffi-

cult to understand about gai-dening, and sometimes an amus-

ing and amazing ignorance, as to the difference between

roots and seeds, and as to the tune for planting and so\ving.

In some there is a dread of dai'ing to do anything that is not

in " the book ;
" and in others, a daiiug to do and tty all

sorts of experiments, because they will not ask advice. I

know a lady who got a plant of Primula furinosa (mealy

primrose) from a friend who liad brought it from its native

dwelling in a marshy place ; hut as the lady who received it

knew little of plants, and did not ask advice how to treat the

pretty little wild flower, it was planted in the warm sunny

border before the greenhouse, and of course died in two

days. I knew another who jilanted a bed of Banunnilns

roots witli the claws (or root ends) up; but she was excus-

able, as she had no one near to ask about them.

Trt/ to haveplciUii of Common Flowers in your little Ganlni.

—Tliese ai-e generally sweeter and make more show than the

new and rare plants, besides being easier to cultivate. When
what ai-e called " florists' flowers " are cultivated, the object

being to have fine blooms, quantity is saciificed to quality,

and amiculas, polyanthuses, pinks, carnations, Ac, are only

allowed to flower on one or two stems. But I suppose you

wish your little gardens to look bright and showy, and occa-

sionally, perhaps, you would lilce to pull a nosegay from your

own flowers ; and, for this purpose, freely floweiing old

friends, however common, are tlie best. Indeed, I dare say

many of you have felt with me on going to see a fine collec-

tion of plants, that you are cUsappointed by the gai-den not

looldng gay ; the plants may be rare and valuable, but the

tallies were more strildng than the flowers, and, except to a
botanical cultivator, it was loss interesting than a garden
where common Uowers grow in masses.

Endeavour to have a succession of flowers.—\ believe my
young readers will find this difiicult at first, for most youthful
gardeners have peiiodical fits of gardening, strongest in

spring, hut occurring at intervals through the summer when
any bright or sweet flower catches their fancy, and a bit of it

is begged for " my garden." Between these fits of zeal the
poor gai'den is too often left desolate and waste, and the
young gardener gets discoiu'aged because her gardwn is dnll
while others are gay; and she fancies it is owing to the soil or
situation, or any thing rather than to her own want of per-
severance and forethought. I Icnow nothing better for teach-

ing young people, to follow good " Mrs. Thiuk-iu-time's "

maxims, tlian the love and practice of gai'dcning ; for you
must think and plan beforehand, and you must work at'thi!

proper time if you msh to succeed in having a succession of
ilowers. At first you will not know what flowers you should
expei't to follow each other, or how to arrange them, so as to

make the gayest show; but l;eep your eyes open, look al

every gai-den you visit for hints, mark ilovvn in a little book
what flowers you see in bloom in otlier gardens dming eflch

month, and try to get some of each kind for your own little

lilot. Uo not, however, in your eagerness to have some
favoiu'ite flower which youi- have forgotten tUl you see it in

blossom, transplant it in fuU flower to your plot; ratlierwait

till the proper time for lifting it comes, which is generally in

autumii ; mark it down in your little book, and get it nt tho
proper time. I must confess I am not yet cured of this

childish trick of lifting plants in full flower, and sometimes
when lifted with a ball of eai'th plants do flower on and look

as if (hey never knew they had been lifted, but somehow
next. ye;Lr they seldom flower so well, and I generally regret

afterH'urds lljat I bad not waited patiently till the plant had
done lliiwi'ving before I moved it.

Do i-rrriilliini/ in its proper time is as good a nile in gaa'-

deuiiv-i UN 111 Liliiur things. I will tiy to suggest some com-
mon llowers_in the onlci' nf tti.if lli.weriii;.;', but ;is I can only

give hints my yoimg I'lii'ml-i imisl sliul) l\u- i;;iiil^"'ii and The
Cottage tiARCENER tui llinn-i Im^, ami 'jet, 1 1 uir plots into

flowering order by dint ot tniviliMirhi ;iihI care. About the

first common flowering pliiiii i li:!\f in my Uttle garden is

tlie Jl' inter Aconite, hulits hni\i' \rl\nn tlowers come out in

such cold weather in Februai.v lIuiL 1 SL-ldom see more of it

than in a hurried moruing visit to my garden. Then come
bunches of SnowdrojK and Crocuses, and before these are

quite over my blue and pink Hepaticas are in flower ; these

last till about the end of March, when blue Grape Hyacinths

and yellovi' Daffodils succeed them. I have also Wood Ane-

monies and a small white Saxifraije, and sometimes a bed of

Hyacinths that had flowei-ed last year in the house. April

and May you can have no difficulty about, for primroses,

cowslips, polyanthuses, auriculas, pansies, wood hyacinths,

wallflowers, and gentians, are in flower ; and jonquils and
narcissus, if you can get a few bulbs of each, ai'e dehghtful

additions. In June I have some of the above named still

floweiing on, and, in addition, Tulips, some Phloxes, and
White Bases ; this early-flowering, old fashioned rose, I have
heard called Prince Charles's ICose, and I beheve it used to

be customary among the Jacobites to wear one of these roses

if it could be had on the lOUi of June, which was the prince's

birth-day; if not in flower by that time (which it seldom is)

a Guelder rose was substituted for

Then come on gradually the annuals which you ha.ve sown

in April and May ; some of these yom' Uttle gai'dens should

never want; there is the pretty little blue Nemophilis insiyuis,

Lupiiius nanus, and J'iryinitiu K/ock, which each appear soon

enough above ground to satisfy a young gardener, while

mignionette, sweet peas, Clurkia pulchella, Venus's looking-

glass, nasturtiums, imd many others, will enliven your little

gardens in July and August. There ai-e several species of

Campanula, too, which make a pretty vaiicty, whether it

be the tall Canterbm-y befls, or the intermerUate-sized

biennial, or the pretty littie blue or white liarebell. Then
roses and puiks, and so many otiier plants are in flower

that the difficiilty for young ^'ardeners is to select what

their gai'dens will contain. By September and October, you
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will fiiiil .1 grnJuftl fiJliiip- oft'. Afi-ionn ftiid French iiiari

Isolds, Chiim astuis, iiiul some late sown iiuiuials will lielp

you on ; anil tlien comes tlio palu iniohaolmiis Jaisy, anil llio

lingering Cliiiieso roso, valueil more, though iierliaps ilesiiiseil,

in summer's pride. Then, aiilumn wind and rain will do llieir

work, and you must da yours; get in your bulbs, put all in

order lor winter, and live in liope till glad sjiring again brings

forth your tloral I'avnuriles. It must depend on tho size of

your gardens, of iv.wr^c, li.iw many of those Howers I liavo

nanieil tand what a limited list have 1 given !) you can have;

but try each month to have something in llower, if but one

plant, :md something coming on, mid your gardens will never

hick interest.

Huw Id ijil Pliinis for your Guillens.—I find from a hint

r have received, that there is some danger of my young
friends misunderstanding an allusitm I once made to ''judi-

cious cribbing," so I must take caro, remembering that

thiuigli 1 am aiTived at years of discretion, and know pretty

well what 1 may take a bit of out of the general home gai'deu,

all my readers are not to be supposeil equally trustworthy. I

would say then, in the first place, and gratefully would 1 soy

it, that I have never yet met the gai"dener, master nor man,
who was miwiUing to ijivc, though I have seldom met one
who was quite willing tliai any one should tiikf. I have

a fellow-feeling with them, for, though I delight to give

roots, suckei's, or slips to a friend, I know few whom I would
iiiti'ust to go into my garden ami lielp themselves, liut

though the young are in general told "not to ask for any

thing," I thiiilc this good rule may be modified, in respect of

plants and flowers. Do not ask for rare flowers, or for bulbs

of v.ilue, or for what you see is scarce ; but when you sec a

plant with niuners creeping from it, or of a spreading habit,

or with such fibrous roots that a little bit will grow, I do
not think any one will bhune you for asking for a portion of

that plant, or will gi'udge giving it you ; and it is wondcri'ul

how soon such vce bits gi-ow into good-sized plants. \\ hen
you do get a whole plant lift it, if possible, with a ball of

earth about it ; and at all events water it well, and shade it

from the sun for a day or two. Damp, showeiy weather,

with a cloudy sky, is the best time for transplanting growing
plants ; but I dare say you will not always choose to wait for

that ; so you must remember to shade and water your plants

till they have taken root. A flower-pot inverted over them
is a good pl;m, taking it ofl' at night ; but in default of that

1 often make an awning of a large rhubarb leaf, propping it

up on four bits of stick. I have a good deal more to say on
this head, about getting cuttings, sowing seeds, ifcc, but I

must defer it till another opportunity, lest I encroach too

much on these pages. Hoetense.
{To he coillilllicd.)

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Gentiana Verna.—I send you one of oiu' most beautiful

alpine plants, (hni'umu verna. I liaJ it sent from Middleton,
in Teesdale, Durham, about ten years since. wJiicli I believe

is Uie only situation it is found \vTld in England. I iiad it

sent early in the spiing; I put a few jilants in a pot, and set

it in a frame, the rest wore phiuted m the garden ; they both
Howered soon after those in the pot ripened seeds, the plants

in the ^'ai'dcn sm-\"ived until next spring, but did not tlowur,

and soon after died. I have since tried it in the garden, but
it would not gi'ow more than one season. I have never ob-

served any seed since the fii'st year I had it. On examining
the flowers tliis spring, they appear to have neither stamens
nor pistil ; the flowers are all alike. I grow it in common
garden soil, and treat it as a hardy greenhouse plant ; soon
after it is done flowering it U removed out to some shady
situation, and housed again in September or October.

I have also been very successful in cultivating another
beautiful British plant in pots, the Jndromvda poUJhiiu.

T ti-eat it as the above, only I grow it in peat. I have a plant
of it now in flower in an 8-inch pot; it is about 18 inches
diameter, and hangs beautifully over the edge of thi) pot; it

has about GO clusters of flowers npon it. The Gentiana and
Audi-omeda are, now, two of the prettiest pot-plants I have.

I will feel obliged if you can inform me, in The Cottage
Gardener, the reason why the organs of reproduction of the
Gentiana verna aiv absent.—A. D.
[Many thanks for the specimens of, to us southenas, those

rare flowers. It is more common for either anthers or pistil

to he absent than for bnth to be wanting. In either caao

it veiy frequently luisos from a too great development of root.

If a potato produces tubers very eai*ly,it rai-ely proihuMss any
flowers at all ; and if you wish to render an apph' or \u'.nv

speedily productive, you have to circumBuribo its developnu'ut

of roots.—Ed. C. G.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
* Wc request that no one will write lu the tlrpiirtmnitul writers c.f

The Cottage Gaedenhr. It gives thfin uiijnsli(l;il.lf InMil.lc ami

exijcnsc; and wc also request our coadjutors foi(/tr ?jo rimnnstinwes to

reply to such private conimunicationa.

Geranium Leaves PisnASun (0.iv)H).~\V'e never naw leaven more

severely alYected with wildetu&nii spot. I'he air of your greenhouse must

be too (liiiup and cold ; and the soil is probably too retentive of wet. Wu
should repot them, removing a great part of their present soil, and re-

placing it by some light fresh loam, and plenty of drainage. DuHt the

affected leaves with flowers of sulphur, and keep the air of the house

dryer.

Draining (P. W.),—Wq will give some practical tUrections relative to

this shortly.

Deposit ON Marir Louise Peae fL. A. C).—Send us a specimen

in a bos, so that the Post-office punch may not annihilate it.

Transplanting Large Trees (H. //.)—The best work on this sub-

ject is Sir H. Stewart's Planter^s Ouidt; which ran be obtained through

any bookseller. As to odd numbers of Loudon's Encyvloptedin of Gar-

deningy if you write to Messrs. J^ongman ft: Co., Patcrnoster-row, they

will give you every information.

Fancy Geraniums (T. W. T., Leeds).—You will be attended to be-

fore long ; there is a ditfieulty in getting thein to grow well in summer,
they are such free tlowcrcrs. It is best to push them along in autumn and
spring, when there is less direct light, and consequently less stimulus to

the flowering process.

Heating a GEEENnousK (B. D. f?a;e).—'Wc cannot satisfactorily

dispose of your ease in a passing notice. Vou might imitate the clever

anil ingenious plan of C. P., page 355 ; but we think you would gain your

purpose much cheaper by having a proper damper in your chimney.

Contracting the fire-place, so far as removing some of the fire-bars, or

filling them up solid, so that fuel might rest there without being exposed

to draught from beneath; having also a proper ash-pit door, anii having

a smaller boiler, if the present one is too large, which we think far too

much so for the pipes it has to heat. With these pipes you may keep out

frost, but you could not force your pines, if, as we understand you, there

are only two two-inch pipes, and these only round the front and end of the

house; four at the least woidd be requisite. If you have shewn the

boiler correctly, the pipes are not properly joined to it, for they seem in

the middle, instead of being at the top and bottom. The keeping the

water in the boiler, merely at the height of the upper i)ipe, would of itself

lessen your ^boiler one-third ; and we think, under all the circumstances,

we would keep the water at that level, and make some little alterations in

the fire-place, before going to the expense of a feeding-pipe, a metal plate,

a hot-chamber, &c. The expense of adding two more pipes to the house,

if you wish to face the fires, would be trifling in comparison. Write

again, if you need more directions.

Window Plants (C T. 1'.).—Your fuchsias, geraniums, and cinerarias,

should now have plenty of air ; and in fine weather should be set outside

to rusticate a little. Most of the begonias arc rather tender, and like

rich light soil. We do not know whether it be a begonia or not, by you

calling it the resurrection plant. Send a leaf.

Oleander {Ibid).—This, which iii just rooted, you must keep inside

the window at present. If it grows well, you will obtain from it a panicle

of bloom the following year. If the shoot was strong, and you could place

it in a cucumber-bed in a nice heat, you might nip out its point, and when

it broke allow two or three shoots to grow instead of one. Encourage

them with heat until the end of sunmier, and then gradually harden them

off, by setting the plant Hx^t in the window, and then out of doors, taking

it in before fro«t. Your safest plan wUl be to encourage the present

shoot you have got.

Oak-leaved Geraniums for Bouquets (M, J. jT.)-—The largest

leaved geranium that we know of the oak-leaved kinds, is Pelargonium

glutinosum. Of course the size of the leaf depends on the vigour of the

plant. Most people have their favourites for surrounding Oouf/uetK, and

for the purpose we know many use the Pelargonium grnvcoh-ns, or the

(Hto of rose, and this is one of the best for such purpose. I'erhaps Mr.

IJcaton will say which varieties he finds are preferred.

Heating a Small Pit {C. W. Estcoart).—Our correspondent writes

as follows:—*'! was extremely interested by W. X. W"« paper ujjon

" Heating a Small Pit," for my great desire is to discover some cheap

method of warming a small pit, without an expensive stove and boiler with

its house and flue. There are, however, one or two points upon which I

am greatly desirous of information. W. X. W. feeds his stove with char-

coal, and says it bums for 36 hours. How much charcoal does the stove

hold? How long after lighting the fire is it before the apparatus is

heated ? And how many hours a day is the fire lighted, in order to keep

upsuflicient heat when using the pit? Is the stove placed inside the

brickwork ? It seems to me that there must be a great waste of heat by

using lead-pipes—lead being so bad a conductor of heat. And from
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liavini? the tank umlor the bed at one side, that there must be an undue

accumulation of heat just over it, as it presents so much larger a surface

than the pipe. Resides this, the horizontal position of the copper-pipe in

the cylinder is bad, inasniuch as the circulation would, I :ippr(;htnd,

he mucli aeeelcrated by givinfj it a slanting direction through the fire.

Would it not be practicable and much more advantageous instead of using

lead-pipes, to make a shallow tank, either nf wood, or cast iron, and let

the copper-pipe lead directly into this tank? Would not, in such, the

circulation be quicker; and would not the effect be greater; and would

not the pit be altogether more complete ; and scarcely, if at all, more ex-

pensive ?" Will W. X. W. oblige usljy answering these queries.

ToTATOES (Ti/ro, Plumsfend).—The leaf youhave enclosed is blackened

by frost and not by disease. This willnot affect the crop much, the leaves

at present being so young. Nevermind your Ash-leaved Kidneys not

being so forward as others, they will soon pass them when once they get

above ground. The peas, of which you find the tops off and lying on the

ground, have had their stems eaten through by slugs ; hoe the ground

near the rows and dust over it with quick lime, which will prevent their

further depredaiions ; the lime must be renewed after rain has fallen.

Heating Conseiivatoey on First-Floor {A.B., Camden Town).—
Have your boiler at A, and take care that the joints of your hot-water

Ijipes are made very tight, or leakages from them will annoy you. We
cannot give any estimate of the cost of your plan, nor recommend any one

to do it. With so small an affair, and so situated, we should have the

water kept hot by a jet of gas on the same floor with the conservatory.

Bees (E. E.).—You ask " If a awarm of bees is put into a hive plaeed

on a doubling board (Taylor, page 23) will it require a second hive this

season?" If it be a good and early swarm it will require another hive

this season; and it should be supplied about 21 days after its being hived.

It is not too late to obtain Payne's hives. You can obtain a folio case for

The Cottage Gardener numbers as they come out, of Mr. Low, iCp^

Fleet-street.

Zauchsneria Californica Seeds (T. M. IF.).—These should be

sown in very light soil, and placed in a cold pit ; conmion garden soil is

by far too heavy for such very small seeds. Otherwise, the whole of your

seeds, if they were ripe, would have vegetated.

Flower-Beds, Arrangement (C. W. i-.).—Your flower-bed, five and

a half feet in diameter, with an Irish yew in the centre, and a row of

crocuses and two rows of hyacinths round the outside, may be planted

with geraniums, calceolarias, or verbenas, or with all three ; and as it is

always best to allow bulbs, as hyacinths, to ripen their leaves where they

flowered^ you might use any of those annuals which form good edging,

and which eould be transplanted as late as when the hyacinths were fit

to move. More generally, however, all those spring bulbs are removed as

soon in Blay as the weather will allow of half-hardy plants to he " turned

out ;'• and if they arc removed in showery, or cloudy weather, taking great

care not to injure the roots, and afterwards carefully watered till their

leaves turn yellow, they take very little hurt. The beds are then dug, and

are ready for a fresh crop.

Nusiber of Plants for a Bed {Ibid).—There is no rule necessary to

determine the number of plants that will fill a bed of a given size, nor can

we be of the least use to you, or to any one, under this head; but take an

instance—we are now planting calceolarias at two feet six inches apart

every way, and the beds are quite full at once ; the very same kind of

calceolarias we are planting not quite six inches apart, and the bed does

not seem full, so that the number of plants depend entirely on their size.

Every bed in a gay flower-garden ought to be planted as full as the stock

of plants or the weight of the purse will allow of; plant thickly, and thin

in time, is the proper rule.

Flower to Mix with Crimson Lobelias (Ibid).— Verbena ten-

crcoidcs would make a good match, and the best contrast to your " deep

crimson lobelias ;
" at least a white flowering plant should be used. In

the corners of your square bed large patches of Gladiulns pstttncinus

would look remarkably well, and suit the other plants as to colour and
style of growth—and both should have equal consideration.

Bedding-out Flowers in Pots [Ibid).—Scarlet geraniums, fuchsias,

&e.—indeed, all half-hardy plants

—

may be i)ut into beds in their pots;

and sometimes it is necessary to do so with some scarlet geraniums, to

keep them in check in damp rich beds. The plan requires much attention,

however ; as if the balls once get thoroughly dry, no amount of water

thrown on the bed will save them, as it will pass off as from the slates on
a roof.

Verbena Venosa (Rad).—No other purple verbena or Stachy-tarpheta

will do for mixing with the Scarlet variegated Geranium. Your idea that

Emma would do, because it is a good dark purple, is an apt illustration of

many of the closet arrangements of flowers that have been industriously

recommended. It will not contrast pleasingly.

Azaleas done Flowering (Ibid).—We suppose you moan the Chi-

nese kinds. Plants of them getting bare below, with only leaves on the

tips of the branches, are in a precarious state, probably, at the roots. Such
require to be now pruncd-in ; or say cut away two-thirds of all the bare

branches, and stop all those that ore not bare. Sec that the drainage is

all right, and then assist them by a good moist heat of from 60° to 80°

for the next six weeks.

Mulberry Branch Layered (J. H. P.).--ln May last was placed
around one of a mulberry-tree's large branches a barrel about four feet

deep, filled with clay : it held sis or seven wheelbarrows full. The branch
has roots in the clay already more than a foot long. Some persons advise

separating it from the parent stem when in full leaf ; others, only ringing

it, and separating it in the winter ; and our advice is asked. \\'e should

suffer the branch to become filled with sap from its parent before resorting

to measures tending to a separation. Towards .lunc we would merely

score rounjj the stem with a knife to begin with, and in the middle of

.luly wc would remove a strip of bark altogether—say about a qu:irter of

an inch in width. We would then cut off the branch in the middle of

October, and rcjilant, tub and all. An excavation might be left for one

year after around the tub, and the staves drawn away in the ensuing

winter, and the hole filled up with good soil.

Vine Border (T. W. L.).~Your vine border soil is not bad after all

:

you will grow good grapes if you are safe from stagnant moisture. Wc
should have preferred more loam and Jime-rubbish in the mixture. The
Bishop Stortford border will not last seven years longer if the quantity

of manure used be correctly stated. The other portion of your arrange-

ments arc excellent ; and you can scarcely fail. You will have no success

with oranges on the back wall, unless you confine your vines to the rafters

on the spurring system.

Red Spider (X)-—No syringing is employed by Mr. Errington to his

wall fruit the whole summer. Wc do not, however, say that judiciously

used it would not be beneficial. BIr. Errington wrote rather strongly, iu

order to deter from an abuse of the syringe.

Inarching Vines (S. G.).—Vines are generally inarched on the old

wood during the rest season. You may, however, inarch directly, using a

young shoot in a young shoot, if possible. This is an operation that re-

quires eare. They will take almost any way ; but one point is to guard

against bleeding.

Answers (E. E.).—It is impossible for us to guarantee an answer to a

([ucry in any given time, for wc never give a reply until we feel certain

that it is accurate ; and before this certainty is attained we often have to

consult authorities. The next Thursday but one after we receive a query

its answer usually appears.

Accenting Names (W. B. R.).—Wc should accent the names if wc
could be certain of accuracy, but this cannot be secured in a weekly peri-

odical ; and to be inaccunite, even occasionally , would be worse than leav-

ing the names without accents. One of our objects in publishing The
Cottage Gardeners^ Dictionary, now preparing for the press, is to give a

reference for accented names.

Ginger Wine (HI. A. C.}.—The correct receipt is as follows :—To make
six gallons, boil together for one hour, and skimming whilst they boil, the

peels of six lemons, nine ounces of ginger bruised, twelve jjounds of loaf

sugar, and six gallons of water. Let it remain until about as warm aa

new milk, then put in the juice of the six lemons, and four pounds of

raisins cut small. Put all into a clean cask, and add three tablespoonsful

of yeast or barm. Stir it daily for seven days ; then add half an ounce of

isinglass dissolved in a little hot water, and a pint of brandy ; bung down
the cask tightly, let it remain for six weeks, and then bottle it.

Fucusia Macrantiia (IV, D.).—Any London florist will supply it for

about eightcenpence.

Iron Stove for Greenhouse C^. 5. L.).—\Ve never thought an iron

stove suitable for heating a small greenhouse, though we may have endea-

voured to render our correspondent's intentions aa little injurious as wc
could. It is not merely the gases from the fuel that are injurious, but

those formed by the dust always floating in the air being burnt against

the sides and tubes of the stove. No one can mistake the smell caused

by this burning; added to which there is dust from clearing away ashes, K'C

Wire-worm in Compost Heap (Ibid).—You. do not say what com-

post. If there is no objection, we should soak it thoroughly with ammo-
niacal liquor from a gas -work. If a small quantity, effect the soaking in

a hogshead cask.

Asparagus Shoots Decaying (C. T. P.).—The specimens sent to

us are quite decayed about three inches below the surface of the soil, and

their tops curled round. Wc think this must arise from too much stag-

nant moisture in the beds. If this be so, the cure is to cut a trench

between the beds three feet deep, and thence into some neighbouring

ditch; and lay draining pipes down, or to fill up the trench with flint-

stones to keep the drain open.

Moon's Watering Pots {A Lover of Gardcm7ig).—C:KU any of our

readers inform us where these are to be purchased, and at what price ?

White Forget-me-not.—This grows abundantly in a garden near

Ledbury ; and the kind owner offers to send it to any one who informs us

that they require it. They must send their address and « stamped blank

envelope.

Names of Plants (A Lover of Flowersfrom Childhood).—Your spe-

cimen sent is Berberis heterophylla. We cannot guess at the other;

please to let us see a specimen of the flowers, &c.

Peach-tree Shedding its 'L-e.we.s. (A Consta7it Subscriber),—The
probability is, that this tree in your hothouse has its roots too dry. Soak

the earth in the pot thoroughly with tci)id water, and take care to keep it

moist. No two peaches on so young a tree should be nearer to each other

on the same branch than nine inches. Answer to other question next

week.

London : Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Marv Kalendar ; and Published by William
Somerville Our, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—May l6th, 1850.
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So mimpvous ave tlie approvals witli wliioli the annoimce-

ment of The Cottage Gaudknkiis' Dicttonarv lias

been received, and so many ave the relative suggestions

and communications sent to us, that we are induced, for

their better consideration, to postpone the puhlicution of

the first numbpv until the (ith of July. In tlie meantime

we shall he ohlijjed b3' any of our readers sending us,

uitlioiit delay, a list of words which they may deem de-

sii'able to have explained, for we wish to have it especially

a volume of reference for the amateur.

EvEBY season is favourable to the abounding of some

predatory vermin ; for when man bi'ought upon himself

the doom to eat bread in the sweat of his brow, among

the difficulties made attendant upon the cultivation of

the soil most certainly was the guarding of his crops

from such marauders. They are the gardener's most

wearying foes, and far more difficult to vanquish than

the thorns and thistles against which he has also to

contend. During the present season weevils are vastly

more prevalent than usuai ; and so many are the letters

and specimens we have received, that we will give them

one prominent and general answer.

One correspondent (A Constant Reader), wi-iting from

Mereworth, says

—

"We ivero infested last season in some parts of this parish
vvith a beetle, or hug, amongst ouvJilbert plantations, which
almost desti'oyed Die crop ; and this season they have ap-

peared in ten fold mnnhers. Tliey are not to be seen in the
day, because they retire then to round the bottom of the
tree's trunk, or under the clods near it, and there remain
until night comes on ; they then crawl up the trunk and
seize upon the yoting buds or shoots, in some iustances de-
stroying the whole of its vegetation."

Now this insect, of which a specimen was inclosed, is

the Eed-legged Garden Weevil (Otiorhynchus tenehri-

eosus), a drawing and description of which we published

in the first volume of The Cottage Gardeneb, page

209. Similar s]ieeimons of this black-bodied marauder

are before us, which had been found on the peach and

nectarine, and on some greenhouse plants, by tlu'ee otlier.

correspondents (P. F., Grctnrex, Gontrihutor). Now,

to all of tliese wo can give hut one reply—Take an as-

sistant bearing a lanthorn after nightfall, and with a quill

feather in one hand sweep as many of the weevils as you

can into a bason of water hold in the other ; next morn-

ing cover the surface of the ground round your trees,

and close up to your walls, with a thick coating of gas

lime. AVlicre your trees stand singly you may also

adopt the system pursued by the writer of the next

letter, from which we will now give an extract.

This cori-espondent {R. J. IT.) writes thus :

—

" About a fortnight since I was dismayed at finding my
small plantation of rnses attacked by a brown beetle, in such
numbers as leaves little room to doubt, that had they been
undistiu-bed the trees would have been totally destroyed.
Since first discovering these enemies I have picked over the
trees after dark every night, and by this means have IdUed
between 900 and 1000 on a small bed containing about 30
U-ees ; but iu spite of all my pains most of the buds are eaten
out, and the young wood barked. Eecollectmg that a strong
solution of soft soap was a preventive of some kinds of
blight, I ajipUed to each of my trees a plaster of this soap in
a narrow band, at a different distance from the ground on
diflerent plants. Since this application I have killed several

of these enemies eveiy night, but in nn instance have T been
able to find one above the harrier of soap; I am thus in-

duci4 to hope that this remedy may prove a preventive of
further mischief. Jfy present short experience gives no
great confidence as to the permanent success of the plan, as

the unwillingness of the insect to cross the line may pnicccd
merely from the unusual natm-e or smell of the subslanoe,
to which in time it might become accustomed. 1 have
never seen one of these bugs iu the day time, but at dusk
they begin to move out of the gi'ound, and in a very short
time ai'e to be found at the top of the highest standai'ds."

This insect wo found to be the Furrowed Weevil

{Otiorhynchus snJcatus), of which a drawing and descrip-

tion may be consulted at page IS.") of our third volume.

It may be caught at night in the same mode, and be

destroyed by gas lime, as we have already advised for

its near relative. To prevent its ascent up the trunk of

a tree we should paint round this a band of gas tar, and

if a similar hand were made round eaeli trunk, and on

the wall, so as to enclose the branches of each tree trained

on it, it would be similarly protective. Unboiled gas tar

is very long before it becomes dry, and is not afl'eeted by

wet ; soft soap, on the other hand, is washed away by

rain, and its surface hardens iu dry weather.

THE TKUIT-GARDEN.
Hakdy FnniTs.—The necessities of this period re-

qiure that wo ofler a jmssing notice on most of our out-

door fniits ; and our remarks although brief, are deserv-

ing immediate attention.

Appi.es.—Those who are troubled with the American
hlight, will find it making unusual progress at this

jieriod. We believe that nothing is better tlmn spirits

of turjientine, which must be applied with a small-beaded

brush. Much care is necessary in the operation, for if

flowers, &e., gi-ow near the aflected tree, a clumsy
operator may do much harm by want of care. Moreover,
the operations of the brush must be confined as much as

possible to the precise spot where the blight is located;

for we would not have our readers suppose that trees

may bo daubed over at random with so powerful a me-
dicament. The application is best made by a young
person, for the various and qinck contortions of the

body necessary, in order to hunt out the woolly little

rascals, ai'e not adapted to unbending iVames of old

labourers; and it is seldom the work is well carried out

by these.

The amateur who has apple-trees of choice kinds

luider a course of training, should now look sharp out

once a week, in order to guide refi'actory young shoots

into the place intended for them, whatever the mode of

training. l!y these means the trellis may he covered in

half the time ; for many a shoot may ho made available

by timely training, which otherwise would be thinned

away amid the confusion which is sure to arise, if the

disbudding and general spring regidation should get in

arrears. Again, it is necessary to keep the root action

under a proper control, for when this is too violent the

trees speedily become immanageable, and barrenness for

a few years is the sure result; such harrrenness lasting

until the greedy tree has somewhat exhausted the soil.

And herein is manifest the extreme folly of nmking soils

too rich, or too deep, for a dwarfing system ; there is not

only a reckless waste of good compost in the original

formation, but an annual loss for a length of time en-

tailed on the unfortunate proprietor, besides the extra

labour, and, not least, the chagrin at disappointed eftbrts.

It will soon bo known whether there is a good " set

"

of fruit; if it should prove over abundant, let it, by all

means, receive a judicious thinning iu time, the extent
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of this to be rcgulatcil by tbi' cncvgios uiul ajjooftho

two. If any young and clioico trees sot fniit bofoi'o

coniniencing a free growth, let nearly all the fruit be

stri]>pc(l olV, merely leaving one or two to prove the

kind. 'I'lio exultation of some folks at seeing a dwindling

trpo laden with fruit, lu-emalurely, is dearly purchased in

the cud : such trees are almost sure to be short lived

;

and no wonder, tlie very foundation of their constitution

is undermined before they have fairly acquired sound
wood.

ArnicoTs.—Much attention will bo requisite at this

period, both as to stopping, thinning the Iruit, training,

and liand-picking the catorpilhirs, the olfs|)ring of the

red-bar moth, wlii<-h has been fully described in Number
71, page ^o-i, of The CoTTAGK Uaiiljkner. Stojijiing

iiuist be attended to most assiduously, not only in order

that the rosoureos of the tree be not drawn from their

])roper channels, bxit also that the true blossom-buds for

the ensuing year be not shaded ; for, as we have before

observed, the apricot, coming as it does from the

brightest climes of the East, needs not the sliado of su-

perfluous spray in our murky climate. We know not

how our neighbours have fared, but we have a capital

crop ; and, perhaps, six times more have swelled oft' just

beneath the broad coping than on other portions of

the wall. Indeed, almost every blossom seems to have
set in that situation, thus evincing the propriety of pro-

tection. Tliinuing for tarts, therefore, must have due
attention, withdrawing all tlie small or crippled fruit

wiiere to spare, or those lodged between the shoots and
the wall. Tlie thinning must be done by degrees, for

after so severe a frost as we experienced in ISIarch, it is

not im]irobablc that much of the fruit which even appears

to swell freely may have been wounded, and if so, will

turn yellow when the stoning process is proceeding,

which is a severe crisis with most fruits, especially if

unusual vicissitudes of weather occurred dui'ing the

blossoming period.

Training must be duly attended to. The apricot is

rather precocious in its growth, and the pinching of

robbcis, and the direction of the necessary shoots, re-

quire timely attention.

In iiicking tlie caterpillars, tliere is no better plan than
uncoiling the foliage, where the lodgments sliew the

enemy has established his quarters, and crushing him
in his den. Those who think this too tedious, may just

squeeze the coils flat with the thumb and two foremost
Angers; a little practice will soon enable the operator

to perceive at a touch where the rogue lies. This
latter, however, is a sadly mutilating plan, and as " there

are no gains without pains," according to Dr. Franklin,

let us advise our amateur friends to act lilce men of

mettle in this affair.

Bi,.\OK CuBRANTs.-—Now is tlio time when, by a little

perseverance, a crop of this useful fruit may bo ensured.

it has before been observed, that they cannot withstand
drought, there is therefore no alternative but to water
them liberally, on all soils not naturally retentive of

moisture.

A coating of half rotten manure, which gardeners
term miilchiiii/, is of eminent service ; indeed, wore wo to

cultivate them extensively for market, we should make
a point of apjdying a top dressing of this Idnd every
blossoming season. The moment they are out of blossom
11 heavy demand tal;es place on the roots ; and coincident
with this, the apliides so manage matters as to be pre-

pared to attack the plant at the very period in which the

latter could best dispense with their services. Hence,
if drought occurs, the sap by a higher amount of ela-

boration becomes loss wateiy, and tlie whole plaTit be-

comes a prey to these devoui'ing little pests, which in-

crease in power and rapacity in proportion to the
necessities of the plant
We have this week coated over the roots of our bushes

three inches thick with a most economic.iil material,

being a mixture from old linings, composed of one-third

stable manure, and three-parts of tree or shrub leaves.

On this, immediately it is spread, we give a regular flood-

ing of water; and wo seldom take any further trouble over

them, unless it be to syringe them with soap-suds, two
evenings in succession, when just out of blossom. Indeed,

but for this much pains, our land is so sandy tliat wo
should not gather a gallon from scores of buslies; as it

is, we generally ensure a good crop.

Stkawuerriks.—Here, again, the wator-pot must be

active, if drought ensues ; no fruit is more injured by
continued drought, and none more benofitod by a

timely and liberal application of water. I'roviously to

the comniencomeut of watering, all weeds should have

been carefully eradicated, for the runners will sliorlly be

out. Again, mulching is very beneficial to tlic straw-

berry, hut such is not obliged to be rotten manure. The
term mulching, wo own, is an indelinito thing ; let us

hope that The Cottagk Garueneks' Dictionary, which
will shortly appear, will pave the way to a universal

language in gardening—a thing much wanted. Straw-

berries should always have something put beneath them
at this period, to keep the fruit clean, and to permit the

air to cii-culate freely, in order to dispel all nioiddiness

and rot, should a bad summer occur. Clean straw (from

the original application of which they perha])s derived

then- name) is most efficient for the purpose. Straw

timely and properly applied is at once a protector of

the fruit, and serves the purpose of a mulch, or, in other

words, it is a screen, and has the ell'eet of retaining mois-

ture a long time in the soil beneath it. It intercepts

the solar rays, and also prevents the radiation of heat,

which latter not only carries ofT the ground boat at

night, and at all periods when the soil is warmer than

the .atmosphere, but oarrios also moisture with it, thus

robbing at once the soil of its warmth and its moisture.

Care, however, must be taken to guard against mice,

especiaUy if badly thrashed straw bo used ; for such wc
have known to attract a host of these rogues, before

the straw had been down half a dozen days. It is best,

therefore, to commence trajiping or poisoning the mo-
ment the straw is placed. This we always do.

The Plum and Cherry.—The blue or purple aphides

will soon be at work on the young wood. We have

already adverted to syringing with tobacco water ; the

latter may be applied here just as with the peach.

Where, however, time is no object, it is a very good plan

to take a bowl of tobacco liquor and bend tlio young
shoots bethnes into it, over head; this wiU clean them

for the season. We have cleansed ours tolerably well

in former times, by syringing tho trees with soap-suds,

and then throwing dust all over the trees until they

were encased in it, but it is a somewhat dirty jilau.

Disbudding and Stopping.—Nearly all kinds of fnuts

under a course of training will require particular atten-

tion between this period and Midsummer, as to these

processes. Wo would strongly recommend every amateur

to provide himself with a pair of Mr. Turiur!: jrrunirif/

scissors, which are the handiest and most eflicieut article

we have ever seen. We carry a small pair constantly

in the waistcoat pocket. His address is, " Xcepsend,

Sheffield." R- Erringto.v.

THE FLOWEll-GAEDEN.
Miscellaneous Floweu-dobdek.—After_ saying so

much about summer flower-beds in masses of one colour,

and before resuming the subject with reference to mis-

cellaneous and spring flower-beds, I shall give a me-

morandum of plants in flower on a long border here, on

the first of the present May ; and I intend to kill two

birds with one stone from behind this memorandum.
In the first place it will prove, that a great show uuiy be
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made in the spring, and iiulecd, at most seasons, with

a very few plants judiciously selected. Secondly, it

will shew that we are not altogether wedded to the

massing system here, as some might infer from my
letters.

This spring horder is one hundred and twenty five

yards long, is not mucli out of a straight line, and is

divided into two e([ual lengths by some statuary. The
widtli occupied by the spring flowers is from four to

five feet, but the whole border is twenty feet wide in the

narrowest part, and is used for many lands of tall flower-

ing plants, which cannot be used profitably in beds, and
is, moreover, an e.Kcellent nursery for choice new shrubs
for the first two or three years. The first few feet of it

next to the grass, is devoted entii'ely to spring bulbs,

and a few other plants, but the great bulk of the border

is occupied by such bulbs as have been forced here for

the last ten years, and which have so increased on our

hands, that some of the varieties of early tulips and
hyacinths are now planted by the hundred ; and it may
be worth while to mention that some of these have been
now in the border five years without being disturbed,

and three or four kinds of hyacinths have in that time

degenerated to look like wUd ones, while all the rest have
improved every year, and this season some of them have
the finest flowers I ever saw any where.
The depth of soil in the border is full two feet, with a

very dry bottom, and the soil is a compost made on
purpose, one-half of which is the natural dry sandy soil

of the place, and the rest a soft spongy kind of peat,

leaf-mould, and such vegetable refuse as one finds where
the '• rubbish heap " is made, or where all the refuse

from the garden is wheeled to.

Managejient of Bulbs.—About this time in May, in

each year, the bulbs which were forced last winter are

collected from where they have been kept from cold

winds since they were out of flower, and are taken to this

border. Then the tulips are set down next to the ndij)

patches already in the border, the hyacintlis and nar-

cissus the same, until all are disposed of in their classes
;

but as no tallies or names are kept in the liorder, and the

plants are out of bloom by this time, the planter has no
guide how to plant tlie bulbs according to their colour,

or their height, or their time of flowering. Some varieties

flower three weeks earlier or later than the great bulk of

the family. All that the planter is required to do, is to

plant kind with kind. Now, this is a very odd way of

planting, but it answers extremely well, and is the

simplest way for gardeners in large places, where things
of this nature are liable to be overlooked while in a

dormant state ; but I must explain. We shall say, that
in 184& a large quantity of these spring bulbs were
collected from all parts of the establishment, and planted
in this border in patches, from three to five bulbs being
set in a patch, and sometimes more where there was a

good stock of that sort, and sometimes one bulb only
could be set to begin a patch, and all were planted ac-

cording to their height, the lowest being in the front

row, and from eigliteen inches to two feet was allowed
between the patches. In May 181-6, the forced bulbs of

that season were planted on this border " kind to land,"

that is, all the tulips were planted in rings round the
former patches of tulips, and quite close to them, and
the other bulbs the same, so that no more patches could
be counted than in the former season. In after years
the same lAan was followed, and now some of the
patches have from twelve to fourteen bulbs in each, and
in a few more years, if this system is pursued, many of

the patches will meet. Now, it easily may 1k' imaujiiii'il

what an odd mixture of colours these j^atclirs |.inilur,'

when tlicy are ail in bloom. A stranger wnul,l icmark
nothing particular in a border of hyacinths planted thus,
only that each circle in a patch was of one colour, be-
cause all the liyaciuths are nearly of the same height

;

but, luoldug at tlie five years' accumulation of early
tulips thus planted in rings, and in detached groups, or

patclies, the appearance might well surprise him. In
the centre of a patch of tulips are three single IVoi Thol
bulbs in bloom, not more than four inches high ; tlien a

ling of Prince ile Ligne, a pure yellow, single, and seven
inches high : then a ring of Rex nibrnriim, or King of the

reds, a double dark red flower, as large as a fist, and so

top-hea^T- as to need the support of a stake : after tliat a

ring of the Ochh-ii ,si,iiiiliiril. scarlet and gold ; Eoijal

Standard next, m1\ n and i-rinisou ; and so forth. Not
that the rings air plaiitrd in the way I put them here,

liut every ring is oi oue kind of hidb, and the different

kinds of bulbs, as tulips, hyacinths, &c., are thus kept
regularly apart, and tliat is all we aim at. The plan
was first begun to save some of the best sorts of forced

bulbs for cut-flowers, but it has answered so well, and is

so simple, and takes up so little time, that it has risen

to the dignity of " a mixed herbaceous border." If we
choose to make use of them, there are many scores of

bulbs in this border that may be forced again, but they

answer so well for spring flowers, that we shall be loth

to disturb them until they get more crowded.
Now, the idea that it is necessary to take up tulips,

hyacinths, and such bulbs, every year, is quite wrong.
Sucli a system is only a matter of convenience for the

salesmen ; the only use that it can he to private growers
is, that unless the soil suits them one year, it can be

changed for them the next. Indeed, the late Dean of

Manchester, Dr. Herbert, who knew more about the

different families of bulbs than all the best gardeners in

England put together, asserted, long since, that it was of

great use to many of the more delicate bulbs to be dis-

turbed as little as possible, if the soil suited them ; and
that he foimd when the patches of bulbs increased by
their own ottsets to such a degree as to squeeze each

other, they flowered best ; and the reason he assigned for

this was, that bulbs so congregated helped to drain the

soil around them more perfectly than they could do

in detached bulbs in the usual way. Bulbs, like some
of the Ixia tribe, which are renewed annually from
beneath the old bulbs, and thus deepen themselves in

the soil every year more and more, will not come in

under this ride ; but we are now only considering such

as are commonly called Dutch bulbs.

I have got another crochet into my head, which was
suggested by my experience with this very border, and
it is this, that we are all wrong about potting these

bulbs in October, so as to be more ready for removal at

this season to get the beds ready for the summer crops,

and that the old plan of taking up the bulbs carefully

is the best after all ; and I shall save a thousand pots

every year by this single stroke, aud have better flowers

both in the bulb beds and in this border than I have

yet had ; and this is the way I shall go to work :—As
soon as the beds are cleared in the autumn, those beds

intended for spring bulbs shall be forthwith trenched full

two feet deep, and I shaU suppose the beds to have been
well manured with some suitable compost last spring,

and that a crop of summer flowers has eaten up the

strongest parts of this manuring, or, say, those parts

that would now be disagreeable to our bulbs if the com-

post were laid on in Octobeix Well, by trenching the

beds, tlie remains of the last spring-dressing wOl tho-

roiigUy be mixed with the soU, and be thus rendered so

mild and congenial for the bulbs, that they will root into

it with great freedom ; aud it needs no prophet to fore-

tell, that the more roots we have in a healthy jiasture,

the finer our bulb flowers will be. When the bloom is

over in May, and we see a chance of a dull or rainy

day or two, the whole of the bulbs will be taken up
most carefully witli a garden-fork, without broaldng ,-i

single root if'possible, then laid on their sides in a bar-

row or basket, and taken to the long border, then with a
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gaixion trowel iloeji cuts will in' iniulo outside tlio old

patplics, and the new comers will bo (ilanted in these

riuijs, witlidiit in any way cranipiiii; their roots. 'J'he

leaves of the old jiatehos will hold U|i those of the

newly-planted hiUhs on one side, and tour litlle slieUs

and a slrin;jf of niattini^ will keep them up on the

outer side, and a good soaking of water will both settle

the soil about the roots and sot the loaves fjrowing,

just as if nothing parlicularly had hajipeuod unto
them. It was a hajipy idea in theory to suggest the

potting of bulbs that were to bo removed boforo their

growth could bo linished.but in practice it is not nearly

so good, or oveu attended with so little trouble, as

the old ]ilan when carefully jierformcd ; but, formerly,

people did not understand the value of leaves as we
are now taught, and all they did in May was to grub
up their tulips, hyacinths, and other bidbs, when it

was time to " put out" tlie summer jilants, carry tlicm

to a reserve border, and lay them in by " the heels,"

or, in other words, cut a shallow trench across the bor-

der, and lay down tho bulbs in the trench with their

leaves leaning down on one side, and, in some instances,

lying flat on the earth, and, as a matter of course, a few

seasons of this rude treatment linished them. 1 have no
room to detail experiments I made for tho last three

years to establish all this to my own satisfaction, but
Iiaving strongly reeommcuded the use of ])ots, I as firmly

now advise the latter and more simple mode. A handy
man may take up a bed of hyacintlis or tulii)S, uacissus,

and such like bulbs to-raorrow, without injuring them a
ijuarter so much as they would be if their roots were
cramped in little pots all the spring ; but after replant-

ing them iu rows, south and north, on a sunny border,

let him hold up the leaves in their uatm'jil ]iosition, by
passing a string up on each side of tho row fastened to

sticks, and then, if that does not hold them projierly, let

other strings be passed at short intervals across, between
the two strings ; but see that the leaves are not bundled
together, so as to exclude tho sun and air from them.
Next week, 1 shall give the summer management of this

border with a list of the bidbs in it. D. Beaton.

GKEENHOUSE AND AVINDOW
GARDENING.

Fancy GEr.ANioMs.—A correspondent f
2'. IT. 2', j in-

quires how he is to grow these beautiful and iuteresting

plants, " such as Anais, Queen Victoria, Ibrnham Pacini,

fitatueshi, Reinc tie Francais, Bouquet lout/ait, &o. ; the

time for inserting the cuttings; tho soil; the tem-
perature, top and bottom (if requisite) ; if to be cut down
as other geraniums iu tire autumn ; when to place tliem

in their flowering-pots ; the most approved form to train

to, so as to get them large, say from eighteen to twenty-
four inches iu diameter, and one mass of bloom ; the

difficulty consisting in the facts, that the plants root so

I

much at the bottom of the pot, with very few roots at

the sides, and show bloom in tho earliest stages, when
the plants arc extremely small, and when tlie bloom
buds are jiinched ofl' again forming them, instead of

growth and wood." As it has been deemed necessary
that something more than a passing notice to these

matters iu the correspondents' coliunn slionld be given, I

shall be hajipy to render any little assistance in my
power, merely )n-emising that as there are now many
beautiful varieties which I have not vet gi'own, the

statements I may make will be freely open to emendations
from those coadjutors and fiiends who may have had
more kinds under their direct cultivation. 1 shall en-

deavour to meet the case, by making the inquiries the
ground work of my remarks ; and

First. Tlte time in uhich lo lake off and insert the

I
cutlin'js.

—
^This may be eUected at any period. A cutting

of a ten-shilling gerannuu plant is not to lie shghted at

any time ; autumn and spring, however, are the best
periods for striking these fancy geraniums, and so far as
present and idtinuite success are concerned, the sjiring

is hotter tluiu the autuuui; not but fine plants may be
produced from aulunui-struck plants, as from some of

j

the free growing kiuds we have had plants as hirgi^ as
i

that desired by our correspondent iu the following

summer ; but thou there is greater risk of failures and
disappointments. Tho reason of this is owing to tho
diilerence iu habit of these plants when contrasted with
the other lavourite, but more succulent-stemmed go-

raniuMis. Iu tho case of tho latter, it is requisite, both
for the ensuring of the breaking of the old ]ilaut when
cut down, and also for the producing of healthy young
plants from the cuttings, tliat the shoots should be well
nuitured, by exposure to sun and air, and a diminished
sup|ily of water lor some time jireviously. Fancy geraui-
ums.lVointbrir profusion of blossom.thrii- roll i|i:m| i,'mwth,

anil less siii-i'ulcnt stems, recpure less ol tln-^ uniiitriiuj be-

fore the cuttings are removed ; but if no iiUcnlion to m<i-

turinij tlie woihI is given, then, in idl likelihood, many of
the cuttings will damp oH'at once ; and even when they
strike root they can only be preserved during the winter
liy keeping them in the most favourable circumstances,
where all danger of dauip and a stagnant atmosphere
are provided against, by tho ability to maintain when
necessary a dryish atmosphere, and a temperature of

from 10° to -i-'3° iu the coldest weather. If, on the other
hand, the wood of the cutting is over-matured, that is, if

its juices arc highly elaborated, there is a likelihood that

its organized material will be developed more in the pro-

duction of bloom than of wood buds. This is still more
liliely to be the case if the young plants have been
starved during cold weather in winter, by being shut up
and covered for days in cold pits. The diminutive cha-

racter, instead of being accidental, has now become
constitutional. Tho stem from being hard, and having
its juices so thoroughly inspissated, is quite incompetent
to act as the vehicle for the transmission of fluids that

would lie necessary for a large-headed plant. As roots

and branches act and re-act, relatively and co-relatively,

upon each other, the stiuited head is attended with few
and diminutive root feeders. Of all stunted plants, there

is nothing more discoiu'agiug than a stunted geranium.
The cutting oft" the flowers, as our corres))ondent has

done, will only prove a slight iialliation of tho evil

—

though when persevered iu, and otlier points of good
culture are attended to, fine plants .ultimately may be
gained. What would be good culture for free-growing

jilants, however, will not suit these stunted gentlemen :

light rich soil is the thing in which they generally

delight ; but until you set the stuntedness adrift, you
must use only the %/ji, abjure the rich; employ small

pots well drained, and keep the j)lants in a closer atmo-
sphere than usual. Your object would sooner be gained

by taking ofl' a cutting or two, just in that state when
the wood is neither soft nor thoroughly indurated.

Properly treated it will soon shoot ahead of the old

jilant. Cutting the plant down to the surface of the

soil, if it has got any roots of consequence, will also bo

attended with more success than doctoring the stunted

head. The plant sboidd be kept close, rather dry than

damp, until the i'resh shoots ajipear ; then shaken out,

and re-potted in the usual way. J'oresters aio well

aware of tlic benefit of actiug upon this priuci]ile ; they

do not stand picking and cutting the miserable twigs of

a stunted young oak, i-liat scarcely gets larger by inches

in a twelvemonth ; they cut it off close to tho ground,

and iu a year or two they have a clean luxiu-iant plant,

such as the original would never have been. Cuttings

taken off in July or August, stopped when struck, potted

into small pots, stopped and repotted again iu October,

I

and potted iigaiu iu early spriug, wiU make nice little
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bushy floworiii,!:; plants the first summer; but if Invgc

fine iilauts are wanted, "growth ratlier than bloom must
bo enoom'aged, by stopping and keeping tlio plants rather

shaded, pinching back the tops, or cutting them down
;

removing the most of the soil, or only a portion, and
repotting in July and August, just as the varieties are

slow gi'owing or the reverse, and early fine blooming
plants will be obtained for spring and summer.
As we have said, however, we prefer spring-struck

cuttings, as there is comparatively little danger of them
getting into a stunted habit, and scarcely a cutting will

fail of being made into a plant, while time will be saved.

Cuttings may then be obtained from thinnings of the

yoimg shoots on established plants ; or, better still, an
old ]ilant stopped in the autumn, shotdd be left on pur-

pose. It will stand comparatively hard treatment during
the winter, but in February or March it should be put
gradually into a moist atmos])here, and a temperature
of from ib° to ri.'i", or a few degrees more. As soon as

the young shoots are from one and a half to three inches
in length they should be taken ofl' close to the stem and
properly treated ; the strongest would bloom in the open
air in summer if desirable ; if jiotted, stopped, and re-

potted in August, they would make nice httle flowering
plants during tlie winter, if a temperature not less than
45° is then given them, with fresh air. Similar plants—
having their flower-buds removed, the points of the
shoots pinched out, the shoots themselves trained into

the desired shape, and repotted in September—will make
nice flowering plants in spring and summer. For the
end of summer and aiitumn others should bo repotted
in March and April.

Soil, aniJ nfeir mullirs I'xsciUinl la xiii'cfxs in jirojiiiffdtiiif/.

—The soil slioulil be liglit anil siiiidv, fi'oe I'rdiii worms
and insects : one part jir'at. one part leiil-mould, one half
jiart loam, one part pure sand, will answer admirably,
vt-ith just an additional dusting of silver sand upon the
surface ; such a compost will neither be too close nor
too open. If mere soil, &c., were present, the air would
obtain too free an access to the base of the cutting
when the compost became dry, and then the opposite
evil would ensue from the moistiu'e remaining too long
around the cutting after watering, causing it to mould
and decay. A similar effect would be produced by in-

serting cuttings, as some do, wholly in sand; enough of
air then would not be admitted, and thus a shanking-olf
would bo liable to ensue, for the circumstances that
would ensure the safety of' a hard-wooded cutting would
ruin a soft-wooded geranium. Then, if the cuttings are
inserted into pots, these pots should be half filled with
drainage, and the remaining portion with different layers
of the prepared compost, reserving the finest for the
surface. Before inserting the cuttings the pots should
have been jn-eviously well watered, and the moisture
allowed to drain away, as most of the waterings after-

wards had better consist of sprinklings from the syringe.
In emiij autumn, when the weather is still warm, and
the sun's rays powerful, little or nothing in the shape
oi bottom-heat vriW he required; but the cuttings should
be placed at such a distance from the glass that they
may enjoy the direct, though diffused, rays of light ; this
will prevent the necessity of shading much to prevent
flagging. The more direct thougli somewhat thli'used

light tliey will stand, the sooner will roots be pro-
truded, and the more sturdy and healthy will the plants
become. Of course they would require to be placed
nearer the glass as the power of tlie sun declines. Every
hours' shading, however necessary it be at times, is just
so far encouraging the mere expansion upwards of what
is contained in the cutting, without doing much for
encouraging the protrusion of roots. In sunny weather
they will require to be kept close, a)id receive frequent
sprinklings from the syringe, to lessen their powers of
evaporating their juices, but at night and morning air

may be given, and the sashes at times wholly removed.
When pi-opagating in spring the same course may be
adopted, with one or two e.\ceptions. Fii'st, as the

presence of sun at that period is not so much to be
depended on as in the autumn, the cuttings should be
placed pretty near the glass, and shading in bright

weather resorted to when nccessai'y, as otherwise, in long
continued dull weather, the cuttings would become weak
and spindled. And, secondly, as the cuttings liad been
slightly forced before their removal from tlieir mother
plant, a little mild bottom-heat, of I'l'om (iO° to SO", would
be of great service to them, giving them a top tempera-

ture of from 50° to 00°. 'i'liese, as we have already

hinted, are the circumstances under which the finest

plants are most easily produced. 11. I'lSH.

(To he continued.)

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

STOVE PLANTS.
jEschynantuus.—In the whole range of the floral

kingdom, there are no plants cultivated I'or elegance and
beauty that are more striking in apjiearanee than the

siiecies that constitute the genus ^Eschynanthus. The
most of them possess at least two of the grand \n-o

pertics that all plants worth cultivating ought to have

;

our readers, no doubt, wOl remember them—handsome
flowers, fine foliage, and an agreeable fragrance. Two
of these the ^Eschynanthi possess in an eminent degree,

namely, beautiful flowers, and handsome deej) green

foliage. Besides, this genus possesses another property

to recommend it to the favourable notice of cultivators:

a considerable number of the species will grow in

baskets, or tied by the roots in a ball of moss, or even
fastened to a block of wood covered with moss. In the

nui'scry at Piuc-applc I'laco, there is now a plant of

JSschiinanlhus raniosissimus, ov parasiticus, fastened to a

block of wood, two feet long, covered with moss. The
plant completely hides the block, and has on it more
than 100 heads of its fine, scai'let, and dark antbered

blossoms. Again, ^lischynantlms sehrinus has its leaves

beautifully barred with crimson, while JS. discolor has
the under side of its leaves coloured with the richest

crimson-purple. When hung up either in a basket, or on
a log, the leaves show off to great advantage. Another
property these eharmiug plants possess is, that on
account of their trailing fle.xiiile branches, they answer
extremely well to train round a balloon-shaped trellis.

Cultivated in this style, we have seen specimens three

feet high, and two feet through, covered with fine foliage,

and in due season completely covered also with their

beautiful tube-shaped scarlet and crimson flowers. All

these charming and useful properties are sulficicnt to

recommend this genus to the notice of every one ])os-

sessing even the smallest stove.

I'ropa^jation.—These plants may be propagated both

by seeds and cuttings. Seedlings, however, do not come
into flower so soon as cuttings, and as seeds are not cer-

tain to be produced, we shall first describe the method of

increasing by cuttings. I'ill a jiot, or pots, of a size to fit

the cutting bell-glasses, with jiropcr drainage, light com-

post, ajid an inch of pure white sand at the toj)
;
give

this a gentle watering to make it firm ; then lake cut-

tings of half-ripened wood, cut them into two oi' tlu-ec-

inch lengths, trim off the lower leaves, leaving a leaf,

or, at the most, two leaves at the top ; then insert them
with a small stick into the sand, placing the leaves in-

wards, so as not to touch the glass. 'Then place tlie

cutting pots either imder hand-glasses upon a heated

surface, or, what is better, plunge them in a bark-bed.

They will soon]Hit forth roots, and should then be potted

off into small pots; put under hand-glasses till they are

established, when they may be gradually liardeued-ofF,
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tostnnd tlic liglit and nir. Tlio best time to propagalo is

in curly sin-ing; this allows time for a second iiottinfj,

iiiid the plimts become strong and bushy by the autunni.

We have tVe(iueiitly had plants flower the spring follow-

ing tlnit have been thus raised.

After-management.—^Vllen plants arc a year old, they

will bo a right size to place in biiskots to be susjjcnded

tVojn the roof, cither of the stove or orchid house. The
baskets nuiy be made of various materials, and of vari-

ous forms. We jirefer, as in the case of orchidaceous

])lants, to nniko them of wood ; crooked branches of

oak make curious fant;istic baskets very suitable for

these )ilants. Those who wish for neater baskets, may
have them made of copper wire, or even of iron wire

well liaiuted. W'hen the baskets are ready for use, lino

them lirst with moss, and then fill them with a light

rich compost : make a hole in the middle, and iihice

the plant in it. If the branches stand up too much,
fasten them down with small neat pegs, so as to sjiread

the branches eipially on every side of the basket. They
arc naturally jioudunt, and will afterwards hang down of

themselves. Dining the simnner, let them have free

supplies of water to encourage liberal gi'owth, but do
not allow them to produce flowers, as lluit will weaken
them ; ijrouth nuist bo the great desideratum th<; lirst

year. In winter, keep them rather dry and cool ; this

will give them a rest; and the year following, if all be

right, they will flower most profusely, and ho really

handsome objects.

If you cliooso to grow any on blocks, and as a curi-

osity it is really worth while, procure a piece of the branch
of a tree, cover it with gi'een flakes of moss, tying it on
with small copper wire ; then take one, or two, or even
three plants (of difl'erent kinds if you will) and fasten

them to the block, covering their roots with more moss,
and tying them to the wood with more copper wire. If

the branches are long and hang down loose, tic them up
to the branch with more copper wire ; after this they
will require no more care, excepting duly syringing and
occasionally dipping in tej)id water. By this treatment
they will form very beautitul objects.

The principal way, however, of cultivating these beau-
tiful plants is in pots. To effect this to perfection it

will be necessary to grow them on fast and strong by
generous treatment, that is, frequently repotting in light

rich compost till tliey are large enough to place a trellis

to which to tie them : this trellis may cither be formed
with slender rods of willow or ha/el, or, if the cultivator

chooses to go to the c.-ipeuse, any v.'ii-eworker will make
it of any size or pattern.

The following are the species best adapted for baskets

or blocks :

—

.lischi/iiantlius Lohhianns ; dark scarlet.

„ piilchcr major ; scarlet.

„ raDiosisaimus ; ditto.

,, JJoschiunus : ditto.

„ rii(Uciius ; ditto.

„ graiulijiorus : orange scarlet.

„ scbrinus ; the flowers are not showy,
but the foliage is beautiful.

„ discolor ; ditto ditto.

The next are best gi-owu in pots tied to a trellis

—

^TJschynunlhus miniatus : ricli crimson.

„ hnrjljlorus ; orange scarlet.

By this method they may all be grown cxccpliug
J£ich>jnanthus sjm-iosus ; this is an upright, stout
growing species, flowering at the end of each shoot in

hunches of seven or eight flowers, of the finest orange
colour. This is the finest of the whole genus, and ought
to be in every stove, however small.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We have at length really tine weather, and the ama-

teur florist will take advantage of it to assist natin-e as

much as possible in bringing these flowers to the greatest

perfection.

Aiuuci'i..\s and Polyanthuses may now bo potted, llui

former in ricli, light compost, and the latter in one with
rather more loam in it. Now is the time, wlieu Die

[lotting is being done, to increase them; take oil' all

rooted ofl'sots, and such as are jiretty strong )i()t into

1-inch pots, but small ones may be ]iut two, three, or
four into the same sized pots, placing them close to the

sides, at equal distances. When they are all potted,

place them on the shady side of a low wall, upon a thick

layer of coal ashes, watering them gently in dry weather,

and keep a good look out for slugs and other deslriictivc

vermin.

Caunations an'D Piootees.—With a pair of sharp
scissors clip out close all yellow leaves ; by this means
tliat pest the red spider will be cheeked, as well as a
neat clean appearance given to the plants. Keep tliem
loosely tied to the stakes, and water freely dui'ing dry
weather.

Daui.ias.—Towards the end of the month thestrongest
plants may be put out into their blooming ([uarters

;

they love a vory rich soil and ])lcnty of room; tlie situa-

tion, if jiossible, should be a shellereil but by no means
a close one. Place the stakes, flrmly driven down, jire-

vionsly to planting, as there is then no danger of bruising
the roots, which might be if the stakes had to be driven
in some time after the dahlias wore planted. To secure
them from late frosts, which may yet come upon us,

cover them up every night with empty garden pots.

Protect from snails by covering the surface near to each
plant with rough, sharp ooal-ashos, and water some-
times with lime-water if any slugs are observed.

Pinks are now growing freely, and must, without
farther delay, have sticks put to them. I'ipings should
be taken of the sti-onger plants, and put in either inider

liand-gla.sses, upon a gentle heat, or be planted in pots
filled with light soil, with one inch of sand at the top

;

place them in a gentle hotbed, shading from the sun
till they begin to grow. By raising them thus early

strong jilauts are obtained for next years' bloom.
T. Ari'i.KHY'.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
If all our directions have been properly iittendrd lo in

this department, there will remani at the present time
but little spare ground unoccupied.
Anoklka.—If enough has not already been secured

for preserving, &o., apply good liipiid manure jiretty

freely, in order to keep up a quick and vigorous growth,
taking care that the seed-stalks do not make much pro-

gress previous to their being broken out, with the ex-

ception of one or two intended to be left for seed, as the

plants very frequently become so much exhausted that

some of them in consequence die.

Bket.—Observe in due time whether the plants liavc

come up regidarly, if not, the plants wei-e perhajis too

thick, and may be taken up and transplanted very ad-

vantageously ; but Deet should not be over thinned, as it

is liable to become too lai'go by such treatment to bo
either handsome or useful.

The J'larhj Fed (/round if planted on sloping banks as

previously directed, may have Dwarf Kidncij Beans
planted to advantage on the ojiposite side of the peas, that

by the time the peas arc ready to be cleared the I''ronch

beans will have established tliemselves for a summer
crop. The alley between each bank may then be fbrked-

up and cropped with Ca2>e hroeoli between the bf^ans.

Cej.krv.—Its gi'owth should now be well encouraged,
and a plentiful supply of plants in succession kept,

]jrickcd, and encouraged on kindly soil. The Earl;/ Cfinli-

Jlower ground as soon as cleared, may at once he pre-

pared for a main crop of Gelery without much trouble,
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siijuiosiug the ground to liavc been well trenched

tor tlie cauliflowers, and liberally manured, as well as

the surface kept well stirred ; and if these matters were

attended to at first nothing more will be now rcijuired

than marking out trenches the desired width—say four

or five feet wide, if a large crop of celery is to bo pro-

duced economically on a small piece of ground. If a

good portion of well decomposed manure, or cow, horse,

sheep, or doer dung, can be spared, fork it in and well

incorporate it with the soil. If these be not at hand,

the growth of the celery may be encouraged by appli-

cations of liquid-maniu'e.

Chervil, Lettuce, &c.—Sow small patches of Chervil

at this season on cold or north aspects, as it is liable in

hot weather to run too quickly to seed. Sow a little

Endive in succession, and continue to sow lettuce also in

succession on rich healthy soil, to be thinned and hoed-

out where they are sown, as transplanting in hot weather
is likely to check and c-ausc an early starting to seed.

The Victoria Oalihui/r l.ettiuv is an excellent summer
lettuce, as it will stand much heat without starting ; but

for a variety of the finest flavour and handiest for an
every day lettuce throughout the whole year, none is to

be compared with the Ilardy Brown Coss.

Onions.—The onion crop ere this should have liad

its final thinning, and every vacancy have been made
up, so tliat not one plant in any part of the rows may
be missing. To encourage a luxuriant growth, sur-

face-stirring should be kept in full practice, as long as

there is room or convenience to work the hoe or haud-
di-ag.

Pausley.—Sow in succession ; fill up by transplanting
ajiy vacancies that may occur amongst the early sown ;

encourage its growth by ai)plications of liquid-manure,
or dredgings of chimney-soot in showery weather. The
old parsley now started for seed, if intended to remain
for seed, should have a cutting out, leaving no plants
but such as are of the first-rate curled quality.
Routine Work.—Sow the early Stone-Dutch or Ecd-toj)

American Turnips in succession of small patches, or
single drills, where ground is not plentiful. Spinach,
Salsafy, and Scorzoncra, shoidd be duly thinned, and
the ground between the drills at all times kept loose by
frequent hoeings and surface-stirring.

Mushroom-beds should be made in succession in shady
quiet situations, such as sheds, cellars, or caves; old
beds getting e.Khausted should be arrested by slight
sprinklings of liquid-manure, ai)plied, of course, in a
tepid state, and with a fine-rosed watering-pot, and
brewed from cow, sheep, or deer's dung.
Melons should, in every stage of fruit-swelling, be

also cncoiu-agcd by applications of hquid-manure, taldng
care that too many of them are not allowed to swell oil'

at one time.

Bidgc Cucumbers should be kept protected at night,
whilst the nights remain so cold and imcertain ; with
us, in Devonshire, the frost has been intense—now, in
the middle of May, at 4 a..m., everything drooping and
ice bound. The month of May has been, thus far, one
of the most unfriendly to vegetation that we ever re-

membered—ten severe frosty mornings occuring during
the first fom-teen days. Jajies Barnes.

MKCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

SOAl'—CANDLES—SUGAK.
Bij the authoress of" My Flowers

It is advisable to lay in almost aU articles of general
consumption in large quantities, because they are always
cheaper when purchased by the half or quarter cwt.

Even in a town where everything can be sent for as it

is wanted, and in the smallest quantity, it is far better

to lay in a store of some particidar tilings, on account
of the saving in price. The only objection to this plan
that can be oflered—and it is, indeed, a very great one

—

is, that abundance is liable to cause waste and extra-

vagance, by tempting us to exceed tlie quantities we
have assigned for weekly or daily consumption. Now
this is a point u]iou which we may act wisely and eco-

nomically if ire chose. If a lady will carefully and accu-

rately weigh out from her own store-room, with her own
hands, every morning, or once a week, which is perhaps
a better period, the quantity allowed of every article, it

matters not how large the stock in hand may be; but
unless this is strictly done, and unless slie scrupulously
guard ;igainst extra-liberality, she will find herself a

(•(Uisidcralile loser at the close of the year. She must
not allow herself to run to the store-room for a "little

moi-o sugar,'' or even " one extra spoonful of tea," if the

weekly suppilies ran low. These ai'C little things, I

admit; but little things swell into large things if prac-

tised incautiously ; and although a spoonful of tea in tlie

week is scarcely noticed, yet the three months' allowance
will come to an end much before its time, if this is in-

dulged in. I am addressing those only who are really

and seriously struggling to live on narrow means, and
without debt, and therefore I shall not apologize for the

minuteness and closeness of my suggestions. If the

heart is large and liberal, the sparing hand will be

guided by prudence, and not jiarsimony ; and whatever
springs from jiriuciple can never be called mean.

Tea, sugar, candles, oatmeal, Scotch barley, peas,

rice, &c., may all be laid in in quantities ; but they

should be kept in a cool, dry place. Heat and damp
are both injurious, but of the two extremes damp is

the worst.

Soap should not be bought in very large quantities,

because a great deal of its goodness is lost by long
keeping. This is opposed to the generally received

o]nnion, and to every Household Directory ; but the

advice was given by a respectable and experienced

grocer, and it has been tested, and found correct. If

cut into proper sized pieces, with a wire, and allowed to

stand in an airy place for three weeks or a month, it will

be in a much better state for use than if kept until all

the oily property is exhausted, in which case it is like

washing with apiece of stick. It must not dry quickly,

but slowly, or it will crack.

'I'he longer candles are kept the bettor; two years will

not be too long. An airy, cool, dry place is best for

them ; the least warmth softens and spoUs them. They
should be laid in in March or October. Summer-made
candles are never so firm and good as those made in

cold weather; and if they can be kept for some mouths
before they are used so much the bettor. The ]n-ice of

candles and soap rise and fall together ; the chandler

can always inform his customers when a rise in jirice is

expected ; and if the stock in the store-room is lessening

it is best to renew it before the regidar time, when there

is a probability of the article becoming dciu(>r.

The best sized mould candles for parlour use arc
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those called .•ihurl/uuis ; lliey aio not loo tall lor eomrort,

and their size gives ii better lis^hl than that of long thin

ones. For kitchen iiso " dips" of ten to the pound, or

even twelve, are the best size. Eitjhts have been tried,

lis being a thicker candle, but they do not burn nn hour

longer in the kitchen, and therefore do not go so tar.

Jlaiiy jiereous use oil in preference to candles, as being

cheaper; but from experience and close calculation no

thing is cheaper than caudles, if carej'ulhi used and
looked after : and so niueh dirt and gioase is engendered

where oil is used, thnt the most scrupulous cleaidincss

is needtul in managing it. This can rarely be reckoned

upon in the household de|)artraeut, aud therefore candles

we, on every account, decidedly best. Where only

one servant is kept it is requisite to avoid every un-

necessary work, and nothing is so troublesome aud so

dirty as the care of lamps.

A careful mistress will look well to the management
of candles, for a great deal of waste is sometimes uniu-

tentioually suflcred, and they arc an expensive item in

the monthly book. Servants will often leave candle ends

in the sockets, and throw them thoughtlessly away when
cleaning the candlesticks. There should be a save-all to

every cantUestick in the bouse, and not an inch of

CRudle should be thrown away. It is surprising how
many candles will he saved in the course of the year by
looking after the (Ms and ends. Even the black con-

tents of the snuft'ers has its use ; it is excellent for

cleaning lookiug-ghisses, well rubbed on with a piece

of rag. and then polished oft" with a linen eloth. It

brightens aud cleanses the surface of the glass with

very little ti'ouble.

Sugar is a very expensive item in the week's account.

It must be kept in a ve:-y dry, cool place, or it will turn

iuto treacle. A great saving may be achieved by giving

up its use in tea, and the right principle will be rewarded
in time by the superior flavour of the tea, as well as by
the decreased expencUture. This I know by my own
experience : I gave up sugar in my tea, but not in the

least degree ou principle; I was exactly a month in

becoming i-econcilcd to the loss, and now I cannot take

it even in coffee ; the taste of sweetened tea is insipid

in the extreme. Children should be brought up as

much as possible without sugar, when means are small.

It is not unwholesome, as some are led to think, but it

is expensive and unnecessaiy : and a great deal more is

used with puddings and pies than is at all required.

Some sugar's are very much sweeter than others, and go
farther in consequence ; this can only be ascertained by
tasting them. T"he best moist sugar should look gi-a-

velly and sparkling—not dull and dead, like sand. East
India sugars are not so sweet as those from the West
Indies : and Brazillian sugar has scarcely any sweetness

in it. The white sugar's should be close, and very spark-

ling ; if dull a,nd pouderi/ to the eye it is made from beet-

root, and very inferior when used, although clieaper to

buy. Wlute sugar is often said to be as cheap or

cheaper in the end than brown; it is more elegant and
more agreeable to the taste, but on strict trial it will not
be foimd cheaper, or so cheap. Gentlemen will often

decide this point vei-y comfortably to themselves : but if

they will wisely give up the Commissariat department
to their wives, I think brown sugar wiU. be selected when
the second stock of groceries is laid in. I'or jireserves

I think common cheap wlute sugar is decidedly the
cheapest. It recjuires less boiling, less skimming, con-

sequently less waste takes place, and the preserves keep
better, and for a longer time ; those made with brown
sugar, unless boiled a long time, are very apt to mould,
or fenaent, and never taste so well. Three quarters of a
pound of sugar to a poimd of fruit is quite sufficient,

for jam ; jelly requires equal proportions ; but on this

point I shall touch in a future paper.

Let me recommend to the an-xioiis economist the most

rigid forbearance in sugar, as indeed in every thuig that

may be called a superfluity, and non-c.^scutial to the

support of life. We use so many things from habit that

are really not required, that it needs some little thought

to determine what is a ncccssar;/ and lauj'ul article of

food. If we gave our attention to this from an honest

and holy principle, we should save immensely in many
ways, and be able to " deal our bread to the hungry

"

too, and make many a " widow's heart sing for joy.

"

l,ct us not save for ourselves only, but also for our
" poor brother," that we may "open our hand wide unto

him, and surely lend him sufficient for his need in that

whicli he wanteth." This is God's own connnandmenl.

imV.M. BUTANIO SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION A'l

THE KEGENTS TAKK.—M.\Y 8.

(Continued from pmji: 101.)

COLLECTIONS Ol'' TEX STOVE AND GliEENHOUSE MJVNTS.

tlenerally these were well gi-own. The FrasT Prize was
awarded to Mr. Croxford, gai'dcuer to H. 11. Barnes, Esq.,

Stamford Hill. He had the best

Epitcris grajidifiora in the exliibition ; ."i ft. by i ft. Adenandra xpc-

rioau ; 2 ft. Uy 2 ft. LesclicnauUia biluha major i 2^ ft. by 2i ft. Erica
[Ittrtnella ; 2 ft. by li ft.

•2nd Prize to Mr. Laybank, gai'dcuer to T. Maudesley,
Esij., Knights Hill, Norwood. 'I'he great atti'action in this

excellent collection was a plant of

Troptrvtttm tricotorttm, trained to a trelliw in the form of a pillar with a

a rounded top. Dvery part, from tlie bottom to the top. was profusely

bloomed. The pillar was 6 ft. high and 2 ft. diameter. Zirtii/a eorcincn,

also trained to a round trellis and well bloomed ; 2^ ft. by 2 ft. Gompht)-
luhium poiymurpimm ; 24 ft. by 2 ft. Uorunia tmemonwfoUa ,- 3 ft. by

24 ft.

2nd Prize to Mr. Stowe, gardener to — Baker, Esq.,

Bayl'ordbm-y, Herts. The judges awarded a prize equal with

the last to this coUectiou. The plants were all well gro\ra,

especially

Eriva intermedia, a fine e.ttra-well bloomed plant ; 3 ft. by 4 ft. f'lto-

ruzema mmropliyUa i 4 ft. by a ft. Dillwj/niu Jiuriliundai 3 ft. by 2 ft.

Puly^ulu oppositifolia ; 24 ft. by 2 ft.

:)ri> Prize to Mr. Deunet, gardener to H. "W. GiUiot, Esq.,

Clupham Common. The foUowing were very good :

—

ema Cliandlerii ; 2 ft. by
Erica ^indryana, a rather

grandifiora; 3 ft. by 3 ft.

A .'Jed Prize also was given to Mr. Bruce, gardener to

Boyd Millar, Esq., Clapham. Qmte equal mth the last ; in

il was a beautiful specimen of

Epacris miniata ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Azalea spcciosu ; 2j ft. by 2i ft.

C/iorozema rarin var, Clinndtcrii ; 3 ft. by 2 ft. Lesrhcnauttia furinma ,-

2 ft. by 24 ft. Erica perspicua nana^ a pretty species ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

iTH Prize to Mr. Wiffiams, gardener to Miss Traill,

Bromley. We noticed, more esx>ecially, an immense

Erica vestita aWa, well bloomed ; h ft. by 5 ft. Azalea i/tdtra

(Apollo) j 3 ft. by 2 ft. Daciesia. tatifulia ; 3 ft. by 2.i ft. DiUinjnin
ericoides; 3 ft. by 2J ft.

A 4th Piuze, equal with the last, to Mr. Malyou, gardener
to J. Branch'iuu, Esq., Blackheath.

Erica vestita alba, a pretty plant ; 24 ft. by 2 ft. E. Bcaumwttiana ; 2
ft. by 14 ft. Ventricosa cocclnea minor, iiigh coloured. Cltorozema
Lawrenciana ; 3 ft. by 2 ft. Oxylobium PuUenea, small but good.

.'iTH Prize to Mr. Stanley, gardener to H. Bevens, Esq.,

Siclcnp, Kent. A moderately well grown collection, but some
in excellent condition, especially

Tnnmolum Jarrctlii; 3 ft. by 24 ft. Erica Cacendisim ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

(irii Prize to Mr. Young, gai'ilcncr to .J. BiuTun, Esij.,

Dcumai'k Hill, who had

Pimctea spectabilis, C/torozema ilici/itUa, and ( 'ytiisus R/iodopna:tOi, well

flowered.

AZALEAS.
The next class of plants that chew forth admiration wire

the collections of Azalea Indica. They were superior to any
ever exhibited in tliese gardens before.

C0I.IJ5CTI0NS OF TWELVE GREENHOCSE AZALEAS.
The First Prize was verj- justly awai'ded to Mr. Mav,

gardener to Mrs. LawTencc. These were noble, heautifidiy

tlowered plants. The following were pai'ticiUaily fine :

—

imelea spcctabilis ; 24 ft. by 24 ft. Clioro

Boronia anemonwfotia ; 3 ft. by 24 ft.

, beautiful variety ; 2 ft. by 14 ft. Epncri
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Azaleri Lawrcnciiiiia ; s ft. hy 5 ft. A. piirptimi superlm : 5 ft. by
6 ft. A. cxijuiseta; 4 ft. by i ft. A. curitiiala ; 6 ft. by 5 ft. A. Iriterilia ;

5 ft. by 4 ft. A. spcdasissimas 5 ft. by 5 ft. A. roseu supcria : 6 St.

by 4 ft.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Frazer. The judges must have
had some difllculty in deciding hetweeu tliis and Mrs. Law-
rence's collection, they were so nearly equal.

Azalea purpurm saperim ; 6 ft. by 4 ft. A. mpilgcm, a rich dark
scarlet; 5 ft. by 24 ft. ^. s/J/c;irfeH.v, an immense specimen. A, Fieidcrii,
a large plant, with flowers of the purest white. A. sinensis, a good speci-
men of a most intractable species. A, fulgens, extremely glowing
colours ; 4 ft. by 3 ft.

.'Jed Peize to Messrs. Lane, nurserymen, licrkhampstead.
The follomng were particularly fine :

—

Azalea punctata ; 4 ft. by 4 ft. .-1. triamplians superba; 5 ft. by 4 ft.

A. magnijica plena ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. A. indica alba, very large ; 6 ft. by 6 ft.

COLLECTION'S OP SIX.

Tlio Ftr.sT Peize to that veteran, Mr. Green. A hand-
some! Will lilcinmcd collection.
Azn!r„ rririci;iitr,, a very large jilant, full of flowers ; 6 ft. by .5 ft. A.

r:ihra iHrni, : 7 ft. by 4 ft. A. triumphatis ; 5 ft. by 4 ft. A.' luteritia;
5 ft. by 4 ft.

2nd Prize to Mr. Falconer, gardener to A. I'alnier, Esq.,
Chcam.
Azalea bianca, pure white, with stout petals and a good form ; 4 ft. by

2 ft. A. variegata, large and abundantly flowered; C ft. by 4 ft. .1.

speciosissima ; 7 ft. by 3 ft, .1. lateritia, extra fine ; 5 ft. by 4' ft.

•"iRD Prize to Mr. Dennet, gardener to H. W. Gilliot, Esq.
This collection was finely hloomed, hut the plants were more
unequal in size.

Azalea optima; 3 ft. by 2 ft. A. erquiseta; 3 ft. by 2 ft. A. reftd-
.geits ; 4 ft. by li ft. A. variegata ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

These collections of Azaleas did great credit to all the
contributors ; tliey quite fiUed one side of one of the long
tents, and the sight of them will not he easily forgotten by
the visitors.

ROSES IN POTS.
To say they were fine would convey but a faint idea to our

readers of the state of perfection they were brought to the
Park. Mcssis. I'liul iiiid l,iiiie put out all tlii'ir ((.iiiinliii!;

strength, biil the mrril^ of llie excellent spei'iiii'iis w.iv ,11

equal tjiat llir ,|uil;,'es ditciniiiifd it was a dead liral. liquid

prizes were given to them. We have selected a few out of
each that we judged to he the best.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE IN POTS.
Messrs. Lane and 8ons, nurserymen, Berkhampslead.

Cheiiadalle, a splendid dark rose; hybrid China. Baronnc Premst, 9.

shade lighter; hybrid perpetual. Ladi/ Alice Peel, deep rosy carmine
;

hybrid perpetual. Armosa, bright pink ; Bourbon. Gcant des Bntailles,
splendid new dark rose, fine ; hybrid perpetual. Duchess nf Sutherland,
pale rose, very beautiful ; hybrid perpetual.

Jlessrs. I'aul and Sons, C'heshimt.
Madmne St. Joseph, a Large flesh-coloured rose, very fine ; tea. Bou-

ijitet de Flore, a rich deep rose ; IJourhon. Lfidr/ Warrendcr, pure white,
very double ; tea. Su/rano, yellowish, very line ; tea. Madeleine, pale
flesh, edged with crimson ; hybrid China.

2nd Prize to Mr. Francis, nurseryman, Hertford. This
was a very good, well grown collection, e\idently an improve-
ment upon Mr. F.'s plants of last yeai'; the best in it were

—

Souvenir dc Mnlmaison, a fine pale rose; Bourbon. Paul Perran,
pale rose ; hybrid Bourbon, .ingustinc Mouchelet, deep rose, centre
carmine ; hybrid perpetual. Charles Duval, deep pink ; hybrid China.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX YELLOW ROSES IN POTS.
1st Prize to Messrs. Lane, who had
Marie, a fine pale yellow rose ; tea. Queen Victoria, much paler ; tea.

Clara Wendell, yellowish ; tea. Viscojntcss des Cases; this is a good
colour, but rather loose in the flower ; tea.

'.'Nil Prize to Mr. Francis, who had
La Pactale, very pale, ;Umost white ; noisette. Pauline, rather better;

Ira. Salfatcrrc, a fine buff rose ; uoisette. Princess Adelaide, pale
yellow ; tea.

Ued l^RizE to Messrs. I'aul, who had

Persiati and Ajt^trian ycllotv ; these are really of a fine deep colour;
Austrian. Salfatcrrc ; noisette. Smith's yellow ; noisette.

COLLECTIONS OF EIGHT E03ES IN POTS—AMATEURS ONLY.
1st Prize to A. Rowland, Esq., Lewisham, who had very

good

Baronne Premst, pale rose ; hybrid perpetual. Wm.. .Jesse, purplish
crimson ; hybrid perpetual. Queen, rosy pink ; hybrid perpetual.
Duchess of Sutherland, pink', hybrid perpetual. .Spceio.-;ii ; HoTirbon.

2nd Prize to Mr. Terry, gardener to Lady Puller, Yoiuigs-

hury, who had very good

Bcauti/ of Billiard, crimson ; hybrid China. Paul Perras, pale rose
;

hybrid perpetual. Brenacs, fine crimson ; hybrid China. Souvenir dc
Mabnaison, flesh-coloured ; Bourbon.

:3rd Prize to Mr. Roser, gardener to J. Bradbury, ICsq.,

Streathani, wlio had good
Paul Perras, pale rose ; hybrid perpetual. Mrs, Bosaiiqurl, l,lnsh ;

China. Madame Laffay, fine crimson; hybrid perpetual. Chcaadollc,
fiery crimson ; hybrid China.

CAPE HEATHS.
The next class, in point of merit, exhibited in excel-

lent condition were Cape Heaths, or Ericas. Tlieri; could
be no fault found -with Ihem ; it was quite evident they
had improved much since last year. Numbers of them we
have met so often at the different exhibitions that we had
become quite famiUar, but some of them, lilie childi'eu, had
almost grown out of knowledge, and all had become more
fruitful in blossoms.

COLLECTIONS OF FLFTEEN CAPE HEATHS.
1st Prize to Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq.,

Wandsworth. This collection was allowed to he the finest

ever yet exhibited, every plant being quite healthy and full

of bloom.
Erica elcgans stricta, was a perfect beauty, both in form and colour

;

only 2 ft. high, but 3 ft. across. E. vasiflara, a large plant in the best
order ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. favoidcs elegans, most beautiful ; 2i ft. by 24 ft.

E. suaveolcns, a fragrant species, very well got up ; 2J ft. by S^'ft. E.
mutahilis, a complete mass of flowers ; 2 ft." by 2 ft. E. tortilla^/lora, a
rare specimen, not quite in perfect bloom ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. Hartnetlii,
very liigh coloured, full of flower; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. aristata major, rather
small, but excellent in bloom ; 1^ ft. by 1^ ft. E, vtntricosa coccinea
minor; 3 ft. by 3 ft.

3nd Prize to Mr. Smith, gai'dener to W. Quiltor, Esq.,
Norwood.
Erica elegans striata, a fine plant, but not so full of bloom as the pre-

ceding ; 2 ft. by 3 ft. E. fastigiata lutescens, a good specimen ; 2 ft. by
3 ft. E. Bcaumontia, a large plant, well flowered ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E.
fnvoides elegans, finely bloomed; 2 ft. by 3 ft. E. pcrspicua nana, a
large bush, completely covered with bloom ; 4 ft. by 4 ft. E. favoidcs
purpurea, novel and fiiie ; 3 ft. by 2i ft.

;3rd Prize to Mr. Cole, gai-dener to — Collyer, Esq., Dart-

ford. The following were the best

—

Erica mutabilis, finely flowered ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. ampullacea vittata

;

3 ft. bv 2 ft. E. ventri'cosa superba ; 2J ft. by 2 ft. E. ventricosa coc-
cinea 'minor; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. vestita rosea; 3 it. by 2 ft. E. Caoen-
dishii ; 3 ft. by 2 ft.

COLLECTIONS OF TWELVE NURSERYMEN ONT,V.

The First 1'rize was awarded by the judges to Messi-s.

Rollison, Tooting (the justice of this award was disputed
by several connoissiours, who declared, in our presence, that

the second ought to Iiavo been fh-st ; it is certain Mr. Veitch's

collection was xciinally li'ttir Ijloomed). Messrs. Rollison's

heaths were 1:0 ijr. fnn -inriinriis. and most of them finely

in flower, ^\c iiolirrd ihr Inllniving:—
Erica fastigiata hitesrens, a good specimen ; 2) ft. by 3 ft. E. nitida,

a neat, well flowered plant ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. Beamnontia, exceedingly
well bloomed ; 2i ft. by 2.{ ft. E. Cavendishii, a large, fine plant, in good
health, but scarcely in bloom ; 4 ft. by 4 ft. A'. iitri(//4-, very rare ; 2 ft.

by 2 ft. E. pcrspicua nana, very fine ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Exeter. Hand-
some, well grown, and freely flowered plants, especially

Erica propendetis, a dense bush, covered with flowers ; 3 ft. by 3 ft.

E. ventricosa coccinea minor, fine ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. dcpressa, very
finely bloomed ; 2J ft. by 2^ ft. E. tortillieftora, a well managed, finely

bloomed plant; 2i ft. by 2 ft. E. mundula and E. pcrspicua nana, both
pretty little bushes, densely flowered ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

.'iRD Prize to Messrs. Fairbairu, Clapham. The following

were excellent :

—

Erica mutabilis, densely flowered ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. Syndriana, a
rather new heath, beautifully grown ; 3 ft. bv 2 ft. E. suaveolens ; 4 ft.

by 3 ft. E. vestita alba, very large, full of bloom ; 4 ft. by 4 ft. E.
Beamnontia, thin, but full of bloom ; 3 ft. by 2^ ft.

COLLECTIONS 01' SIX CAPE HEATHS—AMATEURS ONLY.

1st Prize to Mr. May, gardener to — Goodhead, Esq.,

Peckenham. He liad very fine
7!i-irn »»ra«i7« : 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. vcitita coccinea ; 3 ft. hy 3 tt. Jf.

Cavendishii; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E.favoides elegans and E. vestita alba ; 2 ft.

by 3 ft.

2nd Prize to Mr. Green. AVell grown and freely hloomed,
especially
Erica Hartncllii; 3 ft. by 3ft. E. vestita allia ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E.

aristata major ; 2ft. byl^ft. E. sprengelii; l^ft. byUlt.

•'tnu Prize to Mr. Williams. Ho had in fine order
Erica veatricnsa coccinra minor; 2ift. by 2) ft. K. propendcus, a

large bush; 41t.by4ft. E. fastigiata lutescens, ycij lurgi:; 3ft.by3ft.

{To be continued.)
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InSESSOKES Dh-XTinOSTRES. Syi.viad.k.

litxcinid. Alotacilltt iiixriniti, Ciirnnn lifsrinii

111,1,1 liischiia. Phihmi.l.

This is, luiquestioiiably, tlio most beautiful of songstoi-s;
is most easily kept, luul as easily captured, 'i'lie time of it

'

lu-iival into this couiiti-y, being one of our snniniiT niiirra-

turies. is about the miiUUe of April. I have h.nl lu.r lii,,ii.>||(

me this day (April 18th) ; and before I give a .l.'^,ii|,ti,„| ,,f

its mode of treatment, I shall endeavom' to desciil.r Ik iii,.,le

of capture, together with a rough sketch of tlie trap coiiimonlv
known as the " uigbtingale-ti-ap ;" for you must first catch your
bird before you keep it. The nudes amve tirst, and the sooner
they are caught the better, for if caught after tlie an-ivnl of
the female they are not so soon reconciled to confinement,
unless the female is placed with them; and as the bird is

only cared for, for its soug, the female is not desired. The
trap is formed of thin pieces of wood shaped Wiiejiq. •>, with a

centre piece,/». 5, fixed to it for the trap string to ran thi•ough.

J^im.

andhav]ngapieeeofironhoopiugnailedtotheback,andtuiTied
up at each side, to form the shoulders or receptacle for the
pivots of the wooden roller, a.s shewn infij. 3. The wooden

roller is then made secure in the iron shoulders, giving it

freedom of ijlay ; a piece of string is then fixed to about the
midtUe of th e roller, passed under the roller and attached
firmly to a spring, such as is used for beUs, which is simply
a close coil of wire; this is firmly nailed to that part of the
handle of the base as is represented mjhj 1. A wire is then

attached to the roller covered with veiy fine net, hut loosely
covered, so that when it falls upon the bird will be so loose
as to allow its straggling without being pressed against the
board. A line is then attached to a piece of cork, or rather
a cork at one end, and the other passing through an eyelet
hole, such as a stair-rod eye, or piece of wire cun-ed thus f\,
is fixed to the upper portion of the wire as represented in iii/s.

1 and 4. The trap is set thus—by elevating the wire attached

r/g-.^

.\^
-]K)'7^
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to tlip vnllm- it slivtclios the spriii',' liy il^ ivvolulioii, the string

islllrll ,,;issr,i I linmL'll I llr 1,1, „-k ill Ihr 1 11 l.l.llr , ,t (llr I iilsc, aild

luivilii; 11 1 1 111 il In |il-r\rlil ll, llli|illlV l.:ir|,, |- 1vM ImIiKhI

by til.' roi-k .li-lilly iM.l.liu- Ih.-Mnii- v,iiliiii ilir Imlr. Two
or tliree jiins are stud; intu llie i-urk, liaviiig jiiipalei.l tire

lai-va of a beetle called a mealworm, to be found in miUs,

or a lana of any otlier kind of lieetle, or the beetle itself will

do as well. Tlie ti-ii|i 1-. ]ilaf.d im tbr ijroinid near the locality

wljere tlie bird is . iilirr li. Hid m' -I' II, and in afew minutes
he will descend iViiiu bis ]i,'ivli in |i,'ik one of the worms,
immediately upon the sli'jliir,! Imii.Ii dnwii ;'nrs Ibelnip,

and the bird is caught. l:.iii-' .n.nivd. mid l.iMirjIit Imui,.

either in the liat or pocl-.nl liiindlnri'liirr, lln- lir,l tliiicj 1

do is to give it some water; and having procured its cage or

aviaiy, tiu'n it loose into either, taking care, if in a cage, to

cover it up for a day or two, giving it so much light that it

can see its food and perch, but so that it cannot see persons
' in the room. I then turn into its cage or aviaiy a quantity

of cockroacdies or black beetles, as they are commonly known
by that name, aliM- in a lin^'i-biisin : in tlie course of aji hour

or so, impelled \i} liiiii".r, ii ri-a,ril> la];.', tu these insects

and swallow one all. r aimilai' till jaii^liid; and mind you
it mU swallow someliiiies lliree and lour at a meal, and

replenish itself in that way about everj- half-hour or hour

;

of course, a pan of water should also be given it. The
next day 1 get sonic jmnndod hempseed ready, and also

a small iinaiitilN ..I'lHiilrd lnvad and milk sufficiently thick

to I'orin a iia^tr. I mi', tlm liiiilecl bread and milk and hemp-
seed crusbeil loKetlier, and into this I stick the beetles,

having first pinched their bodies so as to Icill them, and stick

them head foremost into this said paste, and leave them
there looking like a phnn-pnddin'?, only not quite so nice

;

the beetles, allliniivb dr|iii\rd nf lilr. iiiiive their limbs about

convulsively wliiln -.ti.KiiiL' in llii^ iMste, which the birds

obsendng drop down liom their perches and peck out the

beetles, their rough thighs and legs ch-agging mth them
portions of the said paste ; this they readily swallow with the

insects, and in a few days, should you be short of insects, the

birds will I'rrrl on the bread and milk alone, having by this

time ar.|iiiri.l the lastc and habit of going to the pan con-

tainiiiL; tliaL luod.

By feeiUiig them in this way, I generally have them sing-

ing in less than a week. Shoidd it, however, happen that

no insects are to be had, 1 then mix tip a paste formed of

lean beef sriaii.d lino and llio yolk of an ogo boilod hai'd,

and openiri'4 ilio liir.K i.oak ",u\]\ pokn a pio.a' tin- size

of a pea down ils Diroat; this should bo doiio ovory liom-,

and water given also by poming a drop down its tliroat

;

but as beetles ai'e to be had in almost eveiy house, at any

rate at every baker's oven, I never have recourse to cram-

ming, which is vei7 tedious, and often imsuccessful. Should

you not have a supijly of beetles to last, I, in addition to the

beetles, stick small pieces of raw beef into the paste of bread

and mill; and liomps 1 : and tlie bird n ill. in llio ovoi.t of no

insects bein^- al Iniiid, souioiiiiios lake' ilio mral. and some-

times the paslo, srpavaloly; but, as I said boloi-o, llioivis no
troiiblo Willi llio liootles. Wlien once nightingales are recon-

ciled lo loi iliii'j, you have your song. And towards autimm,

when iiisoiis 1 1 .me scarce, I feed them mostly on the scraped

beef, and bread ami milk. an. I . rii-,liod b.ni]i-oed.

I will now transcril..' poiihai- ol" a i .niniiimication made
to me by the Rev. Mi-. ( '..ini^li, of I ss, in Devonshire,

some yoais a'-;.., who was a most successful manager of the

uigliliio-'alo. \ilii.li will close this paper; and I shaU reserve

my inloiniaiioii relative to the diseases of this bird until

when I speak of those .'oninion to binls in general.

I should observe tlial Ibo lop of iliocage containing night-

ingales, or any speiii' of inijiai.n) l.ivds, should be covered

with green baize, or tlann. 1 in-lra.l ol w 1, a^ liny aiv ajit

to hurt Uieir lieads l.> llsin- ii|i«ai-.ls ami liralino llioiii',..hos

about, which is pr(\. nti .1 l.y iliu hai/o, a-, this .jiNos way to

the impetus of tlie bird's .attempt at tlight upwards.

'i'he P.ev. Mr. (^lornisli says, " I have kept nightingales for

inoro than tbirt\' years, and they Inxve sung with me in the

biL;li.'-,t |.. il'.-a-lii.n : imlood, oiio is al Ibis nionnait l viz., ,Tan.

?, I.sliii -iir.n,.. h.anililnlh, ao.niiipaliio.l li; III.' Alla.aipilla,

Alamla Vvl.mv I nian> .'ah. a,. I may asw,-ll .losrrilie the

food that is] 11,'
I

land I'.a' liiis rlianiiiii'4 songster; because this

mil, I hayo loinal, k.. ] all Ih.' mijiaiories in perfect health,

with a little yarioty wliirli I will mention when I come to

them in their order :—Lean iieef parboiled, willi an equal
quantity of hard-boiled e-;4, rlioiqiod-np l.,.jrlli, i- yoi-v small;

a little .riirkod bempsoed, mniil.l.-.llnva.l, ami liav.l .__' well

mixed together, put into Ibeir lin pans or dvawirs; ahoul as

much as can be taken itp with a sixpence ; this must not be
mixed-up with the beef and egg, but put in the back part of

their drawer distinctly by itself. The reason is this : the

nightinpalo boiiej rather lax in their viscera, generally this

last foo.l, |i nil. iilaily tile hempseed, will have a contrary

teiideiii-\ . aii.l k. . |i them sti-onger. On this food I have kept
soyoi-al .'if til.-..- .loli.;litl'ii) binls s.-yeii or eiubt years, stout

altli. rlude1

lol-mcl of Ih.- l.alll.-illal-s l-olalive to lln-iy

must excuse me if 1 am or should be teilions

fed every morning about nine o'clock, at >

hare fresh food given them, and a sutficient

.

i.^b to be in

-atment: voi

i\h liinls'an

that they may ba\.- -;..ni.

sliders are coy.-i.-.l « iili i

flif qrmiil seen! lo 1 - -p 1

liiit'on llioir i-aii.l. 'ilio

hiil .-l.-aii -ami ,.nh llii-.-.

iHu setsol>lidei->, u-ilh-

food are otl'eusive; th. .

mine are. Their wntci-

[We have heard il ai _j

being unhealthy to tin-

being found wild in tlia

demonstrates that that

lim,- timv

,.,-.-l.a,vd

al tlii-o,- ,,'.-lo.-k 11.111. Their
.1 -ami, -ili.-.l- ami al-o. which is

111 Mill, .i.im- .il.l ]ioiimled mortar
,1 cirrecls anyllini" wen':. Their

ly ; all their dro]iiiin'j-, Linoyed,

inies a week. IwoiiM n mnieud
I i]qiin"s from birds llial eat animal
1. r may be washed and cleaned as

ail. I h.- good and fresh."

I

I

thai it is the air of Devonshire
'liiimjale is tlie cause of its not
.-..uniy ; Mr. Cornish's experience

nuot be tlie cause. It is more
true, we fear, that in many districts this songster of the

night as well as of the day, is becoming annually more
scai'ce, and, if so, then some of our next generation may be

liable to the Welchman's mistake, who, when asked -ndiether

he laiew the night song of these birds, said, " Oh ! yes, but

we do call them owls."*

The time of the aiTival of the nightmgale vai-ies about

tlu-ee weeks. The Rev. Mr. Jenyns found that druing twelve

years the eaidiest day of its song beiiiL' beard in Cambridge-
shire varied between tin- "ih ami -"^Ih ok Ajml.

We have always tboii'jl 11 ihai ih. niliiingale's notes were

inimitable, but we quite a-;i-.-.- wilh ^1. Amlubou in his esti-

mate of the foUoTving composition, which he thus intro-

duces :
—" One day, after partaldug of a delicious brealtfast

of buclrwheat cakes and sweet imll-c, under the roof of a

peasant, I chanced to ask him what he knew of ' tlie iii'_'lit-

ingale.' 'Ah, monsieur ! //ia( is a bu'd which sings beauti-

fully 1
' I then asked him whether he could teU wdiat it says

when it sings, and my host, after a custoraai-j' scratching of

the ear, rose, straightened himself, coughed, and in veiy

decent musical tone sang this ditty

—

A , 1 -^[S-» 5
1

Le boil Dieu ni'a don

la bat.ter-ais plu.'i, plus, plus, plus, Ou

It is a most tnie description of the expressions of
^
the

nightingale's notes, and marks the compass of the bird's

voice, the emphasis on the different notes, and the termi-

nating cadences most happily.

—

MacijiUivwy's Brilish Binls.]

* The nightingale, says Mr. Blyth, in his excellent edition of 'While's

History of Selbome, appears to' migrate almost ilne north and south,

deviating but very little either to the right or to the left. There arc none

in Brittany, nor in the Channel Islands (Jersey, (Juernscy, &-e. ), and the

most westward of them probably cross the channel at Cape la Hogne.

arriving on the coast of Dorsetshire. They thence apparently proceed

northward, only accidental stragglers being found beyond the third degree

of W. longitude, a line which cuts off the counties of Devonshire and

Cornwall, together with all Wales and Ireland, and by far the greater

part of Scotland, in which last kingdom the nightingale has once or twice

occurred to the eastward only of this meridian.
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
CociiiN-CiiiNA Fowls.—When your ijotii'O of llio Cooliin

Cliiiiii Kowl ttppi'mvil, many weio llio iuquiriiss uftti- iliis

wonJorfiil bird, ami from llio single aiiswi-r given to tliose

imiuirios, it seemed as if Mr. Xolan, of Dublin, vveie the only

pel-son in the United Kingdom who liad tliom lo dispose of.

I aceoidingly sent to liim for some eggs, most of which

proved rotl.ui. This might pivibably bo nttrilmtod to tlie

distiuioe they lia<l to Iravid. Two of tlii'm, however, pnivnl

iprodiielivi' ; "imt the ehiekens «•<;<•, anil an; hlarh-, irilli hlml;

l:,is. I'nihid>ly there may bo a cross of the Coi'hin China in

ilieni, but from all 1 have li'arnt, they ai'e. not true. 1 have

sinee obtained aeenrato infonnatiou on the subject. 'I'he

prices, too, of the Lomlon dealoi-s are eoiLsiderably less than

Jlr. Nolan's; indeed, a neighbour of minu bought a Itni-I.iii'j

cue* of a celebrated London poulterer, for l^s. Mr. Nolan's

price is •J'^s. I told Mr. Nolan of my disappointment, and

he lia.s olfei-ej to miU^e me reparation.—D. T. K.

[Kegret that om- con-espondeut has been disappointiMl, is

:dl, unfortunately, we can otVer him. Our columns are open

lo any dealer who chooses 1.. ad\crtise in them. AVhen we
wish for any particulai- lueed of fowl, we buy full grown

specimeus, because wo know how impossible it is for any

dealer to be certain that no cross breeding lia.s impregnated

the egg.

—

Kd. C. G.]

CAi£Nr>ARiAi, Index.—From circumstances, I have had

leisiu-e to study Tni-: Cottaoe Gakdenbr more thorougld.\

Uiaii most of your readers ai-e lilcely to have done, and I

have found it almost essential to the using it as a mann.il,

to combine the index siud Uie monthly calendai' ; at least, in

tlie casi^ of all those plants in which 1 was piu-ticularly in-

terested. I enclose a specimen sheet of the memorandum
book that has; been the result. Do you think the ])uhlicntioii

of --nch a crunpanion to yoiu- three fii-st volunns, willi space

h fl fur continuing it for futm-e volumes, or for adiling uianii-

script references at the discretion of tlie user, would be siilh-

ciently protltable to entail no risk of loss at any rate '.' The
vohiiite might be used also as a reference to other works, by

adding a column for miscellaneous references. Of coui-se

. my. book does not profess to be a comx>lete index ; indeed, it

I
would lose some of its iioi-table value were it so ; the object

I being that each individual should select tliose portions of

the work best suited to his taste or needs, without losing

time in referring to the wliole mass of information on any

given subject.

OCTOBER.
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remedy. You cannot raise any particular rnrnntlon frnm seed ; the seed-

lings will come different from their parent.

Aylesbury Dtjcks {Rev. R. B.).—Thank« for your attention. Our
correspondent writes as follows, and his communication will give Infor-

mation to another enquirer. Those who complain of unfruitful eggs have

too many ducks with the dralce. We saw a brood a few days since of 13

pure Aylesbury ducklings from one sitting ; only two ducks and a drake

were kept by their owner. " I have found the ea:[!;s of this Ijreed very

uncertain in hatching: fr'HIinn-^ fr-- li. and the driike was always with the

ducks). On an ave.:i 'Irst season of trial, not more th;m

one in five produced i\<.' !'
,
::s I cannot imagine that any differ-

ence can exist in this rc-irrt I i f\\r. n diem and those of other breeds, I

think it must have been fruui some error in management. Lately we
have had ratlicr better success, but not at all a satisfactory produce. I

may notice that a few eggs {not used for sitting) have been of enormous

size, one weighed five ounces and a half. A\''htle on the subject of poultry,

let me ask your opinion on a disease in hens, from which my poultry-yard

has suffered greatly this winter, and which I have not seen treated of in

Richardson's book ; I have been told it is congestion of the liver. Every

case has terminated fatally. When first attacked the hens begin to mope,

and to stand with their necks contracted into their bodies; they gra-

dually waste away (the appetite all the time continuing voracious) to skin

and bone, and then die. Nothing passes through them ; 1 have given

castor oil and calon(el without effect." This we believe to be merely

torjjidity of the bowels, and wc should give each fowl so afl'ccted a com-

pound rhubarb pill, made according to the formula of the Edinburgh
Pharraacopioa, in which this pill is made of rhubarb and aloes. Keep
them warm, and supplied with plenty of clean water.

TuE iD.'fiAN Vine (Ihid).—The lines you refer to in The Lady of the

Lake are
'* \\^iere Ellen's hand had taught to twine

The Ivy and Idiean Vine."

By the last named plant Sir Walter Scott intended the Red Bilberry,

Whortleberry, or Cowberry, which, in the language of botanists, is Vac-

cinium Vitis Jda;a. Older botanists merely called it by the two last

names. It is a native of Scotland, and its berries make the best of jelly

to be eaten with venison.

Heating a GREENnocsE (A. F. F.),—Your plan only differs from
that fully described at page 350, vol. iii., by the tube for supplying the

fuel passing through the boiler, and as that answers yours probably will

do so. At page 120 of our first volume full directions are given about the

constriietion of a greenhouse ; it will repay you for consulting it.

Myosotis Alba (A. E. D.).—Our correspondent wishes to know where
she can obtain seeds of this plant.

Lucerne (P. P. H. H.).—You must not sow this with your wheat, nor

with any other crop, for you could not keep it hoed, which is necessary

for obtaining good and permanent crops of it. Wait until the spring.

You may sow turnips now, feed them off with sheep, and then sow wheat.

Rose-tree Suckers (^h En^wiVcr).—Do not remove these now, but

let them grow on until the autumn, when you may separate them from
the parent trees, and they then may be planted where you please.

Purr Peat (AV»io).—By this term (vol. ii. page IQSl is meant peat

unmixed with any other soil. Peat for gardening purposes is not that

dug for fuel in fenny districts, but a sharp, sandy soil, mixed with the

dead fibrous roots of heath : and is found upon Wimbledon and many
other dry commons.
Ants (R. P. //.).—We, too, are, and have been for years, "much trou-

bled with ants ;
" and the liest remedy we find is soot and hot-water

poured into their nests and on their paths. The hot-water is not with a

view to scald the rascals, but to raise ammoniacal vapour, which seems
extremely annoying to them ; for they will abandon a fortress on the

second or third application. We also apply boiling water to them from a

fine rose, A handful of fresh soot to two gallons of water is strong

enough.

Glycine Sinensis (M.B.).—By the best authorities this is the proper
name of your plants which you say arc "doing well, but not flowering

freely." We should be loth to try experiments with a glycine that was
promising ; still, if you were to give it assistance with liquid manure once
in ten days, from the first of June to the end of August, you would be

very likely to get it into full bearing sooner and more surely. Good rich

garden soil and a south wall are the other best auxiliaries.

Asparagus (Verti.r),—We must not give opinions on what appears in

other periodicals ; but we may remark that editors are not responsible for

the opinions of their correspondents ; for they do not sit in judgment on
these opinions, but to allow and obtain a fair hearing to each and all. If

you put more faith in us, follow our directions ; and we say most deci-

dedly, do not cut the small shoots of asparagus. Wc have brought round
many old, weak beds, by abstaining from cutting them. The reason is

obvious : when asparagus produces these small -shoots, or spreiv, it is

because the action of the roots is weak ; and that weakness can lie removed
most readily by giving them rest, or abstaining from cutting.

Dried Geranium Cuttings (A Parson's 11''?/'').—As a set off against
your disappointment with some plants, we are glad to hear that you have
achieved a feat which has puzzled some good gardeners. We allude to

t your drying a cutting of a scarlet geranium last autumn, then potting it

,
in .January, and getting it to grow. You did quite right in stopping it

I when " five inches long." By and bye it will make a fine plant, although

j

it did not " break " at the time you wrote,

j

Cineraria Seedlings {16id).—Your seedling cinerarias raised last

autumn were starved. They should have been potted in January and
again in March ; but now, if you water them well and pot them next day,

using rich soil, and pots two sizes larger, they will repay you yet. Repot
your recent seedlings as fast as they fill each sized pot, and they also will

bloom. Try some of both sorts in the open ground without the pots.

The cineraria "white tipped with pink," of which you sent a leaf, is

Prince Albert. None of this family like to be checked in any way ; try

some of these also in the borders,

Nesiopiiila Maculata (//y((i).—This beautiful annual died with

dropsy, induced by too much rich soil, water, and cold. It will come
from seeds in the open ground as freely as the blue one. You had better

plant out the seedlings of it at once.

Cupiiea Platycentra (Ibid).—When young plants of this, struck

last autumn, turn yclhiw in the leaves, the best way is to cut them down
to the last two or three joints early in the spring, and they will spring up
freely by the beginning of May. You should cut it back now, and the

natural warmth of the season will be suflicient encouragement for it.

Neapolitan Violets {Jhid).—You are by far too kind a nurse, other-

wise those "covered with buds" at the time of potting, would have

bloomed safe enough. Did you not give them too much water ?

Verbenas [Ibid).—The severity of the winter was the cause of their

death ; but of course you will try the plan again and again.

Watering {Ibid).—What is "plainly impossible," is not very pro-

bable to be achieved even by an editor! No one can say at a distance

how much and how often a plant should be watered, although in our zeal

we sometimes transgress the rule, and even now we are tempted to break

the law to please you; but we had better escape by saying, follow the dic-

tates of your own good sense.

RnoDODENDRONS Weaicly {A. ^.).— Stable-manure is not a proper

dressing for unhealthy rhododendrons ; far from it—very rotten cow-dung
would answer better ; but we question the propriety of giving stimulants

to any kind of plants in a sickly state. First, encourage plants to make
new roots, by giving them a very sandy compost of earths or peat ; and
then begin with moderate doses of weak liquid-manure, and as the plants

increase in strength, increase the strength of their food. Your rhodo-

dendrons having been sickly these three years, in stiff soil, will never

recover without being cut down more than half way, and now is a good
time; after that add some sandy peat, cover the bed with short grass or

some mulching, and water them twice a-week with pond water till the

end of the dog-daya ; and if it is possible to save them, depend on it that

is the best way iu your case, and give up all idea of stimulants this season.

Pyracantua [Ibid).—It will do for a south ti-elHs on your stiff soil, if

you give it a little light compost to begin witli ; and for other climbers

take those evergreen climbing roses we recommend.
Removing Bees (T. S.J.—If the bees are suffered to remain till the

next day, there will be honey as well as combs in the hive ; and when^the

hitter is broken down, the former will run amongst the bees and kill them.

The better plan will be to send them by the middle-day coach on the day

they swarra, should they be early enough ; but it would be better still to

puvchaae a swarm in your own neighbourhood.

Nutt's Hive {M. J. T.).—The best plan would be to put two swarms

into Nutt's centre box ;
you would then obtain a glass of honey from the

top, and some in one, if not in both, the side boxes. The method of

uniting, as given in page 104, vol. ii. of TnE Cottage Gardener, is

very simple. If a swarm is put into each box they can never be united.

Auricula Sowing (Vf^. H. G.).—You may do this as directed for

the polyanthus, at jiage 248 of vol. ii. ; and the future management of the

seedlings is the same.

Plunging Potted Plants in Hotbed C^- Winn).—It is worse than

useless to do this when you have no frame. The action of the roots "would

supply sap far more rapidly than the leaves would have power to digest

it ; and this, together with the cold nights, would soon render them
diseased. We cannot write private letters.

Feather-stemmed Savoy {BUteriray).—Send us an envelope ready

directed, and two postage stamps. Thanks for your suggestions relative

to The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary.

Cuttings of Fuchsias {W. T. Gidney).—July is a very good month
for putting in cuttings of any kind. Your plant is Polygala cordi/olia^

or Heart-leaved Milkwort.

Names of Plants (//. H.).—Yours is Daphne Pontica. It will flou-

rish anywhere in England in the open air, and preferring a cool situation.

(.4 Cottager).— l. Etipaturiitm ruri/mbastnn. This will do for bedding

in a poor soil. In a rich soil it grows too gross to flower freely. 2. Pole-

monium ccerulenin, or .lacob's Ladder. 3. Piilmonnria affirimilis. Com-
mon Lungwort. 4. TruUius Enropauis, European Globe flower. G,

Ornithogalum mitnns, Neapolitan Star of Bethlehem. (T, M. W.).—
Your lentils, we think, are the seeds of the Ereujn lens. A subscriber,

whose initials we have mislaid, sent us "a heath-like plant," with a

white flower at the end of each shoot. It is Fabiuita im/irimta, usually

mentioned :is a greenhouse evergreen ; but it is quite hardy, if grown

against a wall. It is a native of Chili.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldhidge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary'Kalendar ; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the omcc. No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.—May a3rd, 1850.
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thoughts,—a derivation Shakespeare admits when he

makes Ojihelia say

—

"And there is Pansics, that's for thoughts."

Even the gi-animar here is not objectionable, for tliere

is no doubt that Panseys, or Thoughts, was the name

applied to the flower.

Live-in-idleness is not the name it usually received,

even in Gerarde's time, for Shakespeare, his contem-

porary, wi'ites thus of it :

—

" Mark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell

:

It fell upon a little western flower,

—

Before, milk-white, now purple with love's wound,—
And maidens c.iU it Love-in-idleness.

The juice of it on sleeping eye-lids laid,

Will make a man or woman madly dote

Upon the next live creature that it sees."

A superstition that gives a clue to this name, popular

even now in some parts of England.

Gull-me-to-yuu was a name inviting a gathering, and

well suited for a love gift wlien modesty forbade a bolder

invitation.

" No word spake she; and yet the flower

She threw, was ' CuU-me-to-your-bower.' "

Three-faees-in-a-hood alludes to the form of the flower,

tlie under petals, over-hung by the two larger upper ones,

bearing some resemblance to what the name describes.

But some carried the resemblance even further, and one

old herbalist writes indignantly—"This is that herb

which such physicians as are licensed to blaspheme by

authority, without danger of having their tongues burned

through with an hot iron, called an herb of the Trinity."

Whichever name be selected for this our favourite

flower, we recommend it especially to our readers. The

beauty and long succession of its blooms, the endless

variety of these, the fi-agi-ance of some, and the che<i,p-

ness of all, recommend it strongly for more general cul-

tivation, and with an assurance that it will give heart's-

ease to the grower.

It is but recently admitted among Florists' i'lowers

;

and we think that Hogg, in lSf!3, was the first who
wrote upon it as belonging to the class; and he begins

by saying, " Several florists have lateli/ turned their

attention to the culture of Heartease." Many have

written since upon the characteristics which belong to it

when really a superioi' flower, but Mr. Glenny has

gathered together all the good suggestions of his pi-e-

deoessors, adding others of his own, and we reprint them

with such alterations as we consider desirable.

'1. Each bloom should be nearly perfectly circular,

flat, and very smooth at the edge ; eveiy notch, or un-

evenness, being a blemish.

2. The petals should be thick, and of a rich velvety

texture.

y. Whatever may be the colours, the principal, or

ground colour of the three lower petals, should be alike :

whether it be white, yellow, straw colour, plain, fringed,

or blotched, tliere should not in these three petals be a

shade diflerence in the principal colour ; and the white,

yellow, or straw colour should be pm'o.

4. Whatever may he the character of the marks or

darker pencillings on the ground colour, they should be

bright, dense, distinct, and retain their character, with-

out running or flushing, that is, mixing with the ground

colour.

0. The two upper petals should be perfectly uniform,

whether dai-k or light, or fringed, or blotched. The two

petals immediately under them should be alike ; and the

lower petal, as befoi'o observed, must have the same

ground colour and character as the two above it ; and

the pencilling or marldng of the eye in the three lower

petals must not break through to the edges.

(J. If flowers are equal in other respects, the larger, if

not the coarser, is the better ; but no flower should be

shown that is under one inch and a half across.

7. Ragged or notched edges, crumpled petals, inden-

tures on the petal, indistinct markings or pencillings,

and flushed or run-colours, are gi-eat blemishes ; but

if a bloom lias one ground colour to the lower petal and

another colour to the side ones, or if it has two shades

of ground colour at all, it is not a sliow flower. The

yellow within tlie eye is not considered ground colour.

—

Glciiiii/'s Propefties of Flowers.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Peaks.—Believing, as we do, that two-thirds of the

readers of this work esteem good pears in the winter

dessert, it wOl become a duty to recur somewhat fre-

quently to their culture ; for of all our fruits the pear

seems best fitted to adapt itself to the conti-nlliug ]iower

of man. This arises in a great degree from its natural

longevity and hardiliood.

In former days the culture of this fruit was very im-

perfectly understood, aU being comprised in a prim sys-

tem of winter pruning, which sought more to enslave

nature than to assist lier. Sucli an eftbrt ended as might

have been anticipated by a mind unfettered by the cus

toms of a bygone age. The trees proved uncontrollable

in spite of tlie neat spurring system of those redoubtable

sons of the soil, with thcii' cut-and-dry recipes.

In due time it occurred to the minds of many that the

action of tlie root was a point for consideration, and that
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there really iniglit lie siieli a thiiif; ns an over-iioworful

action of root ; luul that this qnonilam tVifnd ini;.;lit,

nndor certain ciriunnstuuees, assunio the attituile of a

foe. Not all who plant jiears ]>lant for their heirs

merely: these are days of quick return in the commer-
cial world, and. indeed, everything British seems likely

to partake of tJiis character. " No wonder, therefore, that

liorticulture comes in for its share.

The late Mr. Loudon, in his popular magazine, was
the first to open a medium for the free e.\cliange

of gardening opinions ; and here was an arena fur-

nished in wliich the lovers of progi'oss in horticulture

might exchange opinions freely, and wherein old and

time-honoured opinions might be submitted to the test

of science.

In those days, a Mr. Robert Hiver, whose where-

abouts, wo fancy, never came to light, wrote a paper on

fruit-trees, which at once dealt a severe blow at prescrip-

tive routine; and we well remember what an impression

it made on numy ingenious friends in tlie gardening

way, by the boldness and originality of the opinions

licld forth. Mr. Hiver went at once to the fountain

head : he showed by past experience that although ex-

pensive borders of compost, and laborious systems of

winter pruning, looked very elaborate and pains-taking

on paper, that they had ever failed in attaining the ob-

ject in view ; and that to understand the subject aright,

we must "begin at the beginning," ox-, in otlier words,

take a lesson or two from the school of nature. The
dubbed thorn iu the hedge was brought into compari-

son, botli root and branch, with the unjiruned, unmo-
lested tliorn-tree, covered in profusion ^vith its crimson

treasures ; here it was made manifest that a ])re])ared

compost below, and severe mutilation above, had cer-

tainly made a good hedge, but by no means been pro-

ductive of haws.

In a very sliort jietiod the whole question of fruit cul-

ture underwent a severe scnitiny ; and although many
a poor wight had the mortification afterwai-ds to find his

elaborate paper enclosing a patch of butter, still he
might have the gratification to consider that he had
kept the question warm, and furnished to others, if not

genuine ideas, at least the genns of them.
From those days to tliese in which we are living, botli

seieuee and practice have been brought to bear continu-

ally on this matter; and the subject of the present nar-

rative has fallen in for an unusual share of considera-

tion on both sides. One ratlier remarkable doctrine

was long adhered to by the old school gardeners. They
held, that what is termed " stopping" had a tendency to

strengthen the tree. Now, if such were right, the ]irac-

tiee of the present day of stopping over-gi'oss shoots, iu

order to weaken them, is fearfully wrong. Tlie idea was,

however, absurd ; trees strengthen by enlargement and
extension ; and stopping is surely averse to such exten-

sion.

At this period the trained pears require and deserve

more attention than most of our trained fruit-trees, their

tendency to produce spray being almost unbounded
during the mouth of -June, especially if planted in soils

too deep, or too rich. Rainy periods, too, exercise con-

siderable influence over pear-trees, especially young
ones, whicli in many cases seem capable of taking in

almost as gi-eat an amount of watery matter as some of

om- willows. All this points plainly to the necessity of

severe restriction at tlie root.

With regard to thinning and stopping the spray, wliere

trees are iu a healthy medium state, the best practice is

to rub away at once all gross robbers which are not
required to cover the nakedness of the branches. These,
if suflered to remain until their succulent leaves are

developed, will have called an undue amount of new and
gluttonous fibres into being ; for we may rest assured,

that as the top is so the root is, or SQon will be. In all

ordinary cases the production of spray is a tolerably svn-o

index. After disposing of the above shoots, tlio whole
of the spray should xnidergo a revision, and where crowded
a thinning out must take place betimes, if only to admit
light freely to the embryo blossom-buds on the natural
spurs ; for these will already bo in course of organiza-
tion, and light is indispensable. If a very severe thin-

ning-out becomes necessary, wo advise an immediate
root]Iftill iny. It may alarm some persons to talk of

root-pruning in .lune, and certainly, where there is fruit

swelling on the tree, the process requires some caution.
A very snudl amount of curtailment will suffice at this

l)eriod ; indeed, opening a trench at the very extremities
of the roots, or any jiortion of them, and suft'ering it to

remain open for a few weeks, will alone produce the
desired result. Without such precautions the cultivator

will only be deceiving himself; but be it remembered,
we are speaking of penrs wliicb have been improperly
planted—that is to say, planted without a sufficient

amount of root control.

In tliinning out the young spray (prei)aratory to what
we have termed, in previous jiapers of The Cottage
GAnuEsicR, the tyiug-down system) regard must be con-
stantly had to the character of the young shoots, as we
have often urged. Even as early as the mouth of Jlay
at least tuo distinct kinds of wood may be distinguished,

varying somewhat in colom- in various kinds, yet still

retaining some characters in connnon, the principal one
of which is. shortness in the joints, or the part between
two buds, termed by botanists the internode. Tlie

earliest made wood is generally the best, because most
mature, and probably through its monopoly of the true

sap of the former year ; for be it understood that much
of the late made spray—commonly termed " watery
wood "—is the mere production of the sudden impulses
communicated by rainy weather, bringing into a state

of solubility manurial or organic matters existing in the
soil, and facilitating the extension of the young fibi-cs,

by softening down obstructive matters.

As much, therefore, of the young spray must be dis-

budded as will admit a fair portion of sunlight to all

jiarts of the tree ; and this done, the remainder had
better be suttered to grow unmolested for a few weeks ;

for any stronger proceedings would cause many of the

embryo fruit-buds for future years to burst ; and this it

is that causes many gardeners to leave their trees in a
rude state until late in the summer—thus damaging the

welfare of the fruit-buds as to shade, for fear of their

being over-excited by a too sudden influx of saji. How
plainly this shows the want of a pro])er amount of root

control, which has been so repeatedly urged iu the pages
of The Cottage Gardener.

Let us press on those who have trellises or walls to

cover, and training by system to carry out, the propriety

of attending in due time to the early growths of their

young trees. The loss of a year or two, or of many
square feet of expensive walls or trellises, is an object

of too much importance to be overruled by a short-

sighted economy. I!. Eriungton.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
SenixG BuLiis.—The leaves of all our spring bulbs

are now in their full piime, digesting food suitable for

the production of blossoms next yeai-. Yes, next year !

We often plume om-selves on our skilful management of

forced bulbs iu pots, because we seldom fail of liaving

them " very fine indeed this season ;

" and it seems

almost unkind in a public writer to disturb this prevail-

ing opinion of our own proficiency ; and I should be the

last to mention it, had it not been that at this season we
are all of us liable to overiook or neglect the proper

treatment of these bulbs, by cutting off their leaves to
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make room for other things, or by removiug them care-

lessly from the flower-beds and borders to the reserve-

groimd just at the very time when the necessary supply

of matter, for giving a fine bloom the following year, is

being stored in the bulbs through the agency of the

leaves. This explanation reveals the fact—for a fact,

and a great one too, it certainly is—that the bloom of

this spring was not altogether due to the cai'e we might
have taken of the roots or bulbs since we potted them
last autumn, but rather to the cave that was taken of

the leaves last INI ay and June. If it were not so, we
could not bloom them so fine in moss and in water-

glasses as in a good compost. Therefore, " it stands to

reason," as we say in the country, that if we wish for a

good crop of flowers from spring bulbs next year, we
must ripen oif their leaves with great cai'e now; and this

is the proper time to give liquid manure to such bulbs.

In the spring border which I mentioned last week,

the bulbs have had it all their own way these three,

four, and five years back; and all those that were forced

here this winter and spring are now added to them in

rings as fonnerly. The first eighteen inches of tliis

border is occupied in summer with the blue NemopMJa

;

the seeds being sown first in a row four inches fi'om

the edge, and again fifteen inches from the edge ; but
this cannot be in a continuous row, because the patches
of bulbs come in the way. Therefore, only the spare

ground between the bulbs is sown ; but the sowing is

continued in a straight line ; and by the time the bulbs'

leaves are all dead—say between midsummer and the

beginning of Jvily—the two rows of Netnophila spread
themselves so as to meet in the middle ; and Just in this

middle, and at this very time—the first of July—another
row of NemophUa is sown to succeed the first two rows,

which in our case are put in on the first of May, " or

thei'eabouts." To come in sooner, they might be sown
as early as the last week in March ; hut we do not want
them in bloom here till about the middle of July, and
we sow accordingly. The sowing for autumn succession

of this Nemophila succeeds best when done in the first

week in July. Sometimes there will be a blank of a
fortnight or three weeks between the time when the first-

of-May sowing is done blooming and the commence-
ment of that of the July sowing ; but as that blank
occurs near the end of August, the loss is not felt wlien
every other bed and border is in full prime. Seven or

eight degrees of frost does not harm the blue Nemophila

;

and I have seen it peeping out through four laches of

snow in November, and still full of bloom.
From early in May, when most of the spring bulbs

are over, and before the Nemophila comes in, all the

spare places ou this border arc occupied with a very
bright pink annual, only a few inches high, and which
is so accommodating as to be easily removed from place

to place until it is in full bloom. I mentioned it the

other day as one of the catchflies, Silenc pendula. There
is not a brighter plant in England for the flower-garden

in May than this; and, strange to say, not one of which
the management is less understood, or, at least, less

attended to. It sows itself in the autumn ; and ou very
poor or very light land it may be removed into the
flower-beds in Marcli; but on rich, or damp, or heavy
soil, it should be transplanted from the seed-bed in

February, and again in Marcli, also in April, and finally

in May, as the flowers are just beginning to open. All
this moving is to check the luxuriance of the leaves,

and may be performed, of course, in the reserve-gi-ound

;

or, what is better, make up a bed for it of very poor stufl'

early in the spring in the reserve-garden, and there let

it remain till the beginning of May, when it may be
planted anywhere, either as a rook, vase, bed, or border
plant. I miist really apologise for such minute details

for what is, after all, a mere weed—but a very pretty one

;

and I have seen it so badly used as to cause its con-

demnation altogether, and that not a hundred miles from
St. Paul's, where one would expect to see a better sys-

tem in play.

The Editor and Mr. Appleby, with then- florist friends,

will think it strange enough to hear that Bex rubrorum
is my favourite red tulip, atrd that I have a hundred of

them on this border, and as many of the following

:

Prince de Ligiu: fine single yellow ; Aimahle range, a very
dwai-f single red ; Turnsole, orange and yellow ; Marmtge
de ma Fille. variegated ; Golden standard. Royal stand-

ard, and C'toremoHc?, red and rose ; and Furjmr Croon,

or the Purple Crown. This last is an extraordinary fine

tulip of the early and forcing class ; and if prices were
given for the largest and strongest tulips, this would be
sure to come in first. 1 am almost certain that this and
Rex Rubrorum, with probably many others, should not
be taken up more than once in six or seven years. No
doubt the finer tulips of the florist class would soon run
riot if thus left undisturbed in a congenial soil ; but let

this early flowering class have beds or borders of deep,

light, rich soil, and depend upon it we shall beat the

Dutchmen out of the market, for them at least. The
Duo Van Thol, single and double, do not seem to do so

well, at least they have not improved so much as the

others. Gut of a great number of sorts the above are

the best for forcing; and really, when one sees how
simply cast-oft' bulbs may be usefully employed in a

garden, it does seem unaccountable how people can
afibrd to be so extravagant as to let them slip tlu-ough

their fingers.

Of lliiacinths we flowered about a thousand in this

border, but not more than twenty or two dozen sorts,

every one of which were first forced. We also flowered

six hundred liyacinths, in pots plunged in some beds
and borders near the house. The latter were as good as
" mixed hyacinths" generally are ; but they were beaten

over and over again by the same sorts which were not

disturbed for the last five years in this spring border

;

and two sorts only revert to the wild state, because, as I

suppose, the soil does not suit them. Nobody can say

how long a Hyacinth bulb will live ; and I believe I

have already told that a gentleman in this neighbour-

hood has four bulbs, which he bought in Haarlem in

18t>2, and they flowered this year as strongly as ever,

and his flower-beds and borders are half filled with their

progeny, besides distributing many bulbs every year to

his friends and neighbours. I could never make out that

one hyacinth is better tlian another for forcing ; and I

believe it is all moonshine to say otherwise. It is true

tliat the dealers put certain marks to them in their lists

to show that this sort is more suitable for water glasses,

that for cultui-e, and so forth ; and some yeai-s I have
been so wicked as to take the veiy opposite sorts for the

same piu-poses—from which, and from other actual

experiments, I am led to believe that we often allow

ourselves to be swayed more by the dictates of—no-matter-

what—rather than be guided by natural laws, or the tests

of practice and experiments. Therefore it is that I shall

forbear giving a long list of the best hyacinths for spring

borders and for forcing.

Not so, however, with the next family—the Daffodils,

of which there are vast numbers very diflScult to deter-

mine or describe as species, or seedling varieties; but for

forcing I have them reduced to five sorts: the Double

Roman being the earliest; then Orand Monarch, fol-

lowed by Sohil d'Or, States General, and Ba;:ebnan

Major. These, with six other sorts of Narcissus, which
do not force well, are all that we cultivate of this family,

or rather which we do not cultivate at aU, but let them
do for themselves, and that they do right earnestly ; for

their tops are now so heavy that we are obUged to tie

them up.

The single and double Jonquils, of which there are

smaller and lai'ger varieties, belong to the last family,
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bain? a species of daftbdil, tliey increase like cliives, anil

ai'o excellent for cut flowers.

Several varieties of the Crown /m^jenV// bulbs, backeil-

up this border iu ii line of patches, between which a

good selection of Paviiits are planted. These Pcvonies

come in as the Crown imiunials so out of bloom, and

before they'are (piiteovertlie Jiallioiis iris comes in. This

is one of the best for cut tlowei-s. and its Ions spike may
be cut oft' as soon as the first bloom is burstins the bud.

Christmag rose iu patches, iSiiouilrop, Siwir ihik-c. Star 0/

BetMehein, but no Crocus, Poppji. and Woad anemones,

Turban ranunculus, with I'h-icu herbncea, make \\\> the

rest of this spring border: and they show, conclusively,

that to grow large quantities of a few selected very com-

mon things is the way to make a fine show, in contra-

diction to the old rule of having " a collection."

D. Be.won.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

F.\xcY Gkr.vnilms : An ailditional iiordon Cuttimjs.—
In adverting last week to the time, kc, of taking cut-

tings, no notice was taken of the propriety of dryinij the

base of each cutting a little before inserting them in the

suitable soil. They do not require this so much as the

more succiUent groujis of the famUy, but still they are

all the better for it. There is, however, a little secret

as to the manner of doing this. A gentleman amateur
employed as a wTiter in a leading horticultural periodi-

cal, gave specific directions about shading the cuttings

of geranimns after planting them, and drying the cut

ends before inserting them : but in the process of drying

the poor leaves became so flagged and withei-ed, that

the cuttings afterwards would have got on rather better

without them than with them, roots and leaves being

then respectively proti'uded—chiefly, however, at the

expense of the matter stored up in the cutting, just as

is seen developed in the case of cuttings inserted in a

border out-of-doors. Tliis gentleman seemed much sur-

prised that batches of these succulent plants were fit to

be potted ott' or transplanted that were cuttings ten days
before, and that without a pai'aphenialia of shading and
unshading ; whilst others were being inserted with their

bases di'ied to his heart's content, and yet every leaf was
fresh and vigorous. His cuttings had been treated

according to his own system for a month, and wei-e

showing but little signs of vigour, and all, or chiefly,

owing to the injury done to the leaves. The drying of

the base of all succulent cuttings is useful, because it

prevents that free absorption of moisture that would be
apt to issue in the disagreeable process teimed " dauip-

ing-olf." With the fawij group this dryiug had better

take place in the sliuJe ; and whilst the root ends are

exposed the tops and leaves should be sprinkled with
water, and covered with a leaf to prevent evaporation.

The less succulent varieties may thus be exposed lor a
few hours, the more succulent for a longer period. Any
absorption of moisture that will be inhaled by the

leaves wUl be different in its eftects from moisture
absorbed by the base of the cutting. Tlie more healtliy

the leaves are at first, and the more vigorous they
are maintained iifterwards, the sooner will roots be
foi-med. No after-cai-e can compensate for iuatteutiou
to this simple matter at first. Our seeming digression
will not be without its use, as with many this will be a
chief time for obtaining and inserting cuttings. The hints
as to keeping the leaves fresh will be applicable to all

cuttings. When brought from a long distance, in what-
ever way carried, unless in a close box, they will be apt
to suffer ; and thousands of cuttings among our amateur
fiiends are lost in their endeavours to restore them, as

many for this purpose place them in a vessel of water,

and when the leaves raise their heads they imagine that

all is right, and success certain, though the distending

of the stem with mere water is ever a])t to produce a

damping-olfi/rojjsf'crt/ hdhit. The best [iliin is to restore

the vigour to the leaf, by making itself, and jiart of the

stem, instead of the cut end. the points of absorption;

and this is most etiiciently done by laying the cuttings

down in a damp place, and sprinkling their tops with

water.

Having adverted to the soil necessary for propagation,

we now proceed to indicate
•"!. The Soil suited fur their growth.—This should be

light and rich ; the following, with good drainage, will

answer admirably :—Two parts light brown fibry loam ;

one part heath soil ; one jiart leaf-mould, well decora-

posed, and dried so as to exclude all iusects and worms

;

one i)art cowdung, two years old, and dried ; one jiart

silver sand ; one part small, but not dusty, charcoal.

Cowdung is the best manure to incorporate with the

soil, but it should bo at the least two years old, and well

dried before using it. It is not to be supposed that

every amateur can have all these ingredients at his

elbow ; but wo believe the nearer he approximates to

them the greater wiU be his success. Sandy loam— such

as that prociu-able from a road-side—witli either a little

leaf-moidd or cowdung, will grow them very well. One
thing, however, should be borne in mind by the unini-

tiated—the change from the sod used in propagating

and that for growing should not be sudden : the calf is

not at once transferred from its mother's milk to oil-

cake. In vegetation, transitions likewise must be gra-

dual. The first soil for potting, after propagating,

should be light rather than rich, the richness being

added by degrees.

4. Temperature.—Unless when cuttings are struck in

spring, bottom-heat will be unnecessary. During the

first potting then, a mild bottom-heat will be an ad-

vantage, as they will grow the faster. Cuttings taken ofl'

in the end of summer, and nearly in autumn, will require

no bottom-heat, but merely to be kept close ; and should

be potted oii'and well hardened, by standing upon boards

before winter. Housing, or placing under glass, should

be effected earlier than with other kinds, as they are

very impatient of cold drenching rains. During winter

they should be near the glass, and have plenty of air, and
a temperature from 40° to 4r)°, using as little fire-heat

as possible. Those intended to continue blooming during

the winter, wLU require a temperature of fi'om 4.')" to 50°

;

a few degi-ees more wUl benefit them, if joined to light

and air. In a warm conservatory they answer well for

winter blooming. When kept at a temperature of 40°

the flower-buds will not open. Plants intended to bloom
early iu spring and summer, should have a temperature

of 50"^ during the day, in the end of February and be-

ginning of March, with 4.'j" at night—as it is desirable

to grow the shoots before hot sunny weather comes.

These as they grow ought to be well trained, and then

hardened by exposure to more air and sunlight before

tlie flower-buds appear, which will cause them to come
more vigorous and strong. Altogether, in the matter of

heat, they require rather more coddling than even their

rivals, the fine prize varieties, and a great deal more
than the hardy scaiiets.

.j. Cutting down the plants in the autumn.—Tliis

should be done early, that the plants may have time to

break and ripen their short shoots before winter. Few,
unless some of the strongest varieties, sucli as Noseijnif,

will bear cutting down so close as the prize geraniums

;

as if the stems are very hard they do not break fresh

buds freely. The more weak growing kinds, suchas^J«(/!s

and Ihraham Pacha, ought never to be cut down at all,

but merely be thinned of all the blossom shoots and
buds, and encouraged to gi'ow instead of to bloom, by
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keeping thera closer afterwards, and in a moister atmos-

phere. Even the strong growing kinds which may be

cnt down, should not be so'much dried previously as is

suitable for otlier geraniums. After being cut down,

or merely shortened, according to the habit of growth,

the plants should be kept drier at the roots tliau usual,

until they break afresh : though, as we have already said,

a moist atmosphere will be an advantage, obtained by

sprinklings from the syringe, and damping the walls,

and a slight shading. If the pots in July and August

are fully two feet from the glass, the shading will not be

necessary. For nearly all purposes we prefer diffused

light to shnded light; but in late autumn and early

spring, light is so valuable thatwe would havetheplants

as near the glass as possible, though when the sun burst

out we were forced to shade in consequence.

(5. PottiiKj and placing injlowerinij-pots.—Much that

might have been said upon this head has already been

adverted to. To obtain early flowering-plants in April

and May, plants raised from cuttings early in the spring,

repeatedly stopped and shifted, and prevented flowering,

should be finally stopped in the eud of July, and put

into their flowering-pots in August, after removing a

part of the old soil, thinned and trained out iuto the de-

sirable shape, kept close until the roots are working

freely in the new material, and then hardened by e.K-

posure to air before settingtherain their wiutfer quarters,

which must bo done before they are subjected to heavy

autumn rains. Plants that have bloomed in sjiring and

summer should be cut down or merely stopped and de-

prived of tlieir flowering-buds in July, taken out of

their old soil when fresh growth has commenced, have

their roots slightly pruned before repotting in smaller

pots, encouraged to grow by a rather close, moist atmos-

phere, and transferred to their blooraiug-pots early in

September. Successions may be obtained by preventing

flowering, and repotting in January, February, and

March, and they would thus keep on flowering until tlie

spring-struck ]ilants would be ready to come in in winter.

Eight iui-hrs is II good medium size for blooming-pots.

7. Tiiiininij.—This is all a matter of taste ; round

flatfish cones look very nicely ; a cone more pyramidal in

its outline, might look better. Unless with the stronger

gi-owing kinds, great height could not be reached except

with old plants.

8. Watering.—This must be given according to tlie

general principles previously referred to. Wlien making
their wood, weak maniu'e-water from a solution of cow-

duug will be useful, butit should be desisted from when
it is desirable that the wood should be hardened before

the formation of the flower-buds. Wlien these are

formed the manure waterings may again be resorted to.

Though the small growing kinds will not want water so

often as the strong growing kinds, the want of water will

be more injurious, and allowing them to flag repeatedly

will be ne.s.t to fatal.

0. /(wrais.—They, like their congeners, are exposed to

hosts—green, red, and grey. The best prevention

is good cultivation, and a liberal use of the syringe

when growing. If a red spider appears, syringe with

sulphur-water, laying the plant u))on its side, and
keeping it in the shade for a day, dipping the head of

the plant repeatedly in clear water, and syringing it

again before restoring it to the house. If a thrij} is seen

adopt the same course, only using weak laurel-water in-

stead. If one (jreen flu is seen, you may calculate on
scores not being far ott'; smoke at once, but gently ; it is

always safest to repeat the dose often. If you patiently

wait until yon see scores of either of these insects upon
a leaf, you may as well turn the plant to the rubbish-

heap, as give yourself trouble, and incur expense for

tobacco, &c. ; for when so bad, the cure and the disease

wiU prove nearly equally fatal, so far as being gratified with

the sight of a luxuriant plant is concerned. It. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTliCENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.
When we first began the course of orchid culture, it

was proposed to give lists of such as are pro]ier to grow
in baskets, on blocks of wood, and in pots. We feel quite

sure such lists will be useful to all growers of orchids,

but more esjiecially to amateurs and young beginners.

And in order that those lists may be still more useful,

we shall give short popular descriptions, such as will

enable the amateur to select the most desirable plants

in proportion to the size of his house or houses, and the

extent to which he chooses to go in pm'chasing them.
We shall also give the price at which each may be pro-

cured at any respectable nursery; such prices being for

medium-si/.ed plants. As we consider of orchids, as

well as any other tribe of plants, it is far better to grow
a few really good species with handsome flowers, or with
very sweet scent, to compensate for the lack of bright

colours, we shall only name such as are really worth
growing, either on account of the beauty of their bloom
or their agreeable fragrance.

PLANTS BEQUIRING BASKETS, OR WHICH THRIVE BEST
IN THEM.

Acineta Barlcerii (Barker's A.).—A handsome species

producing long spikes of yellow flowers. Native of

Mexico. The flower-stems push through the bottom of

the basket, and hang down frequently a foot or eighteen

inches below it. 31s (id.

Acineta Humboldtii (Humboldt's A.).—This is also a

noble species, flowering in the same style as the preced-

ing. Tlie flowers are larger, of a deep chocolate, spotted

with reddish crimson. Native of Venezuela. Us.
Acropera Loddigesii (Ijoddige's A.).—A curious and

pretty plant, producing, when well grown, numerous
pendulous racemes of pale yellow flowers, spotted with
purple ; each flower being curiously formed so as to look

something like a boiled cockle. lUs. lid. There is

another species named Liitea, but it is not so handsome.
10s Gd.

Aerides affine (Related Air-plant).—The whole of this

genus is exceedingly lovely. This species is of the most
delicate rosy hue. The racemes of flowers are fre-

quently branched, and sometimes two feet long. Native
of Sylhet. t;3s.

Aerides Brookii (Sir R. Brookes' A.).-—This is perhaps
the most lovely of this lovely tribe; it grows strongly,

and flowers freely. The foliage is handsome, of a glau-

cous (milky gi-een) hue. The colour of the flowers is

varied, from a bright purple labellum to white in the

sepals and petals. It is also very fragrant. Native of

Bombay. 4'is.

Aerides rnaeidosmn (Spotted Air-plant).—Bright green

long leaves with light coloured flowers, spotted all

over with purple, and a large purple blotch on the la-

bellum. This is a dwarf growing species, with an ex-

quisite fragrance when in flower. Native of Bombay.
105s.

Aerides odoratiim (Fragrant Air-plant).—This old

species has several first-rate qualities to recommend it.

It flowers more profusely than any other, it gi-ows more
freely, lasts longer in bloom, and has the finest fragrance

of perhaps any plant known. The flowers are of the

most delicate flesh-colour, tinged with rose. Native of

the East Indies. -I'Js.

Aerides quinquevidnera (Five-spotted A.).—A strong

growing species, producing generally two spikes of

flowers on each stem. Each sepal and petal has a dis-

tinct purplish lilac spot near the top, thus hearing i\v6

spots, hence its specific name ; the ground colour is

white speckled with purple, the top of the lip is green,

the two side lobes pale pink, and the middle lobe of a
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deep crimson. ]t is slightly iVagniiU, and is n lino

species. Native of tlic I'liilipiiino Isles, in.js.

Aeiiiles roseuni (llose-poloureil Air-plant).—This is a

lovely species, with the stems and leaves spotted slightly

with brownish purple ; a dwarf grower, with (lowers of

a rich rose oolonr. Native of -lava. lO-Js.

Aeridet tes.ielutiim (Chcci|nered .\ir-plant).—A scarce

species, with flowers lined anil streaked with green, white,

and ]nnple. Native of the Ivist Indies.

Afri(h:i i-iri'iis (l)eei)-green Air-plant).—The leaves of

this plant are of a lively green ; ground of the ilowcr

delicate peach, spotted witli rich purple ; labelluni or lip

spotted with crimson; very fragrant. Native of .lava.

6.1s.

Snch are the characteristics of this tridy lovely genus.

It will he observed they all come from the East Indies,

and consequently require the hottest house. The baskets

should be tilled with sphagnum, or white bog moss,

which should not he pressed down tightly. Whilst the

plants are young and small they should be suspended
near the roof, but when large they maybe set upon pots

elevated, so as still to be near the glass. There are

plants ofAeriilfs odoratum in some of the best collections

so large as to measui-e five feet liigh, and four foot

through. We have seen a spociracn with more than
sixty spikes upon it.

(To be continued.)

Routine Cdi.ture for June.—During this month,
orchids, with very few exceptions, will be growing
vigorously, and will require a proportionate increase of

moisture. The iirst thing every morning let the pipes,

walls, and paths be thoroughly wetted, so as to create a
large volume oi ntmospheric moisture. Then look over

the plants in pots, and water fi'eely all that are growing
and appear dry, observing that CattJfi/as and Lccliiis re-

quire less water than most of the others. E.xamine the

baskets oiStanhnpeas, and of similar plants, and if found
to be light and dry let them be dipped up to the leaves

in a cistern in the house, the water to be new milk-warm.
Let the peat or moss be thoroughly wetted. The syringe

must tlien be used freely, especially to the plants on
logs. By the time this is done, tlie sun, on fine morn-
ings, will be shining brightly. The shades then must be
let down^ to protect the leaves from its strong burning
rays. The tliernwmetcr in the India house may be
allowed to rise to So-^ the maximum, and then air ought
to ho given by opening the ventilators, care being taken
that no strong current of cold air passes directly upon
or over the plants. Lay this down as a law, like that

of the Modes and Persians, which altered not, that the

plants must be dry once a dni/. By letting in the dry air

of tlie external atmosphere this will be efjectod. To-
wards the middle of the afternoon you will find the paths
and walls, and the plants, completely dried. Then close

the ventilators, wet the walls, &c., and renew the in-

ternal moisture to the air. This will, as it were, be
giving the plants their second supjily of food for the

day. In the evening syringe the blocks, and close up
the hou.se in a comfortable moist state for the night.

.\llow the temperature to fall during that season of re-

pose, and in the morning you will find the plants looking

happy and comfortable, and growing freely, to reward
you for all your care. During the whole of this month
this daily treatment must he faitlifuUy followed.

Should any of the early growing species have fully

formed their annual growth, place them in a situation by
themselves, either in the same house or, wliicli is far

better, in another cooler and drier house. Plants that

are in flower woidd preserve their hloonr much longer if

tliey too could be placed in a similar situation ; but as

soon as they are out of flower, if they have not fully com-
pleted their yearly growth, let them be removed into

their moist quarters again.

FLORISTS' FLOWEPvS.
r.vNSF.v.—These cheerful flowers will now bo in grand

feather, and if intended for exhibition will reipiirc shad-
ing from the midday sun, and protecting from wind and
rain. We arc very partial to layering the long strong
shoots, as they, by obtaining a fresh supply of feeders,

thrive amazingly, besides attbrding a supply of nice
cuttings from the centre. Put in cuttings of all the sorts

worth propagating, in the way we have often directed

;

that is, short cuttings placed under a hand-glass in a
shady jdaco, but not under the drip of a hedge or trees.

Pinks.—This class of florists' flowers are jiartieular

favourites with us; we think them a very genteel race,

and then they smell so sweet! They are now preparing
to reward us for the pains we have bestowed upon them,
by sending up their slender flower-stems, calling forth

moi'e care to protect them from wind and heavjr

I'ains, which otherwise would mar their beauty greatly.

Pipings, as they are termed, may yet be put in, either

under hand-glasses or in pots jilaced under glass upon a
gentle hotbed. T. Api-lebv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Cauliflowers.—Select and mark for seed a few of the

handsomest and finest quality, that is to say, those that
have short thick stems, and well-shaped smooth leaves,

with the flower showing milk-white and perfectly firm;

free from spot, blemish, or frothiness. Spring-sown
plants, which have been pricked out, should be taken up
with a trowel, and planted in rather cold and shady
situations at this season, such as on the north side

of late-sown peas, between the asparagus-beds, when
ample room has been allowed, or on a north border.

-Another sowing should also be made, if there is space
to spare, at this season. It is best to sow thinly in

drills, and to hoe out for the crop to remain, without

transplanting ; or a part of the plants may be tal;en up
carefully, when thinning, and planted, as the check thus

given would secure a succession if well supplied with
water. Chinniey soot-water, with soapsuds, is a capital

stimulator for cauliflowers, as well as a protection against

the destructive maggot to which this excellent vegetable

is so liable throughout the summer months.
Sea-kale.—To secure good sea-kale for the next winter

and spring, it must be attended to at this season. In the

first place, if the crowns have not had their final thin-

ning of all small and spurious shoots, no time should bo
lost in performing this operation ; and that too with

great care, so as not to break about and loosen the shoots

intended to remain, or their leaves. The soil about them,
as previously directed, shoidd, whilst there is space not
covered with its foliage, be constantly loosened by
baud-scarifying, and manure-water should be applied in

abundance. Any kind of sewerage or cesspool-water is

valuable for this purpose ; or any liquid brewed from
the excrements of pigs, poultry, horse, cow, deer, or

sheep, to which soot and salt added is an improvement,
fiuauo-liquid is also well known as a good stimulant,

but if any of the first-named manures are procurable,

the expense of guano may very properly be saved; as

we consider no work well done, at any time or season, if

waste of any kind is permitted, and if those things which
we have at command are not turned to good account.

Economy in every respect must always be placed fore-

most in the mind's eye. Soot and salt may at all times

be added with certain advantage to any of the Brassica

family ; and asparagus and sea-kale especially delight in

it. The stronger the plants are, of course, the stronger

the liquid may be applied. No one would allow a child

to make use of beef, beer, and brandy, in which a brewer's

drayman, or other strong hearty working biped, taking

16 or 18 hours of daily exercise, might indulge.
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Routine Work.—Supposing eve tbis tlie earliest bank

of cabbage to be cleared of its leaves and stumps, and

all turned to good account, the ground should be forked

up into ridges, if not already done, and on the summit

of the bank a row of Scarlet runners may be planted,

to be dwarfed by stopping to four feet sticks, or string,

and stakes. A row or two of Dwarf kidney beans should

be planted on the warmest side ; and a row or two of

the Dwarf Fan, or the American dwarf pea, sown on

the coldest and most shady side ; or a row or two of

lettuce seed may be drilled in. to thin out, to stand for

crops. See that the main crops of carrots, parsnips,

onions, and early turnips, are thinned to a suificient

distance ; and that every vacancy is filled up by trans

Ijlanting, taking the best plants from where they can be

spared, and performing the operation with care,—very

little check will then occur. Hoe and band-drag, or

scarify, the soil between the rows in suitable weather as

often as possible.

Sow the early variety of turnips in succession a little

and often. Radishes, in variety, and small stdads should
at this season be sown also in small portions, often

repeated, and in a kindly preparation, on a northern
aspect, if tender fine-flavoured salad is required.

Mushrooms.—If abundant gatherings of short-stemmed
firm weighty mushrooms are wislied, care must now be
taken. A cold situation, shady, and free from draught,

must be maintained ; and a kindly evaporation, by often

sprinkling the floors of the slied, or cave, or other struc-

ture, with cold water ; the beds of course excepted, as

they should at all times be sprinkled very lightly with

tepid water, about milk warm ; and a little clear liquid-

manure intermi.Ked with it, brewed from sheeji, deer, or

cow-dung.

Melons and Cucujibers, in a fruit-bearing state,

should be well encouraged also with liquid-manure.

Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS
By the avilioress of" My Flower

The first appearance of a swallow is a harbinger, in-

deed, of spring ; yet I was forcibly reminded, a few days

ago, of the well-known proverb, that " one swallow does

not make a summer:" for nothing could be more dreary

and wintry than the day in which I first observed these

favourite birds skimiuing, like lightning, over the

water, as I passed along the banks of a fish-pond, quite

unpi'epared for the sight of anything connected with

summer skies. Tlie cold, bleak east wind was blowing
strongly, and there had been two days of heavy rain

;

the bursting trees looked chilled and comfortless, and
the springing grass was so soaked with wet that it

drooped heavily to the earth beneath its burden, and
the beautiful May flowers, just opening, seemed as

if they had mistaken the season, and were blooming in

dark November. Yet in spite of all these discourage-

ments, led by then* wondrous instinct, came the swal-

lows ; and cold and wet as it was, they seemed to promise
that sunshine would soon appear. Their rapid and
gi-aceful movements always please ; and they sometimes
wlieel and sweep so near us that it seems as if we could

almost catch them in their sportive flight. It is remark-

able, that nothing should be positively known of their

winter i-esidence ; they go, and they come again—but
whither they go, and whence they come, has never been
fully ascertained. The hand of God guides them aoi'oss

the waste of waters to sunnier climes; they have no
compass by which to steer their course ; they can take

no " observation," nor trace their way by the glittering

stars ; yet they go straight and safely to their appointed

place: and at the fitting time they return to tlieir former

habitations. What a reproach to the dull and senseless

heart of man is conveyed by means of the migratory

habits ofbirds! "The turtle, and the crane, and the swal-

low observe the time oftheir coming ; but my people know
not the judgment of the I.ord." They obey the in-

stinctive impulse given by the Creator, and they go and
come at His command ; but tee resist the influences of

the Spirit of God—we ai'c not " obedient to the hea-

venly vision," and we shut our eyes and hearts against

the commandments of the Lord.

It is amusing and interesting to watch the proceedings

of the swallows when they take possession of their

summer home. The curiously constructed nests seem
formed by magic; and when the feeding period begins

it is really wonderful to see the rapidity with whicb

the parent deposits the supply, as he skims past tli^

entrance of the nest; he scarcely appears to touch i*

with his beak, and the most observant eye cannot per-

ceive the action.

Their fondness for the haunts of men, and their con-

fiding disposition, surpasses that of the rook. I have

seen their nests pulled down day after day, when forming

them close to an entrance door, and yet the little perse-

vering creatures resolutely built them up again, until

bunclies of furze or thorns were so fixed to the spot as

efiectually to bafile their attempts. What a beautiful

picture of peace and holy security the social habits of

the swallow offers to our restless, troubled hearts !
" And

the swallow" hath made a " nest for herself where she

may lay her young, even thine altars, O Lord of hosts !"

Let us remember, as we mark the clay-built nests clus-

tering around our roofs, that " Blessed are they that

dwell in thy house : they will be stOl praising thee."

Among the varied beauties of country sceneiy at this

season water meadows have their charms ; and have

added considerably [to the interest of some of my walks

and musings. In the spring they appear to particular

advantage, because they are so richly gi-een, and instead of

being laid under water they are now flooded with sheep ;

and the jierpetual bleating that rises from the flocks is

ever musical to the ear and heart. I could sit for hours

looking dov,'n upon the valley, with its silvery inter-

sections, its stunted pollards, the quiet stream that flows

through it, with a railway by its side, and beyond these

symbols of stillness and motion, upon the milk-white

flocks that spread themselves over the deep green sub-

divisions of the ground ; for there is so much scriptural

interest and meaning, as well as beauty, in all that

belongs to a flock of sheep, that we can never tire of

watching and listening.

It is quite impossible to see them clustered together,

feeding " in green pastures," by the side of " still waters,"

"resting at noon" beneath the shade of spreading trees,

and in the evening quietly following the shepherd, as he

goes before them to the fold, without such inexpressible

emotion as neither pen nor tongue can descriljc. They
picture forth so exquisitely, so fully, " the footsteps of

the flock" of Christ on earth ; and as such, address our

hearts so pointedly and powerfully, that among all the
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glowing imagery of the Book of God, nothing brings us

so closely anil inimediatoly into contact with the pro-

mises of Christ.

I have often watched shee]) feeding quietly and care-

lessly, scattered over a large field, apparently quite un-

protected and alone. A sudden alarm lias aroused them,
and they have rushed together iu terriliod confusion,

bewildered and helpless. In an instant, from the shel-

ter of a Iiedge or tree, starts the shepherd ! He was
near, although hidden from their eyes : "asleep," it may
be. iu the heat of tlie day, but his ear quickly alive to

the movements of his tiniid charge. What a picture of

Him who watches with Almighty care " the sheep of His
hand." We may not perceive His presence : he may
be, as it were."withdi'awn,"hut He "neither slurabereth

nor sleepeth ;

' and He has Himself declared that He
" giveth His life for the sheep." The wolf may come

—

dangers ghostly and bodily are ever hovering around
the "little flock"—but the Good Shepherd has said to

them. " fear not ;
' " no man is able to pluck them out

of my hand."

Let us take courage and comfort iu these assurances,

for we all need them—we are all wandering in devious

paths—and no poor, helpless, silly sheep can be so help-

less, or so silly, or so ignorant as man. When we ramble
through the beautiful scenes of nature, and mark the

ditierent objects that meet us at eveiy turn, we find con-

stant food for thought, instructive as well as delightful

;

and if we apply to orr hearts what jiasses before our
eyes, it is astonishing bow many lessons we may learn

and what deep teaching we may receive.

Whatever our Great Teacher has selected to convey
His heavenly meaning to our darkened minds, is speci-

ally fraught with instruction; and Ho has chosen so

many beautiful but simple incidents and objects for

this gi-acious purpose, and so many belong to all nations,

as well as to the one sanctified by His bodily presence,

that we can scarcely look out ujion the face of nature
without being reminded of His Word. Let it ever be
impressed upon our hearts.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR JUNE.
The time ha.-i nt length an-ived when vegetables will, or

ought to be, in their most active state, and when not a day

may be lost ivithoiit a coiTesponding amount of pecuniai'v

loss in the ensuing winter. There are those in the world

who are constantly in the habit of sa\-ing, " it don't matter
;

"

now this " don't matter," we beg to say, in the majority of

instances, is the sm-e precursor of faUme. A swaim of yoimg
weeds has invested the yovmg carrot crops ; a chance occurs

of getting them out betimes in favom'able weather; they ai'e

neglected, and a rainy period commences ; in a few days

the plants are nearly smothered, and, moreover, become
"drawn " ivith whitened stems. Fine weather again prevail-

ing, they are rushed upon eagerly as being in aiTears ; and
now their h.ilf-bleached and delicate stems are suddenly
exposed to intense sunshine, the consequence of which is

that they become stunted through a contraction of the

delicate sap vessels, and a check is hereby siistained which
the plant never entiiely recovers ; need we add that the crop

proves unsatisfactory, and the cultivator, forsooth, imagines
that the ground was to blame—^was too poor—and, of com'se,

votes an extra amount of manure in the ensuing year.

It is. indeed, pitiful to see how lightly three-foiullis of

cultivators regard weeils. Many fancy that when tliey are

once draivn out that all is right again, and tliat no hann has

ensued : at tlie same time many such persons ai-e ready

enough to thin out portions of Ihe crop as robbing their

neighbours, whilst the rivahy of the weeds is shghtcd, the

character of exliaustin-; the soil scarcely being imputed to

them—they are supposed to live entirely on the air. Let us,

therefore, adrise our aUotraent friends to be very much in

earnest this summer, and then let them say at the approach
of the ensuing winter whether or no they have found a

benefit in a cleanlv course of cultme.

Gexf.r.\t, Maxfjcs.—In all cases of drill crups under allot

mcnt ])ractice, by which practice is meant ffot on plots of

ground in nnicb liner tilih than farming lands in general are,

it is well to precede the band-weeding and sin^linR nut in the

drill by some ciUture between the drills, iin>\iili il ili. uciither

is suitable. AVe generally use the Dutch hMrlnr llii , imrposc,
but there is nothmg like the forlc or spailr Im ilm , «lio can

find time, and who do not begi'udgo a liltli I ili-un, , ,|i.i-in]ly

if the weather prove showeiy. When tlic wr.,i, liriunn the

drills ai-e decayed, the necessary oporntiini . m (lie dilll will

he readily seen. The first proceeding in tlic drills should
be to draw aU the earUest weeds, and the next is to rough
thin the plants if necessary ; not, however, a final thinning,

which is termed singling, that is, so reducing their numbers
as that no two plants touch.

These things done, most crops will be benefited by a

hand-hoeing with the small hoe, and for this process the
land should be iu a condition between wet and dry, rather
inclining to the latter, for a twofold jrarpose has to be
served—pulverisation and the destruction of weeds. It will

be seen that wo have been speaking of general principles of

culture, applicable to most of our drill crops ; we must now
descend to some necessary details of a specific character.

Swede Tuknips.—By this time the Swedes will be above

ground in most parts, and a seed bed wiU have been pro

rided, as a guard against faibue. We must refer to the

general principles of cvdture, as preriously adduced, and if

the fly shoiJd become seriously destructive it will become a

consideration whether to break the whole plot up and recrop,

or otherwise to repair blanks by transplanting. The latter

is generally preferred, and, indeed, is generally the soundest
policy, for there is no crop which can at this period supply

the place of Swedes as a store root ; common tm'nips, such

as the Tankard, the White Round, or Dale's Hybrid, will

succeed as far as time is coucemed, but the great misfortime

is they will not keep like a Swede.

Potatoes.—We regret to say that at the time we write

the old disease has again shewn itself, in a neighbouring

garden, amongst some eaiiy kidneys which have been pro-

tected. We do not name this in order to cause om- readers

to suppose that we feel the same amount of alai-m as when
the disease was rampant ; jnuch better thmgs surely may be

anticipated. The hoe, or other cultm'al uuplement, must be

well pUed between the thills, and a little sod di-awn to the

stems, where there is danger of the produce becoming
greened through fight and aii-. Where they form part of a

system of mixed cropping, combined in alternate rows with

such things as mangold, or Swedes, or other root crops, their

stems should be gently th-awn aside occasionally by means
of a fork or pointed stake, or tlie young plant may be over-

powered. We need scarcely say that cultural operations are

well repaid w-ith the potatoe ; no root pays better for timely

attention. If the late crops should happen to faU in places,

the best plan is to fill up tlie blanks in good time with Swede
plants.

Carrots.—We can add Utile to the remarks at page .jl.

This crop requires some dainty handling ; above all things

let not weeds overpower them. A sowing of the Eoi-ly Horn
kind may yet be made ; such, however, must not be con-

sidered as adding to the store roots for winter and spring,

but as a luxury for the allotment liolder's table dming Oc-

tober and November ; they have the merit, however, of keep-

ing him from his store carrots of the lai-ger kinds, which

should not be used until after Christmas if possible.

Parsnips.—In adtUtion to oxve advice at page ol, we may
add that the final thinning must be completed, if not ah'eady

done; they should not be closer than five inches from plant

to plant. Hand-cultm-e between the plants with the small

hoe, when they get a few inches high, will, by breaking the

side forks, cause the tap root to descend. Deep culture

between the rows is also eminently advantageous, as with

most other root crops.

Common Ti:nNiPS.—Good fuU crops of these may be ob-

tained by sowing in the early part of June ; it often happens,

however^ that a few of the Dutch kind may be slokn from

narrow borders where nothing else will gi-ow. A driU or two

iu such situations may be sown without digging ; thus ti-eated

they produce neat and good eating tumips, with a sm.all

amount of leaf. For a winter and spring supply to the
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allotment lioltler'3 family, the luicUUe of July will be a proper

season.

jERrsALEM Abtichokes.—TIiesB should have their stems

thinned out. We seldom leave more than a couple, hut we
have heard persons affirm that a single stem will produce

more than a couple ; of this we are not thoroughly assiu-ed,

although, of com-se, the distance at wliich tliey are set

biasses the whole affair. A little deep culture between the

rows will be of mucli benefit, and tliey should have one

thorough hand-weeding wlien they ai-e neai'ly a foot high ; or

the hoe may be plied, not cutting too deep.

Onions.—These are a valuable allotment crop, and some
cottagers make a good deal of them. We think hand-weed-

ing preferable to thinning with the hoe, for wc find the hoe

to loosen them, and render them liable to be tlirown down
with storms. These must receive their final thinning soon,

and if blanks occur a showeiy time should be taken advan-

tage of to fill u]) all gaps by transplanting. We would not

advise them to be thinned beyond five niches apai-t ; the

onions will not, of comse, be exhibition ones, but they wUl

be a fuller crop, and will keep better. A spiinkUng with

soap-suds every washing day in June will tend to secm'e the

crop from the onion lly, and to enrich the soil.

Leeks.—A valuable cottager's crop ; to gi'ow them fine

they are best in a trench, like celerj- ; a double row in each

trench, well manm-ed. Planting should not be delayed

beyond the second week in June. Surely our cottagers in

general cannot know what a delicious dish these atlbrd when
highly cultivated or they w^ould plant more. When about

three parts grown they should be soiled up, as celery, but

not quite so deep.

Cabbages.—As these are cut let the leaves, at least once a

week, be collected for the cow or pigs. Some spring sown
ones may be introduced amongst any standing crops, or to

fill gaps ; they will be verj' useful in August and September.

A good sowing of the dwarf kinds at midsummer, or a little

before, will produce fine autivran coleworts ; these shoidd

not be missed.

Green Kai.e.—We need hardly say that this is the most
useful green for ordinarj' pm-poses at present known ; we
consider it the first consideration with the allotment holder,

and he should not fail to jilant a considerable quantity in

the com'se of Jinie.

Savovs.—A patch of these, forwai-d plants, should be

planted in the cai'ly pai-t of June ; they ivill grow neai-ly as

large as the Drumhead cabbage if the soil is good, if poor
the green kale will prove more hardy.

BiiocoLis.—A drill made rich, like for celery, might be
sown with Cape brocoli in tlie first week of June, to stand

where sown ; this is a much superior jjlan to d'ansjilanting

with the Cape kind. A few seeds should be dropped in

patclies every 1.5 inches, and when up they must be singled

out. A few Witlrhcrcn brocoli. plants may ha planted out in

the middle of the month, and a few plants of ciiHliflowcr.

Whatever late sining brocoli is needed shoidd be got out in

the middle of tlie month.
ScAKi^ET Runners.—Let these be well staked betimes, and

it is a good plan to apply a mulching on each side the row

;

the stakes need not be above a yard in height of necessihj,

when they get to the top pinch ofi' their heads.

DwAJiF Kidney Beans.—Let a little soil be drawn to their

stems when six inches liigh ; storms ai'e apt to do serious

mischief witliout this precaution.

Broad Beans.—A good soiling up is of much benefit to

this crop, which is a veiy useful one to cottagers. As soon

as a good bloom is opened let the tops be pinched to lielp

the swelling.

Peas.—Tliese, of com'se, are soiled up, and staked ; nothing

is necessary but to keep them clean. If any nmrrowfat kinds

overtop their stakes let their heads be pinched off.

Leitixes.-—A few of the Buth ens may be sown in the

middle or end of the montli ; they will not prove a profitable

crop, liowever, untU the middle of Jidy. Tlic^e will be

thrown on the cool of autumn again, and will produce full

sized lettuces.

Spinach.—In tlie end of July some of the round land

may be sown ; this, like the lettuces, Avill not yield a bulk of

produce untU the second woel; of July.

FiixiNO IP Blanks.—This, we are sorrj' to say, is a labour

that may in all seasons be anticipated with one crop or tlie

other; and it becomes a consideration whether to fiU up
with the same or to select some other. Swrrles may be fiUed
with Swedes, or with any of the dwai'f cabbages ; Mangold
may be made up with Swedes, or with cabbage ; J'aisniiis

with cabbage or mangold ; and as for Carrots, almost any
other crop is too heavy in its growth for the habit of tlie

can-ot. I'erhaps lettuces transplanted would do as little

harm as most things ; if, however, the carrot crop is very
bad, tlie best way is to dig it up, and recrop with cabbages,
or Swedes, or common turnips.

In all cases of transplantation we need scarcely say that
the ground should be clean, and that the process be canied
out either during rainy weather or immediately after it.

When there is a heavy foliage on the plants about to he
transplanted it is well to cut a portion away, perhaps for

general purposes we may say a third ; this, however, depends
upon the character of the weather as well as size of the

plants. Let not any of our readers cut their plants to a
mere stick ; we have seen Swedes overgrown in the seed bed,

with every particle of leaf cut away—nothing but the stalks

left ; those who do so have not a single idea of the character

and office of the foUage of plants.

Collection oi- Eeei'se.—We have but space to say—make
a point of looking over aDotmeiit grounds nl hnxl once ti week,

for refuse vegetable matter for the cow or pig, during the
summer ; those who have a good extent will do well to make
it an almost daily aflou-. There is an old saying, that " what
is done at anytime is never done;" there is nothing like

being as systematic as possible in all such matters.

THE rOULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.
June.

Bi/ Martin Doyle, Author nf" Hints to Small
Farmers" ifc.

Pigeons.—In June and July pigeons are at the height of

tlieir breeding season, wliether choice fancy kinds, or mere
mongrels, or dove-house sorts for the supjily of tlie liu'der.

If your neighbours do not make any objection to your keep-

ing pigeons, you will find them a very interesting kind of

poultry to keep. The pigeon, lUvO the Giunea-fowl, is faith-

ful to one mate ; and one of these affectionate couples will

have, with proper food and management, seven or eight pairs

of young ones in the year; and these xirubs (as they are in-

elegantly called) are very good for roasting, or for pies, when
nearly Uedged. Tlie pai-ent birds feed tlie young ones, so

that pigeon rearing causes no trouble. Tor the cottager's

purposes pigeons, however, ai'e Uttle suited, because—though,

as Mr. Cobbett has judiciously remarked in his Cotlaijc

EcoHoini/, tliey ai-e an object to delight children, and give

tliera the liabit of fondness for animals, and of setting a

value upc 111 tlii'iii—llioy are not veiy profitable; "fortheHmii to

betrustworiliy tn^vnld^ a(p«m,the ix;/ must have been kind and
considerate Inw^inls animals ; and notliing is so hkely to give

him that excellent habit as his seeing from then- vei-y birth

animals taken great care of, and now and then having a little

thing to call his own." When they are kept by cottagers

some pretty kmd should be obtauied, with a view to selling

the offspring as pets.

Geese.—The gander and goose shoiild both be well fed

now, and secured from interruption, that the eggs may be

fertilized properly for the second brood of the yeai'.

TuRivEYS.—In June and July the second batch of turkeys

will be out, and under om- care. Those young birds which

are designed to be eaten in February, March, and April next,

will have to meet tlie severity of December and Januai-y

witli less established constitutions than their elder brethren

which will be slaughtered for use at Christmas. They wiU

requu'e, therefore, especial care : feed them with extra

Uberality and frequency. The grand secret in reaiing turkey

chicks is constant feeding—every half liour, if possible—with

something fresh to tempt their appetites. ]3y tlie time they

are the si/e of partridges they will consume an enormous
quantity of lettuces and green onions, which shoidd be pro-

vided for them and cut up, but not too small. A mixture of

animal with vegetable food seems to be the lUet better suited

to them than any great quantity of grain, during then- very

young and growing state. Great benefit wiU be foimd from
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haWnj; a worm-henp, or ilun<;Iiill fiUoil witli woi-ms mid
prubs, from which a spndefiil or Iwo niiiy be thrown now nnil

then to the ileHcftte chicks. Any jicrson who lioops n jiony,

or grows encumbers, iiiny mnke ft worm heap with tho ont-

cnstin^s of the stable ami tlie hotbeil—hut this cnniuit be

done in a moment ; it sliould liave been jjuI together in the

last antimm, at the very latest. You can, liowever, prepare

one now for the next year. "Wmmth at niglit, and protection

from wet by day, are matters of necessity for turkey poults.

DtcK.s.—Your pond should now be swaiminp with duck-

lings. .\s every lionest contrivance by which the num-
ber of poultry can be multiplied mny be resorted to, we
shall mention what nn experienced friend has suggested.

If two hens be set on the same day on duck's eggs, by

smuggling away from one hen the brood which she liail

hatdied, and giring it to the other hen also, and then com-
forting tlie bereaved bird with ft batch of hen's eggs, a brood

of chickens will be obtained also. This certainly appears to

be soniewliat cruel. To sit fifty-two days in succession is

no small trial of the patience of the deceived hen, yet her

maternal longings mil in the end be gratified ; and we must
suppose, that if she foimd the long sitting very irksome and
ciintrary to her inclination, she would not continue on
the nest. Slie will have some reward in having a brood of

chickens to nm-se instead of ducklings, which would cause

her ranch vexation of spirit when they, disregarding her
warning voice, would indulge in aquatic sports ; and the

oilier hen, to coimterbalance her shorter time of sitting, has
a double family of stcp-chilcU'en to plague her in tho sup-

posed case.

(inNEA-FOWLS.—The distinction of sex, which we have
not before stated, is accurately described by the Rev. Mr.
Iiixon: "An imerring rnle is, that the hen alone uses the

call note, ' come-back, coine-hack,' accenting the second

syllable strongly, from which they are generally in Norfolk
called ' come-backs.' Of all knois-n birds, this, perhaps, is

the most prolific of eggs. Week after week, and month
after month, sees no, or very rare, intermission of the daily

deposit. Even the process of moulting is sometimes in

sufficient to draw off the nutriment the creature fakes, to

make feathers instead of eggs : and the poor thing will some-
times go about half naked, in the chilly autumnal months,
like a fowl that had escaped from the cook to avoid a prepa-

ration for tlie spit, unable to refrain from its diimial visit to

the nest, and cousecpienUy unable to furnish itself with a

new great-coat." As Guinea fowls, like pigeons, go in pau's,

and are most faithful to each other, it is of course necessary

to have a male for every female. The Guinea-hen sits

twenty-eight days. According to the same author, a liantam
hen is the best step- mother for Guinea-fowls, and can cover

nine eggs, as the natimil mother is too wild iu her habits to

be a good nurse of chicks. These are delicate little birds,

and reipiire much care when young, and often die with
hardly any previous appearance of sickness. They do not
mope and pine for a day or two, lilie yoimg turkeys under
similar circiuustaiices, and then die ; but in half an hour
after being in appai-ent health they fall on their backs, give

a convulsive kick or two, and fall victims, in point of fact, to

sti\rvation. The grabs and wonns of the wonn-heap are

specially needed for them, unless they have liberty of going
with their nm-se to some orchard or field, where they may
themselves procure insects in abundance. .V free range they
naturally rcipiire, and when once reared are verj' hardy and
self-supporting. Eearing them is a capital lesson (inde-

pendently of the value of the birds wlien raised) for in-

struction in the art of rearing poultiT, and for acquiring a
knowledge of the natm-al history of bmls, which can be best
learned by personally attending them, and observing their

habits.

A great secret iu rearing the more tender poultrj- is,

besides feeding them veiy frequently during the day, to feed
them not only veiw late in the day, wliich is easy to do, but
verj- early also, which lazy persons find more ililiicult.

" Shake off duU sloth," and meet the dawn of a summer s

day, or take care that your poultrj'-maid does so for you.
This and the next month should exhibit the good results of
tho forethought yon have been exercising during all the
previous months of the yeai-. For instance, everlasting
layers should have been provided for those famihes iu which
the cousumptiofl of eggs is considerable. But it is abnost

too late now to remedy tho deficiencies which mny have

existed in such particulars, though warning may he taken as

to the better management for the ensuing season

Heware of the tribe of fowl-slcalcrs. 'I'hese fellows feather

their own nests at the expense of the honest poultry-keejier

twice in evei-j' year—viz., at Christmas, when under tho

covert of darkness they make a heavy booty of fat turkeys,

geese, fowls, &c. ; and, secondly, about this season, or a little

later, when with a very innocent look they seem to be about

gathering watercrosses, or herbs for some cure, and contrive

to bag whatever poultiT they can lay hands on.

THE BEK-KEEPKR'S CALENDAR.—June.

JSi/ J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bcc-I.rciicfs

Guiiti;* " .IV.

I A5I much pleased to find that my offer in the pages of

The Cottage Gaupener to procure the Improved Collni/e

flce-hives for those persons who are desirous to obtain them,

hut whose distance from this place renders it a rather diffi-

cult matter to accomplish, has been so largely respoiid(Hl to ;

anil should some of my very numerous coiTesjiiiiuleiits have

thought the time long before their hives reaclnd ilieni, il bus,

1 lieg to say, arisen entu'ely from the niuuber td' applications

received, and the difficulty in having so great a number
made in so short a time. However, as the season is, swarms
cannot be early this year; so that they will all be suppUed
in good time I Inist ; for unless a very considerable change

in the weather takes place, and that also immediately, swarms
must not he expected before June.

In my own apiary I have not yet seen any drones, nor have

I heard of any having made their appearance in this neigh-

bom-hood (now the 1.3th of May), which is already much
later than their usual time of appearing, and which will

make swarming, and the honey gathering season also, late

;

but still, on this account, it may not be the less abundant;

the honey harvest very seldom extending beyond three weeks,

and whether it commences in dime or July makes but Uttle

difference. The honey, perhaps, gathered in June is rather

the best coloiu-.

For the method of placing bcUijlnsscs, boxes, or small

hives upon stocks in the improved cottage liives, see The
Cottage Gahdeneb, vol. ii., liage 41 ; and for the general

treatment of swai-ms, talcing honey, expelling the bees from
the glasses, fee, etc., see page lOi of the same volume.

I observe in the classified list of objects which may he ad-

mitted to the Exhihition of the Worl.s of Iiirtiixlr;/ of oil

\nlions, to be opened in London on the 1st of May, IH.jl,

under the head " substances used for food," that hoiiri/ is

mentioned. This notice, I feel assured, will not fail to bring

a host of competitoi-s ; and shotild the ensuing season prove

a favourable one, many very interesting specimens will, I

doubt not, be brought together from all parts of the king-

dom for exhibition. Now, it must be remembered that the

excellency of a glass of honey depends not so ranch upon its

size and shape, as upon its colom- and quality. It should be

as free from coloiu- as possible, which a glass filled in June
is sure to be, provided it be begun and finished iu from foiu--

teen to twenty-one days. Any glass containing brood, or

even the cells in which brood has been hatched, be it other-

wise ever so handsome or so well filled, cannot be considered

fine; therefore, when guide combs arc fixed in glasses

( which is always very desirable), it is necessarj' that they

shoiild be of the finest quality and of the purest whiteness

;

for although the bees have the power of fixing them to the

glass, and, in some measure, to alter their form, the coloiu-

must remain the same.
Very many stocks of bees have died this spring, leaving a

considerable quantity of honey in their hives, some even as

much as fourteen pounds, and without any appearance of

disease or probable cause for their leaving. It has arisen, I

should imagine, from the death of the iiueen, and that at a

time when there has been neither eggs norlarvre in the hive.

In cases of such desertion, I have always recommended to

have the mouth of the hive carefiUly stopped, and a swarm
hived into it at the earliest opportunity ; that is, if the combs

• Tliis useful little volume is only priced 4s. ; we quoted a wrong price

lately.—Ed. C. G.
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are clean, of a good colour, and not more than two or three

years' old. Now, bad there been either eggs or larvse in the
hive at the tijne of the qiieen's death, the bees would have
exercised the power which they possess of making from them
another queen, and would have remained iu the hive ; but
finding that impossible, they, in all probability, swarmed and
joined some other stocli. A friend writing to me from Devon-
shire lately, gives the following very interesting account of

this process :
—" My large box contains now an artificially

raised queen. They lost their former one last year. I gave
them a bit of brood in a glass, at top, late in the season
(before the drones w'ere all gone, however), and watched
them daily, that is to say, half a dozen times daily for six-

teen days, when their queen came forth, and has proved a

most fertile one, for it is the most popiUous family I have.

They constructed the cell seven hours after I gave them the
bit of brood. I saw them begin it and finish it; take a grub
out of a cell, place it in the royal cell, and nurse it assi-

duously. Had I not given them this brood, the colony would
have been extinct long ere this, for they had no brood sviit-

able at the time." He concludes by sajing, " I have down
iu my bee-book many interesting observations on my hives

of tliis nature, but it would only be tiresome to relate them."
I have ,jnst been looking over the fom'th edition of Taylor's

Bce-licepcr's Manual, published yesterday by Gi-oombridge
and Sons, it contains upwards of thirty ft-esh illusU'ations, and
a verj' considerable quantity of additional and highly inter

esting matter; and I beg to say to the very many inquuies
that I have had respecting the late improvements in his

Amateurs Bar-hive, that a full description and explanation

of them is also given. The book should be read by everj'

amatem' apiarian. It was said of the last edition " that it

was one of the best, cheapest, and most easily-referred-to

works on the subject;" and the present one, with all its addi-

tions, is published at the same price.*

THE PHYSIC GAEDEN.
By a Physician.

HirpocASTANEOf;.— In this beautiful though very small
order I have but one species to mention, and, as it is a good
type of the rest, I proceed at once to speak of it :

—

HoKSE C'hesndt {..^sculus Ilippocastanum).—I know of

no tree which, when in bloom, aflbrds a more magnificent

spectacle than the Horse chesnut ; nor is the pleasure con-

ferred by it confined alone to the eye : the nnse is delighted

by its fragrance, and the ear with the stirring hum of the

bees that are attracted by the nectared sweets contained in

its blossoms ; and last, not least, the mind is led to the con-

templation of the perfections of that wonderi'ul Being who
could design such a noble object, and to the reflection that

it should imitate the conduct of the busy insects, iu devoting

its whole energies to the fulfilment of those duties for which
men were placed upon earth.

The fruit, or rather the seeds, are much valued in the
south of Em-ope as food for fattening sheep ; and they have
been used by some persons as a substitute for coffee. Like

the acorn they possess an astringent principle, which exists

likewise in the bark ; and this latter part of the ti-ee has
been recommended as a valuable febrifuge in intermittent

and other fevers. This property has also rendered a decoc-

tion of the bark semceable in some cases of gangrene, in

which particular it resembles a nearly-allied tree, the Tinguy,
which is similarly employed iu Brazil, to heal sores in horses

caused by stinging insects.

AjLPEi.rDEA.—As is my custom, baring but one plant to

allude to in this order, I commence at once my observations

on the

Vine (I'ilis vinifrra).—Those who take an interest in

tracing the histoiy of any plant from the earliest period at

which we have any record of it, mil not perhaps meet with
(me that will prove more ancient, or more generally useful

and instnictive, than the vine. It would be foreign to my
pmqiose here, to enter into such a subject, but it is one
which would well repay any who can devote the time to it,

suiiplying them with much valuable infonuation connected

* We beg to add the expression of our very high approval of UTr. Tay-
lor^B Bee-keeper^s Manual. We know of no book upon the subject that
the amateur can consult with so much advantage.

—

Kd. C. G.

with histoiy, civilization, progress in the ai'ts and sciences,

and also the manners and customs of nations since the
days of Noah, who is the first person mentioned as having
used the vine.

Neither is the use and abuse of the juice of the grape so

much my theme as the medical properties which the vine

possesses, and the mode of emplojing them to the relief or

cm'e of man, in a state of sickness.

If the branches of the rinebe punctured in the spring, the

sap mil exude in the form of drops, and these, commonly
known as " tears," are a popular remedy iu France for dis-

eases of the eye—then- value however, is very doubtful. The
leaves are astringent and acid, and a decoction of them is a
very efiicacious lotion for sore mouths, and is Ukevrise some-
times taken internally to stop dian-hoBa. " The ashes of the

bm-nt branches wiU make teeth that ai-e as black as a coal,

to be as white as snow, if you but every morning rub them
with it." The fruit, however, is the most important part of
tlie plant, though more so domestically than medicaUy. The
skiu and seeds of grapes are indigestible, but, according to

Dr. CuUen, the pulpy or fleshy part of the sweet varieties are

the safest and most nutritive of summer fruits. A', hen eaten

freely, tliey prove slightly laxative ; and iu inflammatory and
febi-ile complaints they are a most delightful and valuable

agent in allaying thirst, and diminishing feverish heat.

Those, who on account of affections of tiie limgs are com-
pelled to seek a warmer climate, are recommended by Sij'

James Clark to by the eflect of a " course of grapes," as a

remedy in high estimation in several parts of the Continent.

When dried, gi'apes are denominated raisins; and common
raisins, the sultanas, muscatels, and other sorts, together

with the fruit called by grocers, cun-ants, are all dried fruits

of one jjlant, the ortlinary vine ; but assmning these different

characters, partly from vai-ieties in the plant produced by
climate aud cultivation, and partly from the mode of cming
them. Raisins are more sweet, mucilaginous, and laxative,

than fresh grapes, but from tlieu' containing less acidity ai'e

less cooling and refreshing.

We come now to the most important of the products of the

rine, namely, the feiTuented juice of its fruit—-mue.
If it be talcen in moderation, wine acts as a beneficial sti-

mulant to the whole system. To a person in perfect health,

its reasonable use can be in no way prejudicial; while on the

other hand, verj' deleterious effects are likely to result to

those who have their vital powers in any manner impaired.

People who ai'e dropsical, or subject to gout, or maladies of

the digestive organs, are Ulvely to aggravate these complaints

by the use of mue. But mne is also a tonic, as well as a

stimulant, and on this accoimt it becomes a most valuable

medicine in the latter stages of fever, in order to support the

system under the langour and torpor which is the general

consequence of such an attack, to inrigorate the spirits, and
to induce sleep. Sheny is the wine most commonly em-
ployed medicinally, on account of the small quantity of

acidity in it. Madeu'a is a more stimulating mne, and is to

be prefeiTed for invalids and elderly people, where the ad-

ditional amount of acid which is contained in it is not ob-

jectionable. This would render it improper to be used by
those wiio have gout ; and a similar reason makes port wine
impi'oper in such cases. There is, however, more astaingency

in this latter wine than in any other, which constitutes it a

valuable medicine in relaxed conthtions of the stomach, sub-

ject of course to the above objections.

If wine be exposed to the air, a chemical change takes

place in it, aud it becomes converted into vinegar ; and this

fluid when purified by distillation forms acetic acid.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION AT
THE REGENT'S PARK.—May 8.

(Continued from page 114.)

ORCHIDACE^.
COLLECTIONS OF TWENTT-PIVE ORCHIDS.

] ST PnizE to Mr. Williams, gardener to E. Warner, Esq.,

of Hoddesden, Herts. The weather was so unpropitious

that there was no competition for this grand prize (I5£).

Mr. WiUiams' collection, however, was thought wortliy of the
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1 prize by tlio j\iil;.,'es. His plants were wrll grown and in fair

coiuUtion. He had fine

Dentirrthittm miirropfii/lhtni. with II spikfs of its beautiful fragrant
flowere. Mnjritlnria tfiiuifulin, .1 lurge masa, with srorCB of flowers upon
it. Cilttteyu Skiiiiifrii^ 6 spijies of its beautiful flowers ; 1 spike had 9
Dowers upon it. Ciillleiia riliina had 2 of its line Icmon-icentcd flowers.

Catflet/tt mossia- sttperba, 5 large flowers. Qttridium papilio majur, 3
flowers like butterflies. Pfi<il(etwp.tis f^rnnttifionin, 7 flowers. Phnitin
Wattichii, 5 spikes. Dnidrot/iiim rtrrtifrsretis, many spikes.

rOI.I.KlTlONS OF FIFTF.EN OIICHIDS.

1st Trizk to Ml'. IMant, paidencf to — Srhroder, Ksci|.

Verj- nearly, it' not (|nito, as tine a collection as the preeed-

iuR one. The hest plant in it was the olepant
Sticrola//(iim f^nftntiini, with three spikes expanded. Vnnda rnstnta,

with 9 of its curit>us flowers in bloom. Cntttnthe rentln/oUa, with 12
spikes. Dcndroliium dftisijinrtim, 9 spikes.

!ixt) Prize to Mr. ]''rankliu, <;ai'dener to Mrs. Lawienoe,
Ealing Pai'k. This collection had many rare and good plants
in it. We can only mention a lew of the \x'ry best.
Dendroiium monili/ormr. 3 ft. through, and a mass" of flowers ; a line

specimen. C/it/sis firfiftf!srem, 7 spikes of its large pure white-was-like
flowers. Vanda insi^tis, a good plant, with 2 spikes of its fine bronze
yellow flowers. Detidrobium nobitt, a large moss of stems and flowers.

rOLI.riTIONS OF TE.N OUCHIDS.
1st Prue to Mr. Dobson, gardener to E. Beck, Esq.
Vendrobium nobile, a large finely-bloomed plant; ."ift. bysft. Cat-

ttet/a Skinnerii, very high coloured ; 7 spikes. Epidendrinn trasiti/oiiutn

,

12 spikes.

axD Prize to Mr. WooUey, gardener to H, 15. Ker, Ksq.,
Cheshnnt. A fine specimen of that fine old plant

Phaiits grandifolius, g epikce. Lycaste Harrisanii, 14 flowers. Cijrto-
chilum Jitipes, i spikes.

NEW ORCHID?.
1st Prize.—Messrs. RoUison exhibited the new and rare

Ci/pripedhim Loiiii, with 2 of its large curious Howers. They
are of a brownish yellmv colour, with dark spots; the petals
are di'awn out, one on each side, about iive inches long.

1st Prize.—Messrs. Veitch had a small plant of Snccola-
bium miniala, considered equal to the last.

axr Prize.—Also « iieu- Vendrobiiim, with pale spotted
flowei-s of metUum size ; something hke D. aquem.
2nd Prize.—Also another Dcndrnhiiim, like D. Piernrdii,

but more sti-ongly marked.
In specimens of orchids, Messrs. Lucombe, Piuce, and

Co., of Exeter, had a noble plant of Dendrnhium cwnilescens,
C feet high and 1 feet across ; obtained a first-class prize.

PELARGONIUMS.
The weather had had considerable influence upon this class

of plants. They were neither so numerous nor so fully ex-
panded, excejit in one or two collections, as we might have
expected had the season been more favourable. Notwith-
standing this there was a very fair show of these splendid
flowers.

COLLECTIOJ! OF SIX IN 11 INCH POTS.—(Open to all.)

1st Prize to Mr. Parker, gardener to — Oughton, Esq.,
Eoehampton.

[We noted a few of the best in each collection, and, there
fore, shall mite them witliout any further preface.

)

Negress; dark. Zanzumim ; light. Resplenden; dark. AdonU i
bght. Rosy circle ; light.

iND Prize to Mr. Gaines, nursei-yman, Battersea.
Emma; light. Negress; dark. Gazelle; light.

The rest of this collection wanted a fortnight longer to
bring them up to the mark.

coixECTiON OF TWELVE IN R-iNCH POTS.—(Amatcurs.)
1st Prize to Mr. Cock, amateur, Chiswick.
Salamander: iark. Pearl ; liebt. Rosamund ; light. Mont Blam ;

light. Bertha; light, ilary ; dark. Orion; dark. Gulielma ; light.
Forget-me-not; dark.

2nd Prize to Jlr. Robinson, gardener to J. Simpson, Esq.,
Thames B.tnk, Pirahoo.
Negress; dark. Cassandra: dark. nusta';KS: dark. Boi!e«a ; superb

bght. Camilla; light. Gulielma; Ught.

3rd Prize to Mr. Staines, amateur, Maida A'ale.
AmuA; dark. 3[inna ; dark. Negress; dark. Gulielma; light.

Pearl; hght. Forget-me-not ; dark.
^

COLLECTIONS OF TWELVE IN S-iNCH POTS.—(NuTsei'ymen')
1st Prize to Mr. Dobson, gardener to E. Beck, Esq. This

collection was in excellent condition.
Pontiff; dark. Gustavus : dark. Chloe ; dark.

Mont Blanc ; light. Blanche ; Kght. Ciii/p ; dark.
Agatha ; dark.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX F.\NOY PELARnoNniMs.—(Amnlours.)
These beautiful plants were exhibited in great perfection.

The competition was vciy severe.

1st Prize to Mr. Robinson.
Fairy Queen; light. Queen Superb ; light. Empress; light. Madame

Meillez : dark. Jehu Superb ; dark. Anais ; dark.

2Nn PiiizF. to R. Mosely, Esq., Pine-Apple-Placc, Maida
Vale.
Lady Flora; light. Lady Rirers ; light. Nosegay; dark. Annis.

dark.

'iRH Prize to Mr. Staines.
Nymph; light. Statuiska; dark. Madame Meillcz ; dark. Qiirn,

Victoria; light.

SEEDI.INO PELABGONirjIS.
A considerable number of seedhngs were exhibited, but

only one obtained a prize. It belonged to E. Beck, Ks().,

Isleworth.
Berk's Rosa : lower petals a glowing scarlet, upper petals dark blotch ;

well defined edges, with the same colour OS the lower petals ; size mode-
rate ; a very desirable flower.

Mr. Beck had also a vei^ good seedling, named Incompn-
rable, almost as good as Rosa, but not qiute so good a form.
Mr. Hoyle exhibited a seedling of merit, named Eclipse,

which, when better gi'own, will be thought much of.

CINERARIAS.
COLLECTIONS OP SIX CINERAMAS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Henderson, Pine-Apple-Place. The
best were

Speciosa, Cerito, Edmondia, and Husseyana.

2nd Prize to Mr. E. G. Henderson, "Wellington Nursery,
St. .John's Wood.
Matilda. Effic Dean, Adela Villiers, and Flora Mac Ivor.

3hd Prize to Jlr. Ivery, Peckham.
Prime Minister, Oem, Beauty of Peckham, and Edmondia.

•^RD Prize, equal with Mr. Ivery, to Mr. Robinson, gar-

dener to J. Simpson, Esq., Thames Bank. His best were
Newington Beauty, Husseyana, Edmondia, and Amanda.

SEEDLINii riNERAItlAS

Were exhibited in quantity, but were aadly deficient in

quality. The following obtained prizes :

—

Lady Hume Campbell; form good
;
petals broad; disk dark; ground

colour white
;

petals tipped delicately with rich blue. A very pretty
variety. Mr. E. G. Henderson.
Madame Sonfag ; form perfect ; petals broad ; dark disk ; ground

colour white; petals tipped broadly with deep lilac; size large. Mr. E.
G. Henderson.
Jetty Treffis: : form escellent ; blue disk ; white ground ; broad petals,

each elegantly tipped with the most vivid blue.

PANSIES.
COLLECTIONS OF TWENTY-FOUR P.tNSIES.

Considering the unfavom-ahle season, the pansies exhi-
bited were very respectable.

1st Prize to Mr. Tm-ner, florist, of Slough. We select
the following as being the best, and worth growing.
Commodore, Optima, Duke of Norfolk, Lucy Neat, Bellona, D'Israeli,

Climax.

2xD Prize to Mr. Bragg, of Slough.
Duke of Norfolk, Thisbe, Rainbow, Ophir, Premier, D'Israeli, and

Lut^ Neat.

CALCEOLARIAS.
CALCEOLARIAS—COLLECTION OF SL\.

1 ST Prize to Mr. Stanley, for
Sebastian,' Beauty Supreme,' Enchantress, Chancellor,* Solicitor-

General, ,Ma.tsonij.* Those marked • were the best.

CACTI.
COLLECTIONS OF SIS TAIX CACTI.

1st Prize to Mr. Green. Amongst them were fine plants,

with large rich flowers, of
Formosa, Ackermannii, and Coccinca grandiflora.

SINGLE SPECIMENS OF SUPERIOR CULTURE.
1st Prize to Mr. May, gardener to Mrs. La;vrence, for

Pirncha spcctahilis ; a most extraordinary plant, measming
!l feet across and 6 feet high.

2nd Prize to Mr. Lane, for a very fihe specimen of Rhodo-
dcndrnn Gihsonii ; 6 feet high, 'i feet through, with numerous
flowers.

'!rd Prize to Messrs. Veitch and Son, for Boronin Spnthn^
lata ; a good plant well bloomed ; '.i^ ft. by 3 ft.

•iTH Prize to Messrs. Rollison, for Epacris miniala.

4th Pmze to Messrs. Veitch and Son, for Fuchsia spcL-

tabilis.
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fixii PrazE to BIcssrs. Lnconibe, Pince, and Co., for Hnijn

imp'rialis; a large plant mth three lieails of bloom upon it.

NEW AMI r.ARE PLANTS.
1st Pmze tn Messrs. Yeitch for MeiHiuiln bracienl.n ; very

large foliage, niid racemes of flower; they are of a dull red

colour'. Tlie bracts are pale rose, with deep rose-coloured

veins. Likely to be a fine conservatory plant.

S!nii eiji Af, I'r.iZES were given to Messrs. Veitcli and Son,

for Dicbjtra spictahilis. Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.,

for a new Rhnilodciidron— TSinnca, pure white; for anew heath,

named E. Mniibiiri/tinn, liglit crimson; for two new heaths,

named Eiicki-rii, large reddish flower, and Cinnnhnrinn, bril-

liant crimson. To Messrs. Henderson, Pine-Apple-Place,

for Phncica Wcipprniiiiiin, for I'imdm Verxchiiffettiami ; both
of a neat habit, and likely to prove useful ornaineiital plants

;

and for Acncia ijrunilis, tine foliage, and flower of a dazzling

orange colour.

:lr,ii Pjuze to Mr. Stanley, for a new broad-leaved Hovai,
witli blue flowers.

Mr. Wood, of Norwood, exhibited a large collection of

hardy variegated plants ; and Mr. AVilliams, gardener to C.

Warner, brought a flnely-growu large collection of Bi-itish

ferns, for neither of which was a prize awarded!

LONDON HOETICULTUR.\L SOCIETY'S SHOW AT
CHISWICK.—May ISth.

We never witnessed a more gorgeous display of that sin-

gularly beautiful tribe of plants the Orchhlacete ; they were
})roduced in really magnificent condition, both as regiu-ds

number and excellent condition. The Aznlens were in

splendid order, as were the Heiitlis, and collections of Stove
and GrcciihoKSf Plants. The Pelanioniums also shewed an
improvement upon those shown at the liegeut's Park ten
days previously. In Roses we could not detect any improve-
ment; though still very fine several specimens were evidently
past theii- prime. There were more of single specimens of

superior cultm'e exhibited than usual, and in bitl.i- condi

tion. In new and rare plants, as our report will sli.w, thrri;

were several useful and interesting specimens exiiibiteil.

The great wonder of the day, however, were two specimens,
from the gardens of the Duke of Devonshire and the
Dowager Duchess of Northumberland, of that magnificent
water plant the Ticloria nyia, ol which we shall give a de-
scription hereafter. Fruits, as might he expected so early

in the season, were but thin in numbers, but there were
some good pines, grapes, and strawberries placed upon the
tables.

This, and similar exhibitions, exempUfy the great benefit

of emulation. AVithout such a stimulus to exertion would
tliere ever have been such noble examples of skill ex-

hibited ? If all exliibitions of garden produce were ever
to be extinct, we might safely prophecy that the culture of
fine specimens would in a very few years be superseded.
Hence the pubUc, and gardeners especially, ought to be
grateful to such societies as the London Horticultural and
ivegent's Park Botanic Society for opening, continuing, and
promoting, as they do so liberally, such exhibitions of horti-

cultural industry and skill. We might expatiate much upon
this theme, and aUude to the great stimidus that will be
given to human industry in all branches of science at the
forthcoming grand I'Niinsiiinn in 1R.51, but our space forbids,

and we sliall cimi.ni nuisrhcs with heai'tily wishing success
to all liorticultural ixbihilKins.

COLLECTIONS OF TWENTY EXOTIC OECUIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Jlylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Estj.,

Wandsworth. This collection was, without exception, the
finest ever seen ; every plant was a pictm-e of beauty and
skill. Our brief description of the best of them is arranged
according to their respective merits, the best being fu-st; and
we shall follow the same plan in noticing the plants in all

the classes.

Saeenlabivm prwmorsiim, an extremely fine, well grown, and freelj'

flowered plant, with 18 of its lovely racemes of flowers. Sarealabium
f^litttittttn ; 18 spikes. Equally handsome but not so large a plant. Den-
driibium Dcmnianum; 1 1 spikes, one of which had 30 flowers upon it.

Decidedly the best plant ever seen of this charming species. Dendrobinjn
formosiim had 15 of its large white and yellow handsome flowers upon it.

Dendrobium densifiormn i 10 spikes, and many more to open. Aerides
iiffinei 12 spikes, a large plant; there were at least seven more spikes to
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open. Cjimbidlum eburneum : this rare and beauliful plant had four of its

large fragrant blossoms fully expanded. CiEtof^yne Lttieii ; also rare, with its

cream-coloured flowers and a large rich brown spot on the lip ; had three
spikes numerouslyflowered. Chr/sis braetesceiut ; five spikes, alarge plant.
Vtnida crisltttu; a large healthy plant, with 20 flowers. Vnnda tereH;
eight feet high, with six spikes. Vanda tricolor ; two spikes, 12 flowers
on each. Vanda stiavis; two spikes, one had 14 flowers. VhaltEnopsis
amabilis; one spike, with five branches, averaging five flowers on each ;

an uncommonly fine plant. Phatienojms grandijtura i very large, pure
white flowers, with five spikes.

2xD Prize to Mr. Williams, gai'dener to C. Warner, Ksq.,
Hoddesdon. This collection was a remarkably well grown
one ; several of the plants in it were exhibited at Regent's
I'ark ; we refer our readers to our account of them in that
report. AVe noticed the following in addition :

—

Dendnbii tjimb,- a fine plant with 12 racemes. B. nobile and
U. ewnilrxi-i-iis ; hu t.'i- masses, thickly bloomed, 4 ft. high and 4 ft. across.

D. Jcnliitisii ; a little gem, with 40 flowers. Ltrlia cinnabarina ; one
spike, with 1 1 of its rich orange scarlet blossoms upon it. Epidendrum

."rd Prize to Mr. Rae, gardener, to .T. Plandy, Esfj.,

Reading. In this fine collection of weU grown plants were

Ciittleya Skinnerii ; 13 spikes, very well coloured and numerously
flowered. C. inossiee ; 20 large fine flowers fully expanded. Pbrittenopsis
amn/jills ; seven spikes. Oncidium gnttatum ; two long branched spikes,

with hundreds of rich coloured blossoms. Scutiearia StcHil; this rare
plant had two of its large beautiful flowers expanded. Epidendrum
Stinnfordiamtm ; five spikes.

Itii Prize to Mr. FrankUn, gardener to Mrs Lawrence,
Killing Park.

Vanda in^ignts ; a noble plant, with two spikes of its beautiful flowers.

Cr/ytopodium punctalum ; one tall spike with 12 branches of its curiously

spotted, handsome flowers. Vendrobium densiflontm; seven spikes, a
large handsome plant. Chysis bractescens ; five spikes, rather past its

best. Cattler/a mossitp ; seven large flowers. Vanda teres ; two spikes.

Dendrobium nobile; a good, well flowered plant. D. Duthousianum

i

rare, with several flowers.

C0LLECTIO>'S OP FIFTEEN EXOTIC ORCHIDS

—

NUHSERYMEN.

1st Prize to Messrs. Veitch and Son, Exeter. A splendid

collection of well grown plants.

Vanda snaris ; a very large plant, with six spikes of its lovely flowers.

Vcndrobinm nobile; large and well flowered. Cattleija mossite ; 18

flowers. Dendrnbium Deeonianum; a large mass. Grammatophyllum
inullijfontm ; three long spikes, numerous light green and brown flowers.

Oneidinni sp/tacelatum; large mass. Aerides ajfine ; a good plant with
two spikes.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Rollison, Tooting. Messrs. 11. ex
hibited again, in good condition, the rare

Cypripedinm Lowii, with two flowers upon one stem. Also a fine

plant, with very large flowers, of Epidendrum Utamfurdianain. Leptotes
scrrulata ; a rare gem even in orchids. A good plant of Saeeolnbium
guttatu7n, with two spikes. And a fine Oneidinin sphacelatum, densely

flowered.

3i!D Prize to Mr. Dobson, gardener to Mr. E. Beck,

nurseryman, Isleworth.

Dendrobium nobile ; in better order even than at Regent's Park ; an
immense plant, 5 ft. by 3 ft. Oneidium umpliatum major ; a fine plant

but scarcely in bloom. Epidendrum mtelUnnm ; a bciutiful scarlet-

flowered species, one s)>ike. Dendrobium dens'Jlorum ; 10 spikes. Onci-

dium stramineum ; two spikes, a pretty species.

COLLECTIONS OP TEN EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to AV. G. Farmer, Esq.,

Clieam. In this collection there were several unitiue plants,

especially the following :

—

Acincta Hnmboldtii ; a very large fine specimen, with seven spikes

expanded, and many more to open. Cattteya Sltinneri ; nine spikes,

with numerous flowers. Luca:una bicotor ; a very long spike of its

curious handsome flowers.

2nd Prize to Mr. Blake, gardener to J. Schroder, Esip,

Stratford.

Sfiecolabium guttatum ; a nice healthy plant, with three spikes.

Anffuloa ; a new species; very handsome flowers, with three spikes;
cream-coloured, spotted with rose. Catanthe veratrifolia ; a fine plant,

with 12 spikes, oneidinni papitio; the far-famed butterfly plant, the

large variety, with three flowers.

COLLECTIONS OP SIX EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

There were five cidlections exhibited, in every one of which
was some stiiking, good plants.

1st Prize to Mr. Kinghorn, gardener to the Earl Ivilmorcy,

Orleans House, Twickenham.

Oneidium umpliatum major; two large spikes very densely bloonied.

Dendrobium ewnilesecns; a good plant, with numerous spikes densely

bloomed. Phalo-nopsis frrandiflora ; one spike, with the extraordinary

number of 15 flowers upon it, all in perfect condition.
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2xD Prizf. to ^rr. Inson, gnrdenor to the Powftgor
Piieliess of Northumbevliiud, Syou House. He had also a

iiiie phmt of

Oncidium amplinhim major^ not quite 90 well flowered. Dendrobiitm
densifiorttm : a large mass, with aevcn spikes expanded, and many more in

hud. Oin'idiitm altissimum ; numerous long spikes, much branched, and
densely tlowercd.

3itn I'lUZF. to Mr. Given, jiai-ilcnor to Sir F.dmuiul Antro-

bus, Part., Chenm. Jlr. tireen ImJ a liir^e plant (jf

Dendrobitnti iioAiVf, with hiph-colourcd flowers ; and Phaiitj graniU-
/alius, a large plant, with numerous spikes.

4th I'kize to Mr. Olirien, prardener to (>. Kead, V.sq.,

Bm-nliam, near ]iridp;invater. The most remarkable phmt
in this collection nas tlie rarely-seen

Evidendrum rliizopftortim, with Its beautiful scarlet flowers. Also a
good specimen of that beautiful species Dfndrultitim Devuniimutn,

.'>TH TiiizK to Mr. Oerril, gardener to Sir .Tohn Cathcirt,

Bart., Cooper's Hill, near Eghain. In this collection was
the wonderful

Stanfio/iett tigrina, with two of its strange large flower fully expanded.
Also a good Dendrobiiim densijionim, with 10 spikes of llowers e.\pandcd

;

and a good spike on the flne old orchid Brttssia mttciilittit.

SIXQLE SPECIIIEXS OF OHCniDS,

Showing superior cultiu-e, were very sciu'ce. Only one ob-

tained a prize, and it well deser\-ed it.

1st Prize to Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Collycr, Esij.,

Uarlford.

Dendrobii.

sp.kes.

cnlceohtre ; a plant 8 ft. high ; well clothed with flower-

XEW OnCHlDS.

ND Pr.lZES to Messis. ^eitcll and Sons, Kxetcr,
for

Bull/ophrftlum Lobbii; named after the indefatigable collector Mr. Lobb.
This is a really handsome and exceedingly curious plant—pale yellow and
brontc spotted ; a curious triangular-shaped lip ; undcr-side of the sepals
exceedingly beautiful, spotted with crimson. The sepals bend forwards,
petals backwards; 3 inches across. Vendrobium imnsjHireiis, like D.
phrafdi, but deeper-coloured spots.

{Tu h- toiiliiiiicd.)

NEW AND RARE GREENHOUSE PL.\NTS.

{CuHtiinicd from pmj,- Wl.)

^fessrs. J. k. Henderson and Co., of Pine-.\pple Place,
Edgeware-road, Loudon, have turnislied us with the fol-

lowing list, with their prices, of novelties and rarities for

the present year. To those wliidi we consider most
desirable we have prefixed an .
Gompholobium vereicolor. An upright twiggy shrub s. d.

flowers lai-ge and beautiful, of a rich deep scai-let

orange 5 ()

Gompholobium venustum. Low growing shnib, with
rosy purple flowers 7 1)

Gastrolobium gracilis. Dwart' compact shrub, studded
all over with bunches of rich orange yellow flowers •)

•Helichrjsura prolifenim Barnesii. The free flower-

ing variety, very dwarf, with crimson flowers •! (I

Hehchrysnm piu-purea macranthum. Rich everlast-
ing pui-ple and pitik flowei-s, good habit and elegant
foliage ;| (j

Helichnsuni macrantha roseum. Eich rosy pink, very
large flowers, mth lighter foliage :l (;

Hemianib-a pungens. Pdch green foliage, of a dwai'f
compact habit, lUae flowers, forms an excellent low
bush j (1

•Hovea chorozemifolia. Lovely blue flowers, with
hoUy-leaved foliage. Has the best habit of all the
Hoveas 7 (;

Hovea pimgeus major. P.ich blue flowers ; a veiy
lovely plant D n

•Ipomea pandurata. Large flowers, of a bluish French-
white colom', with a deep purple eye. Climber . . :j C

Lapageiia rosea. A beautiful new climbing 2)lant,

with scarlet bell-shaped flowers

Leschenaidtia arcuata. Low shrubby plant ; flowers
large, of a sulphm--yeUow ; a veiy elegant and grace-
ful plant

-J Q

•Leschenaultiabiloba sviperba. A stout grow ing shrub, .v. </.

of a good habit, producing abundantly its large ricli

blue flowers ; a fine variety o
(i

Leptospermum buUatmu. Small mjTtaceous foliage,

bearing an abundance of snow-white flowers ,'1 (I

•Jlitraiia coccinea. Dwarf compact evergreen shruli,

with brilliant scarlet tubular flowers ."i (i

•Jlirbelia florabmula. Lilac large flowers, remaining
a long time in bloom. The rai'est and most beau-
tiful of all the .Alirbelias H (i

Melaleuca puiinirea. Dwarf evergreen shrub, bear-

ing small tufts of ciimson flowers. An elegant little

gem, (juile new 7 (I

•I'imelea Nieppergiana. Lemon cream-coloured flow-

ers and abundant bloomer, with exceedingly neat
foliage .")

Pimelea Verschnft'eltii. .\^ pretty and distinct plant,

with broad t;l;iiiions f..liage, and white heads of
flowers and y.lloiv ^t;llll.'ns .')

•Pimelea Heudei .oiiii. K.isy pink flowers, considered
the most beautiful of all I'imeleas :t C

Pleroma elegans, Eich purple flowers ; veiy large
blooms produced in great profusion :) (i

Rhyncospei-mum jasminioidos. Evergreen climbing
shrub, with white flowers delicately ti-agrant .'1 (J

Khododendron .Tavanicum. Large bunches of rich

ornuge-rcd flowers 1.')

Stiitice imbricata. Lilac-blue flowers, foliage imbri-
cated, exceedingly elegant 7

Statice frutescens. Lilac flowers, compact habit ; bet-

ter than S. arborea ; rich green foliage 7

Stylidium scandens. A new climbing vaiiety, very

beautiful ".
". 7

Stenocari)ns Cuiuiinghamii. Fine handsome glossy

oak-leaved foliage, exceetUngly handsome flowers ;

colour, orange-scarlet 11) (i

Styphelia tubitlora. Beautiful winter-flowering shrub,

w ith long fringed red flowers .'t (i

Swainsonia Greyana. Large flowers of a handsome
purple colour .'J li

Tacsonia molUssima. A beautiful climber, with rich

green foUage and very long rosy flowers ) (i

Tclopia speciosissima. A beautiful rare Australian

])lant, with peculiar handsome foliage, and heads of

deep crimson flowers Ill II

Tritonia aurea. Piich orange-red, sends out lateral

briuiches, with a profusion of its rich flowers 10 (i

Trop(j;olum aziu'eum. Climbing plant, with pale azure
flowers o

*Tropo,'olum Dickerianura. A new species, veiy beau-
tiful flowers ; scarlet and gi'een with dark blu<i spots 7 (i

Tropu:olum Smithii. Orange and yellow ; of a cUmb-
ing habit ; fine plant 7 li

Veronica .Audersonii. Tliis is a very intt'resting addi-

tion to our autumn-flowering jflants. When the

blooms first open they are of a violet-blue colour,

but they gradually change to pui'e wiiite. Very dis-

tinct and new 10 C

\ iburnum macropliyUum. Dwarf flowering evergreen
shrub, with bunches of white flowers like Laurus-
tinus, only blooming when a few inches high .... 31

Ziehya longepeduncidata. Piich scarlet orange flowers;

a profuse bloomer ; climbing :i C
•Ziehya pannosa florabunda. This exceedingly beau-

tiful plant is of a climbing habit, baring bunches
of orange -red flowers, very brilliant in colour

DUTCH FLOWER-GARDENING.
When I ventm'ed on a ditferenee of opinion with Jlr. Bea-

ton, regarding the merits of the plan of the flower-garden of
X. Y.Z., inserted in The Cottaoe GAnuE.sEr., p. 'A'Vl, vol. 3, I
was in hopes the remarks there made wfiuld have called up
designs from other parlies, appUcable to a plot of ground such
as 1 guess the one of A'. Y. Z. to be ; but as no one has yet
replied to the invitation, I now, with some reluctance, send
you a rough sketch, which though it may be exceeded in
beauty by many others, is, I trust, an improvement on tlie

Union-flag-like plan Mr. Beaton lauds so much. Now, as
there is an endless diversity of figures in this kind of gar-
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dening, and the beauty is much increased by being extended,

I hope the annexed one will not be censured for being small,

as I expressly made it so in order to meet the case of such a

one as A'. T. Z.—it numbering the same quantity of beds as

his, exclusive of the centre one, which X believe, in his case,

was a fountain. It may, therefore, be regarded as one of a

set of rivals to X. Y. Z.s figm-e, of which I could easily

conU-ive many others, but hope some one else will do so,

being of opinion that for a limited piece of ground there is

no method so well adapted for a floral display in summer, or

an interesting appearance in winter, as Dutch or geometrical

plans of which tliis is only a limited sketch, capable of being

vai-ied in many ways. E\en the largest plans are not (I

think) complete without something of the sort. I imagine

an an-angenient of oO or 100 beds in vai-ious tasteful figures,

bordered with box, and walks of uniform width between,

placed in such a situation as to be seen from an elevated

position, as a teiTace, balcony, up-staiv window, or any place

where tlie whole figure at once can be distinctly seen, and it

need hardly be asked what opinion will be given. True,

there are some who aspire to what they call a close attention

to Nature, who despise eventhing in which symmeb-y forms

a pai't ; but even these ai-e rapidly becoming converts to the

opinion which makes a pleasm-e-grouud picturesque in the

true sense of the word, and not grotesque, as the attempts to

imitate a forest or extended landscape on less than an acre

of ground too tndy imply.

Whilst on this subject, I vnll make a few remarks on what,

I think, ouglit never to be lost sight of in this description of

gardening. When agood view from above cannot be obtained,

and one neai-ly horL2ontal must serve, never allow much in-

tricacy in the figures, for although it may look very pretty on

paper, you will find, when it is laid out and planted, the beauty

of the outUne will be lost ; and, what is worse, the points of

beds that may seem jutting into their neighbours, will appear

as forming part of such, and thus a confused mass of flowers

will present themselves instead of clearness and distuiction.

I beg to put particidar stress on tliis point; but, where the

principal view is from an eminence, where the whole of the

internal walks, and the beds when in flower, can be distinctly

seen, then you can exercise your own taste in the matter.

Ever bear in mind, however, that walks ought in all cases to

be of uniform width, which puts a task on your ingenuity, in i

order to get the various ornamental figures you wish to in- i

ti'oduce fit into each other.

It may be proper to add, that gi-ass need not be totally

banished from this kind of gardening ; a circular centre-piece

of twf, with a vase, sun-dial, or piece of sculpture on it,

looks very well ; as also does a broad margin, say four feet

wide, siu'rounding the wiiole, and dotted in proper places with
vases or plants, which can be retained in symmetrical appear-

ance, as clipped box, Irish yew. Yuccas, standard roses, and
the like. Slopes and terraces form useful adjuncts to this

kind of gardening, with their accompanying appendages

—

flights of steps and broad walks.

And now for the planting—that very serious undertaking.

I say serious, because Mr. Beaton seems afraid to stake his

reputation by giving us an example, which, as I before said,

would have conveyed a more cleai' idea than a whole volume
of letter-press, from which so many inferences may be drawn,
that 1 am induced to give my opmion also ; at the same
time I do it in such a manner as, literally speaking, nails my
colours to the beds (instead of the mast) ; not that I think
they are the best that can be, but that others in criticising

them may do so without using that vague description of

generalities which leads to very inaccurate conclusions. For
my part, I confess, I do not see the utiUty of investing the

mere planting of a few flower-beds with the imjiortance that

of late has been attempted to be put upon it. But I will

keep to my case, and observe, that one great error seems to

be rmi into, of arranging the colours so as to centre in one
hannonious whole at one point or centre; the fallacy of which
is easy to explain. A flower-garden is not like a portrait ; it

ought to present equally agreeable views, sideways or upside-

down—a fact which writers seem to have forgotten ; but my
meaning will be best understood by reference to the armexed
hst, as being the plants with wiiich I advise to plant the
accompanying design :

—

No. 1 Scai-let geranium (Tom Thumb).
1^ Verbena, a white variety.

;i Petunia, a puiifle (say Phoenice).

4 AuagalUs, or Lobelia (blue).

Heliotrope.

No. C Cuphea strigulosa.

7 Calceolaria viscosissima.

S ^"erbena, crimson (Hendersonii,

or Charlwoodii).

9 Silver-edged geranium.
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In p;iviiig tlio ftljove list, it is by no means supposoil to be
the vorv bi'sl tliat can be contrived ; what 1 mean to explain
is, that ill looking over the wlsole, no two beds should appear
on a line of the same coloilr : thus 7, 4, and ] ; 1, 'i, and ;>

;

I, U, and 'J; 7,8, and H ; 7, '}, and j 'i, 5, and 8 ; 1, :>, and
ti ; and !), 5, and 1, ought all and each to represent colours

dilferijig as murh from each other as possible ; some beds,

as '.i and (i, mifrht be of the same colour, because in regidar
lines they do not come in contact with each other, which 'J

and 8 would d>> ; and 1 do not tliink the inteiwening of one
solitary bed sut'icient between colours exactly alike. Such
is my opinion ; and as the nmjonty of tlower-fjardens are sur-

rounded by walks, it is imperative that they look equally well

on all sides. \Vhere tlower gai'dens ai'e planted in nniss(« of
one colour, attention to the above simple rules is all that can
be Well cai-ried out, and all that has been m-itten on the
subject beyond that only tends to confuse the planter.

Some years ago 1 saw a series of beils which were planted
under the direction of one wlio was thought a great authority
in such nnitters, and certainly a worse display, on the whole,
coulil not have been made by an unlettered labourer. That
faihue, as well as some others in the simie w.iy, led me to

believe, that the ditliculties in getting plants of the required
size, colour, JL'c, combined with other imcertainlies, were
such, that quite as good, if not in many cases a better result

alteuded planting in an almost iudiscriiiiiuate uianner. In
support of that opinion, I may quote thosi- lioidsi'iipe writers'

own words who so strongly advocate desultory planting in

other things, yet attirm so much mystery (,for I will not call

it infonnatiou i on the subject of doral display.

In conclusion I beg to say, I Jo not anogato to myself
that the opinions above given ai-e all just, only let us have
discussion, and prove 1 am wrong or ignorant. I am glad
to see ilr. lieaton recommending mixed beds again. I
always thought they were too hastily condemned some years
ago, but, as that is his province, I shall wait until he has
done before saying anything, as I should only, perhaps, be
repeating what he had written the preceding week. I mil,
however, if requii-ed, send you a sketch of a geometiical
giudeu appUcable to grass, and some other subjects less

treated on by yom- able coadjutors. S. N. V.
[We shall be very glad to hear from you on any subject

;

and ilr. Beaton, we are sure, niU read your paper with
interest, for oui- piime object is the attainment of ti-uth in all

that concerns the homes and gardens of the Biitish islands.
^Ve shall be glad of vour addi'ess, in strict confidence.

—

Kn. C. Ci.]

THE SEEDLING CULTURE OF THE POTATOE.
Ir is somewhat remarkable, that amongst all the various

opinions that have been expressed relative to the potato dis-

ease, very little has been said of the seedhng cultm-e of the
plant, as tlie means of mitigating its devastating influence.
And although some of our oldest cultivators can hear tes-

timony that the potato, lilce other plants, has been subject to

diiferent diseases and attacks of blight for a great number of
years—a fact also well known to their ancestors—stiU they
have failed to assist natm'e in her work.
Some writers have asserted, that the potato disease is

caused by the gasceous exlialations of the eai-th ; others,
that it is a bUght, an insect (Aphis vastator) ; while some
liave stated that it is entirely atmospheric ; and some that
the plant is wearing out, and in time will become extinct.
Now, taking a philosophical view of the question, I wiU
ground my argtunent upon the last named cause, " that the
plant is wearing out," by stating that it is not altogether un-
founded, although it is in some degree fallacious to suppose
that one plant should become extinct more than another

;

wliile the all-wise Creator has provided the means of per-
petuation for every hving thing, both animal and vegetable,
upon the lace of tlie earth ; and with such means pla<!ed at
om- cUsposal, there is good hopes to suppose that the health

j

and cultivation of the potato may be resuscitated, and the
[

disease if not totally extenniuated, greatly reduced in its i

elTects.

Now, I regard this wearing-out of the plant as its old age,
just the same as that an old man or woman are not so well
able to wiihstaiid the attacks of disease as youth ; although
infants and ciuldren have their complants, and often die, end

so do young plants. We all know, that Imvo any l;uowledge
of horticulture at all, that old plants are more subject to

disease than a healthy vigorous young one, and weak sickly

plants are more subject to the attacks of insects thiui the
more robust. By way of example. The carnation is very
subject to a disease called canker, which is caused by too

much wet or damp, but do we ever fiiul it among a batch
of seedlings ? very seldom 1 and only then when it is an ex-
traordinary wet season, or under very bad management.
And were it not for the assiduity of the tlnrist in constantly
keeping up a succession of new sr r-llnr.' Muiclies, the old
ones iu course of time would becmih' -li . ;[ - I and die, wiiile

otherswoidddi'gi'neratcbacktoth.'ciii.'ihiii ( lnM> gilly.Hower.

Again, let n, .Mii -1,1, r v.liat has been done lor the dahlia,
through thr niiiniii [., ixovoranco of the florist, in the pro-
secution of s!

, iliii .iilnirc; compare the beautiful varieties
of the present day wilh those of ten or tifteen years back, of
which many are still in existence. And as such a wonderful
improvement has been made in flowers, is it not reasonable
to suppose that the same improvement could be made iu
roots also '?

Now, the dahUa, like the potato, is a tuberous-rooted
plant, consequently juore analogous ; and I will here remark,
that I have long been of an opinion, that dahlias and other
tuberous-rooted jilants have been subject to a disease similar
to that of the potato. When talcing up my roots last autumn,
I observed that of a fine root of b'ir E. Antrohiis, the tubers
were covered with brown specks and blotches ; and this rotted
during the winter, although under the same treatment as the
others from which I have now a numerous and healthy stock
Now, let me return to the point from which I started, namely,
the old age of the plant, and ask whether any one wiio has
wTitten upon the potato disease has ever tliought of the du-
rative periods of e.>dstence of plants ? The dm-ation of plants,
like the hfe of animals, varies according to its species.
" The days of man shall be threescore years and ten." (I
suppose the average life of man to be about forty years), the
horse so many, the sheep so many, and so on ; and with
plants we will begin with the annual of one year-'s duration,
the biennial of two, and the perennial lastuig a number of
years, but we su-e not to suppose that all perennials last the
same number of years aUke. No ! hence the inference
between them and animals ; some perennial plants last lour,
five, and seven yeai-s ; others ten, fifteen, and twenty. But
does any one know the average dm-ation, or life, of the potato ?

It is very doubtful
! and when a favourite vatiety is obtained,

it is grown year after year from the tubers, imtil the vital

energies of the plant are exhausted, and it then follows the
course of all things in natm-e ; no one having bestowed a
thought for the perpetuation of the same by means of seed-
hug cultivation.* Now, what do we arrive at, and what has
tlie sowing of potato seeds to do with the disease ? I will tell

you. That by a steady perseverance in seedling cultiu-e,

there would always be in the market a regular supply of one
year old tubers, young ones, not tainted with disease, so that
an abimdant and sound crop may be expected ; especially if

the prescribed rules of tlie new system of potato culture be
attended to. In reference to the seedlings, the most simple
and easy plan that could be adopted wotdd be to sow the
seed thinly in frames on gentle heat, about the beginning of
Apiil; and wiien the spring frosts are over to plant them out
into fresh ground—a hght hazelly loam withoutmanure. But I
think I hear some persons say, " what a deal of trouble ! " and
in answer to them, I say that it amf)imts to a mere nothing,
when compared with that of the dahlia ; and perhaps some
of the readers of The Cottage Gaedenep. wall be greatly
astonished wiien I tell them that our large growers plant as
much as three, four, and five acres of land with dahhas only.
I think there never was a subject connected with horticulture
against which so much prejudice e.xists, as that of the potato
question

; but it is gradually wearing away ; and I am happy
to find that Messrs. Ilai-dy and Son, of Maldon, Essex, are
ui possession of such information, as to be able to convict of
error the most prejudiced of minds ; and that those gentle-

* This is not quite corrert. There are several reports of experiments in
raisins pola'opH from seeds, in wliich the seedlings are stated to have
been ailct:t,;a uitu n.e potato murrain as much as old potatoes were the
same season. But we agree with our correspondent in thinking more
extensive trials desirable. We should like to have some seedlings raised
from seeds obtained direct from the wild plants in South America. Here
could be no inherited disease.

—

Ed. C. G.
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meu iuvite tlio opinions of the many. But fortho seedling
culture of the potato to be successfully cai'iiecl out, it must
receive a stimulus in the form of a society. And when we
consider what has been done for iloriculture and horticul-

ture by the two great societies of this countiy, and agriculture

by the Itoyal .Vgricultm-al ; also the improvement that has
been eil'ected in the pansy or heartsease, by the combined
means of similar associations ; and while we have cucumber,
melon, dahlia, pink, and lastly, chn-sauthemum societies,

which are springing up in all parts, why should we not
have a potato society ? It is true, that occasionally a basket

or two of very early grown ones may find their way to some
of the floral exhibitions, and also some large spechnens to

some of the agricultural meetings ; but we want a society

formed for the imiirovement, the seedUng cultivation of the
potato ; and endeavoiu' to eradicate this disease, if not
entirely to have it under control, and keep it in subjection.

I would suggest that a central one be established in Lon-
don, and branch societies in all parts of her Majesty's do-

minions. Furthermore, I feel persuaded that if Her Most
Gracious Majesty or his Royal Highness I'rince Albert were
properly applied to, they would feel proud at becoming the
patrons of an institution established for the better cidtivation

Hiul improvement of so useful and staple aconnnodity as the
potato, and upon which to a certain extent depends the well-

doing of nations, more particularly Ireland.—G. HasivEP.,

Ball's Pond, Isliinjluii.

THE DAIRY.
A Datrv is always an object of interest. The first request,

when showing our jiossessions to town or country friends is,

" Let us see tlie Dairy." And certainly a well kept dairy is

a pleasing sight. The excessive cleanhness, the coolness,

the neatness, the sweetness, is delightful, even to those who
have been born and bred in the piu'e air of the country

;

what must it be then when life has been jjassed amidst the
tunnoil, the heat, and the smell of a town ! Should you
liappen to pay a visit to a fai'm-house whose mistress is not
famed for cleanhness, walk into the daii-y. You will be
pretty sm'e of meeting nothing there to disgust or annoy you,

for cleanliness in that depai'tment becomes a matter of

pounds, shillings, and pence. Butter cannot be sold unless

it is good, and that it will never be if cleanliness to the nicest

point is not attended to.

If possible, a daily should face the north. The >vindow

and door should be opposite each other, in order to have
a current of air through the dmiy. The flooring should
be either brick, stone, or slate. The shelf also, on which the

pans ai'e placed, should, if possible, he made of slate or

stone. China is used in "show dairies," ("model" dau'ies

I suppose they are now called), but of coui'se that is

beyond the means of any, except the favoured few. Wood,
by so quickly absorbing liquid, is very objectionable for

shelves or flooring; but should it be found in a dairy,

plcnlij of soda must be dissolved in the water with wliich

it is washed, or it will always retain a disagreeable smell.

I object to the wooden milldug-pails even; intinitely pre-

ferring tin ; and as to miUt standing in pans made of

wood, it is wholly inadmissible. Earthenware, tin, or glass

pans are easily kept clean ; and the cream rises in them better

than iu the wooden ones. Zinc trays are much used in

large dairies, and even those made of lead, but I do not like

their appearance.

Now, ha\iiig said thus much on the " properties" of a good
dairy, let us follow the milk from the time it is taken from
the cow until it appears at table in the form of liutter.

AMien a cow is milked great care should be taken that

every drop is drained from her ; the last " di'oppings" are

always the richest. Let it be carried quietly and steatUly to

the daily, where it must be strained into the pans appointed

to receive it. In summer it may be skimmed in twelve

hom-s ; in winter the milk should stand twenty foiu- before it

is touched. Each milk-pan should be skimmed twice in

suiiniiii-, and. it imssililr, three times in winter. The cream
wlieii xlviiiiiiH (I -liniild be put into a deep earthenwai-e pan,
whicli p;iii sliMul.l, ii] liot weather, be put into a pail of cold

water. If yoiu- dairy is a cool one, chiu-ning twice a week
will be sufficient; if not, it must be done three times. Before
putting the cream into the chm'ii, wash the churn well with

cold spring water in summer, and with hot water in winter.

From an hour to an hour and a half is the usual time cream
takes before the butter comes ; very much, however, depends
on the weather, the land of churii used, and the amount of

attention bestowed on the cleanliness of the dairy.

When the butter is taken from the churn put it into a
shallow tub, pour cold water on it, and beat it thoroughly,
wrapped iu a cheese-cloth, rolled in the form of a ball. This
cloth being very porous .absorbs the butter-milk ; but care

must be taken that it is constantly washed in cold water,

which must he at hand for that purpose. The water in

which the butter is Ijing must be frequently changed, luitil

no appearance of milk is seen ; duriui,' the last washing some
salt must be mixed with it. When the salt i< well beaten iu,

the butter is ready to be made into shapes, eitlier of half a
pound, or into small pats. Should it be very soft when made
up, put it into spring-water, in wliich a little saltpetre has
been dissolved. If you require butter for salting, attention

must be paid to its being perfectly diy, and free from every
drop of water. Many people prefer beating it with a porous
cloth, to extract the butter-milk, instead of washing it in

w.ater. The salt which is used should be of the finest

quahty. Before mixing it with the butter it should be
pounded quite fine, and dried before the tire ; the usual pro-

portions are o lbs. of salt to 00 lbs. of butter. The inside of

the tub in which the butter is to be placed should be washed
with a mixture of salt and water ; and whilst damp, rub the
sides with salt, and sprinkle some at the bottom. When the
butter lias been well mixed with the salt, press it into the tub
as tightly as possible, and fill it full ; sprinlde some salt at

the top, and tie it down with a bladder. In some counties

this niclhod of salting butter is carried on to a great extent,

but in siinatinns where a ready sale is found for fresh butter

it is seld..iH i.ractised.

There are several ways in which skim milk may be turned
to account; the most usual are, fattening pigs on it, or

making skim-milk-cheeses. Some, however, should always
be either given or sold to the poor ai'omid you. The prac-

tice is much appreciated, and adds materially to tlie comfort
of our poorer brethren :

" He that hath pity on the poor
lendeth to the Lord," "And look, what he layetli out shall

be paid him again," are the words of " the wise man." And
true indeed they are, for if we look on the poor as " mes-
sengers of the great King," we shall do them all the good in

our power, for the sake of the King's Son, who sends them
to us, in order to4iy our .Jove for Him ; and the pa.Muent we
shall receive for these imperfect services is such tliat it tills

our mind with astonishment, and we are ready to exclaim

with David—" Lord 1 what is man that thou art mindful of

him, and the son of man that thou so regardest him ?

"

.\ Fhienu.

EXTRACTS FROM COERESPONDENCE.
BiAXCHiNG RHUBAKii.—I know that any simple contriv-

ance for gai'deiiing pmijoses is acceptable to some of the

readers of The Cottage Gardener, and I am, therefore,

tempted to describe the mode adopted here for growing rhu-

barb. I am not kitchen gardener enough to know whether
it is of general practice. Just when the rhubarb is about to

start, they drive three stakes or slips of board about three

feet long into the ground, round each plant, so as to be about

two feet, or two feet six inches, out of ground, and sligbtly

inclining together at the top. Round these stakes they twist

hay-bands, fastening off the ends by twisting them amongst
the hay, so as not to get loose, and leaving the top open.

By these means the rhubai'b is drawii up ; if it is not drawn
too fast, you obtain a great length of stalk ; and when you
want to cut, away you shp the hay-bands oif the top altoge-

ther, like a chimney-pot ; and then, having cut what you want,

put it on agaui like an extinguisher, with no trouble at all.

Of course the hay bands should reach close to the ground.

—

C. AV. EsTCOlTiT.

SQi'iniiEr.s.^—A late contributor accuses the sqmrrels of

gnawing off the top twigs of his spruce firs. I have my
walks and plantations strewn with these fragments ; hut if

your corres]ioiitlent will take the trouble to examine these

twigs, he will tind that in far the greater number of instances

the pith has been excavated by au insect (probably Cossiis
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pinii>erilii), whidi has gniwvoil its wny out tlirougli the bnrU
at the joint below ; ami thus woakoiuiit; tlio hramh in tlmt

pai't, hius caused tliat the nni^'h wimls lueak utl' very luuue-

rous brandies at tliat weakened part. No doubt si|uirrels

will do mischief, hut the most pai't of this is not their woi'k.

—w. r. T.

WRrriNi! K.AMES ON- I'oTs.—I potted some liyacinths in

October last, and wrote the names under the vim of the pots

in blue iiifr, and sunk them in an open border; and iind, on
taking tliem up after a lapse of live months, and washing'

the pots prior to placing them in my window, that the names
are as distinct as when tii'st WTitten.

—

Georue HouiiEiien,

Titrlstocf:.

BoiLixa Jekis.alem Aktichokes.— They must ba fust
pialft/, and thrown into uold water till you set them on to

boil. Let tliem boil till quite tender, put them in your dish,

and poiu- melted butter over them. It is very simple, but if

not put first into cold water they will look black.

BoiiJNi'r Wateu 1-or Yai.lota PfitpruKA.—.\s the benefit of

watering the T'alhta purpurea with boiling water, poiu-ed into

the s«iicer, may not be generally known, I beg to mention it.

I had it second-hand from a Sciuborough cottager, who told

the secret of its flowering so invariably well in that locality.

The Calla Elliiopicii I find also to delight in similar treat-

ment.

—

Brenlintibij CuUiuje.

CocaiN-CmsA Fowr.s.—Mr. J. liailey, of Mount-street,

has done good senice to yoiu' readers in giving so miimte
and clem- a description of the (Jochin-China, in answer to

the questions at page :!01, of vol. •'!, of The Cottage
Garpexek ; and being a respectable and intelligent dealer

such communications have more especial value. I beg
to give yon the communication of another respectable and
intelligent dealer on the same subject. " I have had in the

same clutch of Cochin-t.'hina, birds with a high seirated

comb, and those with a small double comb ; the wattles large ;

legs not very long ; the legs are frequently yellow. I have
had the Cochin-China of various coloiu's ; the majority dark
brown in the hens, and darlc red in the cocks ; sometimes
black breasted and red, like the gamecock. I should prefer a

single coloiu- in the plumage, but do not think it is always so.

The tail feathers ai-e frequently brown."
I cannot help recommending to poultry-keepers a work

lately come out, entitled " Domestic Fowl, by J. J. Nolan, of

Dublin." I do not know any work which gives such clear and
accm-ate descriptions of all the various breeds ofpoultiy, with

very good and accm'ate engrarings of each. With such book
no one could be at a loss to determine any breed, though
thev had not seen it before ; and it is by no means dear, being
only .3s.—W. J.

To Soften Hard Water.—When the hardness proceeds

from the bicai-bonate of lime (which is veiy frequently the

principal, and always in gi-eat part, the cause), it may be
softened by a cheaper ingredient than carbonate of am-
monia, or soda. Add a little quickUme to the water. The
lime decomposes the bicai'bonate of lime which is dissolved

in the water, taldng from it one of its two equivalents of car-

bonic acid, and leading the residue of the substance in the

state of proto-carbonate of lime, which state the fresh added
lime and the equivalent of cai'bonic acid thus substracted

from the bicarbonate also themselves acquire. This proto-

carbonate of lime is a ponderous and insoluble salt, and sinks

to the bottom of the fluid, leaving the suiierincurabent water
pure and soft. To the ine-\i)erienced it appears an absurdity
to propose, that water which is hard from being overloaded
nith lime should be rendered soft by adding more lime ; but
such is the case. Those of the poor who have no access to

any but hard water for washing may much economize their

soap by softening the water with lime before they wash.

—

Penny-wise.
Pruning D.^hijas.—Observing that Mr. Beaton has re-

quested some suggestions on the subject of bedding plants,

although it may appear ijresumptuous on my part to offer

any suggestion that may be worthy of his adoption, never-
theless, feeling myself to he indebted to his wiilings for

much information, I therefore gladly take the occasion to

testify at least my desire of complying with his wishes. With
a view to obtain something Uke a uniform standard of height
in the growth of Dahlias, my practice has been to bring for-

ward somewhat earUer those plants that attain the greatest
height, and then to cut out portions of their leaders ( accord-

ing to the vigorous habit of the plants) and to U-ain the
lower shoots upwards. To the plants of weaker habit, a
little liquid manure is occasionally given in their earlier
stages to promote their growth ; and by these means, nt the
flowering sea.son, a more uniform lu-iglit in all llie plants is

obtained than by any other means tlial I ccjiild devise.—T.O.
[We shall be glad of your suggestions relative to grapu

vines.

—

V.i>. 0. G.]
Smoked Bricks—P.uxtino GnEENHorsE Inside.—The

only and the cheapest way to prevent stains arising from
smokeil bricks, is to give the parts affected a coat of oil paint,
and when dry tlie whitewash may be applied without the
least feiu- of a recurrence of the evils your coiTespoudent
comiflains of. My greenhouse (SO feet by l(i feet) I oil

paint, and find it in evei-y respect preferable to whitewash. I
employ a workman, to whom I give '-is. (id. per day, and find
my own nmterials ; consequently, the first (rost is verj- little

more than whitewash ; and when taking into account its

durability, superior neatness, and cleanliness, and thcs

greater light and heat imparted, it is positively clieaper. The
Hue, and the walls immediately in coniicc'tion tlirrewiti], 1

whitewash, to avoid the smell that would otherwise arise
when the house is under heat. Let any of your readers wlio
liave not hitlierto adopted my plan try oil painting, and the
whitewash brush will be for ever discarded. l''orthe informa-
tion of any who may be disposed to adopt my recommenda-
tion, I would observe that I first prepare the walla with a
coat of size and whitening, laving it on woi-m (this is equal
to a coat of oil paint), after whitdi I give two coats of oil

pamt, and the work stands for years. As everj- crevice is

stopped, no retreat is left for the spider and its numerous
companions in mischief.—-A Sl'Rsckirer.
HERAci.EfM GiiiANTEUM.—Messrs. Ilai'dy and Son, Jlal-

don, Essex, inform us that they have already leaves on
some two-year-old plants five feet broad and five feet long.
They say it is a most ma,jestic plant, and that last year they
grew it fourteen feet high. Mr. Moore, the Curator of the
Chelsea Botanic Garden, states that it is appropriate to the
hold openings of rude or wilderness scenery. It blooms in

.Tune or July, and its umbels of white flowers are a foot
across.

Bedding-ovt Pl.iints.—^Would not Campanula Lorei make
a good piu-ple bed ? I saw a very pretty bed last year of the
double white feverfew, which Mr. Beaton has not mentioned
amongst his white bedders.—A Lover of Flowers irom
Childhood.
Hair Falijng Off.—^You give advice to some correspon-

dent who complains of losing his hair. Allow me, from ex-
perience in my own and other cases, to recommend the use
of the following receipt, and to add an earnest recoramenda-
tiou on no account to be persuaded to have either the head
shaved or the hair unusually cut close :—1 drachm of white
wax, 1 ditto of spermacetti, 2 oz. oil of ahnonds, 2 drachms
essence of cantharides ; essential oil to scent at pleasure.
The whole to be cUssolved together in a gentle heat, and
stirred and beaten till quite cold.—M.
Macaw Laying Eggs.—Many useful hints have been

given to increase this propensity. I have a large scarlet

Macaw (Psittaeus Macao), which has laid during the last

few months UO eggs, and promises to continue her labours.

Can any of yoiu- correspondents inform me how I can put a
stop to this ? It weakens the bird, and makes her restless

and irritable. All accounts which I have seen state that
they breed but tivice in the yeai', laying two eggs each time

;

if so, we have a new ornithological fact. May not the cir-

cnnibtftnce be attributable to disease?—S. P., Sushmere.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** \Vc reqacst that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardeneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we al.-<o request our coadjutors under no circumntuneen to

reply to sucti private communications.

Heating Sscall Pit.—In answer to'C. W. Estcotirt vie are obliged

by this reply from W. X. W. ;
—"The stove cylinder (page 56) holds

about two bucketsful of charcoal. A few hours would be sutiicient to

warm the bed ; but I have kept a constant fire in my stove, so that I

might ensure a regular and constant h'cat. The ataount of beat is con-
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troUad by the damper in the first lid. The stove is placed itiside of the

brickwork in one corner of the frame, and the square tank is in the centre

of the bed. I should have added in my first communication that it

would be the best to place the stove in the south-east corner of the frame,

and to bring the top of the stove through the glass at the corner, so that

it may be fed without removing the lights ; and this also will keep out

any charcoal dust from the plants. By placing a small sliding venti-

lator in the side of the frame, near the surface of the bed in the corner

near the stove, and another at the top or higher end. a constant draught

of warm air would flow over the bed. My reason for using lead pipes

was, that they are easily bent into a turn ; and my reason for using pipes

instead of an open trough is, that I wanted my bed for forcing roses, or

greenhouse plants, and was afraid of too much moisture ; indeed, it has

proved too much as it is for my Zauchsncria cuttings. My copper pipe

is perpendicularly placed in the fire, the upper pipe returning through

the side of the cylinder about eight inches above the lower or feeding

pipe."

Hardy Feens {Ibid).—\Vt\it to Mr. Appleby, at Messrs. Henderson's,

Pine Apple Place, Edgeware-road, London.

Protection to Hive (P. IF. ).—As you have a straw cap over it, you

need not put on any pan or other covering.

Gentiana Verna.—The Rev. D. T. Knight, Earls Barton Vicarage,

Northampton, wishes to know where he can procure a plant of this, of

Andromeda poUfolia, and Primula farinosa ; can the correspondent who

obliged us with specimens of the two first-named assist Mr. Knight ?

Weevil Destroying Scarlet Thorns (H. Beckett).—The speci-

mens you sent were the Furrowed Weevil, Ot'torhyncus sulcatus.

Designs for Ardours \H. J. Sanders).—We are sorry that we can-

not aid you. Common arbours any one can make and cover with honey-

suckles, traveller's joy, and climbing roses; and anything superior ue

never yet saw that was not odiously ugly.

Cottage Gardener's Dictionary {T. Fallon).~-Yo\XT best mode of

taking it, residing as you do in a remote part of Ireland, will be to have

it in monthly parts through your nearest bookseller. It will not contain

anything about bees ; for these buy the three first volumes of The Cot-

Balsams (S. C C).—These which have "withered just on a level

with the earth in the pot," have damped off; that is, the stems have

become ulcerated and decayed where putrefaction is always most rapid,

JQSt where the part is exposed to violent changes from wetness to dryness.

Your balsams have too much water, too little warmth, too little air, and

too little light. Cover the surface of the soil with a little silver sand

;

the errors of themselves suggest the requisite remedies.

Sea-Kale [W. B. G.).—Never let it throw up flower-stems, but cut

these down as soon as they appear. The very fact of your plants throw-

ing up these stems, shows that they were strong enough to have been

forced this year.

Corn Salad {E. A.).—This is also called Lamb's lettuce ( Valerianella

oUtoria). It is one of the oldest of salad herbs. It likes an open situa-

tion, and light rich soil. Sown in August and early in September, the

plants will be usable in winter, if mild ; otherwise, early in the spring. Sow
in drills six inches apart, and cover half an inch deep. Gather the leaves

whilst quite young.

Heating Small Stove (I>. .1. P.).—A preceding answer is a reply to

the chief of your queries. The pit of W. X. W. will do for growing

cucumbers. \\'e should use a cast iron pipe over the fire; it would be

as effectual, and last longer.

Error.— Page 94, vol., iv. line 21 from bottom, read, " {if not disturbed)

with returning light to cater, &c." The words are all correct, but they

are punctuated so as to make them read unintelligibly.

Bees (C C.)—Your bees " are bringing out a great many grubs and
fully-formed white bees." This is frequently done when the stocks are

at the point of starvation, and the weather is bad. Before this reaches

you, unless feeding has been attended to, the bees may have all perished.

The warmer weather we hope has prevented such a catastrophe.

pREMATUitB Swarm {Ibid).—Our correspondent says, "Last year I

hived a large swarm into a full-sized hive, which appeared so full that a

day or two after I put on a glass, which the bees immediately took pos-

session of, but did not work in ; and on the eighth day from their being
hived I saw them throw off" a swarm ; and a large one it was- What
could have made them swarm when they had room, and none of the young
brood could have been hatched ? " In all probability two swarms united

without your knowledge, and after eight days separated.

Parrot Featherless (S.J.—Your parrot has plucked out all its

feathers ; can any of our readers tell of a remedy ? We know a cockatoo

which is similarly featherless, and the owner is advised to give it no animal
food, and to bathe it in an infusion of tobacco in water, taking care that

the liquor does not go into the bird's eyes.

Insects (S. G.j.—The "worms " you sent are one of the species

of Snake Millepedes, of which you will find a drawing and description at

page 139 of our second volume. It is very doubtful whether they are in-

jurious to plants.

Cuttings (F. C).—Those you enclose are correctly prepared. By
" cuttings with a heel " to them, are meant cuttings with a piece of the
old wood from which they spring attached. You will have found in Mr.
Beaton's papers lately an answer to your inquiry about removing the
leaves of bulbs done flowering. We may say briefly, however, it should
never be done until the leaves turn yellow.

HAUTB0I9 Steawbebrv (An Original Subscriber) .—The fruitful

blossoms of these have a green diminutive berry in their centre. The un-

fruitful have only stamens. Do not destroy these, for if yuu do the fruit

will not set.

Comtributions (J. Z>.).~Wc shall be very glad to receive the ac-

count of your recipes and experiments. The communications you object

to are just those which many of our readers desire to have mingled with

those which you admire. We will answer your questions next week ; but
in future write briefly, and do not put many queries into one letter.

Cinerarias in a Window (A SubscribeD.—Yom plants having
bloomed once will not bloom this season again, though by cutting them
down, thinning out the suckers when they appeal-, leaving only a few of

the strongest of them, fresh potting afterwards, and encouraging with

manure waterings, they would come into bloom in the autumn. As you
have neither pit nor greenhouse, you may keep them over the winter in

your window ; but for this purpose you had better turn out your plants

when they get shabby into a bed out of doors, surrounding each ball with

a spadeful of light rich soil, and planting rather deep. In September
lift several of the best rooted and strongest suckers from each stool,

insert them separately in small pots in light rich earth, or several

of thcui in larger pots, and before cold rains or the least frost come,
remove them inside your window, and give air at all suitable times during

the winter. Your success will he more sure, if you can make or get for

yourself a moveable table to set them on, with hoops and a cover to be

used for the various purposes as described in last volume, under the

auspices of Mrs. Think-in-tiitie.

Salvias, Penstemons, and Lobelias (Ibid\—These may all be

safely planted now.

Propagating (.-Iji Improver).—Read attentively the articles by Messrs.

Beaton and Fish. Cuttings of hardy plants will do better now under a

hand-light than when placed in a hotbed. Shading will be necessary,

unless the glass is placed in a shady place. Fuchsias, and the hardy
plants you name, would have been more quickly struck in a hutbed in

February or March, more especially if they had been kept in a cold-frame

for a short time after being made. The balsams had better be sown in the

cucumber-box. The placing of such things as wall-flowers, &c., there

now, would be liable to bring insects among your cucumbers. Though
for your encouragement, if you choose to try. we may mention that at

midsummer we have struck such things by plunging them on a strong

bottom-heat in a third of the time that they could be rooted under a hand-

light. " Slow and sure," would, however, be your best motto at pre-

sent. Moss roses do not succeed well as cuttings.

Heating two Pits [S.).—These are each twenty-six feet by seven

feet four inches, divided into four compartments, so as to have bottom-

heat and top-heat in any or all at command, with steaming ud libitum.

We have several times stated what boilers of a certain size can be pro-

cured/or, and pipes at bo much per foot, according to their size. We do

not feel warranted to do more in the way of estimate, as the cost will

depend upon matters of various kinds, such as the loraliiy, carriage of the

materials, being very different according to the position of the particg

being near or distant from a foundry and water carriage. As to heating

with one furnace, and one boiler, that can easily be done, as one boiler of

fair size would do three or four times the work. You may then heat the

pits altogether, or separately, either as two separate pits or as four—not

being able to heat the farthest compartments from the boiler without

heating these nearest to it—by meaHs of valves for the pipes, and sluices

for the tank. As cheapness and effectiveness are alike your object, we
would advise you to do similar to what we are now doing oui'selvea. Upon
the top of your boiler fix a T pipe, which will give you two flows instead

of one— take one of these to a cistern inside your pit, higher than you

wish your highest heating pipe to he. In this cistern have two other

holes, supplied with valves or plugs, to these holes let pipes be attached,

make one of these the flow pipe for your top-heat, the other the flow pipe

for the bottom-heat, the return and flow joined together at the farthest

extremity by a semi-circular bend, being placed either horizontal to or

beneath each other, both returns being joined to the main return at the

bottom of the boiler. By this means you can heat each range of pits

separately, and top or bottom, just as you like, but only in two compart-

ments. If you wish to make four, you must consent to lay out several

pounds more for stop valves, &c., in the middle of each. Having a flow

and return pipe at the bottom, bottom-heat is easily secured by surround-

ing such pipes, somewhat hollow at first, with clinkers, brickbats, and
pebbles at top, or washed gravel, above which you may place your soil,

&c. A few funnels left communicating with the pipes below, or pans

fixed to the pipes above, will always enable you to steam as you like.

Camellias [Mr Williamson).—Your only chance of recovering these

Camellias with such yellow leaves, and having only a greenhouse, is to put

them in the warmest part, syringing them frequently ; keep them close,

and a little shaded in bright sunshine, and examine the roots when shoots

are freely produced. You will see from the calendar to-day that you can

scarcely manage all that with other flowering plants in your house, unless

you can continue to shut off a little space by means of a screen for them :

and if they are favourites the trial would be worth while, and if the plants

are not too far gone you would be rewarded.

Guernsey Lily (A Subscriber).—To make, or try to make, the bulbs

bloom this summer which did not flower last season, but have now several

yellow leaves, we should plant them out in a warm sheltered corner, and

in a nice rich light compost. You saynothing of the treatment given.
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Abrancement or Flowers ;.! Lover of Floivers).—You havea Urse

circular bed lillcd with roses. Sic, and you have six smaller oblong beds

around it. These you wish to plant with low bcddingplanta of the colours

specified. We vecoramond for M'hiie, Cainpftnula gar^anica alba, or a

White '» crbena ; Pink, Saponaria CaUbrica ; Dtuf, Salvia chaiuctdryoidcs,

Cineraria amelloides. or Lobelia ramosa ; ydlow, Sanvitalia procunibens,

or Tatretes fragrans. a single dwarf marigold ; Purple, Americiui Ground-

sel, Dwarf Penstctuun, or \'erbena Emma; ScarM, Tom Thumb Ge-

ranium.

Sanvitalia Pbocombkss UAtd'.—This sown now in heat will bo in

bloom by the Urst of Aug:ust.

Pbbparing Wax ^J. Car/er}.—You will find full directions in our

second volume, p. 2ft5.

Mandevilla Si'AVEOLKNS (Ibid). You should have pruned this in

March ; but it must be left alone now for this season. It is too late to

take cuttings from Ht/drunsreas, to change from pink to blue.

Pbuninu Hollies CJ- 7'.;—You may prune them now, but the first

week of 3Iay would have been a better time.

Laueestinus Grown too Large lMiV/\—From the midille to the

end of May is the best time in the year to cut down or prune Laurestiauses,

and they bear the knife as well as the rhododendrons or the willows ; they

may be pruned a few inches, or feel, or may be cut close to the ground.

Your Laurestinuses, which are overgrown and getting bare, in a flower-

border, we woidd prune thus :—Choose four, five, or more of the strongest

and barest shoots, and cut them to within one foot of the ground, and

they will soon shoot up as thick as grxss ; the next strongest cut to two

feet, and the smaller ones let alone till the cut ones furnish leaves enough

to hide the bare stems, then you may cut out all the weak ones ; and at

this stage, or say before the middle of August, cut away all the roots that

nmmore than two feet from the outsideof the plants, by opening a trench

a foot wide, and as deep as the roots are ; this trench fill in with fresh

soil, not too stifi", and your plants will do for many years—better than

they have done lately.

Calcbolabia : Kentish Hebo (Kwoj-).—Doctors do not disagree in

this instance. Our coadjutors agree that this calceolaria u'iW root in the

autumn, but more fritfUj in the spring—that is all. You will find the

reason for cutting thv large roots of geranium fully given in our first

volume, page 152. A list of annuals has been given repeatedly, if you

refer to our indexes. Mr. Beaton has given the treatment of nearly all

the best of them, but will say something more about them soon. Our

Himatayah pumpkin seedlings, like yours, look very weakly. The last

packet of Custard plant seed reached us safely; and pray accept our

thanks, though too tardily given.

Potato-leaves turned Black (T. M. F.).—This occurred on the

2nd of May, and was caused by the night frosts. The stems will come

up again. There is no preventive except covering over the leaves slightly

mth straw or other litter when frost is expected. If the leaves and stems

are not far advanced when thus destroyed the plantis not much weakened.

Mdlcbing (P. TT'.;.—A paper shall be published on this most useful

practice.

Rotation of Cbops iJbid).—Presuming that your land is good, we
do not see why your rotation—'* Rape, sheep-fed ; then \fheat, with

grass seeds for six years, all fed with sheep, and each piece in rotation

broken up for potatoes"—should not answer. You will have plenty of

rest, with six years' sheep pastures ; and the soil will be iu prime heart

when broken up ; and produce splendid potatoes ; which might, if neces-

sary, be taken two vears successively, thereby, with high culture, clearing

the land thoroughly. Rape is extensively used in some parts of the Con-

tinent, as green manure ploughed in. Your's sheep-fed, although a " stolen

crop," will benefit the soil much.
Disbudding {A Constant Subscriber).— Do not remove all shoots

between the Luds at the forks and the terminal ones. The question of

removing or of lea\-ing a shoot depends entirely whether there is room
for it. Common sense is as much wanted as science

you find one young shoot inconveniently pressing o

immediately nip off his head, and fear not.

Pbach Shedding its Leaves {Ibid).— It is probably

The tree is not of long standing, and has not a strong root-action

;

indeed, the latter is speedily paralyzed by an over-crop in young trees.

How should it be otherwise ? the fruits need all the exercise of the elaho-

rative powers ;
what then is to carry out that reciprocity so absolutely

necessari' to a lively vital action or reciprocation between root and leaf

;

or, in other words, how is the root to become strengthened ? Perhaps,

you have the red spider. The webs you mention carry suspicion with

them-

Names of Plants Limateur, TAamc).—Your plant is Veratnim
nigrum, a very strong fibrous rooting plant. The roots spread some dis-

tance round the crown of the plant ; and the cause of yours not blooming
is. very probably, that these are cut pretty much in winter or spring
dressing the borders. VCe have the same plant standing at the back in a
plantation, not over shaded by anything else, and where it has stood for

the last ten years undisturbed. It was a strong plant when planted in

that place, and has flowered eight seasons out of the ten. Sooietimes it

throws up one very strong flower-stem, and sometimes three or four
flower-stems, all very strong ; but last February the plant was moved.
and although it was taken up with much care, it fails to flower this year.

The plant sends up fine, tall, branching flower-stems from four to five

feet high, producing an abundance of glossy flowers as black as rooks.

n this matter. When
, the heels of another,

It is a polygamous plant, having three sorts of flowers on the same plant ;

that is, some blossoms contain only male organs, some only female organs,

and some contain both. (W. //J.—Your Primula U P. nivalis. (I. C.).—
We do not know the seeds, but will try them, and state the names of the

produce. (L. Tl'., Blackburn).—Your plant is Cotoneaster mirropbt/lla.

(Clericus Anon.).—Yours is Corrtea alba, not a very showy spi-eiea. Its

cuttings root readily if planted in sand and peat, with a little bottom-

heat.

Fuchsia Macbantiia (R. Q. R.).—Thisisashybloomer, but a beauti-

ful looking flower. Every lover of flowers liKcs it, although it blooms almost

before it has its leaves well out. This we shall turn out immediately into

the open ground, to be lifted in the autumn. Owing to its succulent

tuberous roots it should be well drained, and be sparingly supplied with

water at all times in the winter months. Fucfisin serratifolia does best

out-of-doors in the sununer months, either plunged in its pot or turned

out of it, and lifted up carefully just before the frosts, and replanted in a

pot with plenty of drainage, and kept in the cool for a few days, some-
thing as Mr. Beaton directed for scarlet geraniums last autumn. F. spnc-
tabilis is something in the same way, and wc would treat it similarly.

Plants treated in this way make noble specimens, and flower most of tlie

winter and spring.

Hotbed Jost Made C^*'- W- O.).—Keep the glass close for a day or

two, or until the heat is well up ; then water liberally, and ventilate

freely ; the watering to be repeated after a few days, or at least before the

frame is got to work. We will one day give a paper on this important

subject.

AYuiTE Fobget-me-not {W. Cooper).— \t can be grown in pots, and
on rockwork too if duly supplied with water.

Fitt Cones (Aber Pennar).—Do not plant them whole ; bore a hole at

the end and drive in a wedge, which will split them open. Sow the seeds

in a light soil, without bottom-heat.

Cardoons [Odo'.—No wonder that you found the roots of these " un-

pleasant to the smell, and to the taste more so !
" The stems should be

earthed-up and blanched, like celery, and the stalks of the inner leaves

when blanched, stewed, or used in soups or salads.

Catekpillars on Roses (J. SgrewoH^).—Hand-picking, we fear, is

your only remedy ; try dusting thickly with white hellebore powder, and
oblige us by reporting to us the result.

Deposit on Plum-tree Branches (L. A. C.).—The little brown
hkinny bags you sent are the females of a species of Coccua, or scuU insect.

The sooner they arc destroyed the better, for they are full of eggs, and
the young will soon be hatched.

Salvia Nemorosa [A Worcestershire' Subscriber).—It is a hardy
herbaceous perennial, and will grow in partially shaded places.

Spots on C.vcvtsbek Leaves {Ibid).—They are a species of fungus.

Dust them with flowers of sulphur, and keep the air of your frame more
dry ; that is, ventilate more freely, and give less water.

Bees {E. P.).—"At page 305, vol. i., Mr. Payne, in detailing his

sy.'itcm of managing bees, says, * I usually put on a bell glass flrst, and,

when partially filled, I raise it up, and place between it and the parent

hive the small hive or box before mentioned.' Now, neither in the draw-

ings nor in the descriptions of the small hive or box is any mention made
of a hole at the top : be pleased to inform me hereon, giving the size of
the hole. In the same communication mention is made of 'Adaptinc-
boards :' be pleased to inform me of their use, and what is meant by
' inside of mahogany.* *' When the box is used for placing between the

bell-glass partially filled and the parent hive it has neither top nor

bottom, the adapter only is placed between it and the bell-glass, and
another adapter is also placed between the bos and the parent hive ; if a

small hive is used instead of a box, a hole of two inches in diameter must
be cut In the top, but should a glass be preferred to either the box or

small hive, they may be obtained of Messrs. Neighbour and Son with a

hole at the top of a suitable size. By using the adapting-board the small

hive or glass may be placed upon a hive of any shape, and their removal
when filled is greatly facilitated, especially when two arc used. "Inside

mahogany^* is a typographical error; it should be read, " madi: of ma-
hogany."

CALENDAR FOR JUNE.
GREENHOUSE.

Air. arlmit freely, to all the hardier plants, such as cinerarias, calceo-

larias, &c., as the cooler they are kept the longer they will bloom, and
the freer they wUl be from insects. The Hardier Plants should now
be placed out of doors, in a sheltered place, to make room for fresh im-
portations from the pits ; and here arises the great difficulty in the case of

those who have only one house, as the plants removed, intended to be
kept for another year, would have been all the better to have been kept in

until the fresh wood was made. Many winter-flowering things, such as

Daphnes, Cylisus, Heaths, &c., may now be set in a sheltered place out of

Qoors, and safely kept ; but they will neither bloom so fine nor yet so

early as they would have done had they been kept longer in the house.

Another difficulty arises from the wish to make this single greenhouse
suitable for plants in bloom, rec|uiring a cool atmosphere ; and plants

done blooming, such as early Camellias and Azaleas, that require a high
temperature, and a moist atmosphere, to enable them to make their wood
and set their buds early. Any greenhouse may now be used admirably

for this purpose, merely by shutting it up early in the afternoon ; syring-

ing the plants at the same'time, and giving but little air during the day ;

but then this would soon ruin the health and appearance of such things as

calceolarias, &c., in bloom ; though it would answer well for bringing on
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large fuchsias and peraniums for succession. Hence the importance of I

screens, &c., for securing different temperatures. Cuttings insert, and pot

off when struck ; many of the first struck will make fine plants for autumn
and the beginnin;; of winter. Climbers—many tender annuals, such
as Thunbergia and Ipomea, may now be introduced, either U])on pillars or

trellises. Cleanliness must be particularly attended to. No plants

can be healthy with yellow or dust-encrusted leaves ; and the sight of

such is always a speaking reproach. The system of picking off every

yellow leaf that presented itself as you went round with the watering-pot

would prevent the woe-begone aspect which yellow-leaved plants always

wear. Grafting may siill be done, in the case of myrtles, oranges.

Daphnes, camellias, &c. ; but, as it is getting late, you must try and
obtain scions from retarded plants, and then place them in a gentle hoi-

bed, and keep them close until the union is effected. Oranges and
Lemons should have the blossom thinned and impregnated, where fruit

is wanted. Seedlings of all kinds prick off. Shift everything that

requires it, for all vital action is now rapidly progressing. Watering
will be required oftener ; and, in small pots, at times twice a-day. Manure-
water may be given liljerally, to promote luxuriant growth whiMi wanted.

It. Fish.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anemones, take up as leaves wither: dry and store. Annuals

(Hardy and some Tender), plant out to remain, in showery weather best;

some (hardy) may be sowed, b. Auriculas, continue shading; plant
offsets

;
prick out seedlings. Baskets or clumps, form of greenhouse

plants. Beds, attend diligently to recent planted; water an4 stir them
in dry weather. Biennials and Perennials, sow, if omitted, b. Box
edgings clip. Bulbous Roots (Tulips, Jonquils, &c.). not florists*

flowers, remove offsets from; dry and store; may transplant some,
or keep until autumn ; (autumn flowering), as Colchicums, &c., take

up as leaves decay, separate offsets, and replant, or not until

end of July. Carnations, in bloom, attend: aid the bud-pod to

split with a pair of narrow sharp-pointed scissors ; bandage buds, to

prevent bursting, with Indian-rubber rings, or tape; water every

second day ; tie to supporters, &c,
;
prick out seedlings ; make layers ;

pipe. Chrysanthemums, plant out to layer next month. Cyclamens,
transplant. Dahlias, finish planting out, b. Dress the borders assi-

duously ; neatness now stamps a gardener's character. Fibrous-rooted
Perennials, propagate by cuttings; shade and water. Flowering
Plants generally re(iuire training and support. Grass, mow, roll, and
trim edges. Gravel, weed, sweep, and roll. Hedges, clip, e. Leaves
and stems decaying, remove as they appear. Liquid Manure, apply

lally to all choice flowers. Mignonette, plant out; sow, h.

uses, phmt out. PosoNiES (Chinese), water freely with liquid

, or they will not flower finely. Pink Seedlings, prick out;
make layers. Pipings (or cuttings) of Carnations and Pinks may be
planted. Potted Flowers, dress, stir earth, and water regularly.

Ranunculuses, take up as leaves wither, dry and store. Roses, bud,
lay, and inarch ; fumigate with tobacco to destroy the aphis or green fly

;

Roses out of doors, wash with tobacco-water. Salvia Patens, pinch
down centre stem to make it bushy. Seedlings of Perennials and Bien-
nials, transplant. Seeds (ripe), gather in dry weather. Seed Vessels,
remove, to prolong flowering. Water, give freely and frequently to all

newly moved plants, and to others in dry weather ; early in the morning
or late in the evening is the best time. Brampton Stocks and HIoss*s

Iiitr-nnediate should be sown on a north border. They will require to be
))r.it[p(i in September, and sheltered in a cold pit or greenhouse during
tlie winter. Peg down Stilvins, and, for a time, until the layers are rooted,

cut off the flowers. Verbenas, peg down to cover the beds sooner.

Tulips, continue to shade to prolong the bloom, b. ; towards c. expose
them to full sun to ripen the bulba ; take off seed vessels for the same
purpose. Slips of Double Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, and Rockets,

put in, either under hand-glasses or under a north wall or low hedge.
D.Beaton.

ORCHARD.
, thin for tarts. Apples, searctifor caterpilla CunApri

stop watery wood. Currants (black), water if dry. Cherries, free

from aphides. Disbud all trained trees. Figs, thin the young wood,
and stop. Gooseberries, free from caterpillars. Insects in general,

try to extirpate. Mulching practise where necessary. Peaches, thin

both wood and fruit, and stop gross shoots. Plums, cleanse from
aphides, and disbud. Pears, disbud, and stop. Raspberries, thin

suckers. Strawberries, water if dry, clear runners, and put some-
thing to keep fruit clean. Sthawberrv (Alpine), clear runners from,

and water. Stopping practise constantly, where necessary. Thinning
practise, both with fruit and wood. Training commence, and con-

tinue. Vermin destroy. Vines, thin shoots, and stop. Watering
attended to. K. Erbington,

FORCING STOVE.
Cucumbers, keep thinned and stopped. Cherries, water liberally,

and cleanse from aphides. Capsicums shift finally, and place in a warm
situation. Fire-meat dispense with as much as possible. Grapes
thin, and tie shoulder.'i of the late ones. Grapes ripening, remove a few
laterals. LiauiD Manure apply where size and strength arc required.

Melons, attend to setting, water freely when swelling ; thin the vines

fi-equently, and attend to linings. Nectarines treat as Peaches.

Peaches disbud and stop gross shoots ; apply liquid manure, and thin

fruit. Peaches ripening, remove those leaves which shade the fruit.

Strawberries, turn out healthy plants from forcing-house; they will

fruit in September. Shading, practise with delicate things, during
intense sunshine. Vines, attend to disbudding and stopping. Ven-
tilate freely. Watering, neglect not. 11. Kiirington.

PLANT STOVE.
jTi^sciiYNANTHES, put in cuttiugs. pot into large pots and train round

a trellis
; place in baskets to suspend from the roof of the orchid-house.

Amaryllis AULiCA and varieties pot and plunge in a very gentle heat.
Achimenes, repot and shade. Begonias, propagate, and finish potting.

Bilbercias, divide such as have bloomed ; repot young plants. Cala-
dium bicolor, repot, and grow on, to cause it to make large leaves.

Cl ERG DEN DRUM, onc morc shift. Climbers, tie in, wash to keep clean.

DicHORiZANDRA ovATA and its allies, pot and grow on. Eran-
TiiEMUM PCLCHELLUM, raisc in quantity to bloom in winter. Ges-
NERiAS, pot, and grow on to increase their bulbs

; put in cuttings of.

Gloxinias, pot seedlings, and young plants; place them in heat; a
hotbed is the best. Gardenias, done blooming, place in a cool pit to

rest. Hedvciiiums, place in large pots to bloom. Ixoras, put in
cuttings ; pot young plants and specimens ; tie the latter out to allow
young shoots to spring up in the centre. Luculias, place out of doors
for a month. Insects, destroy diligently. Musas, either plant out in

a bed, or j)ut them in your largest j)ots; put short dung in lumps on the

surface. Nepenthes (Pitcher pUnt), pot, and plunge in bark-bed, or

plant them upon a warm flue, covering it first with moss. Potting may
now be donp throughout all Stove plants ; they wdl require no more this

year. Syringe the walls, and water freely iluring bright days. Syringe the

plants generally at least once a day. Stove bulbs, done flowering, place

in cold-pit, giving no water to induce rest. Water, applv freely to the
roots of inoat kinds of Stove plants. T. Aitleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas, finish potting and placing in summer quarters ; seedlings

transplant, and as soon as strong enough put into small i)ots singly.

Carnations and Picoteks, place in their blooming quarters; com-
mence layering as soon as the annual shoots are long enough. Dahlias,
finish planting, b. ; stake and tie early to secure the plants from wind.
Prick out seedlings, and Pot late struck cuttings in four-inch pots, to

keep them in through the winter. Irises, in flower, protect from sun,
wind, and rain. Pinks, tie to slender sticks to prevent the pod-buds
bursting on one side, put round them a strap of India rubber or bass
mat, before the flower opens; finish piping. Panseys, now in bloom,
protect from sun. wind, and rain; continue to put in cuttings; save seed
and sow immediately. Ranunculus bed, water freely, stir the soil

when moderately dry ; protect the flowers from sun, wind, and heavy rain.

Tulips, early kinds, when the leaves turn yellow take up and dry
gradually. Turn over composts, and procure frenh loam and peat.

Weeds, carefully eradicate from every pot and bed in the garden.

T. Appleby.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Alexanders, earth up in dry weather. Asparagus tiEDS, sprinkle

with salt, and stir with some pointed implement which can be used readily
among the plants ; no weeds will appear if salting has been attended to.

Basil, plant out in good rich warm borders ; attend to watering, &c.
Broad beans, plant for late crops; let the soil be rich, and if the
weather be very hot, give a thorougli watering at the time of planting.
Beets, thin out, and fill up any vacancies by transplanting ; do this in

dull weather, and water well. Borage, thin out from eiorht inches to a
foot apart. Borecoles, of all kinds, prick nut four to six inches apart.

Brussels sprouts and Brocoli, of all sorts, both prick out, and plant
out finally, in particular such as the Purple Cape and Walcheren. Cab-
bages, sow ; prick out ; and plant out finally, and earth stir. Carrots,
finally thin out. Cauliflowers, prick out; plant out in succession;
let those in forward growth be well basincd up to receive plenty of water

;

those that are heading-in should be looked over occasionally, and a few
of their leaves inverted down over the young heads, to preserve them of a
fine white fcolour. Celery, prick out, and plant out finally. Cucum-
bers, plant out under hand-glasses, for pickling, itc. ; keep the glasses

close a few days, until the plants are become established, in particular if

the bottom heat is not very much ; when established, let them be inured
to the open air steadily ; those in pits and frames should be weekly
attended to. stopped, thinned out, and top-dressed. Endive, make a
small sowing of both sorts—Bataviau and Green Curled—for early crops.

Garlic, Shallots, and Undee-ground Onions should be full-grown
and fit to take up, dried off, and stored away for use. Herbs, of all

kinds, should be cut when in flower for drying and distilling. Jeru-
salem Artichokes, keep free from weeds with the hoe. Dwarf
Kidney Beans and Scarlet Runners, sow for late and last crops

;

should the weather be very dry at the time of sowing, give a good soakmg
of water, which will cause them to vegetate quickly ; attend to sticking

and earth stirring often. Lebks, thin out, and transplant. Trans-
planting, always do in the evening, and well water. Lettuces, sow
often in a situation where they are to finish their growth ; jilacc a stick to

those intended for seed; tie up in dry weather; a few at a time,

according to the consumption. Melons, lose no time in planting out
for the late crops; look daily to those setting their fruit ; attend to this

setting the fruit, and topping the shoots, about eleven o'clock in the

forenoon every day ; attentl to earthing, ilc., about three in the afternoon

of a w.\rm day, alter which, sprinkle the plants over with water, and shut

np early. Mint beds which were made last mouth surface-stir the earth.

Knotted Marjoram, plant out in warm borders. Onions, thin out,

and transplant, to fill up vacant spaces. Parsley, sow, and thin out.

Parsnips should be finally thinned out eight to ten inches apart. Peas,
sow ; Tall Knight's Marrows may be sown in the early part of this nmnth,
but sow any of the early kinds towards the latter end of the month, such
as the Early Warwick, &c ; should the weather be dry, well water at the

time of sowing; attend to hoeing and sticking. Radishes, sow often

in cool situations in rich soil. Savoys, plant out finally, and prick out
for future plantings. Vegetable Marrow, plant out. Thyme, plant

out seedlings. Use the hoe freely in dry weather. Take advantage of

DULL OR WET WEATHER foF planting, oT pricking out.

T. Weaver.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High Street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar, and Published by William
SoMERVjLLE Orr, at thc Office, No. 2, Amen Corner,"in'the Parish df

Christ Church, City of London.—May 30, 1850.
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Resujiing (from page 40) oiir observations upon the

light afforded to gardening by other sciences, we will

commence by observing, that the benefits derived from

keeping the roots of plants near the smface of the soil

are more apparent in fruit-trees and other perennials than

in our annual ci'ops, inasmuch as that the roots of trees

being thus kept within the influence of the solar rays,

always vegetate early, and ripen well their yoimg wood-

The quantity of oxygen absorbed by the roots of growing

plants is very large ; being, in the instances of the radish,

cai-rot, and others, not less than their own bulk in the

course of twenty-four hours.

Digging, hoeing, and ti'enching are the practices em-

ployed for facilitating the access of the air to the roots of

plants, by rendering the texture of the soil loose and

easily permeable.

Very few people ever consider in detail the expenditure

oflabour required from the garden labourer when digging.

It is a labour above all others calling into exercise the

muscles of the human frame ; and how great is the

amount of this exercise may be estimated from the

following facts :—

•

In digging a S(juaro perch of ground in s]iits of the

usual dimensions (seven inches by eight inches), the

spade has to be thrust in 700 times, and as each spade-

ful of earth, if the spade penetrates nine inches, as it

ought to do, will weigh on the average full seventeen

pounds, eleven thousand nine hundred pounds of earth

have to be lifted ; and the customary pay for doing this

is 2id.

!

As thei'e are 1 00 perches or rods in an acre, in digging

the latter measure of ground, the garden labourer has to

cut out 112,000 spadefuls of earth, weighing in the

aggregate 17,000 cwt, or f^M tons; and during the work

he moves over a distance of fourteen miles. As the

spade weighs betwsen eight and nine pounds, he has to

lift, in fact, during the work, half as much more weight

than that above specified, or 1,278 tons.

A four-pronged fork, with the prongs twelve inches

long, and the whole together forming a head eight inches

wide, is a more efficient tool for digging than the common
spade. It requires the exeilion of less power; breaks

up the soil more effectually; and does not clog even

when the soil is most wet. It is less costly than the

spade, and when worn can be relaid at a less expense.

The following table shewing the results of the ex-

periments of M. Schluber, exhibits the comparative

labour required in digging various soils, and the same
soil in various states. Tluis if to jienetrate with a spade,
when dry, grey pure clay, required a force represented
by 100, then to penetrate an arable soil in the same state

would require a force equal only to 33, or about one-
tliird; so in a wet state the clay would adhere to the
blade of the spade with a force equal to 20-2 lbs. the
square foot, while the arable soil would only adhere to

the same surface with the force of Gl lbs.

Firmnesa Adhesion to a

when dry.
i3''"!S;

'""' "^

Siliceous sand . o 3k "bV
Calcareous sand .0 -i-

1

Firmness
when dry.

.')-0
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practised by gaidouois for the purpose of destroying pre-

datory vermin, but it is idso beuelieial by aidiug the

atmosphere to pervade its texture, wliich texture is also

rendered mucli more friable by the frost. M. Schluber

says that freezing reduces the consistency of soils most

remarkably, and that in the case of clays and other

adhesive soils, the diminution of this consistency

amounts to at least "lO per cent. In hoeing clay he found

it reduced from sixty-nino to forty-five of the scale

already staled, and in the ordinary arable soil from

thirty-thiec to twenty. Ho satisfactorily explains this

phenomenon, by observing that tlio crystals of ice per-

vading the enliro substance of the frozen soil necessarily

sepai'ate the particles of earth, rendering their points of

contact fewer.

THE EEUIT-GAEDEN.
Dn.\ixAijE, Ml I.I iiixc), i^c.—It may not appear a very

opportinio period to many of the readers of lliis work to

discuss drainage matters, but the fact is, this ijucstion is

mixed up with the top-ibcssiug or mulching affair ; and
from letters recently received from correspondents, it is

manifest that, however well each of these practices are

understood in themselves, they are not so conjunctively,

or in the relation they bear to each other under peculiar
or ti'ying circumstances.
One coiTBspondeut complains of his peaches " witlier-

ing in their young shoots, losing their buds, &c. ;" and
at the same time observes, that having lately taken to

mulching, uUiis top-dressing, he thinks it probable sucli

pi'actice may have occasioned the evils. Our corresjion-

dent nevertheless adds, further, "perhaps, as my soil is

wet and nudrained, raulcliiug keeps the warmth too

much from the roots;" and again, "my soil is of a
gi-avelly nature at top, with a light brick clay below."
Now, as we are persuaded that hundreds—it may be

thousands—are similarly situated, it appears a very good
opportunity to chat over the principles and practices of

mulching or top-dressing, and also of wet or dry sub-
soils, as connected with surface culture.

It is really astonishing that the imiuense importance
of drainage should yet bo ill appreciated, seeing how
many line after-dinner speeches and (juires of paper
have been devoted to this thrice-told tale ; fuUy exem-
lilifylng the poet's satire

—

" Truths would you teach, and save a sinking land.
All hear, none aid you, and few understand."

It is SO with the oft mooted case of cb-aining : nothing
is more easy, or more common, than to find a multitude
of false impressions as to cultural practices, owing to this
one great enemy beneath

—

slaijnant moisture.
It is surely well known at this time of day, that two

bodies cannot fill a given space at once ; and that, con-
sequently, if the interstices of the soil are water-logged
that the atmosphei-e cannot get free access. Xow this
is not a question of the mere conveyance of the food
of plants ; it is that and a something more, which,
perhaps, at certain periods is even moi-e important,

—

a
question of hottom-ltmt in its relation to the atmosphere.
Let no person suppose, that whether the giound heat in
the neighbourhood of the roots of a fruit-tree is •'J0° or
(50° in the month of May is a matter of indifference ; no,
it is one of those vita! questions which every one in-

terested in cultural matters should take care to master
bptimes : having done so, h« may carry out all surface
operations with the assurance that if any man can com-
mand success he can, and that if he fail the blame will
not attach to him.
The practice of mulching is old as the hills; it will bo

found strongly recomnunidcd in Monsieur ilr la i.hiin-

linye's book of more than a century ago ; and, indeed, in

gai'deuing books of much older dale. Not that this is a

proof that it is right, and cannot be abused ; it merely

shows that it has been submitted thoroughly to the test

of experience, and lias been much resorted to by men of

science as well as of practice.

At the same time it has its bounds, both as to circum-

stances, quantiti/, and time of application.

As to the first, a moment's consideration wotdd show
that to place a thick coating of nudch over a sour bottom
of nndraiaed clay, is to cut off the last main chiiuce of

escape the stagnant moisture within possesses, viz., by
evaporation upwards. Such escape prevented, wliat

remains hut that all chance of acquiring a jiroper

amount of ground heat through exchange with the

atmosphere is cut oft'; and the anomaly presents itself of

a bottom-heat some eight or ten degrees below the

average of the atmospheric warmth—a condition which
all fruit-bearing trees abhor, for nature did not so in-

tend it.

It is, we believe, a well attested fact, that in most
climes tlie average amount of the bottom-heat through

the year exceeds that of the atmospheric average by at

least two or three degrees ; what, then, may we expect

if we reverse this natural average to any extent? Now
this bottom-heat, for so wo must term it, is not oijy a

stimulus to activity in the vegetable kingdom, but it

also, in all probability, acts as a jirotcction to plants ;

and we can scarcely do better than quote from the
" Theory of Horticulture " in confirmation of such views

:

" That the warmth of the soil acts as a protection to

plants may be easily understood. A plant is penetrated

in all dh'ections (all'?) by innumerable microscopic air

passages and chambers, so that there is a free communi-
cation between its extremities ; it may therefore be con--

coived, that if, as necessarily happens, the air inside the

plant is in motion, the ett'ect of warming the air in the

roots will be to raise the internal temperature of tlie

whole individual; and the same is true of its fluids.

Now, when the tem])erature of the soil is raised to loO"

at noonday by the force of the solar rays, it will retain

a considerable part of that warmth during the night

;

but the temperature of the air may fall to such a degree

that the excitability of a plant would be too much and
suddenly impaii'ed" if it accjuired the coldness of the

medium surrounding it ; this is prevented, we may
suppose, by the warmth communicated to the general

system from the soil, through the roots, so that the

lowering of the temperature of the air by radiation

during the night is unable to afi'ect plants injuriously, in

consequence of the antagonistic force exercised by the

heated soil."

So, then, we see that what is termed bottom-heat is a

)n'ovision of nature for the purjioses before specified

;

and we trust it will he understood that thorough di'ain-

age, by keeping the soil emptied of all excess of

moisture, places it in a condition to receive and renew

that amount of heat from the solar rays which had been

lost during the previous winter; and the soil being less

liable to sudden changes than the atmosphere, proves a

store-house of sure reliance.

We have thus shown that whatever prevents the soil

from attaining its proper relation in warmth to the at-

mosphere is likely to prove injurious, especially in

spring ; and we now proceed to show thnt tliere are

eases wherein mulcliing may be not only harmless but

of immense benefit. Trees recently planted, and those

on soils comparatively shallow and thoroughly drained,

require a steady supply of root moisture ; and when a

period of drought, accompanied by much heat, or even

of drying winds, occurs, trees thus situated are sine to-

suffer, if some extra attention he not paid to them.

Watering, of course, immediately suggests itself, but
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thib is an ojieratiou IVequently requiring an iuoouveniunt
amount of labour; and, moreover, unless the water is in
a tepid state, its utility, as sometimes applied, is some-
what questionable.

Under suoli circumstances it is that we advocate
mulching ; but where there is doubt of a pi'opor amount
of porosity in the soil, or a fear of water lodgment
below, or in cases of very adhesive soils, we own that
mulching should be resorted to with some caution. As
to the matter of temperature in the soil, little harm need
be apprehended from applying it in the course of the
mouth of May, for the ground has by that period ac-

quired a sufficient amount of warmth from the atmo-
sphere to carry on the purposes of vegetation.
To all those, then, wlio have doubts on the subject,

and who can find time to water and duly attend to their
trees, we would say—do not mulch until May, and then
only in oases where injurious droughts are apprehended.
At the same time it is necessaiy to observe, that we
practise mulching systematically with most fruit-trees

;

but then the trees in question are on shallow soils,

possessing a dry and sound subsoil of clear red sand.
On such we mulch newly planted fruit-trees in Novem-
ber, in order to prevent any sudden and injurious
vicissitudes ; for, strange to say, what prevents the soil

from becoming too hot in summer prevents it from
becoming too cold in winter. We mulch all fruits
carrying unusually heavy crops in May, in order that
sudden droughts should not affect them injuriously, and
also to the end that all rains passing to the roots should
be compelled to carry with them an extra amount of
nutritious properties from the manure.

Again, we mulch at various periods merely to en-
courage surface roots; being assured that fruit-trees are
ever more prosperous the more the latter are encouraged
and protected. But then, be it remembered, that we
never dig near to such trees, and that most of our fruits
are planted on the platform system, witli a depth of
only fifteen inches to two feet of soil, as the case may
be. Our peaches and nectarines were mulched over
four inches deep in the second week of May, and a
thorough soaking of water immediately applied ; they
have now (May 26th) made nearly enough wood for the
whole summer. R. Erringtox.

THE ELOWER-GAEDEN.
Pboperty of Roots.—There is one property belong-

ing to the roots of many trees which is seldom taken
into consideration, eitUer in laying out a new flower-
garden, or in planting in oi around an old one. Yet, of
all the dilficulties incident to flower-gardening, those
which arise from this property, or peculiarity, in the roots
of certain fine trees are the most difficult to contend
with.

I happened to bo in the company of some scientific
people the other day, who i found, on joining them, were
in " deep cousidtatiou " on this very subject—the pro-
perties of roots ; and an observation that was made by
one of the party, a practical man, tickled in my ears for
two or three days afterwards ; owing, as I suppose, to its

originality—for in these days of reading and writing one
seldom hears or meets with an original idea. Before
the tickling faded away, I fixed on the subject as a good
test to write a lecture on tree roots for The Cottage
Gardener. I need scarcely say this practical man is a
good gardener. He and one of our greatest architects,
together with a lady and gentleman high in the gaj-den-
ing world, seemed much perplexed, at the time I joined
them, about a certain beech-tree, under whose fidl spread-
ing boughs they were sheltered ; not, however, like Vir-
gil's Tityrus, from the heat of tlio sun, but from a keen
easterly wind. As far as I could make out, this beech-
tree was very much in the gardener's way, and he coidd

see no great harm in liaving it removed, root and branch
—a feat in which the architect seemed very willing to

assist him; but the owner of the tree (and he might be
proud of it) thought very differently, and seemed to have
it settled in his own mind that, come what would of new
fancies in architecture and in gardening, this fine old

spreading beech-tree should be spared to shelter and
shade the owners thereof for the next two or three gene-
rations. But he, the said owner, knowing that what-
ever the result of the consultation might be, it must be
paid for in hard cash, had no great objection to see the

gardener and architect come into a mutual collision, if

there is such a thing, about this tree; inferring all the

while that a spark thus produced, though on the old

principle of steel and flint, might not only save the

beech-tree, but redound to their own credit and fame in

after generations, and to his own comfort and pleasure

in the mean time. I found also that it was a settled

point with them all, that some kind of ornamental and
permanent fence must pass under the boughs of this

beech, and within five feet of the trunk. The architect

had much objection to allow this fence to be constructed

of such materials as came under liis department of the
" fine arts," and the " practical man " could not perceive

how a live fence could bo established imder and on
either side of such a tree " anyhow." The arguments for

and against this dead or "alive "fence brought out, I

should think, the greatest portion of all the light which
vegetable physiologists have hitherto employed in ex-

amining and describing the jiroperties of the roots of

large trees in general.

I could see that my friend the gardener was, by this

time, well nigh losing the day, and that a hedge of tree-

box, seven or eight feet high, at once must and would be

planted on this disputed site ; and whether this box-

hedge shoidd be planted by the gardener or by the archi-

tect was all that remained to be settled, when the gar-

dener exclaimed, " Man alive! the roots of the beech

would not only come to the surface of the new border

for tlic box the very first year, hut they would go up to

the top of the tree itself and down again on the other

side, take a new lease, and thus girdle the tree like a

gu'l's skipping rope." This was new and sufficiently

startling to all of us, but I believe he was not very far

wrong.
I have since learned that they have decided on the

following ingenious plan :—A trench eight feet wide is.

to be opened in front of the beech-tree, and within five

feet of its trunk. This trench will be as deep—or a little

deeper—as the roots have gone down. The whole of the

soil witliin the influence of the roots of the bcecli is to

be carted away, and a four-inch brick wall, built in

cement and carried up to the surface of the ground, is

to keep back these voracious roots from a new border,

in which large box-trees or bushes are to be planted

next August or September, according to the state of the

weather, as thickly as they can stand, and then to be

dressed or pruned on one side into the shape of a hedge.

Before the new soil is put into the trench, the bottom is

to be strongly concreted with a slope from the hrick

division ; and should tlie roots pass under the wall, they

are met and stopped by the concrete.

Now, any gardener of common experience can see the

impossibility of establishing a live hedge close to a full-

grown beech, asli, or elm tree or ti'ees, without some
such expedient as that resorted to in this instance, be-

cause the roots of these and similar trees will imme-
diately occupy whatever good soil may be used to plant

the hedge in; so that the newly planted tilings have no

chance but to ]iine and starve by inches. Hence the

reason for my owntar-harrel system for planting climbers

and choice plants against old trees, or in the front of

established plantations. What shall we say, therefore,

if our own llower-heds just planted with care and the
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choicest tilings we could inocuio for tliem, happen to be
|

withiu the reach of the roots of old trees? Why! we
need say uo more than that all the gardeners anil water-

ing in the kingdom could hardly compote against such

odds. The shade of tall trees is bad esiough, but when
their roots find their way into llowor-beds the conse-

quence is soon told. Voi'i may trench aud turn, and
turn and trench over and over again, add new soils, i

stimulants, and what not, but all to very little purpose.

The more you prepare the beds for flowers, the faster

they are in the possession of these intruding roots. I

liave had to do with this kind of ajiuoyauce as much as

most gardeners : but T never yet met with a case I could

not cure, if 1 had sulKcient money to go to work with

;

and I always went on the principle of cutting otl' all

communication between the roots and tbe flower-beds,

but with cheaper materials than bricks and cement, like

my friend tlie " practical man."
On thin diy soils, and on heavy luidrained clay, this

kind of warring against immediate neighbours is not at

all a diificult operation, because in the former case

rambling roots are compelled to run near the surface,

aud a trench a foot wide aud, perhaps, not more than
18 inches deep, opened just a little beyond the bed or

beds, and tilled with concrete, generally settles the

matter for many years. A couple of careful hands, to

whom this kind of defence is entrusted here, say that if

all our treucbes were reduced to one uniform standard

of a foot deep and twelve inches wide they woidd reach

fi'om here to—I am afraid to say how far, for people wiU
talk wide, even of narrow trenches, and it wUl be

enough if I say we have many of them which keep back
the roots very efiectually, and one small fancy garden
of about oO little beds is entirely surrounded by a deep
ti'ench filled in this way, aud some parts of this trencli

ai-e seven feet deep, and tlie sballowest part of it is a

yaj'd deep and full two feet wide, because the men could

not work so deep in a less width. Our manner of filling

up these trenches with concrete is simple enough ; we

j

take so many cart-loads, or barrow-loads, as tbe case

' may require, of the finest chalk—that which the frost

1 crumbles down from tbe face of a deep bed of cbalk is

the best and easiest to work,—and for every load of this

we put five loads of unsifted gravel, both cbaJk-gravel

and jjm-e white sand being close at baud ; a layer of

nine or ten inches of tbe chalk is first thrown in, then a
quantity of water, suifioient to make a soft puddle, into

this sis inches of gravel is thrown, and a man on each
side of tbe trench follows with long poles, with wliich

they poke tbe gi-avel aud chalk-mud until they are well

mixed ; after that true proportions of one chalk aud
five gravel are thrown in, with water enough to keep
the whole very soft ; indeed, so soft that one of the

poking sticks may be thrust down a yard tlu-ough the

mass with vei-y little elibrt. In summer it takes a w-eek

to dry this kind of concrete, but after it is once dried it

sets as hard and close as cast-iron, and a castle might
be built over it ; and yet, whore rough coal-ashes and
lime would be cheaper than chalk and gravel, they
would form a stiU harder concrete, and seven parts of

cinders to one part of lime would then be about the

proper proportions.

Where the whole side, or end, of a flower-garden is

exposed to the roots of neighbouring trees, instead of

cutting a circle round each bed, or some jiarticular beds,

to keep them back, the cheapest way will be to run a
trench in tlie shortest direction round the outside of

the garden, or part of it if that wiU do. I know so

many nice flower-gardens that are entii-ely ruined by
the roots of old tiees, and that might thus be efiectually

relieved from such invaders, and at a very small cost,

comparatively spealdng, and, moreover, I find tbe com-
fort of the plan so enjoyable myseK, that I cannot
recommend the plan too strongly.

Between old tar boixels, new barrels made ol' elm
staves, and concrete trenches, we set all the old trees at

defiance in this garden ; aud in a few days 1 shall make
a now bed—and, may be, a set of new beds, for when one
finds time to begin fancy things in a garden the diffi-

culty is to know when and where to stop—in the close

vicinity of some old trees and large Portugal laurels

;

aud 1 know we shall liavo to cut tluough large roots in

digging out tbe beds, but concrete will make short \york

with them. These new beds—that is, if we make more
than one of them—ai-e for an entirely now bedding plant,

a most noble plant to the bargain, aud a most novel
bed it will make no doubt; aud I speak of it thus early

that aU those wlio can aflbrd it may liave the chance of

an equal start with myself. And lest some should
suppose that this is like calling "chick, chick," before

the eggs are hatched, I must remark that this very
noble bedding plant has been fully proved in Suffolk to

be really a good tbiug, and uo one need be apprehensive
of the bed answering well. This new bed should be
made where a dark mass of foliage comes in behind it,

and, if jiossible, it should be seen from the living rooms

;

aud if it could be so placed that it could bo viewed not

against the sun after midday, all the better. What gar-

deners call " with the sun," and " against the sun," is

this :—on this side of the line when one looks due north
at midday tbe sun is striking against the back of the

head, and the person is said to look " with the sun
;"

and if he turns tbe other way the light, or rays of the

sun, strike him full in the face, and he is looking
' against the sun." Now tlio best situation for the bed I

contemplate is where one could see it from the windows,
looking " with the sun" at four o'clock in tlie afternoon,

aud with a dense mass of foUage behind it. The bed
will be splendid in the autumn ; in the forenoon tbe

shade of the trees aud shrubs behind it will throw a

softness into the mass that wiU really be most charming,
and altogether I anticipate a very favourable opinion of

this bed, once we get it fairly afloat.

The old Datura, or Bnigmansia arhorea, is the plant

1 liave in view for this new bed ; it has been already

sufficiently proved to be as capable of being left in the

ground from year to year as the fuchsias or any other

lialfhai'dy plants. "With it I propose to plant, and re-

commend others also to plant, the red aud the yeDow
sorts of Brugmansia ; and next week I shall give all the

rules that I tliink necessary for managing this and
similar plants under this system. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE K^D WINDOW
GARDENING.

Azalea Ikdica: Hints on Shading, Arbanging, &c.—
These beautiful plants must be treated according to the

state tliey are in, and what you expect from them in

future. We fear that, to some of our readers, we may
seem to be harping over an old tune, and laying our-

selves open to the imputation of giving " Cauld kail,

bet, again"—the usual designation given in Scotland to

hearing a sermon a second time, either in a similar or a

diflerent place of worship. 1 have little faith in the old

adage—" A good story is none the worse for being twice

told," especially if I should be the narrator. Jly reason

for adverting to these plants again, arises from the deshe

to meet the ease of the many inquiries tliat have lately

been made respecting Azaleas.

I

first, then, witli respect to those plants now in bloom

or just coming into it, if it is desirable to prolong the

flowering period, they sboidd be kept shaded, and as cool

; as possible. A place out of doors, against a north wall,

:
and covered with glazed calico, if not with glass, would

just be the situation for them. A greenhouse kept mode-

rately hot, to forward fuchsias, and the early-blooming
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azaleas, soon woulil destroy the beauty of those later-

blooming ones. Even in one small honse, heated by
one flue, or set of jiipes, various degrees of temperature

and humidity in the atmosphere may easily be main-

tained, by means of divisions ; and keeping tliese

divisions differently, as respects shading and air. The
knowledge of this would often obviate the necessity, in

heating by hot water, of increasing tlie expense by reason

of stop-cocks, or valves, for every division, however small.

The amateiu', therefore, who wishes to have his azaleas

early and late (and no tribe is moi'e worthy of having
their beauties prolonged), or who would wish to pui'sue

a similar course in the case of any other favourite family

of plants, should resolve upon having a division in his

house, however small; which, even if of glass, will be no
great consideration now, as regai-ds expense, unless for

the door and other wood-work. One department, then,

could be applied to tlie cultivating of plants, and the

other chiefly to the exluhiting of them in bloom. Of
course, the warmest end of the house would require to

be devoted to the purposes of culture ; and even there,

by a difference of air at one end, much difli3rence in tem-
perature and atmospheric moisture can be maintained.
Plants when in bloom, even if somewhat tender, will

remain in bloom much longer if kept cool and airy,

insects ])revented from access by gauze netting, and
shaded from bright sunshine.

In great as well as in small gardens much advantage
would be gained by the plants, and an additional interest

awakened, by having blooming plants and growing plants
separate from each other, at least to a great extent.

Even the difference exhibited by contrast in passing from
the one to the other would create a feeling of pleasure,
from the very fact, that the distinction was marked and
defined. When flowering plants are sprinkled somewhat
regularly over the surface of a house, or stage, with green
and growing plants between, the feeling produced is more
that derived from viewing varieties combined in regular
confusion than associated with the delights derived from
a felt liannony of parts. I lately saw two houses of
plants : one consisted of geraniums in full bloom, the
other of geraniums, calceolarias, azaleas, &c. ; a few in

bloom, the others growing and showing bloom-buds : no
mingling and commingling of the contents of the two
houses, as is generally done bymany of ourfriends.so as to

make all places look gay—sticking a flowering plant here,
and another there—would have produced such a satis-

faetoiy result as the mere contrast in the present instance
elicited. " Oh ! but," says one of our readers, " such an
aiTangemcnt would be so winatiircil : it is not at all lil;e

what we see in our meadows, our hedgerows, and wood-
land brakes and fells—those brakes which that amiable
lady in Thk Cottage G.\bdeneh, whose writings you so
nuich admire, praises so eloquently and well." No ! but
not to enter into this pleasing question at present, I will

content myself with stating, that a plant-house is not a
wild brake or heath. It is an artificial erection for a
particular purpose ; and ought, in everything within, to

bear the impress of an arrangement different from what
exists in external nature ; except, indeed, in those colossal
piles of glass which are yet to be erected, where meadows
and fields are to be enclosed, and woodland scenes in
Australia, or tropical scenes from warmer latitudes, are
to be pourtrayed ! and where pots, and boxes, and baskets,
would be as much out of character, with the style of art
attempted, as they are perfectly in keeping with the not
more artificial, but the more (qijyarent, art rei^resented
in oiu- gi-cenhouses.

But then, again, there is the shading from briglit sun,

j

necessary to keep azaleas and other flowers long in bloom,
and svlso to assist them when growing and making their
new wood; and this I find to be a troublesome and
expensive affair, and if neglected the jilants are more
susceptible to injury than if they were never shaded at

1

all. Bunting, fastened by one side to the roof, and by
the other to a round pole, with a wheel at one end for

holding the ro))e, and either or not connected witli a
pulley-wheel, answers remarkably well; but, then, my
man " Friday " pulls it np and lets it down with such a

jerk, that in a few months, if not weeks, it is pretty well

in ribands ; and, then, when in despair I have turned to

mats—in the placing, fixing, and removing them—more
glass was broken than the plants were worth, so that,

being obliged to be from home a great part of the day, I

am next to hopeless as to succeeding with my green-

house, unless a cheap and secm'e method of shading
could be adopted.

A very cheap method, which we were among the first

to use, though not a very pretty looking one, but not a

whit more imsiglitly than dirty mats, consists in dissolv-

ing a little whitening in a pail of water (not lime, mind,
that injures paint), and then throwing it over the roof

with the syringe : a very little whitening will be sufficient,

or it will look ugly. As we have not much dull weather
in the heat of summer, except what is accompanied by
rain, the whitening would seldom want i-emoving or re-

placing, except when washed oft' by these natural means.
Dipping a whitewashing brush into the mixture, and
quickly and evenly di'awing it down each row of glass,

would look neater ; but in both cases yom liquid must be

just coloured with the whitening. Try a bit, and let it

dry, to satisfy yourself before doing a whole house, as it

is much easier to over-do itthannnder-do it. But if neat-

ness and suitability combined be your object, and you do

not mind a little time at first, I have found nothing better

than common size, or glue, put on the glass quite hot as

thinly as possible with a brush, and then slightly daubed
with the points of a dry brush as you proceed. The
glass should be dry, but the sun not sliining strong. In

ordinary occasions it will last until the heavy rains of

autunm ; will be quite inconspicuous, unless you come
close beside it, but will blunt the force of rays of light

sufficiently to suit tender growing as well as flowering

plants. If you want it denser, a little whitening dis-

solved in it would suit yovu purpose ; but the last thing

will leave a greyish-white appearance on the glass.

Always put it on outside.

We make no apology for these several digressions,

though I wish I could have made tliem shorter. They
will be generally applicable, as well as suitable to Azaleas.

Without shade, or keeping them at a distance from the

glass, they neither can be preserved in bloom late nor

forwarded so as, without forcing in winter, to produce

their flowers from January to April, and contiiuie doing

so from year to year. Different views are held by first-

rate gardeners as to the period when different operations

should be performed ; but these differences would be

greatly reconciled were it seen that the difference con-

sisted less in principle than from looking at the object

from different points of view. Tlius, for instance, in the

disputed matter ofjiotting, some would say pot and repot

at any time ; others, pot immediately when growth com-

mences after flowering; and others again, and equally

good growers, say pot only in the autumn, when the new
wood is ripened and tlie buds arc set. Now I consider

all these directions good, provided the circumstances of

the plants are duly attended to. A lanky-looking plant

should be cut down, placed in a high temperature, say

from GO" to 70°, and potted as soon as the fresh shoots

begin to break. Plants flowering from Christmas to

April, when cleared of their flowers, should have the first

and strongest shoots produced stopped, to insure a more
plentiful, as well as a more equal, as to streuglli, supply

of young shoots, as upon them the next season's bloom-

ing depends. AVhen tliese begin to break freely, the

plants should be examined and repotted, or merely top-

dressed, as may be seen necessary ;
placed in a vinery at

work, or set in the warmest end of the growing depart-
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inont of the groeiiliouse ; ninl, bcsiclos wiilfvinfr. giving

lUcm I'lvijuciitly a dnsli t'loiu tlie sviiiige : and I'spccinlly

looking aftfi- tho jnniping follow, the tlivip. Whon the

shoots get nearly fuU-gidwn they shovild bo exposed giii-

duiilly to more air, and wlien well hardened set out of

doors" in a sheltered place, exposed to the smi, hilt shel-

tered from rains, and the pots proteeted from the heat,

hy any of the methods several times referred to. 'I'liese

plants, if removed to the gi-eeuhouso hi'l'oro very eold

nights in autnmn. will commenco swelling their hnds in

tho middle of winter.

Plants hUiomimj in ^tmj and June, nnd intended to

do so in futnre, siionld bo treated so)iiewhat dill'erenlly.

Growth should bo eneuuraged. the shoots he rijiened, the

ends of the shoots plnmpod, so as to show that tlie tlower-

hiids for ue.'ct season are set ; and then the roots, as soon

as possible, be examined and repotted, not giving largo

shifts however. Those of this class that made their wood
early, as some kinds do, almost eotemporaneonsly with

tho flower-bnds expanding, I have treated just as 1 have
reeommendcd for early flowering ones, and with the best

residts. But supposing we adopt the different methods
according to these different circumstances, the principles

of action arc identical ; and are these :—First, the pro-

priety of not repotting a plant until the fresh growth
commences, fiecond, the necessity of having a ])ot full

of roots bi'fore the flowering season comes, if tho flowers

are wanted tine and large. Xow plants flowering at an
early period, and intended so to flower again, would not

like" being potted after their buds were set, for two rea-

sons : ttrst, the pots would not be filled with roots suili-

ciently early ; and secondly, from the increased range of

food given, there would be a danger of the shoots,

ripened or nearly so, starting again into growth, and
thus spoiling the spring display of flowers, which is

avoided by sliiftiug early ; as then the strength of the

new compost is thrown into the new shoots, and the

coolness of autumn, out of doors, and a north aspect, if

there is the least sign of danger, will prevent a second
gi'owth. In the second case, the late flowering ones are

encouraged to make then- now wood sooner than if re-

tarded with a shift ; and then being shifted as soon as

the buds are set in autumn, they have got the fall of the

autumn and the whole of winter to fill the pots with
roots, while jilenty of air is admitted to their tojis.

Several matters might be summed up and referred to,

which we barely name.
1. Azaleas, and camellias likewise, require to Ije en-

couraged after blooming by a higher temperature, and
in ortier to produce their new growth.

2. This encouragement may as well be given in the

end of a common gi-eenhouse, shut oft' on purjiose, or

with less ah- given, as under the shade of vines, or any
other place.

3. In encouraging this growth, Azaleas, exce])t the

strongest gi-o\ving, should only have clear waterings
;

anything else ought to be weak indeed. A solution of

very old cow dung, from its cool nature, seems to answer
best. Camellias, on the other hand. wiU drink guano
water, or any other manure solution, like topers, though
it shoidd not be strong.

4. lu iwttmg. Azaleas like lumpy heath mould best,

with silver sand, and pieces of chai'coal to assist drain-

age. Peat and loam in equal portions do well for camtl-

Uas, with a sixth part of very rotten cow dung.
f). In potting Camellias, we prefer doing it earlier than

even for Axaleas, as, if done late, and bloom is wanted
early, the flowers will he small. Rather than rcjiot late

in autumn, we shoidd top-dress, and repot the following
season. With top-dressing, and manure waterings, and
good drainage, they will flourish for years in the same
pot.

fp. In choosing sorts of Azaleas, look to the lists at the

Metropolitan shows.

7. In buying plants, get them young, stubliy

pots, and even those not crammed with roots

mall

R. Fisn.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

lOXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.
OEsNEit.vcE.i'.—a family of plants that for beauty and

usefulness is almost invaluable. When wo first began

gardening, some thirty years ago, they were scarcudy

known. In 17')!), a plant, the first of the order, named
by the groat Linnajus

—

Gcsnera tomentusa, was iulro-

ducod from South America. It was Ibllovvod by d'csnera

Inbijloia in 1711.'! ; and that again by Gesncra acaulis in

ISIO. A still older plant of tho same natural order

exists to this day, namely. Gloxinia imtenhita, so named
by Heritier ; and which was introduced to Europe so

long ago as 173'.). No other Glo.xinia reached this

country till ISIO, when the hoautifid G. spcuiosa, the

parent of numerous hybrids, was introduced. In 1^10

two more species of Gesnera reached us, named, severally,

G. aggrcgata (since lost) and G. hnlbosa (still grown).

From IsiiO to the present time tho importations wore

constantly adding to the stores of these beauties of our

hothouses. When the late indefatigable Mr. Loudon
first published bis " Ilortus Rrittanicus," the now large

family of Achimenes, belonging to this order, was totally

unknown. Since that time, by the labours and persever-

ing endeavom's of such collectors as G. A. Skinner, Esq.,

who resided for several years in Guatemala, and Mr.

Hartweg, the London Horticultural Society's collector,

these beautiful plants were introduced, and increased

both in number of species and quantities of each, so that

at this present time there is not a plant stove in the

three kingdoms without more or less of them in cultiva-

tion. Several genera, besides, have been added to the

order, so that it is now a pretty extensive one, as the list

we shall give presently of them will prove.

In one respect this tribe of plants has a great ad-

vantage over most others. By proper mana^'oment
some species or other may be ke))t in flower nearly all

the year round. In the Kew Gardens we whnessed
Achimenes picta and Gesncra zehrina in the finest bloom
in the January of this year' ; and they were likely to con-

tinue until others were brought forward to succeed them.

The grand season, however, for bloom of the whole

family is from June to October, Just the season when
greenhouses are most deficient of bloom, excepting from
annuals, such as balsams, cockscombs, and the like.

During these months they are, if moderately managed,
the greatest ornaments of both stoves and greenhouses.

Culture.—Commenco early in Januai'y to start a portion

of them into growth, by potting, and placing them in a

moist beat. The best compost for them is a light turiy

loam that has been frequently turned over to sweeten,

and half-decayed tree-leaves, in equal j)arts, with as nuich

sand as will give the compost a sandy character, i'or

the stronger-gi'owing species of Gesneras, Ghxinias, and
Achimenes, the addition of one-eighth of very rotten dung '

will ho useful. Drain the pots well, and proportion their

size to the size of the roots. The genera Gcsnera and

Gloxinia wifl, when three or four years old. have tubers

as much as from four to six inches in diameter. They
j

then require pots full three inches wider than the tubers.

Shake off gently all tho old soil, trim ott" all dead roots,

and work the compost in amongst the living roots,

leaving the crown of each tuber just level with the soil.

The scaly roots of Achimenes may either be placed

singly in 3i inch pots, to be repotted after they have

tilled them with roots, or they may bo, if plentiful,

potted in wide shallow pots, five, or six, or more, in each,

according to the fancy of the cidtivator. Either way
they will flower admirably, if properly managed as to
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heat and moisture. The latter method saves the trouble

of repotting, but the single bulbs form the neatest

plants. Give no water after potting in the moist com-
post for a week or two ; place them in a gentle heat. A mode-
rats hotbed of well-sweetened dung, covered with coal-

ashes or tanuers' bark, will answer the best for them at

this early season. This potting ouglit to flower in May.
The next batch may be set to work in the same manner
the first week in March ; the ne-Kt in May ; and the last

in July. These two latter pottings will not require any
heat, but may be planed after potting in a cold pit, where
the natural heat of the season, if they are ke]3t mode-
rately close at first, will be sufficient to bring them slowly
on. These two latter pottings will consist chiefly of the

different kinds of Achimenes, and Qesnera zebrina, with
the varieties of Achimencs, especially A. picta. They
are intended to bloom through the autumn and winter
mouths in the warm stove and orchid house, which they
will ornament greatly when there are few other plants
in bloom.

Water.—The application of tliis is a matter of import-
ance to all jilants, but to this tribe more than to most
others. In the early stages of growth it must be given
sparingly, and never over the young and tender leaves,

especially in the morning. If the leaves are wet with
water, or even dew from the steam of the fermenting
materials employed to stimulate them into growth, the
sun will be apt to discolour them, and the growth will be
crippled. Avoid, therefore, wetting the leaves as much
as possible, and water chiefly in the after part of the
day. Shade also early, and give air so as to allow the
steam to evaporate, and the tender leaves to dry. When
the season is more advanced, and the leaves more mature,
a gentle syringing in the afternoon will be beneficial.

One point must be attended to at all seasons, and that is,

to keep them near to the glass, to induce short vigorous
growth. If they are placed far from the glass their leaf-

stalks will be drawn up, and wiU be weak and un-
sightly.

Winter treatment.—As soon as the flowering season is

over, whether early or- late, the plants ought to be put to

rest. We have experienced it to be a good plan when
the plants showed evident signs of exhaustion, to place
them out of doors in a warm sheltered place in tlie

garden. This applies only to such as have done bloom-
ing as early as July. To jirevent them receiving too
much moisture, which would have a tendency to start

them into premature growth, we lay the pots or pans on
one side. As soon as the leaves and stems are quite
yellow, cut them off, and place the roots in a cool shed
till the frosts begin, when they should be removed into
their winter quarters, the best of which is inider the
stages of the stove, where they may remain till the potting
season returns, care being taken that they are kept quite
dry. Later potted plants, the blooming season of which
extends to autumn and winter, should be set to rest by
withholding water, and placing them out of tlie reach of
frost. Attend to this

—

let such as go to rest the first be

started first. They will have obtained a habit of early
growth, and their early rest will give them the power
and desire to start again at the usual season they bave
been accustomed to. This is a law of nature which
cannot be infringed with impunity. The fruit oi.dtivator

is fully impressed with its truth. His vines, ]>eaohes,

&c., that have been by degrees brought into early habits,
are the most easily stirred in active growth the follow-
ing season. It is so also with flowering plants of every
Idnd, and by none more so than llic order of Gesneracese.

(To be contbmed.J

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Spring and summer in our climate do not come at

any particular day, week, or even month, but visit us in
tits and stttrtis. Sometimes we have a week of cold dry I

weather, succeeded by showers of rain, and occasional
warm sunny days; these again are sadly too often
succeeded by cold days, and frosty uiglits, varied by
windy stormy ones, accompanied by hailstorms, heavy
long continued rains, and cold easterly winds. It is this

uncertainty of weather that calls forth all the forethought
and untiring vigilance of the florist, to guard against
the bad effects whicli those disasti-ous changes bring
upon his favourite plants. He has stood in need this

season of all these careful attentions, or, if they have
been neglected even for a single day and night, the woeful
effects of such neglect will now be visible. Let even
such as have carefully tended and watched their choice
flowers, by no means relax their attention now. Read
over and practise all the points of culture we have
weekly endeavoured to enforce.

Tulips.—The glory ofthe,se noble flowers is fast de-

partingfor another season ; and they seem to say—" Take
care of us, or we shall be unable to feast your eyes and
gratify your mind another season. To strengthen our
roots cut oft' all our seed vessels

;
protect us from heavy

rains ; lift up gently such of us as seem unwilling to go
to rest with our fellows ; leave us in the ground till our
leaves turn yellow ; and then take us up and lay us in a
cool place to dry." Such is the language the imaginative
tulip fancier will say his liighly prized departing friends

would use, could they speak. And we say, act accordingly.

We say this to the new beginner; the old staunch
experienced grower will not need our advice.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Cauliflowers.—Plant liberally in shady situations,

and make a couple of good sowings this month, the
produce ofwhich will come to hand at tlie end ofsummer,
and in the autumn. Golacorts, too, should be sown at

twice, liberally, this month, so as to have at command a
supply of good plants to put out in succession on the
early potato and other spare ground.
Celery should now be well encouraged. Prick and

plant out in succession, keep the early plants well surface-

stirred, and free from suckers
; particularly bear in mind

that you must neither plant nor j)rick the plants too deep ;

tliey should not be buried deeper than theii' seedJeaf, or
collar ; indeed, deej) planting is a serious detriment to

the kindly progress of vegetation of every kind. Celery,

as every one well knows, is a gross feeding and thii'sty

plant; and to produce it of an extraordinary size, of good
quality, tlie principal essentiiils are a good, rich, well

pulverized jiiece of ground, which has been weU trenched
and liberally supplied with good manure, well inter-

mixed amongst the soil, and the plants never allowed to

become dry; the lack of moisture in dry weather being
likely to render the celery pipy and tough ; too much
water can hardly be applied to it. Our system, when we
wish to produce a large suj^ply of celery from a small
piece of gi'ound, is to choose a well prejiared piece, as

above described ; and supposing it to be eight feet wide,

a shallow trench five feet wide is cast out up the centre,

the plants are put in the crossway of the trench, in rows
from a foot to eighteen inches apart, the distance being
regulated according to the time of planting, whether late

or early, or whether it is required to be grown of a lai'ge

size, &c. The number of plants in each row is also re-

gulated by the same rule, and varies from five to eight.

Tlie surface of the soil between the plants we generally

lightly mulch with decayed refuse leaves, or shoi't

decayed manure of any kind; the advantage of which
is, that any quantity of water may be applied without
the soil becoming surface-bound. By following these

jirinciples, every facility is aflbrdcd for surface-stirring,

watering, and applying the earth for blanching ; and
a large quantity of celery may thus be obtained oji
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a small piece of ground, of a good sizo and escolleut

quality, with less expense tliau by any otlior moans.

Wateuixg.—At the pioscnt soason.wliendiy weather

may be e.'cpected to provnil, there is uo doubt but Unit in

many instances niui-h beuelit nuiy be afforded to growing

crops by the jiidieious applieuliou of water, and when
watering is performed it sliould be done systemalieally,

or more harm will lie caused than good. Our method,

when wo set about watering, is to choose dull or cloudy

weather, if such prevail, or the lato evenings and early

mornings ; and to a|)ply the water in great abundance,

if we apply it at all ; taking caro to apply it to all except

socd-beds, without wotting either the leaves or foliage

of the plants or crops. We also a])ply it without any

rose on the water-pot, thrusting, instead, a spray or a

branch of heath from an old broom, into tlie spout or

nozle of the water-pot : and with a pot in each hand held

close to the surface of the earth the water is quickly and
softly dispersed amongst the growing crops without

siu'face-binding the soil.

RoiTixE WoKK. — Artichokes, cauliflowers, celery,

cabbages, beans, pean, and all kinds of kitchen-garden
crops, are the bettor for being slightly muleliod for the
next three mouths, should dry hot weather prevail. And
if ground can be spared a planting should be made of

Brussels sprouts and Dwaif savoys. Cape brocnli and the

Walvheron brocoli should bo planted in succession.

l'oT.\TOF.s.—We shall no doubt soon hoar some outcry
respecting the disease of this vegetable, tho extent of

which so much depends on atmospheric infiuenco. We
are sorry to observe all through the spring, the old

enemy still lurking about, though we aro happy to say
only to a very trifling extent, compared to that of former
years. By pulling np a few potato stalks and (closely

examining them at the base where the disease first com-
mences, there will be found, if any disease exist, small
punctures, advancing into brown ulcerated gangreen
blotches; but up to the present time wo have not found
amongst any of our oarly-takcn-up produce one tuber

thus effected—all having been excellent both in ci'op

and quality. J.vmes B.vknes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

TEA DKINKING.
By the authoress of" My Flowers.'

Te,v is usually considered an expensive enjoyment, and so

indeed it is ; but when coffee and cocoa aro recommended as

substitutes, on account of their cheapness, I believe on a
close calculation they will be found to fail ; at least we have
tried the experiment unsuccessfully iu om' own family. If

herbs ai-e collected aud infused, there is no doubt that a great
expense would be avoided in giving up tea ; but if foreign

produce must be resorted to, tea is certainly the cheapest in

the end.

allowed to heat gradually until it boils ijeiiUy, at which point

it must be kept for two or tlu-ee horn's. When the cocoa has

been used the pot should be fiUed agam with water, and

allowed to simmer geutly in readiness for the next meal.

When become weak a handful of nibs should bo added to

those ah-eady in use, aud so on, until the vessel becomes

too full to hold the quantity of water required.

The old nibs must then be taken out, and a similar process

take place as at first. A Uttle experience will du-ect the proper

A small quantity of tea, cai-efidly managed, will form a i quantity to be used, and the degree of strength required,

much more agreeable meal for a family than a small quantity ' which can easily be added to or diminished. It is the liiihtcst

of coffee : we can diink rather weak tea with less distaste I
preparation of cocoa, which is very frequently heavy for the

than weak coffee, and there is a flavour, even then, that is ' stomach ; and where the health is deUcate it is used mth
pleasant. Coffee is really disagreeable unless it is tolerably ' very beneficial effect.

>ti-ong ; and it cannot be renewed like tea. Although coffee ' Many persons will say, and perhaps think, that high-priced

is considerably cheaper per poimd than tea, in fact it may be
;

tea goes frnther than cheap. I have often heard, that tea at

bought at less than half the price, yet requiring to be used
so much more freely it becomes mueli dearer in the end. It

is a heating, stimulating beverage also, when taken constantly,

and will not agree with many pei-sons, yet it certainly is the
most dehcious of all, when well made and strong ; aud when
taken dming or after fatigue it is far more reviving and
strengthening than wine or beer. StUl it is not a cheap re-

freshment when used as a meal in the family. "^Tien it is

bought, it should always be in the beny, and fresh roasted if

possible. When wanted for use, the berries shordd be placed
in an oven, or before the fire, to become gently wann before

they are ground, which should take place only just previous

foin- and even five shDUngs per pound is cheaper iu the end
than that which costs three and eightpence : but there is

theory in this idea. No one ever puts in less tea because it

is higher iu flavour ; or if they do, it is so tittle less that it

does not in the least degree atone for the additional price.

Highly-ilavom-ed tea is a most delightful beverage, but do not

let us deceive oiu-selves into fancjang that we ai'e economizing

by indulging in it. Teas at the same price will occasionally

vary in flavour and quahty, and sometimes we may meet with

an inferior kind ; but we must not on this accoimt be induced

to pay an extra sixpence per pound, when we are really strivimj

to the utmost to hve within very small means. If we give

to being made into coffee, and Uie mill should be a coarse way on one point, we shall certainly bo as weak on another.

one. Coffee shoiUd not be ground tine ; and it is even said

that when beaten in a mortal- the flavom- is improved ; but
this is a more tedious aud troublesome process, and I cannot
fouch for its ti-iUh. A small quantity of very strong coffci

and another, and another ; and the monthly bills that arc
•' only a shiUing or two higher than they ought to be," will

swell into importance at the close of the year. If it is pos-

sible to purchase tea at one of the old estabhshed tea wai-e-

poured into tlu-ee parts of a cupful of "boiling milk is the best
\
houses in London, a far better article wUl be obtained at a

and pleasantest way of taking it for brealifast ; aud where lower price than can be bought in country towns ;
aud by

milk is plentiful and cheap it may not be an ertravagant plan
; j

laying in half a year's consumption at once, or even more-
hut tea is cheaper. 1 if money can be paid down—tho expense of carriage is

Cocoa is a noiuishing article, but not a cheap one. The
I
ti-ifling.

patent soluble cocoa at eightpence per poimd is extremely A teaspoonful of tea for each person, and one for the tea-

convenient, because it is made so quickly and easily: but pot, is the old-fashioned recipe for making it; but much less

unless it is tolerably strong it is not very palatable, and a
,

will suffice for economists. By allowing it to stand long, and

pound is very soon gone. It is certainly cheaper than coffee, i close to the fire when there is one, the strength will be more
however, and if it agrees is pleasant and strengthening ; but i

fully drawn out, and less will do. The common black tea-

a/ami7;/ meal it wiU not be found to answer. Many things
|

pot is the best for tea-making, and is preferable to metal

uay be economical for one person that become seriously ex-

pensive when required for a party. Cocoa nibs are perhaps
the cheapest mode of preparing it. Two haudsful of the
nibs should be placed in a middle-sized tin coffee-pot, and

and even silver; besides, it can be placed near the fire without

injui-y, and is easily replaced.

I have ali'eady observed, in The Cottaob Gakdeneh, that

by the Chinese themselves sage-leaves are so highly esteemed
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as a substitute for tea, tliat they were in the lial>it nf giving

the Dutcli four pounds of tea for one of sage, so great was
theu' preference for that herb. Now this fact is worth our
consideration. Why shoiJd wc disregard and neglect a luxuiy
so liighly prized by the veiy people wlio possess the fragrant

and delicious tea-plant ? Is it not worth while to try if we
also can Uke what is tlionglit by others so very agreeable ?

What an advantage it would be to some of us, if we could

grow and prepare our own breakfast beverage! AVliat a bless-

ing to those who are fond of a warm and pleasant infusion

for tbfir iiiorniiiL; .mil rveniiig meal, .and yet are seriously

incniiMiii.i 1 Iiy |i;iwii-' :.i. iiiurli fur tea! The leaves

shiiiilil \u- (liiril -ij.liiiilly 111 III.: ^Iiinlr.andusediuthatstate.

Tlicre is do dilllcully in llic tulLiViainn of this plant; and its

very wholesome properties were well known in the earlier

ages. The oldBomau adage iJone would give it value in the

eyes of many—" Can a man die, if he has sage in his

gai'den?"

Young tender strawberry-leaves, picked from the stalks,

and dried in an any shady place, form a good substitute for

tea also. When perfectly dry they may be kept in canisters

or bottles, and used in the same way. Very young leaves of

rue, dried, and used witli the strawben'y-leaves, in the pro-

portion of one-twelfth of the former, give the tlavom' of green

tea.

The following herbs are said to be agreeable, used for the

same purpose :—Equal (luantities of septfoil, balm, wild mar-
joram, and ai;rimony ; one-fourth part of each of these—black

currant leaves, cowslip Howers, and red roses. As each herb
or flower is procured, cut them into small bits, and mix
with the rest. Let them all be carefully and corripletejy

dried, and then put them into canisters for use.

An immense saving woiUd be effected in this way, if we
could only reconcile our taste to home-grown lea. I can fully

enter into the sorrows of those who enjoy their tea, at the

thoughtof giving it up ; but it is a real expense where a family

is lai'ge and increasing, and if it can be spai'ed, the duty of

close and sincere economists is, to resign it. A stout, steady

principlo of right regards little things as well as large ; and,

A\ln'n based on the Eock of Ages, will enable us to ride

rough-shod over everything that stands in our way.

LONDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT
CHISWICK.—May 18th.

(Continuedfrom jy- 133.)

COLLECTIONS 01' TWENTY STOVE AND GKEENnOUSE PLANTS.

1st Prize to Mr. May, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence. The
following were either new to the collection or much improved
since sllo^vn in the Regent's Park :—

•

Leschennultia hiloba majiir, covered with its lovely blue blossoms

;

3 ft. by 3 ft. Podotobium trilubntttm ; 4 ft. by 3 ft. Erica intermedia,
with scores of pure white flowers ; 5 ft. by 5 ft.

:Jni) Prize to Mr. Cole. The following were in addition,

or much improved since we saw them in Regent's Park :

—

Apttele.ris macrantJta purpurea, densely bloomed; 3^ ft. by 3i ft.

Adenandra specioan ; 3^ ft. by 3^ ft. Chorozema Hcnc/una/inia ; this

difficult-to-grow plant was in tine condition ; 3 ft. by 2 ft. Azalea indica
(thi-ee varieties on one plant) ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Erica Caveiidisfiii, a noble
plant ; 'ii ft. by 3 ft.

COLLECTIONS OF TIFTEEN STOVE AND GBEENHOUSE TLANTS.

1st Peize to Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus,

Bart.

Azalea varicgata, a splendid plant ; 6 ft. by 5 ft. Azalea rubra plena ;

8 ft. by ,1) ft. Erica depressa ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. 'Sphemtoma gnlciie »• 3i ft.

by 3i ft. Aphetexis Hesamoides ; 2^ ft. by 2^ ft.

'^ND Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to H. O. Fanner, Esq.

Epan-is grar>diflora, finely bloomed; C ft. by 6 ft. Azalra Umitliii

rorcmew, a pyramid of flowers 8 ft. hi(;h. Pimelea !<]>rihi/,>lis ; r. U. by
a ft. Frunci'seea man-oplii/lla l 20 heads of bloom. ;I..sm,/ ,. hnnplHillu.

a drooping, graceful plant, covered with bloom; 5 ft. hii^li. Gartleiiut

Fortundi this plant was much admired; the flowers wore large, pure
white, very double, and numerous.

3iiD Prize to Mr. Gorrie. Finely bloomed plants; the
Azaleas were particularly excellent.

ErioHtemon bitxifolins ; 6 ft. by 5 ft. Azalea variegata ; 7 ft. liv 5 ft.

A. iateritia; 34 ft. by 2i ft. A. laleritiu alia plena i a pyramid', 7 ft.

high. Zi/ehia viltosn, finely trained and full of flower.

4TI1 Prize to Mr. Tiiylur, gardener to J. Costar, Esq.,
Sti'catham.

Adenandra speciosa; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Aulas t:rarilliinas, a graceful,

drooping plant, densely bloomed ; 3 tt. by 3 ft. Epaeris twvigata, white ;

2 ft. by 2 ft. Adenandra fragrant, pink, and very handsome ; 3 ft. by
2 ft.

fjTn Prizb to Mr. Ivison. Our readers may be surprised

that sn.li :i r.illrriinii slinnlil be plured liftli, but the difler-

ences lirlwr.-n mrli hcit ^.it snnill Hint il must have been no
easy t.qsk to ilrteniiine whicli slioiild liavo been first and
whi"ch last.

tlnrdenia Siatileijana, with scores of its large trumpet blossoms upon
it ; r, ft. by 7 ft. Eaplmrbia splendens ; 8 ft. by 5 ft. Eriostemun nerii-

faliam; S ft. by 5 ft. Azalea indiert alba ; 5 ft. by 3 ft. Aphelcris sesa-

moides; 3i ft. by 2^ ft. Indigofera decora, should be in every green-
house ; 2 ft. by 2i ft. Sipfwcampr/lati miryostuma rubra ; 2^ ft. by 2 ft.

COLLECTIONS OE TEN STOVE AND CHIEENIIOUSE PLANTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Malyon, gardener to J. Brandura, Esq.
Erica ventrivnsa CQCcinea minor ; 2i ft. by 2 ft. E. Beautnuntin ;

2i ft. by 2 ft. Aphclexis hamilis ; 3 ft. by 2 ft. Azalea Woodsii; 3 ft.

by 2i ft. Erica clcgans, a well bloomed young plant.

2nd PrazE to Mr. A. Stuart, gardener to T. Higgins, Esq.,

Norwood. This collection did credit to a new exhihlter.

Tropwotum tricolorum, well flowered, and trained in a novel style.

Podotobium utaurop/p/llam, very fine. Zi/r/iio tojiin/irdnnrnfatn, a new
species, neatly trained and well flowered. Kricii mtcrjofdia ; 3 ft. by
3 ft. Eutaxia myrtifoUa, a fine plant, but injudiciously trained.

.'iRD Prize to Mr. Speed, an amateur, Edmonton. Good
plants, but much disligured by being excessively slaked.
Erica hi/tirida; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Pimclea liendcrsonii; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

Azalea indica pkmnicea ; 4 ft. by 3 ft.

COLLECTIONS OE SIX STOVE AND GREENHOUSE riANIS.

1st Prize to Mr. ICinghorn.

LcachenauUia formom ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Azalea indica optima, a mass
of bloom. Erica ampullacea. Tremandra vcrticittata, a pretty plant,

with violet coloured blossoms.

a.N"D Prize to Mr. May, gardener to — Goodhoai'l, Esq.

Erica Caeendishii ; 2J ft. by 3 ft. Apltclcvis mncrantha purpurea;
3 ft. by 3 ft. Cfiorozeni'i Laurenciana, a handsomely trained plant.

Fraiiciscea rillosu ; 2 ft. by 2J ft.

.')ed Prize to Mr. Stanley, gardener to II. Bcveus, Esq.,

Sidcup, Kent.

Erica CavendistiU; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Eriai-ris gyandi.Hora : 3 ft. by 2 ft.

Franciscea Augusta, a fine variety ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Pinietea spectabitia

;

2 ft. by 2 ft.

COLLECTIONS OV TWELVE GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.

1st Prize to Mr. Jlay, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence. As
these were nearly the same plants as we described on a late

occasion, we must refer to that report.

2nd Prize to Mr. Green. This collection would certainly

liave been placed first, had they been all sides ahke ; tlioy

were certainly better flowered, and the flowers were larger

and brighter, but the one sided system of growing thorn was
fatal to their taking the first place.

Azalea exquiseta; 6 ft. by 5 ft. A. optima; 4 ft. by 2j ft. A. Gted-

stanesii; 8 ft. by 5 ft. A. tTimnplinns ; 4 ft. by 3 ft. A.lateritia; 6 ft.

by 6 ft. A. prxstuntissima; 5 ft. by 4 ft. A. sinensis; 5 ft. by 3 ft. A.

rosea punctata ; 6 ft. by 4 ft.

•Ihd Prize to Messrs. Lane and Sons, nurserymen, Great

Berkhampstead.

Azalea mirabiUs. A. Lucomngisia. A. duplex superb. A. Brouglitonii.

A. pirturata. A. triumphans superhu.

COLLECTIONS OE SIX GREENHOUSE AZALEAS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Frazer and Sons. The same as

those at Regent's Park.

^ND Prize to Mr. Cars(m. Among these were

Azalea speciossissima. A.lateritia. A. altta. A. splendens.

COLLECTIONS OE TEN CAPE HEATHS—No restriction in the

size of pots

—

nursebv.men.

1st Prize to Messrs. Fairbairn, Clapham. Nearly the

same as we have described lately, excepting

Erica mutnhilis; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. favoides purpurea; 2{ ft. by 2 ft.

E. propendens ; 3 ft. by 3 ft.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Veitch. The following were different,

or much improved since we saw them in the park ;

—

Erica depressa. E. tortilla'ftma ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. Florida, Very

beautiful, and pale (lowered ; 3 ft. by 2 ft. E. perspicua nana 1 3 ft. by

3 ft. E. venlrieosu tricolor. E. tricolor, the original species ; 3 ft.

by 3 ft.

3ed Prtzk to Messrs. Rollison. The few below wore

atlditious, or unproved since the 8th.

Erica prwgnans superha. E. Beaumontia. E. mutabilis. E. ventri-

cosa coccinea minor. E. primuloides. E, Andromedwjlora.
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COLLECTION'S OF TEX GATE HEATHS IM ELEVEN-IXCH TOTS

—

NUnSERYlIEN.

This wfts a new feature in tlio regulations for cxhiliiling

lieaths ; the design being, no doubt, to j^ivo little growers an

opportunity to exhibit ; but no sooner was tho Society's inten

tion nuiilo "known than our veteran heath growers, using the

one shift system, were as ready to compete with their usual

antagonists, and all others, as iV they had known of the now
arrangement for two years instead of one year.

1st I'mzF: to Mr. Fairbairn, who was tii-st again in tliis

cla.ss. His A'ri'cd urisluld miijar was a perfect little gum.

•^ND rRtzE to Messrs. Veitch. These gentlemen had a

beautiful rrne heath, Urica peziza, of a clear white ; each

flower appeared as if it were covered with hoar frost.

COLLECTIONS OP TEX CAPE HEATIIS IN ELEVEX-INCH POTS

—

AMATEFES.

Irt Prize to Mr. Smith, but nothing new, except a plant

of Erica iirislata Muciiahiiniii, a variety with large flowers

and brilliant colours.

Sni) I'rize to Mr. Roser, gardener to ,T. Bradbmy, Esq.,

Streatham. This new exhibitor of heaths had his plants in

excellent style.

Erica ot'atn, E. gelida, and E. campanulatu Jtnvida were unique

plants.

PEL.\RGOXIUMS.
COLIECTIOXS OF SIX IX ELETEX-IXCH POTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Cocks, Chiswick.
*Forget-me-Jiot^ Hosamund,*Pful-l,*Saliimtuurfr, Burtfia, antl Orifin.

2xD Prize to Mr. Parker, gurdema- to .1. Oni,'htijii, I'sq.,

Eoehampton.
*Forget-me-?wt, ^Xegress, Orion, *PeavI, liosi/ Circtt', and anotlier.

COLLECTIOXS OF SIX NEW PELAEGOXIUMS IX EIGHT-INCH

POTS.

1st Prize to Mii Cocks.
*Pictuni, Ro.inmintd, Mont Blanc, Siilnmnnder, *M(irs, and *Centurion,

^XD Prize to Mr. Robinson, gaidener to — Simpson,

Esq., Thames li.iuk, Pijulico. Very well bloomed plants,

consisting of
Gulielmii, *Xegress, *Pearl, *Armida, Orion, and Forget-me-not.

C0LLECTI0X3 OF SIX IX ELETEX-IXCH POTS—KIJESEBrjIEX.

1st Prize to Jlr. Gaines, Battersea. A well bloomed col-

lection, consisting of
*Emma, Cot/ierstone, *Ackba, Peart, Negress, and another.

(Those marked thus • were the best.)

The other collections did great credit to the gi'owers, but

they were nearly all the same kinds as were exhibited at

Regent's Paik. ( See our account of them.)

COLLECTIONS OF SIX CAPE PELABOONIFMS.

These ai'e exliibited to show tlie Pelargonium in its native

state.

1st Prize to Jlr. Parker.
Fetargonium elegans, P. fiexuoatim, P. holosericeum , P. tricolor, and

P. BlanUfordinnum.

2xD Prize to Mr. Staines.
Pelargonium t/icolor rosea, P. Blnndfordianum, P. Ardens, P. Jlexno-

»tfm, P. f/uimjuevulnerum, and P. bipitmatifidum.

ROSES.

COLLECTIONS OF TWELVE KOSES IX POTS—NTRSEETMEX.
1st Prize to Messi's. Lane and Sons, IJerkbampstead.

This eoUeetion was in splendid condition ; the best we noted
were
Emperor Prottus, blush ; hybrid China. Chenedotle. dark rose, hybrid

Bourbon. Moire, yellow; tea scented. Countess Mole, marble rose;
hybrid Bourbon. Lad// Alice Peel, crimson ; hybrid perpetual. Pmtl
Perras, rosy crimson ; hybrid Ilourbon. Coup d' Hebe, delicate rose

;

hybrid Bourbon.

•.ixD Prize to Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt. The finest roses
in the collection were Miulame ile SI. .foscph, a delicate,

flesli-coloui-ed, tea-scented rose; and I'imt Joscjih, a tine

dark rose.

COLLECTIOXS OP TWELVE HOSES IX POTS—AMATErnS.
1st Prize to Mr. Terry, gardener to Lady Puller, Youugs-

bmy.
Jflrg. Bosanquet, Lamarque, Smith's Yellon', Charles Duval, and

Lamarque.

•^NP Prize to Mr. Roser, gardener to .T. Lradbuiy, Esq.
TI'tti. Jesse, Madame Laffay, Marjoiin du Lnxemburgh,aniBeIleAmf;lie,

COLLECTIONS OF SIX CALCEOLARIAS,

IsT Prize to Mr. Gaines.
Panttter, Baron EdeUy Nit desperantlinn. Maid n/ ih-leiins, Uct^ulitlnr

and Astarte.

COLLECTIONS OP SIX CINERARIAS IN SIX-INCH POTS.

This we consider to be anything but a wise regulation, for

how could it bo expected that fine plants, in good blonni,

could be grown cramped up in six-inch jiols 1

1st Prize to Mr. E. G. Henderson, Wcllingtun Roiul,

St. John's Wood.
Alboni, Attila, Camilla, Wellington, Cerito, and Angelique.

'.ixii Prize to Messrs. Lane.
Blue Superb, Cerito, Attila, Poperina, Countess, and Ctrand Master.

COLLECTIONS OP SIX RHODODEXDEONS.
1st Prize to Mr. Gaines. These are noble, t5ne, and

handsouui shnibs, the growth of which cannot be too lii^;lily

encouraged. Mr. Gaines's plants, though linely bloonii'd,

were not in good forms, but if the Society continues to give
prizes for these really lovely objects, no doubt they will lio

brought to perfection in every commendable property.

SPECIMEN PLANTS.

1st Prize Io Mr. May, Ealing Park, for his monster Pimelea spcrlu-
bitis. 2nd Prize to Mr. Glendcnning, for Hoi/n Imperinlis. 3rd Puizk
to Mr. Edmonds, gardener to the l)uUe of "Devonshire, Chiswick, for
Rhododendron Gibsonii, 9 iUh\%\\, vi\t\\ numerous llowcrs. 4TII Prizb
to Mr. Kinghorn, for a large plant of Erica Cavendishii. 5TH Prize to
Mr. Mylam, for Eriaa vasi/tora, a unique specimen. 6th Prizb to

s. Veitch, for Mitraria i

NEW OB BABE PLANTS.

1st Prizes were awarded to Mi-. Paxton, gardener to the
Duke of Devonshire, Cliatsworth ; and to Mr. Ivison, gar-
dener to the Dowager Duchess of Northumberland, for spe-
cimens of that wonderful aquatic plant Victoria reyia. The
leaves were .5 ft. diameter, and more than 13 ft. in circum-
ference. The flowers, when fuUy expanded, were more than
a foot across, or 3 ft. in circumference. There were three
leaves exhibited, one being upside down—showing the ribs

of the leaf in sU-ong relief ; each rib diverged from tho
centi'e, and measured a full inch in depth. It is, indeed, a
wonderful vegetable pi-oductioii.

Prizes were given also to ilessrs. Veitch and Son for a new
Rhododendron, with small foliage ; white flower, with yellow
anthers shaped like a jessamine bloom. The flowers are
produced in bunches ; are tubular-shaped, with a spreading
Vionler. and veiy fragrant, named R. jnsminiflora ; and for

Sli/Iiilium cUiatum.

To Messi'S. Noble and Standish, for a new Viburnum,
named plinitih, producing flowers much like the well-known
double Viburnum Opulus pleno, or Guelder Rose

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
There was no prize offered by the Society for this class of

plants, yet several parties, eager to e.xhibit their novelties, sent
a consideralile number. Mr. Hoyle, Reading, had sever.al

seedling Pei.arooniujis. One, named ^-(/<u-, was a promising
flower: tlie lower petals of a rose colour; the upper dark
blotched with a rose rim; good fomi, and free bloomer.
Itnhiula, scai'let, with dark Idotch, very fine. We shall hear
of this again. Crisline : prevailing colour rose ; white eye,

upper petals doi'k crimson, edged with pale rose. Mr. Bell

had a useful kind named Little and Guod, with nicely-fonned
flowers.

Seedling Cineeabias were plentiful. Messrs. Henderson,
Pine Apple-place, sent Jelh/ Trcffi: : a light flower, with blue
disc. Lcttice AniulJ : a red flower, good fonu ; imdCoiislance:

light blue self, of good form. Tliese three ai'e really good
lands worth growing.

Mr. E. G. Henderson sent his Laili/ Hume Campbell, the

same as was exhibited at Regent's Park : and Afailame Huntnij,

a light flowcr.deeply edged with blue; both excellent flowers.

Seedling Cai.ceolaeias were not so plentiful, and of very

medium quality. The best was from Mr. Kinghom. His
Micia was a pretty flower of good quality, sti-aw coloured,

with spots of crimson.

FRUITS.
In this class the exhibitions wei-e far from numerous. There

were some good Pines, Grapes, and Strawberries, both in pots

and dishes. In Peaches and Nectarines the show was meagre,
indeed, only one dish of each being present.
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1st and ?kd Prizes for Providence Pints were awarded

to Mr. Davis, gardener to Lord Boston ; weight, 8 lb. 4 oz.,

and R ft. a oz. -^ ^ , r^

3rd Prize to Mr. Snow, gardener to tarl fle trrey;

weight, 7 ft. S oz.

MAEKET GABDENEES.

1st Prize to Mr. Davis, Oal; Hill, Barnet, for a Providence

Pine ; 7 ft. 2 oz.

Grupes.—Ueayie-it bunch, Mr. Fleming, gardener to the

Puke of Sutherland ; Black Hamhurgh ; 1 ft. 7* oz.

Mr. Davis, Oak Hill, for ditto ; 3 ft. 3 or.

Melons (the lieaviest and the best-flavoured) :

—

IxT Prize to ilr. Fleming, for a hybrid green flush.

Apples and Pears of the previous year:

—

1st 1'hize to Mr. Snow. These were excellent—fresh,
large, and good; especially the pears.

Cherries in dishes :

—

1st Prize to Mr. Ingrain ; Snd Prize to ]\[r. Fleming
;

both fine well-ripened fruit.

For Strawberries (both in pots and in dishes), the
1st Prize to Mr. Snow.

TIBYDAIL SHIPPEN VINEEY.

Scalefour feet to

This combination of the cow-house and vinery has already

been prominently noticed by us at page IC of the present
volume, and we shall now only add tlio explanatory references

to the above drawing.

a The ventilator, extending the wliole length of tlie

house.

c Iron bai's instead of jrarlieus.

d Sliding ventilators in back wall.

e Stone shelf for sti'awberries

EXTRACTS PEOM COERESPONDENCE.
Passion-flowers.—I talfe blame to myself for not having

sooner replied to Mr. En-ingtou's request about the Passion-

flower (see vol. iii., page 'H'i). After the appearance of

the older Tacsonia, about twenty years since, 1 had a
strong pull at these passion-flowers, with a view to effect a
cross between any of them and the Tacsonia, but I did not
succeed. However, I gained some insight into theii' eco-

nomy, which enables me to answer Mr. Emnglon. Botan-
ists, as far as I am aware of, have not put much stress on
the arrangement of the seed organs in these flowers, which
stand alone in the dirisiou of plants to which tbey belong

—

in the disposition of their stamens and jjistils—the Irids,

or Ixia tribe, being the only parallel to them in the other

grand division of the vegetable kingdom ; and it will be re-

membered that I mentioned last year, that the chief feature

by which Irids were distinguished from ueighboming fa-

/ Shelf for pot-vines.

y Watei'-ti-ough.

/i Feeding-trough, made of flag-stones set on edg

i Hm'dle false-floor for the cows to rest on.

k Concrete floor.

I Drain of iron open guttering.

m Vine border.

n Drainage of the border.

miUes was the ungallant position of the stamens standing

up nith then- backs tm-ncd to the fau-er sex—the pistils

;

and in my hurry I then fell into a mistake, by saying that

the Irids alone, among flowers, were so unmanfuUy dis-

posed. But here, among all the passion-flowers I examined,

the same phenomena occurs, and even more raoi'kedly than

in the uids ; for in the passion-flower both sexes " look

asklent and unco skeigh," or, in plain words, the males not

only tm-n their backs on the virgins, but the latter pay them
in their own coin by looldug in a different direction ; and if

all this is not a phenomenun, what shall we call it ? Those
who have little acquaintance with the inside arrangement of

these flowers wiU, perhaps, understand it better from the

following description. In the centi'e of a Passion-flower a

column is set up \\ithout a pedestal, and afterwards n pair

of pedestals, one above the other, oie added, and placed

against the bottom of the colmun. From the upper pedestal

fine full grown men geiieriilly, but sometimes only four of
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Uiem, stand up all rmuul the ocilunm willi their bacUstimicil

towni'ds it ; aiid, of com-so, thoii' faces m-o lookins to dilVi'i-ent

poijits of the compass. Thoso tivo men nro the stiuiuiis,

whose height, together with tlie lenglli of tho lohimii, ilitlVr

iniUtrereiit kinds of passionflowers. In the I'urplr-fniilid

one, referred to by ;Mr. En-iugton, the height of the luen

exceeds that of tho eolunm bv head and neek ; and tho apex

or top of the column stands in a line with the top of their

sboulder-hlades. On this apex is placed the beny or seed

vessel, ill the shape of an egg, and on the top of which

stand three nymphs—the pistils. AVhen tho flower opens

upwards these ladies look up straight to the zenith ; but

when the flowers are pendulous, as is more generally the

case, they hmk towai-ds the eai'th. In either position tho

two ])avties stand head to toes, that is, the heads of the

stamens reach to where the pistils are attached to tho seed

vessel, and by their fixed position it is impossible for either

to see each other. Now, " if all were known," it would \ eiy

probably be found, that the old story about the Spanish

monks ha^ng mistaken this aiTangement for emblems of

the ei'ucifixion was only a mere moonshine ; and that the

more probable reason the holy fathers had for naming this

a passion-flower, seeing the attitudes of the parts represent-

ing the sexes so \evy unpassion-like, and on that account

more in accordance irith their own better sense in such

matters. If that was really the case, and I see no reason to

doubt it, the foolishness of worhUy wisdom could hai'dy

be better exemplified ; for in the very next stage of the

Passion-flower the tables ai-e turned—piiidish coquetiy gives

way to a softer passion. The vii'gius bow tliemselves round

in tlie direction of the sentinels, " to meet them half way,"

and the latter in their turn lean back theii' heads for the

embrace. No wonder, therefore, that honest men like the

Spanish monks, and ora- friend from Cheshire, should be

deceived and puzzled by "such fancies." However, we
must give Mr. Enington credit for wishing to clear away all

impediments to such mutual imderstanding.—D. Beaton.
GER.4Niriis FOR BoiiQiTETS.

—

Gmveoleiis is the original

name for the true Sose-scented fieraniuin, which is best of

all leaves with which to encircle a bouquet. The little

J'arieiiated otih lr«J\ as we call it, has sported from Gra-

veolens. The leaves of Pelargonium radiila are sticky, and
look like small ferns mixed with the flowers in a bouciuet.

These are much sought after ; also very small-leaved varie-

ties of the Citron-scented (jeranium with the Rasp-leaved or

SkeMim -leafed, of which the scientific name is Bipinati-

fidiim—long enough at any rate. D. Beaton.
Canaries.—It may not be generally known that the cauai'y,

so prized and petted within doors, is perfectly hardy, and
will stand the rigom- of our severest winters. About ten

yeai^s since I purchased in the spring nine young canaries,

and placed them in a small summer house, with a wire front,

fitting up the interior with a few rustic conveniences for their

accommodation. In two seasons they increased to iO, when
I reduced their numbers, and they have since flourished re-

mai'kably well. They cover the wii'es during rain and snow
to obtain the benefit; are in full song ten months out of the

twelve ; and an aviaiy thus formed, is an interesting, an
ornamental addition to a flower-gai'den.—S. P., Riishmere.

(jRAVEL Walks.—Those who are about to form new gravel

walks, should be cautioned how they use the refuse lime from
gas-works, as a substi'atum for the toj) layer to rest upon.

A friend of mine adopted this plan to destroy the worms, and
the result is, that all the stones on the sm-face ore coated

with vaiious colours of green, blue, indigo, &q., so as entirely

to destroy the freshness of the gi-avel ; even the minuter
particles are impregnated witli them ; the efl'ect is cmious,
but the walk, so far as appearance is concerned, is spoiled.

—

S. P., liushmere.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«* We request that no one will write to the departmental wxiters of

The Cottage Gardenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and
expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no clrcumstanceH to

reply to such private communications.

Hacd Seeds sot Vegetating iA. Tr.\—Old seeds of some Acacias,
and many other plants, will require to stand several minutes in boiling-
water before they arc sown, to accelerate vegetation. We had a quantity
of Murtynia fragram seeds of our own sowing, a fine flowered half-hardy

V partialannual, since 1845, and tried " all means" to get them up,

success, till this spring, when we put them in a cistern which c

sets of hot-water pipes, for five days. This cistern was not far from the boiler,

and the water in it was nearly 200'^ on two nights, and all the time from
120° to ISiC^. We then sowed twenty of thorn, and seventeen came up in

about twelve days. Your Tacmnia seeds have no vitality in them, for if

they had, and were ripened in this country they ought to be up in ten

days. We have often met with full-grown seeds both of Tacsonia and
PtLfsion-flower from our own sowing, which wanted the life germ, and
such instances are not at all rare. But we believe tho seeds of none of

the family will require, or endure, the hot water cure.

ScANDix BuLBOSUM [M. llVifi).—What uscd to bc Called Smwrfi.r

6i//6o.s'«;?i, is now referred to rA(Pro/>/i////i(m, to which also the common
chervil herb belongs • and your plant may ho sown in the open border at

once, and receive the treatment of tho commonest border plant ; but after

all it is a mere weed.

Gardener's Kiddle {Annie).—The following is what you allude

to .-—Why is a gardener the most extraordinary man in the world
"'

Because no man has more business upon earth, and always chooses good
g-rou7i(ls for what he does ; he commands his thj/me, is master of the

mint, and fingers /ienfii/-roi/al ; he raises his celery every year, and it is a

hard year indeed that does not produce a plum. He meets with more
bmvs than a minister of State, and makes more beds than the French
King, and has in them more painted ladien, and more genuine ruses and
lilies, than are to be found at a country wake. He makes raking his

business more than his diversion, but, unlike other gentlemen, he makes
it an advantage to his health and fortune. Distempers fatal to others

never hurt him, for he thrives most in a ^OM.9Km/j/(on ; and he can boast

of more laurels, if possible, than the Duke of \\'ellington.

Flower-garden (33).—Your plan of breaking up the grass nest
autumn to renew it, is excellent ; and if you are fortunate enough to get

seeds true to name, and free from weed seeds, early next spring will be
time enough to sow them. To convert a portion of the ground into a

kitchen-garden would be an easy matter, by running a trellis across from
walk to walk, and by covering the trellis with evergreen climbing roses;

and the end next the road and farthest from your house would do well for

a kitchen-garden, provided you would root up the " laburnum, very

tall poplar, horsechesnut, large japonica, and the two evergreens" of

which you do not know the names. However, if the ground belonged to

us we would rather supply you with vegetables from Covent Garden
market than allow you to touch any of those trees and shrubs ; but we
would devote that end entirely to beautiful flowering shrubs, and leave

the grass in it as it is, until you see the effects of your renovation in tho

flower-garden end. Dig up all the flower-beds along with the turf, they

are positively ugly. Then, after levelling the ground, get some one on

the spot to give you a plan for the new beds. No one at a distance can

guide you safely, if he has a conscience.

Opening the Front Lights of a House all at once, and
Cheaply (T. Tf. L.).—You think Harwood's plan too expensive. Wo
are not sure if we know it, though many methods may be adopted,

especially in a new house. We have seen the same principle as that

which we believe may be seen at Dropmore in o])eratioD, with the best

effect. A flat iron rod is fixed, but so as to move along easily on the front

of the house inside the sill. Upon this is fixed, for every \nndow to be
opeaed outwards, pieces of iron still narrower and thinner. The straight

end being fixed along the bar so far, and the segment of the circle end
fixed to the window—as when the bar is moved along, the pressure will

cause the window to open from a part of an inch to its full extent at

pleasure. The end of the bar for the length of the window is locked and
moved by a racket wheel. It is usual to have the front sash divided into

two, and then one division opens to the east, and the other to the west, but

for that purpose there must be two flat iron rods, and a racket wheel at

the separate ends of the house. A more simple method still, is to have

half the sashes in front fixtures, and the moveable ones to slide behind

the fixed ones, instead of opening out with a similar bar and racket wheel

;

all you have to do is to join each moveable sash to the bar, by means of a

Htuutiron pivot. Turning the wheel will set them all in motion.

Wardian-case' (Z.e^o/iwm).—There can be no doubt but your War-
dian-case made in the form you mention will answer for a time. To
suppose that ferns thrive and live longer in a AVardian-case than in a

proper stove, is absurd. Ferns, like most other plants, love a free cir-

culation of air, light, and moisture, freshly applied. The wires you
intend to set up in the case will no doubt >,he useful to hang something

upon, but do not try orchids; they will disappoint you. Lycopodiums or

Epiphyllums of a dwarf kind will answer better. Let your ferns in the

same case have a little air sometimes. It is a great mistake to think they

require no air in those cases. Therefore, dispense with the sand and

water in the grooves. Let the inside be lined with zinc, it is better than

lead.

Taylor's Hive fir. T.Z,.)-—Yoursecond swarm, if hived into Taylor's

upper box and placed upon the stock-box having the first swarm in it, will

7iat unite, but, in all probability, fight until one is destroyed, and con-

sequently the other much weakened. Unite them as directed in page 104,

volume ii. of The Cottage Gardener, and not a bee will be killed.

Tlie process is very simple, and may be done in a minute.

Asparagus Shoot-s Cankered {A Subso'iber':.—The shoot you sent

to us was cankered or ulcerated all round within the soil, and so deeply

ulcerated as to destroy the sap vessels. Consequently the growth was
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prevented. We should thinlc that your soil requires draining ; and we

Rhould not give liquid manure, but salt about once a month, and in the
,

autumn a good coat of well rotted manure and charred refuse.

Potatoes not Earthed-dp {George).—If any of the tubers are close

to the surface, cover them about an inch in depth with earth. Applying

such a.depth of soil even generally is desirable, to prevent the upper

tubers from becoming gi-een, and is very different from earthing-up. It

is quite impossible for us to say why your sitting-hens uniformly have

addled eff{,'s, whether you have them from your own layers or from else-

where. The nests must be in fault, we should think. Are they damp, or

incommodious? At all events alter them. Put them down on the ground,

or raiae them so as to be different from what they are at present. Jcit-

Qthtffs's Indian Rubber Tap will not bear much pressure, and the Indian

rubber lining, we hear, rc(iuires fretiuent renewal ; but Mr. Jennings says

lie lias removed this objection. His direction is, 29, Great Charlotte-

street, Blackfriar's-road, London.

Weevils on Roses {J. S. S.)-—These are the Otiorlij/nchus sulcntus,

or Furrowed Weevil. See what we said on the subject at page IO6.

Bee-vkf.-dev. iW. Whitear).—Your fountain bee-feeder is very good

when it is absolutely necessary to feed bees from the outside and through

the entrance. We will give it a trial.

Frosted Roses (R. Wrench).—We, too, have lost roses to a severe

extent by the frost at the end of March, which was more severe on the

2"th than the frosts of 1838 and 1841. Nothing that we know of can now

be done for them, but to wait patiently in hope that the Midsummer

growth may push some eyes or buds, which to all appearance are now

Soils fob Flowers {J. D. S.).—Agerattim Mericarium is an annual,

but may be kept as a perennial by cuttings, and will grow in any kind of

garden mould that is not too poor. The Yellnw Acacia requires a very

good open porous soil, such as one-third peat with two-thirds loam, with

a little sand. Calceolarias, same soil as the Ageratum ; Cyclnmens, the

same as the Acacia; and the Gaillardias, dry good common garden soil.

Rtiudarh Wine {W. Camberwell).—Mav and June are good months

for making this. Five pounds of the stalks of Rhubarb, sliced and mashed,

added to each gallon of cold water. Allow the mixture to remain un-

touched for three days, then pour off the liquor ; add three pounds of loaf

sugar to each gallon ; allow the mixture to ferment in an open tub for

four or five days, and when the fermentation has ceased draw off the

liquor into the cask, and allow it to remain until March, when all fer-

mentation will have finished. Then rack off, and add three pounds more

sugar to each gallon. This is said to malte so good a wine, that a Mr.

Stone, of Bradford, in Wiltshire, took out a patent for tho proces*.

Another reci/ie is as follows:—Add to every pound of stalk, sliced and

bruised, one quart of cold water ; let the mixture stand three days, stir-

ring it twice a day ; then strain and press, and to every gallon of liquor

add three pounds of loaf sugar ; cask it, adding a bottle of brandy to every

five gallons ; suspend by a piece of string a lump of isinglass in the cask,

and stop it close. In six months, or when the sweetness is sufficiently

diminished, bottle for use.

Vinegar Plant {E. A. E.).—The vinegar made by this is excellent.

You will find a drawing of it with a description, recipes, &c., at page 94

of our second volume.

Plants for Balcony {A. Y. Z.).—You will find alist of these at pp.

69 and 83 of our present volume. Go to any florist with that list in your

liand, and select for yourself.

New Cheese {B. H., Fulham).—To make this, or, as it is often

called, Bath cheese, for no other reason that we could ever learn than

because it is not made there, you must proceed as follows :—To each

([uart of ne.w milk add half a pint of cream ; warm the mixture to 80'^,

and stir iu then just enough rennet to coagulate or curdle it. When the

curd is formed, place a cloth over the perforated bottom of the mould,

then fill it with curd by ihe aid of a skimming dish, and cover the ends of

the cloth over it. As the curd shrinks, add more curd until the cheese is

of the desired thickness. During this process, a piece of board to fit

within the mould must be kept upon it, and a pressure of half a pound.

Wlien the cheese is thick enough, turn it out into a dry cloth, return it

into the mould, and put on a pressure gradually increased fiom one to

two pounds. At night, turn it into another clean cloth, sprinkle it with a

little fine dry salt, and if enough drained place it on fresh leaves of the

nettle or strawberry, and cover it with the same. Turn the cheese and

change the leaves every morning. In a fortnight it is fit for use.

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (S.).—Thanks for your hints
;

you will find most of them carried out. Wc cannot give estimates, how-

ever, you might as well ask a builder to give you the prices of plants.

Gooseberries Diseased (X. ,V.).—Vour goo-icberries red and

hardened on one side have been injured, probably, by the severe frosts early

in IVray. Some water is softened by mere exposure to the sun, but it is

only that of which the hardness originates in calcareous salts {salts of

lime) held in solution by carbonic acid gas in the water. The warmth of

the sun drives off the gas, and the calcareous salts fall to the bottom of

the vessel.

Scour in Calves (T. W. L.).—The best medicine for them is, pre-

pared chalk, two drachms
;
powdered o))ium, ten grains ; catechu, one

drachm
; powdered ginger, half a drachm given in thick gruel once or

twice a day.

—

W. C. S.

Milk, to ascertain its Purity (S. D. K. T.).—You nsk for a
simple mode of ascertaining this, and we regret that we know of none.

The richest of cow's milk contains 86 parts in every 100, and the poorest

90. If you were to evaporate 100 grains to dryness, and found less than

ten grains remained, you might justly suspect that water had been added.

Propagating the Mulberry iJbid).—You may do this as you wish

from one of its large branches. You cannot follow a better plan than that

detailed at page 104 of the present volume. It is quite impossible for us

to say with precision how much house sewage is enough for an acre of

ground ; it depends upon the number of inmates, and many other con-

tingencies. If your sewage contains one pound of fertilizing matter in

every ten pints, you may put on twenty tons per acre, and repeat the ap-

plication once a month throughout the summer.

Soot as a Manure (J. 0.1.—You say this mixed with salt and applied

to potatoes was a failure. How, and in what quantities did you apply

them ? We knew a man who dibbled holes, put in the sets, then filled up

the holes with salt, and was the sworn enemy of salt as a manure, because

the sets he had pickled did not grow ! If we were about putting soot upon

turnips in a rich soil, we should sow it over them immediately they

appeared above gromid.

Verbena Venosa (.'I. A. A.).—We see that this plant is marked one

shilling in the catalogue of Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple Place, Edge-

ware-road. London ; but you may get it at the same price of any florist

who advertises in our columns.

Names of Plants {L. R.).—Yonr plant marked A, is a species of

Lonicera ; and B, Atyssum saxatite. (Mabinogian),—Yours is Loiiicera

Tatarica, or Tartarian Honeysuckle. {A Subscriber, Eoesham).~\, la

Spiraea opulifolia, or Guelder-rose-leaved Spiriea. 2, Nemophila pha-

celioides. 3, Pninus jtadus, the Bird Cherry,

Exhibiting Fuchsias (JVor^/iu»i6r(a).—If you have three moderately

well and eijitalli/ grown fuchsias fit for exhibiting in a stand of three, wc

should not displace from these Scarlatina refiexa, to substitute for it your

noble specimen of Fuchsia serrutifoUa. The gardeners are quite right in

advising you to have uniformity of size. But you should certainly exhibit

F. serratifolia as a single specimen, and the judges may award you an

extra prize; for a specimen of this "seven feet high, beautifully fur-

nished, and well-bloomed." is not to be seen every day.

Vine Training {W. D.).—Vour Black Hamburgh against a wall

having two branches about four feet long each, you bent each down

horizontally, and left only two buds on each branch to grow, intending

next winter to cut out two and leave the other two for fruit bearing, and

so every year ; but you find the buds have shot up about six inches ; they

are throwing out fruit. You are taking a wise plan with your young vine,

but pinch off the bunches of fruit by all means.

Keeping a Cow [P. P., A Poor Curate).—Yo\i wish to know themost

profitable way of tilling one-third of an acre of land, for the support of a

cow. The soil and situation of your land, to us equally unknown, renders

any precise answer impossible. If your land is grass, and you can water

that grass, or, still better, irrigate it with the sewage of your house, im-

proved in quality by admixture with cow-dung, or any other rich organic

manure, and can add to the bulk of this by diluting it with pump-water
;

and if you soak the land with this as soon as the gra.-ish cut fov your

yard-fed cow, you will, with proper care, get four or five capital cuttings

of grass per annum; and, as a cow cannot be fed better than upon cut

grass and hay, there is no extent of produce equal to this. We are trj'-

ing this ourselves, and it promises to work admirably. If you cannot

thus irrigate or water your land with liquid-manure, try lucern (and the

produce of this is much increased by irrigation) ; keep it clean, and dress

it with one cwt. of gypsimi (it will coat Is Gd). If you expect, that by

growing any description of roots you can better support your cow, sow

the land with carrots (red, if the soil is suitable, and white if it is heavy),

and with Swedish turnips, in equal proportions—changing the ground

every year ; but if you can manage the grasses in the way to which we

have alluded, there is nothing equal to that for weight of produce.

There is one cow, the returns from which were very large, that was kept

as follows. The plot, to sup])ly the green food, was rather less than half

an acre. In siimmer, per week:—3^ huaheU of grains, i^ ditto of bran,

and the produce from 1 gpcrches of red clover and rye-grass, y perches lucern,

17 of white clover and cow grass, IS of red and white clover, 10^ of lucern,

and 2A of carrots—Total, 1 rood, 29 perches. In winter she had per week,

grains 8 bushels, bran 4 bushels, hay i cwt.

Sticks Across a Hive (/.//. tf.).—You say, " I shall have to send my
hives every year to the moors, say 50 miles; and I am told by several

bee-keepers, that sticks across the hive are a great help in keeping the

comb up." The objections to sticks across the hives are twofold ; for they

not only cause much unnecessary trouble to the bees in the construction

of their combs, but render the extraction of these almost impossible, which

in the depriving system become necessary ; but if it be absolutely

necessary to remove the bees 50 miles every year, it is more than probable

that without sticks the combs would be broken down, and the bees

destroyed.

Sow Pigging too soon {W.).—We arc inclined to attribute t3ic evil

to some innate defect in the sow, and not to mismanagement. Moderate

exercise and moderate feeding is most desir-iblc for breeding animals, but

after partvn-ition the food should be more nutritious. We do not approve

of many Swedish turnips fur breeding-sows.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Ore, at the Office, No. *i. Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—June 6th, 185U.
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Iv we wislicd to produce the most powerful eviileucc of

what the florist's skill muy effect ia the course of some

ten or fifteen years, we think we should select The

CiNEK.\itiA, and exhihit drawings of what were considered

first-rate flowers even as late as 1840, hy the side of the

best specimens of the present day, such as Madame

Miellez, from a sprig of which our illustration is

taken.

The Cineraria eruenta, or Bloody-leaved Cineraria,

was introduced into England as long since as 1777, from

the Canary Islands ; and this, we have little doubt, is

the parent of the beautiful varieties which are now

the most unfailing ornaments of our greenhouses in the

winter aud sjiring months. Cineraria lanata, or Woolly

Cineraria, a single and larger-flowered species, intro-

duced from the same islands in 1780, and Cineraria popu-

lifolia, or Poplar-leaved Cineraria, probably had some-

thing to do with the parentage. The two first-named

have purple, and the Poplar-leaved has red flowers.

Would not a still greater diversity of colours be obtained

among the offspring if Cineraria geifolia, which has

yellow flowers, and Cineraria gigantea, or some other of

the white petaled species, were one of the parents?

The earliest raiser of varieties of the Cineraria was

Mr. James Drummond, Curator of the Botanic Gardens

at Cork, in 18^7 ; and he then stated that he aimually

cultivated many. Cinerarias were his great greenhouse

favourites; and he says, "except in cases when it

becomes desirable to preserve any particular variety for

its superior beauty, I prefer raising the Cineraria eruenta

every year from seeds, which the plant perfects with me
in the months of April and May. Care should be taken

to select the finest varieties, and those which produce

the largest and finest heads of flowers. The plants

must be attended to daily when ripening their seeds, as

the flowers retain theii' beauty luitil the very day the

seeds are scattered with the wind,—a remarkable and

valuable property in this fine winter flower."

It is needless to follow the steps of the various florists

who soon crowded the market with varieties, for they

were all more or less star-like, thin, pointed-pctaled, and

in other ways inferior. Mr. Glenny, somewhere about

the j'ear 184-1, was the first to point out the characteristic

excellencies the flower can be made to attain ; and which

excellencies if not possessed by a specimen should

exclude it from the prize list.

1. Tho petals should he tiiick, broad, blunt, and

smooth at the cuds, closely set, and form a circle without

much indentation.

2. The centre or disk should rise boldly, and almost

equal to halfglobularly, above the petals, and be not

much moro than one-fifth of the diameter of the whole

flower : in other words, the coloured circle fonned hy the

petals should be about twice as wide aU round as the

disk measures across.

3. The colour of the petals should ie brilliant, whether

shaded or self ; or if it he a white, it should he very pure.

That of tho disk should luirmouizo with that of the

petals.

4. The trusses of flowers should be large, close, and

even on the surface,—the individual flowers standing

together with their edges touching each other, however

numerous they may be.

5. The stems strong, aud not longer than the width

across the foliage ; in other words, from the upper surface

of the truss of flower to the leaves where the stem starts
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from, should not bo n giTiitor ilistrtiico than from one

siilo of tho foliage to tlio other.

(i. The loaves shouhl be hrond and healthy. No

worse symptoms of had cultivntiou can be ajiparcnt than

tho leaves being stunted, diseoloured, and showing other

symptoms of having suffered from insects.-:-

THE ERUIT-GAEDEN.
STi(.\wnEnnY CrtTrRE.—Anything connected with the

culture of this much-esteemed fruit is, doubtless, at all

times acceptable to tho liolders of small gardens ; and
as we have received several (luerios connected with this

subject, we shall be doing something towards ausweriug
them by going fully into thoir cultm-e.

Son..—A deep and mellow loam is most suitable; and
by loam we do not mean fresh or maiden soil, nurchj,

from the fields, but a soil wliich to the quality of uni-

formity of colour adds a texture of a slightly adhesive

cliaracter. yet not so much of the clayey principle iu its

composition as to prevent its being readily disintegi'ated

by the spade when in a condition between wet and dry.

There arc many gai-dens of a very sandy or even
gravelly character ; we have seen these at times so loose,

and, in consequence, so poor, ,as that a great portion

would slip ott' the spade in the act of removal. It is

almost unnecessary to observe, that such are not loams

;

and that they will deserve the title commonly applied to

them of •' hungry soils." And, indeed, they may well

be termed himgry, for apply what manure you will it is

soon gone ; its properties are carried through to the

subsoil with every sliower, or evaporated by its exceed-

ing porosit)' and tendency to acquire an undue amount
of heat. A good and sound loam, on the contrary,

)>roves a more severe medium of filtration, and compels
the waters to pay toll ou their passage, holding, in fact,

the chief of the manurial properties in a state of suspen-
sion as they become disengaged, and thereby proving a
sure storehouse of food to tlic roots.

No success of a permanent character can be expected
on the loose shingly soils above alluded to ; and it will

be by far the best and truest economy to begin by cor-

recting their staple, ilarl is an excellent material

;

clay, powdered oi- burnt ; ditchings which have become
mellowed, especially if from clayey districts ; and even
pond-mud. Any or all of these may be used ; but the

very best material of all are the furrowing clods from
clayey soils, if obtainable ; these thrown in a heap with
a little manure in layers, for half-a-dozen months, form
tlie finest dressing imaginable, and, indeed, adapted for

almost any garden purpose whatever.

With regard to soils in which the clayey princij)le

predominates, of course a very opposite mode of pro-

ceeding becomes uecessai-y. Such sliould be thoroughly
drained, if necessary, in the first instance ; and this

wordd be well performed iu the month of October. By the
end of Kovember any surplusage of water would be
carried away, and the next thing should be to trench
and ridge it for a winter's fallow ; before doing so, how-
ever, something to ameliorate the texture of the sta])le

should be added. Sharp sand, of any colour, of course
will immediately suggest itself; next we would point to

cinder-ashes, or, indeed, any ashes; then we may add
lime rubbish ; any or all of these mixed might be applied
as a dressing before trenching, taking cai-e that during
the operation they were well commingled with the soil.

The groimd being thus handled should be thrown into

ridges, in order to mellow with the frost, and iu the
first dry weather in tho early part of Feliruary the
plot should be levelled down, and planting may pro-

ceed.

* The above are chiefly from Glenny's Properties of Flowers.

Pi..\NriN"o.— Now we do not say that wo advise

fehruary as the very l/cst time for [ilanting ; wo aro

speaking with reference to soils which require an
amended staple, for amending whicli some seasons aro

better tlum others, and tlie planting out period may,
therefore, become a secondary consideration. Those,

therefore, wlio anticipate sucli a com-se, will surely

l)rovido plants in tho previous summer; for nothing
moro would be necessary than to ])laut some of tlie

earliest runners tliat couhl bo obtained in rich beds in

July, at about seven or eiglit inches apart; these will

remove with a ball of eartli, by moans of a trowel, iu

february with full success, as we have oftiracs proved.

Having disposed of tlio questions concerning tho cor-

rection of the staples in the two extreme cases, of over-

sandy soils and those in which tho clayey principle

prevails, we may safely leave it to our readers to deter-

mine to wliicl) kind their respective localities incline,

and to modify tlieii- proceedings accordingly. The only

thing further needed being that usel'ul fuuction called

(jumption, which, being a sort of vulgarism, we had better

translate as, common sense.

Depth of Soil.—And, now, as to depth of soil really

necessary, or merely desirable. A great warfare it would
appear is constantly raging on this very point, in one
part or another ; for, strange to say, as soon as a victory

is won, and the matter seems closed in one quarter of the

gardening world, it breaks out auew in a second portion

:

so that the gardening writers of the year 1050 aro quite

as likely to have their hands full of such business as

those of 18.50, unless the world becomes less inquisitive
;

but we are not assured that this is the tendency of things

as at present manifested. We have heard of an amateur,

recently, who has taken it into his head that tho soil for

strawberries shouhl be at least three or four feet deep.

Now, we are far fi'om having any aversion to a liberal

depth, for such has much to do with the stability aud
permanency of the crop ; but we are always sorry to

hear of such extreme opinions, for they frequently deter

others from pursuing their culture who ai'e less for-

tunately situated. Any one possessing fifteen inches of

such soil as we have previously described, may rest

assured that he can produce first-rate crops—other jjoints

of culture being good.

New I'laxt.vtioxs.—We come now to the consider-

ation of making new plantations—a proceeding if not
carried out finally in July, must at least receive attention

at that jieriod ; for plants must be prepared or provided,

and the earliest runners ahme are adapted to produce a
full crop. In order to obtam good and very early

runners, some special culture becomes necessary forth-

with. A portion of the old crop should ho set apart for

tliis very purpose ; that is to say, as much as will bo
requisite to produce the desired quantity; aud by special

culture is meant, tliat some half rotten manure or vege-

table soil should be spread over tlie ground about to he

occupied with runners. The exterior of rows is generally

devoted to this purpose, as the interior is too much
shaded, whereby the plants become " drawn."

If the strings are already out, they must all be care-

fully turned aside, in order to apply the mulch ; and,

where tliis is placed a couple of inches thick, the stiinga

sliould be placed carefidly down again ; training them
a little, and loading them with a stone or lump of hard
soil, in order to hold them fast until roots issue from
them, which, with due attention, will be in ten days or a
fortnight. In the mean time the waterpot must be in

frequent use, for on keeping them always slightly moist
depends at once the rapidity of their rooting, and the

strength of tho plants.

When the fruit is in course of ripening, not a foot
must bo set amongst these young aspirants for future

plantations : all gathering must be performed ft-om

tlie other side ; and weeds similarly eradicated—by-the-
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bye such sliould be carefuUy extracted the moment they
appear.

Thus cultivated, there will be a stock of lusty young
pla,nts by the early part of July. And now the cultivator

must make up his mind as to the course of cidture he
should pursue ; but as the full discussion of tlie various
modes, with their reasons, would prove too long for the

present paper, we must beg to waive it for about a fort-

night or so ; when, if all be well, vre will grapple with
the remainder of the subject in all its known bearings.

Vauieties.—Something may, however, be added about
kinds; and, for our part, notwithstanding all that has
been said about new kinds, we feel it a duty to keep the

eye of tlie amateur, or the small gardener, fixed on a few
good old sorts, which have kept their gi-ound against all

competitors. These are the Keen's Seedlintj, the British

Queen, and the Elton.

Now, it must not for a moment be supposed, that we
so hedge in the amateur as to dissuade from the culture

of all others ; by no means : let the new kinds, after

receiving some respectable attestation as to their merits,

be tried by all means ; only let the main reliance for the

present be jjlaced on those above-named. They form
an excellent sequence ; are most abundant croppers

;

noways delicate or shy ; and the Elton, if cultivated in
a special way, which shall hereafter be described, will

continue bearing freely ruitil nearly September, when
Alpines will carry forward until the frost. Thus may
good strawberries be secured for at least four months

;

all this, however, requires that many persons pursue a
very different course from their piresent mode of culture

;

and it shaU not be our fault if a decided improvement
in the gi-owth of this valuable fruit does not take place.

R. Erkinoton.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Floweu-Beds.—I have said if S. N. V. (see page l;3o)

wag a planter as well as a designer of flower-beds, I

should be glad to assist him to arrange a plan in which
the present style of flower-gardening might be repre-

sented ; and if he was not a planter, that no good could
come of our disputing about the matter; now that bis

plan and planting is before me, I say at once that we
had better not follow the subject any farther, for I am
quite certain we cannot agree, and I should be much
out of my element iu disagreeing with any of our cor-

respondents, and more particularly with S. N. V. Yet I

am pushed up into an angle, and escape is impossible,
and what to do puzzles me. If I give my opinion on
the shape of his beds, he will be very angry with me

;

and if I pass on and say nothing, he will say I have
been discoiu-teous. Now here is a pretty position for a
man to get into in this hot weather ! Perhaps, after all,

the best plan wiU be to say, good humoxu-edly, that every
gardener who has written about flower-beds for the last

15 years has condemned the plan of sharp angles, which
are shai-per iu the four corner figures—1, 3, 7, 9—in
this plan than in any plan that has been before the
public for that time—as far as I have seen. Well,
then, as all our gardeners agree in condemning sharp
angles and long uan-ow points, because they cannot iill

them as they would, I need not say anything about
shapes ; indeed, 1 do not put any stress on the shape of

a flower-bed fartlier than that I quite agree with all the
gardeners, and conductors of the gardening press, in
condemning the whole host of stars, diamonds, and aU
other sharp angled figures which designers nill push
into books. My own part, therefore, will lie in the
planting of them.

I find six distinct colours in bedding-plants—yellow,
purple, scarlet, blue, pink, and white ; and in each of
these, again, I find three sizes of plants—very low
plants, medium sized plants, and tall plants; and I

want a set of beds in which I can present to the ladies

the whole of these ; and if I do it—even without a
neutral bed, or, as gardeners call it, " in bare bones "—

I

must have either six beds and three sizes and kinds of

plants in each, which is impracticable except in two or

three instances, or else 18 beds and one kind of plant

in each—that is, a tall white plant iu one bed by itself,

a medium sized in the next, and a low white in the

third, and so on with the rest. These 18 beds, then,

are " the bare bones" of a flower-garden, 1 care not in

what style it is planned; and without these ]8 beds in

these degrees a flower-garden of the first class will no
more represent the simple groundwork of our present

stock of plants, than a vessel without masts and rigging

will represent a man-of-war.

Now these 18 beds may be so planned, I suppose, as

to arrange round a common figure in the style of

S. N. v.; but if so I do not know how to do it, not even

with the help of half-a-dozen neutral beds. There are

nine beds in S. N. V.'s plan and five colom-s only ; the

two vei'benas Ilendersonii and Charlwoodii are only

shades of purple, not crimson flowers; the Heliotrope,

Ouphea, and Silver-edged Geraniums, are neutral beds

—

that is, there is either as much of the colour of the

leaves as there is of the colour of the flowers, or the

flowers themselves are not distinct colours ; and, to do

justice to his planting, two neutral colours should not

follow each other, as 9 and b. All variegated plants are

neutrals, as, if the variation is well marked—as in the

variegated geraniums—a bed of them will answer an;/

irhere, or in any composition, for a white or white

flowering plant ; and that is the secret why they do so

beautifully as an edging to a mass of scarlet geraniums.

Of Silver-edged geraniums I cannot make out which he

intends, as his planting difiers from the usual way of

planting that^style of garden. These kinds of figures

are genei'ally planted thus— 1 and to be of the same
colour, and the plants as near as jiossible of the same
height; and 'i and 7 the same, but they are purple and

yellow ; and must either be lilac, pink or scarlet,

opposite 1, which is scarlet. There are scarlet varie-

gated geraniums, two lilac ones, a variety of the old

scarlet variegated, and the oak-leaved variegated, and

two pink variegated (JNIangles's and the Ivy Leaf),

also one which never flowers. The Dmuhj, all of them
beautiful tilings for beds, but still as neutrals. Then
bed No. 2 is white, and its opposite. No. 8, pui-plish,

or say crimson, quite the reverse of the usual way ; and

so with 4 and ,6,—a deep blue and a neutral of three

tints ; I cannot make out the principle of this planting.

The Heliotrope in the centre is excellent, and just as

it should be ; but in so small a garden most people

would prefer the Silver-edijtil iji-rditium for the centre

bed ; and 1 would prefer tlir ( 'iiplii;i
,
hut as there is no

accounting for taste I shall lot I hat )iiiss. Now, as the

common way of planting is departed from, and that I

cannot make out the principle of the composition, there

is no standard within my reach by which to criticise,

therefore I give it up.

About twenty years back the late Mr. Loudon began

to give jilans of little flower-gardens of the same style as

this, in the Oardeners Magazine ; and we have had

many of them in different works since. Gardeners call

them by a funny name, Merrymanias, because, as they

say, you have a fountain, a sun-dial, a vase, or a bed in

the centi'e, and on cither side duplicate beds, as a clown

paints his face—patch for patch. But let gardeners say

what they may, this is the best way to show olf a certain

number of the best flowering-bedders ; but 1 hold it to

be quite impossible to show the heights, colours, and

shades of all the leading families of flower-garden plants

that way, as it is now attempted to be done in the first-

rate large gardens. I am only a pupil in the fancy

myself, I knew very little about it twelve years hack,
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when many gaiiloaors woio woll nigh llnough tliis pint

of their education ; hut my lot luw hoon another tlian

that of many of my hrolliien during this time ; for 1

entered on this jiart of gardening idmost without any
projjossossious of my own ; got luidor nn indulgent

instnictor. a:i<l one of the highest artistes in llowcr-

gai-dening in this comitry, and with all this and my own
mistakes, I have learned just enough to sco faintly what
flower-gardening will ho a few years hence on a large

scale. But, as 1 said In^fore, 1 can find no instructions,

or rules, or plans, which go heyond a more section of

the art, and principally in this style of S. N. V'.s—that

is, a group of figures arranged round a central one, and
ehiclly iihinted willi llowers of distinct colours : and the

best example of this style that 1 ever saw, is in the last

May nnmlier of the (/arilciicrs' MtKjuziiif of Botany—
that is, tho best formed beds, the easiest to widk amongst,
and the best way of planting them.

A gentleman witli a lady on his arm walking amongst
flowerbeds full of sbarji points, is one of the most
unenviable positions one can imagine. The lady's

attention is so taken up with the flowers, that she is in

danger of treading on these sharp points at every turn ;

and he, poor man, nuist keep his cyo on these " points"

to save the lady from, perhaps, a tumble down.
Now, about X. Y. '/,. (volume :!, p<ige 3:^2) : I also fear

he will he angry with me for not giving tho sizes and
shapes of his flower-beds, and with S. N. V. for calling

them " union flag-like," without Ki>eing them. The
groinid-])lan of the garden of X. Y. '/,. is only given,

without any beds ; that gi'onnd is divided into triangles,

and 1 know full well that is one of the worst shapes to

get a set of beds into, and bo free from sharp points;

but the hods were so well managed that there was not

a sharp point in any of them, and yet the sides of them
ne.xt the walks had straight lines: and, moreover, there

were thirly-two of them, not one of which had a single

fault, as far as the outline is conceniod ; and that of

S. N. V. has only one bed out of nine free from fault

—

the middle circle. All the rest have stan-y points, the

worst of all faults, and one which every writer on
gardening, from Ur. Lindley to D. Beaton, has con-

demned years ago ; and if this letter will do no more
good, I hope it will warn young artists against making
sharp pointed figures for such beds. Corner figures, or

beds in a square piece of groi.md, like 1, ;3, 7, 0, in this

plan, seems to be the most ditficult for designers to

manage, for in nine cases out of ten they either have
sharp points and deep narrow recesses, as in this plan,

or their sides next the walks do not correspond with the

lines of the walks themselves. These two errors are

self-evident, and cannot admit of a dispute. Taste,

fashion, and principle, I care little about : they are words
wliich only weaken any argument ; taste and fashion

turn about like weather-cocks, and what one man calls a
jiriiwijtle, another, whose judgment has equal weight,

says is no principle at all, or is the most unprincipled

thing in the world. Mr. Loudon had three ways of

managing the outlines of such corner figures better than
any one I recollect, but I have no time to refer to the

figures. I quite iigree with S. N. V. that this geometric
style is the best for small gardens ; and for the largest I

would prefer it. and not only so, but unless I am very
much deceived, a flower-garden to exhibit the wliole

force of flower-gardening plants, cannot be arranged
well but on the geometric plan; and, I repeat it, that the

smallest of this kind of flower-garden cannot be complete
under eighteen beds, and these beds to be in three

different sizes. But I disagree entirely from S. N. V. in

considering it a point of excellence to be able to see the

outlines of a given figure in winter, or at any other time

;

and yet that may be a matter of taste, and one man is as

much entitled to his taste as another; and, as I said be-

fore, I can see no good in following the subject in this way

any further. .\nd iinw I ivgiTt the oiler I made to assist

S. N. V. until the subjrct is better understood among
designers and jiliinters. myself among the rest; and I

hope no one will be displeascul at wlial has been said by

eitlierofus. 1 eiin atl'ord to sail comfortably under llie

• union flag plan," assigneil to me by S. N. V. ; and 1

hope he will excuse my apjirehension about the ladies

walking amongst sharp angled llower-beds. "^

Biiuc.MANSiAH.—Here is a subject on wbii-li all of us

will agree—a new flower-bed fit ibr an emperor. It had
been tlie praotieo for many years amongst gardeners, to

jdant out half-hardy jdants in sheltered places, and to

Keep them alive there as long as they could, by covering

them in winter; but the system, agreeable as it is, had

given rise to an extraordimiry delusion, which took hold

of our minds, and from whicli some of us are not quite

free yet. T'liis d(dusion supposed a power in the art of

gardening that could <'binig(^ the nature which was
stamped on tho vegelnble kingdom at the creation—so

that a plant from a hot cliniiite iMiuld be wrought upon
in such a way as would enable it to bear up against the

rigours of a hard winter in oui' latitude, and this art was
and is called (icdimatizini/,—-but we luivc no such power.

One of the coral-trees, Knjllirina iriula galli, was an

early hivourite with acclhnatizors ; and if they bad suc-

ceeded in converting it to a " hardy shrub," we should

not now think so much about it as we do, although it is

one of the finest things that can be shown in the flower-

garden when it is in full flower. But, unfortunately for

tlie flower-gardener, it will not answer bis purpose better

than ii, good annual of the month or six flowering class;

and when the flowers are gone he cannot move it with

safety to make way for a succession ; not so the Brug-

mansias, white, red, and yellow—they will flower on like

the scarlet geraniums tdl'cut ott' by the frost; and then

may he cut down to the surface of tho bed like fuchsias

;

and if the wet and frost is kept from them till the

return of the next summer, they will push up again
" stronger than ever," and flower most gorgeously for,

no doubt, many years. I said this is not to be proved

now, for it is, beyond a doubt, already. The thing has

been done most effectually, and I have great pleasure in

recommending others to do likewise. Those who do not

know the nature of these Brugmansias, or old Daturas,

must ho told that no soil is too rich for them, nor can

well he made so ; a great depth of bed is also essential

to their doing well ; a yard or so of the same compost

as Mr. Errington would use for agrape-viue is about the

right thing for them. Like all halt-hardy plants, a diy

bottom they must have, for damp is more hurtful to them

than cold; but, of course, frost must not reach them.

It will be said, why not have heard of this wliile the

garden " was in litter," last winter, that one might make

a bed on purpose for them ? The first reason is this

:

the oldest plants in the country ought to be selected to

begin with ; and old Brugmansias are turned into dark

sheds and under stages in winter, and look sobesmutted,

that no one could find half heart enough to give tbe

niu-serymen a reasonable price for them ; and the next

reason is, that many people are so extravgaut as to make

a very large bed at once, so as to get rid of the trouble

of renewing it for some years to come, and that would

not suit the Brugmansias half so well as to enlarge their

beds by degrees, as they filled, or exhausted, the old soil;

and now, when the gardens are in full order, is just the

right time to make, or begin to make, up their beds for

them, as no more wfll he done than one can help,—only

just enough to serve for this season. Then, take three

* Here the subject had better terminate, for our pages are too lini'ited

in number to afford room for controversy of any kind. Our two friends

have each good-humouredly advocated their peculiar opinions ; and \yq

hope to hear from them both very often for many years to eome ; but :ii

future thcv will oblige us by advocating their own ideas and statmg their

own experiences without reference to each other. We say this because we

are well-pleased with the controversy as it now stands.

—

Ed. C. G.
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of tho oldest ]ilauts witliiu your roaoli, one of each
colour, autl make tliree circular little beds for tliem uii

tho grass iu a suitable corner, and not far from tall ever-

greens, to make a back ground for them. Make these
beds iu the points of a triangle, and a yard from centre
to centre ; put three barrow-loads of the good compost
in each bed, and tlien plant out the Brugmansias, and
tho work is done for this season. Kecollcct that all the
soil that can be removed from the roots of all old plants,
to be " turned out" without breaking them, should be
shook off before planting ; and if the plants have large
tops, they may be pruned staghorn fasliion ; that is, the
top parts and all the large leaves cut off. As soon as
new leaves are at work, give a heavy watering—a whole
potful to each—say twice a-week; and when the flower-
buds appear, soot-water, or any liquid manure, wiU do
them much good. Their flowering this year will be
nothing to what it will be when the old sticks are got
rid of, and fresh succulent stems come up directly from
the roots next year, and for many years to come ; then,
the beds will be enlarged till they meet, which will be in
the third or fourth season. D. Be.\ton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Pl.\>ji Structures.—"What is the difference between
a greenhouse and a conservatory ? " is a question often
put, and to which it is difiicult in a few words to give
au explicit answer. Hence the difflcidty of replying to
another question wliich comes to us nearly as often

—

" Whether should I, in tlie few limited feet I can com-
mand, erect a greenhouse or a conservatory ? and how
should I arrange it internally so as to yield the greatest
amount of pleasure?" which just brings us back to the
propriety of distinguishing between the two terms, for,

though used indiscriminately, aud often synonymously,
the difterent words ought to convey different ideas ; for,

allowing that a greeuhouse may be termed a conser-
vatory, it does not follow that a conservatory is always
and necessarily a greenhouse. The primary meaning
of

^
the word, conservatory, is merely a place where a

thing or being is kept in circumstances suitable to its

nature; and thus, ^s-Zt iu a pond, //jj-rfs in an aviary,
natural objects in a museum, &c., are as much in conser-
vatories as are plants from tropical or more temperate
climes, when kept in glass structures suitable to their
healthy existence.

As a new Gardeners' Dictionary is being brought out,
the settling of terms and definitions will be an objeot of
some interest. The term greenhouse is applicable to
all gardening structures in which tender plants are
cultivated; but since we have plant stoves for plants
from tropical regions, orchid-houses, vineries, peacheries,
pineries, &«., all of which may be used for many pur-
poses, but the main object of each of which is generally
iniderstood, it would be advisable to restrict tho term
greenhouse lo those structures which contain 2'lants so
comparaticeli/ hardy, that thctj require protection only
during the colder months of the year. The term conser-
vatory is more high sounding, and carries with it some-
thing more of dignity, especially when the possessor
enthusiastically describes its treasures to one who has
not had the privilege of seeing it, and whose mind may
therefore be left in pleasing suspense whether the
wonderful place covers a few square feet or the large
fractional part of an acre. The term also conveys a
higher degree of the comfortable, for though in a north-
easter iu February, alike sufficient to pinch nose and
finger-ends, we should just expect the cold to be pre-
vented intruding into thg greenhouse,—we should expect
something of the cosiness of the snug parlour to be
realised iu the conservatory. Hence, on account of

the prevalence of this idea, wo should bo satisfied if

plants are green, without much of growtli or of floral

attractions, iu a greenhouse in winter ; whUe under tlie

more aristocratic name of conservatory we should expect
to flud plants in bloom at all seasons—the blooming of

plants iu winter requiring quite difi'erent circumstances
from what is requisite nou\ as adverted to last week,
cooluess aud shade being not more essential for j^re-

serving the bloom in summer than heat and light arc

necessary for a similar purpose in winter. Plants that

may be kept health.y iu a temperature of from 3J° to

40°, will not open nor expand their bloom freely if in

a lower temperature than from 4U° to 50°. Hence,
again, arises the difference between a cold and a Karni
greenhouse; the first a structure for preserving plants in

winter for ultimate eftect during spring and summer,
the second for the same purpose also, but combined with
the growing and blooming of plants in winter.

Suppose we carry our definition of distinctions a step

further, and have a cold and a warm conservatory—oue
in which plants are merely kept from the contingen-

cies inseparable from our climate, and the other in

which plants are grown and bloomed, and to which
plants in bloom are brought from other still warmer
structures ; then we have only one more distinction to

make before we answer the question of many amateiu'S,

as to whether a conservatory or a greenhouse woidd be
the most suitable for them—aud that is a broad demar-
cating line to separate greeuhouses from conservatories.

Now this we believe would easily be done were we to

term all plant-houses greenhouses in which the plants

are cultivated in pots, baskets, vases, &c., with or without

stages ; aud were we, on the other hand, to term all

such structures conservatories in which tho plants were
either planted out upon beds of soil, or plunged with

their pots into it, so as to present that appearance.

Now, keeping this definition in mind, for all single

small structures possessed by amateurs we unhesitatingly

recommend the cultivating of the plants in pots or vases,

in preference to planting them out; thus making then-

plant-houses greenhouses, instead of conservatories.

There is only oue matter in which we would depart from
this rule, aud that would be in the case of creepers,

which grow more freely when planted out, require less

trouble, aud even then interfere not at all with the

general arrangement. I am aware that large plants

turned out permanently would give less trouble to a

gentleman or lady, wheu the time was comparatively

limited that one or the other could afford to bestow upon
such objects. But even here it would soon be found,

that what gives little trouble imparts but little pleasure.

The nobleman who owns a town of glass-houses, may
with pro]u-iety have many of these planted out with

permanent plants, because in the very e.^tont iu the

different points of view selected, iu entering his plant-

houses from different ends, there would always be
pleasing change and variety ; but this variety would
soon be unseen and unfelt in a house, say thirty feet by
twelve. The objects, however healthy, would soon pall

the appetite from this vei-y sameness—everything like

a stereotyped appearance being incongruous to our feel-

ings, as lovers of floral beauty, and lovers of change
and variety. The same principle holds good, thougli not

in such a striking degree, in flower-gardens, especially

wheu of small extent.

An enthusiastic amateur who had applied some years

ago in a friendly way for assistance in laying out a little

spot—and who generally makes a point of having an
hour or two of gossiping every May. as to how he is to

fill it for the succeeding season—called the other night

to have his aunual consultation; and was told for his

trouble, that I thought I should be obliged to act in

future as tlie lawyers do, who never give their advice for

nothing. Well, lie described how beautiful it was last
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season,—so licautifiil IiuUhhI, that ymir cori-rs]iondeut

(S. N. v., pago 1:U, lull wlio luis fjol into such good

hands, that wo rolVaiu IVom putting our linger in tlio

jiio, tliougli persuaded tliat nouo of us aro more ohliged

llum Mr. Beaton himself), if ho liad seen it would have

owned that many methods, and some superior to his own,

may he taken for producing a harmonious whole. '• Well

thou," says 1, " whydou't you have the same thing over

again, if it was so pleasing to yowself, and so enchanting

to yom- friends." " Oil !" says he, " that would never

do ; every one of my friends would say—' Ah ! umph !

just the same as last year! nothing new, either in the

materials or in their arrangement!'" Now, if an

amateur wishes to get tired of his little plant-house, we
advise him by all means to turn a few good plants out of

their pots, that ho may have the dissatisfaction of viewing

them every day, exactly in the same position. The
prettiest object will then become tame and insipid.

Now, in a greenhouse with the principal plants in pots,

a fresh house may be made, if desirable, every week by
a fresh ai'rangement and eombiuation of the plants

;

and hence the eliarra of such houses to amateurs with

limited means.
'• Oh ! but," says an objector, " we can't see how ijoii.

should speak so authoritatively on such subjects, whilst

gi-eat raeu act diti'erently ; for there now, I go at least

once to some of the great floral shows every year, and in

a conservatory J don't know how long nor yet how high,

but which is a perfect moiuitaiii to my mole-liill concern,

there is not only a broad shelf all roimd the house sup-

plied with plants in pots, separated from the bed in the

centre by the main pathway, but on the bed itself; along
with those plants planted out, are, or irere, many plants

in pots and tubs introduced as ornaments and fill-gaps.

And surely the superintendents of such concerns must
have as good, or rather superior, ju'cteusious to taste as

yourself." No doubt, and vastly superior ! But these

superintendents are more anxious to recognise the pro-

perties and capabilities of plants, than the principle of

harmony in their combination ; and hence, much as we
admire what such able men have done and are doing, it

will not be felt as any detraction from their high and
just claims if we state, that in the carrying out their

object, the arranging of the plants in harmonious com-
bination formed but a small part of their study ; and
that, therefore, tliose who go to such structures should
e.xamine the capabilities of the plants rather than the

mode of their arrangement.
We have already not disapproved but recommended

the planting out of creepers in the gi-eeuhouse. We
would have no great objection to having the surrounding
shelf in ft-out supplied with pot plants in a conservatory,

because in walking round wu could, if we thought proper,

look only at the shelf; and then, in returning, look only
at the 'bod ; though we think, that a more agreeable
feeling would be produced by not seeing anything of a

pot in the house; btit nothing should reconcile a man of

refined taste to the beholding, in the main bed of the house,

a higgledy-piggledy mass of plants growing in beds, and
others standing in tubs and pots. Every jiot and tub
brought there ought to be plunged, that the plant may
apjioar to grow out of the soil. We c.m seldom success-

fully follow out two ideas at the same time ; and, tlierefore,

every pot in such circumstances at once dispels the
pleasure of ths illusion. The finest specimen of tropical

or Australian vegetation gi-owing in the bedol'acon-
servatoiy, loses its charm when tubs and pots aro paraded
in its neighbourhood. Therefore, for promoting unity
of idea, ease for examination, the greatest amount of

pleasure, the largest degree of variety and change, we
recommend those with limited space to grow all tlieir

tender plants in pots or vases. Witii a few hours' labour,
plants may then easily be thrown into fresh gi-oups and
combinations; so that the person who walked through

the house the day before, would seiircoly reeoguiso it to bo

thcsatue. .\ llower-gardiMi upon the grouping system nuisl

remain much the same for tho season, but a greenhouse
thus nnmaged may bo changed every week, and with

increased pleasure to all concerned. 11. l'"isu.

HOTHOUSE DEPAllTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
LIST OF onCHIDS REQUUHNO BASKETS

—

(CimtimiOtl).

Angracum ehurneum (Ivory A.).—A noble plant, with

leaves frequently eighteen inches long. The flowers are

of a greenish white ; the lip of tho purest white, and
highly polished like ivory. Placed in a basket tilled

with sphagnum and pieces of charcoal it thrives well.

Being a native of the hot climate of Madagascar ; it

recjuires the highest temperature. It is rare. I'rice 31()s.

A. cavdatum (Tailed A.). — Sierra Leone. Leaves

when healthy, one foot long ; petals and sepals whitish ;

lip erect, pure white, and from it hangs down a

long tail of a greenish white. This is also a rare and
beautiful species. Requires the same treatment as

the last. I'rice :U5s.

A. hilohmn (Two-lobed A.).—This is a lovely species.

The way to treat it is, first to grow it on a log till it

becomes strong, and then to place the log with the

plant upon it in a basket filled with tho same mixture

as directed above, leaving tho log and plant elevated a

little out of the moss. The flowers are of the purest

white, tiiqisd with pink ; fragrant and numerous. It is

a desirable jilant. -lis.

A. apicnlatum.—This is very like the preceding one,

excepting being larger in all its jiarts. The same
treatment also suits it exactly. i'Zs.

Chysis bractescens.—Guatemala. Sepals and petals

pure white, like polished ivory ; the lip has a large blotch

of yellow. Pseudo bulbs, when fully grown, more
than a foot long ; very stout aud pendent. The fiowers

are produced at the same time as the young shoots. They
are large, frequently measuring three inches in diameter.

A handsome species, flowering in May. 03s.

C. aurea (Golden C).—Veuezeuela. As the specific

name imports, the flowers of this species are yellov/.

The lip is marked with crimson veins. The jiseudo

bulbs are longer and not so thick as C. bractescens. 63s.

C. lavis (Smooth C).—Guatemala. Flowers cream

colour, with a blotch of yellow on the lip. The treat-

ment this genus requires is to place them in baskets filled

with rough pieces of fibrous peat, mixed either with

broken potsherds or small pieces of charcoal, or even

]ueccs of willow wood. The plants shoidd bo a little

ckvated above the rim ol' the basket. They require

abundance of water when growing, but when the pseudo

bulbs aro fully grown they should be kept dry. They
will do well in the cooler house.

Girrluea.—Though the species of this genus do not

possess showy flowers with bright colours, yet as they

produce them numerously on long racemes, they are

worth growing.

0. bractescens (Bracted C).—Brazil. White sepals

and petals ; lip fleshy and of a yellow colour. Flowers

produced on long racemes. 4'^s.

C. Iccvis (Smooth C).—Brazil. Sepals and petals

yellow ; lip spotted with brown. 4'<is.

O. Loddigesii.—Brazil. Sepals aud petals greenish

yellow, striped with rod. 21s.

O. tristis (Sad C).—Dull purple, shaded with blood

colour; lip dark purple; flowers very fi-agrant. 2 Is.

C. Warrertna.—i\ed, yellow, and dark purple flowers.

Til is genus also will flourish well in pots, but on
account of the drooping habit of the racemes of flowers
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tbey look best cultivated in baskets lilled willi the same

compost as required by C'liijsis. 21s.

Dendrob'mm. amce.num (Lovely D.).—Nepal. lu this

large genus there are several fine species that are of a

decided drooping character, which renders them very

proper plants to cultivate in baskets. D. nnucnmn

is of that habit, and consequently should be grown
in that way. It is a most lovely species, with white,

yellow, and" green flowers ; but is very rare. The baskets

should be filled with the same compost as for C'hi/sis.

115s.

D. Camhridgeanum (Duchess of Cambridge D.).

—

Khooseea Hills, India. A very splendid species. Sepals

and petals of a rich yellow ; the lip lias a large blotch

of rich crimson. Grow it for the first year on a block

of wood ; when fairly established place the block in a

basket filled with rough peat and potsherds, keeping it

well elevated. C3s.

D. chrysantlmm (Golden D.).—Nejial. A fine species,

which every orchid grower ought to have. Sepals and
petals of the richest golden yellow : the labellum lip has

two sjjots of brownish purple, and is beautifully fringed

at the edge. Decidedly of a di-ooping habit. 21s.

D. Devoiiianuin (Duke of Devonshire's D.).—Found
by Mr. Gibson on trees on the Khooseea Hills. The
flowers are exceedingly beautiful, with various colours.

Sepals cream colour, shaded with pinkish purple; the

petals are broader than the sepals; pink, with a deep

purple stain at the end ; the lip is broad, finely fringed

;

the end rich purple with two spots of rich orange ou
each side of the column. It is impossible to find vifords

suflioiently to do justice to the beauty of the flowers.

Until very lately this species was very scarce, the price

of a plant being at least ten times its weight in gold.

Good plants may be had now for 03s.

D. macrantlmm (Large-flowered D.).—^Manilla. Sepals

and petals pinkish lilac, with purple veins; labellum

very long, purple, and covered with down. The fra-

grance is so powerful as to be quite overpowering. A
strong growing plant, with long, pendulous, pseudo

bulbs. When growing it requu'cs abundance of water,

both at the root and from the syringe over the leaves ;

is well suited for basket-culture, in rough peat. 42s.

D. macrophijllmn.—Very similar to the last species,

but with brighter colours; requires the same treatment.

.12s.

D. Pienirdii (Monsieur Pierard's D.).—East Indies.

Though more common, this species is well worth culti-

vating, being a quick grower aud free flowerer. The
sepals aud petals are of a delicate rose colour; the

lahelluni of a beautiful pale yellow. 10s (id.

D. Pierardia, var. latifuUa.—This is a much finer

variety, with broader leaves, stronger pseudo-bulbs, and
much larger flowers. 21s.

D. 2')ulcliellum (Pretty D.).—Sylhet. This species will

do well tied to a block, or even hung up in moss
by itself; but it thrives best in a basket filled with

sphagnimi and rough pieces of peat, elevated a little in

the centre above the basket rim. Sepals and petals

white, tipped with green and marbled with rose; the

labellum beautifully fringed, with a spot in the centre

of bright orange red. lUs (id.

D. sauyuinolentum.—A very beautiful, pendulous
species; requires the same treatment as D. pidoheUiim.

Sepals, petals, and labellum fawn colour, tipped with a

large spot of violet, and a scarlet spot in the centre. 42s.

GoMf/ora.—Though this genus is not estimated very

highly by large growers of orchids, yet tlie species are

well worth growing, both on account of tlieir fragrance

and the very curious forms the flowers assume. The
racemes of flowers are often of great length, frequently

from two to throe feet long, which renders the cultiva-

tion of them in baskets the best mode of showing tliom

to advantage. One part of the flower somewhat resom-

bl(!s the head of Mr. Punch. We sliall enumerate a
few of the best varieties.

G. fulva (Tawny Yellow G.).— Demerara. Rich
orange, spotted with crimson. 2ls.

O. maculiita (Spotted G.).—Demerara. Sepals brown,
spotted with purple ; petals pale purple, spotted with
dark purple ; lip green, spotted with pink. 1 r>s.

G. macidalii, var. tricolor.—Peru. Clear yellow,

banded with brown ; lip white. 21s.

G. atropurpurea (Dark purple G.).—Trinidad. 10s 6d.
(To be continued.J

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Now is the grand season for jilantiug out Petunias,

Verbenas, &o., to I'lU'nish flower-gardens ; but as this

department belongs to our able coadjutor, Mr. Beaton,
we only just allude to it. Such of our readers as intend
to exhibit these charming flowers in pots must be on
the alert, aud continue to give them every due attention.

Give moderate supplies of water, and keep the plants
tied out, so as to form nice round bushes ; keep them
clear of green, fly by frequently smoking them with
tobacco. Should the red sender appear, attack him
earnestly with a wash of sulphur. Shade from hot
sun, and protect from heavy rains, but gentle showers
will do good. Pinch off all the flowers till within si.-i

weeks of the exhibition day.

Polyanthuses must be now repotted in a strong

compost, and placed on the north side of a low wall or

hedge, but not so as to allow the drip from either to

reach them. We have kept them very healthy by
putting pans under each pot, during very hot weather,

to keep them cool and moist.

Pinks will he greatly benefited by a thin covering of

either very rotten dung or leaf-mould spread all over

the bed ; this covering, besides enriching the soil,

prevents it from cracking, aud keeps it cool and moist.

Dahlias.—It is high time to finish planting out even
the last new varieties. Continue to keep them well tied

up to the stakes ; a single windy niglit or day would do
them great mischief Prune off all the lowest branches
of the strong, early-planted varieties, to strengthen the

principal leading shoot. T. Ari'LEiiv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Asi'AUAGUs cutting should now he slackened ; cut

only the finest shoots, allowing the remainder to grow

on, taking care by all possible means to eucouraijo a.

luxuriant growth by constant surface-stirring and ajijili-

cations of good manure-water, with soot aud salt aiUled

in small portions. Mulching with half-decayed dung,

leaves, short grass, or any available article, is also a

good system at this season.

RouriNU WoitK.—Plant a few hroad heans in a

coldish situation; keep those in bloom stopped by

pinching out the points of the shoots. Plant also a few

dwarf Icidiicy beans and scarlet runners in succession.

Constantly surface-stir the early-growing crops, and

mulch between. Peas.—The late and tall-growiug kinds

should he stopped, which will cause them to branch aud

keep up a succession of pods; late growing kinds should

still be sown. A good breadth of the most esteemed

dwarf kinds of cabhaije should now be sown, for hito

summer and autumn coleirorts and greens. Full (-I'ops

of borecole, Egyptian and Duda kale, also some of the

early kinds of brocoli, should now be put out. These

may he planted to great advantage between peas and

beans, wlien managed as we have directed ; they will

thus be furnished with shade imtil well established, by

which time those crops will be ready to clear away, and

the cabbage family will have the full enjoyment of the

sun and air. Sow a small portion of spinach iu succes-
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sion, in oi\lor to iiinintaiii ii vctfular supply of such as is

good iititil tlif Xeir Zidhiiid sjiinach is iible to supply

what is ro([ulsite. Spinacli should he kept in succession,

tliat as soou as a crop is started tor seed anotlier croji

should be comins iu. ('arrots, ixirsiiips, potntocx. oiiioiis,

scononcni. siilsn/i/. and all kinds of root crops cannot he

too ot'tou surface-stirrtd ; this is tlie true means of

eiicouranius a luxuriant and hcidtliy growth, and of

maiutainiug tlic same, besides its being such a kindly

preparation for every succeeding crop.

Rhuu.^uh.—Desist from gatheriug any more for this

season. Apply bountifully good liijuidmanure, and
encourage tlio givatest possible luxuriance, and then

there «-ill he no fear of another season's bountiful supply.

Such kind of encouragement also must not be for-

gotten with Si'u-hih;—one of the most esteemed and best

of all vegetables, if well managed. A good portion of

salt should always be dissolved iu the liquid-manure, of

which it is particularly fond.

r'.\i'sicr.MS and Cuili.iks, now strong and well estab-

lished iu pots, may be turned out on a warm border, or

where vacancies occur between fnut-trees against the

wall, and to which they nuist he trained. I f by the

middle of September tlicy should have not produced ripe

fruit enough, take them uji with a ball of earth, repot

them, shade them in a frame, pit, or hothouse of any
kind for a few days, and kcej) them under glass. Tliey will

hardly feel the moving, and will jiroduce abundance of

either green or rijio fruit, wliichever may bo most re-

quired for USB, all winter and ne.\t spring.

TojiAToKs.—Keep their shoots thin, and trained into

such vacancies as can be spared for them, taking care

to stop all side shoots down to the blossom showing
growth. Abundance of fruit, either green or ripe, may
thus bo obtained all through the season, either lor

pickling, preserving, or ibr sauce.

KiDGE CucuMBEns.—^Attcud well to their training

and stopping ; mulch over the whole bed, and if any
kind of charred materials or mow-burut hay can bo
spared to surface it with, so much the bettor.

James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OLUl VILLAGE WALKS
Bj/ Ike aulltorvx.s nf" My Flowers."

How delightful it is to be once again watching the liiu-sting
!
from its proportions, to be of most extraordinary aptitude

foilh of the spring buds and flowers ! To tinil the beautiful , both for capacity and for natation. On the subsidence of

woods once more robmK themselves in verdm-e ; and to the deluge, the first material substance presented to Noah
obsene daily less and less of the distant views, revealed so

| was the briinch of a tree.

fully by the ban-eraiess of winter. The days of spring are
]

" We cannot, mtbin our scanty limits, dwell at any length

sometimes so warm, that it is a comfort to rest on a stile, or on the various applications of wood in the histoid of man-
a fallen tree; and a never-ending book is always open before kind. Tubal-cain was the fii-st artificer iu metals, but it seems
us when we give our minds to the objects we see around, as if aU men had an intuitive knowlege of manipidatiug wood
The prostrate " stick," on which we ai'e seated, may in itself ' and stone. Referring, however, to the Sacred \ olume, wlio

awaken a deep and interestuis tram of thought, and tell us i can fail to think of ' the tu-e and the wood ' in Ahralianis

many thiuKs. A MS. has been placed in my hands, which i sacrifice ; the blood on ' the two side-posts, and on the upper

IS so fiUl of interest and instraetiou, and conveys it so at;rce-
1
door-post of the houses wherein the passover should be kept

ably to the mind, that 1 am sure I shall gratify my readers
more by transcribing it th.i:i anything wotUd do which I

could place before them.
•• Few things in existence ai-c regarded with such utter

cimtempt as the morsel of wood lying at our feet; and yet

what a histor}' and what a moral aie attached to it ! In the

Mosaic liistorj' of creation, ami so eai-ly as the eleventh verse

of the first chapter in the Bible, the first objects named after

the formation of the heaven and the earth, light and water,

are .' the grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fnut-tree ;'

and these were the productions of ' the third day.' How
important an influence has this particulai" substance exercised

over the moral and physical natm'e of man ever since ; and,

indeed, it may be remaiked, that no other created substance
has at all afiected hnllt the moral and physical comUtion of

the patriarch leaning on his staff; the ark, and the vaiious

utensils of the altar service ; Moses' rod ; the ' weaver's

beam ;' the ' bow chawn at a venture ;' and the fragment of

wood, wherewith the idolater ' maketh for himself a god ?
'

And, -without any remarks as to the application of wood for

all tlie purposes of arts, and arms, and of humbler utility,

how can we be wholly silent on the glories of the 'i'.niple?

This stupendous fabric of sm'passinR beauty and splendipm'

was constructed chiefly, as we are told, of ' timlier of cedar,'

and ' timber of fir," from the forests of Lebanon. Following

on in the path of Holy Scripture, how frciquent are the allu-

sions to tlie tiees of tlie wood, iu the parables and teaching of

om- Sariour, himself being, as was supposed, ' the carpenter's

son !'

But what can we say when oiu- thoughts dwell on ' the

mankind. In the garden of Eden, abundantly suppHed as accursed tree,' which sustained the Saviom''s blood stained

we know it must have been with everythinf; to administer to [ body until life had fled ? As in the earliest ajjes the ark hiul

the joy and necessities of om- first parents, the most stiiking
j

been instrumental in saving the hves of Nn.'ili ami liis family,

objects in it, in their view, must have been the two trees— so the unconscious wood became afjain tin- i hii 1' in^lrumcnt

'the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,' and 'the tree i in efl'ecting the salvation of his beUeviii^' dcsi' inbiiil-i. And
of life.' Although on the fall of man these were removed here it may be well to remark, that alt)ii)U,^!h llic K'U'lier-

from bis \ision, yet the -\lmighty permitted eveiy variety of
j

wood is expressly mentioned as the species from which the

ti'ee, and shmb. and flower, to fn-eet him in humbler forms : ark was constructed, the exact material of which the cross

in the external world ; and not merely for purposes of utility, was made is left hidden in darkness ;
probably to save it as

but even of ornament and beauty. The fruit of a tree was
j
well from undue veneration as from holy abhorrence."

the permitted instnimeiit of man's fall. The first instru-
,

I sbaU conclude this MS. in a future paper. What a range

ments of tillage, and the first weapons, offensive and defen- I of thought it opens up to us of things dear to the Christian's

sive, [the consequences of that Ml] in all parts of the heaj'tl If we thus reflected, how laigo a volume might be

globe, have been found made of wood ; with this the first comprised in one single walk I and yet what a chaos is the

lUtar burned ; and, pursuing the Mosaic historv', as this same mind most frequently, even as we ga/e on the finest sceneiy

!

material may be considered to have been instrumental iu tlie The bold and beautifid inidulations of the ground—the rocky

Fidl, so it was plainly conducive to the safety of the human or chalky hoUows amoii;; tin; liills—the cool green valleys

race iu the ' ai-k of gopher-wood' (or cypress-tree;, which that refresh the eye—and the broad mirror that sometimes

Noah was divinely instructed to prepai-e,—the largest and
|
spreads itself among them, all oS'er to its inexhaustible sub-

most important vessel ever constracted, and admitted, I jects for reflection and deep eujojTnent; yet are they admired
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Imt too often as objects of simple beauty, and disregarded as
tliemes for "wonder, love, and praise !" "VVe step with in-

diiference, too, upon plants, and stones, and fragments of
wood—all full of deep insti'uction ! We have seen them day
after day, and arc weary of looldng at them.
The masses of dead fern that still cover the ground in some

wild woodland spots add beauty to the scene. The rich green
mosses glow among the crisp brown foliage ; once tall and
gracefid, waving mlh every breeze,—now lying crashed and
sapless on the ground, lil;e the leaves that mingle with it

!

It is beautiful, and instructive too, to see through the stems
of trees, the rehcs of summer lovelmess, whUe the biu-sting

beauties of spring ai'e again returning to us ; there is such
quiet thoughtfulness in a woodland scene, and so many
objects of affecting interest to attract us. Here and there
an old mossy stump catches the eye, rising from among the
beds of leaves and fern ; a young seedling tree springing up
gaUy beside it, to beautify and enrich the earth for a time,
and then perish for ever; a deep-green shady spruce fir

stands in an opening, clothed with its broad waving boughs

;

and a rich snowy May.bush decorates tlie scene with its

fragrant clusters. These and a thousand beauties besides
delight us in wood scenery. Trees are endless som-ces of
enjoyment ; they ai-e beautiful in their youthful rigom-, and
still more beautiful in theii' decay. The old, gnarled, hollow
stem, with its few straggling boughs still green, is a study to
the eye, and a deep teacher to the heart, as it stands sternly,

yet aifectingly, before us. It tells us, that " the sti-ong shall
be as tow ;" and that " if a man live many years, and rejoice
in them all, yet let him remember the days of darkness, for
they shall be many." '

Let us take warning by the trees of the wood ! Our glorj-

and strength will as sm-ely and as utterly depart from us as
from the beautiful ruin before us ; for in this world of sin
and sorrow " all is vanity." We may send out om' " boughs
unto the sea," and oivr " branches unto the river," b\it unless
the Lord God of Hosts " tm-n us again," and cause His
" face to shine" upon us, we shall not " be saved." Let us
remember this !

WILD FLOWERS.
JUNE.

^M.\Y,jTOc/;ca% speaking, and according to the literatm'e
of our time, is the month of flowers ; but certain it is that in
reahty rosy June far outstrips her fail- predecessor in the num-
ber, the variety, and the gaiety of her tloral productions. With
May come the ear!:/ flowers—the firsthngs of summer time

;

but June unfolds the more matured beauties of Flora, in all

their gorgeous colouring and variety of fonns ; and although
the eai-her gems are all the more welcome for their early
coming, they are ecUpsed entirely by the bright array by
which they are succeeded, and which at once claim om- un-
qualified admiration.
Already are the hedge-rows and the waste way-side banks

gaily adorned with wild Dog-rnsps, which wiU be of equal in-
terest to the ordiuai-y observer, Hli.ih, I tliry agree or disagree
with the particular specific cliai ;rri n > ii , i;/ued to Bum canim.
We sh.all not venture upon the uUliIj impracticable project
of detailing the vaiious forms which the Dog-rose assumes,
and which some botanists consider as species, while others
reduce them to the subordinate rank of varieties; for we are
well aware that no one has done much to elucidate the
metamorphoses of Rosa, without pricking his fingers to very
little purpose. The bright and sliowy blossoms of the hedge-
row i-oses add quite a charm to om- country ivaUcs, for there
are few objects at once so ti-uly beautiful and so conspicuous
in the summer landscape. The flowers when they fade give
place to tlie well known rose-hips, which the reader -mil
connect with many pleasing incidents of school-boy wander-
ings. Nor is it the school-boy alone who reUshes this wild
fruit ; for many of the songsters that clieer us in sylvan
solitudes, and add such a chai-m to the enjoyment of natural
scenery, ai-e chiefly supported throughout the early part of
the T, inter by the way-side rose- hips. They are also used in
tlie preparation of consen-es, although not nearly so much
so now as in days of yore ; for they were greatly esteemed by
the "cooks and geutlemen" of Queen Elizabeth's time. To
the gai-dener the wild Dog-rose sei-ves an important pui-posc

;

he finds that the fine hybrid and other delicate varieties of

roses grow weakly when on their own roots, .and he accord-
ingly calls in the aid of the robust jjlant of the hedge-rows
upon which to bud his favomite kinds ; and this is the plant
universally used for that piu-pose, the tall clean shoots of
one year's growth being chosen. The leaves of the Dog-rose
are frequently spotted with a small parasitic fungus, Undo
rosac, of an orange colour ; and another fungoid production
sometimes distorts and swells the bases of the young
branches. The branches are sometimes ornamented witli

what are famiharly known as " Kobin Red-breast's Pin-
cushions," the production of an msect.* Yaiious kinds of

om- wild roses throw ofl" a fragrance from their leaves, espe-
cially in the evenings, when they are moist with dew ; but
the one especially gifted with this property is the ti-ue Sweet
Briai-, or Eglantine of the poets ; the Rosa rubhjinosa of
botanists, which although chiefly abundant in the South of
England is more or less found all over the country, and may
be frequently obsei-ved blooming in beauty beside the door
of the way-side cottage.

The meadows and the margins of rmming streams are
now richly fragrant with the odoriferous Meadow-sweet
{Spirim Ulmarlu), aptly styled the (,?«ft'H of the Meadows.
The numerous creamy flowers are produced in cymes, and the
Meadow tjueen is a very conspicuous object indeed in the
summer meadows, and well entitled to preside over the gay
assemblage of floral beauties mth wliich they are adorned.
In low lying moist situations, where this plant occurs in
great profusion, its scent is often quite overpowering diuing
the bloomuig season, more especially in the evenings wlien
the atmosphere is loaded with moisture. The author of the
" Enghsh Flora " remai-ks, that " the taste of the herbage,
hke the scent of the flowers, is aromatic, resemblhig the
American Gdulthcria jn-ocumbcns ; nor is it unlike the flavom-

of orange-flower water ; tUied sloe leaves pai-talce of this

flavom- (and ai-e sometimes used in the adulteration of tea
in this country) ; and hence we trace it to the perfume of

green tea, and the deUcious odour of the Chinese Olrafra-
(jrans, a plant in no respect aUied to om- Meadow-sweet." In
di-y hilly pastm-es and rocky places a near aUy of the Mea-
dow-sweet ^\'ii\ be found coming into blossom towards the
end of the month—we mean the Spiraafilipcndida, or com-
mon Dropwort, which, notwithstanding its name, is by no
means a common plant in this country, and becomes particu-

larly rare when we seek for it towards the north. The flowers

of this species aie even more beautiful, and scai-cely less^

showy, than those of the former jjlant ; and a variety with
double flowers often forms a very oruamental object in the
herbaceous border. The leaves, also, are exceedingly ele-

gant, of a dark green hue, and beautifully pmnate, being

chiefly radical, or springing from the root, only a few small
ones clothing the stems. 'The roots are very curiously headed

with hard swellings, and although the whole plant is power-
fully astringent, Linnteus remarks that the di-ied knobs of

the roots, beaten or gi-oimd into meal, afford no despicable

substitute for bread.

In hedges and fences the common Elder (Samhticiis nigra)

now unfolds its cymose clusters of cream-colom-ed and faintly

scented flowers, which soon give place to the blackbenies.

Smith remai-ks, "It maybe observed that om- uncertain sum-
mer is established by the time the Elder is in fuU flower,

and entirely gone when its berries are ripe. These benies
make a useful and agreeable rob, of a shghtly pm-gative qua-

lity, and vei-y good for catarrhs, sore throats, i-c. The inner

bark is more actively eathai-tic, and is thought beneficial, in

rustic ointments and cataplasms, for bm-ns. The (hied

flowers serve for fomentations, and make a fragrant but debi-

litating tea, useful perhaps in acute inflammations, but not to

be iiersisted in habitually. An infusion of the leaves proves

fatal to the various insects which thrive on blighted or deli-

cate plants ; nor do many of this tribe, in the citerpillar

state, thrive upon them. Cattle scarcely touch them, and
the mole is diiven away by then- scent. Both the varieties

have usually whitish berries, of a less disagreeable flavom-

than the recent black ones ; but the latter are best for me-
dical use. A \riue is often made of them, to be taken warm,
with spices and sugar ; and they are said frequently to enter

into the composition of a less innocent beverage, artificial or

adulterated port." In moist shady grounds, by the mai-gins

*Jlhodites rostt or Rose Gall Fly. The mossy swellini^ or gall it causes
is also called Bedeguar. It protects the larvje of this insect.
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of streams, the Water EUloi' is also in flowor, tlio I'ibiirimm

Opiihis of botanists, tho (iiioklei- Hoso of oui- Gardens.

In our papor on tlie floral wikUiu^s of Jlay, we roforrod to

llio numerous tribe of native Orchids, some of which woro

then in tiowor; but we deferred any renuu'ks upon them till

the present occasion. Many of them are now in full bloom,

and although they do not aspire to the truly remarkable

forms and gaudy colouring of their brethren in the tropical

forests, yet there are many of them very conspicuous obiects

in om- native Flora. The following are the species in llower

during the month of June :—Green-winged Meadow Orcliis

(Oifhis Miiriii), Early Purple Orchis (O. mu.icula), Lax-tlow-

ered Orchis (O /nj-i/Zoni)—a Jersey and Guernsey plant;

Daik-wiuged (lrchis"(0. usliilalu). Marsh Orcliis ( ". lali-

fulia)—sometimes found with «7i(7c (lowers; Spotted I'almate

Orchis (0. maciilala). Fragrant Gymnadenia ((Vi/mnnilriiin

fminpsea). Green Habenai'ia (Ilnlwiianit uiiirfis ), White Habe-

naria (ff. albhla), Buttertiy Habenai-ia (H. hifolia). Green
JIan-Orchis (Aceras aiilhropdjihoni), Green ^Musk-Orchis

( Hi-rmhiiiim monorcltis). Spider Ophrys {Ophri/s amvhniirs),

Fly Ophrys {Ophn/s mi/sei/i-ra), Lady's Slipper (CiipripeJiiim

Ciilceoliis). The last-mentioned, besides being one of the

r.nrest and loveliest of native orchids, is one of the most in-

teresting of om' native plants. Many of the species derive

their names from their remarkable resemblance to members
of the insect creation, as will be observed by a glance at the

above list of species now in tlower ; but appropriate as some
of these names are, we fail to admii-e their aptness in such

cases as that of Accms iinthropophora, where the tiny flower

known under that name bears as much resemblance to a

man as it does to a mammoth, a mole, or a mountain.

—

G. L.VWSOS.
(Tube lonlimiciL)

HISTORY OF AN AFIAEY.
No. 4.

(Coiitliiiird from pai/e 40.)

YoFK readers were informed in my last paper of the suc-

cessful transfer of my bees to their new dwelling, of which
they occupied the upper story. T longed to see them in

then- proper place, but after what had happened I reaUy had
not the heart to distm-b them again, so they were left to

their own devices. To my infinite delight, however, on the

third morning I discovered that they had spontaneously

descended in a body to the " pavilion," not a bee being left

in the cover ; doubtless they had found the inconvenience of

climbing to an attic so high and so remote from the entrance.

It was certainly an act of deUberate choice which indicated

a wonderful instinct and sagacity, for they abandoned a

beautiful piece of comb in wliich they had ah'eady stored

honey. This I took from them, and deposited in ray small

museum as the first-fmits of futm-e spoils, after I had care-

fully closed the communication between the pavilion and the
box. Xow I had no alloy to my satisfaction on account of

the success of my experiment so far ; and, as with a Uberal

hand I supplied the bees from day to day with honey, and
beer and sugar, everything went on prosperoitsly up to the

time of my return to Oxford about the middle of October.

I left them with about eight combs, tilling nearly half the
box, the constnictiou of which I had watched with gi-eat interest

thi-ough the backwindow ; my obsenations being facihtated by
the help of a small hand-glass, which I held in such a

manner as to reflect a strong light into the interior of the hive.

The honey with which I supplied them was partly fm-nished
from the sm^•i^ing stores of the old hive ; these were, iiuleed,

miserably small, not exceeding a pint and a half in all. A
very great consumption no doubt had talcen place dming the

three days excitement consequent on om' repeated attempts

to dislodge the bees, yet there must originally have been too

little to stand them in provision through the coming winter,

so that they must have perished ivithout copious feeding

;

this thought consoled me much aftenvards.

Pre\'iously to my retmii to Oxford I added one or two other

colonies to my apiary, upon each of which I experimented
with the most sanguine zeal. Tlie discovered poverty of

my own stock led me to conjectm'e that my neighbours' bees

were probably in no better condition than my ovi-n, and to

hope that, being trausfened to my care, I might save them,
while amusing myself as well. Going round the village,

therefore, I persuaded a bee-master who resided close at

hand to give up to me the lightest of his hives ; it was ac-

cordingly U-ansferrod to my garden, and so late as tlie tlth of

September its occupants were chiven as before into a straw

hive with a wooden top, constructed after Mr. Cotton's plan,

as riTiiiiiiii.iided in his "Letter to Cottagers." It was,

iiiil'..iiuii;ili 1>, a great deal too large, being calculated to

:h'( .iiuiuihI ill- a first-rate May swiu'm. On this occasion the

npenuiiiu 1)1' driving was very speedily accomplished; within

an hour from the commencement of the operation, whit-li

was performed by broad dayUght, at B o'clock in the morning,

the bees were on their stand, and the old hive brolcen up

and destroyed ; not half-a-pint of honey was discovered in it,

though there were plenty of bees ! At this time I connuitted

a grievous mistake in moving my first hive to another part

of the garden and locating the new hive in its place, as there

was much lighting for many days between the new comers

and the old " habitans," who revisited their former well-

known quarters, which greatly weakened my hives, at a time

when not a labourer could be spai'ed. Apparently, however,

all went on well—-I had yet to leai'n by experience. Looking

into this hive from the bottom on the Uth, just five days

after, a beautifid piece of comb disengaged itself from the

I'oof and fell down ; it measm'ed full five inches in depth,

and was weighty with honey. The damage, however, was

soon repah'ed, and by the l:Hh of October they had formed

six combs of various sizes stretching across the top of the

hive.

On the Ilth I procured another hive from a second

neighbour. It was a July cast, and was in a miserable con-

dition ; there were several drones in it, no queen, and a mere
cupfiU of workers,—of course I could do nothing with these.

About this time a lady-friend of mine, healing of my
successful experiments, desired me to procure for lier a

colony to a single box-hive which had been presented to her

some time before. In obedience to her mshes I purchased

a fine populous stock on the ITth of the same month, and

dro\e it the next day. This hive was located m the window
of an empty room, where I had the opportunity of watcliing

them at all seasons and supplying them liberally with food.

By October I'-ith they had constructed and stored five combs,

but I was in fear for them. On one occasion on opening

the drawer of this hive, to give a fresh supply of honey { all

my hives had feeding di'awers at the bottom at this time, but

I iiave since discai'ded them altogether, prefeiiing (op-feed-

ing), I perceived, to my great joy, that the queen had got

imprisoned and was in my power ; I quickly siezed her, with

two or tlu-ee of her subjects, and put them luider a tumbler,

where I inspected her, and showed her to several people.

The behaviour of the bees to their queen was most attentive

and respectful. At the end of nearly an hotvr I returned her

to the hive, pushing her in at the mouth, when she was
quicldy smTounded and drawn in by a vast concourse of her

subjects.

It only remains for me to give the result of my first year's

experience as a bee-keeper. No one could doubt the issue

of my foolish experiments,—foolish, not in themselves, but

because of the lateness of the season. They all perished of

hmiger, one after the other ;notabeeheing found alive after

Mai'ch, nor a particle of food in the cells. The longest to

sunive was the first colony, who lived till the middle of that

month, and was cut off by a frost at last. After my retm-n

to Oxford I found that no care was taken of them, no food,

or very Uttle, supplied, and my favoiuites perished in con-

sequence.—A COUNIEY CUEATE.

DESTROYING THE RED SPIDER.

I .ui induced to give you my plan of iillempl'mij to get rid

of that pest, the red spider, wliich no doubt many of yom'

readers are troubled -with. I see recommended, to dust

with flom' of sulphiu'; this I have found of no avail. I took

a leaf with a couple of the marauders on, and put it under a

strong magnifying glass ; I then saw them very busy spinning

a web, under which were numerous eggs, along the main
fibre of the leaf. I then dusted them over with sulphur, and
two hom-s aftei-wards they were still lively, therefore I think

this woidd be of no avail, as, if noxious to them, they would

naturally crawi to another leaf. I have, therefore, found the

best plan, either to wash each leaf with a sponge, or use a

brush (for instance, a fine-haired tooth-brush); this is a
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tiresome job, as tlie pest is always under the leaf, and bad to

get at -without stooping. Now for my plan, which I find

very expeditiously accomplished. I cut an inch board 13

sereiaija^

scmmifaA

inches square, and cut a circle out of the centre about 1\
inches in diameter ; also a cross cut on each side of the

circle, to admit the stems of the plant if spreading. 1 then

saw it in two, one half of which I sci'ew to two sti'ong ribs of

wood ; I then fix a hinge at one end (a piece of gutta percha

is as good as anything), and near the other end put a wii-e

))in as a fastening. I fix a cord to each corner of the ribs,

one having a slit to admit the cord without letting the knot

pass through, and a wire jiin to fasten it. I fix this wooden
supporter on the pot, and tiu-n it wrong side up, and then hang
it on a hook in the centre of the greenhouse doors when
open, the fom- cords being joined in the centre like a ring.

I have then the jilant inverted, and can got round il and see

every leaf; and after washing \rA\\ a sponge can gi\'e it a

good syringing with a watpring-pot witliout (lislurbing the

mould, which, if not nenv \\w (d:.v of the pot, I put a

piece of tow to prevent llir liall iiiM\iiig. As my long yarn

may not be explicit I send y>u a skcUli.—En-esham.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
generaIj nisTOEY or pigeons.

( Continuedfrom p. 88.)

Young pigeons, like turtle doves, come into the world

covered vnth alight, or nraily «liil.', .Inwn, which disappears

entirely sometime after llir body is ll.dged. It is not until

this has taken place that tiny lisK quilting the nest, and

that their parents forsake tliem I" iv.Miiiuirn. c l;i\ ing. They
do not, however, stray far from tlir jihin' Hinic liny have

been reared, but remain in the n(.:igliljuurlii_iud until the time

for migrating anives, when they iniite themselves with their

family to the first hand that passes in then- sight, and go

together to seek in the south, per]i;ips in Africa, some hos-

pitable land sheltered from Ihr ii:,'niir^ of winter. Buftbn,

like the naturalists who li;i\.' Idlowid him, di'aws a delight-

ful picture of the manners of tlic.si; luids, which needs only

ti'uth to make it adraii'able. " AU," be says, " bavi' i|imlilii's

wliich are common to them : the love of >> hi.! \, I lie iilhnli,

ment to their kind, a gentleness of mannei', rrri|.inr;il liilility

and the inseparable love of the nuilo ;mi(1 tViiuile, Theii'

cleanUness and the care they bestow upmi themselves show
a desire to please, of which their graceful ninxmnnts are a

still -r.-ilcr 111'""!' \o ill liniiH.iirs disiiu-b lli.-ir li\es; no
disgU,l, ll.i .IllK.lvirni:,; : tliry .liiplny I llrir whnl, I il,,,- in the

servici-ntlove, Miidlli.' imiv ..lllirir nll'spring, ciiiiiilly lUviding

every laborious duty, the male, anxious to participate in, or

even take upon himself, the maternal charge, regulaily

covering in his turn both the eggs and the young ones to

spare his companion the trouble, and to place that equality

between them on which the happiness of every lasting union

must depend." Yet these pigeons partake of the vices of

society, for it often happens that after having been coupled

for a longer or shorter time, a female grows weaiy of her

mate, whose caresses she at first refuses, and some days

after forsalies him altogether, attaching herself to the first

that oifers, without any apparent cause for such caprice.

Such infidelity is more frequently among the females tliau

the males, wlin. however, seldom fail to profit by the kind-

ness of sni III! I- Icmale, who, yvithont quitting her omi
male, bestows iilsn li.i- ruresses on him. The result is, that

the amateur who calculates on a breed of any particular kind,

is greatly astonished to find his young pigeons valueless,

and of a crossed breed. Sometimes, but more rarely, the

male entii-ely abandons his wife, and returns all her caresses
with blows. These disorders may take place aU through the
yeai', but they are most frequent during the moulting sea-

son, that is to say, in August and September. The amatem-
must watch these false couplings very carefully, so as to

remedy them instantly ; for if he leaves these birds to follow

theii- own inclination, or is negligent about them, he will

have in the end nothing but degenerate and mixed varieties,

incapable of pleasing the eye or taste, and entii-ely valueless.

It sometimes liappens, also, that a pigeon—this model of
constancy and chastity—is not only mifaitJiful to his com-
panion, but obliges her to live together with a preferred rival.

He watches both of them, and with blows crjuipels thcni, at

least in his presence, to remam faithful to him ; but the
result of this bigamy is, that being unable to attend to the
cares of two broods at once, he suffers, wastes away, and
sometimes dies the victim of his own iiiconstnncy. Besides
whicli, the eggs being badly covered, llie lilile ones are

always thin and sicldy, if they do not ]ieiis|i young, or even
before they ai'e hatched. These ineonviiiieirres ;iie remedied
by means of a breedmg cage : Iml il li. iiurinly Inqipens Diat

a bird persists in the caprii'e wliiiii lias caii-eil it to forsake

its mate or female, and i-esolulely jxiuses to couple with it

agam. A young female frequently ohstijiately refuse's to

couple with the male wliich has been given to her, in spile of

every means the amateur may employ ; and the only plan

then is to set her at liberty, and leave her to niake her
own choice according to her fancy.

It will be no matter of sm-prise if she at once chooses the
most unfit, and to her own size, the most disproportioned

pigeon, and oblige him to couple with her by her importunate
advances; but, happily for the preservation of pm'e races,

these examples aj'e very rare. Sometimes a young female,

after having refused couplmg, attaches herself without choice

to several males, and lays her eggs alone, that she may not
be compelb'd to de\ote herself to one companion only. ANlien

a male liecomes .ild or intirm, his wife rarely remains willi

him, anil the olbevs eonslantly refuse to nialeli llienisehes

witli him. It sometimes happens, bowevei, thai bis com
paiiion having grown old with him, does iioi loisalo' him ; but,

taking any passing lover that may chance to oiler, she in'o-

duces a family of hastar-ds, which the male is obhged to take

care of as if they were his own. " And this state of things,"

says M. Vieillot, " nuiy last until extreme old age ; for even

when these buds lose the power of flying and walking, such

is the wisdom and power of nature, they still retain that of

deglutition, fatiguing as it is, and they can still cover the

eggs and I'ei'd Ibe youne, nliieli enables the amatetir to pre

serve, wiihoni iiiiviieaiiie the laws of economy, those old

birds to wbieh, liom ilieir lieauiy, or any other cause, they

have become attached."

\\'hen a female feels an antipathy for tlie male with whicli

she is wished to couple, she stedfastly refuses his caresses
;

nothing can please or cause her any emotion ; squatted in

a corner of her prison, ruffled and pouting, she only moves
to eat and drink, or to repulse her companion's caresses with

DESCEIPTION QF THE DOVE-COT PIGEONS.
(Continuedfrom pat/e 80.^

;). The Fugitive Rock-Pigeon : Columba livia fufiens.—
This resembles very closely the preceding one, but difl'ers

from it in its plumage, which is generally paler and more of

a slate colour ; as well as in the white pai't of its back, whicli

extends much fiu'lher than in the first ; and in the in-egu-

larity of its colours, whicli vary individually—a certain maili

of a more ancient domesticity ; and, finally, in the difference

of its manners when living in a free state. Some among
them ai'e found to have the iris grey, and black heads. That

drawn by Frisch is white, wnth the head and tail red ; their

bill is generally black or load colour, and their heads blackish

or of a red tinge.

This pigeon never roosts; it avoids shady places and the

silence of the forests. It generally inhabits the holes of

walls in old biiikUngs, or even the clefts of rocks. Many
year's since some pairs took possession of holes wiiich exist

under the arches of the Pont-Neuf, in Paris, and there

brought up their progeny in the midst of the tumult of the

capital. It is evidently a hii'd escaped from oui- dovehouses,
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whitlier it frequently ivliiriis. It does not generally live

more tlinn eight years, and is not t'ruitl'\il more than tlie four

first, after which the laying insensilily ilinunishes. In our

(lovehouses it connnonly lays two or three times a vi'ar, and
the givater piut lay four times in tlio southern parts of

France, commencing in Jlay, and continiiing every month
until August inclusive, if left to themselves, and but little

ciu'c taken of them ; hut tliey often lay six or seven montlis

without interruption, if they have im abundance of food.

In doveliouses tliat are well kept, many yomig iiigeons ai'o

even founil in iSeptember and October; and these broods are

ijlbd •• sintiii," 'I'lieso fugitive pigeons are smaller than the

dove eol speeies, do not lay so often, and are never naturally

so fat. The\- provide for tlu-niselves, feeding on every kind

of si'ed which the tields oiler tliem, both cultivated and un-

cultivated, without being any exi>ensi> to their owners. 'J'here

are other kinds wliich never leave, or at least wander but

little into the country, consuming a great deal, andri'ipiiring

more attention. However, the dove-cot pigeon, the carrier,

an.l the tumbler, easily acquire the mannei-s of the fugitives,

and se. k their food in'tho lields.

r.y parlii'ular attention fugitive pigeons have been brought

up in some dove-cots, and made as productive as the others,

even as many as eight or nine broods a year being obtained ;

but this is useless, because this kind being smaller, the pro-

duce is always of loss v;Juc, wliilst the expense is nearly the

same.
{To be conlinmd.)

EXTRACTS FROM COERESPONDENCE.
LaBURNI-M with PlTiPLE AND Yei.i.ow Flowehs.—I senrl

you a very beautiful vegetable curiosity, wliich I have just

gathered from a ti'ee in my grounds, and which I think
ought to rank amongst the much-talked-of wonders produced
by the Chinese gardeners. I know not if such specimi'us

have been often met with ; but most gardeners are aware of

the phenomenon occasionally exhibited by the Purple, or

Hybrid Labunmm, of a tendency to tlu'ow out branches of

the Common Laburnum and the Pmiile Cytisus, being the

original pai-ents from whence the hybrid is derived; and
once or twice I have seen on the same tree, (lowering
branches botli of the hybrid itself and those of its two
]iarent^ : tlius presenting a veiy motley assemblage. This is

a iinions f-.wt in vegetable physiology which T have never
hearil clearly explained ; nor am I acquainted with any other
hybrid that ever plays such a freak. The sjiecimen I now
send you, however, Cannes its eccentricity much further ; for

yon will observe that one half the flowers in the same raceme
are those of the Yellow, wliilst the other half are those of the
Pm-ple or Hybrid Laburnimi. These different flowers are
not mixed at random, but one side of the raceme is composed
of puiple and the other of yellow flowers. On the same
portion of tlie tree arc many entu'e racemes of hylirid

flowers, but none entirely of labumimi. f)ne half thu tree, I

may add, consists of a large branch of Purple Cytisus, thromi
out a yeai- or two ago during the progress of growth. Alto-

gether, I look upon my tree of motley flowers as a great
curiosity; and if you, or any of your readers, are desirous of
another specimen, I shall be most happy to send them one.

—S. H. H., GncHSide.
Chinese 1'uimuose.—The following method of growing a

very useful winter floweiing favomite, Priviulit sinensis, may
perhaps be useful to some of your amateur reailers. Sow
the seeds in the fii-st week of June. As soon as the seed-

lings show two rough leaves, prick them out into pans an
inch apart; and as soon as they begin to fill up their inch of
room in the pans, transplant them out into beds prepared
with sonic light moderately rich soil, in a rather shady coiner
of the garden, giving plenty of water when necessary. They
will grow away here, and make beautiful plants to be taken
up and potted in the autumn. The above, I think, is a
betterplan than growing them in pots all the summer, as they
are apt to get neglected or pot-boimd. I had plants eighteen
inches in diameter covered with flowers, last winter, treated
in this manner.—.T. L. MniDLEjnss, Gardener In A. Potts,

Esq., Bentimm Hilt. TonhriiUfe Wells.

The Cottage Gakdenek.—Let me again thank not only
you, but all the writers and answer seekers of The Cottaoe

(J.uiDENEU. Tt has been—and I hope will continue to be

—

tlie greatest source of eiijojTiient to me that ever 1 Icnow.
Lntil the appearance of the publication I had never grown
a tlower : it started me off; and 1 now have growing, and in
excolleut health, heaths, cpacriscs, azaleas, boronias, cine-
rarias, geraninms, fuchsias, etc., in a greenhouse—gesnerias,
gloxinias, acbimeiies, viiicas, Thunbergias, ixoras, toi-eiiias,

justicias, begonias, eranthemunis, cfcc, in stove, and a variety
of plants in frames, itc. Until tlio autumn of ]H4!) I nerer
strnek a plant of uni/ description. Uiu'ing the summer I

bought and had given me the parents of all the bediling
stulf I now possess. I struck and potted oft' in small (ill's

some twelve or fifteen cuttings of each sort. 1 put tlicui

into beat early in Januoiy, took tho cuttings when ri'ady,

and placed in large fiO's, as Mr. li. directed; and can siiy,

that in many pots with thirty cuttings in tliem not 'i ]irr

cent, missed sti-iking, and none more than i or 0. I ha.\e
now potted off KJOU to 1-JtM) pots of them, leaving about
twenty pots of cuttings, in case I should want. This part
of the gardening operations is, I think, the most exciting

;

I am very fond of it. I should have much liked to have
seen Jlr. B. during his six weeks propagation. T had a pit
light made (imder which I struck my cuttings) of Hartley's
patent rough plate glass. I never in any instance shaded
them.

I am .about to enlai-ge ray stove. It will be a span -roof,

running east and west. I am about to uso this last-men-
tioned glass for it.

—

An Ahateiti.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*+* We request that no one will write to tlio departmental writers of

Thk Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors imder no eireitmsirmees

to reply to such private communications.

Cows FOR Eight Acres (* *).—You will have seen in our jmper last

week that by soiling, that is, cutting the food for a cow and feeding her
in a yard, half an acre, with grains, &c., is ample to supply her. This
retjuires high farming and a constant succession of crops. We do not

know the quality of your soil, nor the locality ; hut vvc think that your
four acres of permanent upland pasture, two acres of dug ground for

Lucerne and roots, and two of lowland meadow for hay, ought to support
twelve cows J I*ut then we should break up a large portion of the upland
pasture to grow roots, cabbages, itc, for winter supply.

White Forget-me-not.—Wo have received a large number of

stamped envelopes with applications for this flower, and we have for-

warded them all to the party at Ledbury who so kindly oflered to supply

them. The applicants must have patience, and they will doubtless

receive the plants in due time. This must be taken as a general answer
to those who have written to us a second time.

Ants {A Suftseyiher).—We have never recommended quassia for

destroying these insects. We believe that a little weak ammoniacnl
liquor from the gas works, or a little diluted spirits of hartshorn, jiourcd

into their haunts two or three times, within a day of each other, would
destroy many, and drive tlie others from your eonservatorj-.

Oleanders (C. J, P.).—These are just coming into flower, therefore

water them daily abundantly, and keep their saucers full of water. After the

summer growth is finished, put them out under a south wall ; then, and
when you return them into the house, remendier they will require very

little water from September until March. Liquid mrmure made from

cow-dung may be given advantageously, once a week, to Heliotropes,

Begonias, Scarlet Geraniums, and Fuchsias, just coming into blossom.

Thickening the Hair {Ibid).—Our correspondent has sent iis the

following recipe as "infallible" for this purpose:—Mix e(]ual parts of

olive oil and spirits of rosemary, add about a sixth part of oil of nutmegs,

and a few drops of essence of bergamot. Rub the roots of the hair well

with this every night.

Vines in a Forcing-house.—For growing vines in pots, the only

secret is high culture, with occasional '* stopping.*' The former consists

in starting from the " eye," growing them strongly, and exposing as

much surface of leaf to the light as possible ; and, in the succeeding

sexson, pursuing similar principles to those in vogue in the ordinary

forcing vinery. The full detail of those proceedings will one day form the

subject of a paper.

Strawberries {Eastonicnsis).—The first part of an article on straw-

berries appears to-day, and will assist you. The second will shortly

appear, and will, we think, dispel your doubts. In the meantime we fear

that low temperature has injured the Br'tthlt Queens during the winter.

This impatience of extreme cold is the only fault of the Queen. We do

not conceive that it signifies much about breeding from runners (rom
barren plants ; it was otherwise with the hautbois class some years since

cultivated, but does not equally apply to ordinary strawberries. Fines,

and indeed other gross kinds, are easily rendered barren by a too liberal
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application of manures. The British Qupcn is a good bearer under proper

culture.

Melon Growino (.! Farmer's Dfiiighter).—het us refer you to a

paper on their culture at page 8a, in the number for Rlay gth of this year
;

you will there find every one of your inquiries, or nearly so, answered.

Your soil would be better with some of your father's furrowing clods

mixed up with it, rough chopped ; but pray do not riddle your materials.

Let U3 advise you to burn your riddle. Cantulupea mtiy do, but we

prefer the Beechwood varieties. Take care your bed is cooled down with

water if too hot. Four plants in a two-light frame. Begin by a liijer.-d

ventilation, and continue increasing it until the plants will by and bye

bear the lights off in the day, like cucumbers.

Damson-tkees not Bearing {Y. 0. U.).—The fruit you say sets well,

but never ripens ; and the trees appear as if scorched. We have little

doubt that your greatest enemy is the red spider after all. Dust the trees

immediately with flour of sulphur, so shaking it beneath the leaves

as that it may ascend in a fine cloud and lodge principally in the baric of

the leaves. Or you may make a solution of soft soap, three ounces to the

gallon, and add four handsful of sulphur to each gallon, then syringe the

trees all over, especially the under side of the leaves. We live in a dam-

son country, and have had twenty-three years' experience of damson

culture. We have known trees nearly destroyed by Red-spiders in a hat

summer, and the poor country folks feeliug persuaded that their red

appearance v.as merely the effect of heat

!

Vines (A.).—Your vine is "far north"—the wood requires to be

more ripened. Until you carry out this principle, it matters not whether

you stop at two or six eyes. See that the root is right. Follow up

former culture, and above all, pray let the glass sash be done forthwith.

Queen Wasps (Tirj/dail).—All those you enclosed were queen wasps.

If gardeners have not looked as sedulously after these as you and we

have, it is probable that wasp's nests will be more than usually abundant

this year. Eighteen queen wasps were killed in Ulay upon one quickset

hedge in om- garden.

Insects {J. Vincent).—The thread-like wonn you enclosed is Gordius

aquaticus, frequently found upon garden beds after rain : very little is

known about its habits. Your Crown Imperials will bloom next year

;

moving them last year whilst in bloom prevented their blooming this

vear. Tiieir roots were injured and disturbed just at the time they were

employed in storing up matters for the next year's productions. { Vcntx).—
The minute insects from the bark of your rose-trees are a species of Bark
Mite (Acarus). Soak the bark with ammoniacal liquor from a gas-work :

this will destroy thera.

East Indian Seeds {J. C. P.).—The seeds from Calcutta, of which

you sent us a list, are not worth the paper they arc packed in. They are

as good as these collections generally are from thence, and from Delhi

;

the plants producing them are fine things enough in the East, but of no

; hen
,vill succeed well <Rose Stocks (U'. D. ir.J.—We believe

the sweet briar.

GoDETiAs {Ibid).—These should not be topped, because they do not

branch out well after the operation ; and a portion of the succession of

bloom is lost by stopping.

Lawns (Eugenia).—The best way to keep a lawn "particularly fine

and smooth " is, first, to spud out all the broad-leaved plants from among
the grass, and also any strong coarse grass itself ; doing this either in the

autumn or in the spring ; then in summer to roll it once a week, and

mow it the ne.xt day. Wood ashes is a very good top-dressing for lawns ;

and the daisy rake will keep the daisies from seeding, and prevent them
spreading that way ; but it will not eradicate the old plants. The daisy

rake is a very useful tool.

Sowing Flower Seeds {Iqnornmus).—As a general rule, all pot

plant seeds ought to be sown in light poor soil, well drained and lightly

covered, and without any reference to the kind of soil the plants prefer

when they are potted off. The Mnrvvl of Peru comes under this rule
;

and when the seeds are good they come up in a slight hotbed in about

three weeks. Neither they nor any other seed "rot before they germi-

nate." How could a rotten seed germinate ?

Snowdrops {Ibid).—Soil for their seeds as above. We believe they

do not vegetate under twelve months ; but we never sowed any snowdrop
seeds. Can any one of our readers tell who has ?

Peacu-tree Blighted (T. D. P.).— If you mean by that very

vaguely used term "blight," that your tree is "in a most miser.ible

state" from the aphis or green fly upon it, fumigate it with tobacco-

smoke, and sjTinge it occasionally with tobacco-water. Hamilton's
Treatise on the Pi7ie Apple canhe obtained through any bookseller ; it is

published by Mr. Masters, AUlersgate Street ; its price is about four

shillings we think. Pine Apple plants vary in price. I\Ir. Errington

will give a description of a good pit for growing them some dar.

Cineearia (T. Me M.).—The specimen you sent was pressed quite

flat, and withered. We cannot judge of a flower's merits unless it comes
to us perfectly fresh, well packed in a box, and surrounded by damp

Pkacii and Nectarine Leaves Blistered (M. R. and.-l Subscriber

from the Conunenceinent).—You drained your border and yet this occurs.

We can only reply that there is still too much moisture at the roots
;

these are probably too deep below the surface, or have struck d'.wn into

a wet subsoil. We should open the grouud and cut away the deep
descending roots, and encourage the production of othurs near the

surface.

ur correspondents not

pages to information

a common

Pansy (W. J. W., Hm//).—Your pansy seems of good form, and is a

deep purple self, but so crushed that no one can judge of its merits. See

what we say about " Cineraria" to another correspondent.

Apricot Leaves full ov Holes.—The "perforations like shot

holes," ai'c the result of the gnawing of the larvw of some of the small

moths belonging to the race of Tortricidee ; such as Dittda angusHorana,
See a drawing, &c., at page 81 of our third volume.

Names of Plants.—We shall be obliged by c

sending to us \vild plants, as we wish to confine ou

connected with those in cultivation. {M. il.).— Yours
weed, Apargia hispida. {Constant Reader, Mereworth). — Yours is

Lycopodium clamitnm, or Common Club Moss. {A Subscriber, Bury St.

Edmunds).—Yours is Lonicera tatttrtcfi, or Tartarian Honeysuckle.
Daphne Pruning (H. J).).—Your hardy Daphne is probably D.

pontica, and will bear cutting in; and you may so treat it now if you
please without any injury.

Seed {W. D.).—Thanks for the Coriander and Persian Lettuce seed ;

we will attend to your request relative to the latter. We have not one
Himalayah Pumpkin seed left.

Steel Pens (i;«.vfjV;(A).—The best mode of keeping these clean and
uncorroded, is to put them into a vase kept constantly full of water, so

that no part of the pen whilst not in use is exposed to the air.

Bees in old Bell-hive {J. Z.. M.).—You had better leave these in

their old habitation, and put a sv.'arm from them into one of the Im-
proved Cottage Hives. You may cut a hole in the top of the old hive,

and put on a small hive or bell-glass ; but the best time for doing this is

at the end of April.

Bees in Australia (il/. J. J.).—Whether bees to a colonist in Aus-
tralia would be profitable, see The Cottage Gardener, volume 3,

page 173. It would be folly to hazard the risk of taking them out, when
they may be obtained so readily there. The proper time for putting the

cap, or small hive, upon a swarm put into an Improved Cottage Hive, will

be from 18 to 21 d;iys after its being fixed. See Cottage Gardener,
volume 2, page 101. We can give you no directions respecting the

method adopted by "a gentleman who always deprives his bees of the

early honey, and allows them during August and September to collect for

their winter use," It is a plan we do not recommend.
Moth (Eliza).—The specimen caught in your greenhouse is the Eyed-

hawk Moth {Sjnerinthii-s ocellatus). It is not rare. Its caterpillar feeds

chiefly on the M'illow, but is also found upon the leaves of the apple,

psach, and other trees. The most expeibtioua mode of killing insects is

to put them into a wide-mouthed bottle or jar, closely corked, in which

a good number of well bruised laurel leaves have been previously placed,

and covered with a thin layer of cotton wool. The prussic acid with

which the air in the bottle is impregnated, destroys the insect almost

Geranium Leaves ScORcnED (M. M. G.).—The geranium-leaves

you have enclosed, which are dead and brown across their middles, are

what gardeners call "scorched." If you give them air earlier in the

morning, or even leave the top-lights a little open all night, so that the

upper surfaces of the leaves may be dry before the heat of the sun comes
powerfully upon them, you will have no more such disfigured leaves.

Your plants are the more liable thus to suffer, because you have been

obliged to push them ou freely, which makes them more tender, and
loose textured.

Blue Anagallis (-4 Subscriber).—It depends on your own judgment
or fancy, and not on the anagallis, whether it is best " pegged down " or
" left to grow upright," as it, and most plants of that habit, grow equally

well both ways.

Daphne Cneorum (Ibid).—Thisis an extremely pretty plant while in

flower, and v.'orth all the care you can bestow on it ; but it rccjuires neither

manure, liouid-manure, nor shelter from frost. It is perfectly hardy

with us even as far north as Csiithness, and is not improved by stimulants.

It is very choice, however, with respect to soil—a very sandy loam suits it

best; and it comes from layers as freely as a willow by merely covering

the young shoots an inch or two in the ground, without any other pre-

paration ; and this is a very good time to do ao, and a better time when it

is done flowering.

Cyclamen Seed (T. T. C).—When the seed pods burst, the seeds are

ripe. The autunm is the proper time to pot cyclamens that have been

summered in the opeu borders.

SpARAXis Versicolor (Jiirf).—Your sparaxis plants, which have

flourished without blooming, and now withering, are going on well; let

them die off" and remain dormant till the autumn. They wcrenot flowering

bulbs ; if they were, they never miss flowering. Those you took up to

sec how they were will not flower next year; pray be not so curious next

Crassula (Ibid).—If the roots of your long-legged plant are good, cut

it down to within four inches of the pot as soon as the flowers are over ;

and after it starts or grows again into young shoots about an inch long,

shake all the soil from its roots, and begin afresh with it in a small pot

and new compost. Every morsel of the tops, " long legs and all," will

do for cuttings with little or no trouble.

jOndon: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester Hlph-strect,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by Willi asi

SoMi^RViLLE Orr, at thc Office, No. 2, Amen Curner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—June 13th, 18S0.
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timio tlio publioation of a number on every successive

Thursday. I'urcliasers of the Diolionary will not regret

the post^Joncment under tliesc circumstances ; and th.e

knowledge that the work will be improved, reconciles us

to the delay.

We have a long array of new works before us, all re-

quiring, because deserving, notice ; and for fear that they

should accumulate until they become a hopeless pile

and labyrinth through which to pick and wind our way,

let us address ourselves to the pleasant task, and write

more fully the opinions we jotted down as we perused

them.

"The History of British Birds," by the Rev. F. O.

Morris, is one of a class which we always hail with

extreme pleasure—original, accurate, and cheap—within

the reach of every one, and a guide every one may rely

upon. The first number (price only one shilling !) con-

tains foui' portraits, most excellently drawn and coloui'ed,

with six times as many pages of biogi'aphy, of four of

the lai'gest birds of prey which have been found wild in

the British Islands. Fh-st is the Griffon Vulture, with

his wary and expectant look, like some legatee we have

seen, watching for deatli symptoms in him who has

written the " I give and bequeath." But one such

Vulture (we are speaking now of the bird, not of the

legatee) has been caught in the British Islands. " A
single specimen," says Mr. Morris, " an adult bird, in a

perfectly wild state, was captured by a youth, the latter

end of the year 181-3, on the rocks near Cork harbour,

and was purchased for Lord Shannon, for half-a-crown,

by whom, when it died, it was presented to the collection

of the Dublin Zoological Society." Next are a pair of

Egyptian Vultures ; and never, again, was there a better

illustration of Lavater's comparison of the auimal with

the human physiognomy, for these at once call to mind
a vicious old man. A pair of them was seen in Somerset-

shire, and one was shot in the October of 1835. The
thu-d portrait is of that " compound of the characteristics

of the vulture, the liawk, the predatory gull, and the

raven,"

—

the Erne, or Sea Eagle. Lastly is given the

Oolden Eagle, which " seems to have established a pre-

scriptive right to the proud appellation of ' the king of

the birds
;'

" as the tiger, in the corresponding predatory

class among quadrupeds, has obtained that of " royal."

"It is, on the whole, extremely inti-actable ; one, how-
ever, is related to have been tamed at Fort William, near

Belfast, by Richard Langtry, Esq., which would come
at its master's call ; and another is mentioned by the

late Bishop Stanley in his ' Familial- History of British

Birds,' as having been so thoroughly tamed as to have

been left at perfect liberty, neither chained nor pinioned.

Of this freedom it would often avail itself, and after an
absence of two or three weeks would again return. It

never attacked children ; but on one occasion, it is

supposed from its master having neglected to bring it

its food, it assailed him with some violence. Of young
pigs it would occasionally make a meal. After having
been kept safely for ten or twelve years, it was unfor-

timately killed by a savage mastiff dog. The battle was
not witnessed, but it must have been long aiul well

fought. The eagle was slain on the spot, but ho did not

die uurevenged, for his antagonist, very shortly after-

wards, expired of its wounds. Wo hope to I'oncw oiu-

notices of this work, for it is of interest equally to the

naturalist and the mere reader for amusement.
" A 'Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape

Gardening, adapted to North America." By A. J.

Dowiiiug. Tliis is just one of the books which a stay-

at-home Enghshman should read to brush avfay from

his opinions that film of prejudice which invariably

envelopes the innocent bigotries of the untravelled.

Among these is an idea that no cultivated landscape

scenery can equal that of "his own green isle;" and

so far as the fresh verdm'e of its grass, and bits of rich,

happy, home scenery are concerned, he is right—quite

right. We have dwelt in many climes, and can testify

that in no other land we have visited have we seen any-

thing to compare for quiet beauty to

" The cottage homes of England,

Wliich l]y thousands on her plains,

Are smiling o'er the silvery brooks,

And I'ound.the hamlet fanes."

But thougli there is none of such scenery in other lands,

yet they have their exquisite beauties for which we

should in vain look for parallels in England. Never

shall we forget our first visit to the Botanic Garden of

Calcutta, for there did we, for the first time, feel the force

and the justice of Bishop's Heber's exclamation—" I

now can realize what its was to dwell in the Garden of

Eden." Our climate, our vegetation, give no examples

with which imagination can construct such grand masses

of form, fragrance, and colour. So in America, we

confess to having had our prejudices against her

gardening ; we have always thought that where there

was no aristocracy of class, there, in gardening, would be

no aristocratic habits and tastes. And so far it seems

we were right ; for Mr. Downing says—" In the United

States, it is highly improbable that we shall ever witness

such splendid examples of landscape gardens as those

abroad. Here the rights of man are held equal ; and if

there are no enormous parks, and no class of men whose

wealth is hereditary, there is, at least, what is more grati-

fying, the almost entire absence of a very poor class
;

while we have, on the other hand, a large class of inde

pendent landholders, who are able to assemble around

them, not only the useful and convenient, but the

agreeable and beautiful in country life." The result,

we believe, is correctly foretold—"in half a century

more there will exist a greater number of beautiful vUlas

and country seats of moderate extent in the Atlantic

States, than in any country of Europe, England alone

excepted."

It is quite true that those States can never have the

same kind of beauties in their landscape gardening as

we have in England ; all must be on a larger and

grander scale—giant foi-est-trees, inland seas instead of

lakes, and rivers miles in width and thousands of miles

long, are features to which the garden designer has to

adapt his plans and his vistas. Let us take as an example
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what Mr. Downing says of Blithcwood, tlio scat of R.

Donaldson, Esq., near Banytown, on tlie Hudson.
" The natural scenery here is no where surpassed in its

enchanting union of softness and di<Tnity—the rivor

hoing four miles wide, its 2)lacid bosom broken only by

islands and gleaming sails, and the horizon grandly

closing in with the tall blue summits of the distant

Kaatskills. The gently varied lawn is studded with

groups and masses of line forest and ornamental trees,

beneath which are walks leading in easy curves to rustic

scats, or to openings affording most lovely prospects.

As a pendant to this graceful landscape, there is within

the grounds scenery of an opposite chai'acter, equsdly

wild and picturesque—a fmo bold stream, fringed with

wooded banks, and dashing over several rocky cascades,

thirty or forty feet in height, and falling altogether a

hundred feet in half a mile." We need quote no more;
it is witli such gigantic materials that the American
laudscajie gardener has to compose, and we can assure

our readers that the results are correspondingly bold

and striking. Biit it is not for these alone that wo re-

commend the book for perusal, but, on the contrary,

because it is full of instructive lessons, profusely illus-

trated, relative to the an-angement and management of

the garden designers three grand elements of com-
position—the gi-ound—the water—and the wood.

Our allotted space is filled, and we must postpone

until next week the fm-ther examination ofoiu' "can-
didates for honours."

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
[Absence from home prevented Mr. Erringtou pre-

paring his observations for this department.]

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Eloweh-beds.— Summer flower-beds, in masses of

one colour, being made up chiefly with half-liardy plants
and late spring-sown annuals, the plants are only just
now beginning to feel their freedom, having got a good
hold of the gi-ounJ. The Vcrhcnns. whej-e they are
extensively cultivated, are the first to show the care and
success of the propagators, as they are first in bloom.
It is provoking to see a white, a lOac, or a bluish flower
opening in a bed which was to be all scarlet, besides
the comfortable assurance that the mischief does not
end there, but must extend to other beds or borders, as
Verbenas and most flower-garden plants are propagated
and nursed in quantities together in one pot ; so that
one tally, or number stick, set-in in the wrong pot any
time m the spring, will often throw thirty or forty
plants of a wrong colour on the planter's bunds ; anil
the first symptom of any such derangement is looked to
with a jealous eye. In all cases where gardening can
be carried on systematically, be who makes the cuUings
should have the after-management of tliem until tbey
are finally planted out in the flower-beds, so as to be
fully responsible for the accuracy of the tallies, or, which
is the same thing, the respective colours. But it so
happens here, as if to jirove the adage, that what one
preaches he does not always practise, when I assist the
propagator in making, or''"potting" off, cuttings when
be is very busy in the spring, all the consequences of
misplaced tallies are sure to be laid to my charge for

that season, or for that partiiMilnr family of plants 1 may
have bad through my bauds ; and, to save iitij credit, the
lirst wrong placed plants which show their bloom are
sure to bo pulled up, contrary to my orders; and this is

what I want to impress on others—not to look to the
' credit " of any one, but rather to look to the appearance
of the flower-beds in the meantime ; and as accidents
will happen among tallies with the most careful, and
these accidents are sm-o to come to light sooner or later,

by far the best plan will bo not to pidl up the wrong
plants at this stage, though they may be an eyesore to

the planter. What I insist on here, is to let such plants
bo stripped of their flowers as fast as they appear in bud,
and the shoots stopped for two or three weeks longer

;

and by that time the neighbouring plants will have
advanced sufficiently to cover the ground, and aU mis-
placed plants may then bo safely rooted out without
leaving gaps, as tbey would in the first instance.

Pegging-dowx.—This trailing growth of the Verbenas
brings me to the first stage of summer dressing the beds.
All plants which trail on the ground, or gi'ow sideways,
like Verbenas, must be trained or tied down, to fill the

more open spaces, so as to get the soil in the beds
covered as soon as possible. This training in our forth-

coming dictionary will be called "peggiiif/," because, in

former days, the training was effected with little booked
or forked pegs; but there are many ways of "pegging"
without the use of pegs at all ; and one of the simplest
with Verbenas is to take hold of a flower truss iu bud,
make a hole with a stick, or with the two fore-fingers,

and poke the truss down in it. Tlie shoot is then held
in the right position at once, and without knowing how
the thing was done, no one eoidd make out that the

shoot did not naturally grow iu that position from the

first. Unless the surface of the bed is very loose indeed
there are many plants, such as Petunias, trailing Oera-
niums, and the like, which may be trained after the same
fashion, being kept iu the right direction by means of a
leaf here and a leaf there buried in the soil. The foot-

stalk of the leaf, like the flower-stalk of the Verbenas,
being stfll attached to the plant, it holds down a shoot
just like one holding a pig by one ear. This may be
called the simplest, or cottage mode, of training. The
next higher iu the scale, is a plan of training invented
some years since by one of our fashionable gardeners,

and consists of doubling thin strips of matting, of four

or five inch lengths, round the shoot, and then burying
both ends of the matting in the soU. In large places,

or where lai-ge quantities of training matting is required,

the ends of the new mats bought iu the autumn are

reserved in little bundles for this pin-pose, when the

mats are being tied, and boys split the strings into the

smallest threads, or shreds, on wet days ; so that a
trainer, with no more matting than he can hold in one
hand, can fasten down some thousand shoots. Another
way is, to have bundles of short sticks, say of six-inch

lengths and as small as can be got, and stick them down
slantways against the shoots and branches of many
plants. Two such sticks so placed opposite each other,

will have the parts above ground crossing one another,

like the letter X, and fonu a very strong holdfast. The
very tops of the fuchsia shoots might be put by for-tbis

purpose, as I suppose that no cottage gardener is so

extravagant as to buru or cast away his annual crop of

fuchsia stalks, for they are the handiest things possible

for staldng many things ; and all the dressing they

require is to cut them into the i-cquired lengths and
sharpen one end. Then, at this dressing, thousands of

little tops are discarded as useless ; and a man is sent to

the fields and hedges in the height of summer, for whole
days, to look out " pegs " to do what the fuchsia tops

would have done much better, unless one chooses rather

to work on the old plan of training " by books and by
crooks."
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MiD.suMMEn Growth.—Very mauy beautiful half-

hardy shrubs, roses, dc, have been sadly cut by the last

spring frosts ; and the best way to treat such is to look
them over after tlie turn of uiidsumraer, and have all

those parts which do not show a strong second or mid-
summer growth cut hack to a healthy shoot, otherwise
we shall have a bad foundation for the growth of future

seasons. I have a capital thermometer here, which I

keep out on pui'pose for the stokers to regulate their

fires according to the weather; and for the last ten
years I have cliecked this glass with those used in the
London Horticultural Society's Garden, and during tliat

time there has not been more than three degrees between
them. When the aii- is very still and frosty, their

glasses show three degrees more cold than mine, but with
a brisk easterly wind in winter my glass is the lowest.

Now, this glass of mine stood as low as six degrees
above zero, indicating twentj'-sis degrees of frost on the
morning of the 27th of last March, witli nearly two
inoliesof snow on the ground, and the damage done here
was more than in the hard winters of 18^8, 1840, and
1841. So that here, at any rate, we have plenty of mid-
summer pruning, and some lessons to the bargain. The
Plumbago larpentee stood out uninjured with no pro-

tection, and so did Clematis tuhulosa—a recent intro-

duction from China, for which prizes wei'e given last

year at some of our provincial meetings as a greenhouse
plant. It seems as hardy as Fuchsia gracilis, and
Zauchsneria Cali/ornica ; the frost only killing the
tops. The beautiful Mandevilla suaveolens seems to be
of about the same hardiness as the old Eceremocarpus
scalier, and may, therefore, be trusted against a south
wall, and covered with some thatch from frost. I had
many of the little wild CajM Pelargoniums on a protected
border, not one of which was hurt last winter ; and
mi.xed with them were many sorts of our fashionable
florists' ones, every one of which was dead before
Christmas. So that improving the breeds of ge-
raniums does not harden their constitution, but the
reverse.

Speaking of geraniums in this the height of the

crossing season, let me urge on cross-breeders to try to

get us a set of good bedding sorts, with very small
leaves, and distinct colours. Pare whites and lilacs we
are very much in want of, and tlie large loppy leaves of
the fancy sorts are altogether unsuitable for bedding
ones. Between one thing and another, I shall not he
able to cross much this season, but from what I have
done I am quite satisfied of the possibility of originating
a section for bedding with very small leaves, and large
clear-coloured flowers. The best new seedling of this
season which I have seen, has clear white flowers about
the size of those of Queen Victoria, and much after the
same shape, but the largest of the leaves could be hid
under a shiUing ; but I did not learn if the plant is a
perpetual summer bloomer like the Queen, but I believe
it is. I have seen another seedling from the fancy sorts,

which takes after the habits of the florists' Pelargonium,
of great_ beauty; the flower is quite round, tlie back
petals of that deep shade peculiar to Ibrahim Pasha, a
clear white eye, and tlie front petals light salmon. It

is, therefore, beyond a doubt that the Pasha and Anais
are capable of imparting their shades to the better forms
of the old sorts, although at first evei-y breeder thouglit
this cross would he worthless, seeing the clouded and
speckled seedlings which the first two or three crosses
brought to light. I would recommend breeders to

discard Anais altogether, and employ Ibrahim Pasha
instead, and always as the mother plant ; for there is not
muoli truth in the idea, that " breeding in and in " will
deteriorate the off'spring—not at least the flowers; and if

the leaves could be rendered smaller that way, it would
rather be an advantage ; but I have little faith in that
either. ]). Be.vton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Begonias.—An amateur "having a little greenhouse
in which vines are cultivated, together with a mis-

cellaneous collection of plants, will be glad to know what
Begonias may safely and successfully be introduced."

To meet his case, and that of many more who wish to

have as much variety as possible in their little green-

houses, we shall make this inquiry the handle on which
to suspend a few remarks upon the treatment this beau-

tiful family requires in such circumstances, merely pre-

mising that such was the treatment successfully pro-

secuted by ourselves, when destitute of a stove or a hot-

house for plants, in which structures the Begonias may
be more easDy cultivated, and be rendered very orna-

mental during the winter months ; while in the green-

house and vinery they can only he expected to show ofi"

their attractions in the summer and autumn.
The genus was named in compliment to a French

botanist. It consists chiefly of herbaceous and tuberous-

rooted plants, and succulent stemmed under-shrubs, with a

few that h ave a climbing character ; Mr. Hartweg having
found some that thus mounted the stems of trees from
twenty to thirty feet. The leaves are curious and unique,

showing almost at a glance the famOy to which they

belong ; being obliquely cordate, owing to one side of the

leaf at the base extending much farther than the otlier.

In some, however, such as the hydrocotylifolia, this ob-

liquity is nearly lost, and the succulent foliage covering

the surface of the pot looks nearly as round as the leaf

of the common nasturtium. The flowers are produced
in cyme-like spikelets, and are frequently very beautiful.

The male and female organs are in difterent flowers just

similar to what is seen iu the cucumber and melon.

The whole family is chiefly found in the West Indies,

East Indies, and South America. Few of them, there-

fore, will flourish in a cool greenhouse, if kept there all

the season. A temperature as low as 35° for any length

of time in winter, would kill them altogether ; more
especially if great care is not taken to keep them drtj.

The increased temperature in such houses, from the

advance of the season, would not come sufficiently early

to start them into gi-owth, so as to make tine flowering

plants during the summer If kept in a temperature of

45° during winter, and then started in a hotbed in March,

similar to Achimenes, fine plants will be obtained for

blooming in such houses during summer. Hence, in the

absence of a stove, a vinery, or a greenhouse, used as

such is much better suited for their cultivation than

a greenhouse. In the warmest end of such a house, if

even under a stage, but neai- where the tire enters, and

with the pots on their sides, or if standing protected

from drip, a medium temperature of 45'-', and from

that to 50°, can easily be maintained, without detriment

to such plants as Geraniums, Calceolarias, Epacrises,

&c., the medium temperatm-e for which would be some-

what lower. In such a temperature there will bo no

danger of starting the vines, and the tuberous-rooted

and succulent stemmed Begonia will be safe. Many
kinds that have permanent, though not very succulent

steins will even retain their leaves ; though that is not a

matter of much consequence. When a little extra heat

is given to break the vines, and again to set the fruit

when in bloom, the Begonias will show signs of vitality
;

and then should be watered, receiving as much formerly

as would he suiticient to prevent thein being thoroughly

dried ; and that is best done by sun-ounding the plants

with a damp substance, such as moss, instead of applying

the water directly to the soil. Shortly after growth has

commenced the plants should receive what pruning they

recjuire ; and then, before long, be repotted, getting rid of

as much of the old soil as possible, and replacing it with

new ; and as soon as the plants will stand the sun giving
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tlioiii nil open place, witli a liUK' but not ii thick shiuliiiff.

The shailiug obtnined liom cliiiihers iu a waviu given-

house, or iu such n liouso witli vines not too thick oi;

tlio roof, is just the thing tliiit suits tliem. If treated

with light rich soil, jilenty of water, and a manure
solution frequently, the plants will grow with great

ra]>idity, and soon reward you hy masses of their pretty

hlossoins ; keeping on lloweriiig generally until the cold

niglits of autumn, when you must hid tliera adieu for

till' season. Before stowing them away in their winter

cpiarters, try and set them right in the sun for a few

weeks, and refrain from watering, that the tissues may
be consolidated. In a house kept from 4.^)° to .")!)"

dniiiig the winter, some kinds will bloom freely all the

winter, such as obliqua ; but for the general collection

you must be content with blooming them in summer,
unless you have a jilant stove. For the preparing for

this summer's blooming of these plants, Achimeuos,
Gloxinia, &c., uothing is better than a vinery, or a
greeuhouse used as such ; all that is necessary being a

sheltered spot, or rather a cold pit, to remove the hardier

plants to when the temperature is increased.

Hut now comes the ditHoulty. I have glanced at how
the plants should he managed in such circumstances,
and this I can do with confidence, hut the instancing of

the species most suitable is quite another thing; not
because these species requii'e different treatment, farther

than will be apparent fi-om the character of the species

as a herbaceous ])lant, or a succulent iinder-shruh, but
because of the great difficulty of being sure of giving
such a name, that the collector may depend upon obtain-

ing the " Simon Pure " indicated ; for, either owing to

the carelessness of botanists, or the ignorance and stu-

pidity of ns cultivators, the whole genus seems a mass
of confusion ; some of the prettiest species receiving

almost as many names as the gardens in which they
ai-e found, while these names are either not to be found
in catalogues, or are contradictory to the definitions there
given. For instance, there is a Begonia (and the only one
I have seen) grown in cottage windows, rather coarse
looking, large leaves, brownish green above, crimson
veined below, lierbaceous, fleshy, tuberous rooted, and
hardy enough to bear ratlnir rough cottage treatment, as

I have seen it frequently there for at least fifteen years

past ; and yet this old plant has I know not how many
names, being termed hieolor, divcnifoUa, heracleifolia,

mutaliilis, discolor, Evansiana, &c., the latter being, per-

haps, the most cuiTent, only, according to the catalogues,

it should have white flowers, while our favourite rough
gentleman has pink ones ; and rough though he be, so
rough as to be tUsoarded by our fastidious friends who will

not give house room to such a common thing, we, never-
theless, place it here first iu our list ; because when for-

warded as we have indicated, and potted in equal por-
tions of loam, leaf-mould, and rotten cow-dung, the plant
four feet in height, and the mass in the pot nearly as
much in diameter, standing upon a stage, or in a vase
above rather than below the eye, with leaves like cab-

bages, showing the purple of their under sides, and
masses of the long peduncided cymes of pink blossom
hanging over them, it then becomes an object so far

from despicable, that ladies of refined taste have stood
before it and exclaimed, " Beautiful '.

"

•i. B. niticht.—The name given in this neighbourhood
to one of the very best of the group, with thick shining
pale gi-een leaves, and beautiful large pink or flesh-

coloured flowers. This species in the catalogues is

marked white. This is one of the prettiest ornaments
of a plant-stove in winter. Soil for this and the follow-
ing, equal portions of peat, leaf-mould, and half portions
of sand and cow-dung. I'lauts kept in a conservatory
are just now showing bloom and breaking, but rather
lanky. Young plants forwarded in a vinei-y are iu
bloom.

'•]. B. nhliijua.—I'iuk ; not so showy as the last, but

hardier ; flowered all the winter in a conservatory ; teiu

porature from 40° to 4r)°, with a rise of 10° for sun beat.

4. B. iiiiiiiirritii.— I'ale pink ; very pretty.

5. /;. Ii!iiiiiir,:iiilifuli,i,—llather pretty ; leaves are stud-

ded over the suriiico of the jiot : they and the numerous
flower-stems rise from thick tuberous short shoots.

fi. /). pnrvifoUa (sometimes JiurUmnda and sempcr-

flmriis).—White ; a little gem : for a limited space the

best of all ; an evergreen shrub in the stove, deciduous

under the treatment wo are speaking of; leaves small, as

the name implies; flowers small, but in vast abundance.
Plants that stood in the back of a vinery, in a medium
temiierature of 40°, so woe-bcgone in their appearance

that many would ask, what we kept siK^h things for'.'

—

after being pruned, potted, and assisted by the increasing

heat of the vinery, are now nice little bushes, 2 feet iu

height, and more in diameter; a dense mass of bloom,

and with moderate care will cpntinue so until the month
of October.

7. B. sanguinea.—Small white flowers ; the underside

of the large leaves crims<in ; little attractive except for

the leaves.

8. B. arijyrostiffiud.—Also termed jmnctata and macii-

lata, owing to the white spots on the leaves, which are

its only attraction ; tlio flowers being small and white,

and produced in no great profusion.

9. B.fitchsmidcs.—Scarlet; one of the prettiest; flowers

produced upon dependent twigs, making it resemble a

fuchsia. Should, therefore, be grown with one or more
upright stems ; does not like being cut down ; must bo

kept in the warmestpossible place in such circumstances

during the winter, so as to jireserve the stems entire.

If the leaves are browned, or if even many drop ofl", that

is of little consequence, provided the wood has been

hardened by exposure to the sun in the autumn; for

shortly after growth commences the flowers will also

begin to be jiroduoed. The jilant, if weU-grovvu, is always

beautiful to look at, but as the flowers are not produced

in large panicles they must be numerous to render tlio

plant a floral attraction.

in. B. coccinea (sometimes rubra).—Scarlet. The
flowers are small, but produced in large panicles, and
of such a vivid ricli colour as to make it a desirable

acquisition. It is rather tantalizing to tell our friendly

amateur, that this will bo one of the worst to manage in

his greenhouse vinery. In such circumstances I only

succeeded once to my satisfaction. The }ilant was the

growth of several years. In the eud of summer it was

kept close to the glass, and water was gradually with-

held iu autumn ; during the winter it had a temperature

seldom below ix)°, and oftener near 50". When the

vines showed in the spring, the flowers of the Begonia
came with them, and continued for several months a

mass of bloom. It is of little use cutting such a plant

down, unless when growth is desirable, as, unlike such

sorts us 2)arvifolia, and hlanda, &c., which flower on the

year's wood, the Coccinea chiefly blooms on the wood, or

rather the extreme points of it, formed during the pre-

ceding season.

]1. B. blanda (also termed lucida).—A very pretty

species, with shining leaves; may be treated as a her-

baceous plant ; has large white flowers, seldom gi-ows

high, and should have been placed after I'arvifolia.

We think that from this limited number a small col-

lection may easily be made. 1 have already referred to

watering and soD, but forgot to say that Coccinea should

have more peat than any of the others. All the kinds

are easily propagated, either by divisions of the root or

by cuttings, which should be dried at the base before

inserting them in sandy soil, and covering them with a

bell-glass. Many of the species also produce seeds in

abundance, and these will bloom in the second year, and

some of tliem the first season. R. Fish.
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HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.
GESNERACEJ. : ACHlMEiMES.

Propagation by Cuttings.—Tlie young tops of these

plants will strike easily if put iu sand, under a bell-

glass in boat, and potted off as soon as rooted. Oesiieras,

Gloxinas, and other families of this order, will sooner

make blooming plauts by the same method. If the cut-

tings are put in as early as March, they will flower well

the same season, and succeed the old plants in bloom-
ing: thus prolonging that season till late in the autumn.
By Division.—The roots of Aohimenes and some Glo.v-

aiias, that is the perennial roots, are scaly. Each scale,

if detached and placed in pots of liglit earth, and slightly

covered, will make nice plants, that will flower ne.\t year.

We have occasionally divided the large bulbs or tubers

of Ocsneras and Oloxinias, exposing them a short time
to dry up the wounds; but unless they have grown in-

conveniently large, or are very scarce, this practice is

needless, as they increase so freely by cuttings. They
may also be increased hy leaves, either whole or cut into

small pieces. For new varieties this is an excellent

method. The leaves, if put in whole, should be managed
exactly like cuttings. J f a bud be taken off the stem
with the leaf, that bud as soon as roots are formed will

push fortli : but if no bud is taken oft", the leaf will form
a tuber at the bottom of the leaf stalk, and that tuber
will send up young shoots in the spring. It is a curious
circumstance, that a leaf should have, as it were, tlie

power without a single bud to form a tuber ; nay, more
curious stiU is the fact, that the smallest portion of a leaf,

provided there is a vessel in that portion, has the same
power, though in a less degree ; and this is the more
remarkable when we consider the kind of leaf. It has
abundance of sap in it, so much so, that it might be
expected to rot almost instantly. No doubt life is pre-

served by the loaf, or portion of a leaf, being placed iu

a situation where evaporation is prevented, that is imder
the bell-glass.

By Seeds.—To obtain new varieties seeds must be
saved. This has been done already to a great extent,

especially in the large family of Gloxinia. Bright
colours have been obtained, but the great desideratum
yet to bo achieved is to obtain fine form, substance,
and magnitude. The properties of a good Achimencs or
Gloxinia should be : first, a good shape—that is, the
flower should be quite round at the mouth of the tube ;

the edge quite smooth, and not at all reflexed or turned
back. The flower-stem ought to be stout—able to sup-
port the flower well up above the foliage. It should
support the flower so as to show the inside markings,
spots, or shades. The flowers ought to be produced
numerously, so as to have, at least, six flowers open at
once. The colours should be clear, distinct, and bright;
the spot or blotch, if any, should be well defined. Where
the spots are small ancl numerous they should be on the
lower part of the flower, so as to be distinctly seen.
Lastly, tlic flower should be large and of a good sub-
stance. All these properties are jiretty well exemplified
in the variety of Gloxinia raised at Pine Apple-place
Nursery, named Gloxinia grandis, and in the variety of
Achimenes raised by some continental florist, named
Aeliimcnes longijlora alba.

Raising Vaiueties.—Excellent as thesevarieties are, we
have no doubt the persevering industry and skill now so
much iu exercise amongst the lovers of flowers will soon
produce much finer varieties. Our amateur friends who
have time and space cannot do better than amuse them-
selves by raisingseedlings of these charming ornamental
flowers. In order to increase the pi-obability of obtain-
ing superior varieties, the seed should he saved from the
best flowers, such as possess the properties described

above ; and if the pollen of one superior variety bo dusted
upon some other possessing some desirable property,

either of colom', form, or size, the object will be more
certain to be achieved. If the anthers of tlie plant in-

tended to bear the seed be removed before tlioy shed
their pollen, the produce will be tlie more certain to have
the desirable properties of the male parent. To prevent

bees or other insects carrying to another plant the pollen

of inferior flowers, cover the one operated upon witli some
tine gauze. All these precautions having been taken,

nip oft' all other flowers on the plant ; allow no water
to fall upon the seed-vessels, and place the plant near to

the glass. When the seed is ripe the seed-vessels will

burst ; it must then be gathered, and dried gently,

and put away in a dry drawer, in a room where no
frost can reach it. About the middle of February
will bo a good season to sow it. Prepare some shal-

low, wide, clean ])ots ; fill them half fuU with pot-

sherds, place some siftiugs of peat upon tliem, and till up
the rest with a compost of loam, peat, and very rotten

vegetable mould, in equal parts, adding one-sixth of tine

white sand, mixing tliem well together. Make the sur-

face smooth and even with a round, flat piece of wood.

Tlien sow the seeds thinly and equally on the surface,

and sift through a very fine sieve the thinnest covering

imaginable of the compost upon them—the thickness

of a wafer will be enough. Water them with the finest

rose watering-pot, and place them in a warm stove near

the glass, shading from very bright sunshine. The
seedlings will soon come up, and as soon as they can be

transplanted, prepare pots simUar to tlie seed pots, and
prick out the seedlings in them half an inch apart. As
soon as the leaves begin to touch each other, transplant

them again singly into thumb-pots, one incliin diameter,

in the same compost, and replace them upon the shelf

near the glass. Re careful in watering, as they are very

apt to damp-off at this critical period. Prepare now a

gentle hotbed of one or two lights, or more, according

to the quantity of seedlings ; and as soon as the heat is

moderated, place upon the dung a thiclc covering of

coal-ashes. Ry the time this is ready the seedlings will

I'equire repotting into 3i^-inch pots, well di-ained in the

same compost. Place them upon the coal-ashes thinly,

so as to allow room for the next potting. Groat care

must now be taken to shade them from the early sun in

the morniug, as the steam arising from the hotbed will,

during the night, have clothed the leaves with dew, and
half an hour's bright sun would scald them. They
should have a covering of mats during tlio night; and
if the steam is very strong, tilt the lights behind with a

thin piece of wood, to allow it to escape during the

night. Give air also during the day, but so as not to

allow the cold winds to blow in over the plants. As
soon as the pots are moderately filled with roots, repot

them into .^-inch pots, in a rather richer compost, by
adding a little more leaf-mould. Continue the same
attention in regard to watering, giving air, and shading.

In these pots they may be allowed to flower, which they

will do about Die mouth of July. Such as may prove

deficient iu all the good lu-operties will serve admirably

to flower during the later mouths in the stove or green-

house, and wlien the bloom is over may be thrown

away ; hut sucli as jiromise to be of first-rate cxcollenco

shoifld be kept in the frame a little longer : the removal

of the commoner ones will give them more room to

expand their leaves, and will allow them to have another

shift into a little larger pots.

Winter Management.—All the kinds—whether esta-

blished favourites or good new varieties—should, as soon

as the blooming season is over, be placed in a situation

where no water can reach them. We keep them very

well under the stages in the stove, or in a warm green-

house, where the thermometer never is allowed to fall

lower than 40°. As soon as the leaves turu quite yellow
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they should bo cut oft" close to the tubov, takiii}? care not

to iujine it. lu this stiite of rest they must be ullowed

to rcmiiiu till the seasou roturus at which thoy wore

started into growth the previous year.

( To be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnations, Picotkes, and Pinks.—The two first in

pots, and the latter in hods, would bo greatly bcuclitcd

by a top-dressing of rich compost : remove a portion of

tho old soil, and replace it with the fresh, taking care

not to disturb the root. Now is a good season to thin

tho buds, es|iecially of the pinks : leave tlie most \n-o-

mising one on each stem of the pinks, and two—or at

most three—on tho carnations and picotees. Some of

the strongest of the latter may now be layered ; for by

doing this thus early a good stocky plant is secured for

the next season.

RANi'Ncri.usEs will be greatly benefited now by a

plentiful supply of water. If this is neglected just now
the bloom will be iudifferent. Every third watering,

mix a portion of liquid manure amongst the water—it

will strengthen growth and heighten the colours con-

siderably. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
AsPAHAGus.—The cutting of asparagus will now be

brought nearly to a close, with the exception of those

who have old beds, and intend to destroy them as soon

as this season's cutting is expired, instead of allowing

the plants to remain till next season's forcing. To
secui'e abundance of fine heads next season, this is the

time to give the beds eveiy possible encouragement, by
the application of salt sown a little and often when
showery weather prevails. During dry hot weather, if

it is considered necessary to apply water for the assist-

ance of the plants, give liberal soakings of manure-water
with salt dissolved in it ; it is by far the best method.
Mulching and surface-stirring should be also well at-

tended to. The ground cleared of old asparagus and
trenched over is a famous situation for planting some of

tho varieties of hrocolU and borecoles, or a crop of late

canlijiowers. Sow at this season liberally of caidijinwers,

for obtaining abundance of plants for suocessional pro-

duction throughout autumn and wiuter. This being

one of the most delicious and useful of vegetables, we
continue to plant it in every coruor we have to spare

fi'om July to the middle of September, when we com
mence storing them in tomporary-biiilt sheds for the

winter's use. As soon as the head of the cauliHower

shows itself, then, iji the dry part of the day, the plants

are pulled up by the roots and tied into biuicbcs of horn

four to eight, iind bung up to tho roof of our sheds,

where they keep very well, and aro found very useful all

winter.

Stokino Sukds.—To give an idea of such home-made

sheds, or lenhai/s, as thoy aro called in Devonshire, we

save any kind of refuse, such as all kinds of evergreen

prunings, beau-stalks, artichoke-stalks, asparagus-stems

when cut in autumu, furze-hedge trimmings, &c., and

these are dried, bound up into small faggots, with two

withes, and stored. Rough poles, saw-pit scantlings,

or any kind of refuse wood aro also stored until the

time comes rovuul when a shed is to bo put up in some

corner. A few old stems of trees also have been stored,

or thick clumsy saw-pit slabs, for jiosts to form the shed

with to the required size, and to support the roof; somo^

of the scantlings or poles are nailed to tho outside of

them, when fixed about throe feet apart, and enough of

those bundles aro jdaced close together to fillj up tho

sides and ends, with the exception of the door-way, to

make it close and warm. These bundles are either tied

to tho luiiled scantlings, or other scantlings aro nailed

in on the other side of the bundles, which keep all in

tight together. The best and closest of tho bundles are

seleeted for covering the roof, over which a thin thatch-

ing of straw or reed is placed. A handy labourer and

boy will, in a very short time, finish snugly an erection

of "this kind. Tho floor of such a shed is a good situa-

tion for storing potatoes, carrots, parsnips, and turnips

in sharp wiuter weather. In summer, such places aro

excellent for mushroom-culture. A flap-window is placed

either in the side or at the ends, for admitting light and

air ; and a snug, couveuient, useful store is thus erected

with but small cost.

Skalots and Garlic should be tied up in small

bunches, harvested as soon as ready, and hung up in a

shed or other open-roofed situation to dry gradually
;

and the ground they have grown on will be found an

excellent situation for sowing canlijiowers, coleworts,

endive, lettuce, d-c., or for pricking out any of the winter

stutt'. Between the earliest potatoes may now be planted

a crop of Savoys, or some other winter crop. Turnips

sow in succession ; thin those already up in due time,

and encourage the growtli by oft rejioated stirrings. If

attacked by the fly, sow dry wood ashes over them early

in the morning, and draw elder-boughs over them in the

heat of the day. Collect horse, cow, sheep, or deer dumj

where convenient, and some good holding loam, and

well incorporate them together for making a mushroom-

bed, taking care to put enough loam to modify the heat-

ing of the dung, which is the most essential matter to

attend to in mushroom-bed maldng, for a strong heat

not only dries and parches up the materials, but destroys

the spawn. James BafvNes.

MISCELLANEOUS lOTORMATION.

ECONOMIZING.

Ij'!/ the anllioress

A REJIAEK in the letter of a veiy interesting con-espondont
has struck me forcibly, as being exactly what I have so often
felt, and wliich is indeed a painful and embarrassing fact

—

" to pursue economical plans well, one should have plenty of
money, and time too, to set tlie machine going 1"

Now it may seem a contradiction or an absurdity to say,
th.it to economize well, we should have plenty of money;
and. perhaps, plenl;/ may be an expression too strong for the
occasion, hut it is perfectly true that we must have some.

of ' My Flowers."

: The pai-ents of three children possessing five hundred per

i annum may live with economy upon three ; those who pos-
'

sess three hundred per annum, may live upon two; but when

they are so situated as to possess scarcely one hundred per

annum, exclusive of house-rent, and that " a lottery, and

dependent upon others," how are they to trim and steer Uicir

little bark among the rocks and shoals of a pitiless world ?

Not by economizing, but by rmioum-huj. When we liaye a

tolerable income, we can manage it with care and discretion;
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we can choose the least expensive articles, and cany on om-

household affah-s iu the least expensive way; but when our

income is so vei-y small, oui- only refuge is to give up every

thing that can be given up, and bring ourselves into suoli a

compass as not only to feel that we are not spending oue

unnecessary shilling, hut that we are actually Uviug withm

our means. What can we look forward to, when we Icnow

that we are, every year, exceeding om- income, although it

may be by a tiifliug sum ? That bill must be paid with next

year's money, and consequently cm' next year's income will

be just so much less than it was before. This viiisf he the

case, if we do not keep strictly within bounds, and if we have

no kind friends to aid us in our difficulties; and then, again,

how can a dehcate mind bear to make ilsclf a bm-den to even

the Idndest friends ? When we are not doing om- strictest,

most self-denying duty in this matter, we cannot feel that we

aj-e submitting to the will of God, or receive without remorse

the bounty of others.

It will be my endeavoiu- to obtain, from some of the best

and most experienced managei's, such scales of expenditure

as will enable persons of small income to adapt then- con-

sumption to their means in some degree ; but in those scales

which I have hitherto examined I find, that in the case of a

family with three children 710 servant is allowed when the

income is less than £150.

One ofom coiTespondents, in whom we feel a lively interest,

possesses " nearly an acre of garden," for the cidtivation of

which the services of a man are requu-ed, who is useful also

in other ways " connected mth tlie house." As many other

of om- readers are very possibly situated in a simUai- manner,

we will venture to suggest a retrenchment, that may perhaps

be distastefid to the feelings, and at first to the judgment,

but which wUl, we think, be foimd of some decided benetit,

if the trial be made ; it is, to give up the enjojmient of the

garden,—of the kitchen-garden, at least ; to let it, and dis-

miss the man. At the lowest computation of wages the

regular weekly payment will be seven shillings, which by

the year mil amount to i£21 Ss lOd ; out in most cases, pai--

ticularly in the neighbourhood of towns, the wages are higlier

than these.

The purchase of vegetables all the year romid vnW not

amount to more than one-half of this sum, and most pro-

bably to much less, when they are prudently and economically

managed ; and thus a considerable sum in a small income

is at once obtained, besides the rent of the ground, which

although it may not be much, is still something, and every-

thing iu such cases should be considered. With " a good,

superior " servant in the house to overlook all things, a boy

or a woman might be employed for a couple of houi-s in the

morning to clean shoes, knives, *c., and to perform the httle

morning offices required, which would be a far cheaper plan

than that which is now pursued.

A relative of our own has adopted the plan of giving up
the expense of a garden with complete success, even where
the labour of a man is stUl required in the managment of

land. In this case the reBef is felt ; how much more, then,

when the man can be entirely dispensed mth ? Unless a

garden can be made to pay its own expenses, those of the

labom-er, and to supjily the family too, it is an niilgn'mg, and,

in the circumstances we are alluding to, should be resolutely

given up.

May I also suggest to our most land correspondent, that

where a conveyance can be hired the pony and carriage

might be resigned. " Pleasurable e.xcm-sions " with those

we love are indeed delightful, but tlicy must not be indulged

in at the expense of that which is right; and so serious an

item per week as a labourer's wages will make a striking

alteration in the year's accoiint.

Let this suggestion be seriously considered where so much
depends upon retrenchment. It is wonderful how many things

are considered " indispensable" until they are given up ; and
then we ai-e amazed to find how well and quietly we go on
without them, and how httle we really miss them. This is

no theoretical remark, but one grounded upon actual expe-

rience; and we feel sure, that where a ciMi^vririitinus desire

exists to conform to those circumstance-- wljuh a liracious

I'ather sees to be good for us, ami hi wliirli \V\-. Hand has
placed us, all things will be jjussilili' :iTid even easy to bo done.

The liest way to set aliniil a irf.iiin is to make it at once,

boliUy iiud resolutely, and ailajit mu^i'lves toit; weshallfind

the effijrt far less than we expected, and the consequences
great; whereas, if we do anytliing by halves, we are not the
less inconvenienced, and the result will be unsatisfactory.
There is, of course, always a degree of awkwardness on first

beginning a new household system : it does not immediately
work well; little alterations require to be made in the various
parts, so as to fit them conveniently to each other,—and this
takes a little time and skill; but it should on no account lead
to vexation of spirit, or despair. All things \vill right them-
selves in time, where somid principle, firm resolve, and good
temper, grapple ivith the foe. Godly fear and trust wiU make
many rough places plain, and we need them both, in all their
fulness, even in the scemimj quiet of om- own homes. A wife
and mother may have little of the external world to cope
with, but she has to " guide the house, and give no occasion
to the adversary to speak reproachfully ;" and this is iu
itself a mighty charge ; but it will not be beyond the power
of any one who takes " of the water of life./'rec///."

Where a husband and wife combine cordially in their efforts

to economize and renounce, all human means ai-e in their

hands ; they have then only to seek and expect the promised
blessing upon all who do the will of God.

HOUSE-DILAINAGE.
The theme which is the object of this paper has only of

late yeai-s seriously engaged the attention of the Enghsh
pubhc ; the very subject is, in fact, unattractive and dis-

tasteful,—all discussion, therefore, upon the vital e\'ils of its

neglect, has been in consequence too much avoided; it was
left entu'ely to the architect, or the bricklayer; and in few
instances, till a verj- recent date, have their aiTangements be-

trayed either sufficient care or even knowledge of the subject.

This state of things is the more remai-kable, from the obvious

evil of bad ch-ainage, to which in so many houses om- senses

must bear- testimony, especially in the dwellings of crowded
localities. It is here that the e\il commonly exists in its

most aggravated form ; but it is not confined to towns,—it is

met with, in a modified degree, in country houses and in

cottages : often in these the evil may not be so great as in

subm-ban dwellings, but then the remedy is much easier

—

the excuse for inattention, if possible, less. In many of

these a self-acting trap, or valve (which may be bought for a

few pence), by preventing the passage of the gases of putre-

faction, cures the nuisance ; in others, tliere-layingofthe pipe-

drain, originally placed without a sufficient fall, accomplishes

the desired object. These little modern improvements
require, for their appUcation, only a little common sense

;

they do not need any considerable engineering skill, or

material e.xpense. But, if the householder is in doubt as to

the origin and cm-e of such a dangerous nuisance, as that to

which I have alluded, how readily can he now consiUt those

who have in most towns now paid very considerable attention

to the subject. These things should make us all, indeed,

promote, in every way in om- power, the progress of sanitary

impi-overaent, of systematic house-drainage, and of the con-

sequent employment of workmen, well acquainted with tlie

best pi-inciples and detail of their business. Let no one

object to this on the score of any imaginary invasion of his

independence, or intei-ference with his right thus to neglect

his own comfort and liealth, as well as to endanger that of

liis neighbours and visitors.

Such false and injurious conclusions have thus strongly

been alluded to in a late able Report of tlie Survey on Housc-

rlrainai;e :
—" It is only when the overflowing cesspool, or the

choked-up drain, is no longer bearable, that the mitigation

of the evil is forced upon him (by the sen'ices of the

scavenger). And from yeai- to year is this miwelcome visit

repeated. Nor is this all; yet more unwelcome visitors

—

sickness and disease—force their way in by the same channels

in spite of him ; and those are happy who escape the most
unwelcome visitor of all—death : too often prematm-ely sum-
moned to these scenes of neglect and apathy."

Of the close connexion between disease and bad drainage

there is abundant testunony. Dr.Southwood Smith observes

(Ileport of Commissioners on Public Health, page 3):—"It

appears that the streets, com-ts, alleys, and houses, in which

fever fu'st brealcs out, and in which it becomes most prevalent

and fatal, are invariably tliose in the immediate neighbour-
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lioodot' iinfovoivil sewere, staguant dilrlu's ami ponds, gutters
nlwiiy-; Tnl! nt'imin lying matter,ainl I'liM.'s. ili,' soil of wliidi

lies ciiiiiil> . \|. II, 1(1, and is seldom lii' iiiMi- n ui.Ae'd." And
111' iin>r,>NK i.i vi'iiiark (page i) ;

—
I'lii- oiMTnlinn of those

licculiar causes is steady, unceivsing, and sure; and Hio result

is tlie souio as IftweiUiJ or Ihirh/ tliniixnitit nf Ihcu- people wciv

.iiinmilli/ takvii out of lluir irntrin;! iliirllhiiis ami piil to d.uth,

the actual fact being that they arc allowed to remain in them
and die. It lias been stated, that the annual slaughter iu

England and Wales from pnrciilahlc causes of tji)hus-fever,

which attacks persons iu the vigour of life, is double the

amomit of what was suffered by the allied armies iu the

Battle of Waterloo." " 1 pai'ticulaiize fever," he adds, in a

subsequent page of the Keport, " because fever is tlie most
obvious and the most rapidly fatal of the diseases aiising

from the neglect of sewage, ventilation, and cleanliness ; but
it would be a very inadequate view of tlio pernicious agency
of the poison luiceasiugly generated iu tliese tiltliy and neg-

lected houses, to restrict it to Hie disease the most obviously

produced by it. Its indii'ect action is highly noxious, tliough

the eNil is not so manifest. It is a matter of constant observa-

tion, that even when not present in sufficient intensity to pro-

duce fever by distiubing the action of some organ, or some
set of organs, and thereby weakening the general system,

this poison acts as a powerful predisposing cause of some of

the most common and fatal maladies to which the human
body is subject. For example, the deaths occasioned in tliis

country by diseases of the iligestive organs, by inflaramatiou

of the ail' passages and limgs, and by consumption, form by
far the lai-gest proportion of the aiumal mortality. Now, no
one who lives long in or near a malarian district is ever for a
single horn' free from some disease of the digestive organs.

But disordered states of the digestive organs not only con-

stitute in themselves highly painful and even fatal maladies,
but they lay the foimdation of several other mortal diseases."

It is hai-dly necessary to strengthen this testimony by any
additional e\-idence. I shall merely add, therefore, an exti-act

from the endence of the excellent Dr. Amott, who, when
speaking of the increasing progress of the tj-phus fever in

Glasgow, obseiTed f iJi/jor/, page i7) that the medical attend-

;mts.stated, that "it was the most severe amongst the labom'-
ing classes, even although the imUviduals were apparently
somewhat robust, ;/' their habilalioiis were dark, damp, fiUUij,

and unvcnlilaled;" and he continues (page .50) :—" Our in-

quuies gave us the conviction that the immediate and chief

cause of many of the diseases which impair the bodily and
mental health of the people, and bring a considerable portion

prcmatiireli/ to the (/rare, is the poison of atmospheric ivipnrity,

arising from the accmnulation in and around then- dwellings
of the decomposing substances used for food, and in their

arts ; and of the impmities given out from their own bodies."

As relates to house-drainage, and the defects produced by
its neglect upon the health of the inhabitants, the Commis-
sioners afford an impressive summary when they say (Ibid,

page 17) :
—" The medical witnesses have brought before

us facts in support of their strongly-m-ged and imanimous
opinion, that no population can be healthy which hve amid
cesspools, or upon a soil permeated by decomposing animal
or vegetable refuse, gi^"ing off impurities to the ail- in their

houses and in the streets. They state the necessity of pre-
venting aU accumulations of staguant I'efase in or near
houses ; and of substituting a system of house-di'ain.age and
cleansing, aided by the introduction of better supplies of
water into the houses."

Amid, then, all the ever-occurring objects which require the
vigilant attention of the housekeeper, let him place in the
first class, the constnictiou and presei-vation of a good system
of house-drainage ! Such an effort, he may rest assured, in
spite of the repulsive nature of some of its details, wUl be
rewarded by not only a freedom from annoyance, but by the
increased comfort, and health of body and mind, of all those
who are the members of his family circle.

CuTHBERT W. .Johnson.

EGGS AND POULTRY.
Egos ai-e just now very lUentiful, and should therefore be

used as much as possible in every household. In cottages
where meat seldom finds an entrance, what a luxurj- is an

egg ! and even on tables where dainties ai'C usually seen, the

egs ^lill li"M^ a foremost place. I wish many more of my
hiiiiiMi ivjiinx would keep poulti'y, and thus be enabled to

liavr :i i'Iliii;;!' nf diet, which is so satisfactory both to the
palate and the health. There are many u.iys nl' ilr.ssiii',' eggs

besides that of boiling them, though thai n'l. iIi.hI, IVom giving

the least trouble, is the one usually adnpinl. 'rinn- are, as

I dare say you have often heiu'd, " two ways of doing every

thing," and it is certainly the case in sending eggs on the

table. What can look nicer or more tempting than a snow-
while egg ; yet how often you see them tliscolom'ed, and look-

ing anything but agreisable. To prevent this, if the eggs are

from your own hen-roost, pay great attention to the nests ;

change the straw du-ecUy it becomes dirty ; this will generally

seciU'c your obtaining eggs clean and white ; should you how-
ever happen to have any that are stained or discoloured, wash
them in cold water before putting them into tho saucepan.

Unless this is done the stuins will renuiin, and the conse-

quence will be, that a most uninviting dish ai)iiears at your
table. Perhaps many of my readers \vill smile at my direc-

tions as to egg boding, and say they think themselves lucky

to have an egg for breakfast \vithout quai-relUng mth the way
it is done ; but, remember, " if a thing is worth doing at all,

it is worth doing well."

Summer is the season of plenty, and consequently of

cheapness, and the thrifty dame will take advantage of

this, and provide such things lor the sustenance of her
family as are not to be had iu the winter. If you have more
eggs than you wish to consume, put them by till Christmas
time. There are several ways of keej)ing them fresh, but

I never tasted them so good as when kept in hme-water,
which is very easily made in the following way:—Break the

hrae into small pieces and pom- over it some boiling water,

stir it well, and when it is quite cold put the eggs into it.

Be careful that the water quite covers them, and keep them in

a cellar, or some cool place. I have heai'd of eggs kept iu

this manner being as good at Christmas as when they were
put in at Wiitsuntide. I intend ti-jing it this year; but I do

not recollect the proportion of lime to the water ;
perhaps

some of my readers could inform me ? Bran is a very good
receptacle for eggs

;
great care must be taken that it is quite

diy, and the top layer must be three inches, at least, iu thick-

ness, in order to exclude every breath of air. Another plan

is to " smeai' " them with fresh butter or lard. This is, I

beheve, an effectual but a very troublesome operation.

Poached eggs require a little more attention during the

di-essing than the boiled egg does, but it well repays the

trouble ; and a couple of poached eggs with a few potatoes

will make an excellent dinner or supper for those who are

unaccustomed " to fai'e sumptuously every day." A mde
saucepan or stewpan is the best utensil for poaching eggs in.

Put into it a quai-t of water, set it on the fire, then break each

egg separately into cups, when the water boUs let the egg
drop gently into it. In three minutes the white \vill have
settled round the yolk. Put a spoon or skunmer carefully

under it, let it drain for a moment, and then place it on a

piece of hot toast on some mashed potatoes. If the cottager

is fortunate enough to possess a ilitch of bacon and a couple

of hens, he may provide himself a dinner " fit for a jirinco."

Fried eggs and bacon is a most excellent dinner ; and when
you remember that in many cases it only requires a httle

exertion, a Utile energy, to ju-ocm-e these, you arc suiiuised on

being told that nothing is tasted for dinner but vegetables or

bread. Look how many gardens are almost uncidtivated—how
many "bits of land" lying waste—which if dug and planted

would enable you to keep a pig, and poultry ; for poultry

thrive and lay eggs as well (or nearly so) on a vegetable

diet—if allowed at the same time the " run of the road "—as

they do when pampered and fed upon barley and oats. A
little management, a Uttle forethought, a httle exertion, and
perhaps a httle self-denial, would make our cottage homes
more cheerful and more peaceful. Surely the wife (at any

rate) would thuik this an advantage! Even in a worldly

point of view, how pleasant it would be to see the husband
returning after his day's work to assist his wife in cultivating

their little gai-den, instead of loitering at the pubUc-house,

and returning late at night, cross and out of-sorts with him-

self, and eveiy one about him—and, in a sjiuitual view, how
verj- superior ! For though temptations are ai-omid us, and

evil thoughts aboimd amidst every occupation, every scene,
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yet IioAv happy must tliat cottage home be vvhnso omiers are

emplojing their time in a profitable maimer—rememberiiig
that God lias given a talent to each, and with this command,
" Occupy till I come ;

" and tliough our Lord may appear to

delay his coming, it is sm'e and certain ; and on his ariival

vre shall liave to deUver up the accounts of all our time, om'
thoughts, our actions ! Sm'ely if our thoughts rested on
this subject a little more our conduct would be widely dif-

ferent ! " By their fruits shall ye kuow them."—A Fkiend.

THE LONDON HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S FETE.

CIIISWICK, June 8.

The exhibition was better than an average one, and again

showed what skill and industry can do when spurred by the

kindly spirit of emulation. For the benefit of such of our

readers as had not the opportunity of witnessing such a

grand display of horticulture, and to record the names of the

chief successful candidates, we shall give as brief a desciiption

as the nature of the subject will allow. We shall, as usual,

commence with that class of plants which were exhibited in

the greatest state of perfection, considering the diihcult

natm'e of their culture, and the great skill displayed to bring

them to that state.

EXOTIC ORCHIDS.
COLLECTIONS OP TWENTY,

1st Prize to Mr. Mylam, gai'dener to S. Eucker, Esq.,

Wandsworth. Though only a month has elapsed since; we
had the pleasure to notice Mr. M.'s collection of 20, yet on
this occasion, from the rich stores at his command, he pro-
duced nearly 211 fresh plants, and all in perfection. We can
only notice a few of the best.

Dcndroblumformosum, a lovely plant with 19 flowers. Odontoglossum
Kavwinskn i a rare orchid with long spikes of rich dark-coloured flowers.
Oflontoglossum c'drosmum; this is a beautiful species with a lemon scent;
5 spikes numerously flowered, three of them were hranehcd. Barlteria
spectnbills, a splendid specimen with eight spikes of its lovely blossoms

;

several of the spikes had 12 flowers on each. Cnttteya violacea; had sis

spikes of its beautifully coloured blossoms. C. Candida; 6 spikes, many
flowers on each. C. intermedia; 10 spikes, with many flowers on each.
AngreEcum caudatum ; two lonp spikes, one had eight flowers fully ex-
panded. Vanda cyislnta ; a fine plant, with 20 flowers.

2nd Peize to Mr. Blake, gardener to J. Schroder, Esq.,
Stratford Green. This gentleman's orchids are evidently
improving fast. The collection exhibited this day was ex-
cellent, the plants well grown, and in splendid bloom.

Saccolabium guttatum ; a large healthy plant, with eight freshly-
bloomed spikes of flowers. Aerides Srhynderii; a new variety with a
beautiful deep rose lip, rather reflexed ; numerous flowers. A . Larprntte

;

another new variety, with the lip considerably elongated. A. odorntn ; a
large plant, with eight spikes. Phaltcnopsis griindifiora ; 15 flowers
beautifully expanded, one spike not open. Cnlanthe veratrifnlia, with
12 spikes of its snow white blossoms. Aeridpa ajfine ; three neat spikes
of its lovely rose-coloured flowers. A. muculosum ; very rare.

3ed Prize to Mr. Williams, gardener to C. Warner, Esq.,
Hoddesden. This was a very unusual position for this ex-
cellent cultivator to be placed in, but his plants were not so
good as usual, owing, as we were infoi-med, to several of liis

best not being quite in bloom ; stUl, the following were
excellent :

—

Odontoglosmm citrosmum; two spikes. Brassia verrucosa (the best
of the genus); nine very fine spikes. Epidendrum aurantiacum ; five
spikes of its orange-coloured blossoms, Cailogtjne Loivii ; one spike with
13 flowers. Vendrobium Dn'onianmn ; two spikes well flowered. Aerides
crispum ; four spikes,

COLLECTIONS OF riETEEN EXOTIC OECHIDS—NUESEEYMEN,

1st Peize to Messrs. Veitch and Son, Exeter. It is really
a circumstance to be sm-prised at, that these gentlemen can
manage to send such delicate plants so great a distance in
such fine order. The delicate, satin-like blossoms of the

.
Sohralla marraniha were as fresh and uninjm-ed as if they
liad travelled only as many miles as they had hundi-eds. We
particularly noted as fine

Saccolabium prxmormm, with seven very fine long spikes. Sobralia
mucrnntha; 14 magnificent flowers, measuring 6 in. in length and I in.
across; Dendrobium Dcvonianum ; a large mass with numerous flowers.
Oncidium utnplintum major; very strong, four large spikes. O. sphace-

lahtm; seven fine spikes. Lacixtia bicolor ; three long spikes. Aerides
ajfine, with a long spike, 16 in. A, crispum ; a large plant with four
spikes. Dpndrobium Iransparcns ; a dwarf species, numerously flowered.
But the gem of this collection was the rare, beautiful, and seldom flowered
Cattleya aclandin.

2nd Peize to Messrs. RoUison, Tooting. A fine, well-

grown, and beautifully flowered collection, especially the
following :

—

Huntleya violacea; 8 flowers, a Large good plant. Cymbidiam pen-
dulum. ; a desirable species, with three long spikes. Denbrobium min:-

chatum; nine spikes. D.formoimm; a variety with longer pseudo-bulbs
and longer, more obtuse lip. Oncidium lucidum guttatum; one spike

7 ft. long, with numerous branches ; another4 ft. long, also much branched

;

this is a desirable variety. Stanhopru. tigriua, with several of its strangely
formed flowers. Aerides afftne; four good spikes. Dendrobivm Dc-
vonianum ; five spikes. Aerides odaratum; 19 spikes; a fine plant.

3ed Peize to Mr. Dobson, gardener to E. Beck, Esq.,

Nurseiyman, Isleworth : a collection of great merit.

Aerides crisjmm ; a noble plant; one spike had six branches upon it,

each branch as long, and with as many flowers upon it, as are usually

seen on a single unbranched spike : there were five other spikes upon it.

Epidendrum Pheeniceum ; a rare and beautiful species ; one spike of its

beautiful, richly-coloured blossoms. E. vitellinum ; another beautiful,

rare species, with two spikes of its orange-scarlet blossoms. Oncidium
stramincum ; two spikes; very neat and pretty. 0. roseum ; n neat

plant, with long spikes of pretty rose and crimson flowers.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN EXOTIC OECniDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to I. W. Farmer, Esq.,

Nonsuch Park, Sm-rey. The best plant in this well grown
collection was

Aerides odoratum ; very large, in perfect health, and finely flowered,

having upon it 25 spikes of its fragrant beautifully tinted blooms. Acnn-
thophippium bicolor ; a large mass, with numerous flowers. Ci/pripedium
barbatum ; five flowers.

2nd Peize to Mr. Frankhn, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence,
Ealing Park. This collection contained that rai'e and deli-

cately beautiful plant, the

Oncidium pulchellum; sepals pale flesh, petals rosy pink, lip large, and
spread out ; flesh colour at the base, with a large brownish yellow spot
on the upper part ; many flowered.

We noticed the following also ;-^

Trtcbopitia tortiUs; a large mass, with numerous flowers. A Stanbnpea
named ocutata, with two large black blotches on the column (we doubt
this being S. oculata). Phaltsnopsis grandijiora; three spikes, with

flowers.

SINGLE SrECIilENS OF OECHIDS OF SUPEKIOE CULTUEE.

1st Peize to Mr. Eassett, gardener to R. S. Holford, Esq.,

Weston Birt. It is impossible to convey to our readers an
idea of the extreme beauty of his plant of Gamaroiis jmr-

purcn. It was i ft. high, and 'ij ft. through, covered with
its truly elegant spikes of pui'ple flowers. There were more
than 200 spikes in beautiful perfection upon it.

2nd Peize to Mr. Cole, gardener to H. CoUycr, Esq., of

Dai'tford, for

Dendrobium spcciosum; a noble plant, with 1" long spikes of pale
yellow flowers.

(To be continued.

J

NEW, RARE, AND CHOICE STOVE PLANTS.

Messrs. Hendei'sou, Pine Apple Place, London, have scut

us the foUowing list and prices :

—

Achimenes Gheishreghtii, A chaitning species, with s. d.

orange scarlet flowers, having a whitish tliroat '! C

Achimenes fimbriata. A fine large bold Gloxinia like

flower, white, deeply spotted, with yellow throat

;

very distinct

Achimenes Jajii. A pretty variety, very dwarf, abun-
dant bloomer, colour rich violet purple ii i>

Achimenes Jaurequi. Habit of A. longiflora, tine

white flowers, witli caniiine eye, and a stripe of the

same colour extending half-way down each petal

;

very distinct

Achimenes Mountfordii—has bright scarlet flowers

like the old A. coccinea, but much superior :f (5

.idenocalymna comosa. A fine climbing plant .') U

iEchmea fulgens. Crimson and blue flowers, suc-

ceeded by handsome fruit or seed-vessels, of a fine

scarlet : lasts a long time iu beauty 10
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jEohmen fulso'is discolor. Exactly lil;i^ the proeoilinc;,

except tlmt tlio imder side of tlie leaves is of n tiiio

glossr piiqile

iEscliyiiiiiitlms apociosus. A stout upright growiii;:;

species, bi';uiiig on the end of encli shoot a hend of

t) or I orange scarlet (lowers, largo and handsonu',

lasting ii long time in perfection. A most beautil'ul

plant that should be in every collection

jEschynanthus longitlorus. A beautiful plant of more
slender habit tlian the preceding, and dai'Ker

coloured dowel's

.•Eschyniinthus radicans. Desirable on account of its

small neat foliage, and deep red Howers : very

suitable for suspending from the I'oof, tied up to a

ball of moss or in a fancy basket

-Escliynaiitluis niiniatus. Handsome deep crimson
flowers, produced most abundantly

Agftlmyla staminea. An extra fine plant, with large

tine foliage, and bunches of splendid scarlet tubular

flowers. Like a tresneria, suitable for growing on
branches of wood, in a basket, or in pots. Will do

well in the Orchid House, or in a moist stove

AUamanda Schottii. A half climber of robust habit,

flowers liu-ge, of a deep yellow striped with rich

brown streaks in the thro.at

AUamanda Paraensis. Like A. cathai-tica, but has

much larger flowers

AUamanda grandiriora. Buflf yellow, siiitable, for pot

ciUtm'e, small foliage, and neat habit

Augm-ia Wai'sewiczii. Handsome foliage, witli large

corymhs of orange veiTuiUion flowers blooming very

freely

Aphelandra aurantiaca. Flowers in winter and early

in the spring. It has dense spikes of bright scarlet

orange flower's, which remain a long season in

beauty
Balsamia latifolia. Vivid green foliage, with bright

pink flowers produced very profusely. Blooms nine

month? i;i the yeai'

Batatus Waldeckii. A climbing plant of great beauty,

having rich green foliage and white flowers witli

purple centi'e, flowermg all the summer
Begonia albo-coccinea. Large almost i-ound foliage,

red underneath, scai'let and white flowers: a vei7

elegant desirable plant

Begonia cinuabaiina. A new Bolivean species, re-

mai'kable for its large bright scai'let orange flowers.

The flower stems are of a rich crimson colour

;

handsome foliage tinged with red at the edge : the

finest of all Begonias
Begonia luxm-ians. Very handsome and graceful,

palm-leaved foliage, with lai'ge- corymbs of bluish

white flowers : the stems both of the plant and
leaves are of a beautiful pm'plish crimson. A very

distinct variety or species

Begonia fuchsinides. A free flowering elegant species,

with flowers like a fuchsia

Chirita Moonii. Flowers lai'ge, bluish lilac, with a
stripe of yellow down the centi'e, leaves sea-green.

.

Campylobotris discolor. A handsome plant of dwai'f

habit, with gi-een andpm'ple velvety foliage; petioles

and stems of a carmine colom-, flowers rich scarlet.

Cenh'adenia floribunda. Veiy handsome and dwarf
liabit, with dai'k red coloirred wood, producing large

corymbs of bluish and pink flowers

Cinnamomum aromaticura. The true cinnamon.
The leaves if eaten possess the flavour

Clerodendnim Bethunoana. Flowers rich scarlet with

white spot, large branching panicles ; a noble species

quite new
Clerodendnim Kaampfem. Scai'let flowers and large

leaves, a showy species

Clerodeudrum macrophyllum. 'RTiite flowers on a
large upright panicle ; foliage bright glossy green,

veiy lai'ge. Handsome and distinct

Combretum latifolium. Fine foliage, witli dense
racemes of scai'let flowers

Croton vai'iegatum longifolium. Leaves long, drooping,
and richly variegated, very ornamental
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foliage and spikes of white flowers, liloomiiii; coi-ly

in the spring • •.••;•"

Ixora coccinea superbn. A fine variety, with fine

orange scarlet blossoms, superior to the old line

species

Ixora Griffitliii. Leaves lai-ge tlowers borne m a com-

pact cyme, rich yellow and orange ; a noble species.

Ixora saUcifoUa. Elegant long foUage, with cymes of

orange flowers

Ixora Javanica. Another handsome addition to this

fine genus, with noble fohage and handsome pinldsh

orange flowers

Jasminum toscanum. A very double white Jasmine,

tinged with pink : it has a delicate perfume equal to

the orange •

Lucuha gratissima. Rosy pink flowers in heads like

the Hydrangea ; very fragrant

Lucuha Pinceana. Pure white blooms of the most

delicate perfume, changing to cream colour tinted

with red

Liebigia speciosa. Herbaceous and low-growmg

flowers, drooping; colour white blue and yellow..

Lvcopodium csesium arborea. A beautiful new plant

"introduced from Calcutta by H. B. Ken-, Esq., in

1840.—Obtained a prize at the Chiswick Show. This

is truly a tree Lycopod ; the leaves ai-e much brighter

coloured than L. cffisium, and it will grow to 10 or

13 feet high : veiy ornamental

Medinella Sieboldiana. A very handsome plant of

dwarf habit, much neater in growth than M. speciosa,

with large heads of white and rose-coloured flowers.

Medinella speciosa. A beautiful plant with large

handsome fohage and fine spilies of pink flowers,

succeeded by equally handsome bunches of purphsh

berries, which are very ornamental for a long time.

Moussonia elegans. A fine Gesuera-like plant, with

orange and scarlet flawers in hunches blooming in

winter • • •

Napoleona imperiaUs. Flower resembling a passion

flower, of a nankeen colom' changing to blue ; an

evergreen attaining the size of a Uttle tree

Nematanthus Morrelliana. The handsomest of the

tribe, and a profuse bloomer ; colour rich crimson

with spotted throat

Pavetta Borhonica. Leaves dark green, beautifully

mottled with white : a veiy handsome plant

Pharbitis ostrina. An elegant twining jilant with

purple flowers, suitable for pot culture

Physianthus auricomus. A climber with racemes of

creamy white flowers, profusely produced and

powerfully perfumed • •

Portlandia grandiflora. A fine evergreen shrub, with

large pure white Brugmansia-like flowers, which

contrast well with the stout large rich green leaves.

It is a very free bloomer and deliciously fragrant.

.

Puya Altensteinii. Flowers ivory-white, which issue

out of beautiful crimson sheath-like bracts

Quassia amara. Graceful foliage, with a branching

spike of red flowers

Rondeletia speciosa (vai-. major). A great improve-

ment on the species, having larger flowers of richer

hue

BoupeUia grata (syn. Strophanthus Stanleyana).

Cream-coloiu'ed fruit, fine foliage, with very beauti-

ful flowers

Salpixantha coccinea. This plant has a beautiful

habit, fine glossy bright green leaves ; the flowers

resemble an Epacris, being of a deep bright crim-

son

Siphocampylos manettifoha. Compact close growing

plant, mtii scarlet tube-shaped flowers, tipped mth
orange

Siphocampylos microstoma rubra. Crimson flowers

and handsome foliage

Siphocampylos glandulosus. Fine foUage, -with flowers

of a peculiar light piuTple beautiful colour

Solandi'a lievis. Veiy lai'ge trumpet-sliaped flowers,

of a creamy white ; a noble xilant , . . .

,

s.
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as yioUUng nothing but disappointment." Towards the middle

or Intter end of the moutli,tlie Cora Bluebottle (Centauna

cyrtMi/s) begms to show its ca'vuloiiii dowers.

" The blue CYANB3 we'll not forget,

*Tis the gem of tho han-cst coronet."

And ah'eady have th<< fiohts assumed a premature yellow hue,

by the flowers of tlie Wild lladisliXfiu^/iiiHiis raphaiii-tlnim)

tuid tlie AVild Mustaid (Siim/iis unvnsis)—ouo of tho most

troublesome of field weeds.

" O'er the young com the CaAKLOCK throws a shade.

And clasping; tares cling round the sickly blade."

The .-I'lnislcmma (jilhayo, or Corn Cockle, is likewise a

very elegant field tlower, and although not now so plentiful

in our fields as it has been in times gone by, yet it may still

be foiuid in tolerable abundance in some districts, although

it is certainly a weed of the most intolerable Idnd, notwith-

standing the beautiful flowers wliich it raises among the

rising ears of corn. Its numerous black seeds prove highly

detrimental to the groin, from which it is difficult to free

them wheu the plant gi-ows among the crops. It is said

that tlie name, yilluiyv, is derived from the Celtic git, or <jUh,

the Uiuno of a peculiarly large and black seed. The white

Ciuupion, too, the Lijchms vcspcrtiiia of the scientific world,

is a gay flower in the summer fields ; and although a rai'e

plant in some parts of the country, is of abundant occur-

rence in othei's, and ranks as a farm pest. Its gay white

flowers ai-e not, however, confined to the fields, and in om'

evening walks along the lanes and hedgerows we are fre-

quently gi'eeted by its odour-breathing flowers—for it is only

to the moist evening air that this plant gives out its fragrance.

On dry sunny hedge-banks and in hay-fields it often occurs

in the greatest profusion ; but is, in evei^y respect, an evening

tlower ; for besides gi\'ing out its odour to the evening air,

the pure white flowers become \evy conspicuous in the dim

twilight, when other flowers have either closed their petals

\nth the close of day, or are obscured from view in the

absence of the bright sunshine, to which they owe much of

theii' beauty. The Red Campion (iycftwis i/ioicii) is consi-

dered by some botanists to be only a variety of the white

flowered plant, but chooses dift'erent situations for its growth

tlian those preferred by the latter, being chiefly confined to

the woods. But what of the remainder of the field pests ?

There is the numerous family of Crowfoots {Sanunculm)

biu-sting into bloom and beauty, and some of which we

refeiTed to in our papers on the wild flowers of May. Among
the field species now in flower, may be mentioned the

I'pright Meadow Crowfoot (R. acris), which abounds in

pastm-es and by the margins' of fields ; the Creeping Crow-

foot (-ff. ir^jcHs), readily known from its creeping shoots, and

which is likewise profusely scattered through the pastures

and by the waysides; the bulbous Crowfoot (R. lulbosiis),

often a frequenter of diy pastures and rocky places; and the

Corn Crowfoot (R. arv^iisia), the most deadly cattle-poison

in the family. In shady places, and especially in woods, the

common Columbine {Aquileyia vulgaris) will be foimdinthe

character of a wild flower; although its right to rank as such

is exceedingly problematical, seeing that it only occurs in

situations where it is likely to have escaped from gardens, or

been planted. Nor have we aught to say in favotu" of Aqui-

leyia's exotic relatives—the Field ^Larkspur (Delphinium

cottsolida), or the poisonotis Wolf's Bane, or Monk's Hood

(Aconitum napellus), both of which are now to bo gathered in

blossom, although not indigenous to om' country. In waste

places, and in dry corn-fields, embankments, Ac, the long

prickly-headed Poppy (J'apaver argemone) and tho common

Ked I'oppy ( /'. rhcBas) ^vill be found scattering their evanes-

cent petals upon tho breeze; and tho Welsh Poppy {Meco-

nopsis Cambrica ) will be observed more rarely iu shady woods

and by cascades, in variotis parts of Kngland, Wales, and

Scotland, althougli iu the northern kingdom it only occurs as

a natm'alized plant. But wo must draw our notes on the

wild flowers of tho month to a close, although conscious that

we havo not enumerated half of tho myriad gems that have

opened their bright corollas to tho sun-beams of joyous

summer-time

—

" For who would sing the flowers of .tune.

Though from grey inorn to blazing noun,

From t>lazing noon to dewy eve,

Tho chaplet of his song he weave.

Would find his summer daylight fail.

And leave Iialf-told the pleasing tale."

G. Lawson, F.E.P.S., &c.

DOMESTIC MECHANISM.

Water Filter.—Procure a box made of zinc or wnoil,

with water tight joints, provided with sui'IhoI-; m- I. -js, ;iiiil w

pipe and crane at its lower extremity. Sus]Hiid iu \\\v insidi'

of this a large flower-pot, or zinc recepturlc ; if iIh' luttyr,

the bottom should be punctm'ed mth small holns. The
bottom of the inside receptacle shoidd not be nearer the

bottom of the outer box than two inches. In the inside of

the flower-pot, or inner rrc-iiita.lc, j.l inci'es of broken

flint, clean tiles, or pebl.lrs ; ;iliu\r ilus, s|nvad a layer of

coarse clean sand; then, nli.iv.' Ilii-, pircs of coarsely

ponnded charcoal, and finish with a layer of finely pulverised

peat charcoal, or other charcoal will

do as well. The water to be filtered

passes through the successive layers

of filtering material to the box be-

low, and rising up therein, can be
drawn oft" at pleasure ; by regidating

the flow of water into the inner recep-

tacle by a crane on the pipe supplying

it, any requu'ed degree of quickness

may be obtained. The cut will suffi-

ciently explain the construction.

Kitchen Summeb Grate or Fire-box.—The following
contrivance has been adopted with considerable success,

both as regards the economization of fuel and the facility

with which a fire is Idndled in it. Make a circulai- case of

plate iron, or 12 inches in diameter, and or 10 inches
high—a lai-ger according to fancy ; provide at the distance of

one inch from the bottom, a gi'ating—made cheapest out of
a perforated circular plate of iron—and above this cut out
spaces, so as to foi'm a species of open bar-work. At the

top, but iu the side opposite to this bai' space, cut a square
flue, or chimney aperture, as shown by the black space in

tlie cut—to this a short length of pipe may be attached, say
of l-i or 18 inches in length. A lid should be provided to

cover the top, but so made as not to obsti'uot tlie apertm'e to

the flue. A boiling pan or kettle may be made to rest on
the top, which will soon be boiled by the heat beneath.
This box being placed on the empty grate, or on tho hob, or

oven top, a Uttle bit of stick will soon

kindle the contained coals, and if the liil

is put on the draught mil be materially

increased. We have used one which cost

one shiUing, which bm-nt most capitallj-

—

boihng water, roasting potatoes, &c., and,

what was of considerable advantage, using

up the veriest refuse of the coal-cellar.—B.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under nn circumstances

to reply to such private communications.

Dragon Aeum (M. E. von D.).—By this we presume you mean Annn
dracuncHliis. It is a native of the south of Europe, and is quite hardy,

at least it blooms freely in a light soiled open border at Winchester without

any winter protection. It would do the same, we think, near London
;

but certainly if planted out beneath a south wall. Moving them in the

spring has made your plants of it look sickly, for the bulbs produce roots

very early, and these were injured by being taken up. Turn your plants

out of the pots into a warm border at once, without disturbing them, and
place a label by their side, so as to know where they are, for they die down
early, and may get injured by the spade, or trowel, in putting in other

plants^

Blight on Greenhouse Plants {Ignoramus). — Your plants
" covered with blight, and some appearing a mass of insects," have been
grossly neglected. Watering and steaming now is of no use, but tends to

aggravate the evil ; for the increase of insects, like that of other animals,

is promoted by the abundance of their food, and the more plants arc

watered and steamed, the greater the amount of sap which they contain,

which is the food of the blight or aphis. Fumigate your plants for two
or three successive evenings with tobacco smoke, syringing them each fol-

lowing morning. If the blight arises from the aphis, this v^-ill remove the

enemy. Let us know the result. If the treatment does not succeed, the

insect must be the thrip.

Roup in Fowls [A Fouitru Keeper).—This we have always considered

very nearly resembling glanders in the horse, and if it is allowed to reach

that stage when there is an offensive discharge from the nostrils and eyes,

the bird usually dies. We should like to know the effect of minute doses

of sulphate of copper given in this disease. At present, immediately
symptoms of the disease appear, separate the bird from the other fowls,

keep it warm, very clean, and give it tepid water to drink. Mis together

two parts of powdered gentian, and one part hydriodate of potash ; make
it into a mass with a little lard, and give a pill as large as a pea every

night and morning. If you try sulphate of copper, mix a quarter of a

grain in a little gruel, and pour it down the bird's throat every morning.

Flower-Garden {An Amateur).—We have to apologise for the delay

(A. B.), but we have hesitated some time as to engraving the plan. Your
new garden is extremely pretty and exceedingly well planned, and your
arrangement is very nearly to our mind. We would place the Ageratum
in the opposite corner bed, No. 8, to the Heliotrope bed, No. 1, and place

the Cuptica in bed No. 9 ; as the Lobelia is too dwarf between the two
verbena beds. We would plant any other diamond bed under the half

standard Roses, with the blue Lobelia and the Ivy-leaf Geranium, cither

pink or white, in the other diamonds, and train some of the shoots up
the stems. The diamonds are large enough for the rosea, and next year

you can raise the turf nil round them, and place more good soil for the

rosea, without enlarging the sizes of the beds. We can hardly believe

that you have learned so much from our labours. You have not too many
roses. As your span roof is to be east and west, wc would use the rough
plate glass only on the south side, and British sheet glass on the north

side ; the latter will give more light, and you will have no shading

required. You have proved that the rough plate is most excellent for

propagating pits.

GoosEDEERY Borers {J.Tumer).—The berry borers sent were crushed

from the corks being loose. Two appear to be the larvae of the winter

moth (see The Cottage Gardkneu, vol. I., page 53), and the other is

the larva of some tortrii, which it is impossible to determine until the

moth appears. Can you oblige us with more specimens in a stronger box?

Bees Hived into a Bell-hive {A Consiunt Subscriber).—At the end
of three weeks after the hiving of your bees, you may cut a hole at the

top of the hive and put on a box, or glass, or small hive (see The Cottage
Gardener, vol. II., page 104). Vou must not separate your two hives

placed one on the other at this season. The best time for doing it will

i)e in February, on a fine day ; the bees will then be all in the upper hive.

As they arc at present, you will, in all probability, have neither swarm
nor honey from themt

Preventing Bees Swarming (Z.). — You ought to have placed

another small hive between the one now on, and the parent hive, as soon
as you had discovered any appearance of want of room, as directed for

swarms, page 104, vol, II., of The Cottage Gardener; and some-
times, for a short time, even a third small hive must be supplied in a
similar manner before the upper one is sulliciently filled to be taken off.

Continue to kill queen wasps as long as you can see them, for their nests
are not yet formed, or, if formed, not sufficiently forward to survive the
loss of the queen. With Underwood's Wasp Catcher, you would be able
to capture those about your hives (sec advertisement on cover of The
Cottage Gardener). The "Manual for Cottagers," published by
Mr. Payne, was expressly done so for gratuitous distribution ; and every
copy has long since been given away. For " the manner of preparing
honey and wax," see The Cottage Gardener, vol. II., paije 285 ; but
it must be remembcied that only honey in the combs is admissible at
tabic ; and, besides, when drained it fetches only half the price. For instruc-

tion in bee management, let the cottagers read the pages of The Cot-
tage Gardener, kindly lent them by those who wish to increase their

comforts and their love of home. Honey in the combs, in small hives of

from 8 to 12 lbs., has always a ready sale and at a good price, cither in

London or in almost any large town. We know several kindly disposed

and inlluential persons in different villages in the kingdom, who will take

the small hives of honey of the cottagers and send the whole produce of

their village in one package to some respectable honey warehouse in

London,—cither Neighbour and Son, Fortnum and Mason, Milton, or

some such house ; and, by so doing, obtain for them the best price. Your
small hive, put on on the l6th of May, should have had another placed

between it and the stock about the Ist of June ; and then, as soon as per-

fectly sealed up, taken away. Tlie straw hives and cover, figured in

"Taylor's Bee-Keeper's Manual," pages 35 and 37, were sent him by Mr.

Payne ; and we doubt not but, if applied to, Mr. Payne would have some
made for you. The zinc covers are manufactured by Messrs. Deane and

Dray, IIQ, Bunhill-row, St. Luke's, London. Hives do equally well

without a shed ; if you prefer a shed youra is certainly one of the best

kind.

Soot-water (H. ^/.).—One gallon of soot to ten gallons of water,

prepared as recommended by Mr. Savage in our seventieth number, may
be, as you say, "the colour of dark sherry," without being too strong.

The ammoniacal salts extracted from the soot by the water are the chief

cause of benefit.

NiPPINC-OFF THE ToPS OF POTATO-STEMS (W. E. J.).—^ThlS WC
know to be a bad practice if done during an early stage of their growth,

for it only induces the stems either to produce side-shoots, or the set to

emit more stems ; either of which fresh productions are hindrances to the

early production and large size of the tubers. Nipping-oU" the flowers

we consider a good practice.

Gooseberry Caterpillars {T. 31. W.md T. 0. C/.).—Every kind

of these we find are destroyed by dusting over them and the bushes

generally with white hellebore powder. We apply it by the aid of a

common cook's dredging box. You may get this powder of any chemist

;

and for such a purpose he ought to let you have a pound for a shilling.

Your other questions shall be answered next week.

Snails (T. O. U.).—You may keep these from creeping over the wall

from your neighbour's ivy, by having a hair rope stretched along the

wall on your own side. It makes a chcvuti.v de/rize which they cannot sur-

mount. A less permanent barrier would be salt strewed in a continuous

line along the top of the wall.

Names of Plants (H. H.).—Your plant was so damaged that though

we have shown it to several botanists we could not, any of us, recognise it.

Send us another specimen in flower, and protected by a box, (B. V.)—
The leaf you sent us, given to you as " M
Herdcleum giganteum. {Faimt/ H.)— "i

CoBiEA Scandens (A, Subscriber).

BurcleyanQy do heat when planted out

wall.

Lantana Crocea {Ibid).—This is propagated by cuttings planted in

sand under a bell-glass, and plunged in bottom-heat. Propagate it in

March for summer, and in August for winter.

Standard Rose {Ibid).—This "planted last November throws up
strong suckers from the roots, but tlie bush scarcely grows." Remove
the suckers immediately they appear, and water with liquid-manure.

Mignonette and Te.n-week Stocks {Ibid).—For blooming in

winter sow these during July, and transplant the seedlings into small

pots.

Potatoes Producing Tubers hut not Stems (/iirf).—When the

eyes, or buds of the set which produce the stems, are from accident, or

other cause, prevented developing themselves into stems, a wise jn-ovision

of the Creator for the preservation of the species enables the parent set-to

give birth to numerous young tubers.

Verbena Venosa (C. <;.).—To bloom this at the same time as the

old Scarlet Variegated Geranium in May, you must bed out strong plants

of the Verbena in March. Apply to Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple

Place.

BzaoNi A. {An Aynateur).—Will see that his inquiry has been attended to.

Heaths {Margaret).—The Heaths done flowering should be cut down

freely if strong growing. If of a less strong habit let the pruning be done

more sparingly. Do not repot until fresh growth has commenced. See

an article on the Epacris lately published by us. Something else will

probably appear upon the Heath before long.

Crassula {Erina).—We are sorry wc cannot detect the cause of the

spot on the leaf, unless it was burned by a lens formed in the glass ; and

it does not present that appearance. You did not use the soft soap

lather too hot, for if you did, the edges of the leaf might afterwards

present the scalded-like appearance. Unless the plant is a large one, and

a great favourite, you had better discard it ; as the restoring it to a state

of health would cost more trouble and expense than rearing a young

healthy one.

Kex," is, we think, that of

nr plant is Abutllon striatum.

This, as well as Maurandya
\ the border beneath a warm

London: Printed by Harry Woolduidge, Winchester High-street,
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A KECENT decision in a Common Law trial lias roused the

fears of more than one of our readers, who either have

been using, or are wishing to use, the saw and the

pruning knife pretty fi'eely in their gardens. Cue gen-

tleman {R. F.. of O.) asks, " May I not lop off a large

branch fi-om a limo which totally obstructs the view

from my library window ? " And the reply we now

make to him we make to all who inquire of us how far

they may venture to loj) their landlord's trees, Ash of

him jiermission before you commence ojierations.

The facts of the ti'ial in question are briefly these :—

A

gentleman occupying a house, which has a small garden

before it, in St. John's Wood, lopped so extensively an

Acacia, a Birch, a Laburnum, and a Weeping Willow,

for the purpose of obtaining a view of the high road,

that his landlord estimated the depreciation of his pro-

perty to be one-fourth of its rental of £S per week. The

tenant maintained that he had made the trees hand-

somer; but the jury gave the landlord i;.30 damages,

and beyond all doubt they were right in their decision.

Very few persons would consider a residence improved

by liaving it exposed to view from the highroad; but

if it were otherwise, no man either according to law or

to reason (and they are not always synonymous) has a

right to make any permanent or long-enduring altera-

tions of another's property, without first obtaining his

consent.

The law has ever been scrupulously and wisely pro-

tective of everything gi'owing in our gardens and

oreliards ; for, were it otherwise, every such iuclosure

might be ravaged by the mattock and saw of any tenant,

however brutally insensible to vegetable beauty. As long

ago as tlie time of Sir Edward Coke—for even then his

contemporary. Lord Bacon, had acknowledged " garden-

ing as the purest of earthly pleasures"—it was determined

that a tenant is liable to be sued for waste, if he cuts

down a7uj fruit trees in the garden or orchard he holds

;

and a similar decision has been in cases where trees of

amj kind have been out down which aUbrded a defence

or shelter to the house.

Many persons seem to think, and most erroneous is

such an opinion, that they may plant and uproot in the

garden they rent without any otlier control than the

dictates of their own fancy. Now we have already seen

that tenants liave no such right relative to the trees

they find planted at the time they enter upon the pre-

mises. But the law wisely goes further than this, and

says that tenants, not being nurserymen, shall not

remove any plant, even which they themselves have

inserted in the soil they hold, if, by so doing, they de-

preciate its value ; and we will quote as an instance the

case in which a Mrs. Maokie, having jjhiuted a large

quantity of box edging, attempted to have it removed
when her tenauey of the garden expired. Her counsel

in arguing that she was entitled to remove the box said,

" The question is whether any damage results to the

freehold '? Could not a tenant remove flowers which he
had planted in the ground?" To which three judges
thus replied :—" Mr. Justice Littledale.—Ho. Chief Jus-
tice Denman.—A border of box is intended to be perma-

nent. Mr. Justice Park.—It might as well be contended

that a tenant could take up l\edges."

Now this, again, is not only law but good reason. If

a tenant cuts out the soil into borders and beds, edging

these with box, this edging can by no possibility be

removed without disfiguring the gai'den, and depreciating

the rentable value of the property. It is doubtful

whether the dictum of Mr. Justice Littledale is to be

taken as literally ruling that a tenant has no right to

remove any flower that he has planted in the soil he

rents. We thiuk this doubtful, because, as Lord

Kenyon observed in another case, " In modern times

the leaning has always been in favour of the tenant, in

support of the interests of trade, which is become the

])illar of the state. What tenant will lay out his money

in costly improvements of the land, if he must leave

everything behind him which can be said to be annexed

to it ?
"

The rule established by aU the decisions seems to be,

that the tenant has no right to remove, or to alter ex-

tensively, the trees and plants he finds upon the land
;

and that having once planted trees, shrubs, or other

plants, he has no right to remove them, if by so doing

he depreciates the value of the property. Thus in

another case Lord Ellenborough ruled that an action

would lie against the tenant of a garden for ploughing

up strawberry beds, although it may be usual for the in-

coming tenant to pay the out-going an appraised value,

and the tenant who ploughed up the strawberry beds

may have paid the former occupier accordingly.

We have endeavoured to explain, and to offer as a

warning to our readers, the law relative to such cases ;

but, to avoid litigation, it is always much the wisest

course to have an agreement in writing, signed hy the

landlord, giving the tenant permission to remove plants,

&c., which he may have inserted during his tenure of

the property.

On the tenth of this month the friends of the cultivators

of the soil had to deplore the death of Jlr. James Smith

of Deanston, a man who in various public efforts had

rendered no mean service to agriculture; and his labours

to benefit mankind were not confined to the enrichment

of the soil ; he struggled, and successfully too, to remove

from ill-cultivated lands their stagnant water ; and yet

he was equally energetic in his attempts to promote the

cause of sewage irrigation. He well knew how intimately

connected with an increased attention to the health of

the animal world, is the application of the residts of

better house drainage, and more copious supplies of

water to the enrichment of the soil. He was born at

Glasgow, on the 8rd of January, 1780 ; and was, there-

fore, in the 02nd year of his age.

His career, thus briefly sketched in the North British

Mail, is full of interest to every one who regards, even

with only moderate attention, the good objects to which

we have alluded ;

—

" His death took place at Kingeucleuch, the residence

of a cousin of Mr. Smith, near Mauchline, in Ayrshire,

where he was staying for a temporary period. Although
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the iiilivmity attendant on ndvanoing years had been for

some time creeping gradually ujion him, ho had con-

tinued to maintain his usual health, and on Sunday

night went to bed apparently not the least indisposed.

Next moraiug, when ealled by his servant, it was found

that during the night, his sudden and une.\pocted

decease lind taken place. At first it was ascribed to

apoplexy, but as there were none of the usual evidences

to confirm the supposition, it is presumed that the

proximate cause of death was over-e.\haustion, the

result, perhaps, of a long journey of some thirty or forty

miles, which Mr. Smith had undertaken on the previous

Saturday. Mr. Smith has been most generally known

for his improvements in agriculture, and his experiments

in subsoil ploughing, thorough driuning, the application

of sewage manure, the manufacture of tile-drains, &c.

But, as a civil engineer, his name in scientific circles is

also most favourably known. Of the originality of

design, and the powers of mind, which he so displayed

in the prosecution of this favourite pursuit, suthcient

evidence is aftbrded in the construction of the celebrated

water-wheel of such large dimensions at the Shaws

Water cotton-mill, Greenock, and of a floating-bridge at

Gargunnock, on the Cai'se of Stirling. That he was also

possessed in a mai'ked degree of that jwrfervidum iii-

geniitm which by some is placed among the national

chai'acteristics, has been exemplified by the invention of

various agricultural implements, and other mechanical

contrivances in connection with cotton-spinning, &e.,

exhibiting a singular amount of ingenuity. As further

illustrative of this, and also as proof of the fact that

up to the last bis vigorous intellect continued uuimpared,

it may be mentioned that at the time of his death he

was taking out a patent for a " sheep dip," of a new

composition, and intended to supersede the system of

" tailing " at present in use. This is a subject to

which !Mr. Smith had lately devoted much attention ;

and it was no doubt the cause of much satisfaction to

him to find, from experiments made a short time ago on

the estates of his Grace the Duke of ^Montrose, that his

invention even more than surpassed the anticipations

that had been formed of it, in accomplishing the end in

view: and we have no doubt that this discovery, when
introduced, will be duly appreciated by that portion of

the community for whose benefit it was contrived. Mr.

Smith was a member of the Glasgow Philosophical

Society, to whose Transactions he contributed several

important scientific papers. He had been latterly en-

gaged in reporting to the Board of Health on the sanitary

condition of different districts in England."

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
STUAWBEnniEs.—These are now ripening, and where

colouring has not already commenced free appli-
cations of water will be of immense benefit, unless
the weather prove rainy. Indeed, if coloming has
already commenced, and the crops appear somewhat
scanty, and many are wanted for preserving purposes,
it is better to sacrifice a little in point of flavour than to

run short in quantity. Of course, a portion may be re-

served for the purposes of the dessert.

As connected with this matter, the supeiioritv of soils

of some depth over those which are shallow, "becomes
manifest. Every inch extra in depth may be considered
as enabling the plant to endure several days more of
drought

: and this apidics not only to the strawberry,
but to almost every crop both in the garden and the
farm.

It is hoped that the readers of The Cottage Gar-
dener have taken the precaution of putting some straw
or other material beneath their plants, to preserve them
clean. We generally use clean new wheat straw;
some persons use the short gi-ass from the lawn, but
this is not to be recommended, as iu the event of
a rainy July—which in the average of seasons perhajis
is to be expected—the grass harbours myriads of slugs,
as also wire-worms, which in some districts are ex-
ceedingly prejudicial to the crop. We do not see why
ordinary slates, such as those rejected from old roofs,
should not be procured and laid by for the very purpose.
Those would be of an imperishable nature, and if the
operator in placing them carried a basket of stones, or
broken brick, and placed one beneath each corner ol'

the slate next the plant, the surface of the slate wcnild
present an incline, from which moisture would at all

times readily escape.':- Mr. Roberts's tiles, which we
see advertised, are no doubt good things, but too ex-
pensive to be within reach of the million. We would
rather direct attention to ordinary materials within reach
of everybody.

Much attention should be paid to protect the ripening
fruit from birds and mice. In this part of the country
(Oulton Park), so numerous are the blackbirds and
thrushes, that we are obliged to gather every one wo
can lay hands on each afternoon, especially when they
first begin to ripen, for the birds will be at them soon
after three o'clock every morning, and take all that
are about half ripe. This is sad work, but where a
considerable extent is grown (and we have a quarter of
an acre) it is impossible to cover with nets. Such, how-
ever, are used-up for preserving purposes; and those for

the table are planted near to the houses, or other situa-

tions where there is a continual movement going on, and
whither the birds seldom resort.

The Elton and Alpine strawberries, for late purposes,
should at this period receive liberal waterings ; and all

runners should be trimmed clean av^ay from the Al])ines

after this period. Indeed, all runners not required for

planting should be kept trimmed away from all the
kinds, at ail times, for they doubtless rob both the
plant and the soil, and tend to produce confusion as
well as intercept the light from the mother plants; the
latter is the most injurious robbery of all ; for if the
runners are cleared away, the exterior leaves of the
parent plants drop, and the whole of the foliage slightly

descends in succession ; and by this means the crown
of the plant is exposed equally to the light with the

rest. When, however, the plant is hedged-iu with
coai'se ranners, the interior leaves are huddled together,

and abortive or weak blossoms are the sure result.

We do hope that none of our readers will resort to the

barbarous practice of cutting off the leaves of their

strawbenies in the end of summer ; a more absurd
practice does not exist, condemned at once by every

l)rinciple of 2)hysiological science, and by long practice.

Because, forsooth, crops have been jiroduced in spite of

this practice, persons of hasty conclusions have taken
a fancy that the practice is good. In doing so, not only

is one portion of those valuable secretions which give

plumpness to the bud and complete the organization of

the future blossom cut away, but the protection of the

half decayed foliage, which natm'e has wisely ordained
* We use slates ourselves, but put them flat upoii the surface.—Ep. C. G.
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i
as a shelter in uortheru climes, is at one fell swoop tie-

I

stroyed, and the hitlierto protected bud placed entirely

at the tender mercies of the northern blast, and the

withering frosts of a long period of extreme low tem
perature.

j
We have little doubt that a part of the failures so

: often complained of with regard to the British Queen, is

attributable to this very error. Tlie labourer, or jobbing

gardener, of the suburban villa, is anxious at the end
I of summer, or when the leaves have fallen, to mate a

I

general cleaning : a very commendable course to be sure.

I

Now it so happens, that half decayed strawberry leaves

do not carry a very fresh appearance, albeit so useful as

protectors. ' Away, then, goes the clothing of the poor

strawberries in the general clearance ; no distinction is

made between the proper removal of dead and useless

asparagus stems and the useful strawberry leaves. Ijook

at all om- best gardeners, and see what care they take

over their strawberry pots for forcing. Surely they do

not take all this trouble for nothing?

Pe.'Vches ahv Nect.\rines.—The disbudding, accord-

ing to former advice, having been duly carried out, the

fruits will now be in that stage termed, by practical gar-

deners, " stoning;" and not to stay here to explaiu what
we would willingly fancy the largest portion of our

readers already understand, we will merely point to the

prospect that exists of a universal mode of expression,

01', perhaps, it might better be said of understanding

and accepting these pluguy couventionalities, through

the medium of The Cottage Gardener's Dictionary. For

our own part, and as connected with the fruit depart-

ment, we lieg to say, that all "the secrets of our prison-

house shall lie disclosed," every technicality explained, to

the gaze of the meanest gardening groom. But " let us

ret\irn to our sheep," as tlie French say.

We have before advised somewhere that a good deal

of stopping, or pinching if you like so to call it, be prac-

tised on peaches and nectaiines, especially in northern

districts. It has. also, been shown repeatedly how this

stopping has a twofold tendency : viz., to ripen the wood
by checking over-vigorous root action, and also to equalise

the strength of the tree, by " cutting off the supplies
"

from the gross shoots, and by consequence throwing the

surplus on to tlie weaker shoots ; the latter, of course, left

unstopped to the end of the season.

If our advic3 has been followed, the gross shoots have
been pinched long since, and by this time a host of

lateral or side spray will have been developed from their

sides. How to manage this has been fully discussed in

previous papers ; but we may repeat, that it must be

ke|)t duly thinned out ; for one leader and a pair of late-

rals, one right tlie other left, is as much as will in general

prove of any benefit to the tree, except in the case of

young and luxuriant trees. In the latter case, as much
may be trained-in as space can be found for ; remember-
ing, tliat as soon as they have ]n'oduced length enough
for the ensuing year, that the tops of all the superior

ones must be pinched off; this, as before observed, will

cause the inferior parts of the tree to increase in strengtli,

and by such means assiduously attended to, the strength

of a tree may be balanced to a nicety.

Teaixing.—If not commenced, no delay shoidd be
permitted, especially with young trees. The leading

shoots in most cases should be secured, for fear of injury

from storms; and these "laid in," the next strongest

shoots may be fastened, the operator at the same time

keeping a watchful eye on the condition of the tree, and
removing all superlluous spray which is likely to shade
the best slioots.

Tlie above remarks apply, in the main, to nearly all

our trained fruits; still, as there are some special mat-
ters which should be pointed out, we will endeavour to

return to the subject shortly. K. Errinoion.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Since I last wrote I have been sight-seeing in and

around London, where competition, in almost eveiy-

thing one can think of, runs higher than on any other
part of the globe of equal extent,—from a cabbage to

a pine-ap])le, and from the sowing of a seed to the last

stage of the ripening of the second generation thereof.

All is done there under the stimulus of competition, so

that instead of being a nation of shopkeepers, as Napo-
leon asserted long ago, we ar-e rather a nation of gar-

deners—from Her Most Gracious Majesty downwards,
" in country and in town." But countiy-peojile, and
especially country-gardeners, should " go ui) to town," at

least once a-year, to see some of the wonders produced
by all this competition ; to meet old friends, and make
new ones ; to exchange notes and ideas, and to rub oif the

rust and prejudices which are almost inseparable from a

private countiy life. There is a class of gardeners, and
of others, commonly called " the strong-headed," and
they of all people in the country should be advised to

go and see the New Houses of Parliament and London
Bridge. No matter how hard or how soft, how dull or

how refined and intellectual a head may be, let it but

find its way to London, and there it is most sure to meet
its equal ; and then, to know that we are, after all, but

one out of a common herd is a very good and eflectual

way to keej) us humble—say, humble cottnge gardeners.

Last year when 1 was in Loudon I kept looking up to

the windows and balconies as I went along, to see what
new arrangement I could spy out for " window-garden-
ing," but this season there was little in my head but
flower-beds and bedding-plants ; and amongst other things

I got a promise of a good purple Verhena, at last, ironi

one of the best flower-gardeners in this country, or in

any other; and he agi'ees with me, that Emma and
Heloise are not good purples, nor shades of purple. I

also heard, that a verbena called Voltaire is the best

striped one of this season ; and some of our readers

may not be aware that Eclipse and Clotilde are the best

striped ones of the older sorts.

Of Oeraniums which I did not mention in my former

lists, I saw the Ooosehernj-leaved used as an edging to a

large bed in one of the flower-gardens belonging to the

Royal Botanical Garden at Kew. It was very wrong of

me to have forgotten this beautiful edging geranium,

for I have used it some years ; and a most interesting

plant it is for an edging, or for very small beds ; and it

is very easy to keep over the winter, although it looks

very delicate. The flowers of it are the smallest of all

our geraniums, but they are bright scarlet, of a starry

shape, and so thickly produced that they soon make a

bright mass. Here, also, I saw a large bed of a lancy

geranium called Nosegay. It belongs to the old Yeat-

manianmn breed, with reddish front petals, streaked, and
the back ones dark. It makes a good neutral bed, as

does Bouquet tout Fait, which is of the same breed, and
of which there was a good bed in the new flower-garden

in front of the new conservat6ry at Kew. This is the

first time I have seen this new flower-garden, and being

in a public establishment I can refer to it with the greater

confidence as an example of a veiy judicious system of

jjlanting such figures. It is a terrace garden, divided

across the middle by a broad walk—the figures, or beds,

in one division being a repetition of those in the other

compartment ; and the colours of the beds in one divi-

sion are rejieated in the other, but with different plants

of the same height. The scarlets are represented in

one of the divisions by Tom Thumb, and in tlie other

by Diadematiim ruhescens, which is tallied there Diade-

matum suj^erbmn,—a wrong name, for ruhescens has the

priority,beiug an old name given, I believe, bySweet,who
was a great authority in such things. Of these scarlets

there are four corner beds in each division ; and the
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only improvemeut that I can suggest on the tnodo of

planting is that each bed should be of a diftereut kind

of plant, to make a greater variety, as in that case there

would he eight scarlet flowering plants, instead of the

two already mentioned. Instead of the four beds of

Diiulematum ruhescems, 1 would have only one of it; and

in the cro.-s corner opjjosite I would plant Diadematum,

which would c.thaust the scarlets in that breed ; and in

the other two opposite corners I would have iMdy Mary
Fox and Jiomjf e( Xoir. The last is the strongest of

the four; and if it threatened to rise higher than its

fellows, I would ^irnV/;/ train it down to tlie ground. In

the other division, where Tom Thumb is used, it would

be more difficult to get four low kinds of the true scarlet

breed. Any of the 'many dwarf seedlings belonging to

the Frogmore section would only be a repetition of Tom
Thumb itscK ; but my own seedling called Jiidi/ would

make a good match for Tom Thumb, and though a shaded

scarlet, is sutKciently liigh-coloured for the purpose.

These two would be planted cross-cornered, and the

other two corners with a well marked Horse-shoe kind,

or kinds, if two such could be had of so dwarf a habit

as to match the height of Judif and Tom Thumb, but I

do not know any seedUngs of sucli marked characters.

Perhaps some one will be so good as to let us know of

such a one. And for tlie fourth bed, rather than repeat

Tom Thumb or .Judy, I would use one called Litcida,

which would answer well for height and colour, but the

leaves are much crumpled, and the shoots streaked with

a light coloiu- : but the height and the colour being pre-

served, that would only add to the variety produced.

Most gardeners would prefer the present arrangement,

which is the easiest mode ; but ladies who visit their

own gardens daily would prefer my plan, which has a

greater variety of plants; and, with the single exception

of keeping on good terms with the cook, there is

nothing more judicious for a gardener than to follow

out sucli fancies as ladies prefer in the flower-garden.

Whatever tune they like best be should learn to

whistle it, and that would can-y him safely over many
scrapes.

The other colours used in this garden were all re-

presented in low gi'owing plants, and one peculiarity,

which I have often insisted on in these pages, is well

earned out here, namely all the central beds throughout

the two compartments are of subdued colours, or nearly

neutral. Those who have been in the habit of planting

the centre beds of regular figures with the highest colours,

should see and study the much better efl'ect produced
here by a contrary arrangement.

Altogether, I was much pleasedwith the planting of this

new flower garden. The garden itself is not yet finished,

and therefore not open to criticism on the design
;

besides I am not fond of that kind of criticism, and
never indulge in it, unless it is forced upon me. I wish
they had allowed a coui)le of acres for a complete flower-

garden on the other side of the large conservatory, in

sunk pannels, as the American gi'ound is now laid down,
so that we might have on« national flower-garden worthy
of this great gardening country. They say the Botanical
Garden and Collection there are better than anywhere
else ; fine news no doubt to a few half crazy pbilosojjhers

who see as much beauty in a toad-stool as I see in Mr.
Hoyle's new seedling geranium Ajax,—the finest thing to

my eye that Mr. Hoyle has yet produced ; but what
interest can the gi-eat body of the people who visit Kew
take in hard names, masses of weedy-looking " herbaceous
plants" in clumps, and beds of strange foi-ms ? How
many ladies go there to study " the beauties of nature

"

iu the botanic arrangement? Not one of the ten thou-

sand who will spend an hour taking notes of the few
ornamental plants iu the new flower-garden, small as

it is.

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Gloxinias—Cultuhk in a GnEENHonsE Vinery.—As
a sequel to the article on Begonias, we beg to recommend
the addition of these still more compact and beautiful

plants—and plants, too, that will require even much leas

trouble than the Begonias. In such a situation as a

greenhouse iu winter, changed into a vinery in summer,
and the vines made the ])rincipal thing fur that period

—

the hardier plants being either removed to tin-f or other

pits, or placed out of doors,—the Gloxinias will bo just

iu their element,—will blossom more freely than iu a

regular moist plant stove, and if tlieir leaves are not so

luxiu'iant as when placed in a stove, they are free from
that shrivelled, woe-hegono appearance which they are

apt to assume when placed on the airy shelf of an un-

shaded greenhouse. The less airy situation, the higher

temperature, tlie shade of the vines, iu such circum-

stances just suit our little favourites; and for those of

our readers who wish to combine in their small houses
the Jloral and the horticultural, there can be no com-
parison between a compact plant of Gloxinia densely

covered with its pretty blossoms, and a lanky geranium,

or a spindly balsam, or even with any except the

prettiest and dwarfest of theachimenes, while the trouble

required is not greater than that required for the latter,

and much less than that requisite for either of the two
former. In such circumstances, under vines, geraniums,
and balsams, &c., &c., will get draion, and loose their

sturdy look; but if the shade is not too dense it will be

the very thing for the Gloxinia. We frequently use

them for ornamenting a cool glass-covered verandah,
and there they stand for months during summer, but
then there is the opportunity of shading during bright

sunshine. In a range of forcing houses with upright
glassj in front, upon a narrow shelf close to the front

glass, we have a row of Gloxinias, and even here, not-

withstanding the shade of the vines, we deem it ad-

visable to size two or three squares from the bottom of

the upright sash, as mentioned lately, that the bloom
may be longer preserved. Of coiu'se, luider such circum-

stances the Gloxinia can only be cultivated during
summer ; in winter we must be content if we possess its

tuber—its flowers must be given up to the possessors of

regular plant stoves.

Like many more of our most beautiful and accomo-
dating plants, the Gloxinia belongs to the group of

Gesner worts, and received its name in compliment to

Oloxin, a celebrated botanist. The flowers are more
like, and are more nearly allied to, a Foxglove, than any
other of our common plants. The blossoms, therefore,

are not only beautiful, but the four stamens are arched,

joined, and key-stoned together by the anthers. All of

them are low herbaceous plants, with bulbous tuberous

roots, with some special exceptions, for some varieties of

Cartoiii will grow to a height of several feet, and so will

the old species of Maculata, while Maculata and Tv-

hijlora (if synonymous with Oesnera tubijiora) have not

bulbous, but scaly imbricated tubers. None of the species

or varieties have much or any scent, with the exception

oi Maculata, which has a very pleasing scent resembling
that of mint.

Rest Period.—The main points of culture, as respects

all the species, are identical ; embracing chiefly a period

of rest and a season of growth. During the rest, the

tubers are allowed to become dried, but not shrivelled.

Hence the propriety of keeping them in the pots in

which they grew during the previous season. After

starting water must be given, gi'adually increasing its

quantity until the plants are in full leaf, when they will

require a large supply. With the exception of garden
hybrids, most of the species are natives of South Ame-
rica. Exposing the tubers, therefore, to a low tempera-
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ture would be fatal. If kept dry, and not colder tlian

45°, the tubers will be safe. I have had them consider-

ably lower than that, but the game is not a safe game
to play at. In a greenhouse vinery, wliere tlie tempera-

ture may range from .S5° to 45" in winter, tlie pots

should be turned on their broadsides, and placed in an

inconspicuous position at the warmest part of the house.

I have frequently kept them, and always safely, in a

shed where the furnace of the house was situated. There

is less danger if the leaves have been well ripened, and

the tuber in consequence flrraer, before storing. If the

soil should be apt to get too dry during winter, we prefer

throwing some water about the pots instead oi in them.

Some would recommend our amateur friends to take the

tubers out of the pots, and keep them in bags in a cosy

corner—near the imjle in the parlour. But though this

would do, neither care nor labour would be saved, and
there would be the danger of getting a fleshy juicy tuber

as attenuated as a shrivelled mummy. One advantage,

and a great one, arising from keeping the tubers in the

soil in which they were grown, is the pi-eserving of their

freshness, even though the soil be dry, unless it be so

near the heating apparatus as to be baked. To prevent

this in a cool house, we have covered the pots with

boxes, such as empty tea-chests, &c.

Growing Peuiod.—Towards spring the tubers will

begin to push from the cluster of buds placed in the

centre ; then, but not till then, should they be repotted.

If you do scarcely force the vines, the plants would be all

the better then to forward them a little in a cucumberframe
afterpotting, taking care, however, that no sun strikes the

leaves while there is condensed moisture upon them.

They may then be taken back to the vinery when the

general temperature there approaches 00°. In want of

the accommodation of a hot-bed, we have made a tem-

porary one, near where the flue enters, or the boiler is

situated, just to give them a start. If you do not put
fire to yoar vines until April, something of these means
musrt be taken to give a tine display of bloom iu June.

If you keep a temperature of -15° during winter, and
commence increasing it for the vines in the beginning
of March, your Glo.\inia plants will want no such cod-

dling; they will progress along with the vines, and
reward you with their blossoms for several months from
the end of June, and earlier if previously assisted.

As soon as the shoots have sprung from a little to an
inch we like to repot them ; and at that early season it

is advisable that the soil should be heated a little, to

prevent a sudden check. We prefer removing almost
entirely the old soil, but saving what few fibres may be
fresh and growing. The size of the pot will depend
upon the size of the tuber, and whether you pot upon
the one or the successive shift system. Wo prefer the

latter for those that ai'e small, and the former for those

that are large. An 8-inch pot will contain a large plant,

from which, iu several kinds, you may have from UU to

100 blooms expanded at once. Be careful in potting to

keep the tuber or bulb near the surface, only slightly

covered. Equal portions of leafmould, peat, and loam,
with half a portion of silver s.and, will grow them well

;

but they will succeed better if to this is added half a

portion of old dried cow-dung, and half a portion o{ small,

but not dust, charcoal. All the materials, except at the

surface of the pot, should be rough, and the pots well

drained. Water should be given carefully and rather
sparingly at first; when in full growth and bloom they
will reqidre it often and liberally. A manure solution
will not then be distasteful, but it should be of a cool

nature, such as that formed from two-year-old cow-dung,
with just a little lime to clear it. When done blooming,
and before storing is past, the plants should stand lull

in the sun under glass, and receive less and loss water,
that the roots may be well ripened.

PnorAGAiioN.—They may be jjropagated easily by

seed, leaves, and, cuttings. Seeds sown early in spring
will produce flowering plants the following season ; a
few may bloom the same season. Garden hybrids are
thus produced by cross-breeding ; leaves taken off and
inserted by their footstalks will form tubers that will

bloom the following season. If there is a bud where
tlxe leaf is separated from the shoot, the tuber will be
the stronger. In rare kinds, a score or more of plants

may be made from a single leaf In this case, all the

reticulated nerves on the back of the leaf should be
notched with a sharp knife, and this underside of the

leaf should be fastened to damp sand on the surface of a

well-drained pot, and a beU-glass put over it; unless
from the strongest nerves, the tubers formed will bo
small, and, therefore, will not bloom so early as when
only one tuber is formed from aleaf This, altogether, is

a pretty experiment for young beginners. In strong

plants, the shoots produced will be more numerous thair

you can find room for; and these thinnings made into

cuttings, and treated with a little heat and shade in the

usual way, will make nice little flowering plants for the

end of summer and the beginning of autumn.
I shall conclude with mentioning a few desirable

kinds :

—

MacuUda—one of the oldest ; looks best when only one large tuber is

used
;
purple.

Speciosa—blue ; compact growth.
S. pallidd—pale blue.

S. Cartoni—pink ; several varieties under the same name, one very strong
prowing ; the best has light blotches in the segments of the corolla.

5. iildu—white
;
pure ; compact.

CdulcHcuiiis—light purple ; large flowers.

Maxima iitba—white and blue ; compact, beautiful.

Dhcolot—lilac, blue ; a poor thing, Ijut the leaves are pretty.

Ltuchuuerva—flowers similar, but better and more abundantly produced;
the leaves beautifully veined with white.

Paxsiiig/uimii—violet ; large line flowers.

Rubra—red; one of the best ; there are several varieties, such as maxima,
supt'r/ia, &c., but for general usefulness they are little superior to

the species.

Handit't/nna—white and red, similar to Albo cofcinea and A. sangttinea,
if not synonymous ; all of them are excelled by

Gmiidis—of similar habit, but not yet common.
Fi/Jcaiia—white, with bluish margins ; the flowers have the peculiarity of

standing upright ; very pretty ; a little shy.

Carminutes sptendeiui—carmine
;
good and large.

Teuchlerii—pinkish-red, dashed and blotched with bluish-purple ; a most
beautiful thing when it comes true, but very apt to produce pinkish-
red blossoms. I have now a plant with a number of stems, and on
only two of these shoots do tlie beautiful and desirable blo.ssomsconie.
I would recommend more than the usual proportion of heat for this

variety.

Begonias.—As a note in addition to the article of last

week, allow me to recommend the Begonia cinnalarina,

in the possession of the Messrs. Henderson, of Piue-

apple-place,—a bright orange, difl'erent, therefore, from
all others, and likely to suit the greenhouse in summer;
if not, our friend Mr. Appleby will correct us.

R. Fisn.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.^.
PLANT.S THAT EEQUiiiE BASKETS

—

( Continuedfrom p. lOi).

Lacima hicolor (Two-coloured L.).—Guatemala. This
is not a plant with showy flowers, but is worth cul-

tivating, because the spikes are long, frequently as much
as two I'eet, and the flowers are set thickly upon it. The
foliage is handsome ; colour a pale greenish bufl'; the
petals have three violet-coloured stripes ; the labellum
white, with a dark purple spot in the centre, l^lace it in

a basket lined with moss and filled with rough fibrous

peat. The Mexican liouse will suit it best. yis.

Odontoglossum citrosmum (Lemon-scented O.).—Mexico.
This is a most lovely species, with flowers of a delicious

lemon-like scent. The colour of the flowers is very
delicate—piu'e white in the centre, shaded off to the edge
with rose. Tlie racemes are, when well grown, more
than a foot long. They are decidedly of a ])endulous
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haliit, hence we recommciKl tliem to be grown in baskets.

Fill these with flbrous, roupfh pieces of peat, luid place

tlie plant in the centiv. When growint; keep it well

supplied with water. The Me.\iean house is its jn-oper

habitation. It is a IVce grower, flowering in June,

yis Gd.

Saccolahlum Bhimci (Dr. Blumo's Bag-lip flowerl.

—

Java. Tills is a most beautiful species. A casual ob-

server would take it for -S'. giittatuni, to which fine

species it is nearly allied. The racemes are more pen-

dulous, and thicker ; the individual flowers are a little

larger, and the spots more confined ; ground colour pure
white. The sepals and petals have a bright streak of

violet below the apex ; the labellura or lip is blotched

with the same colour, but the tip is white. This is a

scarce and expensive plant. lUSs.

S. (lenticidaliim (Toothed Rag-lip flower).—India.

Though not so handsome as the last, this species has

much to recommend it. The flowers are produced on
short footstalks, and are arranged in corymbs ; each

corymb having five or seven flowers upon it. Sepals

and petals greenish yellow, spotted all over with red.

The lip is large, with a yellow pouch expanding into an
ojieii white margin. We have a plant in a basket with

more than twenty corymbs of flowers in bloom at once.

In that state it is really a pretty object. 4is.

6^. guttatum (Spotted Rag-lip flower).—East Indies.

A truly elegant species, which no collection, however
small, ought to be without. The flowers are produced
on long drooping racemes, often eighteen inches long.

We have seen a plant in the collection of orchids be-

longing to J. Blandy, Esq., of Reading, with twenty-five

of these elegant racemes of flowers upon it. This is

probably the largest plant in cultivation. It is supjiosed

to be one of the lirst of the kind introduced into Great
Britain. The ground colom- of each flower is pure
white ; the sepals and petals are dotted all over with

dark rose colour. Tlie labellum has a blotch of purple in

addition to the spots. lO.js.

«S'. prttmorsum (Bitten-olf Bag-lip flower).—East
Indies. Also a very fine species with long pendant
racemes of flowers. The sepals and petals are white,

stained with a delicate rosy lilac ; the lip is more highly

coloured. This species is extremely rare. dlOs.

5. ampuUweum (Flask-shaped Rag-lip flower).—East
Indies. We have very lately been gratified witli a view
of the lovely blooms of this new and rare plant at

Messrs. Loddige's. The colour of the entire flower is of

the richest crimson rose. I'he flowers are produced on
short racemes ; the flower-stalks and short branches
gave them quite a distinct cliaracter. It was a lovely

object even among its beautiful relatives. Being so new
and rare and slow to increase, the price is necessarily

high. 420s.

S. miniatum (Red-lead-colouredBag-lip flower).—-Java.

The flowers of this species are small, and produced on
short racemes, sometimes branched. The colour is

pleasing, and the plant altogether a gem of its kind.

10.5s.

This closes our list of the best species of Saccolabiums.
The culture they succeed best with, is to place tliem in

baskets in proportion to their size. The S.deiiticuliitum

and .S'. miniatum are small species, and will thrive well

on blocks tiU they become moderate-sized plants, when
they may be placed in small baskets, but keeping them
upon the blocks till they decay. The other species may
be put into baskets in proportion to their size. Fill the

baskets with moss (sphagnum), and place the plants in

the centre, tying them to a stick till they are established.

They root very freely, and the young roots will soon
work their way to the outside of the moss, clinging
partly to the wood of the basket, and part of them will

hang down into the wann moist air of the Indian house,
which must be their habitation. They require plenty of

water during the hot months of growth, but should bo
kept moderately dry and cool during the winter, to give

tliem an annual rest. They will grow and tlirive in one
of these baskets for two years, and must thou have a

larger basket and fresh moss to gi-ow in.

Sciiticaria Steelii (Steel's Whip-plant).—Demcrara.
This plant has very long leaves; they are round like the

lash of a whip, whence its name. The flowers are large,

of a cream colour, and beautifully striped with reddish

brown. It thrives well on a block, but better if the

block is plunged as it were on one side of a basket in

moss. 'I'he flowers are produced on slioi't footstalks at

the base of the long leaves. It is a desirable plant, and
loves a damp moist atmosphere. 42s.

Stiinhtpca atirea (Golden Stanhopea).—Guatemala.
This genus is the most remarkable of the whole tribe

;

the flowers are large and of the richest colours, and
freely produced. The S. anrea is a fine species. A
writer on it has said, " Imagine a plant, of which the

flower is the size of iS'. insiynis, the forui of S. venusta,

the smell of .S. oculata, and the colour of MaxiUarin
nrnmiitica, and arranged on a spike two feet long, and
the reader will have a tolerably distinct conception of

this beautiful thing." The sepals, or outer floral leaves,

are pale orange-dotted, with small spots of light purple ;

the petals, or inner floral leaves, are of a deeper orange,

with darker spots ; the lip is dark orange, with a blotch

of dark purple on each side. 21s.

S. Bdrkerii (Mr. Rarker's S.) is like <S'. Wardii, except-

ing the spots. It is very fragi-ant. Mis. fid.

8. Bucephalus Quito.— 'This is a fine rare species,

very delicately fragrant. The general colour of the

flowers is yellow, with two dark spots at the base of each

petal, and thinly spotted all over with crimson. The
sepals, also, are spotted with the same colour ; the lip is

of the deepest orange. 42s.

8. Devoniensis (Duke of Devonshire's S.).—A beautiful

species ; sepals and petals yellow, with deep crimson

brown blotches. The lip is white with few spots, and a

deep purple stain over half the lower part. 21s.

iS'. eburnea (Ivory S.).—-Brazil. This is the same as

8. graiidijlora. The flowers are of the purest white ; the

lip is like ivory, polished and shining, and on being

touched the resemblance to that substance is still

greater. It is a beautiful species. IDs. Od.

-S'. (jraveolcns (Strong-smelling S.).—Peru. The scent of

this fine species is so strong as to be disagreeable if ap-

proached too closely. If the flower be handled, it will

taint the fingers even for a considerable time ; but if it

be hung up at some distance from the walk, so as to

diffuse the scent, it is not disagreeable. The sepals and

petals are of a most delicate straw colour ; the lip and
central parts of the flower are of a clear ajiricot colour ;

the upper part is like yellow ivory. It is a free

bloomer. 15s.

(To he cnntiiiuftl.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas.—The plants to flower next year should

be growing strongly, and accumulating the power to

produce fine blooms. The care they require now, is

a constant supply of water during dry weather, and pro-

tection from heavy rain. The true lover of flowers will

take care of them quite as much when they have ceased

to give him the pleasure of seeing them decked with

floral beauty. He will bestow tliis care, in the ho]ie of

seeing their loveliness in increased amount the foflow-

ing year. Small plants, that were detached from the

large ones at the time of potting, should now have

another shift into larger pots. With this treatment

some of the strongest may be exjiected to bloom the next

sjiring. S'cedlings should also receive a due share of

attention. Such as have been pricked out into pans
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and have made four or five leaves, may be shifted into

pots 3^ inches wide, singly ; or three may be put into

5-inoh ))ots till tliey bloom. We have practised the
method with seedlings of planting them out in one or

two light boxes in the proper compost, and allowed them
to bloom there, planting out in the border the common
ones as soon as they were jjroved, and transplanting
such as were judged to be worthy of a fai'ther trial into

pots, singly. The raising of new kinds from seed is a

delightful amusement, which, we trust, our amateur
friends will treat themselves with as much as circum-
stances will allow. T. Applebt.

THE KITCHEN-GAKDEN.
An abundant variety and supply of good winter and

spring vegetables depends so much on a proper system
of cropping for the next few weeks, that no space of
grouud sliould be left unorop])ed. Cauliflowers, brocoli,

Brussels sprouts, borecole, and l-ales of the best varieties,

coleworts, ike, should be abundantly planted; not a space
must be left vacant. Many of these vegetables may be
planted to advantage between the rows of the peas and
beans. As soon as the crop of the latter is gathered
they should be cleared away, and the ground be well

hacked over with the spud mattock, or strongly surface-

scarified ; an operation which will be but little trouble,

if the surface of the soil has been attended to as pre-

viously directed, if the soil is not in good case, in con-

sequence of not having been well manured when the

winter or spring trenching was performed, apply some
liquid-manure to the plants when established in the
soil.

Spinach.— A sheltered and good piece of gi'ound
should now be chosen for sowing the winter spinach
when the time arrives. So much depends on the pre-

paration of the soil for securing an abundant winter
supply of this useful winter and spring vegetable, that

it is well worth while to take some pains in preparing
for its culture ; and a small piece of ground, well chosen,
may be made to produce a very large quantity of its

fine healthy leaves. A spot of the early border, pea-

ground, or old strawbeny-ground, intended to be de-

stroyed, should be ridge-trenched, exposing the soil as
rough as possible to the influence of the sun and air;

continuing, in the after-management, to frequently fork

and hack it over, until it becomes, by the lUth or 12th
of August, as well pulverized as an ash hill.

Some of the ground also, where the strawberry-crop
is to be destroyed, may be prepared for sowing coleuvrts,

and the principal cabbage crop, as well as lettuce, endive,

Rampion, winter onions, late radishes, &c., as it will be
found fresh and healthy for sowing seed and raising

plants, as well as for general cropping. Sow the Early
Dutch, Early Stone, and Early Red-top American turnip,

all of which are quick in coming in, and of a very good
quality when they do come. The fly, which in this

locality is very plentiful and troublesome this season,

will require to be well looked after, if a healthy even crop

of turnips is to be obtained; dusting them over early in

the morning with charred dust or dry wood ashes, both
of which are famous protectives against those depre-

dators, as well as stimulants of the first quality to the

plant. Branches of the common elder, put into a light

frame, and drawn over the turnip crop in the heat of

the day, is also famous for driving away the fly. The
previous-sown crops of turnip, if not well watered occa-

sionally, will be hard, strong, and useless for culinary

purposes.

Potatoes.—The ground of the eai-ly and second eai-ly

potatoes, between each row, may now be planted with

any kind of winter vegetables, such as savoys, borecoles,

cattle cabbage, &c. The potatoes afford for a time a

slight shade and protection, and by the time the potato-

haulm is taken uj) these kinds of plants are established ;

and the forking-out of the potatoes when ripe aflbrds

considerable advantage to the progi'ess of these winter

crops; after which, when rain prevails, and it is con-

sidered needful to stimulate their growth, a small portion

of guano or liquid-manure applied wUl cause great lux-

uriance.

KiDGE Cucumbers should be encouraged by having the

earth's surface about them mulched, the vine or shoots

kept occasionally stojjped, trained, and pegged down,
and a good soaking of manm-e-water applied when hot

weather prevails. James Baenes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGE WALKS.

By the Authoress

The MS. of which I gave the commencement in my last

paper concludes thus :

—

" Passing ouwai-d to the evei-y-day occupations of fife, how
cm-ious it is to reilect that the trees of the forest, sometimes
greatly enriched by cultivation, have, in all ages and in
every cUmate, been made instrumental as well for the main-
tenance as the destruction of human life. They have at one
time supphed food, shelter, clothing, and luxuries of eveiy
kind; at another, the instruments of death—the fu'e and
stake of the mai-tyr, his cross, and his eai-thly crown. 'Well
might Wordsworth say

" ' There is a spirit in the woods.'

It would be a vain thing here to attempt to particularize aU
the various, useful, and necessary apphcations of this sub-
stance. It is found in every cUmate—each of which pro-
duces an indigenous supply, according to the wants of man

—

equally available for savage as for ciriUzed life. What can
we say of its various quaUties of hardness and softness, its

hghtness and its weight, the rapid growth of some kinds, the
slow growth of others, its tenacity, its brittleness, its beauty

of" My Flowers."

of textm-e, colom-, odom-, and fibre ; the medicinal qualities

of some vaiieties, together with the almost endless diversity

of its products of fruit, (lowers, leaves, bai'k, gums, roots, and

berries ? Or what shall we say of the modes in which timber

is almost tortm'ed by man for his own pmposes ? Think of

the application of steam to malie the stubborn log bend ;
the

process of Kyanizing, chamng, and galvanizing to preserve

it from decay ; tlie extraction of its sap and resins, and then

the injection of liquids through its pores to give it solidity

and weight; its adaptation to aits and manufactures, not only

for the shelter, preseiwation, and conveniences of life, but

also as one of the component pails of gun-powder for its

destruction

!

" Although it is well known that a lai-ge portion of England
was originally Uttle else than one continued forest, yet it is

believed that only a veiy few kinds of timber were reaUy and

sti-ictly indigenous in our soil, indeed for purposes of work-

manship it has been said there were but three, according to

the old legal adage and distich—that
'* * Oak, ash, and elm
Are timber tliroughout the realm.'
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But it is not merely on the siu-face of our country that we

possess such invaluable tieasmes of this material ; if we go

to the coal districts of F.ngland, how vast onil inestimable

ai-e the supplies of fossilized wood, which we tind beneath

the verdant turf, stamped with vegetable formations iif endless

variety—some of which are most plainly discernible, as in

tlio more recent transitions from wood to coal, in the works

at Bovey Tracey, in Devonshire.
" In the pro,Mvss of civilization and of population in

diflerent parts .if England, many large tracts of forest have

wholly disappeared, causing at the same time a complete dis-

placement of some valuable munufactiu'cs. l''or instance,

in the early history of Sussex, we find that the eastern p:u-ts

of that coiinty were celebrated foi- then' extensive iron manu-

factures. The iron work of the monument of Henry III., in

Westminster Abbey, was cast in Sussex, and the tirst iron

ordnance was cast there. But the Sussex forges all ceased

with the destruction of the timber in the forests above the

iron ore ; there being no accompanying stratiun of coal to

provide the means of smelting.

" It is no less wonderful to observe—in connection with

tliis subject—the extraordinary manner in which human
knowledge is permitted to be available, in adapting itself to

the changes brought about by the active interference of man
with the gifts of nature. It is manifest that in this counti-y,

at least, we have greatly destroyed or diminished the growth

of limber: hence we have, by the application of science,

provided substitutes, and some of a most wonderful chai'acter.

Who could have conjectm-ed, only a few years ago, that some
of our swiftest sailing ships would be built of iron ? that the

wooden water pipes of London and other cities should be

exchanged for iron ; and that for the smaller descriptions of

tubing, gutta percha, and even India rubber shoidd be sub

stituted ; and that our doors, and roofs of wood, and even

articles of fiu-nitm'e may give way to materials of glass ;

while entire houses are built for exportation or domestic use,

of iron alone—wood being deemed either valueless, or com-
paratively useless ?

" These changes in the material used in manufactures

have also led to others in the arts of life, and one of them of

high celebrity in the Middle Ages, the art of carving in wood,

is dwindling into insignificance ; and tlie elegant carvings of

Gibbons, at Chatsworth, Hampton Com-t, and other places,

—

and the ' storied lu'ns,' cups, and vases of Benvennto Celhni

tliroughout Eiu'ope, are now rivalled or svu'passed by com-

positions of plaster, rice, or papier-mache, cast in moidds,

and produced in the sheds of a htiilder's yard, or in a cellar

in Dnu^' Lane '.

" .\nd thus the ' wood, hay, and stubble ' of this world ai-e

in a state of perpetual vicissitude, imder the permission of

the Almighty, and the appUcatiou of man."

Let us meditate on these interesting facts diuing om- daily

rambles. They will lead our minds to much that may in-

struct and benefit us ; and we shall never want an object to

call them to our remembrance. The tall gi'acefid tree, mth
its rich summer foliage, will utter them ; the prostrate trunk,

stinpped of its spreading boughs, and lying in mighty help-

lessness, will repeat them ; and even amid the cheerlessness

of towns and cities we may be taught them by the chips that

feed our fires.

How mercifully does a gracious Father provide all things

necessary for man, and adapt his wants and tastes to those

things that natme produces ! And how sad it is to see and

feci the readiness and dexterity with which we apply and
benefit by His gifts and mercies, and the slow, guilty re-

luctance with which we pray and praise I let the

teeming earth with all her beauties and her treasm-es " praise

the Lord 1" and awaken our sluggish hearts of stone to praise

Him too I Let every work of man ; every new, and useful,

and wonderful invention; every giand and vast conception

carried out and formed for the use and good of our fellow

men, " praise the Lord ;" for he alone teaches the cunning
artificer, and guides his hand, although man in his self

sufficiency " thinketh not so," and gives himself the

praise.

Let the whole earth, and eveiytliing that hath breath,
" praise the Lord !"

ALLOTIIEKT FARJIINfi FOR JULY.
At this perioil everything will be in its highest vigour; and

now it is that cultural matters, where necessai-y, should be
carried out with the utmost assiduity.

Having recently travelled through districts abounding in
small gai'dens, and some containing allotments, we must
confess to a great amount of astonishment, at the dirty and
ill-cidtiviited state of many of these hokUngs, indeed, we
may say of the majority of them.
The allotments are, on the whole, by far the most credit-

able ; and this m-ises probably from the fact, that such plots
Inne a more direct interest taken in theni by tlie proprietors :

thus plainly e\inchig how much good might be accomplished
if our landed proprietors generally would either themselves,
or by means of their agents, keep a strict eye on these
things ; and occasionally give a helping hand, iu the way of
seeds or plants from their giu-dens ; or advice and books, as
the case might be.

We ai-e willing to beheve that Thk Cottage G.vRDExr:u has
been of much service in this way; and it may be presumed,
that the Dictioitar;/ will be of still further use, as (being
alphabetically an-anged ) instant reference may at all times be
made on any subject, about which the least doubt exists.

The spuit of competition fostered by oiu- local horticul-

tural societies has been of considerable use in this afl'air as

an adjunct, and it would seem to be a most desirable thing
tliat such shoiUd be much extended; for many thousands are
deterred from competing, through the distance at which they
happen to hve from such societies. For this reason we
think that the piinciple of offering prizes for the best culti-

vated plots, to be determined by visiting judges, ought to be
much extended ; but cai-e should be taken that such judges
should be well qualified to decide, both in point of real ex-
perience and in integiity of puipose ; for we have, more than
once, known tradesmen from our towns selected for the pm'-
pose who understood not the bearing of the matter, and who,
indeed, felt no real sympathy with the allotment-holder or

cottager.

To retm'n to cultural matters, we vvill begin with

The Potato.—By the time this reaches otu- readers, we
trust they will be enjoying abundance of early potatoes,

which is, indeed, an inestimable blessing to the ordinarj'

cottager; for however much the pohcy of encouraging the
cultivation of the potato may be doubted, we feel persuaded
tliat the English cottager will stick to them as long as a leaf

remains.
We would advise small holders to keep a strict eye on

theii' Eaiiy Kidneys, or others for seed in the ensuing year.

Such shoiUd never he mixed with the oi-dinary stock. The
best way is to take them up a Utile before they are " dead
ripe ;" not, however, to prevent curl merely, hut to prevent

then' sprouting again too soon. We have known the Ash-
leiived Kidneij, when very lightly soiled, to become greened,

and to sprout before taken up for seed, especially if an eaiiy

and pai'tial ripening had been induced by hot and di"y wea-
ther, and waira rains had supervened. The reasons, there-

fore, for au eaily removal from the ground will he manifest.

The later crops of potatoes must be well looked to at this

period ; every weed must be eradicated forthwith. Care
must be taken in hand-weeding not to tread upon, or throw
down, the hauLm, for this is productive of much injmy to the

crop. We advise a thorough stii'iing of the soil between

the drills ; the deeper this is stirred the belter. Any blanks

that may occur should be immediately filled after the clean-

ing process is complete : we do not know of anytliing better

for this pm-pose than the swede turnip.

Cai:rots.—We gave pretty full advice last mouth about

this vei-y useful root. We have advised deep hoeing when
the plant is getting a few inches high, even between the

plants in the diills, we now add that of deep cultm'e between

the diills, like the potato. If the grub occm-s extensively,

it will become a consideration whether to break them up
entirely, or to endeavom' to patch them. The latter case

has been dealt with in previous papers ; the former, if neces-

sary, gives rise to a question as to what is the most eligible

crop. This the allotment holder must decide according to

his prospective wants, choosing that crop which will not only

prove of utihty when gathered, but which also requires but a

short period for its culture ; for it must be kept in mind
that there remains hut ten or a dozen weeks, at the most, for
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any given crop to perfect itself in. Of course, any of the
winter-green family will be eligible, and if greens in.steacl of

root crops are preferred, few things can excel the green-kale,
or savoy. If roots are prcfen-ed for pig-feecUng, or for the
cow, why nothing can exceed the swede turnip ; and if the
soil is too poor, and the season somewhat spent, any of the
ordinary tiu'nips may be sown. We have before observed,
that fine young Horn cniTots may be produced fi-om a sowing
made in the beginning of July on good mellow soU.

Parsnips.—These will need little further culture ; weeds,
of com-se, being eradicated, a good sturing with the hoe will

be beneficial.

Swedes.—These ha\'ing been duly thinned out at about
eight or nine inches apart, the future covirse to pursue is to

pass tlie hand-hoe through them, not Stirling too deep
between the plants. Deep cidture, however, between the
drills is, in common mth other root crops, of much importance.
Need we add, that weeds must be keptcleai-ed away at all times.
Mangold requires the same cultural operations as the

.swedes, after singling them out to about ten or twelve inches
apai-t. Our practice is to soil them slightly up the bulb when
about three-pai-ts grown, or rather when side fibres begin to
show themselves above the groimd level.

Onions.—The final thinning must take place now. We
are no advocates for great distances in this crop, finding,
from experience, that a somewhat thick crop, by lessening
the size of the uidividual onion, gives them better keeping
quaUties. They, moreover, come to hand sooner, as to then-
ripening,—a thing of much importance in the north. If the
grub lias much thinned tlieir ranks, sometliing should be
inti-oduced amongst them which will not smother them. We
are not aware of any better plan than sowing or planting let-

tuces, which cannot be produced too abundantly where a pig
is kept. The latter may be almost entu'ely supported by
this crop in summer, letting them run up a little towards
seeding, to increase both bulk and quality.

Shallots.—As soon as these begin to loosen their hold,
they must be removed forthmth to a dry situation—one,
indeed, where rain can never touch them. We have known
them rendered very firm by throwing them beneath the bee-
bench for a few weeks. The housing of this crop must be
done successively as they ripen.'

Cabbages.—All that are become sohd and wliite should be
used up either for the family, the cow, or the pig. By tliis

means they become more profitable, as they soon produce
good sprouts. Cabbages may be considered as ceasing to
jield profit the moment they are full grown. Those sown
in April or May should be got out between existing crops or
on borders ; and in the first week of .July a hberal sowing
may be made to produce good autumn Ooleworts; such may
be planted on the onion ground the moment the crop is

removed, using a Uttle maniu-e neai- the surface. The dwaif
sorts ai-e best. We use the Matchless entirely.

Greens.—Under this head we include the savoy, green
kale, Brussels sprouts, or indeed any other of the Brassica
family. We cannot point to the proportion of each, or
whether it is expedient to grow all ; we may merely say,
that July, above all the months of the yeai', is the most
proper for securing a good planting. Where early peas are
being removed, the ground may be profitably occupied with
these things. It need scarcely be added, that the whole
tribe are partial to manure, but if tlie ground has been
manured in the previous winter, there will be no occasion
for more at present.

Common Turnips.—These may be sown any time up to
the end of August, choosing for late sowings the Dutch or
Stone. We merely point to these as a secoudaiy con-
sideration, or as a matter of convenience; for the swedes and
mangold are of more importance as Uccphirf roots.

Leeks.—A planting of these in the early part of July, well
manured, -mW give a supply until the succeecUng June.
We now talce leave of our cottage friends for the present,

and may merely obsene, that duiing summer the hoe and
the watei-pot, occasionally, ai-e very profitable implements, if
used in good time ; and above all we must repeat, that cleanly
cultm-e, or an early freedom from weeds, is the gi-and point
in allotment farming or gardening. Deep and frequent
culture if not of equal import, is the verj- next; indeed, as
cultural afiairs they almost comprise all that can be said as to
summer work.

THE rOULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Julv.
Bij Martin Doi/le, Aulhnr of •' Hints to Small Farmers" Jr.

Fowls Hatching.—It is veiy doubtful whether it be ju-
dicious to give the eggs of any of the gallinaceous buds for

hatching after the middle of July at the latest. Supposing
that a hen sits on the fifteenth of tliis month, the brood will

not be hatched until about the fifth of August. Though it

is natural that a hen should feel the instinctive desire to sit

in autumn as in spring, and woidd, in the wanii countries
from wiiich fowis originally came, biing forth two broods as
a matter of course in the year, it is to be remembered that
the temperature of our chmate causes a material dirterence

in this respect, at least as fai' as the hardihood and success
of the second brood is in question. About Midsummer is

the most desirable time for the second course of incubation
to commence. Late broods of fowls, turkeys, and Guinea
fowls, are all extremely uncertain, and dependent on the
chance of a fair or foul autumn following. The tempe-
ratm-e of any given locality, no doubt, will cause some
diSerence in this respect. The poultiy-keeper who Uves in

a cold wet region where an early winter sets ui, and where
chiUing mists and fogs prevail in the autumn, cannot,
with any reasonable expectation of success, rear late broods
of the bu-ds just enumerated

;
yet, in other paits of the

United Iviugdom, wiiere the autumnal are frequently more
mild and ch-y than the simimer months, the breeder of
fowls need not be discouraged from gratifying the long-

ings of any hens that feel the desire for incubation, even
to the end of July or later. It is to be calculated, that a late

brood, if they do sm^ive the severities of our cUmate, are

worth a good deal of money in spring. Expeiience, then,

as to the average kind of weather in the autumnal months,
in any particular (Ustrict, and of the usual efi'ects upon the
poultry which ai-e there hatched at an advanced period of the

year, can best detenuine the question, when the last broods
may, with a fair chance of success, be brought forth ?

Though so many more fowis and other poultiy are reared
by the peasantry of Ireland than by those of England, it is

a fact, that coops—for the occasional confinement of the hen
and the protection of the chickens, so common in England

—

ai'e scarcely known in many parts of Ireland. The reason
probably is, that the floor of the cabin in the latter country
is the privileged place of retreat for young poultry, when
they require shelter from a passmg shower or from strong
sunshine. In fact, a cabin itself is the coop, but as its scale

is too large for the purpose required, and inconvenient in

some respects, the true coop is a desirable substitute. We
accorcUngly give here a sketch of one of the most approved
construction and dimensions.

By confining a hen some hours in the day to the coop
she is iM-evented from rarabhng into danger, and yet has the
liberty of enjoying fresh an-, and the pleasure of seeing her
chicks i-un in and out through the bars, and returning to her
wiien her voice warns them to seek shelter, on the njipinach
of a shower or of any other danger, with her in the lri(>iidly

coop, and remain there under her wing until she thinks fit

to let them issue forth again. The instincts of the young
birds wiU generally lead them to obey her voice, even though
it be that of a step-mother. At night they may be closed in

by means of the sliutter, «.

But those who prefer a certain moderate to an uncertain
large profit will act more wisely in placing duck's eggs under
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hens, and goose's oggs under turkey.';, that ai'e manifesting
a strong desire to sit during July nnil .\ugust. The turliey

heu is a very assiduous uiu-se, and will sit ujion the eggs of

a goose or of any other bird as vrillingly as upon her own, or

tliose of any other tvu'key. As it is, however, natural for her
to sit at least thirty days, it is better to place tlie eggs of a

goose, which reijuii'e the same period of incubation ; though,
no doubt, tlie tui'key-hen, if she were employed to hatch
chickens, wotdd not be uncomfortable at finding them libe-

rated from the shell ten days sooner, which would enable
her to stretch her legs, and enjoy the self-importance of a
step-mother so much sooner.

Tlie art of poultry-rearing is useful abroad as well as at

home ; to British residents in foreign lands as well as to the
inlnibitants of the United Kingdom.
Turkeys.—At Calcutta, tiu'keys are now reared in great

abimdance for the supply of the tables of the British, at

which these noble bu-ds are considered almost indispensable.
AVe suppose that it is very easy to real- turkeys in tlie warm
climate of India, and that second, and perhaps tliii-d, broods
of many tribes of the gallinaceous order are a matter of
regidar course among tlie poultiT-keepei's there.

The importance of gi\'ing abundance of food to young tur-

keys, and, indeed, to all the young of poiUtrj-, cannot be too
freijuently urged. " The demands of natiu-e for the growth of
bone, muscle, and particularly of feather, are so great, that
no subsequent supply of food can mal;e up for a fast of a
couple of hours. The feathers wiU still go on, and grow, and
grow, and grow, and di-ain the sources of vitaUty still faster
than they can he supplied, till the bird faints and expires
from inanition. I have even fancied that I have seen a
growth of fiuill and feather after death in young poiUtry,
whicli we had failed in reaiing. The possibiUty of such a
circumstance is supported by the well Itnown fact of the
growth of hair and nails in many deceased persons. This
constant supply of suitable food is, I beheve, the great secret
in reai-ing the more delicate bmls, tm-keys, guinea fowls,

phesants, &e.; never to suffer the growth of the chick
(which goes on whether it has food in its stomach or not)
to produce exhaustion of the vital powers for want of the
necessaiy aliment. Young turkeys, as soon as they once
feel languid from this cause, refuse their food when it is at
last oU'ered to them (just like a man whose appetite is gone
in consequence of having waited too long for his dinner), and
never would eat more, wei-e food not forced down their
throats, by which operation they may fi-equently be recovered

;

but the little guinea fowls give no notice of tliis faintness till

they are past all cm-e, and a straggle of a few minutes
shows that they have indeed out-grown their strengtli, or,

rather, that the materials for producing strength has not
been supplied to them in a degree commensm-ate with their
growth. "•

Tmkey chicks, when they are " shooting the red," that is,

when the feathers about the head and neck are becoming
reddish (which change takes place when the birds ai-e about
two months old) requu-e especial cai-e as to feeding ; after
their constitutions ai-e once established, less attention as to
the quaUty of the food is necessary, as we have already had
occasion to remai'k ; but this one rule should be always ob-
served, never to allow young tm-keys, or the young of any
poultiT, to be hungry or become thin ; inattention to this

rule is tlio cause of much of the mortality which prevails

among poultry.

(iKKSK.—Though goslings will liiid much satisfaction in

eating eveiy sort of vegetable, even ncttli's if chopped up for

them, it would be miserable economy to withhold from them
a duo allowance of meal and grain. Such iiu-ge frameworks
as their's requu'e proportional feedmg. When they are ram-
bling about on commons, care should be taken, yet, to keep
them from dabbling in pomls m- .liti-hc^. 'I lie ciinn|>, which
is often so fatal, maybe av.ii.lr.l In ..b-o r\iii,',' llii^ jin caution

as well as by reasonably i,'unil )ii ding; I'ni- the criuiiii maybe
(iocii-.inii,',l i-y (!.•). iliiy ..t stomach.

iMr. CiLluii liiiastnl (if having the most tender, and best
fliiviiiiiril, iind ali(i;_;iilii'r the finest geese in England, by
buying goslings at this season, and ccmfining them in a pen
well supplied with straw. In one trough he had water, in

the other oats. This, with lettuces starting to seed or in a
sound state, and cabbages, were their entire food. After ten
days he began to kill a bird or two every week until October;
and he calciUated that the oats for each bird did not cost

more than one shilling—when oats were much dearer, too,

than now. In short, he saved half the market price of geese
by that simple management. The garden supplied half the
requisite food.

THE BEE-KEEPERS C/VLENDAR.—July.
By J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bec-kevpcr's

Guide," tf-c.

Unless June shall have proved a more favourable month
for om- little favom-ites than Jlay has been, I am afraid that

instead of receiving from them a supply of honey it must
this year be reversed, and ice must afford the supply, or

we shall have no bees another season. Amongst my own
bees I have not yet seen a drone, nor have I heard of any
having been seen but in one apiary in this neighbourhood.
I have heard of two attempts at swarming ; the nmnbers
were very small, and in both cases the bees retm-ned to

the parent hive, and, in all probabUity, it was poverty that

induced them to leave it. In looking over my hives yester-

day, the 10th Jmie, I find the combs of many of them to be
as bare of bees as they were in Februaiy, which circumstance

I never remember having witnessed before. It is usual for

us at this time to see our glasses filhng fast, and to be

thinking about giving additional room, but I have not yet

even put on a glass, nor shall I for some time to come.
Wasps.—I see that Mr. Undenvood, of the Haymarket,

advertizes his " wasp catchers," and I am quite sm'e that it

is needful for us all to use eveiy means in om' power for the

destruction of these sad enemies to om- bees, and in this

season more especially as " prevention is always better than
cure," that object is attained by capturing the queen wasp at

this time, and, indeed, as long as they can be seen. Some
persons recommend shooting them ; I have always found a

garden-sjiinge to be a very useful thing, for if filled wnth
water and discharged at them, it seldom fails to bring

them to the ground—but it matters not by what means so

that they are destroyed.

Unitixg Swahjis.—The necessity for laniting swarms tliis

year, I think, will be apparent to every one at all ac(iuainted

with bee-management, and, indeed, in some cases of retm-n-

ing swanus ; but this cannot be done mtli any chance of

success but in a bar-hive, and there the operator is sure to

succeed, the manner of peifonning the operation will be as

follows :—As soon as the swarm has left the parent hive,

proceed immediately to open the hive and take out the bars

one by one, and cutting from each comb every royal cell

that is seen upon it and replacing the comb again in the
hive. The cell in which the queen bee , is bom is entu'ely of

a different construction from that of either the drone or the

common bees. The cell of the latter is placed horizontally

in the hive, and that of the queen is placed perpendicularly

;

that of the common bee is an exact hexagon, and that of

the queen circulai- ; besides, the cell of the queen is always
fixed at the sides of the combs, and generally upon those
near the middle of the hive. This operation of removing
the royal cells will take about five minutes, and when done,
retm-n the swarm immediately to the hive ; the old queen
which led it ofl' finding by this process that there is no royal

brood left in the hive to succeed her, will not again attempt to
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leave it. Persons who have never praclised this method will

be sui-prised to find how easily it is accomplished, for the

parent hive will at this time be found to be almost depopulated

from the numbers that left it in the swarm and those that

are out collecting. In some cases the help of a puff or two
of tobacco-smoke may be useful, should the few bees left be

angry, or the operator feel at all timid. The readiest way of

retm-ning the swann will be to lay a board upon the floor-

board of the hive, and paiallel mth it, upon which, by a

smart and sudde nmoveraent, shake the swarm, and as nigh

to the enb'ance of the pai'ent-hive as can be done conve-

niently, and with the finger, or a piece of wood, guide a few

of the bees to the entrance, and the remainder will follow

immediately.
GLOojry Pkospects.—The last week or two have been

most lovely, but certainly not propitious for bees. They
have not worked with their wonted ^^gour. There has been
a visible languor and dullness about them, accompanied by
a disposition to attack any one who approached them; the

same thing has been obseiTed in many places. The accounts
which I have had from various counties are not by any
means encouraging. One gentleman writing from the

neighbom'hood of Chester, says, " A cottager here had a

swarm, on the 20th of May they continued inactive for some
three or four days, dwindling gradually to nothing ; the

same person had a well-stocked hive completely demohshed
by the bees of his own or some other apiary. Another
cottager had a swarm on the li)th, rather small; they became
restless, and were found all dead the next morning. A
thu'd cottager had a stock which made an attempt to swaa-m,

the queen was found five roods from the hive, to which
place she was returned ; the hive has since died." I have
myself seen several stocks that in March and April appeared
to be doing remarkably well, but, since that time, have
rather decreased in numbers than otherwise ; the brood ap-

peal's to have died in the cells after having imdergone the

change to the perfect insect, and is brought out dead and
shrivelled by the few hving occupants of the hive, and this

process appears to take up a very considerable portion of

theii' time ; the ground in front of some of these hives is

sti'ewed with young bees that have, to all ap^iearance, died

in the cells.

THE LONDON HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FETE.

CHISWICK. June 8.

(Continued from page 178.)

COLLECTIONS OF TWENTY STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

1st Prize to Mr. May, gardener to Mrs. La\vrence, Ealing
Pai'k. The resources of this cultivator are really astonishing.

We can only notice such as were exhibited for the first time
this season.

Coleonema rubrum, an immense plant, 4 ft. by? ft. Eparris grandi-
fiora, a large bush in fresh condition, 6 ft. by 8 ft. Pohjgata antminata,
densely flowered, 6 ft by 8 ft. Lescbenaidt'ia biloha major, 3 ft. by 2^ ft.

L.formusa, .S ft. by 2J ft. Pimelea Hundersouii, very fresh and full of
bloom, 3 ft. by 3 ft. Chorozemn oratn ; this beautiful and difficult

plant was very healthy and densely bloomed ; scarlet, purple, and yellow
flowers ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Sphenetoma gracilis, a large plant covered with
its heads of pure white flowers ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Allamanda grandifioro, a
large plant with 30 flowers upon it of the most exquisite colour ; 6 ft.

hy 5 ft. Erica bcrgiana, very finely bloomed ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Adenandra
fragrans, a lovely plant with namerous pink flowers ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Ixora
coceinca; 30 heads of scarlet flowers ; 2J ft. by 2J ft.

2nd Pkize to Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Collyer, Esq.
This collection was much improved. Nothing but the im
mense size of Mrs. Lawrence's plants enabled that collection

to obtain the first prize.

Allamanda Schottii ; 6 ft. by 5 ft. This species is a grand improve-
ment upon the old A. cathartica, the flowers being larger and finer-

coloured. We had one measured, and its dimensions were 6^ in. long by
6 in. diameter. Diptadenia crassinoda, a fine plant with high-coloured
flowers; 6 ft. by 4 ft. Pimelea Hcndersouii ; 3 ft, hy 2^ ft. Aphelexis
spectabile grandijiora} 2j ft. by 2^ ft. Ixora crocata, a handsome plant,
with numerous orange-coloured blossoms ; 2j ft. by 2 ft. /. coccinea,
with large heads of scarlet flowers, very numerous ; 3 ft. by 2^ ft.

Sphenotoma graeile, very well bloomed ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. Clerodendrum
paniculatum, had two spikes, much branched, of brilliant scarlet flowers.
Pimelea decussata, a large plant, rather fading, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

COLLECTIONS OF TWENTY STOVE AND OREENHOUSE PLANTS
NUKSERYMEN.

IsT Prize to Messrs. Frazer, Lea Bridge. The few we

mention were placed in exchange for such as had gone out
of bloom.

Rhr/ncospermum jasminoidcs, a beautiful slender climber, with heads
of pure white sweet-scented flowers, very like jessamine blooms. It was
trained in a pillar-like manner, and was densely covered with flowers

;

5 ft. by 2ft. Epacris grandiflora, a large plant; 4 ft. by 5 ft. Choro-
zeina varitim elegans ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Azalea indica, var. prestantinsima ;

3 ft. by 3J ft.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Pampliu, Leyton. There were
several good heaths in this collection, and

Vinca rosea, 2 ft. by 2.i ft. ; Vinca rosea alba, of the same size.

COLLECTIONS OF FIFTEEN STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
1st Prize to Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus,

Cheam. We noted as being fresh in this collection :

—

Allamanda grandifiora, a large plant with numbers of fine golden
yellow flowers. Rondeletia speciosa tnajor, 4 ft. by 3 ft. Erica depresstt,

very dense; 2i ft. by 2^ ft. E. tricolor Wilsonii ; 24ft. by 2^ ft. Epacris
miniata, large and freely bloomed ; 3 ft. by 3J ft. LeschenauUia for-
mosa ; this is a favourite plant with the exhibitors, very few of the
collections being Without it ; indeed, it is well adapted for the purpose

;

2^ ft. by 2i ft. Ixora coccinea ; 25 heads of its gorgeous blossoms. The
same remark applies to this charming plant. 3 ft. by 2.^ ft. Aphelcxis
spectabilis grandlfiora, 2i ft. by 2 ft.

3nd Prize to Mr. Gorrie, gardener to Sir .J. Cathcai't,

Bart. The following were flue plants ;

—

Erica vestita atbida; 4 ft. by 4 ft. Vittca rosea and V. rosea alba'

each 2i ft. by 2ift. Gloxinia carnea siiperba, excellent, 2 ft. by 2 ft*

Erica ventricosa superba ; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Epacris miniata, 3 ft. by 2i ft-

COLliECTIONS OF TEN STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
1st Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to F. G. Farmer, Esq.,

Nonsuch Park. We noted especially

Allamanda cathartica, neatly trained, pillar-fashion. LeschenauUia
biloba superba, covered with deep blue flowers. L. formosa; 2i ft. by
2ift. Sphenotoma graeile; 24 ft. by 3 ft. Ixura coccinea, v/ith \2\siTge

heads of flowers ; 2.Jft. by 3 ft. Poll/gala oppositi/otia ; 2 ft. by 3 It.

Medinilla speiiosa ; this is a fine stove plant, with handsome large foliage

and large racemes of pink flowers. In this instance there were 12 racemes
upon the plant. 2i ft. by 2^ ft.

2nd Prize to Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Costar, Esq.
We noted the following as being remarkable :

—

Azalea indica variegata ; cone-shaped, covered with bloom ; 5 ft. by
3 ft. Aphelexis spectabilis grandiflora; 2 ft. by 2^ ft. Erica Westpha-
lingia; 2k ft. by 24 ft. Pavetta caffra ; a desirable plant. This had
thirty heads of pure white flowers on it. Erica Cavendishii ; 2i ft. by
24 ft.

There were five other prize-takers in this class, but our

limits must confine us in each to a notice of the 1st and 2nd.

collections of six sto\'e and greenhouse plants.

1st Prize to Mr. Kinghorn, gai-dener to the Earl KU-
morey, Orleans House, Twickenham. A good collection of

well grown plants, especially

Erica Cavendishii ; Azalea Gledstaiiesii ; Epacris grandiflora ; Les-
chenaitttiaforntosa; and a fine bush of Tetratheca verticillata.

2nd Prize to Mr. May, gardener to E. Goodheart, Esq.,

Beckenham. The best were

Pimelea Hendersonii ; 24 ft. by 24 ft. Erica Cavendishii; 3 ft. by
24 ft. Acrophyllum vcnosam; 2 ft. by 2 ft. Aphelexis sesavioides ;

3 ft. by 24 ft.

COLLECTIONS OF CAPE HEATHS
Were numerous and in fine condition. This class of plants

is well adapted for exhibitions, and the different societies do
wisely to encom-age their production.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN.

Mr. Smith, gardener to J. Quilter, Esq., of Norwood, ob-

tained the first prize. We have only space to notice a few of

tlie very best.

Erica Westphatingia ; E. Bruneoides; E. perspicua ; E. Caven-
dishiana; E. vestrita rosea, and Alba ; E. metutaeflora; E, suaveolens

;

E. ventricosa coccinea; B. Bergiana ; and E. elegans,

2nd Prize to Mr. Mylam, for

Erica tricolor, var. WiLsouii ; E. Cavendishii ; E. ventricosa gran-
diflora (Henderson's); E, ventricosa hirsuta alba; E, jasminiflora ;

E, halicacaba.

NCRSEEYMEN.
1st Prize to Mr. Epps, Maidstone. A very fine collection

of handsome, well grown, and densely bloomed plants. The
rai'est and finest w'as a large specunen of Erica splendciis,

the best ever seen.

2nd Prize to Messrs. EoUison, of Tooting.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN, IN ELEVEN INCH POTS.

These, though small, were very beautiful plants, and
profusely bloomed.

1st Prize was taken in this class also by Mr. Epps. 2n'd

Prize to Messrs. Eollison. 3rd Prize to Mr. Cole.
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Mr. Epps exhibited three stedlin;/ heatlui of great promise,

especially one named E. tricolor Eppsii, a variety witli laige

inflated tubes, deep phik halfway up from the base, and the

rest puie white.

COLLECTIONS OF HKLICllRYSI'SIS, 01! .VPHKI.EXISE8.

Isi Prize to Mr. Green, for

H- sfsamoidvsi H.htnnilis; &nd H~ sesamoides iturpurea.

2nd Piuze to Mr. Youuk, for

H. maeroHtha rosea i //. protifera; K. mtwratitha purpurea i and
H. kumitis grandis.

srECIMES PLANTS
Were exhibited in considerable numbers, and were very

creciitablc to tho growers.

Isi Prize to Mr. May, gardener to E. Goodheart, Esq.,

for
Aphelesis purpurea .- and Erica depressa.

2xD Prize to Mr. Ivison, for a handsome pliint of the

charming Indigofera decora.

NEW PLANTS.
IsT Prize to Mr. IWson, for
Bejoria hindenana ; a fine pink flowered species, scarcely in bloom.

2nd Peize to Messi's. Gnrrnway and May, for

Achimenet grandis i a deep purple variety ot A. longijtora.

{To be coiilinued.)

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
REGENT'S PARK, June 12.

Such a number of happy faces seekmg pm-e pleasure we
never witnessed before. The exhibition was certainly the

best we have seen, taking it as a whole, and, combined with

the plants in the American ground, together with a rich dis-

play of fruit, afforded such a treat to the visitors as will not

be easily forgotten. The exhibitors must have had great

pleasure in hearing their productions so justly praised by
such a numerous and respectable company. The effect will

be, we have no doubt, that not only will they strain everj'

nerve to keep the remaining exhibitions of this year up to

the mark, but the display of those beautifid productions of

horticultm-e will in ISol be greatly in advance of all previous

ones.

As by far the greater number of the plants and fruits

were the same as those exhibited at Chiswick the previous

Saturday, oui- notices of each collection will be very brief.

collections of TWENTY-FIVE EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq.

In addition to tlie fine plants Mr. M. had at Chisnick we
noted

Aerides odoratum ; a large plant \vith very many spikes of its lovely

Iragrant blossoms. This plant was 4 .'t. high, and 3 ft. through. Anguloa
Ciotcesii, with three large flowers. Paphinia cristata ; a rare and beau-
tifiil species ; several flowers. Aerides Schroderii ; a manifest improve-
ment on A. odoratum, to which it is allied. Odontogtoseum Lindleyana ;

well bluomed.

2nt) Prize to Mr. Blake, gardener to J. Schi'oder, Esq.,

Stratford. Nearly the same as were exhibited at Chiswick,

yet in excellent order.

collections of fifteen exotic orchids.

1st Prize to Messrs. RoUinson, Tooting. The following

were not shown before :

—

Acineta Barfceri, with a long spike of golden yellow flowers. Coryan-
thes macrantha ; a wondertul flower, almost impossible to describe.
Barkeria epectabilis ; a respectable specimen.

2nd Prize to Mr. Fraukhn, gardener to Mrs. Lawi-ence.
Odiintogtossum hnstntum ; a very desirable species. Epidendrum

eiatum ; very pretty and fragrant.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN EXOTIC ORCHIDS.
1st Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to I. W. Farmer,

Esq., Nonsuch Park. In addition to the fine plants exhi-

bited on the 8th, a fine plant of the lovely Epidendrum
pheeniceum.

2nd Prize to Mr. W. Barnes, gardener to B. Hanbui-y.

Esq., The Poles, near Ware. We were veiy glad to find

this veteran once more exhibiting, and we trust he will con-
tinue, for a better grower of plants does not exist. W'e shall

notice this collection more in detail, because this is the fu'St

time for three years that Mr. Barnes has exhibited.
Ctfpripedium spectabile. Seldom has the lover of orchids such a treat

as this plant afforded. It was in perfect health, was IJ ft. high, and 1^ ft.

throuirh, and had 25 of its beautiful flowers fully expanded. Saccolabium
guttaium i a good plant, with four spikes. Oneidium ptiymatochitum i

a delicate flowered species, with numerous flowers. 0. altissimum; a
very long spike, neatly trained. PhaltEnopsis grandiftora ; a strong
plakt, with four spikes, and many flowers.

{To he continued.)

DESCRIPTION or THE DOVE.COT PIGEONS.
SECOND RACK.

(Continued from paijc 107.)

i\IlXED PlOEON : Pigeon Mondnin : (^nhimba ndmixlu.—Wo
shall not treat hero of the iunuinorablc varieties that this

race of pigeons presents, becau-^i^ iinne hut the first and third

are constant, and reproduce individuals like themselves.

The mixtures owe their origin to the confusion of all races

abandoned to themselves, crossed and mixed together by

chance; in oonsequenco of which one cannot assign to

this group any sh-ong and exclusive character. All that can

be said of it is, that we must connect with this section all

those which do not belong to a piu-o or, at least, de-

termined race. They partake of eveiy form and every

size, and their plumage, varied or uniform, may have one or

several of the colom-s common to the pigeon. They some-
times have a filament round the eyes, but more frequently

they ai'e without it ; sometimes they are shod ; that is to

say, they have feathers on the tarsus,* as far as the com-
mencement of the claws, which are quite free from them

;

sometimes their feet are naked, or without feathers. The
plumage of those bu-ds is not only without uniformity from
individual to individual of tlie same variety, but it is not

even regular on the some one ; for example, we see some
with one wing white and (lie other black, or even half the

covering shaded with one colour, whilst the other half is of

another. The females resemble the males.

/Uthough these pigeons are, in consequence of all these

reasons, disdained by the amateurs, they are quite as preva-

lent as the other lands ; and this is easily accounted for ; for

birds that are tlie most valuable and of the pm-est races, are

placed in tlie hands of a negligent man ; they will soon mix,

lose their purity, and produce nothing but mi.K(«rc«, which wiU

be so much the more worthless, as they may have been pro-

duced by a greater number of crossed breeds ; for they will

have some characters belonging to most of these races, with-

out having any one in particular. In compensation for this,

what they lose on the side of beauty and pm-ity they gain

with i-egard to fecuncUty ; for we know that tho more the

races are crossed, the more productive the mongrels are.

Therefore, those who regard interest more than beauty, and

above all the gourmand, esteems them highly, in consequence

of the quantity of young pigeons they annually produce.

If they are kept in small numbers in a dove-cot, where
each pan- can occupy in turas two or three baskets, they will

hatch almost every month through the year ; that is to say,

they will make eight or nine nests in the year, which is the

most satisfying result one can expect from any species.

The mixture.^ are not particular as to food or lodging.

They subsist very weU on every Idnd of grain with which

poultry are generally fed, such as buckwheat, beans, maize,

wheat or pollard, rye, and barley ; still the better they are fed

the more they produce ; and I have often seen that the seed

of cow-grass gives them a kind of diaiThoea, makes them
cold, and causes them to lay soft eggs. They are equally

content in a dove-house, a dove-cot, a stable, and a box or

locker two feet square ; they will even build in a simple cage.

They easily become accustomed to noise, and even to the

tumult of populous places, and feai" less than others shade,

bad air, and unwholesome smells.

We shall only mention three vaiieties here, because they

are constant. Tlie first is, above all, remarkable for its

figure, and also because it has been known and described by

ancient authors. This fii'st variety and the third ai'e more
delicate than the others.

4. Large Mdced Pigeon : Pii/eon gros Afondnin ; Cohimba

ndmisla crassa ( ^Vhite-rumped pigeon). Latham.—-4 red

filament round the eye. A'cry large and heavy, sometimes

attaining, says Buffon, the size of a small fowl ; but if this

bird has not degenerated since the time he wrote, this is a

Uttle exaggerated. Its plumage is varied, or uniform, of

every colour. It produces veiy httle, and is not much
sought after, because it has the fault of breaking its eggs,

which it crushes with its weight while sitting on them to

hatch.

The tarsus among birds is that part of the foot generally covered with
scales, which is commonly called the leg, and which commences at the

end of the claws, and is articulated or joined to the heel, which is called

the knee by as common an error.
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5. MiDDT.K-STZED MiXED PiGEON I Pitfeoii Monrlniii Moyen;

Ciihimha admhla Media.—Oi all rigeons these are the most

common
; at the present day, all the economical dove-cots,

where they do not seek to possess piu-e races, are inhabited
by them ; and they, with the stock-dove, furnish the mar-
kets. We shall not give their characters, because they con-
sist precisely in not ha\'ing any ; only they are smaller than
the preceding, and generally larger than the following. Tlie
facts related of the generality of this race apply particularly

to these. They are of every coloiu', with or without crests,

rough-footed or not, and their numerous varieties cannot be
described, because they ai'e the produce of mixings infinitely

combined. Their distinctive character can only be their size,

which equals that of a pullet three months old.

0. Beiu.in Mixed Pigeon : Piyeoii Mondain de Berlin

;

CoUimba (idmisia BeroU.ni.—This pretty variety, brought from
Prussia in iHflH, has a red filament roimd the eyes ; the
plumage of a beautiful black, streaked mth white, and a row
of small round and white spots, like pearls, on the wing. I
have seen these handsome birds in the Paris Museum of
Natm-al History ; but I do not know whether they are bred
here, or whether they are very productive.

{To he continued.)

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
GEXEIiAJ. HISTOEY OF PIGEONS.

( Continncdfrom p. 166.)

The jealousy of pigeons, and especially of the males, is un-
bridled ; and they occasionally beat their unfaithful females

with an exasperation that is only equalled by the fury with
which these defend themselves ; and it is only after numerous
battles that they succeed in bringing then- capricious com-
panions back to constancy. They are not only jealous of

their own wives, but they are, also, so of others ; and ai-e

always ready to interfere with the caresses of a strange couple

whenever an opportunity ofi'ers. This is frequently followed

by a struggle, in wljich they display a rancour very opposite

to that idea of gentleness which authors are pleased to give

us of their character. They are even cruel and unmerciful
enough to kiU the young defenceless pigeons that have, by
any accident, luni i.ncipitiitrd from their nest. It may be
concluded. III. rrloiv, iVmhi wliat we have just said, that the

gentleness, ili,- liiis(U\, iiinl all those virtues that have been
chimerically attriliuted to tliese animals, exist only in the
brilliant descriptions given of them by some writers.

" It is easy," says Buffoii, " to domesticate umrieldly birds,

such as the cock, the turkey-cock, and peacock ; but those
that are light and that fly rapidly require more art to subdue
them. A low thatched building, enclosed, is sufficient to

contain and rear oui' poultiy in, but towers and high build-

ings made on pui-pose, well plastered without and fm-nished
with numerous cells within, ai-e requisite to attract, retain,

and lodge pigeons. They are not really eitiier domestic, like

dogs and horses, or prisoners, Uke liens ; they ai'e rather
voluntary captives, or fugitive guests, who only remain in the

lodging offered them so long as they are pleased with it, and
they find therein an abundance of food, an agreeable dwell-

ing, and all the necessary conveniences of life. Should they

be displeased or want anything, they quit the place and dis-

perse for the purpose of removing elsewhere ; there are some
which even prefer the deep holes in old walls to the cleanest

pigeon-hole in our dove-houses ; others, which dwell iu clefts

and the hoUow parts of trees ; others, again, which appear to

shun om" habitations, and cannot by any means be attracted

to them ; whilst, on the contrai-y, we see some which dare

not leave them, and which it is necessary to feed round their

pigeon-house, which they never leave." There is no bird

existing whose species is so multiplied and so widely extended
as the pigeon ; it is found in the southern and temperate

parts of the two Continents, and even in very cold climates,

whither, doubtless, they have been transported. They thrive
j

best, however, in temperate or even rather warm climates,

where they increase much quicker than in cooler latitudes,

and produce more valuable varieties. The dove-cot pigeons

are known from the earUest antiquity ; it appears that even

in the time of Aristotle they had attained a high degree of

perfection ; since that aucient preceptor of Alexander the

Great said, in his Histoi-y of Animals, that these pigeons

produce ten or eleven times a year, and those iu Egypt as

many as twelve. In the time of this philosopher, however,

there were none known but those that we call at the present

day the dove-cot, and none of those that now stock the large

pigeon- houses. He neither distinguishes the differences

between the divers domestic pigeons, nor mentions their

numerous varieties, which, perhaps, at that time only existed

in small numbers. The Eomans, doubtless, were greater

amateurs than the Greeks ; for Phny speaks of several varie-

ties, and pai-ficularly of the great pigeons of Campanie, in

Italy, for which the fanciers paid a high price. The common
value of a pair of these Italian pigeons was foiu- hundred
Roman pennies, which, at the present time, woidd make about

60 shillings, the ordinaiy price of our handsome races.

Others paid very considerable sums for these birds; they

bestowed upon them their titles of nobility, related their

origin, and reared them in towers placed on the tops of

houses and palaces.

Great differences exist in the foi-m of these birds, which

would be sufficient to establish several species, if they did

not produce together fruitful individuals capable of perpe

tuating their race. The biU varies its proportion according

to the varieties ; in some we see it veiy thick, in others very

delicate, long or short ; the partitions of the nostrils very

thin, or covered \\ith a thick membranous cartilaginous or

fleshy protuberance. Their voice is sometimes a mournful

and tender cry ; with others, it resembles the sound of a

tb-um. The noise they make with their voice is expressed

by tlie word vuoini/ ; in the male, it is always more full,

longer sustained, more frequent, and stronger than in the

female. The niHng colom- of their plumage is grey, or a

grejish brown, but the domestic state has more or less

altered these coloiu's. They love to wash and roll in the

dust to free themselves from parasitical insects, with which

they are frequently inconvenienced. After this operation

they generally cb-ess their feathers, which they like to keep

vei7 clean. Their flight is rapid and long, especially when
pursued by the sparrow-hawk, the kite (their most cruel

enemy), or other birds of prey. Notwithstanding their being

very quick-sighted and possessing great sensibility of hear-

ing, and although the organs of these senses are silways in a

state of activity, they frequently become the victims of these

voracious creatm-es, who employ against them both their

arms and stratagem.

HINTS ON GARDENING FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

Hoip to get plants for your little plots.—In resuming this

subject, I s'haU next "say a few words on the subject of cut

tings ; these you may ask for without danger of being thought

greedy, and if you succeed in striking them yom-self, you

will value those plants more than any you have. In the

days of my youthful gardening, I and many others had an

idea that only certain plants would grow by cuttings ; and in

my old book there was a Ust of such, most of which I could

not obtain. The first cuttings I ever stnick were some

sprigs of lavender, and I still remember the pride and plea-
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snre T folt when those spi-igs struck roiit rtiid ni'tuiiUv ijrow.

'riiei\ hdw I usod to long for cuttings of ini\ tiling tliut would
grow ; luul how grateful I would have been for bits of gera-

niums or fui'hsins, had such come in my way. Once I ro-

crivi'd n bomiuot with some sprigs of heliotrope in it, I stuck

them into a Howerpot, and coxered tlieni witli a tumbler,

and, to my great deUght and surprise, three out of the live

slips struck root, and 1 bad, for the first time, tbe pleasure

of giving away a rooted slip of my own rearing. Nowadays,
I think eveiy plant seems to be capable of propagation by
slips or cuttings ; and though many re<iuu'e more time, skill,

and pains thiui juvenile gardenei-s have to bestow, yet there

are many sweet common pliuits you may thus propagate,

and get your bordeis tilled. I'ausies root easily in a shady

l)la<e without any glass over them—so will pinks ; then you
may make cuttings of tlie hardy fuchsias, of peustemons,
snai)dragons, and many others. The common red (lowering

currant strikes root almost whetlier you will or not, but it

grows too large for little gardens, though you might amuse
youi-self by stinking cuttings to give away. If you have the

c-onvenience of a hotbed, of course cuttings will strike root

sooner and more securely ; but then you must trust to the

gardener, for I think few young people ai-e aware how diffi-

cult a hotbed frame is to manage till tliey try, and kill all

their cuttings with over-coddling. There are small frames
to be got cheap, with glass on one side and zinc on tlie other;

these shade as well as shelter the cuttings, and keep them in

an eipial temperature. But, I dai-e say, many of tlie young
readers of The Cott.ige Gakdenf.u have no assistance, and
can get none from either gardener or frames : well, do not
despaii-, bring a good will to the work, and you will succeed.
Choose a shady spot, shaded, if possible, by a wall ratlier

than by trees or shrubs, dig the ground well, and rake it

smootli, insert yom' cuttings, and gently press the eaiili

round them ; keep them moist, and do not be in a luuTy to

dig tbem up to look for roots, and I think I may promise
that enough of your cuttings will take root in a few weeks to

repay yonr ti'ouble and rejoice your hearts. Wien they
begin to grow at the top, you may hope all is going on well

at the root ; and some moist day, soon after, you may tolce

yom' ti-owel and transplant them into your own garden ; shade
them for a day or two if the sun is powerful, and I hope
many of you, even this autmun, may have the satisfaction

of thus filling up blanks in your Uttle plots.

As to seeds, I have spoken ah'eady of sowing annuals, but
you may get some pretty additions to yoiu' stock by sowing
biennials in beds, apart from yonr Uttle gardens, and plant-

ing out such as you renuu-e m the places where you wish
them to flower. I suppose you know that biennials do not
flower the year they ai'e sown, but the next ; so you need to

consult Mi's. Tbink-in-time in this matter ; and if you want
waU-flowers, stocks, snapdragons, foxgloves, and many
others, you must remember to sow them this yeai', and wait

patiently for next summer to see them dower. Those of
you who have an opportunity may also get many pretty wOd
tiowers that xvill transplant from the woods and fields, and
grow in the garden. Wood anemones, wild hyacinths, saxi-

frage, primroses, and foxgloves will all transplant easily
;

and I do not know any excm'sion more delightfid than
setting out on a fine spring day with a basket and trowel,

and bringing home a supply of wild plants for the garden.
Make it ijood selection nf JIdwers.—I do not mean by this

merely what I said before about having yom' gardens gay
each month ; but what I mean is to select such plants as
from theii' size and manner of growth are suitable for small
gardens. Large plants take up too much room, and also
esliaust the soil round them ; for instance, hollyhocks,
dahlias, and flowering shi-ubs, though beautiful in a large
garden, are too large and greedy for little plots ; while low-
growing plants—such as lily of the valley, and sweet-scented
\iolets, that require to be grown in masses to have any
eflect—are also unsuitable. JIany plants spread themselves
so fast by then' roots that they require to be taken up eveiy
year, and separated, but this is a pleasant part of your work

;

so I would not cast out all spreading flowers—by the division
you get two or three plants out of one, and you have also
the pleasure of planting them in a new bit of your gai'den,
and making a variety by this means. You must remember,
however, to watch plants that have this habit, both for your
own sake and theirs, and cheek them in time, lest they en-

ci'iiiu'h too rmu'li on their neighlHiurs. Many of tliom run

tluis out of bounds to get fivsli soil, wbrii Ibcy have oxhansted
that near them; you will obsrrvi.' in tlieso plants that the

outside portions look stiungcr lliuii tbe midiUe part. Mimu-
luses and gm'den Furget-nui-not bntb grow in this way ; but

if you lift tliem in autumn, separati.' the roots, and replant

them in a fresh place; I think you will rather prefer plants

that you can tlius increase to those that remain more station-

ary. Tliere is a campanula, however, which has this trick of

spreading so that it is a perfect nuisance, and more difiicult

to eradicate than even bishop's-weed, or goid-wecd, as some
call it. I have turned it out of my garden in vain, for its

small fibres have got in among the roots of other phuits ;

every thread of root and bit of stalk grows, and it is a x>er-

petual work to hoe it up and weed it out.

J'liiiit !/imr fluwcrs at reijular biten-ah.^X little formality

makes small gardens neat ; and by placing your large plants

in the back row, then smaller ones in the next, and little

low-growing Howers in front, you will both see them all to

more advantage and have more room. Do not plant your
fiowers one behind another, but let those of the second row
come between the spaces of the first : thus, • •

and keep them as neai'ly as possible at regular •

intervals. " "

Dress.—There is no doubt that a lady's dress is not one
very well suited for gardening ; all we can do to obviate its

disadvantages is, we will still I fear find, that actual work in

a garden does not improve its appearance. A large apron
and gloves are some protection; but what I have found
better is a dark skirt ; this can be put on and taken ott' as

easily as au apron : it protects the dress better and allows

more freedom in kneeling on the ground or pushing through
the shrubs. Gloves are indispensable ; they should be made
to come halfway up the ami, so as to protect the sleeves

and to prevent the earth getting in at the wrist. T believe

these gauntlets are used as riding gloves for ladies ; the kind

I have are what used to be called York tan, and I got a

glover to affix gauntlets to them. The advantage of this is,

that as the glove, especially the right hand one, wears out

before the upper part, you can renew the glove at a trifluig

expense, and sew it yoiu'self to the gauntlet. I have seen

ladies make gauntlets of strong unbleached linen fastened

to the glove ; this is quite as effectual for protecting the dress

and for preventing that sun-burning of the wrist w liicli is

the frequent fate of lady gardeners. A shawi is perfectly

inadmissible as gardening costume ; but a jiolUa jacket is

convenient wiien the weather does not admit of yom' going

out without any additional -wi-appings. I may also give a

hint, that when a polka jacket is worn and work is to be

done, it is a good plan to open a few hooks of the gown
behind, unless my readers are very fond of sewing hooks and
eyes daily on their di'esses.

(Jive, if possible, daily utteiiliou to your garden.—I am aware
tliat while young people have their studies to attend to, the

time allotted for amusement and recreation cannot always

be devoted to the garden ; but even as a recreation, garden-

ing requires regular attention ; and, indeed, I beUeve most
who liave tried it as such, find the danger of its becoming too

absorbing a piu'suit, and encroaching on the time devoted to

higher duties. I dare say you have all read of gai'deus that

never had a weed to be seen in them, because the owner went
round eveiy morning and pulled them ^\\> as fast as they

appeai'ed. This sounds well, but I doubt its practicability.

There are often weeks of fine weather when the borders, if

once lioed and raked, remain neat and free of weeds ; but let

a wet day or two come, and on revisiting your garden it looks

as if it had been sown over with little green leaves ; and how
are you to get them pulled up dming a moiiiing's walk ?

Still, daily attention niU do much ; it will prevent work accu-

inulatmg on yom- hand till you know not what to begin

first, whether weecUng, or transplanting, or tying up ; and

then you put ofi' doing anything till you have time for a good

day's work ; and if you have, as you ought to have, other and

more important duties to attend to than yom' gardens, a good

day's work in them is an enjoyment not easily attained. Ti'y,

therefore, to do a little evei-)' day, and be very particulai'

about neatness and order in yoiu' little domain, remembering

that whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well.

Finally, my young friends, never forget that you have work

of a higher kind assigned you by the Lord of the vineyard,
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even to labcvu' to keep yom- souls as a -well watered garden,

where no sins are willingly permitted to gi-ow, and where He
has promised to bestow the aids of His Spirit as showers
and dew upon the tender herb, to enable you to brijig forth

much fruit to His glory !

—

Hoktensk.
[You must not say, finally, " good bye" to us ! We, and

our readers, have derived too much gratification from your
hints for us not to request that you will very soon greet us

again.

—

Ed. C. G.]

ENGLISH CAGE BIRDS.
THE BLACKCIP WAHBLEE.

IxSESSOr.ES DeNTIBOSTRES. SyLVIAD^ iNSECTrrOEA.

Si/lvia Atricapilla ; Currtica Atrncap'iUa (Blackcap, Black-
capped Fauvet) ; Motticilht Jtricnpilln,

This bu'd ranks next to the nightingale in song, and, like the
nightingale, the males anive here first. They are easily dis-

tinguished by tlieii- jet black head, for that of the female is of

a chestnut brown. These birds are more hardy than the night-

ingale, and less insectivorous, for they feed largely on om'
summer fruits, as witness cm' cun-ant-bushes and raspberries.

On its first amval the blackcap betakes itself to the ivy, where,
securely hidden from obsei-vation, it obtains its food from the
ivy-berries ; and when satiated, poui's forth its loud and melo-
dious strains continually. It is often mistaken for the black-

bird, so loud are its notes. It is an extremely shy bird, and
veiy difhcult to catch. Its capabihty of endiuiug cold is

shewn by the fact of my hanng had one of these birds, and
a lesser "whitethroat, in my large aviary, having a northern
aspect, but siirrounded by buildings (and thus far protected),

dming that most rigorous winter, 1837-38, in which the
thermometer stood at 18 degrees, as on reference to my
diary I find it so noted on the 20th Januarj', 1838. If

the bu-d be fresh caught, it should be placed in a cage, and
covered over for a day or two, in order that it may be sooner
reconciled to captirity, and supplied with the berries of ivy,

or hempseed, or fruit, such as currants, or even grocer's

cun-ants that have been rendered plump by placing them for

some time in hot water, and of course mth water. Omng
to the difficulty of procuring the old birds, I have generally

resorted to the expedient of rearing them from the nest,

which I have done successfully by feeiling them on the paste

of bread, and milk, and hempseed crushed, and well mixed
together, adding now and then an insect of some kind, and
fruit, such as strawberries, raspberries, or cmrants. When
able to feed themselves, they have fed on the nightingale's

food ah-eady described, and have thriven exceedingly well

;

I will, nevertheless, give you the Kev. W. Cornish's method
as well as my own. He says, "My next favourite of the
summer birds is the Atricapilla, being the healthiest and
most lively of all the tribe, and their song most sprightly.

I have six of them—three I have had for eight or nine years
in perfect health and song. To these birds I give a small
portion of beef and egg—say one-third ; the remainder,
bread, egg, and hempseed, chopped up together. The other
tin drawer is filled eveiy day with Gei-man paste, of which
they are very fond. I had almost forgotten (he says) that
the garden warbler and the blackcap musl have every day a
little fruit—it is indispensably necessary for their health ; a
small bit of soft apple, or of baked apple, and in the fruit

season a few red cun-ants, raspbenies, strawbenies, or a little

of any nice ripe fruit. They must have it, or pine for it and
droop ; no song w'llhout it. I captured them in a net that
covered my red currants, stealing my fruit, about three
autumn's since. I mention this time because it is the best
season of the year for capturing them, when they have done
moulting, and submit to captivity most readily. Their food
should be the fi-uit they have been pmioiniug, put into a
drawer with moistened bread, egg, sugar and milk. In

taking out the frait they find the other food palatable. A
fow very tbio bits of raw beef put in with the other meat
would reconcile them to their new situation. I captm-ed
three blackcaps by this method. The currant-bush, or
bushes, should be perfectly covered, leaving an apertm-e at
one end of the net. The birds always fly to the opposite
end to which they entered. This part of the net should
have a hole, which must be kept tied up till you find some
captive in it. Now tie up the hole by which the birds
entered, and open the other end and take your birds. There
is no cruelty in this mode, as the little pilferers ai'e luxu-
riating on your fruit all the time they are within it."

I shall conclude this paper with a receipt for the German
paste, wiiicli is made as follows : 1 ft. of wheaten meal, •-! oz.

of fresh butter, 4 oz. of bro^vn sugar, 3 hard-boiled eggs cut

up ven' small. Put the meal, butter, eggs, and sugar into a
«ide saucepan, over a clear slow fire, and keep stirring it to

]ireveut its burning, and when it becomes dry keep stining it

till it becomes crumbly. When this is ready (N.B., it must
not be burnt, as this would be injurious to the birds) put a
pint of cracked hempseed to the mixture, and mix them well

together. While the process of baking is going on a penny-
worth of saffi'on must be added to it, and mixed with tlie

rest. If kept in a dry place it will be good for months.

—

W. Eayner.
[The song of the blackcap is a compound of those of the

robin and thrush, but softer, more meUow, and more mo-
dulated than that of the latter, and of more compass than
that of the robin. It arrives in England early in April. It

is rather more than six inches long, and nine inches and a
cjuarter across the wings when opened out. The male has
its upper parts light yellowish-grey, the head black, lower

parts ash-grey, paler behind, and tinged mth yellow; wings
and tail grejish-brown. Female similar, but with head
reddish- brown. Its nest is built in the fork of some shrub,

and formed of dried stallis, usually goose grass, put together

with a little wool, and sometimes a little green moss on the

outside ; the inside is Uned mth fibrous roots, and over them
sometimes a few long hairs. The eggs, four or five, are

very broad oval, 8J twelfths of an inch long, and 7 twelfths

broad, grejish -white faintly mottled and freckled with

purplish-grey, and a few streaks of blackish-brown {Mac-
gUlivray's Britislt Birds). No one can refrain from ad-

miring the rich melody of the blackcap's song, and it is one
of om- most frequently heard birds, for its chief places of

resort ore our orchards and gardens. It is one of the few

birds which seera to have to make a violent effort in giving

utterance to their song, and during this effort the throat is

verj- largely distended. In Cambridgeshire, Mr. Jenyns says,

that this bird's note is usually first heai'd aliout April 10th,

that its eggs are first found about May 19th, and that its

song ceases about the 27th of July. It is one of tlie most
shy of birds, yet it feeds with such delight, and with an
appetite so insatiable, upon the currant and raspberry, that

when engaged on this banquet it suflfers itself to be looked at,

and forgets for the moment its usual timidity. It finishes

its feast here with the Jargonelle and other early autumn
pears, and then leaves us for other fruits and milder climes.

—

Journal of Nidurallst.]

THE MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA VINE.
As many inquiiies have been made concerning this ines-

timable grape, we will offer the chief infonnation we possess

relative to its management ; and in order to throw light on
the subject, it ivill be well, as a preliminary', to obseiwe, that

amongst the several difficulties which beset its culture that

of getting it to answer in a house containing other lands

stands prominent. It is well-known, also, that it is what is

temned " a shy setter
;

" that is to say, the impregnation

of the blossom by means of the fertilizing pollen is very

uncertain under om- present course of cultm'e.

By some it is considered a shy beai'er: this, we think,

arises from the circmnstances of its enormous size and
highly concentrated flavour.

With regard to its shy setting, opinions differ much as to

the real cause. Most of om- best gai'deners insist that it

requires a veiy high and veiy moist temperature
; and, in-

deed, past experience would seem to confirm the opinion, or

else why should it be found so difficult to succeed with in
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houses of a mixed ehaiiuter, especially if plant-houses ?

wliicli, of coiu-se, are much more moderate in point of tem-
peratm'e than our stoves.

An opinion prevailt^d, some yeoi's since, that all oiu- grapes
roijuircd this close Idnd of trcntnicnt when in blossom ; and
Mr. I'nxton (if we remember riijht) was the first to attempt
U) sliow, that if the practice was riglit in principle it was
carried to an undue extreme. In casting our eyes over the
vegetable kingdom generally, we find plants so constituted
tlint by natiu'e the pollen or male dust of the anthers can
only be rendered capable of impregnation through the
medium of heat, conibineil with n comparative absence of
moi-itme. .-Vs with all rules, numerous exceptions may be
expected to occur ; our climate varying so exceedingly as to

the relation wliich the amount of atmospheric moisture bears
to the heat, and both of these, it may be added, to the in-

tensity of liglit.

On a close examination of the blossom-bud of the vine,
especially of the Muscat, it will be found that the organs of
fruitfuliiess ai'e eucivsed in a soil of vegetable coat of mail.
Now, this coating has a peculiar mechanical construction,
and has also important functions to perform ; and some
vigour of constitution, combined with a favourable state of
atmosphere, is necessaiy to cause it to expand freely. Now,
however correct ilr. Paxtons idea might be as to "vines in
general, it is tolerably certain that an exception must be
made in the ease of the Muscat of Alexandria vine. We
believe that for this a much greater amount of atmospheric
moisture is necessary than gai-deners commonly imagine.
We ai-e the more confinued in this opinion from the fact,
that early forced Muscats, or at least those in forcing houses
possessing tan pits, have, in general, been found to "set"
better than those in the vrtHnari/ vineiy. Now, it does not
requu-e much argument to prove tliat a very great amount of
atmospheric moisture is present at all times under such
eii'cumstances, yet there is no doubt that the amount far
exceeds what is usually beUeved, especially when the hottses
rn-e closed. We know a respectable gardener, now retired
from business (and who sits by us whDst we write), who has
been a most successful grower of the Muscat, and whose
practice was to encom-age a vast amount of atmospheric
moisture, so much so, that he aftii-ms that he has had his
houses in the month of January or Februaj-y actually suf-
fused with steam during bright periods. We, therefore,
have no doubt that a deficiency of atmospheric moisture
is one of the principal causes of the bad setting of the
Muscat gi'ape. At the same time it is necessaiy to
obsei-ve. that a considerable amount of heal is necessary for
this vine ; and by this we do not mean any absolute amount,
but that the Muscat requires more lieat than our ordinaty
grapes. To state any specific amount would be both
mmecessaiT and impossible, as it is a relative affair; but
we should say that C") degrees, or nearly so, is requisite
at an early period—say in January ; .and that as much as
80 degrees may be indulged in dming the months of April
and May. In our opinion, one most materi.al point in
Muscat eiUture, and to wliich we would beg to draw attention,
is the amount of foliage necessary to the well-being of the
Muscat. There ai-e those who will persist in as close a
stopping of this prince of gi-apes as of om- ordinaiy and

I

smaller kinds ; this we tliinlv exceedingly wrong.
Whoever studies the general character of this vine will see

I

that nature never intended it for a dwarf. There is sorae-

I

thing gigantic and princely in its verj- growth—sometliing
which seems to indicate a desire to receive Uttle assistance
from the hand of man. Indeed, when we take into con-

I sideration the immense size and the splendid flavour of this

I

noble berry, it becomes obvious that nothing but the most

I

perfect elaboration ( accomplished by an ample amount of
smface in the perspLratoiy organs) can render the Muscat
what it is capable of being made—the finest grape hi the

' world. There can be no doubt, therefore, that what is termed
'' close stopping " is imfriendly to this vine ; and it is totally
inexpedient to resort to extreme raeasm-es as to stopping ; in
fact, we say encom-age all the foUage you possibly can find
room for.

How often have we heard gardenere of small experience

I

remai-k, that then- Muscats would not bear equally well even-
yeai-. And why ? Three parts of their vine borders are made

j

on false principles ; and where there is not a powerful and

safe root action it is vain to expect crops of this grape.
To those who lu-o thus situated we would say, be sure and
exercise great moderation as to the amount of the crop.
If you ii-ill have a heavy crop under such circumstances, be
assm-ed that it will be at the expense of the next year's
success. In such an event, the best way is to allow the
tree to make a vast quantity of extra wood dm-ing the resting
year, if such must be. By these means a considerable
amount of fresh fibres wiU be created in the borders, and
these will tend to a renovation of the constitution of the
tree. We feel that w-e have by no means exhausted the
subject, and must recur to it again at some future oppor-
tunity.—R. I'hlMNQTON.

HlSTOriY OF AN APIARY.
t Cuiilimieil frum paije 1(!.5.

)

You will have a very bad opinion of me, if you suppose
that the ill success of my first bee experiments in the least
degree damped my ardour as an apiai-ian. Cln the contrary,
I was prepared to renew those very experiments another
year, thougli doubtless in a difierent manner ; and I have
since repeated tliem with much success. At all events, the
year 1840 saw me no longer a novice in bee matters. I had
seiTed an active apprenticeship, and had gained no incon-
siderable amount of experience, especially as to the ralionalc
and best manner of pei-formuig the very useful operation of
ilririin/, without understanding which a bee-master cannot
bo said to have command of his apiary. ]\Ioiteover, I had a
tolerably accurate and particular acquaintance with every
part of the economy of bees, derived from a diligent perusal",
or rather stuily, of a great variety of bee-books. Still I had much
to learn, and many disappomtments to undergo ; for the
climate of this counti-y is, I should say, about the most un-
favoiu-able of all climates for bee cultivation, and to this must
be attributed the compai-atively little progress which it is no-
torious has been made in this branch of rural economy. It is

no easy matter to become a successful bee-keeper m England.
Mr. Taylor, in his preface to his very useful book, has well styled
the tjTo apai-ian's path "usually a rough and uncertain one,"
so rough, indeed, and uncertain, that three out of every five

persons who take this study up, even warmly, will be found
generally to reUnquish it with disgust at the end of a few-

years. The causes of failm-e are usually an insufficient
beginning (I mean, starting with only uiie stock), want of
enthusiasm or perseverance, neghgence or ignorance of the
fundamental rules of the science. While in America or
Australia* it is almost incredible of how large an apiary
one hire may become the original in a \ery few years ; in
England a similar hive may stand year after year without
change, apparently strong, and yet unprolific in both swamis
and honey. A stock at the time of purchase may have a
three or four-year-old queen, wiio dies some time in our long
winter, before there is brood wherewith to replace her ; the
winter may be mild, and the spring cold and late, and no
honey gathered till the end of Jlay—such w-as the case this
year, for instance, in our neighbom-hood at least (Hereford-
I'ordshire), and many stocks have perished in consequence,
or ai-e spoilt for the cun-ent season—a rainy summer may
follow, or a very dry one, neither of w-hich afl'ord mucli
honey

; in short, there are a thousand casualties to be fe.ared

with which the more fortunate bee keeper of other countries
is unacquainted, but which tend to dishearten the English
cottager. To be a successful apiarian it is necessary to have
sufficient knowledge of bee matters to be able to meet all

those difficulties ; it is requisite to be initiated thoroughly
into the mysteries of judicious feeding, and to understand
somewhat of that improved system of bee-keeping by which
the great honey harvests are secured at those favoured but
rare seasons when they occur, and the most is made of in-

different yeai's ; while, at the same time, the acquisitive pro-
pensity is held in check, so that if much is taken as legitimate
spoil, tliere is yet enough left to support the prosperity of the
hive. Difficult, however, as unquestionably is tlie science of

bee-keei/ing, it is not beyond the reach ofpersevering attention,

and the verv difliculties only serve to enhance the pleasure
and gratiiicatjon of the bee-master. I think it is Mr. Payne

• In a late work on New South Wales, whose title I have forgotten, I

reail the following astonishing account of the increase of a stock of bees:
" In the district Illawana, near Sydney, one hive has been known to have
multiplied to 300 \ I in the course of three years !"
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wlio somewhere very justly observes, that "no one wlio pays

a fair amount of attention to the management of these veiy

interesting insects, will willingly reliniiuish the keeping of

them." Due attention, and a fair degree of intelligence and per-

severance, is sure to succeed. It is only indifference, neglect,

or ignorance which finds the tlifficulties wliieh have been enu-

merated insurmountable ; and it deserves to do so. Now, is

any inteiuinnj bee-master a reader of this paper? I would

urge him, fcn/ ulroui/li/, not to grudge a little expense at the

outset, but to stock his garden with, at the very least, tiro

stmiii/ l]ive:i

—

Exjjerto crrile. My own apiary was at a stand-

still during four entire years, because I had only one stock

to begui with. Had I purchased (wo hives instead of only one,

I might now have many more, and much more interest-

ing details to bring fonvard than ai-e actually at my com-

mand. By laying a good foundation to the apiary, tliere

will be so many more chances of success, neither mil the

loss or failure of one hive cause much distress while another

thrives ai! liliitmn.

I mnst pass over briefly the fom' years succeeding the year

1K44, lest I be tedious to the reader, as my note-book is

almost barren of interest touching that period. In March,

18-ti"), anotlier liive was bought from the stock of a long esta-

blished bee-keeper in the place, who always kept on hand a

large winter stock, though destroying them according to the

old plan. There was much activity apparent in my new
colony ; pollen gatliering went on well, and the iJOpulation

rapidly increased, so that there appeared every reasonable

probability of strong and early swarms. Bue preparation

was made accordingly ; a set of boxes, not unlike Mr. Tay-

lor's improved White's hive, was constnicted in good time,

at considerable expense, and other hives of straw were in

readiness, but Apiil passed, May and June slipped by, and
.Tul\ came, and yet no swann, though masses of bees de-

pended for weeks together from beneath tlie Hoor-board.
1 'rovoking and \exatious as was this disappointment, there

was no remedy. A general break-up of our family party at

ihe beginning of July, and a continental toivr of three months,

saM'd nil", perhaps, from despairing of success. A probable

cause of my ilisappointnient was, doubtless, the very unfa-

vourable summer of that year; for so carefully did we watch,

that I am persuaded the swiirms did not escape us.

Dm-ing my t<:iin', I keiil my bee eyes open ; but I saw no
hives either in Belgium or (Germany, as we travelled rapidly

from place to place witliout seeing much of these coimtries,

till we settled down in a charming retreat in the heart of the

Black Forest. No sooner, however, did I enter Switzerland,

than they abounded everJ^vhere. It was not uncommon to

see iO or .'?0, or even 40, hives ranged systematically on
shelves against the walls of the picturesque cottages. Honey,

too, presented itself at every brealcfast and tea-table ; a regu-

lar item in the bill of fare, as every traveller knows. I much
regret that I did not make enquiries as to their method of

bee management. The fellow-comitrymen of Gelica and
Madame Vicat ought to be able to instruct a stranger ; but

my stay was short, and my visit hurried, in that interesting

country. A Country Cikaie.

RALTPETEE AND CUBIC-PETRE AS MANURES.
I HAVE not observed that any one of your coadjutors or

correspondents has recommended the use of a manure which,

in this ]iiul nl' tl uiiliv, and, I believe, in many other

dislrirls, is iisi'd r\li'iisi\rl\ imd beneficially in agriculture,

es|i(irially upon those snils wliicb are commonly called " hot

soils :" I mean saltpetre (nib-ate of potash), or another
salt, which seems to be equally efftoacious, and which is much
cheaper, namely cnbic-petre (nitrate of soda). I am not a

farmer, but I can from experience bear witness to the good
efl'ect which either of these salts produces upon many
garden crops.

The soil of my gai'den is rather gravelly, and therefore

rather hot, but not very jioor; the adjoining land, which is of

the same quaUty, produces, when fanly cidtivated, about

tln'ee quarters and a half of wheat per acre, and usually

about five quarters of baiiey, and good crops both of clover

and tm-nips. Some of my garden crops are also very good,

especially ]ir: is, beans, I'rench beans, both dwarf and runners,
caiiMU, pal ,iii|is, and spinach, brocoU, &c. ; cauliflower, and
otlur iilaiiis 111' tlie cabbage tribe, ai'e good, butdo not growvery

lai'ge, especially in a dry season. Potatoes, before they were
infected by the mysterious disease which has attacked them
for the last five or six years, were in general of a good
quality, and by no means deficient in quantity ; and the eai'ly

varieties are still pretty good. Endive grows to a very large

size, though in order to check its luxmiance I use no
manure for that crop ; many of the plants are, I think, not

much less than eighteen niches, or perhaps two feet, in

diameter. But to some crops the soil of my garden is not

favourable ; sti-awbenies, especially, do not grow luxuriantly,

and produce but little fruit ; other plants run to seed pre-

maturely, for instance, lettuces and celeiy. Now, either salt-

petre or nitrate of soda appeaa- to mitigate, if not entirely to

con-ect, this defect. They seem to promote the growth of the

leaves of plants, and to check the growth of the flower-stems.

They may, in my opinion, be applied with advantage, at least

on hot soils, perhaps upon all soils, to crops of IMiice,

celery, spinach, broculi, cuiiliflnircr, and other crops of the

aibbaye tribe, and I think to any other plants wliieh do not

grow so luxuriantly as they should do. Above all, either of

tliese salts seems to be most beneficial to onions. And I will

add, that tUl I used saltpetre, my radishes were hardly fit to

eat,—tliey were tough and hot ; but since I have used it they

have been mild and brittle, or (to use a common expression),

tliey have "eaten short." I cannot say that I have been
altogether able to overcome the propensity which lettuce and

celery have, on my soil, to ran to seed; but, iierhaps, this

evil might be removed by a more liberal use of the salt. I

believe I might safely use it more freely than I have done
hitherto. I understand that the farmers use a huntlred-

weight upon an aci'e, and I beUeve they apply that quantity

twice in the season. I also usually give my crops two doses,

each of half an ounce to a square yard. I administer the

first dose when the plants, either springing from seed or

after being transplanted, have begim to grow rather rapidly :

for instance, in the case of radishes, when they liave formed

two or three rough leaves. That the salt may be scattered

evenly over the beds, I mix it with a good quantity of sand

or very dry mould.

I saw in one of yoiu' late numbers that one of your corres-

pondents wishes to obtain the seeds of Meliloins lencanthu;

if that is the plant commonlyknown by the name of liockhara

clover, a.s I sui^pose it is, T shall perhaps lie able to siqiply

him with a few seeds, as I have two or three plants. If he
wants it for agricultural purposes, I fear it will not be of

much use to him. It has been tried m this neighbourhood,

and has not been found to answer. If it is suflered to

blossom, the stall<s are as hard as sticks; and even when
it is cut before the flower-staUc begins to grow the cattle do
not Ulie it ; I believe some absolutely reject it.

—

Rev. Edwakd
Simons, Ovini/lon, Wutlon, Norfolh.

HEATING BY FLUES.
Having, at pp. 28'2 and 313, ofvol. 3, explained my views

regarding the heating of plant and other houses b}- hot-

water pipes, I now take \\\-> that much despised yet ever

useful smoke Jlue, the merits of which are too often for-

gotten when we listen to the appeal of the advocates of

hot water, independent of the still more recent yet nearly

defunct Polmaise system ; so that, while we have every

novelty which ingenuity can devise in the way of attract-

ing attention to the two latter plans, tlie poor old flue

scarce linds a friend. If we go into an old structure and
admire the productions there displayed, and inquire

how the house is heated, we are told it is only a tlue
;

an emphasis resting on the word "only;" as if the

merits of tlie various good things there seen so early,

was due to other causes, or rather in spite of the means
employed. Now how does this happen? Is heat abstracted

from a substance of hard-baked clay, as flue-covers gene-

rally are, less genial to vegetation than that arising from
cast iron, presuming the amount in both cases to be
alike ? I confess I cannot see in what way tlie mild
moist heat we are told hot-water pipes aflbrd, can differ

from the heat that would be dissipated were those pipes

filled with hot smoke instead of hot water—the close air-
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and-wnter-tiglit joints not ftllowinj? any escape ; ami if

we had tlio same amount of heat, 1 cannot see whore it

would ditior in its component parts from lieat derived

from confined water, inasmuch as both suhstances are

alike shut out from access to the atmosjihcro of the

house, that we nuist look to other causes for the dift'er-

cnec which exists.

Ju the first ])lace, smoke is seldom honoured with a

cast-iron pipe to travel its rounds in, neither is it neces-

sary that it should he so, when a cheaper material can

be had. 'J'ho only place where I did see it in use, soem-

inftly acted no better than an ordinary brick flue ; and
as its great expense will ever prevent its heinff generally

adopted, I will, in the present chapter, endeavour to

compare tlie merits of a good ordinary smoke Hue with

that of a well-arranged boiler and pipes, and make such

remarks as a long course of experience has placed within

my reach ; so as to enable the araateiu-, about building

a greenhouse or a gi-apery, to judge for himself which of

the two systems wUl most likely suit him. I put I'ol-

raaise out of the question, because it seems abandoned
by all but those who committed themselves so much by

lauding it, as to be unwilling to retract their opinion.

Before comparing the two competing systems, it may
be better to say a few words on smoke flues, as disap-

pointment sometimes arises from them ; but very little

need be said. Generally, circumstances over which we
have no control fixes the place where the stoke-hole

is to be. When a choice exists, let it be as nnich as

possible exposed to the open air. The best acting fires

1 ever had of that description had no shed or roof over

them, and, by the nature of the plan, were not at all

sunk below the surface ; but it is generally necessary to

sink tlie fire hole, that the smoke in its course may first

ascend a little, otherwise travel on a level. It is very

unwilling to dip downward on its first formation, but

after once entering the flue and travelling some distance

it may be made to descend then very well, only such

descent had better be gi-adual and not in sudden per

pendicular falls. There are many cases, as the crossing

of a door-way, when it is necessary to sink the flue. In
that case let it be done gi-adually as an inclined plane

;

and be not satisfied by making the bottom of the flue in

that way, but let the top, or cover, be made so likewise,

because smoke invariably floats on the top or upper side

of the flue, and I think but seldom expels the whole of

the atmospheric air over which it rolls. Now, as such is

the case, a sudden obstnjction, as a mass of descending
brick-work, offers exactly the same impediment to its

onward course that a mill-dam does to that of a river,

save that the latter is irresistible ; but the accumulation
in both cases is the same, and in the case of the flue

offers a powerful check to the impetus which directs it

forward. Therefore, smooth it off; and if the appear-

ance requires it to assume a perpendicular fall, let that

be done by building upon the flue so made the required

height. It will so much certainly impair its efliciency

by burying the heat, but if evei-y other cii'oumstance be
favourable, little loss will be felt.

For the same reasons as above let all the comers or

turns be rounded, so that every facility be made for the

quick circulation of that heated air we so often call

smoke ; and when it has travelled its rounds let it have
a few feet of upright chimney through which to make its

final escape.

In the erection of a flue use the best bricks. The end
nearest the fire of the side-walls of the flue ought to be
half brick thick, that is, 4i inch Work ; the remainder
may be brick on edge, and only those near the fire need
be fire-bricks ; the covers also near the fire ought to be
of that material. Cement, or what bricklayers call
" compo," ought not to be used. It does not stand the

fire well. A flue, about 9 inches wide inside by about
1 'i inches deep, will be ample size for most purposes, and

one much less than that will )iot be found to answer well

long. I may as well add, that flues of nil kinds ought
to stand above the level of the ground-work of the house,

and not bo buried under the walk, as is too often the case.

Of course, many circumstnni'es place its direction in a
certain way inevitable : but when a choice can be made
let it be as much as jiossible (^xjiosed, only not so as to

endanger its taking harm fiom its improper use as a stand

for plants, without duly guarding it by a trellised shelf

resting on iron bearers, or such like.

Amongst the many supposed advantages hot-water

pipes has over a flue, the consumption of fuel is one; yet

the difference is often over-stated. I do not deny but
tluit a well constructed hot-water apparatus will heat a
given space with loss fuel than a flue will do under some
circumstances, but there are cases again the reverse,

—

where a large old house, inditterently glazed, is heated

with hot water, it will be found almost impossible to

maintain a forcing heat, unless there bo a gi'eat number
of pipes employed: the reason is obvious. Water will not
heat beyond the boiling point, 2V2°, it passing then ott'

as vapour; now a flue maybe heated much beyond that,

but such cases are of rare occurrence, and I only refer

to an extreme case to illustrate my views, that unless an
ample provision of pipes be made a flue is safer in a
severe frosty night.

That flues use more fuel in a general way I at once
admit, and having had a considerable share of experi-

ence in the management of both plans, I should say

that such difference may amount to one-half; it is not

very easy to make calculations of that kind with any de-

gi'ce of accuracy, but certainly it does not exceed that;

tlie amount of labour and attention is certainly much
less on the side of the flue than on that of those fan-

tastic contrivances of boilers, but on well constructed

apparatuses the attention is about alike.

In regard to the quality of the heat evolved, there is

much difference of opinion; certainly where a flue has
been long out of use, a disagreeable smell arises when
the fire is first lighted, doubtless as offensive to the

vegetable kingdom as to ourselves ; but it is soon all

right again, and if one or two ventilators be thrown
open, the place is soon sweet. The reason of such a rank
smell is the dissipation of those vaporous gases which
are generated by heat applied to the damp brick-work

;

that hot water pipes are free from that evil is certainly

a point in their favour, yet it must not be valued too

highly.

Acknowledging the above two points to be in favour

of hot water, let us examine the claims of the flue, and,

the first thing, compare the respective cost of the two
;

and I am certainly within the mark when I say, that the

flue will not cost more than one-tentli or one-twelfth of

the other system, and that is a very important matter.

It is of no use being told you will save it all in the end
by the less fuel wanted ; I have known an apparatus of

that kind cost as much as would have built a flue, and
supplied it with coal for twenty years ; and that was not

an unusual case. If the amateur be building a small

house, and decide on having pipes, &.C., he may I'est as-

sured the heating apparatus will cost him as much as

the house altogether (provided there be no architectural

ornaments, &c., about it) ; and if he be building two
moderate-sized ones, the cost of boiler, &c., being less,

will probably be about two-thirds of the expense of the

whole of the work. I mention these matters because I

know many people forget the expense of heating when
they take the building matter in hand. Now, suppose

a greenhouse was wanted, SOU. by l.jft., and about l;ift.

high, let us say that such a bouse cost i,'80, now it

would seem foolish to throw away i'OO or i'70 more in

an apparatus to heat it the few times that it might be

wanted in winter to keep the frost out, when the same
pui-pose could be effected by £b, or, at the most, JcS

;
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the after labour, &o., being quite as mucli in tbe hot

water case as the other, and much more so if any of

those whimsical contrivances, miscalled boilers, be at-

tached, that the after-attendance of flue-fires need not

create any alarm.

In respect to the dry heat arising from a flue, I have
never felt any inconvenience from it, because that can

be rendered as moist as that from the pipes, perhaps
more so ; a few pans of water set on the covers, or if the

latter be scooped out in the making so as to hold water,

which I have seen some times done, every purpose of a

moist heat is served. Arid in regard to a flue retaining its

heat during the night, I have no hesitation in saying, a

well-contrived one will do so quite as well as the best hot-

water apparatus. I well remember in my younger days
keeping a grape-house in the early spiring months up to

70° by a flue, yet never attended it after nine at night,

or before six iu the morning, and very rarely was the

thermometer more than one degree below or above the

fixed point; of course, practice only teaches the way of

such things—merely looking on and giving directions

will not do—nothing else than using the shovel and coal-

rake can convey a good idea of the care or trouble of

these matters. But gardening now-adays does not re-

quire such exact working of a thermometer, in fact that

instrument may be safely dispensed with, except for

experimental purposes. Now, although I have had some
tolerably good working hot-water affairs under my hand,
I could never ensure such a uniform continuance of

heat ; yet it is fair to say, that no inconvenience arises

from a slight fall towards morning, provided it be not
too much.

From the above it will be seen, that for all struotm-es

where heat is required no further than to exclude frost, a

flue is all that is wanted, provided the interior arrange-

ments offer no impediments in the way; and likewise for

a great many forcing purposes a flue will be found as

useful as the other ; but where bottom-heat is required

for Hamiltouiau pine pits, and such like, I question
whether a flue would be found to answer; and where a
course of pits are in regular working the whole year,

pipes might then be most advisable; but for any solitary

house or pit, I think a flue would serve all purposes
wanted; even in vineries or houses expressly used for

foi-cing grapes, I have found flues act quite as well as

pipes, more especially if assisted by a large body of fer-

menting material inside.

In conclusion, let me warn the amateur, whichever
method he adopt, to take care to have the furnace lai'ge

enough ; more than half the failures of the boiler con-

trivances are by making so small a place for firing, just

as if combustion would go on iu such a Lilliputian scale ;

also let the ash box be capacious ; there is no need for a
door then ; they are seldom used, and are only in the

way of cleaning out, &c., and any tendency the fire may
have of burning too quickly away is easily remedied by
thrusting the hot fire near the tliroat of the flue at

raaking-up time, and jjlacing the coal or coke behind it,

i. e., nearer the door ; a few ashes between, or over all,

likewise checks combustion, but these matters wiU soon
show themselves to the stoker, whose trade, like all

handicrafts, can only be learned by himself using the

tools. S. N. V.

EXTRACTS TEOM COREESPONDENCE.
Tobacco Fumigation.—Permit me to submit the follownng

plan for fumigating plants, which may be found useful from
its economy :—Take the nozzle of the watei-jjot, put an ounce
of tobacco and two or tlu-ee ignited fuzees, or red hot cinders,
into it. Insert the tube of the Idtehen bellows, filling up the
space between the tube of the nozzles of waterpot and bellows
with rag, and blow gently ; the smoke comes out freely. One

objection is, you get a good quantity of smoke over your own
clothes. I have tried this and found it answer.—E. P.

Fishes DnmiaNO Salt Water.—It may not be an absurd
question to inquire, if fishes drink sea or salt water ? Some
may say, what else can they diiuk but the water in which
they swim ? Plausible as this sounds, the experiments of
Sir E. Home, and the trite expression, that "sea fishes ai'e

fresh," tend to show they do not diink salt water, or if they
do it is changed by a process which cannot be explained. I
think, however, that Mudie, copjnng from the great anatomist
referred to, mentions that the salt water is converted into
fresh as it passes through tbe gills of fishes before it is

drunk. If such be the case it is really curious, for I believe
there are no means yet discovered to convert salt water into
fresh except by evaporation. But it is veiy natm'al to allege,

that sea water enters into the stomachs of fishes when they
are in the act of swallowing thek food, if so, it must be in
very small quantities, for then- inside is as fresh as their

outer bodies or skins That these are not salt is beyond
doubt, but the reason why they are so is very wonderful. It

is, however, sitrmised, that fishes do not diink nor even
swallow water, but that it all passes out at their gills without
entering theu- stomachs. Be that as it may, I content my-
self with obsei-ving, that perhaps all sorts of sea animals
have tbe power of repeUing salt, if I may so express myself,

in a similar way as the feathers and felt of water-fowls do
water. Perhaps tbe shmy matter on fishes seiTes the same
puipose ; and it may be o^ving to tbe difierence iu this sin-

gular property that fresh water fishes die instantly in salt

water, and tbe same liappen to sea fishes in fresh water.

Professor Forbes, in his very interesting account of star-

fishes, states, they die instantly when dropped into cold fresh

water ; but, perchance, the same residt would be obtained if

they were put into fresh water of the same temperatm-e as

the water at the bottom of tbe sea.

Tbe fact of some kind of sea fishes Uving part of the

season in rivers, &-c., is not fatal to what I have said ; for

these take good care not to enter fresh water suddenly, but
linger a while at the mouths of rivers in brackish water, in

order to prepare their bocUes for the fresh chtnate ; and the
like happens on their return to the sea. Altliough hardly
connected with this subject, I may reraai'k, that all sorts of

sea weeds are salt ; and, perhaps, so would be a Uve ti'out or

pike if dipped into tlie sea, but not a living herring. But I
question how it would be with tlie herring if dead a while.

It has occurred to me, if fishes have the power to convert

salt water into fresh as liiuted at, it may he worth inquiring,

if seals and all other air-breathing animals drink saltwater?
Those who have kept tame seals can easily tell what sort of

water they drank. The best account I know of one of those
sea-doi/s is that which was kept by a party in a fort on the

small isle of Gar^^e, in the Firth of Forth. It was not only

tame, but would follow its master's boat to Leith Harbom-,
and back a again, a distance, perhaps, of six or seven miles.

This most singular trait in the character of the seal has
nothing to do, of com-se, with what we are told concerning

seals following boats, atti-acted by music in them. That
such is the case there seems little doubt ; at least, I have
seen seals, neai' the place referred to, pop then- heads above

water, apparently to Usten to the bUthesome sotiud from the

shaqjening of my scythe on a fine summer morning.

—

J. WiGHTON.
Parrot Losing its Feathers.—Although I am unable

from experience to recommend any outward application, yet

from having long and successfully managed one of the more
tender paroquets, I would suggest that the bird in question

is suffering from a heated and oivr stimulated state of the

blood, which of com-se acts upon the skin, as our hair is apt

to fall oft' after fever or inflammatory attacks. In a state of

nature the parrot tribe Uve ou fruits, seeds, and grain ; it

must, therefore, be a great mistake to give them meat, or

chicken bones to pick, as I have seen them pennitted to do.

I have had my King paroquet fi\e yeai-s irom the time of

his first moulting ; and his diet has been constantly hemp-
seeds iu fresh bread and millc—his tin being scalded every

raoniing. If his bread be crusty, or not sufiiciently soaked,

he eNinces bis displeasure by throwing it beyond the bni'S of

the cage, the lloor of which is daily strewed with course sand.

This is most important, as, hke the common fowl, pai-rots

require the assistance of some hard matter in the digestion
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of their food. 'I'lipy should also frequently be fumislied

with the means of bathing : in cold weather the diill must

be taken otT. I open the cage door frequently, and allow its

inhabitant to tly about the room for some minutes, after

which he gravely marches in again, seemingly well contented

with his exercise. He has also an iron wire swing within the

cage, the motions of which ho well knows how to accelerate or

retard by tlio rising and falling of his feet. In winter nights

we cover him carefully, and place lum neai- the fireplace ; if

he appeal- shivering and dull I mix up a little sugar with a

broken peppercorn, and force him to take about half the

com in twice as much sugar. His beauty is remai-kable,

and his heallh, even when iiiovilting, excellent. Peas in the

pod. apples, goosebemes, chen-ies, and strawberries, are ven-

wholesome to refresh and cool the birds. The enclosed

feather will prove how healthy mine is, as, though it is a

east one from his yearly moult, it is as clean and vigorous as

a new one.—A Lontr of the Brute Creation.

To Ci.EAXSE THE RoOTS OF THE HaIK, AXIl PREVENT ITS

Faij.inu.—Take a cup of salad oil, fa small teacup), and put

it in a liain Slaiie over the iii'e ; add to it the size of a

walnut of bees-wax, and when quite melted and mi.xed take

it oft' the fire. As it cools, stir in .1 little bergamot, or any

other perfume. The wax of the honeycombs mthout any

preparation is the best, as a little honey is beneficial.

On Prop.\g.\ting Flowers of different Colottrs.—
Reading lately an article on Chinese gardening, it is there

stated, that " some join two slips of ditterent colours, in each

of which, towards the bottom, they make a long notch, almost

to the pith, and afterwards tie them together with packthread,

that they may remain closely united ; by these means they

obtain beautiful flowers, variegated with whatever colours they

choose." The article in question was on the culture of the

Parllieittum. Now this process is different to grafting (the

uniting of a scion to a stock) and to inarching (the uniting of

two stocks by approach). What is the name of the practice .'

^Tiere is it treated of .' and, is it attended with success ? I

can find nothing in The Cottage Gardener on the subject,

and should be very glad of any hints for performing the opera-

tion.—S. P., Iliislimire.

[It is quite certain that two slips fastened together in the way

mentioned would iiul unite. The author must have been un-

acquainted with his subject, and must have mistaken inarching

or grafting for the process be describes. It is quite possible

for colouring matter of the scion's leaves. Sec, to be imparted

to those of the stock on which it is placed.

—

Ed. C. G.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gaedenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coaOjutors under no circumstances

to reply to such private communications.

Many Queeies [W. Thompson:.—Your jasmine \s Jasminum revolu-

tum. a stove evergreen climber, native of Hindostan. Your evergreen

shrub is Euonr/mus Japonicus. and will thrive with vou in the open air in

light loom, with a little peat mixed, if in a somewhat sheltered situation.

For the Azalea Indica no soil is better than peat alone, and the drainage

of the pots should he good. We have nothing to do with providing plants ;

you can ask Messrs. Henderson, if you choose, about those you name
(Erica cndonodes and Statice eximia). Turn out your cinerarias at once

into a bed in the open air, planting them deep in rich light soil, watering

them at the time and when necessary. In August, divide each stool into

as many parts as there are strong suckers, and if these are potted singly

into light rich soil, and treated as directed at page 99 of our third volume,

you will find they will bloom freely. The hard, almost opaque, drops

on vine branches are eiudations, and symptomatic of vigour and excess of

sap rather than of disease. Give your vine all the light and air you can.

CocBis CoiNA Fowls C. C. .—Vour letter is an advertisement, and
cannot be inserted unless paid for.

SELT2EE Watee B. B.).—This is prepared artificially, by adding to

each gallon of the softest water one scruple of carbonate of magnesia,

one drachm of dry powdered carbonate of soda, and four scruples of

common salt. When these are dissolved in the water, saturate it with

fixed air by the aid of a soda-water machine.
ISIcsheooms [Delta .—These can be grown in a shed. The directions

at pages 36 and 90 of the present volume will give you the other informa-
tion you require. If you want any further particulars, write again. We
do not know a pink Esc/ischoltzia ; you must have mistaken the name.
Glory Pea (Ifij'rf;.—This, which you received from New Zealand, is

the Clianthm puniceus. It is a half hardy evergreen, with beautiful

crimson flowers, and will bear plunging in the border during summer.

An answer to your other question next week.

White Beet [M. O. L.).—This is a species i^Beta cicla), and some-

times called spinach beet, because its leaves are boiled like spinach.

Leave the plants about nine inches apart. The stalks of this may be

used as asparagus, and are much improved by being earthcd-up and

blanched like celery. Green beet is only a variety of the white, with

greener stalks and leaves. The Thoitsand-headed cabbage and Brussels

sprouts arc totally different.

Succession of Flowebs W. M. II.).—You have two beds in a small

geometric garden ; one of blue nemophila, the other of the Nemophilu

discoidulis, but they have come up very thinly, and have a shabby appear-

ance. You wish for something to replace them, so as to bloom with

verbenas. &c., this summer. Any of the dwarf blue Lol>elia,s w'lW replace

the blue nemophila, or Cineraria a/nelioides, or the Swan River daisi/,

or the little blue Campanulas Ulr. Beaton has often mentioned. Kfino-

phila disroidalis is a poor thing, and only fit for a collection of curiosities,

so that any plant of the same height will do in its place—say Silene

Shaftee.

Size Required for a Kitchen-gaedbn (//. //. H.).— It is not an

easy task to say how much ground would be required to supply a given

number of persons with vegetables, for some persons arc greater eaters of

them than others ; and there is such great dilfcrence in soils, some being

much more productive than others. There is also much difference in the

cultivators of the soil, some obtaining nearly as much again as others

would off the same plot of ground, by system and good management.

Malting allowance for all these circumstances, as near as can be estimated,

we should say, twelve square perches to each head in a family (exclusive of

servants), but rather more than less.

Climbing Plants for a South Verandah (A Young Beginner).—
Boursault elegans, crimson purple rose. La Biche, creamy white rose.

Ayrshire Queen, dark crimson rose. Feliclte perpetuelle, white rose.

Miller's climber, crimaon rose. Lonicera Jlexuosa, lightred honeysuckle.

Clematis Hendersunii, blue. Clematis flammula, white. Periptoca

Gr<Eca, purple. Jasminum officinale, common jasmine, white. Passiflora

ca^rulea, blue. Bignonia radicans.

Weigela Rosea (/;»/(/).—This has been found hardy in many places.

Pansy Seed {Ibid).—We cannot recommend a dealer where you had
better lay out your five shillings for a packet. No regular grower will

send out what he thinks his best.

Striking Pinks, &c. {An Enquirer).—This will not be accomplished

so early, nor yet so well, by using an inverted pot over them, instead of

a bell-glass ; though by taking off the pot in the afternoon, and replacing

it before the sun is strong in the morning, you may thus rear pinks and

other soft wooded plants. We are surprised the Tropaolum canariense

does not, with you, answer out of doors, as it is hardy enough in most

places. Have you secured it properly as it grew, as it is easily broken ?

Bees turned Regicides (G. .4.).—" On the Istinstant, a last year's

first swarm threw off a first swarm ; it was hived and set up the same

night, and has continued hard at work ever since. This morning about

eight o'clock, the queen was found on the ground in front of the hive (she

was not there at seven j, one of her fore legs was half gone, and her wings

were very ragged ; she was twice placed on the floor-board (she could not

fly), but on both occasions she was ejected as soon as she had made an

entrance. Has she been turned out in consequence of age. or for what

other reason ? Are the young queen bees full-grown and full-sized upon

issuing from the cells, or do they increase much after impregnation?"

Old age was, in all probability, the cause of the queen's being ejected from

the hive. Had you given the number of days between the time of their

swarming and yoiu" finding the queen, we could have spoken with more

certainty ; but in all probability there was a queen in embryo in the hive

at the time of your finding her. The young queens are very nearly full-

sized upon issuing from the cells.

Bees {A Young Amateur).-^Hzd you placed a piece of guide comb in

the glass, as directed at page 42, volume 2, ofThe Cottage Gardener,
your bees would in all probability have worked in it. It is always ad-

visable to do so. We do not know where you can obtain the Mummy
raspberry.

Returning Swarms iW. Cfiristian).—'' Some bees, in a set of colla-

teral hives, threw off a swarm on the 31st of May, although the side box

; in which they had just began to work) had been given them. The
Bwarm was returned again to the side hive, where they went on very well

for about ten days, when they swarmed again, and have been doing the

same every day since, sometimes going back of their own accord. A bell-

glass was also put on the middle box, so that they had plenty of room if

they chose to accept of it." See our advice as to returning sv.'arras at

page 216, vol. 2, of The Cottage Gardener. In a bar hive it may be

done with the certainty of success. See as above. Perhaps if you had
ventilated the centre box they would not have swarmed ; but this is what

Mr. Nutt does not recommend.

Aphicot Unfruitful (T. 0. U.).—Cut away any tap roots in autumn,

and apply a surface dressing of loam and manure to encourage surface

roots. This may bring into bearing your apricot which bloasoms every

year without producing a single fruit.

\'iNE Teaining 'R'. H. G.).—\Ve do not know what answer you refer

us to. As a general principle, grapes are only allowed to grow on shoots

considered permanent. Still, like other matters, many exceptions occur.
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Your inquiries concerning hot-beds shall have attention in due time. We
are always on the look-out to discover the wants of amateurs.

Muscat Vine (il/.).—Your muscat affair before long. We do not

understand your clipping aifair ;
please to be a little more explicit on this

head ; alBO, " as to outside the house." Do you mean the root or top ?

Please to remember that without much heat good muscats cannot be pro-

duced. No grape requires or ^v ill endure more- We advise you to leave

at least six or seven eyes beyond the bunch, if room can be obtamed. As

to reserving the old shoot, it is a matter of fancy chiefly. Vines on the

spurring system should, from their first growth, have a regular number

of spurs established as growth proceeds. This done, the shoot may be

considered permanent. ^Many. however, prefer to bear the muscat on the

PiNE-PiTS (T. W. L«u/orrf).—Keep your ridge and furrow roof as low

as you can, to obtain head room. As to the cheapest plan, your carpen-

ter must settle that with you. We should doubt the power of your one

pipe to heat 500 gallons. Your water would, doubtless, circulate if made

hot. Why not carry the steam at once round the house, without anything

intermediate ? We are not, however, well assured that we understand

your sketch. An angle of about -15° to .10^ would, we think, be suitiible.

Fruit Packing {Tiri/d(iU).—We will give a paper on fruit packing

before long.

Fruit Trees (E. fl.}.— If we understand you aright, your soil is

too rich as well as too deep. You will do well to take up all such young

trees in the end of October, and to replant them in a proper way. You

may put any crops on the border for the present which do not require

spade culture. We would recommend Shipler/'s apricot for hardiness,

and the Moorpnrk for flavour.

Roots from Vine-stems {M., Minehead).—Roots having protruded

from the vine-stems, we suffer them to remain ; at the same time, it may

be considered undeniable evidence of a rather too great amount of atmos-

pheric moisture in the house. The fermentation from the tan must be

considerable, and from frequent sprinklings increase moisture much. We
think you would do well to use little or no water when you close in the

evening. If you do use it, you ought to encourage a current of air all

night. Vines abhor excessive confined damp.

Names of Plants (T. M. TF.).—We believe your plant is .So/ffn?»M

mncmntherum. {Juventus).—Your plant is Linum flavum (Yellow flax).

It is propagated readily by cuttings.

CALENDAR EOR JULY.
GREENHOUSE.

Am admit freely night and day, unless when stormy ; make an ex-

ception, however, in those cases where growth is still desirable. There
shut up early, and use the syringe morning and evening. Bud and
Graft oranges, camellias, azaleas, climbers, &c. Cuttings make and
plant, placing them in cool pits at a distance from the glass, or in a mild
bottom-heat, according to their requirements. Dress and keep everything

neat. Calceolarias give manured water; fumigate when necessary;

cut down early blooming ; thin the pods of those left for seed, as one pod
will give hundreds of plants. Geraniums, cut down the forwardest

;

tie and train successions
;
prepare for early supply of cuttings. Heaths,

cut down and prune when done flowering ; give plenty of air to those in

flower; shift those starting again after being pruned; and propagate by
seeds, and by cuttings in a pit under hand-glasses. Examine all Peat
Plants as respects water, for if dried up several times, death is next to

certain, your only chance is to set the pot or tub in water until all is

saturated, and then allow it to drain. Seedlings of all kinds prick off

as soon as up, or they will be apt to fox off at the surface of the soil.

Shade when necessary; it is better in bright weather than more air

or delugings of waterings. Shifting must be attended to with all suc-

cessions, such as fuchsias, geraniums, balsams, cockscombs, &c., and
free-growing, quick-blooming plants, as Achimenes patens, and coccinea.

Tropceoluraa, and other twiners and climbers, must be trained and fas-

tened daily. One of the prettiest ornaments for a window is the Tropceo-

lum pentaphyllum ; when done flowering, keep in dry earth until they
vegetate. Water must now be given with great judgment, especially to

newly shifted plants that have been transferred from a small to a large

pot. In general circumstances, there is now as much danger from want
of water, as in winter there was the danger of giving too much, and giving

it when not required. All bulbs that have finished flowering and growing
are an exception ; as soon as the leaves get yellow, they should be encou-
raged to get into a state of rest as soon as possible by withholding water.

Those that have their leaves yet green should be assisted with water,

until the bulbs are mature. R. Fish.

FRUIT-GARDEN.
Apple Espaliers, train thin and stop. Apricots, pick off caterpil-

lars, and train. Cherries, cleanse from fly and protect from birds.

Cucumbers, thin and stop frequently, and reserve specimens for seed,

Currants (red and white), prune back all side spray and top. Cur-
rants (black), water freely. Figs, thin out the wood, and stop. Goose-
berries, exterminate the caterpillar; thin out where bushes are over-

loaded. Melons, train, stop, thin, set fruit, and water freely when
swelling the fruit; also syringe on fine afternoons. Nuts, remove
superfluous spray from the interior of the bushes. Pears, remove waste
shoots, stop, itc, according to advice previously given ; thin fruit if too

thick. Peaches, make a final thinning of both fruit and wood ; stop

gross shoots wherever found. Plums, beware of the fly ; stop and thin.

Raspberries, thin suckers, and stop when more than five feet high.

Strawberries, keep down runners, and water late kinds. Vines,
remove extra laterals from those ripe, and continue stopping late grapes

;

water border, if dry and sound beneath, in dry weather.
R. Ereington.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals (Tender), bring out from frames; dress; give fresh earth ;

stake and tic. Annuals, transplant generally. Auriculas in pots,

dress and water frequently; seedlings transplant; old plants repot, e.

Box edgings clip, b. Bud roses, jasmines, &:c. Bulbous Roots, take
up (see June) ; seeds, sow. Carnations, attend to (see June) ; shade
and shelter during hot weather ; water freely, and give liquid-manure.
Chrysanthemum suckers separate and plant; lay. Cuttings of
most herbaceous plants will root now, and of all the scarlet geraniums,
if planted onasoutli border, b. Dahlias require support and pruning.
Edgings, clip. Evergreens, prune: seedlings, prick out. Flower-
beds, stir surface often; train; stop and often regulate the plants, to

get a uniform growth and bloom. Grass, mow and roll often. Gravel,
weed and roll. Heartsease, plant slips, e. ; water freely. Hedges,
clip. Hoe and rake at every opportunity. Layering carnations, &c.,
may be performed, b. ; water freely; transplant rooted layers. Leaves,
decayed, remove as soon as seen. LiauiD-MANURE, give occasionally

to flowering shrubs. Mignonette and a few other quick-flowering
annuals may be sown, b., for autumn. Piping of pinks, &c., may bo
still practised, b. Pelargonium cuttings plant, b. Polvantuuses,
seedlings, transplant; roots of old, part. Roses, bud and layer, b.

Seeds, gather as they ripen. Stake and tie up plants wherever
necessary. Transplant, b., from the reserve garden in d^mp or

dull weather, Watee freely, not only the roots, but over the foliage.

D. Beaton.

ORCHID HOUSE.
The same treatment, as to watering, syringing, and shading, as directed

for last month, should be followed through the whole of July. Air, give

abundance of during the day ; and, when the weather is very hot, even
during the night. Moisture, keep the walks and walls constantly

flooded with water. Dip baskets and logs at least once a-week during
this hot month. If any have formed their pseudo-bulbs for the season,

place them in a cool house. The New Holland Species when in that

state may be placed in a sheltered place out of doors, protecting them
from rain. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Achimenes will now be in flower, water them only at the roots. Air,

give in great abundance, night and day ; more, of course, in the day than
in the night. /Eschynanthus done blooming place in a cold pit to

rest, giving but little water. Begonias, pot off", and keep growing, to

flower in winter. Eranthemums, repot, and grow on for the same
purpose. To Clerodendrums coming into flower give liquid-manure.

Gardenias going outof flower keep cool. Gesnerias and Gloxinias
now in flower refrain from syringing. Cuttings of the two last-named
may yet he put in. Ixoras, pot for the last time this season. Insects
extirpate most diligently. At this warm time of the year they breed
prodigiously. Repairs, such as glazing and painting, this is the best

season for. Young Stove Plants will be much benefited by being
placed for two or three months in cold frames. Hot Water Pipes, see

too, and repair. If necessary empty the water out of them.
T.Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas, look to, and keep clear of slugs and weeds. Carnations,

layer, shade, and keep free from insects. Dahli.\s, mulch and water

freely; tie to stakes, at least, once a-week. See that old ties do not
strangle the shoots; thin their branches. Frames, repair their glass,

and paint. Picotees attend to, the same as carnations. Pinks, pot off

pipings of choice sorts, three or four together, in 5^-inch pots. Ranun-
culuses, refrain from watering. Tulips, take up all, and dry gradually

at the beginning of the month. Verbenas, put in cuttings of the best

as thev come into flower. Weeds continually eradicate.

T. Appleby.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Alexanders, earth up in dry weather. Asparagus, discontinue cut-

ting ; keep clean from weeds. If salting has been attended to, none will

appear; but earth-stir with some pointed implement. Broad Beans,
save seed from the best kinds ; a small planting may be made of the

Eorli/ Mnziigan kind in an open south border, and well watered at the

time "of planting should the weather be dr>'. Borage, sow, and thin out

a foot apart. Borecoles, plant out and prick out; in all cases well

water at the time of planting. Brocolis, treat the same. Cabbages,
plant out; sow seed about the 20th of the month, in an oj^en situation;

should the weather be dry, well water previously to sowing. Cauli-
flowers, plant out ; supply those that are forward in growth with plenty

of water ; invert a few leaves over the heads of those turning in. Cucum-
bers, attend to daily as to thinning, topping, training out, top-dressing,

and watering. The hand-glass crops, fork up the earth round 'about

their roots, allowing them sufficient room to run out freely. Endive, of

both sorts, make a good sowing toward the middle of this month, and
plant out previously sown plants. Kidney Beans (dwarfs), at this

fate season, should Be sown m open warm borders. Melons, attend to

earthing-up late planted-out crops ; do such work in the afternoon ; abut

up close ; setting the fruit is best done about 10 or 11 o'clock in the fore-

noon ;
give plenty of air to those ripening off their fruit ; be sparing of

the water among'the ripening fruit. Onions, well thin out, weed, and
earth-stir; press down stiff-necked onions as they advance in growth.

Peas, at this late season, sow early kinds in open warm situations; well

water at the time of sowing in dry weather. Vegetable Marrows, train

out and thin out. Peas, save seed from the best favourite kinds. In all

kinds of Planting-out, take advantage of dull weather, and water well

at the time of planting. Make good use of the Hoe in dry weather, in

cutting down weeds and earth-stirring. I never like to see the rake used

much in the kitchen-garden. T. Weaver.
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liave descended, by meaus of various cross impregna-

tions, those large, brilliant-flowered, and broad-leaved

varieties, so strikingly ornamental in onr iloral collec-

tions.

Some of onr contemporaries liave fallen into the mis-

take of supposing that Geranium, now Felargonimn,

Irkte, the earliest introduced of the Cape species, may
have had something to do with such parentage, but this

is more than improbable, for Iriste is one of the herba-

ceous species. If we turn to Abereromhie's Dictionary,

published in 1778, we shall find that the shrubby Gera-

niums then common in onr grcenliouses were, zonule,

the horse-shoe, both with green and variegated leaves ;
:

eapitatiim, the rose-scented ; falgidmn, the flaming-red ;

inquinans, the mallow-leaved
;
jKipilionaceum, the pea-

flowered ; cacullatum, the hood-leaved ; vitifolimn, the

vine-leaved, or balm-scented ; yihhosum, the gouty-

stalked, with columbine leaves ; oarnosnm, the fleshy-

stalked ; betuUuiim, the birch-leaved
;

peltatum, the

shield-leaved ; and aeetosmn, the sorrcl-flavouved. In

these we can see the germs of those colours, forms, and

habits which now idiaractcrize our most-favoured Pelar-

goniums.

We believe that Mr. Fairchild, who died in 17i;'.), was

one of the earliest improvers of this flower; and wo have

before us the reports of many of bis experiments, and

among them one of a successful attempt to inarch "A
Geranium with variegated leaves upon a Geranium with

a scarlet flower, from whence it is reasonable to suppose

all the arborescent Geraniums will take upon one an-

other." It is certain that varieties liad much increased

between the time of Fairchild and 1800 ; for the Rev.

* We tlijnk this was the cliief parent of our varieties.

^Ir. JIarshall, writing in this year, enumerates of the

Horseshoe Geranium alone, the "green-leaved, varie-

gated, silver-edged, silver-striped, gold-striped, pink, two

scarlets and a purple, and one large scarlet, or (/noirfi-

/lorum."

The increase of newly import(ul species continued,

as well as of new varieties ; and some ol them were

so markedly beautiful, that tliey attracted the atten-

tion of ]nauy nurserymen and amateurs ; for it be-

came evident that they were so capable of improve-

ment and variety as to be entitled to a place among

florists' flowers. Sir Richard Colt Hoare was one of the

amateurs who first addressed himself especially to this

pursuit; and so markedly successful was be in his eflbrts

to improve the flower, that one section of the genus was

named Ho.\ke-\ in honour of him. After the lapse of

five or six years, the number and consequence of these

flowers had sufficiently increased to enable Mr. Sweet to

commence, in 1820, the publication of a work devoted

entirely to Pelargoniums. This was his Oeraniacefc

;

and though it is a culpable confusion of varieties and

species, yet it is a book of beauty and authority, enabling

us to trace the gradual improvements effected in this

flower; and in the last volume, published in 1H30, there

are some varieties, such as Dennis's liival, which are

very little less excellent than the best prize flowers since

exhibited by such cultivators of them as Cock, Catleugh

Thurtell, Foster, Garth, Beck, and Hoyle.

No one, that we remember, published any criteria

worthy of notice, whereby to test the merits of a Pelai--

gonium, until Mr. Glenny did so about eight years since

in the " Practical Florist." Those criteria, with some

alterations, we now republish.

1. The petals should be thick, broad, blunt, smooth I appear whole or one petalcd, rather than a Cve-pctaled

at the edges, and lie close on each other, so as to J flower.
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2. Tho flower should bo largo—two inclics diameter is

a good size,—circulnr, higher at the edges than in the

centre, so as to form rullicr a hollow, though by no

moans a deoplycuiiped bloom, without puckering or

trilling of tho petals; and where those lap over eaeli

other, tho indentation caused by the join should be

hardly perceptible.

•>. The colour should bo bright and dense; tho sjJOts

on tho upper petals should be boldly contrasted with the

ground, and the darker tlio bettor : both njiper petals

should bo uliko, both side petals alike, and the lower

petal uniforui.

1. All white grounds should be very pure : and the

colours on the white, no matter what they be, should be

decided, well defined, aud not flush into tho white.

•'). Tho sjiota on the upper petals, or the marks in any

other, shoidd not break through to the edge.

(i. The general flower-stalk of tho truss should be

straight, strong, elastic; carrying tho blooms well above

tho foliage. The foot-stalks of tho individual flowers

should be stiff, and of sufficient length to allow the

flowei-s to show themselves in an even head, fitting com-

pactly edge to edge, and forming a uniform bold truss.

7. The truss should approach to a semi-globular form

;

each flower presenting its face fully to view. I'lach truss

should have at least five flowers, and we have one now

before us, of Constellation, which has eight. There should

be a truss at the end of each shoot.

S. The plant should bo shrubby in its habit, the foliage

close, and of a rich bright green, the joints short, strong,

and able to support themselves in every part without

assistance.

After seeing the Pelargoniums at the great metro-

politan exhibitions, as well as the seedlings of the year,

we regret to have the conviction forced upon us, tliat

their cultivator's are making the great mistake of sacri-

ficing too much for the sake of obtaining high or dark

coloured flowers. Florists breed from parents thus

distinguished in preference to those having as prime

characteristics stoutness of petal aud roundness of form.

Inferior offspring must be the consequence ; but, leaving

fonn and substance entirely out of consideration, we

still consider dark-coloured flowers far less desirable,

because much less pleasing to most eyes than those of

fairer tints. We believe the most popular, and we think

the most beautiful flower that could bo bred, should be

in other respects like Pearl, but with its two upper

petals dark crimson.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
I'r.irr-rACKi.vG.—A little advice on this subject may

]>rove of some interest, both to the young gardener, the
amateur, and the cottager : it being often imperfectly
uuilerstood, or too carelessly practised.

In former days om fruits travelled by coaches, or

by the ordinary road-waggon, but now principally by
steam; aud it is to modes of packing adapted to that
kind of transit that we would now invite attention. By
the former mode of travelUng, the bo-X or basket was
subjected to a loose jolting action ; by the latter, it un-
dergoes a perpetual jan-iug; and although the action of

tho stoani-carriage is by far more luiiform than tluit

of tho old coach, yot these little jars, unless provided
against by good packing, are very damaging to tender
fruits, or tliosc with a thin skin and a soft pulp.

The kiiuls of materials to pack in are the first con-

sideration ; and here wo may observe, that whatever
tlio kind be, it is, as wo think, absolutely essential, that

it bo of an elastic character, and at the same tiujo pos
sess a kind of strength or soundness which, after travel-

ling many miles and enduring many hard knocks, shall

yet preserve its elasticity souiewhat nuiuipairod. Thus,
as an example, fine grass from lawns which have been
mowed severnl times, or sonre from beuoalb the shade of

trees, in a dry state, is a very tempting-looking undorial,

and looks soft as silk ; but for general jiurposes the
second cut from upland mowing will be found far prefer-

able, as longer |ireserving its elasticity.

Closeness, not to say tightness, in packing is tho
groat essential ; the one great maxim to boar in miiul is

this, Pkkssure is DETTEn TUAN EuiCTioN. We well

remember ealling on an old schoolfellow, about twelve
or fifteen years since, to advise with him as to tho best

mode of packing peaches; for at that period we grew the

finest peaches in England ; for a few years we had tho

honour of beating all com])Otitors or nearly so, our fruit at

that period averaging as nuich as eleven ounces, and some-
times nearly reaching thirteen. The schoolfellow alluded

to was the late Mr. JJavid Dulley, who kept the large

fruit-shop in Covent Garden, formerly occupied by the

late Mrs. Grange. The axiom about " pressure, &c."

was, he assured me, the best advice in few words that

could be given ; and we have for many years had ample
ojiportunity ot' proving the truth of Mr. DuUey's advice.

His opinion was, as to material, that few things ex-

celled soft hay, or, as the Ijondoners term it, " rowen
;"

such being for the most part the second cut or aftermath

from grass lauds of a somewhat finer character than
ordinary. Nevertheless, he did not confine all fruit-

packing to this material alone, but merely pointed to it

as at least a useful adjunct in all fniit-pacliing.

At the saiue period we called at Gunter's, in order to

get their opinion ; there we were told, that sawdust or

bran wore capital materials for peach-packing ; tho former
from white and flavourless wood, such as the lime, horse

chestnut, kc, kc. The soundness of tiio last advice has
always appeared questionable, especially as to railroad

travelling; the sudden and severe jerks on which woidd
seem to require that some body of a more yielding cha-

racter should be placed around tho fruit.

Some persons are very partial to tlio use of cotton,

wool, or " wadding ;" some to dry and thrashed moss;
others use jiaper shavings from the stationers ; the latter

being for the most jiart the edgings removed from writing

paper during the squaring or finishing process we suji-

pose. These paper shavings are, indeed, a truly good
article, aud perhaps are better for grape packing than
any other material.

Having thus " broken the ice," as far as first principles

are concerned, we must now beg to be a little moi;e ex-

jilicit, and to come home at ouce to the details; we must
crave our readers' patience whilst we jiack three ideal

boxes of strawberries, trrapes, and jieaches.

Strawbekbies.—Having provided a shallow bo-x or

tin of three inches in de]ilh, clear insidr, nieasiu'c, we
will ]ilace, at least, one inch of dry thrasiied grecii moss
over the bottom : moss from which, alter thrashing, all

dirt aud dust have been completely ejected. This must
be pressed as close as hands can make it ; indeed, made
firm and equal. And, now, let a piece of fine and soft

cap-paper be placed double, and i)erfectly even, for a
bed for the strawberries. One of the best strawberry-

packers we ever knew used to place a layer of nettle-

leaves (which had been gathereil two or three days and
become very pliant) over the cap-paper ; and exceedingly
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well it answered. Tlicse. things done, let the same mode
of packing, reversed, proceed, until the box is quite

full ; so that the toppiug-up will be a facsimile of the

bottoming, only, as before observed, reversed. And
now we may fairly nail down or close the lid, and rest

assured that they will travel well—from the Land's End
to Ijoudon.

G RAPES.—We must now change our tactics, for we
shall of course require both a deeper box and a stronger

material ; the latter partly on account of the much in-

creased weiglit, and consequently pressure. Grapes pack
best, as we think, in a sort of diagonal position—not quite

flat, but nearly so ; of course the stalk end in the

ascendant. The box being ready, and sufficiently

roomy—foin- inches deeper than the bunch when in

its recumbent position—two inches at least of the white
paper shavings may be placed in the bottom, tucking
them somewhat close, but not tight. If any of tlie

paper remains in masses, as cut fi'om the quires, it

must be separated into individual sti-ips. The best way
now, in oui' opinion, is to surround each bunch as they
are placed in the box with silver or tissue paper ; this

must be placed gently, and somewhat loosely, round the
bunch, avoiding carefully all iriction ; and now a little

extra paper shavings may be so placed as to form a sort

of nest for the bunch, and this so managed, as that
when the bunch with its pai>er is laid down there will

be no occasion to move or to handle it again. As they
are thus successively ])laced, a little paper must be in-

troduced here and there as a wedge, or prop, to prevent
the bunch from sliijping.

Wlipu the bunches are very large, or possess Viuge

shoulders, some little pillows or cushions may be intro-

duced between them and the body of the bunch ; occa-
sionally these may be formed by enclosing small portions
of the paper shavings in the silver paper, thrusting
such in any situation where a great weight of bon-ies
are likely to infringe on each other. The bunches being
all tlius placed, some more of the little cushions may be
thrust here and there over the general surface, so placing
them as to render it impossible for the bunch to move
in any direction. The surface being thus brought level,

notliing remains but to fill up the box with the paper
shavings, taking cai-e that it is quite full, so that the lid

in fastening down will have to be compressed a little.

The thrashed moss may, if necessary, be substituted
for the paper shavings ; we are not aware which is best,

but confess to a partiality for the shavings ; such, how-
ever must not be coarse—the finer the better, and from
thin white paper.

Peaches.—For these, we think the soft or rowan hay
not to be excelled. We have repeatedly sent the large
peaches before named to the Chiswick exhibitions, with
scarcely a blemish ; and as such were much admired
by the public, and on one occasion their packing made
the subject of a leading article in the Chronidc, we
cannot do better than detail the precise mode of doing
so on those occasions.

The boxes were made exactly eight inches in depth

;

this allowed two inches of the packing material below
the fruits, and two inches, or nearly so, above : thus,
four inches at least were allowed for the thickness of the
peach. Our boxes were partitioued-off into cells, mea-
siu'ing about five inches square ou the surface ; one, of
course, apportioned to each poach. In the bottom of
each of these was placed the two inches of rowan hay,
pressed close, and shaped in a concave manner, so as to
Ibrm a nest for the peach to descend into. Some squares
of silver paper and cap ])aper were now provided ; and
taking first a square of cap paper in the left hand,
another of the silver was placed in it ; the right hand
then quietly placed the peach on the centre of the paper
in the palm of the left hand, and now the right hand
was cmjiloyed to gently twist the four corners together.

Thus imbedded, the peach was lowered into its cell, and
so ou with the whole. The next proceeding was to take

a long-bladed knife—one of the ordinary dinner knives

—

and with this to tuck in the soft hay in a wedge-lilie

character, until each cell was full, close, but not hard.

Of course the top of the box received the two inches of

rowan ; and the box lid was obliged to be slightly com-
pressed in nailing down, the hay being applied rather

liberally.

Now, we do not mean to say that these are the only
rules for fruit packing—fruit of a tender character we
mean ; but we do mean to say that tlioy travelled well

by these modes ; and a hope may perhaps be indulged
in, that our detail of the proceedings may assist in fur-

nishing useful ideas on the subject of fruit ])acking

amongst the uninitiated, for whom in a great degree it

is our duty to write. It may be observed, in conclusion,

that such things tire not always confined to single

layers; many of our country gentlemen or noblemen
who have extensive gardens and forcing establishments

have tin cases adapted to the reception of several layers;

of coiu'se the packing of each layer is comported to the

same system—each layer is complete in itself.

As opportunities occur, we shall feel it a duty to

return to the subject, and must then descend to easy

modes of packing our common fruits.

R. EuniNGTON.

THE TLOWER-GAEDEN.
Lapaoeeia Rosea.—Those who have friends or con-

nections at Valparaiso might easily receive this beautiful

plant from thence. It is one of the most beautiful flower-

garden plants one could possess, and is called in that

part of the world " Copigua;" but it was named, bo-

tanically, many years since, by Ruiz and Pavon, two
Spanish botanists, who wi-ote a work on the ]ilants of

Peru and Chile, called " Flora Peruviana." There is

also some account of it given in a work called " Narrative

of the Wreck of the Challanger," ou the coast of Pata-

gonia. It was introduced to the Royal Botanic Garden,

at Kew, two or three years since, where I saw the plant

the other day, and I could compare it to nothing but to

a Smilax, a common prickly herbaceous climber which
has been in our shrubberies time out of mind. The
flowers, which are large and hanging down, are of a deep

rosy-red colour, and look very much like those of some
of the twining Alstramerias, now called Bomareas. The
roots are in bundles, just like those of asparagus, and of

the same quality as sarsajiai'illa. The finiit is a berry,

and good to eat—at least they eat them about Conception

and the southern parts of Chile ; they also send branches
of the jilaut in flower as presents from Conception, as

far north as Valparaiso ; and they are said to last in

flower some weeks hung uj) in the rooms, and are known
as Copigua flowers ; so that one might easily hunt them
out by these descriptions, and, unless we get large im-

portations of the roots or seeds, the plant is likely to he

scarce and dear with us for some time.

I believe it will be almost, if not altogether, hardy with

us. I have been hunting after this beautiful plant these

six or seven years. I wrote to Capt. G. Broke, R.N.,

about it when he was on the Cape station, expecting then

that he would have been sent from hence round to the

coast of Chile, but I have failed, and now I hand over

these notes on it to all whom it may interest.

Silver Cedar.—This is another fine plant about

which I have been very anxious to learn something. It

will be recollected that I wrote of it last spring, that it

grows on the southern ranges of the Atlas chain, between

Morocco and Algiers ; and it has been supposed to be

only a variety of the Cedai- of Lebanon. 1 am now
satisfied in my own mind, however, that the two are
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as distinct fioiii eacli otlier as are the spruces of Norway
from those of the Himaliiya raugc

—

Allies exceha and

Abies moriiuld. I examined some hundreds of plants of

both these cedars tlie other day, at Mr. Low's nmsory, at

Clapton, near London,—some in the seed pots, some a

yeai- old, and so on up to jilauls live or six years of ago.

Tlie Silver Cedars of the latter age were plants raised from

seeds in Algiers, hrought to franco, aud from thenoe to

Loudon ; and tlieir rate of growth appeared to be in

regard to the Cedar of Lebanon in the same proportion

as that of the Deodar C'edar of India. The silvery hue

was conspicuous ou the young wood of all these plants

from the Atlas, while out of some hundreds of tlie

Lebanon plant not one produced that kind of gray we
call glaucinis. Jf, therefore, tlie Silver Cedar will grow
with us as freely as it does in the south of Franco, it

will soon become as piopular as the ]>eoilar Cedar, and a

good comjiauiou to it in avenues and other places where

such trees are in request.

Roses.—Hybrid perpetual roses, and all other roses,

ouglit now, or as soon as may be. to receive thre« good

heavy waterings in succession with strong liquid manure
•• as brown as a berry," and only a couple or three days

between each watering. This will enable the summer
roses to make a better aud an eai'lier growth, aftei- How-

ering, to flower from next season. It often hapjieus,

that after a heavy crop of flowers these summerliugs
are overtaken by a long drought, aud owing to these

two demands upon their strength they languish aud
look ragged a long while, and theu make a late growtli

in the autumn, which never ripens half enough, of

whicli the cousequence is not seen or felt till tlic follow-

ing June, when we say this is, or has been, " a bad rose

season ;" whereas the state of the plants, or of the wea-

ther, or of the attendance they received in the ]n'evious

autumn, ought to have had as much of the blame. Great

fanciers do not let their perpetual roses bloom much
until the bulk of the summer ones are over; and the

stopping to subdue the first flowers causes so many
yoinig shoots to come up where the plants are vigorous,

that they cannot all flower very strongly unless they

are helped with two or three good soakiugs of strong

manure water, and that, too, to be repeated again in

August and September—say the first or second week in

each month. This kiud of watering is much more
eU'ectual than if the bushes are only ouce watered every

other week, as it is now well known, that however strong

li(juid-manin-e is, or how often applied, if the land is

deep, and well worked, and drained, it is capable of re-

taining the goodness from the water as it passes througli

it. The recent experiments of Professor Way, chemist

to the English Agi'iotdtural Society, are conclusive on
this poiut

I'l.nwER BEDS whicli were planted properly last May
will now, or very soon, requii'e to bo thinned out. What
I call " planting properly" is, that the whole surface be
as much covered as possible at tlie first ]ilantiug, aud
more ])articularly the sides, which can hardly be ]>lanted

too closely. When the stock of plants are too limited to

allow of this liberal planting, the next best mode is to

have recourse to sprmg-sown annuals, aud to fill up in

rows, or in broad patches, between the permanent
plants ; and as the latter ai'e now spreading freely, these

temporary helps must be removed gradually, that is, a

few at a time. The most sm-prising thing 1 saw round
Loudon the other day, were some flower-gardens planted

as wo used to plant larches and firs in the Highlands,
thirty years since, that is. so many feet apart each
way; many of these flower-beds are not yet covered.

Now, after having discarded aud written down, as it

were, the use of nice little auuual.s about London, it

does seem curious how they can reconcile their notions

of flower-beds half filled, and more like fields in the

country getting their preparations for the turrup crop

than like hods for flowers at midsunnner. i nnist qualify

this, however, by the remark, that in some of llio places

I visited the planting was even more liberal than in

the country ; but those instances seem the exception, not

the rule generaUy followed.

The proper way to act where summer half-hardy (dauts

are scarce is this, and even whore no scarcity is known,

it is a good plan. The beds being ready in April or

May, let the summer plants, as ) 'crhcnas, PelunUis, &c ,

be planted in regidarrows, and at such distances as will

allow of their getting too crowded before the end of July,

aud particularly the o\itsidc row next the grass or gravel

;

llir least s|iri'iu'liiig pliiuls siiould liavo a free space of at

leiisi iiiiirinchrs lu'UMH'ii them and the edge of the bed,

ami a, Inni is not ton iiiurli lor most of them ; for unless

the pruuing or cutting is done with gri'at vmi'. the sides

of tho beds will look badly. Then, the hi'ds liciug so far

planted, let regidarrows of annuals bo trausplantcillVom

the reserve garden in the intervening spaces. These will

flower and look very gay from tho end of May till this

time, when the permanent plants will be so far sjiread

as to require a thinning of the annuals. Virginian stocks

in full bloom will easily transplant for this purpose, aud

so will Splienogyne speciosa, the prettiest of all yellow

annuals whilst it lasts; Navel tooH, white; with the

purple and white Candi/ tuft : CUdendula hyhrida, white

;

all the Glarkias, CoUiiisi.ix, an,h'li,is, with EucUaridium

grandiflorum, Cochlctuin aniiiln, aiul many other low

things, would easily tniiisplant ni the same way, aud

after good waterings would make a gay assemblage, and

render the beds not only full of plants but also with dis-

tinct colours, while the summer jilauts were getting

established. Surely with a little more expense aud fore-

thought we might keep up a show of flowers in tho early

part of the summer, and not be annoyed as at present

with raw, naked, or half covered beds. The objections

which may be urged against this mode are, tliat such

things would not look well at first planting, and that the

annuals woidd impoverish the soil too much for the per-

manent crop; but all this is only moonshine. 1 have

adopted the plan, and have seen it done by others over

and over, again. When tho annuals are removed, let

their places be well stirred with a hoe or fork, and let a

few canfuls of liquid manure be poured on the exhausted

parts, and instead of robbing the bods they may rather

be enriched under this system. When we hear of so

much having been gained by tho disu-^e of annuals, and

see beds only half filled for the best part of the summer,

it is difficult to reconcile ourselves to the truth of the

assertion. D- Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND AVINDOW
GAEDENING.

Vines in a Gbeenhouse.— Some months ago we

directed attention to this subject, and would now advert

to a few matters that should' bo attended to by our loss

experienced friends, believing that there are few plants,^

the successful culture of which are more an object of

worthy ambition, among those who owu a glass-bouse,

however small ; that the associations connected with it

ever yield a source of elevated pleasure to the contem-

plative mind; and that independently of the delight, ap-

proaching a proud satisfaction, of being able to place a

cluster of the luscious fruit, of their own rearing and

tending, before their visiting friends, there is something

of the paradisiacal restored in the very thought of " sit-

ting under their own vine."

Slopping the Shoots, rfc—The fruit being produced

upon young shoots of the present season's growth, which

started from the mature buds on the young wood of llio

previous season, it is usual to stop all these young

shoots, except the terminal or leading one in a young
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vine, at one eyo or point beyond the fruit ; and where

the spur system is practised, to stop those shoots wliicli

may not show fruit at a similar length ; as, if allowed

to grow longer, their shade woidd injuriously affect the

others. As a general rule, this cannot be bettered.

When vines are weak, however, it is advisable to allow

the shoots to grow a few joints farther, if there is room,

in order to promote a more vigorous root action—^the

profusion of roots, and the extension of branches, or

the increasing the number or the size of leaves, ever

acting as relative and correlative to each other. Hence
it is also advisable, in such cases, not to cut off part of

a shoot, but in due time merely to nip out its terminal

bud, as thus less of a check will be given to the system.

When the shoot thus nipped is found too long for the

space, it may be gradually shortened, when the first-

formed leaves have so increased in size, or the laterals

left are so numerous, that the reciprocal action between

the roots and top may be maintained without any great

check to the system, though a joint or two at the end of

the shoot be removed. In very vigorous vines, where
from the size of their leaves much more space is requisite

for their full expansion to light, the bearing shoots may
be stopped one inch or so beyond the bunch, taking

care, however, to give fidl exposure and justice to the

leaf situated close to the bimch, as then it will be suffi-

cient to maintain a requisite flow of nutriment to it.

When it is desirable to strengthen the base end of a

young vino, the terminal bud may be nipped out with

advantage when the shoot is from three to six feet in

length. This will cause the free proti-usion of laterals,

which, according to the room, must again be nipped at

the first, second, or third joint. The development of

the secondary or lateral shoots will strengthen the main
stem, and increase tlie size of the buds in the axils of

the leaves, upon the same principle, that the more nu-

merous and extended the branches and leaves of a tree,

the more bulky will be its timber. In this case, how-
ever, a compromise must be made in the early part of

autumn between mere growth and fruitfulness, by re-

moving these laterals by degrees, and leaving only the

jn-imary leaf at each joint, so that the juices may be

more perfectly elaborated ; otherwise the buds, though
strong, will be apt to be pointed instead of being round,

and more productive, in a following season, of wood
than of bunches. In thus nipping out the terminal

bud of a young shoot, to increase its strength at its

base, some of the buds near the point will start into

gi'owth, and of these the strongest must be selected as

the leader. This fresh-formed part will not be so strong

as if no stopping had taken place; but that is a matter

of less moment, as in a young vine that part will be cut

away in the winter ])runing ; while, as wo have seen,

additional strength and vigour will have been transferred

to the base of the rod, where it is most required. With-
out something of this kind being done, it often happens
that the strongest wood, and the best swelled buds, are

situated on the extreme ends of the shoots which are

pruned away during winter, without being of any other

advantage than swelling the contents of the rubbish or

charring heap.

This stopping and pruning must bo regulated in

accordance with the system of culture, as respects the

plants being treated upon the long rod, and the suc-

cession rod, or what is termed the spurring system;
because aU the shoots produced and retained during
summer upon established vines—and all, with the ex-

ception of the leading shoot in young vines—are cut
down in winter to one or more buds. In either of the
first cases, ludess where there is plenty of room, laterals

need not be allowed to remain upon the stopped Iruitful

shoots ; and towards autumn they may be deprived of

all the buds in the axils of their leaves, as they will be
cut away altogether in winter, and, in fact, any time as

soon as fruit is removed ; while laterals should be en-

couraged upon the main shoots, for producing in the

following season, gradually removing them in the autumn,
and even disbudding the points of the shoots, for reasons

already given.

On tlie other hand, when the spur-system is followed,

and it is the best of all for a greenhouse, because involv-

ing least shade, laterals should be encouraged, but

chiejUj at the base of the young bearing shoots—those

nearest the end next the fruit being first removed ; and
then in autumn, when there is no danger of starting the

smaller-looking buds at the base, those from the point

downwards may be picked out, leaving the leaves un-

touched, and thus a greater proportion of organisable

matter wiU be lodged in the buds and wood ultimately

left, than otherwise would have fallen to their share.

Under such treatment, winter pruning may be effected

shortly after cutting the fruit, or as soon as the leaves

turn yellow.

Under such a disbudding, encouraging, and removing
lateral system, vigour and fruitfidness are alike encou-

raged. Under such management, other circumstances

being favourable, so great is the quantity of organisable

matter stored up in the main stem, that fruit will show
from whatever part shoots are produced ; so that even

spur pruning is dispensed with ; some first-rate cultiva-

tors, at the winter pruning, cutting off all close to the

main stem. From such cut parts, buds that were latent

are developed during the increased temperature of spring

;

from these one or two are selected, and the others rubbed
off, and when these have fruited they are cut clean off in

a similar manner. Let not young beginners, however,

try such a system without clearly seeing through it in

all its bearings. Several have already burned their

fingers by recklessly adopting it ; and the chief cause

of failure arose from leaving part of a young shoot upon
the end of the main one, from which all the young
shoots had been closely cut ott'. As the sap would flow

more copiously into its natural prejiared channels than

into those which required to he aroused from inertness,

the consequence was, that the buds on the shoot left

broke and grew with unusual strength, while no stop-

ping or doctoring afterwards could tempt the juices to

find an exit by the latent undeveloped buds. Those,

therefore, who, seeking the pleasure of excitement in

something new, would try the smooth whip-handle system

of pruning, had better see that not one truly developed

bud was allowed to remain.

Thinning the Fruit.—This should he done early, as

soon as the berries are the size of halfgi-own green peas.

The sooner they are cut out, the better will it be for

those tlmt are left. The thinning should be regulated

by the average size that the berries of the respected

kinds arrive at. At this season, and especially in a

greenhouse, something more should be done, as, if left

thick and firm in the bunch, the berries are apt to

mould with damp in autumn. While close bunches,

therefore, may be a desideratum for the early part of tho

season, they should hang looser in the autumn, so that

the air may percolate freely through them. In thinning,

cut out the centre berries, leaving the outsides; use

sharp pointed scissors, and a hooked stick for holding

tho bunch, that you may have no necessity for touching

it with the hand.
Air and Temperature.—During the smumer and be-

ginning of autumn the temperature of our climate will

be sufficient under glass, with plenty of air dm-iug the

day, shutting it ofl' as tho cold nights of autumn arrive.

In cold weather in September, a little fire will be more

eflcctual for ripening tho wood than half a dozen such

fires in tho end of October ; hut then a portion of air

should be admitted all night. This is always a safe

course to follow, as, if shut up, and the sun strikes upon

the house before opened, tho berries are frequently dis-
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figured by being covoi'oil with depositor inoistnro, while

the close and sultry atraosplicrc elongates and weakens
the footstalk of tlie berry, and is thus one of the predis-

posing causes for the evils of shauking, shrivelling, &c.

\l'attriii(/.—This will bo required at the root in dry

weather; niamiro-watcr of any kind and quality they

will greedily devour. T'his, if not more successful, is

more refined to men's general feelings tlian filling a

border for vines with rank garbage—sucli as the car-

cases of animals of all sorts and sizes. As to watering

over head, we recommend the disuse of the syringe and

engine as soon as the buds are fairly broken. Moisture

in the atmosphere may sufficiently bo maintained by

watering the stages and floor of the house. If that

great pest, the red spider, makes his appearance, he

should be dislodged by ligliting a tiro in a dull night,

and painting the fines and pipes witli a solution of

water and flowers of sulphur, if iu a flue, be careful

that you put none of the sulphur near to where the flue

enters, as it ignites at a comparatively low temperature,

and then will kill everything green in the vegetable

way. R. I'lsH.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTJIENT.
Exotic Ferns.—A con'esjiondeut having asked for in-

formation on the cultui'e of these most interesting jilants,

we are ijiduced to make our reply to our correspondent

a general one, for the benefit of such of our readers as

either now, or may hereafter, cultivate these beautiful

oiTxameuts of our stoves. We know from experience

that tlie love of them is on the increase, and no wonder,
for their beauty and delicacy are unquestionably groat.

It is not the least recommendation of them, that a large

number of them wiU grow in situations where most
other plants would not exist; that is, in the deepest

shade luider other jilants, and on shelves at the back of

a lean-to house. With these few preliminary remarks
we proceed to describe their culture.

Soil.—Ferns love a light rich compost composed of

fibrous loam, turfy peat, and rotten leaf mould ; the

whole broken well with the hand and thoroughly mixed
with a considerable amount of silver sand. For very
small plants it will be desirable to rim the compost
through a sieve with a moderately small mesh. F'or

large plants it is desirable to use it without sifting.

Dndmiijc.—This point of culture is almost of as much
importance to ferns as to orchids. They will not thrive

long in a sour ill-drained soil. Tlie best material to

drain with is broken potsherds, the larger pieces at the

bottom of the pot, and then a layer of the smaller ones,

covering them with some moss or rough siftings of the

compost. Some of the more delicate kinds will thrive

better if the compost is mixed with the smallest potsherds.

This will keep the soil porous throughout ; a point of
consequence to these delicate rooted plants.

Potting.—The spring time of the year is the best

season for potting ; and as the plants fiU the pots with
roots, they ouglit to be repotted iu the middle ofsummer.
Free growing kinds may require potting three times iu

the growing season. The operator must be guided by
the requirements of the plants, as to the number of times
potting would be advantageous to them.

Watering.—The strong species require abundance of

water during the growing season. At all times tliey

must never be allowed to become quite dry. In this

point they considerably resemble the tribe of Heaths,
for if once allowed to become thoroughly dry, their death
is almost certain. It is desirable, then, to attend closely

to their demands for water. They delight, also, in a
moist atmosphere. Hence the climate of the orchid-

house suits them admirably, especially in the spring
mouths. In this house they will be useful to fill up a

space that without them would be void and naked. AVo

have mentioned frequently that there are considerable

numbers of orchids that are best cultivated in baskets,

and so gi'own they necessarily require a largo (juanlily

of water whilst in a growing state. Now, the drip from

these baskets will ho considerable, and the orchids in

pots will be injured, almost to death, by such drijiping of

water on their young growths. Not so the ferns, they will

bear it with impunity, excepting the more delicate kinds.

This place under the orcliids in baskets, therefore, may
be very elegantly and very ett'cctively filled with the

stronger growing species of ferns, and the drip from tlio

orchids in baskets, or on logs of wood, will bo advan-

tageous to them.
Oencral Management.—In winter give a moderate sup-

ply of water ; remove all decaying fronds (the branchy
leaves), and refresh occasionally by a top dressing. In

spring pot the plants, and increase the cjuautity of water at

the root, syringing tliem occasionally during hot weatlier.

In summer we have found it advantageous to remove
them into a deep cold jiit, shading them with nuits from

the sun. In this situation they obtain a stout strong

growth, which enables them to bear a diminution of heat

tlu'ough the non-growing months of winter.

Like all other large families of plants, the Ferns are best

in a house devoted to their culture alone. In the Shef-

field Botanic Garden, a house of considerable dimensions

is assigned prmcipally to this beautiful tribe of plants.

In this house they are, or wore very lately, cultivated in

such a manner as to assimilate in a great degree to

their native solitudes. Rustic arches, formed of branches

of trees, were covered with the smaller species ; and
the stronger ones were planted in the soil ; their luxu-

riance of gi'owth showed that they were quite at home.

The growth was greatly aided by a trickling fall of water

into a small pool, over which rustic arches were thrown,

covered mth the elegant forms which those lovely jilants

assume. A somewhat similar mode of growing them
may be seen in the garden of J . Anderson, Esq., of The
Holme, Regent's Park. Ardent lovers of plants will

find the culture of Ferns in a house expressly devoted

to them a source of great enjoyment. Ever varying,

ever new, is the appearance of these plants.

Propagation.—A considerable number of the species

of Ferns are easily propagated by division. Tliey send

forth a creeping rliizoma, or root-shoot, which puts forth

roots for itself; and may then be divided with a shaii^

knife from the ])arent, potted into small pots, and kept

in the shade till established. Others produce on the

leaves a kind of knot, which, when tolerably matured,

may be cut oil' with a portion of the frond, and ]daced

upon the surface of the soil in a pot covered witli

a bell-glass. In this situation the knots quickly put

forth roots, and become independent plants. There arc,

however, several species that neither ]nit forth a running
rhizoma nor leaves capable of producing plants. Sucli

unmanageable fellows must be humoured in their habits.

The only mode in such cases to increase them is by seeds,

or sporules, whichever they may be ; but as it is an un-

doubted fact, that young ferns do spring from these, it

is of little consequence whether wo call them seeds or

plants iu embryo sporules, as they are termed iu the

language of botanists. It is from this dust-like sub-

stance that young plants are produced when in a proper

situation. In moist hothouses fei'DS spring up spon-

taneously from these seeds orspornles,m every situation

that is damp and shady. This wo must imitate wlien

we wish to increase any jiarticular species.

Very lately we saw a suoeossful hit of this kind. In

the gardens at Kew there is a propagating house for

woody stove plants. There is a platform in the centre,

and two narrow shelves at the sides ; underneath these

shelves a second shelf hu» been put up, and covered with

a rather strong loam. Upon this a quantity of the spo-
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rules of that rave and beautiful fem Gymnogramma
chrysophylla, or Golden-leaved Fem, had been scattered

early this year. AVe visited these famous gardens about
a fortnight since, and found tliis shelf covered with
young 2)lants of this rare and beautiful feru. This was
a lesson to be conned over deeply, and put into practice

as nearly as possible, to obtain the same results.

fTo be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Chrysanthemujis.—This fine autumnal family will

now require considerable attention. As they come into

flower when tlie beauties of Flora are, for the most part,

departed for the season, they are on ttiat account, as well

as for their intrinsic beauty, well worthy of the assiduous

and never-tiring care of tlie florist. Though a green-

house plant in tlie more northern parts of the kingdom,
and therefore belonging to our good friend Mr. Fish, yet

we opine they are truly a florist's flower; and, therefore,

we trust he will excuse us saying a few words about
them.
Such as are intended for exhibition—for with such we

only have to do—should have the needful attention paid
to them at this particular time more than any other.

Fine blooms can only be obtained by leaving only two
or three on each plant; and the plant must be strengtli-

ened by re-potting frequently, and watering with liijuid-

manure once every ten days. Begin this assisting pro-

cess eai'ly, to strengthen the jdants, and there wUl be
almost a certainty of success. Keep them clear of green
fly by frequent smoking or washing with tobacco-water.

These aphides, if allowed to prevail, will prevent the
growth, and finally desti'oy the flowers. T. Aitleuy.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Planting.—All kinds of vegetables should at this

season, whilst dry hot weather prevails, be ])lanted in

the evening, and be well watered at the same time. The
dribbling system of applying water is of little use. Let
a good soaking be given, and have done with it.

A great advantage will at this season be found by all

those who have followed out directions with regard to

sloping banks, and the regulating the pea and other
summer crops, as directed, at sufficient distances, to

afford ample room for the winter cropping, as well as a
partial shade.

Celery in all stages of growth must at this season
be well inigated with water, if it is required to be pro-

duced of good quality.

Routine Wobk.—The principal I'outine at this season
to be kept in practice is the application of abundance of

water to all growing crops, if parching weather prevails;

and the well mulching, and surface-stirring, and pre-

paring the soil for the autumn and winter crop)piug.

CocujiiiERs—whether in the frame, pit, or in the

natiu'al ground—will require stopping, pegging, and
regulating in a methodicaJ manner ; applying occasion-

ally, also, liberal soakings of manure water.

Melons.—As soon as the first crop is clearly cut oft',

lose no time in again giving all possible encouragement
to the plants, in order to ensure their making a lu.xu-

riant growth—stopping, setting, and encouraging the

setting and swelling of the fruit as soon as possible,

according to our previous drrectious. Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

THE EYE OF THE MISTRESS.

JSi/ the Aullwrcss

In the management of a small income we must scrupu-
lously study to save in tlie sinaUest, as well as the largest,

concerns of a household, and eudeavour to make eveiy
arrangement to accomphsli oiu- important object.

It is a vorj' good plan, if room can he found for the pm'-
pose, to set apai-t a closet for the wholesale articles of con-
sumption, such as arc laid in for some weeks or months, and
to weigh out, everj- Saturday or Monday, tlie proper quantity
of eacli for the week's supply, to be placed in a cuphoai'd, for

convenient daily use. The cupboard of a chiffonier in the
; sitting-room will answer tliis purpose for articles that do not
emit an unpleasant smell ; and this will, perhaps, somewhat
lessen the trouble of the mistress of the house, and prevent
a good deal of running about ; but the kitchen cupboard is

! the most convenient for this piu'pose. The shop, as the

I

store-closet may be considered, should then he resolutely

i

closed till the foUon'iug week ; and in this way a strict watch
may be kept over every item, and no unnecessary expemh-
ture allowed. But unless the mistress of a family can depend

1
upon her own firmness of pm-pose, she had much better give
up the smaUer saving to avoid the greater loss, and order in
from the grocer, &.Q., a weekly supply of the ai'ticles required.

,
A store-closet sliould be dry and cuol, and at a distance from
the sitting-rooms, because candles and soap will some-
times create a disagreeable effluvia, particularly when first

' brought in.

i

The keys of the store-closet and the cupboard should

I

never leave the hand of the niisti'ess ; her eye should be
' over everylbing, and her judgment exerted in the simplest
and most trithng concerns ; for, with the best intentions,
servants never economize so fully, or manage stores so pru-
dently, as tlic mistress herself can do. I have known excel-

lent servants, of unblemished integrity, sti-ongly attached to

if" My Flowers."

the family they lived vith, and sincerely anxious to save

expense in every way, yet extremely deficient in manage-

ment, and thouglitless about what seemed trifles, but which

kept the weekly bids at a higher figure than they needed to

have been. Candles are carried about the house, fiai-iug

themselves away, when the work might have been done by

dayhght ; or two or three ai-e left burning needlessly about

the Idtchen and oflioes ; or they are lighted by being poked
into the fire, instead of a match or splint being employed.

SoajJ is left swimming in water and wasting, instead of liring

put into its proper place the moment it is done with ; hcuise

brooms are used in the Idtchen and spoiled before theu' time

;

housemaid's gloves, black-lead, brushes, &c., are thought so

littld of, that they ai-e knocked about without the smidlest

coucern, and destroyed in half the proper time, thereby con-

siderably increasing the consumption, and of com'se adding

to the bill.

These remai-ka may, by many, be deemed trivial, but to the

class of economists whom I am anxious to assist they will

prove to be of moment, if they are really desirous of clipping

away every superabundant expense, and looking caj-efully to

every Uttle department of household economy. It is never

mean to prevent waste viith the largest income ; we ai-o but

stewards of that which om- Lord has committed to our trust

;

and with the small means many families possess, it is an

imperative duty to look closely and naiTOwly after everything

tliat is used in the house. Honest, sensible servants vvill

never object to bo closely watched. They will place them-

selves in their mistresses' situation, and be satisfied that

they would do exactly the same if their circumstances were

reversed. A\bcre servants disUke being strictly looked after,

they are either cUsposed to do that which is evil, or they are

ignorant and self- conceited, and fancy that their mistress
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suspects tlieir honesty, when she is only f;imv(Ung nftoinst

thotightless wnstf . Knowing, us wo nil do, the plague of our

own hearts, we cannot ami ought not to lie surpiised ami
indignant at iho evil we fiml in olliei-s, imi'tieuliu-ly where

education is always deficient, and where precept ns well as

example is too often sadly injurious to the infant mind. But,

by strict attention on the part of the master or mistress, much
mischief may he prevented, and a great deal of good efl'eeteil,

piu-ticularly when' servants are young enough to bo trained

and taught. Really good, trustworthy servants ai'e so rare,

that we must not write so much for those who possess them,
as for those who possess them not.

The cyo of the mistress should he in everj' place, and
never really withdrawn from her household at any hour of

the day. Where method is observed, which is of the first

consequence, she should know every duty of every servant,

and when, as well as how, it ought to bo done. By tliis

means she will he able, very nearly, to know what is doing in

the offices, while she is seated at work, or instructing her

children, or taking necessarj' exercise. If all is scramhle
and irregularity, the bell may he rung when the maid-servant

is just mixing the pudding, or the dinner things may be
washing up at the hour wIkmi visit.ors ore most likely to call.

With one servant, these embarrassments may be avoided by
sensible arrangements and a little steady perseverance ; and
the importance of this is in reality much greater than at first

sight we may be inclined to suspect.

Ladies who have been accustomed to the comforts and
elegancies of life, may think it enough to enter theu' kitchens
once a day, to order dinner, and glance supci'ficiaUy around

;

hut when the difliculties of life rise up before us, we must
renounce its elegmicies, and consider only how we may make
the most of " such things as we have." When the lesson

—

the mighty lesson— 6c content, is learned by heart, "the
pomps and vanities " of the world sluink into their real

nothingness, and how comparatively easy is the onward path I

We must not bo ashamed to make the kitchen and its con-
cerns special objects of our attention, not simply as regards
the actual eating and drinking, but as involving so much of
the economy, respectability, and peacefulnesa of otir dwell-
ings. We all know and feel that our educated minds and
tastes do not prefer this liranch of duty ; and that it obliges
us to do and say much that is foreign to our dispositions
and painful to our feeUngs ; hut, besides that, in all stations
it is woman's peciUior work to " look well to tlio ways of her
household;" where means are smaU, it is a peremptory
obligation, to be strictly and religiously fidfiUed. As such,
whether the mistress of a household is suffering from reverse
oi fortime, or is but pursuing her accustomed path of pru-
dence and self denial, her close attention to apparent trifles,

her watehfulness over the hourly proceedings of her servants,
and her frequent visits to the domestic offices, are a holy and
beautiful portion of her walk in life—a section of her duty to
God and man.

I am not now di-awing an imaginary portrait ; the original
is daily before me ; and although I have none of my own
practical experience to offer, yet I am even less likely to over-
state facts, and unintentionally mislead, because I am not
blinded by vanity, or led ignorantly to fancy my own ways
the best. T am, happily, so situated as to see the working of
systems guided by other hands and governed by other minds

;

and I beg, once for all, to disclaim any fiu-ther merit in those
papers than that of putting the' experience of others into
what. I U'ust, may be found a convenient form. That they
have met the approval of some of our coiTespondeuts, is a
source of the deepest gratitude to Him who is the Author
and Giver of all good.

MY FARJI-YARD.
The subject of the farm-yard has lately been rather neg-

lected by my pen, not so, though, by my thoughts; for as
the summer advances the poultry keeper's cares multiply.

PotrLTEY.— Brood after brood succeed each other with
great rapitUty until the yard appears aUve, so numerous are
its inhabitants. By far the safest plan when chickens are
hatched is to keep the hen under a coop for the first three
weeks

; tlds prevents her dragging her young brood over the
wet grass, which occasions cramp and many other diseases
to wliich young poultry of all sorts are liable. Rearing

poultry requires a good deal of patience and attention, at

ioast, to bo a successful rearer of it ; and what can be more
disheartening, "in a small way," than to llnd the young
things dying off! which is always the case imless trouble is

taken with them. " If a thing is worth doing at all, it is

worth doing well," is certainly trne concerning poultry rear-

ing. The great secret is to feed them often, and a little at a
lime. The old niu'se's saying, of "children and chickens nrr

always a picking," is a very true one as regards, at least, the

latter; for if you carefully watch a brood of young chickens
you will observe tln.'y are always scratching about and pick-

ing up xmnrthing—it may he a seed, or an insect, or a wonn.
Thus, nature points out the proper management; for, of
course, if the hen is under a coop she cannot obtain food for

them, and therefore it must bo placed within their roach at

various times during the day.

DrcKs I have always fotuid mor(< difficult to rear than
chickens ; for they are very greedy, and often eat so much that
they become suffocated. They stray a long way from theii-

mother (if she is confined) in search of their favourite food,
which is slugs ; they are therefore very desirable assistants to

the gardener, and as they do not scratch up the earth they
are most useful, particularly in a fiower-garden. In modera-
tion nature's food must be beneficial to them, but then they
should not be fed to the same extent as when unable to cater
for themselves. Boiled potatoes, damaged rice, and barley-

meal are all equally good for young ]>oullry of all sorts.

Ducks are particularly calculated for the poor man to keep,
if he lives near a pond or ditcli ; for they require veiy little

feeding, and are coiiicnU'd with the refuse of any vegetables.

Cabbages boiled, clioppid-nip, and mixed with the skins of
potatoes, they will eat greedily

; yotmg nettles also, if boiled
and mashed up, they like much.
How much more comfortable would the cottager's life

become, if he exerted himself to procure some, if not all,

the little luxuries recommended in The Cottaoe GARDENEit.
What a pleasant picture of English cottage Ufe it is, when,
on talcing your evening walk, you pass a cottage " neat and
clean," a little flower-garden in front, some rows of potatoes,

coiTots, onions, in the back ground, half-way up the garden
two or three neat straw hives tenanted by the " busy bee,"

from whom the owner takes many a lesson. Walk on a httle

further and you will come to the pig-stye and the house in

which some ducks roost, and a goat rests after the fatigue

of searching for herbage from the bare common. The rabbit
hutch, too, is not forgotten : there it is in the other corner, with
its useful and pretty occupants. Such cottage arrangements
woiUd make many a heart beat with pleasure, and not without
good cause, for although outward appearances are apt to

deceive, yet you may be pretty sm'e that the owner and
aiTanger of such a Utile arrangement is a happy and an in-

diLstrious man. I thmk, also, from cultivating habits of self-

denial, and "learning wisdom " from all around, he will (if

hitherto a " stranger to the fold "; become not a " hearer only,

hut a doer of the word." That he will do all to the glory of
God, and that he will remember that all the good things
which he receives, though they appear to the natiu'al eye to

be the result of his own carefulness, his own forethought,
are in reality the free gift of the Almighty, and therefore He
should have the " first fruits"—even his whole heart. " Seek
ye first the kingdom of God, and all these things shall bo
added to you," are the words of our blessed Lord himself,

and therefore if we have faith " as a grain of mustard seed,"

we shall believe—and not only believe but we shall practise.

I am quite sure I am not wrong in stating, that when a
cottager has truly the love of God in his heart, his home will

be one of comfort, neatness, and cleanliness.—A Friend.

THE LONDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FETE.
CHISWIGK, June 8.

{Coneludedfrom paye 105.)

AZALEAS.

This season being now advanced, the collections exhibited
though past their best, yet were respectable,

IsT Prize to Mr. Green, gardener to Sir K. Antrobus, for

ApoUo ; Decora; Variegata ; Coronata; Latefitia; Optima; and
Rosea I'unctata.

2nd Prize to Mr. May, of Ealing Pork, for

Fulgens; Decora; Minerea ; Varicgata; Coronata; and Glcdstaneseii.
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TAtX CACTI.

These were exhibited only by Jlr. Green, but his collec-

tion was in fine condition, being large plants and beautifully

bloomed. He deservedly obtained the first prize. The
collection consisted of

Cereus Egcrtonii—a. splendid variety ; Cereus speciosissimjis ; Epi-

phytlum Ackermanii; E. Jenkinsrmii i E, rrtbrum coccineum; and K.

litissctiianum.

COLLECTIONS OF HOSES IN POTS.

AVe cannot help remarking, that this part of the exhibition

was rather the worse for wear—neither the quantity of

bloom nor its freshness was so fine as in May.

NURSEKY3IEN.

1st Peize to Mr. Lane, Great Bcrkharapstead. The
best ill it were

Som'enir de Sliilmaison. Compte de Paris. Souvenir d'Ami ; a beau-

tiful new rose. Souvenir de MeiUez ; a handsome kind. Victoria ; and
Eliza Sauvage.

2nd Pr.iZF. to Jlr. Francis, Hertford. In this lot we
noted as good

Mr.t. Elliott ; Las Casus ; Uirabellc ; La Pactole ; Viscomless des

Cases i a fine yellow. Smith''s t/ellow Noisette; an old variety, but still

charming when, as in this instance, well bloomed.

AMATEURS.

1st Pbize to A. Rowland, Esij., Lewisham. A very fair

collection. We can only notice

Aspasia; a neat variety. Mrs. Bosnnquet ; a useful kind. Coup d'

Hebe. Compte de Paris. Bianchefieur i a chaste and beautiful kind,

very much admired.

•2nd Prize to Mr. Roser, gardener to — Bradburj', 'Rs.q.

Nearly eciual to the last. In it was
Eugene Benuhnniois; a fine rose. Dcvoniensis ; a ranch admired

variety. La Reine ; and Mnrjorlin de Luxembourg.

3kd Prize to Mr. Terry, gai-dener to Lady Puller, Youngs-
bury. Several of the above mentioned kinds were in this

collection, and also

Fulgens; a rich crimson or scarlet rose. Duchess of Sutherland ; a

well known favourite. Princess Maria.

PELARGONIUMS.
collections of six, in eight inch roTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Cock, Chiswick, for six well managed
plants, consisting of

Gulielma, Centurion, *Mont Blanc; light. Orion; dark. *6'j/rA;

dark. Bosamwnd ; light.

2nd Prize to Mr. Black, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., uf

Clewer Manor, near Windsor. Well grown plants, but

scarcely in full bloom. They were
^Victory (Foster's); dark. Ariel (Foster's); lipht. *Gipsif Bride

(Foster's); dark. Constance (Foster's); dark. Narcissus (Foster's);

dark. *A.lonzo (Foster's) ; a fine variety ; dark.

3rd Prize to Mr. Staines, of Maida Vale, for

*Alonzo, *Pearly Victory, Rosamund, Orion, and Negress, dark.

Itii Prize to Mr. Robinson, Pimlico, for

Pearl, Orion, Negress, Forget-me-not, Gulielma, and *Rosetta, light.

COLLECTIONS OE SIX, IN ELEVEN INCH POTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Cock. These were large and finely

flowered plants of

*Rosntnuud, *Pictum, ^Salamander, *Peitrl, Centurion, and "Thisbe.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX, IN EIGHT INCH POTS.—NURSERYMEN.
1st Prize to Mr. Beck, of Islesworth, for fine plants of

Rosalind, Emily, Delicatissima, Prince Arthur, Mont Blanc, and
Star.

2Nn Prize to Mr. Bragg, of Slough, for

Centurion, Gulielma, Pearl, Phyllis, *Norah, and Marion.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX, IN ELEVEN INCH PUTS.

Only one collection exhibited by Mr. Gaines, of Buttersea,

who obtained the 1st Prize for

Gulielma, *Model, *Miss Holford, Negress, *Emma, and Aspasia.

COLl^ECTIONS OF SIX FANCY V.IRIETIES.

1st Prize to Mr. llobinson, for six excellent, well bloomed,
and finely shaped plants, namely :

—

*Fairy Queen, Queen superb, *'Madamc Mcitlrz, Statu'iska, '^Ucine des
Francais, and *Anais.

2ni) Prize to Mr. Gaines, for

*Orestes, Priam, 'Hero of Surrey, Odaralum, Magwficuin, 'Elcgnns,
and *Reine des Francais.

'<r.\< I'uizE to Mr. Ambrose, Battersea, for
'Mmtiiine Meillez, Mugnifwum, Amiis, Defiance, 'Jennii Lind, and

'Ibrahim Pacha.

I

4th Prize to Mr. Staines, for

*.rehu superb, 'Statuiska, 'Mndame Meillez, Queen, Bouquet tout
fait, and Yeatmannianum grandifiorum.

(Those marked * we considered the best.)

CALCEOLARIAS.
C0LIJ5CTIONS OF SIX.

Tliese were in considerable numbers, and in good order.
Mr. Franldin, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, had the best, but
his were disqualified on account of the size of the pots.

1st Puize to Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for
Baron Eden, Astarte, Nil despcrundum. Panther, and two others.

2nd Prize to Mr. Glendinning, who had
Ludy Grey, Full Moon, Homer, Mulberry, Marquis of Abercoru, antl

Lord Cockburn.

3rd Prize to Mr. Stanley, gardener to II. Beveus, Esq.
He sent

Sebastian, Solicitor-General, Chancellor, Beauty, Attraction, and
Canary.

The Seedling Florist Flowers were placed in a small
tent by themselves ; a very proper and convenient arrange-
ment, giving those visitors wlio cared for such things u good
opportunity of viewing them, aud studj-ing their points of
excellence.

In PEL.UIGONIUMS, Beck's Mnjor-ihmo is a flower possessing
much merit, and will be an exhibiting flower next season.
Mr. jMorris, gardener to — White, Esq., sent a seedling
named Peerless, a scai'let ground with a dark spot, which
promises well.

Mr. Hoyle exhibited several good seedlings, but none
better tlian we ah-eady possess, tliough Chic/tuin and Ajax
will, we have no doubt, become favoiuites, especially the
latter.

Messrs. Lee sent their seedUng Azalea, .VymnuYry, a

lai'ger and handsomer variety than A. latcritiu. This ob-

tained a prize.

.Mr. thuld's Petunlv, Tiolacca, is worth gromng on account
of its fiina aud peculiar violet colour.

Miscellaneous Subjects.—Under this liead there were
several fine things exhibited, especially Ncjinilh-s unhjiiimit,

from Messrs. Veitch. A very fine variety witli |iiirli.'i^ ;i fnut

long, and four inches in diameter, of a darl^ r.ildisli l.rnwu

culom- cjutside, and mottled with darker colour inside. This
olitained a prize.

Jlr. Ivisou sent a large plant of Ni/mphtva avrulcu, which
was in bloom. This also had a iirize, as had a lai'ge mass of

that curious and rare fern, Plaljjccrimn yriindc, from the

same.
A jirize also was given to Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, for

a large tray of Irises, of every luie under the sun.

Mr. Hoyle, Reading, exhibited a beautiful seedling, Hpi-
lilii/lhim, named plati/petuhim ; a variety of excellent form,

broad petals, and a rich daik crimson coloiu'. It very de-

servedly obtained the silver Banksian medal. Mr. Beck
sent a beautiful plant of the curious Gloxima Fi/i/ana. : and
Messrs. Garraway and Co., Bristol, sent a collection i>f si.i.

Amaryllises.
FllUIT.

Considering this was a June show the fruit was by no
means abundaut, though there wore a few good pines and
more good grapes than at the last show ; also, the peaches

were a little better, and so wore the strawbeiTies and melons.

The prizes were awarded as below.

PROVIDENCE PINES.

1st Prize to Mr. Cliapman, gar-dencr to J. B. (ilegg, I'jsq.,

Chelford, Cheshire. AVeiglit I) lb 11 oz.

2nd Prize to Mr. Davis, gai-dener to Lord Boston. AV'eight

S 11) 3 oz.

3rd Prize to Mr. Slowo, gai'dencr to AV. R. Baker, Esq.

AVeight lb 11 oz.

m.arket gardeners.
1st Prize to Mr. Davis, Oak Hill. AVciglit (J lb V> uz.

BLACK H/UIIU'RGU GRAPES. AMATEUIIS.

1st Prize to Mr. Frost, gardener tu Lady Cirenvillo,

Dropmore. Aery excellent li'uit, well ripened, and of a

good colour.

For the heaviest bunch of grapes (Blnrk Prince), weigli-

iug 2 R H oz.

—

1st Prize to Mr. Chapman, gai'dencr to J. B. Glegg, Esq.

PEACHES.

1st Prize to Mr. Robertson, gardener to the Marquis of
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Wiiterfoid, ('iin-ar;limori\ Iv.'lnml, for Kni/"' Oeortii: ^Ir.

Koli.ilsoii's peiieiios woiv the tiiiost wo ever snw ;
will

-wvUe.l, lai-ge size, quite lipe, nnd perfectly eoloureil to. the

lin(tuin of each fruit.

Jxn Prize to Mr. Clmpmmi, Ohelfonl, for Gross ^fil|nnn.

NKir.MlINKS.

1st Prize to Jfr. Chnpninn, Chelfonl, for Snirhi Xfcltiriiif.

axD Prizk to Mr. l''oggo, for Ulrinji:

MELONS—Iir.AVIEST.

1st Prize to Jlr. Mnnro, ganleuer to Jlrs. OdiVio, ('olncy

House, for .IAi/hio's hi/hriJ Eqijprmn <lm-n Flesh, weigliiiig

7 II) S oz.

HEST Fl.Avni'RF.r).

1st Prize to Mr.Flemhig, giu'dener to the Puke ofSuIlK r-

laml ; ////6rir/ between Housainee and Ispahan.

STRUVnERltlES.

1st Prize to Mr. liusby, gardener to S. Crawley, Esq.,

Luton, Beds, for lirilish Qiieen strawben-ies, excellently

coloured and perfectly ripe.

in roTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Elliott, gardener to .T. P.. Pioothby, Ks(|.,

for nrilisli Qiirciis.

•,'XD Prize to Mr. Toy, for Kenns Seedlings.

FIOS.

1st Prize to Jlr. Fogijo, for Bruini Tiirhr;/.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
KKGENTS PARK, .Iine Id.

(Comlmleil from paije 105.')

NEW ORCHIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Franklin, for

Odontoglossitm hastituhiitm ; a fine species, with large flowers pro-

duced on a spike two t'eet long ; sepals and petals yellowish ; lip broad,

with deep rosy purple blotch.

•iND Prize to Mr. Rai-nes, for a well-gromi plant of

Barkeria metanacauton ; a very desirable species, allied to L. sperta-

iilii.

COI.IXCTIONS OF TRIRTV STO^E AXD GRF-EXnOrSE PLANTS.

1st Prize to ilr. May, gardener to Mrs. La\vi-ence,

Eahng Park. The following were additions to this tine col-

lection :—
AMia tloriliundii ; 3ft. by 3ft. Adennnilrn/riiffi-ans; 2ft. hy 2ft. Aza-

len fultrt^ts ; 3ft. by 3tt. iiUlicynia Jtariltuitda ; 2ft. by 3ft. Gurnpftulo-

bium splendt^ns\ a beautiful golden-tluvvered species, 1ft. by 1ft.

2nd Prize to Mr. Cole, gai'dener to H. CoUyer, Esq. The
additions were
Allamanda grandiflora. Azalea lateritin : finely bloomed, 3ft. by 3ft.

Cli^odendrum Kamplierii ; 3ft. by 5ft. Dillwi/nia rttdis; 2ft. by 2ft.

Jmra criicata ; 3ft. by 2}ft. Polygalu rordata ; 3ft. by 4ft.

collections of twenty sto\t; and greenhoi'se plants.

1st Prize to Jlr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus. In
addition was a well-grown plant of

Gardenia Fortunii. This is a decided improvement upon G.^orirfa. The
blossoms are nearly twice the size, and the foliage larger, and the habit

better.

colixctions of ten sto^-e and oiiEENHorsE plants.

1st Prize to Mr. Carson, gardener to W. J. Fai-raer, Esq.,

Nonsuch Park. In addition to the handsome plants already

noticed were
Leschenauitia bitoha grandififtra ; 2ft. by 2ft. Allamanda cathartira -.

6ft. by 2ift. Dipladenia crassinoda; 4ft. by 2Jft. Aphelexis humilis

;

2Jft. by 2ft. Poll/gala oppositi/olia ; 2ft. by 3ft.

'iND Prize to Mr. Barnes, for equally fine plants of

.^achynanthes bniifhianus; 4ft. by 2Jft. Dipladenia splendens : a fine

specimen, 3ft. by 2ft. Ilora grandiflora, Pimtflea Hendtrsuniiy and Te-
Iratheca verticillata, &c., ^c.

.)KD Prize also to Mr. Laybank, gardener to T. Maudesly,

Esq., Nonfood. We noted as pai-ticularly good

Pimelea derussala ; 2Jft. by 2ift. Chornzema varium : Ijft. by 1.1ft.

Leschenaullia /ormusa : 2ft. by 2<ft. Hoya carnosa; an old plant, too

much neglected, 3ft. by 2ft.

CAPE HEATHS
Were exhibited in considerable numbers, and in fine order.

The competition was veiT severe.

. COLLECTIONS OF FIFTEEN. AJLATECES.

1st Prize to Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Eucker, Esq.

We can only notice a few :—

Erirn Cavenditllil : 3ft. bv 3ft. E. elrgans siriria : 2fl. by 3ft. K.
hnlinwalm ; 3ft. by 2ft. E. Irifulnr riitiru : 2ft. by ajft. E. Irirului-

spn-itisa: 21t. by2ft. E. triiolm- Witmnii ; 2ft. by 3ft. E. iimlatiilis

;

lift, by 2ft.

2nu Prize to Mr. Smith, gardener to W. Quilter, Escj.,

Norwood.
Erica Carendisliil ; 3ft. bv -Ift. E.iergiami: 3ft. by aft. K.v,sl,l„

enirinea : 2ft. by 2ft. K. metulwflura ; 2ft. by 1 jft. E. «iiai'eoU-ns : 3tt.

by 4ft. E . perspiriia ; 3ft. by Sjit.

COLLECTIONS OF TWELVE. NTOSERVMIIV.

1st Prize to Messi-s. RoUisnn, of Tooting. Fine plants,

extra \V(;11 -bloomed, especially

Erica Grifswoodiana, E. injiata, E. grandiflora, E. vpntrirosa grandi-
fliira (Henderson's), E. trirulur miriittilt; E. pra^gnnns Huperttii.

roi.LKCTIONS OF SIX.

1st Prize to Mr. Dennett, gardener to S. (iilliot, Esq.,

(Tnphani.

E. Cam-udin/iii : 4ft. by 4ft. E. florida; E. tricolor Leenna, &c.

axD Prize to Jlr. Green. These were remarkably well

coloured.

Erica ventricosa grandiflora ; E. tricolor Wilsnnii ; E. elegans ; E.
tricolor Lceana ; and a nice ])lant of E. Massonii not quite in bloom.

SINGLE SPECIMENS, SIIOWINU SUPERIOR CFLTrilE.

Were not numerous, but were mostly remark-able for beiny

new plants. Equal prizes wei'e awarded to Mr. Cole for

Itiiupflio i^rittn, a rather promising plant, known in gardens as Slro-

pltontluix Slititlcytina.

To INIcssrs. Veitch, for

Esrtilloiiiu vuicriintha, a handsome new hardy shrub, and for Mitrarin
rurriiu-it, also very handsome, and said to be hardy.

To ^Icssrs. Lee, Hammersmith, for their beautiful Cactus,

naiiu'd Ccrt'iis Leeana.

2mi Prize to Messrs. Veitch, for

Vipladctiia unopltytta, a handsome species, but rather shy to bloom.

ilRD Prize to Sir. Ixison, Syon House, for the handsome
Curcuma cordnta. a rare plant.

4tii Prizf. to Mr. Macquecn, for a neat specimen of the

WGW handsome
Lyropadtum cccsinm arborcum.

NEW PLANTS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Henderson, of Pine Apple Place, for

their beautiful new
Begonia cinnabarina. This is the handsomest of all the tribe, with

crimson tlower-stcms and orange-scarlet blossoms.

Prizes of equal value were awai-ded to Mr. Laybank, for a

pretty new species of Gvmjilmluhiiim ; and to Mr. Ivison, for

his new Bcjaria.

3nd Prize to Messrs. Henderson, for their new
Gloxinia, named grandis; a variety we noticed'lately in describing the

properties of a good Gloxinia. It is something like Gtorinia alba sun-
guinea, but much larger, better formed, and with brighter colours.

To the same finn, for

Schizauthus retusus atbidus, a new annual of great beauty.

The P.egent's Pai-k Botanical Society offered prizes (veiy

judiciously we think) for plants used in the arts, medicine,

ttc, or remarkable for handsome foliage. The consequence
was, the production of several interesting plants. A prize

was awarded to Mr. Mason, gardener to G. Vivian, Esq., of

Calverton Manor, near Bath, for a nice plant of the Peruvian
bark-tree {Cinchona caltjsaya). Also to Messrs. Veitch, for a

small plant of the Mangosteen (Garviniu Matujostana). An
extra prize was awarded to Messrs. Piollison, for Bischojui

Jnvanica, a plant with very tine foUage.

exotic ferns.
A collection of twelve species, exceedingly well gi'own,

were exhibited by Mr. Williams, from the giudens at Hod-
desden, for which a second prize was awai'ded.

BRITISH FERNS.
A collection of thiity came from the same place, and ob-

tained the first prize. 2nd to Mr. Smith, gardener to J.

Anderson, Esq., Regent's Park, Bath. Collections were

exceedingly well gro%vn—so much so, as to create sui-jjrise

that such specimens could possibly be so fine.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
PEIARG0NrU3IS.

The display of these really ornamental plants was very

gi'eat. They occupied the entire of one side of one of the

long tents, and it is not too much to say that there was not a

faulty plant among the whole. A better, if so good, a show
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of tliem, in our opinion, wag never seen at any previous exlii-

bition.

PELAnOONIUMS IN EIGHT INCH TOTS.—AMATEUBS.

1st Prize to Mr. Cock, Chiswick, for a collection of twelve

new and ilistiuet varieties.

Farget-me-not, Star, Centurion, Salamander, Mars, Pearl, Orion,

liusaimmd, Silili, Cnienia, Gulielma, and Grandijlora.

2nd Prize to Jlr. Black, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., of

Windsor, for

Alderman, Lamurtine, Lalla Roofih, Armida improved, Norah, Victory,

Constance, Gipsy Bride, Alonzo, Ariel, Narcissus, and Compicuum.
These were all Mr. Foster's own raising, and were in beautiful order.

.'!rd Prize to Mr. Stoiues and to Mr. Robinson ; the

judges not being able to say which was best. Mr. Staines

showed
Marion, Lamartine, Negress, Forget-me-not, Pearl, Victory, Orion,

Rosamund, Star, Alonzo, Lalla Rookh, and Norah.

Mr. Robinson had
Gulielma, Star, Forget-me-not, Chimborazo, Pearl, Orion, Negress,

GastitruB, Sundown, Rosetta, Superb, Cassandra, and Sir Walter
Raldgli.

NURSERYMEN.
1st Prize to Mr. Dobson, gai'dener to E. Beck, Esq., for

Symmetry, Star, Emily, Emilia, Dslicatissima, Governor, Rosa,
Mont Blanc, Agatha, Centurion, Sarah, and Cuyp.

aND Prize to Mr. Bragg, of the Star Nursery, Slough, for

Princess, Centurion, Phyllis, Marian, Conspicuum, Lalla Rookh,
Corregio, Norah, Narcissus, Gulielma, Bertha, and Pearl.

Srd Prize to Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for

Cejiturion, Adonis, Nobilissima, Negress, Sikh, Model, Orandiftora,

Mrs. Beck, The Nun, Gulielma, Crusader, and Grenadier.

FANCY PELAIIOONIUMS.—AMATEURS.

1st Prize to Mr. Robinson, Pimlioo. He had this time

Anais, Bouquet-tout-fait, Staluiska, Jenny Lind, Empress, and
Magnijica.

2nd Prize to Mr. Staines, for

Yentmanniana grandiflora. Queen, StatuisUu, Madame Bleillez, Jehu
superb, and Bouquet-tout-fait.

NUIiSEEYJIEN.

No first prize awarded.

2nd Prize to Mr. Ambrose, for

JlRD Prize to Mr. Henderson, St. John's Wood, who had
Queen Victoria, -Anais, -imeliu, Alboni, Mrs. Loudon, KnAFairy Queen.

And anotlier 3rd Prize to Mr. Gaines, for

Anuis, Reine de Francais, Gem, Rosetta, Priam, and Orestes,

ROSES IN POTS.

The show of these beautiful flowers was certainly better

here tlian at Chiswick.

AMATEURS.
1st Prize to Mr. Terry, gardener to Lady Puller, for

Barrone Prevost, Souvejiir de Malmaison, Brennus, Rosetta, Madame
Hardy, Robin Hood, Coup d'Hebe, and Comtesse Mole.

2xD Prize to Mr. Eoser, gardener to H. Bradbury, Esq.,

Streatham, for

La Reine, Miss Glegg, Beauty of Billiard, Duchess of Buccleugh,
Marquess, Rosetta, La Dauphine, Mrs. Elliott, and Eugene Beauhurnais.

NURSERYMEN.
1st Prize to Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, for

Devonicnsis, Cuvier, Souvenir de Malmaison, Paul Pei'ras, Miss Qlegg,
Great Western, Madame Plantier, Chenedolle, Comtesse Mole, Souvenir
d'Ami, and Meillez.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, for

Duke of Cambridge, Barrone Prevost, Madame Nevard, Charles
Duval, Mrs. Bosanquet, Leopold de Beaufremont, Belle Maria, Wm.
Jesse, Niphetos, Madame Laffay, Paul Perras, and Augustin Mouehelet.

Y'ELLOW ROSES IN POTS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Lane, for

Pellonia, Persian Yellow, Queen Victoria, Clara Wendall, Hai
Smith's Yellow, Viscomtesse de Cazes, and Lea's Yellow.

2nd Prize to Messrs. Francis, for

Persian Yellow, Smith's Yellow, La Paclole, Viscomtesse de Ca:
Pauline Plantier, and Hi.

COLLECTIONS OP SIX CAI.CE0LARIAS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Henderson, of Pineapple Place, for
Parkmount Beauty, Incumara, Umbrosa coronata, Laura, and Le

splendens.

2nd Prize to Mr. Calleugh, gai-Jener to Mrs. Griffiths,

Avenue Road, for

, EarlafRoaslyn,

3rd Prize to Mr. Franklin, gardener to Sirs. Lawrence,
Ealing I'ark, for

Isabella, Queen Victoria, Elegense, Earl of Roaslijn, Earl of Dal.
housie, and Lord of Istay.

TANSIES.

1st Prize to Mr. Tui'ner, Slough, for

Lucy Neal, Queen of England, Ophelia, Marchioness of Lothian (Seei-
llng), Constellation, Climax, Viceroy (Heedling), Goliath, Mrs. Beck,
Sambo, Bellona, Mr. Beck, Oarratt's Seedling, -Addison, Lord Hardinge,
Thisbe, Supreme, White Sergeant, Milton, and Jenny Lind.

SEEDLINGS.
Certificates of Merit were awarded to Mr. Beck's Pelar-

gonium named Incomparuhle ; a splendid scarlet ground ;

the upper petals with a dark blotch on each, well defined,

and edged round broadly with tlie ground colour. To Sir.

Smith, for his Fuchsia named Inimiluhle ; a fine light

variety, the tube and sepals blush white, and the corolla of

the brightest scai'let ; the sepals retlex boldly, showing off to

great advantage the fine scarlet corolla. To Mr. Bragg, for

a Pansv, named Joseph Hunt; a large promising vai-iely. To
Mr. Ayres, Blackheath, for a seedling F.ancy Pelaruonium,
named Furmosissbna. To Mr. Ambrose, for another named
Prince Arthur. To Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place,

for a Cai.ceolaria named Mrs. Stanley ; yellow ground,
beautifully and distinctly marked with crimson. To Mr.
iLpps, JIaidstone, for his new Erica named Eriru tricolor

EppsU.
FRUIT.

There was a tolerable display of fruit, of considerable

excellence; but we have no room to notice even the winners'

names.
victoria RErtlA.

Mr. Irison, gardener to the Duchess Dowager of Northum-
berland, Syon House, sent again a flower and two leaves of

the far-famed Victoria rcijUi, for which an extra prize was
awarded.

EXTRACTS FEOM CORRESPONDENCE.
Ranunculuses: Self-manuring, &c.—A bed of ranun-

culuses was the sole extravagance in which my father in-

dulged in his garden, though eveiy thing in it—from these

choice pets to the untended lilies of the valley which car-

peted a shady corner under a hedge, and from his grape

vine, which he pruned himself, to his savoys and parsley-
was a delight and luxury to him. My father has rested

many years from his labours, and with him the home and
garden in which we delighted have passed away from us

;

but long even before that the ranunculus roots had been
destroyed by an accident while out of the ground, and were

deemed too costly to be replaced.

Though never without a garden of my own, or an eye for

my ueighbom-s' beds and borders, I happen not to have seen

a ranunculus from that time till this year, when half-a-dozen

blooms kindly sent me by a friend have redeemed the race

from my childish recollections, which were by no means very

favourable to them; moreover, they have drawn exclanmtions

of admiration from sundry friends who have, ordinaiily, no
eyes for flowers.

I know nothing of what should be the properties of a good

ranunculus, but I am quite sure that my six blooms would
be pronounced to be execrably bad by a florist ; nevertheless

these—and much worse than these—would be an ornament
to any garden, and the pi'ide of many such as mine ; and
as 1 look at them I cannot help thinking of the hundreds

and hundreds of roots raised as seedhngs, condemned, and

thrown away, because they do not possess the qualifications

needful to perfection. An edging (even of single ones)

would be beautiful romid one of ray beds ; but the cost of

any quantity of those advertised is quite beyond my means.

SN'hy should not Mr. Tyso, and other great growers—not only

of ranuuculus, but other florist's flowers—sell those of no
value, to put out singly into the market, by tho pound or hun-

dred, at a price suflicient to remunerate them for all trouble

expended on them, and for the loss of the manure they would

produce when thrown on the rubbisb-heap ; this would

enable the cottager almost, and certainly thousands of ama-

teurs, to share in otherwise forbidden pleasures. I am far
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from imdcrvnUiing tlio llorisfs art ; but why slionid any
source of pleasure in the world be wasted ? and there is

more jileasure to bo derived from bad Howers than from
none. There would bo no fear of the jiopulai- taste in

Honors deterioratiii};, eveu were our small gardens inun-

dated with bail llowers. The beauty of a good llower makes
itself felt at ouce to the most unpractised eye, and the last*

for tlowers, per se, would spread with the increased ease of

gi-atifj-in£j it.

For myself, I am bent on liaring some ranunculuses in my
garden next year, if only a patch ; for the sis^lit of them has

recalled a host of memories as bewitching, and almost ns

pure, as their own painted petals. WiU you kindly toll mo
whether I may hope that they will dower if planted in my
common garden soil, which is as uuUko o butteroip loam
as may be, being light and sandy ? Should 1 give them
the simniest or shadiest spot? and will rotten hotbed

linings, or vegetable mould, and spring waterings help them?
I have no other luxm-ies, and little time to devote to them,

but should be quite content if the blooms came at all,

though as ilifTerent from Mr. Tyso's treasures as the tulips of

a cottager's patch from their stately kindred at Mr. Groom's.

Speaking of Mr. Tyso's throwing his rejected I'anmiculuses

on the rubbish-heap, reminds me that you have not men-
tioned the subject of self-manming in Thu CoTT.iGE G.ui-

miXEK. I remember a story of a \ine-di'esser, too poor to

buy manure, who was, in conseqtience, on the point of giWng
up their culture, but could not resist one more trial, and for

want of anything else, dug in about their roots, as fai' as it

would go, all the pruuings of the lines, old and new, he
could collect ; and the produce of those, so treated, enabled

him to hold out a helping hand to the remainder.

When a girl, boasting only a corner in the home-garden
as my own, I pulled up the withered bines of my major
convolvoluses one autumn, and tossed them into a summer-
house to awiiit my leisure to gamer their seeds ; my leism'e,

or my pleasure, never came till sowing time, when, having

gathered and shelled till I was weary, yet not liking to waste

any of my store, I dug a hole and stuffed the bines and the

dead pods remoiuiug on them into it, trusting that some
would come up—as they did; no thanks to my treatment, for

I did not know in those days that ail' was necessaiy to the

vegetating of a seed, and bmied tlie whole pretty deeply.

Such magnificent convolvoluses—plants and tlowers—as

came from that patch I have never seen before nor since; but

I recommend every one who can keep the haulm of ain-

annual in any quantity apart from other manure to tiT the

result of a less rough experiment on the same plan. I now
always chop up the tops of my aspai-agus when withered, and

return them to the bed, and so also the prunings of my
roses, but the amount of manure furnished is too small to

produce any appaieut effect. Has the plan ever been tried

in any of the great rose or goosebeny gardens ?—A Lovek
OF Flowers from ChiliiHood.

[Mr. Appleby will give some timely notes upon ranunculus

culture. " Self-maniuiug," or manuring plants with their

own refuse, or the refuse of their species, is good practice ;

but plants usually require more ammoniacal matters to be

appUed to their roots than can be furnished them by then-

own refuse aloue.

—

Ed. C. G.]

A Pakp.ot Becoming Feathehless is caused by over-

feeding with unnatural food. PaiTOts in a wild state feed on
fruit and Tegetables ; and the more simply fed in a state of

confinement the better: they must not have either meat to

eat or bones to pick. It is a skin tUsease, similar to mange
in quadrupeds, that causes them to bite otf their feathers.

The remedy is, J oz. liver of suli)hm' dissolved in half a

pint of water, a[ipUed wann with a brush eveiy day, until a

cure is effected, and the bird placed in a wai-m apartment
until perfectly dry.

—

.\n' Oijj Bu-.d Fancieic.

Eoos IX Lime Water.—"A Friend," in No. flO of yom'
Cottaoe Oardeser, wishes to know the proiKirlion of Ume
to water for keeping eggs. 1 lb of lime to a gallon of water

is the quantitj' ; and it is important that the hme should be
quite fresh

—

i.e., quick-lime.—I. F. E.
Blaschino Celery.—The mode in which I cultivate celery

being pretty successful (indeed, I am looked-up to here-
abouts as a model celerj" grower—no great praise, however i,

I am induced to mention it, as I have not seen it alluded to

in yom- pages. I plant and prepare the ground for it, £ind

give it liquid manure, pretty much ns yon direct, and earth-

up very gradually at first ; but when the plants have attained

simie strength, instead of earthingup I lay long bands of

clfiiii slniw along both sides of Uie I'ow, merely leaving the

leaves in sight, and throw a little soil on the outside, to pre-

vent the wind blowing away the straw. As the celery grows,

I add more straw, &c. : this prevents the possibility of any
earth getting into the centres ; and it eats crisp and deaut'r

than any 1 ever saw.

—

Floba

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* \Vc requpst that no one will write to the departmental writers of

TiiK Cottage Gaqoener. It gives them unjustitialile trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circumntanees

to reply to such private communications.

PcEONV FttosT-BiTTEN [A. IT.).—WTicn in full bud last April your

poiony was nipped by the frost, and the stems have since gn*adually de-

cayed, and are now dead. Leave it alone, and if the roots have not been

injured it will shoot up a!;ain, perhaps this autumn, but certainly next

spring.

Guano for Exhaosted KiTcnEX-CAHDEN {W. W. H.).—For dig-

ging into this it would he prejudicial to employ more than the usual

quantity of one pound to every ten scpnire yards. It is too highly stimu-

lating, or, in other words, too rich in ammoniacal salts, if genuine, to

permit its being added to the soil in large quantities without injuring the

next crop. To an exhausted soil we should recommend the addition of

super-phosphate of lime (four ounces to every 10 yards), and some slowly-

decomposing vegetable matter, such as decayed sawdust, or decayed

tanner's bark (20 or 30 tons per acre), as well as the guano. This is sup-

posing that you have no stable-manure.

Sdper-phospuate of Lime (S. L. of C.).—In preparing this, the

bones should he broken into fragments not larger than a sixpence
;

sprinkle the bones with the water and then pour on the acid. If you

wish to apply it in a liquid state, more water must be added itfter the

bones are dissolved. If the oil of vitriol is of the strongest kind you

ought not to fail in preparing the super-phosphate, if you follow the

directions given at page 62, vol. i. The mixture is best spread over the

soil, and dug in before planting or sowing. On no account should it be

poured over the crop. Lime-water is not used as a manure, but for the

destruction of slugs, &c. ; and is best applied through the rose of a

watering-pot. It is hardly fair to ask our correspondent for " the philo-

sophy of the recipe " for thickening the hair, given in our 89th number.

Did you ever ask a medical man to give " the philosophy" of his remedies,

and obtain from him a satisfactory reply'/ Such things are empirical
;

they are found to be useful, but it seems vain to ask. Why ?

EniDLB-RooTEn Rape.—A Subscriber wishes to know where he can

obtain some seed of this ?

Temperatdre of Poultry House (.4 Half-pay Naval Officer).—

"To ensure a supply of eggs through the winter," you have introduced

steam-pipes into your hen-house, and wish to know the temperature to

be maintained ? You, of course, will only require artificial heat during

the winter and early spring, and we should recommend it to be from G5^

to 70° during the day, and about 50'^ at night ; for animals as well as

plants are benefited by less stimulus during the hours of rest. Will you

oblige us with a sketch and description of your hen-house and your mode
of warming it 7

MusHROoM-BBDS (C. Palmer).—Nos. 56 and 66, which contain the

long particulars you require, will cost you sixpence, and can be had

through any bookseller. The mode of growing mushrooms in a cellar

are the same as those given in No. 66. You have done right as far as you

have gone.
*

Cauliflower Plants {Ibid).—These, just planted, have their roots

attacked by grubs. Water those which are not yet attacked with lime

water, in which is dissolved common salt ; not more than one ounce in

each gallon.

Ma.\y Questions {Ibid).—Pigeons' dung is one of the richest of

manures, and will do for any kitchen-garden crop. Leave your P(eony

roots undisturbed. They did not bloom this year, probably owing to

their being disturbed. The draining^ from your stable, mixed with four

times their quantity of water, will do for your asparagus, cabbage-worta,

celery, lettuce, and all other plants cultivated fur their leaves. Cut away

the stickers of Jyour plum-tree ns fast as they appear; there is no other

remedy. Rhubarb likes neither a heavy nor a light soil ; mix them to-

gether, and make a moderately tenacious loam, which it prefers. It is

quite impossible to say what a red eoil is, without previous examination.

The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (.Y. V. Z., .Vo. 2).—Thanks

for your suggestions. It will be completed in about forty-five weekly

numbers, to be published on as many successive Thursdays.

Box-BOGiNG ylbid).—Thc best months for planting box arc September

and February ; yet some planted during wet weather last April is growing

strongly. Small rooted slips are employed, and are planted against the

perpendiciUar side of a small trench along the edge of the border or bed

they are desired to bound. The best month for clipping box is June, and

it should be done in showery weather.
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Vinegar Plant f//. O. AT.).—In No. 35, you will find not only a

desrription but a drawing of the Vinegar plant, and directions for its uac.

Fruit-tree Bohuers (J^/ojyO.—These should not he cropped, but

only the weeds hoed off, and the surface in spring and autumn pointed

over, two or three inches deep, \vith a garden fork. Digging is the very

worst treatment applicable to afi'uit border.

Blistering of Gooseherry Leaves (Ibid).—The red blotches on

the fruit and the red blisters on the leaves are, probably, occasioned by

frosts occurring when tlicy are fully charged with moisture during their

early growth. It is a good practice to take off the ends of the gooseberry

shoots affected with the green fly, or aphis ; but it is not true that the

aphis becomes a caterpillar I

Flowers for Bees (/iiV/).—See what we say on this subject at page

3l6 of our last volume. The broad-leaved plant you refer to, perhaps is

Borage, which \iclds much pasturage for bees.

Mending Indian-rubber Goloshes (//.(V).—Fill the small holes

by means of Indian-rubber dissolved in naptha; nnd to prevent further

similar injuries, have a leather sole sewn upon them. A classed list of

Tulips ib given at page 5" of our first volume.

White Forget-me-not (Ilajfifhi). — The party kindly supplying

these has no more at present ; but if you will send your direction on a

stamped envelope, it shall be forwarded, and you will have a plant in

your turn we have no doubt.

Grucs in Turf (Fredenclc).—These which travel from the turf to

" your flower-beds in thousands, and destroy the roots of Cyclamens,

^c," are the larvffi of the common Daddy Long Legs, Tipula oleracea.

Gas-lime and quick-lime are both said to be fatal to them. See Vol. ii.,

page 61.

Delay of Second Swailm.—J.A.E. says: "I have for four days been

expecting a second swarm from a common cottage hive. The first issued

on the 2nd of June ; on the 15th I heard three notes of the queen's

piping, and consequently expected a swarm on the following day ; on the

l6th I heard three notes again, and again no swarm followed; on the irth

I heard one note, repeated at long intervals; on the ISth I could hear

none. I have now given up all idea of a second swarm, and intend to cut

out the top of the hive, and put on a cap (one of Rlr. Payne's small

hives)." It was in all probability the cold we had at the time your second

swarm should have come that prevented it, and caused the young queens

to be killed. Vou have done quite right by cutting a hole and placing a

small hive upon the stock, as the season is, you will be a gainer by their

not swarming a second time; your stock will be all the better, and a

second swarm would have been of little value, indeed, none beyond that

of uniting to some weak stock.

Kemoving Small Hive.—il/.^-J. says :
" Perceiving that the bees did not

close up the cells in the small hive put upon a last year's swarm, as it had

been on thirty-two days, I proceeded to move it as follows :— I placed a

large sheet of pierced zinc between the adapting board and small hive.

I then removed the small hive to a distant part of the garden, and placed

it OH a dish with room for the bees to escape, but perceiving an hour after

that they had not left the hive, I caused a little smoke to be inserted from

the bottom without effecting ray object. An hour later, finding they still

adhered to the comb, and that no confusion occurred in the parent hive, 1

took the hive into a dark room and proceeded to draw them out as I could,

with a potato stalk. Much time had now elapsed, and the weight of the

combs caused some to give way. I then, gently, with a skimmer, removed

them one by one, and placed them in a colander, when to my surprise I

found one large comb filled with brood, some of which were on the point

of hatching, and many came out during the process. To-day I purpose

breaking the comb, and draining the honey, but whether the comb in

which the brood is can be made of any avail, I know not. I ought,

perhaps, to remark, that the hive swarmed on the Qth inst. The adapting

board and sheet of zinc got, unfortunately, removed in the progress of the

work, and I placed a fiower-pot saucer upon the top of the hive, an old

straw one, in which I had cut the hole about a month since. I placed

a small hive on the 7lh inst. on another old stock. How should it be

treated? The stock I expect will swarm shortly." Your small hive

ritil the combs wern ceded, and if room was re-

e should have been given them, placing it between

ane you removed. Upon discovering brood in it,

,nd its containing brood was

Cells containing brood are very

iily distinguished from those containing honey ; the eieling of the

former is spherical, while that of the latter is plane ; had there been no

brood in your hive the bees would have left it in a few minutes. Infuturt-

use no smolie. Place a second small hive upon the other old stock you

mention ; putting it between the one now on and the parent hive, as

directed at page 104, volume 2, of The Cottage Gardener. The comb

in which you found the brood is valueless, except for returning to the

parent hive, which might easily have been done.

Bees (a. «.).~We have never recommended either doubling boards or

side hives. Wc should say, in about 18 or 21 days take out the cork from

the top of your hive, and place over the 2-inch hole a bell-glass or small

hive, first putting a piece or two of guide-eomb into them. Taylor's

ventilator {which appears to be the most effectual one), may be placed in

the small hive. The glasses are sold with ventilators in them. Your

hives are in a very proper situation. If you are anxious to obtain the

largest quantity of honey at the least possible expense, we say. use

Paymrs Improved Cottage Hive, and follow strictly the directions already

given in our pages for its management. The hive you mention, with five

.should have remained i

quired another small hii

the parent hive and the

it should have been immediately

the reason of the bees not leav

glasses, is a pretty toy, but you must not expect profit from it. Trans-

fering stock is tiUogetlier bad practice; not one in ten ever succeeds;

were they let alone, they would supply swarms for many years.

Preventing Swarming.—A Constant Re/ider sjiys :
" Having heard

that room might be given (to prevent swarming) by placing a butter-tub

underneath the hive, and opening a communication when necessary, I

did so, with a very strong and healthy hive ; and having a pane of glass

previously inserted, I soon saw the tub perfectly full of bees, and con-

cluded they were working into it, as they always appeared lively and busy,

till after about 10 days I fancied I perceived, on a narrower inspection

the bottom of the butter-tub strewed with dead bees ; and on removing
the hive to ascertain, I took out a full quart of dead bees. Can you in

any way account for this ? There was no appearance of dissension, or any
disease; and it could not be want of air, as the tub was by no means air-

tight, light being perceptible through all the cracks. There was no com-
mencement of comb, although they had been in posbcssion of the

tub a fortnight. I have now added caps to two of my hives, and though

they arc filled with beea—as full as possible—and have been for a

week, I can perceive no sign of any comb, or any appearance of their

being at work." Never again attempt to give your bees room after " the

tub fashion ;'* it is well you found only a few and not all dead that went

into it. In giving them room at the top of the hives, by placing small

hives upon them, you have done quite right ; had you done so at first,

your small hives by this time would in all probability have been filled.

It was, perhaps, cold that killed them ; for a constant current of cold air

was passing through the cracks of the tub into the hive, to supply the

place of the heated air that was passing out of it. If your caps are filled

with bees, they are working in them; the glass where you can see their

combs is the last part of the hive they will come to.

West Indian Seeds (A Lady Subscrif/er).—We have often heard of

and sowed seeds of a Yellow Convoh^oliis, or Ipomcea, and also of a Yellow

Pea, from different countries, but we never saw a good example of either;

nevertheless, we would sow those you have from Jamaica. Vevain is a

local name, and not knov\'n to us.

CoBCEA ScANDENS (J. B. S/orc^).—This is a half-hardy perennial

climber, bearing purple flowers, and blooming in August.

Asparagus (//. M. Ferns).—Do not despair, your asparagus is young.

It will be better next year, if you give it plenty of liquid manure and salt

this summer. Mr. RI'Glashan, of Dublin, will get yon the covers and

Mildewed Peaches {^4^ Ainateur).—The white spots on the fruit of

your Koyal George Peach, which gradually increase and, becoming con-

fluent, at length nearly cover the whole fruit, is the mildew, the agent of

mischief being a parasitic fungus. Flowers of sulphur and quick lime

slacked, mixed in equal quantities and dusted over the fruit, is said to be

the best remedy. The sulphur does not impart any flavour to the fruit.

Prevention is better than cure. Paint your wall over with a mixture of

clay and sulphur, cut away all the roots that sink deeply into the soil,

and promote the production of surface roots by applying mulch to the

border. The Royal George and some others are more liable than the

Noblesse to be attacked in this way.

Heracleum Gigantetjm (G. O.).—This does not require cither

propping or liquid-manure. Sea-kale o_fsets, if growing well, will be

benefited by the application both of liquid-manure and salt.

Sun-burning and Freckles {A Traveller in the Sun).—To T^revf^nt

these, dissolve half an ounce of citric acid, two drachms of sugar, and

one drachm of borax, finely powdered, in a quarter of a pint of water, and

apply to the skin before going out.

UocKERY iR. A, L.).—We will have an essay on this subject, if pos-

sible, next week.

Gnat Bites (T. Lindsay).—To prevent these very irritating punctures

the hands and face may be moistened with citric acid, dissolved in water

;

and to relieve the irritation after being bitten, apply, repeatedly, spirit

of hartshorn to the place. Thanks for your gratifying note.

Names of Plants {Mary).—Tout Wtile yellow flower is ChetjnntJius

alpiiius, or Alpine Wallflower. The other is a species of Silene, or

Catchfly, but the specimen was too small for us to determine its specific

name. (Augusta.)—The seeds from the Italian sailors is Lunaria

biennis, Honesty, or Moon-wort. Do not take up your Globe Artichokes,

but remove all the suckers but two or three from each stool yearly.

[(Juiestor.)—Yom- plant is Abntilon striatum. (H. W. Hargreaves.)—

How could you suppose it possible to tell the name of a Fuchsia from a

single leaf ? We must have a sprig with flowers on it carefully packed

in a box. (F. W. S.)—Your Geranium seems to be a varieg.atcd variety

of the old Rose-scented. (G. A. S. JV.)—Your plant is Astrantia

mayima, or Largest Masterwort. (M. E. S.).— 1. Polygala vulgaris.

2. Pinguicula vnlgaris. 3. Euphrasia officinalis. 4. Myosotis alpestris.

:•,. Salii caprea. 6. Euphorbia Helioscopia. 7. Mereurialis perennis.

(J. N. Q.)—Your tree is the Sycamore, Acer Psendn-Platnmts, which

sows itself like a weed. Remove your young trees as soon as possible*

after Christmas. Cutting through their roots all round now will facilitate

the operation.

Pea-fowl Keabing (J. F. E.).—We have sent your note to Bfartin

Doyle.

London: Printed by Haery WooLnRiDGE, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Marv Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLB Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

bhrist Church, City of London.—July 4th, 1850,
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Poi.iTic.iL tlicmcs are exchuled from our pages, anil too

grateful are we for thus es(:ai>iug from tlie auger, malice,

and uueliaritableness almost iuseparable from their dis-

cussiou, voluntarily to risk a departure from the exclu-

sion even in a single instance. If we resolved sometimes

to relax from our rule, one such relaxation should ho for

the consideration of tlie present condition of the cultiva-

tors of the soil. But we will be proof against even this

temptation, and we will go no further than to acknow-

ledffe, what all the world knows, that the said cidtivators

are complaining that they are labouring under great

distress. We will not venture to state the proofs whicli

they offer to show the amount of that distress, nor the

evidences which those who deny the existence of the

distress have adduced. We will not thus venture,

because, though Justice herself guided our hand, and

though Truth herself trimmed our lamp, still one party

or the other would say, "it's pretty plain in which

direction that is prejudiced." Now, as we are no parti-

zans, we will not subject ourselves to any such suspi-

cions ; but, as we have a few relative observations and

statements to make, we will suppose—and nothing more,

—we will suppose the distress does exist ; and we will

further suppose, that we had (which is consonant with

truth) this question placed before us, " What can be

done, with wheat at 40s. per quarter?
"

We should reply, as strictly within our province, that

three things can be done. lu the first place, not because

the most important, but because it comes forcibly upon

us in connection with an admirable discourse we heard

delivered yesterday on the text, " Bear ye one another's

burdens." In the first place, we think that landlords

should reduce their rents. It is quite true,—as more than

once has been observed by a landlord or his representa-

tive,—it is quite tnie, that if wheat had risen instead of

having fallen, the tenant would not have paid more

rent ; but the cases are not parallel. The parallel case

is this :—Suppose a landlord, owing to that rise of prices,

was on the brink of ruin, would his tenants agi'ee to an

advance of ten per cent, upon their rental to aid him ?

We think they ought; therefore we think the same equity

presses upon him when the circumstances are reversed.

There is no law to compel either party to help the other

to bear his burden, but there is the voice of duty, which

is entitled to as much respect as any section of the

statute book.

In the second place, " what can be done," is for the

cultivator to reduce his expenditure by scrupulously

eschewing every outlay, however trivial, that is not

needed. We can tell him, from evidence that cannot

mislead, that for the mere esseiii'mls of living, a family of

five, with their two domestics, need not exceed ^£120.

In what the non-essentials amount to, is comprised the

expenditure upon which economy may be effectually

exercised ; and we here include dress, because it is one

of those items beyond all others that can be effectively

tested by the inquiry, " What wo can do, and what we
can do without." What the cultivator of the soil can do

without, of whatever nature, it is his imperative duty to

refraiu from ; for if there is one equity more palpable

than another, it is that which says, he should be self-

denying who requires another to be self-denying for him.

The reduction of expenditure is to be carried, without

any reasonable complaint, much further than many of

our readers may imagine ; and we have within a bow-

shot of us one of the most successful of merchants, who
says, "I have succeeded because, even when I began

life, I never allowed my expenditure to exceed my
income."

In the third place, " what can be done," is for the cul-

tivator to improve his tillage. This may be an impa-

latable lesson, but we are convinced of its practicability

and necessity, and we speak our conviction boldly.

Many of our readers will sneer at the doctrine, but when
the same doctrine was uttered to an Irish peasant who
turned up his potato gi'ound by the aid of a liorse

attached to the plough by his tail, that peasant sneered

also, and even required an Act of Parliament to compel

him to use traces. There are those alive who have wit-

nessed the improvement of our stock, the introduction

of drill husbandry, the due rotation of crops, the use of

swedes and mangold-wurtzel, the application of artificial

manures, and the employment of deep drainage; yet,

before these improvements were efl'ected, was there a

farmer alive who would not have ridiculed the advice to

improve his tillage ? We are well assured that it is still

open to great and highly remunerative impi'ovemeuts

;

and as facts are antagonists that even the stoutest yeo-

man is puzzled to overthrow, we will ofi'er a few for him
to wrestle with. They are introduced to us by the fol-

lowing letter from our Publisher, and if they fancy he is

not a straightforward, trust-worthy character, let them

obtain a conti'aiy conviction by having five minutes con-

versation with him in Paternoster-Row :

—

" I observe many commimications are addressed to

you, requiring information as to the best and most pro-

fitable mode of employing, and the results that may be

exijccted from the skilful management of a few acres.

As applicable to these inquiries, I enclose you a copy of

an account furnished me liy a distinguished member of

the Corporation of Loudon, whicli will answer many of

the questions put to you by those correspondents, and

which will probably satisfy some of your agricultural

friends that there is still hope for them, if they employ

their means with skill and energy.

" The crops to which the accounts relate, I can testify

were the finest I have ever seen; and it is well known in

the neighbourhood that the produce was as here stated.

The situation being within six miles of Loudon, is, of

course, most favourable both for markets and manure,

but otherwise for labour; and the only objection I have

heard raised to the account is, that the charge for ma-

nure is insufficient. Be that as it may, and making a

considerable allowance on that score, it docs not show

farming to be without its prizes in the lottery of life.

" June 21, 1850. YouK PuBr.isnEn."
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Expenses on nt Acrus or Land ron tue Year I^IO.

To twice plongUiiig li acres of land, (fli 1 .'s per

acre

11 sacks of potato plants, («? 12s

Cuttiug and planting'

Hooins and inoiiliUng

rioufjliini; 1 acre three times
("urn It and wurtzel seed
riimting and lliinuiug wnrtzel

,, cleaning carrots

Hi>eing wurtzel three times

'laking-up and trimming
.'t bush, of seed ryo

Double ploughing 4 acres for oats

'i qrs. of seed oats

Piilluig, haiTowiug, and rolling

Scaring birds

Harvesting oats

Threshiug 53^ ijrs. of oats, @ 2s lid per (jr.

'iO loads of manure, @ 10s

l!ont, @ i'4 per acre

Kates, taxes, and tithe

1 10
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ping, disbiiildiiig, &o., as the case may be ; the jirime

object being to get the wall itself liealcil by the solar

rays. Such heat is given out, as we have before observed,

during the night; and it need scarcely he said, that the

benefit is immense, for it must be obvious to the most'

uuinibrmed, that it is a matter of some import, as to

whetber a thermometer placed amongst the shoots be
55° or 00°. Of course, the vine-dresser will attend to

the general principles of thinning in the bunch; and
also of the berry, if fine fruit is desired.

Towards tlie end of the mouth the earliest Peaches
will i-equu-e thinning in the leaf, for although the chief

of the swelling may be carried out most beautifully by
means of the moderate shade aUbrded by the leaves, yet

it is essential that the sun should at last shine on the

fruit itself This renders the fruit high-coloured, and
high-colour and flavour generally go together in the

peach ; and bei'ein it forms an exception to some other
fruits, especially the grape ; for those will colour under
the most intense shade, formed by a thick canopy of its

own umbrageous foliage.

\Ve would never, however, remove the peach foliage

until the fruit has nearly completed its swelling—say
about one week before it is ripe ; and even then we do
not advise any wholesale plucking away of the leaves.

Our practice is, to ])inch away portions of the leaves
immediately over the fruit, just enough to let the sun
shine on about a third or a half.

The first training, as previously advised, of all the

principal or leading shoots, will have been carried out
by all parties who are in earnest about tlieir affairs, and
we must now advise a further advance in training, in

order to facilitate the admission of light iu an equal way
to all portions of the trees. In fact, there can be no
reason why every shoot, considered permanent, should
not bo instantly trained close. It has been before

observed in these pages, that when peach or nectarine
trees are managed by system, not a slioot need remain
but what is necessary in the ensuing spring. This is,

of course, presupposing that the trees are free from
insects, and that they are safe at the root ; or, in other
words, are in soil adapted to their habits, and on a sound
subsoil. Those, however, who have doubts on such sub-
jects must admit of a compromise; must proceed by " a
middling sort of system," by which, indeed, hard though
the words be, two-thirds of the wall peaches and necta-
rines are managed in this kingdom.

Currants (Bed and While).—Those wlio mat up, or
otherwise cover, these in order to retard them, should
do so the moment the berries change colour. It is well,
however, to do this at twice—once immediately, and the
remaining portion a fortnight hence. Tliose done the
earliest, should be occasionally uncovered—say once a
week—for a day or two, in order to acquire, at a slow
pace, both colour and flavour ; for those will not be so
higli flavoured as those which are encased when all the
berries are matured. They wiU, nevertheless, keep
longer, provided a little attention be given.

Our readers are aware that Gooseberries, and, indeed,
all other fruits, with scarcely an exception, may be
retarded on similar principles ; viz., by first slightly
retarding the ripening; and, secondly, by retarding ripe-
ness itself. The latter by far the most important affair,

about which we shall say a little more as the autumn
advances.

Fuurr Roojis.—To talk of the fruit room in July may
appear, at first sight, a lar-fetched theme. We name it

here to suggest, that all parties get their fruit rooms

—

the place we mean for their winter stores—cleaned out
immediately, in order that all destructive fungi, or their
spores, may be nipped in the bud ; at least, all those
which fester on the remains of decayed pieces of fruit,

or shrivelled specimens, which may still remain in holes

or cornel's.

Let no one suppose that these are mere ceremonious
proceedings; depend upon it, all fruit rooms are the

better for a thorough scouring-out once in tlie year—in

the John Bull fashion—we mean with plenty of soap
and water, and also that great essential of English
cleanliness, a liberal amouut of what the country-folk,

in their homely vernacular, term " elbow grease." This
course not only removes impurities from the shelves,

but from the very floors. If there be but a slight amount
of stagnant damp existing, it generates a host of fungi

iu the form of a mere crust, which, by arresting evapo-

ration, engenders a corrupt atmosphere. Washing, then,

and a most liberal and attentive course of ventilation,

ai'e of eminent service during the succeeding autumn
and winter ; for the fruits themselves may, in then' own
nature, breed fungi. R. Eruington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
After all om- planting, and writiug, and new modes of

filling the flower-garden for many years, we must confess

that the largest ruimber of our best flower-gardens are

not what we miglit and could make them, from the

middle of May to this time. When the flush of " spring

flowers" is over, a sudden check is allowed for the next
six weeks, to give time to the half-hardy and fashionable

plants of this department to estabhsb themselves ; and
for the sake of an autumnal display, we forego the great

show which annuals alone, under our present system, can
j)roduce in June, or until the newly "turned out" things

fill up the beds and are in bloom. When we have
a warm May and a dripping June things are sooner
righted, but this season the cold spring lasted later into

May than usual ; and, although we experienced a good
planting-out season, with refreshing showers, the stock

was hardly disposed of before a drought and dog-days'

heat ensued, and with them watering-pots, ragged grass,

and a general languidness all over the gardens. Add to

this, the damage sustained by half-hardy shrubs and
climbers, and by a great portion of our best roses from
late spring frosts, and we shall not h.ave much to boast

of for the June of this year. But now the worst is

over, and the flower-gardener has reached tliat period at

wliicli he has more leisure and less anxiety than at any
other time of the whole year. The cliief work now will

be to train out and regulate all the trailing plants, such
as Verbenas and Petunias, where the beds of these are

not already covered. Trailing plants which run into

each other in the autumn, and are liable to be beaten

down with rain and high winds, should now luivo some
supports placed amongst them. Petunias, in particular,

are much benefited by this early attention ; and the

small spray, or the tops of pc-a-sticks, are good things to

give them the necessary support. Begin with small

sticks for them, not more than a foot or 18 inches high;

and as they are covered longer sticks may then he added;

and if these arc placed equally all over a bed of this

kind, no wind, however high, can damage them after-

wards.

Stakes, of suitable sizes and lengths, will also be in

demand now for HoUi/hocJcs, Phloxes, Dahlias, and other

tall plants. Most people put down the stakes for the

dahlias at the time they arc planted out : the worst of

which plan is, that small birds take a fancy to perch on
the tops of such naked stakes, and then disfigure the

plants below them with their dung, which is annoying

to the gardener, and prejudicial to the health of the

leaves and plants themselves. But there is a simple

way of preventing all this, which I can confidently

recommend ; which is, to stick a pin in the very top of

the stake, and then no bird can or will sit on the pin or
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by the side of it, supposing the stake to be flat on the

top. Nothing; can be more simple oreflectual than this.

Then comes the tliiniiinij; ami training of such eihjiiqf

phiiits as me reared from seed : as the I 'irgiiiitiii stiK'li-,

Suefl ah/ssiim, common Xtiisliirliiiiii, Coiivoleo/iis iiiitior,

and the like. The highest plants of these should now
be cut on the to|i, so as to get up the edging all of one

height. Some of the side branches will ulso be the better

from a clip, to keeji the whole in a trim, neat fasliioii.

Then, where suoli plants are too thick, .some of them
must be pulled np : for if they stand too thick they will

not hist so long without going to seed ; and it is one

point of good management, in a regular tiowcr-gardeu,

that no seeds bo allowed to come to maturity. Tlie

reserve ground, or places out of sight, should he the

seed-nurserv. As the common Xtirsliirlium will grow in

any soil, rich or poor, it is a better edging-plant in many
places than the Musk munichis when used for the same
colour. Where a bright yellow or orange yellow edging

is wanted, or is suitable, no better plant than this nar

sturtium can be used ; and there are three or four varie-

ties of it which do well mixed together, and all of them
will transplant, I believe, at any age ; at any rate, such

as are now scrambling about from self-sown seeds, or in

a seed-bed sown last April, may now he safely removed
to auv othei' place, and transplanted in a row round a

bed or beds. All the preparation that is necessary for

them is, to cut otf most of their largest leaves, and to

water them well for the first week or ten days. Where
they have been sown purposely for an edging, all the

attention tliey reipiire now, is to train the shoots round
and round, or along, in the spaces they are intended to

occupy. This training with them is ett'ected simply by
placing little bits of sticks against one side of the shoot,

or by burying a leaf hero and there to hold them in the

right position, and as soon as the Howers are produced
so thickly as to make a show ; the large leaves must be

cut ofl" every ten days, or fortnight, for the rest of the

season ; and that does not seem to affect them in the

least. Indeed, the whole secret of making vei-y beau-

tiful beds or edgings of them is, to keep down the leaves

regularly from the time they come into bloom. I do not

mean, of course, that every leaf is to be removed at any
one time,—only enough of them to allow the flowers to

he free and easily seen.

The C'oiivolvoliis minor, of which there are three or

four beaulifid vaiieties, particularly a large dark bluish

l)uq5le one with a clear white eye, is peculiarly well

fitted for edgings, or rows, as it keeps in flower the whole
season, and is as gay as any plant I know. But they

require to be watched constantly, as they are so prone
to scramble away when they are not wanted. They
must be kept within hounds by the use of sticks, which,

however, must be so placed as to he out of sight, and
their tops should all be trained or compelled to grow
one way. Then, as they grow on, they cover each other,

and nothing is seen hut the flowering ends. They must
not be touclied hy the knife, or stojjped in any way, as

they do not branch out afterwards. They are often

marked in books as gi'owing only a few inches high, hut
that is a gi'cat mistake. I have seen them grow ten feet

high : and a pretty pictwe they made. The seeds were
sown in an outsi le circle round a large bed of Ri'd

salvias, with the intention of confining them down for

a bright edging ; but the bed was so rich, and the Salvias

were strong old plants, and grew away enormously, with-

out ever showin,g a disposition to flower till veiy late in

September ; and this Convolvolus minor was let loose

amongst them and soon overtopped the Salvias all the

way round, and were one mass of blossom from top to

bottom for three mouths; and at last their tops collected

in a hyramidal heap in the centre of the bed ; and if they
had been supported in that position by a strong stake,

the whole would have looked unique for the rest of the

season; but tlie wind blew them down among the

Salvias, which by this time began to push out their

flowers from amongst the Convolvolus ; and if one had

tried to make such a bed by careful training, ten to one

if the thing would have looked half so well. Now, if

instead of the Salvias, some bushy sticks, such as we use

for peas, were put in to support them, there is no doubt

but a very showy bed might be produced that way also.

I have hearil ol a bed being made in the same way by

planting two-yoar old 31auri(ii<liiis, which soon covered

the sticks, and made one mass of bloo'hi.all over the

surface ; but I never either saw or tried a bed that way.

Another plant that would bo very likely to answer

well after the same manner, and look remarkably well, is

TrojMiolitm jk-iil<ijiln/lliim. The tubers of which should

be taken up and kept dry all the winter, and planted out

any time after the middle of March ; and if set four inches

below tlie surface their young tops would take no harm
from late frosts, and they would come up very strong as

soon as the season was warm enough for them. Then
to begin with dwarf sticks, and go on with taller ones as

the shoots advanced, as we do with Petunias, I should

have no fears about getting a novel and interesting-ffed

that would flower from July till the frost came ; and this

plant stands a good smart frost before the shoots or

flowers are injured. Indeed, we have plants of it here

which remain in the ground from year to year without

any protection ; but for a bed 1 would prefer taking up

the roots every autumn, and keeping them in sand away

from the frost all the winter.

There is a newer one of these pretty Tropaolums,

called SjieciosuiH, with red flowers ; and many gardeners

have been sorely puzzled how best to grow it for the last

two or three years, it is a hardy, and, I believe, nearly

as strong a grower as the last ; and the only secret to

grow it to perfection, if the soil is all right, is to plant it

behind a north wall where the sun cannot reach it. We
are often applied to for climbers to suit a north a,spect,

and here is one of the prettiest summer climbers in the

kingdom, just ready at our elbows for this very purpose;

and not only that, but it is foreign to its nature to grow

half so well in any other way. A deep, rich, light soil

will no doubt suit it best ; but if one were now to make
choice of a place for a plant of this where the soil is too

hard, or too strong, or otherwise \msuited for so fine

a flower, all that would be required is to dig out a large

hole for it, say two feet deep, and as much in width, then

to put si.x. inches of broken lumps of peat, with two or

three liandsful of stones or charcoal lumps, and then tiU

up with a compost of one-half light sandy loam, the rest

of leaf-mould and peat in equal proportions, and then

plant out this Tropoeolum and water it well. The

cliauces are, that a plant now looking sickly and half

starved in the sun, would so recover itself before the

end of the growing season, afi to become a splendid

object for many years to come in similar situations ; but

in case it should not prove quite hardy, it had better be

taken up for the winter. !>• Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Hestorino neglected Plants.— Among a mass of

inquu-ies, this week I deem it advisable to give this

prominence to those of a gentleman who has lately pur-

chased a small greenhouse, hut the plants in which are

in a sad neglected condition; believing that restoring

old mihealthy plants to a state of vigour will be as

generally interesting as detailing the most approved

method of managing them, when they are in a state of

health and luxuriance.

CnmelUas that were wintered in a cold pit, removed

thence to the greenhouse, but have produced no flowers,
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the branches being long and straggling, " is it too liiLe

to prime ? and wliat water sliould be given ?
" It is

not yet too late to lu-uue, if you can give thera good
treatment ; and we would recommend you to do so, even
if you sliould not have so many flowers the succeeding

season. Tlie culture of the Camellia has been several

times referred to, but chiefly as respects plants in a

moderate state of health. For soil, projiagating, time

of potting, &c., we refer you to previous numbers. We
only mean at present to tell you how to make these

straggling, woe-tiegnne, barren plants healthy and flower-

producing. Some of the best of them may be submitted
to similar treatment, without cutting them down, and then

you may safely calculate upon having flower-buds formed
upon the points of their present shoots ; but in either

case you must not e.xpect flowers until late ne.\t spring.

Plants intended to bloom about Christmas must have
their fresh wood formed early, and growth nearly

finished by July. Supposing that you can command
nothing but your house or pit, in one or the other your
plants should be placed, and kept as close, and moist,

and hot as they will bear, shading when the sun is

bright, but removing the shade in good time, that the

sun's rays may heat the place well before the evening.
With sun heat, the temperature may thus be allowed to

range from 70° to 85°, or even a few degrees higher,

luitil the old shoots throw out young ones, when of

course more air would gradually be given, and thus the

temperature be reduced. The cutting back may either

be effected at once, before submitting them to this treat-

ment, or, if the shoots are very straggling, and it is

desirable to-lceep up a circulation of sap, and yet effect the

purpose of forming a bushy head, then these straggling

shoots may be bent and tied down as much as possible,

so that the organized sap may make jiassages for itself

by means of the lateral buds at the bends. Your object

might thus be efl'ected without giving a sudden check to

the system, a thing of less moment in the case of a

vigorous young tree than in one old and worn out,

where a check of this nature is almost as likely to end
in death as in increased vigour. In both cases, in unison
with the close and high temperature from sun heat and
even fi'om tlie flue, if uecessai'y, success will greatly

depend upon keeping the atmosphere saturated with
moisture, by dusting the stems of the plant, and syring-

ing the paths and walls of the building ; taking care,

however, that though the soil at the roots is moist, it

must not be 2ni(ltlh'il. In using the syringe thus freely,

means must be taken, therefore, to prevent the water
falling upon the soil in the pots. By this method you
will succeed moderately, if your plants are fairly supplied
with healthy roots; and in that case no repotting should
take place until the young shoots have growu from half
an inch to two inches in lengtli. If the roots are bad,
or the soil flue and quite woru out, the plants may be
transferred to light sandy soil, and to smaller pots ; but
the cutting-iu of the branches and repotting should not
be I'esorted to at the same time, if it can be prevented.
The above system will answer if carefully attended to,

but not so surely as if in addition you could give the
plants the assistance of the heat and moisture arising
from sweet fermenting materials. Those who have pits

will have no difficulty iu doing so, as, if not high
enough, a cucumber bo.K may be set upon it. It would
require a thickness of two feet of dung—or dung and
leaves in a sweet state—to maintain a fermenting power
long enough to suit this purpose. I have already stated,

that one of the best means for an uninitiated person
knowing whether such a fermenting mass is sweet or
not is to observe the drops of dew collected on the sash
bars in a morning, tluit have been placed over such a
bed : if clear as crystal, nothing, with due care, will be
harmed

; if of a dirty yellow colour, trust the bed with
nothinsf.

Now some, like the gentleman whoso case we are con-

sidering, may have camellias and other plants in this

straggling, merely-e.xisting state, and yet have no pit or

frame iu which they can place them to have the advan-

tage of this fermenting mass of manure. In such
circumstances we have made a tempoi-ary house of old

doors, boards, tarred cloth, &c. ; and when no lights

could bo got, have used glazed calico, and with the best

results. The calico would enable yo>i to dispense with

shading, which you must attend to if lights from a pit

or frame are used. The genial heat and moisture,

along with invigorating gases thus rising from the fer-

menting materials will cause the plants to break fresh

buds more quickly and sti'ongly than by any other

method. If the pot is full of roots, do not plunge it in

the dung, &c., or even set it upon it, without the inter-

vention of a board as a nonconducting agent. JBiit if

the roots are so bad tliat you have been forced to repot,

then the pot may be plunged, to encom-age the fresh

])i-otrusion of liealthy roots ; but care shoidd be talien

that the heat at the roots is never more than from 80°

to Ho°. As roots and shoots are formed, the temperature

and the moisture should be gradually reduced, and the

plants be hardened to stand in a cool greenhouse during

the winter. From the first-produced shoots flowers may
bo obtained, and the others will grow freely, to rewai-d

you fully in the second season.

Hoi/a carnosa looks sickly—leaves thin. An analogous

case has lately been referred to. Keep it in the warmest
end of the greenhouse, and exposed to the sun, at least

whenever the leaves will bear it ; also give moisture at

the roots during the summer ; but iu its sickly state,

instead of deluging there, syringe frequently over the

foliage; and towards winter allow it gradually to become
rather dry, re-watering and syringing again when the

warmth of spring returns. Like most tender succulent

plants, growth must take place under plenty of liglit in

one season, in oider to ensure abundance of bloom in

the season ensuing.

Cacti.—" How treat G. Jcnkinsonii coming into bloom ?

Those that have not flowered, should they be rejiotted ?

And liow know when they have finished their growth ?"

This matter has also been several times referred to. In
addition, and as it meets several cases of inquiry, we
add—First : water the Jenkinsonii while in bloom, and
lor some months afterwards. When done flowerilig,

prune the plant, clearing it from its oldest stunted

shoots. Set it as near the glass and as fully exposed to

the sun as you can ; water it duly when requisite, and
if at limes with manure water, all the better. By the

end of July, or a little later, place it out of doors close

to a wall, where the sun's rays will strike hard upon it.

Allow it to remain there until the cold nights of autumn
give warning to protect it in-doors ; but previously to

that, by means of tiles or wood, protect the roots from
autumn rains ; and when once restored to the house,

give no more water all the winter, unless it be very

shrivelled indeed ; and when warmth again returns

with the spring yom- plant will begin to show its flower-

buds; when moisture, both by watering the soil and
syringing the top, must again be given—doing the latter,

however, sometime before resorting to the former. Some
kinds, such as Ciictus sjieciosissiinus, require less pruning,

because they bear flowers freely upon the old wood of

several years' growth : but, nevertheless, they require

even more attention in exposing to the sun in summer,
and keeping dry iu winter.

Secondly : As to repotting—the Cactus does not re-

quire it so often as many other plants ; but if the drain-

age is bad, and the soil soured in consequence, the sooner

they are overhauled the better ; and for such purposes

three parts sandy loam, one of lime rubbish, one of

peat, one of old cow-dung, and one of charred turf, will

answer well; performing the operation after blooming.
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or earlier if the plant has not bloomeil, that llio pot

may be well filled with fresh roots before winter, keejung

the plants rather close after potting, the same as is done
with other plants. Top-dressing with rich soil—sueh

as eqnal parts of cow-dung and loam—will, however,

keep large plants healthy for years, if tlio drainage is

all right. As to knowing when their growth is finished,

that is a diflicull matter, as with proper stimulants the

most of the lloworiug kinds would continue to grow on

;

but if heat and moisture wer8 applied to cause thcni to

do so, there would bo abundance of size, but no flowers.

To obtain the hitler we sacrifice part of the former; and
after a certain growth has been efl'ected wo do not ask

ourselves whether we should like more, hut is there as

much as we can hope to mature. The hardening, in-

stead of the extending system, should commence, if

possible, by the middle of August.

Viiifs.—See a ])aper of last week, also Mr. En'ingtou's

able observations; and if that does not suit write again.

K. Kisn.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCniDACE.E.
PLANTS TH.\T REQUIRE BASKETS.

—

(Continuedfromp. 180.J

Stanhopea gutlulata (Small-spotted S.) ; Guatemala.

—

The wliole flower is pale yellow, and eveiy part prettily

spotted with crimson and brown ; flowers medium size.

21s.

iS. insignk (Noble S.) ; Trinidad.—A handsome species,

of which there are several varieties. The sepals and
])etals of the original species are pale yellow, spotted

with purplish red. The lip is nearly white, spotted and
blotched with dark purple. The varieties are S. insignis

jtiiipurca, with more purple spots ; and <S. insignis aurea,

with a more golden colour pervading the flowers. All of

them are delightfully fragrant. 1.5s.

S. Martiana (Von ilartius's S.).—A very distinct and
beautiful species. The sepals are of a clear transparent

straw colour, faintly spotted with blood-red spots in

clusters; the petals white, with largo spots of bright

crimson ; the labellum is a clear ivory white. The horus
of this part of the flower are of great size and strength,

the extreme end being lengthened out and twisted in a
most extraordinary manner; no other Stanhopea has
such appendages. 4is.

S. ocuhtta (Eyed S.) ; Mexico and Guatemala.—The
ground colour is of a beautiful pale yellow, spotted with
small rings of purple ; at the base of the lip, on each
side, there are two large eye-like spots, whence its name.
Very fragrant. 15s.

S. oculala, variety Barkeriana (Barker's Eyed S.) ;

Mexico.—Larger flowers and deeper colours than the
former species. It is a very desii able variety, a Is.

S. qiiadricornis (Toiu-horned S.) ; Spanish JIaiu.

—

The sepals and petals are deep yellow, spotted with red;
the lip at its base is rosy crimson, softening into green-
ish white ; the point is clear yellow ; the lip has four

horns of stout substance like ivory. It is deliciously

fi'agraut. 2 1 s.

S. sactYita (Bagged S.).—The lower part of the sejials

and petals is swollen out into an appearance like a bag,

whence its name. T'hey are pale yellow, regularly
speckled ; at the base, where the bag-like form is, tlie

colour is of the most brilliant orange. This is a small
flowered species, but it blooms profusely. 10s 6d.

-S'. tigrina (Tiger-spotted S.) ; Xalapa and Guate-
mala.—This is the handsomest and largest flowered of
the whole h-ibe. The ground colour is red, spotted and
largely blotclied with deep chocolate. The appearance

of the flower is very startling, looking like some mon-
strous animal's head. The scent, at a little distance, is i

very agreeable. It flowers freely, generally in pairs, i

21s.

S. IJ'anlii (Ward's S.).—This is a handsome species,

with flowers of a line yellow produced on long spikes,

and spotted thinly with rich brown. The lip is of a
dark blood colour, encircled at the base with a ring of

bright orange. 21s.
j

CuLTiiKE.—The peculiar manner in which these very
i

singular plants produce their flowers, points out tho i

necessity of growing them cither in basliets or on logs
j

of wood. They send their flowers directly dowuwards,
frequently through the bottom of tlie basket. On logs

they flourish pretty well for a year or two ; but after- I

wards, for want of due moistm'o and support, the pseudo-

bulbs become smaller, and unable to produce flowers so

large or so numerous ; but in baskets there is such
a snjiply of food for the roots, that they make larger

|

pseudo-bulbs, and the number and size of tho blooms
is greatly increased. Shallow baskets are preferable to

deep ones ; four or five inches deep will be sufficient for

tho largest plants. As the plants grow larger by spread-

ing themselves over a largo surface, the propriety of

enlarging the baskets laterally, every way, is naturally

pointed out to tho attentive cultivator. The centre will,

in course of time, become barren of young pseudo-bulbs,

in whicli case it will be necessary to cut through tho

rhizoma, or attaohiug root-stalk, and to remove an old

bulb or two. The portions so divided will soon send
forth new shoots, and so supply more equally, in every

part, flower-spikes, and thus increase the beauty and
effect of the plant when in bloom.

We have already described the kind of baskets we
consider tho best, and also tho material to fill them with

;

we will, however, repeat, th.at the baskets should be
filled with rough pieces of very fibrous peat, the size of

each to be in proportion to the size of the plant. During
the season of growth they must be plentifully supplied

with water; and tho most effectual way is, by dip))ing

the baskets and compost in tepid water until the wliole

mass is thoroughly moistened. As soon as the pseudo
bulbs are fully grown water must be withheld, and the

temperature of the house cousiderably lowered.

Stanhopeas are very accommodating, they will thrive

well in either tho Indian or Mexican house. In the

former they will re(pure more moisture than in the

latter. The greater the heat the greater the moisture, is a
rule without exception to all kinds of orchids in a grow-

ing state. Great heat without a corresponding increase

of moisture, both at the root and in the atmosphere of

the house, is positively injurious, weakening the plants

to a great degree. Such of our friends as may possess

only small plants of this beautifvd genus will be glad to

read the account Mr. Paxton gives, in the Magazine of
Botany, of the successful mode he adopted to produce a

fine plant:

—

"On the 20th of May, 18'!7, I received a very small

damaged ))lant of a new Stanhopea. I allowed it to get

perfectly dry ; it was then potted, and placed in a strong

bottom-heat, with a strong heat above ; the ])lant began
to grow in about a fortnight, and at the end of July had
perfected a small bulb. The plant was then kept dry for

a fortnight, and was again placed in a strong bottom-

heat ; and in a temperature never lower than 70'^, but

often in the day-time amounting to 90 or 100'-'. By the

end of September it h.ad perfected a second bulb, con-

siderably larger than the first. The plant was again

dried on a hot flue for a fortnight, and then removed to

a larger pot, and elevated a little above the surface; it

was again ro-pluuged into a strong bottom-heat, and by
the end of December bad jierfected two more bulbs,

making four since the commencement. I should here

observe, that tho plant bad but one bulb when I received
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it. The plo.nt was now dried for a month, then re-potted

and placed as before in a strong bottom-heat; about the

first week in April it bad made two more bulbs; the

process of drying was again gone tlrrough, and tlie plant

placed in a strong heat. It has on it now nine bulbs,

made in the short sjiace of LO months. The plant was
cultivated with some others of a similar size in a house
that could be kept very hot."

Such is the very clear account of a mode of culture

by which a small plant may in a very short time be made
into a large one. Mr. P. does not state whether the plant

so treated flowered dm'ingthe period, neither is it neces-

sary he should ; sufficient it is, that a plant can bear such

a ti'eatmentto induce the cultivator to practise it as nearly

as possible. If the plant makes fine strong pseudo-

bulbs the flowering follows of course, as surely as any
effect follows a cause. Wlien a plant has become strong

enough to flower, there will be no necessity for such
strong and frequent forcing into growth ; once a year for

growth and rest will be quite sutBcient.

Vanda Batemanniana (Batemau'sV.).—This is a truly

noble plant, of exquisite beauty. It was sent home by
Mr. Cummings, several years ago, from the Phillipine

Islands ; and flowered first at J. Bateman's, Esq., Kny-
persly, and was named in honour of that distinguished

cultivator. It has since been flowered by ]Mr. Mylam,
the successful gardener to S. Kucker, Esq., Wandsworth.
The beauty of tlie plant and the grandeur of its flowers

render it an object of great interest to the lover of

orchids. Unfortunately for its general distribution it is

very scarce, there being not above five or six pla)its in

the countiy ; and the plant being very shy in sending
out offsets necessarily keeps it scarce. Messrs. Eollison,

Tooting, sent out their collector last autumn to the jilaoe

where Mr. Cummings found it, with express instructions

to search it out and collect a quantity of it, if possible,

and send them home. If he is successful, of course they
will be more plentiful, and cheaper.

V. cristata (Crested V.); Nepal.— This is a very

splendid plant, producing its flowers at the axils of the

leaves. They are of medium size, and are produced on
long pedun<-le8 (flower-stalks). I'he sepals and petals

are whitish ; the lip is large, and spotted and striped

thickly with dark hrown. They continue in bloom a

long time ; very desirable, but rare. 210s.

Mr. Eucker's plant is nearly three feet high ; the stem
is stout and robust; the leaves are about 15 inches

long, arranged in a flat manner on each side of the

stem ; the flower-stems are produced out of the axils of

the leaves, rising nearly upright to the height of three

feet ; the flowers are produced on the stem at I'egular

intervals, but j-atber thinly ; they are large, measuring 2^
inches in diameter ; the underside of the sepals and
petals is of the most brilliant crimson, and the upper
side is white, streaked with crimson; the labellum is

similarly marked ; altogether rendering it a truly gor-

geous, and lovely flower. Add to which, it lasts a long
time in blooTn, and has a faint, though very agree-

able fragrance. We are almost afraid to mention the price.

Very lately wo sold a small plant with three roots and
foiu' small leaves for fifteen guineas. A good strong

plant would fetch at least double that price. Such
a price will give our readers some idea of the value set

upon this truly aristocratic plant by its present pos-

sors.

(To bo continued.)

FLORISTS' i'LOWERS.
CAnN.\TioNs AND PiooTEES.—Thcso July flowers will

now be unfolding their beauties to please the cultivator,

and reward him for his twelve months assiduity and
care. The grand points to attend to now, are shading,

watering, and tying both the stems and buds. To enjoy

theii- beauty fully, and to the greatest advantage, a
regular carnation-stage with a roof of canvass sutticiently

high to walk under comfortably, and made impervious
to rain, is indispensable. Such a stage, and so covered,

we desciibed in the 1st volume of The Cottage Gar-
dener, and we beg our readers to refer to it. The
shade will preserve the flowers from the exhausting rays

of the sun, as well as from wet, besides protecting the

cultivator and his visitors. Watering is still necessary,

especially now that the natural showers ii'om the clouds

are prevented from falling upon the earth in the pots.

To prevent the buds from bursting on one side more
than another, place round each a ring of India-rubber.

These rings may be procured of the proper size at any
India-rubber manufactory at moderate prices, or if they

cannot be had in country places, tie round each bud a

strip of bass matting, so as to allow the bud to e.Kpand.

With a sharp knife slit open such sides of the calyx, or

flower-cup, as will not open naturally. Picotees generally

do not burst on one side, because they have fewer petals

than Carnations. To show each flower to advantage,

procure some stoutish brass or copjjerwire, form a ring

at one end, slip it under the flower, and thruSt the other

end into the stick to which the flower-stems are tied.

This will bring the flower into such a position as to

show it to the best advantage to the eye. Cards of

pasteboard also should be placed under each flower to

keep up the under petals. This will give tlieui a lirm-

ness for the exhibition table, but ought to be removed
previously to being exhibited. We are amongst those

who strongly disapprove of any artificial means to

supfiort a flower on the stands on an exhibition day.

All these minute points, trivial as they may seem, must
be attended to by the florist that desires to bring his

flowers to the highest point of perfection.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Preparation of the Soil. — Every opportunity

should be taken, whilst we have length of days, with

the heat of a powerful sun, to i-idge-trench all spare

pieces of ground immediately they are cleai'ed of any

crop, exposing the surface in as rough and ojieu a man-
ner as possible to its influence. Between crops of all

kinds where there is sufficient room for forking and sur-

face scarifying, it should be done as often as possible ;

for this not only assists the present growing crops, but

also prepares the ground for their successors.

If showery weather prevails, continue to apply sprink-

lings of salt to the asparagus plantations ; Glohc arti-

chokes should be examined, as sometimes, after a dry

hot time, they will produce a quantity of spurious

suckers, which will exhaust and rob the principal

suckers that are producing their beads, if not dioly

thinned. Sow also borage now ; and all winter cropping

sliould be well attended to this montli ; such as the

borecoles, brocolis, Cape brocolis, cauliflowers, and colouorts,

shoiUd be put out plentifully, as well as Brussels sprouts

and savoys. Another liberal sowing should be made of

some of the best and dwarfest kinds of cabbage for plant-

ing out, for coleworts or winter greens ; and a good piece

of ground sliould be well prepared for sowing the first

cabbage crop, about the middle of the month. The
Matchless, Nonpareil, Shillings Queen, and the York, arc

all known to be good and compact varieties, when pro-

cured true to their kinds. There are also many other

good varieties; indeed, in almost every locality some

liivourite variety may be found. Those who may have

ground to spare, may plant a few more garden beans of

any early sort ; dwarf kidney beans and scarlet runners

may also bo planted ; any of the early varieties may
also still be sown. The American dwarf and DwarfFcui
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peas are very ffood varieties for sowing at this season, as
|

tlioy require but little room, and niuy be sown at two
foot distiiuoe, or as an edging to a cjuavter. 'I'be seed of !

both ll<•^llts and pttis may be ijuickened by first soaking I

them for twelve liours.

Endivf and Uttucf should bo sown in succession, and
|

jdantings made of those already large enough. A small

sowing of spiiuicit should bo made for autumn consump-
tion, and a kindly preparation made on a warm border,

j

or sheltered rich quarter, for the iiiitter spinach. Htilis
I

of all kinds, as fast as they come into bloom, should be '

cut or gathered while dry. Lavciiiler should not bo too

forward previous to cutting, or much of its blossom will

drop of Make another sowing of jMrslci/, and trans-

plant some of tlio strongest and most curly into pots, to

get well established i'or the winter.

The root cro|)S, such as beet, carrots, parsiiij/s, onions,

horseriulish, sulsqfi/, scorzonera, &c., should by this time
have had their final thinning; and as long as the hoe or

hand sciuufier can bo got amongst thorn, it shoidd bo em-
ployed continually.

James Bar.nes.

mSCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

ova VILLAGE WALKS.

Jji/ Ihe Autlioress

Oil! walks ai-e now enlivened by the bustle aad fragrance

of innumerable hay-tields ; and what animation there is in

the scene ! The labour of hay-making is more jileasing to

the eye than that of the hai vest ; its groupings are more
varied and picturesque, and the sounds that accompany it

are more Uvely and joyous. The jjositiou of the reaper is

one of uneasiness and fatigue, while that of the hay-maker
is erect, and frequently reUeved by change of action. This
may, pei-hsps, account for the cheerfiU voices and merry
laughs of the diS'erent groups, as they tm-u and toss the hay;

for there is comparative silence in the com-tields, in spite of

the deep and thiilliug interest that attends it.

The hay harvest, with all its beauty, endeared to us as it

is from our earhest childhood, is one of the very few agricul-

tural scenes that is not associated in our minds mth Scrip-

tural interest ; tiiere is no mention m the Sacred Writings of

such a provision being required or made for the wants of the

animal creation. The hm-ning inliueuee of the sun, tlie

absence of winti'y seasons, and the rich fertility of the soil in

eastern lands, may have rendered this process unnecessary
or impossible ; at all events, we have no intimation of it, or

allusion to it, in the books of the Old Testament. Thus,
although we may in every case receive spiritual improvement
from the simplest incident tliat passes before om' eyes, yet

the hay-field is singularly deficient in this sweetest and.
hohest interest. The waving crops of autiuun, the piled-up

shocks that succeed them, even the diy and barren stubble

when all has been gathered in, lias a word of solemn instruc-

tion to the passer-by. We can scarcely perform an operation

in the faim or garden, without feeling that we ai'e practising

and exemplifying customs and allusions conveyed to us by

the Word of God, and common in the days when the Creator

veiled His glory, and visited the eailh as man. We feel that

they are sanctified, by His having used them to impai-t

insti'uction to the unenlightened minds of His disciples, and
our enjoyment in them is, therefore, heightened a thousand
fold ; but wlien we ai-e contemplating oiur sweet Enghsh hay-

field, no Scriptural recollections increase its charms, no
Bible story, simply and exquisitely told, rushes into om-

minds : we ai-e reminded chiotly of the days of om' youth,

when the enjoyment of this peculiar season was so great, the

smell of the hay so pleasant, and the houses we made in it

were so sweet and snug. I have Uttle doubt but that all my
readei-s look back with a smile, and, perhaps, a sigh, to those

days of childish glee, when the few sorrows they felt were
not more severe than when a wet day occmTed during hay-

time, or the summons to bed was sent after them, before the

last waggon load had been carried in.

Still we may gain instruction as we watch another genera-

tion playing as we have done before them. Are we not still

children, nay, 1 may say, idiots, in om- advancing years ? Ai'o

we not still thoughtlessly amusing otu-selves with the trifles

of a passing world, like children in a hay-field ? Still sport-

ing in gladness of heart, or inomning over some bhghted
hope, but all T\ith reference to the world in which we Bve, to

the time which hatli an end, to the things that "are seen,'

and that will all soon perish for ever '. AVhile we jiride om--

nf " My Fionas."

selves on our intellectual powei-s and mental acquirements,

let us remember that in spiritual things we are less than
childi-en ; and let us strive, " while it is called to-day," to

put away chikUsh things."

How full of beauty is the whole face of nature at this time.

The rains over which we were giieving a few days ago " are

ended and gone ;" but they have enriched and refreshed the
soil, and have caused bud and blossom to swell into richer

luxmiance. The hedges—my favomite hedges—are decked
in all then simple lovehness, and the graceful, wild creepers

are now encircling the stems and boughs with sucli thick and
beautiful wreaths, that the gai'den cannot boast of anything
more agreeable to the eye. An evening sti-oU is delicious

when the cool breeze has sprmig up, especially on the banks
of a river, where we can sometimes enjoy the musical dip of

the oars as a boat quietly ghdes by. I am enjoying this

luxmy 'now, and I dehght, too, in watching the gallant sx^ring

and plunge with which a noble dog takes the water—the

white foam sparkling round him, and his long shaggy black

coat shining and dripping as he stands anxiously waiting for

another stick to he thrown in.

There are few situations so utterly devoid of beauty and
interest as not to afford us pleasm'e at this charming season
of the year. If we simply obsei've a glowing sunset, what a
train of thought arises, and how qiiicldy oiu- minds are led

on from admiring its outward splendour, as it sinks among
gold and piu'ple clouds, to that " excellent gloi-y ' of which

—

although the grandest of all natural objects—it is but the
type and shadow. Even that sun—that splendid orb of fire

—whose lustre the eye cannot beai', shall be '• ashamed "

when that day shall dawn in which " the Lord of Hosts shall

reign in Moimt Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his

ancients gloriously."

The song of birds, too, although not so full as during the
precethng months, greets us dehghtftdly in our evening
walks. It is rather singular to remaik the sudden way in

which it ceases at night. We have sat on the lawn listenmg
to the full chorus arotmd until night has closed qiuetly in :

but still all was vocal, until in one mstant, as if by general
consent, the concert ceased, and we have been almost startled

by the sudden sOence. It seemed as if all had joined in a
tinal hymn of praise, and when that ended theii' daily work
was done.
The nightingale has just ceased to add its fuU liquid notes

to the general harmony ; after the UtJth of Jime it is heard
no more. In the garden of tlie fiiends with whom I am now
staying, it seems unusually social. I have been accustomed
to hear them in the woods, among the tall trees of the distant

grouutls, and occasionally nearer to the house, hut here they
sang among the garden shrubs, close to the mndows, and
when we were sittmg at work on the lawn, they warbled im-
mediately over om" heads. I saw one day a Uttle quiet-looking

bird resting on the branch of a weepmg ash not yet in full

leaf, and it was so close to us, that we could perceive its

thi'oat swelling with the fulness of its voice, whicli was re-

markable m so small a creature. This was the far-famed
Philomel of the poets, uttering those plaintive notes so
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highly and miiversally extolled. I confess that tlie nightin-

gale does not jilease me so much as I know it ought to do.

It has no song. It repeats the same full, musical note, with

surprising power and delicacy, and tljere is a plaintive sad-

ness tliat attracts us in its tones; hut it does not siny Uke
the blaclchu-d, the thrush, the lark, or even the robin. There
is subject in their strains; hut the niglitingale harps upon
one string, if I may so express myself, wliich, with all its

sweetness, disappoints me. As one among the feathered

chou', and as prolonging its music after other birds ai'e still,

the nightingale is dehghtful ; but as a sole jnusician, I prefer

one of the less valued performers.

"While speaking of birds, I must notice the nest of a golden-

crested wren which was brought in a few d.ays ago, cemented
so wonderfully to the drooping sprays of a Ked Virginian

Cedar as to be quite concealed from every eye but that of n

shool-boy. It was a deserted nest, the young bu'da being

fledged and gone. The bough was cut from the tree with

tlio beautiful little nest suspended safely among the sprays,

like a small round bag, formed of moss, and wool, and
feathers, exquisitely woven together, so as no liaud on earth

could weave thera. It was impossible to look at it without

wonder and delight, and a feeling deeper and more exquisite

still ; for does not a work like this, made without hands, con-

structed only by the beaks of two little birds, exalt the power
and goodness of Him, without whom even man can do

nothing, and who alone enables the dumb creation to exliibit

such wonth-ous skill ? A bird's nest is, at all times, an
object of peculiar interest and dehght ; but I have never

seen one so beautiful in its form and position as that of the

golden- crested wren.

CHEAP DIXNERS.
A VERY tempting title, truly ! I hope the results will prove

as tempting to the palate ! A few months ago, every receipt,

headed with the magic word "cheap," was read \\ilh avidity,

and not only read, but it was tried and adopted. Now, since

our prayers have been heard, and most mercifully answered,

the same eagerness for cheapness is not evinced; and I fear

some, who had learnt in the season of scarcity a few lessons

in economy, are now retm-ning to their old bad habits, and
indulging in indolence or expencos which are unsixited to the

station in which it has pleased the Almighty to place them.
It is the imperative duty of eveiy mistress of a family to

see that the "master's" earnings are expended in the most
profitable manner. This requires some little knowledge,

—

some little forethought, but " where there is a will there is a

way ;" and the art of feeding a number of hungry mouths on
a scanty i)ittance, in a satisfactory and comfortable manner,
though a dithcult matter at first, will, if the heart is in the

work, soon be accomplished ; and by means of groat economy,
both ill buying and using articles of food, great cleanliness,

and a " cheerful countenance," our cottage homes would
soon become scenes of happiness and contentment ; public

houses would be abandoned, and o\u' chm'ches and schools

frequented.

When meat is at a low price, I think it very much better

economy to buy a little for each day's dinner than to feed the

family on vegetables and bread alone ; but then the meat
must be made into soup—not eaten. In this way all the

vegetables that are mixed with the soup become not only

more palatable, but more nourishing.

Fish Stew.—If any of my readers Uve by the sea-side,

how many nice dishes may be made from the inhabitants of

the "briny deei^ !" Hake, conger eel, and several other

coarse fish, are sold at very low prices, and make a nice dish

dressed thus :—Put into a saucepan two (piarts of water

;

have ready, sliced, four onions, two cniTots, two turnips

chopped very fine, a httle pai-sley and a few herbs. Buy a

couple of pound of fish, cut it into slices about four inches

long, put it into the saucepan with the vegetables, and stew

it for three-quarters of an hour. When done, mix a little

flour veiy smoothly and add it to the broth ; boil it all together

for ten minutes, and it is ready for table. This also makes
a good dish, if, when it has stewed a quarter of an hom-, it is

put into a pie-tUsh, and a crust put over it, and baked.

SHEEr'B-Hu.\xi AND " Tluok " (tts the liver and Ughts are

called) is a favom-ite and economical dish. The pluck should
be chopped up and well mixed with onions and potatoes (the

latter having been previously boiled), and then fried with a

little fat. The head should be boiled, and wlien eaten with

plain boiled rice it is a nourishing and delicate dish for an
invalid. The brains shoidd be taken out and mixed with the

liver which is in the frying-pan. The water in which the

head has been boiled must be carefully put by untU the next
day, when, after all the meat has been picked from the head,

put the bone into the water, and boil it for an bom' witii

plenty of vegetables, pai'ticularly onions. Boil ivith it some
split peas or damaged rice (a pound of which can be bought
for l^d), and you have another wholesome dinner.

EiCE is an ai-ticle which is very much neglected by the

poor ; and it is, I think, a great mistake on their part. It is

easily jn'opared, very wholesome, and very cheap. A large

rice pudfling made thus is veij good:—Wash one pound of

damaged rice : put it on to boil with very little water ; when
it begins to swell, add a quart of skim-milk, a little fat, and
a quarter of a pound of treacle ; pom- it into a pie-dish or

basin, and bake it in a slow oven for two hours. It will bo

soft enough if it only remains in the oven half an hour, but

it is improved by standing in a cool oven for the two hours.

A few gooseberries or currants are additions which are much
prized by the little ones ; and those children who ai'e accus-

tomed to see fruit on the trees and withstand the temptation

of touching it should be encoui-aged by partaking of it at the

dinner-table. Do not forget to commend them for thus

obeying their jjarent's wishes, and at the same time remind
them, that trusting in their own strength they will fail ; but

looking to the Saviovir for his grace, they will withstand the

various temptations to which childhood, youth, and manhood
are liable ; and at last will receive that crown of glory which

is prepared for those who love and, consequently, serve God
here. A Fkiend.

RHODODENDRONS.
We are much obliged to A Constant Snbscribvr for bring-

ing these flowers under our notice. We agree in thinking

that the ti'uly magnifloeut display of Rhododendrons in the

exhibition of American plants at the Botanic Gai'dens, in

the Regent's I'ark, is well adapted and well timed to draw

public attention to the many beautiful varieties of these

charming shrubs. No doubt the effect will be an increased

demand for them, and we have great pleasure in complying

with the request to give a list of the finest varieties. We
agree also that those splendid varieties are not known so

much as they deserve to be. The beauty of the show in the

Regent's Park this year is beyond aU praise. It was truly a

fairy scene. Our readers that had not the pleasure of seeing

them, can form no idea of such a display of floral beauty.

Several of the standard llhododcndrons measured Vi feet

diameter, and were one mass of bloom. The hardy Aztiliiis

and Kalmlas, especially AT lafifoUa, were equally splendid,

though not quite so large.

The followiugis a very select list of hardy Rhododendrons :

—

B. (1.

Amethyst—pink aliadcd ; l.irge flowers ; free bloomer .

.

. . 7 *>

.^rfunis—rose ! large trus3 m 6

Album etegane—fine blush .. .. .. .. .. .. 5

Atro-rubrttm—fine crimson . . .. .. .. .. .. 1" 6

Alea'andrhia—pure white ; very dwarf .. .. .. .. 10 6

BrilUnnt—bright rosy lake 1 G

Blmidytunim—deep rosy crimson ; extra fine 21

Cttptivation—rosy crimson, black spots 21

Cerito—deep purplish rose . . . . . . . . .

.

. . 1 13

Coi'iacea—deep pure white j fine habit .. .. .. .. 10 G

Candidmn—pinkish white ; fine truss. . . . . . .

.

. . 3 G

Deticatissimum—wa.xy blush; do... .. .. .. .. iJ G

Deeorum—rosy crimson . . . . . . . . . . .

.

• • 6

Elegans—deep rose ; fine truss .. .. .. .. .. 10 6

Eminent—rosy lilac ; fine foliage ; free grower . . .

.

. . 5

Ffiir Rosamond—fine rosy flcah ; beautiftiUy spotted . . .

.

10 G

Geraldine—deep pucy purple .. .. .. .. .- •• 7 G

Helena—rosy red; a fine variety .. .. .. .. •• 10 G

Ivanhoe—deep claret : free bloomer . . . . . . • .
. 1 tJ

Jeannie Deans—rosy llesh colour ; finely spotted .. .. 10 G

Mctnptior—very smooth rose ; good form, and line truss .. 10 G

Nodteanum bicolOT—deep rose ; white throat ; a fine variety.. \il

Otttello—dark purplish crimson ; free bloomer .. .. - 10 G

Pictnm—pinkish white ; densely spotted. . . . . . .

.

3 G

Queen Victoria—deep claret ; fine compact truss .. .. .. 10 G

Raeanum—deep crimson ; black spots .. .. .. .. 21

Stnndistiii—violet; black spots ; fine .. .. • .. 21

Towardii—rosy lilac ; spotted ; fine shape. The largest and most
perfect flower and truss ever seen .. .. -. .. 21

Vcrvaricum—purplish lilac ; immense trusses ; large double

flowers 21
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WIT,D VLOWERS OF JUIA'.

The iiftluml oi\lei' rmbilli/vr,r (Apiacfip of Lindloy^ is ft

conspicuous ono in tlui inoiitli of July, ns sonio of tlie most
f;if;iiutic of Iho tribe pioducc tlioir liu'fro umljcls of wliito

Howei-s. Soveral of tlio species of this order (U'o lii^lily

poisonous, but mnny of tlicm hiivo been transplanted from
their native soil to the kitchen-gardeu with great success,

and some of these wo sliall briefly notice. First, then, there

is llie Duucus cnrola, or WUd Carrot, which occurs abun-

dantly by waysides, and in pastures and waste places ; btit

wo dare say it will bo moro familiar to tin; majority of our
readers in its cuUuary character, when its I.athi title is ex-

changed for tlint of .Vltringham, or Early Horn Carrot.

Scarcely less useful is the fusiform root of J'asliiKioi satiiut,

when cultivation lias caused it to assume the form of the gar-

den parsnip ; and the aromatic seeds of the common caraway

\ Crinim C'lnii"), as well as those of the coriander (Coriiiiutnnn

sdliviim), are well known for their kitchen, confectionary,

and pliarmacological uses. In speaking of the Scottish

Lovage (Lii/usHciim Scoticum). a Ju\y flowering umbelliferous

plant, which luxm-iates on the baro maritime rocks and
promontories of the northern portions of Biitain, Sir James
E. Smith remiu-Us (iv'nyfc/i F!om,U.,b2)—" Tlie herb is

eaten, cither crude or boiled, by the natives of Scotland and
its isles. The flavour is highly acrid, and, though aromatic

and perhaps not unwholesome, very nauseous to those who
are unaccustomed to such food." We are soriy to be imable
to bear testimony to the edible quahties of ligusticum, for,

accustomed as we have been since days of infancy to see the

sea-weed cast upon the shore used as food (quite horrifying,

no doubt, to the English epiciu'e). yet au instance of Lovage
eating has never come under oiu' obsen'ation. We presume
that oiu' coast countrymen have, in tliese Uixnrious days,

acquired a liKtc for better fare ; but the fact recorded by
Smith is interesting alike to the historian and the botanist.

^^'e have still another sea-side umbellifer to add to our list

of culinaries; that is the Sea HoWy (-Eri/n<iiiim m<iriliniiim),

which is now producing its dense heads of bh«' flowers on
the sandy coasts ; we have the authoiity of Liirateus for the

value of this plant, and he recommended the blanched slioots

t<3 be used by way of substitute for asparagus. Sir W, J.

Hooker (Sritisli Flora, I., 133) mentions that the roots are

well tasted when candied, and they ai"e considered stimu-

lating and restorative, having been so employed in the days

of Shakespeare.
But what of the dangerous species ? There is the common

Hemlock (C'miiim mnculntum), a very powerful medical
plant, growing to the height of from three to five feet, tlio

hollow glaucous stem being covered with piu-ple spots, and
somewhat shining. We liave also tlie Fool's Parsley {^Hthtisa

ci/napium), whose lurid green hue bespeaks it to be suspi-

cious; Smith well remarks that the few long, pendulous
bracteas, under each partial umbel, distinguish it from all

its tribe. The Waterdropworts ((Fnnnthe) are looked upon
as more or less poisonous, and, indeed, the Hemlock Water-
dropwort (CE. crocata), a species whose roots frequently, but
not always, contain a yellow juice, is considered to be per-

haps the most iTitdent of British plants, although, curiously

enough, it is sometimes innocuous ; we find it recorded that

Ehret, the celebrated botanical di'aughtsman, experienced a
gidcUness from the mere scent of the plant. Concerning the
Water Hemlock, or Cowbane, (Ciciita virosa), a considerable

difference of opinion seems to exist amongst authors of

authority, some considering the herb to be fatal to homed
cattle and other quadrupeds as well as to mankind, while

others hold that, although a deadly poison to man, cattle

may eat the leaves mtli impunity; in fact, the poisonous
qualities of the Umlicllifonr do not appear to be at all clearly

understood. Professor Balfour has some useful and inte-

resting remarks on the subject (Miitnial of llolatnj, § 893)

—

" In regard to the poisonous species of this order there is

still much to be learned. They appear to vary according to

the soil and climate in which they grow ; some species,

generally reputed poisonous, have been found by Dr. Chris-

tison to be quite innocuous when gathered from locaUlies in

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. The most important
plant of this section is Coniiim muculatum (Hemlock), the

Ktavfiov of the Greeks ; it is a biennial plant, found abun-
dantly in Britain, and distinguished by its undulated ridges,

smooth pmple spotted stem, and the peculiar, mouse-like

odour of its leaves when being dried. Every part of the
plant, especially the ficsh leaves and green fruit, contains a
vohilile oleaginous alkali, called Conia, which acts as an
energetic poison ; to this substance the effects of Hemlock
on the animal frame are duo, and care is re(iuired in the
Iireparation of the leaves ami fruit in order to retain this

active princiiile. ,\ few drops of tlouia will kill a small
animal ; it acts on the spinal cord, jiroducing paralysis, wiih

slii,'lit convulsive twitches, and its fatiU effects aio atlributi.'d

to as))hyxia, produced by palsy of the muscles of rospiralion.

without convulsions or coma. Hemlock has been employed
medicinally to allay pain, more especially in cancerous and
neuralgic atfi.'ctions. (Kiiiinlhf croriitn ( Hemlock llropworl,

or Head Tongue), and a vai-irty callcit iipiijhlin, Imvi' ln-cn

long looked upon as poisoni'U^; ilji' nniis Iium. lien mis
taken for parsnips, and fatal etfciH havr b.ni tims iiKidncrd.

It would appear, however, that tlie=,e jjc.isoiious (lualdii ^ an)

not invariably present, for Ur. Christison found that the

roots of this plant when growing in a seaside locality, near
Edinburgh, were innocuous ; it remains to he determined
if the climate and locality have any effect in modifying the

properties of the plant. The same remarks may bo made in

regard to CEnanthe plultinulrium (Water Dropwort) and
Cicuta virosa (Water Hemlock, or Cowbane), which seem to

vary as regards their poisonous properties. JKthiisa ci/iia-

}iimii (Fool's Parsley) is another plant in the order reputeil

poisonous. It has been stated, that the roots of parsnips
during the epiing of the second year, on the approach of the

flowering season, occasionally produce a poisonous matter."

Before leaving the Umbellifera-', we must mention a few
other species of general interest which are now in flower,

riz., the Cow Parsnip, or Hog weed (Hcradcum sphondy
Hum), tlie largest native species, and a very coarse plant,

but one which is much relished by cattle, and especially

hogs ; it is reported to he very nourishing and wliolesome
for them. Tlie upright Hedge Parsley (Tori/is nn//iri.sf«s),

and its near ally the T. infesta, the fruits of which are

curiously clothed with hooked bristles ; the wild Beak Pars-
ley (Aiilhrlsciis sylvestris), a beautiful plant, which flowers

from April to the present time in the woods and under the

hedges, and sometimes in moro exposed situations ; and,
lastly, we shall note the Shepherd's Needle, or Venus's
Comb {S'cuikUx pecten), whose small white flowers are by
no means conspicuous just now, but the large, somewhat
beak-sliaped fruit which follows the flowers readily draws
attention on the harvest-field.—G. Lawson, F.B.S., &c.

(To be continued.)

EXTRACTS PKOM CORRESPONDENCE.
FrcHsiA CuLTrRE.—It may appear presumptuovis in a

person wlio has only ciUtivated Fuclisias about three years, to

offer an opinion contrar)- to Mr. Beaton, and many other ex-

perienced gardeners, who, I find, always recommend these
beautiful plants " to be cut-in," early in spring or Febrtiary.

Now, I would say cut them down—aye, down to the last eye,

at that time, and you will have plants of symmetrical foniis,

which I never saw when " cut-in ;" for you have invariably

long woody stems ; and they never break equally. I cut

down most of ray plants last December (as I had to be
absent till March), and I find they thd quite as well as if

they had been operated upon in February. They remained
under the stage in the greenhouse all mnter, and of course
were kept nearly drj'. The house has not had a fire since

the frost left us. They began to break about the beginning
of March, and were potted when they had shoots a few
inches long ; and now some of the strongest growers

—

Corallina, Exonicensis, i'c.—are from i) to feet liigh, and
without a blind eye from bottom to top, and shaped like a
cone, and beautiful plants. The weaker sorts are from 3 to

3| feet high. It is true, it makes them rather later in

blooming, as they are now only just out; whilst some of
those that were " cut-in " have been in bloom some time

;

but what a difference in the appearance of the plants ! the
latter have no shape at all, and look like men vvith one arm.
ity young plants, i.e., this year's cuttings, I shall keep
jusl growing all winter, in order that their leading shoot will

not die, which in my opinion always spoils the plants.
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Fuchsias are my favourite plants, and nothing, to me, looks

more wretclied than ill-shniied bushes. I dai'e say what I

have written you will consider stuff and nonsense, but I have
never seen this pl.an recommended ; but always " cut-in,"

" prune-in," &e. I have my strongest plants in No. 2 pots,

and in a strong and rich compost, and give them vfe&kyiumn

water twice a week ; their foliage is beautiful, and they are

covered with flowers and buds, and short-jointed, having been
kept as near the glass as possible. Several of the CornUiiins

send forth three liranches at each .joint, which I have not

seen in otlier sorts. 'J'liis is a beautiful out-door plant in a

sheltered spot, and will grow to S) or 10 feet in height in one
season, in a rich soil. I find I commence tJiis pmil note on
half a sheet of paper, which 1 hope you will excuse. Allow
me to add ray testimony as to the great vahie, .at a bifling

cost, of The Cottaue Gaeeenei!; and tliat it may flourish

like a Fuchsia, is the sincere wisli of One who has dekiviod

BENEFIT FROM IT.

L.iuiiEL LEA^^!S AND THE Gheen Fi.y.—I do not remember
to have read, either in your pages or elsewhere, that the

prussic (or liyihocymiic) acid contained in the leaf of the

laurel effectually destroys the green-fly. It is known to kill

wasps; and a muslin bag filled with a few leaves thrust

into the mouth of the nest, and covered with a turf, would
probably destroy the colony with much greater certainty and
rapidity than tiuiientine. This led me to conceive that the

fumes would be eipially injurious to the more delicate limgs
of the green fly : and J was not disappointed. 1 placed

three or four laurel leaves, well crushed auil brtiisnl, under a

bell-glass, on the siu'face of the earth in a pot. 1 inserteil

some cuttings from a plant whi(di were well covered with

green Hy. In a few miiuites there was a visilile commotion
among the settlers of the colony ; and in a few minutes
more they were all dead. Not a single survivor remained.
I then removed the bell-glass to ascertain whether they
would recover, but not a single movement took place. Ten
minutes, or a quarter of an hour, will be quite suflicient to

exterminate them. Upon a small scale, where plants can
be thus enclosed, I look upon it as a veiy superior remedy
to the smoke of tobacco, more especially where a greenhouse
adjoins a sitting-room, as in my own case. But upon a

larger scale, for a whole house, I do not see how it could be
applied. Here Brown's fumigator would not be an available

instrument, I fear. Some of your more ingenious coiTes-

pondents may, perhaps, devise some mode of applying the
principle more extensively ; if so, I hope they will commu-
nicate the result of their attempts. Care should be taken
to cut the leaves into small pieces, and to bruise them very

thoroughly, in order that the noxious fumes may be more
readily emitted. I have tried this frequently, and it never
fails. But although it effectually kills the insect, it does
not at the same time detach them from the plant : they
must be washed off afterwards with a gentle syringe.—C. P.

Shallow Planting.—I live on a strong soil, and the sub-

stratum is what we call " catbrain," wliich is a mixtm'e of

whitish clay, gravel, pcbldes, and sand. Some years ago, I

found my apple trees all canker and fail, when the roots got
into this subsoil. I planted some young apple-trees on a

plan wliich I then fancied was new, by fii-st digging the
holes to receive them, and then by putting a common
glazed eai'thenware milk-pan at the bottom of each hole

under each root. A friend of mine afterwards planted a

young orchard, hy placing the roots upon the surface of the
land ; he then supported the stems by a strong stake, ami
carted soil round, that is, iqioii the roots. By this means,
the trees hitherto seem not to have found the noxious sub-
soil, but the roots have probably sti-uck along the surface.

This was the notion I had when I obstructed the descent of

the roots by the milk-pan, the sloping sides of which I

fancy thi-ew the roots upwards again. A square flagstone
would have been the safer process, as the force of the roots,

when the trees grew large, might brealc any fragile mate-
rial.—A Worcesteeshike Man.

Effects of the Graft on the Stock.—Mr. Evans, of
the Edinbm-gh Experimental Garden, recently directed the
attention of the Botanical Society to a ciulous instance of the
effects of the graft upon the stock, which had occurred in a

tree at Morningside House, the residence of Mr. J. Deuchar.
The tree in question is Pyriis aria, grafted upon P. numparia

as a stock. Its entire height is 18 feet, and the stock fonns
a clean trunk to the height of 4 feet, where the union of the
graft and stock is conspicuously shown. At 1:! inches from
the base of the ti-unk Uiere are shoots of P. aneuparia, and
at the height of 14 feet branches of P. aria appear (being '2§

feet leloiv the point of junction), while farther up the trunk
a branch has been accidentally taken off, which is beheved to
have been I', aiicaparia. '

Wisteria Sinensis.—This beautiful plant blooms in the
spring, before unfolding its leaves, and often so early that the
blossoms are cut off by frost ; this spring, however, the check
was given before the llower-buds were set, and though June
1st, it exhibited nothing but naked branches, it is now coming
out in full perfection. Query.—Can any mode of culture be
adopted to retard the development of the plant, say for a month,
until the spring frosts are over .'—S. P., liiishiiure.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
«'c quest th.it no one will write to the deparfiuental writers of

Thk Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiahlc troutjle and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under nn eircavtstunces

to reply to such private communications.

Suckers ov Pine-appi.es Fahing (I>e«r().—Your suckers of Pines

gro\vn on the Hamiltonian system must have sticks, but they must he
weak, through bad roots, to fall down. Cannot you, also, thrust some
new tan amongst their stems. For summer and enrty autumn, we re-

commend the best sorts of Queens ; for late purposes, and through the

winter, nothing can exceed the BInek Snmaien, You will see a paper on
Pines shortly.

Bees not staying in Hive {W. Speed).—You say that the swarm
put into a clean hive without any smearing of the inside remained ; whilst

the swarm also put into a new hive, but the inside of which " was well

smeared with honey," suddenly took tlight and were lost. In future do
not smear your hive ; if you refer to former numbers you will see that we
deprecate the absurd practice.

Second Swarms (.T. B. P.).—" Mr. Payne says, that if a first swarm
goes off, a second (or cast) will certainly follow. Now, on the 31st May,
two strong stocks threw swarms, and since the seventh day I have
assiduously listened every evening to hear the piping of young queens,

and examined every morning to discover any royal nymphs or young
queens cast out ; neither has happened, nor has a second swarm de-

parted." Yours is certainly an exception to a general rule. The
cloudiness of the weather just at the time of throwing off the second
swarms, and the general mifavourableness of the season for bees, must
be considered as the cause. It will be in vain to look for second swarms
now, and as the season is, perhaps it is much better not to have them

;

should, however, your stocks be seen to cluster at the mouth of the hives,

put a small hive upon each of them.

Ice-house f Delta}.—Nothing more has been done to the ice-house

you name, nor to the way of managing it, and it answers very well indeed.

Brojipton Stocks (F. W. T.).—Mr. Beaton told us last year that he
never sa\v such fine Brompton Stocks as are grown about Ipswich ; and
we know that many cottagers in Sutfolk, who do not possess even a hand-
glass, succeed with them as well, if not better, than many who coddle

them in pots and cold pits through the winter. .Some people succeed in

getting an early crop of fine cauliflowers by keeping the plants in pots

over the winter, while others grow only *' button heads " that way.

Sow your Brompton Stocks now, and try one-half of your seedlings in the

open ground, transplanting them to their final places next I\Iarch, and
please let us hear the result. We never pot or shelter ours, and they do
pretty well.

Stephanotis Floeibunda {F. W. T.).—Your cuttings of this will

readily root in a hotbed under a bell-glass, any time from March to August.

Those short growths which are produced near the bottom of the plant

make the best cuttings for amateurs, and Rlarch or April is the best time

to put them in.

LiaOID-MANURE FOR FuCnSIAS, GERANIUMS, &C. (f. .1 . P.).—WTiat
it should be made from, and what its strength, will depend upon what
you can get. Deer-dung, sheep-dung, and cow-dung, after they have

iain some months to sweeten, are good, either separately or unitedly for

this purpose. A good shovelful will be enough for a dozen of gallons.

Soot, also, is a valuable fertilizer for such plants. A small handful will

be sufficient for six gallons of water. A little lime will clear it, but rob it

also of a portion of its ammonia. Guano and super-phosphate of lime

are the cleanest and easiest used. Three ounces of the former, or four of

the latter, will do for four gallons of water. Even these you must give to

your plants alternately with clean water.

Cactus DONE Blooming {Ibid).—Do not keep it dry yet, but encourage

it to grow until the autumn. See what Mr. Fish says in another part of

the paper.

Gaedenia Florida Plena {Florida).—t^e plant which has become

so *' melancholy looking," by loosing its leaves, and dropping its buds,
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and is now ntundmc; in a sunny warm prcenhonsf. and syringed every
evening, should be duly »upplii-d with water, and allowed to remain there
until the side shoots licpin to break, when it should be cut back, and the
youDp shoots cncouraped to grow so as to form buds for the next season's
blooming;. This breaking and cutting back should have been cftected

before potting, but as that has been done, it cannot be helped. Vou will

accomplish your object more cifoctually, if you could set your plant in a

pit or frame, kept close and moist ; and if there was a slight heat fnim
snrcet dung, all the better. During winter a temperature of -15'* will suit

it, but in spring, just as fresh growth commences, you must return it

again into a moist heat (and if from sweet dung it will vastly enjoy i(), it

you wish your flowers to be large and fine.

Cyclamen Sbkdlings (.If. IJ. L.).—These on a south balcony would
be better if slightly shaded ; the leaves do not grow large the first season ;

but you should have more of them. W'c arc obliged by you numbering your
queries; it 5.aves time and space, and we will answer them accordingly.

1st. The seedlings do not reqiiire bottom-heat, nor yet to be put in a

cucumber-pit. Snd. Continue watering until the leaves begin to fade,

then place them in a co!d-pit, where they shall neither he dry nor wet,

because if too dry the tuber would be shrivelled ; and keep them from
frost during winter. 3rd. \Vc prefer keeping tlieni in pots, as the earth

prevents them getting too much dried.

Cold-pits (Diduy.—Yout brick-pits, covered with cucumber-frames,
will answer admirably. A cold-pit is one where no artiticial heat of any
kind is used. The protection the plants receive being given solely by
coverings. Paring summer and spring, these pits, when not covered, are

still a grcRt protection to plants l)y their walls. Gardeners use many
simple contrivances for serving the purpose of such pits. There will be
no danger of your plants damping-off in summer, and if deep sunk you
must guard against it in winter, by drainage, &c., and sending ott" the
surface water. See an article by Mr. Fish in last volume.

Mandevill,\ Sdavkolens ' Ifjt'ft) .—Th'iff you may train over an iron
globe trellis; but it will give you more trouble, and less satisfaction, than
if you planted it out, and trained it over a pilaster or an arch in your
greenhouse, provided the average temperature in winter was from 40° to
45".

Coal-ashes for Propagating, Instead of Clear .Sharp Sand
(rerf;.r\—We should like better to heir of its success than to try it with
anything rare and valuable. Charcoal-dust is a very different thing, and
that we often use; but the cuttings should not remain long in it after

they are struck. In almost any neighbourhood a little sharp sand might
be washed out of the drift of the roads, more especially after a heavy
rain, and with little more trouble than sifting fine coal-ashes, impregnated
with sulphur. Vou may be successful, but at present we join your gar-
dener in ominously shaking our heads.

Calceolaria : Kentish Hero :7J/rf .—\Ve have no doubt that a
little manure water would benefit it, but do not give it too strong. It is

the real *' Hero " of all calceolarias for bedding, and sustains the hich
character given to it by Messrs. Beaton and Fish. It seems to thrive

best in a stiff loamy snil.

Plants in a Window (I?^ R. J.).—We can hardly conceive how
your plants do not open tlieir blossoms. Have they been regularly

watered? The plate glass and the facing the south might hurt them;
but you say that you give plenty of air, which ought to neutralise these.

A thin muslin shade mi>rht be tried, or, better still, the plants should be
set outside. We have an idea that, after all, want of water and want of
air may be the cause of your disappointment. A short period of bright
sun, without air or shade, \vould soon shrivel your cinerarias, more espe-
cially if the soil was dry.

Roses fob Forcing in Pots (A Half-pay Naval Officer).—If you
had told us what roses did not succeed with you, and when you wanted
them in flower, we should very likely have better met your ease. Many
of the Bourbon, China, and Tea-scented force well in a general way ; the
following are some of the best r—Tm-jyeH^erf—Belle Allemande, Bou-
gere, Devoniensis, Eliza Sauvage. Nephitos, Sofrano. Triomphe de
Luxembourg. C/nn^—Abbe Mioland. Cramoisie superieure, Fabvier,
Mrs. Bosanquet. Napoleon, Belle de Florence. Boiirboris—Armasa., Au-
gustine Marget, Bouquet de Flore, Paul Joseph, Queen. Souvenir de Mal-
maison, Proserpine. Perpetuaii—Crimson Perpetual, Barronne Prevost,
Dr. flianx. Duchess of Sutheriand, ISIadame LaflFay, Mrs. Elliot. La Reine,
William Jesse. Hj/brid China and jBoKrion—Charles Duval, Coupe di_-

Hebe, Fulgens. Gailica ~ Boula dc Nauteuil, Rouge eblouisante.
Moss—The common Mo»s. Celina. Unique de Provence. These will.

however, require a little difference in their treatment.

Plants Flagging and Rotting Opp (Henri/) .—As you are so suc-
cessful in propagating, you ought to be equally successful in rearing your
plants after potting. M'e think your pit a better place for establishing
such things than a shady part of the greenhouse, though either ought to
do. You have no doubt watered and shaded; hut you have erred in

keeping them so close as to have the thermometer up to 70° and 80^.

This would render your fresh potted things weak, and with shade it would
prevent their rooting. In such circumstances, when shade is csscnti;il

for a short time, give air at the back and front to keep down the tempera-
ture for such things as myrtles, verbenas, salvias, primulas, fuchsias, &c.
We woidd also recommend you not to sift your soil too fine. Let us
hear from you again. Read the articles of Messrs. Beaton and Fish on
propagating.

Double Flowers—Imprrcnating Flowkr.i i.lf.in/ 7/.1.—These
matters will meet with attention ere long; the inquiries can scarcely be
answered shortly enough for thid place.

Verbena Seedlings (WW).—These now only two inches high will
scarcely bloom early enough for producing seeds this Hcason ; but the
plants or cuttings from them, if worthy, may be kept over the winter.
Seedsmen generally sell seeds of these plants as well as others.

Cactus (Mirf).—The keeping hot water in the saucer has Hit!.- or
nothing to do with its blooming—that will depend entin-ly on tin' in-ai-

nient it received the previous season, in getting its wood well riiuiictl, -.in.l

then resting the plant by keeping it dry during the wiulcr. With your
limited convenience, the application of hot water would be time enough
in April, and then much should not long stand in the saucer. You will

find something suitable in to-day's paper.

D will sec that his request has been attended to.

SwABMs Deserting Hive {W, H. IK.).— We know of no other
reason for your swarms having three or four times left their hives, except
it be from their being dressed. Mr. Payne says, in page 42, vol. *2, of
The Cottage Gardener, " Let there be no sugared ale nor honey put
inside the hive, but let it be as clean and dry as possible." The ridicu-
lous practice of dressing the hive, by drenching it with beer, honey,
fennel, Ac, frequently compels the bees to leave it. In future, use a
7iew, rleitn, and dry hive, and we think your bees will not leave it.

Tree Onion {E. Sargent).—The directions already given in The
Cottage Gardener, vol. 3, page 298, are so excellent, that little more
need be said as to the management. The stalks should be, as you say
they are, throwing out their proliferous hnads of young onions (for wliich
reason it is railed A/tium proUfervm). The stalks should be kept tied up,
or supported with stakes, as their heavy heads arc in nmst cases too
weighty for their steins. This should be done with some care ; make a
tie first to the stake, so that the material used do not slip down the stake,
and then carefully round the st.alk of the onion, allowing plenty of room
for the stem. Whfn full grown, which is readily known by the appear-
ance of the heads of little bulbs, and the yellow colour of the stems,
toward the last of July or August, then collect the bulbs borne by the
stems, and dry them as shallots or otlier kinds of onions are dried for
storing. We can only recommend you to get some J'effefa/tle Marroiu
plants from some gardener in your neighbourhood, to supply the place of
those you have lost.

BiTR OF THE Harvest Bug (Zero).—To prevent its attack, we have
heard that bathing with a weak, solution of sal ammoniac the parts liable

to be attacked, and allowing it to dry on, is effectual. Bathing the bitten
parts with spirit of hartshorn is a speedy euro.

Cock op Dorking Breed {L. C).—It is very unlikely that the dealer
sold you a capon. Keep him and feed him well for a few weeks. If you
have the same cause for complaint, write to the vendor and ask him to

exchange him for another. Wash the eyes of your fouls with cold water,
into which a very little brandy has been added.

Names of Plants (F. IV. S.).—The leaf of Oeranium secjms to he a
variegated variety of the old Rose-scented. {A Subarrihcr, Burif St.

Edmunds),—Your plant is Hierachtm auruntiacinn, or Orange Hawlc-
wced. (F. F.).—Silene quinqitei^tiinera. (J. D. S.).—Your shrubs, I.

Ledum latifofium. 2. Rhododendron ferrugineum. It is impossible to

be certain of names from such bits as you send, but we think the others
are, 1. DUinthus dhninniits. 2. Erysinum cheiranthoides. 3. Ciiphea
strignlosn. 4. Citphea plutpcentra.

Bees, Giving Room to (M. J. J.).—Although it has been recom-
mended not to give fresh room after July, yet it is frequently necessary
to leave some of the capes already on till the end of August, and even
later. Should brood be seen in them, and this season it will be more
especially necessary, if your hives are very full, give another small hive
in the manner directed at page 104. vol. 2. Your bees strewed about are
evidence that they have been fighting. Do not alter the entrance, and
have but one.

Bees [W. V.).—The comb-knife is made in Sheffield, and sold at

Bury St. Edmunds; the price is 3s fid ; Mr. Payne will purchase one
and send you on receiving a post-office order for that amount. The
glass should have been put on first, and when full a small hive placed
between it and the stock ^see page 104, vol. ii., of The Cottage Gar-
dener) ; now it must be a small hive put betv.'een. When a small hive

is full, it should nrver be removed until another has been placed between
it and the stock, and allowed to remain a week at lea^t ; and not then,
unless the cells are all sealed up. A small hive cannot be put advan-
tageously on an old hive that has swarmed and is to be transferred.

Transferring is bad ; put a swarm next year into Taylor's hive, you will

gain time by so doing. At page 340, vol ii., the stupified bees were put
to a strong stock—putting them into an empty hive is quite another
thing; they may possibly be kept alive by copious autumn feeding.

Fine honey in small hives fetches in London from Is 2d to Is 4d per lb.

;

in large hives it is not saleable.

Liquid-Manure for RnunAnn and Asparagus (A Beginner).—
Use your house-5-lops, including those from the water-closet. A house-
hold of five persona produces about 500 gallons per week. It is quite a
mistake to suppose that this is offensive, even if merely passed through a

Refuse Hops r/AiV/i.—There is no doubt that these would ferment
and give out heat sufficient for bottom-heat in a pit, but they would
require more frequent renewal than tan.
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OiLT Refuse (B. Smith).—This, which saturates cloths employed for

wiping machinery, and is extracted from them by means of soda and

soap, might be employed as a manure by pouring it over vacant ground

just before its being dug, and four gallons to a square yard would not be

too much probably for cabbages and other strong vegetables. We shall

be happy to hear from you at all times.

HoNKY-coMB (X.).—This should be sent to London in the glasses,

boxes, or small hives, in which it was worked. The glasses. Sec, to be

inverted, packed in a case, well surrounded with straw. The small hive

should not have been removed by you until the cells had all been sealed
;

the number of drones indicated the strength of the hive. If the bees

wanted room, another small hive should have been placed between the

stock and the one already filling, as directed at page 101, vol. ii., of The
Cottage G.vrdener, and all would have gone on well. We never

recommend transfi-rring bees from one hive to another. Wc recommend

Taylor's single box hives ; they are sold by Messrs. Neighbour of London,

and by Mr. Haxtcr of Bury St. Edmund's, a full description of which is

given in Mr. Taylor's " Bee-keeper'« Manual," at page 43. The titw

shades and rovers are made and sold by Messrs. Deane and Dray, 11 9,

Bunliill-row, St. Luke's, London.

Roses Pegged-down (An Admirer of the Letter and Spirit of the

Cottage Gardener).—We do not approve of pegging-down roses, because

it does not improve the bloom or keep the plants dwarf, as the next

growth is sure to come up from the bottom, and not from the sides of the

shoots laid down. Wc support such branches as are overloaded with

flowers, and plant so thickly aa to cover the beds (be first season.

Camelma Reticulata {Ihid).—It was ovcr-potted. and is only re-

covering from the bad consequences. You can do nothing with it now, to

improve the nakedness of the shoots. See to the drainage, and grow it on

until the beginning of the next growing season,— say next April. Then
you may safely cut in all the shoots to a few joints each, and it will most

likely make three or four shoots to one ; at any rate you will get rid of the

nakedness, and have some fine shoots.

Plants {Sahrxiia).—Your plants are Eta:ag^nus parviflora ; a pretty

strong bush, not more than half-hardy; north of London. Bitddlea

Lindleyana—the same, hut will do against your south wall, and will soon

cover it ; it is a thirsty plant. Calycanthiia macrophyllus—a stout hardy

(i*) shrub for the borders. Dcufzia straminen—a hardy border shrub,

but not much to boast of. Jaxminwn nudifiormn—we have over and

over again recommended this new winter flowering jasmine ; look in our

indexes. Daphne Fortiiui and Furat/thia viridissinia—you will also find

in former pages all that is known of them. Chirita sinensis la & very

little stove plant, or for a vinery or hot pit. We see by your list that

these plants were sent to some one by the London HorticiiUural Soricty ;

and we mention the fact in order to recommend the Society to write on

the labels what kind of plants they send, and how to treat them, as they

very properly do with their seed packets. \^'e are too frequently called

on to rectify this neglect.

Gbass {A. Ben7iett).— Grass, by which we understand you to mean
turf, is not easily established on a " perpendicular " face—say of a bank,

but the thing is not impossible. Our own turf " on the flat " is now as

brown as a berry, after a six weeks' drougbt, with the exception of one

slight shower; and all our natural grass banks are burnt up, but the grass

is not killed. No means that we know of could save newly laid tiii-f on

steep banks imder such circumstances, and it is a dangerous experiment

at any time.

Woodbine {Ibid).— Your newly planted woodbines were no doubt
hurt by the late spring frost

;
you had much better cut them all down

now like the other two, and water them well to the middle of September,

and at the end of next October or March cut the young growths down to

a few joints, and give them a few waterings \\it\\ liquid-manure next

Artificial Ice (F. F.).—This is produced by placing water in a

vessel {of metal is best) and plunging it in the following mixture:—five

pounds muriate of ammonia (sal ammoniac), five pounds nitrate of

potash (saltpetre), and l6 pounds of water. All the vessels and the

water should be as cold as possible, and the operation should be con-

ducted in a cellar or other cold place.

Green Alpine Strawberry (Ibid).—Can any reader supply our cor-

respondent with a few ripe berries of this strawberrv for the sake of its

seed?

Kew Gardens (S. T.).—\Ve believe that servants, whether in or out

of livery, are admitted into these Gardens.

Cabbages not HEARTfNC (Ilusticns).—These being "planted in a

nook overtopped bi/ high elms*' is a very evident reason why your
cabbages only produce " large leaves ;" the shade from the elms above,

and their roots below, would ruin any crop. Cabbages require a rich

soil and an open quarter. Thanks for your gratifying note.

Wild Parsley (Ibid).—When this or any other weed has got into

grass land we know of no better mode of destroying it than to let it grow
up until the seed is formed, and then to root it up with a dock-spud, and
to put a pound of salt into the vacancy.

Indian Seeds (T. E. Q.).—We cannot say what they are, butwe shall

sow them, and if we recognise the seedling we will let you know.
List of Plants (Devonian).—Lists of the best bedding and border

herbaceous hardy plants are in preparation, and will be given in the course

of the autumn. Plants at the prices named can be had of any London
florist.

Iris German ica (Ibid).—Do you not mean the endless varieties of the

bulbous Irises, Xiphiura and Xiphioides? We dare not commit ourselves

by giving a selected list of such ephemeral varieties; but as they are as

easily grown as Crocuses, and neiirly as cheap, they are within the rc.ich

of all, and any one can choose his favourite colours out of the collection.

Rock-work (R. A. L.).—This is a very difficult undertaking to con-

struct well, and we might refer you to some of the early numbers of The
Cottage Gardener in which we wrote fully on Rockeries for Alpine

plants and Ferns, but aa your's is a peculiar situation, and there may be
others similarly placed, we shall endeavour to shape our reply tomrnet the

case in question. The formal rock-work having been " demolished," and
some larger and better stones or pieces of rock procured, information is

requested as to the mode of forming the work. From the appearance of

the ground in the lithographic print sent, we judge the situation of the

artificial rock cannot be better placed than in the place marked on the

plan. The grand object in nil such imitations ought to be to form it as

like nature as possible. Some parts should be bold and projecting, others

should be more retired, and gently sloping, the strata should be of one

character, that is, the veins of rock should all point one way, not crossing

each other. In fact, observe a natural rock and imitate it as much as

possible. The great object of an artificial rock is, however, to grow
Alpine or other suitable plants. It will be necessary to leave wider

between the stones than is quite natural, such spaces will soon

1 with the plants, and be no disfigurement to the general efi'ect.

id the general outline of the face of the rock to be in the

form of a half-moon, broken into irregular shapes ; some erect, bold and
projecting; some even hanging over; and others of a leas abrupt

character sloping gently upwards, and in tliis part the principal com-
partments should be left for plants. A gravel walk should surround the

whole, and, if convenient, it would be a good feature to form a small

piece of water in front, beyond the walk. In this a few aquatics might be

cultivated, and would have a pleasing effect, especially if the whole was
entered upon through a shrubbery, so as to come upon a visitor by
surprise. The embankment against which the rocks lean may be either

of good soil or of clay. In the latter case, provision must be made for

soil to cover the clay for the plants to grow in. The top of the bank
should be planted with pyramidal shrubs, and a few Swedish Junipers,

and a Deodar Pine or two, with some Arborvitoes, would materially

heighten the idea of an Alpine region. Care, great care^ must be taken

not to plant any jilants that have creeping roots, such for instance as the

various mints. If these are planted they will soon overrun the more
stay-at-home plants and destroy them. In large rock-work a few dwarf

shrubs might be planted with uncommon good effect, such as the dwarf

Rhododendrons, Daphnes, Cistus, Helianthemums, and numerous others.

These, with their pendent branches overhang some point or projection,

and take off and soften the outline of the work with the happiest effect.

Sedumsand Sempervirums serve to fill up the dry places of the work, and

never become too large. Any shady parts of the rock will be suitable for

the growth of Ferns. The walk might pass round one end, and join the

carriage-drive as you suggest, with great propriety. The end of the rock-

work should not be seen from any part of the ground, nor from the

dwelling-house ; neither should it be tmder the shadow of large trees.

We trust these few hints will be of some use to you, and should be happy
to give any further information you may require. Pray read what is said

at page 89, of volume i.

Small Greenhouse (0. P.).—To heat a small greenhouse use a

brick flue, run along either in front or under the stage, whichever is most

convenient. The whole of the flue may run along above ground on

brick-on-edge supporters, and the return may run upon top of the other
;

so that where the fire-place is there may be the little chimney also. The
best way to deal with such a brick pit as you speak of (nine feet by six

feet) would be take out all the old fermenting materials, and make the

inside thoroughly clean, and form a boarded stage of any height that

might suit the plants intended to be placed in it for the winter. The
greenhouse would contain a large number of plants, if the best use be

made of the room ; and in this house it would be advisable to keep such

plants as geraniums, and other tender plants, because a little fire could

be lighted in November and December, to dry off damps, &c., whilst the

dry, airy-bottomed pit will do for myrtles, calceolarias, petunias, and
many other such-like things. The sooner the flue is put in the better,

so that the materials may be dry before the winter.

Tanners' Bark (Ibid).—This, like other fermenting materials, should

be turned over three or four times to sweeten, until nearly half decayed,

before it is put together for heating a pit. But, unless the bark is cheaper

than dung or leaves, or both, we prefer the latter well worked up ancl

mixed together. Tan is the most pleasant to plunge pots into, and gives

out a lasting steady heat ; but the dung and leaves will do this, and be

most useful when done with for other purposes.

Many Questions (J. D. S.).—Do not crop your fruit border at all.

Move raspberries in November, and plant their roots six inches below

the surface. All your other queries will be found answered, if you refer

to our Indexes and Calendars.

London : Printed by Harby Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—July Uth, 1850,
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The object of every subscriber to The Gardeners' Bene-

volent Institution must be to secure a maintenance to as

many as possible of ayed gardeners of good character, in-

capable of work, and in otber respects destitute. We
lay an emphasis on aged, because it is quite impossible

for this Institution, with restricted means, to admit as

pensioners even middle-aged men. A disabled gardener

at fifty is likely to live for more than twenty years, and

however we may compassionate his early decrepitude,

whether from blindness or other cause, yet we must re-

member that there ai'e many more in conditions equally

pitiable, with the superadded claim of extreme old age.

A gardener at 70, probably, will not survive five years,

therefore the pension granted to one man of fifty would

dm-ing the time of his benefitting by it have gladdened

the hearts of four men of past threescore and ten, during

the last years of their descent to the grave. If, then,

to secure the greatest amount of benefit be our object,

one rule that we shoidd adopt for gindance in the em-
ployment of our vote, is to bestow this iqmn the oldest of

the claimants, otherwise equally entitled to our pre-

ference.

Secondly, as entitled to an influence for our vote, we
admit the length of time that the candidate has been a

subscriber to the Society's fund. We do not place this

first, because we think that fi-om an Institution sup-

ported so largely by amateurs and others who will never

require to receive an annuity in return, a man who has

supported himself until 75 without recourse to its funds,

is more entitled to receive a pension than a man at 65,

who has subscribed a few shillings to these funds; and
so strongly do we feel on this, that wo should never

allow any weight to the cu-cumstanco of a candidate

being a subscriber, unless he had been so for at least

five years.

If each subscriber wordd give his vote to the indi-

viduals pointed out in each list of candidates by these

tests, he would have an unanswerable reply to all so-

licitations for his vote, and he would act in the way all

must desire, namely, in the way to enable the funds of

the Society to effect the greatest amount of benefit.

We strongly recommend the Society to adopt some
rule forbidding any one being eligible to an annuity
until he has attained the age of sixty. When he attains

this age we should also recommend, if he is then quite

unable to work, and has been a subscriber for twenty
years or more, that he should succeed without election

to the first vacant pension. Tlie title to such succession

should be in tlie order of priority settled by the number
of years the candidates may have been subscribers; a

22 years subscriber to succeed before a subscriber of 21

years ; and the latter before one of 20 years.

Water, every one knows, is a necessary of life, and the
knowledge is as general that hard water is very disa-

greeable when employed for washing, but not one of our
readers, probably, ever minutely e.xamined the conse-
quences of using this hard water for drinking, cooking,
and other household purposes. It is one of those occur-

rences of every day life which we meet with, deprecate,

and submit to : we grumble, but are not sufiiciently

aroused to make an effort to remove the evil. We woidd

earnestly endeavour to dispel this apathy, for the conse-

quences are largely, very largely, injurious to the health

and the purses of those who thus submit ; and we do

so the more confidently, because our attention has been

recalled to the subject by a most interesting Report by

the General Board of Health on the Supply of Water to

the Metropolis. A report drawn up chiefly by Jlr. Chad-

wick, and which is only equally creditable with other

similar documents, indicative of his abOity and judg-

ment.

Now, with regard to the influence of hard water upon
the health, it appears from the universal testimony of

medical men from Hippocrates down to the day on which

we are writing, that it has a tendency to constipate the

bowels of the drinker. " Hard water," says Dr. Todd
Thompson, "under whatever name found, should he ex-

cluded." Dr. Sutherland says :—

-

" Having Hved for a number of years iu Liverpool, a town
wliicli has a supply of very hard water for domestic use, my
attention has for a length of time been called to tlie fact,

that the continued use of this water has a somewhat peculiar
efl'ect on the digestive functions in certain susceptible con-

stitutions. There are so many local causes of disease in the
town, which may be left behind by going to other more
favourable localities, that it is not veiy easy to state posi-

tively how much injmy may be done by the quality of the
water alone, but after some experience and observation, both
in myseU' and others, I arrived at conclusions which I fre-

quently expressed several yeai's ago, and which nothing has
since occurred to alter, and these ai'e, that in the class of

constitutions refen'ed to, the hai-d water tends to produce
visceral obstiiictions ; tliat it diminishes the natm'al secre-

tions, produces a constipated or irregidar state of the bowels,

and consequently deranges the lieallh. I have repeatedly

known these complaints to vanish on leaving the town, and
to reappear immediately on returning to it, and it was such
repeated occun'ences which fixed my attention on the hard
selenitic water of the new red sandstone as the probable

cause, as I believe it to be, of these affections.

In these opinions he is sustained by the testimony of

Drs. Heberden, Paton of Paisley, Leech and Cunning-

ham of Glasgow, Wolstenhohne of Bolton, and many
others.

Dr. Playfair enforces his conviction that hard water is

injurious to human beings, by referring to its effect upon

animals. He observes that,

"Horses have an instinctive love for soft water, and refuse

hard water if they can possibly get the fomier. Haid water

produces a rough and staring coat on horses, and renders

them hable to gripes. Pigeons also refuse bai'd water if they
obtain access to soft. Cleghorn states, that bai'd water in

Minorca causes diseases in the system of certain animals,

especially of sheep. So much ai-e raco-horses influenced by
the quaUty of tbe water, tliat it is not unfrequent to carry a

supply of soft water to the locality in whicli tbe race is to

take place, lest, there being only hard water, the horses

should lose condition. Mr. Youatt, in his book called " The
Horse," remai'king upon the desirableness of soft water for

the horse, says, 'Instinct or experience has made tlie horse

himself conscious of this, for he will never drink bard water
I

if be has access to soft; he will leave tbe most transparent

water of the well for a river, altbough the water may be
turbid, and even for the muddiest pool.' And again, in

another place, he says, ' Hard water drawn fresh from the

well ^vill assuredly make tbe coat of a horse unaccustomed
to it stare, and wiU not imfrequently gripe or fiuther in-

jiu'e him.'

"
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To sum up the whole, there is uo doubt with medical

j

men that health is promoted by employing-—aud that

for invalids one great aid to recovery is by the use of

—

I "the soltcst, lightest, aud purest of water." Every one

I has heard of the sick and tlie weakly resorting to Mal-

vern to driuk its renovating waters, and our readers wUl

be startled, and feel more forcibly what has been said,

when we add, from the report before lis, that " at Mal-

vern the spring water in the highest reputation for

medicinal quality, is a water onhj reinarjcable for its

purity."

Next week we shall show the consequences of using

water for household purposes.
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THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
SruAWBEraiv I'laxtiso.—Although much was said

about this useful fruit at page 157, yet something more
may be added as advice to those who ai"e about to make
more plantations, for doing which the present period is,

perhaps, superior to all others, as a matter of prin-

ciple. The ]iricking-out runners on reserve beds is

an expedient generally resorted to from necessity; the

gi'ouud in sucli cases being occujiied with summer
crops. We do not wish to be understood as advising tlie

cottage gardener, or the amateur to aim at planting

now, to the exclusion of other and usefid objects,

merely because planting tliem in July in permanent
situations is considered the best practice. We would,

as general advice, recommend the reserve beds, and for

two reasons : first, in order that the owners of small

plots may be enabled to make the most of what ground
they have; and secondly, because if " prioked-out " in

reserve beds, as we shall recommend shortly, they may
(if spring business should press iniusually severe) re-

main in the reserve beds, and produce a most satisfac-

tory crop.

As, however, practice differs much in sti'awberry cul-

ture, and also in order to give the question a full con-

sideration, it may be observed, that market gardeners
and others, who cultivate them extensively, generally
make a point of taldug a good crop of some other kind
from between each pair of rows, during the autumn of

the season in which they are planted ; whilst at the

I

same time, in nine cases out of ten, a full spring crop
• of some kind has preceded them. Now all this points

at once to the propriety of determining a year, or nearly

I
so, beforehand, where the succeeding plot of straw-

! hemes shall be ; in order that the manuring and work-

I
iiig necessary for the preceding crop shall leave the

! ground almost ready to receive the plants without fur-

ther trouble. This view of the subject, based on the
recognition of a proper rotation of crops, is a most
important one, as all good gardeners and agi-iculturists

are perfectly aware ; and we hope in some future paper
to go fully into the subject, as bearing on the whole

' garden ; sucli remarks will well belit our autumn la-

bours, when we shall be better able to spare a lew
,

columns for the purpose ; for we must soon haste to the
pine-apple afi'air, and some other most pressing matters.
Having thus opened a few of the leading considera-

. tions of this subject, we must proceed to advise about
planting, and the subsequent autumn culture.

I

The mode of obtaining good and early runners was
explained in our previous paper; we will now suppose,
that such having been carried out, plenty of all the

I

necessary kinds are available. Before describing the

I

mode of planting, a few remarks on Jiinds will be neccs-

I

sary; for as they difler so much in habit of growth it is

necessary that this—which must in the main influence

the distance at which they are to be planted—be taken
into consideration.

In former days, those kinds which were the typos or

progenitors of the present numerous kinds were not only
few in number but much more decided in habit, and dis-

tinct in character; their culture was, consequently, more
simple. Notwithstanding this, much more abundant
crops are produced in these days by the intermixture of

races, although we doubt whether any decided advance

in point of flavour has been made beyond the eld Pine
and the Hautbois.

Varieties.—Many of the kinds introduced within the

last few years doubtless owe their parentage to a cross

o!' the two latter kinds ; for the Hauthois character may
bo clearly traced both in the flavour aud in the foliage.

However to proceed, it may be observed, that most of

the gross growing kinds, producing heavy foliage with

long leaf-stalks, should by nil means be cultivated in

single rows ; whilst those the reverse in habit may, it

circumstances require it, be grown in beds ; although

there can be little doubt that all are the better for sintjle

row vulture.

The Keens seedling we cultivate with the greatest of

success, both in beds and in rows ; the British Queen

does not succeed in beds at all ; the Elton succeeds

admirably in beds ; in rows we have not sncceeded

equally well. Indeed we feel satisfied, that the latter

invaluable strawberry, for late pm-poses, answers best

by far, if allowed to spread its runners unmolested on

the sides of the plot, the ground having received a slight

top-dressing, without digging, previous to the runners

starting in the spring, liy this mode of cultm-e, the

old plants in the centre may be dug down, thus forming

an alley between two plots of young runners, right and

left.

Such was the habit of that celebrated strawberry of

some half score years since, and which was one of the

first which bore the impress of a Hautbois cross ; the

name we forget—probably Mijatt's Pine. This was a

magnificent strawbeiTy, but few could grow it.

i\Ir. Robert Beid, late of Noblethorpe, suggested the

above mode of culture, or nearly so ; and he has re-

peatedly affirmed, that by this mode be obtained supe-

rior crops to any other.

It is a common practice to gi-ow the Alpines in beds,

and to let them produce their runners unmolested.

Much superior, however, are they in both size and

quality when grown singly, or, as we prefer, in threes :

each three forming a distinct and separate hillock or

little bush.

Planting.—We come now to remark on the distance

apart, both of the rows and of the plants in the row

;

and in doing so may be permitted to quote our present

practice, the result of many years' observation, and

adopted after trying many plans in order to combine all

tlie best modes of culture in one ; or, in other words, to

simplify matters as much as possible. Let us suppose

that a plantation has to he made of the larger kinds,

that is to say, those which ought to be gi-owu in rows

;

and that the kinds are the Keen's seedling and the

British Queen. We will also take the case of a plot of

ground exhausted by a previous crop recently removed;

supposing, however, that the staple or mechanical con-

dition of the soil is pretty good, for we have in a previous

paper disposed, for the present, of that portion of the

subject. It may also be premised, that the plantation

when made is to remain for three or four years. The

ground should be deeply dug or trenched, and some new
or undecomposed manure should be dug with the first

"spit" into the bottom. Before removing the second

spit, some mamu-e or vegetable soil of a more decom-

posed character should be introduced : jdaciug it on the

surface and digging it and the soil together. By these

means there will be an admixture of organic materials
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in tlie lower Uvel, which will he a source of nutrition to
the deeper roots for three or four years, besides being a
pasture for the roots to revel in; such, at that depth,
being a matter of great importance during surface
droughts, which always prove exceedingly injurious to

the strawberry.

The upper stratum, containing the mixture of decom-
posed materials, will estabhsh the plant at once,—

a

matter of some importance. We hope, nevertheless,
that our readers will not suppose that a great amount of

manurial matter is liere intended : no such thing. Too
great an amount of manures will produce an invincible
coarseness of foliage, and this will be found to tend to

barrenness. To establish the plant speedily, and to

promote durability, especially during dry periods, at the
blossoming and fruiting, are the legitimate objects to
aim at.

And now, the ground prepared, we come to the matter
of distance. We allow three feet between the rows for

all the larger kinds,—considering that when fully estab-
lished the plants on either side will extend at least one
foot ; this of course leaves about a foot for the operator
to tread upon when watering, gathering the crop, &c.
Between the plants, for a permanent plantation, we give
one foot only ; but immediately the fruit is gathered we
destroy alternate plants, thus throwing, the second year,
the plants at two feet apart.

And now let us suppose the bed-system to be carried
out. It must here be observed, that by bed culture is

not meant the continuing the plants for more than two
seasons by any means ; indeed, we do not advise more
than one, or what is termed " the frequent remove sys-
tem." Beds, however planted, become so crowded, con-
fused, and, by consequence, shaded after the second
year, that flavour is out of question.

Beds for strawberries should, by no means, be more
than four feet wide ; indeed, if the single row system
must be departed from, we should prefer merely double
rows, or, in other words, beds—if beds it must be—with
only two rows in them. The beds being forty-two inches
in width, the rows may be eighteen inches apart ; thus
leaving one foot on each side of the rows, besides an
alley of a foot or so for the ojicrator.

Another point we would urge, both in bed culture and
in single rows : let their direction be, whenever possible,
north and south ; this gives both sides of the row an
equal amount of sunshine. Indeed, this principle ap-
plies to almost all the products of the kitchen-garden,
with the exception of summer crops requiring shade

;

and then the plan recommended by our clever coadju-
tor, Mr. Barnes, of running rows of the Marrowfat peas,
runners, &c., east and west, in order to fm-nish a shade,
is excellent.

We have before stated, that we grow our EUons for
late purposes in a border on the north side of a wall, at
about five or six feet from the wall. This is an excellent
plan, and by it the table is constantly furnished until
October, when the Alpines are in fidl perfection. Those
amateurs, however, who cannot spare a wall border,
may easOy accomplish the same object, by so setting
out then- ground, that every year ii row of Victoria,
or Knight's Marrow Peas, may be sown on the south
side in the direction before advised. As a rotation the
Scarlet Exmuer may be used in alternate seasons, or even
a row of Jerusalem Artichokes.
We have a bed of Eltons thus situated, which have

stood six years, and have received no farther culture
than thinning out the crowded runners in October, and
scattering a top-dressing of horse droppings over the
surface ; these are at once a manure and a protection.
The bed promises this year to be as fine as ever.

It will be borne in mind that we advised only two
rows in a bed, eighteen inches apart; in these the plants
may be placed eight inches apart, and each alternate

plant removed after the first year's fruiting. Those who
are severely limited for ground may put fom' rows in

the bed, and remove alternate rows after the first bear-

ing. It must, however, be remembered, that the thicker

the crojiping the less manure must be used, or the end
in view will assuredly be defeated.

In all strawberry planting, care should be taken to

get up the roots carefully with a little ball of soil if pos-

sible. Equal care must be taken that the fibres do not

become dry by exposure ; those who have few to plant

will do well to throw them into a bucket of water as

they take 4hem up. The roots should not be planted

deep, and they should be kept regularly moist imtil

well established. Of course all weeds nuist be kept

under. We would advise those who are planting the

British Queen, to take care that they are somehow
protected in the middle of November ; any ordinary

straw or litter will answer, or tree leaves of the previous

year. Even the asparagus haidm, or that from the

peas, miglit be thrown over them ; fern, also, is avail-

able in some places ; in others, the boughs of the spruce

fir.

Much more has to be said about strawberry culture,

which must pass on to another opportunity.

R. Ebeinoton.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
FLOWER-G.\TiDENERS wlio aspire to excel in their calling,

have two very strong temptations to withstand from this

time to tlie end of September. In the first place, we all

of us know that certain seedling varieties of choice

plants have a strong tendency to depart from those

forms or colours for which we chiefly admire them, and
hence are cUllicult to preserve from seeds true to those

points for which we cultivate them. We all acknow-

ledge this difficulty, and yet we do not, in most in-

stances, make proper allowance to the seedsmen for it,

but rather look on them as il' they were endowed with

some magic spell by which they ought to overcome
such natural tendencies in their seed gardens. Now
comes the first temptation. We have a beautiful flower-

bed in full bloom, and all from seeds which are variable

in their natm'e—but this time the plants turn out just

to the very tint desired : and if the seedsmen would but

engage to supply samples so true as these for the future,

who would go to the trouble of saving doubtful seeds ?

Seedsmen, however, mej make what arrangements they

think best, but they cannot always ensure many Idnds

of seeds to turn out quite as we, or they, want them

;

and, therefore, it is that we are now tempted to let a

certain bed rim to seed rather than hazard the chance

of a faUm'e another season. Yet, it goes a good way
against the grain to see a choice flower-garden converted

into a seed nm'sery, even to the extent of one single

bed. But what is to be done in such cases is more
than I can tell. If I had a bed, or a row, or even a

patch, of true blue branching Larkspur, I would cer-

tainly let it ripen the seeds before I removed the plants,

because I do not believe there is a single seedsman in

Europe, or elsewhere, who can supply the genuine

plaut. Yet, this fine annual finds a place in every

third garden in the countiy ; and I recollect the time

when no larkspur of this tall kind was to be seen but

the deep blue variety. But since the eight or nine

varieties of it, of difi'erent tints, which are now to bo met
with in every fashionable flower-garden have come into

competition with that old sort, the real blue branching

larkspur can luirdly be seen at all ; what generally goes

by that name is a pvu'plish blue plant. The tall lark-

spm-s being now in full beauty, any one who has a bed

of them, and sees this, can easily put me right if I am
in error ; and, moreover, if two or three pods of seeds
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from a genuine variety could bo sent to mo by post at

the same time, it woukl be a good way of couviueiug

me liow far I have been ^^Tong. There are, or were

some years since, two sorts of tlie plant I want—one

with the open part of the flower liglit blue all round,

and the bottom a deep dark blue, and the other, which

is the best, is dark blue all over; but seeds from either

can hardly be depended ou if a tall larkspur of a dif-

ferent colour is so near that the bees, or the wind, can

carry the pollen dust from one to tlie other. Others, no

doubt, have some favourite Howers dilHcult to keep, or

to obtain true from seeds, and so the temptation to save

seeds under one's own eye goes the whole way round the

circle. I believe it to be a natural law that, if plants

are divested of their seed-vessels as fast as the flowers

begin to fade, they will keep much longer in flower

than is natural to them. At any rate, there is no ques-

tion about the soundness of the principle as far as the

generality of flower-garden plants are in question, there-

fore, troiii this time to the end of the season, seed-vessels

or pods should be looked on in tlie same light as weeds.

When a head, or a bunch of flowers, falls off or fades at

once, there is very little trouble about the matter—the

stalk is cut, and there is an end to it ; but in others, as,

for instance, Scarlet Oeraniums and Lupines, some of

the flowers die away, and the seed-vessels stick out like

beaks or bean-pods long before some of the flowers on
the same stalk are ready to open, so that it becomes a

tedious and a delicate operation to keep a bed of these

scarlets free from seed vessels. Of all the scarlets that

I have seen. Compactum and Shruhhuul Scarlet are the

two most free from forming seeds ; but both have
another failing just as bad, for the flowers in the

centre of tlieir trusses die away, and are decayed, or

mouldy, before the outside flowers are ripe enough to

open ; therefore, to keep a large bed of any of this tribe

in first-rate order, they must be looked over every two
or three days, and the dead flowers, or the seed-vessels,

cut out carefully with a sharp knife or pair of garden

scissors ; and the best scissors lor all garden work that I

have seen are those sold as Turner's Garden Scissors,

which are manufactured by Mr. Turner, of Xeepsend,
Sheliield. They cut clean, Hke a good knife,—not a

bruised cut as by the common work-basket scissors.

We grow many Lupines here, and our rule is to cut off

the whole spike of flowers as soon as one-third of its length

is faded at the bottom—an e.\travagaut way, certainly,

and might be improved ou by taking hold of the top of

the flower-spike with one hand, and rubbing oft' the

bottom pods with the other; indeed, any way of saving

the flowers, and at the same time the seeds, is a good

plan. Writing about lupines, reminds me that we had
a new one last year from a friend, of which kind we
liavc a good stoi;k this seasou, but it has hardly got into

seed catalogues yet. It belongs to the tall section of

annuals to which Lupinus mutahilis is referred, and
might be taken for mulabilis or Crookshankii before it

comes into bloom; but the colour is very difl'erent, being

partly cream colour with a pinkish shade ; we had it

for a real pink lupine, but it is not so in reality ; never-

theless, it makes a good marked variety, aud lasts—like

its relatives—till overtaken by a smart frost. These tall

lupines are not grown half so much as their merit de-

serves—I mean the annuals of the mutahilis section

;

and from tlus time to the middle of August is the best

time in the year to sow them, for one particular purpose,

which is. to flower them as single specimens out on the

grass^oue jjlant in a place, three plants in another, and
so ou. as one might choose ; or if a bank or large bed of

them were planted like dahlias in such princely places

as Chatsworth or Windsor Castle, the efl'ect would be

magnifleent ; but to have them in a sober way for

more ordinary situations, a dozen of them got up
now, or soon, and half starved in little pots singly

through tho autumn, would take up no more room
in a dry ])it or greenhouse than so many verbenas in

single pots ; aud as soon as they began to move in the

spring to be jiottcd, and so encouraged to grow on and

to bo repotted once or twice more before the time of

planting them out in May, tlicy would become large

bushes, sui^h as one could hardly believe who has not

seen the mode tried. Where there is head-room, one or

two plants of tliem might be grown very largo, just to

see what good cultivation could efl'ect before the time of

planting tliemout; and should tliey even be coming
into flower as early as tlic first of May, there would be

no danger of their ceasing to bloom down to the end of

October, particularly if their seed-pods are kept down.

I should not bo surprised to hoar of a single annual

lupine reaching the height of ten feet, and full and

bushy in proportion ; but for so large a plant, a very

sheltered spot sliould be chosen, as a heavy mnd would

have great power on such a mass of succulent shoots

and thin foliage. For conmiou ordinary use they are

not sown till the end of March, like other annuals.

The second great temptation is about making cuttings

from choice geraniums. 'Tliis is just tlie best time of the

year to make cuttings of the whole race of flower-garden

geraniums ; but now that they are only in fine bloom

after a struggle for existence, it seems hard to take oft'

any cuttings yet. To have a fine stock of healthy plants,

however, long before the winter sets in, we must begin

to propagate early. Here we use as many geraniums

as most people, and more kinds of thcui than any other

place in the country. My catalogue of this class of

geraniums contains 87 names, and I shall add half a

dozen more to them this season. We also keep a pro-

pagating book, in which every plant we bed is entered,

and the number of cuttings that arc required is put

after each name. These numbers are altered every

season—e.\cept a few of what we call stock-plants

—

to suit the arrangement of the planting next season.

Our first stock-plant of geraniums is our own scarlet

seedling called Punch, and of it we annually root five

thousand cuttings. This is the greatest number we strike

of any one sort, and it is very seldom we put cuttings of

these kinds of geraniums in pots, unless it is a very

delicate or a rare sort which we can ensure better that

way. The whole are rooted in the open ground, and

full in the sun, and the hottest day in the year will not

hinder our propagation when we once begin, and we

never shade a geranium cutting. The vine aud peach

borders are generally the propagating beds, and it is a

good old plan to put a slight coat of some light rich

compost over these borders in July, when most of the

liberal waterings are over for the season. The borders

being first stirred with a fork to the depth of two or

three inches, and then a couple of inches of the mulcli-

hig compost is added. The whole is then raked, and

the usual alley is marked out near the wall, and the

place is ready for the cuttings. You begin at one end

of tlie border, and plant the cuttings in rows across it,

two inches between every cutting, and six inches be-

tween the rows. When two or three rows of cuttings

are thus jdanted, and you see from the propagation

book how many cuttings of that sort are to be struck

this seasou, you can calculate what length of border

will hold the whole of them ; tlien measure oif that

length of the border, and then begin with the next kind,

and so on for the whole collection, and by the time the

jiropagation is finished, every sort will be found by itselt.

Besides the look of tlie tiling, this is by far the best

jilan to ensure a systematic course of management.

When a gardener first begins to propagate, the chances

are that he cannot get more than a tenth of the number

lie requires, and not even that of many varieties, there-

fore, if he were to plant the first crop of cuttings in

close succession on the border without leaving inter-
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vening spaces' as above, lie might certainly root all his

stock, but they would be so Imddled and mixed together

as would render their management difficult. Strong

and fast growing sorts would oveiTun the weaker ones,

and some would require water much oftener tlian otliers,

but if tliey are iu close contact, liow is lie to proceed ?

and, moreover, if the propagator shoidd forget to mark
down in his book the numbers of cuttings he made at

any one sitting, the whole must be counted over again

;

all this would look like hap-hazard.

For those who know very little of these things, I may
now give the details. The border or open space of

ground iu a sunny aspect we shall suppose is ready,

and I put most sti'ess on having the place full iu the

sun. because half the world lie under a mistake on this

head, and suppose that a north aspect is the best, which
is, indeed, a very wrong notion. Then look over the

bed or plants from which the cuttings are to be taken,

and select carefully those shoots near the centre of the

plant, or where they are most crowded ; and in this early

searching for cuttings you are to study "the look" of

the plants rather than the number of cuttings, for if we
" take the market on the day," we have plenty of oppor-

tunities yet for an abundant supply of them. Then, at

this early period, be content with a few, and that few, if

judiciously chosen, will rather improve the look of the

plants, and enable them the sooner to extend sideways.

The cuttings of strong growing scarlet geraniums may
be six or seven inches long, as an average; three of

their bottom leaves to be cut ofi", and the bottom of the

cutting to be a clean cut just under a joint, or under
the bottom leaf Some people say that these cuttings

should lay by a while to dry, so as that the fresh soil

should not " damp them off," hut this is hardly neces-

sary ; the soil is dry enough to suck oft' any moisture
that may be on the cut part, and a cutting iu the open
ground is not at all so likely to rot as one placed in a
pot. Mark off the border with a line, or string tied to

two sticks, or you may leave the luie stretched across

the bed or border, and plant the cuttings by the side of

it, and then move it on for the next row, and so on.

The surface of the border ought to be even, and the

planter should stand or kneel on a piece of board rather

than disturb the bed by his foot. About an inch deep
will be the right depth to plant the cuttings, but less

than that will do if the surface of the bed is a little firm.

When the whole are planted, give them a slight water-

ing to damp the leaves and settle the surface of the soil

about the cuttings, but by no means give so much water
as to reach to the bottom of the cuttings so early

;

indeed, we have planted thousand of these cuttings in hot
weather without giving any water at all.

D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Double Flowers.—The day is not yet so far distant

when our scientific botanists were experiencing some-
thing like fever heat, from witnessing the growing par-

tiality for these truly beautiful, though to them hateful,

monstrosities—a fever only secondary in its evils to

the nightmare antijiathy with which they viewed the

laboiU'S of the hybridising florist, who, in the extreme
number as well as diversified forms of the varieties he
introduced, seemed to make havock of nomenclature,
and ride rough-shod through all their nicely drawn-up
specific distinctions and definitions. Even they, how-
ever, our learned instructors—for though they were not
free from prejudices any more than other men, we
must not forget the debt we owe them—even they can
now join the florist in expatiating •upon, and defining

the merits of, a beautiful hybrid; and, what is more,

can mingle with the vulgar throug and behold a peculiar

beauty iu these double monstrosities, altogether apart

from tlie means which such flowers present for building

up a peculiar phytological theory.

I confess that in the case of many plants, such for

instance as the Chinese Hibisotis, the single perfect

flower is to my eye far more beautiful thau the double
varieties ; but beautiful and lovely though many even
of our common plants be in their single state—such as

the daisy, when slowly rolling back its pale crimson
hood-like covering as the sun's rays reach it in the

morning—I conceive that few, with a correct taste for

the beautiful, would think of contrasting for a moment
the single and the double in such plants as daisies,

primroses, violets, rauunciduses, piuks, carnations, roses,

stocks, wall-flowers, Sweet Williams, rockets, balsams,

fever-few, catch-fly, &o. ;
plants which, though generally

found in their highest perfection in tlie garden of the

amateur and cottager, will never disgrace the parterre

of the nobleman.
Our attention has been directed to this subject by the

inquiries of a lady correspondent, as to how such

flowers are at first produced. " Is it from richness of

soil, as in the stock'? I know that double flowers may
be perpetuated by impregnation, but want to know how
to get one double in the first instance." Now our difli-

culty here consists in the fact, that om- own mind is not

quite made up on the subject, though we incline to our

friend's sujiposition, that double flowers are chiefly pro-

duced by cultivation, and, iu addition, that tliey are per-

petuated by the same means; and although aware that

they mill/ be perpetuated by impregnation, we consider

that even that holds a rather secondary place to careful

cultivation. Glancing, however, at one or two fallacies

may lead the investigations of our friends, who liave

time at their command, into a channel whence more
consistent and legitimate deductions may proceed.

That our correspondent is not alone iu her opinion,

that double flowers are perpetuated by cross fecunda-

tion, may be seen in the circumstance of saving a single

flowering stock for seed that has been surrounded by
double ones ; the practitioners believing that the con-

tiguity of the double flowers will iuflneuoe the single

ones, and thus so far aft'ect the seeds formed that they

will produce plants with double flowers. Now, in ex-

amining the matter, it will at once be found that the

double state iu flowers is generally produced by the sta-

mens, and the pistils, the male and female organs, and
also at times what are termed floral leaves, &c., being all

changed into petals; and the more completely this has

been done, the more perfect the specimen appears as a

double flower. But the more eft'ectually this was accom-

plished, the more unlikely would such double flowers be

to exercise any influence whatever iqion the properties

of the seed produced from single flowers in then

vicinity. If these double flowers contained any per-

fect stamens, the fertilising pollen of these stamens

might be transferred to the summit of the pistil of the

single flowers, and thus the properties of the double

flowers might be impai-ted to the seeds so fecundated.

Thus, in saving seed from semi-double flowers, or even

from flowers containing a greater number of petals thau

usual, there is a greater probability of obtaining double

flowers iu future than from plants with perfectly single

flowers, as a predisposing cause in the first case has

already been iu action. Whether this double flowering

condition be the result of disease or merely of a full

plethoric habit, superinduced by high cultivation, is a

question that wiU uot at all aflFecttlie above proposition

But, if no such influence iu the shape of male organs

existed in the double flowers, then their ncighbotirhood

to the single ones could exercise no power whatever

upon the qualities of the seed that would naturally
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be produced. Future culture will determine wliftlicr

the plants from such a seed sluiU bo puny or luxiu-iaut,

but that culture tor the tirst season will have little or no

iutluenee as to the plant possessing double or siujjle

llowors : these arc (puilities which would be chiitly

lodged in the seed wliilo yet remaining in the seed-

vessel of its nurse-parent. What, then, are some of the

principles by which we ought to be guided, when our

object is to obtain and preserve double (lowers?

Making allowance for exceptions, the following may
be adduced as leading general propositions :

—

Fir^t. To
obtain double flowers from seed, depeudauce nuist not

be placed npon the influence of a stray stamen that was

not converted into a petal or flower leaf, hut means
must be taken to make the seeds possessed of a jjroperty

which otherwise they would not possess, by superin-

ducing a highly elaborated, full, plethoric habit, in the

seeds. This can only be done by stimulating the plant

with high cultivation at a certain period— a/ler the

llouer-bttih appear,—and then by removing the greater

portion of the seeds. If the stimulus is applied at an

eai'lier period, the plant will increase greatly in luxuri-

ance ; by giving it thus later, a greater degree of

strength is conveyed to the flowers ; by thinning these

flowers, or the seed vessels, as soon as formed, so as to

liave only a very few seeds to ripen, tliese, in conse-

quence, acquire a fidl plethoric habit; and we know
that in the vegetable and animal world alike, this state

is opposed to productive fruitfulness, while in the dople-

thoric state it is encouraged. From a full double flower,

therefore, we e.xpect and obtain no seeds. From such

plants as balsams, which, though said to be double, yet

produce seeds, the rendering of them more double must
be obtained by the high cultivating and seed thinning

process. In theii- ease, as well as some others, compact-

ness of growth and clearness of colour seem to be gained

by preserving the seed for several years ; the fresher a

seed, the sooner will it vegetate, and the stronger and
more luxmiant the plant. In double composite flowers,

such as the Dahlia, which consist of a number of florets

upon a common receptacle, though the most of these

florets may have their parts of fructification changed
into petals, others may be unchanged, though they

remain imuoticed until the petals fall off; and from
these, when seeds are produced, more double flowers may
be expected than from seeds saved from more single

varieties, because possessing a greater constitutional

tendency in that direction. This will more especially

be the residt when, as in the other cases, high cultiva-

tion is resorted to whenever the seed appears. Thus
something like superfetation is induced in the seed,

which leads it afterwai'ds, when sown, to develope itself

more in leaves and petals (which the botanists tell us
are the same thing), instead of flowers producing seed

;

and this altogether independent of the culture it receives

for that season. When any of our friends, therefore,

look somewhat disconsolate on their beds of stocks

nearly all single, they may rest next to assured that the

culture they imparted had little or nothing to do with it.

The seeds they sowed would have been single in ani/

circumstance. The matter is different in the perennial

plants, such as the daisy and the primrose. Without
resorting to seeds at all, the plant from being divided,

having its soil frequently changed and stimulated by
rich compost, will often gradually change from the

single into the double flowering condition, upon exactly

the same principles ; luxuriance and fruitfulness being
ever opposed to each other. Several years ago we car-

ried out these ideas with considerable success, and such
as they are, now commend them to the notice of our
friends who have more time at their command.

Secondly. On much the same pi-inciple, care should

be taken to preserve double flowers, when propagating
them by cuttings, runners, and divisions of the root,

—

by giving them the same careful cultivation, otherwise

they are apt to return to the primitive single state. To
secure this object efl'eelually, two considerations should

he attended to. If a rieli stimulating system of culti-

vation is at the first resorted to, there will be the likeli-

hood of having a luxuriant development of stem and

leaves, at the expense of depriving the flowers of their

requisite proportions. In all free-growing luxuriaut

plants, it will be wise policy not to over stimulate the

plant until the bloom appears; and the iuereased nourish-

ment judiciously given will then enlarge tlie size of the

flower, while the rest of tlio jilant would continue to

maintain a comparative dwarf and stubby character.

In choosing seed when it is produced, let it be selected

from such plants. Then, again, if the size of the flower

is to be maintained, and prevented degenerating into its

primitive condition, rich composts should not only be

used, but fi-esh soil, if possible, given to them every year.

Now is a good time to propagate all these pretty

desu-ables, at least all that are of a comparative hardy

nature, ilany of them, when the flower stems are

decayed, may be divided at the root ; such as the

Rocket, which with the Wall-Jluiier and Sweet William,

Lychnis, &c., will strike by small cuttings in light soil

under a hand-light, under the same treatment as is re-

sorted to with Pinks. In the case of using hard stems

of Rockets and Wall-flowers, &c., it is advisable, after

cutting through with a sharp knife at a joint, to run the

knife upwards a short distance, through the centre of

the cutting, aud tlien to make a similar incision at right

angles with the first, so that the base of the cutting

shall consist of four equal divisions. This exposes a

greater portion of the inner bark, and roots in conse-

quence are more quickly and plentifully produced.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETIVIENT.
EXOTIC FERNS.

(Continued/mm page Jl'.J.)

Pi!OP.\G.\TioN- BY Seed.—We described a successful

mode of raising the Oymnogramma chrysophylla from

seed at Kew. There are some other methods that it will

be well to try should that one fail. Procure a brick or

a piece of stone partially covered with very short moss,

sprinkle the fern seed upon it, and cover it with a liand-

glass in a shady part of the stove or orchid house, keep-

ing the surface round the brick or stone very moist. In

this situation the seeds, if good, will soon come up in

the shape of a small roundish leaf, from the base of

which the tirst Ixond will make its appearance. At that

particular juncture raise the young plants with a small

flattened stick, and transplant them thickly over the

surface of shallow pots or pans. Cover these incipient

plants again with a hand-glass, and keep the internal

air moist. As they advance in growth, tilt the hand-

glass on one side for a few hours every day, gradually

increasing the height of the opening and the duration

of the time of keeping it open, till tlie plants are so far

advanced as to be fit to transplant singly into small

pots. The size called " thumbs " will be sufficient for

these tiny plants in the first instance. Continue to

repot them till they reach their maximum size.

This method is, for the most difficult sorts, best for

free growing kinds. The more simple way is, to brush

the seeds ot the fronds upon the soil in a pot, place it

under a hand-glass, and when the seedlings come up

transplant aud repot in the usual way. The late Mr
Shepherd, of the Liverpool Botanic Garden, raised

numbers of ferns from fronds, collected abroad aud

brought home in a dry state between sheets of paper.

The dust that had rubbed oW during the transit he col-

lected and scattered upon soil in pots filled to within an

inch of the top : no covering was necessary upon the
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soil. He then laid upon the pots pieces of glass large

enough to rest upon the edges and overhang them a

little; this prevented evaporation; and he was rewarded
by a plentiful crop. Some of the fronds had been

collected several years, but it seems the seeds had the

power to preserve their vitality. No doubt there were
several species that never came up, but a sufficient

number did make tiieh- appearance to reward him for

his trouble. Our readers may inquii'e, " Which of these

methods are we to adopt ? " The answer is, try them
all, if convenient, and any other your ingenuity may sug-

gest till you succeed. Bake the soU, to destroy the seeds

of weeds, or you may be deceived and disajipointed by
having a worthless crop instead of the beautiful foreign

ferns you may wish to succeed with.

Species.—We subjoin a list of such of the most
beautiful exotic ferns as may be procured at nurseries

cultivating them for sale. There is a very good collec-

tion at Pine Apple-place under our care. Such of our

readers as may have connexions abroad would do wisely

to desii-e their friends to collect fronds of ferns witii ripe

seeds on, to dry them, and pack them up Ijetween sheets

of dry jiaper, inclosing the whole in a deal box, to be

kept dry ; and as soon as they arrive let the seeds be

sown in some one or other of the methods we have
described above. Living plants might be sent home in

Wardiau cases with great success. By these means
new species of these elegant plants might be introduced.
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MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

THE DARNING BASKKT.

By the Authoress of" My Flowers,

We perceive with regret that we have, quite uninteulion-

ally, overlooked the querj- of a very kind uud indulgout

con'espondeut, upon which wo now hasteu to remaik, to the

best of oiu- ability, although with a sti'ong sense of the iliffi

culty of the task :
" \\'here there is very little money to

procure goi-meuts of any kind, how ranch time must he given

to mending, daraing, and darning stockings ?

"

It is most important that clotlies, paiticulai'ly those of

ehildreu, should be repaued tlie moment they requii-e it;

not the sUghtest rent or broken stitch should be overlooked,

or put by until it becomes a Uttle lai-ger, for by this atten-

tion to trides not only is mucli time gained, but one stitch

will Uterally " save uiue," and great expense will be avoided

by clothes tlius lasting so much longer than if mending is

neglected or carelessly done.

It is not possible to lay down ndes for the portion of time

necessaiy for this pm'pose. The i-elative to whom I have

before alluded, and whose example and experience aid me
materially in my suggestions, was wont, in the days of her

chilchen's infancy, to till a large basket evei7 Monday moru-

iug with the clotlies and household hneu that needed repau-;

tliis basket was ever at her feet, and her needle seldom found

repose from making and mending until Satm'day night, when
tlie whole of its contents were completed. Her chilcken

were taught to amuse themselves with their toys on the

floor, and to give .is UtUe trouble as yovmg children can

possibly do ; the baby was laid on the sofa, with a bunch of

keys fixed so that its little hands could reach and play with

tliera, close to its mother's side. AXTien her employments
permitted her to leave the house my sister seated herself

beneath the shade of trees, in a field close to the pretty

cottage, still with a smellier basket by her side, where she

busied hei-self T\-ith her work while the Uttle ones ran about

and amused themselves. Visitors never inteiTupted her

useful and necessary laboui-s ; even her husband's occasional

expostulation, which raised a happy laugh, " my deal', do

come and lake a walk ; I shall find you dead some day if

you don't take exercise," was playfidly paiTied ; and certainly

the etiects of her care and industry were strildngly apparent.

With small means and a rising family the mother has an

anxious, an important, and a self-denying lask to perfonn

—

if that can ever be called self-denial which we do for those

we love. She will have to renounce the amusements both

of mind and taste : the fancy-work, the interesting corres-

pondence, even the recreation of rational books must be laid

aside to minister to the wants and comforts of those de-

pendant upon her—for she will find but Uttle time to do a

thousand things that ought to be done in her Uttle house-

hold. It is, however, as I have just remarked, impossible to

lay down rules, becaase we cannot meet every ease. In
towns, where a mother cannot sit in a field while her

children play, and where exercise is essential to general

health, something must be sacrificed, miless a servant—

a

trust If servaut^—can be spared to accompany them in theii"

daily walk. If a town house possesses but the smallest

gai-den, the children should be constantly out in it ; a coai-se

brown ' blouse ' or pinafore, an old bonnet or hat, and a pair

of thick shoes, nill keep a chUd in a great degree from dirt

and wet ; for to ensure health and strength no coddlimj

should be pennitted. My sister brought up her boys as she

herself had been brought up—to disregard weather ; and she

cheerfuUy submitted to the task of changing their wet clothes

whenever they came in, and seeing, herself, that their shoes

and boots, ic., were properly dried before they were again

required. How often, when her boys were sleeping, have I

seen her an-anging the damp jackets and trousers safely

round the fire, after sponging off the mud or snow, that they

might go out clean and fhy in the morning, and their liealth

not suffer 1 If it is jmssibk- to give cliildren a run in the

fields it is most desu-able to do so ; but if it is unattainable,

it is vain to mom-n over it. A sense of deep responsibUity

blending nith fei^vent tnist in God, and entire submission to

His wise and righteous wiU, ttill so preserve the balance of

the mind as to keep it in a state of watoliful activity to do

all that it can do, and of perfect peaco when it cannot do all

it woidd wisli.

1 have alluded to a subjci't ii]ipnrrntly unconnected with

that with which I begun hin ivmlnK^, because it really con-

cerns it very neai-ly; aiid^'in hiiimms '•mother" may gain

by tlie example of another smm' Uhel'iil hints for the arrange-

ment of lier daily duties. While childi-en are out at play a

good deal of ipuet time can be devoted to the basket, and this

is of ri'al moment. If clothes and linen are well and

regidarly mended, it is a very great saving, although it does

talie uj) lime ; and as much time as can be given to it wiU be

profitably spent. This, of course, must be regulated greatly

by cu'cumstances, of wliich eacli wife and mother is the best

judge ; but every moment should be treasm-ed and employed.

At the brealcfast and tea-table sometimes we are led by the

pleasure of social intercoiu-se to loiter away a good many
valuable minutes; and at these times the admu-able custom

of a very charming married lady, the mother of a young

family, is worthy of imitation. liven when visiting her

friends she would take out her work the moment her own
meal was finished, and employ herself with her needle, while

jouiing «ith deUghtful vivacity in the general conversation

around the table.

My sister found a Icnowledge of Icnitting very useful. At
many odd moments she could catch it up and do a few rows

;

and by this means the socks of both father and children may
be new-footed or tipped, which all helps to reduce expense.

Cotton stocldngs ai'e the most tedious of all things to darn,

because they ought to be done neatly, and this takes up some
time. It is an excellent plan to have the heels and feet of

new stoclcings closely and neatly rim on the inside, just

where they are most Uable to wear out; this strengthens

them considerably. In running them, the alternate stiches

should be taken up singly, which will quite prevent the look

of the new stockings being injm-ed.

The only plain work that I have heard matrons say can

never be well done at home is shii-t-making. Husbands
and sons, who are faultless in all otlier ways, are ungovern-

able mtli regard to home-made shirts ; they are never to be

pleased or pacified in this particular ; and, therefore, it is in

the end the best economy to buy them ready-made.

I trust the basket wiU be found a useful appendage to the

work-table of every anxious mistress of a family, from my
sister's valuable experience. Every time the clothes come
from the wash they shoidd aU be cai-efuUy looked over, and

every defective one placed in it ; at the same time, every

ailicle of wearing appai'el, or household Unen, that can be

mended bifnre it is washed should be attended to, because

washing wiU always enlai-ge a rent, or so pidl it out of shape

as to make mending more troublesome ; and starch will also

prevent a dam being made veiy neat, particularly in what we
ladies call " fine things."

To yoiuig lacUes commencing housekeeping, these hints, I

hope, may be useful. I cannot for an instant suppose they

wiU benefit a more experienced class ; and lest I should be

deemed impertinent for off'ering them to aU readers, I beg to

be miderstood as aiming only to assist the young and inex-

pcrivnrrd of "my sisters."

WTLD FLO'SV'ERS OF JULY.

(Continued from p. 220.^

Since we penned the first part of om- paper ou the Wild

Flowers of July we have had a rapid glimpse of the vegeta-

tion of the North of Scotland, under circumstances of so

peculiar a kind that we feel caUed upon to give the readers

of The Cottage Gaisdener some account of our wanderings

before proceeding to recount the remainder of o'.u' July

nildliugs. The present Professor of Botany in oiu- Edin-

burgh University ( Dr. J. H. Balfour, the celebrated hero of

Glen TUt) usually devotes the Satm'days throughout the
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sumniei' session to excursions in the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh, for the purpose of enabUng his students to put
into practice in the fields the instructions received in the

class-room. These excursions had never before been to any
great distance from Edinbui'gh, a long Highland tour being
generally undertaken at the end of the session ; but on
Satiu'day, asjth June last, the Professor, accompanied by
upwai'ds of 100 students of his class, set out on an expedition

of a more extended kind than had ever before been under-
taken in a single day by any parly of botanists. Through
the kindness of the Professor we were enabled to embrace
this opportunity of getting a day's peep at northern botany,

and, accordingly, we numbered one of his party. The bota-

nical army started from Edinburgh by the Northenr Railway
at five on the morning of the day mentioned, and proceeded
northwards, passing through the counties of Fife, Perth,
Forfar, and Kincai'dine, to the City of Aberdeen ( distant

from Edinburgh about lli.O miles), wliirU wn^ ivached
between 10 and 11 A.M. After breald'ast in ihc l;ny;il Hotel
of Aberdeen, om' party visited ICing's College, tu mbuire the
antique relics which it contains, and being there joined by
Dr. Dickie, Professor of Natural History in Queen's College,

Belfast, we proceeded some miles to the north, passing the
j)icturesque bridge of Don, to the woods and moors at Den-
more. Here every spud was unsheathed, and the botanists,

spreading themselves through the woods, soon replenished
tbeii- boxes with a goodly supply of the floral rai-ities which
the place prodixced—and these were not a few nor without
interest.

The first plant which attracted attention was the beautiful

Trientalis Europwa, which was strewed through the woods in

great profusion, in some cases giring bn-th to a small para-
sitic fungus, named Tiibercinia trientalis, which generally

appeared on the leaves of the plant. In close companionship
mth Trientalis the interesting Pijrola minor was found, a
plant which we are glad to obsen'e is now beginning to be
cultivated in collections of Alpines. The rare northern
Orchid, Goodijera rupens (named in honom" of John Goodyer,
a botanist of Gerarde's tune), was also observed in consider-

able profusion growing beside the plants we have mentioned

;

but it had not then produced its flowers. Towards the end
of the present month it will well reward the researches of

northern wanderers, for it will then be in fine contUtion ; and
although not found at all in the south it occm-s in great
profusion in some of the Highland woods. We hkewise
noticed the prevalence of a beautiful fungus, the Cijlindro-

spora deformans, which attacks the stem and leaves of the
WhortlebeiTy, sometmies ti-ansforming the latter into beau-
tiful round saucers or cups of a delicate cream colour, occa-

sionally tinged with pink. But the most interesting wild
flower which was fomid in the woods was Linncea borealis,

the "little northern plant, long overlooked, depressed, abject,

flowering early, which Linnaeus selected to transmit his own
name to posterity," and which we had occasion to notice in a
former paper pubUshed in The Cottage Gaedener. It

was out of flower, or had not flowered, at the station we
sisited ; but fresh blossoms were brought to the Professor

I from another locality by an Aberdeen botanist.

j

On the marshy moors the beautiful Hahenaria hifolin, and
I other native Orchids, were gathered, along with Srhrrnns

[

nlr/ricans, Veronica sadell/ita, iSednm viUosum, and several

j

interesting Gariccs and Cri/jitoijamic plants. The highly

i
cm-ious Sundews, Drosera Ani/lica and rotiindifolia, were
sending up their racemes, but tlie blossoms were not fully

j

developed, although they no doubt will be before the end of
i the month. Here the Mimubis luteits was found by one of

the party, a plant in which we have always personally felt

considerable interest, as affording one of the most con-
spicuous and best known instances of the complete naturali-

zation of a foreign species in our country in the course of a
few years. The Mimiilus was originally inti-oduced from
the Western Continent about the year 1812, and vei-y soon

I after that time became firmly established in some of our
native streams, and has ever since continued increasing its

hold on British soil, until we can now no longer look upon it

as an occasional straggler, but as a completely naturahzed,
nay, almost a common plant. From a list of locahties now
before us it appears that the Mimulus, besides being found

I

in England, ocoui-s at various stations in the coimties of

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kincardine, Stuiing, Dumfries, Edin-
burgh, Aberdeen, and perhaps others.

It is highly interesting to observe the changes which take
place in the flora of a country. As we have elsewhere re-

marked, there was a time when the soil of Britain was not
touched by spade or plough, and when its flora was in a state
of natural purity, unaffected and unchanged by the connnerce
or operations of mankind. When cidtivation began, how-
ever, and was gradually extended, and the nature of the soil

changed, then in like proportion would the character of the
flora change. Many of the aboriginal inhabitants of our
primeval forests would decrease in numbers, and some of
the rarer species that were confined to a small area might
be exterminated altogether. In the place of these, other
plants, to which the changed conditions of the soil were
suitable, would spring up from the seeds canied there by
mankind and other active causes, and thus would take place
a change in our country's flora of a real, because of a per-

manent kind. Perhaps there are not many (if there indeed
be any) of the common annual weeds of cultivated grounds
but have bad then- origin as British plants in this manner.
Of late yeaa's various jilants of exotic origin have been re-

ported as accessions to our British flora, some of them
belonging to the class of annuals before referred to, which
would be ready again to quit the flora in the event of a

cessation of cultivation ; and others of a more permauent
caste, which have likewise been introduced by the agency
of mankind, but which have established themselves amongst
the real indigenous vegetation of the land, and, as has been
remaiiced, now bid defiance to all eflbrts at extermination.

To the latter class does the Mimulus luleus belong.

But we have wandered into a bye-way, and must return to

om' botanical pai'ty at Aberdeen. After culling the treasm'es

we have mentioned, and many more for which we have no
room in the limited space allotted to us in these pages, oiu"

botanical army remounted the vehicles and returned to the

sandy Links of Aberdeen, where a number of maritime
species were added to om' stores. Here the Curex incurim

and C. arenaria were both m fine condition. It is these,

chiefly the latter, assisted by Ammophila arenaria and other

sea-side plants, which bind the sandy downs with their ex-

tensively creeping roots, and thus pre\ent the sand being
disturbed by the wind or the ocean waves. In districts

where similar tracts of sand ai'e cultivated, it is the practice

to preserve as much as possible of the Ammophila and other

species in order to give firmness to the land ; and in some
instances wiiere these plants have been thoughtlessly eracU-

cated, the result has been a sterile waste, unfit for all pur-

poses of Agricultm'e. Among the more interesting plants

coUcctod on the Linlis we may mention, in addition to the
aliiivc, ('rr,isliiim atrovirens (Bab.), a form peculiar to such
silu;ilioiis, Trtticum jiinceuvi, Thalicirum minus, and Pota-
mutjidun pccl.inatas.

Ketm-ning from the Lmks, we visited the Granite Polish-

ing Works, the Marischal College, the Medical Buildings,

and the new Market-place—the formidable appearance of

the Inindred botanists, with their noisy tin boxes, and other

botanical appurtenances, creating quite a sensation in the

northern city. After dinner in the Eoyal, we entered the

return-train at r.ii. for Edinburgh, which was reached at

a late hour. The weather being deUghtfifl, the excursion

was altogether an exceedingly pleasant one ; for although

270 miles were gone over by raO, any uneasiness from the

long ride was prevented by the interesting chai'acter of the

country through which the line lay,—^embracing the fertile

vale of Strathmore and other districts of agricultural cele-

brity, with here and there a neat httle viUage, a range of

heath-clad hills, or a placid lake with its white swans and
water lilies floating on the unrulfled sm'face. There was a

profusion of showy flowers on the railway banks, such as the

A'iper's [Bugloss {Eehium vnlgare),yta-\o\\s trefoils and cru-

ciferous plants, wild wall-flower, wild mignonette, tte. ; and
towards the north end of the line the banks were in some
places whitened by the beautiful Galium snxatile, and at

others they were of a warmer hue, from a profusion of

heather bells. The editor of the North British Journal nf

Horticulture (who was one of our pai'ty) mentions in his

paper of the ith instant the profuse occurrence of Lychnis

vespertina all the way between the stations of Stanley and
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Coupni- Angus, wliilc not a plnnt of the /.. iliiirna was ob-

servable; nnothoi- iiistnni'i! of tlie curious eiroumstatice that

thesa two nearly-nllioil pb\nt,s nro never or very rarely to

be found ^'rowing togetlior, for, ns wo mentioned in a paper

last moutli wherein we noticed them at length (p. 181), the

plants prefer ditlVrent sitiialions for their growth—the White

Campion loving exposure to sunshine, wliilo the red Uower

seeUs the silent shade of tlie woodland, and ocem-s most

often by some " streamlet's mai'ge."

Before concluding an account of the Aberdeen trip, it may
be worthy of remark, that dm-ing the time of our explora-

tions a fire broke out in Aberdeen, and a party of the stu-

dents who had renuiiued in the city lent a helping hand to

extinguish the flames, which were finally got under. Theii-

assistance was acknowledged in an Aberdeen newspaper

paragraph, published before we left for the south that aftcr-

uoou. li. Lawson, F.B.S., &c., Edinhnnjh.

IIOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
REGENT'S PABK, July 3.

The Exhibition was a good one for July. The orchids

were in fine condition, and in average quantity. The large

collections of plants showed that no cai'e was wanting, both

in the ai-t of retai-dation and bringing foi-ward fresh plants

in fine order. Cape Heaths were in excellent condition, and

did great credit to tlie growers. Specimen plants were also

plentiful, and in good condition. New plants were rather

scai'ce. In florists' flowers, the Pelai-goniums were in as fine

order as at any previous show, whilst the cut roses, as might

be expected, were most excellent. Carnations, Picotees, Pinks,

and Pausies, were show^l by the difl'erent growers in good

order, and atti-acted the admiration of the company. But

the greatest attraction was the fruit tent. We may venture

to say that there never was exhibited before such a quantity

of well-i-fpened, finely-sweUed, and highly-coloured fruit of

all the kinds usually exliibited. There were, for instance,

thirty-seven I'ine-apples of vaiious kinds, every one of which

was a fair avei-age fruit. The Queens especially, were good,

handsome, and many of tliem micommonly laige fruit.

Black Cirapes were very numerous, there being fourteen

dishes of excellent frait. Peaches and Nectarines also were

very fine and numerous. Strawbenies extra fine, both in

size, colom-, and quantity. We have seen more Melons, but

we were assm-ed by tlie judges that the flavour was first-rate.

Tlie growers of fruit have shown that if proper encourage-

ment is given to them, the complaint that this part of Hor-

ticultural Exhibition will be as respectably filled as either

plants or flowers.

EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

COLLECTIONS OF TWENTY-FrVE.

1st Pbize to Jir. Mylam, gardener to S. Eueker, Esq.,

Wandsworth. By fai- the greater number of liis plants were

shown for the first time tliis yeai', and were, as usual, in fine

order.

Vanda Batemaniana. Our readers will remember that last week we
descnbtd this valuable, rare, and ueautliul plaot. \\q need only add that

this specimen was three feet high, and had a noble spike ol liowers, eight

being fully expanded, with many more to open. Angulua untjtt/m ; with

hlteeu of its large pure white hosvers open. Aeridts odurata majur; with

thirty fine spikes ol its very fragrant lovely Ilowers tuUy expanded.
AeriiUs ijuintjuevuln^ra; with three long spiUes ot ttowers. Aci'iUes ma-
ctiiusum ; a lovely high-coiuured species. Huccotu/jium Blurnei ; three

very long spikes fully-uloomeU; a lovtrly rare species. Lirlia majatis

;

this most lovely species is rarely seen in nower. 'I'he plant had iwu large

rosy blossoms upon it. OnciUium ianceanum; a large plant two teet

through, had lour spikes ol us riclt-eoloureu bloasums expanded. Jt^pi-

tteiiaruin vcrruLtisum; a beautilul rare species wiih us blossoms of the

richest pink colour; ihe Up has several processes upon it like viarta, hence
its name. Vycnoijies Egtrtoniana ; a very curious species, with two long

spiKes ol nearly black flowers, 'there were also two plauts of Plmtaiwpsts
i^randijtora, a Vanda cristata^ with numerous flowers, and several other

hne plauts of less note.

•2nd Prize to ilr. WilUams, gardener to C. Warner, Esq.

If Mr. Mylara had shown the least remissness, he woidd
have been assuredly beaten by this collection.

Sarcotnftiuin guttatttm ; eight spikes. AeridfS ajfine ; several spikes.

Aeridts rusea [very beautifub ; three sjjkcs. Aerides maculusum ; three

spikes. The richly-eoloured Broughlonia stingninea. The elegant
Bfirbfria upectabile ; with five spikes. Cyprepedium barbatum ; five

riowers. Dendrobium densijlorum ; second time flowering this year ; six

spikes. A large mass of Epidendrum striatum, &c.

COLLECTIONS Or FIFTEEN.

1st PnizF. to Mr. Blake, gardener to J. Schroder, Esq.,

Stratford. In this collection was a large mass of

TricliopUia tortilis ; with numerous flowers. Aerides odovata majur ;

twenty-five spikes. The beautiful Burlingtonia rt'iiitsta ; witli five

spikes. The rare Calajilhe inasuca ; with three spikes. The pretty

Gateandra Baaerii ; (hrcc spikes. The curious Aiif^ra-cuni raudatum ;

with white flowers, and long green tails. Cr/pripediiim bnrbatttai ; with
eleven flowers. A large mass of the beautiful Deadrubium rbri/san-

thiim I with many flowers. Caltleyit mossia ; PImlitmims grumliflora,

he.

•Jnd PnizE to Messrs. Rollison, of Tooting. There were

some extra good specimens in this collection, especially

Miltonia spertabile ; 2J feet across, well covered with its bcautifu^

flowers. Staiihopen tigrina siiperba ; the red variety, with six of its large

grotesque flowers, Oncidium lanceanuviy and 0. lanceanum violaceus.

'l"hc elegant Dendrnrliilum fiticttnle; and a fine plant with numerous
spikes ol Calanthe /areata, very like C. veratrifotia.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN.

1st Prize to BTr. Barnes, gardener to Tt. Hanbiu'y, Esq.,

Tlie Polos, near Wiu-e, Herts. ,Wa noted, especially, the

beautiful

Onridinm lanecanum; with eight spikes. Aerides affinc; three spikes.

A noble Utanhopea tigrinu ; dark variety, with six flowers. The rare

Barkeria melnnncatiton ; the lip of whicii has a spot of green. A large

plant oi Aerides odorata; fourteen spikes. Brassia Wrat/w ; and Sac-
culabium Blumei,

NEW ORCHIDS.

1st PiiizE to Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, for

Aerides nuiivissiina (the sweetest A.). A very remarkable species. The
whole flower has a pale yellow cast, with thinly scattered spots of rose

colour. The flowers are larger than any other Aerides, and the spikes

longer, with the exception of Aerides ajftuc. A very elegant desirable

species.

2nd Prize to the same firm for a variety of Saccoluhimn

Blumei.

Messrs. Rollison exhibited Cypripedium Javanicum, slightly

different from C. harhiiliim.

Mr. Barnes exhibited Phttlmnopsis rosea, a rare plant, but

not to be compai'ed for beauty with either of the other species

of this chai'ming genus.

COLI.ECTIONS OF THIRTY STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Cole, gardener to H. CoUyer, Esq.,

Dartford. We prophesied some time ago that this cul-

tivator was making rapid strides in his ai't to come up to, if

not to sm-pass, the collection at Ealing Park. On this

occasion oiu' prophecy was fulfilled : he surpassed his

formidable antagonist. The .judges placed him first. We
give no opinion on the matter, the fact speaks for itself. All

we have to do is to give a fair description of the best plants

in each, leaving oiu- readers to judge for themselves.

Dipladenia crassinoda ; 5 ft. by 2J ft., with numerous very high-

coloured large flowers, D. sptendeiis ; equally well flowered, Ixora

coecinea ; a noble plant, 4 ft, by 3 ft,, with thirty beads of bloom in the

best condition possible, Attamanda Sehattii, A. grandifiora, A.
catharticn ; three fine plants well-bloomed, lialosanthes coecinea; 3 ft,

by 3 ft,, full of large heads of highly-coloured flowers, Vinca rosea, and
V. rosea alba ; each 3 ft, by '2 ft,, well grown, and finely bloomed.
Cyrtoceras rejiexum ; a stout healthy plant, 2^ ft, by 2 ft., well bloomed.

Erica Parinentierii rosea; one of the most beautiful of Heaths, with

flowers of the deepest rosy hue, 2) ft, by 2 ft, Iiora crocata ; a dense

bush covered with bloom, 2J ft, by 2J ft, Polygala cordifolia ; finely

grown, and full of flower, 4 ft, by 4 ft, Aphelexis ; several varieties

beautifully in flower.

'2nd Prize to J\Ir. May, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence,

Ealing Park. A noble collection of mostiy large handsome
plants. Many thought this ought to have been first, but the

judges thought otherwise.

The gem of this collection was a beautiful plant of the splendid new
/.ror« Jaeanica. The beauty of this plant was indescribable, every twig
bearing a bunch of orange scarlet blossoms, 2i ft. by 2^ ft. Two large

ji\^r\U iii Stephanotis fioribvnda ; trained balloon-wise, and well bloomed,
6 ft. by 4 ft. The same number of Allamandas as Mr. Cole, and finer

plants even, but not so well bloomed, So!li/a linearis and Solli/a

keteruphylla ; each 5 ft, by 5 ft, ; immense plants, full of thrir tiny blue

blossoms, hurcheltia capeitsis ; a useful effective plant, with numerous
heads of orange flowers. Erica puleerulenta ; a pretty Heath, well

bloomed, 2^ ft. by 2 ft. Erica Bergiana ; well flowered, but dull in colour.

Vinca ocettata, Phu^iiocoma fioribunda : very large, but few flowered,

Gardoguia Hookerii : a difficult plant to grow, but well done in this in-

stance, li ft, by 1 J ft. Uora coecinea ; a smaller plant than Mr. Cole's,

and not so well bloomed.

COLLECTIONS OF T1\'ENTY STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PUNTS.

l3T Prize to Mr, Green, gardener to Sir E. Auti'obus,

Cheam. Very excellent, especially

Erica Massonii : a fine Heath, 3 ft. by 3 ft, Pleroma elegans: large,

but scarcely in bloom. Its fine large purple flowers are exceedingly
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handsome. Metrosideros fioribundas : very effective, covered with its

bottle-brush-like scarlet blossoms, 4 ft. by 3 ft. LeschenuuUia Baxterii

major: 2i ft. by 2 ft. Stephanotis Jloribunda : 4 ft. by 2i ft. Alla-

manda ctttltartiea, Echites atropurpurea : with dark purple bell-shaped

blossoms,—a plant rarely seen, 4 ft. by 3 ft.

8nd Prize to Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Costar, Esq.,

Streatham. There were some good plants in this collection,

the best were

Cyrtoceras reftexa : eleven heads of its Hoya-like blossoms. AUa-
manda oathartica : very fine. Erica metulaftorii bicolor : an immense
plant covered with bloom, 4 ft. by 4 ft. E. Cavendisliii : 3 ft. by 3 ft.

Epiphyllum Akermannii, &c.

COIiLECTION OF TEX STO^l: AND GKEENHOUSE PLANTS.

1st Peize to Mr. Williams, gardener to Miss Trail,

Bromley. Ten plants, aU well-grown, and finely-liloomed,

especially

Polt/giilu cordata : 3 ft. by 3 ft. Kalosanthes cocctnea grandlfiora

:

very large flowers, highly coloured, 3 ft. by 2^ ft. Plmelea decusstita:

4 ft. by 3 ft. Leschenaultia biloba superba : with numerous deep blue

flowers. PlitEnocoma protiftira : 2 ft. by 2^ ft. Rondeletia speciosa: 2.^ ft.

by 2i ft. Plmetea HendersonvL

axD PiiizE to Mr. Croxford, gardener to H. Barnes, Esq.

We noted

Kalosanthes cocctnea : Clerodendrum fallax^ Atlamanda cathartica,

Aphdexis /lumilis, as being in first-rale order.

NEW PLANTS.

Beyonia cliinuharina. Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple

Place, sent again this beautiful plant. The specimen was a

fine one, IJ ft. by If ft., and was covered with its beautiful

orange scarlet blossoms. Not new enough to obtain a prize

under tliis class.

Ijiomea limbala. Messrs. EoUison sent a pot fuU of a

Convolvulus-looking plant, with the above name attached to it.

The flowers are about 14 inch across, cup shaded, of a deep
piu'ple colour edged with white.

1st Peize was awarded to Jlr. May, gardener to Mrs.
Lawrence, for a very fine plant of the splendid I.i-ora Juvuiiiai.

2nd Pkize to Messrs. PiolUson, for their Ipomea; for

Mugnoliafrwirantissima, a noble plant mth one flower upon
it; and ior Thyrsacanthiis hractcolatus, a Justicia-lookiug plant

ivith duU red flowers.

Snd Prize also to Mr. Henderson, Welhngton Nursery,

St. John's Wood, for a small plant of Hemiandra punijens,

a pretty pink flowered species.

.3kd Prize to Messrs. EolUson, for a new seedling hybrid
Heath, named Gcmmifera clff/aiis ; and to Mr. Glendinning,
Chiswiek, for a new Achimeiics, named TiiijwelUana, a vei7

pretty vaiiety, with purphsh lai'ge flowers.

{To he continued.)

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
GENER.U:, HISTORY OF PIGEONS.

( Continuedfroni p. 196.)

The ancients only knew four species of pigeons—1st, the
ring-dove

;
Snd, the turtle-dove ; 3rd, the stock-dove ; and

4th, the dove-house pigeon ; at least, the nomenclature of

Aristotle includes only these. Those who have followed
him, and Brisson among the rest, have extended this num-
ber to seven. 1st, the Koman pigeon, which fm-nished them
with fourteen varieties of the dove-cot pigeon ; 2nd, the
domestic or dove-house pigeon ; .3rd, the stock-dove ; 4th, tlie

rock pigeon ; 5th, the mid pigeon ; Cth, the ringdove ; 7th, the
turtle-dove. Buffon has thought that these seven species
really form but three : the ring-dove, the stock-dove, and the
turtle-dove. Naturalists have given an invaiiable rule to

recognise the true species from the mere varieties ; which is

to ascertain if the beings which spring from two difi'ereut

indinduals are fruitful ; should they produce again, there is

no doubt that the father and mother merely formed varieties

;

but if the young ones are mules, the father and mother were
of two different species. This law of nature they sny is so
general, tliat its apphcation not only extends to animals, but
even to plants. The indinduals produced by the canary and
goldfinch are always unfruitful ; the females sometimes lay,

but the eggs ai-e always addled. The goldfinch and canary,
then, constitute two true species. Evei^body knows that
the mule produced by the ass and the horse is uufi'uitful.

Plants produced by the fecundity of the stamens of one spe-
cies on the pistil of another species produce seed, but this
has never been known to grow. Natm-e has been so Ciu-eful

to maintain the tyiies of every race in all then- piu-ity, and
she will, by every means possible, insure the preservation of
the existing species ; but it appears she will not allow any
new creations.

This principle being granted, we mO. now follow the rea-
soning of Buffon, who adds,—" We must not then consider
the dove-cot and dove-house pigeons—that is to say, the
great and small domestic pigeons—as two different species,
but limit ourselves to caDing them two races of one species

;

one of which is more domesticated and more perfect than
the other. In the same manner, the stock-dove, the rock-
pigeon, and wild-pigeon, are three nominal species that we
must reduce to one, which is the stock-dove ; of which the
two former make but very slight varieties ; since, as our no
menelators have acknowledged, these three birds are nearly
the same size : tliat they are all migratory, accustomed to
roost, have the same natural habits, and only differ from
each other by some tints of colom-."

According to the opinion of this naturalist, all the nominal
species of the authors would be reduced to two—the ring-
dove and stock-dove, or wood-pigeon. As the ring-dove does
not produce with the wood-pigeon, this last would be the
stock of the dove-cot pigeon ; and these would only differ

more or less in their type according as they had been managed
by man. He explains this supposition in the following
manner :—" The fourth gradation in the order of degenera-
tion includes the large and small dove-cot pigeon, of which
the tribes, varieties, and blendings, are innumerable, because
from time immemorial they have been absolutely domestic.
Man, in perfecting the exterior forms, has, at the same time,
altered their interior qualities, and radically destroyed every
inclination for liberty ; these birds, the greater part of which
are lai'ger and handsomer than the common pigeons, have
also another advantage, that of being more fruitful, larger,

and better flavoured ; and it is in consequence of all these
reasons that people have taken so much care of them,
and sought to multiply them, in spite of the trouble their

training, fecimdity, and the success of their numerous pro-

ductions must cause them. None of these ever return to

their natural state."

(To he continued.)

DESCEIPTION OF THE DO^'E.COT PIGEONS.

THIRD RACE.

(Continued from page 196.)

Feathered-footed Pigeons : Columba pedibus plumosis.—
These bii'ds, formerly so much estimated, are at present,

with some neai' vaiieties, banished by the greater part of

amateurs. They may be recognised by the feathers more or

less thick and long, which cover the feet down to the claws

;

and by the absence of other characteristics which would rank
them in a determinate race. They have the usual forms of

the mixtiu'es, and like them partake of all colours.

7. Common Feathehed-footed Pigeon : Columba vulgaris

pedibus plumosis.—Middle size, less feather-footed than tlie

Limosin, and not so large ; it partakes of all colours common
to the pigeon, but, nevertheless, it is generally varied with

black or fawn colour. It is very productive, and not par-

ticular as to food or lodging, but equally satisfied with the

dove-house, dove-cot, stable, or even a simple box. It is

very common evei-ynhere, but especially in the south of

France. The greater part of the dove-cots in tlio environs

of Lyons are inhabited by this vaiiety.

8. The Limosin Feathered-footed Pigeon : Columhu
lemovicensis pedibus plumosis.—Very lai'ge and lengthy, with

long legs ; and remai-kable for the unusual length of the

feathers wliich cover the feet. It is of all colours, witli the

head and wings white. It is very productive, but has tlie

fault of tlirowing its eggs out of the nest with the feathers

on its claws, hi consequence of which they arc obliged to be

cut. If they were puUed out they would (jiuckly grow again,

and the evil would only be obviated for a short time. The
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same thing was originally said of the " Limoges," from
whence its name.

9. Monthly Pigeon : Coliimba menstrua periihus phimosis.—
Frisch calls it in Latin, Columba mensti-ua f Montlily pigeon),
" because," he says, ' it produces every month ; and only waits

until its young ones are able to feed themselves to lay again

;

we must, however, except the depth of ivinter, and only

reckon on eight or nine broods in the yeiu-." It is, iu fact,

one of the most productive ; and only differs from the pre-

ceding by its crest.

10. Norwegian Pigeon : Columba Norwegka pcdibus phi-

mosis.—It is extremely large, tufted, and quite wldte. Some
authoi-s consider it as a species, but the greater part of them
speak of it as a variety of the Dove-cot pigeon.

11. Goat Sccker Pigeon : Columba caprimuli/a jyedibus

phimosis.—This bird has a flat and square head, which gives

it a little resemblance to the bird al'ter which it is named.
It has a black iris, and no nlament roimd the eyes ; its feet

are ornamented ivith feathers, and the colour of its pliunage

is grey. This pretty pigeon, like all mongrels, is very pro-

ductive.

V2. The Pll'NGING Pigeon: Columba urinator pedilus phi-

mosis.—It has received its name from the habit it has, when
flying, of swimming, if I may so call it, on its throiit, which
it swells a little for this purpose, says M. VieiUot, although
we have never been able to perceive it, in spite of oiu" re-

iterated observations ; but it is most certain that it hovers a

very long time in the air without mo%lng its wings, in

the same manner as birds of prey. Its feet are thickly

covered with feathers, and its tliighs are also covered with

long feathers, fonning what amateurs call " breeches." The
author of the article, " Dove-cot Pigeons," in the new Dic-

liouarij of Xalurol Hislori/, says, '• that its plumage is silvery

white, or blue with black bars," but we have never seen it

anything but grey. This bird is interesting from its great

fecundity.

13. The Fmzzled Pigeon : Columba pedihus phimosis

crispa.—Aldrovandus considered tliis variety as a ti-ue species.

This bird is vei7 rough-footed, quite white, and curled all

over the body; the beam feathers of its wings having their

beards separated and curled, which deprives it of the facidty

of fljing. The female resembles the male in all respects

;

it is about the size of the Tambour, and very productive.

{To be continued.)

EXTRACTS FRO]\[ CORRESPONDENCE.
Hedge-rows.—Those who, like myself, are fond of country

rambles will have noticed, particularly in remote ))laces, the

large quantity of rank and luxuriant herbage which often grows

neglected along the hedges and ditches of our fields. Here
and there a farmer of the better sort will not sufler Itiis ; some
will be at the cost and trouble of cutting, and leaving it to rot

;

but the greater number neglect it entirely, and then it becomes

a positive evil, affording shelter to vermin, and sowing tlie land

with weeds. My object in mentioning the subject is to convert

this evil into a boon to the deserving cottager who has a cow,

pony, or donkey. If a person of this description be allowed

to collect the herbage upon condition of his keeping the hedge-

rows clean, he would he serving the farmer and himself at the

same time. This plan is partially adopted in my neighbour-

hood, and with good results. One man, who is a small coal-

carter, keeps his donkey through the summer months by this

means. Another who carts wood, and has more leisure, collects

his material into a stack, at the corner of the lane, and is thus

provided with provender for his horse throughout the year.—
S. P., Rushmere.
Effects of Lightning on Trees.—At a recent meeting

of tlie Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Mr. M'Nal), of the

Eoyal Botanic Garden, made a communicatiou on the effects

of lightning on ti-ees. He remaiked :
—" A fc-w days ago I

accidentally heiu'd of a tree wliieh had been struck by light-

ning on the 0th iust. (June, 1H50), at PitfeiTano, Fifesbire,

the residence of Anth'ew Buchanan, Esq. ; and, being anxious

to ascertain the species, I wrote for a smaU branch, with any
historj' which could be given regarding it. I have just re-

ceived the leaves shown, which prove it to be the VImus
montaiia, or Wych Eku. Bly object iu bringing the notice

before the Society, is to ascertain from its members any
varieties of trees kno^vn to them as ha^'ing been sti-uck by tlie

electiic fluid. About this time last year a very lai-ge oak on
the grounds of John Wauchope, Esq., of Eilmonston, was
shattered to pieces ; and a few years previously a laburnum
standing close to the oalc was likewise destroyed. Wliile on a

torn' over a portion of the .American continent, some years

ago, I had several opportunities of observing gigantic trees

torn to pieces by electiic influence. In every instance I ob-

served they were oaks. During a thunder-storm I found the

workmeu fchiefly in Canada) resorting to the beech trees for

protection, from an idea that they were not liable to be struck

by lightning ; certain it is, that I saw none, notwithstanding

the prevalence of lai'ge sized beeches in many distiicts. The
elm above alluded to at PitfeiTaue, had an u-on fence standing

close to it, which was supposed by the inhabitants to have

had some influence in attracting the fluid. The above ob-

servations are thrown out, in the hope of ascertaining if

there be anything in the composition of one species of tree

rendering it less liable than another to electric influence."

Several other members present at the meeting mentioned
that the beech, the horse chestnut, and the ash, had all been
struck by lightning.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one mil write to the departmental writers of

The Cott.\ge Gaedener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense ; and we also request our coadjutors under no circumstances to

reply to such private communications.

Hartley's Patent Rough Glass (A Co7istant Render).—You
complain that the hardier plants, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, Oleanders,

&c., turn yellow, while Isoras and other stove plants flourish ; and as

shading would be difficult, you have tried whiting and size, but it was

washed off by the first shower, and you ask whether more ventilation

would not be an advantage. We reply, decidedly, yes ; and if you have

not already formed a division between your stove and greenhouse plants,

that you may give more air to the latter. If such a house had several

compartments, as recommended by Mr. Fish, you would carry out your

object more fully. We have had but little experience with Hartley*3

rough patent, but imagined one object intended was to prevent burnhiir-

The shade of your vines will likely assist you as respects that matter, but

if yqu are covetous of having fine grapes, you must make up your mind to

second-rate plants, unless you confine the vines to the rafters, and the

sashes are wide. Mr. Fish never expected the whiting would last long,

but he would cover a roof with a syringe quicker than you could cover it

with any sort of blinds, unless you had one larce one to cover the whole,

and that would be much preferable to any mixture, as you would have all

the light in a dull day. He was well aware that the mixture of size and

whiting would not remain i/wirfe, owing to the condensation of moisture,
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and therefore he deridedii/ recommended its application outside. Hot

size just coloured with whiting remained on his glass the whole of last

summer ; hot size put on alone, daubed, as mentioned in a late article,

has already been on for a couple of months, both on upright glass, and on

a sloping roof, and though subjected to heavy rains there seeras no

perceptible difTerence in its appearance ; of course the glass should be

quite dry when it is put on, and if in the morning, it seems to adhere best.

He prefers this to any other preparation, if well done, and no whiting

used. You will require to examine it, to sec that there is anj^hing on the

glass at all, and yet everything like burning is perfectly done away with,

while a great portion of the heating rays are excluded. Use double size,

which is procured in a jcUy-form, and not a cake-like substance.

Fdchsia Spectabilis (H. ^tfnneO-—We cannot conceive why your

plant will not grow, as you succeed so well with F. seratifolia, for they

require similar treatment. We partly agree with you that the stock must

have been deteriorated by some means, as all your neighbours are in a

similar predicament. We should suppose, that any nurseryman in the

south that deals in Fuchsias would supply you with a nice little plant

at a fifth part of the price that yours cost in the beginning of 1849. As a

last hope, wc would place the gentleman in a sweet hotbed, and set a

propagating glass over him, not close, but nearly so ; stir the soil on the

surface of the pot almost every day ; keep all sweet around him, and see

and start him into free growth by heat and genial moisture in the atmos-

phere.

Presekving Half-hardy Things during Winter (A Constant

Reader).—See mode of raising turf pits above the level of the soil in

last volume. This will insure their being kept dry. In snnk pits, damp
will commit even greater ravages than the frost. The plants you name

Petunias, Verbenas, &c., may thus be kept all the winter without any

fire-heat, but in conlinued dull weather, and in severe frost, a little would

be an advantage.

Rose Cuttings for Growing in Pots (J. R. Collins).—If your

standards are the kinds that propagate freely by cuttings, the spring of

the year, just when the shoots are from one inch to two inches in length,

is the best of all periods for striking the cuttings successfully, by placing

them either under a hand-light, or in a close frame in light soil, and

shaded when necessarj'. They may be propagated at any time however
;

hut if you try it late in autumn, you may make up your mind to lose a

good many in winter.

Cineraria Seed [M. J.).—These will vegetate nicely in an open pot in

a warm window, or in a cool place either, and require no artificial heat;

but it would be as well to use light soil, and just place a square of glass

over the pot, not so much for heat, as to prevent evaporation, and thus

save frequent waterings.

Cuttings [Afi Enfiuirey).— l. You say : "Cuttings of double wall-

flowers inserted in light soil on the north side of a hedge, covered with a

hand-glass, and then shaded with a bag over all, do not strike well

—

turn yellowish." The bag was here superfluous. 2. You ask: " Is it

necessary that cuttings should have no sun for the first two weeks?"

Quite the reverse. In such a position we should consider all shading

unnecessary. See a late article on propagating by Mr. Fish. 3. You ask :

" Will soft wooded cuttings strike nearly as well under a hand-light in a

frame as under a bell-glass ?" Often better ; wc generally use neither—

quite content and happy to get the frame. 4. The double yellow scented

tender rose. Smith's wc presume. See answer, " Rose cuttings," above.

Dodble Flowers {Mary H.).—You will see you have been at-

tended to.

Impregnating Flowers (Jiirf).—To insure a hybrid, the stamens

of the female plant should be renewed, but it is not always necessary, for

in the case of the violet referred to the stigma stands out beyond the

anthers, and if pollen is applied to its summit before its own anthers

burst, and fecundation is effected, its own pollen will have no effect after-

wards. However, we think you could remove the anthers without even

destroying the petals which you are so careful about, by inserting the

point of a small penknife and rubbing them off. Have you noticed a

peculiarity as to how the stamens open their antliers and clasp the base of

the pistil ? Something more may be said on the subject ere long.

Cropping Fruit Borders (L. R. L.).—Your vine border is far too

rich and too deep ; however, your question is, " May I, without injuring

materially my vines, plant geraniums, &c., in the border, as it is an eye-

sore from myroom windows?" and we are obliged to answer, you cannot.

It is not the impoverishing of the soil, which you suggest may be reme-

died by applying more manure annually, that renders cropping fruit-

borders objectionable, but it is the disturbance of the surface-roots of the

vines, and the shading them ^\hen shading is not desirable. If the

objection to the bare border must be obviated by screening it with gera-

niums and other flowering shrubs, grow these in pots plunged in the

border. Thanks for your hints, which we do not lose sight of, but we

must render our pages attractive to some who otherwise would not aid in

circulating them. Take a volume, and your objection is not valid ; take

a section of a volume, and it is. Thanks also for the observations on

surface stirring, which we will publish.

Viola Canina (J. S.).—We cannot tell you where Mr. Paxton ascer-

tained that this (Dog's Violet) is "a famous agent m removing cutaneous

diseases." All the violets produce seeds which are diuretic, and their

roots are purgative in drachm doses. Your Cyclamen seedlings are now
at rest ; see their treatment at page 231 of last number.

Black Grouse Bantam (A Subscriber).—This, which has a diffi-

culty in swallowing whole barley, should be fed on moist, nourishing

food,—barley meal mixed with a little milk and water. If the crop is

hard, give the bird a tea-spoonful of gin. If costive, give it the same
quantity of castor oil.

,

Cage Birds (A. H. R.).—We can only advance by degrees. We wish
we could find room for everything that everybody wishes to have prefer-

ence, which is somewhat difficult as tastes are so different.

Name op Insect (rf)v/.r).—Your question was answered at page l68.

Roses with Green Centres (.-I. T.).—This is an instance of what
is now termed morphology, or the science of vegetable transformations,

the pistils of the roses being changed into leaves. It is probably caused
either by your soil being too full of moisture or too rich. Prune oif all

these misformed flowers from your Bourbon, Noisette, and autumn-
blooming roses, for these will probably push again and produce more per-

fect roses.

Name of Moth {A Young Collector).—It is the Sis-spotted Burnet
Moth [Anthroceras fiUpendulce). Its caterpillar feeds on trefoil, plantain,

and quaking grass. You may obtain good strawberries from seed, but
they will be different from their parent.

Cyrtoceras Replesum (F. W. T.}.—This being leggy, with only
one stem, is very little worth. All plants, to make handsome bushes,
should be operated upon when young. They ought, when four inches

high, to have their tops nipped off; and this should be repeated until the

plant becomes bushy, compact, and shapely. It is hardly possible to

make a nice bushy plant of a long-legged one, but you may try. Bend
the plant down as low as you can without breaking—do this two or three

times until you get the top down quite to the pot ; keep it in that posi-

tion. The tendency to grow upwards will induce some buds, perhaps, to

break at the base of the stem. When these have got three or four leaves

top them; that is, pinch out the pair of leaves last made. Just allow

them to push again, and then you may safely remove the old stem, and
make cuttings of it. If you cut it down at once, ten to one it will die.

Cuttings of it must be planted in silver sand round the edge of the pot.

placed under a hand-glass upon a heated bed of sand, in a top-heat of

70° at least. Very little water must be given, as they are very succulent

(full of juice), and will be apt to damp oft".

Hoitzia CocciNEA (Ibid).—This flowers in March or April ; it loves

a rich light soil and liberal treatment. It requires, also, to be frequently

stopped during summer to induce a bushy habit. Cease stopping about
August, as it flowers on the tops of the young shoots. It is, when well

managed, a very pretty desirable plant. Cuttings root readily treated

similarly to the Cyrtoceras.

Bees Transferred.—M. A. B. says :
—" I have an improved cottage

hive of Neighbour's, which was stocked on the 1st of July last year by
fumigating a very large and promising swarm which had previously been
placed in a common straw hive. This straw hive, though a large one,

they had from the 1st of June almost entirely filled, and there was a great

deal of brood still in the cells. I was not then aware that all the brood
comb should be restored to them (being quite a novice in bee keeping).

After being transferred they never seemed to thrive, and though they

existed through the winter they did not appear to work with much vigour

or activity when the warm weather set in ; their numbers, too, instead

of increasing visibly diminished. I therefore thought it advisable to add
some fresh bees, and accordingly, on the 15th of June, a strong cast was
joined (by first fumigating the bees) to the old hive. For the first week
or ten days all appeared to be well with the united bees ; they commenred
fresh combs and seemed rapidly filling their hive, but the last week they

neither seemed so numerous or to be working so much, and the thermo-

meter in the hive shows a much lower temperature, 72°—74°," Your
large and promising swarm of the 1st of June, last year, was destroyed

by being fumigated and removed from the hive they had very nearly filled

with honey and brood to an empty one ; we have never recommended
fumigating nor transferring. As they are you must not expect them to

survive the coming winter. Your better plan will be to stock the hive

next year with a good and early swarm. That bees do sometimes desert

their hive is certain, for we have now a hive in which a cast was put on

the 20th June, and it is now deserted, leaving a few leaves of comb which
the bees had made. It is very unusual for a swarm to go off without any
drones, which you say you have noticed.

Weight of Peaches.—Mr. Errington wishes to correct his state-

ment at page 207; instead of "our fruit at that period averaging II

ounces," he wishes to have inserted " our fruit at that period not un-

frequently weighing 11 ounces."

Names of Plants (T. M. IF.).—If you had sent us a more perfect

specimen of your Rose at first we could have told you the name before
;

it is Rosa ci7innjnomeay or Cinnamon Rose. We would say, once for all,

that if it is desirable to ask us to devote our attention to a plant, it is hut

common courtesy to take every pains to save us from unnecessary difti-

culty by sending a good sized specimen of the flower and leaves in a box

that cannot be crushed by the post-oflice punches. Your Fuchsia we
believe to be racemijlora, a freely blooming old \ariety. (J/. C. E.).—
Your plant is Calandrinia speciosa, or Showy Calandrinia, from Cali-

fornia. Your pale pink rose is, we think. La Reine; and the purplish one

ftmbriata, but no one can be certain in his judgment founded upon a

faded flower of which there are hundreds of varieties.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Oftice, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—July 18th, 1850.
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liybridiziug and the florists' nvt, tbey need no other

refutation than the reply returned to her by I'oHxeues

—

" This is an art

Which does mend Nature,—change it rather : but

The art itself is nature."

All the most customary names of tliis flower refer to

its beauty and fragrance. Diantlms means a divine

flower ; Canjopliylhis alludes to its clove-like, spicy

odour ; and Gillo-flower is a corruption of the Erench

name Gimjiier, which is also allusive to its clove-like

fragrance.*

AVlien Parkinson wrote his "i^aradisus " in Ifi'-^O, and

in a still earlier autliority, Dethycke's " Gardener's

Labyrinth," published in 158(5, these flowers were

divided into two classes; Carnations being the largest

in flower and leaf, and the OUloJloirer characterized by

less size in both. Parkinson says, they were then "the

chiefest flowers of account in all our English gardens,"

and they would not be less jirized in those days of " good

Queen Ress," because the first improved varieties were

brought hither from Flanders by the Protestant worsted

manufacturers, driven thence by the persecution of

Philij] the Second, and settled at Norwich in 1567. The

Orange-tawney, or yellow Gilloflower, was not intro-

duced until about thirty years after ; for Gerai'de, in

1597, says, "a woi'shipful merchant of London, Master

Nicholas Lete, procured it from Poland, and gave me
thereof for my garden, which before that time was never

seen nor heard of in these countries."

By the end of the century in which Parkinson wrote,

the varieties had so vastly increased in number (Rea in

1702 enumerates 300), that florists began to classify

them ; and we find them arranged as :
" Flake Carna-

tions, having only two principal colours, disposed in

broad flakes or stripes quite through the petals. Bizarre

Carnations, having three or four different colours—red,

purple, scarlet, &o., in different shades, irregularly dis-

posed in spots and stripes. Piquette Carnations, having

always a white ground, pounced, or finely spotted with

red, scarlet, purple, or other colours ; and Painted Laihj

Carnations, having the petals a bright red or purple

above, and entirely white beneath."

Modern florists only retain the three first classes; and

they have changed the characteristics of the third,—for

a Picotee is no longer a spotted carnation, but is a oar-

nation with all the colour confined to a border, of

slight or extended width, round the edge of each petal.

Miller and Abercrombie, in the editions of their Dic-

tionaries published in the concluding half of the last

century, are the earliest authorities enumerating the

properties required to characterize a first-rate carnation.

We have compai'ed these with those given by Hogg and

others, and find them all concentrated and improved in

Gleuny's Properties of Flowers, from which, slightly

altered, we extract the following:

—

* Chaucer calls the Carnation Girofinr ; Shakespeare, we see, adopted

another corruption, and there are others all ten-ding to show that the name
is derived from the French and not from the English words, .luly-Hower,

as many have supposed. Canittiion alludes to the flesh-colour which
characterized the earlier varieties.

PROPERTIES OF THE CARNATIO-S.

1. The flower should be not less than two and a half

inches across.

2. The guard or lower petals, not less than six in

number, must bo broad, thick, and smooth on the out-

side, free from notch or serrature on the edge, and
lapping over each other sufficiently to form a cii-cular

rose-like flower; the more perfectly round the outline the

better.

'i. Each layer of petals should be smaller than the

layer immediately under it; there should not be less

than five or six layers of petals laid regularly, and the

flower should so rise in the centre as to form half a ball.

i. The petals should be stiff, free from notches, and

slightly cupped.

5 The ground should be pure white, without specks

of colour.

6. The stripes of colour should be clear and distinct,

not running into one another, nor confused, but dense,

smooth at the edges of the stripes, and well defined.

7. The colours must be bright and clear, whatever

they may be; if there be two colours, the darker one

cannot be too dark, or form too strong a contrast with

the lighter. With scarlet the perfection would be a

black ; with pink tbei-e cannot be too deep a crimson ;

with lilac, or light purple, the second colour cannot be

too dark a purple.

8. If the colours run into the white and tinge it, or

the white is not pure, the fault is very great, and

pouncy spots or specks are highly objectionable.

S). The pod of the bloom shoifld be long and large,

to enable the flower to bloom without bursting it ; but

this is rare ; they generally require to be tied about

half-way, and the upper part of the calyx opened down
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tii the tie of ORcli itivision : yet theiv aro some wliidi

seai'oely require ftiiy assistance, and tliis i^^ a very

estiinalile ijuality.

10. Deeiiled superiority ol" perfume sliould obtain tlie

prize wlieu couipeliug flowers are in other respects of

lialuiiccd merit.

PROPERTIES OF THE PICOTEE.

Tlie characteristics of good./'orw aie tlie same as for

the Carnation, hut with regard to colour,

I. It sliouUl be clear, distinct, confined exclusively

to the edge of the petals, of equal breadth and uniform

colour on each, and not running down (called sometimes

feathmiiff or barring), neither should the white ground

nin through the coloured border to the edge of any one

of the petals.

a. Tlie ground must he pure white, without the

slightest spot.=:-

DISQUALII-IC.VTIONS OF A CARSATiOX OP. PICOTEE.

1. If there be any petal dead or mutilated.

2. If there be any one petal in which there is no

colour.

3. If there be any one petal in which there is no

white.

4. If a pod be split down to the sub-calyx.

T). If a guard petal be badly split.

t). Notched edges are glaring faults, for which no

excellence in other respects compensates.

• This nilc renders the name, still retained by Florists, inappropriate,

for Picittc is the French for spotted.

THE FRUIT-GARBEN.

'I'm'. Pine-Appt.f. on the Hamiltonian Plan".—A few

reniavlvs were oHercd at jiage '.Y-\ on tliis head, mid in

order to enable our amateur friends to compiehond the

real bearing of the subject, a few more will not be

deemed out of ]ihico at this period. Tn order to under-

stand the subject in .Mr. Ilaniillon's own way, we have
trespassed on his kindness by carrying on a correspon-

dence with him, lor some time, about the pine affair,

and some extracts from his letters will, doubtless, not be

considered altogether wide in the present remarks.

In the first place we arc reminded by Mr. H., that in

our anxiety to render pine culture more easy the re-

marks ottered at page ".):i, as connected with tho principle

of shading, are somewhat incautious, and the only

points from which ho can dissent. He would have

tliose remarks qualified, by observing, that whatever

modification of principles becomes necessary through

exi)edieucy it must ever be borne in mind that, as a

general maxim, the jiijie requires all tho light whicli

oiu' nortliern skies attbrd. Exceptions of course will

occur; plants may have been disturbed at tlio root,

intense sunshine may occur for many days continuously,

together with other matters, and these, of coiu'se, at in-

tervals may cause the cultivator to diverge from what
may bo considered first principles ; still the judicious

]nne grower will hasten back to the main ]>oirits as soon

as lie has attained his object.

Now, as a preliminary remark, it must bo well under-

stood in the outset, that the distinguishing feature of

the H.amiltoniau .system is the IVuiting suckers on the

old stool, irhethcr jilanted out or in 2iot.i, for a series of

years. Of course in dealing with this system as applied

to the wants of the amateur, we do not wish it to be

understood that the advice is intended to apply to pines

intended for exhibition, but more as applied to the

purposes of a regular supply to an ordinary family. If

we understand our position aright, the main points to

be dealt with are, first, to render tlieir culture simple

by stri]iping away everything of an extraneous character

or involving much labour ; and, secondly, to make them
a profitable crop, economy of labour being one of the

cliief essentials of the latter. It will, nevertheless, be
found that when Hamilton's principles of pine culture

are i'ldly carried out, little if any sacrifice in point of

size will be made ; this, however, will become manifest

to the tyro as he proceeds.

Not every one who atempts to carry out this system

will be able to command a tank-heated chamber as a

source of bottom heat. It would be very easy to say,

!/(jn Must have a bottom warmth of this character, and
who will dispute the propriety of such a course ? We
wish, however, so to shape our advice as that persons

of very modei-atc incomes shall not be deterred from

adding a pine to tlieir dessert through a fear of not

being able to produce fruit equal to noble dukes or

marquises. Under such circumstances, then, it is well

to know that pine stools in pots, plunged, may remain

undisturbed for several years without submitting to that

imperious dictum of our knights of tho prescri]itive

order:—'• they must be taken up and repotted in order

to renew the bottom-heat."

In order to be well assured on this point, we must beg

leave to make extracts from letters IVom our Worthy

friend, Mr. H.amilton, to whom we popped the question

for the sake of a thorough satisfaction iu the aftair ; for

it must be understood that Mv. H. has been such an

enthusiast iu pine culture, and has met with such

success, that he^ has the whole matter (to use a homely

saying) at his finger's ends. I addressed six queries to

him a week or two since, on points closely connected

with his mode of pine culture ; I give his answers as

they stand.
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First.—Will pines stand long by this system if not

timk-heated ?—" Pines may remain on old tan beds ten

years (if planted out) without disturbing the ])laut, if

planted in rows across the bed, leaving a tolerable spaoe

between the rows to fill up with new ta.n twice in the

year, namely, spring aud autumn. If they are to be

grown in pots they may remain undisturbed—say five

years—by addiug a little fresh tan twice a yeai-."

Second.—Will tan alone sustain them"—"I would

recommend a little chopped turf put round their stems

once a year in preference to tan alone."

Xhird.—You say they do with much less water than

by the old pot culture; say how much?—" They will

not want watering above four times a year if syringed

and grown in a moist atmosphere."

''Eourth.— Which make the best plants for j'our

system, stem-suckers or ground-suckers?— "Ground-

suckers generally produce the best fruit, but I make a

practice of taking two or three crops from the stem-

suckers first, and then encourage a ground-sucker;

cutting the old stem down."

yiFiH.—How is it that mossy matter is liable to be

engendered on the leaf of pines on the Hamiltonian

system, and what is the remedy ?—"The green matter

which adheres to the loaf is occasioned by constant

moisture with little or no intermission. If the leaves

are permitted to get dry each day ouly for an hour this

will be prevented; ventilation is the I'emedy."

Sixth.—You sent me a leaf which had produced a

sucker at its base after being torn from the parent plant;

was the leaf from an old stool or a "maiden plant?"

—

" Tlie leaf, with the sucker attached, was taken from

the bottom of an old plant."

Thus far om- good friend Hamilton, to whom we feel

very much obliged for so patiently and carefully answer-

ing the inquiries.

We will now offer a few comments, or advice, to young
iiegiuners who are obliged to steer their way through

ditticultics, promising, liowever, to meddle as little with

the form of friend Hamilton's texts as possible.

Point First : The Renewal of BoTToii-HE.iT.—It

will be found that old beds heated with fermenting

material will, when of a year or two's standing, threaten

at certain periods to lose their heat altogether ; and in

such an event an inconvenient amount of tan may be

required, in order to jiut fresh life in the bed. Now, as

gaps will occur in tlie bed at times, by the total

clearance of perhaps three or four adjoining fruits, ad-

vantage may be taken of such a circumstance to remove
a plant or two, and to excavate deeply, introducing such

materials as dung and tree leaves, in a fermenting state,

or even fresh tan, as the case may be ; this, however, is

a contingency not to be expected under the tank system,

and we give it as a make-shift in extreme cases. It will

be seen that Mr. H. recommends an increased amount
of room between the rows, and also that the latter be

straight across the bed, not in the quincunx manner.
Indeed, this is obviously the only reasonable mode of

proceeding, for it will thus be found that the tan may at

all times be introduced with facility.

Point Second.—Here it will be seen that although tan

alone as top-dressing will sustain them, yet J\tr. H.
prefers an occasional top-dressing of turfy material. He
hn,s, nevertheless, shewn in his book on Pines, that they

extend their roots with the utmost freedom in fresh tan.

Point Third : W.^tering.—This is a point wliich

deserves serious consideration. A jierson who had been
accustomed to grow (Queens in pots, would be almost
sure to do serious mischief with the water-pot to Black
.laraaica, Pines, under the Hamiltonian plan. Syringing
must be closely attended to, and not only this, but much
atmospheric moisture provided for, by tlie use of eva-

porating pans, or tiles ; by hot water pipes in troughs,
or by open tanks. This done, they will seldom require

water ; it must be kept in mind that they have a much
greater volume of material to revel in than those con-
fined to pots ; their collar, moreover, is at a raucli lower
level ; the latter an important consideration.

Point Fodrth.— It will be seen that Mr. H. (in his

own language), makes use of the stem-suckers for a year
or two, or, as he says, for two or three crops. We must
admit that this is somewhat indefinite, but as we shall

recur to this subject again, if all be well, opportunities

will arise for us to ascertain such collateral points witli

some precision. We woidd here point to the fact, that

young pine stools in general make tlieir first efforts at

reproduction up the stem, and that the throwing up
suckers from below the ground level is more the habit

of the mature plant, aud indeed, no doubt in part points

to a great amount of power, through an encouraged

longevity in the earliest formed fibres, together with an
increased power to range in quest of food.

Point Fifth.—This point refers to the matter of ven-

tilation, and we do hope that no one will again try to

disparage the Hamiltonian mode of culture, through a

fancy that Mr. H., in his strong advocacy of abundance
of atmospheric moisture, neglects the important point of

so far aerating the pine structures, as to tlioronghly

dispel all stagnant and vitiated lodgments of im-

pure air—at least once in the day. How strongly this

coincides with our friend Mr. Appleby's sound and
clever remarks on the management 'of the atmosphere

for orchids ; he insists, as all good cultivators do. on a

tlioroiuihlij dry leaf, at least once in twenty-four liours.

Indeed, nature herself in lier general economy forces

this great fact on the notice of all who will pay a close

attention to the established order of things.

Point Sixth.—We would direct the attention of our

readers to the great fact, that Mr. H. has produced a

sucker from the leaf of an old stool ; the leaf I have had
possession of, and examined with much interest; no one

could do so without being struck with the fact so often

reiterated by Hamilton, viz.—that the whole system of

the pine plant, even after one or two fruits are recently

cut, is still a storehouse of surplus food of eminent

service in getting on the young offspring, and thereby

shortening tlie fruiting period by many weeks. Now, if

this be a fact, and although to some apparently carrying

a hypothetical appearance, it has hitherto received no
contradiction of sufficient weight to invalidate its cor-

rectness.

Now this leaf, after producing a sucker so/mewhat

after the way of a gloxinia we suppose, was, as we are

informed by Mr. H., thrown in the sunshine, divested

of soil in order to sec whether it would still not only live

but increase in substance ; it did botli, and herein is a

fact, as we conceive, bearing with no mean strength on

the point before alluded to.

Having at least a dozen letters on the table touching

points in the Hamiltonian system, and which the great

civility of Mr. H. has enabled us to work up, we must
take leave of the pine for a week or two, promising to

return to it, and to use further extracts from Mr. H's

letters, which wiU be quite as palatable to those of our

readers who feel a strong interest in understanding the

bearing of tlie subject, as any comments that we can

make. We shall then attempt to sliow that the Hamil-

tonian system need not be oouflned to the culture of the

BlackJamaica. E. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Cuttings.—I have said that we often plant cuttings

of Scarlet Oeraniums in hot weather, and in the full sun,

witliout giving them any water afterwards. In such

cases the most of the large leaves flag down, and some
of them will die, but in a week or so the cuttings stand
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erect and are past all danger. Nevertheless, it is a good
way to give as much water at the time of planting as

will settle the earth and keep the leaves from perspir-

ing too freely. \Ve all say that such and such jiiactices

were eonnnon in "olden times, " when we uieiin to dis-

ai>prove of them : and we also say, or ratlier we are

taught to say, that nature has provided that leaves

should perspire and inspire : and yet we go on foolishly

enough to hinder all tliis natural process, even in recent

times, by pouring water on the leaves in close hotises.

But in the ease of cuttings, although the process of

arresting perspiration is imnatural, it is beueticial so

far—we break the letter of the law to obtaii\ a certain

end, and of two evils we choose the least—for it is much
less injurious to stop pei-spiration in tlie leaves for a

time tlnm to allow it to go on naturally, and so dry up
the cutting before it has time to form roots tlnough

which a supply of moisture, more than equivalent for

that whicli is perspired, is obtained. Now, here is the

very principle on which people prefer a north aspect for

these cuttings ; the sun is warded oil' by a wall or

hedge, and then the leaves are in little danger of being

too powerfully acted on. and so things pass off quietly

and comfortably enough for a week or two : but after

that mark the progress of a double set of cuttings, the

one on a south border tlie other behind the wall, the

nights getting longer and the power of the sun dimi-

nishing daily. C)he week, or at farthest ten days, will

put both sets on an equality as to their capacity ot

bearing up against a strong sun, and those in the shade
would now stand the sun as well as those that were
planted there at once ; but, for the rest of the season,

they are deprived of that natural agent from which they
derive more than one-half of their vigour. Tt is tiiie

they will be longer than those on the south aspect, and
at the time of wintering the advocates of a north aspect
will have more bushy or leggy plants than the others ;

but it is not either bulk or length that is most essential

for a young plant of any kind, much less so for such
as we have now under consideration ; strength and firm-

ness are the right qualities to face a long winter with.

Another experiment will prove conclusively which
is the best way to rear a stock of bedding stuff. Let
us say, a four-light box or pit is made choice of to

I winter autumn-struck cuttings in; let two lights be filled

I with such as were brought up in the shade and the rest

I with those reai-ed on a southern aspect, and let us hear

I

next spring how many "damped off " out of each lot;

;

but I can give the verdict at once from a reasonable
I share of extensive practice : it is five to one, on the
lowest calculation, more difficult to bring plants fi'om

cuttings on a north aspect through the winter. The
way in which many gardeners manage their autumn
cuttings, by delaying their propagation till 8epternher,

and then getting them up in a few weeks with the

]

power of hot-beds and glasses, is far preferable to that of

,
the more easy way of beginning now and on a north

I aspect ; but for one who has the means of hot-bed cul-

I

ture, there are ten who must be content witliout. for a
long time I had been an advocate for quick propagation

I

by hot-beds in September, but having proved how much
better it is to begin early, and in the open air, I would
not willingly retmn to the hot-bed system—not even

I with Verbenas and Petunias ; but these and all small

j

plants cannot well be propagated on a south aspect

;

without hand-glasses, which must be shaded till the cut-

j

tings are nearly rooted, unless the weather is dull. I am
I persuaded there is no better way of rooting all these
small soft-wooded plants for the flower-garden than

j

under hand-glasses full in the sun, and without pots.

Jlore than one-half of the bother of wintering such
I things is got over by this mode of propagation.

j

Any one having the convenience of a liot-bed in early
spring to root cuttings in, should not encumber himself

with a full stock in the autumn. The trouble of win
toring a host of little weakly plants will often try the
skill and temper of our best gardeners, who may have
all at their command to ensure success. How then is

an amateur, only just beginning to see his way into gar-
dening, to be ex])ected, with his limited means, to do
that which sometimes baffles the best of us?

'I'here is nothing more common amongst gardeners,
in first-class situations, than a sort of letter-begging
correspondence, early in the spring, relating how some
accident or another Ir.ul finished a whole stock of .-Inw-

ijoUises and American Gnntiuhel—two plants which sel-

dom miss a good standing in the chapter of accidents.
The freemasonry of gardening is never better exemplified
than on tliese occasions. One seldom hears of refusals

at such times ; and I often think what a good thing it

would be if all classes of the connnunity could so clearly

see their dependence on each other as wo gardeners do,

and act accordingly. The great fault of gardeners, cot-

tage gardeners and all, is, that they strive to winter too
inuoh stock for the flower-borders, whereas, if they could
but see how easily a few really good well-grown plants
in the autumn could be wintered, and how fast cuttings
of them will root in the spring, and how much better a
healthy young plant will start away when planted out
in May, they would surely bo persuaded to begin their
propagation thus early; six good plants, of a given
variety, of any of the soft wooded low things generally
used for bedding, if struck noif, or very soon, and potted
singly into small pots, and to have six weeks in the
open air before it is time to house them for the winter,
are quite sufficient for any purpose ; and I am justified

in saying this, who use as many bedding plants as most
gardeners. Instead of being contented with these six

plants, I used in former years to have, perhaps, as many
hundreds of the same sort : but as I get older, I learn
by experience to save my time and ray means ; and we
are none of ns too old to learn what is best for our gar-

dening interest, and I can vouch for it that this is the
best time to begin. Therefore let us make a start with
the AnagalUs.
Of the different varieties of this I generally reserve

half a dozen stock plants in May from the spring pro-

pagation
; pot them in rather strong loam. Clean loam,

except, perhaps, a little sand when the loam happens to

be very strong, is what the anagallis likes, and in which
it will winter better than in any kind of mixed compost;
these stock plants or pots are kept all the summer in the
reserve ground plunged down in sand, and they are
allowed to flower, but not much ; from this time we nip
off the blossoms and tie down their long shoots, for they
are very apt to die if their tops are cut off at once, with
a view of jirocuring bushy specimens of young branches;
but as soon as their now old branches are tied down the
buds or eyes at the very bottom will start, and as soon
as the new shoots are an inch or two long we begin to

reduce the older shoots by cutting them back to the new
wood ; and when the young shoots are three inches long
they are topped, and this stopping is maintained for the

I'est of the season, and bushy low plants are thus easily

procured, and as easily wintered, for we seldom lose any
of them now since we adopted this plan.

Cuttings of them are not now easily procured—the

tops of the flowering shoots do not make good cuttings

or healthy plants, even if rooted—little bottom shoots

are the best. Gardeners generally strike tliem in Sep-

tember, in hotbeds, and keep them in the same pot all

the winter ; and never remove them from the cutting-

pots until they have rooted a crop of cuttings from their

tops in the spring, but there is not one amateur in five

hundred who can manage them that way. The way I

would advise these cuttings, and, indeed, all cuttings of

weak flower-garden plants, to be managed is this :—

1

would choose a dry piece of ground on which the sun
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shines all clay, if possible, for a nursery ; and strike all

the cuttings without pots nndcr baud-glasses, that is at

this early period of the season ; and later I would strike

them iu close single cucumber-boxes, with or without a

slight bottom-heat, according to the season. No bottom-

heat is necessary till we get into September ; and every

cutting I know of will winter better if rooted witliout

bottom-heat, or even much close confinement. But let

us go on with the hand-lights : place one of these on

your border next to an alley or a walk, beginuing at one

end, and it will leave a square mark on the ground, then

take out the natural soil from within this mark just two

inches deep, and lay it all round the outside of the

mai'ked parts ; this will add to the depth of the bed

witliin this glass-mark a little ; but it is hardly wanted,

for two inches is quite deep enough to strike cuttings of

oiu' Shioiblaud scarlet geraniums, the strongest of the

family. Now put in one inch of any light compost, but

first of all sprinkle a handful of soot on the bottom, to

keep down the worms, then the compost of half sand

and half leaf-mould, or any light rich refuse, and cover

the whole with an incli of clean sand ; water this so

that the whole is damped through, and let it settle for a

while to drain ; then press down the sand gently with

the bottom of a flower-pot, if nothing handier is at com-
mand, and your contrivance is at once fit for cuttings.

I forget how many cuttings ought to be put under a

common hand-glass, but one or two i-ows across the sand

is quite enough of any one sort for a place of almost any
extent after making an allowance of ten per cent, for

failures between this and next spring. After planting

the cuttings, and no deeper than just to hold them in

their places, give them a good wateiung with a flue-rose

pot, so as to settle the surface about them and wet the

whole to the bottom. After all this let it stand without

the glass for an hour or so until the leaves get dry, but

the sun should not strilco on them to dry them ; and as

I suppose the cuttings to be on a south border, it will be

necessary to shade them at first, and also the glass, I'rom

ten in the morning to four in the afternoon ; and for the

first week the cuttings managed on this plan, that is full

in the sun, ought to be damped every morning with a fine

rose when the shades are put on, but no more need be

given than will just wet the loaves and the surface

of the sand.

Under this management verbena and petunia cut-

tings will root in about half the time tliey would re-

quire on a north aspect ; and we all know the sooner a
cutting of any kind roots, the more healthy the young
plant will be ; and another great secret in making
such cuttings at this season, or, indeed, at any other,

is to have thoui as short as it is possible to handle
them ; and from the very tips of the shoots, or from little

side-shoots froui near the bottom. If we say two or two
and a half inches long for such cuttiugs it will bo suf-

ficient ; one thing we must all avoid iu choosing cut

tings of soft-wooded plants, and that is long-jointed

shoots. Sometimes you will meet with a plant, say a
petunia, that has all the joints up to very near the top

as long as I want the whole cuttings to be ; but ratlier

than make use of such leggy things for cuttings I would
be content to take an inch from the very top, above the

uppermost long joint. Sometimes when one gives away
a few cuttings to a neighbour the state of the shoots are

never thought of, audit may happen that one can hardly
get a really good cutting out of a large bundle of shoots

:

this is verj' provoking ; and no less so, wlien you get a

tin-boxful of rose shoots, to bud from, through the post,

and find wlien you unpack them that not a bud is to be
seen : the shoots being cut too young, or so old that all

the buds on them are started into little shoots, and ten

to one if tliese young shoots are old enough to make
cuttiugs : but tlien the disappointment ends here ;. not
so, however, tliat from the long-legged cutting—you

may plant it and it will root like the rest, and when the

time comes you pot it and all of them from the cutting

class, water them, and put the little pots under the liand-

glass, and shade for a few days; then you talio ofi' the
glass at night the first week after potting, to iuuie
your little plants to stand the open air ; by-and-bye you
place the pots in a sheltered situation, and all goes on
to your mind until the first high winds come to sweep
over them,—then snap goes the long-legged plants, or

those made from long jointed cuttings, because the tops

were too heavy ; and now there is not another eye below
to make a fresh shoot, or if there is it is the very bottom
one, and is buried with the roots, and will hardly push.

D. Ueaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

FERTILlZ.VriON OF SEEDS.

HYnHTDisiKG.—That there should be distinct male
and female organs in the flowers of plants, is one of

those facts that forcibly strike the attention of those

just commencing the study of vegetable plienomena. A
floating, half real, half mythical belief in this principle

has existed since tlie days of Empedocles, who attributed

to plants desires, passions, and feelings somewhat
analogous to those existing in the animal creation; it

was reserved for the great Linnaeus to establish, iucontro-

vertibly, the presence of these distinctive sexual organs,

and to make tlie number and the jjosition of stamens and
pistils the groundwork for his famous artificial arrange-

ment of plants into classes and orders. The knowledge
of this sexual system forms the foundation lor all im-
provements iu the races of our vegetables, fruits, roots,

and flowers; without the perfect action of these organs
upon each other there can be no true fruit, no fertile

seeds. True, what is generally termed the fruit—such
as the eatable part of a melon, the melting pulp of a
peach, the solid, useful pai't of a cucumber—may re-

spectively swell and be fit for use, but unless there has
been an influence exerted by the pollen dust from tlie

anther boxes of the stamens upon the summit, or stigma,

of tlie pistil, or upon some cellular tissued part of the

pistil if the stigma be wanting, there can be no pi'oduc-

tion of true seeds in the fruit—such seeds as afterwards

will vegetate and grow. When the mere covering of

the true fruit is all that is wished—such, for instance,

as in a long, symmetrical, green cucumher, fit for the
table—the desired result may be obtained as well, often

better, without the fertilizing process as with it. Hence,
when at times I wished to gi'ow fine looking, long, sym-
metrical cucumbers, I used to tie a string round the

female blossom of the fruit before opening, to prevent
all possibility of fertdization, either by winds, or by bees

or flies carrying the fertilizing pollen on their legs or

wiugs, and I did so because in the finer races of cucum-
bers fertile seeds are generally attended with knobby
excrescences on the fruit, which, however desirable to

contemplate when seed is the object, are not very
pleasing when symmetry of form is the desideratum.

One reason why peaches and nectarines drop olf when
the stoning process commences, in addition to allowing
too many fruit to remain, is owing to a deficiency in the

fertilizing process when the trees were in bloom, as in

houses where the fertilization was assisted by scattering

the pollen by means of fans and camel hair brushes I

have scarcely ever had a fruit drop during stoning.

Even here the stone will frequently be formed, and the

kernel, or true seed, or fruit, be defective. When, how-
ever, in favourable circumstances, ripe pollen is shed
upon a healthy pistil, it sends out a tube, which, though
not more than the one-thousandth ]iart of an inch in

diameter, penetrates the style, or stalk, of the pistil, and
fertilizes the ovules in the seed vessel at its base.
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God has taken such care of His beautiful vegetable

offspring, that wherever both of tliese distinctive organs
exist in a perfect state seeds will bo infallibly produced,

perfect in their kind, and wliich, under favourable circum-
stances, will produce plants similar in type to that from
which they came. Our fair correspondent, therefore,

who wishes to know how she is to " avoid breaking tlie

llowcr"—tlie blown petals of the plant she wislies to

imiuegnate, sueli as the pansy, "and also if it be neces-

sary to remove the stamen from the Mower operated

upon," nniy rest contented that, if nunc fruitful seeds are

her (ibject, her attention in this respect wDl not be
required, as in favourable circumstances nature will

mauiige all this willuiut her interference, liut if, as wc
suppose, ^he desires to obtain not merely fertile seeds,

but seeds which will ]u-odiice other flowers ditl'erent and
more beautiful still than the one she wishes to fecun-

date, then her aid will be of importance in securing the

desired object : that object being the producing a cross,

or a hybrid or liybrids, that will have the good proper-

ties of botli parents.

Thougli tlie matter has been several times referred to,

we thus touch upon it again, believing that even yet

great misapprehension exists. A short time ago I was
visited by an enthusiast in gardening—an amateur \vho

spends a considerable sum every year upon novelties,

who is a good cuciunber grower, and jierfectly imder-

stands the method of fertilizing their seeds, and yet

made it his especial errand to know how such things are

done in the case of calceolarias, geraniums, &c., stating

that he could not make out a female flower from
a male Uower. as he could readily do in the case of

the cucumber and melon. Now, though many plants

i-esemble the cucumber in having their male and female

blossoms separate, the great bulk of oiu' flowering plants

possess both sexes in the same flower, and in such
cases the female may always be readily recognised

—

1st. By its holding tlie first or central part of the flower

;

a fact which might teach philosophers the importance
of establishing a correlative in the rational world, by
giving to iromati the first, the central, and not the

secondary place in society, a position she must occupy
before great advances are made in retinement and
civilisation : and, secondly, the female part of tlie flower

is always known by containing at its base, as in the

case of the cucumber, the emhrijo of the future seed

vessel. These things being known, fertilizing the female

organ witli the pollen of its own stamens, or cross

fertilizing it, or hybridising, with the pollen of a kuidi'ed

plant, becomes a mere matter of routine.

There are, indeed, some very singular phenomena
connected with the position and the office of these

separate organs in some tribes, which must be under-

stood and examined before tlie processes can be readily

seen thi-ough. Many of these have already been re-

ferred to, and one of the most striking is that of thi

common blue bell or campanula, as was noticed so

well lately by our friend Mr. Beaton ; but I have mis-

laid the number. A young friend enquired the other

day, if the three horned-Uke things in the centre of a

full blown bell-flower were stamen boxes fixed upon the

central pistil ? As these horns were covered with

poUeu, and as the true stamens had dwindled down into

almost imperceptible threads, it is no wonder that she

made such a mistake ; but by showing her a flower not
quite opened the mystery was at once explained. There
stood the five chubby gentleman anthers, cheek by
jowl, with the three pointed pistil ; the anthers witli

slits longitudinally, while the tripartite, or three horned
pistil, in each of its divisions was furnished with rows
of short bristles, and only in the side next the anthers

—

which entering the pollen boxes cleared them out of their

pollen, and thus fertilization was ett'ected—the anthers
withered and di'ooped, while the style of the pistil became

elongated, so as to present the appearance that jnizzled

our young friend. Now, though not so striking, there is

also something peculiar in the mode of fructification of

the common ^WH.s'i/. The pistil, as in every other analo-

gous case, is in the centre of the flower. The stigma is

the point which we easily observe in the centre, connected
with the germen or seed-vessel by a short slender style

;

while the anthers, five in number, clasp firmly the

sides of the seed-vessel. Here, as in tlio case of the

bell-flower, the stamens open onhj on the inner side,

next the germen ; did they open on tlio outside, tlie

pollen dust miglit be scattered vide of the stigma. As
it is, and owing to the slightly nodding character of the

flower, the jiistil in some of its parts must be covered
with the pollen as it falls ; and to ensure this more
eil'ectually, tlu;re is an appendage fixed to the upper
point of the anther, which acts as a fan-board or shield,

an ajipendage which is not common in hardly any
other tribe of plants. Now in answer to the two questions

of our friend : there will be no necessity for breaking
ofl' the bloom of the flower you would impregnate

;

but as we have seen tliat the pollen boxes are close

to the side of the germen, you cannot get at the

])ollen dust by any other means than by turning the

flower, and for this purpose it will be generally neces-

sary to nip ofl' the flower-buds you intend to act as

males, bearing in mind that the pollen dust will be ripe

for fecundation when the bloom is fully expanded.
Shaking the bloom with its male parts thus ripe, or,

wliat is better, tying it over the pistil j'ou wish to hy-

bridise, will generally lie successful. We disapprove

of destroying tlic Ijlossom-petals of the plant tlnis in-

tended for seed-bearing ; and if it is necessary to remove
tlie stamens, that may easily be eft'ected before the

blossom opens, by bending the petals just so mucli as

will enable you to start theui oft' at their base with
tlie point of a needle or a small pen-knife.

Now, as to the sei'ond question—is it necessary to

remove the stamens in suclr circumstances? we say,

decidedly so, when any very precise and definite result

is intended, and by the means specified it may easily be
done ; but in general cases it is not necessary, as the

fecundating of the pistil with foreign pollen before the

pollen cells of its own anthers burst is held to bo suffi-

cient. Our own experiments, as well as many others,

would almost lead us to hold this opinion, but we con-

fess that the data are not quite sufficient to enable us

to determine definitely, In all cases of nicety, there-

fore, we I'ecommend removing the stamens.

Our space has so soon fiUed np, that we shall have
something to say in another communication of some of

the results of being acquainted with the sexual system,

and the principles to be kept in view in hybridising.

Chuys.vntheml'ms.—We can say little of this sjilendid

flower in addition to what was staled last year, only

now is a good time for making layers from plants

growing in the open air, so as to ensure very dwarf
specimens. One of the best modes is to have pots filled

with light rich soil : place the top of the chrysanthemum
over it, run a knife for an inch or two along its centre;

place a stone, or stick, or piece of mould, between to

keep the wound open ; cover it with soil ; and fasten it

in its place with a pebble or hook, and roots will soon

be protruded if moisture is supplied. Those in pots

should not have their shoots stopped any more, or the

flowers will be small and scarce. B. Tish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAKTMENT.
EXOTIC OHCHIDACE.E.

PLANTS BEQUiRixG B.vsKETs (Concludedfrom page 'i'HJ.)

Vandafusco violacca; E. India.—A handsome species,

with brownish sepal and petal, and a violet-eoloui-ed

lip. 1683.
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V. insignis (Noble V.) ; Java.—A handsome species

;

ground-colour cream, with stripes of purplish crimson.
105s.

V. Roxhurghii (Roxburgh's V 1.—A fine species ; se-

pals aud petals yellowish, blotched with red ; brown
inside, light pink aud white outside ; the lip is white,
with a broad blotch of pink. t)3s.

V. Roxhurghii ccerulea.—The only difierence is, that
the blotch on the lip is pale blue. Both varieties are
well worth growing, litis.

V. mavis (Sweet-scented V.).—This is next to V.
Batcmaniiina, if not equal to it both for beauty and
noble liabit. Though more plentiful in the country it is

yet very dear, being slow to put out oflsets. One was
ottered for sale at an auction in Messrs. Steven's rooms,
in Loudon, and fetched the high price of 17 guineas.
The flowers are largo, produced on racemes from the
axils of the noble leaves, sometimes producing as many
as eight of its large flowers on a stem. The sepals
aud petals are white, beautifully aud broadly striped
with purplish crimson ; the lip is white, finely shaded,
and blotched with red.

V. tricolor (Three coloured V.).—Much like the V.
mavis : the leaves are narrower and longer, and the
flowers have a few stripes of yellow mixed with the
white and crimson—hence its name. 210s.

V. violacea (Violet V.) ; ManiDa.—A beautiful dwarf
species, very rare. The sepals and petals are white,
tinged with violet ; the tip is white, also richly striped
with violet-purple, hence its name. 210s.

CaLTURE.—Tlie baskets for the large growing species
shoidd be, comparatively speaking, of a large size.

They should be filled with, first, a lining of sphagnum,
and then with a mixture of rough fibrous peat, chopped
sphagnum, aud broken potsherds. They should, when
small, be hung up about two or three feet from the glass,
and kept in the Indian house in an atmosphere hot and
moist during the growing season, which season extends
from May to the end of August. After that time they
should be kept rather dry and cool until the April fol-

lowing; then the heat should be raised to 75° by day
and 65° by night, and the atmospliere kept rather dry

:

this will ripen the wood aud iuduce flower-buds to make
their appearance. As soon as the buds are perceived
the plants should be syringed freely, and encouraged
liberally with water. In the cool part of the year hang
them up pretty close to the glass, that is, the top of each
plant should be about two feet from the glass roof In
summer they may with advantage be placed upon pots
turned upside down. This situation will afibrd a better
opportunity to view them when in flower, and water can
be applied to them more conveniently.

SECOND DIVISION.
PL.iNIS THAT REQUIRE TO BE GROWN ON BLOCKS.

This is a very important point in the culture of
orchids. The plants we shall enumerate in this divi-
sion mostly grow in exposed situations on the branches
of trees. The practice of placing such on blocks of
wood is imitating Nature as nearly as we possibly can,
in our artificial treatment of such ti'opical plants. The
kind of wood best adapted for this pm-pose, and the
method of fixiug the plants to the blocks, we have
already described. It only remains to mention, that
some require a little moss to be fastened to the blocks
along with the plants; and others do not need such an
addition, but are injured by it. AVe shall, as we describe
each species, notice this peculiarity.
Angracum bilohmn (Two-lobed A.) ; South Afiica.—

This is a most lovely species ; the flowers are produced
on a pendulous raceme, and are slightly but sweetly
fragrant. The whole flower is of a pure'white, except
ing a small speck of pink at the end of the sepals and

petals. It will thrive better if a little moss is placed
near the body of the plant to retain moisture, but the
roots must be allowed to protrude bevond it. 31s 6d.

Barheria elegans (Elegant B.) ; Mexico.—Sepals aud
petals light rose. This plant, we fear, is lost to the
country.

B. LimUeyana (Dr. Lindley's B.) ; Costa Rica.-—This
species flowers iu autumn like tlie next ; sepals and
petals rich purple ; the lip rich dark purple, witli a

blotch of white in the centre ; a truly elegant plant, but
very scarce. The only good plant we know is in the

fine collection of R. S. Holford, Esq.
B. Skinnerii (Mr. Skinner's B.) ; Guatimala.—This

plant is considered by some to be an Ej:i'l,ii<liuiii It

is described under that name iu the Bniaiiiml [!, .jitter,

but its habit and the shape of the flowers -m-v (juilr suf-

ficient to place it irader the genus Barkeria. It is a
lovely species, flowering in autumn, and lasts a long time
in bloom. Sepals and petals deep pink; the lip is of

the same colour, with a deeper tint in the centre. 21s.

B. melanocaulon (Dark-stemmed B.) ; Costa Rica.

—

This is a rai'e species ; exhibited for the first time at the

Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition, iu June, by Mr.
Barnes, gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., of tlie Poles,

near Ware. The sepals and petals are of a lilac-pink

;

the labellum or lip has a curious spot of gi'een iu the

centre. 428.

B. spectabilis (Showy B.) ; Guatimala.—Sepals and
petals pale lovely lilac, spotted a Utile with light purple ;

lip white at the base aud in the middle, lilac at the

edges and jjoint, and spotted with blood-red spots.

Along the middle five purple lines are placed, below
the column, which greatly add to the beauty of the

flower. 42s.

Culture.—As we have already written pretty largely

on this genus in a former volume of the Cottage Gab-
ULNEU, we shall be, in this place, very brief in our
remarks on the culture they require ; and it is a hai)py
circumstance that all the species thrive best by one
method. They require to be grown on blocks, without
moss, hung up in the most airy part of the Mexican
house ; syringed freely whilst growing, but kept dry
dui'ing the period of rest. They will, during that sea-

son, lose all their leaves, but, if rightly managed, the

pseudo-bulbs will appear plumj) and iresh ; and the

buds at the base of each will appear plump and promi-
nent, ready to start into active growth as soou as the

longer days of spring aud the invigorating influence of

the sun shall increase the temperature and stimulating

light of the house. As soon as that season ai'rives they
should he freely syringed twice a day, to encourage
strong growth : for in proportion to the strength of the

growth will the number of the flowers on each spike be.

As the summer advances give plenty of air to the plants

of this genus ; they will grow stronger, produce more
flowers, with higher colours.

These remai'ks apjdy more particularly to all the

species excejitiug B. Skiiuierii aud B. LimUeyana, which
flower, as we rpmarkid above, in the autumn ; all the

rest are summer flowering.

BolbophyUuin Inrrliigerum (Bearded B.I ; Sierra Leone.
—Sepals and jietals

;
greenish brown : tlic lip is covered

with dark-coloured hair. 21s.

B. saltatorivm (Dancing B.) ; South Africa.—There is

not much difference between this species and the pre-

ceding one. The pseudo bulbs in the former are of a
deeper green, aud the leaves are greener. The labellum
of the latter is larger and of a lighter colour. 2 Is.

Culture.—They thrive best on a block of wood with

moss attached to it, and love, when growing, abundance
of heat and moisture. They do not possess much
beauty, but the labellum is the most curious part; the

least air, or breath, or motion, sets them dancing up and
down. On that account they are worth growing as
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curiosities. The genus is a tolerably loi-ge cue, but the

above two species are quite enough in number to cul-

tivate.

Jlrassavola angiistala (Narrowed B.) : Deinerara.

—

Sepals ami petals pale yellowish greeu ; lip white aud
tViiigod ; a pretty species, ils.

H.riicuHittiim (Hooded B.); West Indies.—Sepals aud
petals dark purple ; lip white aud fringed ; hood-shape,

with a reildish shade iu tlie centre.

n. Dijhi/itnii (}:\v. IJigby'sB.); West Indies.—Sepals

and petals yellowish white; lip very largo, wliite streaked

with purple Hues ; the flowers measure lour inches

across. It is the iinest of the geuus yet known. 84s.

li. glauca (Glaucous B.).—Alluding to the colour of

the leaves, which are of a milky greeu ; sepals and petals

yellow ; lip orange, with a white throat. A very hand-

soiuo fragrant sjvecies, somewhat difficvdt to flower, but

that may bo overcome by liberally growing it during

the proper season, and giving it a severe dry rest. 4'2s.

/i. tiiheicuUitu (Tubercled B.) ; Brazil.—This species

is the most easily growu of the whole tribe ; the flowers

are pretty, of a greenisli white, aud last a long time in

bloom. 15s.

B. T'eiiosa (Veined B.) ; Honduras.— Sepals and
))etal3 cream ; labellum wliite, strongly veined. A
desirable plant, lils.

Cllture.—The whole of this family grows ou trees in

open glades, where the tro])ical sun darts upon them
his burning rays, but they do not suffer from his lierce

I attacks. Their fleshy round leaves are uot easily

injin-od. In our stoves they require to be growu ou
naked blocks—that is. blocks without moss—and hung
up to the roof constantly : there they will thrive and
llower freely.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
A pressure of other matter prevents us from giviug

our usual essay this week on this part of our labour's.

We can only say to our florist readers, read over our

remarks for the last week or two. We will endeavom-
to enter fully iuto the subject next week.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Cauliflowers .\nd Colewokts.—Continue to plant

out in succession, and encourage those in the various

stages of gi-owth by the application of liquid-manure and
frequent surface stirrings.

Celery.—If the early-planted celery should produce a

quantity of suckers, they must all be cleared ofl' previous

to earthing, and the earthing must bo attended to in a

very piuus-taking manner. The growth of celery in every

successive stage should bo encouraged by iVr(iucnt

stirrings, aud liberal soakings of sewerage-water or lii[uid-

manure of souio kind.

Caiu).\gi;.—The best kinds should be sown at twice,

between this date and the Idth of August, on a well-

prepared piece of ground. The second week in August
will be found a good season for sowing the Jied Dutch
aclihmje to stand over for spring jilauting.

Routine Work.—Sow Ameriatn and Normamhj cress.

Plant out Endive iu succession, aud make another

sowing. Sow a small portion of Flanders spinach for

autumn consumption, aud continue to fork and stir well

the soil intended for sowing the winter crop next

month. Leeks should be planted in succession ou well-

manured soil. Chamomile flowers, and herbs of any
kind iu flower, should be secured ybr drying in flue dry

weather. The early crops of Onions may now have their

stalks pressed down. Parsley should bo thinned very

carefully, in order to have the most curled and strongest

plants; another sowing should be made, aud a small

portion potted for winter use. Brucoiis, Borecoles,

Savoys, aud all kinds of winter stuti' which have been

planted between other crops, or iu other ways, should as

soon as possible after they are established have the

ground to themselves, and be well encouraged by hoeing

and scarifying, in order to encourage a luxurient growth.

Continue to plant all such vegetables in succession ; and
at this season Goleworts especially should be planted

pretty freely. Swede turnip plants may also be traua-

plantod to advantage at this season, for producing

spriug greens, and Turnips of the small nimble garden

kinds should be sown iu full crop iu succession, for the

next three or four weeks, to insure a good supply until

April uext.

Cucumbers and Melons in pits and frames should be

assisted by a little addition to the top of the linings,

and as the nights become chilly after rain, a slight

covering may be added to advantage. Liberal soakiugs

of tepid liquid-manure should also be given to those

now swelling a crop of fruit, and stopping, airing, thin-

ning, and setting the fruit should be attended to as re-

commended previously.

Musuuoojt Beds which are becoming rather slack in

producing, should be liberally soaked with tepid clear

liquid-manure, brewed from cow, sheep, or deer dung.

James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

OUll VILLAGE WALKS.

By the Autlioress nf" My Flowers.

It is a remaikable ch'cumstauce, that in England we
scarcely ever possess a few days of hot summer weather that

they are not snatched from us by a thimder.stonu. Eain,

and cold, and mnd, most frequently ensue ; we find our

beautiful smnmer Howers da.shed about and disfigm'ed, and
the bright green leaves Ijing beneath the trees, torn from the

boughs iu all their unfaded freshness. There is a feeling of

sadness iu obsening the desolation caused by a sudden storm
such as we have just experienced—the gai'dens look so wet
and wild where but a few hours before the shrubs and flowers

were all so neat and gay. Now the seringa blossoms are

scattered on the ground, the bloom on the dark pohshed
Portugal lam-el looks dingy and drooping, and the roses ai-e

so shaken aud discomfited that half their beauty for a time
is taken away. How loudly are we reminded by these sights

and circumstances of the uncertainty, the frailty, and the

perishable natme of all we possess, of the eai-thly happmess

we enjoy, nay, of our own Ufe also, for " the wind passeth

over it, and it is gone ; and the place thereof kuoweth it no

more."
The grandeiu: and subUmity of a slowly advancmg storm

is very strildug ; there is a majesty in its approach that awes

the mind, and a terrible power which we feel that no baud

but that of the Most High God can direct or restram. As

we watch the dark masses of cloud rollmg heavily towards

us, pile upon pile, sometimes tinged with a mm-ky red, we

are forcibly reminded of the Lord's address to the restless

inhabitants of a restless world—" Be still, and know that 1

am God." We feel so helpless, so impotent, in the presence

aud beneath the power of a storm, that we are irresistably

taught the nothingness of man and his utter inabihty to

deUver himself from the hand which directs it. Human know-
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ledge—human sldll—human strength avail nothing when
" the air thunders " and the " arrows " of t/od go abroad.

Who can turn aside the bolt that dai'ts from tlie electric

cloud when tlie Lord's Iiand h.ath winged it ?

A few nights ago, after several days of unusual heat, a

storm swept witli fearful wings over some parts of the

countiy ; upon the immediate spot where I am now passing

a. short time it fell,—by the mercy of God very slightly ! yet

within a few short miles on every side it was an alarming

visitation ; dai'k lurid clouds gathered dining the day and
hung heavily lU'ound the hills, and a peculiar atraosplieric

weight and solemn silence in the aii* warned us that a storm

was near.

The cooling, delicious rain, for which nature seemed
thirsty, fell dm-ing the night, and the thunder was distant

;

still, the sheets of blue lightning flashed vividly, and illu-

mined, with awful brightness, every corner of the room. A
midniglit storm is pecuhai'ly solemn, and seems more closely

to address our hearts ; the deep darkness—broken by the

sudden Hash which lights up every hill, and tree, and shrub

—

every room, and every object in them—wai'ns us that the

secrets of all hearts, hidden from every human eye, shall

soon be made known to all the world, displayed by a light

more terrible still than tliat of a passing storm. The
thunder too, in the stillness of night, utters its voice with

increased sublimity, because the earth is silent ; it seems as

if notjiing interposed between us and " the glorious Ood
who maketh the tliunder," and whose voice soimds so im-
pressively in every peal, as if we were then, more than ever,

standing in trembhng helplessness before the throne of God.
Yet let us ever remember " the messenger of the covenant,"

the '• daysman betwixt us," who layeth " his hand upon us

both;" and let us, amid storm and tempest, trust simply

and fearlessly on Ilim.

I hope that a very remarkable instance of the Lord's loud

and compassionate warning to the children of men which
took place during the late storm will attract the attention of

my cottage readers in particular, and be a means of con-

vejing deep sjiiritual instruction to their hearts ; I copy,

verbatim, the letter of a lady residing near tlie spot, for .

I

cannot in my own words convey her ideas so well ;

—

" The refreshing rain you speak of was most woful in its

accompaniments liere. Wednesday v.-as a most overpower-

ing day of heat, and about six in the evening there were
great indications of an approaching stoi-m : vind Hashes of

lightning, succeeded by heavy rolling thunder, warned us of

coming evil. This continued, with occasional heavy rain,

until about 1'3 o'clock at night, when the tempest became
fearful, with both forked and sheet hghtniug, and thiuider

that made the houses crack and the hearts of the timid

quail, and even the strong and bold felt that the Lord is

Lord of all. About oue o'clock there was one flash—such a

flash !—and at the same moment a thunderbolt fell—not

into water ! not uito earth ! but through the roof of a large

cottage, where one of the most cU-unken and dissipated

families we have reside ! The house w'as shattered all

through, and immense beams shivered to atoms, yet has the

Lord I'pan-d the inliabitants .' Sm'ely this wonderful preser-

vation is for some wise cause, and if it does not awaken the

hearts of those persons I liojie at least uv may all ' con-
' sider,' and feeling truly that ' the Lord He is the God,' we
may w.atch and examuio ourselves cai'efuUy, lest He come

I

ami smnmou us at an hour when we are unprepared."

j

This short extract needs no comment, yet I cannot help

I

reminding my humbler readers that their lowly state cannot
1 hide them from the jjiercing eye of God, and that His law,

I

first delivered from Mount Sinai amid thunderings and
lightnings, is still binding upon us nil, and if broken will as

sm-ely bring down judgments upon our heads. Let eveiy
storm, then, that bursts over us lead oiu' minds away to

sijiiitual things, and teach us to cherish less fondly the

things " that are ready to die." We moui-n over one of om-
i
beautiful trees scathed by the storm ; we stand conioimded

j

amid the ruins of oiu- house, built by the hand of man, and
' we gladly turn to those who will help and comfort us ; but

I

we madly (Usregai'd the ruin that sin has caused, and we

I

turn as madly from Him who would deliver us from it.

' We might have been struck down like a cedar, and shivered

to atoms like the poor man's homo, yet are we spared to

receive tliis solemn wai'iiing. Let us " hear and under-
stand," lest it should be our last.

'd, I tliink a few re-

irfoptiililo tn some of

\1M

PRESERVING.
The fruit season having commenci

marks on preserving may not be uii

my readers. JeUies and preserves ai-

they sound rather formidable to the

keeper; and every cottager who owns a currant or raspl

hush should abstain from eating theiu raw in order to keep
tliein for muter use; in illness a httle jam or jelly is most
refreshing, besides, fruit eaten raw is soon gone, and does
no good, wliereas if boiled and converted into jam it goes
much fm'ther, and often " comes in " handy when butter is

scarce.

Great cleanliness should be obseiTed with every article that

is used for the preserves. The saucepan, or the preserving
pan, should be brightly clean ; the pots in which it is to be
kept well dried. Attention also should be paid to the ti/ini)

dnirn ; a piece of writing-paper, dipped in brandy, cut the
size of the pot, and laid on the jam is the best plan to

prevent mould from ajipearing ; a double piece of paper
should then be tied over it aU, and there is then very httle

chance of its not keeping well. Black cm'rant jelly is the

most useful jireserve that can be made ; in the winter, when
coughs and colds are prevalent, it will be foimd of great

service.

The ait of making good preserves is to boil the frnil well

before the siii/ar is added, in order to allow the watery parti-

cles to evaporate. The J'niit for preserving should always

be picked in dry weather, or else it will soon requh-e boiling

up again.

I will begin my receipts with the oue most suited to the

humble home, wliich is

CuKnANT Jellv.—Pick the currants when quite ripe, put
them into a jar with the stalks (as it will waste time picking

them off), tie it down and put it into a sauccpiiii of boihug

water', let it remain over the fire for three i|ii;irirv^ <>( an
hom', bruise the currants and strain the jnn-i' tlnnimh a

sieve, poiu' it into a preserving pan or saucepan, and when
it has boiled add oue pound of sugar to every pint of juice.

Boil it together for ten ramutes, and iiour it wliUst hot into

the pots in which it is to be kept. A pint of juice will make
a very good store for winter coughs, and as a pound of

sugar does not cost above sixjience, I strongly recommend
any oue who possesses a curraut-tree to avail themselves of

the opportunity of having so nice a medicine at so small a

cost. A teaspoonful of this jelly mixed witli a little water is

a most refreshing draught in a fever. The currants from
which the juice has been extracted shoidd not be thrown
away, for if mixed witli a little ti'eacle they make a very nice

pudding.
GoosEBEUEY Jam is another useful and cheap preseiTe ;

cheap because coarse sugai' may be used, or even treacle,

though of coiu'se it is not so palatable, nor will it keep so

long as when made with white sugar. The red gooseberries

are the best, but they must be picked when quite ripe and
dry; wlien you have taken olf the tops and stalks weigh

them, and to every dozen pounds of fruit add one pint of

ciuTaut juice. Put it into a preserving pan, boU them
quickly, and when soft mash them with a fork, and add to

each pound of fruit three-quarters of a pound of sugai". lioil

together for three-parts of an hour, jioiir it whilst hot into

jars, but do not tie it domi till it is quite cold. Examine
the jam a few days after it is made, and if the fruit apjieai's

separated from the syruji boil it again.

Bf.,\.eiujEitRY J-JiM is an economical and wholesome pre-

serve, but it must be boiled for half an hour before the sugar

is added, aud then to eveiy pound of fruit put half a pound
of sugar.

PiAsruEiiKY Jaji is very much improved by having a little

red ciu'rant juice mixed with it, in the proportion of half a

pint to a pound of fruit. This fruit also reqim-es to be boiled

for half an hour before the sugar is added. Raspberries

should be used as soon as possible after they ai'e picked, or

else their flavoiu- is vei-y quickly gone.

Kaspbkury ViKEiiATv IS easily made, and is found veiy

refreshing in case of illness. To make two quarts of the
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vinegar pick a qviait of vipo rospben-ies, cover tlicm w-itli

best viiicgiu', and lei Uieni staiul '.it liours; strain it throuyli

a piece of flannel, niako a thick synip with one pound of

siigiu-, mix it with tlio juice and boil them togolhei- lor ten

minutes ; slioiu it njjain and bottle it. If this vinegar is

kept in a cool place it will keep good for some jeai-s. Only
those who have watched by sick beds can know the pleastu-e

witli which a cooluig drink is received, and sm-ely when it

can be piX]cureJ with so little trouble and such little expense

it should not be withheld; and although, through (iod's

mercy, sickness may have been a striuiger in your dwelling,

yet come it will, and as we know not what a day will bring

fortli, it is otu- interest, our duty, to prepare not only for oiu-

bodily wants but for our spiritual. -Watcli, for yo know
neitlier the day nor the horn- of your Lord's coming. "—

A

.VLLOTMENT FAllMING FOR AUGUST.
Potatoes.—It is a painful duty to announce the ve-ap-

peai-ance of //«• ;m/a/ci (/(««.<(• ; not the mere root-rot wliich

may be fimnd at times very early in the summer, without

exciting any very serious apprehensions, hut disease at-

tended by tiie roiU livlnjlk iiifi-stam—the name of a para-

sitic fungus, but too familiar to oiu: readers. Such appearing

in t'hesliiro, at Uie period at which these remarks aie penned

(.Tuly 14th), so sulhciently alarming as to induce all parties

to make an endeavour, before the season is too fai- spent, to

produce as great an amount of vegetable food as possible,

which may, should a great emergency occtu-, act in some

degree as a substitute, or at least aid, to an economical

consvmii>tion of the potato. "We do not wish hereby to

cause unnecessary alai'ni ; for, judging from past symptoms,

it may fairly be infeiTed that the disease is ( as was by most
well-infoiTued persons anticipated ) steadily ou the wane ; for

there can be no fpiestion hut a progressive advance has

been made both in the productive and the keeping qualities

of the potato dming the last two yeais. A wise general will

not, however, go to sleep and dream of safety whilst the

enemy is piccpietting within gmt-shot, but betalve liimself

immediately to at least defensive measiues. As first and

best advice, we say at this period, make an effort to plant a

few more Swede turni))s. Xo root is more useful, especially

after Christmas, than this.

The allotment should be carefully looked over forthwith,

in order not only to search for blanks, but to see if any
crop exists which is t^^t tlouiishing, and which might be

removed and turned to account at the presiuit moment.
Such might be the case with /n/e ^H-a.s which have become
much mildewed, broad hcans much inl'ested witli the ily,

cabbai/es which are much clubbed, etc., Ac. Now is the

time to act with some real decision, for most of these

things may be given to the pig or cow. Early pntulocs,

too, if more than the cottager can consume, shoiild be sold

forthwith, for these are, or ought to be, too good for the

pig ; and, indeed, the allotment or cottage garden ought
at tliis time to teem with materiiUs of no other use than

to give to the pig, and to increase the bidlc of the manure
heap. Sometiioes the onion crop is much gnibbed, and
tlie cottager is apt to stick tenaciously to tliem, although
• nly a few patches of plants remain, which can be expected
' • 1 sunive the wreck ; let these, we say, be inilled up
iirtliwith, and roots introduced. The same may be said of

ilie carriit beds; and, indeed, of every gai-den it may be

utHrnled. tliat a keen eye and a decisive mind may at all

times find occasion to make some re-arrangement of this

.kind ; and it will be found that, nith a proper amount of

earnestness, and a little labour, which only costs the lUlot-

ment holder the sweat of his brow, enough may be produced
to i)m-chase tiie sacrificed store, and something to boot.

-Vud here we would say, let there be no tuinecessaiy alarm
about having too many Swcdis, or otlier store roots, in case

t lie potato disease should not spread. If too mauy fur the
LOW or pig, or the cottagers faiiiily, they may always be ex-
changed or sold.

CoMjiox TtiiXips for winter, if such are needed, must be
sown in the first or second week. Enough of these may be
generally gi'owu on some border or nook; not, however,
beneath the shade of trees, or close to a hedge. The best

kinds are tlio Stone or the Dutch. The otlicr and more
keeping roots are, nevertheless, so much more pi-uliiable as

well as more convenient, that we woiUd advise only enough
of these for the cottager's wil'e, and some to produce a few

early turnip-tops in spring.

CAnii.vai:s.—Those are a somewhat important afl'air ; they

are always useful and profitable. A rather liberal sowing

must bo made in the second week of August; and as tlio

groun<l for then- reception will, in all probability, not be

ready until some of the autumn root crops are removed,

a bed must be got ready in a few weeks, and the seedlings

must be pricked out at three or four inches apart. Those
who had sown the colcworts as recommended in June,

should now endeavour to get a few rows out, using a little

manure. We plant our onion ground with tliem every year;

for wc so manage our onions as to get them otf the ground

a fortnight or more before our neighbours. However, it is

impossible to dictate any given plot for them—modes of

cropping me so vaiious. \\o agidn suggest that all cab-

bages in heai't, and getting what is termed ripe, should at

once be cut and used up ; for if they are intended for sprouts,

the latter will be more viduable, and the plants become
exhausted by allowing the old heads to remain until they

burst.

Winter Greeks, &c.—Here, again, is another section of

most useful articles, for eitlier the house, the cow, or the

pig. Nevertheless, it is seldom the cottager can afford

griitmd enough to make them a primary crop, such are

generally introduced amongst the standing crops of the early

stmimer, such as peas, beans, early potatoes, &c. A sevei-e

limitation of ground of course renders it imperative on the

holder to resort to expedients or shifts ; for this course

nothing need he said of an apologetic character ; according

to the old saying, " Necessity is the mother of invention," or,

as the Scotch have it, " Necessity gars the auld wives trot."

AVhatever be the mode of cropping, certain it is that an
allotment or cottage garden, well stocked with good cab-

bage, the green kale, good bouncing savoys, and even a

dozen or two brocolis, for spring, with a patch of forwanl

tuniips, to produce early tm-uip-tops, presents a very dil'-

ferent appeai-ance to one which, regarding a first crop alone,

is suft'ered to become a wilderness of weeds during the

autumn and early spring.

The i/recn /;ale is assiu'edly the first on the list as to

general utiUty ; next we may place the savoi/, which is a

most excellent companion for a small piece of the cottager's

pickled pork, or wiiat foUis mthin a hundred miles of the

Mersey call " green bacon ;
" to these may be added a few of

the Briisicls sjiroiit.i, on account of their extreme hai-dihood,

as also then' eligibility for standing thick on the ground
;

they moreover furnish a useful early food for cow or pig in

March, when they are " running to seed." Of the brocoli

tiibcs we say httle, they are of course a luxuiy ; still, wiiere

allotments are near railways, or close to thriving towns, we
woidd have the allotment holder burst some of the ortlinarj'

ti'ammels of culture, and study in some degree the markets

near him ; wiiere such is the case the cultivation of cclcri/ is

sometimes a profitable afl'air : we are, however, diverging

from the strict line of allotment matters, and must retmn to

our suliject.

Maxoold.—Little need be added here about this valuable

root ; where gi-own as a secondary crop between potatoes,

&c., care must be taken at this period that the primary crops

do not overshadow them ; weeds must be kept under, and a

Uttle soil drawn to their stems we have ever foimd of much
service.

Lettuce, Spinach, itc.—^We do not name these as allot-

ment crops in general, but point to them merely as being

usef'id adjuncts, and, perhaps we may add, luxuries when
attmuable. Those who desire to have these things in a pro-

fitable way during the autumn, should sow a pinch of the

Broun Cos Lellucc and the Prir/;!;/ Spinach in the very

earliest part of August, indeed, for the Northern Counties

such should be done at least a fortnight earlier to be profit-

able.

Carrots.—By this time at least the main winter crops of

the Long Surrey and ^Utringham caiTots will require a final

thinning. As a general rule the majoiity of cairot crops in

field cidture will have received their final thinning long ago
;

such, however, is the horror of the caiTOt grub amongst
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cottagers, aud those of tbe allotment class, that we fre-

quently see this crop placed under ch'cumstauces of bad
cultiu-e—as to a timely thinning—through a di-ead of this

so frequent visitation. In the end of July, or at latest the
first week of August, we say, let a final thinning be made.
The thinnings by this time will be large enough for cooking,

and the tops are excellent for eitlier cow or pig. The larger

carrots may be thinned, if in beds, to four or five inches
apart, but the Iloni carrot not to half the distance.

WtEDiNc.—All ci-ups should have one more thorough
cleaning in tbe lie^iuning of August ; this ivill keep them
clean fur the remainder of the grooving season. The hoe
should be deeply plied between drills of all kinds, and if any
crops have become veiy foul mth weeds, and the weather is

anyways showeiy, it is by fai- the best policy to dig between
the drills.

Hay Grass.—Those who have laud enough for a cow, will

of course have theii' hay cleared off the ground ; and now is a
good time to apply either hquid-mauure or guano, the latter

should by all means be applied in a showery time, for to

apply it in dry weather is to lose one-half its qualities. If
there is only one plot of pasturage, the cow may be kept tied

up most of tile lime : Imt many cottagers have a chance of
tm'ning'iui m u lanes, or on commons. Of course the
waste thill, nil - mI iIi,- allotment or garden will go fai- to-

wards keepm- lIil: iiAv at this period; but if she is hi fuU
milk we would advise gi\ing a little linseed, morning and
night, until some good after-math is to be had. Those who
have any corn crops, such as barley or oats, should break up
their stubble betimes in tiie autumn, and endeavour to get
in some ri/e and vclc/ics for eai'ly cutting. This is of immense
service in April, and the early part of May, after which such
groimd will be weU adapted for either mangold or Swedes.

Let us again advise the cow-keeper to make a point of
running over all liis ground once a Aveek, in order to collect

all refuse for the cow or pig. Let crops be ever so well " set

out " early in the season, there will always be something
which a diligent cottager can collect.

Mangold wUl occasionally run to seed, and so will cabbage,
and as the root crops advance it will be found that some
plants take the lead, aud ai'e crowded by inferior ones, which
may be drawn away w'hen about half-grown. The outer
leaves too of all the green and cabbage crops will be fre-

quently coming to hand.
Makliie Heap.—Now is the principle period for the cot-

tager to keep a sharp look out for all coarse weeds aud gross
herbage that he can justly lay hands on. "We have seen
cottier's children, stout boys, attending the cow when tiu-iied

out in lanes ( where a danger of trespass existed ) , who were
sauntering about the whole day in idleness, when they
might have been trimming mth a short siclde all the rank
herbage with which such lanes commonly abound. A boy
thus situated would, by a Uttle industi-y, collect three or four
lai'ge barrowsful in the course of the day ; and this, thrown
into the outlet of the pig-stye, day by day, would form a most
important item in the augmentation of the manure heap.
Let us advise cottagers who have not already done so, to

cover their previous made manure with soil rather thickly.

The loss by fermentation and drying dming the hot months
of summer is more considerable than people imagine. We
have little doubt that ueai-ly 20 per cent, is frequently lost

by evaporation, rains, itc, dmiug July and August. The
heap should be first thrown in a shai-p ridge, and the soil

beat firm, to throw oB' the rain.

THE rOULTRY-KEErEES CALENDAR.—August.
Bi/ Martin Voijlv, Author of "Hints to Small Fnrmer.s, <lV."

PKA - I'OWL

.

lents of this periodical who has not
lio|„il to have been in rearing pea-

III. ,i,iiie information respecting the

Ins will account tor tiie introduction
of a branch of poultry-keeijing on the present occasion that

does not apply to tlie circumstances of the mere cottager,

who would be a nuisance to his neighbours if he presumed
to keep these aristocratic birds to the injury of tlieir limited

aud ill enclosed gai-deus. No person without a sutficieut

One of till' iMnv-|i

been as smrr^^rul n^

fowl, has rri|llr^lril hi

management ut tliem

range of lawn, and a garden ilistant from the poulti'y-yard

and seciu-ed from their depredations, should think of keeping
peafowl. A high wall is no defence against birds one of
whose habits it is to fly up to the highest trees for roosting
in, and over waUs and bouses in seai'ch of favourite food, or
in mere indulgence of a wild and roving disposition, which
no lengtli of forced and uunatiual domestication has sub-

dued.

It is not suiprising that a pea-hen does not rear a large
progeny ; first, she has to contend against the desire which
her mate has to destroy her eggs, she is tlierefore led by her
instinct to lay in out of the way places where they may be
lost altogether, or to batch in some insecure though secret

place, and generally on the ground among rank grass or
hedge weeds. Having no very strong desii'e to sit, she is

easily tempted to forsake her nest if disturbed. Her habit
is to lay (but not before the thud summer) from foiu or five

to seven eggs, and if she is prevented from sitting on them
to lay a second time after some interval. Her proper period
of incubation is from 27 to 3:J days, which is also the period
of a tiu-key's incubation. Now, the turkey being a more
staid and tender uiu'se, the best way is to give the pea-fowl's

eggs to her both for hatching and rearing. But if the pea-

hen already have them born, it will be better to coop her for

a fortuight or more, especially if she be a young and inex-

perienced mother ; for young pea-hens are apt, with their

first brood, to be over-excited, aud to crush in the nest, or
trample to death aftenvards, or drag about heetllessly, their

first-born brood ; aud the more they ai-e interfered with
under such circumstances, the more awkward and injm'ious

does their over-zeal and anxiety become. As medical men
might possibly express such restlessness of disposition, tliey

are apt to labour under a sort of puerperal fever, which it is

diHicult to cool down, and diuing the course of which the
unfortunate chicks ai'e in hourly danger of untimely death
in vaiious forms. The egg of the pea-fowl is somewhat
bigger than that of the turkey, but of a convenient size for

the incubation of the latter bird.

The Heahing of I'ea-Fowl.—The best way of rearing
pea-chicks is to follow tlie insU'uctions which Mr. Dixon has
given for rearing little turl;eys. Give them nothing at first

;

lot them be in the nest mider the shelter of their mother's
mugs at least eight or ten liom's ; if hatched in the after-

noon, until the next morning. Then place her on the grass
in the sun under a roomy coop. The food should be crumbs
of bread, with curd, chopped egg, boiled rice, or barley-meal,

and soon afterwards chopped onions, leeks, lettuces, &e. ; in

short, exactly as for turkey chicks. There should also be
the same cai'e to guard them from too much sunshine, aud
showers, and dangers of all lands ; and in due time a free

range over a lawn or field should be permitted ; the search
for grubs, insects, seeds, &c., is in agreeable occupation
both to the foster mother and the little ones, and conducive
to their healthy growth. Aud if the stomacli of the turkey
chick, which is to grow so considerably in a few months,
require abundant and frequent filUng, that of the pea-fowl

requires at least equal supplies of nomishing food. The
poidt is fit for table at nine months old, ami may be fattened

like tm-keys, and with any turkeys with which they have been
famihar. They slioidd not be confined alone for fatting,

else they will pine away. Vfe may add Mr. Dixon '.s receiiit

for cooking pea-fowls, which if not too old are of a deUcate
pheasant flavoiu' :—"They should be larded over the breast,

covered with paper, roasted at a gentle fire, and sened with

bread sauce and brown gravy, exactly like pai'tiidges or

pheasants." •

TuEKEVs : Hatchinx..—The maternal sensibilities of the
tm-key are not acute. She never grieves for the loss of her
brood, even if robbed of it at a very early stage, as a common
hen or almost any other bird would, but begins to lay again
after the shortest possible grief and a short interval of rest.

!She is undoubteiUy a stupid bird in many respects, and
seems to make no distinctions of regaixl for the chicks of

any miscellaueoiis brood that she may have hatched—com-
mon chickens mingled with tiirlcoy chicks and ducklings

—

though of ditt'erent smK ninl ^i/,rs, find equal favoiu' in her
sight. Two turkey hells liavc ihis season produced, in om'
neiglibom''s poidtry establishment, not medley broods, but
two broods of turkey chicks. One of the mothers had fifteen

little ones and the other six born at the same time. They
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were iliUy loopeil, anil in a low Jays the lessor brood wont
over to tile larger tlirout;li soiiio layslerious iiilluouoes ; Uio

bereaveil iiiolhor did not take the matter to liojul. and when
liberated from her matonial cares seemed iiuile happy. 'I'lio

other hen took care of the united families with perfect good
bunuiur. It is cmious thai turkey chicks should thus Ijaiis-

I'er their ati'ections from one mother to another, and that

turkey hens should seem to have no oh.jeetiou to ailmittiug

under their wings the broods of otlier hens. Perluips in

this instance there was something harsh or forbidding in

the treatment of the deserted mother, or repulsive in her

voice, whereas the other hen might have possessed the con-

tnuy <iualities—or it might have been a natin-al tendency of

the lesser number to combine with the greater.

Fowxs : HATcurxi-..—The habits, the waywardness, and
caprices of fowls, are curious subjects of observation, and
even after much attention are sometimes mysterious and
inexplicable. We have had two recent cases of perplexity.

.V young Dorking hen, manifesting a strong desire U> sit,

w as entrusted by us with eleven eggs, which were placed in a

nest in a retired comer of an unused brewhouse. She sat

very steadily, sometimes without leaving the nest for foiu'

successive days. Two of the eggs were accidentally broken
at an early period ; there remained nine to be accounted for.

I'ovu' or live days before the full time of incubation, tlie nest

wius examined, and seven eggs only were in it ; the hen re-

mained on the nest immovably until the fidl time for the

appearance of the brood had arrived, w-lien lo I fom' eggs
more had entirely disappeared. There remained one broken
sliell, from which a cliick had issued, anil two addled eggs !

Now, besides the obrious illustration of the proverb, "do
not reckon yoiu" chickens before they are hatclied," there

remains an unexplained mysteiy, what became of the six

ojgs of which no ti-ace remained ? Did the hen eat them to

the very last atom, or did a rat or rats remove them from
imder her '! The hen remained on two or three occasions

so many days without quitting the nest for the corn and
water which was on the door beneath, that it is not impro-
bable she had found sustenance from the indulgence of an
unimtm-al appetite ; yet would she not have left some little

evidence of her ciime in a fragment of shell, a bit of yolli, or

a feather or membrane of the destroyed chick ? Besides,
though hens may have been known to eat eggs over and above
the number which they could properly cover and waim, have
they been known to eat those which were not in excess, and
on which they had been patiently sitting ? Kats are sup-

posed to have the power of carrying otf eggs unbroken w ith

their mouth and paw or paws ; and liens, which would resist

tiieii' attacks on Uving cMcks, might not venture to contend
with them when stealing their eggs. We have never seen a

rat where the hen sat. But on the other hand, what then
became of the eggs, which were of no value to any human
robber ?

THE BEE KEEPEUS C.U.KNDA1;.—Auotsx.

Bi/ J. H. Pai/i,e, Esq., Aiitlior of " The Bee-/;.:rpfr's

Guide," d'c.

Those persons who, in this unpropitious season for bees,

have been so fortunate as to get their glasses tilled with
honey will now be preparing to take them ofl'; but I would
recommend eveiy one to do it with great caution ; and not
only tii'st to weigh the matter well in their own minds, but
also to weigh their liives, and if it can be satisfactorily proved
that they ^v^U contain twenty poimds of honey each when the
glasses are removed, all well ; but if not, let the glass or box
remain upon the stock hive luitil the bees have emptied it of
its honey,— as soon as that is ascertained let it be removed.
Some persons having found much difficulty in expelling

the bees from a glass or box after ha\'ing removed it from
the stock-hive, and others who have complained of the time
occupied in eflfccting this object, may adopt the following
ver)- ingenious and useful apparatus invented by Mr. An-
tram, a clergyman of Devoushii'o, and which has been kindly
handed to me with his permission to make it pubUc. It

is a contrivance for emptying a hive of its occupants ; it

may also be applied to a bell-glass or box, either at top or
attached to a board on which the removed glass is placed

;

he calls it his

Jire Trap ; and it is, he says, " an invention for taking the

honey from every description of double hive, wliicli is not

only simple, but very efficacious, and entortaining to watch.

1 siiould premise, that every extra box or hive must be fur-

nished with a second aperture, iitivr to bo opened except

when the honey is to be taken. Provide a block of wood
(me indi longer, and half an inch deeper than the aperture,

and three or four inches wide; cut the front to an angle of

4.') degrees, or less, then cut out of the under pari a groove

till' exact si/.e of tlie aperture, thus leaving a thickness of

half an inch of wood at the sides and top. (iel apiece of

talc or very thin horn (glass is too heavy), cement or gum it

lo a piece of ribbon, which latter fasten to what remains of

the sloping front above ; divide the talc into portions about

a quai'ter of an inch wide; a tin bottom should be athxed to

the whole, to which the talc must reach, and on which it

must rest.

When you wish to empty a hive place this before the

opening before-mentioned, and cut otf the coramunication

between the hives ; the bees seeing the light will one by one
pusli up the small pieces of talc and escape ; the talc falls

back in its plage, thus there is no re-enteruig, and your hive

becomes rapidly emptied. There is here no previous re-

moving of the hive or box, no danger of a sling, and no /car

of rohherx ; even if the ijueen be there, she, finding herself

deserted by her subjects, will soon depart, aud re-enter the

stock-hive by the accustomed entrance ; it acts upon the

same principle as the old wh'e rat ti-ap. T'wo loops of tin, with

holes through, ai'e added to fasten or suspend it, when there

is no ahghting boai'd. It may be placed on the top of a box,

but must then have a hole in the bottom, and a slip of tin

by way of a back ; the tin bottom may project a little beyond
the lower edge of the talc in front, aud indeed it is better

so."

This useful contrivance I feel assured will be adopted by
many persons, for it will entuely prevent the tediousuess of

watching a glass of honey until the bees have left it, which
without this protection is at all tunes necessai-y, and more
especially so when taken late in the season and robbere are

on every side. I have more than once seen a good glass of

honey emptied of every drop by them when carelessly left

by its owner for a few hom'S ; now, with this traji attached, it

may be left even for days with perfect safety.

I have just been seeing what to me was a very pleasing

sight, and would in a measm'e, lam sme, be so to every one,

it was the apiaiy of a cottager, consisting of upwards of sixtij

hives, all well managed upon the depriving system, for he
has not destroyed any bees for many yeius. 1 saw some
beautiful specimens of honey in boxes holding about six

pounds each, that were taken off about the midtUe of June

;

some ofthem were curiously fine. The neatness and the ah- of

comfort pei-vading his cottage was quite as gratifying to me
as the sight of his well managed and extensive apiary. His
bees, without any doubt, were the means of afl'ordiug him
many comforts, but there was also another som'ce from which
they flowed, for upon the table I espied the family Bible,

which appeared to be but just closed after the morning's
gathering around the family altar—for my risit was early.

I came home much delighted, and, I trust, profited by my
call ; aud with the determination of going on to say, as I

have already done, in the words of the good old bishop

—

Keep bees/ keep bees!

I must still go on to say, that the season here has been a

very unpropitious one for bees ; the sudden changes from
heat to cold have been vei-y unusual. On the •i2nd of June
the heat was so intense that the bees almost forsook their

hives for clustering on the outsides ; aud on the "^.jth it

became so cold that a frost at night was anticipated. But the

season for honey-gathering has not boon m> bad everywhere

I am happy to find, for whilst writing tliis puper a letter

reaches me from a Idndly disposi d bmilirr iipiarian in Wlilt-

shire, whose name I have never before .scon ; but who, on
reading ray " gloomy prospects " in the apiaiian's calendar

for last month, veiy kindly gives me a most cheering account

of his own apiary, as well as of those of some of his pa-

rishioners, " to cheer me," he says, " in my gloom." His
account is so veiy different from what I have received from
many other districts, that for the encouragement of other

desponding ones I will relate it.

He says, " I was in hopes that all bee-masters were re-
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joicing, with mysplf and my parishioners, fit the strength

and activity of tin

being gloomy,
nature. Tlie

the wenthi-r he
h,.ru,v ii„.'jsii 111 (1;

id tlial tlu'ir prospect^, fur from
,M-,I rh.Mnilu- ;l..d rl,r,„n';,^ill-

Hllh 11. was ,.11 .Ma> -'lllli, l,m

«tru only two or tlirrc suaniis

ay lip to the past wrrl, i ilic la.t

numerous and of iiniisiial -i/r :

n seemed to .•miiplriilv lill upso lar-c, iinli-eil, thai m^
the hives in which they were put. Thi;

heautiful throughout the month of Juii,\ and ila' liai\r,i nt'

honey-dews so abundant, that these hives ha\u beeu hllod

very r.apidly, and I have been compelled to give adilitional

room to several.

" My first swarm was on June the 1st, and was hived into

your Improved Cottage-hive (Payne's) ; on the lltli the
bees began to cluster at the hole, which I attributed at first

to the heat of the. hives, hut its weight led me to another
conclusion. I waited, la.wrvia-, until the 18th, when I re-

moved the cover I r. pla. , d it by a small hive, which on
tlie J4th was tilled with Imnry. On .Tune the 'ind T liived n
swarm into a box of a Nutt's liivr. and mi the lIMli npnied
the communication with a side-hnx. wliirli hy the -.Miili nui-

tained six combs of a fan' size tilled with liniiiy, all the
honey-combs of the fii'st box being sealed up. 1 can speak
encouragingly of my other swai-ms and casts."

The two next most productive apiaries that I have heard
of ai-e both directly upon the sea,—the one at Deal, and the
other at Wicklow, in Ireland ; indeed, throughout Ireland
bees this year' have done tolerably well.

ItOY.VL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
EEGKNT'S PAUK, July :1.

(Continued from 2}' ~H.)

COLLECTIONS OV FIFIEKN CAPE HEATHS.

TiiEKE were two collections exliibited of such equal merit
that the .judges awarded first prizes to both. One came from
the gardens of S. liiieker, I"sq. {Mr. Mylam, gardener). The
othrr liuHi tlir L'anlni nf W. ()uilter, Esq., of Norwood (Mr.
Siiiiili, .;anlriiia'i. I'.nili mil, a-tions were fine specimens of
riiihI ll,.aitli lailiiiiv. W,, shall only notice those not pre-
viously exhibited this year.

In Sir. Mylam's collection, there were
Ericu obtnta : a fine heath, 2 ft. by 2 ft. E. triralur maim- : 3 ft. hv

3 ft. E. veiiMcusit BothuiclUi; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. Vrriimiii : a.j ft. bV
2* ft. E. crimen ; 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. iiiflatu; 2J ft. by 3 ft. E. ntort'a
mnjnr ; 2 ft. by 2 ft.

In ilr. Smith's collection,

Erirn mHiila-flnrn, E. relorta major ; 21 ft. by 2 ft. E. Iriralor Hnl-
fordiiiiirt ; a finely grown c\ccllent heath, 4 ft. by 3 ft. E, ventricosn
gmmtijion, : ;l ft. by 2J ft. E. tricolor clegam ; 3 it. by 3 ft. E. tricolor
Leeumt ; 4 ft. by 3i ft.

COLI.ErTIO-NS OE TWELVE CAPE HE.ITHS. NUESEEYWEN.
IsT Peize to Mr. Epps, of Maidstone. A fine collection.

AYe noted especially

Erica SImmiunii, E. hnliciinilin, E. tricolor Jaclfsnnii, E. jllusmnii,
E, tricolor duiiiosn, E. iitjiota alba.

•2xD PitiZE to Messrs. PLollison, of Tooting. Tliis col-

lection was nearly equal to Mr. Epps'.s, but some were
smaller plants and sciu-cely ui bloom. The following were
excellent

—

Erica obtain, E. nmpnllucca nana, E. Evaiisiana, E. Savileana
major, E. fcrriiginea mpcrba, E. puloerulenta, and E.jubata.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX CjiTE HEATHS.

1st Peize to Mr. AVilliams, gardener to Miss Trail,

Bromley. The best plants in this well-gronTi collection were
Erica jasminijtora alba, E. Sbannonii, E. Cavcndis/iii, and E. vcn-

tricvsa supcrba.

CAPE PELAEGONIl'MS.

By this term om- readers must understand the origuial
species as found growing wild at the Cape of Good Hope.

1st Peize to Mr. Staines, for

Jiicolor, ardens major, (juinqucvahicrum, BUindfordianum, bipiii-
natijidam, urdcns, and bicolor rosea.

•2x1) Prize to Mr. Parker, for

GluHcifolium, reuiforme, fte.vmmm, tetragomim, crectuai, alaileiim,
Btand/ordumum, mifulgidmn.

COLLECTIONS OF CAPE CALCE0L.UlI.\S.

1st Peize to Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, for

Nell Gwt/nnc, Falconbridge, Elegmis, Laura, Catherine Sevton, and
Black Agnes.

^ND Peize to Mr. Leyton, Hammersmith, for

Bianca, Fire King, Diomede, Lady of the Luke, Llamhr, and
Admiral,

iv.n Peize to Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for

Panther, Victorij, Regulator, Baron Eden, Princess, and Gertrude.

CARNATIONS.

There were several stands of very good llowcrs exhiljited.

1st Peize to Mr. Wilmer, for

Solunder, Earl Falmouth, John Hr/mvrlh, Di'ti'inrc. Brilliant,

Welmer's Frederick, Wilmer's Si't-dlint,'. Jliikr „f (Uiaibrrland, Prince
Albert, Mr. Moore, Sir R. Peel. an,l Uai.c of Willin^tun.

2xD Prize to Mr, Newhall, of Wdidwhdi, for

Prince Albert, Squire Trove, Duehcss of Sutherland, Mrs. Birkett,
Nindos, Orlando, President, Omnium Prima, Juba, Mrs. Moore, and Con-
quering Hero.

PICOTEES.

1st PiiizE to Jlr. Turner, of Slough, for a beautiful stand
consisting of

Dodwell's Marti fa perfect flower), Constance, Seedling, Mary,
Heroine, Sylph, Juno, Ne Plus Ultra. General Jaekson, Beauty, Prince
Arthur (a new and perfect tiower), and Duchess of Sutherland.

2nd I'eize to Mr. Newhall, for

Rosalind, Ne Plus Ultra, Constance, Duchess of Sutherland, New
Purple, Shaw's Beauty, Norman's Beauty, Prince Royal, Lady, Paul
Pry, Lady Fowler, Rose, and Lord Cliandos.

'Aru Peize to Mr. Wilmer, for

Ne Plus Ultra, Peter the Great, Prince Royal, Shaw's Beauty, Lion,
Heroine, Duchess of Sutherland, Trip to Cambridge, Norman's Beauty,
Wilmer's Seedling, and Miss Browning.

PINKS.

1st Peize to Mr. Turner, for

Whipper-in, Great Britain, Diana, George Glenny, Lola Monies,
Neieboruugh Back, Criterion, Sappho, Queen of England, Huntsman,
Dr. Daubciiy, and Lord Valentia.

2xD I'EtZE to Mr. Bragg, for

Newboroagh Back, Whipper-in, Great Britain, Lola Monies, Young's
X X. Rubens, Lord Valentia, Criterion, Duchess of Kent, Henry Steers,
and Brilliant.

COLLECTIONS OF VERBENAS.—CUT FLOWERS.
Mr. George Smith, of Hornsey, exhibited a collection of

twoiUy-fonr \aneties. We give their names because they

were all ;.',„>,1 s,,ils and worth having.

Laarif, Ihrniiir. l)ts(lemona, Madame Buenzoa, Magnificent, Vulcan,
Superb, Mr.'i. Mills, Dcjiance, Niobe, St. Margaret, Unique, Tricolor,

Masterpiece, Piccolo, Optimus, Painted Lady, Reine Hortense, Satyr,
Seedling, Selim, Psyche, Gem, and Pauline. A prize was awarded to

them.

A prize was also awarded to C. Lochner, Esq., for a beau-
tiful clear white Verbena, a seedling named Bianca.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Under this head prizes were awarded that were not in the

schedule. A prize was given to Mr. Wigan, of Clare House, for

a neat collection oi rai'c cat Britishflowers. These were much
uihiiired, both for their beauty, riuiety, and the neat manner
in which they were mounted. A prize was awarded to Mr.
Williams, for a neatly grown collection of Lijcopodimns

;

to Mr. Ptu-yer, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., for six well-

grown handsome t'ockscmnbs ; to Mr. Hunter, Islington, for

three handsome Cucumbers ; to Mr. Turner, for a tine sccUHni/

rink, of good properties, named Supiiho, and for a second
seedling Pink not quite so good, but whicli will improve, it is

named Huntsman.
FRUIT TENT.

This was the grand atti-action of the day. It was con-

stantly and densely crowded, from three o'clock till half-past

six, and that not by standing-still spectators, but by a con-

tinuous column ofmoving visitors during the whole time ; and

the sight was well worth the struggle. The fruit filled a

bench at least 4 feet wide, and nearly 101) feet long. AVe

cannot pretend to give a mmute detail of the vaiious kinds of

fruit; brought together that day from all parts of the kingdom.

Our notices must be brief.

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION OF Fltllt'.

1st Peize to Mr. Fleming, gardener to tlie IJuke of Suther-

land, Trentham. This collection consisted of a handsome
Brovidence Pine Apple ; a dish of fine Nvblcssc I'cachcs; a
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lUsIi of Mill/ Duke Clierriix ; a ilisll of MnrsnilUiiii; Fi'is •

:uul a ilisli of gooil Grapes.

riKF. APPr.F.S. COI.T.ECTIOXS OF SFX.

l^T I'l'.rzF. to Air. Bray, tiardem-r to E. Ijounailii, Issq

•,'XD I'liizi: to Mr. G. McKweii, gaixiMiei- to bis (irncu luu

lUike of Norfolk.

rnOYinExcE rixi:s.

—

single spErnrExs.

1st riiiZK to Mr. Flomin^. Weight r lite;, .s o/.. 'Jliis

was a woU-grown liniuUome-slmpeil fnut.

1U.A0K riNES.

1st TrA/.E to Mr. Jackson, garilctvor to 11. lioaufov,

l-sq.

r.IPI.EV (JfEEX.

1st Pni-/E to Mi-s. Bailoy, 'iCi, lielgrawo squnro.

GIUPES.

Tho blaik iirnpes were neai'ly all in good perfection, being
fair sized Ininelios, lai-ge wellsweUed be.rries, and of a good
I'.doiu'. U'liile i/nipes were not so identiful, and some liarilly

lipe. There were exliihited at least fifty <lishes of all sorts.

Five ooUeetions of 12 lbs. each were shoivn. Isr I'niZF. for

this class was awarded to Jlr. llendei-son, gardener to Sir G.
lieauniont, Bai't., of Coleorton Hall. Isti'mzF. (eqnal) to

Mr. \'enables, gardener to (i. Solomon, Ksq., reckham
live. They were Black Hanibnrghs. and icere really hand-
some, well-ripened, and well-colom"ed fniit.

THKEE DISHES OF ORArES OF DIFFERENT KINDS.

1st Puize to Jlr. Bennett, gai'dener to .T. Smitli, Esq.,

ludwich. The kinds were Black Hombiugli, Black Prince,

nnd I'lOyiU AV'hite Muscadine.

three dishes of hiack grates.

l^T Prize to "Sir. Holmes, gardener to K. fiaiTod. Ksq.,
cif Putney Heath. These were most excellent fniit, the
hemes were finely swelled, of a jet black eulom-, and the
liunches were handsomely formed.

MVSCAT OF AI.EXAXDRIA.

1st Prize to Mr. Macintosh, gai-dener, Btu'ghley House.

WHITE FROXTIGXANS.

1st Prize to 5Ir. Moffat, gardener to the Duke of New-
castle.

\TXES in POTS.

1st Prize to Mr. Northcot, gardener to Miss Wigan,
Wanstead.

rEACHES Asn nectarines

were excellent, and reflected great credit to the growers.
1st Prize for four dishes to 3Ir. TiuiibiiU.

1st Prize for two dishes was awarded to Jlr. Macintosli.

CHERIIIES.

1st Prize for a splendid dish of Purple i/eais, to Mr.
Snow, gaidener to Eai-l de Grey.

MELONS.
1st Prize to 5Ir. Barnes, gardener to H. Baubuiy, Esq.,

for Hi/briil ijreenjlesh.

RTE.iWBERRIES
were exhibited in gi-eat quantities, and in high perfection,

both for size and colour.

1st Prize (equal) to Mr. Lydiai-d, market gardener, Bath,
and Mr. Kiraberley, of Coventry'.

A prize was awarded to 3Ir. Irison, for an interesting
collection of Exniic fniil, consisting of T'unilla plniiifiilia,

Cnricn papaya (thePapaw ),j)/yri.s/ic« moschala (the Nutmeg),
Xanlliochi/wiis tiiictorius, ani PInjsalis peruviaiuis (the Peru
Chern- ) . A prize was also awarded to Jlr. Bray, gardener
to Baion Goldsmid, for a lai-ge tray of citrons, oruiujes, and
lemons.

Such is a vei-y brief account of this grand exliibition of
fruit, the magnitude of wliich may be iufeired from the fact,

that the judges were not able to iinish their laborious task
till nearly Jj o'clock.

In all the depiu-tments (much against our inclination) our
restricted space has obliged us to omit the names of many
prize-takers, and an enumerationof their plants, flowers, and
fniits. We regret this not only because it is information
useful to countrj' exhibitors, but because in gardening, as in
all other ai-ts, it is ever beneficial lo infoiTii even tlie limnblest
practitioner of what is doing in the very highest departments.

THE DOMESTIC PtOEON.
C.KNERAL HISTORY OF TIGEONS.

{CoHtiiiueilfrom page 'iii,^

If liHttim had said that our dove-liouse pigeons, o\w mir-
liires, aiul even some races of our dove-cot pigeons, descended
originally from the wood-pigeon, he would not liave found
any one to contradict him. In short, tlie wood-pigeon only
differs from tlie (h'st in its colour, which is a little more
brown. It is a migratory bird, whose migrations arc perio<li-
cal

; which is a sntticient ]iroof that it is not a domestics
pigeon rendered free. Us habits are quite dift'ereut; il

dwells in tlie most silent woods, roosts habitually, and builds
its nest in hollow trees, which would appeal' to separate it

altogether from our domestic pigeon; but, as soon as this
last abandons the dove-house to go and live in old towers
and the holes of rocks, we quickly perceive in its manners
and plumage the first step taken towards its regenera-
tion. This pigeon is first called a runaway, so long as it

only inhabits old buildings. Its posterity qinckly becomes
more obedient to the laws of nature, and will tly still farther
froin the presence of man and bondage ; it will seek in the
solitary mountains an inaccessible hoie in a rock, where it

may, in peace and liberty, approacli stiU closer the laws of
nature

; and this is the rock-pigeon spoken of by authors.
Being free from all fetters, and evoiy strange impulsion, it

will soon have regained tliat naturariimiditv wliicli reiulers
this species so fond of solitude. The facility with wliirh
reptiles and small voracious animals are able 'to surprise; it

and its young family in the rocks, will cause; it uneasiness,
and oblige it to quit the place and penetrate into the heart
of the forest ; it will then ronst ninl build in hollow trees.
This is what the ancient antlioix ,lr,rribB by the name of
the wild pigeon. But it Im-. :lhuM^l letnrned to its pure
origin; and if it did not ivlniii, .Inuim two .] tl live genera-
tions, some varied and diti; imt ,nl,,nivil f.aili, i-;, ii would
no longer caiTy any mark nf ik Innn, ; l,Mii,l;rj>-, jh.I would
be a true wood-pigeon. We -. .. th:ii ii iiiiiiu, mia insily to
its pure origin, but when ivmlnr,! i-qiiixr l,v llii- liaiu'l of
man, it degenerates with tbr ^jm.- iiqM-hiy; iN |iM-,ii.i-iiy will

quickly pass through all th.' lilriRlin-, lh;it wr li.ive just
described—if not in manners, at least in plumage.

If all that we have just said did not prove, incontestably,

that our dove-house pigeons and some mixtirres are only
wood-pigeons more or less changed, or, to speak in the
language of the amateurs, more or less ameliorated by a

long succession of ages, I woidd cite in support of it a fact

which I had just seen when I began this work. A person
iuh.abiting the environs of I'aris possesses a dove-cot near
a place where wood-pigeons abound ; one of them has
entered into his dove-cot and coupled with a hen Mixture,
and they have already produced several i)airs of young
pigeons, which do not differ in any respect from tlie

deserters. Some one has assured me that a lingdove has
done the same thing, but the fact ajjpears to me very

doubtful, because this wild bu'd constantly refuses to couple

even wiili tin- stn( Ic dove, besides, its specific differences are
incniit.--i;ililc III it^ size, fonn, colour, nnd manners.

Sonii- variiiir^, tlien, of the dove-cot and the dovehouse
descend from the wood-pigeon. But how to explain the
enonnous dift'erence which exists, for example, between the

Tm'key-cock Pigeon and tlie Warted Pigeon (BagadaisJ,

—

how to persuade oneself that these two birds, so unlike in

their form, their size, and all their characteristics, descend
from the same stock, the wood-pigeon, whicli they both

differ from almost as raufli as tiny ili fimu .arh nllicrV—
this is a much more difticiili iiu'-ii.iii to iv (-1 ..•, iiml one
that Buifou himself has posiii\rl\ loimailirti it. All. r liaving

advanced the opinion that we h.ave just transcribed, it would
appear we must feel this difficiUty still more, and retract it

;

lie says, in the Histor)- of the King-dove—" As this bird is

much larger than the wood-pigeon, and both are very like

the domestic pigeon, one might believe that the small i-aces

of om- dove-cot pigeons proceed from the stock-dove and the
lai'ger from the ring-dove, the more so as the ancients were
in the habit of rearing ling-doves, of fattening and multi-

plying them; it may be, then, that our large dovecot
pigeons, and particularly the large rough footed, came ori-

ginally from the ring-dove ; the only thing which would
appear to contradict this idea is, that oiu- small domestic
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pigeons produce with tlie large ones, wliereas it does not

appear that tli i-iir^-dove produces witli the stocli-dove,

since bcitli fir-|iiriii tlie same places without mixing toge-

ther. Th.' tuilli line, whicli grows t'ainiUar still more
readily tliau tin; rius^-dove, and which can easily be brought

up and fed in the house, might have an equal title to be

regarded as the stem of some of om- races of domestic

pigeons, if it was not, as well as the ring-dove, of a particular

species, and wliicli never mi.xes with the wild pigeon ; but

we may suppose that animals which do not mix in their

natural state, because every male finds a female of his own
species, might mix in a state of captivity if deprived of their

own female and only a strange one was offered to them.

Tlie wood -pigeon, the ring-dove, and the turtle-dove never

mix in the woods, because there each one finds the female

the most suitable to him, that is to say, one of his own
species ; but it is possible that, being deprived of theii-

liberty and their female, they might nnite with the one

presented them, and as these three species are very near

akin, the individuals which would resiTlt from their mi.xing

might be found fruitful, and consequently produce lastmg
races or varieties."

Further on, in the Natm-al History of the Turtle-Dove, he
speaks with less hesitation :

—" The different varieties ( of

turtle-doves) are easily united together; they may even be

paired with the pigeon, and made t-o produce mongrels or

mules, and thus form new races or new individual varieties.

' I have seen, a credible witness writes me word, in Bugey,

at a Carthusian friar's, a bird born from the mixing of a

pigeon and turtle-dove ; it was the colour of the French
tm'tle-dove, and retained more of the turtle-dove than the

pigeon ; it was restless, and disturbed the peace of the dove-

cot. The father pigeon was of a very small species, perfectly

white, with black wings.' This observation, which has not

been followed so far as to learn if the mongrel proceetling

from the pigeon and turtle-dove was fruitful, or whether it

was a barren mule, proves at least the very great proximity

of these two species. It is, then, very possible, as we have
already insinuated, that the wood-pigeon, ring-dove, and
turtle-dove, whose species appeai-s to maintain itself sepa-

rately and nnmixed in the natural state, may nevertheless

often be united when domesticated, and that the greater

part of the races of om* domestic pigeons may be the issue

of their mixing, some of which are the size of the ring-dove,

and others, hy their smallness and figure. Sec, resemble the

turtle-dove, and several of them, in short, belong to the

wooil-pigeon, or participate in all three."

Those naturalists who, vrithout a deep examination, have
adopted the opinion that all domestic piigeons descend from
the wood-pigeon, are not backward in quoting Buffon to

prove this ; and yet we have just seen that this great man
has not dared himself to decide this question in a positive

manner. Some authors, and Brisson among others, have
thought that the Roman pigeon was a primitive species

;

and that all our races come from that and the wood-pigeon,
with its three varieties. I should not only agree with this

opinion, but even give a greater extension to the idea
;

for I think that many varieties have been produced by
blending the ring-dove, tm'tle-dove, wood-jiigeon, and other
strange species, but belonging, nevertheless, to the ancient

Continents. As a proof of this, some wild pigeons are found
in Asia and Africa, which have a great analogy of form with the,

the vaiieties that we possess. 1st. The pigeon from Barbary
or Crete, described by ffillughby and Aldi'ovandns, is foiuid in

the two countries of which it beai's the name, both in a domes -

tic and wild state. According to ancient authors, it has a very

short beak, like our Polish pigeon, and the eyes are sm-ronnded
by a large band of naked skin. 2nd. The Guinea pigeon of

Brisson, or the triangular spotted pigeon of Edwards, is

about the size of the Roman pigeon, and consequently one
of the largest ; it has roimd the eyes a naked skin of a bright
ivd, oi-ari'.;v cnloured iris, the beak blackish, with the mem-
liiaiM- wbiili Clivers it ash-coloured. 3rd. The NoiTvegian
pi;-i Ii'iiii Schwenckfeld, is tufted, rough footed, as white
a-, .lion, iiuj larger than any of our pigeons. 4th. The
pigeon of the Indies of Brisson, or Edwards' brown pigeon,
has the habit of frequently moving the tail Uke the wagtail,

which would make it resemble oiu- shaker pigeon ; further-

more, it is the same size, not being larger than a turtle-dove.

0th. According to Geinelli Can-eri, pigeons are found among

the PhUlippine or Manilla islands which raise and display

then' tail like the peacock, ifcc.

It may be seen by this connection, and I might carry

it much further, that by blending these species with them
and the wood-jiigeon, one might produce, in a very short

time, all the most singular races, with the exception of the

Tacobine and Turbit pigeons ; but these last even have,

doubtless, then type also, which, perhaps, will one day be
discovered.

I know that this will be objected to, as I have before said

that the mongrels proceeding from two different species are

unfruitful ; but I should reply, that nothing will oblige me to

look upon the individuals I have just named as cUstinct spe-

cies. Why should we not admit primitive races in animals,

as we are obliged to do iu man, according to the reasoning
of enlightened anatomists ? If there are pure races of wliite

and black men, producing by the mixture fruitful Creoles, I

do not see why the white Norwegian pigeon, tufted, and
rough-footed, should produce barren individuals with our
wood-pigeon, which has none of its characters.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DOTE-COT PIGEONS.
FOURTH RACE.

(Conliinied from page 24.5.)

Tasiboue Pigeons : Cohimha tympanlsaiis.—This race ap-

pears to be one of the most pure—since if once lost thei"e

is no means of reviving it, let us take what care we may in

the crossing. These birds may be known hy their extremely
feathered feet, the crown on their head, and still better by
their singular voice.

14. Tambour Pigeon: Cohimha fi/mpauisans i/Ioki/Ioh.—
This bird is very remarkable for its cooing, which when
heai-d at a certain distance resembles exactly the noise of a

drum, from which it derives its first name ; the second is in

consequence of its continually making these two sounds,
" glou-glou." The iris is of a pearl white, and the eyelid

red—but it has no filament round the eyes ; the head is

covered ivitli scales ; it has a crown of feathers across the

forehead above the beak, resembling very closely the tuft of

a canary ; it is very rough-footed and breeched, that is to

say, having long feathers on the thighs, which sometimes
exceed two inches ; it is thickly feathered on the feet, and is

heavy of fiight. There are some white ones existing, but

generally they are shaded black and white.

This vai'iety is recommendable for its great fecundity. The
" glou-glou " lays every month, and only waits until its young
are able to feed themselves to sit again : we may reckon on
eight or nine broods a yeai'. However, these delicate birds

require some attention to succeed peifectly. In wet climates

and neglected dove-cots the long feathers on its thighs,

being wet and chrty, stick to the eggs while sitting, and,

consequently, on quitting the nest it drags them out and
breaks them ; or the filth that the bird cames into the nest

accumulates on the eggs, forming such a thick hard crust

over the shell tliat the young ones cannot break it to hatch,

if even it has not hurt the incubation. The moulting of
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this bird is also more iiiiiiiful nnd dangerous than in the

other vai'ieties. For all these reasons this valuable and sin-

ftular race was entirely lost in France during; several years,

until M. Corbie sent for a jjreat nnraber from Germany. If

we cross these birds with another species, even with that

which appears to resemble them vei-y closely, their young
ones lose for ever their peculiar voice and tuft.

15. Dkesdkn T.\MBoru PloKON : Coliimha tiimpanisnns

Dresila.—M. Corbie, having heard that there were some
varieties of the "glou-glou" in Saxony unknown in France,

sent for some immediately. Seven of them have appeai'ed

sufficiently interestins to be described.

The " glou-glou " from Dresden differs from the preceding

in its plumage, which is entirely red. with the exception of

the back and sliouldei-s, these being piuc white. The young
ones have an entire red plumage—no part becoming white

until the first moulting. The iris of this bird is yellow.

1 li. Ykt.low T.^MBOiu Plc.FON : Columha h/mpanisans liitca.—
resembling the last, bnt with a yellow phnnage.

] 7. IJi.rr. T.KMBofu Pigeon ; Colnmbuti/nipaiiisauscteruhn.

This one has the head and the beam feathers of the wing

and tail white—the rest blue.

IS. White Tambov u Pn-.rON": Colmnha ti/mpdnixiins ran-

ilida.—Tn eveiy respect lilie the preceding, but all wliite.

10. liL.^CK T.AMBOrp, PtiiKON : Columlm It/nipfiiihuns nifjra.

Plumage entirely black : wings striped with white.

90, Grf.v-he.vded T.vjrBOiT. Pioeon : Cahnnba tynipnnisans

cometa.—Entirely black, but with a grey head.

21. Oraxge-steited T.^mbovk Pigeox: Columha ii/mpani-

sans lincata-aiiren.—\\ings, tail, and head white—the rest

blue ; the wings stiiped with orange colour.

(7*t> 6c continued,)

GARDEN W.AiKS.

Of the many attractions our gardens contain, certainly

not the least is good wallis ; and a few words in the way of

making such may not be out of place, especially as it is a

matter everybody takes an interest in ; and, before entering

on the subject of making new ones, let us take a glance at

the various materials used for the purpose. In the first

place, we suppose we must put gravel, which, by-the-bye, in-

cludes a wide range of material : next come ashes, be they

from the kitchen, the iron-fonndiT, or the chemical works,

all differing in their character : then we have cuttings—

a

sort of stone crushed as small as acorns in the lead-mining

operations, and, probably, a similar material may exist where
copper or tin is worked ; then we have brick-dust, or the

refuse of a potterj- of unglazed ware ; then there is sand of

v.arious kinds; a kind of cockle-sheU found on some parts of

the coast makes also a pretty and useful walk ; in some
places a sort of a.sphalte or concrete is also used. Other
substances are also occa-sionally used as make-shifts, as tan,

stonemasons' cliippings, small coals, etc., ic. ; but by far the

most of walks are made of gravel, and to them I now
addi'ess myself.

Nijt long ago, a great authority in such matters insisted

that walks, in order to be dry in wet weather, ought to be
above the level of the surroimding ground ; that such a plan

would seciu'e their di-vTiess is unquestionably tme. but that

it would mar their appearance in an ornamental point of

Aiew is equally apparent, as it would be impossible to cleaiiy

define the edging, which would consequently be .lagged,

while its ridge-Uke look, seen where it would have been better

to conceal a walk altogether, form insuperable objections

to that plan coming into general use. We shall, therefore,

content om'selves with remarks relating to walks whose edges

are slightly below the turf or border edging which defines

them ; and, before commencing operations, let us examine
the nature of the grotind we have to travei-se, and other
matters.

It cannot have escaped the observation of our gaa-dening

friends how clean and dry the public roads are, even in very-

wet weather, in those districts termed sandy or gravelly.

Even when an inferior stone is used for those roads they
still are tolerably clean, compared with those in strong loamy
or clayey parts, where very likely more stone is used. In the

first case, most of the rain that falls is quickly carried away
by the porous nature of the ground, while the adhesive cha-

racter of the latter has a contraiy tendency tn retain it. It

is evident, therefore, when a garden walk has to bo made
through such a bed of retentive matter, means must l).> used
to abstract as nnich of the moisture that falls on the walk
as possible ; and, having had a good deal of experieiu-e in
forming walks under such circumstances, I beg to lay before
your readers the plan I have adopted, with tolerably good
success,

\Vhen a new walk is to be made in such a retentive place,
let the earth be taken out to the depth of—say seven or
eight inches at the side, and jierhaps a foot in the middle,
which will have a sort of fuiTow appeai'ance—both sides
drooping to it; and along the middle, deepening such furrow,
lay a course of drain-tUos, cai-efuUy covering them up (and
the whole walk over) with rough stones or brick-bats ; both
of wiiich are b(!tter if they have been used in a building and
old mortal- adiiering to them ; worms are not then so likely

to work up through, while tlie rain in falling is quickly carried
away by the drain, wliich, of course, must be made to empty
itself into sonu^ handy place not far off. 'When ivnll;s are very
wide, as 14 feet and upwards, two such drnins innv \f pnl.by
cutting the gi-nnnd into a sort of ridge-and i^nli. i -\ ,trm. I

have made an m-ea, ISO feet each way, ptrleitlj dry 1p;, put-
ting a series of such drains in, cutting the ground into the
required ridge-and-gutter Shape, in order that the rain in

falling may, after passing through the gravel and rough
stones, at last come to an inclined plane, at the bottom of
n-hich is the drain waiting tn receive it. That something of
that sort is necessai-j- I have the most practical proof of;

and if any nf your readers have a largo area of gravel at

their front donr they want to lay diy, I can assure them they
may accomplish their object by doing as I have advised. And
there are many places in which such an area is at the bottom
of a hill, or where the alterations may have removed all

porous earth or other matter,—I have no hesitation of
saying, that unless supplied with drains to cai-ry aw.ay the
water that falls, no amount of stones put in -nill compensate
for the absence of these; as, if the day he of that retentive

character I have had to deal with, water might remain in it a
month before it found its way through, unless carried away
by evaporation.

We will presume the grnnnd-work intersected by drains,

as above, and the proper tliickness—say three or four inches
of stone or brick-bats laid on ; it will be now necessaiy to lay

on something else before putting on the gravel ; refuse

cinders, or what are called " clinkers," ai-e good, being ob-

noxious to woi-ms, and very porous ; coarse gravel that may
be unfit for the top will also do, or anything that will keep
the top material from finding its w-ay down thrnngh, will do
likewise, provided it be open enough to allow- the water to

percolate freely through it. Next, of course, is the top coat-

ing of gravel, or w hatever you finish off with ; it is needless,

however, dwelling on details which every one knows, but my
pui-pnse is, to explain the system by w-hich the foundation of

walks will be found to answer the purpose of quickly dis-

persing the water which falls on the strata above.

I am aware, that many good useful walks have been
formed by merely covering tlie ground some two or three

inches with good gravel, and in light, open, sandy, or gra-

velly soils that is really all that is wanted ; in such places

the groimd itself forms a natural drain, by which the super-

fluous water is conveyed away, and the only evil in that case

is the liability that worms may find their w-ay through it, but
they ai-e less plentiful in a sandy than on a moist soil ; but
such a course will hardly do on a bed of blue clay or tena-

cious loam ; here something more must be done.

Of the qualities of gravel it is almost needless to speak,

because few have the means of choosing, but I may observe

that the gravel wiiich binds the finnest in Ary weather clings

most to the feet in wet, while that which is liable to get loose

in di-y weather is firmest and pleasantest in wet ; the one
consists of a variety of small stones, imbedded in a loamy
substance, -R-hicli cakes as hard as a sun burnt brick ; the
other is more sandy in texture, and, consequently, gets loose

in diT weather. It may be proper to add, that wiiere the
!'-.;:....; ^;',.-,ii prevails it is adrisable to sift a portion of the

vei-)' fine matter out, so that a gi-eater abundance of stones

may exist; by so doing you get rid of that miry substance

which hangs so tenaciously to the feet in wet w-eather, the

ample provision of small stones forming a sort of pavement
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in minial,m-e, on wliidi the solo of the shoe rests, the dirt

being still lower, except after frost, the expansive nature of

ivhich elevating the portions containing water above the

stone work, causes that disagreeably dirty feeling that many
walks have at that time ; the effect after rain is the reverse,

this solidifies the wall;. Wliere it is possible to have a

mixture of loose, open gravel with that of a more adhesive

kind, the union will he better than either alone, and some
gravels consist naturally of such a mixture ; hut where loose

gravel alone has to be used, let the top of the walk consist

of very fine matter only—nothing larger than a boy's mai'ble,

as loose iiebbly stones are verj- unpleasant to walk amongst
in summer, and rolling in such cases does very little good.

The above remai'ks hold good when other substances than
gravel are used ; and certainly other things may be used to

advantage. As good and, I think, as pretty walks as ever I

saw were made of ashes from an iron nranufactory ; they

were of a bright bronze coloiu-, and the least infected \vith

weeds, worms, or moss of any I know of. Blue stone chip-

pings also make a good firm walk ; only when any pai-t gets

loose it sets badly again. Sand, of com'se, gets loose in dry

weatlier, unless in moist places, where it does very well,

lint by far the best substitute for good gravel is that kind of

empty and /in(/-decayed cockle-shell found on the shores, in

places, at the nioutli of the Thames ; for walks much used
in wet weatlier this is even preferable to the best gravel,

while its dazzling whiteness forms a pleasing contrast with

the turf througli which we presume it to pass ; but it must
be laid on very thin, and on a bed of something firm and
level, as it never binds firmly ; it is better to have but little

on ; every shower of rain washes it and gives it a silveiy

appearance, which on the whole is too glaring in bright sun-

shine ; while the fact of it being in the best order even when
rain is falling is a point in its favour ; and where good gravel

is not to be had, I advise those to whom water conveyance

may lie available to inquire after shells. I feel assured they

will like them. It is needless to say they soon grind down
into pieces not much lai'ger than coarse saw-dust, but still

retain the same silveiy hue, which, however dirtied by long

wear, is, in a great measm'e, restored again by the first rain

that falls.

Ha\ing extended this paper to a greater length than I

intended, I will reserve the observations on walks on hilly

places until another opportunity ; but, in the meantime,
pmliaps some other correspondent will favour us with his

view s on that pi)int, as I must confess I have been far from
sui'cessl'ul in previ^iiling those evils which generally attend

heavy rains. If some one else would kindly report a ciu'e

for such a state of things, there is none would be more grate-

fid than I would be. B. N. Y.

EXTRACTS PEOM COREESPONDENCE.
EEDDiua-ouT Plants.—In looking over the plan given hy

yoiu' correspondent, S. N. V., it appeal's to me that he could

have improved tie' air;iimi:'iiiriil (.!' tie' rulnnrs there shown,
by introducing smar plaiii-, raiiaMc ••[' I'Miiiung a better con-

trast tluin Lobeha aial 1 lilinUoii.-, m I 'ui.lirii, strigulosa and
Silver-edged Lierannnn ; the two former being blue and
dai'k lilac, and the latter orange and scai'let—colours that

always fail in setting off each other.—R. L.

Excess or Deones.—A stock of bees, a last year's early

swarm, were put in theii- winter quarters, a dai-k cold room,
with several other boxes and hives, and all wore taken out

about the end of Febniai"}' and placed in thrir suiniiier ^itna

tion. They at first appeai'ed as busy uml lir,ilth\ as ilh>

others, but after some time I found tln-y caninl in laii bale
faiina, which continued to bo the case, whilst the other

stocks were increasing rapidly in numbers and store. This
stock appeared to decrease in both, which would have con-

vinced me that they had lost theii' queen, had I not obseiwed
some drones amongst them. At this time, the second week
in .June, I had a hive from which I expected a second swn,rm
if I ihd not give them room, so I detennined to let them
swarm and attempt to unite them witli the unprosperous
stock, and the following was the result :—The swarm came
out the next day, which I hived. lu the evening I fumi-
gated the unprosperous stock, and in a few minutes found
their queen, which I kiUed; she appeared sm.all. Tlie whole

number of bees were not above two or three quarts, and
amongst them were many di'ones. As the bees did not
revive quickly, I had time to examine tlie combs. I found
brood of every stage, but to my sui-piise all that were forward
enough for me to judge of were (b'ones, and all were in the
worldn;/ hens' cells. Each cell that contained brood forward
enough to require it, was elongated, to accommodate the
yoimg drone. I cut out most of this brood, and now the bees
being sufficiently revived, I sprinkled them with a little

honey and water, and replaced them aauongst the remaining
combs. Cariying them to the spot where I had tire second
swamr hived, I turned upside-down an empty box the exact
size of the one fumigated, then placing the new swarm over
it, with two or three blows beat out all the swarm hito it. 1

now placed the fumigated box over them, and let them all

remain mitd i o'clock next morning, when, to my satisfac-

tion, I found all united in the fumigated box and tolerably

quiet. I had now only to place the box in its original place,

and they are prospering as well as any stock I have. ]

always keep a hive or two for swai'ms ; hut I work my bees
on a plan much lilie Mr. Nutts, but on a cheaper and, I
think, more simple method with every success. I use side

boxes, but the only communication between them is a pas-

s.age cut in common floor boards ; and I have them now fast

filling the side boxes, as well as glasses. I think this plan
more easily managed than the storifying system, which, by
the way, I cannot condemn ; for on the storifying plan I took

last year from one stock a box of (i-t H), and from another a
bo.x of as ll3, and all Avere pure virgin comb, well ventilated,

and free from brood or bee bread.—J. W. W.
Bi..iCK BEEirjis.—I have found my small plants just set

out much eaten, and put heai)s of bran covered with cabbage
leaves, supposing it to be snails, and each morning find

several black beetles in each heap of bran. This may be
useful to some of your readers.—A Const.^nt Eeadek.
White Fouoet-me-xot, &c.—Om' obliging correspondent

has had much pleasure in forwarding plants of the " White
Forget-me-not " to the different applicants for it. She has
already put up two and twenty little boxes of plants, and
written with each to the effect, that if they do not thrive she

AvUl, upon appUcation in the autumn, send seeds. The dry

weather is against such delicate plants being removed.
Some few of the recipients have written, and liandsomely
aclcnowledged the arrival of the plants. It is not at this

place (Ledbui-y), but at Malvem, that the "Forget-me-not"
so flourishes. It delights in rock work, or a gravelly soil,

where it sows itself. As our correspondent is only now
there occasionally, she cannot promise any more plants ; hut

all who have hitherto applied shall have some. In the May
number of The Cottage Gakdenek an application, under
the initials " A. E. D.," is made for seed of the Myosotis

alba, or " White Forget-me-not." If the address is sent to

the Editor, and forwarded, a few seeds shall be sent. The
pkant will thrive in most situations, she believes ; but it

must he treated as an annual. The Weiyela rnsra, jjlanted

out in the open border about three years since, in a shel-

tered situation, has grown into a fine bush, and flowered

nicely this year. As soon as frosts appeal' in the autumn
the plant is entirely covered over with diy fern. Thus
treated it flourishes well. It is so beautiful, tliat others may
be tempted by this account to cultivate it. The Flumbaijo

Larjioilie, respecting which there is so much difference of

opinion, has succeeded at this place (Ledbury) in the open

borders ; and though unprotected through the last severe

winter, luis stood well—dying to the ground, and shooting

u|i in llir spring. As an ornament to the greenhouse or

. oiisrr\ iImiv through the autumn it is well adapted. The
Jiiriiii:iir jfi/jiiiiica, and A. vitee/nlia, form a handsome group

in a flower-bed, and spread themselves so thickly as to

become almost like a weed. The hybrids, too, produced by
the two varieties, and self-sown, iu-e very pretty.—M. D. 1). H.
Preserving Wai,t.-Fi!Uit from Wasps.—As there are

many wasps this year, I send you a good receipt for pre-

sei-ving wall-fruit from them in the autumn, which we have
tried with great success. Boil large caiTots in water well

sweetened with coarse broOTi sugar (quite a synip). Hang
these eaiTots on the fruit-trees, and the wasps preferring

them, will eat the caiTots quite away, and fall down in
j

numbers quite tipsy under the trees, when tliey can be kdlcd 1

or btuied.—W. A. E. I
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AylesiU'PA- Di^rKs : Vkach-i.eaf Rmstf-rinc : pAiXTiNt;

Wau.s.—Tlie person iVoin whom my AyU^sbnrv tluclis were
procured, is Kicliard ^Vrttkins, HaUtUnliiim Luwc, near
Tlianio. The cause you tvssign for uuproUurlivenoss in

(luck's esjTj?.^ couhl not well apply to my case, ns my stock

was one tlralve and three durks ; no excess of polygamy it

must be allowed. 1 liave long tliought of wnting to you
respecting tliat worst of all liabilities of peaeh-trces—the

blister. The simple innnediate cause T believe to be a
sudden alternation o( lieat and cold ; the one forcing an
abundmice of sap into the leaves, and the other expanding
it before it luus time to return hy its natural channels. The
effect is, that it hm-sts its tilmy integument, as frozen water
biu^ts a glass bottle. The remedy you presciibe, although
successful with your trees (some otlier agency behig, per-

liaps, simultaneously at work) is not always efi'ectual.

Doubtless. Innuidify of soil, or any other stimulant to early

and excessive ruot action, may help to produce the evil, by
encouraging premature and crude vegetation—by, in short,

liastening the formation of leaves at a season of sudden
Wcissitudes of temperature. My soil is natmally a dry
lumgn* sand ; so diy, indeed, that I have been obliged to

improve its staple by day. This was laid on in lH4s, tuid dug
in after being tlioroughly i)ulverized by the winter frosts.

It still errs on the side of drought; the sub soil is a pure
sand, with no water within 10 feet of the surface. Added to

this, the siulace where tlie peaches ai-e is liS inches higher
than that outside the wall. From what has occuiTed with
me, I am led to think that the disease may be caused quite

as much by a feeble as an excessive root action ; I mean as

a subordinate cause. My strongest trees have escaped alto-

gether; three, which have been severely attacked, are the
worst-rooted of the whole. I do not think any preventive is

to be relied on but protectmg the ti'ees. What coiToborates

the \\e\v adopted by myself, 1 beheve, in common with many
others is, that idl the eases I have had have occmred on a
south wall. I am trying an expei-unent ^vith the ^^ew of

ripening the Ulack Hamburgh grape on the open wall. It

is painting the wall with Carson's auticoiTOsive paint ; co-

loiu', in\isible gi-een. The difference of heat between the
painted and unpainted pai-t, when the sun shines, is gi-eatcr

than 0]ie woiild tliinl: possible. And altliough it is said that
darkening a wall's sm-face causes it to lose an equivalent by
its more rapid cooling, I am disposed (antecedently, how-
ever, to any experimental test), to suspect this to be mere
theoiy, based perhai)s on a sound hj-pothesis, but of no
practical effect. Indeed, a bold groimd may be adopted by
stating that, if the wall be ready cooler at night (and I be-

lieve it will gain fai* more in the day, in any case, than it

will lose by night), it may be a positive advantage, Mr.
Beaton justly adverted lately upon a similar subject—to tlie

cold mornings of the tropical latitudes. This seems natm-e's

provision intended to refi-esh and inrigorate vegetation.

But tlie difference by night would not, I think, be woilh
speaking of. Then, again, look to the watei-proof proper-
ties of the paint ; the wall is always diy, and, after any
araoimt of rain, is ready to receive the sim's rays. I am

j

persuaded that much solai- heat is wasted by the porous
I bricks imbibing it. The macintoshed surface repels and
I

reflects it.

—

Eev. Rodt. Btackburn.
I'uESEii\TXG Eggs.—Dip fresh eggs in boiling water, and

keep them in it while you count twenty. They will keep
well for a long time.

CooPs FOP. Fo^vT.s.—The best I find is an old crate, which
may be bought for Is 6d. ^"lien I \rish to feed the young
chickens on ground oats, Jtc, I place the food in a crate, and

I

the young ones get at it, while the old ones cannot.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Clianthus Pi-xicEUS CLeg-eo/ium).—The minute white spots on thp

leaves are caused by the Red-spider. Sponge them all over with tepid
water, and keep the plant in a moister air. The sticky exudation on Gf-
raniitm leaves is caused hy over-luxuriance. You kept them too well,

both as to food and warmth. Vou had better grow from cuttings. The
refuse of your kitchen-garden boiled and mixed with a little bran, and
your butter-milk, ought to keep your chkhens in good condition. Even
the boiled tops of stinging nettles are nutritive.

Goats [Busy-body).—We shall be very much obliged by the results ol

your experience. Your Aquarium is under consideration.

Bees: Prevrntinc Swarming {M. J. T.).—A month since you pur-
chased a strong hive of bees, and, ns they indicated swarming, you put
on a cap, and supplied a side hive to them,—yet they have swarmed.
Now, ** a month hince" was a very improper time for removing bees,

except a swiirni newly hiveil, and it was ([uite enough to deriingc them
altopethiT : but, remember, that a " side hive '* has never in a single

insturiec b<Tn recommended by Mr. Payne. The room you gave was not
the /ci/iil cUV-ctuiil for preventing swarming. It should have been K>ven

by placing a anuiU hive between the one already partially tilled and the

stock-hive.

Payne's Hives (A Farmfr).—The hole at the top of Payne's hive

need not be of any exact size, so that it be more than tliree inches in

diameter, and not vxceeding four inches. The hole in the adapters should
always be four inches in diameter.

Plate Glass {M. It. J.).—The plants would be hotter if they were a

foot from the window, as the rays of heat and light would thus be more
diffused. As you object to a thin muslin screen, and do not seem to

approve of setting the plants outside, a moveable table, so that you eouid
place them even further from the window on a bright day, would be
desirable. See what was said of the contrivances of " Mrs. Think-in-
Timc," in reference to window-plants, in last volume.

Geranium Growing (S. /?. i-'.).—You arc quite right so far. Your
mixing super-phosphate with the soil, and, at once, after potting, water-

ing with soot and guano-water, were your great errors. You are mainly
right in your proposed mode of tn-atment, fmlif do not cut the plants

do\vn at once, but let them stand and get dryish; and give them little

water until they have broken, then shift into light soil as you propose in

September, and again into good compost early in February ; but do not
water for three weeks afterwards with manure-water. Give them nothing
but the purest water you can get, until the pots are getting filled witli

roots, then give manure-water occasionally, but very sparingly, until the

buds show for bloom.

GREENnousE Bdilding (G. p. //.).—For a house 12 feet long, by
nine feet wide, your back wall, in order to give a moderate fall to the

glass and prevent drip, should be five feet higher than the front one.

Tiie front may consist of glass, upon a low wall of brick ; or may consist

of half brick and half glass. It would be convenient if the front alto-

gether was from six to seven feet at least, to permit walking space. But
this will require to be regulated by the height you can raise at the back,

as when against a dwelling-house these things must be considered. Vou
might, it is true, make a hipped roof, having the highest point in the

middle, but it would be much more expensive in such eircumstancea,

owing to the necessary gutters, S:c. We do not like the idea of heating

by any sort of stove fixed in the house, as has been repeatedly stated ; a

small flue would be much preferable, as the leaves of plants sooner tell a
tale than even the lungs of animals. Hot-water would be the best ; you
say you cannot afford it. Many simple methods have been recommended,
but the difficulty is, to get the proper materials reamnnljle. We have
mentioned the subject to several hot-water men and foundry-folks, and
hope soon to be able to get something to suit such places as yours.

Allowing ^\ for the boiler, and j£l 4s for piping, the cxi)enses ought
not to rise into a frightful bill, as sometimes they do. Would
some London friend look at the boilers of Eley and Co., City-road,

near the toll-gate, and report progress ; as to fitness and price, their

being so easily fixed is a recommendation. We think you had better

acquaint the district surveyor, for some people are so Jaundiced, that they
would designate a nuisance what other i)ure-minded folks would term an
improvement.

Cactus (.4 Loiter of Flowers from C/iildfiood^..—Your specimen we
suppose to be one of the varieties of ArUermannii. We are sorry that

you have been so disappointed. Vou were quite wrong in potting it

when it was showing its buds ; unless great care^was used, it was almost
certain to make the buds drop, All you can do now is to keep it full in

the sun inside the glass, and keep it growing for a month, by sponging its

stems, and watering its roots, and then set it against a south wall, or let it

remain where it is, withholding water. Nevermind if the young shoots do
not grow much if well roasted in the sun, and kept dry in the winter as

you used to do. The old shoots will again bloom, but, nevertheless, en-
courage some young shoots.

Fkcit-tree Uorder [Northampton).—Leave only five feet of border
properly constituted, and thoroughly drained, and so make the sub-
stratum of the under portion of the walk so that the roots of the trees may
penetrate and enjoy it. We would sooner submit to a border four feet

wide without cropping, than twelve feet with it. On your wall l60 feet

long, you may plant eleven trees as follows :

—

three Apricots, viz.—two
Moorpark, one Shipley's; two Peaches—one Royal George, one Inte or
Walburton Admirable ; two Necturini-s—one Elrunge, one late New-
ington ; one Cherry—Elton ; two Pears—one Neilis, one Glout Mor-
ceaux ; one Plum—Greengage.

Grapes for Greenhouse (IV.).—Supposing eight rafters, say

the following grapes, viz. :—six Black Hamburgh ; one Uoyal Bfus-

eadine ; one Dutch Sweet Water. Train to the rafters on the spurring

system. WTiy had you not taken advice before building your house ?

We do not like your flue. You will be plagued by dry heat over its sur-

face, and flue cleaning will be difficult. We would have had hot water

pipes in a chamber ; the pipes in a cemented trench filled with water at

pleasure. Cannot you throw a chamber over your flue, covered with

slates or slabs ?
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Dividing a Forcing-house (A. T//ro).—If you will have two small
houses (for this is the effect of a partition), let us advise you to place
the boiler between the two, and to carry a greater amount of piping into

one of them. Thus you will have a little stove and a little greenhouse.
These tiny structures, however, require much discretion in heating. In
your stove place pipes in a covered chamber, aa a source of bottom-heat
in a cemented trench, to carry water at pleasure ; the pipes, or a
portion of them in contact with the bottom. On the sides of the chamber
place a slide or two to permit the chamber to give place to the atmosphere
occasionally ; over the chamber, of course, soil for j'our cucumbers, Bcc,
or sand for striking cuttings. V'ou will, however, need a pipe outside the
chamber to warm the atmosphere. \Vc care nothing for perforated zinc

plates, only let plenty of ventilation be provided by a moderate ingress of
fresh air at front, and a wiry fire-escape at back. Iron boilers are com-
monly used.

Circulation of Warm Air (Tyro).—This is desirable, and to a
greater or lesser extent takes place in every hothouse, as you may easily

prove by suspending any light material at different distances from the
roof. You will find descriptions how still further to efiect it, in the

writings of the advocates of poor Polmaise. A house raised in the centre
with drainage or flues below, using both at back and front, and open, may
accelerate this object. The most important of all is where the fresh air

is heated and moistened before it circulates, and thus you can manage by
having a drain in front of your house communicating with the external
atmosphere, and then with the interior by means of slides opening under
or by the side of the heating medium. We are not acquainted with Arnott's
ventilators for the back wall of a greenhouse ; any system will do that
will pliice enough under your command. The circulation of air beneath
the roots of vines, as recommended by Ulr. Errington, is desirable. A
cheap mode would be to have the bottom of the border covered with
rubble, cross drains deeper, terminating in a longitudinal drain deeper
stiK, with gratings over the front drain opposite every cross one, and
similar gratings over the cross ones next the house.

Verbenas {Minnie). —You say your Verbenas were mismanaged,
and had hardly grown anything for the first sis weeks after planting,
although you supplied them with liquid-manure. We have, over and
over again, pointed out the fallacy of the prevailing opinion that liquid-

manure will bring sickly plants to vigour. In most cases, and very likely

in yours, it acted just the other way. Soft pond, or rain water is quite
strong enough for sickly or mismanaged plants. Let plants get into a
free healthy state first, then, /int not till then, apply stimulating food.

Your Verben:\s are by this time in free growth, if so, give them liquid-

manure now and they will soon make up for lost time ; also stir the soil

amongst them, and damp their leaves in the evening with a rose watering-
pot. See also what has been said about planting temporary things
amongst Verbenas and other plants when first turned out.

Moving Yellow-edged Holly (TT'(7^d/).—You ask wAen and how
you may move a yellow-edged, variegated holly. We suppose just now
your holly is growing freely, making its 12-inch annual growth. Though
we should not fear removing it even now with perfect safety, yet we
would ad%isc you to let it remain where it is a month longer, that is, to

about the third week in August. This is our answer as to the when ; the
how requires a little more consideration. As the plant does not spread it

may be the more easily moved. With a small cord tie up the lower branches,
then mark a circle two feet from the bole of the tree, and another circle

two feet beyond the first ; the space between the two circles must have
all the soil dug out of it—do not be afraid of going deep down ; whilst
this is going on let another labourer be digging a hole larger than the
ball of the tree will require, making it rather deeper ; fill in some of the
best soil, chopped fine, and mix it with water till it forms a puddle of the
consistence of thick paint. The men who are digging round the tree
must gradually undermine the ball below the roots till it stands quite
loose ; then wrap some garden mats round, and tie the ball firmly toge-
ther with a strong rope; then wrap the stem round as near the soil as
possible with some old carpet or sacking; tie to the stem at that part
a stout pole eight or nine feet long ; then lower the tree gently do\vn, and
let as many men as are necessary to carry it take hold of the pole and
remove the tree to its place, letting it down gently into the hole amongst
the puddle, taking care that it is not below but rather above the general
level ; fill in good soil round the ball after the tree is set upright and the
mats, ties, &c., removed. Mis this soil with water till it is a puddle
like the bottom ; secure the tree with props to prevent the winds from
shaking it. Do all this rightly and we have no fear but your favourite
tree will grow and flourish as well as ever, especially if the surface is

covered with moss from the time of shifting it till next spring
; you may

secure the moss by stretching across it some rods, fastened down with
strong hooks. By this method we have removed hollies and various
other trees, as high even as 30 feet, with the greatest success.

Cultivation of Ginger {E. M. E.).—Green ginger may be easily
cultivated two ways, either in pots or in a deep pit. If in pots the plants
should be procured in February, or even now if you have a stove to keep
them in through winter ; take the plants, shake them out of the pots
when at rest in February, divide them, and pot each piece into a pot
6 inches across

; plunge them, as soon as the heat is temperate, in a bark
pit, or a frame heated with dung like a cucumber bed, the surface being
covered with tan deep enough for the pots. As soon as the plants come
up give a small supply of water, gradually increasing the quantity as the
plants advance in growth. By August they will be fit to take up and

preserve. If a large quantity is required a deep pit of two or three lights
will be necessary, the bottom to be filled with rich soil to the depth of a
foot ; plant the roots in this soil and line the pit with hot dung, renewing
it as the heat declines. The time for planting in the pit is February or
March. Water whilst growing, give air in hot weather, and in Septem-
ber you will have a large supply of fine ginger roots, equal to foreign.
Retarding German Asters {C. B.}.~Your German asters and

geraniums that have had their buds nipped off' with a view to flower
them in September, must now be left alone, or they will not flower bv the
time you want them (the first week in September). Asters will flower
well then because they are naturally autumn bloomers ; but geraniums
are diff'erent things,—we doubt ail the means you can use will not induce
much bloom in autumn to a spring and summer flowering plant. We
should be glad to know the result of your nipping off the buds ; should,
contrary to our expectations, buds be formed now, and be progressing to
bloom, some weik manure-water once a week will strengthen thera
greatly, and cause them to make finer flowers, besides stimulating them
to bloom by the required time. Do not repot them, as that would tttrow

them into growth instead of bloom.

Evergreen Oak (E. N. S.}.—\Ve are obliged by your complimentary
letter, and are happy to find The Cottage Gardener is prized by
"lady gardeners." With regard to the size of your evergreen oak, of
which the trunk is lOA foet in circumference, and the branches about 200
feet, we think it is larger than any one we have either seen or heard of,

and we are not surprised you should wish to clear away any obstructions

to the sight of it from your window. It is a great pity that the raised

bank, marked D, is so near the house. We are always warm advocates
for trees and large shrubs to stand at a respectable distance from a
dwelling house, for wbcrever trees are close to a house they render
it in some degree unhealthy ; unless, however, we knew all the cir-

cumstances, and saw the place, it is almost impossible to advise what
would be best to do. Our present impression is that the whole bank,
trees and all, not even sparing the two yews, ought to be moved to a
greater distance. Unless the yews are extraordinarily large they might
be moved with safety ; we have seen yews moved with stems thicker than
a man's body, and 30 feet high, with perfect success. This hank, &c.,
being moved at least 20 yards further north, you will have then a fine

view of your noble evergreen oak, and the space between it and the
window may be laid down with grass without any flower beds

;
grass is

kept in order with much less labour than beds of flowers. The boundary
between the pleasure-ground and kitchen-garden might be formed with
flowering and evergreen shrubs; a receding portion may be made into

rockwork, and a greenhouse of a Gothic form built in the centre with
good effect. For the method of forming artificial rock-work, see page
232 of the present volume. We must again repeat that it is nearly impos-
sible to give right ideas of laying out or altering grounds with the host
effect, without seeing the place.

Transferring Bees (Apis).—We abide by what we have said before
:

transferring stocks is bad practice. But autumnal unions—as recom-
mended in "Taylor's Bee-keeper's Manual," page 131. 4th edition—can-
not be too highly commended. Transferring a stock is generally under-
stood to be taking the bees from an old or ill-shaped hive, and putting
them into an empty one of a kind more suited to the taste of their owner,
depriving them at once of their store of honey and brood.

Bees (M. ^.).—The best history of this insect is in "The Honey-
bee; its Natural History, Physiology, and Management," by Edward
Bevan. MA). London : Vanvoorst, Paternoster-row. For gratuitous

distribution, as " Payne's Cottager's Guide " cannot be had, we recom-
mend "A Short and Simple Letter to Cottagers from a Bee-preserver."
London : printed for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Sold at their Depository, and by all booksellers, price 3d. To pre-

vent the stock and super-box from slipping apart in Taylor^s single bar-

hive, cut a rabbet one-eighth of an inch on the upper side of the crown
board of the stock box, to fit the inside of the super ; or the rabbet may
be formed by putting on with brads two pieces of the above tliickness.

For the other information you seek see Taylor's Bee-keeper's Manual,
pages 44, 47, and 12fi, 4th edition. You cannot transfer bees now with
the least chance of success. You will be much forwarder by hiving an
early swarm nest year into your box. Your best plan will be to get one
of Taylor's single box-hives from Messrs. Neighbour, or Mr. Baxter, as a

model.

Bees Swarming Late (W.A.E.).—" In your answer to me in vol. ii.,

page 169, you gave me very little hopes for my hive, so I determined to

run the risk of removing the eke from beneath it, which I did very

successfully last September, by smoking the bees with fungus, taking oif

the eke, and cutting through tlie combs with a wire. It was done in t«o
minutes ; and had not the labourer I employed been a little nervous, 1 do
not think a bee would have been killed. The hive was extremely popu-
lous, full of honey, and did well all winter ; carried in yellow balls in

February, and plenty of young bees at the end of March, so that I ex-

pected an early swarm. On the 30th of May and following week all the

cottagers round saw drones, and had swarms and casts ; but though my
hive had done apparently as well or liettcr than theirs all spring, not a

drone was to be seen ; and the bees beginning to be idle, I put the five

glasses on, on the gth of June, which they took to directly. On the 23rd

of June one drone was seen in the hive, and the following day several a]i-

peared; and an immense swarm flew off, so large that one of Mr. Golding'a

hives could hardly hold it. As there was old comb in the hive, I hope they

may do well, though so late. I put a large glass on the top of the hive,
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to give them room, but they htive not taken to it. When the brood

hatches, and they require more room, would it be better to jtitt an eke

under, instead of the gtaxs itt-er, being so Inte a &warm? I took the

glasses off the parent hive immediately, and found five pounds of honey

in. A fortnight after the swarm flew otT—ni., 8th of July—a cast of

good size eanie. This i hived in another of Neighbour's cottage hives,

and in tlic evening put it (after opening the holes at the top) under the

parent swarm, and they have united well." It appears that bees having

been stupiticd with fungus, &e., never do so well as those that have not

been treated iu that way. The " large glass " should not have been i)ut

on until 18 or 20 days afterwards, and not then unless room was abso-

lutely wanted. J'ut no i-ke under, and take the glass off if there is only

a few bees in it. I'niting bees in the wny you have do;ie, by placing them

in a hive under the one you wish to join them to, is very bad ; you risk

their being all killed. Join them in future as directed at page 104, vol. ii.,

of The Cottage Cabdenrr.
Taylor's Hive [Rj/de'.—MT, Taylor having given models of his hive

to M^srs. Neighbour and to Mr. Baxter, we do not feel at liberty to give

working drawings. You were right in raising the part of the floor-board

within the hive an eighth of an inch, to prevent the hive slipping aside.

There is no objection to the thermometer you have introduced. Your

elevation in the crown board as in the floor board is right. You will see

how to fix the cover of the super-box at page 4" of Mr. Taylor's book.

The lower edge of the super-box ought to rest on the bars. The roof

should not be solid. The openings under the cornice, convey air only

between Ihe super-box and the cover. The super-box is not to remain

on in winter. The roof shonld be merely placed upon the crown board

of the stock box. To remove the crown board of the stock box, take

out the screws, and then pass a very thin knife between the bars and the

crown board. For the feeder required, see Mr. Taylor's book, page 126.

Payne's Hives Q. Q.\— The drawing, No. 5, you sent, is «o/

Payne's Improved Cottage Hive. His costs Is 6d. but your No. 5 costs

338. We recommend your waiting till next year before you purchase

No. 7 ; it will, by that time, have undergone some very considerable

alteration. Ashed will render the use of pans or zinc covers unncccs-

gnry. The shed you mention bad only roof and sides, open back and

front; south aspect is certainly the best. Blr. Farwell, of Wolver-

hampton, has Payne's hives in use.

Bees {An Unfortunate i?w-A-ef/>er).— Your bees, without doubt,

swarmed on the asth. You had better not smear the box with honey.

Your hees having swarmed, you must not expect any honey from the

boxes or the glass. It is very likely that a second swarm will leave the

hive, which will now be comparatively useless to you.

Steele's Hand-Book of Field Botany.—The abbreviations we

arc told, for we have not a copy, are explained at page 4 of the work.

The asterisks, daggers, &c., we are also told, are chiefly to mark with

greater clearness the several sections.

Caterpillars and Ants {A Constant Subscriber, I\'et/ierton].—

Dust the caterpillars, by means of a dredging-box, with the powder of

white hellebore. Ants do as much good by killing the green fly (Aphis)

na they do harm by eating the ripe fruit. We arc quite sure that ants do

not eat the leaves of the peach.

Tortoise (Tf'. D. Pai/nej.—In hot weather the tortoise will drink, or,

at all events, put its head into water if placed before it in a shallow dish.

It should be fed with lettuce and dandelion leaves, and with soft fruits,

such as strawberries and the flesh of cherries. It becomes torpid in the

winter, and to prevent its being killed by eold, it should be taken into

the house and placed in a box filled with bay. If it revives before green

food can be obtained, it will eat bread sopped in milk.

Lavender ( .—This should he picked either for drying or for dis-

tilling just after the flowers have opened.

Index T. Linrfsw^.—Thanks for your suggestions. We do not think

our readers object to refer to four indexes for what they require. When
we become more voluminous we will publish a general index,

QcEEN OF Beatty Fvcusix Ystrad'

.

—The bloom from your cutting

is paler than that from the parent, but the colour will be uniform if

grown in similar soil and similarly cultivated next year.

Pine Apple Preseeve 31. B. .—Cut off the rind, and cut the pine

apple into tolerably thick slices ; bod the rind in half a pint of water,

with a pound of powdered loaf sugar and the juice of a lemon, for twenty

minutes. Strain this liquor, and then boil the slices in it for a quarter

of an hour. The following day pour off the syrup and boil it again,

removing the scum as it rises
; put the slices into the jar where they are

to remain, and pour the liquor hot over them. M'hen eold, place a paper

dipped in brandy over the preserve, and tie the jar down with bladder.

Y*ou will see some valuable hints on the best and most economical modes
of preserving in the present number.

Saving Strawbeery Seed {Carrig Cathol).—The best mode is that

chiefly adopted by the French. Collect a sufficient quantity of well-shaped

and well-ripened berries. Put these berries upon a plate, and setthem in

a dry place out of the reach of mice. They will then decompose and dry

up. No danger is to be apprehended from the berries becoming putrid

or mouldy, for the decomposition of the pulp tends only to perfect the

seeds. The strawberries thus dried are to be kept till the following spring,

when, by rubbing them between the fingers, the seed may be easily se-

parated from the remains of the pulp, which may be thrown away as use-

less, and then the seeds will remain unmixed and almost perfectly

clean. If seed from Alpine strawberries was saved from the finest and

earliest ripening berries, it ought to be as good as that from France.

M'Person. Siuipkii

separate publication o

the Tamarind pea.

Fuchsia seed is obtained by keeping the berries until quite dry, anil then

crushing them. In The Cottaf^e Gardeners' Dirdonari/ all the points you
name will be attended to.

Work on American Plants (B. le ^.\—A very good and cheap

one has lately been published, entitled " M'aterer's System of growing

the Uhododendron, &c., &e.," by W,
Marshall, publishers. We know of ii

Cedar tribe.

Name of Pea (Ojronieiisis).--Youri i

those with skinless shells, and, therefore, boiled in the pod.

more particulars in our list at page 194 of our third volume.

British Plants.—A clergyman wishes for some rooted plants of such

species as Cnrnns Suecica, Saxifrai^u stcltaris, Rudheckin purpurea,

Gentianu verna, Ike. We shall be obliged by information where they can

he obtained.

Goats (T. Woolley).—There is no book upon the management of

goats, but there is a paper upon the subject in one of the volumes of the

Royal Agricultural Society. You will see, to-day, that we are promised

information from one who says he ha.s long practical acquaintance with

the subject.

Uabbits' Dung {A Constant Bender).—A very good liquid-manure

can be made from this by putting a peck of the dung to thirty gallons of

water.

Potato Stems (Hawthorn).—We incline to your opinion that those

inclosed by you were attacked by the potato murrain, but we cannot

decide without having a doubt, they were so flattened and dry. The affec-

tion seems confined to the very top of the stem?, and if so try what effect

cutting off these tops will have. On no account cut off the stems to any

great extent, for that will destroy the crop under any eircumatances.

They are late sorts, which arc always most open to injury from the mur-

rain.

Pelargonium UNiauE {J. M. B.).—This may be obtained of any

florist who advertises in our columns.

Heating Greenhouse (J. S. L.).—So far as keeping up a sufficient

temperature in a house, 14ft. by 10ft., there is no doubt that a Walker's

stove of moderate size would be suflicient ; but it is a mode of heating

among the very worst that can be adopted.

Himalayah Pumpkin (7?. 0.).—For greater security, you may im-

pregnate the flowers as you would those of the melon ; but the bees will

do it for you.

Glycine Sinensis (/ii//).—This is now called Wistaria Sinensis. The

best mode of propagating it is by layers, made any lime after the fall of

its leaf. Your plant is Echium vulgare. Common Viper's Bugloss.

Seedlings {M. H.).—All these are not carnations; even the glaucous-

leaved one is more like a seedling pink. The pea-green coloured seedling

is a China pink, Diunthus Chinensis. You may have many handsome
flowers from your seedlings, however, if you plant them out in some
border, and can select from them when blooming.

Names of Plants (It. A., Banning).—Yoxir plant is a Commrlina,

but we cannot tell the species from your fragment. (T. HI. IT').—Yours

is Lycium Europceum, or European Box Thorn, called the Tea-tree by
many people. We cannot tell you of any book from which you can learn

the names of plants, unless you understand botany. If you do, Loudon*s

KuryctopcEdia of Plants.

Green Peas to Preserve for Winter Use (X. X. .V.).—Shell full

grown peas ; scald them ; dry them by spreading them on cloths ; harden

them by putting them on dishes in a cool oven , keep them in paper bags

hung up in the kitchen. To cook them, let them first he for an hour in

water ; then set on to boil in cold water, with a piece of butter, and boil

until ready: boil a spoonful of sugar and a sprig of dried mint with

them.

\'arious Queries (Ibid).—We do not know how Basses pale nle is

brewed. Any gardener will give you a cutting in November of a Blurh

Hamburgh vine, to plant against your south wall. The be^t renfJlntor

for a bed-room is a balanced trap-door opening into the chimney from

near the ceiling. For the centre of your little garden have the hybrid

China Rose Adolphe, budded as a standard.

CALENDAR FOR AUGUST.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, give plenty night and day, especially during the former, lit very

hot weather, it is often advisable to keep rather close with a moist atmos-
phere during the day, even though the sashes should be entirely removed
in the evening, to he replaced in the morning. This treatment will apply

to Heaths, Azaleas, Camellias, &c., that are now making their growth.

Those which have set their buds may be removed to a sheltered place,

and have no glass proteetion for a time. Cinerarias, propagate by
rooted slips, and transfer the earliest to blooming pots. Pelargoniums :

those done flowering cut dowTi, and now pushing again may have the soil

shaken from them, be placed in light soil, and in a close moist pit, to

encourage free growth. In growing from cuttinprs, success will greatly

depend in never allowing them to stand still, but keeping them con-

stantly, but slowly, growing. Budding and Summer Grafting must
now be finished. Greenhouse Plants in General, if healthy and
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their wood made, will be better out of doors in a sheltered place than

within ; defending the pots fi*om being too much heated in sunshine is

even of more importance than shading the tops. All Young Stock
growing freely begin to harden by exposure by the end of the month.
CuRYSANTiiicMUMs, SALVIAS, &c., for winter binominfr. set in an open

place fuIU . ^|.n.r,! i,. ni ;ind air. The fornifr TUTr.r r,..r lu- -fnpped

Tl • final '

looking thf l.t-ttn'. (_.atiier SEicnsof alld

The propagating of iiaU-hardy thin
• about the end of the i

stir, and keep all neat and clear

h. About the middle of the month,
in a cool pit, Dress, tie, surface

R. Fisii.

ORCHARD.
Budding, finish and remove bandages from that done three weelts

since. Remove waste shoots from stocks, especially below the bud.

Blight (American), apply the brush once more, using spirits of turi^en-

tine. Aphides: still try to extirpate them in peaches, plums, &c.

Red Spider : if this appears, dust tlowers of sulphur on the back of the

leaves. Coccus, or scaly insect : if this appears, use soap-suds. Figs,

continue to disbud, andcommence stopping rambbng shoots. Vines,
follow up stopping of lateral •-, :illil Vfrp tI-"-m tliin , :i)-n t-liin tlm h-Trjr--.

ApnicoTS, stop gross leadn ' '. i. ,'- - '>i-. .
-I, i-i - -.:. i-n-j,-.

Peaches and Nectahink^, .!. .::;..! i .m '
:

,

m
. .

.: 'M-t

wood by the same process ; wiinc i 'mrU. i^ w-,:. '.<-'<>.[. .:[,< ,riirr.

Pears, remove foreright spray, cuning one liall invay ot iiin(irr;ite

shoots, first selecting and tying down all short-jointed and brown-luoking
wood. Pkotkct fruit with nets, &c. Wasps, destroy nests. Late

Strawberries, water well. Alpines, reduce runners from, and place

slates or tiles beneath, Strawberbier, make plantations of early and
strong runners. Raspberries (double-bearing), remove all barren

shoots from, and carefully train those in blossom. Tomatoes, thin,

stop, and train. Commence and complete, as soon as possible, all

Nailing and Training, whether on walls, pales, or espalier trellises.

Gooseberries, still continue the extirpation of caterpillars. Bush
Fruit, retard by shading with mats. Grafts, remove stock shoots

from, and protect from v.ind waving. R. Errington.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Sic. Auriculas, shift into fresh earth; water; sc>il;i
i

'
.
;:

;

sow. Beds, in which bulbous flowers have grown, fill i
: i 'in

pots, to fiower through autumn. Biennial settln; . , n mni.ihi.

BuLBous-rooted flower-seeds as Iris Xip/iium, &c., tu ctji.uu \iiiu-iiis,

sow. Bulbous roots, remove or transplant; remove and plant olfsets
;

(Autumn flowering), plant. Carnation layers cut from old root and
plant ; water frequently ; layering may still be done, b. ; card the flowers

and shade from sun- Dahlias, stake; thin the flowers. Daisies pro-

pagate. Put in Cuttings of all flower-garden plants early; keep them
in the cutting-pots through winter. DouBLE-blossomed perennials with

fibrous roots, as fine double Ldrlcspurs, &c., propagate by division, e.

Dress borders as required. Edgings of box, &c., clip in wet weather.
Evergreens may be moved, e., if wet weather ; plant cuttings. Grass,
mow and, roll weekly. Grass Seeds may be sown, e. Gravel, weed
and roll weekly. Hedges, clip in moist weather, except laurel and holly

hedges. Heliotropes, put in cuttings under glass in a gentle heat, b.

Mignonette sow in frame, b. Pelargoniums propagate bj' cuttings,

b. Perennials, in pots and elsewhere, will require water almost daily
;

cut down flower-stalks as they finish blooming ; seedlings transplant.

Pipings of Pinks may be planted out. Polyanthuses, sow. Ponds
keep clear of green scum. Potted Annuals will require water daily in

dry weather. Ranunculuses, sow ; plant in pots to bloom in Novem-
ber. Roses, bud ;

prune in strong straggling shoots ; cuttings of China
and Tea-scented varieties plant under hand-glasses. Roses may be
budded to the end of September on the Manetti and some Bourbon stocks.

September is the best time to bud, unless done at the end of May. Seeds,
gather as they ripen. Even those of Heliotropes and Verbenas will fre-

quently be found to be fertile. Shrubbery, cut ofl^ the bunches of seeds
of Laburnums, and Lilacs, &c., to strengthen the bloom next year.

Sowings, to obtain varieties, had better be done in boxes. Ten-week
stock, sow, b. Tulips, and other bulbous-ruoted flower-seeds, sow. Turf
may be laid, e. Verbenas, put in cuttings of new kinds, e. Water-
ing will be required generally in dry weather. Weeding, generally
attend to. Cuttings of Penstemons, Snapdragons, doable liychnis, and
other herbaceous plants, will yet succeed, if planted and shaded under
hand-glasses. Of the China Asters, mark the finest, and save for seed.

D.Beaton.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Heat : if the weather continues warm no fire will he needed ; but should

cold nights and gloomy days visit us, towards the end of the month a little

artificial heat will be necessary. Air, give in moderate quantities to the
Indian house, and more freely to the cooler. Dying Leaves and
Flowers remove daily, as in this department they quickly rot and give
out a bad effluvium, oftensive to the visitor and injurious to the plants.
Moist Atmosphere must still prevail internally, as most of the plants
will now be rapidly forming their new pseudo-hulbs. Rest: several
species will by this time have fully made their annual growth, refrain

then from watering, and, if possible, remove them into a cooler house.
Insects, look after and destroy diligently ; they breed fast at this season.
Syringe the growing plants tlie same as last month. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Achimenes going out of flower place in a cold pit and give no water

to. Cuttings of various stove plants may yet be ma!de, and placed

under bell-glasses in heat ; cuttings rooted should he directly potted ofl",

and placed in a close heat till they begin to grow again. Gloxinias
going out of bloom set out of doors, give no water, and as soon as the
leaves are quite dead remove them in their pots into the place where they
are to remain till spring; do this before there is any danger of frost.

Gesnerias, treat similarly. Ixoras, finish potting "for the last time,
Passifloras, and all other creepers, reduce within bounds by pruning
and tying in. Red Spider, a most tiny yet destructive insect, wage
continual war with ; wherever a leaf is seen spotted the enemv will be
there; frequent sponging is the best remedy. Thkips, a scarcely less

destructive enemy, may lje killed by wasliing the flues or pipes with
sulphur, and smoking the house severely with tobacco two or three nights
in succession ; wash the house all over with soap and brush towards the
end of the month. Old Stove Plants grown straggling, cut down,
and give no water till they begin to grow again. T. Ai-pleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses, continue in their summer quarters,

but keep clear of weeds and slug;*. Carnations and Picotees, finish

layering the beginning of the month. Dahlias, shade, tie eff'ecttially,

and water freelv. Layering is a good way to propagate : layer PoasiVs
^wi\ Pinks, and various other plants. Every attention nmst' be paid to
keep everything going at the right time. Ranunculuses must all be
taken up immediately, and put away till spring. Tulips must also be
taken up, if not done already. Seeds of various kinds must be carefully

saved before thev drop out of the seed vessel. Let neither weeds nor
VERMIN of any kind be allowed at any time, or in any place.

T. Appleby.

FRUIT-FORCING DEPARTMENT.
As long as the temperature will permit, admit Air day and night.

Allow the Temperature to range, with sun-heat, from 65° to 8.5%

and during night from 55° to 05°. Give the last shifting, early in the
month, to those Pines intended for early fruiting next season ; let others
follow in succession ; keep down superfluous suckers. Clear ripe Grapes
from all diseased and mouldy berries ; admit abundance of air. Keep
down, or rather keep awaij, the Red Spider, by lighting a fire in dull
days, and brushing the pipes or flues with a thin mixture of sulphur and
water. Thin freely the late crops, and water the Vines in dry weather,
also use mulchings. Give to Peach-houses, from which the fruit has
been gathered, copious sjTinging ; and shut the houses rather close, to

raise their temperature by sun-heat, that the wood may be hardened and
ripened before ultimate exposure by removing the sashes. Stop and thin
shoots in late houses. Regulate the shoots and set the fruit on Melon
plants, also use manure-water liberally. Strike cuttings, or sow seeds, of

Cucumbers intended for a late supply. Encourage the completion of

growth of all Plants in Pots intended for forcing, and place those fully

matured by the back of a north wall. Lay Strawberries in small pots,

to be shifted into larger. Turn Bark Beds. Paint, wash ; clear out
furnaces ; empty and rinse out boilers ; and have everything in readiness
for a cold weather campaign. R. Erkington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Alexanders and Angelica, sow, and earth growing crops. Arti-

chokes, cut the heads from, whether required or not ; for if allowed to
run to flower the roots are exhausted. Asparagus, attend to (see

.Tune and July) ; and should it happen that the stems be top-heavy,
and fall over the pathways, tie them to sticks, rather than cut them
ofl'. Borage, sow ; and thin out advancing crops to a font apart. Cab-
bage, continue to sow until the 12th of the month of any favourite

kinds, and a little Dutvh Red. Carrots, sow Early Horn in open
borders, for early spring use. Cauliflowers, plant out and sow about
the aist, in open warm borders, in order to have a good supply of plants
to stand the winter. Celery, plant out and earth up advancing crops.

Cucumbers, attend to topping, thinning, and clearing away decayed
leaves, either in pits, frames, or out-doors crops. Cuttings may be
struck of any favourite kinds, for autumn and winter growth. Endive,
plant out, and sow ; tie up or co\-er over full grown, for blanching.
Melons, attend to; give plenty of air to those ripening-off fruit; be
very sparing with the water-pot among them; encourage the growth of

the younger crops just swelling-off their fruit with about three liberal

waterings of manure water, given from the spout of the water-pot : h-t

these liberal waterings be given principally at the back part of the beds,

and not over the cro\^'ns of the plants ; sprinkle almost daily in dry
weather at shutting up time. Onions, sow, to stand the winter, about
the first week of this month, the silver-skinned kind being the most
hardy sort

;
press down the stift-necked among the present advancing

crops, and pull up those that are full grown, and lay them on their sides

to dry-off well before storing away. Spinach, sow of the winter or

prickly-seeded kind, from the 1st up to the 12th of the month, in well

prepared borders or beds in the open quarters. Turnips, sow of thebest
small early kinds, and thin-out advancing crops. Vegetable-marrows,
attend to, thin, and train out. Keep a watchful eye to the different kinds

of Seeds, and collect them as fast as they ripen, or the birds will make
havoc among them.
General Sowing.—Although cabbage and c«rf:ce were sown in last

month for winter and spring supply, vet August is a much more important
month for [,'encral sowings ; and it the season is lost, it is never regained,

l-'rom the fst to the 12th of the month nearly all the before-mentioned
seeds should be sown, cauliflower excepted, which should be sown from
the 21st to the a4th. In all cases, should the weather be dry and hut,

water well before sowing the seeds, and screen through the day from hot

sun. Sow in open healthy situations, rather than under walls, and such

places, so that you mav raise stocky, sturdy plants. Sow thin, rather

than too thick, in all cases. T. ^VEAVER.
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The great horticultural cxliibitious of the year having

now closed, we naturally pause to consider—What good

liavo they achieved? And wo respond at once, as our

conviction, that their henefit has been gi-eat. AVe have

seen gathered together, in the tents of the Regent's Park

and Cliiswiok Shows, thousands of specimens of perfect

plant culture, and there exhibited to hundreds of culti-

vators, who thence might learn what could and ought to

be effected in their own stoves and gi-eenhonses. Each

specimen was a warning to some against neglect, and to

others a stimulus to fresh exertion. Such meetings, too,

bring together amateins and gardeners from wide-apart

districts : thus facilitating that interchange of ideas,

that renewal of old intercourse, which does more in one

hour than even the penny postage can promote in a

year's correspondence. There is nothing like personal

evidence and cross-examining a witness to get quickly

at the whole of a truth. Then there is, also, the worthy

emulation among the exhibitors—that best stimulus to

good cultivation, when a gardener who loves his em-

ployment has the opportunity of seeing the specimens of

his skill exhibited well-honoured among those of the

best gardeners of the world, and before the critical eyes

of thousands who know what ought to be the aspect of

each flower and fruit. For such reasons the contest for

prizes has ever been a cherished mode of promoting

skill, and such contests have never ceased among civi-

lized nations from the days of the Olympian games

;

nor will they cease from increasing, we hope, until every

village has its cabbage and rose show. The principle is

sound, therefore the results are salutary : and the more

salutary, the wider it is brought into operation.

But another question presses upon us for an answer

:

Do these exhibitions effect all the good of which they

are capable ? and most emphatically do we answer

—

No ! We look upon the Horticultural and Royal Bo-

tanic Societies as national institutions, and we think

that, instead of holding then- meetings year after year

at Chiswick and the Regent's Park, that each of their

meetings in every year should be in some distinct dis'

triot of England. The legitimate intention of such

societies is to promote throughout the length and breadth

of the land the onward progress of horticulture ; and the

prizes they have to give away, and the worthy emu-

lation they call into activity, should be as widely

diffused as jiossible. Why are the plants of Mrs. Law-

rence and of Mr. Colyer, year after year, the only com-

petitors for the greatest prizes ? Not because there are

no other collections that could bring twenty such plants

into the arena, but because those praise-worthy ex-

hibitors are near to the place of competition ; and it

would not be difficult to point out many counties which

would turn out their thu-ties, twenties, fifteens, and

sixes, if the Societies had their arenas opened within a

come-at-able distance. It is a reply, but of no weight,

to observe, that Messrs. Veitch send up plants from

Exeter, and Mr. Epps from Maidstone ; for these, and
such as these, are the exceptional cases—the rule is, that

growers at a distance from London do not send-

What we have said about the benefits derived from

such exhibitions apply with redoubled force to them if

held in country districts, whereby thousands of ama-

tem's and gardeners would have the opportunity of

seeing the results of the best gardening of our times,

who now have no such opportunity once even in a life-

time. It is not for us to enter into details to show that

all difficulties in the way of such country meetings

might be readily obviated ; but they could be so obvi-

ated, and we are quite sure that railway companies and

every one else interested in the prosperity of garden-

ing—and who is not ?—would unite in facilitating so

desirable an object, as they have done, and still do, to

promote the similar meetings of the Royal Agricultural

Society.

Lastly, we are quite sure that it is bound uj) with the

pros])erity of the two societies to hold such country

meetings, for they may rest assured that their incomes

will go on gradually declining if they do not. That of

the London Horticultural Society fell off no less than

five hundred pounds last year ! and why, but because

distant subscribers grow weary of receiving but little in

return for their annual payments, and of having none

of the advantages enjoyed by London resident members.

He knows little of human natiu'e who expects that year

after year a man, living in a distant county, will pay

two guineas a year, to receive in return a quarterly

jourual, which he can obtain through his bookseller for

half the money. But if the meetings were occasionally

held within such a distance of his home that his own

plants might sometimes have a chance of being placed

in the floral race,—and if he could thus be enabled occa-

sionally to exercise some of the privileges of other

members resident nearer London, not only woidd each

old subscriber continue to contribute, but largely would

the list of members be strengthened. Gladly should

we see this, for we know the good such societies can

work out; and we also know that their- power to work

out that good is proportioned to the strength of then-

funds and the wide diffusion of their members.

So gi-eat has been the advantage which we have found,

during the present year, from the use of the ammoniacal

liquor of gas works to Asparagus, Rhubarb, Cabbages,

and other kitchen garden crops cultivated for their pro-

duction of leaves, that we wish to have a little pam-

phlet, advertised in our columns to-day, distributed as

widely as possible, for the purpose of inducing others

to give it a trial.

A correspondent (i^.i.), referring to our observations at

p. 2'ii, inquires, " if there is any simple means of testing

the difference between hard and soft water?" Tlie I'ol-

lowing is a satisfactory reply to his query :—Let liim

dissolve a piece of white soap, tlie size of a nut, in a

wine-glassful of alcohol (spirit of wine), and put a small

teaspoouful of this into a wine-glassful of the water to be

tested. In distilled water no change is apparent after

this addition ; but it will cause in any other water a
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milkincss moio white iu piopovlion to tho greater

degiee of its linrduess. All spring and river water will

shew some milkiness when thus tested, but by com-

paring together tlirco or four the eye soon learns to

detect immediately the soapy solution is added, whether

the water tested is unusually hard. Tho milkiness is

caused by the alkali of the soap quitting its oily or fatty

matter, and combining with the acid of tho earthy or

metallic salts in tlie water, and constituting its hardness;

whilst the earthy or metallic bases of those salts unite

with tho oily or fatty matter of tho soap, and their being

insoluble gives the milky appearance.

In connection with tho subject of impure water, we

may notice that leaden pipes and pumps are always to

be avoided for the supply of water, and the rather bo-

cause the more pure the water tho more readily docs it

dissolve the lead. Where such metallic apparatus is

employed the water previously to use should always be

filtered through sand, for this has the providential

power of separating from it the leaden contamination.

Some year or two since the royal stag-hounds were

supposed to be affected with a particular foot-lameness

or paralysis from drinking water conveyed to them

from Bagshot, through leaden pipes ; and Professor

Clark, commenting upon this, says :

—

" Some of the Bagshot water alluded to had poisoned

some of the Queen's homids, and brought on colica picloiiKm

in one of the luintsmen. Through the Idndness of Sir James
Clark, I obtained a specimen of this water, and in a few days

came to the miexpccted result, that filtration would separate

the lead. Thus a vei-y simple practical means for separating

lead, wherever it contaminates water, was tUscovered. At a

murine villa of Lord Aberdeen's some of the servants suffered

in health from lead in water derived fiom pipes. Sand filters

were put np under my direction at this vUla, and subsequently

at Haddo House. <>n making inquirj-. recently, of his lord-

ship's agent, in Aberdeen, I learn that tlie filters have been in

use ever since, and that the waters have been tested from time

to time, without any lead ha\iiig been discovered in them.

I liave been told, indeed, that so satisfied has Lord Aberdeen
been witli the result, that on hearing of the Coimt de

XeuiUy's family at Cla:'emont being troubled with lead iu the

water, he wrote, recommending the same process being tried

tliere ; and, from general rumour, I bad previously beard
that the process had been adopted there.

'

" 1 hold it in aU cases to be dangerous to allow water to

pass tlu'ough any considerable length of lead pipes, or to

allow water to remain for a long time even in short pipes.

In the case of the marine %illa before alluded to, the water

came a considerable distance through lead pipes ; I suppose
.above a quarter of a mile. The water in Aberdeen is brought
from the ii"on mains in the streets, into the houses, by
means of lead pipes ; and in general without any disadvan-

tage, because the supply from the pipes is constant, and the

use of the stop-cock vei7 frequent in a family ; but in ray

class-rooms and laboratory I find that whenever a pipe has

been out of use for a few days, the water taken from it affords

a trace of lead, which disappears when the water has been
sdlowed to run briskly from the stop-cock for a few minutes."

We now come to a consideration of the consequences

I of using hard water for cooking, washing, and other

household piu'poses, and we will in the present instance

confine ourselves to tea-making. Upon this we have the

following evidence of M. Soyer, late cook of the Reform

Club, and of Mr. PhUip Holland, the practical chemist.

M. Soyer, examined

—

" Have you made the examination as to the comparative

effect ofwaters of different quahties in the preparation of tea ?

Yes, I have. In making the experiments, as time is of im-

portance for the cUect as well ns for economy, I thought it

proper to take an account of it. For culinai-y pm-jHises I am
confident that that water which boils the quickest is tlie best

;

and 1 conceived that tins might be ascertained in respect to

tea. I took samples of tlie common tea in use by tlie popu-

lation, green tea, and tea of a third class, and prepared tliem

with equal quantities of water : I took, as tho standard nf

soft water, distilled water, which 1 obtained fnim A]<n-

Ibecaries' Hall. The whole resvdts were more striking tliau

I had previously anticipated. The softest cjr distilU'il wnter

had an extraordinary power in obtaining a quid; extract-

;

the resiUt showed perhaps too liigh a power, for it draws (lut,

the woody fiavour. Next to it was the Artesian well water,

which is one-third less bard than the Thames water. I

should indeed prefer that water to any other tried in these

experiments: although the distilled water (h-aws out the

ai-oHiatic property of the tea more than tho Keform Club

water, it does not I think produce so good an extract. Each

water gave its own shade, and bad its own distinct extract.

FiniUng the results so extraonUnai-y, I soUcited the assist-

ance of two friends, Messrs. Hooper, the most erament tea-

tasters in Loudon : tlie results were the same, and tho

following table gives the conclusions I came to :

—

Kinds of Water.

Distilled water from
Apothecaries' Hall

Reform Club, 360 ft

deeii.t and Trafal-

gar-square .

.

Camden Town, sunk
HOO feet in

chalkl .

.

New River, from
cistern in BilUter-

street. City ..

WeUclose-sfiuare,
spring .

.

Camberwell, a sunk
well 60 feet deep^

Thames, from Hnn-
gerford, 2 hours
after high water

Standard solutions of

lime-water, reck-

oned according to

Clark's scale

hardness :

—

REMARKS.

* Impure as if it contained iron.

t This well has been sunk ten

vears ; the pipes arc the same as at

first laid down, but they arc all

blistered. This makes tea one-

third more than any other water.

} This is the well sunk by the

North-Western Railway Company
for the supply of their locomotives.

I moved the machinery for manu-
facturing the nectar into Whittle-
bury-street, close to Euston-square
Station, in order to receive the ad-

vantages of this water, and paid a

large sum per annum to the Com-
pany to obtain it ; but I find, that

the water in passing through the

iron pipes from Camden Town to

the station becomes so impregnated
with iron as to cause it to be con-

siderably altered in its nature. This

fact may be seen by the deposit of

iron it leaves at the urinals in the

station : it likewise makes deep
grooves in the pipes, as if planed
out with a machine.

^ Camberwell
hardest water i

London.

sidcred the

vicinity of

li Of the three, No. 2 is by far the

% Very impure, and boils with a

seujn upon it.

16°1I

" ^Vre you confident as to the difl'erence in the time of

boiling between hard and soft water '?—My experiment was

with pints of water, in the same size stewpan, with a gas

lamp, so that the heat was manageable, and the same in

both cases ; and there was certainly a difference of full two

minutes in favour of the boiling of the soft water ; and the

same result was given in several experiments.
" From these experiments, and yom- extensive Imowledge,

\\ill you state the general results as to the relative power of
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ol'U- ;t water in making' Ip

,ltrr (llivr .-.

-I should
iiiislit be

;)1' 111.

the hartlest and tlio

say that whilst will

made; with the snll uai.r jIhuiI livr iiip.lii I ;nl.'.

"What extra eNjiriMliimv ,.rir;i Ihni uumKI iljr lu.r i

Thames water incur hi iiiiikin^^ tia .'—Ni'iui.v une-tlnrd.

" That is on all tlie tea consumed m the luelroiiohs '.'

—

Yes, I have no doubt of it."

We must reserve Mr. Holland's observations and our

own comments uulil next week.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
RooT-i'UUNiNG.—It will iipijear strange to some persons

to talk of root-pruning when trees are in lull-growth,

but in all probability a better period cannot be chosen
than the end of July, for to delay longer with subjects

requiring the operation, especially if frees of tender
habit, is to lose a good chance of facilitating the ripen-

ing of the wood. Late growths are antagonistic in all

cases to the latter process, and if any one doubts it

let him note his fancy pear-trees at this very period;
be will find two kinds of shoots—the young ones we
mean—quite distinct in appearance and in character :

the one, brown, and peculiarly short in the .joints, lias

ceased growing, or, rather, extending ; the otlier, pale-

coloured, with the joints or internodes much longer;
these shoots, probably, growing still, or they have but
recently ceased. Now, it is tolerably obvious that the
brown and early ripened shoots here adverted to are

earlier developments ; they are, moreovei-, in all proba-
bility, the produce of buds which bad gained at least

one step in advance in the jirevious year towards the
consummation of nature's ultimate design—the fiiiit-

bearing condition.

Some may ask, " How is it that this process of nature
is freqnently so indeterminate in character?" To this

it may be answered, that the reproductive principle is

so dependant on a given amount of light and heat,

together with an immunity from those sudden impulses
arising from an undue amount of moisture fitfully

received at certain periods of high root action, that any
serious deraugeuient of these great conditions ucces
sarily produces anomalous appearances. Hence the
embryo blossom-bud—at least that which, through a
concurrence of the above circumstances, had advanced
a stage or two in the way of elaboration, and, we may
add, concentration—suddenly becomes converted into a
growing shoot. Who has not seen the common Rhu-
dodendroa in such an anomalous position? Who has
not seen a Rose shoot protruding from the centre of a
blossom ? These, although (it may be) not correctly

classified in the eyes of our first-class men of science,

are yet thrown into a position which will aptly enough
illustrate the matter in hand, and plainly enough show
that in such cases some of the great ends of nature are

baffled for awhile, and that " circumstances (as say the
lawyers) alter cases."

Thus much for the rationale of the affair ; come we
now to the practical application of the principle of root-

pruning as applied in July or August.
The first thing to name is this: let every one count

the cost before he proceeds. By this we mean, that
because root-pruning is perfectly correct as a last resort,

let no person root-prime indiscriminately at any period,
more especially at this. Such a proceeding would be
what Brother Jonathan terms " going the whole hog ;

"

now this going the whole bog is not quite right at all

limes in gardening matters, it is rather too sweeping
an affair. Let us put a case :—One of our worthy
amateur friends has a favourite Peach or Nt'cuirinv,

a tree wliich covers many square feet of walling, and
which never yet carried a full crop; it is time, how-

ever, says e.\pcricuce and science, that it should do so.
j

Certainly it has two or three dozen of fine fruit on this i

year. What, then, should be done? Now this is a
|

case which requires a moderate degree of patience ; and '

well it is that there exists no act of parliament to cnmpel
a worthy amateur to crop his roots in the month of

August. Our advice is, forbear until the fruit is ga-

thered, and then proceed but by degrees. Throw open
a trench—a thorough excavation down as low as the
roots go—but take care even then that you are at a safe

distance, for we do not wish you so to mutilate the roots
;

as that the leaves shall forthwith bo cast through sheer
exhaustion. This done a few days, will show whether
tlie jirocess has bad a strong eft'ect or not on the system
of the tree. If the leaves actually flag, be assured that

the tree has had enough of it for the present; if you see

no difi'erence during a hot sunshine, prepare for another
instalment of jiunisbmont, by opening the treneli a little

closer, and by carefidly searching for very deep roots,

on which have no mercy.
|

Now, what wo say of the jieach and nectarine applies
j

to all our other fruits, with some trilling modification of I

practice. No tree with which we are acquainted bears

a more severe mutilation in this respect than the pear—
|

its vital powers are immense. Under all circumstances
of dwarfing, however, and early bearing, let no one
hesitate to root-prune in a judicious way; all fruit-

bearing trees which show signs of that invinoible-

loolving coarseness in the young growth, which is the

certain concomitant, or, as the case may be, precursor of

barrenness.

Nor need the operation be confined to the fruit-bearing

trees of the kitchen-garden. The MuUierry, tlie Wdlniit,

the Chestnut, the OrnameiiUil Thorn, with indeed a host

of other things liable to an amount of luxuriance which
\

is inimical to that early fruitfulness which (although not
nature's way of proceeding) is adapted to the wants of

man ; all will submit to the same operation, provided it

is applied judkioushj. Judicious ! Yes. How much
meaning is comprised within the bounds of this simple

term.

Who has not beard of persons famed for certain

practices, and whose name has extended far and wide;
highly esteemed in a circle capable of appreciating their

merits? And, again, who has not heard of projects of

note from them being either passed over as crotchets,

or set aside for years after " a false start" or two ? The
late lamented Mr. Smith, of Deanston, bow frequently

has he been misunderstood in his great ofibrts to

ameliorate and deepen the thousands of acres in Britain,

which for generations have thirsted for judicious im-

provements? " Thorough draining," said Smith, " and
then follow with your subsoiling; thus and thus only

can the mechanical texture be altered in a permanent
way." Many, however, subsoilcd first and drained after.

This indeed made all the difference; still it was called

" Smith's plan."

We name these things merely to caution our readers

as to bow they carry out the principles of Mr. A. or IJi'-

B. A mistake, through a non-appreciation of the dfc-

tum of the above singularly gifted teachers, will mar the

success of the whole proceeding.

By judicious, we not only mean correctness in the

time of operation, but in the extent of it. This will

have been guessed at by our previous digression. It

will be far better than in the case of trees carrying a

small crop of fruit, to postjione the root-pruning until

the fruit is gathered ; for why should the proprietor be

disappointed in his few jargonelles or his greengages,

when the process will do as well, or nearly so, in Sep-

tember or October? Still it is possible so to open a

trench at such a distance from a tree carrying a little

fniit, as to do little or no injury to the fruit. If such is

done, we sec no reason to object to it ; and the trench
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should remain nut until Octobev. when ii second portion

ot" roots may be cut iiway, aud the tronch filled in. This
practice, lioivevcr, is too unsightly in dress grouiuls to be

generally recouniicndcd, as the liillocks of soil hero and
there detract nuicli troiu tlio general neatness.

It is very ditHcult to convey a just idea ol' tlio amount
of roots necessaiy to be removed to persons not accus-

tomed to the jpractice. We know of no bettor plan
than chissityiuf,' all liuits under I'oui dili'erent sections,

as to habii, which may stand as follows :— 1st. Tlio

gi'oss. ind. The luxuriant, •ird. The thriving. 4th.

The weak. Now it will bo obvious tluit No. i does not
belong to our ju'esent subject ; it is a proper case lor a
rich top dressing, or renewed soil. No. M also requires

little meddling with. We have now to come to some
definition of the terms " gross " and " luxuriant," than
which (although, perhaps, not perfectly satisfactory) wo
can find no better terms to exjuess what wo would c(ui-

vey. In order, then, to be understood, let us take the

case of two young poaches—say the Royal George

—

growing side by side on a wall. The one had made
shoots three feet long by midsuninur, at which period
all the coarsest shoots had their ])oiiils pinched away.
Since thou they have put forth side spray, which has
been pinched again, and again they are branching as

fast as ever. This we call a case of grossness.

And now for subject the Jad. This had gi'owu also

nearly a yard up to the same period, aud some of the
shoots were pinched ; instead, however, of subdividing
into a profusion of watery spray, they have remained
stationary, or neai'ly so. This, then, is a case of luxuri-

ance. 'J'his tree is strong and lieaity ; the former is

what gardeners term " wild."

Any person, indeed, however ill-infonncd on this sub-

ject, may soon take a few lessons fiom Nature's self, by
watching for a few weeks, in the height of summer, tlie

gi'owth of various trees. The indications before alluded
to will soon become msuiifest, and a little attention will

render them familiar as the alphabet.

And now as to the distance at which to operate in
I uly or August root-pruning. l"'ew fruit trees in kitchen
gardens, under a training or dwarfing system, extend
roots of any consequence above six feet from the main
stem. Here, then, is a safe distance at which to com-
mence operations. We are now speaking of trees

nearly or quite full gi'own. In such cases the luxuriant
tree may be out at about this distance, whilst in the
case of the gross treo about one-tldrd more of the sjjace

between this point and the treo stem may be cut. This
latter will be a severe operation, and will, indeed, be
carried to within four feet or so of the stem.

In the case of young trees, a year or two after jdant-
iug, they may generally have a trench opened to within
half a yard of their stem. The vital forces are so active
in the latter class, that a severe operation is much
sooner recovered from than in older trees; and we
must, therefore, recommend our readers to think of this
when root-pnming, and to sutler their operations to be
biassed in some degi'ce by it.

Some writers on root-pruning advise that the excava-
tion be filled with rich soil or compost. We do not
advise this course. It is quite sufficient to introduce
fresh turfy soU, if to spare. it. Errinoton.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Proi'aoation by Cutukgs.—No one who has ex-

perienced the annoyance of losing a host of little half-
starved plants in the winter, and who is at all aware of
the fact that plants from cuttings made late in the
autumn are so weak in their constitution that it tries

the skill of a good gardener to preserve them half alive
over a long winter,—I gay no one who knows all tliis, or

oven the half of it, wdll assert that it is too soon now to

put in all the cuttings which he may require or can
proc-ure. Hotbeds for cuttings in September, unless
very slight indeed, are an abomination altogether for

anuiteurs ; and those writers who recommend this—tho
largest class of tho community—to trust to hotbeds for a
stock of i)lants. and say it is time enough Ui think of
putting in your cuttings this long while yet, ought them-
selves to be put into llieso very hotbeds and nailed down
till they were half stifled and gaping for breath ; they
would then better understand the difficulty of tending
botbed-striick plants during tho winter, for they would
]irobably find out to their cost that after being half

smothered themselves in a stinking hotbed, they would
have littlo relish, and less ability, to stand against a
November fog. It is just so w"ilh little bits of soft

plants that are half stifled in these beds, to get them to

root late in the autumn, liut 1 shall bo told of the
success that has attended late autunni proj)agation for

years, by Messrs. So-and-so ; and I allow it, and 1 can
vouch for the fact, for in is 10 the first cutting for the
flower-beds in this place, Shrubland Park, was made on
the 10th of October; yet the beds were as full and gay
ill 1^11 as they were before or since. But then look at

tho machinery that was put in motion to bring uji lost

time,—whole ranges of hot-pits with linings, hot water
jiipes, and what-not, aud a dozen or moi'e men to attend
to them. But where is an amateur, with only the assist-

ance he can get from the pages of a little twopenny
book like this, that could manage to fill one small flower-

bed next year, if he were to put oft' his cuttings till next
October '/ No ; amateurs ought to have all the cuttings,

or rather all the plants they require for "stock" next
spring, struck before the end nf Auyust, and that without
any assistance whatever from hotlicds. Then, to inure
the whole of them to stand out of doors through Sep-
tember, aud as far into October as the frost woufd allow
of, but to guard them all the time from heavy rains, to

nip ofTthe points of the shoots, and at every other joint,

as fast as they grow, and after "housing" them for the

winter to allow them as much air as the state of the cold

wUl permit, and to keep the pots for tho whole winter in

that happy medium we call between wet and dry. Let
any one who doubts the possibility of keeping these soft

plants alive during a long winter try this plan, and
begin it immediately, and I am sui'ehe will never put of
his autumn propagation again tUl Sejitember, or even to

the middle of August.
The AnaijaUis was mentioned as a sample of what I

think would be the safest course to jnirsue with any
plants that are found difiieult to manage in winter. By
keei)ing over a few plants of such at the time of planting
out in Alay, they arc sure to be strong enough to stand
rough treatment in winter, where young autumn-struck
plants of the same kind would be sure to die before

Christmas. The Double American Orotimlsel 1 instanced
already as belonging to those tender things, and after

that one's own experience, can fill up a goodly list; be-

sides, what one man finds easy to keep another cannot
keep at all—so that all of us must make our lists from
our own experience, rather than from printed ones ; and
i should make it a standing rule that whatever plant I

found ticklish to stand the winter with me, should
henceforth be put on the list of troublesomes, and be
])ropagated at the end of spring for storing, instead of in

the autumn.
There is a second class of bedding plants which diff'er

in difl'erent soils and under ditlcrent management; the

Hdioirnpe will represent tliis class, which includes all

those plants of which it is difticidt to get good cuttings

ill the autumn, or which root unwillingly even if they
can be procured. Almost every plant will strike from
cuttings in the spring, but now the case is difi'erent

;

the shoots are either too thick and succulent, or they
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are flowering shoots that do not root easily, or there is

hardly any short young wood fit for cuttings on them.

Whenever one meets witli a case of tliis description, the

best remedy is to l;eep a few reserve plants in pots all

the summer, from the spring propagation. There is a

section of the fancy geraniums or pelargoniums which
every one thought very ditiicult to root in the autumn
a few years back ; Queen Victoria and Prince of Orange
are fair examples of this class, and so is Lady Flora
Hastings, of which I have this season the best bed I

have yet seen, from plants that are four years old,

which were almost neglected, as I did not use this

variety for beds these three years. About this time
last year I cut down these plants and shook the soil

from them in the usual way, and they were kept cool

all last winter and spring, so that they made very slow

gi'owth, with thick, short-jointed branches, just the

reverse of what it usually is. They were planted out
last May, and have done remarkably well, so much so

that it is restored into the bedding catalogue again,

although there is hardly an end to the varieties of these

speckled geraniums for beds, and many of them are of

the same class as Queen Victoria in respect to propaga-
tion.

There is a clever gardener now in the north of Ire-

land, who lived with me here some years since, and I

well recollect of an argument we once had about striking

cuttings. He, and another man who is still with me,
maintained that every plant—no matter from what
country, or of what nature—if it made shoots fit for

cuttings, such cuttings could be made to gi-ow; neither
of them being then aware of the j>eculiarity of this

section of geraniums, which were new to us at that

time. To try their skill to the utmost I offered to give

six cuttings to each of them, and in six weeks if one
cutting out of the six was rooted I would give the lucky
propagator five shillings for it ; and when I told them
the cuttings would be geranium cuttings I had some
difficulty to persuade them to the trial. " Oh ! they did

not want to be bothered with things which Aunt Harriet
and her maid Susan, down at , could do as well

as any gardener." However, with a little soft reason-

ing, they did imdertake the trial, and lost it completely

;

for I believe they tried many cuttings of these geraniums
in various ways, but not a single one of them did they
root the whole season. Now, this will sound odd to

those not aware of the fact, that a section of geraniums
will not strike from cuttings in summer, excejit in one
particular way ; but so it is, and this jxtrticidar way
happens to be the easiest way of all to sti'ike geraniums

—

which is just as cmious the other way. Not many
months back two of our very best gardeners asked me
very seriously if I knew how the Unique geranium—one
of the finest of our bedding varieties—could be increased
abundantly in summer, and some told me they coidd
not strike it at all, except in the spring, and that they
were obliged to keep jilants in pots on purpose for

spring propagation, as I have been recommended to do
with the Anagallis, &o. ; and not only that, but when these

plants were in the prime of their bloom in September,
or carber, they were under the necessity of cuttuig them
down like the old sorts, in order that a stock of young
shoots might be made before winter, that would come in

for cuttings early in the spring, and this is, by the way,
a very judicious way of managing every one of this

section. But yet it is not at all necessary to sacrifice

one's tlowers in September, and later, for the Unique, in

particular, if stopped back two or three times in July
and early in August, will go on flowering down to near
Christmas.

'J'he gardener who first wrote to me how to root Queen
Victoria, geraniums from summer cuttings, is now in
charge of one of the largest gardens in the United
States of America ; and I hope he will see his laconic

receipt in print. It runs as follows :

—" Put in the cut-

tings under a north wall, and do not water them or look
at them for three months, and they will be sure to root

by that time." And true enough they will; and that is

tlie only way to overcome their natural disposition for

bloomhig; and as long as they are in a flowering condi-

tion their whole strength seems to be turned that way,
and they will not root. But cut oft' the supply from the

roots, by making them into cuttings, and place tliese

cuttings as far from stimulating agencies as can be, and
immediately they cease blooming, and turn their exer-

tion the other way and form roots. If, on the other

hand, after we have detached portions of these plants

and made them into cuttings,—if we continue the stimu-

lus of high cultivation,—inclose them under hand-glasses
or in close hotbeds, where the confined damp atmosphere
is grateful to vegetation, we merely check their usual
growth, not stop it altogether ; and as long as they grow
at that season they will flower and not root; for it seems
foreign to their nature to carry on the two processes at

one and the same time. Hence the true cause of the

complete failures which attended the first attempts at

striking cuttings from these plants while they were in

blooming gi'owth, so to speak. My friend's advice about
such cuttings must not, however, be construed too lite-

rally. Although it is essential to success that an entire

absence of growth be insisted on while the cuttings are

forming their roots, it will be equally requisite that

everything which tends to damp or otherwise injure soft

cuttings should be guarded against. If we attend to

these, and see that an entire cessation of growth in the

leaves is maintained as long as the roots are forming,

all these geraniums root as freely through the summer
months as Z^oni Thumb, or any other scarlet geranium.
Yet, when one has plants of any of these shy rooting

sorts in pots, it is a good plan to have them cut-in by
the end of August, and to grow them on freely to Christ-

mas ; to stop them in October, or November, or when
tliey have made four joints of young wood, and after

that stopping to let them grow on till a hotbed or some
hothouse is at work in early spring, and then to make
cuttings of all the young tops; if one could then—say in

February—force them gently for a month or six weeks,

another and a double crop of spring young cuttings

could be procured before the end of March, that would
soon root in bottom heat, and be ready to plant out in

beds by the middle or end of May.
A celebrated flower gardener from Surrey called here

this morning, who makes these and, indeed, all the bed-

ding geraniums his chief bedding stock ; and although

he is well versed in all the leading sorts used round
London, he was much surprised at the number of varie-

ties we use here. Ho never saw the White Unique as a
bedder before ; and I had some white seedlings of the

Perpetual-flotrering Oeraniums, with very small crumpled
leaves, with which he was particularly pleased ; and he
agi-ees with me how desii'able it would be to follow up
these smaU leaved crosses. I wish 1 could urge on
breeders to tiu'n their attention to this class of bedders

of the striped varieties. He thouglit Spleenii was my
best ; but to do it full justice it should be planted in

poor light soil, as it is a free grower, which the other

striped ones are not— I mean such as Sidonia and
Diadematum bicolor.

I received many good hints from this visitor, of which
I shall make use in these pages, as relating to a plant

on which I lately wrote

—

Trojierolum speciosum. He
told me the best way is to let it I'emain in the ground
aU the winter, and then it is as strong as Tropceolum

pentaj)hyUum, and will cover a great breadth of trellis,

flowering in the sun just as freely as on the north side

of a wall. One is always pleased meeting with a fi'ank,

candid person, who will tell just what he thinks if his

opinion is asked; because more than one-half of the
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gnrdoniu,^ world tliiiik it tho best policy, first, to ascer-

taiu. it' jiossiblo, your own opinion on a point or subjoot

to bo iliseussod, and llion to give their vote on your side

of tbo (piestion, witliout rct'ercnco to tlio merit of tlie

ciiso, but simply witli a view to please, if not to flatter

you. I would not give a stiaw for such opinions.

My visitor was a true blue on this point; he told mo
plaiiily, before wo entered the Hower-garden, that he was
totally at issue with me—])ersonally a stranger to him,

and an older man by a score of long years—on the sub-

ject of annuals. Of course he was—and so aro all tho

great guns : but that does not alter tho matter one jot;

before we got over half the garden ho expressed himself

favourably on the way I use these annuals—and so

does every one who sees them ; and what everybody

says miistbo true. And it is hardly less true that I am
the only gardener in tho country who puts ephemeral

annuals to their legitimate purpose ; with them I liU

the beds brimful in May, in the spaces between the per-

manent plants, and in one week after planting the beds

aro more full than some I could name are in two months.
D. 15e.\ton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Impregnatiso and Hybridisino.—As a continuation

of last week's article, and because no better time than

the present can be chosen by amateurs for making their

experiments, we shall, in a random manner, glance at

some of the results of a knowledge of the sexual system

in plants, and, secondly, allude to a few principles to be

kept in view by those inclined to making hybridising

experiments.

First. Most cultivators of flowers grow their plants

chiclly for their bloom ; in many of these the parts of

fructification—the stamens and the pistils—owing to

their being almost inconspicuous, present few claims

upon our observation. Unattractive though they seem,

however, the beautiful flower petals are the guard which
natiu-e has stationed for their protection and security.

When the fertilization of the seeds has been effected,

the swelling of the seed vessel is generally accompanied
by the fading of the flower petals ; hence some of our

friends who are somewhat enthusiastic in their love of

flowers, should have the openings in their plant-houses

surrounded with gauze netting, which would allow air

to enter and yet keep out bees and all flying insects.

No sooner do these little artificers get in among your
prettiest fuchsias, geraniums, &c., than the process of

fecundation is prematurely, as it were, hastened, by
their liberal scattering of the jiollen, and, as a conse-

quence, the bloom is prematurely shed. In cases such
as we have alluded to, where the stamens and pistils

are not vei-y conspicuous, the netting may bo dispensed
with, by cutting them out either with a knife or a small

pair of scissors ; the removing of the female organ alone
will be sufficient ; the bloom will stand much longer in

consequence. The course to be attended to when
double flowers are the object has already been noticed.

Is it desirable to save the seed of a certain flowering

l)lant. or vegetable ? True, it must be kept far apart

from others of its kind, or, if that cannot be done, the

jilant as a whole, or the particular flowers selected,

should bo covered with gauze so open as to permit light

and air to enter, and yet so thick as to prevent the

intrusion of insects and pollen borne by the winds.
Kveu iu the kitchen-garden, our cauliflowers, cabbages,
]5russels sprouts, and borecoles, being merely varieties

of an original species, woidd soon revert to the primitive
type if care was not thus taken in gi-owing them for

seed.

Aijain. Barrenness often takes place in plants even

though there be plenty of flowers, because these

flowers are wanting in the necessary organs of repro-

duction. When the principal organ, the pistil, is

absent, as will frequently be found to bo the case if the

])lant has been unduly shaded tho previous season, or

if there has been a cold, wet autumn, which has been

more favourable for the giotrmg than the maturing

principle, then our knowledge will bo of no avail for

that season. But, on the other hand, when the stamens

are either altogether wanting, or so miserably snniU as

to be deficient in pollen, then the remedy is easy and

obvious ; by means of a camel hair brush, a soft feather,

&c., transfer tho pollen from those flowers where it is

plentiful to the pistils of those where it is deficient

;

and, better still, whore tho fertile flowers would stand

thinning, cut a number out when the anther boxes are

opening, and place or shake them over the pistUs you

wish to fertilize. In the case of large trees, fertile

branches might be thinned out, when in bloom, and

placed in proximity to those that were imperfect. Last

season we obtained a fair crop of JiUierts from trees that

were next to destitute of male catkins, by cutting a

quantity of hazel branches from the hedges when the

male catkins were opening, and tying them among the

filberts, leaving the wind to waft the pollen to the little

red blossoms. " Oh ! but did not you get nuts instead

of filberts?" said a friend, who stoutly contended, that

a melon not coming true was owing to its growing

beside a different variety. No ! this artificial impreg-

nation, this hybridising, very seldom efiects much aji-

pareut difierence upon what is commonhj termed tho

fruit—the rind and pulp of a melon, tlie shell and

kernel of the nut, the pulpy matter of tho peach, the

juicy consistence of the apple or pear, tho berry of a

strawberry, or the seed vessel of any plant we cultivate.

The appearance is generally exactly the same as if fecun-

dation had been effected by its own appropriate pollen.

It is in the seeds, the true fruit, that the change is

eftected; the plants and flowers raised from which may
be expected to be diflereut from both parents, and yet

exhibiting features of both. Thus every man who has

only a few inches of ground, such as may be set in his

wiiidow-sill, or on bis balcony, has it in his power to

introduce improved varieties of flowers and vegetables,

and thus constitute himself a public benefactor. Ama-
teurs and cottagers have in general more ojiportunities

for this than gardeners. Thus it is our best varieties

of flowers and vegetables are produced ; all that is

necessary to secure a hybrid is by means of a needle, or

a small pointed pair of scissors, to remove the stamens,

before their anthers open, from the plant you wish to

act as the mother, and then carefully to apply to the

summit of the pistil the pollen from those stamens

which you wish to act as the father ; or leaving the

desirable plants in the neighbourhood of each other,

will often secure a desned result, but not so surely as

when more time and attention is bestowed. Where
correctness is an object each flower acted upon artifi-

cially should be labelled, shut in by a gauze covering,

and a proper memorandum made.

Secondly. We shall now allude to a few principles to

be kept iu view, in order to guard against unnecessary

failures, and ensure some measure of success.

1 St. Hybridisation will not take place between plants

destitute of natural relationship. Thus the many
wondrous tales of the influence exerted by oranges upon

apjiles, black currants upon roses, &c., &c., are fit only

for the rjood old times that are gone for ever. Even
where there is considerable natural afBnity, so that both

plants belong to the same genus, and where even a

gi-aft will take and gi-ow for a time, as in the case of the

pear and the apple ; it has as yet been impossible to

obtain a hybrid between them. Neither has a liybrid

been obtained between the currant and the gooseberry.
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As a general rule, distinct genera, thoiigli belonging to

the same natural order, will not hybridise ; there may
be a tew exceptions.

Snd. Hybridisation between species of plants takes

place more readily tlian among animals, though, as in

the latter case, tlie hybrid or mule is generally barren,

as in the pretty mule Pink, which can only be pro-

pagated by cuttings. If. in some cases, such hybrids
between distinct si)ecies do produce seeds that will grow,

the plants soon lose the power to do so, unless fecun-

dation has been again effected by one or both of the

original parents.

3rd. .Hyl>ii(lis;iliiin is most easily effected between
distinct viiriilii ,, nl' the same species. Such hybrids are

also the iiiiinI v.ihiable, because many of them if kept
distinct, will reproduce themselves true ft-om seed, such
for instance as our garden varieties of the cabbage. They
will also hybridise with other varieties, which also will

be reproductive. But this reproduction can be carried

only to a certain point, that point being determined by
no known rules, but depending upon something con-

stitutional in the nature of that ti'ibe of plants. Thus,
we have found that Calceolarias long crossed would not
produce seed, though ap)iarently possessing perfect

stamens and pistils ; nur yet would they do so when
fecundated by another variety as high bred as them-
selves, though seeds would be produced when fecun-

dated with the pollen from some of the coai'ser, more
original, types of the sjiecies ; but, of course, in that case

the progeny were defective in form and beauty. Even
when the seed of the variety continues fertile and tliey

a,ve not averse from joining issue with kindred varieties,

still a deterioration of quality will in time ensue, similar

to what takes when the breeding iu-aud-in system
among animals is adopted. When, therefore, a supcrioi-

flower—root, vegetable, fruit or grain—is obtained, care
should be taken not only to keep the variety true, but
experiments should be made to cross it with some other
dissimilar, and yet desiraljlo variety, in the hope of ob-

taining a fresh jiroduction which may take the place of
both its parents when they are beginning to wear out.

4th and Lastly. In hybridising, many experiments
would tend to confirm the idea that manner aud style of

growth will be chiefly regidated by the characteristics

that belong to the plant that possesses the pistil, while
the flower and otlier parts of fructification will be in-

fluenced by the i)lant from whence the pollen of the
stamens was taken. Thus, when the beautiful Fuchsia
fulyens was introduced by the bouse of Lee, great hopes
were entertained of what coidd be done by hybridising
it with such old varieties as globosa. But as most of
the attempts were made by selecting fuhjcns as the
mother plant, the progeny were distinguished by large
leaves and small flowers, whilst what was desirable was
the large flowers of fulyens, and the small compact
foliage o{ globosa. Again, for example, our earliest^)«a.s,

such as the Albert and the Frame, are hardy and
stubby in their growth ; but then no one will use them
after the more tender, later, but large aud sweet peas of
the various Marroufals appear. To cross the ^Marrow
with the Early Pea, would have the tendency to give a
variety possessing the small flavourless fruit of the
latter, with the tender and late habits of the former.
By making the Early Pea the mother plant, and the
large high-flavoured Marrow the father, there is a
likelihood of obtaining early peas, hardy in their nature,
large in size, and good in flavour.

Prom the operation of such principles, either naturally
01' artificially, improvements in vegetable forms have
taken, and are now taking place. Glance at the dimi-
nutive violet, aud behold in a florist's bed of heartsease
what has been given to mini as tlie reward of industry
and care. 'Huato the ]\iy.fiii\\s ajiple and pear, and con-
trast them witii the dininiutivc gritty things of former

times. liook at the wiiy thing upon the cliffs of Dover,
the grand original of all our cabbages and cauliflouers.

Observe the uncidtivatod turnip, scarcely recognisable
from wild mustard, and notice the sticky, wiry carrot as

it grows by the highway, and then just step into that
jolly good farmer's fields and feast your eyes, at the
proper season, on the rare turnips and carrots there, and
then you will be convinced not only of what hybridi-

sation and careful culture have already done, but that

when these principles are better imderstood and more
acted upon, additional sources of rational employment
will be opened up to the industrious mind,—flowers stLU

more beautiful will be produced ; fruits, roots, and
grain most suitable for particular soils and climates will

bo found , vegetable phenomena will be better under-
stood and more attended to ; and the consequence will

be, lha,t practice will not sneer at, but become the com-
panion and the testing agcntfor the principles of science ;

and thus more elevated enjoyment will be realised ;

more food be produced; more employment provided;
and a higher degree of happiness secured for all.

R. Pish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

Stovk Climbers.—As this department of plant cul-

ture is, with the exception of the orchid house, the most
expensive of any, both with respect to the erection of

the heating apparatus and the quantity of fuel after-

wards required, it is especially desirable to make the

best use of the interior to obtain an amount of enjoy-

ment proportionate to the outlay. Every good gardener
will, in addition to furnishing the stages, platforms, or

pits, with suitable plants, be desirous to cover the rafter

and cross bars with handsome and free flowering clim-

bers. There are now in this country numbers of such
plants—more than suflicient to clothe variously the

roofs of the largest hothouses in Europe. Hence arises

a temptation to cultivate too many, so as almost to

defeat the purpose they are intended for. By crowding
them too much on the roof, they not only injure the

inhabitants below, but cannot flower or thrive them-
selves so well as if there were fewer of them, and kept

thin enough to allow the light and air to circulate in the

house. It is to prevent this evil, as well as to recommend
their culture in a proper degree, that we propose to our-

selves to give a jiaper or two on the subject of stove

climbers; nioie especially for the roofs ol' the moist

stove and the stove conservatory; proposing hereafter to

describe such as are proper to bo used to train to a

trellis, to be placed amongst the ordinary stove plants

on the stage or centre pit. As some of our readers are

building, or arc intending to build, a stove, we shall in

the first place give a list of the very best stove climbers,

that thoy may bo at no loss what kinds to procure.

s.d.
* .'Ulamanda Schottii i large yellow, brown, striped flowers .S

^ratidijiora ; small foliage, large yellow flowers 5 fl

liigjtonia venusta ; orange 3 ()

Chamberluynii ; pink ;J 6
* Clerodetidnjm spicjtdens speciosissimnm ; scarlet .*>

* Combretum purpureum ; bright scarlet 5

Diplndenia rrtissinoda i rose 3 6
* Kcfiitcs Kplriidcns ; rose 'and whitish blush ;l 6
Httt/a imprrintia ; chocolate 7 *i

Cfii-fifitift ; white and pink 1! (i

Ipomi'ii Han/atlia: ; deep crimson '.i 6
* Li-ffrii ; deep blue 2 ft

Ptissifiora iitiitu ; crimson, purple, and white ^ n

Kenninina ; red and white 3——^— Lfinifhczidna : blue and white 3 ti

iliiiiih-inti^ndtiria ; crimson, purple, and white 3 (i

* SIr/i/iminli.'. Hnribiinda ; white 3 B
Srhu/iertiii t;ri(i-rulriis ; white 3 (i

Thunberi^ia firimdifiofn ; light blue 3 (i

Haivtayneanu 5

Tho above is a very select list of twenty-ono of the
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liest of stovo creepers lor tlio rool' of tin.! house. \Vc

have markeil with an asterisk such as will answer best

lor a rather small house ; ami for a very small one, such

as wo may suppose some of our amateur IViends may
possess, or build, we recommend the iStrjihaiiuUs, the

Dijihuleiiiit, and Passi/loni rowmosu.

Cui.riiRK.—To grow those splendid plants to per-

fection, so as to enahle tlieiri lo jiroduee aliundance of

bloom, you must have a snuill |iil eijjhleen im-hes or two

feet square, or any other form of the same dimensions,

but at least two feot deep. At tlie bottom place a layer

of pieces of brick or stone, six inches thick, cover this

with some pieces of turf with the grassy side downwards.

The rubble is for drainage, and the turf to prevent the

soil choking it up. The soil should bo composed of

peat, loam, and rotten leaf mould, in equal parts, mixed

with a sutlicienl quantity of sand to keep it o])en and to

allow the water to pass through it freely. This com-

post should not be sifted, but only large stones and the

roots of perennial weeds picked out. Tlie situation of

these small pits nuvy be as near to the front wall as

convenient, to allow the creeper to be trained uj) to the

roof, and along the roof over the paths. A rod of iron,

kept well painted, should lie sus])ended from the rafters

at a distance of about a foot, to allow room for the

shoots, leaves, and llowers, at a favourable distance from

the glass. To this rod the creepers uuist he kept neatly

tied, l)ut not too stitHy. The taste of tlio c\dtivator

must suggest a free graceful mode of iierforming the

operation. In the stove at I'ine-apple Place we use

small chains running lengthwise, just over the curb-

stone of the pit. They are fastened up at intervals to

the roof, and allowed to hang down slackly between

each interval, so as to foi'm, when covered with the

creeper, graceful festoons of flowers. Managed in this

way they aro very ornamental.

Jn suDUuer when the ereejiers aro growing freely, and,

as we hope, flowering profusely, the days being long

and the sun giving abundance of light, the creepers

may be allowed to grow somewhat luxuriantly ; but as

soon as they have done blooming, the days shortening

and the light less intense, they should then be pruned
in freely, to allow the greatest qvuuitity of light to reach

the plants below.

Water.—In the summer months, when the growth
is luxuriant, the creepers will require an abundant
supply of soft water at their roots. The syringe, too,

nuist be used frequently and freely to cleanse the leaves

from dust, and to prevent the increase of insects ; care

being taken to injure the Uower as little as possible.

Should the meahj hug unfortunately tind its way into

the bouse it will soon infest the creepers, especially the

Steplumoiis, upon the flowers of which it loves lo dwell.

There is no way to destroy this pest efl'ectually but by
crushing it with a brush, made either of stiffish hair or

bass matting; with this every cranny and joint must
be diligently washed, and, if possible, not an insect left

alive. It is not once or twice washing that will banish
them when they have once got established ; the washing
must be repeated till they are overcome. Other insects,

such as the red spider and the thrip, must he waged war
against (continually, for if once allowed to get a-head

they are extremely hard to conquer or entirely clear

away.
We are just now reminded by a correspondent, that it

is not in all cases convenient to have pits built for

creepers; when that is the case they may be jilantcd in

long boxes ai-ranged along the front, or in large pots

set in any convenient corner ; but be it remembered
that they will neither grow nor Uower so finely as by
the former mode.

Proi'.\oation.—All these plants may be increased by
cuttings, placed in silver sand, under bell-glasses, in

heat, excepting Ipomea Hoisfallia: and Combretum pur-

piiieum. These two must be increaso<l by grafting

upon the more freely striking species; Ipnmea l/ors-

I'alliic grafts easily upon Jpomca itmignis, and Cnmbrclum
puipiiieiiiii uiHin U. PincMiiuiii.

FLOUISTH' FLOVVKRS.
Tui.u' ANU Ranunculus Roots being now all taken

up, it is often a matter of giave consideration what to

do with the beds in which they have grown. They
must either be planted with .some autunni blooming
flowers or be left empty till the planting season for the

bulbs comes round again. In such situations where the

beds are in sight of the windows, or even frequently seen,

l)eds with flowers that have been reared in pots for the

or in high kept grounds, it may bo desirable to fill these

|unpose ; in such a case it will bo desirable, nay, neces-

saiy, to have in the compost-yard a large heap of good
compost suitable for these bulbs, which, as soon as the

frosts destroy the temporary occupants of the beds,

should bo wheeled in after the old soil has becir removed
to some other part of the garden, wliere it will bo useful

for other pur|ioses. The new soil should be left now at

least six inches above the level required when it is

settled. When the beds are so situated that it is of no
consequence leaving them empty till the jilanting season

arrives again, the soil should be thrown out on each

side of the beds, and laid up in ridges, taking up along

with it the layer of dmig reconnnended to be placed

over the drainage. In this situation the soil should be

frequently turned over, to expose every part of it to the

sun and air, and, as there is nothing like system in

doing any kind of work, or carrying on regularly any
operation, we would advise a set time to be appointed

for turning soils, and that time to be faithfully kept as

much as the weather will allow. Once a month will be

a proper time to turn over the soils of the tulip and
ranunculus beds. T. Appi-ehy.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Oi.oiiE Artichokes. — The suckers of this season's

planting should be well attended to by keeping the

surface of the earth open ; and a soaking of liquid-

manure given occasionally will cm^ourage the luxuriant

growth necessary for the plentiful prcjduction of heads

of good ([uality.

.Ikhi sAi.KM .\uTicHOKES morcly require at this season

for tl artli's surface to be kept open, aud in a good

state, by liripicnt stirrings.

Caiiraoi; for early spring crops should now be sown
in full crop ; where a large quantity is required it is

advisable to sow two or three successive times, at in-

tervals of a lew days. The A'«/ JiiiU-h should also be

remembered if required for pickling, stewing, &c., as

well as the Flat pole, or Drumhead, by those who require

them for cattle.

Routine Work.—Oaulijiowert aud cnlvu^nrts should

still l»o planted freely for autumn and winter jmrposes.

American imili Normandy cress H\\ou\i!i bo sown. Herbs

of all kinds should be gatliered while in bloom. Cha-

momile and marigold flowers should be collected two or

three times a week. Make a sowing of cucumbers for

early winter fruiting, and select and save for seed the

likeliest fniit of the best varieties ; collect all gherkivs

for pickling, and the handsome, long, green cucumbers

for preserving. Endive should be sown in full crop for

late planting, and the planting of the same should be

weekly attended to for some time to come. Sevei-al

sowings, also, of lettuce should be uuido where much is

required throughout the winter and early spring ; the

best varieties for this purpose arc the Old Egyptian,
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Broicn Coss, the Bath Brown Coss, and tlie Ilammcr-
siiiiik Hardy cahhage lettuce. Horseradish should be
kejit cleai' i'roin spurious suclcers, and the eai-th's surface
about it kept open and clear.

ilusHROoM Beds should ho made in succession by
collecting good stable manure. If the straw is very
long some of it may be shaken out to advantage; half-

dried cow, sheep, or deer dung are all very good for

mushroom culture, either mixed with stable dung or

made use of separately. Any of the above materials
should have a sufficiency of good holding loam incor-

porated with it, to prevent its heating too strongly, which
the dung by itself is very apt to do, and thus become

dry, and exhausted of its best properties by evaporation;
this the soil prevents by absorption, maintaining both a
kindly temperature and moisture, the two principles

that are most essential for the successful culture of

mushrooms. In making a mushroom bed the materials
should be well trodden or rammed, in order to make it

very firm, and spawned at a very moderate temperature,
cased with good holding friable loam to the thickness of

about two inches when beaten down very firm ; after it

has been cased a week or ten days it should have
another good even beating over, so as to make it very
firm after setting.

James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS IKFOEMATION.

HOME-BAKED BREAD.

By the Aiitltoress

Bread is an article of extremely great importance in
every household; especially wliere economy is rigidly re-
qiured. Families must be fed ; and where meat is neces-
sarily vei-y sparingly used, there must be a substitute for it

;

and what can be more nom-ishing, more simple and agree-
able, both for old and yomig, than sweet, wholesome bread ?

Home-made bread is so incomparably superior to that of
the baker, that every endeavour should be used to obtam it

;

not only is the baker's profit gained, but home-made bread
goes farther tlian an equal quantity of that which is procured
from the shop. It is lii-mer and more satisfying in its tex-

tm'e; the stomacli remains much longer at rest after receiv- i

ing it, and does not feel that hollow craving sensation that
veiy frequently follows the use of bal<er's bread. It has
been said, and doubtless with much reason, that many
diseases of the stomach are engendered by the adulteration
of food ; and scarcely any article consumed by man admits
of this wicked and iujmious practice to so great an extent
as bread. On the point of health, therefore, if not of eco-
nomy, bread should, if possible, be made at liome, and
thereby one vei-y material somxe of discomfort m\\ be cut
off; for I have myself known cases in which real iUness has
been caused by the use of baker's bread. Very probably
much intUsposition, and general derangement of the system,
arises from this unsuspected cause.

In large towns it is sometimes impossible to accomphsh
baking at home. Tliere may be no oven, and no place in
which to erect one, and fuel may be scarce and exorbitantly
dear. In country tow-ns, even in villages in fact, wherever
wood has to be bought, it is comparatively dear ; but even
supposing for a moment that hoirsehold bread is not eaten
at a cheaper rate than that supplied by the baker, it is made
of inire flour and yeast, which is a grand consideration; and
it goes farther also ; but, generally speaking, it will be
absolutely cheaper.

Home-baked bread possesses this advantage, also, over
that which is Bought, that it can be eaten witliout distaste

1

in a very stale state. Baker's bread is almost uneatable
[

when a week old, and is sometimes vei-y unpleasant at tlic

end of three days. I'ure household bread is excellent when
,1 tortiiight old; and the thrifty cottager usually halves a
I'orluiglit's batch, as it saves fuel, and bread too—tlie more
stide it is, the more quickly it satisfies hunger. This plan
sliijuld be adopted by the economist of a higher sphere.
When means are smaU, and principle is strong (which we
liuow to be the case with some of our excellent correspon-
dents), no taste or fancy will be allowed to interfere mth
that which we see to be right; and we shall soon become
rt'i-iini-iled to the good stale loaf, and enjoy it with a keener
relish than we ever did the delicate spongy bread of our
more affluent days. We feel that we are doing what we can
to avoid expense, and support om-selves upon the means
which, either we have undertaken to live upon or it has
pleased God in His infinite wisdom to grant us, and in both
cases the conscientious mind will take pleasm-c in every act
of self-denial. Tastes ore sometimes very difficidt to deal

nf" My Flowers."

with ; but if we always bear in mind that a principle is

involved in nearly every thing we do, we shall overcome
many diificulties ; and all that is to the " natural man

"

cUstasteful, will be rendered easy and even pleasant by tlie

holy motive on which we act.

Ladies with small mcomes cannot always prociu'e sei-vants

who understand baking ; they are sometimes obliged to be
dependant upon the senices of an ignorant girl, who has

never been taught to make bread, and probably never even
saw the process cai-ried on. In such a case it is a vei-y great

advantage to be able to direct and teach this usefid branch
of household duty ; and yet how many ladies enter upon
housekeeping without knowing the way in which it is done

!

And how many may, perhaps, have kept house for yeai's

witliout having learned or obseiwed it I In every cookery

book we open the directions how " to make bread " are

given, but so imperfectly—even in those which profess to be

the most simple and practical—that they are no guide what-

ever to a novice ; and I, therefore, venture to subjoin tlie

only plain sensible directions I ever met with, and by which
any lady, however iminstmcted herself, may teacli a servant

witli ease and success. I have extracted it from a httle

work, by a vvTiter whose practical knowledge and simple

style, if his pen had but been guided by " the \visdom which
is from above," would have made him eminently useful to

the humbler classes :—

•

" Suppose the quantity be a bushel of floiu". Put this

Horn' into a Irmiyli that people have for the iimijose, or it

may be in a clean smooth tub of any shape, if not too deep,

and sufficiently lai-ge. Make a pretty deep liole in the

middle of this heap. Take (for a bushel) a pint of good
fresh yeast ; mix it and stir it well up in a pint of so/l water,

milk-warm. Pour this into the hole in the heap of Hour.

Then take a spoon and work it roimd the outside of this

liody of moisture, so as to bring into it by degrees flour

enough to make it form a thin hatter, which you must stir

well about for a minute or two. Then take a hamU'id of

flour and scatter it thinly over the bead of this batter, so as

to hide it; then cover the whole over with a cloth to keep it

wai'ui ; and tliis covering, as well as the situation of the

trough as to distance from the fire, must depend upon the

nature of the place, and the state of the weather as to heat

and cold. When you perceive that the batter has risen enough
to make cracks in the floiu- you covered it with, you begin to

form the whole mass into douyh, thus : you begin round the

hole containing tlie batter, worldng the ilom- into the batter,

and pouring in, as it is wanted, to make tlie floiu- mix witli

the batter, soft water, milk-wann. Before you begin this

you scatter tlie salt over the lieap, at the rate of half a pound
to a busb(?l of Horn-. When you have got the whole sufficiently

moist, you knead it well. This is a grand part of the busi-

ness ; for unless the dough be well worked there sviU be little

round lumps of flour in the loaves ; and besides, the original

batter, which is to give fermentation to the wliole, mil not

be duly mixed. The dough must, therefore, be well worked.

The lists must go heai'tUy into it—it must be roUed over.
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presseil out, fulilod up, ami pressed out again, until it lio

completely niixeil, and fonneil into a still' and tougli ilmigh.

When made, it is to lie formed into a hnnp in tlie middle of

the ti-ough, and with a little dn tloiu- scattered thinly over

it, covered over again to be kept wai-m ami to ferment ; and
in tliis state, if all he done rightly, it will not have to remain
more than tiftoen or twenty minutes. The oven should he

hot by tho time the dough has remiuned in the lump aliout

twenty minutes. When boUi are ready, take out the tire,

mid wipe llie oven out clean ; and at nearly about tlie same
moment take the dough out upon a clean table or large

squai'o boiud ; cut it up into pieces, and malce it up into

loaves, kneading it again in these separate paicels ; and as

you go on , sliaking a little tlour o\ er your board to prevent

the dough adhering to it. The loaves shoidd be [lut into tlie

oven as (juickly as possible after they are fonued, upon a Hat

wooden shovel with along liandle; and when in, the oven-

door should he fastened up quickly, and very clnsvli) ; if nil

be propi-rly nnmnged, loaves of about the size of quai-tern

loaves will be sufficiently baked in about two houi's. But
they usually open the door and look at tho bread, to see how-

it is going on."

These lUreetions are so minute, ami yet so clear, that it is

scarcely possible to eiT in practismg tliein. Heating the

oven is a matter of some nicety ; but observing it done once

or twice by an experienced hand will give the needful in-

stniction. Most ovens, indeed, have a paiticular brick built

into Uie back, which timis wliite when the heat is sufficiently

strong. This is a safe guide.

Bread should not be cut tintil it is at least two days old ;

and for family use it is better to keep it stiU longer. It

should be kept in a ib-y, cool place, as damp and heat are

equally to be avoided ; and wliere large bakings ai'e made,
tho jdace in which it stands is of some consequence. When
loaves are first taken out of the oven they should be allowed

to stand on tlieir luajs imtil tliey are quite cold.

HISTORY OF AN APIARY.

ISCREASIXG THE NIMBEE OF STOCKS.

As I am desirous of inducing some of yoiu' readere to

adopt a very interesting method of increasing their stock of

bees in autumji, which I tried with perfect success last year,

and as the season is fast approaching for the pui-pose, I

shall bid farewell to the subject of my old apiaiy, with a very

few words in addition to what I wrote in my last letter.

Suffice it to say that, until last year, when I transfen'ed it to

the care of my youngest sister, and commenced a new apiaiy

tmder different auspices, in a new and more favom-able

locality, I met with no sort of success as a bee keeper. The
same luckless hive occupied the identical position in the

gai-den where it had stood for years without throwing oil' a

single swarm or yielding me a single pound of honey. Its

fate was ultimately sinulai- to that of its predecessor ; for,

being disgusted with its unprofitableness, I drove it in the

early part of last July, when on a visit home, and with the

bees which I saved a good-sized swaim occupied the boxes,

wliich had loug waited in vain expectation of a swarm from
it. They did verj- well tiU November, when they died in an
unaccoimtable manner, probably owing to the old age of the

queen, plent)' of comb and honey being taken from the box
on clearing it out.

A bnef summary of my success last year with my nev
apiary, as well as a short account of it, wiU he found at

pp. ayi and iO-! of your thiid volume. Among the various

colonies which I jiurchased, or otheiTvise obtained, was a

stock composed of two united swaiius, or rather /rimi/ics, of

bees, which I had saved from a sidphui'ous death. Ill as

I had hitherto succeeded in my attempts to preserve bees on
artificial food tliroughout the winter, I felt confident that the

thing mil/hi be done, if undertaken in a right manner. I

therefore resolved to tiy what a doubled colony would do.

Jly theory was, that if the population of a stock, to be formed
by artificial means, were tuice as numerous as other stocks

usually are at this season of the year (August), there would
be a greater probability of its doing well, because not only

woidd there be plenty of workers in the hive (as well col-

lectoi"s of the furnished stores as wax-workers and nui'ses of

the young bees—for a good queen lays largely at this season )

,

hut, also, a largo surplus of lioney-gatherers would ho at

liberty lo mum the Jielils, whose industry would not only (iiii/-

)iieiit the winter store, but likewise itiijuove llu- iiimlilii of llie

food laid by. Wliether this theory be sound or not, I suc-

ceeck'd in pnjserving my bees in admirable heaUli through

the winter and spring, and they have become, and are still

working witli an enormous population, as my strongest and
most profitable stock, as I shall show by-and-bye. More-
over, on tasting some of this food in April last, which I

scooped out with a teaspoon thnnigh a large hole in the top

of the hive, I found it had a very agi-eeablo flavour—very

ditt'erent fiom, and far superior to the original syrup with

which I had supiilied them—the taste of honey being dis-

tinctly perceptible though not prejioiiderating. Another
advantage connected with this tlmili/iiH/ of the population I

had almost forgotten to menticui, namely, that if it bo true,

as Huber avers, tliat where two qui rns exist in the same
hive thei/ ahriiijs, and lliiij iihmr, sei'k eacli others' destruc-

tion, the workers being only passive speclator^, perhnps insti-

gators of the combat; if, I say, tliis be tru.\ i^ ii nnl i.robablo

and Ukely that the mo^t vigorous qucLii will a^^rt her

superiority and destroy her rival '.' I luimc llial tlii^ was the

case with me, for I picked up tlie conqibn d ipir, ii tlie day

after the union was ettected,and was enalili'l lo ciuiqiaie her
with her victorious enemy, w-ho was decidedly the largest, and
she has proved a most fertile motlier.

It is to the method which I adopted in unitinij these bees

that I wish to call especial attention, because, not only do I

claim to have iliscovered it (at least, nowhere in the twenty

and odd bee-books wiiich I have read have I seen even a

remote hint of the Icnowledge of the existence of such a

plan), but it is one of the simplest and most useful of bee-

operations, as well as a very successfid one. I discovered or

rather hit upon it accidentally, as I was hesitating between
the adoption of the fumigating or sugar-and-water di-owning

process of uniting bees, one or other of wiiicli is recom
mended generally by apiarians. I was quite unused to

either of these plans, and somewhat dreaded the experi-

ment. The scene of operation was the small nursery back-

garden of some very kind friends of mine who had kindly

permitted me to malie what use I pleased of the jiopidation

of five cottage hives, which they intended to plunder ; and
tlie time was SJ p.m., on the Utli of August. After tiying

what I could do by fumigation with one hive, and having

made a temble mess of the affair, so that I began to wish I

had never meddled with the business, I proceeded to tiy the

sugar-and-water drowning process, to efieet which, I pro-

posed, first, to diive into separate empty hives the population

of two strong stocks ; and, then, after sprinkling each hive

well with sugar aud water, to mix the bees together. An
awkward, tilthy job this appeared, against which my heart

revolted ; however, there seemed no remedy, so to driving I

went. A magnificent second-year stock, as full of bees as it

could hold (the more bees the better for the success of tlie

experiment), was successfully cbiven in about 15 minutes
into an empty hive, which was taken off and put gently aside

imtil wanted again. The few remaining bees in the old

stock were fumigated with sulphur before being taken into

the house. .Vnother fine and populous stock was next tumed
up as before—an cnrly cast of tlie current year ; hut, instead of

placing an em})!;/ hive over it as before, it suddenly entered

my head to try what tbiraig into the other already tentporariUi

tenanted hive would do—the empty hive I mean into whicli

the population of the first hive had been chiven. But woidd
they not fight and destroy each other ? If they did, thought
I, I have got two good stocks to fall back upon ; so in

a moment the tenanted combless hive was gently placed

over the now reversed cast, and to diiving we went in good
earnest. " Haik ! what an awiid buzzing !

" said my com-
panion ; and, indeed, I began to dread a general massacre
as the hum increased ; presently, liowever, oiu' tapping

liaving ceased, the hum ilied away, and a profound sUence

reigned within. 5Iy success was complete, for on taldng oS
the upper hive, an enurmuus mass of bees was disclosed

hanging in thick clusters from the roof, united together iu

great apparent harmony and tranquiUity. The few remain-

ing bees in the old hive were sulphured as before ; and oin-

united hive was suffered to remain till morning, resting over

an empty bucket, and covered with a sheet. Great was the
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activily of our nowly fnvmpd stoplt the next day ( but no signs

of war wi-rr \i,il.lr I lill :ili,iiii ','1 o'clock p.m., when I shook

them all oni ii]i.>ii :i sli,,! mi Ihe ground in front of the box

which had Ij.in ilustiiir.d for llieir reception, into which they

immediali'ly iiv]it after their ([ueen. As soon as they had
ni:irly idl left, llie cloth the conquered queen was discovered

in front uf the box, dciid, but still sun'ounded by an escort, of

bees who paid her the last tribnlr c.f r.-iiicit and loyaltj-.

The box containing the now unitd -wiinii was transfeired

the same evening to my own apiaiy, hIumt it, still remains to

this day. I would observe, that on shaking out the bees

from the temporary hive two cuvibswere found already began,

one of them being 'i incites in lenylh.

So much for my plan of uniting bees in autumn by means
of ilriviiiij alone, which I have tried with uniform success on

several occasions since then. And, now, a few words as to

the treatment of these bees. Nvmr did they lack a supjily

of food (for which, see third vol., page 20:1,—where, instead

of \\\> of honey, read It^Hj) in the feeder (described atpiige

J!l'r..l' Ihinl vf.iuiii.'
I

tor \\\f u.tIvS ; and if the food was not

i|uilr 111 ilii'ii' lil.iii- I mail.' il suit. It is, 1 believe, e.ismlinl

ti) llie KMiTess lit this f xprriiiirnt, that the stock be formed
not hiirr than the lOth of August,—(At mrlhr Ihi- htlh-r :

some friends of mine tried it on the 17th, and failed: though,

I believe, chiefly owing to negligence, in feeding with un-

wholesome food. It is well, also, so to an-ange the feeder, that

there be no cumnf of air through the hive. I am going to

form two stocks on the same principle this year,—one of

them to be composed of three united swanns.
A Cot .NTRY Cl RATE.

IIOKTICULTURM. SOCIETY'S SHOW.

CHISWICK, July 1:3th.

The last exhibition of the Society for the present year

took jjlace in their gai'dens .at Chis«Tck on Saturday, the l.'Hh

of Jidy : and so for this year the hopes and the fears of the

exhibitors have been put an end to. Upon the whole, we
may venture to say, that the shows, at both the I'ai'k and
Cbiswiit, liavi- b. Ill 111 Iter than in any previous year. The
colli a ill a IS III' |ilaiil^ mI' ivery number, whether large or small,

have 111 III more equal, that is, there were fewer bad or mid-
dling gi'DWU plants than before. The Fruit part of the ex-

hibitions has been a decided improvement, and the Florists'

flowers have been more unique and more numerous. This
eucom'ages us to hope still better for the time to come.
From what we know personally of the various exhibitors we
anticipate Uiey will leave no means untried, no nerves tm-

strung, to ensui'e success in their futiu'e efforts to jiroducc

still better specimens of eveiy kind of horticultural produce.

We heartily wish them every success.

The exhibition was above the average of those that talce

place at this season annually. The Orchids as usual, in om-

opinion, taldng the lead. Every jiart, however, was respect-

able. The Fruit tent especially was well garnished with

luscious sweets. With these few preliminai-y remai'ks we
shall now briefly describe in our usual way such objects as

were exliibited for tlie lirst time, or as may be useful to our

readers. We judge that the mere giving the names of plants

that win the awards of the judges is useful, because it

proves not only that the plants were well grown and so

worthy of such distinction, but also our reports prove that

such plants are capable, by good culture, of being made to

merit such distinction.

COLI.ECTIONS OP TWENTY EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

1st Phize to Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq.;

making the sixth first prize Mr. J\I. has won this year. On
this occasion we noted especially the following:

—

Aerides tjuinquetmlnertt, witli three lonp spikes fully in flower. A.
miwulosum, beautifully bloomed. Cu-fof^i/ne specimn, with several

flower-s. The beautiful ami fr.ai>rant I'atl/it/a ci7ri77«, with three of its

golden flowers. Cl/iiri/'iiliinn /jiir/iiihim, x\ii\i II flowers. The eurious
and handsome Cori/itiit/irs intniilutu. The rare Af^tuiisiu /ntlehflla, with
nunieriius llmvpr^.' 'nie l.UKi- i\i.\KvrcAfii,i,nilirsrliluru,liiliim. The
beauhU.l A'/.a/.v/rfr/oi/ i;-rrii,„x,im. Tin- r-Mv I'li/./diiui irisliilii. Sar-
rolnhiinii llhiinil, «llh thrir lineM.il l.lui.inid M|iilas. Tin- new and
beautiful (W,„,((,^r/,,,™«,„ /,,istiliithi>,i and the truly ni.lilc \iii,ihi Bale-
ynnniana in finer perfection than even wlien shown at the Park.

2nd Prize to Mr. Williams, gai-dcner to (',. Warner, Es(|.

This collection was very nearly equal to Mr. Mylam's.

Apriites nffi/iewafi the beat plant in it ; it had three spikes -J ft. hmp,
with several branches on each ; and two spikes nearly as Inut; wiflmut
any side shoots. .4. ro.ve«, with three spikes. A. win ii/n.^niii, very neat.

Btirkeriu spectnhilis, in tine order. A !arp:e Millitnhi s/ifrfn/n/is. with
sever.al fine flowers. A largo plant of Epidtnuh-itm i-adiiilinii, ami a f^ood
Vimda tricolor,

COLLECTIONS OF PTFTEEN EXOTIC ODfllTDS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Eollison, Tooting. In this coUec
tion there were several veiy fine specimens, especially

Cnttleya erispti ; a large plant with upwards of eight spikes of its fine

flowers upon it. Miltnnia specta/ji/is; a Large mass, 2 ft. across, with
numerous flowers. Slun/in/it'ii ti^rimi, with nine flowers. .S. Wiirdii,

with 15 flowers. .S". l)rrti!uiiiift, with six of its beautiful flowers fully

expanded. A ^nod Cfitf/i-ijn innsai,/-. The sweet Odimfogfusunm cifros-

mmn ; and the rare Huliriilia liliiislnim.

2nd PiJiZE to Mr. Dobson, gardener to E. Beck. Esq.,

Tsleworth. The gem of this collection was a dwarf plant of

Epidfndrum crassi/olitmiy and a prettier little thine: «'e do nnt remem-
ber fo have seen for some time. The plant was not lunn ilaai r,inilu-s
hip:h, and 10 inches through, yet it had not less than I l

,

'
' ^lali.,- >[ its

la-pttv pink blossoms, 'i'his plant usually attains liir IhilIiI ul l It.

hifnie if ll.nvers. lie r.Isii had in piod cimililion tin- m l,l..iii-MfM I'm-
,„r„„;, ,S7«/i.7„„-,/, ,:

; tlii' iMir '/.„.-;fpr/nlum rmlrahnii : a tine plant of
Kl,Hl,,„lr,n„ ,;,l,„l,,l,ni, :i,ul ill.- wcll liuiAvn ISiillirllil pliuil in fine

'riiiTi- is a ( irruiiisliiuce or property in these interesting plants that does
nut iiccnr in any cither, namely, the long time they remain in bloom. One
of Mr. Dobson's plants has remained so long in perfect bloom, that it has
enabled him to exhibit it at three successive exhibitions—we .allude to the
tuicidiuvi ampliatvin major, by far the finest plant of the kind exhibited
this year ; and it is not the only orchiil that possesses this desirable
(juality. If we had leisure wc could mention numbers that are equally
long-lived in beauty.

COIJ.ECTIONS or TEN EXOTIC ORCHIDS.
1st Prize to Mr. Blake, gardener to H. Schroder, Esq.

We can only notice the best :

—

Arridi-.'i odonrtrni], with numerous spikes of its fragrant beautiful
flowers. Ciilaiifliv vntxi/rif, with three spikes of its purple flowers.

Deitdriilthiot i/irptninttiuoi, with numerous spikes. Angracnm rnu~
dtitum, beautifully bloomed. The noble Vatula itmgnis. The rarely-

seen Gateimdra Bauerii : and a good Phulanapsis grtmdijlorn

.

'3nd Prize to Mr. Cai'son, gardener to F. (1. Fariiici-, I'lsq.

We noted especially, as being in good order,

Odontof^lunKiiin g-ritnde, with five of its large handsome flowers fully

expanded. A fine specimen of Cj/cnnctics LoddigfHii. The rare 'Zi/ffo-

pttiilttm rostnttiim. CKtoglfnf .tperiosti, with 10 flowers. A neat .decides'

runca. The dark variety oi Sobralia macrant/ia : Aerides ijitiin/iitrtit-

jtera : and the handsome Deudrobinm chrysanttinm.

COLLECTIONS OF SIX EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. Gonie, gardener to Sir John f'athcart,

Bart. In this collection was a good plant of the lovely

Odontoglnsxum citrosnnim, with four spikes of its fragrant flowers

highly coloured. A good Brnssio rdtiditta, with nine spikes of flowers ;

and a good plant of the rare Deiidrofttt/in fidimrum,

2nd Prize to Mr. Wnolley, gardener to H. B. Ivor, Esq.,

Chcshunt. He had in fine order the beautiful

Onciditim leurop/tl/llum. A large plant, with numerous drooping
spikes, of the old Cf/mttidii/m (dcefoliiim : Oncidium pulvinattim : and a

finely flowered Cutileifa Forttesii,

SINCIj; SPECIMENS OF ORCHIDS.

1st Prize to Mr. ICinghorn, gardener to Earl Kilmnrey,

Twickenham, for a fine specimen of Plialwnupais ijruiulijloni.

COIJ.ECTIONS OF TWENTY STOVE AND OREENHOrsE PLANTS.

1st Prize to Mr. fade, gardener to H. CoUyer, Esq.,

Dartford. Mr. Cole exbiliit.al bis plants again in line order,

and was again successlnl in la atiii^; bis funiiidable antago-

nist Mr. May. We shall iii.lirc tlic fresh plants he brought

into the field.

Kdlosant/tes corrinea major : a well bloomed specimen, 4 ft. by 4 ft.

Splu-nolomo griicite : 3 ft. by 2 ft. Erica eximiu : 2i ft. by 2.J ft. E.
ampullacea : 2J ft. by 3 ft. k. infundilmliformis : 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; a truly

splendid specimen.

3nd Prize to Mr. May, gai'dener to Mrs. Lawrence. Nnble

plants, well grown, but several past their best. Mrs. Law-

rence ought, however, to be well satisfied ; her gardener has

well sustained his fame, having this year won, in tliis class,

fiiur out of the six grand prizes offered by the two Societies,

H is fresh plants were

Trislania neriifolla : covered with its pretty yellow flowers ; 5 ft. by
5 ft. Rellmniii squarrom : an old plant seldom seen ; 2J ft. by 2ift.

Erica obtata: 2.J ft. by 2J ft. E. Juliana: 3 ft. by 2i| ft. B. tricolor

Wilmnii : 3 ft. by 3 ft. E. tricolor major : 2i ft. by 3 ft.

COLLECTIONS OF FIFTEEN STOVE ANO OREENHOUSE PLANTS.

1st Prize fo Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobiis,

Bart., for some first-rate plants, especially

Pteroma elegans .- 4 ft. by 4ft. ; a circular plant covered with its rich
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purple blossoms. LisiiinthmRussellintlKS, EehilFx tilrofnir)»irni,vi\t\\

liark rich chocolntccolourcii Howcni. Kriiii Siii'ilrnna • K. Irimlur

ant) Strphnnutis JtoribunHa.

'iND PiiizE to Jrr. CaKon, garilcupr t<> J. Kiirmoi-, V.!tq.

W'f iioteil, ns tlie best,

Lrmunin sprclahih 3 ft. liy 2} ft. JEschpnanthus Lobbii, with its

iilinust black cnl.vxcs nnd larpe scarlet blussoni ; the plant was covered

with bunches of bloom. Polugala Olipiisitifnli'n : ;l ft. by 3 ft. Fimelrn

fiubesceta : i ft. by 2 ft. 'Str/ihanolis fliirilmnda : anil Itipladema

rrassinotla.

COI.I.KCTIONS Ol' TEN STOVE AND (inEEXnOl'SE PIANTS.

I «T I'liiZF. to Mr. t^'roxlbrd, gai'dener to H. Bai'nes, Esq.

He Iinil ill fnir condition Svlli/a liiirarh and ChroJendrum

l„ll,u:

•,'.sii I'ltizE to Mr. Slanl(>y, gardener to TI. Bevens, Esti.

Hero was a sood
Clerodtndrum Kirmplimi, Euphorbia splmdem, Cprloceriis ri'-

fit:Tus, Phgntalunlhus Irirului; anil Franrixieii iiiivmiiiala.

I.0I.I.EITI0NS OK SIX STOVE AND llllEENnolSE PLANTS.

1st PnizE to Mr. Bruce, gardener to Boyd Millar, Esq.,

Colliers Wood, Merton. Every plant was excellent ; there

were

—

Aslelma eximea, with nine heads of hloora. A/ilnlr.rix /iiiml/is Lviirn

roccinen : Stephanatis : and Kririi vivtul<eftorn.

','sn PniZE to Mr. Kingliorn, for

l.tmbi-naiillinaniinln: L. furmusn : Aphrlrxis humilis : Tremnmlm
rrrlirillltla : and Eriia meliilirjliira bUulor.

{To III' iitHliiiuetl.)

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Si'ui'ACE-sTiRBiNr..—I olisorved some weeks ago an article

in your nsefiil jom-nal on tlie benetit of hoeing' and stiiriny

tlie snrface of tbe soil. I am siu-e snch is of no trillint;

benetit, and I can state a fact which i)roves very clearly

{what may be, perhaps, known by many. Imt, nevertheless,

will be worth the trial of those for whom T tmst yom- journal

is principally wi-itten, namely, the cottager) the benefit of

fre<[uently stimng tlic surface soil of jjlnnts in pots. For

tliree yeais I had a small greenhouse which was not heated ;

in this house T kept through three winters, with haidly a

single loss, geraniums, verbenas, heliotiopes, fuchsias, cacti,

mesembrjanthemums, ami other tender plants; my only

]ilan being regulai-ly twice a week, and sometimes oftener

to stir the surface soil ; this I did more during the

frosty weather than olhenvise, and T believe 1 could trace

the ill ell'ecis of frost on plants that had been unattended in

this way, whilst the pots near to them, that had been sur-

facestiiTed, seemed tti have sull'ered no liimn. I name this,

because it is quite applicable to the cottage llower fancier,

and I believe he may keej) inany plants by tliis simple plan

through a severe winter which othenvise he might have lost.

—L. K. L.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage G.\bdrneb. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottfige Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster How, London.^'

Wild FtoWEES (X. Y. Z.).—As you have not time (?) to study botany

to enable you to ascertain the names of these, your only plan is to pur-

chase a hook containing drawings of them. The cheapest is Baxter^s

Ftotrering Plants of England. For the Ferns no book is so good and

cheap as Moort*s Hand-Boo/c of British Ferns ; you can carry it in your

pocket, and it is only a few pence in price. It has a drawing of each species.

Frogs and toads are beneficial in a garden. They feed on insects.

Guinea Fowls (A'. O. T.).—These having frost-bitten feet which

have since ulcerated, should have them washed, and be kept in a room

with a stone or boarded floor, where no grit or dirt could penetrate the

wound until healed. If tbe wounds are inflamed, wash them with

Goulard water ; if fungus or proud flesh appears touch it with blue stone.

Apply creosote ointment.

Heatisc. Small GEEENnorsE IK. fl. Glossop).—As this is only ten

feet long and is to be heated from your kitchen boiler, you cannot do

better than adopt the plan described at page 203 of our third volume.

BiND-WEED (E. O., Z>«vm I.—This, otherwise called the wild Con-

volvulus ff. HrrenA7>), like other deep-rooting perennial weeds can only

be destroyed by pulling up the stems as fast as they appear among your

flowers. The weeds will struggle on for a year or two, but will die

finally of exhaustion.

Most Profitable Pigeon's (A Subscriberfrom the Commeneentent)

.

—None surpass the common Blue Dove-house, and common large Mix-
ture Pigeons.
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Amrkican Blight (//. F. /..).—Vnur ixfct musl Iio in a wTctdicd
plight indeed when "their top branches and even the yimw^ shoots arc
literally while, so that in many plaees the eohnir of the stem ennnot be
seen !" We ean only recommend you in this case to head-back the
branehes of your trees, to burn what you eut off, and, by the nqHiduous
use of spirit of turpentine, to take care that the disease does not so jtet

a-liend again. (U-nnofhiis aznrens in an evergreen, and ('ennothua

cvritlrrift ia another name for the same plant.

Carrot Macgot ( IK li A //).—Vour crops would not have
been saved by the omitted hoeinp. We trench two .spils deep, turning in

dung with the bottom spit and waterini? that spit with the strongest

ammoninral liquor from the gas works. Tlic Carrot Rfaggot never attacks

our crops. Vou ean have for a penny an indtx for each of the former

volumes ; and uniform covers for each for a sttUUng. Tell your binder to

omit the advertisement pages, and he will do so without any trouble.

Namks of Plants {F. H. S.).—Your plant is a very old and too

much neglected hardy garden plant, the Strawberry Hlite {lilittun

vh-ffntinn. (Hnrriett.) Yours is Shrubl)y Rest-harrow {(hmnisfmtimm).
CiiRYSANTflKMUM SLIPS iHafnt'tf).—Thv-iC- which were taken off and

planted in a bed last May, ean be potted in September, Your other

([ucstion shall be answered next week.
KosES Diseased (A. il/.).—The cause of the stalks of your rn/te-buds

decaying, just like shanking in grapca, is the want of root action. If

the roots had been covered with mulch, probably, the decay would not
have occurred, but we cannot prescribe without knowing the soil and
situation where your roses grow. The U-uves of your roses with little left

upon them liut tlie skin on one side and the nerves, have been eaten by
the caterpillars of a small black Saw-fly

(
Tntthretlti a'tfiio/m). If yrm had

<Iusted the leaves with the fresh powder of white helebore as soon as

brown spots appeared, you wouhl have saved your leaves. See pages I69,

179, and *i22ofvol. ii.

Inklamed UuMP-fiLAND IN POULTRY (Kufe). — Rcmovc the

feathers from around it; open the ulcer with a needle, press out the

offensive matter, wash the place clean, and then bathe it with Goulard
water. Give a teaspoonful of castor oil if needed. Dirty water and de-

ficiency of preen food are thought to cause this disorder.

White Forget-me-not.—We have just received the following from
the party who so kindly offered to supply this—" I will endeavour to send
seed of the white ' Forget-me-not • to those who have already applied

for it, but having few plants at this place, and not intending to be at

Malvern for sometime, I ran send no inore.'^

Economizing (Vfroj-),—We have forwarded your letter to the au-

thoress of " My Flowers." The statements to which you refer are quite

reconcilable. If you have to keep a man to cultivate your garden, then

economy says, decidedly, give this up ; but if you ean cultivate your garden

during your own leisure hours, with only oceasional aid, say a man's
labour once a week, then economy says, as decisively, keep on your pro-

ductive kitchen-garden. In the latter case it will be rcrounerative ; but
with a man kept for its cultivation you will lose at least thirty pounds a

year by its retention.

Light, Peaty Soil (R., 1850).—The best dressing for this will be
chalk and clay to improve its staple ; and if put on six inches deep, and
well incorporated, it will not be too much. We should put this on as the

crops are cleared off, and ridge the ground to allow the frosts of winter to

aid the mixing. The soot and salt may be put on in the spring just pre-

vious to sowing and planting. Haifa tmshel of soot and 10 lbs. of salt to

every one hundred square yards ia a good proportion. To drive away
grubs, Sec, give the soil a good soaking with gas ammoniacal liquor, just

before digging for any crop.

Names of Moths (R. L.).~Thc largest is the Buflf-tip (Pijgc^m

hucf/ihala) ; the three smallest are the White Plume fi^/e>'o/>/ior«.s/;frt-

dactifltts) ; the others were too much injured for us to discover their

names, but, moreover, we cannot undertake to name entomological spe-

cimens unless the insects are connected with injuries to plants. We think

vour brick furnace and earthenware Hue sufficient for Utntin^ i/oui-

Mildew on Nectarine-tree fT. L., Newton).—This arises from

excessive stagnant moisture; your soil is badly drained, so that the wall

is kept constantly damp, or there is a want of a free circulation of air.

These circumstances are injurious to the health of tbe tree, and congenial

to the growth of the minute fungi constituting the disease. These white

parasitical fungi are Oidium erff/iiphoidts, S/iofotric/tion mftcrfufffhoriim,

Toritla Lfitryoides, and Erysiphe pnnnom. We havf little doubt that

these fungi never attack plants that are in good health, for we entertain

the ojjinion that it is only the sap of diseased plants—sap in a state of

decomposition— that is suited to be the food of the fungi. Prevention,

therefore, is preferable to curative applications ; and we have no doubt

that if the nectarine or peach tree is kept in due vigour by having the

soil well drained, and prevented from excesses of either moisture or of

dryness—and if its leaves are similarly protected from being exposed to

sudden atmospheric changcs—they will never be visited by mildew. We
are justified in this conclusion, because with this disease our peach trees,

in the whole courBC of our practice, have seldom or never been troubled.

Mildew of all kinds generally proceeds from an impeded root action, and
j

we have generally found that stagnation suddenly caused, whether by

excessive heat or drought, is liable to produce it, more especially if

succeeded by much solar light. We have little doubt that in such cases

the elaboration (by overtaking or being in advance of the absorbing
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power) proiiucea more highly concentrated juices, which are adapted as

pabulum for this obscure class of parasites. The best preventive is a

good top-dressing of rotten manure in the early part of June, and as soon

as drought sets in a thorough soaking of water. If caused by bad and

deep borders, the remedy must be sought in thorough drainage, or an

entire renovation of the soil. V.'hcn mildew appears the best application

is a dusting with flowers of sulphur. The mildew in cucumbtrs arises

from similar causes, and requires similar treatment. The species of fungi

forming the mildew on the cucumber are Nicotheciiim rosettm, Oidium

iT//xijt/w!dt'S, and 0. Icuconiimi.

FiG {Jannet D.).—Any open garden soil, raised with a little dead turfy

matter and lime-rubbish, will suit it, but the essential point is drninas^r :

stagnant moisture at the root is fatal to its fruitfulness. A south wall is

best for it. There is an excellent essay on its culture, by Mr. Krrington,

at page 3 of our second volume. Thanks for your communication, which

shall appear the first opportunity.

Drift Sand {Twig).—This, washed down from the Kent sand hilla,

next to silver sands, is good for potting purposes. Prune back your

Portugal laurels next April. Wolfshune is the Aconitum liipulinuvi.

Cucumbers Producing only M.\le Blossoms (./. iV. C.).—What
von call "false" are the male blossoms. These only being produced,

although " the vines appear thriving," intimates that they have been

kept too moist and too cold
;
give them less water and more heat. Wc

know of nothing that you could apply to a quick hedge to render the

leaves so unpalatable that sheep would not eat them; nothing would be

so durable or effectual as a row of hurdles.

Mesembryakthemum Purpueeum (Fwe/is/rt).—This, if in a pot,

will grow nicely in three parts sandy loam and one part lime rubbish,

well drained. It will do well out of doors in any light soil during the

summer. Cuttings of it strike freely in light sandy soil ; now is a good

time to insert them, allowing them to dry a little at the cut end before

planting them. Set them in a frame, or in a shady place in the open air

;

they want no bell-glass.

Chgrozema Chandleria {Ibid).—We do not know this. If you treat

it much as was recommended in our last volume for the genus in general,

and such as the genus E/Jrtcjv's was described as needing, you will succeed.

If one of the tenderer kinds, the cuttings will reciuire nearly all pure peat

and sand, with scarcely any loam. Henchmanii, with foliage like a

heath, must receive similar treatment, and, with few exceptions, the

heath and epacris require the same management. Cuttings are best

formed from small side shoots, cut off with a small heel, and inserted in

pure sand, below a bell-glass, there being sandy peat below the sand

;

but, as we before remarked, the best plants are obtained from seeds.

This applies to the genus as a whole, and may give a hint for your

Florist's Geranium Cuttings (S. G. J2.).—The matter will soon

be referred to, though much that is new will be impossible, after what

has already been said at different times.

EuTiiALES Grandiflora {Ibid).—This we do not know. We have

seen the E. trinervis, with purplish yellow flowers, and the E. vtacro-

phi/llu, of a brownish colour, and these are easily grown in peat and

loam, requiring a temperature of 40° during winter, and to be placed in a

sheltered place out of doors in summer. Cuttings will strike readily, if

side shoots, or the points of shoots, are taken off now or in the spring,

inserted in sand above sandy loam, covered with a bell glass, and set in a

eold frame.

IxoRA Javanica (Ignoramus).—We would advise stopping the fourth

shoot at such a height that it would start level with the three shoots you
have already stopped, and are going to stop again. We presume it was

not so strong as the other three when it was stopped previously, and if so

yo\i acted quite correctly.

India Rubber Plant (W. H., Kemington).—This, which we pre-

sume to be the Ficus elasticu, and which has been wintered in a parlour,

and set out of doors in summer until it has become unwieldly from its

size, may be cut down a little now, but not farther than where it pos-

sesses leaves. In the beginning of summer, it might have been pruned

more freely, more especially if it could have been set in a house with a

little heat afterwards. It will distil its rubber pretty freely on being

wounded. We would endeavour to compress it a little by tying, instead

of cutting much, at this advanced period. Cuttings, after the cut ends

have got dried, and with all their juicy leaves remaining, will root in peat

and sand ; and more quickly if, after a few days, the cutting pot is plunged

in a mild bottom heat.

Roses (X.).—The best soil for roses in general is a deep strong loam,

enriched with rotten cow-dung. The cause of the rose-buds falling off,

whatever it may be, must be at the roots ; the soil is certainly at fault.

Does not the clay hold too much water ?

Blue Annuals (Ibid).—We have given the names of all the blue

flowering annuals in former numbers.

Cabbage (Ibid).'—Growing cabbages are not injured by having the

large, old outside leaves pulled off after the plants have " hearted ; " not

before if they are healthy.

Pomegranate {Ibid).'—The climate makes all the difference to those

grown on the Continent. Their whole treatment with us may be seen by
referring to the indexes.

Rhododendrons (Ibid).—All Rhododendrons and Azaleas should be
pruned, if they require it, after flowering, not before.

Kitchen-garden Crops {Ibid).—All kitchen-garden crops arc much
benefited by frequent and heavy waterings during droughts.

Arrangement of Flower-beds {Novice),—By the arrangement of

18 beds for the groundwork of a flower-garden, insisted on by our coad-
jutor, Mr. Beaton, we understood him to mean that number for a gar-

den of the first-rate magnitude, and when three times that number would
probably be necessary to fill up the design. At any rate, that plan is not
applicable to the design you sent, but we approve of your plan of dividing

the corner beds, and so have three distinct colours in each ; but the plants

ought to be of the same height, or nearly so, in all the divisions. For
lists of the best plants for them, we can only refer you to ourformer ones.

Apples (Ibid).—The best apple we know for a high situation like

yours at \\'olverhampton, is the Court-pendiiPUit, or Poor-man's Profit,

or Garnon, as they call it in Herefordshire. It never flowers till after the

20th May, comes into use in November for table and kitchen, and lasts

till next l\Iay or June. For the rest, we would recommend you to see

I\Ir. Errington's lists in our first volume.

Artichokes Unproductive {E. D.).—Your plants on a light soil

are healthy, but produce no heads. The only causes for this that we can
imagine arc want of root moisture, or being under the shade of trees. In
either case the artichoke is always unproductive. Mulch round each of

the stools at once, and water them over the mulch abundantly in dry

weather. Remove the suckers, and winter dress them as usual. Renew
the mulching in March next, and water abundantly in dry weather
throughout the spring and summer, and, if not overshadowed, you will

have heads next year. Other answers next week.

Verbena Cuttings {June U.).—How can we tell the cause of your
failure in striking these, unless we know the mode you adopted? It is

no doubt complimentary, but we do assure you that among the gifts of

universal knowledge editors are thought to be gifted with, second-sight

is not included. Tell us all that you have done, and we will endeavour to

point out the source of failure.

A Lodger's Plants [S. P. Q. R.).—Although your landlord gave you
permission to plant in his garden, yet we think you have no legal right

to remove the shrubs ; but your landlord's landlord will he very arbitrary

if he prevents you.

Rabbit-skin Refuse {E. Ma.rwell).—There is no better way of

using " the fur, feet, and ears," than by digging them fresh into the soil.

The fur, like any other hair, is long in decomposing, but it does so slowly,

and is proportionately a lasting manure ; the flesh on the feet and cars

decays much faster, and is immediately beneficial to the crop. If you

were to grow a few square yards of any crop unmanured, and a similar

space manured with this refuse, you would see a very sensible difference

in favour of the latter.

Young Cucumbers or Gherkins for Pickling (Cotswold Hills).—
Have them sound and fresh gathered : spread them on dishes, salt them
well, and let them lie in the brine for seven days. Then drain and dry

them, put thein into a jar, pour over them a sufficient quantity of hot

vinegar, in which some sliced horseradish, ginger, and peppercorns, have

been previously boiled. Cover the jar with a cabbage-leaf and a plate
;

place it near the fire ; and next day drain off the vinegar from the gher-

kins, and boil it again ; pour it once more boiling hot over the gherkins.

Repeat this the third day, and when quite cold cork down the jar, and

tie a bladder closely over. Some recommend plenty of vine-leaves for

covering the jar in preference to the cabbage-leaf and plate; and also

advise the process of boiling to be repeated, covering the jar with fresh

leaves every time until the gherkins are of as good a colour as you wish.

Let the pickles be well covered with the vinegar.

Preserved Fruits for Desskrt (Ibid).—Strawberries to pre-

serve whole. For this purpose have them picked fresh into wide-mouthed

glass bottles, adding their own weight of finely powdered loaf sugar, and

filling up the bottles with Malaga, sweet Malmsey, or sherry wine boiling

hot. This plan is rather expensive ; a cheaper mode is, by talcing their

own weight of powdered sugar, and after well covering each strawberry

with the sugar, making a thin syrup of the remainder ; but, instead of

water, use red currant juice, in the proportion of one pint to every pound
of strawberries, and simmer them in this until the fruit is sufficiently

jellied, without being broken. The syrup may also be made with the

juice of strawberries intead of currants. Gooseberries :—Gather the large

red hairy kind when nearly ripe in dry weather, and place them singly

on sieves or dishes in the sun or before the fire, until quite shrivelled

and dry. Store them with sheets of white paper between each layer of

fruit. A more luscious mode is, to strew two pounds of pounded loaf-sugar

over six pounds of gooseberries beginning to turn red ; in three days put

them into a jar, cover close, put into a pan of cold water over a gentle

fire, take off when water nearly boils, let them stand until next day,

strain off the syrup, boil it a little, pour it on fruit while hot, let it

remain a week ; boil the sjTup again, pour it on the fruit. Drain the

fruit, rinse it with water, drain, dry before the fire, and keep in close jara

in a dry closet. Ckerrits .—To six pounds of Kentish cherries, stoned,

add two pounds of loaf-sugar powdered and strewed over them in a pre-

serving-pan, in which they must simmer until they begin to shrivel

;

strain them from the juice and lay them on sieves, dishes, or soft cloths,

on a hot hearth, or in an oven cool enough to dri/ without baking them.

The same syrup will serve for another sLx pounds of fruit. Keep them
with sheets of paper between each layer of fruit in a dry place.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint fliary Kalcndar; and Published by William
Somerville Orb, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—August let, 1B50.
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Many of our readers represent to us, that IVoni their

situatiou in towus and otlier causes, they are unable to

have a sufficient supply from that only true mine of

fertilizing matter—the Dung-hill ; and to meet their

wishes, we purpose giving a series of papers upon arti-

ficial manures. We shall rarely touch upon proprietary

manures, but confine ourselves for the most part to

those which may he obtained of any dealer in sucli

articles. Before commencing our observations, we would

warn our readers that all artificial manures, unless

rich in animal and vegetable substances— substances

affording to the roots of plants carbon, hydrogen, and

annnonia (the chief constituents of their whole frame,

wliether it be a fragile petal or a sturdy stem)—are but

assistant manures. They may help a plant to vigorous

growth, the same as a richer milk may su]iply more

phosphate of lime to a rickety child, but unless there

are in the soil the more essential supply of decomposing

animal and vegetable remains, such as are supplied by

dung-hill manures, failure in securing productive growth

must ensue. An artificial manure, deficient either in

such remains or their components, can do no more than

su]3ply a constituent to a plant which may promote its

vigour, or it may render a soil less dry by absorbing

moisture from the atmosphere, or it may make an adhe-

sive soil more friable. It may kill weeds and vermiu,

and it may preserve plants from injury when exposed

to drought or to frost, but these are only secondary

benefits. The most important office of a manure, let us

ever bear in mind, is to supply carbon, hydrogen, and

ammonia to the roots of plants in such a form that they

can feed upon them.

Taking a dealer in manures' list, and adopting his

alphabetical arrangement, we come first to

Alu.m ; but let no one of our readers look towards

this with any sanguine anticipations that it will brace

and invigorate his plants. We have no experience of

its merits ourselves, nor do we anticipate that it will act

direct upon any plant with beneficial effect, though it

may be of use in the mode mentioned by M. Sprengel.

We will quote his statement, and leave our readers to

judge for themselves. "I have found, in repeated ex-

periments, that alum, composed of fi parts potash, lu

parts alumina, 34 sulphuric acid, and 45 water, is a very

powerful manure. It does not, like gypsum, merely

advance vegetation by the sulphuric acid it contains,*

but also by its potash and alumina. Alum is vei-y

soluble in water, and must not be used, therefore, except

in small quantities, unless the soil contains much car-

bonate of lime, in which case gypsum will be formed.

Forty or fifty poimds are generally sufficient for a Mag-
deburg acre (equal to half an acre English). Alum will

chiefly improve crops belonging to the tribe of clovers,

although it also benefits oats and barley. Further ex-

periments will show whether it is advantageous to other

crops; and if analogy be not deceiving, this will be the

ease. If much humio acid is in the soil, the alum will

j

be decomposed, humate of ammonia formed, and the

1 is not quite correct here. Gyp:• M. Spn
clovers, saintfoin, &c. ; and it fix

nia the same as is done by alum.

a constituent of
forming sulphate of ammo-

sulphuric acid set free. On soils rich in humus (the

soluble extract of decomposed vegetables), it is to be

used with caution. Alum may be used as a fixer of

ammonia in urine, sidphate of ammonia being formed

by the mixture." It is in this last mode mentioned by

M. Sprengel that it is most likely to be beneficial ; and

Dr. Ingle, of I-a Hague, in the Island of Jersey, states-

that if used for the purpose in a stable, it speedily re-

moves the strong ammouiacal smell ; a ^lailful of water,

with half a pound of alum dissolved in it, being suffi-

cient for the purpose. This must bo sprinkled over the

urine-moistened parts.

Alum has been employed also, with some success, to

change the colour of the hydrangeas flowers from pink

to blue. About seven years since some experiments

on this subject were tried in the Chiswick Garden,

and the plants submitted to the trial were exhibited at

the rooms in Regent-street. One plant cultivated as

usual was the most healthy, and bore its pink flowers

;

another, to which half an ounce of phosphate of iron

had been administered, was unhealthy, its leaves yellow,

and its flowers small but pink ; a third plant, treated

with half an ounce of caustic potash, looked similarly;

but a fourth hydrangea, to which half an ounce of alum

had been given, produced blue flowers. Tlie quantity,

however, was excessive, for the plant was weakly and

the flowers small. Mr. Beaton finds that tUe best mode

of obtaining blue hydrangeas is, by rooting cuttings of

them in February, and potting them in loam with which

iron filings have been mixed. See page 243 of our

second volume. ^
Resdmin'g the subject of the comparative value of hard

and soft water for culinary purposes, we come next to

the evidence of a practical chemist, Mr. PhUip Holland,

who, in confirmation of M. Soyer's statements relative

to their employment in tea-mahinrj, observed :

—

" I find that the water softened by means of oxalate of

ammonia e^^tracts the strength of tea almost twice as well as

when it is Imnl. I had tea made with equal quantities of the

leaf aud equal quantities of boiling water, with and without

oxalate of ammonia. The infusion made with water softened

by the oxalate was strongly and better flavoured, and had to

be diluted vith the addition of SO per cent, of hot water to

bring it down to the strength of the other. It follows, therefore,

that with the oxalate 10 parts of tea go as fai- as 18 without it.

" Does tliat saving pay for the expense ?—Over and over

again ; my tea costs me about Is. a-week : if I can save

eight parts out of 18, I can have as sti-ong and better

ilavom-ed tea for less than 7d. a week, being a saving equal

to half the water rate. It is not easy, however, to get these

savings eifected regularly, it is apt to be forgotten, and

cannot well be left to the sen-ants. It woidd be fai- better

to have a w ater originally soft, if it were procurable."

The reason why hard water is so inefficient for

making an infusion of tea is easily understood when we

consider its composition ; 100 parts of green and black

tea are composed as follows :

—

Black.

Tannin 40 U

Gum OH
Albumen d'i

Lignin (woody fibre) ... 418
Volatile Oil., &c bO

lUU.O

Green.

. ;U'0

51-3

2 5
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Now the tannin, giiin. (ilbumcn, nnd voliililo oil, on

which Inst the tlavour of the tea depends, aio all cnpnble

of uuiling with the salts causing the hardness of water,

and forming with lliem either insoluble or peculiar

flavoured compounds. In either case tliej' diminish the

colour nnd taste of the infusion, nnd delny the process

of tea-niakinfj.

To remove the hnrdness of the water so as to render

it most suitable for the tea-urn, there is no addition so

desirable as Oxalate of Ammonia. The o.xalic acid of

this salt unites with the lime, whatever may be its com-

bination in the water, and forming an insoluble salt

(oxalate of lime) falls to the bottom, while the am-

monia of the oxalate of ammonia is driven off by the

heat of the water. We recommend as much of this salt,

powdered, as wiil lie on a si.xpence to be put into the

teaurn or kettle rather than a proportionately smaller

ipuuitity into the tea-pot. Even if the powdered sub-

carbonate of soda is used for the same purpose it should

be added to the water before this reaches the tea-pot,

and in much smaller quantity. If used only in a pro-

portion but little more than necessary to decompose the

calcareous salts in the water, it helps to extract a dark

colour from the tea, but destroys its flavour, and makes

it taste vapid, or " flat."

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
lii'iiDixo.—.\s the seasons revolve, each brings its

duties, and amongst the rest our present subject holds

an important position. As to the budding of exotic

plants, roses, &c., our clever fellow labourers in the

]pages of TuE Cott.^gi: G.\rdener will, doubtless, give

them due attention ; and although the principles are

identical, be it oure to assist our amateur friends in

budding their fruit-trees, and for this proceeding the

present period is, of all others, the most eligible.

One remark may here be pe.rraitted as worthy of spe-

cial notice, and tliat is the chai'acter and condition of

the stock, on which so much depends. If the bark does

not " rise " well (that is, does not part freely from the

wood), say our old blue aprons, the buds will not suc-

ceed, and the blue aiu'ous are perfectly correct.

Before offering advice on budding, it will be well to

give the rationaU of the pi'actice; and for this purpose

we may be allowed to quote from " The Theory of Hor-

ticulture" this accurate and brief explanation: "Bud-
ding and grafting consists in causing an eye, or a cut-

ting, of one plant to gi-ow upon some other plant, so

that the two, by forming an orgnnic nninii, become a

new and compound individu.al. The eye in these cases

takes the name of btiil, the cutting is called scion, and
the plant upon which they are made to grow is named
the stock."

And now ns to the effects sought to be produced ; we
again quote, for we cannot possibly make a better case

of it.
•' By these means we gain the important end of

bringing in close contact a considerable surface of yoini;/

organising matter. Tl;e oi-ganisation of wood takes

place on its e.xterior, and that of bark on its intenor

siurface ; and these are the parts which are ,T])])lied to

each other in the operation of budding ; in addition to

which the stranger bud finds itself in its new jiosition

!
as freely in communication uith alimentary matter, or

iiwre so, tluin on its parent branch. A union takes place

of the cellular faces or horizontal system of the stock

and bark of the bud, while the latter, as soon as it

begins to gi'ow, sends down the woody mutter or vertical

system through the cellular suhatiuice. hi consiMpienco

of the horizoutiil incision, the returning sap of the scion

is arrested in its course, and aectimulatcs a liltlcjtist

above the ntvc hud, to which it is gradually supplied as it

is required. Sometimes the whole of tlie wood below

the bark is allowed to remain ; and in that case contact

between the organising surfaces of the stock and scion

does not take place; and tlie union of the two is much
less certain ; as it is, however, usually ]u-actised with

tender shoots before the wood is consolidated, the contact

spoken of is of less moment."
In order to save repetition, we have jdaccd tlioso

parts in italics which ought to form tlio peculiar study

and receive the utmost attention from the inexperienced

in budding affairs.

Many fanciful modes of budding are, and have been,

practised, but we have not space to describe them ; and

their utility, moreover, to the readers of The Cottage

GATinKXEn is very questionable. What is termed

shield budding is in universal pracllce and repute in

Britain; and what our nurserymen, who are an intelli-

gent class of the community, practice in propagation

matters our readers may safely foUo'v, until their inven-

tive faculties can produce some other worthy to super-

sede it.

Once more, then, we may venttu-e to give a detail of

the proceeding, which our more experienced readers

must excuse, for the sake of those who have yet much to

learn that apjiears so familiar to some minds.

A good budding knife is the first thing to be provided ;

any respectable nurserymau will furnish tbis.=:: Next,

some really good matting ; we prefer the new Cuba bast,

but the fluest of the ordinary lUissiau mats will answer

equally wi'll, perhaps better, provided the material is

very fine and very tough. In selecting a mat for this

purpose, it is better for those who do not require a great

amount to give an extra price for the pick of a good

one. Such may be distinguished by two or three

ciitera, which stand as follows :—First, whatever colour

the bast be, it must feel silky and somewhat oily to

the touch; such is generally a good character of hast.

A full reliance must not be jilaced on this alone,

however, hut the strength should be tested. This is

readily done by cutting off a fine-looking strand, and

stripping ott' a narrow piece as fine as twine. This,

if good, should withstand a considerable amount of

tension; it is well, however, to try a second piece.

As to colour, such is generally a pale straw. So much
!ifor the character of bast, for be it understood it is

' extremely inconvenient to have the bast frequently

' breaking in the baud, to say nothing of the prejudice of

the bud. The bast must be cut into lengths and

adapted to the size of the stocks—bo they what they

may. A mere novice may soon determine the length

j
necessary, by twisting a piece round any twig of similar

size, as in the act of budding.

Before describing the process itself, it will bo well to

' speak of the condition of the stocks or subjects to be

operated on. Budding, as before observed, is performed

at various seasons ; and in very early budding, as pre-

I viously shewn, it is considered in the majority of cases

j

prudential, if not absolutely necessary, to insert the

1 whole of the shield or bud with its own system of wood

attached. When the summer is far advanced, however,

and tlie buds are become individually perfect, or uearl)'^

so, in their organization, the case alters, and the less of

intervening matter there exists between the bud with its

immediate appurtenances of petiole, the barks, &c., the

better.

• The l)cst 1jU(Ulinj instramcnt we have ever seen is made by Mr.

Turner, Neepscnd, Sheflield. It has a budding linitc at one end

and a aroovcd 'nook at the other end. This hook being inserted in the

Tout made with the knife keeps it open, and allows the hud to be slipt

easily down the groove into its place. It really supplies the budder with

a third hand.

—

Ed. C. G.
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Budding, tlieu, in spring or early summer is generally

accompanied, it may be presumed, by a copious cm'rent

of sap ; not so, however, late summer budding on all

occasions ; tlie season may have been unusually warm
and dry ; the stock or subject may be short of sap, or, in

other words, be boset with a jjaralysed root action ; all

these are impediments. Can anything be done then to

alleviate these misfortunes ? Yes. A copious watei'ing

the evening previous to the process will, indeed, promote
the free rising of the bark, on which so much depends.
In addition to this, a cloudy day is preferable to a sunny
one, and thus, like the gardening processes of ti'ans-

plaiiting, cutting, &o., &c , a careful choice of weather,

when possible, is of some importance.

In ibrmer days the chief criterion of the eligibility of

a tree for the budding process was the cessation of

growth, or rather of extension, in point of length in the

stock. Such generally happens in friiit-trees ; such as

the peach, apricot, cherry, plum, &c., about the first

or second week in August. The period, of course, being
liable to be modified by several circumstances, as heat,

drought, &u. Instead, however, of this waiting until

the eleventh hoiu', people in these days make an earlier

commencement ; and, in fact, there is little occasion to

delay these things after the middle of Jnly has passed,

unless the stocks or scions ar-e subjects of late growtli

and e.\cessive luxuriance.

We almost fear we shaU be tedious in describing the

insertion of the hud : a thing so simple that, as a mere
mechanical process, a child seven years of age would
soon be taught to perform with ease. Nevertheless, as

many young ladies and young gentlemen condescend to

listen to oin- practice, and to be somewhat guided thei-e-

by, we must begin at the beginning.
The exact position of the bud being determined, the

incision is made across the stock transversely, in lriiL;tli

sufficient to create an opening for the liml : ihi.s sht

forms the head of the incision, which, wlini ilic mxt,
slit is made, will fonn the letter T- Ii^ making this slit,

or incision, a somewhat bold cut mast be made,—in fact,

the point of the knife must be made to reach the surface

of the wood of the stock.

The perpendicidar slit is made from the bottom up-
wards, and an experienced budder gives a pecidiar flirt

ov jerk to the knife when he approaches the head of the

T ' this jerk at once rifts up tlie bark better than any
slower process coidd do it ; and the haft of the budding-
knife is in a moment turned round, and the point intro-

duced ; and by pressing it close to the wood, right and,
left, the bark is, as it were, ploughed up, or liberated

from the wood.
All is now ready for the reception of the hud, which

is, indeed, by most good budders prepared lirst, as

follows :—The cutting or shoot of the kind to be in-

serted being wood of the current year's growth, is gene-

rally kept in a waterpot, first cutting oflf all the leaves :

care must, however, be taken to leave most of the

petiole (leaf-stalk) to handle the bud by ; this also,

doubtless, assists in forming a speedy union.

The bud, with its bark and a little of the wood of the

tree, is then cut off in the form of a shield; and the

point of the knife and thumb-nail of the right hand,
by a little nice handling, are made to remove the portion

ol woody matter from the centre. The bud is instantly

introduced beneath the bark in the T incision of tlie

stock, where, as before observed, it is found in the same
relation to the stock or stem of its new parent as existed

between it and the shoot whence it sprang. This done,

it is carefully and closely, but not tightly, hound with
the bast ; the operator generally beginning to bind at

the lower end, gives an extra tug witli tlie mat when he
comes tolerably close to the lower end of the petiole.

This is an old practice, and not particularly intelligible

;

the meaning, we suppose—if meaning it have—being,

that the tightness of the ligature in that precise position

impedes slightly the returninij sa2y, thereby concentrating
it about the bud.

Some persons employ a grafting wax to cover the

parts where air may enter ; the following mixture will

make a very useful kind :—Sealing wax, one part

;

mutton fat, one part; white wax, one part; honey, one-

eighth part. The white wax and fat are first melted,

and then the sealing wax is to be added, gradually, in

small pieces: the mixtiu'e being kept constantly stirred ;

lastly, the honey must be put in, just before taking it off

the fire. It should be poured into paper or tin moulds,
and kept slightly agitated till it begins to congeal.

We before observed, that when the season is late, and
the bark rises somewhat badly, it may be excited to rise.

A liberal watering with liquid-manure, of the tempera-

tm-e of OC, the day before the operation, will in general

facilitate the proceeding. When the bud or shield, after

the wood is removed, appears hollow at the bud part, it

is commonly rejected. Such are not always barren, but
they are apt to lie dormant for a year or two.

AVhen a choice of position otters itself, we prefer the

shady side of the stock; it is of more importance, how-
ever, to select a clear portion of the stem, free from
knots ; although some fancy the bud takes better if

placed in a position from whence a natural bud has been
removed. It should be taken as a maxim, that only

those buds should be selected, tlie leaves of which have
become fully developed; the leaf also should, if possible,

be unblemished.
Cloudy weather is in all cases to be preferred to sunny

periods ; and we maj' add that one of the chief criteria

of the stock being in a condition to bud, is the pre-

monitory sign of a speedy cessation of growth, as evinced

by a sort of stationary character. This must not, how-
ever, be the only dependence ; stocks may be tried and
proved in some portion about to be cut away.

R. Eebington.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Garden-walks. — Those awful tempests which we

experienced just on the turn of St. Swithiu's day, tore

up garden-walks in all parts of the country where the

ground was not level ; any path, or alley, or walk
on the side of a bank or any sloping ground, unless

made on a plan very different to the usual way, must
have been washed into sloughs and gullies, and every

kind of inequalities. I recollect seven or eigVit years

since wo had such another routing here with a summer
storm, but this time we escaped very nearly. Mr.
Rivers, the great rose-grower, called here the next day
after all our walks were nearly washed away, and he

was so frightened with the wreck of what he was told

were fine gardens that he never came to see us since.

At that time I took it into my head that we were all

wrong about making garden-walks, carriage-roads and
all, and I wished very much to try an experiment or

two on a large scale, to see how far I could succeed in

another du-eotion—but fanciful experiments ai'e dear

toys. However, through the indulgence of my worthy
employer, I did get a fair start in making a walk on a

novel plan—on the level, and on all kinds of inclina-

tions, from a gentle swell to a steep hill side, where wo
are under the necessity of using long flights of steps to

get up and down, in several parts of the garden ; and
now 1 shall cordially sliake bauds with S. N. V. (see page

20:i), and some of these days I shall tell him how to

construct a walk along the face of " Snowden," the

Malvern Hills, the Peak of Derby, or from the top of

Arthur's Seat to Salisbury Craigs, which will bo storm

proof as long as eitlier of us live and (^au walk without

a stick. But, like S. N. V., 1 should first like to hear
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what the experience of walk-niakeis among our reaifcrs

is, as for the last six or seven nioutlis i liave been
patiently healing " those on the other side."

Some of our renders will jiiobably recollect, that some
lime last spring wlien writing about keeping grass

lawns tidy, and all lliat sort of tiling, that 1 said I

would write a whole chajUer on making walks after a

new fasliion, or something to that eH'eel, and now that
" uuniler is out," I nniy as well at oni'o acknowledge
that that promise was a " feeler :

" aud although in my
younger days 1 Kshed on some of the hest lochs and
streams in the lliKhlands, and could even dress a tly-

hook which a salmon coidd not resist liy moonliglit.

I confess. I never knew a bait answer its purpose belter

than did ihat jWh'r, and seldom did 1 enjoy the spoit

more keenly than ou this occasion.

I knew very well that tliere is in books and in gar-

dener's heads a gieat deal of wrong ideas ou tlie subject

of making walks, and I was embued witli as much of

these false notions as any of tliem until 1 was driven to

my wits' ends from the demolishing ett'ccts of thunder-

storms on tlie walks here : hut 1 was not quite sure if

longer practice had not improved the system of walk-

making, although we had no accounts of it in our books

and journals, hence the rea.sou for my J'eeh-r. No sooner

did I auuonuce my promise than a host of my own best

friends and others tiew into print to anticipate uie—^^just

the very thing I wanted. 1 shall wait a few weeks
longer to see if any one will answer S. X. V., about

making walks ou hill sides, and will now merely remark,

that the only novelty worth mentioning which the dis-

cussion on w.alk-making brought to light in the press

this season is this, that the best gardeners who wrote ou
the subject have proved by their own confessions that

they know less ou the subject tha.n some of their co-

adjutors who never wheeled a barrowful of gravel for

a walk in their lives, or thrust a spade in the grouud
for any thing ; and I hope ere long many will answer
S. N. V.'s request about making good substantial walks

ou sloping ground, for I am so )iressed about roses aud
other dowers just now, that people would think me dufl,

if I were to occupy space in August about making walks.

IcK.—Another subject—a singular one, by the way

—

has been broached to me since the beginning of the dog-

days, and which I must put off for a tew weeks, if only

for the look of the thing, I mean the queries about
ice-houses and preserving ice. Let no one think for a

moment of building an ice-house ; they are the most extra

VBgant and fooUsb things in the whole country ; and we
shall have time enough to make aU the necessary pre-

parations for making walks aud keeping ice after the

frost has cut down the Uowers. While I think of it,

however, I may tell of a curiosity wliich is " unbe-
known " to most of our readers, and that is, that there is

a sheet of water within the compass of this island which
is now covered with natiual ice strong enough to allow

a regiment of soldiers to pa.ss over it. I never learned

to skate well, but I often took a sliding exercise on this

ice in the dog-days.

Let us now turn to the flowers !
" Wluit is the hest

time to bud roses i " is the most prominent question one
hears throughout the rose season ; and if a gardener
gets into conversation on the rose subject, the next
question is sure to be, " What kind of stocli do yon con-

sider the best for roses ? " And this leads to the third

question, which is as likely as anything to be about the

difierence between roses ou their own roots and those

worked on stoclvS. Xow, all these cjueries are so general,

that one cannot give a decisive answer to them.
The best time to bud all tciuler rnses that are liable to

be hurt by frost, is at the end of ilay or in the middle of

September ; and for this reason, that it is their natiue

to grow as soon as they receive the juices of the plant

or stock on which they are worked ; and if they are put

in or budded after the end of dune until as late in Sep-

tember as that they shall not push that season, their

young growth will not have sufficient tinui to ripen ; and

if a hard winter follows, although it may not kill the

young roses outright, it will so cripple them that they

do little good for years afterwards, if at all. After the

middle of September few roses, if any, will start or grow

from buds then inserted, but remain inactive, like the

rest of the buds, until the following season ; and, on the

whole, gardeners prefer such buds to those which start

the lirst season— 1 mean buds of tender roses,

'I'he liest time to bud all the hardy roses is when one has

time to do it : for all times that tlio bark will rise from

the wood is equally good, from March to October. I

have known Hybrid I'erpetuals budded at the end of

August begin to grow late in October when the weather

Wiis Hue, and get pinched the following wmter, ami even

a length of six inches of J'oung growtii killed ;
but that

nuide little dill'erence the following season, as litlle buds

were formed at the bottom of the killed shoot, which

grew away as if nothing was amiss witli their leader.

Bnds that were put iu last September, or such as were

budded before last midsummer, aud have grown six

inches, should now have the remaiuiug portion of the

branch or stock above them cut olf, that the cut or

wound may be covered as much as possible with the

young formation of wood just now being formed rapidly

by the descending sap. It is a very bad practice to

leave pieces of the stock branch uncut lor any length of

tiuie after the bud has grown out freely, or at any rate

after the young leaves are ripe aud begin tlie formation

of wood, or, say, after the middle of .July, because the

descending sap will collect at the union and form a

swelling of young wood, which should go partly to heal

the wound ; instead of which, it is interrupted just as if

the shoot had been ringed, or a ring of bark taken off,

or as if it had been tied with a piece of wire. The first

scent which physiologists obtained of the descent of the

sap aud the formation of wood, was from such cause as

(his of stopping the natural cm-rent, when it was found

that the swelling caused by the ring or tie was always

on the upper side of the obstruction.

A keen amateur of my acquaintance holds out stoutly

against all this " flue doctrine," as he calls it, and main-

tains that the convenience of tying the yoimg head from

a rose bud to the six inches of the braucli in which the

bud was in.serted. and so avoiding the trouble of put-

ting slicks to hold them instead far more than counter-

balances the rapid covering of the cut behind the

budded part ; and after all, perhaps, the " best way " is

that which suits our own notions best, apart irom all

philosophy.

As for the best slocks and no stocks, there has been a

good deal written this very season in the ditfereut gar-

dening works, and more particularly iu The Gardeners

Chronicle ; and even nurserymen of the very highest

standing and respectability have crossed swords— or,

grcy-gooso quills—for aud against ditl'ercnt varieties of

roses better fitted for stocks than any others. Now,

when we hear two or three first-rate nurserymen, or as

many old gardeners, of extensive practice, hold out that

bUicii is blue and that blue is white, our opinions get

staggered, unless we are iu the secret ourselves, and see

like the juryman who exclaimed, after hearing counsel

ou both sides, that tliey were both right. I have often

witnessed a keen controversy between two gardeners on

a subject on which both of them were right. It had

been the fashion among us gardeners, till very i^ecently,

to think that a subject would look poor indeed in print

unless it was well iarded with a number of long, hard

dictionary words—the application, or force, or meaning

of which few of us understood. This failiug cannot be

laid to the charge of the ditterent writers on the subject

of rose stocks ; but yet " there is a tide in the afl'airs " of
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gai'dcuers which not only leads up to, but explains the

cause of the different opinions entertained by the great

rose-growers on the best stocks for tlieir staple com-
modity. When a young gai'dener, " who has a thorough
knowledge of his profession," gets into his maiden place,

he learus more the first season than "his thorough
knowledge" will allow him to confess; still it is real

useful knowledge gained—it may be by sad experience;
but by and bye he begins to plant his cabbages wrong
cud upwards, and for this be is soon in the market
again, with his " thorough knowledge," aud something
more this time ; and by the time he i-iugs the changes
half a dozen times, say in as many counties, and, per-

liaps, on as many soils and situations, he is really a
sound practical man—he will tell you many facts hard
to be understood, yet true enough for all that. His
vines at Maldo were always very fine, with very little

trouble to himself, but liis pinks and carnations " liis

tliorough knowledge " could not manage at all at all

!

On the otlier hand, when he was at Parkstone, do what
he could his grapes were the poorest in that part of the
country, but then his jiinks and carnations required no
pains or trouble taken on their behalf, for they would
do "anyhow;" and something in the same way influ-

enced all his plants and crops in different degrees in

each place ; aud so he chimes in at last with those who
say, that soils which exhibit the same pro|)erties under
the analysis of the chemist may still be opposite in the
results they show under the hands of the gardener or
farmer: in short, that there is a something still—

a

lirinciple, if that suits better—in the composition of
soils which has hitherto escaped the labours of the
chemist, aud to this day are, and can only be, known by
the results they produce. It is very difierent with the
unassuming man who begins the world with a mistrust
of his own " knowledge ;

" he tries to do everything in

the best manner, aud at the right time, and he succeeds
so far that at last he masters all the difficulties of his

position in some way or otlier. Things which do not
answer well in his garden he slums, aud pays more
attention to those things which he finds will suit, aud
thus he gains the confidence of his employer, and is

pronounced "a good gardener;" but in truth he is no
such thing—he is only a good gardener in a particular
locality and uuder jiarticular circumstances. Send him
to Maldo, or to Parkstone, or to any of the half dozen
other places where the " thorough knowledge of his pro-
fession" man failed, and he would fail too in all proba-
bility. Tlie fast man has the advantage over him now,
and if at this stage they were both sent into a new field,

he would soon show the superiority of his knowledge
;

fast as he may have been formerly, he will not content
himself in the new field to trust his labours under one
set of rules, like the "good gardener," but will conduct
his principal operations under three or four sets of rules
at the same time ; and thus is in possession of the capa-
bilities of the new field the first season, and without a dis-

appointuient ; for even if some of his rules fail, as there
is no doubt they will, no one knows it but himself, and
his failures of one season he avoids in the following.
He, now, is the good gardener, and the "good gardener"
is discharged, because he persisted in doing everytliing
as he used to do them, although he failed three years
running. Now all this is literally drawn from real life,

and within my own personal knowledge; and I adduce
it to account for the strange fact, that two or three emi-
nent rose-growers should entirely disagree as to the
merits of this, that, or the other kind of stock best
suited to work upon ; and I cannot help thinking that
they are doing some harm to the trade, besides disquiet-
ing the rose mind, if there is such, all over the country.
They are like " the good gardener"—and I have no fear
of their being angry with me for saying so ; their respec-
tive experience is formed and matured in one given

i

locality, and if they were to change to one very different

I

they would find their present practice would need to be
:
altogetlier remoddeled. If there is anything more firmly

1

established in the heads of old gardeners than another,

j

it is this—that evcrii kind of stock (whether for roses, or
for apples, or any other flower or fruiting plant) will

t/ivii- ill one Jiarticular kind of soil belter than in any
other ; and as no mode has yet been discovered by which

:
one could tell beforehand whether a certain plant will

j

do or answer on a given soil or not, without giving it a
: trial, it is of very little practical use to insist exclusively

, on the merits or faults of any given stock. The dog rose

\

is allowed by nine-tenths of the rose-growers of this

country to be the best suited to work the different varie-

ties on; now this same dog rose will not live more
than five or six years in the soil of the garden here, aud
no variety that I have hitherto tried will look quite

healthy on the dog rose more than three years. Should
I, therefore, be justified to run down the dog rose, and
call it a dangerous experiment to try it? Cenaiuly not!
Even where all kinds of roses answer well it will be
found, that certain varieties will do better on one parti-

cular kind of stock than on any other.

I must apologise for occupying so much room, but I

have had queries enough this season to convince me
that more room must be spared to talk aud write about
roses. D Bk.mon.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Protag.iting Flohists' Pelakgoniums, &c.—I thought
that this subject had already been sufficiently referred

to, but the continued inquiries of correspondents, aud
the hint of our good editor, influenced by tliese inquiries,

that something more of a simple nature would be accept-

able, have led me to give the matter this prominence ;

though fully aware that I cannot give utterance to one
idea tliat has not already been referred to, if not by
myself, hy others more qualified to do the matter full

justice. Though over glad to attend to all inquiries

that come in my way, I sometimes tliink that time and
postage would be saved by a reference to the index of

past numbers. I know, however, that in the case of those
who do no possess past volumes it is somewhat tan-

talising thus to tell them, in a ^HiV^ way, to go to a book-
seller's and get them ! The pages of a periodical work
should, in some respects, resemble a well-conducted
railway-train, that sets down and takes up iiasseugers at

every station—attending to the comforts of all. It is

not only a harmless but a praiseworthy curiosity that

leads the last admitted passengers politely to inquire
about the state of the country through which the farther-

travelled passengers have piassed ; aud we should set

them down as clownish churls who, because a few that
started from the terminus had already observed the
country, and expressed to each other tlieir relative

opinions, were snappishly to tell the new comers to

go and look, aud then fonn opinions for themselves.
Older subscribers, therefore, when they meet with
articles—the matter of which they are perfectly con-
versant with—will just be so good as skim them over
with the thought, that what may be of no interest to

them may yet possess attractions for many who have
had less experience.

Jn order to simplify the matter, let us ghmcc for a
moment at what a cuttimj is. In general, it may be
described as part of a liealthy plant, containing one,

two, or more joints, with a bud or buds either fully de-

veloped, if the wood is ripe, or with buds formed or

forming in the axils of the leaves, if the wood is still

green aud growing. From these buds, formed or still to

be formed, possessing a growing point, and connected at
;
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their bases with tlic pitli of tlio shoot, nil extension i

iipwanis into stems and brandies must proceed. < )n i

the other hand, extension downwards in tlie shape of

roots proceeds oliieliy from cellidar matter protruded

from the base of the cutting, and chiefly from that part

of it between the liber and alburnum—the part in all

plants possessing nettodveined leaves where the living

principle is most active, and where all lateral additions

in girth to stem and branches have their origin.

Where a cutting possesses several joints, it is usual

to cut it transversely through the lowest one, and for

these reasons:—First, one or several of the lower leaves

may thus be removed, and the hud at the base likewise,

and thus the evaporating sin-face is reduced, the danger of

damping-ofl' lessened, and the fastening of the cutting in

tlie prepared compost better seciu'ed. And, secondly, at

these nodes, and especially in the case of all plants with

hollow stems, there is an accumulation of vital energies,

so that roots from these parts are sooner produced. The
other week I mentioned eases where, when the hark or

skin was getting hard, it is advisable after thus cutting

throughatajoiut to run the knife for a short distance up

its centre, that more colhilar matter might thus he ex-

posed, and roots sooner and more abundantly produced.

Ju many cases, however, where the stems are solt, it is not

necessarv to cut to a joint at all; one bud aud part of

the shoot being quite sufficient to form a rooted cutting.

Mr. Beaton mentioned in the spring how this was done

with J'erhenns ; and I have h)ng practised a simOar

method with bedchng Calceolarias—any part of the stem

rooting freely ; and thus time in making the cuttings

is saved, an increase of a desirable variety sooner

obtained, and Jong-legged plants prevented. The same
thing may be done successfully with a single bud, and

part of a shoot of many plants, though the wood be iri-

durated, as in the case of a vine raised from what is

termed an eije, and more especially if a part of the

outside has been cut away, so as to expose a good

portion of liber and alburnum. Exactly the same
operations will be here developed as in a cutting with

many buds ; and, therefore, instead of increasing and
confusing our nomenclature with talking about raising

plants from huch and eyes, we sliould term them all

cuttings, nhcrever there is a bud and part of the wood,

however small, connected with it. Striking plants from

leaves is quite a ditlerent tiling. There, in most eases,

fresh buds must lie formed by the orgauisable matter

protruded at the base of the leaf or its footstalk, before

any upward extension can take place. JIany leaves

will root very freely, aud yet be so loath to form a bud
from whence a shoot only can come, that—unless in a

lew cases, some of which have already been referred to

—

such experiments are more interesting than useful.

It will at once be obvious, that the more perfect the

buds upon a cutting, the sooner will fresh shoots he

]irodnced, aud thus a healthy stubby ]ilant be formed.

It will also be seen, that the principle involved in

striking cuttings of plants is identical, whether they be

hardy or tender, deciduous or evergi-eeu, hard or soft

wooded, possessing ripened shoots from whence the

leaves have fallen, or shoots still growing and possessing

healthy leaves, performing the fuuctions of absorption,

perspiration, and respiration. But the mode of working
out that principle must be as varied as the circum-

stances. Thus, when a plant is very succulent in its

nature we expose it to heat and light, give less water,

and even partially dry the cutting before inserting it,

lest there should be danger of the soft matter rotting

aud damping instead of forming roots. Again, if

the shoots would be too hard, as would often be the

case with Heaths, Epacrises, &c., we place them in a

close warmish place until fresh growth is made, and ni])

the little bits oft' when they are neither so hard as to

lender rooting difficult, nor yet so soft as to render

damping aud rotting likely. Thus, iigiiin, well-

ripened shoots and green growing ones must be

treated diffijrently. In the one case, such as in the

well-ripoucd shoot of a gooseberry or a vine—though

the former may be inserted as a cutting out of doors

and the latter in a hotbed—comparative little attention

will be required for either, jn-ovided too many buds lu-e

not left to grow, as each cutting possesses in itself a

stock of elaborated nutritious matter, which, when acted

upon by the stimuli of moisture aud heat, kc, will

cause a nearly simultaneous pushing out of roots in the

soil, and of shoots from the buds. By the manner in

which we apply these exciting ngeuts wo may generally

get roots in advance of the shoots, or the contrary, just

as we please. But when we take a green growing

shoot of any of these, or of a greenhouse or stove plant

(for. with the exception of the difi'ereuce in temperature

needed, our necessary attentions otherwise will be simi-

lar), we have got no highly elaborated matter in the

cutting to fall back upon—its tissues will be soft, its

juices thin and gross, and to succeed with it wo must

aim at giving it some of the same properties it would

have enjoyed if left upon its mother plant. Expose it

with its'le'aves to light and air, and the quick perspira-

tion of its juices causes it quickly to die of starvation.

Absorption of moisture merely by the lower end will do

but little to arrest such a result. Shade it altogether

from light ; and if you jirevent perspiration from the

leaves, you also prevent the assimilation of fresh elabo-

rated matter to the cutting, and retard the process of

rooting, until very likely, though your leaves be freshish,

the stem becomes so attenuated that it cannot keep

itself upright, and failure is generally the result. Hence,

when we make such a cutting we insert it in light soil,

well drained, so that moisture when communicated shall

not stagnate about its lower end and cause the soft

tissues to rot; we cover it with a bell-glass or hand-

light, not only to keep out the air, but to obtain an

atmosphere well saturated with moisture, so that not

merely the lower end of the cutting but the stem and

the leaves may have the opportunity of absorbing as

well as persph-ing; we shade in bright sunshine, because

then otherwise the perspiring powers would exceed the

absorbing, and the assimilation of carbon, or fresh solid

matter, would be too quick for its peculiar position ; but

knowing that the maturing principle aud the addition

of fresh matter to the cutting (without which, in such

circumstances, we have little hopes of success) can only

be obtained by the elaborating processes eftected by the

leaves in sunlight, we remove the shading during the

moraing and evening, and ultimately at mid-day as soon

as it will stand it; and knowing, in addition, that the

close atmosphere has a tendency to expand the cutting

upwards, while we chiefly want it at first to root down-

wards ; even before we venture to give air during the

day we do so during the night, aud also evening and

momiug—first by raising the glass with a jicbble or pot-

sherd a little on one side, and then removing it altoge-

ther, but replacing it before the sun strikes it until it

has rooted. By keeping the cuttings at a distance from

the glass in pots, giving them diffused instead of direct

light, I have been enabled, in most cases, to dispense

with shading altogether. Of course the cuttings are

exposed to direct light as soon as the rooting process is

going on, either by elevating them or removing the

glass.

If what I have stated he correct, then we may see :—
Eirst, that having a bud at the base of a cutting is

not necessary for the protrusion of roots, as some gar-

dening writers state. On the contrary, unless in the

case of plants that form tubers, it is a disadvantage, as

that bud is as likely to grow upwards as any of the rest,

and, therefore, will furnish you with ground-shoots in-

stead of having a plant with a clear nice stem. Cutting
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through at tlie joint where the bud is situated will iu

general be advantageous.
Secondly : cuttings of deciduous plants are easiest

raised from well-ripened shoots with perfect buds. An
exception exists in the ease of many herbaceous plants,

which should not be over ripe.

Thirdly: hardy evergreens likewise will require least

attention in the open air, when jtheir shoots are ap-

proaching maturity; and, therefore, cuttings should be
removed and inserted towards autumn.

Fourthly : small pieces of tender evergreens, nursed
under glasses, will succeed best when partaking of a

medium character as to firmness—between the shrubby
and the herbaceous.

Fifthly : grosser plants, such as the geranium, will

succeed best when their buds are formed, and the shoots

firmer and brown than otherwise.

Sixthly : the greatest nicety of all is required with
soft spongy cuttings, as the fresh matter must be assi-

milated before you can have great hopes of success

;

and, therefore, gardeners instead of choosing the points

of luxuriant, sappy shoots, fix upon the small side ones
that are tirmer iu their texture ; and contrive to slip

them oif close to the stem, because there, as at a joint,

is an accumulation of vital energies.

We cannot now say iQuoli on Pelargonium cuttings,

but these matters we trust wOl be interesting to those

who want to make them for the first time. As these

plants are liable to insects, and apt to be gross in their

habits, J would advise the preparing for taking off cut-

tings by two things :

—

First : place all your plants where you can smoke
them ; and then syringe their leaves and stems the day
after.

Secondly ; place the plants full in the sun for the

best part of a week, and keep them as dry as possible,

without allowing the leaves to flag anything to speak
about; and thus you will obtain two advantages, as the

result of the maturing of the stem, and the elaboration
or thickening of its juices: the cuttings will succeed
better, and be less likely to damp ; and the old plant
when cut down will not bleed, and will break better in

consequence.

Thirdly: secure some light sandy soil. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDS.

(Continuedfrom page 2.55.)

ri.\NTS IlKQUIRING TO BE GKOWN ON BLOCKS.
Bioinjhtonia aiirea (Golden B.) ; Mexico.—A scarce

species. Sepals and petals deep yellow ; the lip has a

tinge of red in the centre ; the flowers are larger than
B. saiKjidnea, and are scentless. H4s.

B. sani/uiiu'ii (Blood-coloured B.) ; Jamaica.—A very
handsome free-growing and free-blooming species.

Every collection ought to contain this charming long-
blooming plant. The whole flower is, wlien grown near
the glass, of the richest crimson colour. The bloom is

on terminal racemes. 2-)s.

Culture.—This genus is best cultivated on blocks,

without moss, and hung up near to the roof. When
gi'owiug they jnust be freely syringed daily, and kept iu

tlie India house; but when the annual growth is com-
pleted they must be kept moderately dry and cool.

Burlingtonia Candida (White B.) ; Demerara.—A most
beautiful species, but very scarce. The whole flower is

of the purest white. lO.^s.

B. frayrans (Sweet-scented B.) ; Brazil.—^\'ery like

B. veuimta, but distinguished from it by its delicious

fragrance. Unfortunately, like the first species, it is

scarce. 84s.

B. maculata (Spotted B.) ; Brazil.—Sepals and petals

pale yellow, spotted with light brown ; lip creamy white,

also spotted. A fragrant species, but not very showy,
ais.

B. rigida (Stifi'-stemmed B.) ; Brazil.—This is a hand-
some species, but difficult to flower. The flowers are

produced iu heads, and are of a purplish white, spotted

with pink on the lip. It is the most common of the

whole genus, :31s 6d.

B. venusta (Charming B.) ; Brazil.—A lieautiful free

flowering species. The flowers are produced iu droop-

ing racemes ; sepals and petals pure white ; the lip has a

pretty spot of yellow down the centre. -i2s.

Culture.—-'I'lie whole of this genus thrive well on
blocks, with a small quantity of green moss attached to

the logs. B. Candida will also thrive moderately well

in pots. Tliey require to be kept hot and moist whilst

growing, with aliundauee of water from the syringe, but

cool and dry when at rest. B. rigida may be grown in

a basket, filled with a mixture of peat, chopped spbag
num, and broken potsherds. Place the plant in the

centre, and keep the shoots pegged-down to the surface

of the basket. Though we have flowered it on a block,

yet, treated in this way, we have seen it flower freely.

They should all be sheltered from the sun's rays, as they

grow in the depth of the dark forests of Brazil.

Camarotis ^juf^jurea (Purple C.) ; Sylhet, India.

—

The sepals and petals are bright purple lilac ; the lip is

deep purple. 4'2s. This is a very elegant and beautiful

plant. It was discovered by JMr. Gibson, growing on
trees at the foot of the Khosea Hills, in Sylhet ; and
brought by him to the collection at Chatsworth, in 18:!7.

It has the appearance of a small Vanda or Saccolabiura,

and is distinguished from these genera by the curious

form of the lip, which is distinctly chambered at the

poiut. Our readers will remember we described a large

plant of it as being exhibited at the .lune Show at Chis-

wiek, by Mr. Bassott, gardener to R. S. Holford, Esq.,

at Weston Birt. The manner in which this plaat was
grown is worthy of imitation, and for tbe benefit of our

orchid-growing readers we shall try to describe it.

First, a circular flat block, about 18 in. in diameter and
fi in. thick was made; then a hole was cut in the centi'e,

and into that hole an upright branch of a tieo -i ft. high,

(1 iu. iu diameter at the base, and 4 iu. at the top, w.as

closely and firmly fitted. Green moss of a considerable

thickness was fastened to this upright pillar, and the

plant or plants were fastened to the moss with copper

wire. The plants were so large that they entirely

covered the' column, so that it could scarcely be seen ;

the lower branches projected a little beyoud the next,

and so on to the top. 'The plant then formed a very

upright pyramid, and at the time when it was exhibited

every part and every side was clothed with the beautiful

pendant spikes of its lovely purple blossoms. This fine

plant had been about five years in forming and ai'riviug

at this splendid state of perfection. Our readers may
justly remark, whore shall we bo able to procure plants

to form such a noble specimen ! We can only say,

make a beginning on a small scale on the saaie ])1h]i ;

manage the plant judiciously by dividing and spreading

it out on the block, and you will soon seo that you are in

a fair way to approach, if not to come up with, such a

fine plant.

C'ataselum.—This is a famfly of curious rather thau

beautifid flowering plants, yet we do not reoommeud the

entire banishment of all of them even from small col-

lections. Though the colours of the flowers are gene-

rally not bright or pleasing, yet the various forms they

assume are so grotesque, that it is desirable for the sake

of seeing such out-of-the-usual-way flowers to cidtivate

a few species. We shall make a selection of the hand-

somest and most interesting.

Catasetumbarbatitm (Bem-deA C.) ; Demerara.—Sepals

and petals narrow, green, and blotched with purple ; the
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lip gi-een and \nuk : the outor eilt,'o is tringcd witli deli-

cate fibres of a dull white like a beard, lienco its name,
••ilstid.

'-'. (Iflloidi'Kiii ('I'l-iaugidar-liijped C.) ; Denicrara.

—

Sepals, petals, and lip greenish brown, luarkod with

buiuis and spots of dark lirowu. Tlio lip being of a

triangular shape denotes at onee the spceies. Hlslid.

C. htmiiKitum (Pliiited C.l ; Mexico.—Scjiids and petals

spreading: large, brown, spotted with purple ; the lip

white, with a deep plait or frill running down the centre.

It is sometimes spotted with purple, and then forms the

variety called maviilatum. This is a rare and beautifid

species, s+s.

C. loiigi/oliuiH (Long-leaved C.) : Demcrara.
—

'J'ha

whole flower is of a bright orange colo\n\ with a narrow-

border of violet- The flowers are produced on a long

raceme, droojiing a foot or more long, and thickly set

U)>on it. The finest of the genus, but very rare. 10^)8.

(,'. naso (Nose-shaped (.!.! : Caraccas.—A very curious

species. Sepals and petals white, tinged with greenish

yellow, spotted thickly with deep crimson pm-ple ; the

lip terminates in a long snout like the elephant's trunk.

i-ilS.

C. iMcatum (Bagged C).—Due of the most extra-

ordinary flowers ever seen. It is very large ; the sepals

and petals are spotted with rich pui'ple ; the lip is bright

yellow, thickly covered with crimson spots. It is bored,

as it were, in the middle by a narrow opening, which
leads into a deep chambei' or sack, hence its specific

name. f^4s.

C. tndentaUun (Three-toothed C).—There are seve-

ral varieties of this species: Claveriiigii, Jiorihundum,
Wailesu, and others : indeed, there seems to be no cer-

tainty in any speciiic distinctions, as the same plant
frequently sports into them all. This monstrous pro-

pensity rendei's it extremely amusing to the general

cultivator, but very annoying to the lover of botanical

accuracy. A plant one year may be the true C. triden-

tatum, but, '" presto—quick and begone," and like magic
next year it may be Momicanthtx viridis, or Catasetum
crUtatum, or some other unlikely species so called, or

variety. 31s.

Culture.—-Though this remarkable genus will grow
in pots, we have always found them to thrive well on
naked blocks, that is, without any moss, and live longer

on them, though perhaps not flower so finely. In their

native habitats (dwellings) they are found growing on
branches of trees exposed to the burning rays of a tro-

pical sun. In syringing the house tliey must frequently

be omitted, as water on the young shoots is very apt to

cau.se them to perish. ^Yhen growing fieely they should
be kept in a moist heat, and will produce abundance of

young roots and strong shoots, which will form large

healthy pseudo-bulbs, if not too much syringed over-

head. The blocks may be taken down when in that

state and he dipped in the cistern, just up to the young
shoots, with advantage. Even if the roots touch water
constantly when in that state theplauts will thrive all the

better for it. In a torpid state, as soon as the pseudo-bulbs
are fully formed, they should he kept dry and cool, even
till all the leaves drop ott". As tliey are mostly natives
of the hot climate of Demerara, they require a great

heat when gi'owing ; the India house is a proper habita-

tion for them ; a heat of 70° by night and *^.')° by day
will be necessary, but in winter 60° wiU be sufficient.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas axd Polyanthuses.—These flowers wiU

now require some attention. Should heavy rainy wea-
ther be prevalent, remove them from then- summer
quarters behind a north wall to a situation where they
wiU obtain more sunshine, and be protected whenever

the autumnal rains jirevail to any extent. Cold nights

and wet days will soon tell a melancholy tale upon these

delicate plants, especially upon tlie auriculas. Do not

trust them any longer to the chances of being exposed

to sucli unfavourable i-irrinii>-liinces, but shift them at

oneo into a more favoui;ililr r\|iosure. At the same
time avoid any thing like cdiIiIUiil;, or keeping them too

warm. Let them have plenty of air-and liglit but no

heat, excepting such as the natural heat of our climate

affords. Should there be strong sunshine in .August or

September, shade will be necessary to prevent prenrature

growth or flowering.

Si'edliiiijs may yet be potted, as well as such young
plants as may have been potted early in the summer,
but all potting should be finished by the end of the

month.
Caunations .\nd Picotees.—Before this meets the

eye of our flower-loving friends, all layering must posi-

tively be finished. Let all decaying flowers be imme-
diately cat oil', excepting such as are intended to seed,

and from thom remove the floral leaves as soon as they

show symptoms of decay ; we have seen many a pro-

mising pod of seed rotted by allowing the flowers to

remain on till they began to rot. Setdlings will now
bo forming nice little plants, and should be planted

out in beds foin- inches apart every way. These beds

should be made of ligbt rich soil, rather elevated, and

in a dry open part of the garden. The plants should

be put out in showery weather, so as to get established

strongly before the cold weather sets in.

D.\n[,i,\s.—Every care must now bo taken of these fine

autumnal flowers. Three points must be attended to.

1st—To give them plenty of nourishing food, either

in the shape of manure-uater, or by covering the roots

for a considerable space round each plant with short

rotten dung, the nourishing qualities of which will be

washed down to the roots by the rain or water from

the rose watering-pot. 2ndly.

—

Tijing-vp securely the

branches to enable them to stand the strong equinoctial

winds of autumn ; and, lastly, io protect thejiower from

both wind, sun, and rain. There is also another point we
had nearly forgot, and that is, to preserve the flowers from

devouring insects—and there is none so destructive as the

earwig. Various are the means that have been recom-

mended to stay the ravages of these vermin, every one

of which are useful. Small garden pots, with a little

moss or hay at the bottom, turned upside down, and in

that position placed upon the stakes, form an excellent

trap. They should be emptied every morning, and the

earwigs destroyed. Another way is to place bean-stalks

amongst the plants ; the insects creep into them for

concealment every morning, and then they should be

blown out of them into a pail of hot water. Also take

a lantern, and every evening after dark look diligently

over each flower. The earwigs feed at night, in the

dark, and may then be caught in the act of destruction,

and put to death, or your flowers will be sadly dis-

figured by having, perhaps, some of the finest petals

half eaten, and thus spoiled for exhibition.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Angelica.—The present is a very good time for sow-

ing, in order to have strong young plants for nest

season's produce. Sow the seed thinly in a drill. If

more than one drill is required, four feet should be

allowed between each, and two feet from jdant to plant.

When finally thinned, a dozen plants established on
well-prepared soil, and assisted in the growing season

by application of liquid-manure, will produce, in tlie

course of the spring and summer months, many luxuri-

ant crops of stalks, which are so much esteemed when
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presei'ved on account of their beautiful colour, their

transparenc}', and peculiar flavour.

Asp.\E.\Gus, may still be encouraged by moderate ap-

jilieations of salt sown in showery weather.

Cabbage.—Sowing for the main crop should be well

attended to up to the 12th of August ; and one sowing
should be made for tlie last time about the 20th to

stand all the winter in the seed bed. Tlie early sown
plants should be pricked as soon as they can be handled.

CHERvtL.—A sowing should now be made in a shel-

tered corner for standing the winter.

Onions may be sown to stand the winter in the seed

bed from the 18tb to the end of August. If intended
for use as young onions throughout the autumn and
winter, they should be sown about the 12tb. Onions
now approaching maturity should have their tops gently

pressed down. The back of a wooden rake is a very

good article for this purpose, but it may also be very

well performed with a pole, or a light soft broom.
Those put for storing should not stay longer ou the

ground than actually needful. Our practice is (and it

is one that seems to answer very well) to provide our-

selves with ties of the proper length, either willow

shoots or yarn, and set to work pulling and bunch-
ing, clearing and binding or tying, into moderate
sized bunches ; each onion gets a twist round, as it is

drawn, in oi-der that it may rise clean; and tliey ai'e

then at once conveyed under shelter, and hung up in

open sheds or dry lofts, where they dry gradually, main-
taining their silvery colour and natural flavour through-
out the season. Any infected ones are at all times
easily observed. A wet day, after the onions have been
nicely dried, is chosen for handling and cleaning them
over, when a little of tlie outside skin will fall ofl',

causing them to look clean and shining, and to feel

firm. We do not approve of tlieir being exposed out of

doors, or in the sun, after being ripe and drawn ; for

oven if no rain falls on them, the dews of niglit and the

liot sun by day discolours them, and causes their fla-

vour to be hot and rancid.

WiXTEn Spinach, as previously advised, should be

well prepared for, and the main crop sown, by the 12tli,

but not later, as even one day or two later makes so much
difference in the strength of this vegetable for winter
and early spring production. Another sowing may be
made later by a week or ten days, the produce of wliich

will be but trifling until the spring, but which will not
start to seed so soon as the main crop.

Potatoes.—Of the early varieties now taking up, the
middling-sized ones may be advantageously put by for

seed. We place such on the floor of lofts to harden
and green. There can be but little doubt that after the

late hasty rains and sultry close atmosphere, the foggy
nights and some sliglit frosty mornings, that there will

be again a general outcry about the progress and ra-

vages of disease—more particularly amongst the late

planted potatoes. As to people stating that it comes
upon them all at once, t)iat tliey examined their crops

last week, or only a few days since, and could not ob-

serve any disease, which may be very true, but it shows,
at the same time, a great blindness ; and a good deal of

nonsense no doubt is, and will be, uttered upon the

occasion, as in former years ; but we have never been
able to discover, throughout the season, any one's po-

tatoes that were entirely free from the old enemy—over

which we have so long observed the sudden fluctuations

of atmospheric clianges to have so much influence.

Those who insist on planting late, will, as a natural

matter of course, have the most to complain of through
their own folly. In this locality (Devonshire), through
the general early planting for this last year or two, the

disease lias affected the potatoes but very slightly, parti-

cularly during the last season, wlien tlie crop was most
abundant, of very good quality. All the early and half-

early varieties, too, that were planted early this season
are also iiroducing an abundant crop of good quality.

We have a piece of the old Devonshire Red, a variety

almost lost in this locality, as strong and healthy as

they were previous to the first appearance of tlie dis-

ease, which have bloomed and produced a fine crop of

berries.

Jajies Baknes.

ailSCELLANEOUS INFORMATIOA^.

OUU MLLAGIC W.VLKS.

By the AiitJiorcss

There is something inexpressibly striking and interesting
in the white cUS's that bound and chai-acterize om- dear old
Island Home ! They gave to her her most ancient name

;

they have been the theme of song from the earliest days

—

mid "The while chffs of Albion "
-vrill, to the end of time,

he dear and lovely in her children's eyes. There is beauty,
too, ill the swelling undulations tliat separate the restless
ocean from the fertile plains and valleys that distinguish our
happy land, especially in those we know by the name of
Southdowns. liange after range of these soft, grassy hills

stretch along om- southern coast, covered with sweet herliage
for innumerable Hocks, and forming a hold .and beautiful
harrier against the storms that sweep along the shore. As
we travel from the inland districts towards the co.ist we
perceive a gradual change taking place in the aspect of the
country : the trees fli-st lessen in size, and become inelegant
in their forms, from the prevalence of the strong sea breezes
that pass over them so iiuuli in mir particular tbrectiou as
to give them a kind of huinii limlird slmpe, never observable
but in such situations; then surcerds an air of wildness, and
an occasional appearance of bleakness, mingling with the
rich pastoral scenery, announcing tlie near neighbourhood
of a new and formidable featiu-e in the world's amazing
structm-e I At length we perceive the quiet swell of " the
liiUs that encircle the sea," mth then- deep chalky chasms
and bluff headlands, and the innmnerable mndmills that

of"My Flou-ers."

mark the presence of towns lying low in the snug valleys
;

and what an indescribable feeling arises when we reflect that

the ocean—the restless, roaring, mysterious ocean—stretches

itself at their feet ! The first sight of the sea, which some-

times meets tlie eye like a silver edging to the lioiizou,

and sometimes bm-sts upon it in all its ghtteiiug expansive-

ness, is always interesting and affecting, whether we view it

for the first time or after a lengthened absence. It is such

a wonderful portion of the earth's siu'face that it is impos-

sible to contemplate it in any of its moods -n-ithont deep awe,

it is so beautiful—so terrible—so unquiet ! Stretching from

east to west—from north to south^covering so large a

portion of the globe—playing so vast a part in the service

of God and man—governed by such wondrous laws—and

restrained by such mighty power I Can any natural object

address our hearts more forcibly? Can anything speak

more loudly and impressively of God ? Does not every wave

tlKil breaks iipiiii the sounding shore, as it advances farther

and rarthn- (.11 its appointed way, declare His might? Why
should that wide-spreading body of irresistible force advance

and recede with so much methodical exactness ? ^^ hy

should it not rush onwards with overwhelming force and

sweep away all before it ? Why should not the gale dash

the mountainous waves over hill and valley, engulphiug the

whole earth ? Why should it suddenly, yet steadily, refuse

to advance another step, even one little inch, amid all its
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i-oge ami roai-iiii; ? Why slionlil it iit one piu'tieular moment,
in spite of its ivckloss fury, retire to its tossiiii? bed as if by

its own free will'.' Wliy? (Jan tbe pliilosopher answer'.'

Can tlie man of science answer? Can "the wise " in their

craftiness answer? No! Who can reply? A litlki chiM,

with tlio oracles of Goil in his haml, can tell ns the reason:

"lioeauso the Lord 'hath set a bmnid that they may not

pass over : that they turn not again to cover tlie earth.'
"

It is delightful to' sit on the sea-shoro and observe all that

passes around us ; for the simplest object and incident be-

longiu;,' to the sea is beautiful. The shells that lie scattered

on the sands, and the ridges of sea weed Ihnig up fruni the

depths of ocean—some of them exquisitely dclicaic in form

and colom-,—the pebbles that look as brightly coloured as

agates when the water has washed them, and the varying

tints of the waves as the clouds pass over them, are all

subjects for deep thought aud admu-atiou. Sometimes a

seagull, with its long, powerful wings, skims the sm'face,

uttering its jiiercing, storm-portending cry, and settles on a

wave, riding upon its own rude element as gracefully as the

swan ou the quiet river. Then n sail glitters on the horizon,

and the coasting vessels vary and animate the scene witli

their busy movements. Sometimes an ai-istocratic- looking

Revenue cutter, with her long, graceful ribbon floating on the

breeze, will glide quietly round a headland, contrasting well

with the heavy-built traders among wliom she skims along.

Tliere is always a stir upon the waters, and when we seat

om-selves upon a rock, and enter fiUly into the scene, we
scarcely know when or how to tear ourselves away.

Some of the incidents, too, aie invested with a sweet

scriptm'al interest that a thousand-fold heightens their

charm. " The Saviour of the World " oftentimes walked

and " sat by the sea-side," and some of His most striking

mii-acles, some of His most precious words, were performed

and spoken upon or neai' the sea. It is quite impossible to

watch the tisherman in his little boat, " launching out into

the deep," with his Ught sail set, and his nets hanging over

the side,—or to see him dragging them ashore, or meneUng
tliem upon the beach,—or battling with tlie stoi-my tide when
•' the wind is conti'aiy," without feeling a yet stronger tide

rising aud rushing through our hearts I We remember the

teachings of Jesus—His patience—His pity—His protecting

love—His mild rebuke—His outstretched hand—His instant

deliverance. We see Him ever near to His disciples in all

their toils and ti-oubles ; and we hear His voice—that voice

that shall one day awake the dead ;—bidding even the winds

that baliied them' "be still."

W'hat comfort is this to the Christian's heart ! How it

quiets the fears that will arise, and sti'engthens the hope
that is sometimes ready to die within us ! How it sanctifies

the hour we spend by the sea-side, and how it enhances all

our enjoyments 1

The " gallant ship " in the oflBng. upon which our eye rests,

may also give us a word of instruction. We, too, are Heating

on " the waves of a ti'oublesome world : " ai'e we as well

lirovided for our perilous voyage ? Have we that " anchor

of the soul, both sm'e and stedfast," which only can hold

against the beating tides of life ? Have we our chai-ts on
boai-d, and do we sliidi/ them ? The poit we profess to steer

for has but a narrow channel, " and few there be that find

it."

The very rock we rest upon tells us a blessed ti-uth :

firmly as it stands beneath our feet, boldly as it breasts and
defies the waves, it will one day be rent and melted ! It tells

us that the ti-ue Eock is "Christ:" "neither is there any

rock hke our God." Let us take heed that om' feet are

planted as finnly on the Eoc/,- nf ages, for none other wUl
stand unmoved in " the cloudy and dark day." The mur-
muring waves add their word in season to arouse oiu- heaits

while it is yet " to-day ; " they tell us " the wicked aie hke
the troubled sea, that cannot rest," but the " peace " of God's

people shall be " as a river.

"

Let England, as she looks down upon the ocean over
which she has reigned so long, remember that only while
the Savioiu's name is honoured and exalted on her shores
will her national prosperity exist. When she prays Him
" to depart from her coasts," when she offers the right hand
of fellowship to idolators and unbelievers, waves wilder than
those of ocean will wash over her, and the gloi-y of her name
will cease.

raiUD.VRH WIN'K.

.\ IT.W weeks since, in Ko. iss, you gave two receipts for

making wine from the stalks of the rhubarb ; in tlie first,

the aildition of sugar after thi> fermentation ims ceased, and

in the second, the direction to add brandy, are both wrong
in principle. I have by me some notes respecting the niaiiu-

faclure of this wine, wliich ai'o at your service, together with

such conuneiitaries as experience enables me to olVi-r. They
may not prove to be altogether useless or unacceiitable to

the readers of your excellent little journal, nor, perh.ips,

would a few words on wine nialdng he out of place in a pub-

lication, many of whose readers must occasionally have a

superabundance of fruit, which might bo rendered useful if

properly made into wine.

Against " home made " wines a prejudice has long existed,

and not without reason. The principles upon which the

vinous fermentation should be conducted are, generally,

neai'ly or altogether unknown, or lost sight of, in its manu-
facture ; and a certain receipt being blindly followed, the

result is left to chance, and, consequently, is generally an

unwholesome compound of vinegar, sugar, carbonic acid, and
water, with, or without, the flavour of the fruit used, and

containing, may be', in favourable specimens, a small quan-

tity of reid wine. Now the fact is, that it is impossible to be

certain of making wine by fnllowing »»// receipt; while, on

the other hand, with a little kuoi\ledge of tlie subject, real

good and sound wine may be made from any fruit. Sugar,

water, aud a ferment, with a little tartaric acid, being all the

essentials to make wine— flavour behig imparted by, and

varied according to, the fruit used.

The juice of the grape, when properly ripe, contains all

the constituents necessai'y to make wine. This juice when
expressed and ready for fermentation, is technically tei'med

"must" It contains sugar, vegetable matter, a ferment or

yeast, water, citric, malic, and tartaric acids, in combination

with potash and lime, and a pecuhar flavouring essential oil;

and in nialdng an artificial " must " we endeavour to approach

as nearly as possible this model. As our fruits have a defi-

ciency of sugar, we supply it. Cane sugar cUfters somewhat
from grape sugai', but this is of no material consequence.

The fruit supphes the vegetable matter, the ferment, and a

great portion of the water; tai'taiic acid is wanting. We
supply it in the shape of argol, which is an impiu'C bicarbo-

nate of potash found in vrine casks, precipitated during fer-

mentation of foreign wines.

Having thus formed the " must," with the addition of more
water if necessai'y, the next step is to conduct the ferment u-

t'wii properly. As home-made wines ai-e generally made in

small quantities, the fei-mentation is apt to decUne towards

the end of the process uuless artificial heat be employed

—

lemperaliire, then, must be attended to ; the room in which

the process is conducted should be at about (iO degrees.

When the fermentation has proceeded as far as is required,

which may be fau-ly guessed at by the taste, or ascertained

by an instninient called a saccharometer, or measmer of

sugar, further fermentation shoidd be stopped by rncf.-iiiii,

or ch'awing ofi' the clear liquor from the "lees " or deposit,

and sulphuring the cask. The wine should now be placed in

a cool cellar, and suffered to remain there, with an occasional

inspection, for one, two, or even sis or seven years, before

bottling.

Bearing in mind, then, these general principles, it is

obvious that in the stalks of the rhubarb, containing a quan-

tity of juice, we have the vegetable matter, the ferment, the

flavour, acid, aud water, just as in cm-rants or other fruit.

Wine may be made from these stalks either effervescent

or still; in' the foi-raer case, being midistinguishable from

Champagne ; and in the latter, of the character of the Rhine

wines, especially when it is mature. Some made by myself

in 18il is very like genuine hock, and is pleasamt, sound,

aud wholesome ; and when I add that its cost, not including

interest of money, is about one shilling per bottle, surely

you must agree with me that some pains arc well bestowed

on its manufactiu'e.

Having premised thus much, I wiU, though -with some

diffidence, enter more into detail in a futm-e paper, should

you deem the subject and my manner of handUng it worthy

"your columns, jleanwhile, yom- readers must remember

"that I am but an amateur in the arts both of \vine making

and literm-y composition ; and in the former have only had
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opportunities of putting tlieoi-j- into practice on a small scale.

]!ut I hope my communieatiou may inducu some of yom'

readers to follow in my steps. I shall not lie surprised or

displeased if tbey soon outstrip me, and be enaljlod in their

turn to amend and improve my suggestions.

—

Henky W.
LiVETT, Jf^elh, Somcml,

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, CIITSWTCK,
July 13ih.

(
CunUiuifclfrom page 981.)

C.\PF. Heaths were exhibited in considerable numbers,

and never in better order.

Cor.LEOTIONS OF TEN CAPE HE.4.THS. AMATEUBS.

1 ST Prize to Mr. Smith, gardener to AV. Quilter, Esq.,

Norwood. The finest plant in tliis collection was

Erint Massonii, 3 ft. high, and as much thrnuph, profusely hloomcd ;

also E. mfundilmUfm-iiiis, 21ft. by 2i ft. E. £o-ifm«//, covered with

its bell-shaped purple blossoms, 3 ft. by 2,J ft. E. ohiata nmhellntn,

2 J ft. by 2 ft. E. Parmetitirrii riisea, E. tricolor Wilsonii, K. metiilie-

florti, E. Irhi/ana, and E. rdortn major.

^ND I'r.iZE to Mr. Mylam. The best was

Erica oilata Vcilchii, one of the finest of the genus ; also E. retortii

major, E. Sevileana, E. infundibuliformia, E. Vtriumii, E. eximia, and

E. inflala-

COLLECTIONS OF TEN CAPE HEATHS.—NUESEnYIIEN.

1st rmzE to Mr. Epps, of Maidstone. Ten magnificent

plants, aU measiuing 3 ft. by .'! ft.

.Erica Parmentierii rosea, E. Shannmtii, E. metulteflorii hicolor, E.
inflata alba, E. erimia, E. tricolor Jacksonii, E. tricolor mperba, E.
tricolor Leeana, and E, retorta majw,

2nd Prize to Messrs. EoUison and Sous, for a scai-cely

inferior lot, consisting of

Erica oblatu umbellata, E. ferruginea, 3 ft. by 3 ft. ; E. ampullaceu

tincta, E.jiibuta muUiflora, E. jubnta mperba, B. Parmentierii rosea,

E. Irbyana, E. Atdcrsonii, E. mutubilis, and E. reftexa.

COLLECTIONS OF TEN C-4PE IJE.ATHS IN 11-INCH POTS.—NUR-
SEP.VMEN.

1st Pr.izr; to Messrs. Rollison. Neat small plants, con-

sisting of

Erica mininta, E. oblata umbellata, E. Evansiana, E. Juliana, E.
ampullacea major, E. jaaminijiora, E. bandodiuna, and E. tricolor

Leeana,

2nd PnizE to Mr. Epps, Maidstone. He had in good

order

Erica oblata, E. tricolor Dunbariana, E. tricolor Wilsonii, E. per-

spicua rosea, E. ampullacea rellata, and E. Savileana.

NEW on EAP.E PLANTS.

1st Prize to Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, for I.mrn snii-

cifolia, or WiUow-leaved Ixora. The Howers are exceedingly

like I. .Javunica, the foliage is, however, sufficiently dis-

similar to warrant a specific distinction. This specimen was

not a handsome plant, being tall and thin, but it had upon it

a fine head of orange scarlet blossoms.

2nd Prize to Messrs Lane and Sons, for a new Acineta,

an orchid, witli a pendulous spike of flowers of a creamy
white, covered with brownish spots. Mr. Ivison had the

Srd prize for a handsome variety of CaUleyu MossiiB, with

almost white sepals and petals. Besides these that obtained

prizes there were exhibited by Messrs. EoUison a pretty

variety of CiitUeya crisjm, named very properly violacea.

The lip being of the deepest violet colour. They sent also

the handsome Luxcmbnrijhiu ciliosa, a greenhouse shrub of

great beauty, ivith heads of bright yeUow flowers. It is,

however, not new, ha\'ing been exhibited several times even

in collections.

SINOLE SPECIMENS OF STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS
SHOWING SUPERIOR CULTTOE.

1st Prize to Messrs. Veitch and Sous, Exeter, for their

Ehndodendron Javanicum, with rich orange-colomed wax-
Uke flowers. A very handsome and well- grown plant. A
prize of the same value was awarded to Messrs. Frazer, for a

splendidly bloomed plant of Kulosoiilhes cocviiica.

2Nri Prize to Mr. May, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, for a

noble SIephanotis florihundn ; and to Mr. Green, gardener to

Sir E. Antrobus, for an extra fine Lisiinitliiis HiisselliaiiKs.

!,tRD Prize to Mr. May, for a splendid Ixnra Juvunicn

;

and to Mr. Dennett, gardener to H. H. Gilliatt, Es(i., Clap-

ham, for a handsome well-flowered Erica Pannentierii rnsea.

4th Prize to Mr. May, for a large Sulh/a linearis, ."i ft. by
4^ ft. ; and to Mr. Inson, for Cnrctimn ilosnmiiK, not wcli-

coloured; also to Mr. Epps, for Erica fcrni:/iiirii, 1 ft.

through ; a splendid plant.

MISCELIjVNEOVS.
Under this head the following obtained prizes :

—

Mr. Glendinning, for a collection of Staiiccs, consisting of
<S'. arhorca, frutcscens, miicronala, Forlimii, sinuulu, and
l^uherula,

A prize was also awarded to the same for a very interesting
collection of new hardy cveryrecn shrubs, mostly from Cali-

fornia, viz. :

—

Cerasus illici/olia, Lanrus regalis, Myrica Californica, Rhamnu.i
Californicus, Ceaonothns rigidus, C. dentatus, C.papillosus, C. cuneatus,
C. intcgerimuSy Berberis Leschenaultia, and an Arbutus, like procera.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CUT-ROSES.—NURSERYMEN. COLLECTIONS OF FIFTY.

1st Prize to Messrs. Lane and Sons, Great Berkhamp-
stead. The following were excellent :

—

French Roses ; Ohl, shaded lake ; Pharericus, large crimson ; Madame
^Mrfioi, creamy white centres; General Jacqueminot, lATfse shaded red.

Hybrid Provence i ChenedoUe, brilliant crimson ; Coup d'Hehe. delicate

rose. Hybrid Bourbons; Chateaubriant, pink; Comte lie Montatiret,
rosy crimson ; Duchess de Praslin, blush, pink centre; Standard of
Marengo, fine rose. Hybrid Perpetual Bourbon : Dupelit Tliouars.

aNii Prize to Messrs, Paul, Cheshunt.
Hybrid Perpetual: La Heine, rosy pink. Bourbon: Souvenir dj

Malmaison, clear flesh, large. Noisette : Miss Glegg, pure white.
Hybrid China : VbenedoUe, deep rosy crimson.

Messrs. I'aul had a box of twelve new or supeiior roses hi

excellent condition. These were the best

—

Julie de Kritdner, Dncbess of Sutherland. Baronne Prettost, La Reine.
St/donie, Pius the Ninth, Oeueral Ne^rier, Duchess de Monlpeitsier
(Hybrid Perpetuals) ; Oeneral .l,:r,i,ir,„iin,l. I.mnoriciere ( Hybrid China)

,

Feiicite, Parmentier (AVaa). ami Jlf,f/f,:„r ll.frdi/ (Uamask).

FANCY ll.lMli.dNirJtS.

These were eNidently on the decline.

1st Prize to Mr. Staines, for
Mairnijica, Hero of Sun-ei/, Reine de Francais, Bnuqiiet tout fail.

Queen Superb, and Fairii Queen.

•-Jnd PiazE to Mr. Gaines, for

Wintonia, Orestes, Fairi) Queen, Reine de Francais, Abuni, and Hero
of Surrey.

3rd Prize to Mr. Ambrose, Battersea, fur
'Enchantress, Pride of Surrey (new and good), Jano (do.), Magnet,

Standard, and Pilot.

PELARGONIUMS.—SIX FINE SCARIi:! VAIIIETIES

were exhibited by Mr. Miller, gardener to R. Moseley, Esq.,

Paddington, but the heat of the day caused some of the
finest flowei's to fade, yet they were such noble specimens as

to attract great admiration ; their names were
Fire-fly, Victoria, Frost's Superb, Compactum, Tom Thumb, and

Rigby's Queen.

FUCHSIAS.

These were by no means such fine specimens as from the
advanced period of the year might reasonably have been
expected.

1st PrazE was awarded to Mr. Franklin, gardener to Mrs.
Lawrence, Ealing Pai-k, for

Beauty of Chelmsford, Star, and Dr. Jephson.

2nd Prize to Mr. Salter, nurseryman. Hammersmith, for
Exoniensis, Comte de Beaulieu, and Beauty of Daiston.

3rd Prize to Mr. Gregory, niu'servman, Ch-encester, for
Splendida, Elizabeth, and Dr. Jephson.

(To be continued.

)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives tliem unjustifiable troulile anrl

expense. All communications should be addressed ''To the Editor oj

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Myatt's Hadtbois Strawberry {Delta).—This does not generally

colour so well as the old hautbois, but then it is a sure bearer. Its

colour would be improved on poorer soil, but then the fruit would not be

so large.

Plants in Sitting-rooms (SigiMn).—This will meet attention, but

little can be done ; want of moist air and light are, in your case, the

great evils.

Cape Heaths and Bulbs from Seed {Famiy H.).—We should

have liked better if you had received your seed earlier, but would advise

sowing the most of them now instead of waiting for the spring. The
Heath.-* should be sown on the top of sandy peat, aftet it has been gently

pressed, and the pot more than half filled with drainage. Press the seed
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gently into the soil, nnd scnttor over tlicm tho smallest dusting of silver

sand. It would be better to water tlie compost well before instead of

after sowing, ftnd then, with a square of glass put over the pot, or a

bell-glass, set in a cold franic. and kept shaded and close, little more

water will be wanted until the little plants appear, which the most of

them will do in a month or two, if the seed be good. \\'hcn up the seed-

lings must be hardened otf by exposure to sun and air, and allowed to

stand in the seed-pot until JIarch or April. The seed of buWs must be

used in a similar manner, but so much care will not be required. If the

seeds are large, it will be as well to give no water for a short time after

sowing, but allow them to swell by the moisture they absorb from the

BOil,

Uatu«.v {K. />.).—This, "with large, pendant, white tlowers," we

suppose to be the Brugmamia ttHareoiens, This has not flowered in

vour greenhouse, not even when cut down, and you wish to know if

jtutting it in a small forcing house would assist it, and, if so, when to put

it in? This plant, if kept in a dormant state during winter, in a warm
shed, pruned a little and put into a greenhouse in the spring, may be

turnf-d out into rich compost in the open garden, and will blooni beau-

tifully in the end of summer and autumn ; the blooming may he pro-

lontrcd into the winter by pruning the roots gradually, and then trans-

ferring the ball to a tub before frost. The plant also blooms well during

spring, summer, and autumn in the greenhouse; but it should enjoy a

season of rest during the winter, the wood being so well ripened pre-

viously as to allow the leaves to full. Such plants cut-in a little in the

spring, top-dressed with rich comport, and jilaecd in your small forcing

house, say in February or March, would throw out a number of shoots,

which should be thinned, and each of these should produce blossoms

when the plant is moved to the grei*nhousc, say in RIay. Those put in

the greenhouse from the shed, or from underneath the stage, where they

stood during the winter, treated in the same manner, would come in a

month or two later.

SWEKT-SCENTED ROSES TO FoRCE IN WiNTKR (/Aid).—i1/0W : The

common moss, Alice Leroy, and Celine. Hf/hrUl Perpetuula : Madame
Laffay, Duchess of Sutherland, Baronne I'revost. William Jesse. Bour-

bons: Annosa, Paul Joseph. Tpit-arentt'd: Abricots, Nephctos, Belle

Allemaude, Sofrano, &c. The two last classes are the easiest to force,

and need little preparation.

Campanula Carpatica (Mirf).— It is a perennial, though if the

seeds arc sown early, they may bloom in the autumn of the same year.

It is easily propagated by divisions of the root, and these bloom bcttcrjmd

later than when left untouched.

Cabnatioms with Different Coloueed Blooms (B. r.).—This

is not at all uncommon. Flowers, especially florist's flowers, are liable to

ttporl, as it is termed, in this way ; and when they do so frequently they

are rejected by amateurs because liable to come tinhtte.

Wood Labels ilbid'.—Vou a-tk "for the most simple way of making
these." Have some laths planed smooth, cut into the required lengths,

and painted white ; when dry write the name with a cedar pencil.

Potato Haulm Diseased (O. Stevens).—As your potato tubers

"are not near being ripe" you had better leave them untouched; if

August proves dry they will ripen, and the disease wilt not descend to the

tubers. If you can nip off the diseased tops, if the disease is confined to

the summits, try the effect of doing so ; but on no account either cut or

pull off tho inDJor part of the stems. Let erryif one remember thut to

remoi-e the stetns or tenyes is to stop the further growth of the tubfrn ;

nnd that the leufes being gangrened is by no vicans an indication that

the t'ifn-rs are fio.

Aphis on Red Cacdage (W. Wakefield).—The insect on your red

cabbages, cauliflowers. &c., is the common Cabbage Louse (Aphis Bras-

sine . Dueling the plants with Scotch snuff frequently, and supplying

the roots abundantly with water and liquid-manure, is the treatment best

calculated to destroy the enemy, and to enable your plants to withataud

their attacks.

Caterpillahs on Pear and Cheery Leaves (S. H. i?.}.—These

caterpillars, which you verj- graphically describe as having " eaten tlie

leaves threadbare," are slimy grubs, the parent of which is a saw fly,

Selandriu Mthiops, which you wiH find figured and described at page O9

of our third volume. Try what dusting with lime will do against them.

There is no reason, as your Coral/ina Fuchsia has reached the desired

height, why you should not stop it by pinching off the leading bud.

Australian Seed ,A Lady).—Your seeds are of species all good
hardy greenhouse plants. Defer sowing the seeds till spring, say February

;

sow them in peat-earth, well drained ; a temperature of from SS'^ to 65' at

most will suit tht-m well. Keep your seeds in a dry room, hung up in a

canvas bag, until sowing time.

Expense ov Erecting a Hotdouse (A Young Beginner},—A^k the

builders in your neighbourhood to send you an estimate, describing how
you wish it built. If 20 feet long and 12 feet wide it ought to be done
for something under jt'50. Vou had better heat it with a flue. If you
refer to our indexes you will find abundance of information on all the

modes of heating. What does for a greenhouse is equally effectual for a
stove ; for the latter the fire has to be kept up more frequentlvand longer.

Orchard A Staffordshire /nf/Mifer}.—Drain your ground and trench

it before you begin to plant. Plant on statio}is, as directed by Mr.
Errington at page 8" of vol. i. Of Apples, plant for Kitchen use Kes-
1%-ick Codling, Mank's Codling, Blenheim Pippin, Dunclow's Seedling,

Minshall Crab, Bedfordshire Foundling, Norfolk Beaufin, Hawthornden,
Herefordshire Pearmain, King of Pippins and John Apple. For Dessert

:

Early Harvest, Early Red Marparet, Kerry Pippin, Early Nonpareil, Pit-

maston, Pearson's Plate, Ribston Pippin, lloss Nonpareil, Old Nonpareil.

Lamb-Abbey Pearmain, Stunner Pippin, and Court pendu plat. You wil

find a list of the best Penrs at pac;e 29 of our secoml volume, with their

times of ripening. Oi Chenu'es : Early purple Griotte, Early I\Iay Duke,

Black Eagle, Elton. Bigarreau, Florence, Ijite Duke, Morello, and
Buttner's October MorcUo. You will find full descriptions of these, and

of the n^ost desirable Plums, with their times of ripening, &c., at pagen

157 and 178 of our first volume. You can obtain them of any of (he

first-rate fruit nurserymen near London. Plant in October or Novnnbrr

by all means, but in the month first named if possible.

Sending Flowers by Post (T. M. U'.).—What we said at page 24fi

about having ' the common courtesy " to send plants to us in bo.TOs that

could not be crushed, was neither said in anger nor directed against any

one in ]iarticular. If a flower, or other crushable article, is put into a

pasteboard box with two or three pieces of an old wine cork by the sides

of the plant, cut of a thickness equal to the depth of the box, the flower,

&c., is effectually pn)tectcd from the post-oftice iiuneh.

Budding Cherry Trees (T. ^//t.sO.—See what Mr. Errington has

said to-day ; if that is not sufficient write to us again.

Strawberries (TV. II.).—To have them ripe by the end of April a

very small amount of artificial heat is necessary. By all means use a

little fermenting matter inside of your pit if possible ; but let it be a little.

Vou must by no means suffer the bent to exceed "O"^ on any occasion.

Vour plants may be either potted (the best plan) or pricked out, a foot

apart, on good soil, not too rich. The plants must be set to work im-

mediately ; and you will do well to have two chances—the Kevn*s Seedling

and the British Queen. There must be outside warmth lo the pit also.

Make up your bed in the end of January ; let the materials be firm, to

prevent sinking; and plant with balls carefully as soon as the bed has

settled. Pray read our back numbers on strawberry forcing. Head

Roberts on the Vine, but do not use the carrion he advises.

Mildew on Grape Vines (.! Cuustnnt S«ism6«-).—What we said

last week relative to the mildew on nectarine leaves applies equally to the

vine. We should sponge every leaf with a weak solution of salt in water

(say two ounces to a gallon of water), and then dust them with flowers of

sulphur. To prevent its recurrence try what draining your border will

do.

Best Gooseberries (S. B.).—\Ve have had the following from Mr.

Turner, Neepsend, Sheffield ; they are very fine, and huve not produced

a sucker. Reds: Slaughterman, Companion, London. Yellows: Ca-

therine, Leader, Drill. Greens: Thumper, Queen Victoria, General.

Whites : Queen of Trumps, Lady Stanley, and Freedom. For preserving

and high flavour none are equal to the old Red Warrington.

Various Questions (J. S., Kitigston).—To prevent swarming, the

most effectual way is to put a second hive between the stock and the cap

in which the bees have begun to work. A cockatoo occasionally laying

an egg is not a symptom of disease. Your luxuriant Morello Cherry,

which lias been neglected, will probably bear well enough nest year, if you

train in the young wood properly.

Roses (A Curate's Wife).—Soot water may be given to roses that

have done flowering. You can bud perpetual roses on pillar roses that

are not per])etual. and you may do so any time till the end of September,

or as long as the bark will rise ; the evergreen pillar roses are the best to

work on. Fiilgore is the only one of the hybrid perpetuals that we find

to do well on the Ayrshire section, and the pillar Boursault roses are the

next best after the evergreen or sempcn'irens section. See what Mr.

Beaton says to-day on the subject.

Roses (F. C).—Vour roses are in a very bad state, indeed. How
could you expect Mr. Rivers or anybody else to write books or directions,

or even anticipate that such luxuriant roses as Brennus and Beauty of
Billiard should be so ruined as to produce only eight inches of wood,

and that quite bare at the bottom, with thin leaves and little blooms V

The " best treatment" for them would be to remove them out of sight,

and replace them by a fresh stock, after making proper beds for them,

according to Mr. Rivers' or our own directions in former numbers. The
next best plan is to prune them quite close at the end of October, and

transplant them into fresh rose soil next February. With your " warm
border sloping to the south," and your Irish climate, you ought to beat

Mr. Rivers and all us Englishmen with roses. The brown spots on the

leaves are induced by the bad soil in which they grow, or perhaps they

were only planted last winter, and suffered from spring frosts.

Preserving Ice (Harriet).—lla\Q nothing to do with building ice-

houses. We shall give you, in good time, directions to keep ice much
better than in the old extravagant way you propose.

Ferns (W. H.j—The specimen sent is Asplenium viride. or Green

Spleenwort. We shall be very glad to receive your notes on hardy Fern

culture. A wooden tank lim-d with lead or zinc, the size of the floor of

your miniature greenhouse (4 feet 6 inches square), and covered with

thick slate, to be filled with boiling water as occasion required, would be

the best mode of heating it. We will think over what you say about

Societies. Other answers next week.

Vines for a large Window (T. Hill}.—The best black grape for

your purpose is the Black Hamburgh, and the best white the Cha.-isclus

ViUsquK. Peaches and other walLfruit would not do so well.

Recipes for Beown Stout and Porter (W/rfj.—A very excellent

brown stout is made with the following proportions of malt and raw

grain, and much better than if the liquor were brewed etitirely with
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amber malt. Spread equally over the false bottom of the mash-tub four

bushels of the best pale malt ; over this place eig;ht bushels of unmaltcd

barley, ground in the usual manner. To this let in through the spout,

135 gallons of water at 153". The water first catches the malt, and then

flows up to the barley. Mash the whole well together during half an

hour, and let the mash-tub be covered with thick cloths, and its contents

allowed to infuse an hour and a half longer, when the wort may be drawn

off. This quantity, allowing for aoakage, will amount to about 81 gallons

of wort. This should be immediately conveyed to the wort copper, if

there be two boilers ; if not, let it be done the moment the water for the

second mashing is taken out. This water amounts to 80 gallons

at 200°, rather above than under, and the mashing must be active during

half an hour; the tub must then be covered, and the infusion continue

without agitation an hour longer, when the second wort is drawn off, and

boiled either separately or with the other. The quantity of hops should

be fourteen pounds, a strong mashed infusion being first made to mix

with the wort after it leaves the copper, and the strained and pressed

hops then boiled an hour with the wort. The hops used may be strong

Kent. While in the boiler, the following ingredients should be added:

—

Eight pounds of pood treacle , twelve pounds of moist sugar ; as much
burnt sugar or essentia bina as will impart, in conjunction with the

treacle, the desired colour; twelve pounds of liquorice-root; three

ounces of Spanish liquorice ; an ounce and a half of linseed, whole ; three

quarters of an ounce of capsicum seeds ; an ounce of grains-of-paradise
;

an ounce of coriander-seed ; three drachms of either stick cinnamon or

cassia buds. When put to clear, add three ounces of ginger divided

equally among the casks ; put also into each cask before the liquor is

poured in a good handful of flour, and a handful of salt, dissolved in a

couple of quarts of the wort, and well beaten. After the stout has been

fined, add to this quantity a drachm of sulphate of iron in powder, and a

drachm of alum, dissolved together in a sufficient quantity of water, and

equally divided among the casks. If not fine enough for bottling in a

couple of mouths, it may be fined with isinglass, though time is the best

finer when it can be allowed to operate. This liquor, which is full and

generous, may likewise be drunk from the cask, but it is much better

bottled, for which purpose the bung must be taken out during three or

four days, to allow all the carbonic acid to escape from the cask, in order

that the liquor may become dead, otherwise the bottles may burst. The

following is an old and excellent recipe for brewing eight gallons of good

sound purter, fit either for bottling or to drink from the tap :—A peck

of the best malt properly ground is put into the mash-tub. The malt

may be either pale or amber, at the choice of the operator. The

porter from the former is sounder and better flavoured. Four gallons

of boiling water are now cooled to the proper temperature by the

addition of a gallon of cold water at fiC^. This must be added gra-

dually to the malt, working the whole well during the whole time, until

it be smooth and quite free from lumps. The mixture must then be

mashed a little longer, making the entire duration of the mashing to last

half an hour from the time the first water was poured upon the malt.

The mash-tub is now covered with sacks or coarse cloths, to prevent the

escape of the steam. When it has stood two hours the wort is drawn off,

if it run clear; if not, it must be poured back until its muddiness has

disappeared. Four gallons of boiling water are next poured upon the

malt, and the whole mashed up again during twenty minutes. The

second infusion may stand an hour and a half. Whilst this is going on,

the first wort should be boiled in the boiler with a quarter of a pound of

hops, during an hour. The following ingredients must be added and

boiled with this wort :—A pound of treacle ; half a pound of moist sugar
;

essentia bina enough to give a very strong colour, which will be reduced

by mixture with the second wort; six ounces of sliced liquorice-root;

six ounces of Spanish juice ; a small pod of capsicum. The second wort

must be boiled in the same manner with the hops of the first : but with-

out any other addition. The two worts when cooled, are to be mixed in

the fcrmenting-vat, the first mashing being first set working, with half a

pint of yeast. In cleansing, a dessert-spoonful of flour, half an ounce of

powdered ginger, and a tea-spoonful of common salt, should be put into

the cask. When the liquor is fine, add eight grains of sulphate of iron,

and eight grains of alum dissolved in a little water.

IcE-nousE {Irehmd).—Yes, we can give you any information you may
require about ice and ice-houses. All our coadjutors manage the ice

departments in their respective situations. We recollect reading an ori-

ginal paper last year in the pages of a contemporary on the subject of

ice-houses, from the pen of Mr. Beaton, and we will request him to write

an article expressly to meet your wishes.

CoNSEftUENcE oi' Tbansfeeri.ng Bees (Z.).—" On the 12th of .luly

we fumigated the old hive, which was 20 in. in diameter. Neighbour's

lamp was used, and although two-thirds full of powder more smoke was

required; but as the lamp had been soldered, not riveted, the parts

adhered, and none could be introduced through that medium. We knew
not what to do, and my assistant, a bee master upon the old system,

applied tobacco smoke. The bees smoked were placed in the Improved

Cottage Hive of Neighbours, and returned to their original position. On
the following morning I lifted the hive, and swept the floor board on to a

clean cloth, and to my regret I found in the evening of that day upon it

no less than 2 lbs. weight of bees—a result I never contemplated, and a

cruelty for which the honey from fifty stocks will never be to me a com-

pensation. The bees seem to be at work, but not actively ; on the 15th,

anxious to know what weight of bees I had left, I weighed my hive, and

found that they, together with the comb they may have made, from the

night of the 12th when they were fumed, was4lbs. 11 oz. I fear from
the account in your paper of Thursday that I umst lose them." We
thank you for favouring us with the result of your fumigating and trans-

ferring your bees ; this, and many like accounts, tend to confirm us more
strongly in our opinion. Vou say your bees are in a Neighbour's Im-
proved Cottage Hive, therefore you are feeding them at the top, and it

matters not how much barley sugar you give them at a time—certainly

not lesH than a pound. Mr. Huish has told us that .'i,000 bees weigh
about a pound, therefore your loss may be about double that quantiL\'

;

but if you had on the 15th 4lbs. 11 oz., you are pretty well off for num-
bers ; your casts will, in all probability, require strengthening more than

these; feed them by supplying 2 lbs. or 3 lbs. at a time, until you get

them up to 18 lbs. or 20 lbs. The method for effecting autumnal unions

Mr, Payne will give in his next calendar, which will be in good time.

Mr. Payne has already done much in supplying all who asks it with hives

and bee dresses, and now to ask him to open a warehouse in London for

the purpose would be unfair. If you paid 2s. lid, for carriage of your
two hives, we imagine that/our or six would not have been charged more.

Indeed, that number would have been taken from Bury St. Edmund's to

London for one shilling.

Citrons to Preserve {E. C. S.).—Cut a hole at the stalk end of

the citrons the size of a shilling, and scoop out the pulp quite clean

without cutting the rind. Tie the pulps and the rinds separately in

muslin, and lay them in spring water for two days, changing the water

twice a day ; then boil them in the muslin, on a slow fire, until tender.

Keep them well covered with water during the whole time, adding it hot

if needed. The citrons should be weighed at first, and for every pound
of fruit allow 2 lbs. of the finest loaf sugat" and one pint of water, which

boil together, with the juice of the citron, to a syrup, which should be

well skimmed and allowed to stand until cold, when the fruit should be

boiled in the syrup for half an hour. If not clear the first time of boiling,

repeat the process d.iily until it becomes so. Then put a layer of fruit

into a new sieve, and dip it suddenly into hot water, so that any syrup

hanging about the fruit may be taken olT. Put the fruit on a napkin

before the fire to drain, whilst some more arc done in the sieve. Sift

over them some of the finest powdered loaf sugar until the fruit is quite

white on all sides. Put them on sieves placed bottom upwards in a

slightly warm oven, turning them two or three times until dry. The
process requires great care throughout.

Gooseberry Wine {X. Y. 0„ Bveiitwood).—Ga.i)xQX in dry weather,

and when the gooseberries are only half ripe. Pick and bruise a peck of

fruit in a tub, and then press them as much as you can without breaking

the seeds Uirouph a cloth. When thejuice is thus pressed out, add 3 lbs.

of fine powdered loaf-sugar for every gallon of gooseberries, and stir it toge-

ther until the sugar is dissolved. Put the liquor into the cask, which

must be quite full. If a ten or twelve gallon cask, let it stand a fort-

night ; if twenty gallons, three weeks. Set it in a cool place, draw it off

from the lees, wash these from the cask, and pour in the clear liquor

again. A ten gallon cask nmst then stand three, and a twenty gallon

four months, before the wine is bottled off.

Names of Plants [Boston).—The tree from which you have taken

your leaves is SnUsburia adinntifoUa, or the Maiden hair-leaved Salis-

buria. Its leaves are referred to by botanists to illustrate the terra

Jissiim, or cloven-leaved.

Taylor's Hives.—We have received the following from Mr. Tavlor :

" Your last publication contains a reply to a correspondent who had ex-

pressed a desire that ' working drawings ' of my bee-boxes might be given

in your interesting periodical. Your hesitation is most honourably based

on the supposition, that I had, either for myself or on the part of others,

retained some special right or monopoly in their manufacture and sale.

You will, I am sure, permit me to say, that whatever I have Ijeen enabled

to do for the encouragement and promotion of apiarian knowledge, gain

has been the last thing in ray mind. I retain no exclusive rights myself,

nor have I given themto others. Pro bono publico is my motto. At the

same time I may observe, that as the recently published edition of T/te

Bce'kaepcr's Manudl contains correct illustrations of all that is essential

to tlie right construction of the boxes and their appurtenances, accom-
panied by detailed instructions to the artificer, I am at a loss to see what
object would be gained by multiplying drawings beyond what any intel-

ligent carpenter might supply for his own working guidance, on the full

scale of dimensions, as recommended by me. On looking over the re-

plies to the queries of some of your correspondents, in this connexion, I

may remark, that most of them are anticipated in my book. It may be

permitted me farther to observe, that I only desire to be accountable for

what are laid as my own recommendations. I am always happy to recog-

nize improvements of whatever kind, when they are really such ; but

have just cause of complaint where unmeaning alterations are made,

retaining my name to what I should be inclined to repudiate. With the

pen in my hand, it may be well to remark, that, appended to the lines

given at page l6l oi The Bee-keeper's Mannul, the name of 'Southey'

ought to be substituted for * Miss Aikin.* "

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint fliarv Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London,—August 8th, 1850.
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In this the season of Daiii.i.\s, we may appvopviately

bring before our readers tlie characteristics wliicli we

agree in thinking are marks of excellency in this queen

of autumnal flowers. In 1847, aided by Mr. Turner, of

Chalvey, near Slough, we published a small volume on

this flower ; aud from its pages, almost without altera-

tion, we republish the following observations :

—

The first discovered species of the genus is that

known now to botanists as Dahlia superjiua, or D. va-

riabilis. It was found in 1789, and named by CavanOles,

a Spanish botanist, in honour of Dahl, a Swedish pujul

of liinnffius. Some objections were raised to the name
of Dahlia, because it too nearly resembles that before

given to a very different genus, Dalea; and to obviate

the difficulty, Willdenow, in 1803, gave to the species

the names of Oeorgiita pinnata, hut though these were

adopted by a few distinguished botanists, the prior

applied names liavo properly pi'evailed.

Tlie plants from which three new supposed species

of dahlia were described, were sent from the Botanic

Garden at Mexico to the Itoyal Garden at Madrid,

where one, called by Professor Cavanilles Dahlia 2nn-

nata, flowered in October, 1789; his D. rosea and D.

coccinea p)roduced flowers a few years afterwards. They

do not seem to have been successfully treated, for with

him they attained the height of three or four feet only,

and did not flower till October. In 1802, plants of each

were transferred from Madrid to the Jardiu des Plantes

at Paris, where they grew so well as to enable Mens.

Thouin, in 1804, not only to describe and figure them,

but also to treat on their cultivation. In May, 1801,

seeds of the three kinds were sent from Madrid by Lady
Holland to Mr. Buonainti, Lord Holland's librarian in

England; from these good plants were produced, one

of which, the Z*. Tiinnato, flowered in September follow-

ing, and was figm-ed by Andrews in the "Botanist's

Repository." In the succeeding year, plants of the D.

rosea and the D. coccinea also flowered in the gardens

of Holland House.

Though this importation of the seeds was the most
successful as to its produce (for from it nearly all the

plants then in our gardens were obtained), yet the

original introduction of the first species was (on the

authority of the Ilortus lutwetisis) from Spain, in 1789,

by the Marchioness of Bute ; but it is probable that the

plant so introduced was soon after lost, as we do not

find any furtlier notice taken of it. Tlie other species,

then called Coccinea, was actually flowered by Mr. John
Frazer, who is said to have obtained it from Franco
in 1802, tlio same year in which it was produced in

the French gardens from seed procured from Madrid.
It also appeai-s that in the autmnn of 1803, Mr. Wood-
ford flowered, at Vauxhall, a plant of Cavanifles' 7^. rosea,

which he had obtained from Paris; so that, indepen-
dently of one introduced by the Marchioness of Bute, in

1789, it seems that both species had flowered in this

country before tlie seeds were transmitted by Lady
Holland.

At Madrid they were a long time in the Royal
Garden without any indications of change; aud after

they were spread through Europe some years elapsed

before any extensive variation took place.

Mens. De CaudoUe, it is said, obtained from Madrid
the ]ilants which he cultivated at Montpelier, about the

same time they wei-e sent to Paris. His " Memoir" was
printed in 1810, and he therein describes only five

varieties of D. superjiua—viz.. Rubra, Purpurea, Lita-

cina. Pallida, and Flavesoens, besides three varieties of

D. Frustranea—viz., Coccinea, Crocea, and Flava. Pro-

bably, when he wrote, he had not obtained any double

flowers, though he evidently expected such would soon

be produced.

Mons. Otto, as early as 1800, obtained from Dresden,

for the Royal Garden at Berlin, a plant of the D. Pal-

lida of the " Hortus Berolinensis
;

" and in 1802 a plant

of the D. purpurea, of the same work, was sent to him
from Madrid ; but he had no new varieties from his

own seed till 1800; and the chief varieties were raised

between 1809 and 1817. About 1813, M. Otto began

to pay more attention to their cultivation, and improved

their kinds by cross impregnations. 'The first double

flower ho possessed came from Stutgard ; but a com-

plete double one of his own flowered in 1800; it was
dark red, exactly similar to that from Stutgard, but had,

at first, blown only semi-double. Three more double

ones were raised in 1815 and 181(i, and he had iu 1820

no more than six with double flowers. A pure white

single one was given to him in 1809, and iu 1810 he

raised another white one himself. He mentions, that

in the Catalogues of the Nurseries at Berlin from 80 to

100 sorts are enumerated for sale, but he considers the

really good ones to be about thirty.

In our own country we had an early promise of great

success, and had we hit upon the right plan of manage-

ment, in keeping the plants when produced, there is no

doubt but we should have been as equally successful as

the continental gardeners in obtaining varieties. Mr.

Buonainti saved seeds i'rom the plants raised at Holland

House in 1801, the produce of which- seeds he states to

have given him, in the succeeding year, nine varieties

of that which was called D. pimmta, two of which were

double, one with lilac and the other with dark purple

flowers ; of the single flowered plants, some were cer-

tainly dark coloured, four figures were published from

them at the time ; the paler coloured varieties were

chiefly considered as belonging to what was then called

D. rosea; he had also two varieties of D. coccinea, the

oi'iginal deep coloured one and a paler one, which,

though called by him Crocata, was the pale yellow va-

riety, as is apparent from the figure of it published in

the " Paradisus Londinensis."

Mr. Salisbury also obtained several varieties from

the seeds which ho received from Holland House in

180G ; these he had particularly noticed in his paper

printed iu the first volume of the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society. In the fifth volume of the second

edition of the Ilortus A'ewensis, which was published in

1813, the varieties of D. superjiua there named are Pur-

purea, Lilacina, and Nana; the latter being taken from

a double variety, figured in Andrew's " Botanical Repo-
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sitory," but wliioli is ceitiiinly not particularly entitled

to be consitlcred as a dwarf ]>lant. No varieties of D.

fnistranca are given in the Ilortus Kcttensis.

Mens, de CandoUc, in )iis essay ou tho genus, lias

observed, that it is not jirobablo wo shall ever see a

blue one, since tho variation is from imrplo to yellow.

IIo considers blue and yellow to be the fundamental

types of tho colours of flowers, and that they mutually

exeludo each other : yellows pass readily into red or

white, but never into blue ; and, in like manner, bhio

flowers are cl\anged by cultivation into red and white,

but never into yellow. Until about forty years ago, no

variety was known that did not possess a tinge of purple

in its blossoms, and it was even doubted whether a blos-

som entirely untingod witli purple could bo produced.

When Mr. Sabine wrote ou the dahlia in is is, the

single varieties only were abundant ; tho number of

double ones was very limited, but they rapidly in-

creased, and have now nearly expelled tho single ones

from gardens of re])uto. The extension of sorts has,

however, been limited to the D. superjlua ; the varieties

of D. frustranea have but little multiplied, and no

double flowers of that species have yet been produced.

The brilliancy of tho colours of the blossoms of the D.

fiiistranca, however, is sucli. that it might have been

expected it would liave induced sonic practical horticul-

turist to apply his skill to their improvement.

A few of the double dahlias which were raised at an

early period stiU liold a place in the estimation of gar-

deners ; but, in general, those of a few years' standing

have yielded their places to a younger progeny, which

in their turn may be deprived of their station by fresh

productions.

After 1811, the dahlia was introduced to more gene-

ral notice, and cultivated in most collections; but it

was reserved for the intelligent cultivators of the last

few years to circulate it more extensively, and make the

most rapid advances towards a state of perfection. In-

deed, so lately as less than twenty years since it was

considered a perfectly novel sight to witness dahlias

with double flowers in the garden of a tradesman or

cottager ; but, owing to the astonishing rapidity with

which new and good sorts have since been obtained and

circulated, it is now quite as rarely that we see or meet

with a cottager's garden which does not contain at least

a few good dahlias; and many possess plants of first-rate

sorts. [PaMoH on the Dahlia, 9.)

In taking a retrospective view of the dahlia fancy,

it is pleasing to remark tho gradual improvement of

tliis autumnal favourite up to the present time. This

improvement is annually progressing towards greater

perfection ; for of late years many of tlie finest varie-

ties have been introduced ; and it is notorious, that an

established fine seedling at the present time will com-

mand a higher price than at any previous period. To
mark the progress of the dahlia, the stand that obtained

tlie .£-30 prize for the best twenty-four blooms at the

Cambridge Dahlia Show in 18in, contained only one
variety that was shown in the first stand of the same
number of blooms at the Metropolitan Exhibition of

I'^Ki, a brief period of six years. That vurirfy was

Sjiriii(i/icld h'ival, li flower of l-l or 1 1 years' standing.

Hoth stands were grown by Mr. Turner. The foruier

was considered to be tho best that has been produced

up to that time, and tho latter was certainly the best

twenty-four ho had shown during IHKi. At Cambridge,

I'niquo was what is termed tho " bloom of the exliihi-

tion;" I'eiichjie, Amato, Hope, Conservative, Maid of

Bath, and many other flowers now out of date, were

stars in that superior stand.

Tlio first intelligent writer upon the characteristics of

excellence in tho Dahlia, wo tliink, was Mr. I'axton,

followed by Mr. Glonny and Mr. Wildman ; hut as Mr.

Glenny's code in his Properties of Flowers is much
fuller than Mr. I'axton's, and was prior to Mr. Wild-

man's, we shall adopt it with but slight alterations and

additions :

—

I. FuiiJi.—Viewed in front, the flower should Ijc a perfect

circle; the petals broad at the ends, smooth at the edges,

thick and stiff in substance, perfectly free from indenture or

point, and should cup a little, but not enough to sIk^v the

under siu-face. They shoiUd bo in regular rows, each row
foiTuing a, perfect circle, without any vacancy between them ;

and all in tho circle should be the same size, uniformly

opened to Ihe same shape, and not rubbed nor crumpled.

'i. Looked at sideways, the flower shoidd form two-thirds

of a ball. The rows of petals should rise one above auotlicr

in rows ; everj' petal should cover the join of the two jietals

under it—which the florists call imbricating—by this means
the circidar appearance is perfected throughout.

3. Tho centrr should be perfect; the uubloomed petals

lying with their points towards the centre should form a

button, and sboiUd be tho highest part of the flower com-
pleting tho ball.

4. The flower should be very double. The rows of petals

lying one above another should covor one another very

nearly; not more should be seen in depth than half the

breadth ; the more they are covered, so as to leave them
tUstinct, the better iu that respect ; the petals, therefore,

though cupped must bo shallow.

!). SiZK.—The size of tlie flower when well grown shoidd

be not less than fovu' inches in diameter.

0. Coi.oun.—The colour shoidd bo dense, whatever it may
bo—not as if it were a white dipped in colour, but as if the

whole flower was coloured throughout. Whether tipped or

edged, it must be free from splashes or blotches, or in-

definite marks of any land ; and new flowers, unless they beat

all old ones of the same colour, or are of a novel colour

themselves, with a majority of the points of excellence,

should be rejected.

Defects.— If the petals show the imder side too much,
even when looked at sideways,—if they do not cover each

other well,—if the ceuti-e is composed of ])etals pointing

upwai"ds, or those which are round the centre are confused,

—

if the petals are too nan-ow, or exhibit too much of their

length,—or if they show any of the green scale at the bottom

of the petals,—if Ihc eijc is sunk,—if the shoulder is too high,

the face flat, or the sides too upright,—if the petals show an

indenture as if heart-shaped,—if the petals are too lai-ge and

coarse, or are flimsy, or do not bold their form—in any or

all these cases the tlowex-s are objectionable ; and if there be

one or two of these faults conspicuous, tho flower is second

or third-rate.

If flowers are exhibited which show the disc, or a green

scale, or have been eaten by vermin, or damaged by car-

riage, or are eviileutly decayed, the censors should reject

them at once.

Chariiclcristics of the Plant.—Although the form of the

plant is quite of secondary consideration, and is only to he

regarded as subsen-ient to the more important consideration

of exhibiting the flowers to more advantage as they grow,

yet it is a matter worthy of some notice. Mr. Paxton's

observations upon it are very judicious. lie says, the gene-

ral figiu-e should bo luiiform aud compact, that is, it should
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gradually enlarge from the lowest lateral shoots to the ex-
tremity of those highest, and it should he devoid of a strag-
gling or rambling habit. Secondly, the plant should be dis-

posed to bloom freely and numerously. Thirdly, its blossoms
should stand out clearly from the foUage, on short strong
flower-stalUs, so as to be presented boldly and advantageously.

THE FKUIT-GARDEN.
Ripening the Wooo of Frdit-ibees.—According to

the ma.\ims of some of our gardeners of former days,
It was time enough to think of this when the leaves first
conimeuced decay, and consequently we find urgent re-
commendations by those of the old school to uso the
besom pretty freely in October. " Brush ofl' the leaves
to assist in ripening the wood," is an old maxim, now
tolerably obsolete

; but, with the repudiation of this
sdly idea, the fact in question should be seriously
grappled with

; for, perhaps, a broken crutch is better
than no crutch at all.

We will not go so fai- as to assert, that sweeping off a
iev decaying leaves iu early autumn may not have the
eiioct ol rendering the buds of those leaves still re-mammg more perfect, by carrying more fully out the
pnnoiple of accretion ; but all this only proves a
previous neglect. Neglect, we repeat, for if light and
heat, acting on the fully exposed surface of the leaf of
tender trees, be so essential to the proper organization
ot the bud, (and who shall disprove it ') why should an
improper amount of the annual spray bo reserved
during the thinning or disbudding season

; only iu the
first place to create mutual injury, and in the second, to
cause a more troublesome course of winter prunin"
than there is a real necessity for? It is well known
what a controversy has been carried on for many months,
in the pages of contemporary horticultural periodicals,
about the coverimj or non-ivverhiy nf fniit-tm-s, in order
to protect the blossom, and to facilitate the " settin-J

"

or impregnation of the fruit. They say that covering

does not always insure a crop. We wonder how many
yards of canvass or bunting it would take to ensure a
crop of fruit on a Marie Louisa Pear-tree ; or, indeed,

on any other tree, the embryo buds of which bad been
smothered in the previous summer with watery spray.

Trees are suffered to hang in a wild state from the

walls until the approach of September—for the first

time perhaps the future blossom-buds behold daylight

—

for about three weeks, and ai-e allowed to bathe them-
selves iu that degree of ligbt which a darkening
autumn aflbrds; and which, after all, as to their habits,

is only a kind of twilight. Well, then, in the spring, a

great fuss is made about covering ; it is done ; the

blossoms perish, and the unhappy cultivator comes forth

like a lion with a fresh ai'gument against the utility of

covering or protection. What would bo thought of a

writer who should recommend strawberry forcers not to

get tlieir runners too soon for forcing purposes, to delay
it until the end of August, and then to select them from
gross and over-crowded plants with petioles or leaf-

stalks dangling a foot in length ? We wonder whether
the best of winter protection , or the most complete and
expensive pit ever invented by man, could ensure a crop
of strawberries on such plants?

This is sufficiently illustrative to all who will grapple

with the real bearing of the question ; those who will

persist in adhering with pertinacity to a set of notions
which have no real foundation either in science or

practice, must still be content to endure baflled eflbrts.

If, then, protection coverings are not to be shorn of

their great utOity, let tlie extra labour or attention re-
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i^uisite for tender fruits be bestowed in summer, instead

of so much elaborate nonsense about winter pruning.

If there be any truth in this, botli coniiiioii sense and
eoonoiiiy will be found on its side ; surely a man's day's

lal>our is a more priiductive article in July than in

.lanuary !

Let those, then, who deem it expedient to follow the

advice of The Coiiaok IJ audknkh, carefully examine
all their Indued trees iiiimalMtd;/ : there is still time on
all ifood ajipeets to obtnin jiietty lirm wooil, by a careful

and iuiinediate removal of all waste spray.

]m order to give our observations a deiinite cliaraeter,

LM which shape they are chielly useful to anuiteurs aud
young beginners, we will jioint at onue to some trees

tt ith Iheir probable condition at this period.

Thk Pkach ANi> Nkctarixe.—About this period, aud
a little sooner, peaches which had grown at only a
reasonable rate during the early part of summer, hurst

forth w ith an improper auiount of strength ; and shoots

which bail lieen pinched long since, through luxuriance

(or a doubt of the proju'lety of retaining them finally I,

produce a considerable amouut of axillary shoots; and
these shoots at once wrest and appropriate the ascend-

ing sap ; they also create an injurious amount of shade
to the true aud bearing wood. All such should be
pinched immediately ; aud it is not unlikely that they

will require pinching again within another fortnight or

three weeks. The jiroductiun of such spray, at a late

season, argues a too powerful action of root ; aud some
pei-sous would be ready, under such circumstances, to

advise root pruning. Now, although strong advocates
for this process, and probably the first to urge it iu

general pnictice in this country, yet we would by uo
means interfere with the vegetable economy, at this

period, iu trees bearing fruit.

It will be frequently seen in the peach and the nec-
tarine, that lino growing young shoots may be seen over
the centre of the tree, and, perhaps, ou one particular

side, wliUst the extrenutics of tlie limbs, which are
carrying a crop, ai'e void of young shoots, or carry a
stunted appearauee. 'This frequently happens from the
circumstance of such sboot-s having carried a heavy
crop on their extreme boughs the year previously,

wheieby those portions had been too heavily drawn
U|K)u, and a temporary exhausliou is the cousequence
Now, if tlie a.scendiug cnrieut of sap is not transmitted
sulficiently copiously to excite these branches into

young wood, a partial contraction of the sap vessels will

take place ; aud such will have to be pruned away
before long, in order to give place to a progeny which
have fattened at their expense. Now, lojjping off the

older limbs of peaches and nectarines is but a perilous

practice at the best ; and it is well to know, that by an
early stopping of most of the stronger young shoots below
them, and stopping again if necessary, such old shoots
may be reinvigorat«d by a fresh infusion of the ascend-
ing sap, which, as before observed, had been arrested in

its pa.ssage. In other words, they will commence maldug
young shoots with freedoui ; aud these young shoots (as

encouraging a renewed vitality) will save them from
destruction, as well as cause the fruit to become better

fed, or, in other words, more perfect.

As to stoppbuj, our practice is to stop every shoot in

the first week of August that is of sufficient length for

I
the next year's purpose, excepting iu the ease of deli-

I
cate or weak trees; here there is uo occasion, nature or
accident will stop such soou enough. An exception is

also taken in favour of weak slioots ou robust trees

—

these are left unstopped altogether. And now it is that
the renewed balance of strength takes place ; the weaker
and unstopped shoots, at this general stopping, soon
show signs of having strengthened at the expense of
their proud neighbours ; and before the latter can
develop other buds, autumn with its chills has anived.

aud it is scarcely possible for tliem bi do unudi mis-

chief

There can bo little doid)t that this general stopping

(which should be perlovmed as soon as the last swelling

bus fairly rounneuced) increases both the size aud the

Havour of the fruit—at least, so wo have always found
it. Aud no wuiuler gross youug trees produce not such

highllavoured fruit as older aud more solidified trees

;

and why? Merely because a too rapid or copious iullux

of the ascending sap is iu .antagonism to llavour. What
then occurs in any given braucb stopped or |iiuclied as

we describe'' Why. a [lortiun of the dcnuiud being cut

otV. iu the character of growing spray, the supi>lies of

the ascending curveut become proportionately limited.

Not so, however, the elaboration, or, shall we say, con-

centi-alion '? This is augmented iu jiower, inasmuch as

this stopping tends to keep the original, or first-formed,

leaves well distended—a thing absolutely necessary, in

order that plenty of uuiteriid for the elaborative pro-

cesses should e.xist in the neigld^ovu'hood of tlie fruit

until perfected. Therefore, lot all young peach growers
believe, that to keep the large leaves that caler for the

fruit well fed, and to encourage a late growth at the ex-

Iremilies, are two very diH'erent matters.

It was by suuh means, and such alone, that the

spleudid peaches which we used to exhibit at the

Societys' meetings some years since were pi'oduced, and
which attracted so much notice. Wo frequently attend

the great Loudou " shows, " as well as some of the

country out"s, but we have never met with auy that

would prove an overmatch for such, if, indeed, they

would e(iual them. If this appears egotistic, we say, iu

apology, that it appeared necessary iu order to Ulustrate

the matter in hand.
The Pear.—This all-important fruit, so necessary to

the winter dessert (for who does not covet a ricli melt-

ing pear in December and January?) deserves some
consideration as well as the peach. Although the prin-

ciples of stopping, and the general control and eqiuilisa-

tiou of the vital fluids, are of eqiud application here;

yet some ))eculiarities of habit—arising in part from
modes of training—require special notice.

In the first place, then, once more put the trees uuder
a thorough revision; that is, remove all watery spray

l)roduced since the last disbudding ;
" leave not a wreck

behiud " of this powerful witness of a pampered consti-

tution, as well as liarbiuger of future barrenness. Next
in order, take cai-c that every leading shoot considered

necessary for the future year be carefully tied down or

nailed. This done, all that remains may be examined
closely, and every short-jointed shoot of a brown aud
fruitful-looking character, especialb/ those with enlarged

buds, indicating thereby a guarantee of early and sure

fruitfulness, tied down or nailed. The residue will be

rejected spray ; but a little caution is necessary in the

disposal of this.

On the cooler asiiects, aud where a doubt exists in

any situation iu o\u' northern counties, the better way
will be to cut such all away to within two or three leaves

of the base of each shoot, in doing this, regard must
lie paid to kind as well as aspect. Such kinds as the

Easier Beurre, and some of the autumn-ripening kinds,

will be liable to a premature ripening, if exposed too

suddenly to intense sunshine ; for it so liajqieus, that

what perfects the future blossom-bud is not always per-

fectly contributing to the higliest amount of flavour.

Nature, it would seem, is more bent ou the former than

the latter.

Let every one, therefore, take into consideration the

character of the climate in which he is situate, to-

gether with the aspect, aud the kind, aud proceed

accordingly. It will, of course, be said, that all this

requires an amount of practical knowledge which will

be looked for iu vain in persons otherwise engaged.
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Admitted ; and to supply such Raps The Cottage Gar-
dener was established; but, be it understood, the points
we have advei'ted to require more explanation as to the

minutite than can be explained in a number or two.
Much may be gleaned from the van of tliis work ; and
nuich more, we may add, remains in the rear.

As we may not have an opportunity, immediately, of

speaking as fully about the dressing of plums, cherries,

&c., we may here observe, that as soon as tlie more
tender kmds, as apricots, peaches, nectarines, a,nd jjears,

are completed, the cherries and plums must also under-
go a revision.

As to plums, they may receive precisely similar treat-

ment to the pears ; and we tie down the cherries in a
like manner; they are not, however, so manageable by
this mode as tlie former fruits. The Morelh cherries

may have their shoots laid in three times as thick as the
larger-leaved kinds.

In apricots the utmost care should be taken after this

period to keep down all superfluous breast-wood ; the
sun must be permitted to shine on the embryo fruit-buds

without hindrance until the leaves fall. This is the
chief secret of the blossom " setting well " in the en-

suing s]n-ing ; and thus it is that old apricots, which
produce scarcely any breast-wood, generally succeed so
much better than young and gross trees,

K. Eerinoton.

THE FLOAVER-GARDEN.
CaLYSTEGIA PaBESCENS AND OTHER HaRDY ClIMBEES.—A few years back the Loudon Horticultural Society

surprised the botanical world with a new double flower-

ing Bindweed, which they introduced from the north of

China through their collector, Mr. Fortune, and which
tliey called Galystegia piuhescens— that is, the downy
Bearbind. The large white Bindweed, whicli grows in

our own hedges, and the small white and pinkish ones
which creep among the grass by our road-sides and dry
banks, are also called Cahjstegia in books ; and this new
one from China was found to be a near relative to our
larger Bindweed or Bearbind. How they could make
out this relationship between the two plants i'rom a
double flower, was a great sui'prise to our fresh-water
botanists—or those who only possessed a smattering
knowledge of the Linnfean classification. There were
no stamens or pistils to count over to make out even the
class or order of the Linnajau arrangement, much less

the particular genus ; and tlie men of science, if not
surprised, were, at least, much interested in it, as being
the very first double flowering plant belonging to the
natural order of Bindweeds (convolvulacea) of which
they had ever heai'd. If any of our readers still cling to

the shades of tlie obsolete system by which a knowledge
of plants was obtained through the system of counting
stamens and pistils, devised by the illustrious Swede,
this Chinese Bindweed, with double flowers, should
close their account with the Linnjean Society at once

;

then to turn a new leaf and begin a fresh score—not
with the old firm as formerly, but rather with the heads
of tlie natural system society, whose officers had no more
difficulty in finding out the proper place in their ar-

rangement for this new flower, double as it is, tlian 1

should in counting how many thumbs 1 carry about
with me. It is extremely rare that we see botanists put
to the test of determining the name or relationship of a
now plant with a double llowor, because in the wihl state

plants arc supposed to take only after the single type.
The old Corchorus Japonicus is the only other instance

which occurs to me at present of a double flowering
plant being introduced, before wo Irad any knowledge of
the single form of it; and that, too, has proved a flaw in
tlie system of Linn;Bus. This double flowering Corchorus
was cultivated in our gardens for more than a hundred

years under that name ; but as soon as a plant of it

with single flowers only was introduced, some fifteen

years back, then it was found not to be a Corchorus at

aU, and, as a matter of course, the plant had to be

named over again ; for naturalists are not like poli-

ticians—they do not hold with ancient names or old

arrangements for the sake of " consistency," which is

only a polite name for obstinacy, although obstinate

jieople often call them hard names for this trait in their

character; and the new and proper name of our old

Corchorus is now Kerria.

That double Bindweed and this Kerria japonica and
many other " japonicas" that need not be named, prove

to us, whether wo would or not, that Chinese gardeners

know as much about the art and mystery of making
double flowers from single ones as any of us, and, per-

haps, a good deal more if all were known. The Bind-

weed under notice is certainly a production of the art of

gardening in China, and not a wild form of the plant,

'riiere are those who see no beauty iu a flower unless it

is a double one ; and there are others who think just the

contrary ; and there is a saying in the Highlands, when
a man undertakes to do a thing which he is not capable

of performing—to the eflect, that " if he cannot make a

spoon he can spoil a horn "—spoons being made in that

wild part of the world actually froui horns. The adage

may well be applied to the Cliiuaman who produced our

double Bindweed: he did not make the spoon, but he

spoiled a horn ; from the most lovely single flower of all

the convolvuli, or bindweeds, he has produced the ugliest

of all our double flowers ; but stiU ho effected what no

one else ever managed to do before him—originated a

double convolvulus. And I have the gratifying intelli-

gence to communicate to-day that the Chinaman's knot

is unloosed, and thai the plant has reverted to the single

form in the flower-garden here ; and a most beautil'ul

tbiug it is, nearly as large as the flower of Ipomau
Learil ; the colour, between salmon and French white,

with five stripes or divisions of a lighter hue; and when
we consider that the plant is as hardy as our own hedge

Bindweed, and will increase as fast as a potato, and is,

tbei'efore, every cottager's plant, we ought to congratu-

late our cottage friends on the acquisition of so nice a

summer climber to train up belbre tlieir doors.

I cannot make out what caused the plant to turn

single ; it was planted in one of those barrels I often

have recommended, along with the new Yellow Jasmine

from China, against an old oak in the " Swiss Gardens,"

and facing the north. It did not see the sun these last

two seasons ; and, like the rest of our out-door plants, it

received neither dew nor rain for two months tliis sum-

mer ; but the barrel was watered with strong manure-

water once a-week, for the sake of the jasmine, whicli I

wished to grow fast ; and which I wish was planted

against the front of cottages as extensively as the Cluna

rose ; and for the pillar of a verandah nothing could an-

swer better. Tliis bindweed might be planted along witli

it, so that it might climb up of itself against the jasmine,

and so save the trouble of training it. Those who arc

looking out for things of this sort to cover a north wall,

will find these two new plants well adapted for the

purpose.

Before I close this part of my paper, I want to re-

commend another siunmcr climber lately introduced by

the Horticultural Society through Mr. Fortune, as it is

not nearly so well-known as its merits deserve : I mean
Rliijnclinxiii'ninniijiisniinifhlcx, a beautiful white flowering

sweet-Mirutiil rliiiil.irr, ici[niriiig about the same treat-

ment as the Jnvcly Miiinh'cil/a, flowering out of doors

from JMidsuuiiuer till August, when the Jliiiidevillii

comes in to succeed it. I am not quite sure wliat degree

of covering protection it reqinros in winter : but i sliould

think much about the same as the Mandevilla or any ol'

the new Fuchsias, just to keep it from damp and frost.
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It is 11 very good plant to train agiiiust a post or pillar,

or agaiust a back wall in a s;roouliouso, where it will

(lower in April and May; and it' the wall is damp it will

root into it all the way up like tlio ivy. A largo plant

of it in a pot, plunjred, against a pillar out of doors, has

been beautifully in bloom for tlio last two months with

a friend of mine—a readei' of thoso pages—to whom 1

am iudebti'd for my hints on such things.

The Scil'Dniiii jtismiitoides, another climber of con-

siderable merit, has stood the last hard winter hero, and
in many other places, without any protection, and there-

fore may be put on the list of hai-dy climbers for the

flower-garden. Ahelia mpestris, a comparatively new
plant, is also all but hardy, and for covering a low wall

eoiues in very useful ; and for a fast growing climber

a^^aiust an open wall, the old Bigiwnia jasminuides comes
in for alirst-rato place. I have it now most beautifully

in (lower against an east wall, and the individual

blossoms are much superior to those produced under

glass, but in winter the plant rccpiircs to bo well [iroteetcd

from frosts. One good way of managing it, and many
others of tlio half-hardy climbers, for the (lower garden,

is to take them uji every autumn and jn-otect them in a

gi'eenhousc over the winter. This would give them a

yearly root-jiruning, as Mr. J'Jrrington wishes fruit-trees

to bo dealt witli, under certain circumstances: but, for

people who are not expert at potting or transplanting large

jilauts, perhaps the safest way would be to keep them
in large pots, and to plunge, pots and all, in the ground
at the time of planting in May. One good arising from
plunging or planting out old half-hardy plants in their

pots is, that as soon as the surface of the pot is buried
in the earth the roots spread ujiwards from the bottom
of the pot, occupy the whole of it, and then escape into

the free earth over the top of the pot. There is no other

way, that I know of, so etleetual in keeping the roots of

some plants in all parts of the jiots as this of plunging
them over the top, whether in a bark-bed or in an open
border. Wo all know that roots of most plants will go
down to the very bottom of pots, and there coil round
and round rather than spread about the whole ball

;

but no sooner do we bury the pot in the earth, or in

plunging material, than these coiled roots send up
feeders in all directions. I ought, however, to tell of

some dangers which attend tins pot-planting in sum-
mer, in some soils, &c., viz.—that if put in a hole no
larger than will just hold the pot, and deep enough to

allow it a cou|ilo of inches under the general surface,

if the soil hapjiens to be at all strong or retentive

of moisture, this hole will drain the soil for a given
distance all round it, and as deep as the hole itself,

and this drained water lodges round the pot, and
when you come to water it, or when the rain helps,

the pot cannot part with the extra water, at least for

some time, and then the plants are in a much worse
condition tlian those growing naturally on very wet
land or on undrained fanns. If the bottom of a border
rests on a bed of clay (the most hopeless case for our
pots), and that to get depth enough for burying the pot
we must cut a few inches into the clay bottom, then
there is no other means of seciuity for the welfare of the

plant than that of cutting a side di'ain from the bottom

;

but on any other soil a lodgment of water round the pot
may be got rid of without a drain. The more common
way is to make the hole six inches deeper than the pot,

then to put two brick-bats in the bottom of the hole,

and rest the bottom of the pot on the bats, so that it

stands four inches clear from the under soil, and this

allows room enough for drainage ; and some make the

bottom of the hole like an inverted cone, and allow a
foot or more of open space below the pot ; this is a good
way to keep back the roots from working out of the

bottom into the free soil. 1 believe the flower gardener
from SuiTcy, whom I mentioned lately, told me that he

covered a long stretch of trellis, pillars, &c., with half-

hardy climbers plunged in pots ; but the soil of tlie

garden ho nnuuiges is so light that ho needs no precau-

tion for drainage.

KosK Stocks.—I have said already that the dog rose

stock will not live long on our liglit, chalky soils hero;

indeed, before " the Kosary " was properly made, tlu-ee

years was about the usual time that Mrs. FAliott. the

freest grower of the perpetual roses, could look healthy

on the dog roso, while on the crimson and purple I !our-

saults it, and all the strong growing roses, flourish lo,

I vpas going to say perfection, but, to my satisliiction is

a more modest term. And yet I have heard and read of

the dog rose as tho best, and the ]?oursault stock as the

worst that could be used ; but, I believe, by writers

whoso experience of their respective merits was con-

(ined to one kind of soil—just tho source from which

lialf the mistakes and disappointments in gardening

take thoir rise. I have said, over and over again, how
to make cuttings of roses and other jilanls so as to

prevent their ever sending up a sucker from the collar

or any part of the stem, but when we meet with a plant

whoso natural way of increasing, or rather extending

itself, is by making long nndergrouud shoots from tho

roots, we are baiiled ; and that is the habit of these

Boursaults, and therefore I have been reluctantly obliged

to cease budding on them. The Italian rose, called

Manetti, introduced by Mr. Rivers, promises to he as

good a grower on our soil as the Boursault ; and they

say it does not produce root suckers ; and if that be

true, I have no doubt but that it is all that has been

said of it on light sandy soils, so that it fdls up a void

we experienced for years where the dog rose woidd not

live. 1 have a rose hero which I have known for ten

years, and of which I entertain groat hopes as a stock

to work on ; it is a real cross hybrid, raised by thelate

Dean of Manchester, and, I believe, with tho view for a

stock for chalky soils ; but any light soil suits it, and all

that I have worked on it have done well yet.

D. BlOATON.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Florists' Pelargoniums—Cuttikcs, &o.—The wood
being prepared by hardening, &c., as alluded to last

week, the next thing is the selecliiii/ of the cuttings; or,

if many are wanted and it is desirable to make the most

of the old plant for another year, then all the shoots

should be cut down at the same time, in order that

fresh growth in the dili'erent parts may proceed simulta-

neously. ]f the plant is large, we cannot eiT in cutting

low enough, provided a single joint or bud is left to

each shoot. Even this is not absolutely necessary, but

fresh shoots will bo formed sooner than if we stuwped
|

tho plant in to the two-year-old wood. If, however, the

plant he small, and with few shoots, and you wish to

have it large the following season, then several buds

may be left upon each shoot ; and if they break at all

nicely, you will obtain a large flowering jilant earlier,

because much stojipitnj will not afterwards be necessary.

Notwithstanding your preparing the plant, it will

sometimes bleed after you cut it down ; but that may be

easily stoii])ed by dropping a pinch of quick lime on the

cut part, and this is better than resorting to watering,

which often, when given in such circumstances, imparts

a gouty habit, which the young shoots arc long in

getting free from. Instead of watering at the roots, it

is preferable to dust the stems slightly with lime-water

from the syringe, for a week at least, and to keep the

place, pit, or fi'amc, &c., in which the plants are situated,

r.ather close and moist. The clear lime-water from the
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syringe will tend both to harden the cut points and
free the steins from all impurity.

Leaving the old plants for a little, let us look after

the cnttintjs. Each kind has been put by itself, labelled

and tied up as the plants were cut down. The cuttings
may be of any lengtli, from two to six inches, and up-
wards. The medium size will generally answer best.

it is advisable that every cutting shoidd contain at least

two joints ; at each of these a leaf will have stood, and
a bud will be formed, or forming, in its axil—the part
enclosed between the footstalk of the .leaf and the stem
or shoot to which it is attached. For reasons previously
referred to, remove the leaf from the lower part of the
cutting, and cut straight through the bud at the joint
with a sharp knife, allowing the leaves, if any, to remain
at the upper joints, to carry on there as long as possible
their peculiar functions. Other circumstances being
favourable, the lovrer end of the shoots being best
ripened will forui the best cuttings ; and even if they
sliould not root so soon as those more soft and spongy,
tliey generally make the nicest, stubbiest plants in the
end. Cuttings from those parts which immediately
support the flower-stalks ought to be avoided, unless it

be a very rare and valuable kind, as such parts are too
soft and spongy to make good plants. When it is nei-

ther desirable to remove a shoot nor yet cut a plant
down, small sturdy side shoots may often be obtained,
and these taken off close to the stem, placed under
glass, and shaded, will make beautiful plants.

The cuttings being formed by cutting straight across
tlio lower joint, and in a slanting manner, half an inch
above the upper one, it will next be advisable to di-y

the lower end, for half a day at least, whilst the top end
is kept moist and shaded, and then proceed to planting
them. This may be done in many ways. Erom the
end of June until the middle of August, strong cuttings
might be inserted in light sandy soil in tlic open border,
just as Mr. Beaton practises with scarlet geraniums.
Numbers, I might say millions, are thus propagated in

the neighbourhood of London every year. Where the
soil is strong and loamy, the easiest way to do this

would be to rake out shallow drills six inclies apart and
fill them with sandy loam, or a compost of equal parts
leaf-mould and sand. If watered well when they are
inserted, they will not want much, excepting dustings
afterwards, as they will have the advantage of the mois-
ture contained in the soil of the garden. A little shad-
ing in hot weather would be necessary ; but those who
have never tried such a plan would he surprised to find
how little it would be required. Of course, as soon as
rooting commenced it would be altogether unnecessary.
The advantage of this system is, that all the labour of
draining, and filling, and carrying propagating pots,
glasses, i&c., is avoided ; and when potted in good time,
before they become gross in their habits, fine hardy plants
are thus obtained. The disadvantage of the system is,

that beginners seeing thorn growing so well, ai'o apt to

be too late in potting them, and thus a grossness of habit
is produced, which causes the plant to feel the change
when transferred to a pot. If possible, therefore, plants
so struck should be potted before subjected to the heavy
iuitumnal rains. This grossness of habit is prevented,
and an earlier development of roots effected, by planting
the cuttings in light sandy soil, undei- a hand light, or
beneath the sashes of a frame, as the heavy rains are
thus excluded, and keeping the atmosphere close and
shaded when necessary preserves the leaves fresh.

Even here, however, air should be given liberally at
night, by tilting or removing tlie lights. Placing the
cuttings round the sides of a pot that previously had
been well drained, and then filled with liglit sandy soil,

transferring them then to a cold frame kept close
during the day, but with air given at night, is also a
good plan, especially for rare kinds ; and then, in such

cases, the rooting process may be accelerated by moving
and plunging tlie pots in a slight hotbed, after they
have stood in the cold frame two or three weeks.

Something of this plan is necessary when cuttings are

to be stnick as late as September. 'I'lio best plan of all,

in the case of flue kinds which you wish to rattle on, is

to follow a similar system, only witli the exception of

putting one cutting by the side of a very small pot,

technically called thumbs, and removing it to a larger

whenever it has filled with roots. In this case the

base of the cutting should either rest upon the drainage
or on the bottom of the small pot ; when shifted it will

be ttu easy matter to get the stem of the plant in the

centre, instead of being at the side as when first in-

serted. " But why not put the cutting in the centre of

the pot at once''" Because gardeners have found that

cuttings strike sooner when, in addition to their bases

resting on a hard substance, theh' sides also come in

contact with a hard matter. " But why is this?" Aye !

there is the difficulty ; the bare enumeration of the

theories would take up more than my limited S]iaco

;

one reason, however, for the present, must suffice :—In
placing a cutting in the centre of a pot it is apt to get

over wet, and to damp, and, if it escaped these evils,

the soft matter by which it is siurounded allows of the

expansion of the cutting, and thus size, luteralli/, may
actually be gained with but little disposition to protrude

roots ; but when placed close to the porous side of the

pot, not only is the danger of damping, &c., lessened,

but the cutting finds an obstruction to its expansion
laterally, and, therefore, not to be thwarted, sends out,

either at the side or the base of the cutting, that cellular

matter from which roots afterwards proceed. Much the

same principle is here acted upon, though worked out

in a diiferent mauner, as when we slit up the base of a

cutting of a hard stemmed carnation, or skin a small

piece ofl' the wood from the opposite side of the bud in

a vino shoot used as a cutting; the object being to

ensure a more free protrusion of the cambium matter

between the bark and wood, and the result being that

roots are generally more quickly produced.

But, however raised, the cuttings should be potted ofl'

shortly after they are struck ; kept close in a frame or

jiit during the day, until they are rooting freely (giving

air, however, at night), and then set in the open air

;

housing them in good time ; stopping them ; repotting

tliose whieh require it in the end of October ; kept

slowly growing all the winter; seldom allowing the

thermometer to fall below 4:5°, and yet giving as much air

as possible in all favourable weather, recollecting that

most of the evils and want of success in geranium grow-

ing arise from a close, moist, cold atmosphere ; stop and
shift again in March ; encourage with a rise of warmth,
gradually, of 10°, with plenty of air ; keep the plants

near the glass to mature the buds ; thin out some of

the larger leaves at times, and spread out the shoots ;

give manure water frequently after the flower-buds

appeal', hut not before, and they will reward you with

nice heads of bloom in Jvuio and July. If bloom i.s

not your object the plants may be stopped again in

May, the shoots well tied out and encouraged, and

shifted into large pots in Jidy and August, so as to

flower the following season in April and May. If this

should not be desired, those stopped in May will bloom
in the autumn, if not shifted. 'Those which bloom iu

June and July may be cut down, and from them the

second crop of flowers may be obtained next season.

All this is not so easily done as talked about : the

surface of the soil must be kept stu-red, especially

during winter ; the foliage be refreshed with syringings,

especially after Februai-y, and until the flower-buds

appear; smoking witli tobacco attended to whenever
one green fly is seen; the plants kept near the glass,

with nothing to obscure the light ; and water judiciously
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given; mauiiging it so tliiU tlio flower-buds do not

a]>i)eKr until tlie pot is cnunnied witli liealtliy roots.

Now. glance for a moment at tlie oltl jildiit.t we loft

getting nursed in the cold pit. In eight or ten days

after being e«t down, and receiving moisture about the

tops rather than aiiiomj the roots, the pots may receive

a lair watering,—as..mueh as will reach every good root.

When the buds break, gradually give air. When one
ineh in length or so, take the plants to the potting-beneh,

shako the soil from the roots, examine and prune the

roots a little, re-shift into similar, or, what in general

will answer better, smaller-sized pots ; place them again

in the cold pit, and keep close until the fresh roots are

running in the new soil, then give air gradually until at

length you expose them eiitirtlij to the atmosphere ;

steering clear, however, of cold rains and anything like

frost. Plants cut dov\-n in .luno and .1 uly, if transferred

to small pots, will require to bo placed in blooming jiots

in the end of October. Those cut down in the end of

luly or dmiug August, will not want repotting until

the new year has brought lengthened sunshine; and
from these tlitferent successions of bloom may be ex-

pected. To have it fine, cleanliness, air, light, room,

and a temperature seldom below 45°, nmst be leading

considerations. During winter, unless dining sunshine,

the temperature should never bo higher. After a sunny
day it may be from five to eight degrees lower at night

with impunity. In the ease of large plants, little stop-

ping will be required after repotting. Thinning instead

will often be necessary. Heuee, old jjlants generally

produce the earliest bloom, as every general stopping of

the shoots as well as every shift given retard the

blooming period.

Cuttings inserted now would flower early enough next
season, if kept in small pots and not stopped. Young
plants when first potted, will do well in rich sandy soil

;

as they get older more nutritious matter may be added
by degrees, and the best for them is two or three yeai-

old cow dinig. At the last shifting we generally use
three-parts fibry loam, one of peat, one of leaf mould,
one of cow dung, and one of silver sand. A dressing of

cow dung on the smface is often given when the flower-

buds appear. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE PLANTS,

Exotic Fekns.— To grow specimens such as are

exhibited at the metropolitan shows by Mr. Williams,
gardener to 0. Warner, Esq., the following method
should be practised:—Choose in March a young healthy
plant, the roots of which have just reached the sides of

the pot, say of one five inches in diameter. Take a pot,

eight inches in diameter, and drain it well, fill it just high
enough to receive the plant with a compost of rough
fibrous peat, turfy loam, and half decayed leaf-mould,
mixed with a due proportion of river sand. Then place
the plant in the middle of the pot, leaving the drainage
attached to the ball ; fill in around it with the compost,
pressing it down gently with the hand, till the pot is

full. Then give the pot a smart stroke or two upon the

bench to settle the soO, Place the plant in a position

where it will receive a due jiroportion of light, and as

near the glass as will allow it to receive the benefit of

the rays of the sun during the morning and afternoon,

shading it from the noonday sunshine, and giving it a
libei'al supply of water after it has begun to glow ireely.

The strong growing kinds will require repotting twice
before August into a pot increased in size proportion-
ately to the giowth of the ferns, using the same com-
post. By this liberal treatment, a plant six inches high
may be grown in one year to a bush two feet high, or

more, and as much across.

The following species bear this treatment, and flou-

rish well in consequence :

—

.\cliaiitum I'orraosum, A. trapeziforme, Aspidiuni serra,

.Mlantinlia axillaiia, Asplenium falcatum, A. pnPiiicir.'iuni, A.
niil'isavis, A. rhizopliylhim, Blechnum liriisilirii-i~i, ('lioi-

lanthus repens, Cibotium Barometz, Dii'ksoiiia iidianlioiiles,

Diplaziiuu decussatuin, Gymnogrunima calijuiclaiiii.s, G,
ochracua, Lycopocliura ccesium arboreiiiii, Meiiisciuin pa-

lustre, Ncpiirodium mollc, N. exaltatim, N. peelinalum,
I'ulypodium am'oum, P. iiereifoUum, Pteris hastata, P.
ortusa, P. ti-emula, P. vespertiUonis, and Woodwai'dia
radicans.

Tho more delicate growers require a little ditfereut

treatment. The shifts at the potting time should he
less; that is, supposing the young healthy plant to be
in a pot three inches in diameter, a shift into a five-inch

])ot will bo sufficient at once. This will allow a full

inch of fresh compost (which should be a trifle finer) all

round tho ball. They should have the same number of

shiftings during the summer, the last of which will

leave tiiem in nine-inch pots. If they thrive as they
ought to do, they will then be specimens a foot or more
high, and as much through, and very beautiful objects.

The following are a _few kinds that may be subjected to

this second mode of treatment ;

—

Aihantum curvatum, A. concinnuni, A. cuneatmu, A.

inacrophyllura, A. tenermn, Aspli/nitiiii |iaI]iiaUuii, Casse-

beera fai'inosa, Cheilanthes leudi^'cra, (a iiopi. ris cicutiu'ia,

C. nxnpara, Gymnogramma duy.'^oiilix lla, <i, lialbata, Lyco-
podium Wildenovii, Nothocleana iiivea, Polyslichum proU-
I'enmi, Pteris colhua, P. saggitoefoha, and P. paJmata.

Some British Ferns are much finer specimens if cul-

tivated in the same way in the stove. The beautiful

Adiantum cajnlhis veneris will by such treatment grow
to an amazing size. A plant of this species was exhi-

bited by the same successful grower referred to at the

commencement of this article, which measured a foot

high and eighteen inches across. This plant had been
grown in a vinery from March up to the time it was
exhibited, and was so fine as almost to cause a doubt as

to its identity with the puny plants of the same species

cultivated in the usual way. The pretty Asplenium
marinum, or Sea-side fern, will scarcely exist away from
its native habitat, excepting when it is grown in heat,

and then it rivals in beauty and vigour its foreign

rivals. We recommend the following British ferns, in

addition to the above, to be cultivated in the stove in

the same manner, knowing from experience that they

will agreeably surprize tho gi-owor by their luxuriance

and beauty :

—

AUosorus crispus, Asplenium fontanum, Cystoptcris alpina,

C. deutalus, C. fragilis, Lastra!a loncliitis, L. rigida, Poly-

podium calcaroum, P. dryopteris, P. phegopteris, and P.

thalyptris.

The only point to attend to will bo to keep such
specimens of hardy ferns so cultivated in a cold frame
or pit from September to March, to give them a rest

during that season, and so enable them to shoot again
with equal vigour the following season

;
potting them

into fresh compost to strengthen their summer growth.

We might have given much longer lists, but wo con-

sider the above quite sufficient for a moderate collection,

or medium sized house. It is an easy matter to increase

the number, if space and inclination render such in-

crease desirable. We shall be glad to see their culture

more attended to, because no objects in the plant world

is more interesting, or more worthy of attention and
cai'e in cultivation.

Gesnebace;e (Continued from page 174/
In our former communications we have principally

confined our remarks to the large genera of Achimenes

and Gloxinia, alluding only to one species of Oesnera,
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namely, O. sehrina, a beautiful winter flowering species.

There arc, liowcvor, several other species of Oesnera

that are well worthy of cultivation. We shall devote

the remainder of our space this week to them.
Oesnera Merldi is one of tlie most beautiful of this

charming family of plants. The flowers are produced
in terminal spikes, and are of the brightest crimson.

Individually, they are not quite so large as some, but
tliey are produced more numerously. Tlie root or bulb

is solid, like that of a gloxinia; sending up in the spring,

when three or four years' old, several strong shoots,

which, witli good management, will all flower, but they

will also send forth several weak ones. These ought to

be rubbed ofl', and make e.Kcellent cuttings when increase

is desired. But whetlier used for that purpose or not,

they must be removed, and only as many left as the

])lant is likely to flower to jierfectiou ; the number to be
proportioned to the size and strength of the bulb. This
species flowers in autumn, and is then very ornamental
at a time when flowers are comparatively scarce. For
the information of such of our readers as may not know
this species in perfection, we may mention, that we liave

seen a plant of it with six. flower-stems, each bearing
at one time upwards of lifty opened blossoms, besides

numerous buds to succeed them. The bulb was seven
j'ears old, and had flowered well for several seasons

previously. It requires the same winter treatment as

the gloxinia : that is, to be gradually dried ofl", and kept
in a dormant state till March.

O.Gooperii&nA its allies, O. Suttonii and O. fauoialis,

are very flue varieties, well worthy of cultivation ; but
they are so very little dissimilar, that it requires a
very nice discrimination to detect any difference. The
flowers are of a brighter, or rather lighter, scarlet than
Q. Merkii, and though much larger are by no means so

numerous. Like that species they are produced at the

ends of the shoots, generally in pairs when the plants

are weak, but more numerous if the bulbs are old and
strong. They require exactly the same treatment as wo
have described above. The season of flowering is much
earlier than the last-named, thus giving a succession of

bloom. We have had them in flower so early as May,
but the general season is from June to the midtUo of

July.

<jf. spleiulcns.—Tliis is a fine distinct species, growing
much higher than any we have yet named. We liavc

now one in flower witli three flower-stems, each nearly

three feet high. Tiio colour is a bright light scarlet.

The flowers are at the ends of the shoots, branching,
about the size of O. Merkii, and are very numerous on
each stem. It is one of the most ornamental plants wo
have now in bloom.

G. bidbosa and O. riitila are two distinct species, now
very scarce, chiefly on account of the si^ecies previously
named being so much handsomer in colour and size of

bloom ; but tlioy are by no means to be despised, as

when well grown they are vei-y fine objects.

All the above are similar in habit, have solid bulbs,

and require to be kept during winter in tlie same way as

O. Merkii. They may bo easily increased by taking ofl"

some young shoots, when three inches long, and insert-

ing them in sand, under a boll-glass, in heat. They will

flower, but not strongly, the second year.

Tiiero is a very curious and handsome variety of O.
SiUtonii, named Sub-alba, the flowers of which ai'o a
clear flesli-eoloiu'. It is very handsome, aud worth
having. In all other respects it is exactly like O.
Sutlonii.

Oesnera oblongata.—1\\\s species has no bulb, wliieh

renders it very distinct from the foregoing. It has the

advantage of producing its flowers in the dreariest

months of the year, wliich renders it valuable for winter
bloom, thougli its flowers arc by no means so briglit in

colour. The plants when well grown form dense bushes,

from two to three feet high, and as much through. The
flowers are very numerous, produced in short bunches
from the axils of the leaves towards the extremities of
the stem. They ai-e of a brick-red colom-. This plant
must be kept moderately moist even when at rest. As
soon as they have done flowering, cut them down to

within a foot of the pot. Place them in a cool house,
that is, in a heat of 40'', and give them very little water
till they begin to grow again. They should then be
repotted, frequently stopped to make them bushy, and
placed in a close pit till they are wanted in September
for the stove. Propagated by young shoots in a similar

manner to the rest of the genus.

(To be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pinks are now all gone out of flower for this year.

The old plants are of little use to the florist, as tliey

seldom produce the second year first-rate bloom, but for

oi-namentiug the border they are valuable. Remove
tliem out of the bed ; trim ofl' all dead flower-stems ; and
plant them in the borders of the garden rather deeper

than they have been before. Tiiey will make fresh

roots higher up the stems, and form close compact
bushes, producing the next season abundance of flowers.

If it is intended to grow Pinks again in the same bed,

the soil ought to be taken out a foot deep and renewed
with fresh loam, and very rotten stable dung, in the

proportion of three of the first to one of tlie latter,

turning it over frequently to thoroughly mix and
sweeten it. This should be done immediately, as the

season for planting will soon be here.

Pansies.—The earhj-struck cuttings of these beautiful

long blooming flowers should in a week or two be
planted out in the beds where they are to flower next

year. They love a good loamy soil, enriched moderately
with rotten leaf-mould or hotbed manure, but not too

rich, as too strong food will be apt to canker them at the

time when they ought to produce their bloom in per-

fection. Cuttings just rooted had better be potted to be

kept in a cold frame through winter. If kept too long

in the place where they have been put in to strike root,

they arc apt to damp ofl' during the wet autumn months.
T. Applebv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Cabhage.—The season is now approaching when the

ground must be prepared for the cabbage crop. The
onion ground, which, from the summer surface scari-

fying, is sweet, wholesome, and entirely free from weeds,

with us generally falls in at a convenient time for being

succeeded by the early spring cabbage crop. The onion,

like all other kitchen-garden crops, is cultivated with us

on sloping banks, and immediately the onions are

cleai-ed, the ground is liberally manured and ridge-

trenched, leaving the soil as rougli and open as jiossible;

and as soon as the earliest cabbage plants are strong

enough, the strongest are selected, and a row of them
planted on each side of the ridge one foot apart. The
ridges being two-feet trenches, each plant is left one

foot apart, which is the sjiace we allow for the early

small close-growing kinds; for the later and somewhat
larger growing kinds, we allow from eighteen inches to

two feet space each way, and fill up the ground with

strong early growing varieties of culeivorts. By planting

a row of these one foot apart, and another plant also

between each of the cabbage plants in the rows they

may be pulled out as greens, &c., throughout the winter

and early spring ; and by this course of cropping, with

good attention to the after manngcmeut, an immense
produce may be taken from a moderate sized piece of

land.
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C.\RiiOTS.—Tlio Kitrhj fforii mny bo sown towanls t)io

oiul ot'tliis iiioiitli anil tlio lu'fiinninf,' of next, on n iti-y,

slieltinvd, healUiy situation ; llioso wlio liavo li;;lits to

spare nood not sow so soon by a month. Our system
for obtaining early spring carrots is to east out asliallow

pit in a sheltered situation, Ibrming the outsides with
the earth, and tinishing it level on the top with turf,

upon which we place any old rough hoards, or slabs, if

they are to be had conveniently at the time. Into this

])it we imt any kind of refuse sweepings and raUings,

leaves, \e., or, indeed, anything tliat we nniy have then

to spare that will secure drainage and a little bottom
warmth ; upon this wo place from ten to twelve inches

of open sweet sandy soil, raising it quite to the top of

the pit : drills are pressed into tlio soil eight or nine

ini'lies apart with a straight-edge, and every alternate

drill is sown with Early Horn carrots, and the other

drill with radishes, which, being up early, nurso and
shelter the young ciuTots by tlio time they appear.

These radishes, of course, being thus early and well

thinned, are quickly ready for use, and when drawn out

of the way, leave the carrots in rows eight or nine inches

apart. We take care to make such beds the same width
as the frame or pit lights, in case we should have any of

them to spare for a short time when needed, but other-

wise they are covered with slight protectors, the size of

a light, covered with straight straw, fixed on closely and
neatly : or, light protectors made in the same way,
covered with asphalt felt. We can sometimes manage
to have every alternate protector with glass, and shift-

ing them daily answers the purpose very well. We have
occasion for many ranges of such kind of home-made
jiits for caiTots, lettuce, endive, radishes, cauliflowers,

Neapolitan violets, and other varieties of bulbs, &c., &c.

CAUi-iFi.owEns.—It has beea for many years a general

custom to sow this vegetable under hand-glasses and in

other ways for standing the -winter about the 18th, or

from the 18th to the '.iith of August; should the autumn
he mild, if sown at the foregoing date they will some-
times get large plants by November, either for hand-
glasses or for other winter protection, and then in con-

sequence of the checks they sometimes receive through
the severity of the weather in the winter months, instead

of their growing on again iu early spring, they will fre-

(jnently set the ilower and button, as it is termed by gar-

deners, that is, showing a little ilower iihout the iiumtli

of March of tho size of a button. Our practice for many
years jiast has been, not to sow for a month or nioi'e

later than tho aV)ove date; indeed, wo find that sowing
on a gentle warmth, and close to tho glass inside a frame
or pit, the first week in October, sulliciently early for us

to obtain very beautiful cauliflowers in tho mouth of

Ai>ril following. As soon as the plants are up and
can ho handled, we ]iriek tliein into thumb or tlircM'-

inch pots, plunging them into some comfortable earth

close to the glass inside a i>it or frame, or temporary
turf [lit, where they are encouraged to maintain a
sturdy growth by taldug the lights entirely oil' on lino

days, and tilting them at night. They are often surface-

stirred, and are watered when they require it with tejiid

water; they soon require (ive-ineb ])Ols, from whieh, by
New Year's Day, tlicy are transferred into s(weu or

eightiuch pots, and their growth encouraged until

i'ebruary, when an eai'ly and suitable opportunity is

embraced for turning them out ; four under a large

hand-glass, between sloping banks, on a good prepara-

tion, where they do not fail iu repaying well for tho

trouble previously taken about them. The required

quantity of plants for spring planting on the ijuarter,

&c., are jiricked in temporary pits, sloping banks, &e.,

and protected in severe weather by ajiplications of dry

dust about their stems, and thatched hurdles or tempo-
rally lights, or some kind of protector.

CucuMBKUs.—To keep up a succession of autumn and
winter fruit, sowings should now be made in succession.

After trying many varieties for winter culture iu pots,

tubs, boxes, or troughs, we caunot find any variety so

well adapted as the true old Sion, which is both hardy

and prolific, at all times firm, and of excellent flavour.

Those who have any favourite variety now growing
may easily strike cuttings, and quickly get any desired

quantity of plants.

Melons.—Those of the late kinds should be kept thin,

and the atmospheric heat kept about them pretty briskly,

but not too humid.
JaJIES B.tUNES.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

Y E A S T.

Bi/ the Julliorcss nf" My Ftou-i

Fajtii-ies are often deterred from baking at home, on
account of the bread being so often spoiled, and, liaring to

labom- through a whole batch when it has tmiied out heavy,

or bitter, or hai-J. Home-made bread will oecasioiially vai-j-

in degrees of excellenoe, particularly in summer, because iu

hot weather it ^vill not rise so well as in cool ; but so much
depends upon the pei-son who makes it, that if she is skilful

and active, very little fear need be entertained for the result.

I was con-v-inced of tliis fact many years ago, by that which
oecmTed in our o^ti family. After a succession of cooks,

under whose auspices the bread wa.s almost always uneat-

able, heai7, or bitter, or hiu-d, a young person undertook the
situation, less quafified for it, in many ways, than any of

those who had preceded her. But from the moment she
commenced making bread—and with the same tlotu", the
same yeast, aud the same oven tliat had always been used

—

all annoyance ceased. Nothing could be Ughter, or sweeter,

or more excellent than the tempting loaves she moulded ;

and dming her reign, the bread never failed to be good.
Her method of making it was exactly like that of other
people, only she kneaded it powerfiUly and briskly, bemg
young, active, and sUongly made. It seemed to me that

this was the grand secret of the atfau-. She might, perhaps,

liave talien extra pains with the yeast, for certainly we never

had even bitter bread while she remained hi the family

;

but I am sure that the cause of her general success was the

vigour witli which she kneaded. This point cannot be too

strongly .impressed upon servants ; it is labom; certainly,

and when they are unused to it, it will naturally tire the

arras ; but eveiy time it is done, tlie fatigue will lessen, and
the arms will find it easier, and the pleasure of eating light,

wholesome, palatable bread will be a fuU reward for the

effort of making it. The eye of the mistress will be espe-

cially needful on the baldng day, unless her seiTaut tho-

roughly understands her business, and gives herself checr-

fuUy all the trouble the occasion calls for.

The yeast from strong beer, or even good table beer, is not

so good for making bread as that which is taken from poor

beer. We always found our bread fighter when we procured

yeast from those among the villagers who brewed at home,

than when we obtained it from the bi-ewer or the neighbour-

ing farms. Why this should be the case I do not know ; but

so it always was. In the country it is often difficult to obtiun

yeast, in which case it is desirable to make it at home ; and

for the benefit of those who are inconveniently situated for

obtaining it, I subjoin some directions for that pmijose.
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beginning witli one which has often been tried and approved

of in oiu' own family :

—

Talie two dozen large floury potatoes and roast them well,

as if for eating. Scoop ont tlie insides, and with a rolling-pin

roU tliem nntil they are quite fine and pulverized. To this

add a quarter of a pound of coarse brown sugar, and as much
water as wiU malie it of tlie consistency of batter. Then
add a pint of yeast, and let it work together. A pint of this

yeast shoidd always be kept to make a fresh stock, unless

beer yeast can be obtained, which is the best to set the com-

position working.

Anotlier recipe for yeast, which I believe to be a good

one, but of which I cannot speak from actual experience, is

the following :—Boil thi-ee quarts of water, put it into a

stone jar, and let it stand until the steam is gone off. Then
put in half a gallon of ground malt, and when well mixed
and mashed, cover it close, and let it stand one horn- ; then

add three quarts of boiling water, and let it stand five hours.

Strain it, and work it with yeast. When worked, it should

be kept in stone jai-s, and stopped very close. A pint of this

yeast is suiTicient for a bushel of dour.

Another way to make a gallon of yeast, which is said to be

excellent, is to boil one ounce of hops in four quarts of water

until they are reduced to three. A quarter of a pound of dry

malt must then be put into a stone pan, the boiled hops
strained into the malt, and the mixture covered up close.

This must be left to stand until cool ; then a pint of old yeast

must be added, a quai'ter of an ounce of creum of taitar, and

a good handful of flour. These must be all welt mixed toge-

ther, and set to work for six or eight hours. One teacupful

of this yeast will be suflicient for half a stone of flour.

The writer from whom I quoted in my last paper upon

the subject of bread, has given directions for making "yeast

cakes," which he says will keep a whole year-, and make very

excellent bread. I extract the passage, as it is well worth

attention :
—" The materials for a good batch of cakes are as

follows—.3 ounces of good fresh hops, 3^ lbs. of rye flour,

7 lbs. of Indian corn-meal, and 1 gallon of water. Rub the

bops so as to separate them. Put them into the water,

wliich is to be boding at the time ; let them boil half au

hour, then strain the liquor through a fine sieve into an

earthen vessel. AVhile the liquor is hot put in the rye-flour,

stirring the liquor well and quickly as the flour goes into it.

The day after, when it is working, put in the meal, stirring

it well as it goes in. Before the meal is all in, the mess
will be very stiff ; and it wdl, in fact, be dotiyh, very much of

the consistence of the dough that bread is made of. Take

tins dough, knead it well as you would for pie-crust. Roll

it out with a rolling-pin, as you roll out piecrust, to the

thickness of about a thml of an inch. When you have it

(or a part of it at a time) rolled out, cut it up into cakes

with a tumbler glass turned upside down, or with something

else that will answer the pm-pose. Take a clean board (a

tin may be better), and iJut the cakes to dri/ in the sun.

Tvu'n them every day, let them receive no wet, and they

\nll become as hard as ship biscuit. Put them in a bag or

box, and keep them in a place perj'eclly free from damp.

When you bake, take two cakes, of the thickness above men-
tioned, and about three inches m diameter, put them in hot

water over night, ha\'ing cracked them first. Let the vessel

containing them stand neai- the fire-place all niglit ; they

will dissolve by the morning ; and these you use in setting

yom' sponge (as it is called) precisely as you would use the

yeast of beer. Indian-meal is used merely because it is less

adhesive than that of wheat. Wliite pea-meal, or even bai'-

ley-meal, would do just as well The cakes when put in

the sun may have a glass-sash or a hand-hght put over them.

This would make their berth hotter than that of the hottest

open air situation in America. In short, to a farmer's wife,

or any good housewife, all the little ditllculties to the attain-

ment of such an object would be as nothing. The mil only

is required ; and if there be not that, it is useless to think of

the attempt." The yeast csdces must not he dried by the

fire, and they must be dried as hard as ship biscuit, and as

quickly as possible.

I hope I may not he considered tedious in my remarks

and directions about yeast. Good bread is of so much con-

sequence, both in the hght of economy, wholesomeness, and

individual comfort, that it is desirable to glean all possible

infonnatiou on the subject.

If beer yeast is bitter, the most effectual way to manage is

that often practised by the poor :—Take the outer skin from
a middUng-sized onion, and put the onion into the yeast,
when it is fli'st added to the flom-. Then let it remain until
it is time to make up the dough, when the onion must be
drawn out mth whatever may'adhere to it. Not the sUglitest
flavour is imparted to the bread. Many persons mix a
double handful of bran in the yeast, and strain it through a
cloth or bag into the flour. A red-hot cinder or two is some-
times put into tJie yeast and strained out in a similar way,
and for a similar pm-pose ; but the use of the onion will pre-
vent any further trouble. Some persons may object to the
idea of an onion, but if it is used exactly in the way above-
mentioned, it is perfectly unobjectionable, and the most
prejudiced or fastidious person will be unable to detect the
sUghtest ewdeuce of its having been present.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one wilt wi-ite to the departmpntal writers bf

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " 'To the Editor oj

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Avwn Corner, Paternoster Row, London.'*

Allamanda CatharticaIT. W. r.).—Vours has very long branches,

and is producinj^ some young shoots near the bottom. It is now in full

bloom, but the branches are straggling, and you ask what you arc to do
to make it a more seemly plant next yrar ? As soon as it has done
flowering lift the pot so as to bring the plant neurer the light ; bring the

long branches lower down, so as to give the young shoots more light and
air ; the long shoots had better be shortened about the end of September
to within about one foot from the old wood, leaving on all the foliage

below the cut ; this will encourage the young shoots to push on strongly
;

give considerably less water after the pruning, but do not allow the plant

to flag. In February repot tlie plant into a rich compost of rotten leaf-

mould, turfy loam, and peat in equal parts
; give it then bottom-hcnt

and liberal treatment, with water both at the root and over head ; train

the shoots, as they advance in growth, on a large balloon-shaped trellis,

keeping the branches so thin as to allow every leaf a full exposure to the

light; we have no doubt your plant will then be a complete bush, and
flower satisfactorily. Allamanda SrhottU (Henderson's variety), is much
finer than A. Cathartica; the flowers frequently measure more than five

inches across, and have the throat beautifully striped with rich brown.

A. grandiftora is a beautiful species, with small foliage, and flowers of a

paler yellow; but the colour is very pleasing, being clear and bright.

RIake no apology about asking questions ; we are always happy to meet
the wishes of our correspondents, and assist them with all the informa-

tion they may require. The only thing we ask, is an accurate statement

of the treatment that has been given to any plant previously to asking

radvi

Pehn Sha {W. H.).—You wish to know what

of ferns thrive well under a glass shade, but you do not say what

kind of shade, nor its siz
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Flower Pots (S. T.).—By an ovcraig!it your note was mislaid, and

consp<|Hcntly our reply will he too late for thr time you wanted it ; but it

may serve your purpose to know that excellent pots and saucers, at very

moderate prices, may be obtained at Mr. Charles Philips'a Pottery,

Wcston-super-mare. Somerset. \^> have seen his pots, and can vouch

for their being well and neatly made, and moderate in price.

Cloth of Golo Hose (/Airf).—Thisis constitutionally a shy bloomer;

no means will make it bloom freely. Obtain Soifaten^ey it is iw pood in

colour and Ilnwers freely.

Twelve Pelabgoniums for Exhibition (T. B.).—The following

we recommend for the purpose. Sir dark !^(in>fi>s—Orion, Sikh» Vic-

tory, Gipsy Uride, Alonxo, and Nccrress. Six tiffht rrti-ie/iVi— Pearl,

Mont niiuic, Rosetta, Ariel, Por-et-rae-not, and Rosamund.

Hooks for CiuldrF-n's Prizf.s (/. //.).—You have uffered to pre-

sent to children two books on gardening for the first and second best bou-

quets of wild flowers at a horticultural show. We know of none so good

for such H purpose as No. *2 of *' Tfw Finchtei/ Maniinls of Induslrt/ ." It

is entitled, "Gardening, or Practical and Economical Training for the

Management of a School or Cottage Garden;" is published l>y Rlr.

Masters. Alder«gate-street, and is one of the most admirable Utile books

we know. We should give a copy to each, and, in addition to the first

priKC, we should add ** The Ffoicc'rs vf the 1V«)-," published by the Reli-

gious Tract Society, one of those little volumes which we love in child-

hood and do not weary nf in maturcr age.

Potatoes for Australia (/6irf).— Keep the tubers in alternate

layers with dry earth in a dry cool shed until the vessel sails in October,

and then put them into canvas bags, and sling them in the most airy

part of your cabin.

Disappointed Bee-kekper (.4 Sufixcrtber, St/denhnm).—We cannot

give our correspondent's name ; but if you send us the questions, we will

have them .inswcrcd.

Gardeners' Dictionary (* •).—This, with which Johnson's will be
incorporated, but almost entirely re-written, will appear the first Thurs-
day in October.

Himalayah VvytvKiu (IliifT,.—You may cook this, young, like the

Vegetable Marrow, or keep it until quite ripe, and then use the flesh

mashed like turnips ; or in making soup according to the excellent aud
economical recipe we formerly gave, vol. i., page 43.

Urine i'Aeta,.—To no plant can this be given undiluted without in-

juring it. One gallon to five gallons of water would be a good proportion.

Syringing GKEENaorsE Vine (A Coustunt Su/>.trriht;r).~Vndi:r no
circumstances should this be done in July. From the time of blooming
until the time of colouring or ripening commencing, moisture should be

supplied to the leaves by watering the floor, and then even that be

gradually omitted until the floor becomes dry.

WniTE Powder on Grapes (J. AT.).—This, *' like fine lime dust,"

has made its appearance upon the berries of your Black Hamburghs
growing on an open wall at Brixton, Surrey. This we fear is the egg

mildew {Odium Tinkerii), and your only chance of cure is immediatetij

to dust over all the berries witli flowers of sulphur.

CocoA-NCT Fibre Netting {Velta).—Our correspondent wishes to

know whether such an article is uuvde calculated for shading purposes,

which he thinks desirable, on account of its durability. There is a very

nice netting which we think would suit our correspondent, called

" Weatherpoof Bumettized Netting," which may be had at Mr.Farlow's,

5, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Poltgala Vulgaris (Ibid).—We have never heard or seen this, the

common Milkwort, improved by cultivation. We have seen it as a rock

plant in gardens, and other ways grown. There are many varieties

on the chalky banks of Hampshire, all about the same size of flower,

only varying in colour (deep blue, purple, white, and flesh coloured). We
think it a very desirable plant to keep in gardens, even without anv

farther improvement upon its flowers, and it would do well on banks in

open situations. The plant is not very particular as to its soil in a wild

state, as it is found on gravelly loam, gravelly heath, or the chalky down
on sunny banks.

Nemopiiila Maculata (A Parson's Wife).—This is best sown in the

open bed where it is to flower, like the blue one. Good gardeners can

only grow it well in pots, and this must be done from autumn-sown seeds,

to flower the following April or May.

Spruce Firs {L. F. W.).—These require no protection. They do

not, however, like the smoky air of towns ; but if they are in deep loamy

soil they ought to do even there. Your tree is cramped at the roots, and,

with the smoky air, this causes it being stunted. No protection can

remedy such conditions.

Melaleuca Lanceolata {Mark).—Your plant, three feet hieh,

grows freely, but has not flowered, nor will it do so until it is a little older,

and wood is well ripened in autumn. Keep it short of pot room, and put

it in-doors before the middle of September, so that the dews and rains do

not keep it growing late.

Red Spider (H« .4wfl/e»r:.—TTiere is no mode of getting this from

your SoU'ia but by sponging its leaves thoroughly, and submitting it to

the fumes of sulphur, by putting some of the flowers of sulphur upon a

hot-water plale tilled with boiling water, and placing the whole under a

tub or other close cover. Try what putting the plant under the same
cover together with a large quantity of bruised laurel leaves will do, and
let us know the result.

House Slops {G. Tasker).—To prevent these smelting, the best mode

is to dilute them with water in the proportions rcciuisitc for using them

as a liquid manure. We cannot tell what this should he as you do not

siiy whether y<m mix suds. Sec, all together. See what we said above

about uriiic. In addition you might mix an eighth of an ounce of alum

with every gallon.

Putty (Mid).—Glazier's putty is made of whiting and boiled linseed

oil. The whiting should be well dried, and then jiounded and sifted till

it Ijccomes a fine powder, and is (piitc free from grit. The whiting, a

little warm, should be gradually added to the oil, and well mixed by

means of apiece of stick, or a spatula. When it is sufliciently stiff", it

should He well worked with the hand on a table, and afterwards beaten on

a stone with a wooden mallet, till it becomes a soft, smooth, tenacious

mass. A ball of putty when left some daj-s becomes somewhat hanl,

but may be easily softened by beating.

Skylight (Si.ttrr Anne).~A room with only a skylight will hardly keep

Vrrbirnns and Pctunins over the winter, even if you had a lirc-place in

it. Three things are essential for wintering all young soft plants, via.

—

to be near the light ; to be free from damp ; and to be secure from frost.

Wc do not know the price of the book you want.

Names of Plants (J«"e«//«).— 1. Alopccuruspratensis. 3. Scabiosa

arvensis. 3. Centaurea scabiosa. 4. Lathynis pratcnsis. 5. Myosotis

arvcnsis. fi. Convolvulus arvensis. 7. Malva sylvestris. 8. Brionia

dioica. (W. W.)—\Vc think your miserably crushed specimen is Picri-

diuni vulgare.

RuoDOUENDRONS (S. G. H.).—A foot deep is the least peat you can

give to them in making the bed described at page HH of vol. iii., and 20

inches would be better as your peat is not good. Your situation sloping

to the south is applicable; and anytime, except when they are making

their annual growth in May or .Tune, will do equally well to make the

bed and to plant them. Keep six feet from the stems of the Morello

trees ; that will not hurt them.

Yellow JASMi NES {/ii'rf).—There are several common yellow jasmines

;

nndifiorum is a new one from China, which flowers in the winter.

Trop<eolum Pentapoyllum {lbid).—\t flowers very well on a nurlh

wall; but there is something the matter with yours not having gru«n tliis

year. Have the roots got down too deep, or have they overrnn theii'

bounds, or have they got frosted by being too near the surface ?

Blue Larkspurs (76irf).—Many thanks; but '* old plants " will not

do. What Mr. Beaton wants, is seed of the annuul blue larkspur.

Geraniums (Krm«).—Aunt Harriet put her geraniums to rest afte

flowering fidl in the sun, anil not plunged, and never cut them duun till

they began to grow again. Her " stronger compost " means, that she put

less sand in it than others. The highest attainment in these things is to

flower the largest possible specimens in the smallest possible pots. Aunt

Harriet's largest pots were eleven inches over the mouth. We like your

signature as much as that of our esteemed relative, that is, if we translate

it right, *' A Daughter of Erin."

Intermediate Hives (C. R. /?.).—To prevent a hive swarming, Mr.

Payne directs a small hive to be placed between that partially filled (which

had been previously put on) and the stock-hive. You ask, " What is

the shape of the intermediate hive ?" The same exactly as the small one

already on your stock—flat at the top, with a two or three inch hole. The

adapter prevents the top of the stock-hive being pressed in by the weight

of the cups, and verj' much assists in their removal. See The Cottage
Gardener, vol. i., page 305, and vol. ii., page 104.

Troubles of Bee-keepers.—M. J- P. writes as follows :
—
" I am

in a peck of trouble about my bees. I told you last week of a swarm

weighing 6 lbs. having left the hive, after my having given room to pre-

vent swarming, four days after that swarm was hived into one of Payne's

Cottage Hives ; a great portion of the J)eea left the hive, clustering on a

tree near like a fresh swarm; these were again hived into another Payne's

Hive, unsincared ; they were found to weigh 4 lbs., leaving only 2 lbs.

of bees in the first hive ; and two days after they agiun forsook the last

hive, and took possession of a hollow tree at some distance, where it was

impossible to get at them. But thi< loss was but the cnmmencenicnt of

my troubles, for, finding that two of my caps on different hives were

ready to come off, I carefully separated them yesterday morning, and

turned them up some little distance from the hive {but certainly too near)

one was full of the purest honey ; in the other the largest portion was

brood comb ; although there was another hive between it and the stock-

hive, and this is from a swarm of this year. The bees clustered so in a

few minutes to the edges of the caps, that it was impossible to replace it

without crushing tbe greater number; and my fearing the queen might

be there was my reason for placing it within three yards of the parent

hive. In a few moments both caps were covered with bees, and the

greatest commotion existed in ever// Ait'e (seven in number) ; a furious

ponibat ensued, and in consequence the ground is to-day strewed with

the killed and wounded; and, worst of all, on going in the evening to

examine my caps, which I ho[)ed by covering at any rate to preserve,

I found every drop of honey gone, and the comb presented the appearance

of sawdust, it was so mutilated. In removing my upper hive, next to

the cap which contained brood, had I not better apply a ventilator for

some days first, for fear the iiueen should be there ? " There had. in all

probability, been bees in the hollow tree before, and the combs they had

left there pleaded your bees better than the hive you had prepared for

them. The caps should iint have been turned up (see The Cottage

Gardener, page 216, vol. ii.) ; the one with brood immediately returned

(for bees will not leave their brood) ; and the one with pure honey should
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have heon removed to a distancp and carefully wnf-ched, and removed
from place to place till the bees had left it. A rap or glass of honey

when taken of should never be left for an instant till tho bees have all left

it (see full directions, page lOfi, vol. ii. of The Cottage GAiiDENEa)
;

for it is not only the loss of the honey that is to be regretted, but the

deatli of thousands of bees throughout the whole apiary. Ventilation

is now unnecessary ; swarming is over, and honey gathering also. We
will give a drawing of the bee trap.

A grateful Sitbacriherfrom the Vale of Clwpd—after describing a patent

hive—says: "May 23. The bees in it showed signs of swarming which

we encouraged, wanting to increase our stocks, but finding they were

ahsohitely doing nothing. May 28, we put on a glass, which was imme-
diately taken possession of. May 29, another, with the same success,

and still the appearance of swarming; and the imme?ise dense popula-

tion of the lower hive continuing, we put on two more, IMay 30, and

they promised fair to be filled in a few days, when they all at once dfserled

them, and began pillaging; and, June l6, suddenly swarmed, knit, and,

in a few minutes, as suddenly dispersed and returned
;
piping then com-

menced. June It), the same attempt and result. June 20, threw off a

swarm weighing four pounds ; but the piping, and havoc with the honey,

and idleness continuing, we took off the three centre glasses to reserve

some of the honey which had been nearly filled ; also three of the bell-

glasses quite emptied. June 25, they cast again ; there was no more

piping and continued idleness ; but in a week they resumed, though slug-

gishly, carrying farina and honey, which they began to do as early as

February. They still continued very idle, and all the combs through the

windows look empty and very scanty of bees ; they have, a little, resumed

in one of the glasses, but the contrast between their idleness and the

ceaseless activity of the other hives is most striking. From this hive and

the old straw one we have now three other flourishing colonies. Tlie

first swarm from the straw hive was on May 21—an immense one; we

think the bee rather smaller than in the patent hive, which are Cheshire

bees, while the small ones are natives; it was hived in a cottage hive

adapted for a glass, and with Taylor's collateral floor boards, and was

hard at work in a few hours ; it had filled the hive in a fortnight, when a

collateral one was given, which was immediately taken possession of, and

now weighs at least 50 pounds ; and they have also filled a flower-pot and

abell-glass 1^ pound each, and are now filling two more. The hive from

which these swarmed we prevented swarming a second time, by imme-

diately giving a collateral hive, which they directly took possession of, and

have filled also a small glass on it, and a flower-pot on the stock-hive.

The cast from the patent hive, which was small, has nearly filled its hive.

I should observe, we arc in the middle of woods, wild flowers, and a rich

agricultural district, and at the foot of the Clwydian range. I would now

ask, whether it be desirable or admissible to deprive the full stock-hives

of some honey ?" If your hive in a patent one, the name of the patentee

should be affixed to it ; we are not at all able to say whose it is, and not

knowing the hive, can give you no directions as to its management; but as

it has answered no good purpose either to yourself or the person who gave

it you, it would be better not to use it. We would recommend your not

depriving your stock-hive^sf any of their honey. Yours must be a most

excellent district for bees; and we recommend your increasing the number

of your stocks, but not of pateiit hives.

Bees Unsealing Cells (G. G.).—If your bees arc opening the cells

of honey that have been sealed, and carrying it down into the stock-hive,

it proves that their store is very low, and insufficient for winter's con-

sumption ; however, if you can be tjuite sure that the hive contains

twenty pounds of honey, remove the glass immediately.

KUBSTiTDTE FOR THE PuFF Ball (ll/id).—An exccllcnt one is Rnco-

dium ceUarc, or Mouse-skin Byssus. It grows in immense bunches from

the roofs of large wine or beer vaults ; in the London Docks' wine

vaults it grows in immense quantities. It requires no drying, and ignites

readily, and is more efficacious even than the puff ball. •

Joining Hives of Bees (Z.).—It would not be good policy to join

two such largely populated stocks as an old stock that has 7iot swarmed
and ^first swarm of the present year. We will give a receipt for making
mead, and one also for making excellent vinegar from refuse honey,

washings of combs, &c., in our next calendar.

PREVE^TING Swarming {An Unfortunate Beekeeper).—You will

find that bees always prefer working in a box or glass placed over the

stock than in one placed by its side. It is not merely by placing a box
or glass upon the top of a stock that prevents swarming, but to induce

the bees, by means of guide-combs, to establish themselves in it, and

then to give free ventilation. If your bees have swarmed, whicli they

appear to have done on the 29th, you must not expect any honey in such

a season as this.

Stilton Cheese (A Grntefid Suhscriher).—The chief of this is now
manufactured at Melton Mowbray, in Leicestershire ; and we are in-

formed it is thus made (of course the quantities must be proportioned to

the amount of milk and cream) :—Make a strong brine of salt and cold

water; put into it thyme, hyssop, sweet-brier, and marjoram, a small

tied bunch of each, and a few peppercorns ; in three days rack off the

brine, and soak the rennet in it for four days ; it is then ready for use.

The morning's new milk, with the cream of the previous night's milking,

are mixed in a narrow deep pan, made purposely of the size and shape of

the intended cheese ; heat it to 90° and put in the renneted brine, keeping

the pan in a warm airy room ; pour ofl" the whey ; do not break the curd,

but turn it without breaking into a sieve of size and shape that will

readily admit it, and apply pressure very gently until the curd is firm and

dry, then transfer it to a wooden hoop, or case, fitting it exactly. Wlien

suHiciently firm take the cheese out of the hoop, bind it with a clean

cloth, which is to be changed every day, and at each change bound more

tight, as it becomes closer and firmer. Wipe the top and bottom daily,

and often change the end on which it stands ; when it can support itself

without danger of breaking remove the cloth, and brush the cheese twice

a day for two months, and then store. The only salt used is that in tlie

rennct-lirinc.

Book on Greenhoitse Plants (17. liichardson).—Wc know of no

better book at present than the one you mention by Mr, Macintosh ; but

you will find The Cottage Gardeners' DicHoiiari/j which will appear the

first Thursday in October, much more useful.

TuRiPS ON Cucumbers (X. V. Z.).—See this subject fully treated at

page 260 of our second volume. Try covering each young plant with a

small glass, and putting under at the same time some laurel leaves cut in

pieces and well bruised.

Budding (T. El/is),—The delay arose from our seeking for you the

best information. You will have seen the subject fully discussed in our

last number. You will find it similarly treated at page 20() of our second

volume, and at page 226 of our first volume arc some drawings fully

illustrating the process.

Crickets (.4. L. C).—Is it absolutely necessary to destroy "the

cricket of your hearth ?'* We like theirmerry chirp, which seems like a

grateful return for all the hospitality they require—the warmth of the

fireside, and its crumbs. Bottles containing a little sugared liquid,

placed on their sides near the crickets' haunts, trap them. It is said that

alittlebundle of pea-straw is an excellent trap, as they are very fond of it

;

and if it is plunged into boiling water every morning after being near

their holes at night dozens may be thus destroyed.

Cutting off Strawberry Leaves (/6/rf).—We know many in-

stances in which, like you, the proprietors who love tidiness cut off the

leaves of their British Queens at the end of summer, and yet had

good crops next year. But the question is, would not the crop have been

better if they had been left on? We can say (except, perhaps, in the

case of over-luxuriant plants which require weakening) we know it would.

Cut off the runners and the dead and decaying leaves, but allow the green

ones to remain, and then even tidiness, that most desirable presiding

genius, will be satisfied also.

Tree PtEONY [Dromure HoMSf).—This maybe propagated by dividing

the roots in October ; by layering some of the previous year's shoots in

February ; by cutting, in October, a stem into as many lengths as it has

eyes ; each may be buried in the soil, and is really a cutting.
' Goat with Kid (G. A. Clark).~Pnt an advertisement into our paper

and state what you require ; we cannot undertake such correspondence.

Book on Poultry {Amateur, Rotherhith e). ~ "The best and

cheapest" is Richardson's Ud7hcsC(cFoh'/. You can obtain the Cochin

China fowl of the dealers in London. Give your he7is not laying a little

more stimulating food, such as scraps of animal food, and pea-meal.

New EscnsCHOLTzi a ( J.Evans).—Yout's is certainly a new and distinct

variety, creamy white, and as you say it has proved true to colour for two

years, it is deserving a place in our flower-boiders. Where can seed be

had, and is your soil rich or poor ?

Intruders in Hive (ir. 0. W.).—They are only two of the solitary

bees which had intruded, and have been killed by the legal tenants.

Gas-stove in Greenhouse (W. B. P.).—This may be employed

effectually to keep out frost in a greenhouse, 16 feet by 10 feet. Any
form will do ; but a pipe communicating with the outer air to supply the

flames with the means of combustion, and another pipe above to carry off

the deleterious gases, are indispensable. A circular pipe one foot in

diameter, perforated above with holes two inches apart, will give you heat

enough . The flower you have sent is entirely withered, but wc find it is

Pardnnthus chinensis.

DEmiviNG Bees (C. C.).—Werefer you to page 279 of our present

volume, where you will find the information required ; and we recommend

your loosing no time, but to set about depriving your hives as there

directed immediately. The method is very simple, and very effectual

;

fumigation of any kind you will see is unnecessary.

Glass Hive (^4. D.).— It is always advisable to fasten a piece of clean

empty comb in a glass before putting it on, to induce the bees to com-

mence working in it ; a very small piece is sufficient.

Uniting and Feeding Bees (Z.).—You would find Mr. Payne's

plan of uniting stocks verj- easy, but if you have not courage to follow

it, adopt the method recommended at page 279 of our present volume,

which is still more simple. You will also find in the same communication

directions how to unite them ; you may certainly put some of them to

Neighbour's No. 5. You will not be able to buy barley sugar for less than

]0d. per pound, but you can make it for fid. ; a receipt has been given at

page 55 of the present volume. Payne's Bee-keepers Guide has passed

three editions ; the last is dated 1846. If you prefer liquid to solid food

for your bees, let it be one pound of loaf sugar, a quarter of a pint of

water, and a quarter of a pound of honey, boiled two minutes ; but no

salt.

London : Printed by Harry WooLnniDCE, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Warv Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLK Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—August 15th, IS50.
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Of jiotatoes we have trieil many varieties this year. Bark-

ham's Walmii-leaved Kidney we do not find better tlian

the old variety of that name ; but it is as good, and lilce

it to be grown for tlie earliest crop. Planted on the 21st

of Eebruaiy the tubers were ready for lioiling early in

Jidy. EyloU's Flour Ball is a good potato. Planted

I'eljruary 21st it was ready for taking up in the first

week of August ; but is not an abundant bearer. Mar-

tin's Earhj Sci'illing and the Bed Ash-leaved Kidney

planted February 21st, were taken up quite ripe on the

5th of August ; they are two of the best flavoured,

mealy, and most productive varieties we have ever

grown. The Martin's Early Seedling we especially re-

commend to the attention of our readers. Eveiy plant

wo grew of them produced from fifteen to twenty-five

potatoes fit for boiling ; and a gentleman near us

actually ha,A forty-five tubers fit for kitchen use, besides

small ones, from one plant.

We will take this opportunity to observe, that all our

potatoes were stored perfectly ripe by tlie 9th of this

month ; and though the quantity grown is but small

(about twelve bushels), yet they afford us abundant

evidence that they can be gi-own so little influenced by

murrain, that if we were not sedulously searching for

its appearance, the disease would pass unnoticed. There

were not fifty diseased tubers accompanied those twelve

bushels ; and with but five exceptions not one of the

diseased ones weighed more than an ounce. So remark-

able was this that the gardener who took up the crop

observed—" There are none but little ones diseased."

The deduction we draw from this year's, and many pre-

vious years' experience, is that the disease may he alto-

gether avoided by early jdantivg early varieties.

We planted Ash-leaved Kidneys last November, and

notwithstanding the severe winter that followed, we did

not lose a single set. Wo only gi-ew about three bushels

of them, and when they were taken up on the 9tb inst.,

not a dozen tubers were diseased, although the leaves

were as ulcerated and as covered with parasitical fungi

as any specimens we ever examined. Let no one suppose

that we delayed designedly planting any of our potatoes

until February. The delay in planting the new varieties

named arose solely from our not receiving the seed until

then.

We thus early record again our confirmed conviction

in favour of early planting, and early varieties, because

wo would beg of every one of our readers to make

arrangements for trying the experiment. A cry is up

again that there is no depeudance upon the potato as a

store crop, and so successful has been the cry, and so

alarmed have the cottage cultivators of Hampsliire

become, that the market is glutted with fine samples, at

eighteenpeuce per bushel. These, for the most part,

have been taken up before rijie ; and then, if they do not

keep well, they will bo quoted in confirmation of the

despair-cry—" the potatoes are again all going!" That

ci-y we firmly believe to be unfounded and unjustifiable

;

and even if the late-ripening and late-planted kinds

should fail, yet we arc well aware, not oidy from obser-

vation but from information furnished by others, that

the breadth of early-planted and of early varieties is so

unusually great, that it will more than supply the possible

failure. To all our readers we say

—

store your yotatoes

in a dry cool shed in alternate layers irilh dry earth or

cinder ashes, and do not fear the result.

Since the above was written we have been favoured

with the following from Mr. Weaver, gardener to the

Warden of Winchester College. We are sorry to find

that some of bis potatoes have been destroyed by the

disease ; hut we think if they had been stored in earth

or coal ashes, the result would have been otherwise.

" My opinion about the potato disease is just the same as

at first. The low confined situation suffers first and most

;

also the potato that makes the greatest bulk of liaulm suffers

much more than the less stemmy kinds. This I have eveiy

year found to he the case since the appearance of tlie dis-

ease. Tliis very season the potatoes in a quarter of the

lower part of oiir garden began to go off about the last week
in July, whilst the same kind at the upper part of the same
garden were looldng all well. This first quarter was planted

with a favourite kind, called Looker's Oxonian, a very iiroUfic

and early sort, hut stemmy ; therefore, it suffered so much
the more from liaving been jdanted in this lower part of the

garden. They were taken up the last week in July, and
there did not appear much the matter with the tubei's at the

time of taking up, but since that time half are gone off. Tlie

diseased appeai-ance of the stems progressing gradually up
the garden, the second week in August we determined to

take all up, beginning at the lower quarters first.

Tlie next quai-ter here Herefontsliire Early Purples.

These were a little touched in the haulm, but we scarcely

found a diseased tuber ; crop large and fine. This is not

a stemmy kind, therefore moisture did not hang about it as

in the first case.

On the next quarter were York lieyeiits. This quarter is

situated about the middle of the garden, but Ues rather low.

The York Regent is a very stemmy kind, and its stems were

going off fast ; hut on taldng up the crop we did not find

many of the tubers faidty, except where we came to a root

that seemed dead ripe ; that is, where the stems were dead,

and there nearly the whole of the tubers were diseased ; but

where the stems were strong and green, no diseased tubers

appeared. Tliese three quarters were planted in the autumn.

The foiu'tb quarter, wliich reached the top of the gar-den

in tlie same line, was planted with Forty foltis, which is not

a stemmy kind. They were planted in Felmuiry. Tliere

were slight appearances of disease in the stems, but there

were very few cUseased tubers. Two other large quaiters of

Yuri: Eeyents, also planted in Fehruanj, at the top of the

garden, were veiy stemmy and beginning to go off. In

taking them up we found scai-cely any diseased tubers, and

all pretty well ripened, and looking very well up to the present

time. They were taken up on the 7th and yth of August."

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
Vi>[j:g.—We must now olfer a little of what may be

termed autumn advice to the amateur or cottager, lor

dark days are at hand, and every means must be taken

to get both the fruit and the wood for the future year's

crop perfected, or what gardeners term rijiened; a term

which when applied to the wood, has a very different

signification from its usual application to the fruit.

We will commence with the

Greenhouse Vines; supposing, what is very com-

monly the case, vines in a house appropriated to tlie

culture and display of exotics in general. Grapes here

will, for the most part, be turning colour or already

ripe. At this period, then, it will be necessary to ex-

amine carefully if any waste or useless spray can be

dispensed with ; for altliougb sucli is useful in its day

as promoting root-action, and, by consequence, a liberal

circulation of sap, yet in our dull clime the action of
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solar li^tit oil tlio lai-ger loaves is of far nioiv iiii]ioit-

auco. Wlicio tlio viue is imligciious, no doubt these

raiuWiiiLf laterals aro of eminent service; tlioio ihcir

elaliorative powers will be called fully into action, and
then llioir very shade will ho beneficial to the larger

and iiist formed leaves, which, without tlieir interposi-

tion, would be liable to scorch or prematurely dry up.

Not so, however, in Britain ; licre " the tables are com-

pletely turned"—every ray of solar light is demanded by
tlic principal leaves after the month of August has

passed. Indeed, at this late period all, or nearly all,

ilie axillary shoots may bo removed as soon as the

berries eliaiigo colour, for there will ho no danger of

tlio fruiting buds of the future year bursting. Of course

the shoots will be kept carefully trained ; tlicy must not

be sutlercd to run into confusion. A tliorough ventila-

tion, also, must be encouraged—no coddling allowed
;

air given before seven o'clock, .\.5i., and a little left all

night. Most of tlie plants being out of doors, every

facility will bo atlbrded for carrying out the necessary

operations ; and it is well, where convenient, to remove
every plant out for about two or three weeks during

the latter part of August and first week of September ;

such a course is beneficial to the vines, as enabling

them to enjoy a dry and mellow air during the colouring

process—a thing they much delight in, and which can-

not be thoroughly allbrded whilst tho house is crammed
with pots, and, of course, continually damp with the

watering requisite.

Repaihs.—Another point of importance is concerned

in this movement, and that is, the flue cleaning, paint-

ing, wall washing, alterations, and general repairs.

Perhaps no better opportunity is aflbrded the amateur

—

especially if he has no other general plant-house—of

carrying out such matters ; for, as to the beating a]5pa-

ratus, such must be put in trim lor the winter, whether or

not ; all boilers or piping looked carefully over, in order

to remove au}' sedimentary obstructions, or to repair

leakages ; a.s, also, to ascertain whether the boilers can
be relied on for another winter. All flues thoroughly
cleaned, and slightly tested, to see if they are ijerfectly

sound; any cracks or flaws may be speedily discovered,

if the bricklayer light a hasty fire of sticks and straw,

and then throw something over the chimney-pot. A
sharp eye inside the house will soon have proof of the

condition of the flue, which will be made to tell tales of

itself in every deficient part. Such matters as painting,

the washing of walls, &c., must be carried out with care,

or much injury may accrue to the gra|>es. All dust

must, of course, be avoided, by occasionally sprinkling

the floors ; and as for splashing, a careful person must
be employed, and mats, &o., made use of. In the wash-

;
iug of walls, &c.,—a thing which should be performed
in all plant-houses twice a year, if possible—let us ad-

vise a liberal use of flowers of sulphur with the lime.

It is almost impossible to use too much in this way, for

it is at most harmless ; this we have practised for years,

and our immunity from the red spider is, doubtless,

owing in the main to this. None of the insect world

known as •' pests of the garden" like the smell of sul-

phur; all experience goes to prove this. We have
lieard a gardener of long standing assert, that wasps
would not pass the ventilating apertures of hothouses if

sulphur was daubed in such positions. This is a strong

assertion, and we cannot vouch for the truth of it;

were it indeed a fact, it would prove to be one worth
knowing.

Vines which have been Forced Early.—Y/e must
be permitted to say a few words about these for the

sake of taking our subjects in due course, and grouping

them as it were ; we may, perhaps, thus bo enabled " to

report progress, and ask leave to sit again." These
want a course of treatment somewhat peculiar to them-

selves, as well as to the season. In the first place, if

tliey are to be very early forced next year, try and per-

suiule them to take an early nap. Mow, it so happens,

that such vines will produce a lot of spray as a sort of

second growth under certain circiinislanccs. This is

not always the case ; vines exhausted llirough a heavy

crop, through age or a bad root, will seldom be guilty of

such tricks. The amateur who has not had much vino

practice will naturally say, " What is the reason of all

this?" Wo will endeavour to furnish one. It need

hardly be urged, that there must bo a correspondent

amount of root-action, either present or of recent occur-

rence. Such generally arises in healthy vines about the

time the fruit is all cut ; and the cause will he obvious

when it is duly considered how much a crop of gi-apes

exhausts the tree, and that the fruit, until shrivelled,

continues to draw on the resources of its parent. Cut-

ting all the fruit, then, is a considerable relief to the

tree, which suddenly finds itself in possession of a sur-

plussago of sap ; and the ground heat being still consi-

derable, the vine is with difliculty induced to rest. As

before observed, the best plan is to cut such late growths

away at once, for at this season they become actual

robbers—taking from the parent what they cannot pay

back, as the season is too far gone for them to elaborate

fresh juices. Another point of good culture is, to apply

a good top-dressing of rich manure the moment they

cast tlieir leaves; and those who can so manage it would

do well to thatch the surface, or to place a tarpaulin

over the dressing ; this latter process we would delay

for three weeks longer, if it be desired to enrich tho

border through the medium of rains. Truning, too,

should be performed immediately the leaves can be

removed; this is all-important; indeed, some good cul-

tivators in part prune their vines before the decay of

tho foliage ; this, we think, is carrying matters rather

too far.

Vines on Walls.—These will want the most scrupu-

lous attention at this time ; not a sprig of growing

spray should be allowed to shade the larger leaves, and

a good deal may be removed in order to permit the sun

to shine on the wall itself, which, by becoming heated,

will act as a reservoir of warmth for a great part of the

night. Every shoot should be closely nailed or tied

down; the neater they are trained, the more sunlight

they will obtain. If the border is dry, and the roots as

they ought to be, near tho surface, a liberal watering

witli manure-water may benefit them. Every protection

must be afforded the fruit, in due time, from the depre-

dations of wasps, mice, or birds.

Str.uvherries for Eorci.ng.—Those who have omitted

providing these at an early period must lose no time in

doing so ; and if any success is to be expected, every plant

must be removed in the most careful way with a nice

ball of earth. We have known some taken thus (from

the outsides of the strawberry plantations) to succeed

nearly ecpial to those potted early. The best of all

plans, though, is to lay them betimes in five-inch pots

—

one in a pot ; plunging tlie pot to the rim in a position

to receive the" runner, which may be loaded with a

stone, enclosing a patch of moss or mulchy manure.

Tiiose so done in the early part of July will now be

strong plants, with a pot full of roots, and should imme-

diately be transferred to seven-inch pots. Eor compost,

the following will be found excellent:—Sand and char-

co:d dust, one part ; old leaf soil, one part; good rotten

manure, two parts; sound loam, si.x parts. Much de-

pends on tho character and quality of the loam, which,

bo tho colour what it may, should feel unctuous in tlio

hand. Perhaps the old criterion is as good as any, in

regard of texture. It is this:—Take a handful some-

what pulverized, and neither wet nor dry, squeeze it

close in the baud, and then let it fall on the ground

from a height of about five feet. If it does not divide

and somewhat pulverize, it is rather too adhesive, and
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siiud must be added iiecordingly. Of course, turly loam
is the best, but sueh should have been procured a
twelTemonth or so previously; this will cause the turfy

material to feed the plant better. Some cultivators use
a good deal of soot iu the soil ; for strawberries are
known to be partial to it. We would not, however,
mix much witli it, for its principles can be easily im-
parted in the character of liquid-manure. It is, never-

theless, esteemed good practice to place some soot in

the bottom of the pots, over the drainage, iu order to

keep the earth-worm out. A good drainage must be
insured, not, however, too much inorganic materials, as

they are but of negative value ; dry lumpy manure and
turfy matter blended answer well, placed over two or
three hollow crocks. The soil should be tolerably dry,

at least mellow, for potting; care must be taken to press
it close in the act of filling the pot, the ball being placed
immediately on tbe di'aiuage before described. A good
watering with a rosed pot will benefit them immediately
they are placed in a ])ermanent situation, which must
be in the lightest and warmest part of the garden ; and
there is nothing better than a iiard gravel or cinder
bottom for them. Some persons object to plunging
them ; we do not. They must, however, be jilunged on
or above tlie ordinary ground level, not below it : in
fact, no water must for a moment be permitted to lodge
heneath them. As soon as November arrives, some
loose litter may be strewn over them, unless the wea-
ther continues mild; and henceforward they sliould

never be allowed to freeze, if it can be avoided. The
British Queens, it may be mentioned, require particular

protection; a very little hard weather will injiu-e them.
R. Ekiumgton.

THE PLOWER-GAEDEN.
Light-soiled Flowek-gakdens.— From the begin-

ning of August to about the middle of September first-

rate flower-gardens, on light soils and on high dry
situations, are generally more rich and gay than at any
other period of the seascm ; while such as are situated

either in low damp situations, or on rich heavy land,

with a damp bottom, are past their best by the end of

July, or, at any rate, after the first fortnight in August.
Therefore, flower-beds should be made very differently

for these different situations. To make the best of a
flower-garden, there is as much judgment necessary ibr

the preparation of the beds in winter as there is iu

planting them and in keeping them up to the mai'k in

summer—perhaps more so ; for no matter what plants
we use for gay flowering, unless the compost iu which
we grow them is suitable, not for the plants only, but
for making the most of them in a given locality, we shall

be bafiied. Some people go so far as to insist on it that

you can grow all kinds of flower-garden plants, with
e(pial success, in every kind of situation where such
things are likely to be wauted in this country ; but this

is a most absurd and erroneous fancy, and a fancy, too,

which could only get hold of the brains of a set of easy-

minded people, who have passed the greater part of

their lives and matured theh- observations iu one given
locality.

They say " a rolling stone does not gather moss ;

"

and, on tlie same principle, a rolling gardener, or one
who has been shifting about up and down the country,
will hardly increase iu prejudice. The sharp angles on
the organs of his perceptiveness have been worn down,
so as to suit themselves easily to such things as he un-
dertakes, no matter where. Wheu he comes to lay out
a flower-garden on the side of a dry chalky hill, he
makes the beds as deep again as he would think it ne-
cessary for them in the bottom of the valley. The com-
post to fill them, too, he would use stronger and richer

on the chalk, saud, or gravel, than woidd be useful on
clays and rich damp land. Yet, after all has been done
that good gardening and sound judgment could suggest,

the best of us may be defeated in many situations.

I had a letter the other day Iroui one of the very best

gardeners in England—if not the very best; he has iu

his charge one of tbe largest garden estabUshments iu

the country, yet, he says, ho reads The Cottage Gar-
dener every week with pleasure and profit

—
" his very

teeth water at some of the lists of bedding plants which
I have set forth from thue to time." Some of the plants,

owing to his locality, he cannot get to pay the expense
of their pro])agation ; he, too, expects soon to see a
white flowering variety of the scarlet geranium ; but

he cuts bis letter short iu the middle of the sheet with
this reflection, " What is the use of such anticipations ?

our muft'y, murky atmosphere will never allow me to

shine, like you, in tlie autumn. No sooner do the nights

lengthen jierceptibly in August than the logs and va-

pours rise from the lakes, and envelope the gardens and
surrounding country, and they, with the natural heat of

the season, set every plant and bed growing so unna-
turally, as that they produce only a crop of rank foliage;

and this. I suppose, must be our fate to the end of the

chapter." He then turns round with a spark of conso-

lation—for Nature is always kind, and will never leave

us iu despair—and remarks, " but we beat you out and
out iu May and June, if not even in J uly." True enough,
master. We have all of us heard of " beating the globe,"

but it remained for the schoolboy to " break it," when
he let it fall from the stand in the lecture room. You
may beat us any month in the year when we have our

great folks from home, but "in May and June, and even
iu July," if we needed a fine display, I am not quite sure

that you could have the success of the schoolboy, if

" even " you could " beat us."

I once planted a piece of sloping ground with a selec-

tion of trees and shrubs, an arhoretum iu short, and
from every jiit or tree I had to cut a trench, or drain, to

take ott" tlie water to an open ditch on the lower side;

the clay was perfectly waterproof, and would hold it like

a china bowl. Y'^et iu that locality, and on the same kind

of land, we could Keep the flov/er-beds tolerably well till

the middle or end of September, because the air was
dry and no water or flat valley near to us. The flower-

beds were from twenty inches to two feet deep, and filled

up with rough coal ashes to within ten inches of the

top, that being the best arrangement 1 ever found out

to prevent plants "going into leaf" too much iu the

autumn. Now, hear the other side of the question.

About six or seven years back, after having been well

uigh " beaten " with some flower-beds here, 1 got into a

fit of experimental gardening, turned a new leaf iu the

flower-garden, and before I received my " accouut for

hauhng," there were two hundred and eighty-three two-

horse loads of rank clay put down against mo ; whether

or not I really received so many loads is more than 1

now can say—I had enough and none to spare—every

spadeful of which had been ]mt into one flower-garden

—

" The Foiuitain Garden." This garden is nearly a circle,

with a fountain iu the centre, and ou one side of it a

grass terrace, six feet higher than the garden, passes,

and from this terrace every bed and plant in the garden

can be seen at oue view ; all the beds are on grass, and
the greatest distance between any two of them is not

more than four feet; the beds number 152 iu all, and
they were dug out, or rather cut out, off a solid bed of

chalk. To make up for this dry bottom, the beds were

made from three to four feet deep ; but in practice, we
soon discovered that something more than depth was
necessary for the full development of a good flower-

garden. In a dry season, the chalk sides and bottom of

these beds actually sucked out the moisture in the soil,

and left our plants in a powdery compost, that must
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needs be watered every other day to keep the phiiits

alive. To get over tlie ditliculty of wateriiifj llie lieils

like so niauy flowerpots, a set of hose-leather pipes,

with serews and valves, were Ji.xed to the pipe whirli

supplies the foiinlaiii, and with this hose one man. with

a boy to lift the lio.se over the beds us they turned round,

could water the whole garden, grass and all, in twenty

minutes. This was a great help : hut there may be too

much watering as well as too liitle. and when that hap-

pens to be with " hard" spring water, as in the ))reseut

instance, it is not so good as any contrivance that would
lessen the need for it—hence the cause of tlie expori-

menl with the clay—aud a rough c.\]>criment it was,

and a long one too, for it oceu]iied the time of a dozen

men for six weeks in the winter, and this is the way the

work was perfornied. Three or four beds running in

one line
—" uuinn Ihig like," as one of our friends would

say—were emptied, and the soil piled up on similar beds

not fiu from them : thus a trench was opened ; a foot

of clay was then jmt at the bottom of the beds in rough
lumps, so as to allow water to pass, but intercept the

sucking power of the chalk from below; the next and
more dilticnlt jiroeess was to plaster up the sides of the

beds, beginning at the bottom with four inches thick of

soft clay, and sloping up to the surface, where one inch

thick was only used. These sloping sides were well

plastered with the back of the spades as the work ]no-

ceedcd ; and to make the thing more easy for the men
a bucket of water was plained near them to plunge their

spades in from time to time, atul the wet spades would
glide smoothly over the clay, and sit it firmly and very

even. As soon as one set of beds were finished so far,

the next set behind them were emptied, and their con-

tents more than tilled the clayed ones. By this process

the bottom soil of the old beds were on the top of the

renewed ones ; the light top soil thrown ovei' the rough
lumps of clay filled up the s])accs between them, and
thus secured a free passage for the water to pass through
to the chalk. Unless tliis had been provided for, it is

very likely that in time the rough clay at the bottom
would ' run together," aud so prevent the escape of

water altogether, for the sides were made water[)roof.

In this way all the beds were clayed, and now, after si.x

years' ti-ial, we are all satisfied here that the experiment
has fully succeeded ; but the best proof we can adduce
of the truth of this is, that since then most of the flower

beds all over the pleasure-grounds have been remodelled
after the same manner. Had this not been done, my
belief is that we should have been burnt out this sum-
mer ; and even as it was I began to think at last that

we must give up all hopes of saving oiu' plants, for from
the third week in May to the beginning of July we had
neither rain nor dew, although at times the rain fell in

torrents, as the newspapers saj-, within six mUes of us

;

but with the exception that a few kinds of the geraniums
are now too strong with us, we were seldom in better

bloom than at this moment.
The cause of those geraniums being too much in Icuf

is, that as soon as they were well rooted alter planting
out, we gave them three or four heavy waterings with
liquid maniu-e, to cause them to get on a little faster,

to make up for lost time, and now we find they are
doing so rather too fast. The way we check them
may bo of some use to others whose geraniums are
now growing too much to leaf through any cause. We
merely cut out so many of their new made leaves at

fii-st, and this we continue to do from time to time,
or as often as the grass is cut, and the whole trinnned
for the rest of the season. If we see a necessity for

it, about the middle of August we also begin to stop
the plants regularly over the beds, as well as thinning
the leaves ; by thus exposing the older leaves, which
in reality prepare the food for a large bloom, and by
stopping the onward growth of the main shoots, we

cause the plants to furnish such a cro|i of flowers as,

of itself, gives them a very givat chock — then to suc-

ceed this bloolu a host of side branches must come, as

the loading ones can go im farther ; these, in their

turn, havi^ thiir young leaves tlunncd, and, |ierhaps,

stopped also if they grow too fast. Now this will

appear a tedious process to many, but it is not so in

niality, but Just the reverse. A man with a few grains

of common sense may bo entrusted with the job, and
after a little |nactice it is " wondcrfur' how fast he gets

over the ground; no knife or scissors need be used, only

the forefinger and thumb. A circular bed, ten feet

through, may be so trinnned in less than ten minutes;

but it should be so managed that a stranger coming
round ten minutes afterwards should not perceive that

any one had been near that bed foi' the last month—and

that should be my critericui for a good dicsser in a (lower-

garden. No marks of his handicraft should be left

behind him ; every bed and border, the grass, gravel,

and all should ap])ear to a stranger just come in as if

the whole had been made to suit or " to order " that

very morning. 'J'hc misfortune is, that not one out of a

thousand ever thinks of this—wo all try to do or undo
too much, from the very first to the last flower-garden

in this country ; this is as ajiparent as if the fact were

put up iu large letters over the garden gate.

This is a good time to think about the Mildew on

Verbena beds, and to apply the soot and sulphur, as was

recommended, where any danger is apprehended. Some
varieties are more suliject to mildew than others. With
me. Miss Jhircourt, a fine white one. takes it first, and
is, therefore, the first we dust over, or rather under; for

it will bo recollected that one measure of flowers of sul-

phur is added to three or four measures of dry soot, and

that a moii-like brush is dipped in this, then pushed in

between the pl.ants and shook with a sudden jerk, so

that the ground and the imderside of the loaves are

covered with dust.

Petunias require now, and for some time past, to be

topped every week or ten days—only an inch or two

taken off at one time. This will make the beds appear

all bloom, and also cause the plants or shoots to advance

apparently at the same rate of growth. Wherever they

are liable "to be beaten down by the rain or winds, small

sticks, with or without side branches, should be thrust

in amongst them to keep them in thcs right position.

(J''nothera macrocarpa, a fine large yellow fiowering one

of the evening primroses, ought to be looked over every

day, or every second day, to pick oti' the dead flowers,

as they are very unsightly. Lupines of all sorts, aud
many other plants, will now be seeding as fast as you

,

pick off their seed pods ; but recollect it is one of the
I

grand secrets of keejiing up a late liloom to remove seed i

pods as fast as the flowers fade. The beautiful yellow
|

Eschscholtzia, used as an annual, and thus kept from

seeding through the summer, will last in flower from
}

the end of May to October. I wish J had a pen which,

by one )ii:i'_;ir sliolie, wovdd influence all my readers at
j

once. 'J he lii^t Hue would nui thus:

—

Procure a bed of
\

the iVhile raiiijiiiiiiihi rarpaticd. It is the most beautiful
|

white fiowering plant I ever saw; and we have six beds
j

of it here, every one of which is fit for a queen. It is

also the easiest plant 1 know to manage ; it is as hardy
[

as a crocus, and all the care it reqiures for the season is
j

to divide it in April, aud to cut off the seed pods as fast ,

as the flowers go ott". D- Beaton.
;

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Plants in Rooms.—A correspondent makes several

inquiries upon this subject, and states his conviction

that a paper upon such a matter would be interesting

to many subscribers like himself. He purchases plants
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wlien ip. full bloom, sets them in his room, watevs, but
does not over water tlicm, finds that tlxe bloom soon
fades, that no new bloom apjiears, that the plants

become sickly and covered with insects, generally lose

even their leaves, and when in the end he turns them
into the soil of the garden in June, they seldom do any
good, as geraniums tluis treated are looking miserable
still. Ho wants to know how he is to keep his jilants

healthy? How secure a succession of bloom? and, if

tliat cannot be done, how to secure from these bonght-

in jilants ornaments for the flower garden when they
become mitidy for the house? He attributes his want
of success chiefly to the fact, that his jilants are brought
from greenhouses of an equal temperature, and taken to

a room where the temperature varies ; thinks, however,
that knowledge and science may relieve him from his

difficulties ; and tolls us in a postscript that his plants

are kept not in or near the windows, but on side-boards,

&c., because it is common for people " to want to stick

riowors about in pots as ornaments."
As we often find in a ladi/s letter, so here in the post-

script we have the most important information. The
position of tlie plants in the room, rather than their

removal from a greenhouse to it, is the chief cause of

disappointment. They who adopt the custom of stick-

ing plants auywlierc and everywhere in a room, may be
good friends to the plant growers, but as to cultivating

them themselves, that is quite out of the question.

Plants are so accommodating, that they freely consent
to act as ornaments, for a short time, upon tables and
side-boards, even tliough, as in our correspondent's case,

the windows be " close curtained;" but their luxuriating

or flourishing when continued in such circumstances,
would be as great a wonder as the finduig that a pony,
suspended to a balloon, got fat and plump by feeding

upon rarified air. No doubt some plants that flourish

in comparative shade,—others, whose chief ornament is

in their foliago, such as ferns,—others, again, such as

evergreens, with thick leathery foliage, will submit
better to such treatment for a continued period than
geraniums and lieliotropes, &c. ; but even in their case

the groeu would gradually excliange for the sickly yel-

low ; the flowers, if jiroduoed, would lose their colour,

and as to forming buds for the unfolding of more that

would be impossible.

Many ladies and gentlemen who have rather clear

notions as to the mode of raising bullocks for Smithfield,

have very imperfect ideas as to how plants feed and
grow. The best gardener is often in as great a fi.\ as

our worthy correspondent, not because he does not know
better, but because he is overruled. " We are to have
a party on sucli a night," says his worthy employer,
" and I hope you will deck us out with a number of fine

plants." "0 yes! "says blue apron, "but I hope you
will let mo have them in a day or so, for though they
look nicely ibr a short time in niches, on tables, &c.,

without scarcely perceiving liglit, continuing tliem

there renders tliem fit for little but tlie rubbish heap."
" you shall have them back in a day or so ; and to

ensure their health I will attend to all their wants my-
self." Tlie plants look so pretty as ornaments, and
attract so mucli attention, and so many friends continue
calling, that the gardener is told he may remove his

favourites oiih/ when they are in such a state tliat he has
to examine tliom and deliberate, whether destroying

them or attempting to recover them to health would be
the better wisdom ; conscious all the while, that luiless

lie has great means and a great supply, this treatment
of his plants will tell adversely against him, not only for

the present but the future, ^luch as I lilve to see a

pretty plant in any position, I never look at them j'laced

upon mautel-pieces and shaded side-boards, and con-

tinued there for any length of time, without either wish-

ing that their possessors should be contented with arti-

ficial instead of real ones, or hoping that a society

might be formed for preventing cruelty to plants as

well as to animals. Gardeners who ai-c required to do
much in the way of room decoration, chiefly employ
ejibemeral things, that look beautiful but are of no value

when the bloom is faded, or take care to have the ojipoi'-

tunity of very frequently changing them if valuable.

The means for preserving plants in rooms have several

times been referred to. Light, air, temperature, mois-

ture, must be communicated according to their nature

and necessities. I'reedom fi'om dust, as well as insects,

must also be insured. Great things cannot in general

be expected from plants bought in full bloom in April

or May. You purchase it merely for its bloom ; and the

nurseryman reckons its value when he sells it, as in

large towns he can make nearly as much of the bloom
alone as of the plant, with the bloom on it. If, there-

fore, when you set such a plant upon a sideboard, and
derive a little more gratification than you would have

done by the bloom being cut and placed in a vessel

with water in a similar position, you have little to com-

plain about. If you wish the plant to continue in health,

to expand the bloom buds not yet opened, ti5 form more
which will unfold afterwards, or to make it fit for repay-

ing you for the trouble of transplanting it out of doors,

you must not continue it upon a side-board, but give it

similar advantages, as far as possible, to tliat it would
have enjoyed in the greenhouse of the nurseryman or

gardener. Even then two things are against you, if you

know but little about plants. The first is, that many of

the plants sold at that early season will not bloom
abundantly until the same period again returns ; a few

will, but the majority of florists' pelargoniums will not

continue to bloom in the same pots, though many
flowers and a luxuriant foliage will be obtained by

turning them, in a proper manner, into the open ground.

Others, however, such as the scarlet geranimns, if to\>

dressed and enriched with manure water, will continue

to produce fresh buds and bloom. Tlie second thing

against you is, that though most of the plants sold at

that season are what are termed greenhouse plants, and,

therefore, ought to thrive with the light and shade, &c.,

you are able to give them in the window, more espe-

cially after the colds of winter are gone, still, as it is

merely the bloom that gives a value to the plant, and as

the earlier that bloom is produced the higher will be its

price, the plant grower, in such circumstances, has

given a higher temperature to force the bud into bloom

than otherwise would be required; and, therefore, when
you purchase a flowering plant in April to set in your

room—a geranium for instance,—more care will be rc-

(piired as respects temperature and light, than if you
purchased Uir ]iliiiit in May and June, when the house

from wliirh ii imhic was comparatively cool and open.

Thousands of plants ai'e lost by not paying attention to

the circumstances in which they were placed before

coming into the purchaser's possession, and this not

among amateurs only, but also among gardeners. The
nursei'yman, acting merely upon the princiiiles of com-

petition and commercial wisdom, endeavours to get a

saleable article as forward as possible ; and hence thou-

sands of greenhouse plants are propagated and grown
when young in an atmosphere and a temperature that

would suit Mr. Appleby's orchids. The plants are sent

out nicely packed, the receiver rejoices over their luxuri-

ance, he places them in the greenhouse, and cannot

conceive why, in no great time, they assume a rusted

stunted appearance. Keeping them in a higher tem-

perature, and a closer, nioister atmosphere at first, ex-

posing them to more air and light by degrees, would

have prevented tlie disappointment.

Precisely a similar' course must be adopted with

geraniums, heliotropes, roses, &c., bought in bloom in

April or earlier. They must be kept warmer for a time
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than plants bron,E;lit IVoiu open houses iu i[ay ; obtain

all tlio lisjht that can bo givou, without ilailLiins thoni,

;iiul cloaiiUucss and moisluiv to tho atinosjilu ro nltordcd

by sponging their leaves willi water. Such phuits, after

being gradually inured to tho open air and shaded lor

a time with an evergreen branch, &c., when trausk'rrcd

there will furnish anything but miserable appearances.

To have given tho plants from the side-board a clianco

out of doors, they should have been moved to the win-

dows, sliaded at lirst from bright sunshine, gradually

inured to it, e.\|iosed by degrees to the oijen air, and
then, but not till then, tinned into tlio border, and

watered and shaded for a time, until tliey had got hold

of the fresli soil.

Our correspondeut's failure, therefore, proceeded

chiefly from neglecting tlie element of light; aud ho
will find that his plants will thrive best in rooms where
there are windows from diUcreut aspects. Where there

is only one window, the plants should be as near it as

they will bear, aud they should bo frequently turned,

that tlie light may reach every side of them alike. The
necessity of shading is more relative than real. Tho
more light a plaut gets the hardier it will be, the more
freely wUl its flower buds be produced, and the fitter

will it be for being transferred as an ornament to the

flower-garden. K. EisH.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC OKCHIDACE.E.

fi.vNTs liEQUiRiNff BLOCKS.

—

(Continued from p. ii)I.)

Catilt'ija Achind'Hc (Lady Achiud's) ; lirazil.—Tliis is

a splendid and rare species. The sepals and petals are

of a rich brown, stained with green ; the lip is purple
aud white. :ilOs.

<-'. citrina (Citron-coloured C.) ; Oaxaca.—We have
already described this lovely species amongst those re-

quiring pecidiar treatment. We need only state here
that the way to grow this, is to jilace it on a block with-

out moss, with the last made pseudo-bulb the lowest.

The sepals, petals, aud labclhun are of the bright colour
of the citron, with a shade of white iu the centi'e of the

flower. The pseudo-bulbs are short, almost white, and
something like a C'atesetum. The flowers are large,

solitary, aud pendant. 42s.

C. maiyiiiuta (Bordered C.) ; Brazil.—A very dwarf
plaut not more than four inches high. Tho flowers are

produced singly on the top of the last made psoudo-
bvdbs. They are large compared with the size of the
plant. Sepals and petals rosy crimson ; lip deep rose
margined with white.

C. Pinellii and C. pumila arc very much like tliis

species, if not identical with it. Requires growing on a
block without moss. :Us. 6d.

C. hulhom (Bulb-like C.) ; Brazil.—A remarkable
species sufficiently distinct from the preceding by its

short club-hke pseudo-bulbs, surmounted by a pair of
bluntly ovate fleshy leaves, Cattlei/ii m'tn/iiiutn, &c., pro-
ducing only one leaf on each pseudo-bulb. The sejjals

and petals are of a deep rose ; the lip of tho same colour,
with a large blotch of deep ]mrple in the centre. It is a
very fine desirable species, lu.'js.

CiLTCRE.—These small gems of the finest tribe of
orchids do not require an extraordinary amount ofeither
heat or moistm-e. If kept too close and hot they will

grow weakly, aud never flower. If kept too moist in
j

autumn and winter the roots will perish, and the same
effect will be induced. I'lace them at the coolest end of
the bouse, pretty near to tlio glass, and during the I

growing season only, syringe the blocks slightly every
1

evening. Hhade only Irom the midday sun. By this
j

treatment judiciously applied, they will grow vigorously,
aud flower well, but never profusely; seldom, even on i

the stronger plants, pniduciug moro than two or three

flowers at a time; but tlio colours arc so siileudid, and
tlie flowers so lai'go in comparison to the phuits, that

they are exocediugly striking aud haudsoiiie. During
the season of rest keep thorn dry and cool, syringing

only just often enough to prevent the whole plaut from
shrivelling too much.

Cirrhopcltdum auratnm (Golden C.) ; Jlanilla.—

A

curious aiul pretty plant. The whole flower when ex-

jmnded is like an open fan. The upper sojials and
petals arc fringed with golden-coloured hairs, tho lateral

sepals have no hair, and are stained with pur])le. Tho
general colour of the flower is yellow, mottled with

crimson. 4:3s.

C. candelabra (Chandelier-formed C.) .—Another curious
and ornamental plant from India. The plant when
strong sends up a stoutish scape or flower-stem, to tho

height of nine inches ; the flowers are placed iu a circle

round tlie head of the scape ; the outer sepals and petals

assume a downward direction, forming a fantastic re-

semblance to a chandelior; whcueo its name. These
outer petals are pink ; the lower sepals and petals are of

a light straw, streaked with purple ; tho lip is fringed at

the margin, and is yellow. The leaves of the plant are

small, and of a pui'plish colour. 84s.

C. C/««en.sts (Chinese C.) ; China.—Flower larger than
the rest of the genus. The upper sepals and petals are

purple ; the lateral sepals are yellowish ; ouo of the

lobes is like a chin and tongue, which are continually iu

a state of motion when in flower, rendering it vei'y

amusing. (i;is.

U. Ciniimuu/ii (Mr. Cumming's) ; Philippiue Islands.

—

The sepals aud petals rich ruby; the lip is of the same
colour. It is large aud conspicuous. The whole flower

forms a flat head with the sepals aud jietals drooping.

The column on being touched moves backwards and
forwards for a considerable time like the pendulum of a

clock. 4is.

C. Medusa (Medusa s-liead C.) ; Sincapore.—This has

a flower like the last, with a flat head from which the

petals and sepals hanging down terminating iu long

wavy strings, so as to have a slight resemblance to a

head of llowing-hair. They are of a pale straw-

colour, the inner part spotted with pink. 42s.

C. Thouarsii (Thouar's C).—Like all tho genus, this

is a very curious species. The sepals and petals are

long and n.arrow, of an equal breadth ; the eolour is

yellow, fiuely spotted with red, and iringed with bristle-

shaped teeth, terminating iu a long awl-shaped point.

31s. 6d.

Such is the description of the best known species of

this curious, interesting genus. They are certainly not

of a showy character like Cattleyas, Uendrobiums, or

Lcelias, but the exceedingly curious forms that the

flowers assume, the little room they take up, and their

easy culture, render thorn objects worthy of being iu every

eollection, however small. The only objection against

their being more generally grown is their comparative

scarceness and high price; but as there are several

collectors now out in their native localities, it is to be

hoped they will be sent homo in such quantities as to

bring them within the reach of every orchid cultivator.

Culture.—-The mode of growing these is very simple.

They should be placed upon logs, of a size suitable to

them, and have a little moss attached to each block. The
Indian house is their proper place, in a temperature of
7")° to bi.j°, during the season of growth. The atmosphere

should be as moist as possible, and tlie syringe iVecly

used every day. As soon as the year's growth is per-

fected they should be kept moderately dry aud cool

;

that is, they should only be syriugcd when the pseudo-

bulbs appear to be shrinking ; and tho temperature

should be reduced to (iO". By such treatment they will

grow and flower satisfactorily.
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Comjiaretlia coccinea (Scarlet C.) ; Iji-iizil.— Sepals

and petals of a brilliant scarlet ; lip of the same colour,

with a tinge of white at the base. The leaves are of a

bright green on the upper surface, but of a beautiful

purple underneath. A very elegant and beautiful spe-

cies ; very rare. 1 05s.

G. falaUa (Siclde-shaped ('.) ; Brazil.—Sepals and
petals of a rich rosy purplo^ lip the same colour, e-\-

cepting it is thickly veined with a deeper shade. Also
very rare and beautiful, loris.

C. rosea (Rose-coloured C.) ; Spanish Main.—This i.s

a very small plant, but on account of its bcautiiiil

gracefully-pendant blossoms it is well worthy of cultna-

tion. It is very like 0. falcata, but distinct both in

colour and the iiowers being produced more densely on
the Hower-stem. 105s.

This small genus is unfortunately very rare ; and is,

as we have been informed, rare also in its native Juibitat.

Their beauty is great, and of a delicately pleasing cha-

racter ; and they last a long time in bloom.

Oiiltuhe.—Their roots are long and weak, conse-

quently they require fastening to the block with small
wire. A little moss thinly placed on the log witli them
will assist their growth greatly. They are rather im-
patient of moisture even at the season of growth, but
still more so when at rest. The warmest part or nooks
of the Mexican house will sint them best.

(To he coni'mned.)

FLORISTS' ELOWERS.
At this season of the year there are but few manual

operations to perform amongst these favourites. The
Aiiiiciihit) and P('7ii'iiilJiii!<i:i should all be finished pot-

ting without drlav, .1 ml ]i bleed in such a position as to

be easily pruti'dcil lidiii heavy autumnal rains. Their
sccdlliiijs shoidd also be pricked out into shallow boxes
or jinus, and the earliest raised ])otted into small pots.

Some of the strongest may. flower next spring.

Dahlias.—These will now bo in great beauty, but
will require every encouragement to keep them so. In
dry weather water freely, and occasionally with liipiid-

manure. As autumn winds may now be i'.\|i((ii .1 tiny
must be kept well tied, and tlie best blooms jirntrcted

from wind, rain, and sun. Young plants lately struck
may be potted into five-inch pots, to make bulbs for next
year. In those pots they survive the damps of winter
better than in any other way. Seedliiujs will now be
showing blooms; all such as are single, or come with
pointed petals, or with forms otherwise faulty, should be
pulled up and discarded at once ; whilst such as have
well-formed petals and are nearly double may be pre-

served for further trial ; marking them legibly, and
describing their several properties, so as to be a guide
for judging them the following season. Such seedlings

as are really superioi- to the older varieties should be
preserved with the greatest care, and even cuttings

put in of them immediately, which will increase the
chances of keeping the variety alive for the next
year.

TuLirs AND Ranuxcumses.—Look to the roots occa-

sionally and remove all such as may be decaying or
have any mould upon them. We have known many a
lino root lost for want of a little attention just after they

[AcGusT 22.

liave been put away for tlic winter. Attend to our re-

marks upon the preparation of the beds, lately given,

and put them in due order, if not yet done.

T. Appi.eby.

THE KITCIIEN-GAEDEN.
C'ELEnY.—To obtain tliis vegetable large and of good

quality throughout the winter, it nuist be well attended
to for the next two months. In the first place, the

operation of ajiplying the earth for blanching shoidd be
performed in a very systematic and careful manner, and
not at too early a stage of its growth. Let a healthy

luxuriance be first encouraged by frequent surface-stir-

rings and applications of good liquid-manure, keeping
the plants entirely free from spurious suckers ; and
when carthing-up is first commenced, care should be
taken to have all the outside leaves gathered together,

and held erect by one hand, whilst the other is placing

and pressing the earth round it to keep it in that posi-

tion, and tluis prevent the earth and rain from descend-

ing into the heart. These simple matters, if not well

attended to, ])rovo sometimes very destructive, by pro-

ducing disease and decay. Dry weather, and when the

celery is dry, too, should always be chosen for applying
the earth.

Celery shoidd, also, still be planted, and a few of the

best plants of the several kinds, and of the most es-

teemed varieties, should be selected and planted where
they ai'e to stand for seed.

Routine Work.—Plant out endive and lettuces in suc-

cession, and make another sowing. The present is a

good season for sowing the American cress and the

Bluch Sjmnish radish for winter sallads; the early short-

topped scarlet and turnip radishes may also still be sown
on warm borders. Another sowing of parshy, too,

sliould be made, which will be likely to come into

growth in the spring, instead of starting to seed; thus

keejting up the supply of this useful herb at a very

needful season. Leeks may still be planted, and onions

sown to stand the winter ; tlie quick coming-in kinds of

turnips may also still be sown ; and every spare piece ol'

ground sliould at once be cropped witii vegetables of

some kind. If any Savoy plants are left in the seed-bed,

the present is still a good season for putting them out

tliickly for spring; Green coleuorts, also, sliould be

liberally planted; young cahhagepilants should be pricked

out in succession; and those already pricked out should

be surface-stirred in due time.

CardooHs should be finally thinned, if not already

done, and their growth well encouraged by surface-

stirring and applications of liquid-manure. Spinach

sown the middle of July will now require its final thin-

ning, as well as its due allowance of surface-stirring.

The main winter crop o( spinach and lettuce should be

carefully attended to whilst making its appearance

above ground, so as to prevent the ravages of slugs and

birds; a slight dredging or two of chimney-soot and
lime mixed together is an excellent preventive, as

well as a stimulant for assisting the growth of Uk;

plants. Encourage, also, all kinds of cahliage-wnrts,

planted as winter and spring crops, by frequent surface-

stirrings.

jSlushroom-beds.—Spawn and case such as are in con-

dition for so doing ; make another bed as previously

directed, and continue to collect materials and store for

small beds in succession. James Barnes.
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MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

WHAT IS A CiAUDEN ;

Si/ the AkIIioivss

The following remai-ks on gardens require neither intro-

diieUon to the notice of my readers, nor apology for their

insertion in a work so much devoted to the subject as our
own.

It is a trite snjing, that we live iu an age of linoulvdijc,

consequfntly, that everj' thing may be delined and described

;

imd yet how rai-ely can we deliue any thing clearly and
satislactoi-ily ! We luive been led into this train of thought
whilst rellectiug upon Uic title of our unpretending little

work

—

I'hk I'cviiAdK GAitnKXF.it. What is a garden, and
how shall we define the meaning of the word'.' It is true

that in the French, the Italian, the Welsh, and English lan-

guages, almost the same sound conveys the same meaning,
which Dr. Johnson thus defines—" k piece of ground,
inclosed and cultUated with extraordinary care, planted with
herbs or fruits for food, or laid out for pleasm-e." Yet how
greatly do men's minds differ in their ideas of " extra-

ordinai-y caie, " inclosure of ground, plantation, food, and,
above all, of " pleasure."

Although the fact is universally known, we cannot helii

recallmg it to our minds, that om- first pai-ents had their

primarj- existence in a ijarihii— the Garden of I'aiadise

;

and it seems as if when they hy transgression fell from it

they earned with them, and handed down to iiosterity, a
love for everj' simihliide, even iu name, to their first abode.
All the earliest histories of mankind, as well from books of

inspiration as otherwise, prove this. Hnw fnll of alhisimis to

what Dr. Johnson calls "piccrs ..!' :_'ninii.l. '.Vc, A.-.. ''jilnnted

with herbs and fruits," ai'e tli. I l.ily Sciiptuivs ! It, wdidd be
endless to repeat them ; aud Imw lir;mtitul is tlie imagery to

wliich they give rise I We cannot wliolly pass hy the hang-
ing giu-dens of Babylon, brought to the highest pitch of

cultivation so far back as the time of Nebuchadnezzar, about
(iOO years before the birth of Christ, with the aqueducts
constructed for their imgation in a manner which we cannot
even attempt to imitate. In how many refreshing forms
arc the fruits and products of gardening noticed in Holy
Writ, from " the .jiuce of the grape " to " the garden of

cucumbers." Following the subject tlirough the varied
imagery of the Old Testament to that of the New, who can
forget the vine aud the branches, the fig-tree, and the olive ?

ami who would wish to forget that, as man's fall occurred in

a garden, so iu like manner the garden of Gethsemanc,
and "the new tomb" in the garden of Joseph of Arimathea,
were the scenes of, and derived au imdying lustre from,
man's lledemptiou '

Although it is well to follow the serious suggestions
which will and ought to he connected with the pmsuits of
every-day life, yet, leaving them, we are led to reflect, that
the love of gaidening seems to have accompanied civiliza-

tion in eveiy part of the globe. Among the Greeks and
llonians it was considered worthy of theii' heroes and phi-
losophers, many of whom, we leai'n from histoi'j', were cele-

brated for the magnificence of theu- gardens, planted with
odoriferous flowers and shrubs, and embellished with foim-
tains and statues. A love of horticultiu-e accompanied
civilization. The most civilized parts of Europe, Asia, and
Afi-iea, at very early periods showed the value attached to

gardens, not merely a.s som'ces of food, but also of luxury
aud pleasure. The Chinese were very eaily cultivators of
gardens ; the I'ersians much eai'lier. The warmer latitudes
of Europe soon learned from their soutliern neighbom's the
benefits of cultivatuig fruits and flowei-s. In England we
arrived at this knowledge more slowly ; we read, that pre-
viously to the ICith centurv", most of our vegetables and
fniits were procured from the Nethei^nds. But shortly
after this period, a taste for horticulture and botanical re-

search sprang up in Italy and Gennany, and soon extended
to this country ; and many varieties of flowers, plants, and
roots, previously unknown, but now most common to us,
were imported into this country from Flanders. After the
discover}' of jVmerica, plants and fruits were largely im
ported from tropical climates ; aud hothouses were con-

«/" My Flowvnr

structed for the growth of pine-apples and oranges ; aud

forcing beds of tanners bark, introduced by the Dutch, are

first mentioned in the year 1088, when tlirv \v(>rc inndi- at

UlaLjdieath for rearing orange-trees. M:iii . I'linnNal i:i Ir

and love for gardening have always Ihm ii pm^i, , nr ;
:iiicl

it seems as if, in every quarter of the glulnt, al'Ler liuu.-,es

were erected with any ilegrec of knowledge of architecture,

or appreciation of comfort, gardens attached to them became

at once inilispensable.

lint after all, we do not seem to have made any progress in

defining what n (jardm really is. The Didie of Devonshire

has spent more money, probably, than any other individual

in tiying to teach the world the meaning of tlic word. How
call we, in a few lines, do more than make the faintest allu-

sion to the beauties of Chatsworth and Chiswick ! The
Duke may well point with complacency, and some feelings

of pride, to (Tiatsworth, as manifesting wliat are his ideas of

a gai'den. Who that has ever visited this chiiniiiM'.' <p"l on

a fine day can forget the glory of the scene, wiili ii^ wmid-^,

rocks, and wateifalls; its parterres aud terrinr ;
ii i liin-jr

ries, and pineries, and vineries : the extraordiiiia,j aiipliua

tioii of art and science to nature—their appiuenl tiiumpli

over the very seasons, and their success in bringing toge-

ther at our feet plants, Howers, and fruit from every latitude

and clime! And whilst the gardens and groves are enjoying

generally their exposure to all the vai-ieties of om- ever-

changing climate, and deriving new beauties from it, yet, as

if to remind us that our beneficent Creator has placed

others of our species in wamier lands, here, as if in imita-

tion of tropical climes, we suddenly find ourselves breathing

the atiiinsiilirri' of the West Indies, or Cape of Good Hope,
beiicatli a wliulo acre of glass in the grand conservatory!

Tlii-i is a gLinli'U most richly and exquisitely elaborated.

Then tliere are the gardens of Hampton Court, and

Windsor, and of other abodes of royalty, which probably

were transcendently beautiful in the cbiys when suljjects did

not attempt to surpass in outwai'd display iln- splindid jms-

sessions of their liege lords. The iiiaii-inii, nl tin' ^'leai

anil noble throughout tireat nritain arc inuMrlMally cell'

hrated for their skilful iipj.iiaii.'.'s and branlirs.

We cannot stay lo pariii'iilaii/^r llir large, stately, sombre,

rectangular gardens and Inraccs of llie I'lscurial, or of the

old lioM.'SM- in Spain, I'ortugal, or France. For purposes

of piartical utility, the gardens of the Low Countries became
early (.•Iclirali'd ; and it is probable that the taste for horti-

culture was first taught them by the Spaniards, until Dutch
gardening became proverbially excellent. The Dutch were,

then, in a gi'eat degree, oiu' own instructors. It is truly

exhilarating to notice the rapid progress of vegetation in

the rich alluvial soil of Holland. But what can exceed the

foUy of the gardeners when we read that one single tulip

root has been sold iu former times for 10,0(10 florins ! and
" the aggregate sum produced by the sale of l:iO tuhps was
1)0,000 fiorins, or i'liToO

!"

The gardens of the wealthy in the -vicinity of the liu-ge

towns in Holland are still veiy interesting, even in their

unifoi-mity; and in sailing down the .\rnistel and other places

where the rich chiefly reside, and wliere the river's banks

arc oi-uamented with their villas aud gardens, we were much
sti-uok in reading the inscriptions over many of their

summer-houses—such as " Sweet is my repose," " Glorious

is the scene," " Hapjiy is my home," A'C, lic. This may be

simply the language of pride, but we trust that it is some
times the voice of gratitude to the Giver of all good."

( Tu be continued.

)

EHUBAEB WINE.
I will now proceed to the method of manufacturing tliis

wine, and in doing so, will assume that the process of wnc
making is unknown to your readers, and that with them, as

in my own case, a mere domestic apparatus only can be

made available.
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We will snpiinsc. ihc i|nniitity tn \h\ iiiiiclr to Im 10 ralldiis.
|

This is n, yi'it cMiixcniciii c|n;iiilily (or l.r-iiiiinx, iililidu-ii ii

shoUkl bu linnic ill nilllil lllill //:. /-(/./. / Ihr ./najllili/ Ma.lr,

the more c;isil,\ ihhI pn IVclly hiU frnuriitation lie ciirrinl mi.

The articlrs iiriTs^.irv :ni: : First—a tuh caijacious enough
to hold rather iiimv ili.iii this quantity ; a common washing-
tub will answer ilir jmriiose. Secondly—a nine gallon cask
and a two jiallon simie jar, both scrupulously dean, or a
ibrei^'uaud (lis:i\;rir:ililr tiavour may be imparted to the wine.

Thu-dly—a onnNenieiit \vooden mallet to bruise the rhubarb
stallis. Fourtlily—some kind of screw press, to press out
the juice from the bruised stalks ; a common linen-press

might easily be adapted for use. I generally borrow a
"tinctiu-e press " from my druggist for the puiiiose. Fifthly

—

a vial bottle fastened to a stick, so that a small portion of the
wine may be conveniently dipped from the bung-hole, in

Older to ascertain, from time to time, the jsrogress of the fer-

mentation. Sixthly—although this mny be dispensed with,

although necessary when accuracy is desired—a saccha-
rometer.

Now for " the recipe."

Take of rhubai-b stalks (unpealed) On pounds.

„ loaf-sugar .

.

. . :iO pounds.

„ red ai-gol (powdered) . . i ounces.

„ water, a sufficient iiuautity.

The rliiilimli stalks should be bruised one by one with the
mallei aj;aiiisi iln siil,' or bottom of the tub. Fom- or five

gallons ol eoM waiei- -Imuld then be ijoured upon them, in

which they should be allowed to macerate for li or l(i hours.
The stalks should now be put into the press, and all their

juice pressed out. Tliis, with tlie liquor in which they were
maceiateil, tn^'ellior with the sugar and the argol shoidd be
miNeil ill ilir lull, and the quautity made up to lOi gallons
by tile aiMiiinii of cold water. (It would save trouble in

measuring, if a mark were previously placed in the tub to

indicate when this qtiantity was contained in it.) This
mixture is the artificial " must." The tub should now be
covered vfith a blanket, and placed in a temperature of from
55 to 00 degrees. Here it may remain, being occasionally

stirred, for two or three days, according to the symptoms of

fermentation it may show ; it should then be poured off,

straining it through flannel into the cask, which should be
filled to the bung-hole, and placed across the tub, in order that

the scum and yeast which will be thrown off may be caught
and removed. The superabundant must, which mil be 1^
gallons, must be pom'ed into the jar, in order that as the

fermentation in the cask proceeds, and the Uquor diminishes,

there may be a supply in readiness to fill up the cask, wliicli

must always be kept full or nearly so. In about a fortnight

the bung mny, most probably, be put loosely in, and in another
week firmly li\iil, ami the cask placed in the cellar ; but
this of com-.-c di pnnls upon the state of the wine. If the

sweetness lias disapp. ared, or nearly so,—or if, on the

saccharomilei liriie,- jilared in it, the index marks a specific

gravity of iilmm In,— ihe wine has fermented far enough for

cellarin'^: it' il lias nol ivaelied this point, the wine should
be well sliiivil, and llir Inula I'atniv Kipl up to promote
further reriiieailaliiin. In a inonlli or six H eeks after cellaring

it nia> lie liiieil anil thawu oil' into a clean cask, or the same
propcil) eleaneil and, if necessary, sulphured to stop further

fernienlaiiiai, la lore the wine is returned. The cask may
now Ik; Jinally .stopped close, and if an efi'ervesccnt wine bo
desired, allowed to remain imtil JNIarch, when it shoidd be
bottled ; the corks wired, and the bottles laid down. But if

a still wine, like bode, be desired, another year in the wood,
or even more, will be ailvanliiL'eous.

Tl nl\ clillii nlly almiii this process is to find out the
prociso period al Hliirb ihe I'erniriitation has reached the
desii'ed point. Tie sai aliaronieter will show this correctly.

About 35, as niiuknl on ilir seale of Thompson's saccharo-
meter, would indicate pn iper attenuation for wine intended to

be eller\esceut ; if it is to be stiU and dry itmay be lower—25
to :U>. Ihit the taste may be educated so as to form an
approximation to truth ; as long as sweetness exists to any
extent the fermentation is incomplete; and after eating a
small piece of crust most persons may readily detect the
presence of too much sugm' in the wine; in this case the
wine should be shaken or stirred, that the wine may " feed,"

as it is termed, on the lees ; fining, on the contrary, will

check fenncntatiou ; and when it has gone far enough.

sulphurous acid gas stops it, as in the process of " std

pliuring," which may be readily done by burning a few
snliiliiir matches within the bung-hole, the cask being in-

verled.

Fining is generally perfonned by means of isinglass pre-

viously dissolved, or partly so, in a little of the wine. About
a ch-achm of isinglass so dissolved and poured into the bung-
hole, the upper part of the wine being stirred at the same
time, will probably be found sufficient.

Thompson's saccharometer costs diree guineas ; but a
friend lias informed me that a simple .glass one, quite suffi-

cient for our pm^pose, may be procured for a few shillings.

I will make enquiiies respecting this, as, no doubt, to ensure

accuracy a saccharometer is necessaiy, and the cost is an
obstacle to its general use.

As a rule it may be observed, that tlie finer the sugar, the
more alcohol is produced from it. It may be noted, that as

the rhubarb juice \vill iron mould linen, care should be taken
when the stalks are bruised.

I will append a copy of some rough notes taken by myself
of the diffijrent stages of manufactm'e of rhubarb wine

;

they may seiwe as jiegs whereupon to hang more extensive

observations ; and in conclusion I beg to say, that if any
part of the foregoing directions be less dear than might be,

I shall be happy to exidain more in detail any little point;

and I shall be gratified if what I have said should induce
some of yom- readers to try the manufacture of this wine
upon correct principles ; and I am certain that they wiU find

themselves amply repaid for the trouble and expense, in

having as a result genuine, wiiolesome wine, instead of the

compound of vinegar and sugai- usually denomuiated " home-
made wine."

NOTES.

1840. lOi gallons, as receipt. JIadc, Jlay 20th. Tut in

cask, .Tune 'Jud. Stopped, June llith. Cellared, June 2-'ird;

sarcliaronieler, 15. ilaeked and fined, August 3rd. October

•-.'eiji, rarkeil and snlplnued ; sacchai-ometer :37. Bottled,

.lauuary Jiili, 1^ II .
'1 his wine tui'ned out very good,—not to

be distinu'iiislieil Iriini champagne.
1842. Khuljarli, 1)11 pounds. Sugar, 50 pounds. Argol, 8

ounces; quantity,!^ gallons. June 12th, made. .Tune lIHh,

put in casks (a nine-gallon and a six-gallon) ;—fermentation

commenced the ITtli. Jime 2flth, stopped. July 4th,

cellared; sacchai'ometer 40. August 15tli, racked.

184:). March 17th, nine-gallon cask tested with saccha-

rometer shewed 34 degrees ; six-gallon shewed 40. Bottled

nine-gallon cask. Stirred six-gallon. May lyth, fined six-

gallou and sulphured; saccharometer 33.

1H44. March—bottled.

1850. A good stiU wine.

HiSXRY AV. LiVETT, U'ells, Srimcrsel.

HOUTICULTUBAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, CIIISWTCK,
July 13tu.

{Concluded from pai/e 204.

j

CABNATIONS.

These beautiful July llowers were exhibited in the best

order.

Ajr\TF.i"];s.

1st Vv.t/.f. to :\Ir. Xewball, Woolwieli, for

Tuon's nhi!,'li-,ii/ri: L:u;-ii-u, /•,.,/,. Irtri-/, Cuiinl Piiulim, Queenilf
Purples, Viilriiirs ISmtiis. Sir .l„s. l{,-,n,„l(h. Kli/'s Cj/mlm, Queen Vie-

taria, Fliiru's Gnrlnud, Eni-t Gmi, J'n/ne Arthur, Mnj/^s Com/uerhitr

Hero, Harriet, Duke (if SutliirliiutI, Sriuire Trow, Mui/'s Urlnnilii,

Prince of Wales, Geiirgina, Sir Henri/ Hurdinge, Fireliull, Lady Klff,

Lord Byron, and Ely^s King of Scarlets.

2x11 I'M/.E to J. C. I'^dwards, Esq., HoUoway. He had, in

addition to some of the above,

Siilnniler, Jhfiunre, I'lixleu's Prince Albert, Cardinal Wolsey, Cm-
sailer, Ileiiuty of WmiUliimse, Vieid, Unii/ue, Gem, Liidi/ of llie Luke,
Ariel, Ciililimi, liegular, Edgar, Cradlei/ Pet, Excellent, Earl S/iencer,

and Pretitier.

KrESEBVMEX.
1st T'ktzf. to Jlr. Norman, 'Wonlwidi, for

Pu.rlrii's I'riiire Alhi-rt, Kini'n Miijrstir, J.iiihi iif the Luke, Ditehess of
Sullini'iiml. Mnrliii's Presiilriil , Siimrr's llrjiiiiirr, Snmpson's Queen,
Curlieriit/ifs Hiiinlmn-, H,lie's Prince Altirrt, Siiuire Trow, Lorenzo,
Oiw^ina, Norman's Quern, Queen of Pur/lles, Sir Itnielund Hill, Vat-

cult's Brutus, Earl Spencer, Sir Jos. Reynolds, Bnckuull's Ulysses,

Calilniu, Biionuparte, Beauty of Woodliousc, Hepwortli's Briton, and
Uido.
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'iND Prize to Mr. Wnnl, of Woolwieli, for

Piu-li-t/'s Allierl. J,;,mi I.mii, Miss Bnrlan. Simiisnn's (Juri'n. C'lirnil

Mimre.Kai/'s M.iirsh,: i;„i,iu,-rmi; lleru. Mnrlin's fi;si,l,;il, ISnir-

Ritm. Ailmi'rnl Cin-.un. Ihil.'s friiirr Mbrrl. ,S.;(ii<-/- Truw. lirnl. Alter.

/.Ill's Fimtll/ (l„r,!.,,.r. .lllrrn,,rs Kiirl S/mlr,;; Allrrton'x M„rf.'nn'l

Kfans, Jlriiliis. Sir 11. Siiiill,. .Vllw„i„fs I'remier, JiiLii, King uf Sciir-

tels, Ladi/ uf Ihr Liikr, ami (/mcwi iif I'urplra.

An JOxtra I'ltizK was nwai-di'il to Mr. Brngs, of Slougli.

We give a low names of the best

:

VHrlivrinhl's nainiow. Duke nf York, King of Scarlets, GreigH Mara.
Lfiilii nfihe Lake, Calnill's Juba, Man's Prime Arllinr, Mali's lidgur,

lleauli of Woodhome, Bill's Prince uf Wales, and Village Maid.

An lOxTijA Viw/.v. was also awimleil to Mr. Wilmer, of Sud-

liury. for a fme slanil, several of which \ver(^ seedlings raised

liy himself. We noted a few of the hest, namely,

'wilmer'sJolinHeiii<<,r:'<. Il;!,\ /,,,„, I;.'.-.', Vrnrr's I)ef!iinrr,

Martin's President, U • • '' :>iyuil..ll,ir-

renger's Premier, Hull ' i:
.

l: . n,irri,l. Kill's

Duke of Bedford, Cartu-r,:hr , ;;.;,,,'.,-.. .u.a //, ,m: ,„v,v.( llrilliiiiit.

riLOTELS. A.MATj;i IIS.

1st PnizE to J. Kdwai-ds, Esq., HoUoway, for

Alpha, Coronation, Sebastian, Constance, Mani Ann, Sopliia, Utir/iess

uf Sutherland, Ametht/sl, Mrs. Barnard, Salli/. iVe Plus Ultra, Portia,

Miss B. Coutts. Si/liih, Duke of Newcastle, Shaw's Beunt/l. Trahai's

Rosalind, Agitator, Hmma, Noi'mim's Beauty, Mrs. Annesleii, Lady
Chesterfield, Lucretia, and Elizabeth.

2nd Peizk. to — Newhall, Ksq., for

Woolwich, Duchess of Bedford, Sebastian. Bosnlind, Prince of Wales,
Prince Royal, Kinperor, May's Jessica, Ladij Smith, Cox's Regina,
Isabella. .Vrs. Hnrnard, Hardstone's Sarah, Mrs. Beran, Nonnan's
lleaulti. .Miss U. Cnutls, Princess Augusta, Brcnklow's Neni Purple,

Portia, Vcnas, Cnu.slance, Duchess uf Sutherland, Cruske's Prince
.itbert, and Burroagh's General Jackson.

NUKSEimiKN.
1st Prize to Mr. Norman, Woolwich, for

Sir R. Peel, Ne Plus Ultra. Brinklow's Leader, Jlosalind, King John,
Mrs. Benin, Lord Chandos. Portia, Mrs. Barnard, Shaw's Beauty, Km-
jieror, Marii Ann, Emma, Elegant, Regina, Prince Albert, Duchess of
Sutherland, Princess Louisa, Venus, Seedling, Garratt'sRed Edge, Nor-
man's Beauty, Duke of Newcastle, and Isabella,

2ni) PuiZE to Mr. Ward, Woolwich, for
Exquisite, Mrs. Bemn, Duchess of Bedford, Agitator, Ne Plus Ultra,

Leader, Norwich Rieal, Shaw's Beauty, May's Portia, Atterton's Sun-
beam, Duchess of Sutherland, Gidding's Diana, Wilmer's Prince Royal,
Cruske's Albert, Sharp's Elegant, Sarah, Norman's Beauty, Hudson's
Nymph, Cox's Regina, Lady Chesterfield, Princess Augusta, Cmintess

of Gray, Lord Hardinge, and Gidding's Vespusiun.

The exhibitors of caniations and picotees have reason to

be prond of their achievements at this exhibition. We are

sorrj" that the Society does not afford better encoiu'ogement.

The Silver IBanksian Medal, value twenty shillings, being

the highest prize, is but a sorry recompence for the great

pains and laboiu' requisite to produce a good stand of 24
caniations or picotees. Can we hope the amount of the

prize will be increased next year ? We are quite sure such

tine stands of exquisitely beautiful flowers are worthy of

better prizes.

SEECUNO FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Fancy Pelargoniums.—The best were sent by Jfr. Am-
brose, of Battersea. Eclijise and Crimson Khiij we consi-

dered worth growing.

Carnations.—May's Romeo, rose flake; May's Antonio,

ditto, ai'e good varieties, with a clear white ground, rose

edges, and fine clean sb-ipes of clear rose coloiu-. In scai'let

flakes, Puxley's Man is a superior thing, being of a fine

form, substance, and coloiu' ; lieavy edged.

Picotees.— Ked edged Dmludl's Manj, purple edged
Alfred, were lai'ge flowers, with clear distinct edges. These
are all worth looking after.

FrcHsus.—Mr. Gr. Smith, of Homsey-road, had his seed-

ling, F. Siiloniu ; a good showy vaiiety ; the corolla is a deep
purple : the sepals well turned up to show it to advantage.
The only deficiency is in the tube, which is rather short. It

is a desirable kind. Bank's Expansion, exhibited by 5Ir.

Turner, is also a desirable vaiiety, flowering profusely

;

colours very distinct, and the pai-ts of the flower of good
size.

FRUITS.

The fruit tent was again a great attraction, but upon the

whole there was not so much as was shown at the I'ark ten
days previously ; but the ijrapes, especially the black varie-

ties, were better colom-ed, and some, in other respects,

superior. Peaches, Neclurines, and Strawberries, were also

excellent. To give our countiy readers some idea of the

extent of a metropolitan exhibition of fruit, we need only

Mirnlioii lh;it lliere Wi'i-i' c'xhiliiird on tliis oi'rasion 28 /'i'hc

.//./.As, id! hiindsomc fniil ; .T, .lislirs ..f (,•,„/„.<, 21 large

dishes of .S'/,».,'.,'mVs, r, dishes of 7V..i/i,'.s-, and II) dislii's

of .\V,/,„-;«,.s-, and a goodly lot of .I/.7..«s. 'I'lic wci-ht of Ihe

lHMi\iest, (Jiiccn I'iiic was .". 11) 11 oz. II camo from Mr.,loiies,

!,'»i'dener l.i Sir .T. (liiest, Bart. The hoa\i(!St I'roriilcncc

I'inc weiKhed !l tl. 1:1:^ oz., from i\Ir. Spencer, ganU'nor to the

JIarquis of ],ansdo\vne, liowood, near I'.alh. Our limilcd

space prevents us giving more particulars of the winner's

names, varieties of fruit, &c., exhibited (m this occasion.

Sullicient it is t.i slate, lliat, most of the exhibitors were \\w

same whose lu'oductioiis we descriljed in our account of the

last show in the Hegenls I'nik.

WIHTK FLOWI'.PvS, AND THEIU I'TII.ITY IN

GAllDI^N DECOIUTION.
In the various improvements which florists' flowers have

undergone the last few years, it must be admitted that hut

little has been done to obtain things purely white; the

dazzling scarlet, rich purjile, or gay yeUow, have been more
sought after than the simple colour whose claims to our

notice it is my purpose liere to call attention to ; and as the

number of plants blooming white is no ways meagre, a few

remarks on the disposal of tliem may not be out of place.

1 should thndc theiv :iiv fw \isit,,is ..f a llnHn- ;4iOilcn by

twiUght, but who have l.ci'ii stiiick liv iIh- ;'iiv ;:|i|H'iinu]c

largo plant of the dnubl.- wliilc n.ckn lias al ll.at lime: a

laij^c wliilc cniiiiianidn, (whose name I cannot call to meii)ur\ ),

is .iinall.; .mi ,|.iciiims, as also are all other free-hlo

«liili- lldwiis, nliili- their more gay brethren of the hlui

lUg

V(l,

and other dark hues, aiqicavlitllr din'Tciit rrmn lliu foliagr

they wear; if you go iniu ilic l'h inlhai^r ili,' cll'.-rt is tlie

same, the white azalea, pal.' i ulmiiiil nin laiia, and similar

tilings attracting yoiu' attention. Now, my rca.U'rs will he
saying—" We know all that, but we seldom visit such jdaces

at that time; but what has that to do mth daylight gar-

dening'?" Have patience, and we will explain. We have said

that wliite looks better than other colours in the dark, it is

because it forms such a strong contrast to all around it,—-the

foliage, the ground, or it may be the turf, nay, even the

very atmosphere wearing a murky aspect, tend to strengthi'ii

that contrast, and show its perfection to greater advantage
Now, the same thing, or nearly so, may be done by daylight,

and we will attempt to explain how and when it may be

made to do so.

In very many gai'dens there are more or less of shrubbery

borders having a front of flowers, and as such borders are

generally at some distance from the house and principal

walks, and their appearance at a distance is an iniportaiil,

matter, in such borders we say, plant abundance of white

flowers—as dahlias, roses, phloxes, rockets, and similar

things. The reason is obvious, the back ground nf slu-uhs. Sec,

being higher, show the white blooms of snrli tiling's to every

advantage, while it is only on closer inspc'linn uliat is, when
the eye takes a more limited view), that deep-coloured

flowers look well at all. Let any one dubious of this matter

just examine a scarlet and a white thorn closely, and then

walk a distance from them and look again ; the wliite one

which looked well even on close inspection, will look equally

so as fai' ofl' as the eye can disc.m i-i.loins nt all; not so its

companion, a very short distance is sutlicicnt to confound

the lilonm and foliage. Now, this is just the same if a pink,

red, or blue flower is planted in front of a mass of foliage of

other things, the eye being unable to sepai-ate these colours

from the gi-een against which they are placed, they are con-

sequently lost to view. Next to white are those pale colours

approaching nearest to it, even yellow and white with a

mixture of other colouring, but it is surprising how much
the latter detracts from the eflect wliite would have alone ;

how gay an orchard of cheiiy-trees in bloom looks at the dis-

tance of a mile, compared to one of apples at the same range

of view, the mixture of pink neutralizing the latter; look

also at an elder-tree, its bloom fonning a strong contrast

with its rich green foliage. The Gueldre rose might form

another example, if such were wanting, but it is hoped we
have said enough to call the attention of your young friends

to the subject; and if they have borders backed by shnibs or

trees, or even where the eye of the spectator passing ovei-
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them rests on a piece of turf ov other dark body, we say plant
wbite and otlirr liu'lil I'Dlmired flowers with nnsparing hand.
We should c.'ilaiiily mil discard all others; what we mean, is

to plant in mhIi a ^iiiiiiiiiunnore than the usual share of such
colours, especially if appeai'ance at a distance he an im-
portant point. The same remark holds good to massing or
bedding-out in flower-gardens where the beds are cut out on
grass, which forming the base or hack-ginnnd, llic ofT'ect is

much the same, though in a less degree lli;iii llir sliiuhbery-

horder above in the llowei-garden. 0th. r i inuiiistances
render a vaiiety of colouis indispriisable, Init it is to he
deplored that in the din'rlimis i^iiK.'rnlly given as to the
planting of such beds, tlic l.uik i,'iouiid or rather ground-
work seems to be entirely overlooked ; certainly a set of
geometric figures cut in grass ought not to be planted the
same as if they were separated by gravel walks; in the
former case white and Icindred colours should be more
liberally dealt out than in the latter, or, to speak more
plainly, the colour approaching nearest to that of the gravel
ought to be most sparingly used.

While on this subject I may remark, there is only one
place where white flowers are out of character—that is, in a
Dutch flower-garden, where the walks inlorspfting the beds
are laid with white shells ; in sufli \t];ir,-< t]\r walks generally
occupy one-third, or even one-hall', nl Ilic •iiliie area; and
the bright glare they present to a suiiiiiicr's sun renders any-
thing more of that colour superfluous. In all such gardens
we would say, plant deep coloiu'ed flowers in greater pro-
fusion

; and if for variety's sake you must have a white bed,
edge it with something dark, as scarlet verbena or blue
lobelia—it will not be so likely to blend with the walks.
\'» hen gravel, sand, brick-dust, or ashes are used for walks,
we would s.ay, use sparingly those colours apiiroaehing
thereto ; if, as we have said above, you msh to introduce one,
let it have a rim of somethinu blooming the reverse, lint
as this is foreign In ihc nlij.vt we have in hand, we shall
say no more than n:.':ini uii|in -; on om- readers to remember,
that if they want In mnkr ;i iluwer l)order (backed by any-
thing except :\ rliiill, cliir nr « liil , H iisjii'd Wall) look well at

any distance's I Im- liri v mm.Is, i|ir\ must jflant abundance
of white and nllirr pnl,' ,'(iI,huv.I lli.wcrs; and where a great
breadth of turf separates llowei'-beds on the lawn, there
likewise to plant the same coloiu's in as great profusion as
attention to other matters will allow them to do.—S. N. \.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Bee-keemng DiFFiour.TiES.— I have commenced bee-

keeping this year, utterly unacquainted with the subject,
and entirely directed by The Cottaoe Gardener. My
difficulties may be of some guide to you in writing future
articles. I bouglit one of Payne's cottage hives, liut for the
timely advice of a friend I should have placed it on a board
so Ihlii that it would have inirpi-d. I think you give no
warning against this. You direct a glass or small hive to
be placed on the parent liive in 31 days after liousing the
swarm. You give no reason why it should not be done
sooner, and whether any harm would ensue if it was done
sooner. AVould placing it on su. y pivwut the parent
hive from being filled? would tl iNiiiiimi init bo sus-
pended, and all the work be transfenid lo lin' upper story ?

Then you do not say how the glass ( if a glass is used) is to

be covered. You cannot take the milk-pau or earthenwai'e
cover and place it on the glass : the glass would break, and
woiUd not be darkened enough. Under other advice than
that contained in your columns, I bought a straw cover in

the shape of a hive, and a circular cover open at both ends to
stand on the parent hive, and for the first-mentioned cover
to rest on. There was then shelter for my glass. And my
pan surmounted all the mass. After a week, I raised my
glass, and put a small 101b hive between it and the parent
hive. The glass, full of comb, I found very top-heaiy too
on the empty straw-hive, though I used adapting boards,
and I could not manage to make the two staiul very straight.
Then my top straw cover and my circular centre jiiece were
not high enough for my two fold erection : I was in despair.
The top cover hung on the glass, and would not reach the
centre-piece. I covered the glass with brown paper, and
pegged a piece of matting round the gap. Again T mounted

my pan on the top. I am in mental fear of a high wind;
my fabric is rather shaky, and far from perpendicular. There
I shall leave ray erection for the present. But, to my great
consternation, I see in a recent number of your paper that
sometimes a Ihird hive must he placed ! I really must sei-ve

an apprenticeship to a skilful architect before I dare venture
upon such a Tower of Babel. Why not empty the glass and
put it on again, instead of piling mountain upon mountain ?

Next, I want to Imow how I can tell when a glass or small
hive is fit to be removed and the honey abstracted ? You
say when the " cells are all sealed up," liut that is Greek to

a novice. How can I tell by looking through three or four
inches square of glass into my small hive when that event
lias happened ? I think you direct no glasses or hives to be
added after July. But provided those already placed on
being not quite filled, how long are they to stand into the
autumn? When is the pnreut hive to be left by itself?

Should more than one swiirui be liken from any stock during
one summer? I sup]i<isi

, al'in- ud.ing a swann, if you do
not wish to take a secniid, a glass or smaU hive should
iiiiiih i/id/i/// be put on the parent hive. T do not think of any
nilhi- dinirnlty at present, but when I do I shall not fail to

ciiusult yuu, as I am sure that the difficulties of the pupil
are useful to the teacher when expressed to him, as they
inform him of points which require explanation, but which,
from being famihar to him, never occurred to him as being
ditiiculties. Some people say it is best not to use glass at

all on straw hives, but only on wooden ones, as glass does
niit stand steady on them. Is it so ? I have not tried

wooden boxes on my parent straw liive. I do not think I
shall venture to touch my Babel till I hear from you, feari'ul

of an upset, and not knowing whether my glass will be fit

to remove when I do look at it. If the bees work away
quietly, I shall let well alone.

—

Sioma.
rin reply to the above, it was not considered Tiecessaiw to

':;iM' Ihe lliii-kni'ss of llir Hnor-board; comnmii nb- rrviilinn

wiiiil.l sim'^vst tlial a lialtim-h board would iml hr -ullirii-nt

tn Mii,|Hirt a wri-lil nf, j.rrliaps. fn.m 4(ltoSii|l,s. If the
moM.alilr lii|. nf i'aym's lm|ini\vd Cnlla-c 1 live is taken ofl'

in li'^s I lain is n||-.'l ,kns, ilaav is ,lan-ri-of the combs in

Ibr liivr ralliriL'-. liy lnuin;4 llirir In, Id In Ihe top of the hive
loosened lilt Ilni\ iiiv lii'iiily TiNnd to the sides, especially

if the wratlhi' 111- Miy Iml; and, a;,'ftin, the bees would not
have estiiMislnil tlnmsihvs snUiiiently in a shorter time in

the hive so as to commence working in the glass. For the
liest kind of cover to a glass, see The CoT'rAGE Gardener,
vol. II., page 42. A box fif wood deep enough to cover
Ihe glass, and to rest upon the adapting lioard on which the
glass is placed, will do as well. When the lolb hive was
put between the stock-hive and the glass, the adapter on
wliicli the glass and its cover rested should have been re-

moved with them, and a fresh adapter put, upon the top of

the stock-hive for the lOflj hive to stand upon, which would
have rendered "brown paper and matting unnecessary."
The glass must not be taken ofl' until the cells are sealed

up ; in some hives, and in some seasons, the increase of

bees is so rapid, that they will be seen clustering at the
mouth of the hive before this is done, although a small
hive has been supplied ; in this case a srroiid small hive

must be given between the two receptacles for honey already
on the stock-hive, or a swarm will be the result. A glass

must not be taken off and another put on ; the bees will not
go up into it ; but a small hivv nnist again be placed next
the stock-hive. Either a glass, a box, or small hive, is fit

to be taken ofl' when the comlis are all sealed up. In The
Cottage Gardener, vol. II., p. lOo, the ceUs next the glass

in the small hive are the last that are sealed up, so when
you see that done, the hive is ready to be taken. The time
of tlie final deprivation must vary with lln- s.asnn - ibis year,

say the last week in August ; butfirsi a inlani if llm stock-

hive contains 20 lbs of honey, if not, lea\n llje ijla^s ou until

the bees have emptied it. When a stock has swarmed once,

all the room you can give them will not prevent a second,

nor, perhaps, a thu-d swai'm. See The Cottage Gaedenek,
vol. H., p. 104.]

Double Flowers.—Beading with some degree of interest

an article of yorvr's of last Thursday, relative to the pro-

duction of " double flowers," and agreeing with you as I do
on the generality of your remarks, I was at the same time

struck with one relative to the culture having little or
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nothing to do \\-itli tho (lowers being single or double. Now,

the opinion I have formed, and which is entirely founded on

tho experience of the lust few years, is, that as regards slocix,

that by giving them rich and nourishing soil, paying attention

to situation and drainage, double Uowcrs will bo produced in

greater profusion, and more certainty ; and tliat by a con-

trai-y treatment the reverse may be expected, i'or instance-,

last year I sowed seed ( saved by myself from single stocks

growing in tho midst of double ones) upon a very rich vine-

border recently nuulo—not high gardening, you will say-
facing the south and well drained, (lie restilt was about six

or eight to ono in favour of (hiilih' stocks. I'art of tho same
seed was sown in a small bed about twenty feet from the

aforesaid vine-bordei', the situation not so open, and the soil

very poor, the result was just the reverse, about six or eight

to ono being siiiijli: Tho same thing occurs at this jiresent

time; a portion of the seed saved bv iii\^.lf wns sown as an

edging to a rose-bed composed of old r, iw iliiir,', -ilver sand,

and AVanstead yellow loam : of 47 si... Ks ili. re were only

six single, and they all together. The other portion of seed

sown on the same border of poor soil as previous year, the re-

sult was about three or four to one single stock.—.T. K. S. [We
do not perceive where you differ from Mr. Fish in his ob-

servations at pages 2:!iS '.). He says, "double flowers mo
cliietly produced by cullivalion, and are perpetuated by the

same means." And, then, after advising that to tree-growing

seedlings rich manure be not given until after the bloom
appears, and then to give increased noiu-isliment. Wu have

no doubt ourselves as to the fact, that a much richer soil

than is required for the growth of a plant in a seed bearing

stat«>, is essential for growing it with double flowers.

—

Ed.
C. G.

Goats.—These animals are very tame, and when reared

from early kidship by any one, become as much attached to

their owner as dogs ; and will follow him and Lay at his feet

in the same manner. Their habits resemble also those of

the chamois : they frefiuenl mountainous and rocky districts,

where they leap fearlessly from rock to rock ; their tiny feet

keeping them firm on the narrowest paths, which they seem
proud to tread. Their food is of the kind allbrded by such

situations : the r.mkest and most aromatic weeds and herbs

being selected ; as also woody herbage, chiefly of an astrin

gent natiu'e, such as the sloe, rose, and blackbeiTy. With-

out this food (which Natiu-e has pointed out to them) they

are soon attacked with dian-hd'a, or become what is teniied

" hoven." Grass, alone, will /rill them in a very short time ;

though a chance attack maybe relieved by a dose of common
salt, ailmiuisteied in water. They delight in heat, which
never produces vertigo in the goat ; and the Avriter has seen

them in tropical countries lying on rocks llic must c\]iosed

to the sun, and so heated they could scarcily li,- tnu -IhiI by

the human liand. They will endiu'e cold, bin nd iC ili. v ciin

avoid it. Their milk is highly nutritious, wlien it will iigrce

>vith the stomach.

—

Bitsy Body.

To Pretext Carm.\tions BtrRsxiNd.—Take a broad bean
from its pod, cut off both ends, and cut the remainder into

two or three slices, according to the size. Push out the

green pail from one .slice, and you have remaining a com-
pressed ring of skin. Slip this over a bud of a carnation,

and let it hang on the lower part of it ; by the next day it

will have collapsed into a tight and scarcely risible bandage.

—A Parson's Wife.

Peeserttsg Friit.—In addition to the verj' excellent

advice given to cottagers for presening fniit, by " A Friend,

"

I would offer this, as more economical for cottagers or any-

body else. Instead of tjing the jars down with paper dipped
in brandy, make some stiff paste with flour, spread it on
writing-paper, and put this over the jars, while quilr liul, and
the preserve will keep for years in a di-y situation. My wife

has followed this plan for yeai-s, and always with success.

She used some la-st week that had been done two years ago.

—A. Aloes.

Strawberries.—I have amazing crops ; and I never do
anything to the plants except cutting off the ranners. The
ground in which they grow is as hard as a road, being
chalky. The sorts I liave principally are the Kean's Seed-
ling, the Pine—an old sort, but the best I know. The

British Queen and Princess Alice Maude do not seem to do

well; but I shall follow your diivrtioiis with tliem imolhcr

year.— \V. .\.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• We request tlmt no one will wiltc to the dcparlinental writers of

Tns CoTTAGR (iABXiENEii. It gives tlicm unjustiflaljlc trouble and

expense. All communieations should lie addressed " Ta the ICdilor of

Tlic CultiU'e aardrnn; 2, Amen Vnnrr, I'ntenwaler Row, Lumlon."

Hun TiiM- (il/. J. i'.).—You and others having applied for more ]iar-

ticulars relative to the apparatus for allowing the egress of bees, liut

preventing their return, rceommcndcd liy Mr. Payne at page 2.ig : we

have obtained the following sketch from its inventor, II Antram, Esq.,

Sla]lton, near Dartmouth.

" This is drawn one-fourth the siie of the original, whirh is four inrlies

wide ; hut this width must be regulated by that of the hive's entrance.

II, arc pieees of talc, a quarter of an inch wide, and three quarters of an

inch long; hinged by being cemented to a strip of narrow ribbon. 4, the

under side of the block ; cut out three inches wide, forming a passage

from back to front, c, the tin bottom.

Ivv (/c^iowr).—To "cover an unsightly wooden fence with ivy as

soon as possible, and at the smallest expense," plant cuttings of the

broad-leaved or Irish ivy on the moat shaded side of the fence in Sep-

tember. Plant the cuttings a foot apart. When well rooted give them

manure and plenty of soft w-iter in dry weather. You can thin out the

plants when they become too thick. Each cutting should have a heel of

ripe wood, and one joint buried beneath the soil after removing the leaves

from that joint, and only two Iciives be left above ground.

Oxford Bee Society (A .Sm/mci-iV/m-)-—This dissolved long since.

Mr. Cotton was its presiding genius ; and when he left it was broken up.

Diseased Rose Leaves (F. C).—The leaves you enclosed are very

severely mildewed. They .are covered with the remains of the parasitic

fungus Pucrhiiii rnsm. But the leaves betray ill-management. If you

mulch over the roots of the trees now, and renew the muleh next March,

giving water copiously in dry weather, you will not find a repetition of

such leaves.

Rhubarb Wine {An Origimil Suf/scrihcr).—In the second receipt, at

page 154, it is intended that the fermentation should proceed in the cask.

Do not add the brandy until the fermentation has ceased. Half an ounce

of isinglass will clarify a large cask.

TaoptEOLOM Pentaphvllum (S. H. «.).—Let the frost eut down
your now luxuriant T. jicniiiphiilliim, and the roots, which have large

tubers, will take eare of themselves ; but, in ease a very hard winter

should hurt them, you had better spread three or four inches deep of

coal-ashes over the roots. The habit of the plant is to spread its tuber-

ous roots laterally, and sometimes downwards, so that in a few years

they depart altogether from their position, or bury their roots too deep,

therefore it will be necessary to take them up like potatoes every third

season ; and tliis may be done in October or November, the tubers kept

dry till next March, then to be replanted in fresh soil.

Single Pinks and Carnations (Stanley).—It is oidy by high culti-

vation that these can perchance be rendered double. Mr. Fish's obser-

vations upon the subject generally apply equally to your flowers in

particular.

Pear-tree Bark Spi.it (7Sirf).—There is no better application for

excluding the air and wet than Mr. Forsyth's plaster, the recipe for

which is given at page 233 of the present volume. We always use clay

instead of the wood-ashes, as this renders the pLlster more adhesive.

Guano and Seeds (.1 CUTf^ymim).—Our correspondent asks us

urgently to recommend him some party from whom he can obtain genuine

flower-seeds, because, he says, " when sowing flower-beds of particular

colours, I am frequently annoyed by finding my seed not true, and, per-

haps, not more than a third of the proper colour." Now, we cannot

specify any particular seedsman, but we will go so far as to say, that if

you will send your order to any of those who have advertized in our

columns, you shall have a.s good seed as can he procured. We have never

been disappointed in the w.ay you have suffered, except in cases where

cross-impregnation is very dilpcult to be avoided. We buy our guano of

the London Manure Company, 40, Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

Antirrhinums IJ. W. 7liiime).—\Ve have received your box of seed-

ling flowers. Those numbered 13, 8, and 7, are the best; but all are

deficient in brilliancy of colour. Your parent plants cannot be good.

We will give the characteristics you wish for.

Steaming Apparatus (liewze*).—Thompson's Registered Port.ible

Steaming Apparatus, which received the Royal Agricultural Society's
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prize, is that we should select. It is made by Messrs. Barrett, Exall,

and Co., Heftding, priced ^ l(j. }Jut to steam potatoes, &c.. for a few

pigs, we should have a large kind of cullender made to tit upon our

brewing copper, in the way that steamers are made for fitting upon a pot

for steaming potatoes in the kitchen.

Strawbkrry P!-ANTING (G.)-—You State, upon the authority of Mr.

Keen, that "(/H/Hmre planted runners never produce so good a crop as

those moved from a nursery bed in March ;" and this is very probable ;

but certainly summer planted runners, that is, those well established in

pots, or well rooted in compost near the parent, and planted out at the

end of July or early in August, beat the spring-planted. We have tried

both modes, and the summer planted were the strongest, and l>ore well

the next year. Thanks for your comments ; and we agree that there is

soraethin'j; valid in a portion of your objection, but there is no hypocrisy

in the writer.

Peach-leaf Blistering (Ibid).—You say you know of two instances

where excess of dampness could not possibly be the cause of this dis-

ease; but we are as sure as if we had seen them that the leaves were on

luxuriant trees ; and whether the excess of sap in the leaves arises from

damp soil, or from excessive root action, matters little. The mass of

gum above the point of junction between a vigorous Elton Ciierry and its

Mahaleb stock arises from the vessels of the latter not being large enough

to carry down the sap as rapidly as it is elaborated by the leaves. The
growth of the stock does not keep pace with that of the scion.

Late Strawberries {M. D. 1'.}.— If, in addition to your Keen^s

Seedlings, you grow the British Queen, Elton, and White Alpine, you
may have a succession of strawberries from your open borders from June

to November.
Heating {€.).—We are sorry that you have been to the expense of a

Polniaise structure, and are now obliged to abandon it ; and it is poor

comfort to know that you only share the fate common to most who have

tried it. The surface of hot water pipe you propose to use is not suffi-

ciently large for your greenhouse, and we should recommend it to be six-

inch pipe instead of four-inch. For your pit, the tbree-inch pipe will be

sufficient. Zinc piping would be cheaper at first, but infinitely dearer

in the end, than cast iron, for it is perpetually out of order. The size of

the boiler is of no consequence ; the only material consideration being

what amount of surface is exp.osed to the fire. A boiler, with a bottom

exposing three square feet to the fire, will be sufficient for your purpose.

The difference between the level of the flow and return pipe need not be

more than twelve inches. Do not place the return pipe lower than the

level of the bottom of your boiler.

Bedding Plants (J. It. R.).—The very lists you request, " for lay-

ing out a garden, in enclosed plan, upon Mr. Beaton's principles," have

lately been copiously supplied by that gentleman himself. It could not

serve your purpose to reprint these lists, as Mr. Beaton has refused to

plant gardens on paper. For ourselves we may remark, however, that

such things as sinias, amai-tnitfis, and a standard rose, are entirely

unsuited to small circles in a regular set of beds like yours ; that is, they

are too high. To plant the four corner large figures in the same propor-

tion, you would require plants 12 feet high. Read what Mr. Beaton wrote

about the terrace tiower-garden at Kew ; that is the right style for your
garden.

Room Plants (Sigtna).—You will find a detailed answer to-day.

Salvia Patens a.nd Fulgens (Litherland).— These, in the ma-
jority of cases, will not stand the winter without protection. We have

cut them down and covered the bed with ashes and tan, and they have
come strong. Those left in the beds will flower almost as soon as those

taken up. The 6'. patens, having fine large tubers, may be kept in sand,

like dahlias, until they begin to spring ; it is best to take up some, and
make sure. The S. patens is also freely propagated from seed, gathered

when ripe, and sown in a little heat in spring ; the seedlings pricked out

into pots, and transplanted in Rlay. Such make nice strong bushy
plants.

MiMULUS {Ibid).—The most of these are hardy enough in damp situa-

tions, and sheltered, but the finer and rare kinds are generally kept in

cold pits during winter. They propagate freely from seeds and cuttings ;

the latter mode is the only one to secure the variety true.

Eccremocarpus Scaber {Ibid).—Instead of sowing nou*, we should
decidedly recommend you, as you propose, to take up and pot the old

plants when done flowering, which may be housed, under a stage in a

greenhouse, or in a cold pit, and will break strong and flower abundantly
next season. If, however, your situation is anything dry, the fleshy roots

will remain in the soil well enough all the winter, with the covering of a

little moss and ashes to keep off cold and wet, and exclude slugs, which
are fond of feeding on them in mild weather.

Pecs for Verbenas {Ibid).—No doubt you may get plenty of these

from the ferns and they will answer well, but we never /jeg- any. We
prefer sticking the ground with brushwood, to keep the plants from the

ground.

Aloes {W, H.).—These are succulent evergreen greenhouse plants

of rather easy culture, provided the pots are well drained, and filled

with sandy loam, peat, and a little brick rubbish ; and during sum-
mer top-dressed with old cow dung, or watered with a solution of a
cool kind of manure-water. Like other succulents, scarcely any water
will be required in winter ; .ind the temperature will answer w cU if at a

medium of 40°. They will take no harm when dormant, if frost be ex-

cluded. Cuttings strike freely in loose soil.

YoccA (;W).—With the exception of rcqviiring a richer light soil.

and more water both in winter and summer, the greenhouse species

require similar treatment to the aloe. The hardy species—and all the

more lovely on that account—should have the place where they arc planted

well drained, and a rich light compost secured, such as one part of peat,

two of loam, one of old reduced cowdung, half a part of rough lime

rubbish, and half a part of silver sand. Thev are propagated by suckers.

Turner's Budding Instrument (E. //. T.J.—We are not aware of

any agent in London for its sale. If you write to " Mr. John Turner,

Neepsend, Sheffield," telling him how many you require, he will send
them free by post.

Fuchsia Cuttings (T. M. TT.).—The stems of those decay whilst

the leaves remain green. The soil, probably, has not enough sand mixed
with it, and is kept too moist.

Transferring Bees {Ibid).—The box into which " A Country
Curate " transferred the bees, as described at pages 2^9-80, was empty.
You will observe he kept them constantly supplied with food. Mr. Payne
promises to write upon transferring in his next calendar.

Elder Wine (Ibid).—To every gallon of elder-berries, after they are

picked from the stalks, add two gallons of water, and let them stand for

two days. Then boil them, and when soft break the fruit, and run the

liquor through a hair sieve. To every gallon of this juice add 3,^ lbs. of

sugar, with a bag of spice in the proportion of 1 o/.. ginger, i oz. cloves,

and ioz. allspice, with a very little cinnamon, to every four gallons of

berries. Let this boil altogether for about twenty minutes, and before

it is quite cold toast a piece of bread, cover it with yeast, and put it into

the wine to set it working, which it must be allowed to do for two or three

days; then skim it clean, and put it into tlie cask. The wine may be
bottled, and drank at Christmas, or it will keep for years. Coarse Lisbon
sugar may be used with safety; but there is so little difference now in

the price that we recommend the loaf in preference.

Drift Sand (G.).—The drift sand washed down from the limestone

tiills would improve the staple of the clay lands in your neighbourhood.
The quantity scarcely could be too large. It should be well incorporated

by ridging and trenching.

Vinegar Plant {Ree. P. B.).—'Wc never made vinegar from treacle

by the aid of the plant, but consider, that if left a little longer than
required when sugar is used the effect would be the same. Leave the

vinegar for a few days after the plant is taken out, and it will be found to

have become quite clear ; at least it does so when loaf sugar is used.

IIlMALAYAH PUMPKINS DROPPING {IT'. 7?.).—ThcsC, OS WcU as

cucumbers and melons, will fall off when about the size of pigeons' eggs,

if the water given is abundant, and the temperature low. In cool weather

give less water. Your Dahlia-leaves have probably been devoured by
slugs.

Shoots of Newly-budded Roses (0.ronie7}sis).—The roses you
budded last year have made shoots five or six feet long. Do not cut

them back now, but wait until February ; then cut them back so as to

leave only four or five buds. See page 148 of vol. iii.

To Render Leather Waterproof {HI. !».).—We should try Indian
rubber dissolved in naptha; but as for this we have no experience either of

ourselves or others, we give you two recipes which come from almost the

opposite poles of the earth. North American Recipe—Boil together for half

r one quart of linseed oil, two ounces of rosin, and half an ounce of

ed white vitriol ; remove the mixture from the fire, and add four

of spirit of turpentine, and two ounces of very fine and very dry
wdust. Mix well, and apply when cold with a brush. South

American Recipe—Dry the leather, apply a coat of tallow, dry this in by
the fire, and then, by means of a brush, apply a mixture of one pint

balsam of copaiba and a quart of naptha.

Killing Trees WITH Sai.t (Philocarpus).—Boring a hole into the

root or trunk of a tree, and filling it with salt, will not kill it. The only
mode of killing a tree with salt, is by applying large quantities to the

soil about the roots, so that they imbibe it in excess with the moisture of

the earth. It must be in very great excess, or it will only partially kill

it. An excess of any soluble salt will destroy either an animal or a plant.

Chamomile Culture (W. H, IT.).—Plant offsets, or divisions of

seed, in February or March. If from seed, when the

inches high, thin them to sis inches apart, and they

ain thus until the following spring, then to be planted out in

rows at eighteen inches apart from plant to plant. They require no I

other attention than giving water at the time of planting, and frequently

hoeing afterwards. Offsets are planted at the same distances, and pro- '

duce flowers the same year. These are to be gathertid just as they open; '

and they arc best dried quickly and thuroiighlj/ before storing. A light

dry soil produces flowers most potent in bitter principle. I

Clematis and Passion-flower (H. H.).—You may cut these back '

in the autumn ; October is as good a month as any for the operation. I

Names of Plants (H. G. iJ.}.—Vour plant is 'Canna Iiidica, or Com-
I

mon Indian Shot. (F. S. i?.).—Your's is Fra-rariu Indica. or Yellow
j

Indian Strawberry. It is not poisonous, and is closely related to the

Potentilla. {T. Mercer).—You have named all the specimens correctly
j

except tMO. 1. Is Tagetcs hicida, and 2 ; is Snpunaria varcaria. '

jONDON : Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.—August 22nd, 1850,
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 4, 1850.

|S9Th ijSt. John Baptist beheaded. Martins collect on' T.72°—Gs9.

30 P Red Brjonv Hcrriea ripe.
raoh.' t. 76^-60".

3i S liPeaches ripe. fButtertiv seen. T. 75°—5«^
I Sun M StN. AFT. TttiN. Giles. Clouded Vellow T. 6a'^—.'i8\

3 U r.ondon burnt, I()66, O. S. Burberries ripe. T. 77''—52".

• 3 To jiTraveller's Jov flowers. ; T. 80"—,S8^

i
< W iHorticultund Society's Meeting. T. -fi^-5a^

Who ever knew a bad man fond of gardening? As far as our expe-
rience eocs, we think the universal reply must be—No one. It is quite
true that paid officers of societies connected with gardening, and the

cultivators of any one tribe of florists* flowers, may be excepted ; fi>r we
have known in both these classes of amateurs characters wicked like him
who Milton describes as, while "each passion dimm'd his fact','* moving
among the flowers of Paradiie. Some of such men's love of gardening
may i!Xtcnd no further than is necessary to retain their salary ; or, as in

the case of one tulip fancier we knew, may proceed only so far as a love

of tine colouring and to knowing, according to his own phi
neighbour has no such flowers as these." .Such men are not an
true lovers of gardening ;

" for these are surh—and only such
to ail other modes of existence. " domestic life in rural pleasure pass'<i."

One such was John Lockb. What I Locke the metaphysical philo
ipher, the analyst of the human understanding, the

N.F\_

Kino.

Uain.
llain.

Rail).

Uuin.

Uain.

Sun
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The uext subject connected with the employmcut of

hard water, are its prejudicial eflfects in cookery. Upon

this point M. Soyer made the following statements to

the Sanitary Commissioners in answer to their queries:

—

" What was the efl'ect of the hardness in cooking ?—That

we were in many processes obUged to use potass or soda for

the water, to soften it.

What were the processes ?—First, in boihng cabbage,

greens, spinach, asparagus, hard water gives them a yellow

tinge, especially in French beans : hard water shrivels

greens and peas, and will be more pai-ticularly noticed in

French beans ; the process of boiling is also longer.

That requires more fuel ?—Certainly.

What would be the difi'erence in time ?—With diy vege-

tables certainly one-fourth more.

How is it witli potatoes ?—I do not think it acts so much
upon potatoes, but still it has an influence upon all sorts of

vegetables. I do not see the same efl'ects however upon

roots generally as upon leaves generally ; the effects are very

powerful.

What do you find to be the effect of hard water upon the

animal foods?—Upon salt beef the hard water is not so

good, it does not open the pores of the meat so freely as soft

water. On fresh meat it lUcewise has a prejudicial effect,

but not equal to that on vegetables. It has the effect of

making very wliite meat whiter than the soft water ; upon

aU delicate things it has however a more marked effect—for

example, in making beef tea, chicken or veal broth, or upon
lamb ; and the more delicate a substance is the greater is

the influence of a hard water upon it. A hard water as it

were compresses the pores, whilst a soft water dilates them
and the succulent matter which they contain. It makes
them more nutritious. The e^W of hard water is more visible

in small quantities, such as broth or beef-tea.

Then it will be the more prejudicial or expensive in

domestic cookery, which must be in small quantities ?

—

Exactly so ; in the lai'ger operations, where there is much
boiling, the boiling itself, and for a long time, reduces the

hardness. In tlie small quantities requisite for invalids and

dehoate persons the disadvantages are the most experienced.

When I used Thames water at Gwydyr House, I have had
quantities boiled in order to soften it, and have then let it

get cool and kept it ready for use for the smaller operations.

What is the effect of hard water upon bread?—I have not

had practical experience in bread-making ; but there is not

tlie least doubt that soft water is of the greatest importance

in making the best bread. This is exemplified in Paris,

where the water is hard, and where that bread which is

made in imitation of Gouness bread, though made with the

same flour and by the same bakers, never equals that made
at the place itself, where the water is soft. I am informed

that part of the water at Glasgow is very soft, and that the

Scotch bakers from thence, when they first come to London,
cannot understand wliy the bread does not rise so well as in

Glasgow, even though they malce use of the same yeast and
flour. It is well known that the addition of a small quan-

tity of bi-carbonate of magnesia in the water renders bread

hghter and whiter."

The chemistry of all this is very apparent. The rea-

son tliat hard water changes the green colour of vege-

tables from gi'een to yellowish brown is, that vegetable

greens are always altered to the latter colour when

boiled in a solution of the salts of the alkaline earths,

such as lime, which is the common cause of a water's

hardness. Soda and potash, on the contrary, have the

])roperty of increasing the intensity of vegetable greens,

taking from the leaves boiled all the acid matter tending

to turn them brown, and changing all tlieir blue tints

to a decided green. The calcareous or limy salts act

upon the flesh-meat boiled in water containing them,

by combining with its albumen and extractive matter,

so as to re -udr a portion of these insoluble ; and if

much lime is added these components are rendered

entirely insoluble. The importance of this is at once

seen, when we know that on the albumen and extrac-

tive matters nearly all tlie nutriment and flavour of the

meat depend.

There is much more philosophy in the boiling of meat

than most persons, for want of thought, may recognise.

In a black iron saucepan water boils much sooner than

in a polished tin saucepan, of similar size and thickness

of metal, simply because black surfaces absorb heat

more rapidly than polished surfaces. Water in a tin or

other metal saucepan will boil at 212°, under the ordi-

nary pressure of the air, but under the same pressure in

an earthen or glass vessel it requires for boiling 21-i°,

beeatise at the lower temperature earthenware does not

conduct the heat fast enough to keep up the ebullition

or boiling. Hard water requires a higher temperature

to boil it than soft water, and the more of any salt that

is added the higher the temperature reciuii-ed to boil the

water. Soups and other thick liquids require a higher

temperatui'e than water for boiling for the same reason;

namely, that whatever hinders the rapid rise of the bub-

bles from the part of the vessel admitting the heat,

requires them to be so much more heated before they

acquire the requisite elasticity enabling them to rise to

the surface, which rapid rise and conversion into steam

constitutes boiling.

Common sense usually succeeds in whatever it under-

takes ; and this was never better exemplified than in a

letter on cow-keeping we publish to-day from the pen of

the widely, and as well as widely, known Miss Mar-

tineau. This letter, we happen to know, was written at

the request of the Poor Law Commissioners, and how it

has reached the newspapers, from one of which we copy

it, is one of the mysteries of journalism. We also hap-

pen to know that !Miss IVIartineau continues so well

satisfied with her success, that she either has taken or

intends to take on lease another half acre, for the pur-

pose of growing the potatoes required for her household

and all the keep for her cows and pigs. The average

produce of milk stated in her letter may seem small, but

we must remember that it includes the three months

during which each cow was allowed to be dry befoi-e

calving. This is an unnecessarily long time ; and we

shall take an early opportunity of stating in detail an-

other instance of successful cow-management with still

greater produce.

THE IIWIT-GARDEN.
Fresh Soils, Composts, &c.—There are two reasons

why no better period during the whole year can be

chosen for collecting and preparing soils for the ensuing

winter operations in the fruit-garden, than the early part

of September, )n-ovided the weather is dry. In tlie first

place, soils should never be handled when in a close or

stagnant state : and in the second, there can be no doubt

that loams and other adhesive soils are then much fuller

of tlie gaseous matter of the atmosphere than at any

other period. Soils handled in a damp state become

what countiy folks term " livered," or, as some have it,
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" soured,"—their particles liecouie forced closer together,

whereby the qualifying and wholesome air contained in

their interstices is forced out, and the air cavities, of

course, compressed. This occurs through the tread of

the foot of either man or hoi-so, and is also continually

taking place through the action of the spade or other

implement employed in digging and collecting it.

Soils thus circumstanced are with difficulty pulvori/.ed

again ; indeed, if buried forthwith below the ground
level, they will long retain these awkward properties

;

and if preserved in the compost yard, many months
pass away, and some handling is requisite, in order to

get them in a wholesome condition again. They are

fuller of the invigorating and mellowing agencies of the

atmosphere iu the end of summer ; for it is well known
how pent-up and stagnant moisture becomes evaporated

by the heat of summer, the place of which must of

necessity be filled with air.

Strong soils, moreover, contract much by drying, and
this, as is well known, causes them to rift in ail

directions ; which mechanical action is of the utmost
benefit to the soil, as ultimately promoting easy pul-

verising. We need scarcely add, that the latter process

is absolutely essential to fertility.

Now, a winter's fallow, or exposure to the alternations

of frost and thaw, will produce the same mechanical

eUects ; but then the soil becomes filled again with

moisture. Tluis it will be readily seen why the end of

summer is decidedly the most eligible tima to collect

soils. Another point recommends this course ; the

turfy material at tliis period contains a greater amount
of orgiinic matter than at any other period. Gross
herbage will be fouud to prevail, and a vast accumulation

of organic remains of the previous spring's growth

;

and we need scarcely say, that all good cultivators esteem

their soils in proportion to the amount of organic matter

they contain.

We would have all young gardeners pay the utmost
attention to these points. Much, very nmch is to be

learned from the study of this apparently simple ati'air.

Of course the remarks here made apply principally to

what are teioaed loams,—that indefinite class of soils

fully understood by the practical man, the squeeze of

whose thumb and finger will determine with tolerable

accuracy the chai'acter of such soils.

We have given in a back number of The Cott.^ge

Gardener, a definition of what constitutes the gardener's

loam ; but we fear it will be almost as difficult to convey
a truly satisfactory idea to the mind of a person ill

informed in gaadeuing matters, as it would to a young
amatem- grazier as to what constitutes " handling, feel

and touch " to the old veteran grazier.

The aspii'ants for horticultural fame, however, of the

rising generation, may fairly exult in their position in

this respect, as compared with some other classes of

society ; for by means of such periodicals as The
CoTT.vGE Gardener, they have these abstruse techni-

calities, conventionalities, &c., &c., made realities, and
brought fairly home to them.
Now, it must not he supposed that in speaking of

composts, soils, &c., that we would wish our readers to

infer that we are continually harping about loam. It

must be confessed that loam—good loam—is the very
elixir of tlie compost yard ; still, as we are not advisiug
the year round about strawberry potting, melon culture,

and the like, we must cast our eyes over the wants of

the cottager and the amateur, and see what advice can
be given them in the improvement of the staple in their

I'espective plots, more especially as concerns fruit-tree

culture.

Various, then, are the materials that may be collected

for such pm-poses, varying, too, with districts. Besides,

the question is not always what ought to be had, but
what can be had ; and it so happens that many self-

taught amateurs, possessed of much horticultural
acumen, will turn materials to account wliich the gar-
dener of my Lord Duke would utterly despise. Ama-
teurs, cottagers, &c., as well as folks already possessed
of good gardens, frecjuently have to enclose and reclaim
plots of ground where nothing of a loamy character
exists. Sometimes the new plot is gravelly, sometimes
very sandy, and ofttimos of a peaty, boggy, or moor
soil character. It not unfrcquently happens, also, that
the plot is in a town or in tlie suburbs, where, it may
be, brick rubbish and the most ordinary soil lie side

by side in ])cll-niell confusion.

In anticipating improvements in such soils or sites,

tlie first thing, of course, is valorously to determine on
thorough drainage, if necessary. This wo will take for

granted. Next, to consider tlio general character of the
plot, and if great iuequalities exist in jioint of texture,

to determine on making the clay help the sand and
gravel, or vice-versa, as the case may he. These things
concluded and plans of culture laid down, it will be
readily ascertained how much and what character of
improvable material is requisite to carry out the plan.

Such, then, forms a legitimate course of procedure for

the end of summer, provided the chance offers; and an
active and thinking person will set about getting toge-

ther materials according to the demand.
We need hardly remind townsfolk or suburbans of

the facility that exists in general for getting together
such imperishable materials as brick-rubbish, old plaster,

charred material, &c., &c., by which to open the stajilo

of soils, lutherto too retentive of moisture. On tlie

other hand, the refuse of the carpenter's bench or work-
shop may be sought, for such things as shavings, saw-
dust, &c., all of which ai-e available as vegetable or

organic matter, to add to the embryo dung-heap.
The turty material from ordinary commons or wastes

is not to be despised because it is easily procurable. It

is astonishing what an amount of nutritive qualities is

contained in the surface skimmings of such places,

albeit the staple of the soil beneath is below considera-

tion. Here will be found an accumulation of vegetable

matter, the work, it may be, of ages ; and here by con-

sequence, a vast amount of that pabulum, or those

nutritive qualities w^hich all organic matter in its pro-

gressive decay furnishes in a steady way to the genera-

tion of vegetables or trees by which it is superseded.

We have now been speaking of organic matter
chiefly; for. indeed, many sterile plots need ranch in

this way. We have many a time seen fresh garden
enclosures, or reclaimed waste lands, in wliich a
thorough drainage and a liberal addition of sucli mat-
ters, would at once set the plot a going.

Speaking of the obtaining of materials for improve-
ments, we may here advert to the one of charred matter,

and in so doing must beg to recommend those who wish
to avad themselves of such a useful and profitable

article, to du'ect their attention at once to its accumula-

tion. No better time can be taken for the purpose.

Nature, ever bountiful in her vegetable productions,

has, by the month of Septembei-, covered every common
and wild, every lane and roadside, and even the most
barren moor with coarse herbage, adapted to work up
in this way. Moreover, the garden itself, with its ap-

purtenances of hedge clippings and other coarse mate-

rial, yields at this period an unusual amount of stufl",

capable of being made into a most useful component of

a renewing compost.
Let us, then, advise strongly that this principle be

attended to, and at this season ; and that all weeds and
rubbish be collected to one common spot, both to pro-

mote order and decency and to augment the compost

heap, against the days of alterations and improvement.

We must again revert to the subject of loamy mate-

rials. Loams ai-e used in general to give stability and
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' cojisistence to shingly and incoherent soils. Now, since

I
what the gardener terms lonm, or " sound loam," cou-

1 tains a considerable per ceutage of clayey matter, it is

evident that clay itself, or, what is better when procur-

,
able, marl, may be advantageously employed.

!
In the improvement of the staple, then, of loose or

sandy soils, there is no doubt that even clay will be

beneficial, provided it is laid on the land betimes in the

autumn, and not blended with the soil until it has

fallen to pieces, which will be the case by the mouth of

March, if it is turned and worked occasionally. In

making stations for fruit-trees on such soils, we should

unliesitatingly throw masses of clay in a raw state on

the proposed platform, taking care 1,o introduce weedy
or vegetable matter liberally amongst it; for the two
will act well together for years as a preventive against

extreme drnughts, which so frequently cause fruits of

various kinds to crack, as also the trees to be devoured

with the red spider and other insects. Let it be remem-
bered, nevertheless, that we are speaking of dry and
light soils only ; to pin-sue sucli a course on cool soils,

would be a most unwise procedure.

Marl, however, whether of the clay or slate kinds, is,

of course, far su]ierior to clay : hut not every one is for-

tunate enough to be situated in a mai'ly neighbourhood.
This may be blended liberally with all light or sandy
materials for fruit-tree stations, taking care that it is

divided first, and adding vegetable matter freely.

Before concluding these remarks, we may lie per-

mitted to turn our attention to the amateur's melons,

pines, strawberries, and other fruits, for forcing pur-

poses. A good loam is almost indispensable for high
culture in these things. Every one should endeavour
annually to procure a little fresh, for sometimes it

becomes expedient to use it fresh, or to mix them, as

the case may be. We have before repeatedly described

the consistence of such materials ; we may now add,

that the more coarse lierbage it possesses the better.

What are termed furrowing clods are excellent ; and a
stipulation may sometimes be entered into with the

farmer, who would exchange such for manure ; or they
may sometimes be had for the labour necessary to pro-

cure them. R. Ehrtngton.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEI^.
Moving Large Evebgreens.—One could hardly meet

with a gardener of extensive practice, " in a day's march,"
wlio eould not afKrm, that evergreen trees anil bushes

—

yea, that all lands of trees and shrubs, whether ever-

green or otherwise

—

mhjht be planted any month in the
year, or " all the year round," jirovided that gentlemen
choose to incur the expanses of the operation ; and those
who know little or nothing on the subject are lirm in
their belief, that the whole seci-et lies in these " ex-

penses," on the principle, as I suppose, that " money
makes the mare to go."

Much of our earliest knowledge of planting was first

borrowed from nurserymen, whose more immediate
business it was to remove young stock, and, as a matter
of coiu'so, wei-e supposed to have learaed by ex])erience

the fittest seasons for transplanting the dift'ereut families
which they reared. Whether it was that nurserymen
were more wise in their generation tlian gardeners, or
whether it suited their purpose better, it would be now
difficult to prove ; but sure it was that they, the said
nurserymen, advised, or rather convinced, a race of gar-
deners, that late in the spring was the safest period to

remove their evergreens. " Here we are," said they,
" we never arrange our quarters of evergreens till the
sale for the plants is over

;

" and, as " early closing " was
not then thought of, he who kept his nursery longest
open in the spring had so much the more chance of a

longer sale ; and thus the planting of evergreens in

April in the course of time became a positive creed with
those concerned, 'i'he consequences of this belief gave
rise to another creed, which affirmed, that evergi'eens

were difficult to transplant at the best of times. A dry
May setting in on the heels of a late removal of these
plants was sure to kill many of them before they got
hold of the new ground ; hut this was overlooked when
a dripping May succeeded the operation and all went on
well. The scorching of the leaves, or the death of the
branches, or—which as often happened—the death of

the whole plant, was put down as the necessary conse-

quence of the difficulty of removing this tribe of plants.

All this, however, and more also, is now only a matter
of history; evergreens, of all ages and sizes, are found
to be as easily removed as deciduous ones, under the

same circumstances ; and it is far more difficult to

remove or transplant a popular creed or prejudice than
any trees whatever.

Of late years planters of evergreens have been divided

into two classes ; spring planters, from February to

May ; and late autumn planters, who would remove all

kinds of evergreens in November. But the most suc-

cessful planter of evergreens in England—indeed, the

best planter of them in the world—Mr. Barron, gar-

dener to Lord Harrington, at Elvaston Castle, in Derby-
shire, has proved beyond a doubt, that midsummer, or

between that and the end of July, is the true season in

our climate for the removal of very large specimens.

He would make no more " ado " about removing a yew
at that season that had been planted in the time of

Henry VIII., than some planters would if they had to

transplant ten yards of box edging round a bed of roses

next Michaelmas. Tt is asserted by Mr. Barron's friends

ifor he does not write much himself), that his criterion

tor the proper time to remove a large evergreen is, when
it ceases to make its annual growth. This may happen a
few weeks earlier or later in different seasons, according

to the lateness or earliness of our springs ; therefore, to

say that midsummer, or any given period, is preferable

to a few weeks before or after it, would not be quite

right. I have seen enough of plants and planting to

convince me that Mr. Barron's time and criterion for

this kind of ])lanting are the true ones ; and I shall go
one step more—having a proof of the assertion in my
pocket—and say, that when a large evergreen is so near
the place where it is to be ti'ansplanted to, as that the

work may be completed in a couple of hours from the

time the roots are uncovered, the hotter the day and the

more cloudless the sky, the more surely will the plant

succeed, provided there is no screen put between it and
the sun in the new situation, as has been recommended
by some. But if the plant has to be removed from a
distance, so that its roots and its leaves are acted on by
the sun and air longer than the balance between them
will hold out, the work would he more safe in cloudy or

rainy weather. In either case, and in all planting of

large evergreens in summer, the planting is more sure

if done in water, that is, to allow an open space

for the roots to be laid out at full length ; and to

wash in the soil amongst them with water, by first

throwing the soil on the ball of earth which accom-
panied the roots, and then pouring water over it to wash
it down among the roots. In vei-y hot weather roots

will suck up their full from this watering in a few hours,

and fresh roots are made in a few days, from whi(di,

and the fresh soil, a plant fi'om a poor soil maybe better

fed, and do better afterwards, than if it had not been
removed at all. If we now suppose some nnlbreseen

accident to have caused the roots to reject the water,

and not to extend themselves by new growth for one
week, why in that case death would ensue immediately.
Some six and thirty years since, the late Sir William

Middleton brought a packet of seeds of the tree bos
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from Box. Hill, iu Surrey, from which a great number of

phuits have been roared by Mr. l.ovett, his ;^ardeuor

—

now ouo of the most coutouled raco of our old gar-

deners, living in " a cottage near a wood" iu the middle

of the park, and allliough iu his eightieth year he enjoys

a walk round the gardeus as uiucli as any of ns, to see
•• all these new fancies," as he terms the present style of

gardening. Some of those box trees which Mr. Lovett

planted thirty yeai-s since on a long dry bank under

lai-ge trees, now form ». thick screen for a "wiuter gar-

den,' from which, when we want a " box," we can draw
full-grown plants without being missed. Among oilier

' new fancies," we resolved last ilay to make a hedge

of full-grown box-trees for one side of a new teriace,

which was in progress under the directions of Mr. Harry,

the celebrated arcliitect. At lirst, it w-:is proiiosed to

plant this box hedge next September, as recommended
by Mr. Gleudeuning in the Jmi null of the llnrticultural

Soc'uly, who removed a hedge of large hollies for the

Society last September with perfect success ; but, on a

second consideration, I wished to prove how far Mr.

Barron's views of planting could be relied on upon a

very dilferent soil from that on which he has practised

with such marked success ; and as the plants were at

hand, and no stint of them either, if we did fail the loss

would not be felt. All this being duly considered, my
worthy employers, seeing 1 had rather an itching for

the job, gave their consent to have the hedge planted at

once. The box was tlieu in the middle of its gi-owth,

and I wished to wait untU the growth was completed,

which would be about the third week in June; hut,

owing to the arrangements of the masons and hriek-

layei-s, I must either get in the hedge at once or put it

oti' till the middle of August. This was considered a

point rather in favour of the planters, as if the box trees

should die under the operation, they would have a loop-

hole for escape, and could say " it was all owing" to

then' being removed at tlie critical time of tlieir annual
growth. A tieuch, twelve feet wide and four feet deep,

was opened, the old soil removed, and a fi-esh supply
carted in, and the trench was lilled up to withui 18
inches of the top ; the whole was gently stamped
down, as the soil was put in so that it could settle but
very little afterwards, and when the bed was ready for

the plants, that is, within eighteen inches of the top, it

was stamped down quite close. There were two reasons
for this last pressing of the soil : the first reason, that it

should not settle as I have just said; and the second,
that the water should not pass thi'ough it readily when
the plants were watered. '^Ihis would have been a very
injudicious proceeding on some soils, although in om"
case it was necessary. The soil here is so light, that a
Ixesh bed of it, like the one for this box-hedge, would
let the water pass right through it to the bottom, with-
out doing any good for the plants, unless it was thus
compressed ; whereas some retentive soils, if this pro-
cess were applied to tliera, would not drain at all, which
would be as injurious the other way. Now, here is one
of those sources of disappointment and vexation inse-

parable from the system of learning how to do pai-ti-

cnlar things from books. We read of so and so having
heen performed with great success, and we think that
by following the wi-iter step by step we must also suc-

ceed in similar attempts. Here, then, is where the
" practical " man has the advantage over the hook man

;

the book may put us on the right scent, hut unless we
have as much practical knowledge as will show us how
far we may be justified iu carrying out a set of rules
imder different circumstances, we may make a mess of
it after all our reading. Hence the reason why I would
not recommend others, under different circumstances, to
follow me implicitly in the planting of lai-ge evergreens,
even at any season.

To make this experiment more complete, I made it a

point that none of the men engaged in the gardens should
have a finger in it. I took half a dozen strong men
who worked on the farm, with spades, pickaxes, and three
tined strong forks, and set tlicm to work on Monday
the third of .luucaud in ten days the hedge was jilauted,

wliieli then looked as if it had been growing there these
twenty years. 'I'lio first five weeks passed with only one
slight shower, and the sun poiu'cd his unbroken rays on
the hedge all the time ; in short, every thing tended to
test the experiment of planting large bushes or trees at

midsummer, on light soils; and no experiment could he
more complete—not a single leaf drooped, and even the
yoiuig gi-owth went on witliout let or hindrance, just as
if the plants bad not heen interfered with at all. If

the same men had continued to plant lai'ge trees or
bushes from that day to this, I can see no reason why
a single loaf on all the plants removed should take any
hurt ; and if that bo so, it is surely a safe time now to

remove evergreens,—not only so, but every wcel; that

j)asses, from this day, will add to tho disadvau luges
under which removed trees must more or less be liable.

The Horticultural Society of London had set a very
good example, by the removal of the holly hedge iu theii'

gai'den early in the autiunn of last year; not but that

gardeners were well aware of tho fact, that such things
couUl be done, but in a public place like theu' garden,
and under the auspices of a public body, tho thiug was
more likely to take the attention of the gardening world
The true time, however, to begin to transplant large

evergreens, as 1 said before, is as early iu .luly as their

gi'owth is finished for that season ; and the credit of the
discovery is inidoubtcdly due to Mr. Barron, atElvaston
Castle; and all that I, or, indeed, any other gai'dener has
done in this line, is no more than picking up the crumbs
from luidcr his table.

There was nothing particular in the modus operandi
of oiu' proceedings in this instance ; nevertheless, as

amateurs like to read about the way such things ai'e

actually performed in practise, I shall iu my next letter

give a detailed account of how every item of the work
was carried on, and, what is of more import, shall ex-

plain the reasons for every particular movement from
first to last. Meantime, I would urge the great im-
portance of the early removal of large evergreens, and
now that no time be lost in prepai'ing for immediate
operation. D. Bkaion.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAKDENING.

Clerodendrdms.—These beautiful plants are miiversal

favourites, owing to their massive handsome foliage, and
in general their large heads of scarlet blossoms. They
who have stoves and propose growing them, will find a
select Ust of the best kinds, and ample directions for

cultm-e, in a late number. With a little attention,

however, some of the prettiest may be gi-owu successfully

with the assistance of a greenhouse, and such aid of
bottom-heat for a short time as the common cucumber
box could supply. Some of the readers of the Cott.\ge

Gardener have expressed suqirise at seeing fine plants

used solely during summer for ornamenting the gi-een-

house, and other places where no artificial heat could be
given ; and, therefore, a few notes of our practice in tliis

respect may render these flowers a more general luxury.

The family is native only of the tropical regions of

both hemispheres. What a practical man would term
the " sight " of the plants, would at once hint this fact

;

and if he knew nothing of their history, their appearance
would lead him to consign them to the warm pit or

stove. If kept there, he will find that they wUl be cver-

gi'eeus iu their character, or a sort ol' ijo-hetween the ever

green and deciduous. He finds, however, that if be
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treats it as au ererp'een shrub, Lis flowers will every

year become more diminutive and scanty, and that to

have fine bloom it must be supported by strong, some-

what succulent, shoots. Taking other plants of a

similar nature as a guide, he sees the importance—first,

of thinning the shoots, to increase their hixuriance ; and

then, when that does not altogether answer, of pruning

them back, that fresh and vigorous growth may be

made by the stirred-u]) energies of the unmutilated

roots : upon tho same principle that the forester cuts

down the stunted young tree through which the juices

cannot pass freely, in order that he )nay obtain a more

luxuriant sapling from the stump that is left. By-and-

bye he will find, that if naturally an evergreen, the

Clerodendrum may be treated as a deciduous plant, and

pruned as closely as an amateur would do in the case of

a rose from which he wished to obtain a few very fine,

rather than a multitude of middling flowers.

Treated as a deciduous plant, the first thing of im-

portance that presents itself is, tho necessity of having

the wood well ripened, at least near the base of the

shoots ; the second, giving the plants a season of rest

;

and the third, is the ability to give them a fair start in

the spring, by proper attention to potting, warmth, and

moisture. These things kept in mind, most of the

Clerodendrums may be made subservient to greenhouse

decoration from July to the middle of October, and wuth

as little or rather less trouble than is required for au

Achimenes, or even a Balsam.

The species we have found to answer best for this

purpose are, Kwmpherii, fnlhix, paniciikittim, and the

olAfragruns flore pleno. With the exception of the last,

the first is the easiest managed. On smallish healthy

plants fom- or five large heads of bloom may be ob-

tained.

I shall now give the mode of treatment pursued,

commencing from the present time. Wherever the

plants are situated they will want a liberal supply of

water ; and weak liquid manure may either be given,

or a dressing of rotten cowdung placed over the pot,

through which the water may percolate. If close to the

glass, strong sunshine will disfigure both flowers and

foliage. It is better, therefore, either to place the plants

farther from the glass, or give shade during the heat of

the day. A little size put on the glass answers well with

me. If kept in a good place a few seeds may ripen,

which make nice little plants ; but these, in your cir-

cumstances, you must keep dry during winter, and sow

in a hot-bed in spring. If you could have commanded
a temperature of from 55° to U5° during winter, we
should have advised sowing them when gathered. The
next thing is, in the autumn, to place your plants in the

warmest part of the house, and in the full sunshine, and

giving little or no air where they stand, and gradually

lessening the supply of water, in order that your wood
may be well hardened, especially near the base of the

shoots ; if the ends are green and spongy it will be of

less consequence. By-and-bye, the ripening of the wood
and the unsightly look of the plants will be effected to-

gether ; and instead of staring your visitors in the face,

remove them under your stage, at the end of the house

where your furnace is situated. We used to leave them
ther-e unpruned ; but two things must be liere attended

to :—First, drippings from the plants on the stage should

not reach theui to any extent, though damping the

stems at times with the syringe will be advisable ; a

piece of glazed calico will prevent the drip. Secondly,

the roots must be kept moistish, but scarcely ever

watered ; it is better to pack the pots loosely in moss,

and damp the moss at times. Here, if the wood is

moderately ripe, they will exist very well in a tempera-

ture of -l.j° ; of course it would be higher in a bright

simny day.

About the beginning of March examine them, and

prune away the shrivelled luu-ipeued wood from the ends
of the shoots. If from four to six inches are left alter-

nately it would be enough, as from three to six shoots
will be enough finally to leave ; but we do not recom-
mend pruning back at first for two reasons : the first is,

that the breaking of a number of buds will promote a
vigorous root action ; and, secondly, the yoimg shoots
themselves, when removed afterwards, will be valuable
for propagating. After pruning thus partially, and
stirring up the soil in the pot, place them where the
plants will have more light and heat ; if in a vinery,

peach-house, &o , where forcing has commenced, and
the temperature ranges from 55° to 00°, that will be the
situation for them ; if not, by one of the contrivances
frequently alluded to, give less air, and more heat in the

greenhouse ; this would suit your geraniums, heaths, &c.

When you perceive that the plant is giving signs of
active vitality, remove it to a cucumber pit, and where
the top heat will range from (J0° to 70°, and the bottom
heat will average ho°. Set the plant on the surface of

the bed for a few days ; then jiartially plunge it. When
the young shoots are from half an inch to an inch in

length, prepare for repotting it, by getting a mixture of

peat and loam, and a little silver sand, using it in a
lumpy state. Shake the most of the old soil from the
roots ; reshift into a similar or a smaller pot, pruning the

roots a little, and laying them nicely among the fresh

loam ; plunge the pots in the bed, and use water at a
temperature of 80°. Keep them close and shaded for

a short time until fresh growth has freely commenced;
then select the number of shoots you wish to have

:

prune back accordingly. The free growth will prevent
the check being felt.

Flower-buds even now, especially on the Koempherii,
will very likely appear; but they must be pinched off, as

they will not be worth looking at imtil you get large

leaves ; the strongest bud will soon break into a shoot

again, and your patience will be well rewarded. It is of

no use having many shoots, as a few of the uppermost
will monopoUse all the strength.

If a huge head of bloom is desired, one shoot only
should be left. If a compact plant with from four to six

heads of bloom is wanted, then the strongest shoots will

very likely require stopping, so as to get two shoots, and
two flowers instead of one. In a month or six weeks
the plants may be potted again—plunged; but by.and-

bye when the pot is filled with roots pretty well,

gradually removed from bottom-heat, and by June either

removed to a warm close place in the greenhouse, or,

what is better, placed in a cold-pit, where they can bo
kept rather close for a fortnight or three weeks. In this

last potting, either use very rotten cow-dung—but dried

into linnps, along with tho compost—or make up yoiu'

mind to top-dressing or manure waterings. As soon as

the first flowers are opened they will stand anywhere
under glass, provided they are shaded from very bright

sunshine, and will be beautiful objects for three months

;

individual panicles remaining in bloom much longer

than in a stove.

We return now for a moment to tlie young shoots

adhering to the part cut ofl". These, of from one to

three inches in length, if taken oti' with a heel close to

the old stem, inserted in sand under a bell-glass, and in

a good bottom-heat, and potted twice will furnish nice

little plants by August and September, from one foot in

height, and each with a pretty panicle of flowers. These,

however, must be kept in the cucumber-bed until the

flowers begin to open, and then be gradually hardened

ofl' to suit the greenhouse. The Kwmpherii succeeds

best with us as young plants in this manner.
R. Fish.
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HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

BnoMEi.iACE.i;.—This is a numerous tribe of orua-

inental plants, numbers of which are now in cultivatiou.

It contains also the well-known and highly esteemed
fiuit, thf Piiieajiple. This will, to our less informed
readers, give an idea what kind of plants belong to the

Natural Order Hromeliacea;. And here we would just

remark tlie grand advantage a very moderate knowledge
of the natural system of arrangement of plants lias over

any artiticial one whatever. The moment any one well-

known plant is mentioned as belonging to a certain na-

tural order, the mind takes cognizance of the whole tribe,

lis in the instance now mentioned. The Ananassa or

Pineapple belongs to Bromeliacete ; now, whenever any
of our readers shall see a plant similar to a Pineapple
plant, in its mode of growth and habit, and with similar

flowers produced out of the centre of the plant, they may
be pretty sure it belongs to the same group of plants.

We have chosen this tribe as the subject of our weekly
paper, in consequence of having seen lately some very

line species in flower, and we sliall treat it in such a
way as will, we hope, be useful and instructive to our
amateur friends.

These plants are mostly found growing in the hottest

parts of the world, and consequently require artificial

lieat in this our cold climate. Some of them are located

upon the branches of trees, growing amongst the dead
leaves, twigs, and moss collected in some hollow or fork

of the branch. Tliese raaj- be grown like orchids, upon
blocks of wood, or even will thrive and flower well if a

ball of moss be tied round the roots, and the plants be
hung up to the glass, similar to the orchid tribes. We
have some growing in this way, with the roots upper-

most, and the plant underneath. Just reversing the way
plants generally grow; and they appear to thrive just as

well as their allies wlio are in tlie upright state. But
by far the greater number of these plants are found upon
the ground at the edges of thickets, or even in the

deepest jungle ; and we must treat them accordingly.

Achillea fi'^jeiis (Fulgent or Glowing Achmea).

—

A.
fiil'jcns discolor (dark coloured leaved ditto).—A plant
growing about a foot and a half high. The flower stem
springs from the centre, 8 nd is of the most intense scarlet.

The calyx is also scarlet of a deeper shade, approaching
crimson, and the petals are of the brightest blue ; these

soon fade, but the calyxes and the briglit glowing
stem continue in beauty for months. The leaves are

])iile green, a foot long, and three inches broad. The I

whole plant forms a kind of cup, which holds water that I

does not injure the plant, uidess it becomes foul, to
|

prevent which it will be necessary to empty the water
out, by reversing the plant every three or four days,

i

The water accumulates from the syringing of the house ',

and from the deposit of dews on the leaves. In their

native wildernesses this and similar plants catch the heavy '

night dew by means of their spreading, hoUowish leaves,

conducting it, condensed into water, to the centre of the

plant, and serves frequently for quenching the tliirst of !

the wanderer amongst the regions where these plants
grow wUd.

The soil Aohmeas thrive best in is a compound of
J

fibrous peat and rotten leaf mould in equal parts, with
one sixth, or thereabouts, of good sound light loam added.
In a young state, that is, during the first year, they must
be rather underpotted. A floweringplant of that age will

not require more than a 5-incli pot. The roots are few and
wiry at that age. Alter the plant has flowered for the
first time it dies ; tliat is, that part dies and sends up
one or more (generally more) suckers. These suckers
must be encouraged if you wish to have a fine specimen
with more than one flower stem. We have seen a
specimen with six spikes upon it, but it is quite possible

to grow one with sixty. All that wiU be required is to

keep repotting as soon as the flowering season is over,

and when the suckers have made some growth and

become pretty well furnished witli leaves to remove, by

cutting down the old plants just low enough not to in-

jure the rising young idants. In fact, the management
of these stocks or stools of plants, is sometliing similar

to what is called the Hamiltonian system of cultivating

the Pine-aijple. The best season for potting youmj

plants is the spring; for older ones, the best season is

immediately after flowering. One point must be strictly

attended to, and that is thorough good drainage. The
reason of this is, evidently, that the plants being half

epiphytes—growing on branches of trees—the roots are

never so excessively drenched with the moisture, espe-

cially stagnant moisture. Like Caltlcyas and Lalias,

they require, if grown in pots, excessive drainage. (The

Pine-apple requires it too.) A few pieces of charcoal

thrown in amongst the soil will be useful, in addition to

the broken potsherds at the bottom.

Propagation.—These plants are easily propagated by
division, or by taking oft" the ;/ouiw suckers when three

inclies long, and placing them in heat under bell-glasses.

They are apt to damp ott' unless great care is taken in

wiping the glasses frequently, and by a vigorous heat

inducing them to send fortli roots quickly. As soon as

the roots are perceived, pot them oft' and place them in

a shady part of the house for a few days, till they begin

to show fresh growth. They may then be removed into

a more open situation and treated in the ordinary way,

as described above. Sometimes seed is produced upon

old established plants. As this is a very lovely desirable

plant, and is yet comparatively scarce and dear, we re-

commend such as possess it to try to save seed, or rather

to induce it to produce seed. Two or three years ago

we had a batch of seedlings sent over from a nursery-

man on the continent. They were exceedingly small,

but grew well, and several of them have flowered. They
are all alike in the flower, butinthe foliage considerably

difterent : some approach near to the variety named
discolor, having a sliade of deep purple on the under

side of the leaves; others are mucli lighter green.

In one instance the flowers were evidently improved,

but that plant was sold during my absence. Jt is evi-

dent that these plants sport, and may be greatly im-

proved, like most other plants having that propensity.

We trust our friends that grow it, or may do so hereafter,

wiU try to induce seed by impregnation, and thus help to

forward the grand end and aim of all scientific florists

—

the improvement of the various races of plants.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Anemones (single) for early blooming, may now be

planted advantageously in beds five inches apart every

way, and in borders three or five roots in a patch. Pre-

pare beds for the best double varieties similar to those

recommended for the Ranunculus. Keep seedlings quite

clear of weeds, by plucking them up whilst in the seed-

leaf. A genuine lover of flowers will soon learn to dis-

tinguish weeds, even in that state, from seedlings of his

favourite flowers. It is far better to pluck up weeds at

that age in every part of the garden, but more especially

out of the seed-beds, seed-pots, or pans of florists' flowers.

If allowed to advance to a second or third .stage of

growth, the roots are then so numerous that they wiU

bring up with them a portion of the soil, and, maj- be,

some of the flowers just coming up at the same time.

Perhaps a Prince of' Wales, or a Ducbess of Sutherland,

or some other equally high sounding name, may thus

be unwittingly nipjied in the bud. and prevented showing

the raiser how very grateful his humble dependants are,

and how desirous to reward him for his pains, now un-

happily frustrated, because the weeds were allowed to

progress beyond the seed-leaf. T. Appleby.
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THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Celery.—Pay attention to keeping the suiface of the

gi'ound open, the plants free from spurious suckers, and
the soil moist.

CoLEwoRTS. Savoys, &c.—To secui'e a plentiful supply
of spring vegetables, every vacant piece of ground
should at once he cropped with coleworts, savoy coleuorts,

horecoles, &o.—if any plants are still left in the seed-beds.

All of these may be planted thickly, and will, with-
out fail, be found useful in spring for some purpose.
Ciiiili/Iouers and Cape brocoli may still be planted for

winter storing. Plant fully also of endive, both curled

and Batavidii ; continue to keep tlie earth's sin-face

amongst the brocoli, and all kinds of winter stuff, well
stirred, and the decayed leaves cleared; for the latter,

if allowed to remain on the soil, afi'ord only a refuge for

slugs, &c.

SriNACH.— Enooiu'age this vegetable by repeatedly
surface stirring the soil, thinning out the plants in duo
season; and, if the soil has not been already pretty well
manured, its growth may be stimulated by the judicious
application of liquid manure, not so much as to en-
courage at this season too great a luxuriance, which
would render it liable to get cut ofi' by severe winter

weather, and yet, at tlie same time, a sufficient quantity
should be given to keep up a good winter gathering of

strongly grown clear leaves.

Kidney Beans should now be planted on warm bor-

ders, in patches the size of the spare hand-glasses and
spare cucumber and melon frames, which should be
placed over them previously to the arrival of the cold

nights and stormy windy weather, so that a succession

of this excellent vegetable may be kept up throughout
the autumn months.

Onions will, in general, become ripe enough for har-

vesting by the end of this month. When drawn, tbey
should have a twist round, in order to clear them of the

soil with one hand and be placed in the other to be tied

into moderate sized bunches, and at once hung up in a
loft, or open shed, or other place, where they can gra-

dually di-y. The present is still a good season for sowing
onions.

Eipe capsicums and chillies should be gathered and
dried by those who wish to convert them into Cayenne
pepper; the green fruit should be collected for pickling,

&c., and tomatoes, both ripe and green, should be secm'ed

for sauce and pickling also.

Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

.SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.

£y the Authoress of"

In oft'eriiig to the consideration of my readers same scales
of expenditure for the management of Umited incomes, I
feel that I must claim from them even more kind indulgence
than I have yet received ; because the subject is one of
extreme difficulty, and because I cannot, from my ou-ii ex-
peiience, either lay down rules, or practically judge" of those
afforded me by others. I have benefited by the adnce and
calculations of some wliose experience has been jjreat,
both in affluence and poverty : who not only inl/r well on the
subject, but whose actions have fully con-espoudod with, and
perhaps exceeded, the sentiments tbey expressed, and the
directions tbey have given me. And I purpose to make
extracts ft-om a very useful little work entitled, " Practical
Domestic Economy," which may lie unknown to many of my
readers, and beyond the means of others ; and 1 sliaJl ven-
ture to add remai-ks as they occur to me, or are suggested
by my friends.

I think I have already said, that it is impossible to lay
down accm-ate rules for the management of an income. The
great, the important point—that without which nothing can
be effected, and with whicli aU things may be done—is stem
rectitude of mind, based upon " The Rock." Cu-cumstances
and situation vary so much, that what is feasible in one
case is impossible or improper in another. House-rent, for
instance, is sometimes so much higher than the scale has
admitted of, that a reduction must necessaiily take place in
some other item to malvc up for it. Provisions ,are also
higher priced in some situations than in others, in which case
less consumption must be pei-mitted in those things which
are not essential for the support of life ; and in some cases

—

indeed I may say in all—many incidental expenses arise, for
which there ought to be some provision made, and which, it

appears to me, are not sufficiently allowed for in any scale I
have hitherto met with. Jomnies are at times necessary,
and often imperative—sickness enters our dweUing—acci-
dents occur to fiu'nitm-e, china, glass, &c.— carriage of
parcels and goods must be paid for : and in the country this
IS often a very material and unavoidable expense. Econo-
mists must therefore, in almost all cases, alter estimates to
suit their own particular requirements, for they will seldom
find one exactly such as they wish. Testimonies to tlie cor-
rectness of some of the estimates I am about to triUiseribe,
however, have been most satisfactorily given ; and if the

My Flowers," ic., ic.

experience of only one family attests then- truth, it i.s a proof

that whoever will may meet with similai- success.

It may perhaps be expected that I should begin vdih. the

lai-ger incomes, and gradually descend to those of the nar-

rower hmits ; but it is so much more easy to expand our

ideas than to contract them—it is so much more easy to add

to our weekly expenses than to take from them-—to indiUge

than to refrain—to spend than to save—that I begin at once

from the lowest point at which a scale can conveniently be

framed, and which wiD, indeed, be the basis of all the rest.

Besides, there is, in sti-aitened circumstances—in honest,

weU-bred, straitened circumstances—somethmg so interest-

ing to the feelings, and my own indi\idual sympatliies extend

so warmly to aU who are thus situated, that 1 have abmi-

dantly more pleasure in the task than if hundreds and

thousands were concerned. As many of our readers are

persons receiving weekly salaiies, or of Umited incomes, I

shall address myself exclusively to them.

The writer of the work, to which I have already alluded,

commences by giving the following rule :

—

" Diride the whole income, whatever it may be, into Vi

equal parts ; and of the expenditure, per week, in every esti-

mate, that of the adults or parents will be four-twelfths for

each, or eight-twelfths for both ; and for each child one- twelftli,

or three-twelfths for the three chUdi-en ; the remaining twelfth

will be the reserve or saving. In a less scientific but more

homely language it is to be understood, that whatever is

the amount of income for any given time in shillini/s, so mnni/

i/ronts win be Uie expense of each pai-ent ; and so many
pence wiU be the expense of each child, for that time ; and

that the saving will be one penny in the shilUng." The

writer, in all his estimates below il'iO per annum, calcidates

for a family consisting of the pai-ents and three children.

" .... It may be proper to say, that the quota of

eight-twelfths, or two-thu'ds, assigned to the two parents,

includes not only all the articles of provision for themselves,

but every other description of household expense, together

with their clothes, rent, and all extras ; whilst the one-twelfth

for each child consists chieliy of provisions of the foUowing

kinds:—namely, bread, Horn-, rice, oatmeal, sugar, treacle,

milk, butter, potatoes, and some other vegetables; and a

participation with tlieii- pai-euts in a small portion of meat.
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in Uie share of stews, brotJi, or soup, Ac, with Uio addition

of clothes, wasliing, and sohooUng."

Tho tii-st estimate Riven is the following :

—

Income: ;ls tij per day—'21s per week— A'.').') per annum.
Family: a man, and his wile, and tliree children.

ruovisioNs wr.F.Ki.Y. X'

Rreatl and flom- for five persons, '^llbs., iit IJil. .

Butter, olieeso, and milk I

'

Sugar and treacle " •

'

llice, oalinoal, salt, &c I'

Iiutchei's meal or lish—say meat, fi lb., at IJd. . 'i

\'egetaljles l including a 4 cwt. of potatoes, or )
^^ j

i lb. per day, at :!s nd per cwt.), -M per day . . j

Table beer, 1 (]uart per day, at 2d 1

Coals, 1{ bushel per week, on an average all the|

year round, at ls4d—ls8d; aud wood ld:rO 1

3d per day J

Candles, on an average all the year round, J lb.]
.| ^

per week, at 7d )

Soap, starch, blue, A'c, for washing n n

Sumhies, for cleaning, scouring, itc (l (I

Total for household expenses 13

Clothes, haberdashery, itc " 3

Rent n 2

ToUl expense nil) ;)

Saving one-twelfth (' 1 !l

Amount of income . ...110
The pi-ices of all ai'ticlcs varj-. Meat may not always

he attainable at 4}d per poimd, in which case either a

smaller quantity must be consumed, or some other item

must bo leduced to allow for the difference. Potatoes are,

in these days, incalcidably dealer than when " Practical

Domestic Economy " was compiled ; other vegetables must
therefore be substituted, or bread and rice eaten in then-

place. A careful, sound, conscientious economist will easily

tUscover a way of meeting a difficulty of this kind.

This estimate has been tested by several families, one of

which was that of a mechanic, and found to coiTespond

exactly with their' own experience. In both cases a saving

wa-s made from the yearly income. How many families, even

in tlie higher classes of society, possess as smaU an income
as a humble mechanic ! and upon JtflO per annum how
many siinjlc persons fancy they must starve !

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR SEPTEMBER
Oi'u readers will remember that we pointed to the re-

appearance of the pntnto disease in the last allotment paper.

It will also come to mind, that a prudent forecast was advised

as to the planting of swede turnips, and the various greens

which are so serviceable in eking out a limited supply of the

root crops. We must :igain repeat the advice, for the danger
is now become more imminent ; aud it is not, even now, too

late to take measures for alleviating the distress occasioned
by a serious loss in the potato crop, which is anything but

impossil)le.

We see at the period in which those remarks are penned
(August 1.1th), tliat the public press teems with alanuing
report-s, and, like wave over wave, each leaves a deeper im-
press on tlxe strand of public opinion. Our impression is

just what it was at the fearfiU commencement of llie disease,

tliat like cases of disordered digestion in man, in proportion

as the causes which induced it were long in oijeration, in

just a coiTesponiUng ratio, or nearly so, will be tlie period of

its departiu'e. We do not pretend to offer any opinion here,

as to whether the miuraiu is the cause or the effect. We
would merely observe, that the constitution of the potato

generally, after so many years of abuse, was prepared either

to generate or to receive any of those desti'uotive fungi,

which, like the wasp, the vultme, and others of the animal
or insect creation, are what have been termed natitre's

scavengers. These hints aie given by the way, and simply
as mere opinions ; other matters of a more tangible character
muiit demand om' attention.

What is to bk done wiiit Diskaskd Plots ?—This
will be immediate business, we conceive, with everybody, for

no time may be lost in the alVnir. We believe that the ma-
jority of exiiorimouters during the last few years will back us,

when wo say that it is by far tho best plan to cut away tho
haulm before the virus has spread far. In our opinion, the.

sooner tho tubers and tlio haulm pan company inider tuch
circiuustiuiccs tho better. It is ipiito true that the tubers
will cease to increase in size or nearly so, as might have been
expected ; but of what use is increase in si?;e in a material so

evanescent, or rather so perishable, as a highly diseased
potato ? After cutting them over we would still recommend
that they be "soiled over," unless they are required for im-
nn^diate use, or for sale ; in either of which cases they will

of com'so bo taken up at once.

It is almost imuecessary to repeat here, that dryness is

one very important coudilion after they are removed from
the soil; the dryer the better, proviik-d 110 artificial heat is

used. Above all, fermentation must be avoided,—that mighty
agent of decomposition in all organic matter, more especially

where im incipient decay exists, and where a real gangrene
has ab'eady commenced.
Seed Potatoes.—The more the potato disease threatens,

the more cai'e people shoidd take over their pntnto sets, for

siu'ely no one would desire their utter exteriniiialinM ; and
the avoidance of abuse is surely a remedial measure at least.

.\s to the care of tho seed or sets, we will take llie Ash-leaved

Kidncij for a typo aud example. Wc do not think that one
cultivator in ten understands the real habits of this valuable

potato ; invaluable I might have said. Mr. Ivnight, of Down-
ton, long since showed that so far from being a shy potato,

enormous crops might be obtained from it, by pursuing a
mode of culture congenial to its habits.

Now, this potato, if placed under conditions of fermen-
tation, speedily wastes its germinating powers long before

the spring arrives ; and it is vain to look for success from
seed thus treated. Our best cultivators in these districts

(Cheshii'e)—aud we have many more cottagers who perfectly

understand the humom' of the Ash leaved Kidney—take them
up for seed long before they are wiiat is termed " ripe."

They then spread them on the floor of an outhouse or shed,

or even beneath their beds in their sleeping rooms, where in

single layers, or nearly so, they soon become green and
exceedingly hard. Sprout they cannot, for lack of moistm'e

;

for mere heat alone will not cause them to bud ju'ematiu'ely.

Di'jness, therefore, is the main condition, and liy the time

they have become greened aud " hardened," tho mouth of

September has far advanced ; and now the declining tem-

peratiu'e nattu'al to the autumn, together with the rest that

has been induced, offijrs no temptations to a premature ger-

miuation ; and many, for convenience sake, pit them in a

cool and dry sitnatiou until Christmas has passed, when they

are again brought from their hiding place, and once more
placed in single layers in boxes beneath tlieir beds, or on
any floor or shelf that may offer ; all that is requisite is to

wai'd off frost, and to keep them di'y.

Thus, by the middle or end of March, these seed kiLlueys

ai'e formed with short and thick sprouts not more than a

quarter of an inch in length, and as fii'm ahnost as the

twig of a tree. In this stale they ai'e committed to the soil,

and those who plant under such conditions in March, or

even in April, obtain potatoes earlier than those who plant in

Februaiy seed treated according to the old or ordinary

method.

AijTL'MN CsorriNG.—The various winter greens, as kale,

savoys, and the Brussels sprouts, may still he planted on
spare plots ; and plenty of the I'oleworts or small cabbages

which were soivn in the end of June or in July. The latter

will do on spare borders, or portions of them. All those

before planted should be thoroughly cleaned, and have

plenty of earth drawn to their stems; for much of their bulk,

under all circumstances, is produced from surface roots thus

encouraged, more especially if tiie club should take place.

We have even heard of swede turnips being planted as late

as the first week in September, and making pretty good

biUbs, but we have no faith in sttch late work. Ordinary

ttu'uips may yet be sown in warm situations and on light

soils ; aud for this pm-pose we should choose the eaily

Lmtch, although many prefer the stone. Horn or other

carrots may still be sown for early spring use ; they will,
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however, be neither very eeHain nor veiy profitable. Beyond
these things we are not awai'e that anything else can be

placed under tlie head of cottager's autumn cropping ; for it

mil be time enough to speak of autumn potato planting in

the next allotment paper.

Onions.—If any onions remain still on the beds in a grow-

ing state, they must immediately be bent down with a rake

or broom. All those loose on the ground should be instantly

removed and ripened oft'. The onion not only bears, but

requires, a deal of lieat to ripen it soundly ; and we do not

hold witii the plan of laying them out-doors on walks, &c.,

at this late period. They had better be put in baskets and
earned in and out, as the ant dries its winter stores, ruiless

they can be placed in some dry room immediately over a

fire place. Hoping is the best plan for the cottager, and this

done there will be no trouble with them aftenvards. A few

winter onions may be sown in the first week of September if

neglected in August. These will be usefid to draw young,

and also to transplant next March, when, with a rich soil,

they will produce onions at the very period when the muter
stores are gone, and the spring sown not come to hand.

Keeping of Store Roots.—-It is full soon for tliese to

come to hand in any quantity ; the time is near, however,

and a little advice on tlie general principles connected with

theu' sound preseiwation may be useful. As with the potato,

so mth the carrot, the parsnip, the swede, the mangold, itc,

dryness is the great essential, and in addition coolness.

When we say dryness, however, we do not mean subjecting

the roots to an atmosphere which shall extract their own
juices. We merely mean a security from rain or snow, and
a dry situation beneath. We have before said that germi-

nation, or sprouting, robs the root of its stores, and that

such sprouting cannot proceed in an injurious degi'ee with-

out moisture or much atmospheric damp.
AVe once knew a person pile up a large body of carrots the

moment they were removed from tlie field, and, after a strawy

covering, they were soiled or earthed over, after the manner
of potatoes. The consequence was, that in a few weeks they

were a mass of putrefaction, and no wonder. They were in

a sufficient body to provoke a high amount of fermentation,

especially being, as they were, full of the watery matter fresh

imbibed from the soil. This had no means of escape com-
mensiu-ate witli its accumulation ; they were, therefore, sub-

jected to what may be termed a stewing process.

The longest kept mangold wurtzel we ever knew was found,

after lying nearly twelve months at the bottom of the i)it

(an iu-doors one), imbedded in broken straw and dust; this

mangold, taken out in November, was fresh, or nearly so, as

when first placed there.

PicKiEs.

—

The Vinegab Plakt.—This is the season for

the cottager, or allotment holder, to lay in a stock of pickles

;

for why should a poor man be debarred the luxiu"}' of a zest

to his piece of bacon or clieese. Of course, red cabbage,

onions, glm-kins, narstm-tiuras, &c., will readily come to

mind ; but what we would here draw attention to is the im-
mense utility of what is termed The T'iiterjar Plant. Our
readers are many of them, doubtless, acquainted with this

singular fungus—for so it is. Having, however, tried it liere

for nearly two years, and made our pickles from it, we can
vouch for its great utility and convenience. Our plan is

this :—One pound of treacle and three-quarters of a pound
of sugar' to about five quarts of water. These materials are

placed in a jar with the vinegar plant, and remain a little

more than a month. We tlien ch"aw off the ^inegar, and
repeat the same process with the plant. But here it may be
observed, as information to the nonce, that the plants repro-
duce or increase frequently ; and that such, if penuitted to ac-

cumidate, are found, it would appear by experience, to absorb
the vinegar. Our plan, therefore, is, to remove the oldest

and, of course, thickest plants when a change is made ; for

these will be found to become much increased both in thick-

ness and firmness of texture. Another point should be
noted: the old plant on removal is made to repay the amount
of absorption, by subjectmg it to a change of water ; and this

not being thorough vinegar-, we have deemed it expedient to

add it to the jar again, in order to complete acidification.

We keep a paper tied over the jar, as in pickles, and the jar
stands on a slielf near the kitchen fire ; the temperatiu-e,
doubtless, ranging from seventy to eighty degrees on the
average. Nothing can succeed better, and with us it has

fairly superseded all other vinegars—the flavour being equal
j

to most of om- ordinaiy vinegars at least.

MISS MARTINEAU ON COW-KEEPING.
"What I want to gain is not pecuniary profit, but comfort,

while, at the same time, I cannot afford to lose by my experi-

ment. There are months of the year ( and exactly the months
when my friends come to see me) when I cannot be sm-e of

being able to buy enough of meat, milk and cream, and vege-

tables for my table ; and the vegetables, and miUc and cream,

can rarely be had good at any season of the year. If, without

loss, I can provide myself with hams and bacon, fowis and
eggs, vegetables (except winter potatoes), butter and cream,

I shall be amply satisfied, as far as considerations of the

purse go. A much higher consideration is, that if I can

make my plan succeed, it provides for the maintenance of

two honest people, who might othenvise have had no pros-

pect but of the workhouse in their old age, and in all seasons

of pressiue meanwhile.
" My land amounts in the whole to less than two acres

and a (juarter ; and of this, pail is mere rock, and a good
deal is occupied with the house and teiTace, the drive, and
some planted portions. A year and a half ago, a little more
than an acre of it, in gi'ass, was let for £4 10s. a-year to a

tenant who kept a cow upon it. This tenant never took the

slightest care of the pastiu-e, and it became so lumpy and
fold as to be an eyesore from the house. I paid more than

six guineas a-year to an occasional gardener, who could not

even keej) things neat in the time he gave to it, much less

render my groimd productive. If I wanted a ham, I had
sometimes to pay £'1 for it, and for eggs I paid dming three

months of the year a Id. a-piece. I never saw cream worthy

of the name ; and had to get butter from a distance. In the

midst of this state of things, it occurred to me that it might
be worth trying whether my land would not produce such

comfort as I wanted, without increased expense.
" Having satisfied myself that it was worth a trial, I wrote

to you to inquire whether yom' union would despatch hither

a labom'er whom you could recommend. Besides that we
are underhanded in this thstrict, I knew that my neighbours

would laugh at me for proposing to keep a cow and pig on

my own land, wiien the rule of the district is, that it takes

tliree acres to keeji a cow, and when it is the custom for one

man to undertake the charge of as many acres of land as

you jilease, and my neighbours did laugh for a time. They
said that I was paying at the rate of Od. a quai-t for mUk;
they asked how I could possibly find employment for a man
on two acres of ground ; they charged me first with cruelty

to my cows, in not letting them range on the fell ; and then

of fatting them. Some, however, saw the importance of the

experiment in the way of example, and have encoui'aged me
throughout. I do not yet affirm that tlie experiment will

answer, but I believe that it wUl ; and I am sine that the

comfort of my little household is procUgiously increased by

it. I do not forget how our success mainly depends on the

choice you made of a fanu servant for me. He is a man of

extraoriUnai-y industry and cleverness, as ivell as rigid

honesty. His ambition is roused ; for he knows that the

success of the experiment mainly depends on himself. He
is living in comfort, and laying by a little money, and he

looks so happy that it would truly grieve me to have to give

up ; though I have no doubt that he would immediately find

work at good wages in tlie neighbourhood. His wife and he

had saved enough to pay their journey hither out of Norfolli.

I give him I'Js. a-week all the year round. His wife eai'ns

something by occasionally helping in the house, by assisting

in my washing, and by taking in washing when she can get

it. I allow her the use of my washhouse, copper, etc., on

condition that the copper is kept clean for the boiUng of the

cow-food in winter. 1 buUt them an excellent cottage of the

stone of the district, for which they pay Is. Cd, per week.

They know that they coidd not get such another oil" the pre-

mises for Uh a-year.
" Besides the cottage and washhouse, I had to build a

cow-house, pig-house (for it is not a stye), a poultry-yard,

and hay-house. I consider these under the head of invest-

ment, not expenditure. I could let them, with the land, at

any time if I chose to give up cow-keeping.
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" In planning the turning n\^ of my groiuul for spade cul-

I

tivation, I went on tlie supposition of keeping only one cow

;

; and for seven months we kept only one. But I considered

tlio inconvenience of the cow being di-y for three months out

of the twelve : and that there was room in the stable for a

second, and little more ti-onble in keeping two than one;

j

and a pretty certain nuirket among my neighboui's for what-

ever butter and milk I might Inive to sell. So I bouglit a
' spring calver ' as companion to the ' axitumn calver,' and we
tind tliat we very nearly maintain them both on little more

' tlian thi-ee quarters of an acre of grass, and less than lialf

I

an acre of garden. 'I'he second cow pays lier way by her
I manm-e and milk.

[

" Oiu- tii-st consideration was the manure. It is as true

; with relation to our small concerns as to a greater, that ' the

more maniu-e, the more green crops ; the more green crops,

the more stock ; the more stock, the more manure." There
are two tanks, well Hagged and cemented, well closed, so

that not a drop can ooze out. One is connected with the

house, and the other with the cottage and cow house, receiv-

ing all their di-ainage of every kind. A barrel on wheels

stanils at the back-door to receive all the slops, soap-suds,

cabbage-water, &c., luid this liquid manure is wheeled away,

and ap]ilieil where it is wanted. There is a compost pit at

the back of the kitchen garden ; and a compost heap behind
some young trees at the bottom of the field. What with the

clippings, and weedings, and sweepings, and nothing being

wasted, the pit being kept clean, and the cow bouse swept

out twice a day, we have abundance of manure ("without buy-

ing any whatever), which accomits for the abmidance of our

crops thus far. One instance of my servant's passion for

economy amused me so much that it seems worth telling

you. Kai-ly one morning, returning from my walk, I looked

in upon the pig, just when his breakfast was apjiroaching in

another direction. I said to Eobert, ' I think piggy looks

very well, only that he wants a washing.' ' Yes, ma'am,'

said Robert, ' that vQl be to-raon'ow. To-mori'ow is washing-

day, and the suds will wash the pig first, and then be as

good, and better, for maum'e ; and then the soap senes three

times over.'

" Our available gi-ound is—of pasture, thi'ee roods twenty-

eight perches; and of tUled gi'ound, one rood fifteen perches.

There ai'e besides about twenty-six perches of grass in the

little plantation, orchai'd, and slope, which jield some fresh

grass when mowed in summer. I shall turn up a little more
groimd this spring in order to jirovide completely for the

maintenance of two cows, though I cannot encroach much
more on the grass, on account of the Aiews from the win-

dows. But for this, we should give our cows no grass or

hay, which are the most expensive kinds of food. Our soil

is good ; neither very rich nor veiy light ; laying at vai-jiug

depths upon Umestoue. JIucli of ovu' newly-dug portion was
fuU of stones. Our neighliours advised us to cover them up
again, but we judged ibiferently. I thought we might as

well make diains of the new path-ways we must have, so, by
deep digging, we obtained drains, and the large stones were
thus disposed of. Some more were carted out to mend the
roads, and when my sen'ant was ui despair at there being
yet more, it occurred to him to lUg out good earth from cor-

ners of the plantation, and supply its place with stones. He
actually dug pits breast deep for this pmiiose.

' His digging for crops was not less than two spits deep,
dug straight down, and the whole was richly manured. The
gioiuid being ready, our method is this :

—

"In August we sow cabbage- seed, and by the end of Sep-
tember we begin to set out the young plants, about -tOO per
week, for six weeks, to secure a succession. We set them in

rows, the plants being eighteen inches apart, and the rows a
yard apart. In March and April we sow swedes and beets
in alternate rows between the rows of cabbages. By the
time we ai'e beginning to cut the cabbages, the tin-nips and
beets ai-e past the danger of the fiy, and may be thinned

—

tlie removal of the cabbages letting in air and sunshine. We
also keep a portion of gromid for Belgian caiTots, which
afford excellent cow food. We succeeded less with these
this year than with om- other crops, fi-om tlieir not being
sufficiently thinned. But we had twenty-five stone of them,
and four or five carrots per day were very acceptable to the
cows. By the end of March the cows can get a bite in the
pasture, and the mowings of the grass in the orchard, &c.,

are brought to them fresh. While tlie pasture is shut up

for hay the cabbages begin to ripen. 'I'hc)- weigh frcmi -1 lbs.

to Vi lbs., and each cow eats about eighteen per day. This

is their food from Juno to November, witli si\ch grazing as

they get after our hay-nmking, and a handful or two per day

of Indian meal, scalded and given with tlicir grass. The
pasture having been well manured in llie winter and wonder-

fully retrieved by good care, yielded more tlian a ton and a

half of the finest hay. This year, I think, I shall try for a

second crop, as we have abundance of nnnun-e. But last

year 1 had half tlio pasture luuxUed ofi', and the cows let out

"for some time every fine day to graze, the one half for one

fortnight, and tlie other the next. By the time the grass

and the cabbages were done, w* had laid in less than we
hope to produce this year, but a fair amomit of crops. I'or

the cows one and a half ton of hay, twenty-five stone of Bel-

gian carrots, and at least ten cwt. of swedes and beet.

" We laid out too much of our ground for household vege-

tables, having had a surplus after the following supply ;

—

Fine green peas—from the lath of June till the middle of

September—peas, lettuces, radishes, spinach, turnips, and

cai-rots, and onions, enough for the whole winter—five or

six stone of eoi-ly potatoes, vegetable maiTow, a few cucum-

bers, abundance of caulifiowers, broccoli, and cabbages, and

plenty of rhubarb and goosebeiries. A sti-awben-y bed is

laid out, too, and we are to have plenty of apples, and pears,

and cherries, and damsons, hereafter. We used enough
green vegetables for a family of five persons for the whole

summer and auluran.
" The average yield of the cows is about ten quarts per

day each, /. c, about four pounds of butter per week. The
skimmed milk is eagerly bought, being as good as I used to

buy for new milk. The butter-millv improves our bread and
cakes vei-y much, and the pig has what we do not use. The
cows give sixteen quails per day for some time after calving,

and are dry for about three months before. One cow calved

in October, and we sold the calf (a cow-calf) for a guinea at

the end of a fortnight. The same cow is to calve again hi

September, and the other in May, and thus a continued

supply of mill< is provided for. We kill two pigs in a year,

and selling half each time, get our hams and as much bacon

as we want for little or nothing. What we have to buy is

three ban-els of Indian meal in a year (at an average of lOs.

each), some of which we use ourselves for puddings and

cakes, and which goes Tar towai-ds feeding the fowls ; a few

trusses of wheat-straw after harvest (when it is cheapest) to

chop and mix with the cows' boiled tumipfood in winter, a

few pennyworths of grains per week, and two or three loads

of turnips after Midsummer, and perhaps a Uttle (but a very

httle) hay. .Vs I consider that the cows maintain the man,

this expenditure is all that I have to make in retmii for our

large supply of vegetables, pork, bacon, and hams, eggs, and

a few fowls, our gardening, and the keeping of the whole

ground in high order, and, moreover, through the good

iiatm-e of my excellent servant, our window-cleaning and

coal-shifting. It may not be out of place here to mention

his other proofs of zeal and kindness. His sister is my
maid, and she has care of the plate. In the short days, or

in excessively bad weather, he comes up and offers to clean

the plate, which is, in consequence, better kept than it ever

was before. Again, the tenant of the next field besought me
to take possession of the fence (by permission of the owner),

as it was a great expense and trouble to him. I long refused,

though the hedge was very ugly, with eight hideous pollu.rds

and eternal rows of wet hnen hung on from tlie other side.

At last my sen-ant begged me to take the hedge, saying that

he would grub and fell the whole, and that, if the wood did*

not pay me for a new fence, the gain in laud would. I put

up a cross pole fence, which is highly ornamental. My
neighbom- and I gain each ten square yards of ground, I am
safe from sheep and trespassers, and I have wood enough for

about two years' consumption, besides pea-sticks and poles

as many as we want. The new fence cost £') and a few

shilUngs. The piu-pose of setting forth this man's merits is

to be fair ; for I am awai-e how essentially the success of my
experiment depends on the quality of the servant who has to

work it out.

" The cow-house is, as I said, swept out (into the enti-ance

of the tank) twice a-day ; and it is whitewashed twice a year.

The cows are nibbed down daily, and kept almost as sleek
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as horses. Both are now in much finer condition than when
they came. Tliey were riitlier restless for a few weeks, after
fii-st coming from the fell ; but they seem now perfectly
happy, and when out in the field, they return to the stable
of their own accord to avoid rains, heat, or files. Tlieii- food
in winter is each a stone of turnips three times a day ; the
turnips being shred, and boiled with chopped wheat sti-aw, a
little hay, a handful of salt, and a double handful of Indian
meal, or somewhat more of bran. They may have, besides,
to amuse themselves witli, a few raw timiips, and two or
three handfuls of hay per day.

" Habriet Maktineau."

NATIVE WILD FLOWERS.
AUGUST.

Bv the lieginning of August, the wild roses have almost
entii-ely faded from the hedgerows, although a stray bush
here and there still retains somewhat of its blooming beauty.
No sooner, however, do the roses—so conspicuous in the
sumrner landscape—begin to fade than another highly in
teresting family of rosaceous shrubs begin to put forth "their
scarcely less beautiful though less highly-colom-ed blossoms,
and continue to adorn the hedgerows throughout the autumn
months. This tribe is the brambles, a family which, in one
way or other, find interest with every body. The poets sing of
the beauty of their " satin-threaded flowers," the schoolboy is

nowhere so deUghted as in the midst of a bramblo-brake ; tlie

mountain shepherd seeks the fruit of the mouaitain brandiles
as his only luxury ; the artist admires the thorny shrub as one
of the most successful beautifiers of nature,—covering with
its long leafy stems the old ruinous wayside walls and stony
hedgebanks with a fresh and flowery verdure ; and the
botanist—ah ! no family of plants delight to distraction so
well as the ever-changing ii'iiAi. The fruit, called black-
berries in England, but better known under then- genuine
uanie of hramhles in Scotland, meet with very general appro-
bation

; and although the schoolboy gets the chief credit of
enjoying this free and simple fruit of natiire's garden, yet
tlie hungry botanist seldom lingers in the thorny brake
without indulging in gastronomic as well as botanic philo-
sophy. The supposed species of Rubus have been greatly
extended of late ; but we fear a proposal to lead the Cottage
Gardeners through the thorny mazes of the genus which
have been created by botanical authors would not meet with
.1 very grateful reception ; and we shall therefore only allude
lo one or two of the more famihar and easily known and
distiimuished species. The liuhnx frulitosus may be con-
sid.Mv.l 111,. i.o|Mil:ii' ivpvrsciitative of the host of so called
sprric, (li,iiiiL'iiLsli.'(l 1 ly 1 loi iiiiists, which afford thebramble-
brm.N ni- l,liMkl.™r=;, ;i (Vml which wiU be perfectly familiar
to every reader, and wliich is sometimes used economically
in the malcing of tarts and preserves. Jeremy Taylor, iii

allusion to the practice which prevails in some districts of
binding down the sods on newdy covered graves by the young
shoots of the bramble, remarks :

" The autumn, with its

fniits, prepares disorders for us ; and the winter's cold
tm-ns them into sharp diseases ; and the spring brings
flowers to strew upon our hearse; and the summer gives
(jrcen Inrfanii hramhles to hind vpon our (fraivs." R. idreiis

is the origin of our garden raspberry, and a capital fnut it

is, even in its wild condition in the woods. T)ie alpine
R. ClKimammrus, or Cloudberry, although a small plant,
afibrds large and juicy hemes, called Avrons by the moun-
tain sheplierds.

The highly ornamental family of St. Johnsworts {Ni/pe-
riciini) produce theii- profusion yf yellow blossoms during
the last and present months, b.'iiig generally found in woods!
tliickets, and liusliy places. 7/, /nilchrmn occurs on lieaths,
and //. hiniiifiisiim ,.ii old v.-i-lures; but H. clodes seeks the

nil. One of the species has its

w itii small transparencies, hence
I Ills is the " bnlni of the warrior's

humid margin .if I Ik

leaves curiously jicif.

it is called H. perform
wound ;

" and in allusion to the profusion of its flovvers

have tlie following lines :

—

" H>^cricum. all bloom, so thick a swarm
Of flowers, like flies, clothing its slender rods
That scarce a leaf appears."

There are in all twelve wild species of Hypericmn, but two
of them are considered to be only naturalized plants. One
of these, H. rali/riniim, may he famUiar to many of oiu-

readers as a frequent ornament of the shrubbery.
One of tlie most beautiful of the August flowering plants

is the Grass of I'arnassus {PariKissiu paliisl.rls),vihic}i occiu's
in the loveliest profusion ou many of tlie northern hills and
mountains, although it is by no means so common in the
south.

Jidy and August are the months for the flowering of the
Dyer's Rochet, YeUow Weld, or wild Mignonette (Reseda
luteola), which grows in extraordinaiy abundance on railway
embankments, and on the rubbish heaps of old quarries ; in
fact, wherever the turf is disturbed and tlie subsoil thrown
up. It hears a remai-kable similarity of appeai'ance to the
common garden Mignonette—the Reseda odorata of bota-
nists—styled by Cowper

" The fragrant weed—the Frenchman's darling ;
"

but the wild plant grows to a much greater size than the
cultivated species ; and, besides having long linear leaves
whereby it may readily be recognised, it wants the agreeable
odom- of the garden favourite. Hooker and other writers
mention that the Dyer's Rochet is used in dyeing woollen
stuS's yellow ; and the author of " Wild Flowers of the Year "

says, "It has been used for dyeing, especially in France.
The whole plant affords juice for this pm'pose, and its

colour is good and permanent. The coloured paint, called

by artists Dutch pink, is obtained from it." Lightfoot states

that the plant was in his day much used for dyeing both
wooUen and silk of a yellow colour ; the fresh herb shredded
and boiled, or thied and reduced to a powder, being the ways
of using it. The Base Rochet (R. Iiilea) is a much rai-er

species, but of no importance in an economical point of
view, so far as we can leam.
The Com Marigold ( Chnjsnnlhemmn serjctmn) is a very

conspicuous golden field flower during the month of August,
when it is generally in full bloom. According to our own
observation, it is often more profuse in potato fields than in

corn fields, and certainly more conspicuous when so ck-
cumstanced. The Corn Marigold is not so very troublesome
a fann pest in this countiy as to require a statutary enact-
ment to enforce its eradication by the cultivator of the soil,

as has been foiuid necessary in Denmark ; but it frequently
occurs in tolerable aliundance, especially in cold, wet, clayey
land. Its peculiarity of distiibution, however, renders it to

some extent a local plant ; for there are some distiicts where
it is particularly scarce, among which we may notice the
neighbourliood of Edinburgh.
There are a guild few other plants of the Natural Order

Composita; wiiiili ]iriiilnrr their flowers during the present
month; and we nmy iminr one or two of the more interest-

ing. The corniiirni Cliamomile (Atilhemisnohilis) is a favour-
ite cottage Iicrb, tlie stomachic and tonic powers of which
are "justly celebrated." At many of the stations where this

plant may be found it is probably not indigenous, as its con-
stant attendance at the cottage door gives it many oppor-
tunities of being introduced to different pai'ts of the counby
whore it may readily become naturahzcd. Several varieties

ai-e grown in gardens. According to Hooker, the principal

rirtues of this plant are supposed to reside in the imohiere,
which contains an essential oil. Sir J. E. Smith says,
" Varieties with double flowers, wliose yellow tnlnibir florets

ai-o entirely or partially transformed into wliilo ligulate ones,

are common in gardens ; the discoid variety, destitute of

rays, is more rare. The latter, perhaps, ought to be pre-
ferred for medical use, the double wiiite flowers being now
acknowledged to be weaker than those in a natural state.

Every part nf llir plant is intensely bitter, and gratei'uily

ai'omatir, rs|irii;illv the flowers." The Sneezewort YaiTOW
(Arhilhii I'l.iiiiiira } is a bcautifid onianient of the tUtch banks,
more esjioiially in tlic north, although by no means uncommon
anywhere ; but the rominon Yurrow'or liliUfoil f A.millrfvUmn ]

is even more aljuiidnnt, occurring cliieHy by the \vaysides. it

is said to cause lilcediug at tlie nose if put up the nostrils;

hence one of the Knglish names. Nose-bleed. The family
of Knapweeds H'nilanrca) iu-o exceedingly showy, more
especially C. scahiosii, and C. ci/atiiis; indeed the latter is

frequently grown in gardens as an ornamental annual. The
stamens of some of the species have been observed to show
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imtability, similar lo tliat in tlio linckiosii and BarbeiTj'. It

is well known tlint tlip piiintor in water colours takes ad-

vnntuge of the bright blue of the Com-bliie-boltlo, the juice

of the petals being used mixed with alum water. Smith

!
mentions the interestinR fact, that the separate floret in

Eni/lish Bntnn;/ coloured witli this, by way of experiment,

j
had stood well for thirty years, whicli is no mean recom-

! mendnUon to this Uoral colour. During the month of

I
.\ttgust we ha\e two plants in Hower, which, although they

I

are not in themselves of great interest or importance, ore iu-

teresting to the botanist, ns being each the single British re-

presentative of. a largo American genus, forming a con

I
spicuous feature in the western wilds. The common Star

,
Wort (.-/.s/cr tripoliiim), is tlie only member of the extensive

I
family of Asters which we possess ; we daresay, beautiful as

is our salt marsh plant, it cannot in respect of beauty be

compared with the species of other lands, and there seems
little sympathy betwixt it and the China Asters of our

gardens. The tjoldeu Rod—so v.iriable in its stature—is

one of oiu' next showy northern plants ; and the great family

of Solidagos to which it belongs is one of tlie most con-

spicuous on the North American Continent.

G. Lawson, F.B.S., itc, Edinburgh.

THE POULTRY-KEErERS CALENDAR.—SErTEjiBF.R.

Bij Martin Doyle, Author of " Hints to Small Farmers," ic.

FowT.s.—Though the hatching of chickens at this late

season is to be totally discouragwl, on account of the ex-

ceeding difficulty of ivariug them at the approach of winter,

there is no reason why hens should not be at any time

allowed to indulge theii- desire for sitting, if ducks' eggs

can be provided for them. Ducklings can he reared, with

moderate pains-taking, diuing oiu' ordinar)- winters, espe-

cially by cottagers who will not object to have their kitchen

occupied by the tender brood until they can bear removal to

less comfortable quarters. Ducklings reared at seasons

when they are very rare luxuries for the table bring a price

which repays for the extra trouble of rearing them. Those
poultr>'-keepers, then, who can provide ducks' eggs for hens,

as we have recommended, in the seasons when a brood
of chickens cannot be brought forth with a reasonable pros-

pect of success, need never check the determined disposition

of a hen to sit; and are altogether inexcusalile if they use

cruel methods ('such as that of throwing the hen into a cold

bath ) in order to check the natural desire. As a hen cannot
cover more than five ijoose eggs, it is better to let her hatch
ducklings than goslings, and leave the hatching of the latter

now to a Turkey hen disposed to incubation.

On account of the violent rpiarrels which unexpectedly
arise among hens, it is requisite to have separate places in

which they may be kept for a time apart. Twice within

nine months a terrible outbreak has occurred in our own
poultrj- yard, and without any apparent cause. This cir-

cumstance has led us to consider what may be the best

f,'ronilnr>i pvnishments for refractory and quaiTelsome hens.
The lirst case was as follows ; six well-grown white Dorking
pullets, and a cock of tlie same brood, were purchased in

December last, and introduced to a family consisting of a
few dark-colom-ed hens of the Dorking kind also. The new
comers were kindly received by the old stagers, and the
utmost harmony prevailed among them imtil the middle of

.June last, when two of the older hens assaulted two of the
younger ones, pecked them imtil they drew blood from them,
and nearly hUnded one of them. The poor persecuted
creatiu'es were miable to eat, and feared to go to the common
roost diu-ing two nights, or venture out of their hiding-places
by day. Dislildng the notion of capital punislmient, by
strangling, or the blade (and partly swayed by the consi-

deration that their flesh was nearly imeatable), and wishing
1 to ascertain the effect of imprisonment in such case, we
contined the ciiminals, and also cut off their wings, in order
to mortify their vanity, and prevent them from rising up to a

roost over their heads. They were allowed dry com and
water, and a few rays of light entered then' cell. Alter 4'^

hours' confinement they were discharged ; and on their

liberation they did not attempt to renew the assault for

which they had been so justly punished. In the meantime,

the young ln^n who bad been so sorely beaten was most
tenderly nursed by the cock, who seemed as if ashamed of

himself for not having interfered in the tirst instance to

prevent the outrage. At the end of July the same white

hens were beaten by the same <lark feathered ones, but not

severely, witluuit any discoverahle cause. It is not a wiu' of

races, for the whites and blacks were in perfect amity at tho

beginning of then- acquaintance, and are derived from the

same stock. Jealousy does not seem to have caused it : the

cock has but eight wives altogether—fewer liy many than
those of the Nepauleso ambassador, and seems equally atten-

tive and alVectionatfi to all. Confinenieut has not altogether

succeeded in this case of gross misconduct, and it may make
matters worsi—-the olVender, whether a cock or hen, at the

expiration of the term of imprisonment often renews tho

assault, or perhaps suflers one, and interference does little

more good than iu other family quarrels. Perhaps the best

way is to let matters settle of themselves; and if poultry

cannot or will not fall into quielmlr, the only certain remedy
( and it then becomes a just punishment) is to make a meal
of them as soon as they can be rendered fat for tliis

pm-pose.

Some cottagers prevent their hens from getting into

their neighbours' gardens or stubble fields, through hedges,

by making a sort of yoke, which is simply a stick laid hori-

zontally across the shotUders, and fastened roimd the neck
by a necklace of string.

Egos.—The gleanings of haiTCSt now afford so great

supply of food to fowls that they lay abundantly. Eggs
become cheaper than at any former season of the year ; and
for a few weeks to come the price of them \vill not rise.

This is the time, therefore, for thrifty housekeepers to lay

iji a stock of eggs for winter cooking purposes—whatever
mode of preserving them they may think fit to adopt.

PeeI'Arino Fowls for the Table.—The new wheat, bar-

ley, <fcc., brings them speedily into such good condition, that

they are fit for table without any further fatting. A barn-

door fowl is undoubtedly superior in flavour to the over-fed,

flabby, greasy birds which the London cooks like to have

under their hands. To make fowls fat to their taste they

must be prevented from taking exercise by close cooping,

and kept almost in darkness to insure perfect quietude.

TfBKEYS Axn Guinea Fowxs.^—Great attention should be

given to turkey poults now, when the tail feathers ai'e begin-

ning to grow ; they require good nourishment to sustain the

exhaustion of strength diuing this period of their growth

;

barley-meal mixed with their food should be abundantly
afforded to them, as their future vigour and size will mainly
depend on the care now taken of them. Guinea fowls are

now shooting their horns, as it is termed, and wiE also

require a full supply of food to caiTy them well through
this important stage of their lives.

THE BEE KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Septembee.
By J. H, Pai/nrj Esq,, Author of " 7'/te Bee-kaeper'a

Guide," dc.

AtTTJMNAL Unions.—The time has now anived for these

operations, which are so strongly recommended by Gelieu

and many other apiarians ; and, indeed, their necessity, as

well as their utUitj', cannot he too much insisted upon, and
especially as the method which I have adopted is so veiy

simple, and which I had pledged myself at page 295 of the

present volvmie of Tue Cottage Gardeneb to give in this

place, but which now becomes unnecessaiT, for my plan, as

well as every other one that I have either seen or heard of,

is, I am happy to say, entirely superseded by the method
given by "A Cotmtrj- Cm-ate" in page 2711, No. 96, of The
(jOttage Gardener, for which communication he has my
best tlianks ; and he deserves, also, the thanks of ever)- apia-

rian in the kingdom,— liis plan being so safe, so simple, and

so effectual ; for here is no fumigating, no stupifying, which

I have always found to be injurious, and, indeed (beyond a

puft' or two of tobacco-smoke, and even that only on especial

occasions ) unnecessary. This method, however, appUes to

entire deprivation, and is recommended to be done early in

August, whilst those of Gelieu are at the end of September

;
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and then it is not strong stocks that are to be deprived of

their honey and united to others, but ireuk ones only. Still,

if this total deprivation be performed so late as the end of

September the bees may, mth a little trouble, be kept

through the winter, which the following anecdote related to

me a short time since by a gentleman residing in the neigh-

bom-hood of Bmy St. Edmunds fully proves. He said to me,

that the circumstance which led to his becoming an apiarian

was rather a singular one ; for, passing one evening the

garden of a cottager in the village where he resides, he

obseiTed some rather extraordinary preparations going on,

the nature of wJiieh he could not understand, and was induced

to inquire a little into the matter and the reply was, " We
are going to burn the bees, sir;" and upon being assured

that the stupified bees would be of no value to the cottager,

and that they would be buried, he begged them, and waiting

the process over, took them home with him in a large flower-

pot; and after sprinkling them veiy gently with sugared ale

put them into a box, and siipplied them with a syrup made
with brown sugar and ale, at the top of the box, and in a

few days he had the satisfaction of finding they had formed

several combs, and were proceeding rapidly in caiTying on

their work, which greatly increased his interest in them,

and induced him to give them every possible attention, by

which means he carried them safely through the winter, and

obtained from them two good swarms the following summer,
besides a few pounds of fine honey-comb, and for the last

three or four years he has had a large and productive

apiaiy.

The Peesf.N'T Season.—.Uthough in this neighboiu'hood

(Bm-y St. Edmunds) we liavc had little or no honey in

boxes or glasses from the tops of the hives, I am happy to

find that the slocks are remarkably good, mth scarcely any

exceptions, which mil give us encouragement in looking

forward to another season. Some accounts which I have

lately had from the neighbom-hood of London ai-e much
better than I expected; I hear of a person at Croydon
having taken off a box of honey containing 30 pounds, and

the box is again nearly filled by the same stock ; this has

afforded Mm the most honey, but his other stocks have done

remarkably well. And I hear, also, of a person at Chiswick

haring had a similar good year ; I wish it had been the

same here.

Mead.—I am requested to give a receipt for mead, and

the following is the best that I have seen, and is certainly

most excellent :—Pour five gallons of boiling water upon
-iO pounds of honey, boil, and remove the scum as it rises

;

when it ceases to rise, add one ounce of hops, and boil for 10

minutes afterwards ; put the liquor into a tub to cool; when
reduced to T.')" of Fahrenheit, add a shce of bread toasted

and smeared over with a little new yeast ; let it stand in a

warm room, and be stirred occasionally ; and when it carries

a head, tun it, filling up the cask from time to time. When
the fermentation has neai-ly finished bung it do^vn, leaving

a peg-hole, which may soon be closed; bottle in about a

year.

Honey Vinegae.—A most excellent vinegar may also be

made from honey ; Put half a poimd of honey to a quai-t of

water, boiling hot; mix well, and expose to the greatest heat

of the sun without closing the vessel containing it, but suffi-

ciently so to keep out insects. In about six weeks this

liquor becomes acid, and changes to strong vinegar, and of

excrlleiil quality. The broken combs, after being drained,

may be i)Ut in as much water as will float them, and well

washed ; the linens also and sieves which have been used
for draining honey, may be rinsed in the same water, and
with this make the vinegar ; first boil and scum it before

mixing it with the honey.

HOME-MADE WINE.

This may appear rather an extravagance for humble
households, yet when the recipts which 1 will give are read,

the expenses of making them will be found very trifling,

prorided the fruit has not to be bought; and we all know
how much a bottle of wine is prized !

On great occasions, such as christenings, birthdays, or

weddings, instead of spending money in spirits, or wine from

the wine merchants, how much better is it to have a little

store of home-made mnes from which to take a few bottles

and welcome your guests. Though dissipation and pleasures

which interfere with our duties are decidedly ivronrj, yet

hospitahty exercised towards our friends is a vii'tue which
should not be neglected. Let us at the same time be careful

who m\rfriends are, for if not cai-eful in their selection, we
shall be led away from the narrow path of duty, and find

ourselves serving that master of whom our blessed Lord him-
self has declared—" Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."
" Lose not the world, neither the things whicli are in the
world," is a text wliich, if kept constantly before our eyes,

woiJd assist us materially in all our undertakings ; and we
should be enabled to resist all those pleasures into which
we cannot enter without danger to our eternal happi-

ness.

Cleanliness is as essential in the act of home wine making
as it is in every other branch of cookery. My receipts I

intend for those who wish to make wine on a small scale,

and therefore I mU not insist on the necessity of having
" vats," " treaders," cfcc, but merely say that a cask and a

tub are requisite, also « coarse seive to strain the juice

through.

The Fruit from which wine is to be made must be picked

in dry weather, and every unsound berry picked out as well

as the stalks. The room in which the wine is made should
be comfortably warm, in order that the fermentation may be

assisted. Some people are in the habit of adding spirits to

their home-made wines ; this practice, however, spoils the

flavour, and of course adds materially to the expense.

PiED Cuitr.ANT Wine.—Gatherthe cm-rants when quite ripe,

on a dry day. Pick the stalks off, and if you wish five gallons

of \rine, take six gallons of fruit, put them into the tub, press

them imtil each currant is crushed, strain the juice otf, and
to the crushed fruit put two quarts of cold spring water. Let

it stand whilst you measure the juice which you have pre-

viously strained. .Add to the juice an equal proportion of

spring water, and then strain the water from the cun-ants,

and add that to the mixture of juice and water. To evei-y

gallon of liquid add two pounds and a half of good sugar, stir

it till the sugar is melted, and then pom- it into a cask, and to

each gallon add half an ounce of " crude tartar." Place a

tile on the bung-hole for a couple of months, at the end of

which time it may be fastened closely down, but the ivine

should not be bottled for six or eight months after it is

made.

Black Cuekant Wine is sweeter than the red cuiTant, and
when ready for chinking is very nice warmed up with spices,

lVc. It is made thus :— To eveiy gallon of -water allow a

gallon of black cun-ants, squeeze them, but be careful not to

break the pips ; put them, with the water, into a saucepan,

and boil them ten minutes ; strain the juice, and add to the

fruit again a small quantity of water, say a quart, so as to

allow for the waste which takes place in boihng. Put them
on the fire for a few minutes, and add the second juice to

that whicli you have ah-eady strained. To each gallon allow-

two pounds and a half of sugar and one ounce of "crude

tartar," and whilst the liquid is quite hot (just hot enough to

bear your finger in it ) add to every five gallons a quarter of

a pint of fresh yeast. Leave a tile on the bung-hole till the

fermentation has ceased, and the longer it is kept in the cask

before bottling the better it will be.

Elder Wine -mS. be found very wholesome, and as the

berries belong " to all and eveiybody," it is a pity not to use

them. To each gallon of picked hemes add one gallon of

water; let it .stand a day and night, stimng it frequently;

put it into a saucepan and boil it well for half an bom', strain

it through a sieve, put the juice into a clean saucepan, and

to evei7 gallon add two pounds and a half of moist sugar,

boil it for twenty minutes, and then add, tied up in a muslin

bag, half an ounce of bruised ginger and allspice to each

gallon of liquid; continue boiling it altogether for ten

minutes ; pour it into a tub, and when cool set it to " work "

with some yeast spread on a piece of toast. When it has

left off fermenting put it into a cask, bung it down securely,

and when it has stood three or four months bottle it, though,

if more convenient, the wine can be drank from the cask.

Elder wine is verj- nice warmed with spice in the same way

as the black cm-rant wine, and on a cold winter's night it will

be very much in request.
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Wine may be made from almost any fruit, also from ginger

and piusnips, but the tlnee I have now given are, I think,

the easiest as well as ilie clionpest to make of any. Ginger
wine is very wholesome it' tnken as a medicine, but it is too

heating to be useful as a constant beverage.

A FntENu.

WlNl'inn.NG BEES.

AsiONG the nifmvriibiliit of the year which I have preserved

in my note-book, I find the notice of an interview which I

had on the 2nd of May with tliat veteran in apiarian science,

Dr. Bovan. On that day he did me tlie honour to pay me a

visit at my cottage, in consequence of a correspondence

which I ln>d witli him relative to tlie subject of the hiirinl of
lihis in winter. Your readei-s will, I am sure, be glnd to liear,

that he then appe.ired hale and hearty; and bore tlie weight

of eighty yeai-s with cheerfulness and dignity. In proof i>f

his acti\ity of mind, he told me, tlmt he had been busied of

late in preparing a lectme on bees, to be delivered before

some society in Hereford. Our intercourse originated in a

desire on my part to be more particuhirly informed, touching

a curious experiment wliich both liiniself and his friend Dr.

Dunbar (living in Scotland! had successfully tried some
years ago with a couple of hives bmied in tlie ground, at a

depth of two feet—the one for foiu' months, the other for

three. Tlio former, which weighed at the latter end of

November 37 lbs., was fomid to have diminished only 2 lbs.

in weight, when on the 1st of April following it was resus-

citated. The bees, too, were in good health ; and at once, on
being restored to light and liberty, set to work with aU vigour,

as if nothing had happened. This liive had a tube of ;i-inch

bore inserted at the entrance " brought above groimd with a

cuneilexu-emity,' and communicating with tlie open air. This
experiment was repeated (I suppose in the same manner)
the following year by Dr. Bevan; the only precaution whicli

he (as well as Dr. D.) used, being, as he informed me by
letter, to " give the hive a light covering of straw, to prevent

tlie super-ambient eartli from coming in close contact with

the liive." It was dug out on the I.5th of March, ha^g
been buried " as soon as the frost had fau'ly set in in

December." The bees in tliis, as in the former case, were
found to be in good health, with stores reduced iu weight by
about -ilb. He told me afteiTiards that this hive "continued
vigorous for several yeais." Of Dr. D's, lie heard nothing
subsequent to its disintemient.

Now, in this account is to be observed the very great dif-

ference in the consumption of honey in these two hives

:

that buried four mouths decreased only V,\o pounds in

weight, while that inteiTed three montlis lost as mucli as

fom' pounds. If the latter were the iisuul result of the expe-

riment, I would bai'tUy recommend the ti-ial of it in prefer-

ence to any other plan of wintering bees—at least, my
note-book tells me that my two box liives lost iu tlie same
time last winter very little more, i.e., about five pounds
a-piece, as they stood in my window with a S. TV. aspect.

But if Dr. Dunbar's statement be correct, and the result as

a usual thiiirj inclines to the figm'e which he shows, it really

becomes a matter of importance to ascertain whether success

woidd yeiienilli/ attend a more extensive adoptiou of this

plan. Dr. B. clid not repeat the experiment, because he has

not since had any hives {cottaije hires) which he could have
buried ; liis apiarj' consisting of boxes worked on the depriv-

ing system.

A more extraordinaiy fact, however (if /«c^ it reaUy is),

connected witli tliis subject, appeared iu the same number
of the "Hereford Times" which contained Dr. Sevan's
remarks. The editor of tliat paper lias not fumislied his

readers with the name of tlie individual who professes to

have verified this singular experiment, nor indeed is there

any signature of any kind to the paper. It runs thus
(speaking of two somewhat ditferent experiments) :

—
" The first experiment was made on two hives iu the

autumn of 1831—32 ; the quantity of honey in each hive

having been ascertained, as near as circiunstances would
permit. Both hives were then placed on a stone floor in an
open shed, and were covered over with leaves to the depth of

about two feet. Here tbev remained for five montlis, and

were then extricated (there are no Jalcs specified). On
examination tlio bees presented «h ajijiearaiiec as if dead, and
no pereeptible diminution hud taken plaee in the honeij. Tlie
day being very fine they were removed to a warm situation.
Only a few minutes elapsed before they presented the anima-
tion of a midsummer swarm" .'

Now, strange as this may seem, I can as readily believe,
that bees, wliich apparently die of foul or exhausted air, will

come to life again on restoration to the light of day, as that
tliey, as well as otlier insects wliieh have been for a long
time immei-sed in water or other liquids, will recover life

under similar circumstances. In eitlier case there is a mere
suspeusivn of animal life. But to continue

—

" One of the hives swarmed on the 2Hth of May, the other
on the Hth of June, the same season. To test the practi-

cability of this system of wintering bees, 2(i hives were sub-
jected to the same treatment the foUowuig autumn, and ln:o

leere entireli] divested of Iheir honey and cunilj before beinii

buried ; all of them existed dnrinf/ the winter u-ilhnut any
provision whatever {!!) and ever since, this plan of preserving
bees during winter has been practised with eminent suc-
cess."

Now, if this be only true, it is a secret of the very highest
importance to every bee-keeper to be acquainted with ; for,

in such ease, the keeping of bees tmtst be a most profitable

concern, and there can be next to no loss in it. It is a
marvel to me, however, that such a secret should bo so little

known. I confess mjself to be somewhat incrodidous as to

the truth of this story. Yet such a statement would hardly
have been pennitted by tlie editor of a respectable paper
to find its way into his columns without his having some
assurance of the truth and authenticity of the statement.
.\t all events, be it true or false, I am disposed not to let the
matter rest until I have tried the experiment myself. Will
any of the numerous, intelligent, and cmious apiarians who
read your pages join with me in giving these difi'erent

systems of wintering bees a fair trial ? If it be done on a
larye scale—if a dozen or more individuals would be mag-
nanimous enough to sacrifice, ;/' need be, one, two, three, or
more hives a piece, the thing woidd be set at rest for ever

;

and if successfid, we slioidd have the merit of etfectiug a
most wholesome and important revolution in apiarian eco-

nomics, which would, indeed, deserve for us " the thanks of
eveiy apiaiiau in the kingdom."
It would be necessary to take carefid notes in writing of the

date and manner of intenuent, the quality of the soil, the
situation and aspect of the cemetery, tlie weight of the liives,

as well as the state of the weather at the time of interment,
and tlie character of the after whiter, at the same time
noting the pecidiaiity of the experiment. It would be of

importance, idso, to ascertain as neaiiy as possible the age
and pedigree of every queen, as an assistance in accounting
for casualties which may occur. To iusm'e miiformity and
prevent mistakes, I will draw up a sort of scheme or form
to be filled up, and retimied to me in the spring, which may
be had from the Editor of The Coit.ioe Gahdener, who
wUl, 1 dare say, kindly imdertake to forward it to any one
who may apply for it. Progress might be reported and
notes compared after the 1st of April, and towards the close

of the next honey season in July ; each person veiifying

his shai'e iu the experiment by appending his or her signa-

tm-e to the paper, the purport of which might be printed in

The Cottage Gaudexeh. Iii order to make the difticulty

in the way of expense or sacrifice less formidable I would
suggest that, if it be proposed to inter weiglity and valuable
hives, they should be buried according to Dr. Bevan's and
Dr. Dunbar's plan, by which tlie hazard would probably be
less. As for tlie other experiments, it would be easy to

make cheap bargains with cottagers for late but populous
easts (not {or poor slocks—these probably wotild have an old

queen, and be useless from other causes ) ; or why not unite

the popidation of such doomed hives togetlier, according to

the plan suggested by me in a former paper, feeding them
plentifully for a week or two, till ihe first frost presented an
opportunity for intening them. It woulcl be well for them
to have some comb—of com'se the more the better—and to

have some bee-bread and food also (say 6 or 8 fts weight),
if only that they might stai't well in spring. If any of yom-
readers have ever tried one or other of these systems of
wintering bees, or any other unusual metliod, the testimony
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of tbeii- experience, in your pages, would be very gratefully

received.—A Codntry Curate.

[We earnestly recommend the above to tbe attention of our

readers ; the experiments ai-e easily tried, and the results

may be very iinporlirat. We shall be very willing distributors

of "tbe papers to any one who sends us « reudij directed and

slmiipcd eiivelojii'.— Kd. C. li.]

ENGLISH CAGE BIRDS.

CtABDEN wakbi.er.

InSESSOKES DeNTIROSTEES. SYLVlADiE.

Si/hii( hm-tensis ; Motacilla liorlensis ; Motacilla pusserinu ;

'

Cm-fuca liortensis : Greater Pettychaps ; Garden Fauvette

;

Passerine Warbler; Garden Warbler ; Billy Whitethroat

;

Nettle Creeper.

The Garden Warbler is little inferior to the nightdngale,

and is considered by some to sui'pass the blackcap, which it

much resembles, in activity, shyness, and restlessness,—

•

secreting itself mostly amidst the dense foliage, beneath

which it pours forth its melodious and often long continued

song. It is not so commonly known as the two former birds,

nevertheless, it is pretty general, but oftener heard than seen.

It is somewhat larger than the blackcap, and its plmnage is

exceedingly jjlain and unobtrusive. If caught wild, its

mode of treatment is similar to that of the blackcap, with

this difference, that in addition to the bread, egg, and hemp-

seed which should be given to it in a dry state, another

portion should be mixed or moistened mth hot water, a little

are soft sugar and cream. Beef and egg mixed as for the

nightingale ; fruits of all Iciuds which are ripe and soft are

the varieties of food on wliich it will thrive amazingly, and sing

continuously. I need scarcely observe, he should be provided

with a cup of water, and allowed to bathe if so disposed. The
Garden Warbler is most easily reai-ed from the nest, by

feeding it at regular- and short intervals upon fruit, such as

strawben-ies cut in pieces small enough for the nestlmgs to

swallow ; raspberries in hke manner and cun-ants, red or

white, occasionally with tbe paste above mentioned made
wiUi sugar and cream, and also the beef and egg. I should

have observed, that grocer's cm-rants may added when other

fi-uit is not to be had with the dry food of bread, egg, and

hempseed, &c. I have noticed that the Garden Wai-bler

wiU feed most re.adily on the garden cabbage catei-pillar, and

which would be excellent food for tliose recently captured.

—

W. Rayner.
[The Gai-den Warblers arrive in the south of England

late in April, and gradually advance towai-ds the north as

summer approaches. They reach Sussex diu-ing the latter

lialf of April, but in Cambi-idgeshire Mr. Jenyns mentions

May 1st as the earUest day of their being heard ui nine years.

Mr. Blyth, in his excellent edition of "Wliite's Selborne,"

says " Its melody resembles somewhat the continuous note

of the blackcap, but is softer, much deeper, and more flute-

like in its tone, approaching to tbe mellitiuous war-ble of the

blackbu-d. I have noticed its singing with great spirit against

a nightingale—determined not to be outdone. Its habits and

nest exactly resemble those of the blackcap, but its eggs are

grayer." It builds in a bush near the ground in a thick

hedge, and usually lays four eggs. It resorts to gai-dens at

the end of summer for the sake of the currauls. ^\ir. Neville

Wood observed it dai-tiug into the air to catch insects, in the

manner of the spotted flycatcher, wliich it did with a loud

snap of the biU, often taking its stand on a Dahlia stalie,

and returning tliither from its hawking.]

WHITETHHOATED FAITET—WHITETHROAT

.

Insessokes DENxraosTRES. Syi.viad.1: IsaECTrvoRa!.

Sylvia cineren ; Motacilla sylvUi ; Curruca clnerea : White-
throated Warbler ; Common Whitethroat ; Nettle Creeper

;

Peggy Whitethroat; Whey-beard; Wheetie-whv; Churr;
Muttett, Whattie, &c.

This bird is the most common and numerous of all om-
summer visitants. There is scarcely a hedge or a bush
where it is not both seen and heard ; often rising upwards
uttering its voluble and notunpleasant notes, with crest erected

as if with pride, while his puffed-out throat plainly indicates

the earnestness of its song. The natural food of this bird

consists of insects, tlieir lai-va;, and fruit. Catei-pillars are

also a very favomite food with it, and when recently cap-

tured, if proem-able, is the best description of food for it.

When inured to confinement, it is readily kept on the

nightingale's and garden warbler's food. For nestlings, which
always remain exceedingly tame, and on that account are

ver-j- desirable and interesting little birds, the same description

of food will suit them as the young of the blackcap or garden
warbler. I think it of importance with all young bu-ds, to

supply them often with a drop or two of water after feeding

them. In confinement, tliis little bird is very pugnacious,

and often quaiTelsome—perfectly fearless of even a larger bird

than himself; and as if to show his corrsequence and prowess
in driving away his antagonist, either from the food- drawer or

water-cup, he inrmediately commences his song, erecting his

crest, and distending his Uttle throat, singing with all his

might as if in defiance. The plumage of the Whitethroat is

veiT sober and plain, and is distinguished by its chin and
throat being perfectly white—hence its name.—W. R.\vnee.

[The Whitethroat lUTives between the ^Oth of April and
10th of May; frequenting groves and hawthoi-n hedges. It

is very vehement, and scolds with a chuning voice, if you
approach its nest. Its song is among the earliest dming
tlie mornings of summer ; and it perseveres with its notes

late into the eveirings. It is foimd occasionally in gardens,

feeding on the raspbei-ries and currarrts. Its nest is usually

among brambles and briars ; and is elegantly but loosely

consti-ucted of mthered stalks and grass, lined with softer

grass and a httle hair. The eggs, usually five, are regularly

oval, greenish white and speckled with pm-plish grey.

—

MucijiUivray's Brit. Birds.]

COOLING DRINKS.

I RECOMMENDED in One of my papers, that those who had

any of the common fruit in their gardens (such as strawberries,

raspberries, currants, or gooseberries), should boil them with

sugar and keep them for winter use. These fruits can also be

turned to another account, and a very pleasant drink can be

made with raspberries and currants, which will be found very

useful in cases of illness. Thirst almost always accompanies

disease, and those who have attended in a sick room well know
with what pleasure a cool, refreshing draught is received.

If ray receipts for making raspberry vinegar and currant

acid should attract the attention of any who have a little time

and a little money to spare (and how few have not) to lessen

the discomforts of their poorer brethren, I strongly advise

them to try them, and bottle a few pints for their use ; it will

be the means of giving a luxury to those who are unable to

procure them for themselves ; and although the necessaiies of

hfe are certainly to be thought of before luxuries, yet, in sick-

ness, any little extra is duly appreciated. Just enter the sick
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room of the :; /nerality of cott.iges. How devoid of all com-
fort does it appear ! Illness, as we all know, is diffieult to

bear, but when with sickness eomes povert)' and neglect, how
doubly painful must the dispensation of an all wise Providence

be ; and when the sufferer is not sustained by the never failint;

love of "Jesus Christ, and Him crucified," how pitiabk' must

be his position! It is the duty of all to whom a portion of

this world's goods have been given, to minister to the wants of

others ; and there is no time when our Christian sympathy is

more wanted than in cases of sickness.

In order to make good Rasi>iieiiuy Vinei;ar be careful that

the fruit is picked on a dry day, and when perfectly ripe ; put

a quart into a large basin, and over them i)Our one quart of

best vinegar. Let it stand 2( hours, stir it during that time

occasionally, strain it through a rfanncl bag or thick cloth, and

boil it for ten minutes with pounded loaf sugar, in the pro-

portion of one pound to every pint of liquor. Do not squeeze

the bag as it is runuing through, or it will be thick ; and when
it is boiling take off the scum as it arises. Pour it into bottles,

but do not cork it down until it is quite cold, and then keep it

iu a cool place. When you wish to use it put a teaspoonful

into a wine-glass of water.

Ci'RRANT Acid.— Put 12 lbs. of currants that have been

picke<l from their stems into a basin, and then melt five ounces

of tartaric acid in two quarts of spring water ; pour this over

the currants, and let it remain for 24 hours ; strain it, and to

each pint of clear liquor add one pound and a half of finely

powdered sugar ; stir it constantly till it is dissolved, anil then

bottle it. This, if kept in a cool place, will keep good for

years. Use it in about the same j)roportions as the rasjiberry

vinegar. Raspberry acid can also be made in the same
manner, merely substituting the raspberries for currants.

During the hot weather, when children require Cooling
Draughts, a very pleasant and refreshing one can be made
thus:—"Cream of tartar, half an ounce; wliite sugar, four

ounces ; boiling water, three pints : mi.x it all together and
put it into a bottle." A wiue-glassful drunk three or four

times a-day will be found refreshing and wholesome.

SvRi:p OF Currants or Raspberries is a favourite

beverage with many people. It is made thus :—When the red

currants are quite ripe pick them from their stems, and put

them into a stew-pan over the fire until they burst, then press

them through a sieve, and put the liquor into a cool place

until it becomes quite cold : strain it through a cloth, and
sweeten with loaf sugar according to your taste. Do not boil

it after the currants have burst. A little of this syrup niLxed

with spring water makes a very nice draught. Raspberries and
cherries make an equally good syrup for those who like the

flavour of those fruits ; but if the latter fruit is used the kernels

should be taken from the fruit, and put into the bottle when
the syrup is made.—A Friend.

DOSIESTIC MECHANISM.

Pea Tr.AiNER.—The annexed sketch

is a representation of an easily made
contrivance for training peas ( or other

like plants, sweet peas, &c.,) upon.
Take two pieces of wire, some four or

five feet long, and bend their upper
parts as showii iu the sketch ; connect
the two together by means of thin wire.

Insert the ends into the ground firmly,

in such a manner as that the wires will form a kind of arch
over the plants beneath. If the wiie is made of iron, the
parts inserted in the gi-oitnd may be thrust into pieces of
chaiTed wood ; this will prevent the damp from acting on the
metal. If the wires are of zinc this will not be necessary,
as the metal will not become oxidised like iron.

American Cottaoe Gate Sfp.ixc;.—Gates are generally
hung so as to fall or shut dose when left open. This is a
gi-eat desideratum, more especially iu gaixlens—excluding
animals from them, when othemise they might gain access
through the gates, left open by the carelessness of attendants.
The following plan we saw in .Vmerica ; it was pointed out to
us as an excellent and simple contrivance ;—Procure a circular

L

is fullr "P'-n.

'. houks will

clastic hand
ate is left.

elastic band some four or five inches diameter, and very

strong; they can bo purchased at almost every stationers;

make two iron staples, such as is shown to the left of the

annexed sketch. Fasten one of these

near to the edge of the post to which
the gate is hung, and at a heiglil

about the centre of the gate. In one
of the cross bai's of thegate, at the same
height as the staple just mentioned,
drive in the other staple. The dis-

tance hetwceii the two staples should
be equal to the inside diameter of the
elastic hand when at rest (that is, when
neither pulled one way or other;, when the gate
Pass the elastic band over the two staples— tli

keep it in its place. When the gate is (ip,ii tliT'

is at its natural state of disten-ion. When tin
instead of shutting noisily, as is generally the case, it fall-
gently forward, the elaslicity of the band tending to pull it

hack, or keep it open, but the weight of the gate counter-
balances it, and it ai'rives at the shutting point with force
enough to getiiithe lati-h gently. This contrivance is greatly
used in the United States ; it is a useful one, and is cheaply
and easily attainable. The parts of the stajde on which the
band rests should be smooth and well rounded; if they were
left rough and angular, the band would soon be chafeil and
worn through. « is the wall ; i, the gate ; the position of the
band is shown by the thick black line.—B.

j

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
I'.HiD-ScABiNi.;.—There is one mode of keeping birds ofl'

fruit which, 1 helieve, has not been mentioned in Tm; Cot-
TAGK Gardener, and yet it seems to be the must effectual
way. I have, at this time, a kitten tied with a string three
quarters of a yai'd long to a ring that slips on an ii-ou rod
placed horizontally; by this means the kitten can ti-avel over
a lai-ge space up and down, without having a long string to
get entangled. It was thus treated as soon as it could eat
and drink, and has not known what liberty is since ; I have
hung an empty cotton reel to a ti-ee close by, which senes
as a plaything, and the kitten appeal's to be " as happy as
the day is long." The old cat frequently visits it, and looks
up at the birds which sit and scream with rage because they
cannot come down to the strawberries. We have gathered,
r should think, double the quantity of fruit iu consequence'
of the kitten's presence. It is now removed to the raspber-
ries, and we ai-e lilcely to have a bountiful supply—thanks to
puss ! A large flower-pot, placed on its side at one end of
the rod, seizes as a shelter from heat and wet, and the old
cat sleeps there mih her kitten. In the description of the
" Tirydail Shippen Vinery," there is no mention of a muslin
screen, which might with advantage be stretched across
from beam to beam, preventing the dust arising from litter
ing straw, &c., reaching the grapes.— I am thy obliged,
J-INNET D.

Pe.vr Moth.—The larva of this moth are very shy, hide
themselves very ingeniously by spinning two leaves together,
or fixing a leaf on the young fruit lengthwise. Each grub
occupies its own quany, for they are not social like the "tent
moth " that att.ack3 apple-trees, or the goosebeny caterpillar,
who share a leaf together, until there is nothing left but the
stalks or veins. But those are readily discovered, while the
larva of the pear motli is hid in allkinds of ways, even in
the crowns of the yoimg fiiiit, protected by a web from which
these cateipillars suddenly drop, or spin down like the most
of their species when disturbed.
A miter lately stated that tlie cocoons of the gnibs are

laid up in the crowns of the fhiit, while another denied it,
alleging that the chrysalis would perish when the fniit rotted,'
or was consumed before the following season. Neither of
these, however, seem to be well conversant with the economy
of this pest, for their cocoons are usually foimd rolled up in
the leaves, in general about a month from the time that they
attack the trees ; and if any hapiien to be in the cromis of
the fntit they ai-e hatched and take mng long before the
fniit are either ripe or " rotten." There are doubts if the
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pear and apricot moth be the same species, but I have none
myself, at least I never could see any difference in the grabs

nor in theii' food. During this season I fed grubs taken

from apricot trees on pear leaves, and also some of those

from pear trees on apricot leaves : both parties throve alike.

I kept them iu small flower-pots, with wet sand at bottom,

into which I stuck young shoots and leaves for food,

and covered the top with gauze. Some of the prisoners

commenced the silent or pupa state on the 8th of .Tune, and
were dischai-ged or took whig about the ICth of July. I

may observe that, in my long experience in gai'dening, I

never knew a second attack by the pests during one season,

consequently, I fear what Mr. Doubleday states in another

quai-ter is not correct, namely, that the " grub forms a web
in autumn, in which it passes the winter, to appear- again in

spring." The vigilant gardener knows that the cocoons of

the pear moth are not defended by a -n-eb lilce those of the

small " tussock moth," which also attacks pear trees. "When
this beautiful white moth is distm-bed it " shams death

"

admirably, and its eggs are defended by a brown downy
sulistance tliat comes from the abdomen of the insect while

in tlie act of depositing them. I cannot speak con'ectly

respecting the eggs of the peai- moth, for I never could keep

the insects long ahve, at least to produce eggs ; but I suspect

they are laid shortly after the insects take wing, and remain
in holes iu the wall, or under the rough bai-k of the trees,

until tliey blossom the following spring. If I am wrong in

tliis point, and if it liappens to come under the eye of Mr.
Curtis, pei'haps he nill have the goodness to notice it : in

the meantime I may observe, that the pest produced by a

small brownish insect, not unlilie the one that renders cloth

"moth eaten," is spread broadcast all over the countiy,

especially on wall trees in warm places ; and also, that the

house sparrow, and our summer visitant the red start, when
nut (listnvlircl, hnnteagerly after the grubs ; but hand-picking

is til.' Iir-,1 111, icily. I have loiown them very destructive in

thr 111 !;_; hill uiiliood of Ediubm'gh ; and I recollect when a boy

picking, or rallier squeezing, the greenish worms among the

leaves of my father's trees, and he used to tell me, " Laddie,

be sure to nip the small hard brown ones (chrysalises), for

they contain the Hies that lay eggs for next spring."—J.

WiGHTON.

BiiDDiNu IxsTui'MEXT. — Beguiled by yom- interesting

pages IJiave dabbled a little in budding roses—a process

most clearly explained by you, and very simple in theoiy

;

but with me the "knack " is wanting which makes it easy to

practise. " Bungling fellow ! " you will say, " That's your
affair." But stop, sir! I have the vanity to think I have

compensated this absence of " laiack," by a Uttle mechanical

ingenmty, which partial friends are wont to attribute to me.

I introduce to yom' notice, heremth, a little contrivance

which you may style " Tyro's Budding Plough." No expla-

nation will be necessary for you, so I merely say, that the

plough being very light, I leave it under the bark when iu

use, and have both hands at liberty for working the bud into

position through the upper opening. Humble goosequill,

lioi-n, or tortoiseshell may be tlie material for the implement.

—M. Walthamstow.

[Yom' " Budding Plough " was mislaid, and never came
to the Editor's hands. From yoiu' description we think it

must resemble " the Budding Implement " we have more
than once mentioned, which may be had of Mr. Turner,

Neepsend, Sheffield. His implement has a budding-knife

at one end, and a hollowed plough at the other to keep the

bark open, and to allow the bud to be slipped down behind.

—Ed. C. G.]

Layerixg Calceolamas.—As I have met %vith much dis-

appointment by ti-ying to strike cuttings of calceolai-ias, I

tiied, with success, the plan of layering, as follows :—I took

the plant, with its ball of earth, out of a pot, and cut away
part of root and earth, and laid it in a long dish—so every

shoot becomes a plant. The above wUl answer for all sorts

of plants I have ti-ied that will root by cuttings, only a peg
should be put down where each division is to be made, to

save ruining all with the knife.—T. Hill, Phixlon.

Dot ELK Stocics.—My attention has been directed to the

ai-ticle on double flowers ; as I have been growmg stocks

these last seventeen years, I may be able to give an opinion

on the subject ; but I have had no occasion to puzzle my
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brain about the best method of getting double ones, as mine
is a sort that produces more double than single every year—
I should say, in the proportion of seven out of nine, inva-

riably. They arc good colour, and bloom beautifully, not
spilling up in the middle and lasting but one year, but yield-

ing a great number of fine flowers, and standing two or

three yeai's. I liad one, two or three year's ago, on wliich I

counted llffy-three flowers ; and the plant about three feet

high. I should have been iiappy to have sent you some
seed, but unfortunately I did not save any last year, as I

remo\ed from the neighbourhood, and the few plants that
I have are all double ; there ai'e some growing in the neigh-

bourhood, from which I hope to get some seed. -4bout
twenty-five years ago, I sowed some seed from the plants

;

I selected thirty-five for jilanting, and gave away the rest. I
suppose I kept the best plants for myself; out of the thu-ty-

five, I had seven double ones. But on enquiry, I found that
the plants I gave away produced a much larger proportion of

double than mine, so I concluded that to have double flowers

it would be best to choose small plants. Mentioning the
subject to a nurseryman several yeai's afterwards, said he

—

" There was a lady here this spruig for some plants, she
says, 'Pick out the small plants, sir ;' I said. Madam, why
do you wish to have the small ones ? ' Because,' said she,

'there is abetter chance of getting double flowers from small
plants.' " This mode of selecting plants may be best in

some sort of stocks, but for the sort I have there is no
necessity. Some people (and it is a favourite notion among
most people) imagine that if you tie a single stock to a
double, there is a greater chance of having double ones ; but
I would as soon tie it to the leg of a stool as to a double
one, for the chance pshoidd have for double ones. If a bee
alights on a double stock, it will not tarry there a moment

:

there is nothing there for it. It may be deemed huge pre-

sumption iu me to suggest to a master in the floral depart-

ment, but I would just say, suppose you take seed from the
last pod in the stock, which may be supposed to be the
weakest seed on the plant, or seeds from the extremity of

any pod, and try them next year. As to the soil they re-

quu'e, it should be rich and deep, but no dmig, except it is

well decomposed, as new manure is apt to breed worms,
which very often injm-e the roots.

—

J. 0. .Anthony, Frovi-

deitcf Mines, iiviir SI. Ives.

lUspjiKiuiY Acid.—As I see directions iu The Cottagi'.

G.4EDEXEII of July '15 for making raspbeiTy vinegar, I am
induced to mention another way of prepaiing the raspbemes,
which produces a far more pleasant beverage than the
vinegar. In Ungering illnesses among the poor, especially

consumption, I have found that a small bottle of this
" acid " was a gift veiy highly valued :—Dissolve S oz.

of Tai'taric acid in two quarts of cold water; poiu' it on
12 lb of fruit, iu a tleep pan. Let it stand twenty-four

hours. Strain the liquor from the fruit, without pressing
;

and to every pint add 1^ lb of pounded white sugai'. Stu' it

frequently (iu a eool place) till the sugar is all melted.

Bottle, cork, and seal it close, and keep it in a cool place.

Warmth would cause fermentation, and the bottles woidd
perhaps burst ; and, if that (hd not happeu, the liquid would
become lumpy and less agree.ibli?. A tablespoonful of the

liquid is enough to mix with half a pint of water, when it is

requu'cd for use.

—

^Wilcot.

BiiE.uj Makixu.—YoiU' lady contributor, in writing on the

making of bread, omits one thing ivhich long experience has
proved to me to be very important. In heating an oven, a

much smaller quantity of time and wood is consumed if

care is taken that every pai't of the floor of the oven is, in

its turn, kept quite clem- of wood and ashes : it should be as

clean as it can be scraped. In no otlier way can the bottom
of the oven be heated thoroughly. I cannot tell why, but it

seems to me that the heaped-up embers prevent the free

cu'culation of hot air over every part. However that may
be, the effect is certain. Heated in tliis way the oven will

give you loaves as crisp at bottom as at top ; whereas, if this

precaution is neglected you 'will have many loaves well baked
in all pai'ts except the bottom, which will be soft and tough,

and to which every paa'ticle of ashes left on the floor will

have adhered. AVith I'egai'd to the advice in making bread,

to " knead it well," it is good for those who wish then' fami-

lies to consume as little as possible, for it makes the bread
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closer and luu'iler ; but for /».raiv/, the bread should have
not oitf '.mnccessuri/ jnitich.—WiLCOT.

StREXOTHKNiNii A HivE Of Beks.—After ha\ing written

to you, 1 arrived at the conclusion that no second swarm
might be expected from either stocks (which )ou confine),

and in one I cut a :H iucli hole, atHxud a board I'i inches

square, and added a small box, the bees have since com-
menced to pei-seeute the drones, and I presume their

slnu'^hter will soon succeed. Tlie other hive being coated

with I'loman cement, with only a small hole for ventilation.

I placed on a box 12 inclies long, I'i inches broad, and
inches deep, with li two- inch aperture on the top, and from
it.s roof the bees soon hung in a large cluster, quite inactive,

although breeding was evidently going ou rapidly. Yesterday
evening I gently lifted oft' the liive, turned up the box,

sjirinkled ttie cluster witli sngar-syrup, and placed over it a

box containing a cast, to which I intended to add the whole
stock in autumn, or any other casts that have come forth.

The union was perfect, and the increased industi'y of the

enlai-ged colony was evident ; the old stock of course was re-

moved a few miles away, where it also is working. By tliis

I prevent, I hope, one from swanning, and give an early

addition to tlie weak population of the other. Matters to

you perfectly simple and easy of explanation, to an amateur
are often insuperable difficidties, and I mention my pro-

ceedings (fulfilling, iu part, by anticipation, the spirit of

your advice kindly given), thinking it may amuse you to

witness the resoiu'ces of a novice iu pei-plexity.—J. B. P.

Habdy Be.iutiful Fi.oweks.—My flower-beds contain

some plants of ver}' great beauty, which I would recommend
to the notice of those of yoiu' readers who are not already

acquainted with them. Tlie Mimulm Hohiiiiis lias been in

bloom now (July lOtli), for nearly three months, and has
had more than :1() flowers out at a time. I have also the

(Enothera (irundi/iora, wliiL-h I thuik unequalled iu beauty,

with 8 or 10 flowers out every evening. The Calantlrinin

vmMliita, with its beautiful pui'ple crimson flowers, the

Phlox Z)riiiiimondii, Clwhiic barbala, the HeUophila tnjUla ;

these, with Penstemons, Campanulas, Geraniums, Ver-

benas, and Fuchsias, make my garden look veiy gay. I

have only four beds, and am therefore able to keep them
in order entu'ely myself.—E. 0., Devon.

Cotiagek's HoRTicui.Ti-RAL SOCIETIES.—Most doliglited

are we to see these so widely on the increase, and no efl'orts

of otu^ shall be wanting to promote their prosperity. We
have received the reports of many, but none in a form we
can quote, except Uiat of the Blithfield Horticultural Show.
It has been estabhshed cliietiy through the exertions of the

Hon. and Rev. H. C. Bagot, and held its first meeting this

month in Blithlield Park, the seat of Lord Bagot, neai-

Eugeby.

" A large temporary room, decorated with garlands, ever-

greens, and flowers, was, by the kindness of Lord Bagot,

erected in the centre of the avenue of spreading hme-trees,
for the exhibition, through which the visitors passed into the

gardens and pleasm-e-grounds of his lordship, which were
kindly tlirown open for tlie occasion. Previous to the open-
ing of the show, the school children anived in procession,

each with a nosegay of wild flowers, for several of which
prizes were awarded ; the children seeming to vie with their

pai'ents and others in the interest they took in the proceed-

ings. The examination of these wild nosegays by Miss
Bagot, was one of the most pleasing incidents of the day

;

and the detection here and there of a doubtful flower caused
much amusement. Tlie prizes were distributed by Lord
Bagot, assisted by the Hon. and Eev. H. C. Bagot, to whose
exertions, we understand, the origin and success of the

society are chiefly owing. The children afterwards engaged
in a number of amusements, which greatly enlivened the

scene. A brass band from Stafford was iu attendance.

"We cannot but wish that such exhibitions were more
frequent than they are. The occasions on which aU classes

meet together ou a common ground of enjovment are now
so rare, and are daily becoming rarer by the modern habits

of social life, that even were the object less useful and
pleasing than the encouragement of gai-dening among the

poor, we should still hail witli pleasure any occasion that

brought the tenant and his landlord, the farmer and his

labourer, the peer and tlie squire;, the s(piirp and the yeoman,
into an hoiu's disintercstecl and unrestrained intercourse.

It was impossible not to observe the real and iniafl'ectBd

enjoyment in wiiich all classes participateil at the Blithfield

show ; tliere was such an utter absence of all pride, reserve,

and awkwardness, that one could not hut feel that as long as

scenes of this description recui', so long (and perliaps no
longer) will there be no fear of the kindly links of mutual
respect—stronger than all laws—which now bind together
the rich and tlie poor, being broken. We heartily wisli suc-

cess to this and all similar institutions, and hope that tlie

same propitious sun, and tlio same good feehng, may brighten

the exhibitions of many succeeding years."

Bai.s.vm GnowiNG.—I find in reading my treatment of tlie

balsam, vol. iii., page ^JOS, there is a little mistake. Six

weeks should have been eight weeks for the time between
potting and blooming ; and " Fedington " should have been
" Toddington." I liave at the present time balsams that

were potted fi-oni the seed pots on May 2;ird, that on
JiUy 18th ineasiu'ed at the base of the stem four inches in

circtuuference and three feet two inches round near the top

of the side branches. Average heiglit one foot ten inches.

They ai-e in pots eleven inclies by eleven inches.—J. Hunt,
ToihliiKjton, near Dunstable, Bcilforihhirc.

AsTs.—I have read many ways of destroying these pests,

but the following never. I accidentally placed an empty
garden pot over an ants track, wiiere it remained a fort-

night ; on moving it I foimd a complete nest full of eggs,

ants, and earth, which I put into a paU of boiling water and
destroyed the whole. 1 repeated tlie process with equal

success.—J. S., Kinyston.

PicKi.ED Vegetable M-vrrow.—Cut the marrow in thick

slices and salt them twelve hours, and then dry them in tlie

sun ; then boil three quarts of vinegar, with a pound of the

flom' of mustard, a good handful of black pepper, a few all-

spice and cloves, thirty-six bay leaves, and a stick of horse-

radish cut in slices ; boil them altogether until it is the

thickness of cream, and pom' it hot over the marrow and
cover it close. Add to the above one pound of mustard seed,

half an ounce of long pepper, quarter of an ounce of mace,

and nine green capsicmiis, boiled in a pint of vinegar with a

teaspooufid of Cayenne. It wiU be fit for use in six months.

Currant .Telly.—Add to every pound of cm'rants three-

quarters of a pound of loaf sugar, and put them altogether

into the presei-ving pan, and when the sugar- is quite dis-

solved let it boil only six minutes, and then strain it through

a flue sieve into a large bason with a lip to it ; then pour it

quickly into yom' jars. The pulps may be boiled up agaui

for ten or fifteen minutes, with the addition of half a pound
of sugar to foiu pounds of pidp, and a pint of fresh cmTants
or raspberries ; it makes a nice jam to be used soon, as it

will not keep long. All jellies and jams should be covered

with writing paper cut round and dipped in white of egg.

Baspberry Jam.—Boil the raspberries with a little currant

juice for ten minutes, then add three-quarters of a pound of

sugar to a pound of fruit, and boil it five minutes more after

the sugar is dissolved and it begins to boil.

An Exlellent Caj;e that will iceep Good a Year.—
Three-quarters of a pound of flour, three-quarters of a pound
of butter, and the same quantity of cun'ants, raisins, and
brown sugar; one oimce of almonds blanched and put to

di-y before the fire, five eggs well beaten, one ounce of orange

peel, and the same of lemon peel; the butter to be beat up
to a cream, and mixed by degrees with the fioiu'; add a wine

glass of brandy. This cake should not be cut under three

months.

Everlasting Cheesecakes.—To a quarter of a pound of

butter put a pound of loaf sugar, the yolks of six eggs, the

rind of two lemons, and the juice of tlu-ee lemons, and to

these add a little grated biscuit; put all into a presei-ving or

stew-pan, and let it simmer over the fire until the sugar is

dissolved and it begins to tliicken hke honey; you must then

put it into a jar for use. Line small patty pans with puff

paste and put a little in each.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
TO OUR READERS.

:ry sorry, after the notice we have so publicly given, that any

one should so little know what is correct conduct as to persist in writing

to our coadjutors, Mr. Beaton and others. Mr. Beaton writes to us

thus :
—" I am overwhelmed with applications from your readers for cut-

tings and other things ; and one party notices and neglects your warning

not to write to us privately by saying, * I do not write to you as a writer

of The Cottage Gardener, but in your private capacity.' An acute-

casuist this ! From this day forth Donald Beaton will take iio notice of

privtUe letters, even though they contain postage stamps." Mr. Beaton

is quite right ; and we truat, after this notice, to hear no more of such

conduct, which no plea can justify.

** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers uf

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Sloping Banks (J. A. M.).—As you do not "altogether understand Mr,

Barnes's account" of these must useful structures, we will give the follow-

ing from The Gardener's Almanack of the present year. " Supposing

the banks to run east and west, the south side, especially as respects all

low-growing things, such as French beans, potatoes, &c., will produce

eight days earlier than when cultivated on the level, while the north side

will retain lettuces, &c., during summer, much longer fit for the tabic.

The surface of the ground is also increased, notwithstanding learned

assertions to the contrary. In making them at first in shallow soils,

they should not be wider than six feet at the base ; but as the soil becomes
improved they may he from 10 to 12 feet in width. lu deep soils, the

banks may be formed by trenching in the usual manner, only throwing

it into shape by a line and stakes. In thin soils, care should be taken to

have plenty of room in the tirat opening to stir the subsoil, and tlien

replace again the surface soil on the surface. The accompanying sketch

/^
will give some idea as to how they are formed, each ridge being 12 feet

wide at the base, a b is the ground level, c the apex of the ridge, and

dd paths between. Of course they could not be raised so high at firat

without unpoverishing the other ground. If drained beneath the paths

all the better—for in heavy land, without drainage and deep stirring, the

moisture will be long retained. If at c there is a board fised, or even a

row of dwarf hardy peas, the south aide will be rendered still warmer, and

the north side more cool and late. Such banks, therefore, may not only

be used for vegetables, but also for accelerating and retarding fruits, such

as the strawberry. Owing to the depth of soil thus obtained, if the sur-

face is kept stirred, you will never need much of the water-pot, even in

the driest weather. The right hand or south side should be the longest,

and, in a succession of ridges, the northernmost one should be the

highest."

LiNLM Catuaeticdm {Ritsticus),—T\ns weed, commonly known as

Purging Flax or Mill Mountain, can only be eradicated by constantly

cutting it down. Mowing otf the topa, and sowing salt thickly over the

place, if repeated two or three times, will usually eradicate it. The
grass, also, will be destroyed at the time, but will eventually yield a

greener and better herbage. The black-aeeded melon from Malta, we
have little doubt, is the common ivater melon ; and, if so, worthless in

our climate.

BuDDl^G Roses {D. W. G).—July is the best month for budding

those planted in November.

Liquid-manure {Ibid).—Half a pmmd of oil of vitriol poured into

your 40 gallons of pig-stye and water-cluset drainage, will fix all the

ammonia ; and one gallon of the compound mixed with five gallons of

water will be (luite strong enough for your kitchen-garden crops. Weak
liquid-manure is beneficial to cabbages, celery, &c. ; but if strong, it kills

or greatly injures them.

Goosebkbry-treks Nbglected (Wi'tf).—Without seeing them. It 19

impossible to give a positive judgment whether it would be best to

uproot them and plant young ones. We should recommend you to thin

out the old branches, and reduce the young shoots on those left both in

number and to half their length. From the cutting* of the young shoots

(rather than suckers), after cutting out down into the very wood all buda
to be planted beneath the soil, we ahould raise young trees to succeed

the old ones ; for these will beiir some fruit, but your cuttinga not for two

or three years.

Calystegia Pubesckns {T. T. T.).—You cannot obtain seed either

of this or of the Kerria japonica of the seedsmen. The latter may be

readily grown from young cuttings. If by " flies on geraniums" you
mean the green fly or aphis, give them a good fumigating with tobacco-

smoke, whilst each plant is covered over with a sheet propped up by a

stake to keep it from breaking the plant.

Vsv 1 Hi nV. 0. W'.).—YouwiU see what Mr. Payne says to-
day upon this subject. We are sorry that you should have postponed
trying "the Country Curate's" plan.

Blue Glass for Germinating Seeds (A Lover of Flowers).— It is

quite true, as Mr. Hunt and others testify, that seeds germinate more
rapidly under blue glass than under colourless glass ; but we are (luite

sure that they do not germinate no strongly, and the moment the leaflets

appear it does positive harm. If you wish to try the experiment turn a
blue finger-glass over some of the seed. For striking cuttings such
coloured glass is useless ; it haa no influence over the production of roots.

Kitchen-Garden Chops Withering (J. IF., Leith).—You need
seek for no other reason for tliis failure beyond the fact you state, that you
have only " ten inches of light soil, with a sandy gravelly subsoil." The
remedy you are adopting of trenching the subsoil two feet deep is the
beat remedy you can adopt ; and we should turn in with it abundance of
sea-weed, which you have at command. You will find mulch about your
crops, with a little earth covered over it, the best mode of manuring your
crops ; it would keep their roots moist. Your rhubarlt will be benefited
especially by this, and the frequent application of liquid manure. All
the leaves whilst green should never be taken off rhubarb, for they have
to prepare the sap and ripen the buds for next year's growth ; when the
leaves are dead they may be removed, because then their usefulness is

Hares and Wild Rabbits [J. M. t/.).—These will not thrive if kept
iu coops or hutches. Cowper the poet's account of keeping tame haren

Is most interesting ; but they were allowed to frisk about inthe house and
garden. Poultry may be kept in a shed enclosed with wire, and will

thrive. It is impossible to say how much water is sufficient for a straw-
berry plant ; it must depend so much upon the soil and temperature

;

twice the quantity you mention, given every night, on a light soil, and in

dry weather would not be too much.

Wall Trees l/i/t/).—Plant three-year old well balanced trees of the
following : Apricots— Shipley'-s, Breda, Moorpark. Peaches— Acton
Scott, Royal George, Bellegarde. Nectarines—Early Newington, Pit-

maston Orange, Violette Hative.

Verbenas {F. i/.}.—You are right, it is best to keep only a few good
plants of the different verbenas and petunias over the winter, and to begin
to work from them early in the spring. All »f them should be topped
till the new year, if they are growing freely.

Aimee Vibert Rose (7A((/).—This will root from cuttings either in

poLs or in the open ground. Now is a good time ; but the cuttings may
be made from March to October. It is the only rose we know which
smells offensively, but being dwarf and a free bloomer it makes a good
white bed or edging.

Fortune's Pit {Subscriber).—All the dimensions given of this pit

may be ao reduced as to fit your requirements ; but without knowing in

what respects you fail to apply it, we cannot be of use to you.

Vinery (Novice).—You will have length sufficient for two nice houses,
each twenty-four feet long. You may thus make one the early house,
and the other a late or winter one. Do not make them an inch higher-
back or front—than is really wanted for head room. In order to keep
them low, there is no real necessity for a person to have height enough to

stand upright at the front inside ; about a yard in depth may suffice at

front, and about ten feet at back. The interior arrangement must vary

according to the use you intend making of the interior area. Growing
pines beneath the vines depends on whether you are determined to have
some, and whether you will build a house or pit specially for them.
Pines may be grown beneath vines, but it would be far better and more
economical in the end to grow them in a separate place. For the early

grapes, a provision must be made inside for their roots, and the front

wall on arches, to let the roots go out as they like. In the late house,

the roots may be entirely outside. The hot-water pipes must, of course,

be placed inside the pita or houses.

Carnation Cuttings (M. J.).—Unless your cuttings are very young
|

we should have preferred cutting them across at the firat or second joint,
]

instead of the third. Ifslitupthe centre for a short space, as recom-

mended by Mr. Fish lately, they would root all the sootier if the wood
was hard ; if soft, it would not be needed ; and your cutting at the third

joint will answer. Your inserting them in a hand-light will answer if you
can continue the mild bottom heat you gave them. They will genorally

show a swelbng of cellular matter at the base in from a fortnight to a

month. If, after that, roots are not quickly formed, raise them care-

fully, and without touching the bottom part place them round the sides

of well drained pots, and plunge these in a mild bottom heat. From the

first shade in bright sunshine and give air at night. Your shortening of

the leaves was a matter of little cimsequence, provided you could keep

them from flagging j roots would sooner have been formed by the leaves

being left entire.

Lemon Plant (iVoiwee).—Cuttings of the Aloysia citriodora strike

most freely in spring in a little beat, such as a cucumber box ; ripened

shoots strike freely in autumn in a warm shady place ; small half-ripened

side shoots will strike freely now in sand, covered with a hand-Ught or

bell-glass, kept close during the day, with a little air at night, and with-

out bottom heat. If you find they do not strike fast enough, place the

pot in a little bottom heat in two or three weeks, but the plants will be

more tender in consequence.
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FoKciNG Flowers for a GREBNHOrsR in Spring (L. E. S.>.—If

you would tell us what you chicHy \fant wt- sh»mld better be able to meet

your wishes. With piU that can be artilkially heated, you may almost

have anything you like, such as violets, bulbs, geraniums, ealecolarias,

einerarias, axaleas, caraetUaa, ike. If you will be more precise ns to your

wants, we will endeavour to meet the case.

KosES FOR Trkllis {B. C.\—With the exception of Rmselliuna, the

roses you mention, such as Cfteneiiolle, Qrcut Wtstern, ike, are not

climbing roses, but they are strong: growing, and very beautiful, an<l will

soon cover your arch, unless it is very high, and be n\orc brilliant than

climbing roses generally are. Every rose grower will supply them.

Stone Jars f/iirf}.— These filled with hot water, and often enough

renewed, will keep oranges from frost during the winter in a small green-

house, three yards and a half square, and four yards high. In very severe

weather use a little protection beaideii.

LiLiim Lancifolium (A New Subscriber).—AW the varieties are

desirable. They arc quite hardy in most places. They, however, make

fine ornaments for a greenhouse in autumn ; and for this purpose they

should be potted shortly after they have done dowering, placing four or

six large bulbs in a twelve or fourteen-inch pot, three inches below the

rim of the pot, using equal portions of loam, peat, and leaf-mould dried,

and half quantities of old cow-dung and silver sand, and kept either in a

cold pit during the winter, or covered up with ashes or tan similar to

hyacinths. If you obtain small bulbs, you must not expect much bloom

tor a year or two ; bulbs, according to the sixe and varieties, will average

in price from 3s. 6d. to 4s. ; but these matters we cannot enter into, nor

yet to recommend nurserjiuen.

Brick Pit iJ.).—We suspect your heat from the dung failed, because

you either had not enough of dung, it had not been sufliciently worked

and sweetened, or the heat failing, you had no means of reuewing it by

linings. Less trouble will be given by using tan, because it will soon be

sweet, and will retain heat longer than dung, unless well made. It is

often advisable, in the case of plunging plants, to have a little tan laid

over the surface of fermented dung. We presume you planted your

cucumbers and melons in appropriate soil, though you speak of placing

manure in the centre of the tan-bed. Vour cucumbers may have failed

from other causes than the want of heat in the bed, as little would be

required. Greenliouse plants may be preserved in such a pit, but mure
by attending to coverings than to any heat the bed may retain.

Myrtles (C/uroj.—:We give our myrtles and pomegranates two
month's gentle forcing in a vinery, or, say, during April and fliay, and
both flower well from July. We turn them out on the first of June.

Scarlet Geraniums iEnita).~Po\\ow Aunt Harriet's plan by all

means; those you refer to were intended for a particular purpose, which
might not suit you, even if you could follow it up.

New Ground (T. P.).—The piece of new ground attached to your
house at Islington is likely to he of stiff earth. It will require no manure
the tirst season; trench it before winter, and as the work goes on try and
put in a few drains, two feet deep. Leave the top very rough and the

frost will mellow it. In March, when it is dry, fork it over and over five

or six inches deep, and if you find it stiff put a quantity of fine coal-ashes

or sand on it, to lighten it, and after that flowers and shrubs will grow-

well on it next year. Almost all the evergreens we mentioned in former
numbers will grow on the shaded parts.

Wbigela Rosea (C. IK B.).—Vou have done perfect justice to this

plant ; the reason why it did not bloom last spring was, that last season's

growth was finished too late in the autumn, and the late hard winter
injured the tips of the immature wood, from which the flowers should
issue. Now that you have it a yard hi'^h, and as much across, we should
think it could not fail to flower late next spring ; if you see any more signs
of growth extending this autumn, push a sharp spade down through the
roots, at two feet or 30 inches from the stem, that will stop it, and cause
it to flower better.

Double-blossomed Gorsb or Fdbzb (C. J. ilf.).—Plant cuttings of
the young shoots in a shady border under a hand-light. The single-
blossomed is best raised from seed.

Gbntianella Sowing (Ibid/.—Sow in pots of light sandy loam, in

March, and keep in a cold-pit, giving the seedlings plenty of air. They
may be transplanted into a bed of light earth very early in the autumn.

Racodium Cellaee i/i/J,.— It is very possible if this is moved from
the ale cask to the side or roof of your cellar, that it may grow. It

Id damjh air, but not a wel wall. We should put it upon alikes a

piece of rotten wood and fasten this to the wall. If you will refer to
indexes, you will find all you require about pits. We will answer your
other question next week.

Rvlott's Floue-dall Potatoe (W. L.).—This is a perfectly iy/ji'it'

potato, flattish round, deeply sunk eyes, and roughiah skin. It is one
of the most mealy and best flavoured potatoes we know. It has no pink
colour about it anywhere. It ripens in the first week of August, but with
us, though a good bearer, not so prolific as Martm's Early Seedling ; the
latter, however, is scarcely so mealy or so good flavoured. We shall be
glad to receive your promised communication.

Bees :G. Ambler i.—l( you put your neighbour's stupified bees, the
tenants of two or three hives, into one, and feed them with barley sugar as
much as they can consume, you posnibly may iave them. " A Country

Curate" (whom we know to be a good authority\ sflyn it should be done
by the lOth of August. But try the experiment. We Intvc given a
recipe for barley xiif^'ar at page 55 of our present volume. Answers
toother (jucries next week.

Books on Small Farming, &c. (J. ('. M.).— Farming from books
you will find a dirticulty. They give suggestions, hut practice must teach
how to carry them into effect. Ithatn's Dictionarif of Furmint;, Spuoner
OH Slirr/i, and CobbetVs Coftni^c Economij, will suit you. These and
Martin Uoyle's Hints to Smalt Fanners may he all had for about sixteen

shit lings.

Names of Plants (Sttbscribcr, Bury St. Kibnmidit), — \. li/iiis

Cotinus, or American Sumach. 2. Euphorbia Cyparissias, or Cypress
Spurge. 3. A Vcru/iicn, probably V. spiruta, but no one could lell from
such a specimen.

Books (T. O.).—There is no book better than Mackintosh's. Wnit
for The Cottuf^e Gardetier*s Dictionary, which will contain all the in-

formation you require. {A Young NaturiiUnt].—Dr. Lindley's Introdur-
tion to Botany and Vegetable Kingdom, especially the latter, will best

put you in possession of the generic characters according to the natural
system.

Unuer-hiving Bees (F. S. B.).—This, which it appears ynu have
adopted, is very bad practice

; you c»n never in this way have any fine

honey. You should have placed the additional hive on the toj) ; room
being given will never prevent » second swarm. Let your hives remain
as they are until February, and then on a mild day separate them ; the

bees will then be found to be in the upper hives, and the honey as well.

Had you followed the advice given in our paper, by placing your hives

above instead of below, you might now have taken from No. I 25 lbs. of

fine honey, and from the swarm 15 lbs. The cast as it is will make you
an excellent stock.

Halp-porued Bees (C.).—These which you have seen put out of the

hive are drones not matured, which are always torn from the cells at the
time of the general massacre. The bees on the floor board indicates its

strength and prosperity.

Humming in Hive (J. &'.).—The loud humming noise in your Tay-
lor's hive during the hot days of July indicated its prosperous and
healthy state; and when it became cooler it ceased, and the been
appeared reduced in number till a hot day came. It is not at all unusual
for them to remove the honey from unsealed combs at the bide of the
hive. A prime swarm of June 12th should have done more than yours
appears to have done. The slides were withdrawn at a proper time, but
the season has not been sufficiently good for them to work up into the

box. Vou have done right in replacing the slides. A« you will feed at

the top begin immediately, and feed until you have twenty pounds in the

stork box. The box with glass top must always be uppermost, and when
a third is required it is placed between the two already full, because the
bees will take to it more readily, being in the centre of the colony, than if

placed empty on the top.

CALENDAR FOR SEPTEMBER.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air must now be given, but sparingly when the sun is bright, to dry

the damp off the young pseudo-bulbs. Blocks, look to; if much
decayed remove the plants from, and renew. Fires, light now every
night, especially in the India house; but do not raise the night tempera-
ture so high as the day by 10". Dendrouiums, and similar plants that
have finished their summer growth, remove t<. a cooler and drier house

;

giving very little water at the root,—twice during the month will be
enough. Newly-imported plants place upon logs, and keep rather
dry and cool ; vegetation must be very slowly induced, for the young and
old shoots or pseudo-bulbs mil perish if too quickly excited. .Suades
may be almost entirely di8i)en9ed with, especially on span-roofed houses,
facing east and west. Water, apply sparingly, even in bright weather

;

dull sunless days give none, either in tlie shape of
moisture. T. Ap

STOVE PLANT HOUSE.
Air, give freely during the day, especially when the sun shines; this

will keep the plants from spindling up, and will jircaerve the leaves.
AciiiMENEs done blooming remove into a cold pit ; keep thejn pi-Tf^ctly

dry, but not too much exposed to the sun. Baek-beds, where any,
should now be renewed, and the worms and other insects found in them
destroyed. It is imjjortant to do this now. so as to obtain a moderate
bottom heat before winter—at that season it is dangerous. Cleanliness
and order must be constantly attended to; the plants should have their
leaves sponged ; the pots must have all the moss and dirt thoroughly
scrubbed otf; the earth on the surface ought to be removed and some
fresh put on ; and the whole of the collection should be arranged for the
winter campaign. Autumn and Winter blooming Plants, such as
Begonias, Gesnera zebrina, picta and oblongata, Justiciujt, Sulvias, and
Sericographis, should have a moderate supply of water, occasionally
mixed with liquid-manure. Plants that have been set out m framcH or
in the greenhouse to harden their growth bring now into the stove
Prune severely all straggling plants, creepers, &c., so as to reduce their
size and cause short branchy habit. Potting, very little needed, except-
ing by very young plants of vigorous habit of growth; these pot and
place close to the glass. Regulate the plants, so as to give all an e(|ual

share of light; place them thin, even if some have to be thrown away.
Of all mistakes tnat is the greatest, of keeping more plants than will stand
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vinter no one plant should
ENTs bring in and place

ngrly, and that in a morn-
evening. Temperature

—

T.Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

AuuicuLAS and Polyanthuses, protect from heavy rains ; remove
into winter quarters about the last week in the month. Cinerarias,
repot twice during: the month ; carefull)' protect them from early frosts,

as they are very impatient of cold, yet do not like heat. A cold frame or

pit is the best place for them, " '
"

rooted layers ; pot, and pi;

made. CnRYSANTHEMCMS, pot for the last

the open air, watering occasionally with liqui

well tied, and the best blooms sheltered from wet,

supply with liquid-manure in dry weather. Hyac
early blooming may be potted at the end of the

bous), plant at the end of the month. Pin
of month where they are to bloom. Pai*

d still keep them in

s Dahlias, keep
shine, and insects;

:hs, a few for very
nth. Irises (bul-

plant out about middle
plant, when strong; if

I be protected in a pit through
r and turn over frequently

T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.

AiB, give freely night and day, unless when very stormy. Bulbs, pot

for early blooming, such as Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, &c., also

Lachenalius, Erodiums, &c. Camellias, still expose, but defend from
heavy rains. Cinerarias, sow, prick off seedlings, shift into flower

pots for winter. Calckolarias, sow seed; propagate by cuttings

under hand-lights, and shift. Ericas and Azaleas, get under shelter,

ready to be housed by the end of the month. Geraniums, Myrtles,
Salvias, &c., propagate by cuttings, shift into larger pots, to be esta-

blished before winter, and prepare for taking up out of the open border

by cutting round the roots, doing only one half at a time. Where there

is not plenty of room cuttings struck early will answer better. Glass,
flues, &c., clean and repair. Plants, clean, tie, arrange. Pots, free

from moss and filth, and fresh surface with suitable compo&t. Seedlings
of all kinds, prick out as soon as they can be handled. Propagate all

half-hardy things, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, Salvias, and especially

Calceolarias, Petunias, Verbenas, &c. ; the last three named will do better

than if struck earlier, the smallest pieces will do best. Water will still

be abundantly required for plants growing freely, and those intended to

bloom in winter, such as Prijuroses, Cinerarias, and Chrysanthemums,
should have manure-water given freely. Whenever you observe the first

flower bud of a Chrysanthemum, though no larger than a pin-head, you
may give the clear manure-water freely. Water should be given sparingly

to plants that are to be put into a state of rest. Tropoiolcms with
tuberous roots, pot whenever they begin to vegetate ; they do not like

shifting; give very little water until the pot is getting filled with roots,

as they cannot bear sour sodden soil ; let the pots be well drained.

Climbers will soon require cutting that have been growing rather natu-
rally, in order that more light may be given to the plants below.

R. Fish.

FLOWER-GARDEN.

Aconite (Winter), plant, e. Anemones, plant best, e. ; sow, b.

Annuals (Hardy), sow, b. Auriculas not shifted in August now
remove ; water and shade ; prepare awning to protect in autumn and
winter ; sow, b. Bulbous-roots, plant for early blooming, e. ; sow, b.

Carnation layers remove, b. Chrysanthemums, plant cuttings, Ike,

b. Cut round the boots of large specimens intended to be taken
up next month, b. Cut in large specimens of geraniums, &c., in the

beds to be potted, as soon as they break, to make specimens of, b.

Dahlias, number and make list of whilst in perfection: describing their

colour, height, &c. Dress borders assiduously. Edgings, trim,

plant. Evergreens, plant, b. ; make layers. Fibrous-rooted pe-

rennials, propagate by slips, parting roots, &c. Fork over vacant com-
partmtnts. Grass, mow and roll; sow, b. Gravel, weed and roll.

Guernsey Lilies, pot. Heartsease, plant cuttings ; trim old.

Hedges', clip, e. ; it is the best time. Mignonette, sow in pots, to

shelter in frames. Rooted Pipings, pipings of pinks, &c., plant out
for blooming. Planting, generally commence, e. Polyanthuses,
plant. Ranunculuses, plant best, e. ; sow, b. Double Rockets,

I divide and transplant. Seedlings, plant out. Seeds, gather as ripe.

I

Transplant perennials, e. Tuberous-rootbd plants, transplant.
I Turf. lay. Verbenas, cut the roots of favourite sorts, sis inches from
' the stem ; water them, and in three week* they may be removed safely to

be kei)t in pots; a few plants thus treated are better than many cuttings.

Watee Annuals and other plants in dry weather. D. Beaton.

ORCHARD.

LoAMV Composts prepare for planting fruit-trees. Commence and
continue gathering fruits as they ripen. Grapes, bag or cover from
wasps, whether on walls or in houses. Of superfluous shoots on
trained trees make a general removal, or shorten them where gross.

Nets, apply to fruit-trees, to secure from birds. New fruit planta-
tions, make preparations for as soon as leisure occurs; planting may

, with some fruits, provided the wood is ripened. Straw-
iiove in moist weather ; strawberry-beds, dress from waste

s, b. Stones of fruit for stocks, save. Vines, remove or stop
all useless spray. Wall-trees in general, look over once more.
Wasps, entrap by hanging bottles ; wasps' nests still destroy. Rasp<

BERRIES, cut away the old bearing

tard with coverings, and
thinning, and stop. Fru
let all shoots be nailed clo:

d and train sn

occasionally. Figi

prepare and clean;

FRUIT FORCING DEPARTMENT,

AiE, admit freely during the day but more sparingly at night; da
temperature, with sun, from 65° to 80'^ ; night ditto, 5S° to 6(i°. Bark-
beds, turn and renew, if chilled; but beware of too much heat, as, instead

of excitement, plants should be gradually hardened and ripened; an
exception may be made in those plants fresh potted, as they should be
encouraged to fill their pots with roots. Clean from all decaying leaves,

insects, and mossy surfaces; and dress with fresh suitable compost.
Water : proportion it to the weather and the demands of your plants

;

shun at all times the dribbling system. Pines, finish shifting ; shut uji

early in an afternoon, but give a little air in the night. Peach-house :

spare no attention to obtain the wood healthy and well ripened ; give

plenty of air to those now ripening their fruit. Vineries : look after

the grapes in early houses ; ripen the wood ; and in late houses, forward
the colouring process, by closing much solar heat. Figs, Peaches, and
all trees or shrubs in pots for early forcing, should have their wood well

ripened, and then removed to the coldest, shadiest place you can com-
mand, protecting or plunging the pots. Melons and Cucumbers in

frames must be banked up with fermenting materials ; stir the surface of

the soil, but give scarcely any water after this period ; a slight syringe

early in the afternoon after a hot day will be useful. Pot off seedlings

and cuttings of Cucumbers for winter : for this purpose none excels the

Sion House or Kenyvn. Finish potting Strawberries for forcing.

R. Ekrington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.

Angelica, thin out, and earth-stir in the seed-bed where the plants

may remain until the spring. Aromatic Pot Herbs, finish gathering.

Artichokes, break down stems, and keep clear of weeds. Asparagus-
beds, weed. Balm, cut, and dry. Beans, keep clear of weeds, and
seed collect, and dry off well ; store them away in the pods. Beet, take

up as wanted. Borage, earth-stir amongst, and seed collect. Bore-
cole, plant out, and use the hoe freely amongst. Brocoli, plant.

Burnet, plant. Cabbages, plant out; keep the seed-beds free from
weeds, and earth-stir. Bed Dutch Cabbages are ready for pickling.

Cardoons, earth up well in dry weather. Carrots, attend to thinning

and earth stirring the August sown crops. Cauliflower Plants,
prick out in rich, open, warm borders, so as to have a good choice of

plants to stand the winter. Celery', earth up freely in dry weather, and
plant out successional crops which will be found very useful to the cook
during the winter and spring months. Chervil, sow. Coleworts,
plantont. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. Cress (American),

sow and plant. Watercress, plant. Cucumbers, attend to in pits

and frames, top and clear away all decayed leaves, &c. ; strike cuttings

of favourite kinds, or sow seeds, for winter and spring growth. Endive,
plant out; tie up or otherwise cover up to blanch. Fennell, plant and
cut down. Hoeing, attend to in all cases in dry weather. Hyssop,
plant. Jerusalem Artichokes, keep clear of weeds ; do not injure the

stems; take up roots if required for use. Kidney-beans, earth-stir

among, and collect seeds
;
put away dry in pods. Leeks, plant and

earth-stir. Lettuces may still be sown in warm borders, but attend to

those which were sown at proper time ; prick out from the seed-beds

;

keep them clear from weeds, so as to have a good winter supply of sturdy

plants ; tie up full grown. Melons, be sparing with water at this

season ; give plenty of air to ripening fruit; keep up warmth by backing
up with linings, &c. ; shut up early. Mint, still cut and dry. Mush-
room Spawn, collect ; which is often found when breaking up old hot-

beds
; put it away in close dry sheds until wanted. Mushroom-beds,

make ; this is the best season in the whole year for making mushroom-
beds in any way, from the proper mushroom-house to the common span-

roof bed in the open air to be covered with straw. Nasturtiums, gather

as they become fit for use. Onions, press down to promote their bulb-

ing, and take up those that are ripe ; dry well before stored away for

winter; attend to the August-sown; weed and earth-stir. Potatoes,
take up and store away. Parsley, cut down and transplant in some
warm corner for winter supply. Peas, look after birds and collect seed

of, dry them well, and store them away in their pods. Pennyroyal,
cut and dry. Marjorum, the same. Radishes, sow in warm borders.

Rhubarb, clear from weeds. Sage and Savory may be planted.

Savoys, plant and earth-stir. Sea-kale-beds, keep clear from weeds.

Seeds, gather of all kinds as they ripen. Small Salading, sow.

Sorrel, plant. Spinach, sow in warm border ; attend to thinning out

the August-sown crops from eight to ten inches apart. Tansy and
Taragon, attend to if required. ^Thysie. plant. Turnips, sow of the

best little early kinds; thin and hoe advancing crops. Attend to
earthing up, earth stirring, and hoeing in general, in dry weather ; the

rake may be advantageously used in many cases after the hoe at this

catching season of the year. Many good managers only plant Cabbages
in one week of the whole year, and that in the first week in September,

and from plants sown about the 21st of July; the soil to receive them
should be made thoroughly rich. Others make a good planting at this

time, and another in March, which will give an excellent supply for the

whole year. T. Weaver.
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The potato murrain, and tlio inimenso loss it occa-

sions not only to individuals but to tlie nation, calls

upon us to repeat aj^ain and again our warning— store

your potatoes in layers alternately with dry earth, sand,

or coal-ashes, and in a dry cool building.

We have received a sufficient number of inquiries,

relative to our recommendation, to enforce upon us the

importance of being still more explicit relative to this

mode of storing potatoes.

1. Each layer of potatoes should be only one potato

deep, and they should not touch each other.

2. Each layer of earth, sand, or ashes, should he

sprinkled in between the tubers, and cover the whole

about a quarter of an inch deep ; and then another layer

of potatoes should be placed upon it, and so alternately

imtil the whole are piled together.

3. The most easy way of thus storing potatoes, is by

having boards fixed across one end of the biulding, so as

to form a bin or box for them ; the front edges of the

layers being thus kept from slipping down.

4. A collar, shed, stable, or any other building in

which the temperature never rises above 45'', nor falls

below 3.3°, is suitable, provided rain is excluded, and the

floor is not damp. It does not signify whether the floor

bo brick, stone, earth or wood, so that tlie layers of

potatoes and their packing sins' be kept dry.

We have received various communications upon the

subject, the contents of winch singulai'ly refute them-

selves. One from Essex, after lamenting " the loss sus-

tained annually," asks—" Do you not think pitting

potatoes is as good as the plan you recommend?"
" Pitting!" that is, digging out a spade's depth of earth,

putting the potatoes in a conical heap within the hole

thus made, covering them with straw and then with the

earth dug out, is one of the very worst modes of storing

potatoes : they ferment, heat, and consequently acce-

lerate decay, and the result is told in "the loss sustained

annually."

Another gentleman, writing from Taunton, regi-ets

" the bushels" he has lost each year during " the last five

years," and yet he thinks his mode of " storing in a dry

cool outliouse, without any other covering, as good as

that recommended in The Cottage G.hhdener." Now,
if " bushels " have been lost by following this plan, it

cannot be good ; and as we have stored our's during the

years enumerated without any such loss, the plan is not

so good as that we have adopted and recommended.
The question, if we come to theory, simply is this

—

Whether the decay of the tuber is caused by a fungus or

merely by gangrene or putrefaction, are not coolness,

dryness, and the exclusion of the air effective checks to

its progress ? Now, we will imdertake to say, that not
a practical gardener nor a man of science in all Europe
will answer in the negative ; and if so, then the plan we
recommend is that most consonant with reason, as in

practice we have found it most efi"ectual.

Pboceeding with our notes upon the list of artificial

manures, commenced by us at page 28 1, we next come
to Ble.iohing PowDEn, or Chloride of Lime. This is com-

posed of about G3 parts Chlorine—which used to be

called spirit of salt, being obtained from our eomniou

table salt—united to 37 parts Lime; and it has been cm-

ployed as an assistant to plants in various ways. When
exposed to the air, as when poured dissolved in water

over the soil, it parts with a portion of its Chlorine and

is changed to Muriate of Lime, a salt which absorbs

moisture from the air very rajiidly. This has been

found alike beneficial to crops on light and clayey soils,

for it keeps light soils moist during dry weather, and

it prevents the clods on clayey soils becoming baked

during drought, so as to be unbreakable by the hoe.

The plants we have applied it to with most advantage

are Asparagus, the Cabbage tribe, and Sea-kale,—all

natives of the sea-shore, where they obtain this snlt

from the waters of the ocean.

Chloride of Lime, from its property of giving off its

Chlorine slowly, is largely employed for bleaching pur-

poses ; and the same property adapts it for promoting

the germination of seeds, the destruction of vermin, and

the removal of noxious smells.

Mr. F. Fincham, of Manchester, states that he em-

ployed Chloride of Lime in his garden with good effect,

for hastening the grouth of Turnip-seed. Half of some

Turnip-seed was steeped for thirty-six hours in a solu-

tion composed of one pound of Chloride of Lime and

48 pints of water. Both the halves of the seed were

sown under precisely similar circumstances of soil and

aspect. The plants from the steeped seed came iqi

much sooner, were never attacked by the fly, the pro-

duce was half as much more, and the leaves more

luxuriant. He observes, that in some instances Sir H.

Davy and others found the application of Chlorine to

seeds too highly stimulating, which he attributes to its

being used uucombiued with Lime, and that wherever it

has failed of doing good this has arisen from the mode

of application rendering failure certain.

Great care is required in the employment of Chloride

of Lime as a stimulant for seeds, for though Mr. Fin-

cham found Turnip seed was benefited by being soaked

for thirty-six hours in a solution of one pound to 48 pints

of water, yet in another instance Mustard-seed is said

to have been destroyed by being soaked for six hours in

a solution of only one pound to 60 pints of water. Seeds

of Strelitzia regina, on the other hand, were uninjured

by being soaked in it for twenty-four hours.

For destroying vermin. Chloride of Lime has also been

employed very effectively. Mr. Fincham emjiloycd a

solution of the same strength as for his Turnip-seed to

destroy the insects (he does not say whether caterpillars

or green-flies) which attacked his rose, gooseberry, and

currant trees ; watering over them by means of a rose

watei'-pot, "by which thoy were ett'ectually cleared from

the vermin."

A gardener writing in the Gardeners' Chronicle, in

1843, says—" I was very much annoyed by the worms

getting into the flower-])ots, of which I liave between

five and six hundred, and not a ])lace where I can set

them in the summer season, except round the edges of
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the grass i>\ot ; so I liave used tor this last tliree years

Chloride of T.imc, ami I have foiinil it quite to my
wishes The qiiautity I use is about an ounce to eight

gallons of water, and I have never found it hurt or

discolour a leaf, tliougli I have frequently watered the

beds, plants, and grass plot all over. It kills the moss

on the latter ; but what I find it the most useful for is,

about every mouth, to water round the pots that it may
run underneath them, which it ipiickly does, the garden

being on a descent ; and by ajiplyiug tlic water a little

stronger, and applying the brush gently to cause it to

go over every part at the same time, it eifectually

destroys all the green on the flag-stones."

As (f_/i.i'C)" of Ammonia, Chloride of Lime is one of tlie

most effectual applications. Half a pound dissolved in

two and a half gallons of water, kept corked in a stone

bottle, and a little twice daily sprinkled over the places

wetted with the excrements, &c., of horses, cows, pigs,

and poultry, will almost entirely remove tlio otl'ensive

fumes, aud at the same time prevent the escape of the

ammonia.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
IvMu.Y AiTU.MX 1'lantixg.—We advise those of om-

roailers who have fruit-trees to plant, to lose no time in
making the necessary preparations. Thelirststepof all

others which wo practise, when possessed of an oppor-
tuuity, is to cut round the trees intended for removal.
This pro-supposes that the ti'ees are already in jiosses-

sion ; and. indeed, refers more to trees of some size than
young stock from the nursery. •

Tliis cutting round we consider somewhat important;
and it should be jierformed in the first week of Septem-
ber at latest : if a little earlier so much the better. Its

eflects will be, to bring on an immediate disposition to

produce a much increased amount of young fibres ; and
we need scarcely observe, that such will the sooner
establish the tree ; for it must be understood, that most
of our hardy deciduous trees and shrubs carry on a
continuous root action all the winter ; they are, pro-
bably, never entirely dormant, whilst tlie ground tem-
perature is as high as from 40 to 50 degrees.
Root action, then, being in some degree dependant on

warmth in the soil, how important early autumn plant-
ing must bo to those who would gain time, which is

generally the great object whether in planting for orna-
ment or for utility. It may also be noticed, as a point
in this argument, that trees cut round will of necessity
be forced into a somewhat earlier rest : the supplies to
the leaf being in a great measure cut off for a time, the
action of the foliage is almost entirely elaborative, and
the latter functions soon become carried out or com-
pleted. Sucli being the case, a tree cut round in the
first week of September may be considered fit for
removal by the end of the month ; and at this period
there still remains a considerable amount of ground-

[
heat, even until tlie middle of October or later,—enough

I to set the small fibres in action ready for the returning
I

spring.

Such are some of the reasons why early autumu
planting is to be recommended ; but there remain
otliers, the weiglit of which being fairly added to the
scale will cause a great preponderance, we think, in
favour of the practice.

Let any one acquainted with gardening observe tlie

immense pressure of business which spring invariably
brings, a pressiu-e doubtless double that which e.'iists in

September and October. How important, then, is it

to do all that can be done at this period, in order to ease

the coming spring ! The young gardener who does not
know or rightly estimate this has much to learn.

Again, all soils are handled much easier now than in

February, and are thereby left in a condition much
more congenial to vegetation. Added to this, a day's

labour is a much more jiroductivo article at this period

than iu early spring—tlie days being longer, and the

chances of bad weather much less.

More need scarcely ho said as to the expediency of

early autumn planting : we will now, therefore, proceed
to otter advice connected therewith. And, first, let us
draw attention to thorough drainage, witliout whirh all

other labours are vain. Of course we mean on soils of

a stagnant character; such may be readily known to tho

veriest tyro by various symptoms. If unreclaimed or new
enclosures from commons, wastes, or road-sides, the very
character of the herbage produced should point to its

condition. Such land, if of a damp or " gouty " cha-

racter, will produce grasses of a peculiarly coarse habit,

together with the Polygonum family, the lakcweed,

rushes, &c., &c., most of which things we feel persuaded
are known at sight to the majority of the readers of

The Cottage Gardener.
Sometimes plots of ground are partially damp, and

require but partial drainage. Such may be readily dis-

tinguished by the colour of the surface, provided that

no herbage exists on it ; for if portions of such plots

remain of a dark colour for days after other portions

have become dusty on the surface, tliere can be little

doubt that such portions require drainage. Let then,

we say, uo person esteem this as a light afl'air. How
many pounds loss and years of disappointment have we
known through ignorance or neglect of this fundamental
principle. Where, however, plots evince by their general

character that all is right below, the improvement ne-

cessary, with regard to fruit trees, lies in a narrow com-
pass. One of the first points is to examine the subsoil in its

relation to the surface soil. By this we mean not only

its mechanical character—that is to say, its power of

transmitting superfluous moisture downwards with

facility,—but its pro.ximity to the surface ; in other words,

the average depth of the surface soil in its unimproved
state. What we have now observed bears I'eference to

the general improvement of any given plot, and we are

hereby supjiosing that the object of the cultivator who
may be enclosing a piece of unreclaimed land, aud con-

verting it at once into a vegetable and a fruit-gardeu, is

to eflect general and economical improvements at the

least possible amount of expense.

With regard to the introduction of a tree here and
there in existing gardens, the case is quite difi'erent.

Here, if the soil be of a mellow character or improved
state, nothing is wanted but the stations suggested in

previous numbers of The Cottage Gakdeneu. Still,

we would say, let a small amount of jealously be ex-

ercised as to the existence of stagnation below. We
have known many old kitchen-gardens, which might
fairly lay claim to a mellow and pulverised soil on the

surface, charged, it may be, with a regular surfeiting of

manures, yet anything but sound beneath. Let not

the possessors of such gardens imagine that because
fruits have been somehow or other cultivated in

such plots for very many years, that they ought to rest

satisfied with them. Let us again and again assure

them, that even our hardiest fruits will not thrive in a
satisfactory way, if an enemy exist beneath in the

character of stagnating moisture.

As The Cottage Gardener circulates north as well

as south, we would here remark on the culture of tender

fruits in the cooler parts of Scotland, as also in the soft

and damp atmosphere of the north of Ireland. If a

regular cockney gardener—one who had never gardened
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twenty miles from BaUersoii, or. it miiy be, the warm
county ol'KeD t, or tlie precincts of Wimliledou Common

—

were to be duly packed and transferred in tlie character
of head gardeaer to some nobleman, in either of the
northern districts above alluded to, how astounding

—

as say our great writers—would he the change. Adieu
to all successl'ul fruit culture, if he began his liat-

tersoa tricks of planting i'ruit-troes on tlie ordiuai'y
ground level! And the evil would he still farther
aggravated if ho had a Battersoa market gai'dener's

manure-heap to go to. Within a couple of years we
should hear of peaches making shoots sis fcetlong, four
feet of which would go hlacli in October, to tho great
dismay of the Battersea man, who would of course talk
of peculiar conditions of tlie atmosphere, electrical cur-
rents, &c., &c. ; having imbibed such notions in his early
training, and being persuaded that such docti-ine was a
mere " march of intellect " affair.

But, to turn the tables, suiijiose that this metropolitan
prodigy had a gardening neighbour, who at once took a
bold and common-sense view of such matters ; and wlw,
believing tliat the ripening of the wood, through the
conjoint influences of light and heat acting on a pro-
portionate amount of the "raw material" (if we may
be permitted so to use common-place phrases), hail
great influence in this affair ; supjioso, we say, that this
man was coiilnii. willi a, )iii\cli Irss ainountof luxuriance,
and what woul.l I.,' t],r coi,„ .pi^iir,. : Why, the wood
of his tree, w. mill l.nniiir lirtln lipt'ned, and tho fruit-

buds better jiorfected ; need we say that superior success
would follow ? How then, it will be said, is all this to
be acoomplislied ? Why by eschewing all deep borders
or beds of earth, cspeciaUy if below the ground level;
and herein lies the real gist of the alTair.

Had we to act in a position of the kind, we should
plant the majority of our trained trees on or above the
onVmarij surface. No man should dig a hole for a tree
in such climes for us. There can be no doubt, there-
fore, that most of our superior fruits could bo very well
cultivated in such climates, if those entrusted with their
management could but be brought to believe, that
shoots of moderate growth ripen both bettor and earlier
in the season than free growing trees; and that tlie

fruit in all its stages partakes of this precocity, to say
nothing of the much greater certainty of a crop, through
more perfect blossoms.

So that we may see it is not a question of mere depth
alone; for a bed of earth, a foot or so above tho ordinary
ground level, is a very dill'erent thing from one a foot
below such level; and those who will try the experiment
in our more northerly counties will soon have demon-
stration enough. Indeed, it will be at once obvious,
that if long-continued underground damp is an evil

—

destroying or preventing that mellowing of tho soil

which renders it easily penneahlo to the atmosphere

—

that an elevated border is one of the surest safeguards.
T'here is, however, no necessity to elevate a whole

border thus much above the ordinary ground level

;

stations may bo made on what we term tlio platform
mode ; only taking care that the platforms arc gradually
widened as tho trees become well established ; or, indeed,
as soon as they show symptomsof receiving an overcheck
li-om the drought of hot summers. This is easily
managed, for if the stations be about five or six feet
square, little more would be neoessai-y in such cases
than to apply a coating of half-rotten "leaves, or vege-
table matters—oven grass mowings would do—over ami
round the exterior of the platform ; merely to ward off
extreme drought. Such might be applied in June, and
might, if requisite, ho removed and dug in for vegetables
in the end of August, in order to let the solar lays fairly
jienutrato the soil. Such remarks equally apply to
stations connected with walls, and to those in tlie open

pended ; and, in conclusion, we again repeat our advice,

that this work he proceeded with as soon as possible

;

first cutting round trees to be removed, and then pro-

ceeding with tho ])reparation of the stations, the drain-

ing, and the preparation or procuration of soils.

in cutting round siiecimens for removal, the distance

may be ruled by the size of the tree; indeed, a trench

may at once be e.xcavated in the jiositiun it would be, if

the tree was to be removed forthwith. This trencli may
be left out, and thus there will be extra inducement to

the ti'ee to produce fibres in the interior of the ball of

earth. R. Kiibingion.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
PLiNTlNG EVERGKEENS, AND OTHER PLANTING MATTERS.
—Last week 1 promised to say how the large plants were
taken up, and how planted ; this part will only be useful

to very young planters. The operation was conducted
nearly in the way recommended by the Editor, in a lead-

ing article, last spring ; but as a good tale is never the

worse for being twice told, i shall keej) to my promise,

and say how the first plant was removed. We selected

such plants as spread a great way ; not the tallest that

we could find, because the hedge was not recpiired to be

moi-e than eight feet high ; tlie first plant was about
ten feet tlirough it at the bottom ; and with such jilants

as yews and hollies it would have been safe gardening to

open a trench at the outside of this circumference, that

is, at five feet distance from the stem ; but box-trees do
not run their roots far away, but produce them in great

abundance nearer homo ; so the first thing we did was
to tie up the lower branches, by running a strong cord

all round the plant, by which the branches were well

[lulled in, broom-fashion. We had thus a command of

the sjiace covered by the branches ; and at I'our i'cet

from the stemia ring was marked on the ground, and on
the outside of this ring the men set to work to open a

trench all round, and about 18 inches wide; tlio depth

was regulated by the depth of the roots. Tliey went no
farther down than is inches, as the soil was very hard
and poor ; but the trench was made two feet deej), in case

wo should find lap-roots under the centre part. Now,
here was a ball of earth eight feet in diameter, with a

huge hush stuck in the middle of it ; and if we could

remove it, bush and all, to the site of the hedge, half

the gardening world would think we had done wisely

;

but the truth is, if we had done so tho chances are that

not one plant in ti'U would have lived out the month of

June, then in its infancy ; and this is the most curious

jiart of the whole concern, and on it lay tho foundation

of our success; indeed, some would say, that ajiriiici/ik

was involved here; but 1 never could make out what
that word meant; and if they will allow the word in our

forthcoming Dictionary, we must have a consultation as

to how we can best explain it for gardening language ;

and as that consultation might cause all of us to meet
in London for discussion, 1 shall sa,ve myself the journey

by giving my definition of it now, which is this

—

atiy-

tldng to suit your ideas or convenience. Well, here then

is a set of men at work on a principle ; and it must be

plain onougli that it would not suit our convenience to

remove such a large lump of earth on so hot a day.

Then, as to our ideas—if we had any at all on the sub-

ject—-they must have been very confused, if they could

not lead us to perceive that if this ball of very hard

earth, and which then was as dry as AVelch snull", were

removed and placed in the midst of a newly prepared

border of moist loose earth, it could only be a repetition,

hut on a large scale, of potting a geranium with a hard

one shift" large pot; and all the gar.Iry ball into

, _, deners would say that is a bad jilan; because, water as

garden, in all cases where stagnant moisture is sus-
1
you may, the dry ball in the centre of the pot could not
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reocivo any moistiiie—Iho water would iiiii oil' it into

tlio tVi'sli soil us oH' a duck's Ijack. So hero is another

liiiudjilc, and a very bad (irineijile it is ; for all tho gar-

deners in the country eould not wet it. Therefore it

would never do to jilaut large box-trees in June on this

prinei|)h>. On tlio other lumd, if tho work had to bo

performed in November, when tho face of tlie earth is

well moistened with the autumn rains, this ball of it

woidil be moist also, and then would he in a lit and
proper slate to ho removed, with care, for the heuelit of

tho roots which held it together. We shall call this the

wet or moist side of the jirinciplc : and ou this view of

it we lind writers on planting large trees reconunend-

iug a hall to he removed with large and small trees.

Now, when one's head gets full of jirittciphs, he might
say on ))riuciple, that what was good for the goose

should do for the gander; that what was essential for

the good of a tree on removing it in November should not,

on princi]ile, be otherwise in .1 uuc ; but here the prin-

ciple breaks down,—theciise, as wo have seen, is just tho

reverse, and my detinitiou of a priuciplo is right after

all ; thoivfore it was that this huge ball of earth was
reduced hit by bit with thrcc-prougcd forks, and with

the greatest possible precaution, so that the roots

received as little damage as eould be ; the loose soil thus

picked or forked od' the ball was removed from the

trench as fast as it was loosed, and the trench itself was
getting wider and wider in consequence, so that by the

time we reached where we expected, and whore we found
some tap roots, the trench was large enough to allow the

men to look about them and see how best to deal witli

these tap roots. When they found one as largo as the

little linger, they digged lower down by the side of it,

and when they could dig no farther, tho root was cut

clean off with a knife : it is true, that on the principle

of convenience, this i-oot might be tluust through with
a spade as low down as it could reach, and then pulled

up and tho bruised end cut oil" with a knife ; hut here

the idea pait of the princijile comes against that part of

it whieli is founded on convenience ; for the moment wo
begin to work among principles, they thicken around
us. If the root were hit hard with a spade, the jninciple

of tension or strain is immediately involved, for roots,

like other parts of jilauts, arc made of long fibres and
tubes, something after the manner of a rope ; and every
one of these members has a ])art to play in the economy
of the plant; if, therefore, you strain a root so that it

must break, all the damage you cause it may not be just

at the point of breakage; in all probability some of the

fibres of the root are broken far back nearer the stem,
although hold together by the bark, so that cutting off'

the jagged end of a root ou the principle of convenience
is not the best way. The better plan is never to put a
firm root to the test of sti-aining at all, but to cut it oil"

at once with a sharp knife. In the whole circle of giir-

deuiug there is not a more mischievous act, or the lesult

of which is less understood, than this of straining the
roots ; I have known plants die from it two years after

the operation. There is a race of the Cactus family in

Mexico, and in other parts of Central and South America,
having their stems compressed into round heavy lumps
of soft matter, like our melons or tui-nips, and they root

from the bottom just like a turnip; and in hot countries
these roots go down a long way to find moisture, so that
it is hard to pull them up when one wishes to remove
any of the plants. 1 have known some of these plants
received in this country to all appearance perfectly sound,
and remain so for many months afterwards, but to have
died after awhile, because then- roots were too much
strained iu pulling up the i)lants, the fleshy portion in
the hoart of the plants began first to decay from the
tender ends of the roots having given way there and
caused an internal fracture ; mortitic.ition proceeded
slowly, till at last it reached the outside, and people

began to wonder what ailed llie plants, " that they died
so." Fanners cry out when their turnips do not keep iu
heaps, after tliey are torn by main force from hard dry
ground, and their roots strained at all points ; and so do
those who think themselves veiy cunning, who pull
tip bulbs abi-oad alter tho same manner, when they
find after all their care of them they die by inches
before their eyes. 'I'he same happens with fruit and
forest-trees, and sometimes with box-ticos also, but
our boxes escaped that kind of princi|de, all the large
roots tliat could not ht^ dug out were cut clean olf by tiie

kuifo. An oak-tree should no more be pidled by the
root thiui a melon cactus.

After all this, and by the time the whole of the roots

wore separatiul from tho undei- soil, tho ball was so re-

duced that throe stout men could lift tho plant on to a
low truck, and what earth was left close to the stem of

the i)lant was ])ierced through and through with the
pronged forks, or witli a sharp pointed stick, so that
water could get into it at tho first touch ; the plant was
then set down on the surl'ace of the new border, not in

a hole made to receive it, but on the bare surface, which
it wiU be recollected we left eighteen inclies lower than
the surface of the terrace ; then a ring or bank of fresh

soil was made outside the end of tlio roots, and a footer
so iu height; this ring was to confine the water to tho
space occupied by tho roots, and for washing it down
amongst them with the water-jKit as the work proceeded.
Some recommend, first, to make a puddle of earth and
water, and then to put in the plant. I never plant that
way.

Now, three men with spades, at equal distances round
the jilant, began to throw loose sand and earth up to tho

stem of the box-tree, not ou the hare roots: and two
men with large watering-pots, with the rose on, stood
opposite each other pouring water on the stem, which
washed down the soil as fast as the three men could
throw it on ; one man did no more than keep the plant
steady, and if a strong jiole or stake were first driven in

tho border before the water planting commenced, and
the bush tied to it, this man's time might bo saved, and
the plant ho the better for it afterwards ; but in our
case we were planting a close hedge, and stakes were not
needed ; but in planting singly, one or three stakes
should first bo placed where they would best support the
plant. When all the liollow parts luider the bottom
roots were thus filled up with what I may call mud, a
third watering-pot was put to work on the baiik outside

tho roots; this pot had a rose to it so that it should not
break through the bank, but merely wear down tlic in-

side of it gently against the roots. In this way the roots

were soon covered, and when the water drained away
every root must have been encased as closely as the

wiek inside a "dip " caudle ; aud to prevent evaporation
an inch or two of very dry soil was placed over the
whole, and we all returned to the " box bank " for

another subject; and after all were planted, the whole
were damped every evening for the first month with a
garden engine, and not one single leaf failed.

Now, is there any reason to supjiose that tho same
men, country labourers, with the same care, and under
similar circumstances could not be as successful with a
thousand or ten thousand large bo.x-trees as with a
few scores, and that if they had continued to plant all

the summer, the same results would be obtained. I am
not quite so sure, however, that from this time to Christ-

mas the success should be so complete, because after

this time tlie active power of the plants to form new
roots will be on the dccUnc, and go ou so in the same
ratio as the degrees of temperature. In November large
plants can be removed and look very well, without
giving them so much water as we did—indeed, without
giving them any water; but that is not the question at

all, or whether it is bettor to jilantin November at one
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third less cost than in July or August—for these are

certainly the best two months in itie year to remove
evergreens in our climate,—but what is the best time for

making the largest luimbcr of new roots in the shortest

time; and when that is ascertained, as it undoubtedly is

among the present race of gardeners, the cheapest mode
of planting them wiU, like everything else, be that which
is the cheapest in the long-run. More money, or, what
is the same thing, more care and more water will be
necessary to insure summer planting than would be re-

quired in November ; but tlien look at the results in

both periods, not one of a hundred of summer planted
evergreens need lose a leaf, or be the least crippled in

any way by tlie operation ; but in November it is not so,

and in the nature of things it is not possible that it

should be so, for then success depends as much on the
kind of winter which follows as on the skilfulness with
which the planting is performed. It is true, that the

effects of late autumn planting, or the effects of a hard
winter on the plants, are not seen nuich till ne.xt April
or May ; and that a hundredreasons, and not one of them
the true one, can then bo assigned for the failure : high
winds, bad land, water lodgement, late spring, and
vphat not, can be brought forvrard, had done it all

;

whereas they had only helped to finish that which was
begun at the wrong end of the story.

To show the subject under anotlier view, let us give
another turn to it. One of the best props for holding
up the credit due to skilful planting is, the age of the
tree itself. I have heard it applied over and over again
this very season ; and oven thirty years were put down
as something to boast of in the case of our own hedge
jjlants : one visitor remarked, that he had seen box-
trees as large as ours at half their age ; inferring at the
same time, that age cast more dilficulty in the way of
removing trees than size did,—that he had, himself,
some box-trees full ten feet high, and from thirty to

forty feet round, but tliey were quite young compared
to ours ; and, of course, could be moved at any time
next season with half the risk that we incurred ; and he
did intend to transplant some of them. Now, I could
not conscientiously allow this gentleman to depart thus
confirmed in an erroneous idea, by what he had seen of
our planting, neither could I drop the subject without
showing this side of it ; indeed, at the time I deter-

mined, if ever I told or wrote the history of this little

job, that I would endeavour to put the saddle on the
right horse, and disabuse the minds of young planters
on this point.

Who ever beard of the removal of a very large tree,

evergreen, or otherwise, who did not at the same time
hear of how many toll-bars had to be broken through

—

how many corners of streets, or how many bouses or
windows, had been damaged by the vegetable wonder

;

and all this unavoidable damage is made to tell in
favour of the great wonder of removing very old trees '?

Whereas the age and size of a tree to be transplanted,
in nine cases out of ten, ought to be set down in favour
of the planter, not against him, as at present. It is three
to one more difficult to transplant a vigorous, healthy,
young full-grown tree than the same tree would be a
hundred years hence ; and the reason is this—" vigor-
ous and healthy " bespeak good soil and situation, cir-

cumstances under which trees make fast progress in a
comparatively short space of lime ; and when they arc
removed from such favourable conditions it is seldom
in the power of the planter to find a better, or even as
good, a soil for them ; besides, every fibre or part, from
the ends of the roots to the topmost" branch, is distended
to the full in a " healthy vigorous " tree ; and all the
planters in the world could not remove a tree in this
condition without impairing the system, more or less

—

a root not bigger than the little finger would tell against
such tree, if cut ofl' injudiciously ; and all this is so well

understood by nurserymen, and by the planters of young
stock, that the nurseryman advertises, as a re(^ommenda-
tion, that such and such trees are, or were, growing on
such poor soil that there can be no fear about their doing
well anywhere, after tliey are removed ; and the ])lautcr

is satisfied that all this is right. He is also aware, that

when he plants from a new nursery with deep rich soil

the chances are against him, because the young plants,

like the healthy vigorous full-grown tree, are distended

to the full, and in that condition are more susceptible of

injury than if they were in a slow stunted growth, when
a change to a fresh soil could not fail to be of much
benefit to them. All this about young nursery stock is

so well understood, that we call it a principle ; and the

very next day wo violate this principle by implication,

when we come to treat of transplanting large trees. We
give great credit to a planter who has been successful

in removing a tree a hundred or two hundred years old,

which may have been living for the half of its time on
the scantiest pasture ; its own roots, or those of neigh-

bouring trees, having long since exhausted the soil

around it, so that its annual growth for years past could

only be comited by inches—in short, has arrived at that

condition most favourable for the credit of the planter;

because if the size or bulk of this tree will allow of its

being removed at all, it can hardly be placed under
more unfavourable conditions than it has been in for

years, and the change to better soil, if ordinary care is

taken with tlie roots, is sure to be in its favour rather

than otherwise. In the case of our box-trees, therefore,

their age was much in tlieir favour ; for the last twenty

years they were struggling on under the disadvantages

incident to old trees ; and instead of sutiering from
being removed, they were rather very much the gain-

ers-—removed in the height of the growing season into

a fresh bed of soil, they struck fresh roots into it imme-
diately. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Lantana.—This family of plants is chiefly to be found

in South America and the West India Islands. It be-

longs, like the Clerodendron, to which I lately alluded,

to the natural group of verbenas, though at a first

glance the different varieties and species present little

resemblance to that beautiful family. The flowers are

produced very abundantly all over tlie shrubby plant,

the pretty compact corymbs continuing to start in pairs,

from opposite sides of the stem, as long almost as a

suitable temperature is maintained, and showing ofl' to

the best advantage owing to their longish but stiff, firju,

footstalks. Home of these corymbs of flowers are so flat,

as to resemble in appearance the generality of our com-

mon bedding-out verbenas ; other species again luive

their heads of flowers so rounded as to resemble in form

a guelder rose in miniature.

From the localities whence they have been introduced,

it has been usual to treat the most of them as denizens

of our jilant stoves; and this is necessary if the charac-

ter given to them as stove evergreens is to be main-

tained. I have, however, long used them for decorating

the greenhouse, by treating tlicm as deciduous plants,

giving them their season of rest in winter just as vie do

in the case of a vine or a fuchsia. Several kinds, such

as Lantana mutahilis, Crocea snperba, Aculeata, iStc, will

floiu'ish in the common soil of the flower-garden during

summer, if the place be well sheltered. In high and ex-

posed situations the wind and the ruins are too nuich for

the beauty of the flowers. Tlie best of all tlic si)e(ucs

for this purpose is the beautiful crimson, Sdhni'ti, a

dwarf plant with small leaves but large corymbs of
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flowers; but unlike all the others which flourish in peat

and loara, it must have a |ueiiouderanco of loam, if the

jihuits are to bo robust anil busliy. The pretty Scllowii,

whether in a jiot or in a bod in tlio tlower-gardou, must
bo i)lauted chietly in peat, in order that it may be

healthy and produce its flowers plentifully.

'I'liere are many species, such as Coccineii, with red ;

Viohicea, with purjjle ; and Xivea, with wliito flowers ;

but the species incidentally alluded to above are as inte-

!
resting as any ; the Croccn superbn being a great im-

I
jirovement in habits, colour, and free blooming upon the

i old Croceit, whilst miituliilU, with its yellowish pale rose

j

flowers, ever changing imtil they become almost white,

conti-asted with its deep green foliage, is an object that

1 ladies seldom pass without admiring. Many are like-

wise partial to the strong aromatic odour of the leaves

when handled, though I confess, for myself, it is too

strong to be pleasant.

Supposing, then, that some of our friends have already

obtained, or propose getting, a few of these plants for

their greenhouse, the following is the outline of treat-

ment they will require :—During September the plants

may be set anywhere, so as to be seen to the best advan-

tage ; bvit towards the end of the month, if still flower-

ing freely, they should be set on the front shelf in order

to obtain more light ; and less water should be gradually

given, the object beiug not so much continuous growth,

but the hardening and ripening of the wood already

made. If their beauty should already be on the wane,

the front of a south wall, lull in the sun, and where the

pots may be i)rotected from heavy rains, will answer a

similar purpose. By the end of October the plants from
either position, and before they have been injured by
frost, if they stood out of doors, shotdd be removed be-

neath the stage of the greenhouse, giving them similar,

but not so particular, treatment as was recommended for

the Clerodendron. The leaves remaining, when placed

in the winter quarters, will soon fall ; a temperature of

from 40° to 4o° will preserve the vitality of the stems.

A slight dusting from the syringe frequently, will also be

of advantage, the roots being kept by covering, &c., in

that medium state that may be described as neither wet
nor dry.

By the middle or end of March, the increasing heat
and light will tell upon the poor looking Lantauas ; the

extreme points of the shoots, when the wood was green

and unripened, may be shrivelled up—but what then?
after these pieces are removed, buds in plenty will be
bursting from each side of the nodes of the young shoots

where the wood was moderately ripe, giving sufficient

promise for a fine headed plant. The surface soil of the

pot not troubled during the winter is now broken, that

air may more freely penetrate to the roots ; water several

degrees above the temperature of the house is more
freely given ; on a dull day the plants are removed to the

stage, that full light may not strike tliem too suddenly
;

they will want but little room, though the closest and
warmest part at first. When the shoots are about one
inch in length, the plants may have part of their old

soil removed, and be transferred to fresh )iots and now
lumpy soil that has jn-eviously been ;crated over a fur-

nace ; few things being more prejudicial at an early

period for pot plants than transferring them to cold

soil. By attention to watering and liquid manni'e occa-

sionally after the flower-buds appear, giving more room,
and dusting at times with the syringe, you will obtain
line plants in July, to take the place of geraniums, &c.,

getting out of bloom.
The above is the method to pursue by those who have

only one glass structure. Where, in addition, there is a
forcing-pit, or even a cucumber frame, cuttings one
inch in length, taken ott'iu the end of April, or sooner,

inserted in heat under a bell-glass, potted as soon as

sti-uck into o-iuch pots, returned to the bed for a fort-

night or tlu'co weeks, potted again into (>-inch pots, and

gradually inured to the greenhouse, will nntke pretty '

luxuriant plants for the whole of the autumn.

When, in addition, there is a forcing house, where the

temperature is raised oven so late as March, wo would

only save one or two plants of a species of I ,antana

duriug the winter ; transfer them to the forcing house

—

say a vinery or a peach house—as soon as its tem-

perature is T)" or lO"-' above the greenhouse, take off as

many young shoots as you may require when one inch

and upwards in length ; insert them as described above

in bottom-heat; when struck, throw away thoold plants;

shift quickly and successively into \, 0, and 12-iuch

pots; the i)lants after the first, and if possible after the

second, shifting being set for a short time in the

cucumber or melon pit, and continued in the foreiug

house a short time after the third, until the roots begin

to work in the now soil, and thus you may obtain fine

luxuriant large plants for ornamenting the greenhouse

from July to the end of October. Where there are the

conveniences, we prefer this last method to all others;

and though it involves considerable trouble, the look of

the plants will repay it.

Calceol.aria.—Now is a good time to sow the large

flowering kinds for blooming in spring and early summer.

It would be as well to have had a few sown towards the

end of August, but small plants generally stand the

winter better than larger ones, and tliey may be rattled

on easily after the turn of the day. Some of our iriends

fail in raising plants, owing to burying the seed. The
following directions, therefore, may he useful :—T'ake

equal proportions ofloam, peat and leaf mould, and half a

portion of sand; dry them over a furnace sufficiently

hot to set the smallest worms a scampering; expose it

then for a day to become well a;rated
;
pass it through a

half-inch sieve; pass the finest again through a very

fine wire sieve ; fill the pots or pans nearly half full with

drainage ; cover the drainage with a layer of the rougher

portions fi-om the first riddling, then another layer re-

served from the second riddling, then a layer of the soil

riddled through at the first sifting, and then within a

quarter of an inch of the top with the tine soil
;
press

rather firmly down, and set the pots over-head in a tub

of water : when fully soaked take out and set to drain.

In a day, or less, smooth the surface a second time,

then evenly scatter the seed ; dust over them a little fine

silver sand ; place a square of glass over each pot, and

set them in a shady place in a cold-pit or frame, not

moving the glass, or seldom doing so, until the plants

appear. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC OKCHID.VCE,E.

I'JANTS REQUIRING BLOCKS (Continued from jituje ;)I8J.

Dendrohium amccnum (CharmingD.); Nepaul.—Sepals
and petals white, spotted with yellow ; the lip has a

border of green round a yellow spot. A charming

species, delightfully fragrant ; uufortimately, it is very

scarce. 10.")s.

D. amplum (Large-flowered D.); Bombay.—A very

curious sjjecies, with a triangular-shaped solitaiy flower.

The ground colour of the sepals and petals is yellowish,

stained and spotted with pink ; the lip is yellow, curi-

ously barred with rich brown ; very rare. lO.js.

D. aureum and /'. aurcum jiallidum (Golden D.) ;

Ceylon.—The whole flower is of a rich golden hue, and

is very handsome ; but its chief recommendation is its

delightful fragrauce, particularly towards the evening :

two or three flowers will scent the whole house. The
perfume is eij^ual to the scent of a large bed of violets.

61s.

D. CamhridgensiAS (Duchess of Cambridge's); Khoosea
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Hills.—This is a truly iiiaguilicent species. Sepals

and petals of a fine goldea colour ; lip of the saino

hue, with a large blotch in the centre of the richest

purple chocolate. They are produced in pairs, on
short thick drooping pseudo-liulhs, sometimes as many
as four pairs on a stem ; each Howcr measuring two
inches across. It is the iiuest of all the yellow J)en-

drohes. G3s.

D. Jeiikinsii (Capt. Jenkins's) ; India.—A neat grow-

ing species, clinging close to the block ; the jiseudo-

bulbs are jiroduccd close together, overlapping each
other like the tiles of a house. Tlie flowers are pro-

duced singly, and are very large in proportion to the

rest of the plant. The colour is a pale biitf, with a shade

of orange towards the centime. A very pretty little plant.

21s.

D. longicorrui (Iioug-horned D.) ; Nepanl.—A lia-ud-

sorae species. The stems are covered thickly with short

purplish hair : sepals and petals white : lip large, shaped
like a half moon. It is yellow, with orange-red stripes.

JtSs.

D. pukhelliim (Pretty D.) ; Sylhet.—A desirable spe-

cies found growing on trees. As it is of a dwarf habit

and branches IVeely, it may be so managed as to

cover very soon a large upright log. The sepals are

white, edged with green ; the ])etals of the same colour,

edged with delicate rose ; the lip finely friuged at the

edge, and has a blotch in the centre of bright orange
red. There is a variety with the rose on the petals of a

deep purplish hue. Every collection ought to have in

it a good pljiut of this very pretty, easily-managed
species, l-'is.

D. telraijnnwm (Four-angled D.) ; Moreton Bay, New
Holland.—Excepting D. spcciosiiin, this is tho hand-
somest of all the New Holland species. The sepals and
petals are yellowish, bordered with red ; lip pale yellow,

striped with narrow bands of crimson. 'I'lie scjjals and
petals are much lengthened, so as to give them a strap-

like appearance. 42s.

This section of Dcudrobias, that we have selected as

proper to grow on logs of wood, might have been con-

siderably extended. There are from New Holland a

large number of dwarf-growing curious species belong-

ing to this genus, but as thoy are moi'e objects of

botanical curiosity than fine ornamental plants, if com-

pared with the rest of the tribe, we have thought it best

to omit them altogether. Such as we have described are

really beautiful or otherwise interesting species, and are

all worth growing. There are several handsome varie-

ties that would grow and flower well on blocks, but they

grow much liner in pots. We mention this to give our

readei's to understand that we have not overlooked such

handsome species, but have reserved them to be described

in the ne.xt section amougst those that do best in pots.

The CuLTUHE on blocks is, first, to procure them of

suitable sizes, in proportion to tho plants ; to fasten a

little moss (thin green flakes are the best) on the blocks

;

and then to fasten tho plants to the blocks upon the moss
with some zinc wire : wo think this better than copper,

because it is softer, and not so liable to injure the ]dant.

Then hang them up in the housopretty near to the glass

;

and whilst they are growing syringe them gently twice

a-day, keei)ing up a high temperature and moist atmo-
sphere in tho house. When their now pseudo-bulbs are

fully formed, gradually lesson the syringing, moisture, and
heat of tho house. This will induce rest, and enable them
to fill up the buds with Jlowors. If they are kejit con-

stantly growing they will not bloom, hence this resting is

apointof culture that is iudispensible; indeed the growth
itself will be stronger for having a period of cessation of

growth. In the regions where these plants are found
there are throe seasons, quite distinct : a season that is

hot and dry, dming which orchids generally bloom ; a

rainy season—the rains in those tropical regions com-

pared with ours benig perfect deluges, long continued,
and this is the season of growth to the orchids; lastly,

there is a cold season-—and this is the season of rest.

The cold season of India is, however, wann compared
with ours; therefore, we must not subject our orchids

iiom that countiy to too low a temperature, but induce
rest by withholding moisture, in conjunction with a

|

reduced moderate heat. These observations apply to all

plants of this tribe as well as to those on blocks, and
we trust our readers will exercise that judgment and
discretion in supplying the throe seasons at such proper

))eriods as will be most conducive to the health and
well-being of the plants.

Ejndendrum nloifoUum (Aloe-leaved E.) ; Mexico.

—

Sepals and petals greenish yellow, changing to a deeper

colour; lip large, pure wliite, and shaped like the head
of a lance. The flowers are produced, as it were, out of

the bosom of the leaves, sometimes in fives, but gene-

rally in tlireos. Wlien htrge and well grown this sjiecies

is very handsome, parliculai'ly in the latter stage of

blooming. They continue a long time in bloom, and
are fragrant. 31s Od.

E. bimrnutiiin ('I'wo-horned) ; Trinidad.—This is a

very handsome species, vicing with the famed Plialcenop-

sis. The flowers are largo, and when the plant is healthy

and strong are produced numerously in upright panicles.

Sepals and petals jmre white ; the lip is the same colour'

but beautifully spotted with crimson dots. 42s.

JS. lamdlatwm (plated); Honduras.—Sepals and petals

delicate pink ; the lip rose-colour and very bright. It

has a row of scale-like plates of a yellow colour, whence
its name ; very I'arc. !^4s.

E. man-nrliiliiiii ( 1 ,arge-lipped) ; Mexico.-—A very fine

species inul Miy fragrant. The sepals and petals are of

a curious cdlour. dilBcult to describe—greenish brown
will perhaps come nearest to it. The labellum or lip

is the prettiest pait of the flower, being pure white, with

a bright rosy purple spot at the base. The whole flower

will frequently measure three inches across. 31s. Hd.

E. macrochilum, var. roseum (Rose coloured variety) ;

Guatimala.—^A very distinct and beautiful variety, hav-

ing the sepals and petals of a deeper hue, and the lip of

a i-ich rose-colour streaked with crimson. A very desii'-

able plant. 42s.

E. vitellinum (Yolk-of-egg coloured) ; Mexico.—This

is a splendid species, on account of its brilliant colour.

It is, indeed, very lovely. Tho leaves are glaucous

(milky green), the sepals and petals rich orange scai'let,

the lip is of a clear bright yellow.

The above are the epidendrums that do best on blocks

of wood. E. hiconmtum is a dilficult plant to keep, but

may bo managed by being placed on a log without moss

ami kept close to the glass, moistened when growing

with the syi-inge, and kept quite.dry through the winter

aud whilst at rest. The same treatment will suit the

beautifid.B. vitellinum. The others should have a portion

of moss ])laced round their roots on the block, and will
j

bear a much more free application of water, especially

whilst growing. As they are all, excepting E. biconiu-

tum, natives of cooler parts of South America, tliey arc

suitable inhabitants of the Mexican house, and will

thrive well and fli)uer liner in such a house than if kept

warmer. E. mucrdchitiim, and its variety roseum, will

grow in pots in a mixture of rough peat and broken

potsherds; but there is always tlanger of the roots

perishing in winter, and, therefore, we reconnuend

placing them on blocks. T. Ari'LEisy.

(To be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnations and 1'icotkes.—If our directions about

layering have been followed, the layers will riow be rooted,

and ought to be taken ott'and potted in pairs in five-inch

pots. I3y putting them in paks in jiots your frames will
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lioUl double tlif iiviiiil» r. 11, liuui'Vi'r. yuu liiivi' |ilriily

of room, tlu-y will imiloulitocUy lio licUor siiii^lc, tliounii

not vrry iulu'Ii mo, iis llicy mv only put iu tlifso |Hits to

kcop tlu'iii tlivou^'li llic winter uiore eoiiveiiieiitly. in

takiiiH; u]i the layeis lie eiivernl not to iujiiie the roots or

bre-.ik oil' tlie jiurt lieyoiiil the touj^ue or slit ; we Imve

seen I'recjueritly n llnely rooted layer deprived of its roots

entirely liy lifting it u)) too liifjli proviously to eutling it

oH'froni the jiarent phinl. Tlie soil to pot the layers in

need not be very rieh. Light friiiblo loam, mixed with

one six til of very deeayed leafmould or dung, with a duo
portion of sand added, will bo suitable for tliem.

Pinks.—If your luxl is not ready for the pipings no
lime ought to be lost in preparing it; they ought to bo

planted in their blonniing situation early in Sejilembor.

Hy planting cmiy they get gooti hold of the soil before

the severe fro,st sets in ; while on the other hand, if

planted late, the frost is alnmsl sure to throw them out

of the ground, and thus freijueiitly dt'stroy them.

T. AlTl.KIIV.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Anui-.i.ka.—To obtain plants for planting out per-

manently next spring, tlie present will be found a good
season for sowing this vegetable. New seed should b(^

chosen, the old seed of Angelica being very liable to fail

in germinating.

Gi.oRE Abtichokf.s.—Those that have been some
time iu bearing, will at once require the old stalks

and old leaves to be taken from them, wliicli will en-

courage the growth of the suckers ; and in ordt^r to

get these strong against winter they should also be
thinned by taking away tlic spurious and weak ones,

and leaving only a few of the strongest to each stool.

By such management, and the addition of a simple

methodical winter protection, a good foundation is laid

for ensuring au abundant crop for the next season. The

spring jilauted Aitielmlo's, it previous directions liii,V(i

been attended to, are now in full bearing. To assist

ibeiii in swelling out their heails haiidsoiiie and largo,

good liipiid numuro should be liberally aiiplied ; care

should bo taken in cutting the lirst head not to cut the

stalk lower down than the tirsl Juint or leaf, iis by due
(encouragement lliey will continue to produce heads
from those joints ; and althougli they will not he so large

as the lir^t or summit head, they may still bi! obtained
of a pretty and useful size.

HoiTTiNK Work : Celery—The eartbiug-uji slioidd bo
attended to, and another snudl planting made for late

s]iring use ; jilaut also early Ciiiihaije, and encourage
th(! growth of Cnleirnrls by freiiueut surface stirrings.

Marly Horn Carrots may still be sown on dry healthy

soil in sheltered situations, or in temjiorary made pits,

where they are likely to get some kind of winter

protection. Cardimns should still bo ciiconraged by
liipiid maniu'c, and the forwardest by applications of

earth when the weather is dry. Sow Corn Salad,

American and Normandy Cress, and replant a portion

of the Watercress bed. Attend to the planting ami
pricking-out of Endive and Lettuce. If OwioH.? are not

already sown for spring planting, this may still with

safety be done. Those wlio esteem the very large

Onion slioidd sow the Tripoli, White Spanish and
Deptford varieties.

Potatoes.—All that are ripe should be taken up iu

diy weather and stored in dry situations. Those who
have at command any dry dust, chan-ed earth, oi'

charred .saw or wood dust, or charred old tan, will find

such materials excellent for storing Ibis useful tuber.

A portion of the best curled Parsley should be potted

for the every day's supply wlien wo have snow and I'rosI

,

and the short days of winter. Thin out in duo season

the winter crop of Spinach ; keeping it at all times

clear from dead leaves and weeds. Vermin will not be

ti'oublesome if ]irevious directions are fully carried out

with regard to the regular performance of surface-.stirriug.

Jambs Barnks.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

WHAT IS A GARDEN?

Sg the Authoress iif" My Fluwcrs," .

(Cimclmlal from pn'je 311).;

Then om- minds wander to gaidons of another Idiul

—

the Botanical Gardens, which are to be found in the neigh-
bourhood of London, I'lu-Ls, and many otlier large cities.

No doubt they greatly aid the cause of knowledge in most
plaiies ; but to our minds there is sometliing vtry dull and
uninteresting in seeing long rows and borders of shrubs and
plants labelled like drugs iu a chemist's shop, mlh all kiuds
of unpronomiceable names ; but tpe are not botanists.
Near these, again, in the submbs of large cities, are found

such gardens as those of Vauxhall and Uanclagli, wliere few
seeds are found aud matured but those of vice, the better
seed being taken elsewhere. Then we may advert to those
otlier appendages of well-peopled cities—the Zoological
Gardens. As gardens they sometimes verge on the line of
beauty (as at I'aris) without attaining it ; but as places of
intellectual amusement and instruction, they are highly
commendable, and usefid both to rich and poor,—to the old
and yomig.
The gardens, lilie the mansions of the middling classes

iu easy circumstances, are perhaps, after all, the most to be
admiied in this comitrv, where art, science, a reasonable
command of money and time, lend their aid to natine, and
make the teeming e<uth develop those supplies of beauty,
fruit, aud dowers, which iu less favourable circumstances

are not to be expected. How tridy enviable are the giu-deus

and conservatories of the weidthy in the neighbourhood of

London, and of most large towus ! Cowper sajs,

—

" Who lovcB a garden loves a greenUouse too !

'*

A garden of one aero is usually considered to be of the faiiest

prepiirlions, for all purposes of prai-tical utility and family

economy. Descending in the " sliding scale " of horticul-

tm-e, we cannot help noticing the endless variety of little

giU-deus attached to great houses, or of groat gardens at,tached

to small houses, where a small show of c;vergreena and a few

borders of tiowers form the whole product to delight the

eyes mid nose, but without any provision for the mouth.
It is too much the custom to ridicule those little quad-

rangular spots of cultivated ground in front of the endless

rows of houses in the approaches to London aud most other

cities, where we find three or I'om- stpiare yards of earth

covered or intersected with bright gravel, white pavement,

and brown grass, with rows of box, and a few dingy roots

and shrubs, endeavoming to extricate themselves from the

tight embrace, forming what is pleasantly called the " front

garden ;
" hut we had with fulness of respect this tribute to

the God of natiu'e, as being the only approach to the living

vegetable world, which stern necessity allows to many sous
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and daughters of toil and of affliction. Endless and diversi-

fied indeed are the various forms of what are called gardens
in and near towns, imtU we arrive at almost tlie last and
humblest link in the horticiiltm-al cliiijn,—that dismal spot,
half gai-den and half drying-ground, where nought rises
from the ground but a few patclies of grass, overshadowed
by those " hanging woods " called di-ying-posta.

Who can forget, as he wallis along the streets of a city,

how often his thoughts are unexpectedly recallad to other
scenes by the siglit of a few flowers growing iu pots, or
bulbous roots is phials of water, fondly cherished by those
who have no garden at all ? Who has not seen iu the
filthiest parts of a town the uimates of attics

" overhead
Suspend their crazy boxes, planted thick
And watered duly. There the pitcher stands,
A tVagment ; and the spoutless teapot there

:

Sad witnesses how close-pent man regrets
The country ; with what ardour he contrives
A peep at nature, when he can no more.*'

We must not, however, in our hasty view of the various
links in our chain, pass over one of them, though lowly, yet
much cherished by the readers of this little work—the cot-

tage garden. Here, as in a mu-ror, we may read with toler-

able accm-acy the owner's character. If it be well laid out,
well fenced, well ch-ained, weU cultivated, liow loudly it speaks
of his industry and skill. If it be all devoted to cabbages
and potatoes, it proclaims the master one who leaves all to

nature, bestowing the least possible quantity of his own exer-
tions on it. If it be a garden of fiowers only, it marks im-
providence. If it be all fruits and vegetables, it marks a too
calculating spirit, which forgets that some of the fair flowers
of nature may inspire au air of comfort, and bestow as much
of ornament as God permits ; wliilst a few well selected herbs
of medicinal qualities afford a simple remedy for many of the
ailments and wounds of humble life ; whilst footpaths neg-
lected, and doors and gates dilapidated, speak of idle habits
and ill-conducted children. The bee-hive, that emblem of
industry and source of a poor man's wealth, should always
find a place in his garden, where flowers would thereby bring
back a reward in golden treasm-es.

The cottager sometimes, -with the best intentions, eiTs in

undertaldug too large a garden, forgetting that his time and
labour ai-e usually his master's property, and that a very
small portion of ground ought to engage his moments of
leism-e, which, as well as his hours of toU, belong ( for bodily
refreshment) to the earthly master whom God has placed
over him ; always excepting that day on which he is charged
to do " no manner of work."
We have particularised, as far as our limits will permit,

the varieties of garden ground which conduce to man's health
or wealth upon the soil ; and wo have also cursorily alluded
to the " crazy boxes " and " spoutless tea-pots " suspended in
mid-air in the name of gardening. But man's unextinguish-
able love for the pursuit is carried with him to the very sur-
face of the sea. In proof of this, let any one sail down the
Thames, or uito Portsmouth, or any other harbour, and
there, from the very windows and portholes of the shipping,
whether homeward-bound, outward-bound, or at anchor, still

the " crazy boxes," &c., present themselves in every variety,

in evidence that even many waters cannot di'own our inhe-
rent love for vegetable Ufe.

Having traced this natural and innocent feeling over earth,

and air, and water, we still find the name of garden adopted,
as expressive of beauty, where no vegetable hfe remains.
When the botanist has ransacked every part of the habitable
globe in coUectiug rare specimens of dried fruits, flowers,

herbs, seeds, leaves, reeds, and mosses, and has arranged
them iu scientific order in glass cases, from want of a more
expressive name, he calls the collection a " Hortus siccus,"

or (/).)/ i/ardcn—and there is something both poetical and
beautiful in the idea.

When Noah was anxiously awaiting his release from the
ark, how joyfully must ho have recognised the olive branch
presented to him, as a fit emblem of the goodness of God in
permitting him to return to a world, once more to be beauti-
fied by fruits and flowers, and trees and herbage, some
springing spontaneously into perfection, but others (to

remind man ever of his "fall") procurable only by " the
sweat of liis brow."

May we not say that the earth itself is one vast garden,
nourished and tended by the Hand Divine ? What a field

for thought, for adoration, and praise, is the simple cottage
garden

!

HISTOEY OF AN APIARY.
Let me say a few words more on the subject of my last

commimication, before I pass on to my report of this year's

res geslos in my apiary. In recommending the adoption of

the plan there proposed of increasing a stock of bees, let

me not be misunderstood. I do not propose it either as a
cheiqicr or a /jc//cr plan than the good and old-fashioned
method, by purchase of swarms in May or June. It has too

much of hazard to be generally recommended, requuing, as

it does, perpetual attention during i\ie ffcdinij-timc. I would
advise none but amateur apiarians, who make it their hobby
and amusement to keep bees, to undertake it. Few persons
in active business would have the necessary leism'e, or the
incUnation, to carry it through with jjerseverance. And it is

very little less expensive than would be the purchase of a

prime swarm in the height of the season. I speak, of

course, according to my own experience, for I do not pretend
to specify the minimimi qiiuntUy or the precise quality of the

food requisite to ensure the success of the experiment. I

simply recommend the plan ( as I have tried it myself ) for

the amusement and interest which attends it,—an interest

which is can-ied on so much later than is usual in some
localities. For instance, in my own neighbourhood no ad-

dition is made to bee stores after July is over. From this

time my hives cease to interest me : the drones are killed
;

the bees become remiss ; the temperatm'e of the hive sinks

many degrees ; and the weight diminishes gradually day by
day. In places, Iiowever, where ling and heather abound, or

other late blooming plants, it is very dtflerent ; then from
5 to 30 lbs. of honey may yet be gathered. No strict rule,

therefore, can be laid down ; but when the circumstances of

a locality are similar to those of my own, I do highly recom-
mend my plan to all who love bees and their interesting

habits. Only let them be careful to feed regularhj and
libcrrillj/, to use i/ood and irlwlcsomc beer as an ingredient in

the syrup, and to keep their bees as warm us possible the

while, 'io this I add,—the more bees the better ; the stronger

anil fuller the hives whose population is saved, the greater the

chance of success. To those who can meet all these requi-

sites, I can promise a due reward and great gratification.

And now to resume the long-suspended story of my second

start iu bee-keeping. You will be curious to know the ulti-

mate fate of my various stocks, and the results of my pro-

jected experiments, as spoken of when I first had the

honovtr, in January last, to communicate with you on the

subject. It has been a very busy yeai' with me, and not, on
the whole, an unsuccessful one, although in general, in this

as in other locahties, there are sad complaints among the

cottagers of the unkindhness of the season. I should say

however, that but for the evil spring and the ignorance of

those said cottagers as to some of the mysteries of bee-

keeping, to which I alluded in a former paper, the season
has been, iu this part of the country at least, an average i/ood

one. My stock, " A," for instance, which I plundered rather

too freely, as you doubtless thought at the time, and which I

really feared had begun to perish in Mai-ch, is now as strong

a stock as I could wish. I took from it a beautiful bell-

glass containing 8J lbs. of perfectly pure honeycomb, on tlie

1.5th July, and a second, containing 3 lbs., on the 0th inst.,

besides H lbs. equally pure from the side-box, ou the lOtli

July. This stock, therefore, has yielded me this year in all

IHi lbs., and I shall be careful not to touch the contents of

the stock-box, as I did fooUshly last October, though its

weight is at least 30 lbs. I doubt whether I should liave

reared it, but for a judicious supply of food in March and
AprU, when the weather was sufliciently warm to tempt the

bees up into my feeder, and for the addition to tlieni, on the

.")th of April, of about 1000 bees taken from another hive.

The second hive (B) was very strong in February and
March—as strong as any of my others ; but its population

seems to have been larger than the supply of food, for they

perceptibly, though gradually, fell of!" in munbers till the

beginning of June, when they ralhed, and have thriven well

since. On the loth of that month the weight of the hive
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was 1)iit ISj Ills., i.e., only •'!
[ Uis. lioaviin- tlian it wus on the

'Mth of April. Tlie liivo itself ami a]iiiiirti>naiic'i<s woifjlis

ilUis. Siiioo then, however, it hiis mui'li iiniiroveil ; tlio

ilnines appeared soon after, ami tlie weight of it iit the pro

sent moment is li'^lbs.—sulKeient, I hope, to ensiu'e its

future prosperity. 1 removed it the other diiy (.Inly :iOth)

from the window, where it hail remained since Soptemher
last, to its old stand in my friend's garden, to make way for

one of my experimental stocks, which took its place yester-

day evening lAugnst 7th). Not more than about '200 bees

in all seem to have returned to their old qttarters, though

my friend's house is not half a mile oil'. I am sceptical as

to the !,'reat harm of shifting bees, if it be not done in tlie

early and cold spring, and the busy season, lly hive " li,"

seems to be doing as will as before. One thing, however, 1

have leiu-nt from tlie turn-up of this speculation—not to

keep lulf atsls. I must wait till the third, or perhaps the

fourth, year for any profit from it. This hive is not even

now more than two-thirds full of comb ; but it is very large.

My most profitable stock has turned out to be the identical

one united last August, and fed on artificial food ((7), in the

manner which was stated and recommended in my last

paper. I have talicn from it in all 34 lbs. of inulefilfd lioniy-

fomi, viz., a bell-glass containing (i lbs. on the dVtli June ; a

second, containing 4 lbs., on the '^t^th ; and a third, containing

upwards of 1 1 lbs., on the 'illh July ; besides lib. from a small

fourth glass, and 12 lbs. from tlie side-box on the 30th of the

same month ; and it now weighs '-fJ lbs.

A Country Cur-^te.

THE DOMESTIC TIGEON.

( Ci'iiliiiiifil from pwje -UYi.)

CROSSING OF BREEDS.

This chapter—the most interesting of all'—relating to the
means of obtaining vai-ieties more desu-able for their beauty
and utility, will be found the most incomplete, because ama-
teurs have always neglected to note down their observations,

and the bii-d sellers or trainers have not published the
manner in which they have obtained some varieties on which
they speculate. We shall mark with an asterisk the previous
obseiTations of authors that we think false, or at least very
doubtful. We must warn amatem-s, that in crossing their
varieties, if they do not immediately obtain such as they
wish, they must not in consequence renounce their hopes

;

for it verj' frequently happens that we do not attain the
desired end until the third or fomth generation.

•1. The Pouters produce with the Mixtures the Blue-
spotted, and their speckled varieties. This note of JI.

^'ieillot appears to us altogether wrong, for the spots do not
exist either in the Pouters or in the Mixtures ; it can only
be the production of a happy chance, and in this case would
it transmit itself to the young pigeons ?

2. The Pouters crossed with the Jacobin produce the
Cavaliers.

».3. The Pouters and the Jacobin produce the Hooded
piijeon. M. Corbie has often crossed these two birds, to dis-

cover the justice of that observation of JI. Vieilot, but has
never obtained anything but worthless pigeons.

4. The Clunnois Pouter and the Jacobin may produce the
Spotted C/ianiois or the dark vaiiety.

5. The Pouter and the large Mixture produce the Cavalier.

0. The Spotted Juciuthe and the Red-spotted produce the
Spotted Tttwney.

7. The Jacinthe and the Tawny produce the Red-spotted.

H. The Blue Pouter and the Black-banded Pouter produce
the Grey.

!). The Spotted Grey Pouter and the Black-handed Pouter
produce the Grey-dotted.

10. The Chamois Pouter and the Blue produce the slate-

coloured.

11. The Black-lnnded Pouter and the Blue produce some-
times the Red Pouter ; hut this production is veiy uncertain.

Vi. The Lisle crossed with the Fealher-footed has furnished
the Plunyinij piyeon, and the Lisle sniqipini) piyeon.

•13. A male of the Tambour and a female of the Bruud-
talled Shaker produce, according to Ray and WUlulghby, the

«S'/i«*c;' ;)i>/('OH with a slniight tail. We. have not been idile

to test this by experience.

14. A Tambour and a Carrier proiliice the Goat sucker

piyeon.
1--|. The Bastard Bai/dad and Mixture prnduce the Lurije-

headed llastard ]Sa;idttd.

Hi. The /lai/dad with alargo while mushronni excrescence
with the lilavi: Bastard lUnidad produce the .S'/,.„7 /la./dad.

17. The .)/;.iW W»7,/a,/dr Su;,u i,i;ienn uiid Hie C.nimou
C((ivi/(V)- produce the'/'/-e»(/ Caratar.

'

IN. The Cuuimon Hunt mixed with the ll,isl,n;l t!,„id,id

produce the Mixed Bunt.

v.). The Block Bunt and the Grey Runt jiniduco the
Grey-spotted.

20. The mixing of the Silky Shnkrr pigeon with other
races produces Silky pigeons of every form and colour ; if it

is crossed with pigeons that liave bars on the wings they

produce individuals bearing handsome fringes of varied

colours.

21. The female of the Hooded .Tacobin with the male of

the Red Jacobin produce the Spotted Bed Jacobin.

2'2. The Spotted Red .Taadiiu with the IJun-cohured .Taco-

bin produce the Spidted Dun Jucoliin.

'23. The Common Jacobin and the Mixture produce the
Hooded Jacobin.

•24. The English Tumbler and the small Mixture, if very
rich in colour, may produce the Su-iss piyeon with a golden
collar, says JI. ^"ieillot.

•25. The Common Carrier &nA.W\e Peacock piyeon ^rodnce,
according to the opinion of some authors, the Black Carrier,

with a white taU.

20. The common Polish pigeon and tlio Turbit produce
the Gentle Polish.

This is nearly aU that is known of the results obtained by
crossing pigeons. As to the blending of colours, we now
give their probable result ; for nature often produces tints

altogether unlocked for.

1. A blue male and a red female will produce pigeons of a
golden colour, or yellowish—sometimes black.

2. A red pigeon and a black will produce bU-ds of a deep
red, but frequently lead colom'.

3. A red with a dun colom' will often produce a very beau
tifiil red, but sometimes dull.

4. A blue and a fawn colour will sometimes reproduce
individuals all blue, or all fawn, or mixed with both colours.

5. A fawn and a, black, or a blue and a black, may produce
a pinkish grey.

t). A black and a blue will sometimes produce pigeons of
a dark colour with black bars—perhaps red, or black, or
sparkling.

7. A yellow and a black will produce dark colours streaked
with yellow.

8. Finally, a female of a sparkling red with a male of a
blue sparkhng black might produce a dark gold colour span-
gled with red.

The amatem-s who attempt to breed new varieties of
pigeons will always be recompensed for their trouble, whether
they obtain or not their immediate object ; for it has been
proved that mongrels are more fruitful than pigeons of a
pure race, and they are so much the more so according as

the varieties from which they have been obtained bad least

analogy between them. As to the general fonus and charac-

ters, it is necessaiy to know that the male alone transmits
them.
We will now show by an example the manner in which we

must proceed to insm'e success. I will suppose that we wish to

establish a race of the Peacock, of which we only have one
male : we would choose a female that has some resemblance
to it in size and form ; we would also choose its colour
according to the variety we mshed to reproduce in the race,

and couple them together. The mongrels produced by them
would ah'eady have from !•') to 2hf feathers in the tail, and
this, without being yet so raised as that of its father, would
still place it ah-eady much above its wings. We would then
choose a female from their yoiin'-', inel ci,ii)ile it Hie follow-

ing year with the old male; iiiid iln i;iil ni ih.^i- mongrels
of the second generation would li" iin iiislidl with fnim 17 to

2S feathers, having the faculty of lai-iiig and displaying it

in the same manner as the father. We would then couple

t'le old male a third time with one of these new females,
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and the young pigeons springing from tliem would have all

the heauty of the pure race ; but yet we must not rely on
the purity of their offspring until three or four new genera-
tions have well confirmed the crossing.

It is more difficult to produce a variety of which we do not
i possess any in<lividual, because; it requires more time and

I

attention. Let us suppose that wo wish to have the I'roud

Cavalier, not possessing any Cavalier. We should choose
those indinduals which liave the greatest analogy with them.
The l^roud Cavalier is large, of a handsome figure, swelling

' out its note, high on its legs, and has a ribbon round the

eyes, as well as a kind of mushroom on the beak. When
this is kuowu the choice is easily made. As it is a Pouter, we
should take a Pouter and couple it with a Rimt, to obtain

the size. From this will spring a Cavalier ttiat we have
classed among those of a pure race, because it transmits all

its ipuilifip'^ to its posterity. We sliall already have a bird

with lull :
li ,',, Iiiiviug thick membranes on the nosti'ils, and

asiiiiill iiiiliMii iMiuulthe eyes; but it cannot swell its crop

so niurli a, tlio Piinter. We should couple this Cavalier
with the Mixed Bagdad or Swan pigeon, and thus obtain a
true tubei-cle about the bill, a larger ribbon round the eyes,

a swelling throat, and, in short, a true Proud Cavalier.

We ijMisl iiiii .•Miirliid,' from these two cxiunples. thut ww
varieliis r.iit (islly 1m' ciljtaiued by comliiiiing jiidirinnslv

races and varii.'tics witlmut remarking, that nature soniulinies

refuses to prodtice interesting birds, in s-pite of all our
patience and sagacity. For example, it rarely happens that

we can obtain from crossing the Swiss Tumblers and Car-

riers anything but trae Stock doves, without beauty or any
other merit. Several varieties crossed together produce
young ones much more ugly even than the parents were
handsome. But, by way of recompense, it also happens
that these very insignificant birds produce by crossing them
a handsome posterity. The amateur must never grow
weary, because sooner or later he irill be recompensed for

his jjains ; neither must he cease to try experiments because
the first attempts may not have succeeded.

" If one reflects," says M. Vieillot, " on the number of

races considered pure, on the possibility of eouphng them
among themselves, obtaining young ones from them, of pair

ing these, either with their own race or that of their parents,

or with their brothers of another brood or another crossing,

we shall perceive liow easy it is to obtain varieties almost
innumerable, since the first blending produces 144 varieties."

The author only speaks here of the blending of those
varieties he has described ; for the first mixing of ours
would produce more tliau 3,300 vaiieties.

(T(i be continued.)

PIG-FATTING AND BACON-CURING.

A few weeks since we received a letter from near New
Galloway, in Scotland, from which we make the following
extract :

—

" The practice here is to let pigs run loose till they have
come to their full size, and then to give them a quantity of
potatoes till within a short time of their being killed. Since
potatoes have failed, I believe turnips have been used, the
efl'ect being pretty much the same to produce a great
quantity of fat, and make the flesh very coarse food. The
only thing done to improve the quality of the meat, is to

give the pigs some bruised oats or oatmeal for a few weeks
before they oi'e killed. The bacon and hams are con-
sidered very inferior to those of Sligo, which are held in

high estimation ; and you would confer an important benefit

upon us were you to make known the mode of management
adopted there. Our plan of curing too is very defective,

wliilo that adopted in Sligo is most successful ; and upon
this point also, we sliould be exceedingly obliged by your
atfording us information."

In consequorioe of this npplication we have sought for

inlbrncilioii in llic b.'sl piv Inning and bacon-curing districts

of Engbind, ;nid 111.- InllMHin- uiv the results.

From Xiirlulk our currespundent wi'ites thus :

—

" I have been in the habit of fatting pigs for nearly forty

years ; and from experience, and from the knowledge of the

growth of animals, I find that to fat a pig in the shortest

time, and with the least expense, the animal must first have
acquired its full growth. I have bought them in young,
allowed them to roam about my gromid, and fed them night
and morning with swill and grmns, with potato peelings, A-c,

until they have been fit from gi-owtb tn put up; by this time
perhaps the pig may Aveigh eight slumps, being a large pig for

full growth. My stye is a good one,

—

irarm. w.ll vrulilnl.-d,

and not capacious. The hog is then I'.d mih.ii Imrliv inial

three times daily, .just svrfficient to be rah n ; llir sIm; is lupt

well littered and very clean; and one sacit ol meal is sutli-

cient to make it from 10 to 11 stone^quite large enough for

any family ; they have always thrived well Iiy running about,

and pick up many things congenial to their digestive powers
before being put up. The animal should have jnst sufficient

for consutnption at a time ; if nifire it is apt to ferment, and
it is llien cfirrird oil' li.n qnii-Klv l.v tlir bnwrls, and nn lienelit

di'rivi'd; tll.'!nr;,tbvnii- IlirllhHli •iMM.T.llinlTlinn.lHMl .Imhs

ll..t wasl.- Iiy bailing ;«ii.'iva^ in.iiiiiL .
|,fM-:. dV l\v aiv -iven

yiju lose much in ceciKing, besides the limdness, Ac. 11' you
mil refer to the analysis of the latter food, it is not equal to

barley-meal ; it is apt to run off by the bowels, except the
bvank, which intoxicates, and proiliices stupor. The bfirlnv-

m.-al has all Ibr properti.'s t.. la ik.' fal.aial ivndrr-; llir niriit

leniba-aiid well llav(inr,-d. r,a-|ia|i, Ihcc ..l.s.a-v.ilmns may
not bu very satisfactory to nianv. lait I li.ur found the plan

the least expensive, and faniK i:. |h i f. ril\ a'jree with me."
From Suffolk we have the Inll'mnu answirs to our queries

from one of the best farmers of that c. auily :

—

" What is Iho best age of a hog to put up to fat, with a
view to profit ?—All pigs require to finish their growth before

they are iiut up to fatten, as if not full grown, growth and
fatting nuist go on at the same time, and that is a disadvan-

tage. The Suffolk pigs take nine months to grow, and then
they are fit to fatten. What food at first, and what changes
of it, during fattening ?—Peas and a small quantity of

tiu-nips at first; after the hog gets large, that is, when it is

seen that it is perceptibly getting fat, peas only ; and then

the peas should be ground. Ibuv oltm ffd '.'—^From five to

six times a day, and only small .|naiiliii. s at a time ; a fat-

ting pig shonld len,ve off with an edge In its appetite. How
much food is required to increase each stone in weight ?

—

The Suffolk rule is one liushel of peas or peas-meal to every
stone of pork; or six pecks of barley-meal."

In Humpshhv we find the best anlbnrilic's agree lliat it is

not profitable to jiut up a hog t" lal niilil il Idis allaiiuil its

full growth, and at this time it slnaild lir nf a lavnl t., nrigh
about seven or eight score pounds, because when fntlineil

to 10 or la score it finds the readiest market. Barley meal
is the most profitable food ; wanuth, cleauUness, and even
scrubbing \vith wann water every week, and feeding four
limes a-day at regular intervals, are the essentials for

I'attening.

For ciirin<j hncnn, one of the best ciu'ers in Hampshire
informs us, that as soon as the hog is quite cidd, that is the

day after killing, it is cut into halves, and rubbed with a

mixture of salt and saltpetre ; 9S1I) of salt being reipiired for

a hog of ten score pounds, mixed with an ounce of salt-

petre, pounded, for eveiy score pounds of ])ork. The sides

of the hug are laid upon a slum' Moor, and for the first week
turned daily, and si.iiic i.f the salt mixture rubbed in ; but
for the siccaid and third wei'ks tin' turning and rubbing need
be repeated only each second day ; at the end of the three

weeks it will be sufficiently salted. If the bacon is not im-

mediately required the salted sides are put on eilije in a bin,

and salt \n\l bclwr. n lli.in so llial tiny cnnm.t touch, and it

is al-M iM'aiH'd ii\ri' ilHaii, mas i( . r\rlii.l,' the air and to

kv,\i I lie nrxl tier nl' sides iT'oni IdUi'liing them. If the sides

ari'i.lar.d Hal ways they become too salt. They are taken
can Ini MiHiKiii',' (making into bacon) as required, and thus

liny i|iniL avdiil that rustiness which will occiu' in bacon
which IS stilled for any length of time.

To convert the pork tints salted into bacon the sides are

taken out, the salt wiped from them, and they are hung up
by hooks fixed across the roof of a lirick-built room made sn

high that the lower end of the side of a bog is aluail right

feet from the floor. If nearer the floor tlir ii. al H.aiia mrh,

the fat. On tho floor a little saw-dust is lighted and kept.

smouldering on constantly day and night for ten days, which
is long enough for the side of a hog weighing ten score
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ponnds. Tho door of the smokinff room shuts qnitn close,

bnt there is n holo through the wall on n levi>l witli tlio (loor

to admit air enough for keeping tho snw-dii^it liiirnin';, and
tho only escapo for tho smoko is through tho tiles, for it is

tho confiin'iiieiit of tlie smoke about the jiork wliicli so soon
bacoiiizcs it.

A most importAnt point is tlir ijiialilii of the sutriliisl

;

oak, elm, and birch are best. Our infoniiant prefers llml of

the oak ; and tliere ai'e two other facts not to bo forfiollen :

—

First

—

Thi' siitc-tliiat cwiiiot bf tfnioiil uar too dri/ ; and Second-

ly—.V<> /(>, lurch, deal, uor other aau'-ihisl voiilniniti'i liiriieiilinr

must he used or it it-ilt spoil the baron.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• We request that no one will write t.» (lie (lr|)artmental wrifers i,f

The Cottagb Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble nnd

cipcnse. All communications should be Addressed " To t/tr EiUlor nf

The Cutlttgc Gardener^ 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster liuw^ London.'*

Ki.DEa Wine (X. Y. Z.).—This can be mnde in the same manner as

directed lor rhubarb wine, at page 320, but the proportions of the ingre-

dients must differ. Recipes will be seen at pages 3-Jl and 338.

Blackberry Wink f76irf).—Wine can be made of this fruit. We
have obtaincil the following recipe, but perhaps some of our corres-

pondents will furnish us with others :—When the blackberries arc fully

ripe put them into a csusk set on end. open at the top, and with a tap

fixed in it ;
pour on the berries as much bniling water as will cover them,

and then, as soon as the hand can be juit among them, crush every

berry ; let them remain until the refuse of the berries begiri to rise to the

top, which will be in three or four days ; then draw off the clear liquor

into another ves.sel, and to every ten quarts add one pound of loaf-sugar

;

stir it until quite dissolved, and let it remain for ten days to work in the

first vessel ; draw it off by the tap, through a jelly bag, into a larger

vessel ; steep one ounce of isinglass for twelve hours in a pint of the

liquor, then boil it upon a slow lire until all dissolved, then add a gallon

of the liquor, and boil again for a minute or two ; mix the whole together,

let it remain a few days to clear, then draw it off and keep it in a cool

place.

TRBNcniNO (Ibid,.—The good kitchen soil, resting on a clayey sub-

soil, will be benefited by trenching, espcci-ally if the bottom spit is mixed
with limy rubbish and coal ashes, to render it more porous. We arc no
friends to letting ground lie fallow, which is only another term for doing
nothing ; trencli as we have said, manure as a kitchen-garden should be
manured, and keep the hoe going, and then there will be no need of

DiAMETBR OP Pots f.VomVe).—When a 5-inch, or any other sized pot
is thus spoken of, the number of inches arc meant which the pot measures
inside across, just below the rim.

Strawberries vq% Foucing ;/iirf).—Vour plants in 4-inch pots move
into 7-inch when well rooted. Do not begin forcing by moving them
into the house until the middle of February. You will find Mr. Erring-
ton's very full and excellent directions for treating the plants, and for

forcing, in our third volume.

ALSTRtEMKRiAS {Qu^en Mali).—We recommend you to plant these as
soon as you can get them. Several kinds, such as Aculi/olia, Hirtella,
Ovalft, Paittacinn, Pelegrina^ &c., will do well out of doors, planted six

iacbes deep, in a mixture of sandy peat and loam, on a warm border

;

others, such as Auranfiaca, Occtilala, Pullidn, Sec, are better potted two
or three inches deep in well drained pots, and kci>t during the winter in

a frame or cold pit ; and a third act, more teniler still, require even more
heat, though most of them will succeed under that treatment. Very
likely those you have received are the hardiest kind, but even then we
would recommend you to pot them for the first season. They will do
anywhere secure from frost until they begin to grow.

Variods (A Constant Render).—Your Yttcfn, with its roots above the
pot, may be repotted now in sandy loam and peat. See the week before
last. White Lilies growing in large bunches had better be separated,
and they will flower better. Your Grapex and Vines arc mildewed, and
washing with weak srdt and water has done no good : puff the afflicted

parts with flowers of sulphur, and a little fine quick-lime mixed with the
sulphur; it will not require to be put on thick, though it may need re-
peating to effect a cure. Araucaria Cunnim^'hami and E-xceha are not
hardy enough for our winters in common circumstances. Strawberries
planted two years ago ought to have borne well ; those put out last year
ouirht to bear b'-tter nest year than runners of this season, unless you
give them extra kind attention, such as layering them in pots, or pricking
them out into beds before planting; if so most kinds will bear the first

season, and plentifully the second. They are partial to a strong soil if

there is not too much clay. As to kinds, that will depend upon your
taste—the Blark Princt is early ; Kean's is first-rate for bearing plenti-
fully, early, and from young plants; British Queen is large and fine

flavoured; Eliza is smaller but high flavoured; and Elton, though

rather tart, is valuable an a late large sort. If you fancy the Iluulbois
get the Prolijir.

Tkaininc Plants in Pots (F. W. T.).—Tliia will meet with notice
ere long, but the difl^cuUy of the matter in, that few feel a« you do the
necessity for revision in this matter. It is often a serious thing to bint at
a man's want of ta.<«te, and still more diflicult to prove lie is wrong, a
principle of tnste being rather a fluctuating thing.

Vines Trained over a Si.atk Roof (A. B., C/miftovtW/).— If there
is plenty of strength in your vines this will answer. The vines, being on
a trellis, during the day will not be too hot, because the slates will abworb
heat and not reflect it ; at night, or when the atmosphere is colder than
the state, the heat will be radiated from the latter to the former, and the
vines will derive the benefit of it as it passes. Through this radiation the
slates will become very cold at night towards the end of autumn, because
lieat will be dispersed more quickly than from an upright wall. We have
no doubt but the plan would answer well in your locality if your roof has
a good aspect. As to covering the roof above the vines with gla-ss wc
ilouht its propriety, as without great attention to moisture in the atmo-
sphere, and the giving of air, the enclosed atmosphere would be too hot
and dry ; putting glass on towards the end of autumn would be advan-
tageous, but, altogether, it would cost you less trouble to place the glass
over part of your vine wall.

Marvel of Peru {Sitsan7iah).~Jt matters not whether you take the
roots out of the pots or not, provided you keep them dri/ and free from
frost during winter.

Stove Climbers, Pits for (E. F.).—No douht our friend, Mr.
Appleby, will perfectly satisfy you on the subject; in the meantime we
imagine, that instead of merely sinking a hole he wishes these little pits

to be formed of solid materials, and for two reasons,—First, to keep the
roots of the different climbers separate, and thus have them undi-r ei.in-

mand ; and, Secondly, to give them merely as much room as will secure
a certain degree of luxuriance, and yet an abundance of bloom, by telling
the roots *' thus far you may go, but no farther.'* In your stove, with the
pipes only ten inches from the fruit wall, you could not have such little

pits, or large pots, or brick boxes you may term them, there with any
degree of propriety

; but any part of the house, such as against a i)ilhir

or support, will answer equally well. If, however, the position of the pit
is far from the glass, it will be necessary to have your plants a good size

before planting, as recommended for conservatory climbers some time
ago.

I POME A Lbauii {Ibid}.~ThU, planted in the greenhouse, has reached
the rafters, and is flourishing, but has not flowered; we would leave it

alone instead of thinking of moving it to the stove, and, with common
attention, we shall be much deceived if next season its splendour in the
greeidiouse does not lead you to thank us for the advice. We have had
one ranging wildly over the roof of such a house for a number of years
that continues blooming abundantly the whole of the summer and
autumn.
Blue Flower for Bedding (jl/t/jniV).—Three-penny\vorth of seeds

of Lobelia ramosa will plant a bed six yards long and ten feet wide ; and
it is the finest blue bedder in England or elsewhere, and aliout a foot or
15 inches high, and will flower all summer and autumn, just as you
require.

Soil for Roses (Jbid).~Nov/ is a good time to make up a new bed
for roses, and the end of October is the best time to plant it ; roses will
do very well in any fresh soil that is neither light, that is, with too much
sand in it. nor heavy, that is, h-iving too much clay; and if yon add a
barrowful of old rotten dung to every five or six barrows of that kind of
soil, the roses will thrive on it all the better. Have the bed I« inches or
two feet deep, drained, and do not raise it much in the centre as some
people do, for if you do, when the bed is very dry, your watering and that
from the rain will pass off it as from tho roof of the house. To make the
best of it plant none but pei-petuals, but in them we include every rose,
no matter what section it belongs to, that ivill flower in the autumn.
Rose-Bed (C. J. JI/.).—You say :—" I am about to make a rose-bed

of about ae\'en or eight yards in circumference (it may be oval). I pro-
pose having three or four piUar-roscs, of different colours, in the centre,
surrounding these with tall standards, and these again with half stan-
dard.s, and filling up the interstices between the standards with dwarfs,
leaving sufficient room round the edges for pegging down such roses as
Persian Brier, &c., and bedding out Scarlet Geraniums, Verbenas,
Petunias, &c. Will this be a good arrangement? If so, what roses
would you recommend?" The idea is not a bad one, but the outside
row of Per.iian Brier, or, what is equally good, Jtosa liarrisii, need not
be pegged down ; we object altogether to pegging down roses, for reasons
already insisted on ; these briers may be kept low by pruning out the
tallest of the centre shoots annually after the bloom is over in May. Wc
would place three poles in the centre, and in a triangle to meet at the
top, for supporting the climbers and standards of Madame haffay, Geant
des Baiailles, Baronne Prevost, Duchess of Sutherland, or, indeed,
others of the best autumnal roses, both for standards and dwarfs ; the
colours, names, and degrees of strength, may be found in our former
volumes. An outside row of scarlet geraniums or verbenas, with spring
bulbs, would answer and compensate the want of flowers in the briers
after May.

KoSEs (A Ladfi Subscriber, Ireland}.—Your account now is very
different from your former one about your roses. There is not a
*' rosary" in England free from the black spols and blotches exhibited
on the leaves you sent, the cause of which is little known, and a cure for
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it still less ; l)ut from your statpment about tlio preparation of the ground

and feeding we have no doubt but your roses will give you verj' great

satisfaction next year. The cold spring:, the long journey, and the

sudden turn to sultry weather at the end of Rfay, sufficiently account for

your disappointment this time; pray do not prune them too close, but

have it done next November, and after that smear them over, stems and

all, with a thick paint of fresh lime and soot ; repeat this again next

spring, before the buds are too forward, and you may say good-bye to

black blotches, but give them neither manure nor strong drinks till the

flower-buds are well formed next May, as high feeding aggravates the

disposition to "green centres."

Bees.—If J. B. P. will send his address to J. H. Payne, Esq., Bury

St, Edmunds, inclosing four postage stamps, he will send him a packet

of the Racodium ('dl/n-e, which he can compare with that found in the

Dublin Custom House vaults. Your "two fine first swarms united on

the 13th of June, and weighing at this time only l/i lbs. gross, and your

best stocks being equally deficient," Is on a par with us in England, with

very few exceptions.

Bees (A Larh/ Subscri/)er).—Your third swarm should have been

united to the second on the day of its swarming, as recommended in

The Cottage Gardener, page 104, vol. ii. ; it will now be very diffi-

cult to get them out of the cap without fumigation. In driving, a napkin

should have been tied very tightly round the hives at the point of junc-

tion, to prevent the escape of the bees. Bell-glasses of all sizes may
be had of Messrs. Neighbour and Son, 127. Holborn, London, at about

Is 6d per pound.

Potato Storing (Rev. H. R. D. P.)-—Your chief query is answered

editorially. Wnlnui leaved Kidneys are not at all forwarded, but rather

retarded by being planted in the autumn, otherwise they may be safely

inserted. For autumn field planting we should recommend a depth of

seven inches.

Spanish Poultry {A Nm-al Offirer).—Can any one say where the

real breed of these can be obtained. Tlianks for your drawing, it has

been sent to the engraver. Your list of roses is good.

Cardon de Tours (A Subscfiber).—This is considered by the French

the best kind of Cardoon, because it has ribs thicker, more tender, and

more delicate than the common Cardoon. It is of the same botanical

genus as the artichoke (Ci/n/ira), Sow four together, in patches 18

inches apart, about the middle of April, in trenches six inches deep and

22 inches wide, into which a little good dung has been dug previously.

When the plants have four or five leaves remove all but one at each

patch; water frequently and abundantly. At the end of October, when
the plants are full grown and quite dry, tie up the leaves carefully with

pieces of bass matting, then wind a hay-band round each, after which

earth them up like celery. When blanched they are ready for cooking.

The flavour is very agreeable. Reject all the stalks which are tough,

fibrous, or hollow ; cut the good into four-inch lengths, cleansing them

from all prickles
; put them into boiling water and parboil them, boiling

the heart less time than the outer stalks ; as soon as the slime upon them

will come off" by dipping them in cold water and wiping them with a

cloth, they are done enough ; clean them all from the slime in that way,

then stew them in a little rich gravy, and just before taking off the fire

add a piece of butter rolled in flour. This is the best mode of dressing,

but they sometimes, after being cleaned of the slime, are again put into

boiling water and sent to table like sea-kale.

Covering Preserves {A Young Housekeeper).—The paste must be

put on the inside of the paper, according to the plan at page 323, for the

paper has to be pasted over the mouth of the preserve-pot. The object

is to exclude the air. Paste spread thinly dries and does not mould.

Ferns and Rock Plants iW. F.).—You wish for twelve of these for

a shaded border beneath your dining-room window, and we recommend

—

of Ferns : Polypodium driuptei'is, Onoclea sensibUis, Asplfnium filu'

fwmina, and Aspidium lonckUts. Of Rock Plants: Clieiranthus

alpinus (yellow), Viantkus ulpestris (white), GnuphaHum diuicum

(pink), Vinra herbacea (blue), Mt/osotis rupicola (blue), Phlox prucum.
hens (lilac), Soldanella alphia (purple), and Potentilla reptans plena

(yellow).

The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary {lbid).—U will be suffi-

ciently copious. The first number will appear on the 3rd of October.

Potatoes {Beta— W, Blood).—We had our Martin's Early Seedlings

and Red Ash-leaved Kidneys from Mr. Hairs, I09, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross. From November to January is a good time for pruning

the yew.

Pits {W. Barnely).—We know of no separate work upon the erection

of these with working drawings, &c.

Chrysantubmums {Frenrh).—The Compte de Rnnfzau is afine show
flower, large and crimson; Luntdum is very double, large, and white;

and Pilot is also a good show flower, large, and pink. If you stop them
now they will not bloom this season. Six-inch pots are large enough for

you this year. You had better not try a peach-tree in your greenhouse.

You had better have a Black Hamburgh vine. The eastern aspect will

suit it well.

Hen {Rev. H. L. J.).—We have more than once known a hen to have
a brood of small chickens and to lay at the same time.

Landscape Gardening {VV. H.).—You will find the fir.<{t part of

Practical Mathematics in " Chambers's Educational Course," and the

Key to it of great use. It will teach you all the geometry and land-sur-

veying that you require.

Plants True to Stock {W. 7?.).—Some kitchen-garden varieties

produce seed that give birth to seedlings like their parent, but quite as

many, and rhubarb is among these, do not. Your Victoria rhubarb seed-
lings will be all more or less unlike their parent. An answer to your bee
(juestion next week.

Savoys, &c., Club-rooted (W. W. H.).—Your garden probably had
been over-cropped with cabbage-worts before you had it. If the case were
our own, and our savoys. Sec., were club-rooted " to a dreadful extent,"
we should pull them all up, soak the ground with ammoniacal liquor

from a gas-work, give a good coating of dung, and plant again fresh lui-

diseased savoys, Brussels sprouts, &c. If you obtain vigorous plants, and
move them carefully, you will be in time.

Manure for an Acre (.7. S.).—If yon have plenty of soot, and the
mowings off" three-quarters of an acre of lawn, some leaves, and charred
rubbish, you will have enough manure for your acre, provided you can
have a supply of ammoniacal liquor from the Canterbury gas-works to

soak your ground previously to digging it for each crop.

Soldenella Alpina (Biirkestune Vicarage).—This is beat treated as

a pot plant in winter, giving it the protection of a cold frame. The plant

you sent is Verbena venosn, so often mentioned by Rlr. Beaton as the
most useful and hardiest of our bedding verbenas.

Names of Plants {R. R., Birmingham).—Yowvs is Agaihosma
ciliata, a native of the Cape of Good Hope. {A Durham Reader).—\Vc
do not know of such a plant as Phlox dcpressa.

Alpine Plants {A Durham Reader).—To di'ive the worms away from
these you may water them with lime water at any time when the worms
are troublesome.

Many Queries (Philocarpus).—We do not know any chemical sub-
stance more eflectual for destroying vegetable life than some of the salts

;

nor should we like to impart the knowledge by which the evil-disposed

might injure others covertly. We have given all the knowledge we
possess relative to the blistering of peaah and nectarine leaves. We
believe it to arise from too much moisture at the root, or from some other

cause of too much sap being furnished to the leaves. A top-dressing of

gas-lime and ashes has been found a good application against the Turnip
Jfy. A very little gas-lime is sufficient, applied a day or two after sowing.
Flowers of Sulphur are a good application to the mildew on peaches, or

any other plant. We do not know what you mean by root-pruning
.strau'berries to renew them. You cannot disturb their root without
injuring them. Spring is the best time for pla/iting artirhokes.

Fowls {R. L. H.).—When they have been driven by workmen from
their usual haunts they are some time before they again become recon-

ciled, especially when, as in your case, they roam to a distance during the

disturbance. Give them a little more stimulating food, such as chopped
meat, brank or buck-wheat, and sun-flower seeds.

Large Fungus {J. Brotchie).—Your globular fungus twenty-seven

inches in circumference is nothing extraordinary in size. It is probably a
species of Boletus.

Bees (G. Ambler).—Racodium Cellare is frequently used for stupifying

bees, and with better success than the pufl" ball. It grows abundantly in

the London Docks' wine vaults. See, about feeding, the Calendar for

September, in last number : feed them copiously until they weigh 20 lbs.

The bee dress is described at page 66 of The Cottage Gardener,
present volume. The use of the adapting board is two-fold ; it renders

the removal of a box much easier than it would otherwise be; and,

secondly, it ])revent3 the crown of the stock-hive being pressed in by the

weight of boxes and glasses that from time to time are placed upon it.

Make sheds for your bees, if you please, but they are quite unnecessary ;

the earthern milkpan is suflicient protection.

Bee-hives (Crewensis)

.

—The small hive, glass, or box fs required for

early swarms the Jir.'it year ; and in a good season 30 lbs. is frequently

taken from a new swarm, leaving about the same quantity in the hive for

winter store. The tops will be forwarded at Is. 8d. each. Mr. Payne's

hive is certainly not complete without either a small hive (or indeed two),

box, or glass.

Liquid IManure (.4 Staffordshire Inquirer).— There cannot be a

better manure than the mingled drainage from your pigs, cows, and
horses. It is good for any plant when diluted with water, but especially

for kitchen-garden crops.

Grapes [J. C, Winchester).—Do not put bags over your grapes until

they are nearly ripe ; the best material is net, such as women's caps are

made of. Mr. Maund, of Bromsgrove, says that glass over the bunches

hastens their ripening ; but Mr. Weaver says that it only preserves them
by keeping ofl" the wet and insects. No injury need occur to your vine

by building a greenhouse over it ; the foundation would be too far from

the roots.

Cucumber Plants (Minnie).—These trained against a south wall

suddenly flag and wither. The reason for this is that the root action is

not equal to the demand of "the remarkably healthy leaves." Let the

soil over their roots he covered with mulch, and uncovered duiing hot

days, but covered again every night.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgb, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—September 5tb, 1850.
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A SCIENTIFIC covrcspondent (a pliysioian residing in

Norfolk) writes to us as follows :

—

"I tliiuk I nientioncd that my potatoes were perfectly

sound. I had about eight rods of the Ash leaved kind,

wliicli we took up as we wanted them for the table. The
tops of the remainder, about six rods, having died off, I had
tliem taken up, and I am son-y to say the greater part of them
are diseased. The outer skin in brown patches, and when cut
into, it extends in some from one-sixth of an inch to the
middle of the potato. This disease must have come very
suddenly and quickly, as I examined them daily in different

pai-ts of the bed and none were found touched with it. The
crop is very great, there being rather more than a sack to

the rod. In the same piece of ground I have a large space
with the Cambridge Eed Ivichiey, and a round white potato,

tlie name of which I know not. In the stalks of many I find

brown patches, as if they were natm-ally djing off, and upon
examining the tubers they appear perfectly sound, and seem-
ingly full grown, but the skin easily abraded liy the finger.

I have had the tops mown off close to the ground. I wish to

ask you, under the present state of the tubers (which I am
told are hardly fit to be taken up, and if talcen up they
will not keep), what is to be done ? The disease may attack
them as the others, and to let them remam until the middle
of next month—when I took them up last year—I fear the
loss may be greater: what would you advise me to do ? This
disease appears to baffle every one, and until we know its

real nature, we shall remain unable to prevent it. The first

thing to understand is the constniction of the plant and cir-

culation of the sap, and a chemical examination of a diseased
stalk, and also a healthy one ; the result may lead to some
conclusions, whether or not the chsease takes its origin from
atmospheric causes or from the soil. It seems singular that
it should occm- yearly; this is not the law of epidemic
diseases ; and the same law exists in the vegetable tribe as

in the animal. For those potatoes I now have cut off, the land
was well limed when set, and to this I attributed the escape
last year, when my neighbours did not. From your ex-

perience as a practical gardener you can infonn me, whether
lime has a beneficial effect on the present occasion. In ex-

amining the principal root of a diseased tuber, I find it brown
and pulpy, while that of a healthy one is white and some-
what finer. This has induced me to think the soil has some-
thing deleterious to the plant ; but why should it not
attack all the tubers of the same plant ? so that it is a
most puzzling complaint. Has the degeneration of the
plant any influence ? And do we not require a new stock ?

However, I coidd fill sheets by inquiries ; and shall shake
your patience and waste your time ; I shall, therefore, con-
clude by requesting at yoivr leisure your obseiTatious and
advice."

Immediately upon the receipt of this letter we wrote

to our correspondent, and recommended him to take up
all his potatoes, and store them as fully directed in our

last number. By leaving them in the gi-ound they are

more liable to the access of moisture, and to occasional

high temperature, than they are when stored between
layers of earth, &o., under cover.

It so happened that immediately previously to the

receipt of our correspondent's letter, we had been
reading Mr. Cutbill's very excellent pamphlet. Practical

Instructions for the Cultivation of the Potato, just pub-
lished, and some comments we have to offer upon it will

serve to answer our correspondent's inquiries.

Mr. Cuthill commences by observing :

—

" It seems to be agreed that we must look upon atmo-
spheric influences, of theuatm-e of which we are able to give
no account, as largely concerned in the production of the
evil

; yet, as I believe I can show in the following pages, im-
proper modes of ciUtivation have greatly aggravated, if they
did not even give the first occasion to, the destructive
visitation which has fallen upon the plant."

Now, how much we agree with this will appear from

the following extract from a pam]iblet we published in

181(1, entitled The Potato Murrain and its Bemedy :
—

" It has been suggested that either fungi or insects are
the cause of the disease ; but I think both these are ex-
cluded by the fact that it appears in every quarter and
latitude of the globe,—in the frigid climate of North America,
in the temperate locality of Devonshire, and between the
tropics at St. Helena. Now, I know of no fungus or insect

that has it habitat alike uninfluenced by heat or cold ; and
even less conceivable is it that a fungus or insect is j\ist

created for the iJUii)ose of destroying the potato crop. The
fungus or insect, it is more rational to conclude, must have
existed throughout time, and its ravages have only been felt

by increasing degrees, as the potato has gradually reached a
state of disease fitted for the nutriment of the parasite. The
same and other facts preclude unfavourable seasons from
being the cause of the disease, though they may hasten its

progress. The disease is said to be as prevalent this year
(1840) as last, yet no two years could have had seasons more
different. It is quite cleai' that no local cause—such as the
employment of any particular manme, the staple of the soil,

or the mode of culture—can be the origin of the disease, for

the crop has been grown on all possible varieties of arable

soil, with and without manures, and in various modes ; the
sets have been dug in, and dibbled in,—the plants have been
earthed up and left uneai'thed,—yet in all and in each has
the disease appeared. The cause, then, must be one of

imiversal applicability, for the disease is epidemic in the
widest sense of the tenn. Does it arise from the vital

powers of the varieties being exhausted ? No ; for. in many
instances, the most recently raised from seed are as pro-

ductive of diseased tubers as the oldest cultivated kinds. Does
it arise from the almost universal practice of taking up the

tubers as soon as the stems are dying or dead, and keeping
those tubers out of the soil for four, five, or more months ?

I am of opinion that this is the cause. The practice is nearly

universal ; it is the practice throughout Europe, as it is in

America, St. Helena, and the hill districts of Hindostan
;

and in all those regions the disease prevails. It is not the

practice in New Zealand, and there the disease is unknown.
Now, has the withdrawal of bulbs and tubers from the soil

the effect of gradually rendering them and their progeny
diseased ? I think no horticulturist or vegetable physiologist

will answer in the negative. A writer in the Gardener's

Chronicle of the present year (p. 478), most correctly observes,

that the bulbs of hyacinths, tulips, and crocuses, keep well

in the ground, but, if talcen up, have a strong tendency to

decay. But what effect has this treatment upon the plants

to which they give birth ? Why, it imparts to them disease.

The strain, the beauteous variegation of the tulip's petals,

are the effects of disease. Leave the bulb in the soil through-

out the year, and it returns to its natm'al vigour and simple

colours. No vaiiety occasioned and preserved by siudi arti-

ficial treatment will endure a few years. It is no efl'ectnal

objection that seedling potatoes are now affected with the

same disease, for such diseases are hereditary in vegetables

as well as animals, and the seedling's tubers have been sub-

jected to the same keeping out of the soil for months as

were its parents. Neither is it an effectual objection to say

that only recently the (Usease has prevailed, for it has been
noticed for fidl fifteen yeaa-s, and it is only by such detention

from the soil through a series of years jthat the disease is

advanced to its prevailing malignant form."

Mr. Cuthill then proceeds to detail his mode of culture,

and this requires no other statement than this, "during

ten years my crops have never been attacked by the

disease," to command from every cultivator the most

serious attention. An epitome of his practice is this :

thinking that the potato ought to have a change of soil,

he buys his sets in October, before they have sjiroiited

;

greens them in the sun ; and stores them and keeps

them quite dry, " with their heads all one way, to pi-e-

serve order at taking up time when planted out," under

a stage in a cool greenhouse. About the middle of

January, when they have shoots an inch long, they are
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covered with earth, are watered, and lol't without hoing

further touched until planting time, ahout the middle or

end ofl-'chruary. They have then strong stems and a

mass of roots; these, without hcing injured, are planted

in rows from eighteen inches to thirty inches apart, and

from nine to twelve inches from set to set in the rows,

according to the hahit of the variety. The ground for

them is trenched and laid in ridges during the winter,

being then also manured with two tons of salt and thirty

bushels of soot per acre. The potatoes (all whole) are

put into the trenches, and the earth from the old ridges

dug down in ridges upon them. In May, if very dry

weather, they are watered twice a-week until rain occurs.

It will bo seen that in what we consider the chief re-

quisites for successfully storing the potato, we for the

most part agree with jMr. Cuthill. We agree that dry-

ness and coolness are essential, but we deprecate the un-

natural greening of the tubers by exposure to the light,

and wo advocate the exclusion from them of those great

promoters of putrefaction, occasional cxposm-e to

warmth, and a free exposm-e to the air. For cooking

purposes potatoes cannot be stored as Mr. Cutiiill re-

commends, because a greened potato is rendered waxy

and unwholesome. Let our reader try both modes of

storing their seed potatoes, and we shall be most ready

to record the results, whatever they may be.

Mr. Cuthill has some statements from which we totally

differ, and among them is this
—

" The flat system is

quite unnatural, for it is unreasonable to jdant a potato

upon a flat surface ; and after allowing it to grow a foot

high, to draw earth over the stems and leaves." It is,

on the contraiT, the natural way to plant on a flat sur-

face ,and not to earth up; for this earthing up, we quite

agree with Mr. Cuthill in thinking, weakens the plants

and retards the production of the tubers.

The cutting off the stems when the bloom is passed

is quite condemned, and very properly, by Mr. CuthUl.

" I have tried it," he says " and have found that the

same kind of potato grown on the same ground, pro-

duced very inferior tubers when so treated ; they con-

tained very little starch, while those left to nature were

very mealy." Such potatoes, also, are more liable to be

attacked by the murrain, a result to be anticipated from

the analysis of diseased tubers, which are found to differ

from the sound ones only by containing more water

and less starch. The experiments of Dr. Lyon Playfair

and Professor Johnston agree in showing that the in-

crease of water is from two to eleven per cent.

lu conclusion, let us recommend Mr. Cuthill's pam-

pldet to the attention of our readers; it is well stored

with facts gathered together by an every-way trustworthy

])ractical man. Neither let our readers suppose that the

pages are devoted to the potato alone. On the contrary,

they will have much and very useful information re-

lative to Asparagus, Sea-kale, Ilhubarb, the Strawberry,

and other garden produce.

We beg from our readers a perusid of the following

gratifying letter. The writer has confided to us his

name, and we hold him up as an example, hoping that

many will follow it; not only in tlio superior cultivation

of flowers, but in sending a report of their progress :

—

You liave taken so much pains in The Cottaoe Gar-
nr,Ni:i!, to communicate to your readers the best and easiest

methods of mauHging their tiowers, tluit I cimnot doulit llml,

you will lie pleased to hcai- the success which has attended
my laboiu-s in that pleasing employment. Indeed, as 1

consider myself your pupil, it seems to me only an act of

gratitude to you to relate my progress, in order tliat you may
judge thereby of the amount of interest your ettbrts have
excited ; and also that you may make my experience a frosU

source of interest to others.

For some years I have )iad a small cottage and garden
in one of the subm'bau villages, and during the summer
months my chief pleasm-e has been to spend my mornings

—

(lie only time I could take from business—in adorning niy

little plot with a few annuals and perennials. But when
Uctnljer came ray employment, and with iny employment my
pleasiu'e, in a great measure ceased : I saw my beauties one
by oue fall away, mitil at last my only amusement was in

keeping the paths smootli and the borders clean, longiug

for the winter to pass that I might commence anew.

The summer of 1840 was to me the commencement of

a new era ; in The Cottage GAiinENER I read of beautiful

beds of scai-let geraniums ; the richness and splendour of

the verbena and the petunia, the lieliotrope and the cuphea,

also came under my notice; and by dint of begging—very

common ivith amatevu' florists—by the end of Jvily I found

myself possessed of some himch-eds of plants, all \ieing with

each other in gratifying my senses. Let me confess, that,

amidst aU my joy in possessing this store—greatly height-

ened by the praise I received from my friends—there was in

my mind a hidden sorrow. These must all perish, thought

I, before the blast of the wintiy mnds. I talked the matter

over with my viife. AVe read in yom- book how slight a

covering might presei-ve them. We longed for a greenhouse,

but the expense seemed so great. I could get nothing jjuilt

imder .£'20 or i£-30. I began to consider whether I could not

manage to raise something by my own hands. I meditated

and calculated, and, having entered deeply into the design, I

found, by examination, that the materials were not so veiy

costly, if I could find time to use them. I did not doubt my
abihty to form a habitation for my favourites, if the materials

were within my reach. Many times of an evening I drew

out plans suitable for my garden, marked out the position of

the building, and went to bed to cU-eam of the preservation

of my plants. Sm-ely, where there is a will there is a way !

One fine evening a friend, used to bricks and mortar, lieard

my longings for a greenhouse, and willing to gratify my wish

offered to lay the foimdation. He had seen my plan, we had

even marked out the dimensions ; and about my premises

lay, as luck would have it, some HOO bricks and a moderate

supply of mortar. We went to bed, and my friend rose

eaiiy. At six o'clock I walked down the garden, where I

found the foimdation dug out, and nine inches of brick-work

already laid. Eighteen inclies of wall were raised that morn-

ing, and there the work stayed. The foundation measured

11 feet by seven ; and our plan was, that the front sliould bo

four feet high altogether, rising to seven feet at the back.

How the plates (I began to learn builders' terms now)—^^how

these were laid, all uuplaned ; how the frames were rabbited,

and the glazing accompli-lied (upwards of l.iO feet of glass

puttied in by myself), and the ulmle painted inside and out,

and a nice slitbng sash in the i. .of, and a swinging one in

I tlie front, and a little nunuw iloor in one corner,—how these

j

were all done it seems now quite a mysteiy
;
yet before the

i middle of September I coidd shut the door of my httle

I
building, and say, " Here is a home for my tender nm-slings

!

"

j

A wide shelf in the front, and a stage leaning against the

back, completed my fm-nislungs; and I counted room for 200

pots, or more, of (JO's and 4K's. Tlie beginning of October

warned us that the time was come when the plants nuist be

housed; carefully we took them from the ground, potted

them, shaded them for some days under yom- directions, and

I
when they were removed to their winter quarters few showed

I

any signs of decay. None can know, but by experience, the

I

inward .joy I felt at the residt of a httle industiy. My house

had cost me less than iO.

At length the frost came, and my next thought was, how lu
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keep him out. I matted the top : heing low this was not diffi-

cult ; but still my thermometer told me that I was too cold

within. I determined to find a stove, and after some consider-

ation I purchased one at Cadman's, Newgate-street, for I8s.,

and a sack of fuel for •''is. ; this, with the exception of a slight

smell, answered the purpose admirably, as it would keep a

light, by management, for twelve hours easily, but the fuel

was expensive. When this prcpai'ed fuel was gone I pro-

cm-ed some chai'coal dust, almost useless in commerce, and
having sifted the very fine away I charged my stove with

this. To my great pleasure this bm-ned quite as well as the

more expensive coid, with little, if any, more smell, and cost

me next to nothing. Now, then, I saw my plants in safety,

and henceforward I entertained no fear ; five shillings more
than covered the expense of all the winter months, and many
times the tire continued untouched for twenty-four hom's. I

never lost a single plant all the winter. One drawback there
was, especially if my plants had been in delicate flower,

namely, there was more dust than I coidd have wished ; but
my object was to preserve my plants, and in this I succeeded
to my utmost wish.

Winter now yielded as much pleasiu'e in gardening almost
as summer. Every morning my wife and I visited om-
greenliouse, and inquii-ed diljgeutly of each, almost daily,

how they fai-ed. The geraniums continued in full leaf; the
petunias continued to flower; the verbenas mildewed a little;

our phloxes also continued in bloom ; and every day almost
some flower would greet our eyes. Then came the various
experiments suggested by you, all which we put into practice.

Thus the greater part of the winter passed, and about
February we found our geraniums making way. Then came
the idea given us by you of strildng cuttings of verbenas and
petunias for bedding out in spring. This we managed in a
way peculiar, I think, to ourselves, and which 1 think worthy
of recording. When I purchased my stove, I had an iron
pan made to fit the top, so that wlien I wished I coidd take
away the usual cover or lid, by which aperture the stove is

fed, and substitute as a cover my iron pan, holding water to

create a moistm-e ; this was about five inches deep and foiu--

teen inches square. We filled this for about three inches
with broken charcoal and gravel, and above this one inch of

pm-e sand, and having well watered it and prepai-ed eighty-

one cuttings of verbenas about two inches long, we placed
them in the sand in nine rows. They looked like a little

forest. The stove gave out its lieat to the house, and gene-
rated suificient heat to the sand, so that ui ten days I found
my pretty Uttle sUps starting freely at the top. I scarcely

dared to distm-b one. However, about the twelfth day, I
ventured to look at one of the most healthy, and judge of my
sm-jirise to find that the roots had shot out on all sides,

three-quarters of an inch long in some of them. No time
was lost. Some small 60's were prepared with common
garden mould, four of the cuttings placed in each, cai-eiidly

shaded and kept comfortably warm irntU they grew to six

and eight-inch plants, and at length when May appeared
took their place in a neat bed, heart-shape—for this was very
near- my heart—and soon produced such a grand and daz-
zhng appeai-ance as almost to intoxicate me with delight.
This was my first efl'ort, and from that moment to this when
T write, August yi, they have never failed to obtain the
admu-ation of my friends ; nay more, my neighboiu-, a gai--

dencr of some experience, paid me the compUmeut of saying,
" You beat me at verbenas."

No sooner were my verbenas out of the pan than in went
about the same nmnber of petunias ; these seemed to sti-Uie

still easier than the verbenas. They also took their place in
another bed, and altliough at times the drenching rains
shrivel the delicate bloom, they ai-e stiU in most luxm-iant
flower. My geraniums I watched with great anxiety to see
the flower buds ; at length they came, threw up tlieir long
stems, and, at the proper time, some in pots and others
bedded out, have made my giu-den look, to my eye, quite
like a paradise. Often after the labours of the day when I
have returned to my little retirement, my wife and I seated
at our tea-table, overlooking our handywork, and with
heai-ts rejoicing in the goodness of God, who has so wonder-
fully beautified the face of creation, have with unfeigned
gratitude thanked Him for His love, and you for leading
us how to admu-e and ti-ain tliesc, the exhibitions of His
wondrous and Divine power! J. B.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
The Horticdltural Structures of the Amateur.—

Having conducted our readers—safely, we trust—through
the bitsy part of the year, as regards the summer ma-
nagement of fruits, we intend availing ourselves of the

breathing time afforded during the next four or five

weeks, to offer a few remarks on gi-eeuhouses, hothouses,

&c., as well as on those generally subordinate structures

—

the pit and the frame.

Ill taking a retrospective view of the past fruit

season—for by the time this reaches our readers it will

be noiirly past—we are more than ever assured of the

importance of attending closely to the principles of fruit

culture, set forth in the past pages of The Cottage
Gardener. Principles we say, and advisedly too ; for

we have not been busied in recommending a set of

mere " blue apron " rules, conceived and perpetuated
with an equal amount of ignorance of those great lirst

principles which, indeed, constitute natiu'e's own laws,

—

laws, to use the language of Pope—" bound fast in fate
;"

and which may never be transgressed with impunity,

however specious what are termed si/slems may appear.

We introduce these remarks here, to try and coax our

readers into a bestowal of their confidence, which we
assuredly desire to possess ; and, indeed, without which
the goose quill will be handled in vain. We can boldly

affirm, taking occasion to boast for a moment, in order

to give a substance to our claims for confidence, that we
never experienced so fortunate a fi'uit season as the

present in its results, during tlie thirty years that we
have had the charge of gardens. Gardeners who have
visited here (Oulton Park), have been astonished at the

crops of fruit of all kinds; whilst one-half of the king-

dom has teemed with complaints of the ungenial

character of the season.

Peaches and nectarines liave been especially com-
plained of; ours are excellent; the trees, too, in the

most perfect health, not a leaf amiss ; no gum, no blister,

no insect,—not a single naked branch on the whole of

the trees- These seem bold affirmations, but they are

literally true. Oiu- pears, too, are capitsd ; our phtms
enormous ; and, indeed, all but apples, which are only

half a crop. Surely this is not to be referred to the

chapter of accidents. Our management has been pre-

cisely that laid down in The Coitaob Gardener ; we
use comparatively shallow soils, and ai'e advocates for

protecting blossoms. As this statement will necessarily

hear a vaunting appearance, we beg to say that we deem
it of importance, as bearing on the coming season lor

alterations ; for, like other mortals, we would fain pro-

selytise as many as possible. Many persons who have

admired the crops here insisted that we must have had
milder weather than themselves, and that our locality

must be a very snug one. Now, differing from all this,

we have always fancied ourselves very ill used; for being

on the edge of Delamere Forest, or, as Nickson the Che-

shire Prophet termed it, " the forest of grey," we liave

cold winds at least two-thirds of the year ; and we are

exposed, moreover, to the ungentle zephyrs of the wild

Atlantic, or, perhaps, we ought to say, the Irish Channel.

We, moreover, had a thermometer of sixteen degi-ecs

(sixteen degrees below freezing) in the last days of

March. What less could mortal desire?

And now having done with this self-gratulation, we
will proceed to the subject with which we set out.

FoRji OF Hothouses.—Herein lies a wide subject for

consideration, for hitherto there has generally prevailed

but one notion—a lean-to. Not but that "span-roofs"

have been in use chiefly among nurserymen, but the

amateur, and, we may add, the general gardener, has

scarcely as yet availed himself of the advantages which
such would seem to offer. Now, in scanning over the

proceeding as to hothouse building during the last score
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years, it docs sooni surprising; tliat tlio leau-to form of

building sliould still prevail. It may be right ; it may
be wroii.ij ; but tho fact is, that tbreo-lburlhs of our gar-

dening gentloinon who, in aoquiring u conipotcuco, seek

for relief from tho incessant turmoils of morcautile

pursuits in horticultural pleasures, in putting up a

greenhouse or hothouse, at once adopt the lean-to form

of building. Such persons, wo know, have scarcely the

time, and, it may bo added, have hardly skill enough to

grapple witli the question, as to what form should (u-e-

vail; they have seen Mr. A. 's nice greenhouse, or Sir

Wm. B.'s, full of nice Fuchsias, Geraniums, and Achi-

menes, and what could bo better ? Very well—this is all

good so far ; but the cpiostion, as before observed, has

wide healings.

We do think, nevertheless, that when a house is to bo

enlirehj appropriated to tines, peaches, or Ji(js, that a

southern leau-to is quite as good—^perhaps better—as

any other. But, then, how few are content to cultivate

these things singly ; indeed, many amateurs possess but

one house for all piu'poscs ; and a few grapes must be

obtained, and, if possible, without any saoritice of the

plants beneath them ; and here it is that a consideration

arises, as to whether any other form of roof would be

more eligible.

Now a span roof—the span running longitudinally

north and south, and thus presenting one side to the

morning sun, and the other to tho evening—would, per-

haps, be found a more convenient plan than any other,

provided that vines above and plants below were the

object. In this arrangement a neat little stage, or level

bench of slate or stone, might be jilaced down the centre ;

this stage, about six feet in width, would prove very con-

venient to lady amateurs, who would be enabled to reach

any given plant or flower with facility. Of course, a

walk shoidd be all round the stage, of about ;iO inches

in width ; and this would give a total width to tho house

of about 11 feet. In such a house we should consider

it iudisjiensable to make the lights or sashes of the roof

as wide as possible, otherwise the shadow produced by
the h-equency of the rafters, in the case of narrow lights,

would prove very injurious ; especially in winter, when
the solar rays would strike in an excessively oblique

direction.

In such a bouse we should depart from the ordinary

mode of planting the vines, planting two at each end

;

and train one (main) stem, on the spumng system, down
the centre of each side of the span ; running north and
south, as the house itself stands. Thus but a moderate
amount of shade would be produced, and tho vines

would at all times be reached with facility. Some may
think that there would be a loss of grapes by this

arrangement ; but this could not be the case, or, at least,

there would be as many as would be compatible with

the well-being of the plants ; and in a house of this kind,

30 feet In length, about seventy pounds of good gi'apes

might annually be exjjected ; or rather more than one
pound to a lineal foot ; or, indeed, we might say, at

least, a third more, if the vines were as thriving as they

ought to be. Where the primary object has been to

growyiof ji^'^^^t ^6 do think that the proprietor ought
to rest content with this ]u-oduce.

As to ventilation, the escape of heated or corrupted air

should be made at the angle of the ridge, where flaps at

almost every sash-top, having a connecting rod, might
be worked with great facility, by what has been termed
"the sympathetic mode;" such may be seen beautifully

applied in Her Majesty's gardens at Frogmore. The
admission of air should take place just above the floor-

level, on each side of the house, where hinged flaps,

long and naiTOW, and capable of graduation, shoidd
admit the fresh air immediately opposite the hot-water

pipes : thus the air would in sevei'e weather be warmed
at its entrance. The bottom, or return pipe or pipes,

might rest on a cemented floor or enclosure forming a

sort of trough ; and this might be furnished with water

on fitting oceasious.

Although wo set out at tho commencement of this

paper with the intention oi dealing with the form of

roofs (jcneralhj, it appeared expedient to go into detail as

tho nnttter jiroceeded ; we must now beg to revert to the

point from whence began a suggestion for a span-roof-

liouse.

'I'liero is an old fashioned house to be found here and
there possessing what are called " north lights ;

" this is

what may be termed " one of the olden time ;

" hvit wo
trust that the intelligent readers of The Cottage Gak-
UENKR will be ])repared to embrace objects new or old,

or, it may he, both in combination, provided they can be

backed by common sens(5 and a little philosophy. This

kind of house I feel anxious to recouiiuend, inasmuch

as some of the most successl'id courses of culture, where

objects of a mixed character are sought, have been

carried out by this old fashioned plan. In pointing to

this it will be well to observe, before proceeding farther,

that we do not act on the supposition that our amateur

friends aim at no other objects but vines and plants.

There are those who require melons, it may be Jirjs, as

also slrawberncs, forced ; and are also desirous of cucum-

bers nearly all the year round ; and jnne apples, if pos-

sible. We shall, therefore, hold it a duty to endeavour

to be useful in offering advice in these respects.

Before proceeding farther, it will be well to see how
these objects group togetlier, as to habit and economy of

room. The best use we have known made of such a

form of bouse, is when pines occupied a bed-tank

heated beneath the south lights and cucumbers were

trained beneath the nortli liglits ; and when, moreover,

a walk being carried all round, a nice narrow shelf

obtained a place all along tho front—the principal of

the jiiping to warm the atmosphere being beneath this

shelf At the back, too, a shelf may be obtained ; and

oven a portable little shelf of six inches in width, sus-

pended by ii-on brackets, beneath the apex of the ridge.

The front shelf in such a house constitutes the nicest

place in the world for dainty stove plants—the achimenes

and gesneraceous plants in general, orchids, &c. ; whilst

the shelf against the back wall is peculiarly adapted for

propar/atinij matters, young and fresh jiotted stock, &c.,

&c. The suspended shelf is well fitted for strawberries,

received from dung-bods or other and more airy struc-

tures, after the blossom is well set; and, indeed, for

many other purposes.

Such a house we will undertake to recommend to the

especial notice of those amateurs who desire to cultivate

a few choice stove (ilants, as well as the ordinary green-

house kinds ; and, in so doing, may at once combine

their culture with that of the pine-apple and cucumber.

To accomplish all this in the most certain and economic

way, wo do not know of any structure superior to this.

Now, as the meaning of this north light may not be

obvious to all our readers at first sight, we may as well

offer a remark or two. In the first place, it is proved

by experience, that the cucumber will do well in such a

situation most of the year. It is quite at home, of

course, all the summer ; has just as much light as it

requires during spring and autumn, and even succeeds

tolerably well tlii-ough tho wiutci-, provided that plenty

of atmospheric moisture is given. Indeed, a house about

thirty-five feet long would keep any family supplied

with salad cucumbers without another plant in frame

or pit ; here, then, is economy and simplicity at once,

enabling the cultivator to put his pits or frames to other

purposes, and setting his mind at rest for the whole

year on the score of cucumbers. Again ; who does not

know of the difficulties experienced by amateurs—not

to mention gardeners—of coaxing on young and fancy

stock, and also of carrying on propagation matters?
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Such placed in any ordinary structm-e require much
fuss in shading, &c., and are liable to many mishaps

;

but here, the " man of all work" may at once place his

newly-potted stock or his cuttings on the back shelf, not
fearing a sudden glare of light, and tlie ceremony of

shading and unsliading dispensed witli, except in ex-

treme cases; for the majority of such things get just as

much light as they require.

We would, in building such a house, place it a little out

of the cardinal points, giving it a slight turn to the south-

east; this turn must, however, be slight. Tliis will have
the effect of throwing the mild rays of the evening sun
into the north part, which will be of immense benefit,

not only in point of a mild light, but as enabling the

cultivator to " put his plants to bed warm"—a homely
gardening phrase, signifying the indulgence in the

maximum point of temperature wlien all danger from
scorching is over. This practice we have always consi

dered one of the fundamental principles of good forcing.

R. Errington.

THE PLOWEE-GAEDEN.
Annuals.—The " Exhibition of If51," in Mr. Paxton's

beautiful glass house, on a slice of Hyde Park, bids fair

to set people thinking about the best and simplest

methods of erecting their plant houses in future. In-

stead of leaning tliem against walls for support, as at

present, we shall find that it is possible to make them
stand on their own legs, and still be as cheaply heated,

and far better, for plants, grapes, peaches, and all. But
these are not tlie only reasons for my thus referring to

the Exhibition of 1831, but, rather, to ask the great
London gardeners, who have been at issue with me on
the subject of annuals for years past, how are they going
to dress up their llower-gardens next May and June?
For, depend on it, these fiV2)Ositors of arts a)Kl sciences

from foreign parts will swarm over the country like

locusts ; and, although they may do no more harm to

our crops than buttertiies, it will go hard against tlie

grain with us, if they go liomc and toll their wives tliat

we had no flower crops worth speaking of And let it

not be thought for one moment that two or three hun-
dreds of railroad miles will hinder them from going
down to distant jiarts of the provinces. Tlie Caledonian
Lochs, and the Lakes of Killarncy, and all the inter-

vening places of note will not escajje their prying
curiosity ; and, as if to prove the adage, " that it never
rains but it poiu's," here, in Ipswich, we are to have the
"British Association" next summer ; so that, between
one gathering or another, our flower-gardens all over
the country arc in a fair way of being visited by
strangers, who, no doubt, have heard much of our gar-

dening skill in this country from the reports of our great
exhibitions, and from travellers who have visited us on
purpose to see our style and mode of gardening.

I am persuaded that, in the country at least, we shall

learn more substantial gardening—tliat is, in the way
of dressing our pleasm-e grounds in Ma.y and June

—

during the next year or two, through tlie influence of
this great exhiijition, than we have done for the last ten
years, notwithstanding all our books, exldbitions, and
medals; indeed, these great competitions in London in

the months of IMay, June, and .Jidy in each year, Imve
just done as mucli to hinder the progi-ess of our art in

many of its most essential branches, as they have done
in raising that of growing plants in pots far above all

other attemj)ts in any other part of the world. Even
this department of jiot plant culture suft'ers tremen-
duously through the very patronage wliich has expended
its thousands upon tliousands to rear it to its present
standard of excellence. None of the great spirits, who
have can-ied off' medals enough to fill an ordinary sized

barrow, care a single straw for the best plant in the

catalogue unless they can, with a little cooking, get it

into flower to stand one of the great competitions ; and
after the exhibition season is over, the competition plants

have all the force and indulgence of the master and
man expended on them for the rest of the year. Not
only that, but their pockets are generally well lined with
money, and they can thus encourage the best country
gardeners to flock to London for higher wages, to the

disadvantage of country establishments ; and, after all

this, there are those in distant parts of the country who
know so little of the spirit and machinery, and the loss

to gardening too, by which these London exhibitions

are " got up," that they partly believe the London style

could be carried out in the provinces ; and sure enough
it could, if country people would forego the pleasures

and refinements of couuti-y gardening for nine or ten

months in the year, in order to " get up" a score or two
of huge bushes so covered with blossoms as to make
their neighbours stare for a day or two, or for as many
weeks, in the height of summer. Those of us, there-

fore, who have so far imbibed this false taste of growing

plants so far beyond their natural capacities that no art

can save many of them more than a few weeks after

they have been " exhibited," will now, or, ratlier, will

find out next summer, that flower-gardening, and the

decorations of our home—sweet home!—are, after all,

tlie best and most elegant branches of our art. Let us,

therefore, prove to all the world how well we understand

this out-door gardening of ours. Who woidd have
thought, when wo first heard of the •' Exhibition of

IS.'il," that itwoidd have created all this stir throughout

tlie country'? The writer feels the force of all this : he,

too, has got his foot into the tight boot, and has only

one good leg to stand on.

There is no other means of having a full flower-garden

in May, according to our present style of decoration,

than that of using annuals, sown about this time, to

stand over the winter as best they may in the open
ground, and to be transplanted into tlie beds from the

beginning or middle of March to the end of A])ril,

according to the forwardness or lateness of the season,

and as the beds are ready for them. As most of these

annuals do not hold in bloom above a month, another

set of them should be sown by the end of February,

also in the open ground, and again in the first and
second week in Ajiril ; but not one of them to be sown
where they are to flower, if summer bedding plants are

to succeed them. Tlie whole must be transplanted from

time to time in regvdar rows, and then in May the bed-

ding stufl'must be planted out in the intervening spaces

between the annuals. This is neither new nor dangerous.

I have done so over and over ogain. Indeed, for ana-

(jallis and very weak plants of that habit, and for ver-

betias that have been struck in a hurry late, I prefer tliis

plan of sheltering them at first turning out, to the usual

way of exposing them on the naked beds. Some people

put bouglis of evergreens round the beds for a few days

alter planting out, and 1 have done so occasionally, and

when no one was expected to see the garden in the mean
time, we made a sliif't with them ; but I must confess

the practice is too slovenly and namhy pamhij.

In the winter, when the dead leaves are flying in all

directions, and one can liardly find more hands than will

keep the walks clean, I have for years past used evergreen

boughs stuck here and there in the naked flower-beds,

to breali their raw appearance ; and 1 like tlie ])lau

much, although I have had to stand a good many raps

from critics, who ought to know better, tor recommend-
ing it to others ; but save me from planting evergreen

boughs next May along with the verbenas :mi\ petunias.

The worst of this plan is, that in a long bad winter and

a late spring, such as the last, many of these annuals

are liable to go off, and to think of preserving tliem in
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frames, except fov limited use, is all out of the question.

Wo must, thoioroie. sow with a liberal haud, and let

thcui take tlu'ir chiinco.

I havo SI) ot'tou told the host way to sow them, and
the best sorts for the purpose, that referring to our

indexes is all tluit is left lor me to do now. 1 may
remark, howovor, that the small siftiugs from coal ashes

is an excellent dressing for seed-beds of any kind in the

autumn, whore the plants or seedlings are intended to

be left in them over the winter ; and that autumn seed-

beds shoidd not be dug deep ; to break the surface with

a hoe an inch or two, then to strew the ashes over it,

and to rake the whole backwards and forwards to mix
the ashes well with the soil, is about as good a way as

any wo can adopt.

All the Oaliforuian annuals, and they arc many, seem
to answer better from autumusowa seeds than from
seed put in in the spring. They present the same magic
etFect in the warm valleys of California which the Ix'uts

and other irids do in om- Cape Colony on the approach
of the periodical rains. In California the annuals take

a range diflereut from anything else we know of in other

countries. There one species occupies some hundreds
of acres in succession, to the almost exclusion of all

other plants. Then another and another follows exactly

in the same waj'—a flower-garden, in short, on a mag-
niiiceut scale, like all the works of nature on those vast

regions. In April, the whole valleys are thus luxuriantly

clothed from one end to the other, but return thither by
the end of May, and all is as barren aud naked as a
wildei'ness ; the annuals are scorched to cinders, and
the seeds, self-sown, remain on the baked crust until the

autumnal rains, acting, hot-bed like, on the heated sur-

face, bring them into instantaneous growth ; after that,

they progi'ess slowly through the mild winters for four

or five months. Not as in South Africa, where the bulbs
are up and done with in half that time. Hence their

suitableness for autumn sowing with us. Late in the

spring whole beds may be entirely devoted to annuals
alone, such as Clarkms, Collinsias, Kemopliilas, and
others, which may be gathered from our former lists as

cai-ly flowere, that would help on fi'om the end of April

through May; others, and they have been all mentioned
already, that grow taller aud come in later, should be
planted out in regular rows in April, and the spaces
between them left so as to admit of the usual planting
of " bedding out " plants in the old regular way. One
grand object should be kept in view, and that is, that

all the dug beds should be full ; anything better than
mere weeds will look more cheering than naked earth.

Then there are many old border plants that can be used
as annuals, of which the double varieties of rockets are

a good example of early flowers. They, the rockets,

come in in May, and as soon as they are over can be
removed for a succession of other things ; and where is

a finer flower than tlie double lilac Delphinium and the

tall single perennial Poppies (Papaver brartialum and
nrientale) ; and there is a variety or two of each with the

edge or bottom of the flower more or less marked witli

dark or lighter shades. The dwarf minmhtses are also

very gay in AprU and May, and there are many very
beautiful varieties of them, and of the taller mimulus
too, of which rosea is, or was, the head of the section.

Tlie narcissus family supply many useful varieties for

May, aud the English and Siianish bulbous irises come
in after them in -June; but by far the best, the gayest,

and the cheapest way to make a blaze in May and early
June, is with the much neglected annuals.

I have, over and over again, in these pages, insisted

on this ; and regi'Ctted the prevailing fashion of having so

few plants in flower in our best gardens early in the season.
We should, also, begin at once to lay a good foundation,
not ouly to succeed these annuals, but to have our bed-
ding plants more forward than usual for planting out

next May; and the best way to do that is, to lay in a

larger stock of store jiots of all the verbenas, petunias,

anai/aUis, seneeio, and such things, so that a first crop of

cuttings of them may be had in quantities by the middle

of January ; or, at any rate, that we should havo plants

enough in store to provide all the spring cuttings before

the middle of February; for, although the old plants

from the autumn in-ojiagation make stronger plants, they

do not come into flower so early in May as young sturt',

provided it is proj)agated and ready to pot ott' by the first

week in March. I long had an idea, which was then pre-

valentamong gardeners, that these soft plants were better

from autumn-struck cuttiugs; and now I havo no doubt

but they would be the best, provided we could give them
proper justice all through the winter aud spring, but there

is not one place in a thousand where sufficient room can

be provided for such a stock. In the most favoured places

such plants are too much crowded by one half to pass

over the winter without suffering in health ; and if once

they get into ill health, good bye to them. It is a hope-

less task to strive to recruit them again in time to be

of much use early that season. All this having been

proved and brought out in practice, we now, or at least

most of us, plant these low soft plants from spring pro-

pagation.

I have said before, that the planter ought also to

be the propagator; that is the way I manage here, and

I am very fortunate in having one of the very best

of that class to attend to this department. His name
is Henry Faires, and a more industrious fellow never

lived. Some great spirit—perhaps Liunnous himself

—

found him at the Suftblk plough and cast his mantle

over him, and here he is ; aud there is not a flower-bed,

or box, or vase, in the whole garden, but he can tell you

at once how many plants—of any sort—it will take to

fill it "chuck full," as he calls it. I have been consult-

ing him, for the last fortnight, as to the best means of

getting the flower-garden in bloom next May and June,

as for some years past we only required to be up to the

mark by the beginning or middle of July, when the

"London season" was over. He says it is all plain

enough ; but I shall give him another week to consider

bis plans, and then I shall give a true and particular

account of all his plans; and it is hard if, between us,

we do not hit on something that will be useful to many
who are placed under less favourable circumstances.

Now all this brings me to a jioint which has never yet

been jn-opcrly mooted in any of our periodicals, and as

our Editor has now more room in his pages, and is never

angry with me for what I say, I cannot do better than

fill the rest of my letter with a statement of what I mean.

When we are engaged on any work, if only planting

cabbages, if we require the assistance of a second party,

and expect to benefit to the fullest extent by his or her

assistance, we ought to allow him or them a kind of self-

interest in the undertaking ; or, as we say in the country,
" let them havo a finger in the pie." By doing this we
may get more work done, and done better too, than if we
go on a diflereut tack, and say—" such and such things

must be done by such and such a time, at all hazards;

and if so and so cannot do it, why some others must."

By this kind of overawing we may get the letter of the

law complied with ; but, depend upon it, that is not the

right way to make the best of your man, even if he is a

stupid fellow. Self-pride, of which no human being is

quite free, is not thus subdued, or made the most of.

No matter how low the natural capacity or the intelli-

gence of your assistant may be, let him but clearly un-

derstand that the issue of an e.xperiment or job, rests as

much upon his exertions in can-ying it out as on your

judgment in planning it, aud you are sure, not only of

your insti-uctions being literally complied with, but of all

that is in him to the bargain ; and we all know that two

heads are better than one, even if they are only ordinaiy
,
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cues. We gardeuers, who have to cany on complicated
coucerns hy the assistance of under gardeners, know-
well the value of this system, or principle ; and we could
never succeed as we do, unless we acted on it. We set

every one, who has cliarge of a department under us,

thinking for himself; and, although we may be disap-

pointed at times, in the long run we are sure to beueht
both ourselves and our assistants. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

ARRAN(ii'MENT FlTNE-SS NeATNESS DolNO ThINGS
IN TiJiE.—In the case of some of our cottage gardeners,

attention to those seeming trifles upon which success

depends, come upon them by lits and starts. The
greatest pleasure and enjoyment can only be derived

when that attention is continuous ; a day's neglect will

often destroy the labours of previous months. When
the dreariness of winter is passing, and the lengthening
day is dift'using cheerfulness, and eliciting fresh vege-

table liveliness, there are few who possess anything in

the shape of plants, or gardens, however small, but feel

a desire, ending in the practical resolution to put tlieir

gardening something in harmony with the freshness of

nature around them. Hence, plants in windows and
greenhouses are cleaned, the pots are scoured, and
possibly ornamented for the season, fresli earth either as

a top-dressing, or as a reshifting, is imparted ; seeds are

sown in profusion ; the ground outside receives its

spring dressing ; edgings are clipped ; walks gravelled

and rolled ; and all bespeak the determination, that

whatever previous seasons may have been, the ensuing
one shall be distinguished for untiring assiduity and
attention to the means of excelling. Few things are more
e,\citing than an evening stroll where all these operations

are proceeding at railroad pace. Creatures so far of

circumstances and example, the diligence becomes con-

tagious; the drones in the human hive—even those

whose chief ambition is to be thought the big wiijs of

the public jjarlour—are aroused for once ; example and
activity combined (and for the manifestation of both in

a right direction we are more responsible than we often

think), have transferred rural homes and city window-
gardens into scenes of loveliness, that lead our thoughts
back to the happiness and innocence of paradisaical

times. And why should such well-directed care be often

solely exhibited during the early months of spring and
summer '.' Is the love of flowers a civUisuig influence

—

and we maintain it is—then we inquire why that love

should not be as potent in September as it is in April ?

We are told somewhei'e, that " order is heaven's first

law ;" and never do plants look so well as when neatly
trained and scrupulously clean, they are arranged in

circumstances most suitable to their own nature, and
so as to command the greatest degree of attention. Such
order, not only testifies at once to a certain degree of

meutal discipline, and appreciation of the beautiful, but
furnishes an inde.x of the regularity, punctuality, and
attention to trifles, manifested by a man or woman in

the various departments of life. //' such attention is so

desirable, why should it not be lasting ?

The evils inseparable from a growing carelessness

are every where perceptible, though a vast improvement
has taken place within a few years—so far as the range
of my observation extends. I am not vain enough to

suppose that I had any thing much to do with it, though
frequent were the notes I received as to the hard hits I

had been giving ; but hard or soft, the writers of these
notes in every case amended theii' own practice. I hope
there are no readers of The Cottage Gardener that

need apply these remarks to themselves ; if the coat

does not fit, there is no occasion for weai'ing it; but a
word "fitly spoken," a hint kindly given, may be of

much importance to some of then- less favoured, and
less attentive neighbours. When direct attack, open
opposition, a sly sneer, or a biting sarcasm would
utterly fail, it is amazing the efl'ect often produced by
a quiet hint, seen to be prompted by benevolence and
good will ; and until our human nature is changed we all

prefer being led instead of being driven.

Leaving, therefore, for the present, to our friends to

lessen the contrast presented by many cottage gardens
in spring and autumn, at one time marked by true neat-

ness, and at the other by slovenly neglect—leaving them
to efl'ect the necessary remedy in those windows well

filled with nice flowering plants during the fashionable

period, and now either empty or worse than empty,

studded with leggy, lanky specimens of diseased and
insect-covered vegetation. Allow us at random to peep
into the greenhouses of several of those who once looked

upon the possession of one of these structures as the sum-
mit of their ambition, i-esolving that in their case, such

structures should be patterns of neatness and order ;

merely premising that each and evei-y one of them
might have been taken as patterns, in the early months
of summer, for attentive gardening.

We call upon friend A. : his house, so beautiful in

May and June with geraniums, cinerarias, &c., is now
com])letely empty, but perfectly clean,—no, not empty,
for depending from the roof were a number of fine

bunches of grapes, with which he is to do gi'eat things

in September and October. Now, here we at once see

the propriety of the course adopted. The house is

intended as a greenhouse in winter and spring, and as

a vinery in the end of summer and beginning of autumn.
Every plant introduced at this season would, less or

more, interfere with the good conilitiou of the grapes.

Many would like even then to see a few ornamental
plants ; but they could not complain, because utilitij

and filness for the end contemplated would be at once

apparent.

We look in upon friend B. This house is seen from
the principal sitting-room, and therefore is a striking

object in the little garden, ornamented now with some
nice beds of tender flowers, which the greenhouse had
protected during the winter. Admiring them, we pass

on, expecting to see something prettier still in the green-

house, but find it completely empty, with the exception

of some starved-like creepers, which have been neglected

since the other plants were all removed.

Disappointed as we were, wo became much more so

when in looking in upon a similar structure belonging

to C, we beheld, instead of plants, the interior covered

with lettuce seed, onions, and peas' haulm, drying before

they could be sorted and stored. Now the disap-

pointment here was perfectly natural. The house was
made for plants, and not for the drying of seeds. If out

of sight, and in the kitchen-garden, the inconsistency

would not have been so apparent. As it v/as, fitness for

its object was interfered with. Seen from the window,
expectations would be raised. The finer the lawn—the

prettier the flower-beds before you reached it—the higher

would these expectations be, and, consequently, the

deeper would be the disappointment. The blank ex-

pression on the face of your visitors would at once tell

you of your mistake. Surprise people, if you will, by
bringing them suddenly upon some beautiful object

which they did not expect, aud from this unexpected

pleasure every thing else will derive an additional lustre.

Erect a plant-house in a conspicuous part of your

grounds, and—whatever you may have in the open an-

—

there your visitors will expect to see something nicer,

and difi'erent from what is outside, and this may easily

be done with little groups of balsams, achimenes, fuchsias,

clerodendrums, kc. Disappoint them, by showing an
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empty spaop enclosed by glass, and your otlicr plants

elsewhere will seem less beautiful than tlioy rrally are.

There is no occasion lor cramminji; such a house in

summer ; the ))lants nuiy either be set thinly and mixed,
or, what will look better, arranged into separate groups,

according to kind, or colour, and s|iaces lel't between.

Not to weary you, wo shall solicit your coinjjany a
few steps I'arlhcr, just to visit our kind, bustling friend

D. His glass is not extensive, but it is amazing what
ho gets out of it iii a roughisb way.. By means of

screens, divisions, &c., ho obtains gia|ies, cucumbers,
Fi'ench beans, strawberries, and good flowering plants

info the bargain. It is pleasiuit to look upon any num's
countenance when hii is pleased, but there is something
of the super-delightful in witnessing D. arresting your
attention before something that ho knows to be good

—

crossing his arms over his breast, gaining rather than
losing in height, and exclaiming " There 7ioic!" No one
can give a sly poke with bettor grace, and, what is

rarer still, none can be quizzed and joked in turn with
better hmnour. Nevertheless, our friend 1). has some
failings in his gardening, just to keep him from perfec-

tion. The first, noticed in the early part of the season,

is his contempt of ueetls : with him, a fresh surfaced

plant, or a fresh jiotted one, are the same every day for

months after. As to little weeds they are never seen,

it is only when they become large enough to threaten
to rival the chief plant that extermination is thought
about : pulling them out as soon as seen, grabbing
them up and jilacing them in his pocket or apron with
bis left hand, while he wields the watering pot in his

right, is a matter not to be thought of in his philosophy

!

Approach the house iu spring and you might almost go
blindfolded ; but now, in the second place, it is very
difl'erent; the smooth rolled walk then is now so crammed
with pots that have been turned out of the house, some
fresh, some withered, and some so full of weeds as to

defy all notion as to what they wore intended to con-
tain, and force you to pick your way at every step. And
why? because D. has either such a love for pots that
once stood in his house that he cannot put them out
of sight, or cannot make up his mind what to do with
them; and there they remain, turning a beautiful path
into an eyesore, and exhibiting such a mass of con-
fusion icithout as detracts from the merits of what is

ifilhin. Hint that old French bean plants are scattering
thrip, and green fly, and spider in the neighbourhood,
or that strawberry pots have their plants dead or dying.
•' Ah ! yes ; but then I thought about planting out in
the open garden, and could not quite make up my mind
whether to do so or not." AU who are similarly circum-
stanced whose determination is not prompt and clear

—

who cannot decide at once whether plants that are used
for certain purposes shall be retained, or sent to the
rubbish heap—ought to have a jiiece of ground set

apart, and not much in view, where all such things
should be kept. As a greenhouse is built for plants, so

j

a walk is made for walking on. Untidy, and untasteful,

I

and anjitfid as they always look when ajiplied to other

j

pui-j)Oses, these are concentrated into downright ugliness

j

when the walk that leads to a greenhouse is flanked and

I

blocked up with discarded flower-pots, conveying the
' idea that the jiossessor coidd manage to get them out-
side the door, but was incapable of moving them
farther. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
i

STOVE PLANTS.
I BnoMELiACE.E fcontinued) ; Gusmannia tricolor

I

(Three-coloured G.) ; South America.—Green, red, and
!
white flowers. Veiy handsome when in flower; grows

j

about a foot high. The leaves are light green, the longest

measure nine inches long, and about two inches wide.

'I'he flowers, at lirst, spring up in the centre of the loaves

in the form of a spathe of bracts or floral leaves. These
open when about a foot high, and the real flowers

appear out of the bosom, as it were, of each bract.

'I'hough handsome, they have the drawback of being of

short duration, but each spike produces a large number
of flowers in succession, thus i)rolongiug the bloom for

a considerable period. This plant is the only one of the

genus, and may bo propagated and managed in the same
way as Achineafulgens, described at page 3;!l.

Pi(i/i( Altciistehiii ; South America.— Rich scarlet

flowers. This is a noble sjiecies, continuing a long

time iu bloom. The flower spike frequently rises to the

height of three feet, the leaves average two feet long,

and are arranged in the shape of a fan ; the flower-spike

springs up in the centre, and consists of highly coloured

bracts or floral leaves; the real flowers rise about two

inches above each bract, and appear in succession.

'I'hey are pure white, excepting the anthers, which are a

pale ycUow. The contrast between the rich crimson, or

deep scarlet bracts, and the white flowers is very

pleasing, and renders this plant very elfcctive as an
ornament to the stove.

Puyd undtihcfolia (Wave-leaved P.) ; South America.

—

This also is a very handsome and very desirable plant.

The flower-stems are two and a half feet high. The
whole flower is of the richest crimson. The leaves are

about one and a half foot long, and six inches broad

at the widest part, gradually tapering oft" to a point. The
edges are wavy, whence its specific name.
CuLTUBE —Both these Puijas are easily cultivated, re-

quiring a very moderate stove heat. The soil should

consist of rather strong loam and very rotten dung, in

the proportion of two of loam and one of dung. As they

aro of strong free growing habits, they require liberal

pot room; a strong full gi'own plant (when iu flower)

ought to be in a pot eleven inches in diameter. Good
drainage is essential to success with these as with all the

family. For large plants, two to three inches of broken
potsherds or other equally eflectual draining material

will not be too much. Water.—As these plants have a
lai-ge siu'l'ace of foliage, and consequently evaporate a

large quantity of moisture from the pores, especially in

a young state, they require to bo liberally treated with

water through the growing months. In winter tlio

quantity ought to be lessened considerably, but not en
tirely withheld. The grand rule inall watering operations

is to siqiply the plants, of whatever kind tliey may be,

with just enough to keep them fresh when in a compara-
tive state of rest, and more abundantly when iu a slate

of growth. The quantity to he given in the latter state

depends entirely iqion the habit of the plant. From
the great number of plants uow in cultivation of such
various habits, with regard to the amount of foliage, and
from the changeful nature of our cUmate, sometimes re-

joicing in bright clear sunshine for a short ]ieriod, and
then changing to a dull gloomy wet and cloudy atmo-
sphere, the treatment of plants, with respect to the giviug

of water, must of necessity be somewhat difiicidt, re-

(juiring from the 0]ierator a considerable amoimt of dis-

crimination. Of all the operations and grand points in

plant culture in pots, the properly watering them is the

most important, and at the same time the most difficult

to teach. Therefore we say to our readers, never water a
plant until it requires it. We have been often asked
how many times a day a plant wants water ! It is for

the benefit of such inquirers that we have penned the

above remarks on watering plants, and wo trust they
will be useful.

Propagation.—Both these species of plants send out
suckers, which will put out roots for themselves in

process of time. As soon as that has taken place to

some extent they may be carefully divided from the
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main plant, jiottcd into small pots, and placed in a
shady place for a time, to establish themselves by-

making fresh roots. They may then be placed in a

more open situation, and subjected to the usual routine

of culture.

Tillandsia stricta (Stiff-leaved T.) ; Brazil.—A small
plant, seldom attaining more than half a foot in height;

the leaves are glaucous (milky green), rather narrow,
vei-y rigid, and recurved ; the flowers are produced on a
scape four inches high ; they are small, but of the most
intense and lovely blue, which renders them very at-

tractive and desirable.

Culture.—The best way to cultivate this little gem
is to fasten it to a block with some moss attached to it

;

syringing it freely, and sometimes taking it down and
dipping it in the cistern, holding it there until every

part of the plant, block, moss, and roots are thoroughly
saturated. This plant is very scarce on account of the

difficulty of propagating it ; the only certain way is by
division, hut care must be taken that each division has
some roots to it, or it may be expected to perish.

Vriesia psittacina (Parrot-beaked V.) ; Brazil.—

A

splendid plant when in blossom. The plants grow to a
foot in height; the leaves are of a light green, and form
at the base a kind of cup, like Aohmea fulgens, which
holds water; the Hower-scapo rises up in the centre of

the pLant, and attains the height of two feet; the bracts

ai'e placed on each side of the scape, at a distance of

three or four inches from each other ; tlie flowers are

produced out of the bracts. The beauty of the plant

consists in the extreme brilliant scarlet colour of the

stem and bracts; there is a finish and a polish about
them quite wonderful. The flowers are white.

Vriesia splendens (Splendid V.) ; Brazil.—The leaves

Gladioli. — These fine summer flowers have now
finished their bloom and growth for the year. They
require to be taken up, dried, and kept in a coo] place
till spring. Shoidd any of the O. psittacina still continue
green in their foliage, take a spade and Just lil't them
up ; this will have the eflect of checking the growth of
such late tilants. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Celery plant out, and water well at the time of plant-

ing ; earth stir among the growing crops, and earth up
the forward. That which is full grown, bury up well, so

that it may be well bleached, and soon tit for use. In
earthing up the younger crops, first loosen the soil with a
fork, and tlien go along the rows with the hand, and hold-

ing the plants in one hand, di'aw up the earth round the

plant with the other ; then, with the spade, give it a
deeper earthing, but not so as to bury the hearts while
the plants are growing. The earthing should be done a
little and often, hut the finishing touch should bury it

up well. These earthings should always be done in dry
afternoons ; and the previous forking in the forenoon.

This is just the season for extensive Cabb.\ge and
CoLEWORT planting, only the soil to receive them sliould

be made thoroughly good with plenty of manure. Water
at the time of planting. Also prick out seedlings in beds
from the seed-beds, so as to have good stocky plants for

future jilanting.

Plant out any kinds of Borecoles, or Savoys, or even
BuocoLis, if any remain unplanted—all may be found
useful.

It is late for sowing Turnips, although I have sown
of this plaut are exceedingly beautiful, they are elegantly

j

as late as the Kith of September, yet I have had a very

marked in bands of chocolate colour, veiy strongly and
clearly defined ; the flower-scape rises to the height of

two feet ; and the bracts are scai'let, closely piled over
each other. The flowers are white. Decidedly worth
growing.

Culture.—The same as Aclimcafufgens.

T. Appleby.

Dahli

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
-There is no flower that shows so clearly

the advantages of a rather elevated site for a garden as

the dahlia. Frequently in the valley or lowland it will

be cut oti' even in this month, so as completely to

destroy its beauty for this year, whilst in a garden more
happily situated on a rising ground it frequently escapes
till the end of October ; the reason is obvious enough,
oven to the commonest observer, the heavy fogs descend
to the lower garden and drive up the warm air to the

higher one ; tluis, if the cold amounts to the freezing

point the flowers in the lower garden suft'er from it,

whilst the others escape. Of course this only can take
])lace to a certain extent; if the frost is very severe it

will also reach the higher parts, and destroy all tender
flowers in every garden ; hut it frequently happens that

there is a slight frost in September, just severe enough
to spoil tlie blooms in gardens so unhappily situated.

A very slight protection would prevent such ill ofi'ects;

we have used, with great success, common gai-den mats,
just stretched over the plants upon stakes high enough
to clear them. Should the weather prove dry it will

still be desirable to water dahlias freely at the roots.

This is a good time to make remarks and notes upon
the difterent varieties, setting forth their good and bad
qualites, so as to be able to regulate them next year.

Tulips, Ranunculuses, and other Bulbs.—Attention
must be paid to the diflerent beds these fine flowers are
to be planted in for next year. Turn over the soil and
mix it with enriching materials as soon as possible.

usei'ul crop of this vegetable : both of nice little bulbs,

and an abundant supply of greens, too, in the spring

months. The young growing crops should be well

thinned out in time, and the hoe passed among them
often.

The August-sown Carrots in the open borders should

be well fingered out, and the earth stirred among them
often. CaiTots (Early Horn kind) may now he sown
in either old melon or cuoumber-hed frames, first stir-

ring up the earth, and adding a little more, so as to bring
the crop up nearer to the glass.

Caruoons, earth up when thoroughly dry.

Cauliflowers, prick out, as soon as they are large

enough to finger, into a good rich bed, in an ojien situa-

tion, so as to have the required number of good healthy

sturdy plants for planting out under hand-glasses, and
otherwise to protect through the winter. When a

little bettor bed than common is required, it may be done
in this way :—Trench or well dig up any small plot of

ground, pulverize well as the work goes on, lino it

out in the usual way ; and then, to make it a little better

than common, give the whole bed a surface-covering of

either leaf-mould and loam, or well-rotted dung and
loam, well broken and mixed together, and run through

a coarse riddle or sieve. The mould from an old hot-bed

is just the thing, with a little of the old rotten bed mixed
up with it. Put from one to two inches thick of this

mi.xture over the whole surface of the bed. It is sur-

prising how the roots of the young plants will run along

in beds made up in this way.
Endive, plant out, and prick out, of both kinds, and

tie up for blanching; also Lettuces the same, and i)rick

out in open beds, so as to have a good supply to choose

from next month.
Melons and Cucumbers.—Back up with linings ;

be sparing with the water-pot, and shut up early.

Mushrooji-beds, make, and look after spawn, as an
abundance is often to be found in either breaking up
an old mushroom-bed or old hotbeds, which should bo
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stored away in some close dry slicd for use wlien re-

quired.

Onions, pull up, dry well, and store nwny.

CAnnoTS.—Where the loaves begin to look yellowish

would be better taken up and stored away in some dry

cool place.

Radishes .\nd JFi'st.mid and Cur.ss.—Sow in suc-

cession.

SriNACii, thin out ID inches IVom plant, and enrth

stir often.

ToMATOs. or Love Api'i.es, should be continually

topped, in order that the fruit may have the whole

benefit of the sap. Let the fniit-lndcn livnnches be nil

nailed up securely, so that the fruit may he as much as

possible exposed to the rays of the sun, hut keep all the

ripe fruit closely gathered in, and sliould there he nu
appearance of severe weather set in for a night or two,
collect in the unrijie before frost-bitten, and place it

either in n warm kitchen, or on a dry shelf in the hot-

house, or in any such kind of place, where nearly tho
whole would ri])en oif well, if the fruit be full grown.

Gai'e Brocoi.i and CAui.irLOWEUs nearly full grown
and heading in, water with liquid manure.

T. Weaveu.

MISCELLANEOUS LOTORMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.

Sy the Authoress of'My Flowers," ic, ic.

The second estimate given, is for a man, his vAte

three children, receiving an income of Sis per week, or

per annmu.
PROVISIONS HTEEKI.Y. & S

Bread and Horn' for iive pei-sons, 21 lbs., at 14d.

.

3

Butter, lib., at Is '.
. .

.

I) 1

Cheese, Jib., at Ud (I

MUk 1

Tea—once a day—2 ozs., at 3s. Cd (J

Sugar, 2 lbs., at 4d II

Grocei7—chiefly rice, oatmeal, and condiments .

.

Meat, fish, *c.—say meat at .'id.—C lbs 2

Vegetables 1

Beer
Coals and wood
Candles—average ^ lb., at Od
Soap, starch, blue, Ac
Smidries, for cleaning, scouring, itc

Total for household expenses 14 8

Clothes, haberdasherv, itc 4

Rent ."

2
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and we shall probably in oui' low estate wonder at the trifling

amount of the medical bill, and look round to find the ail-

ments that attended us iu owe liigher and more lusiurious

mode of life. When in the providence of God one bless-

ing is withheld or withdrawn, many spring up in its place.

When a mighty tree has fallen, does not the barren soil

beneath it mantle presently with herbs and flowers ! Is the

hand of the Lord ever " shortened ?
"

I find I have quitted somewhat abruptly the subject upon
which I commenced my remai'ks. In a future paper I mil
resume them, soliciting the continuance of the indulgence I

liave ever received, for the introduction of matter wliioh I

feel to be closely connected with our daily duties, and there-

fore with om' general happiness and welfare. When we are

laying out our smallest pittance, or busying ourselves in the

kitchen and the nursery, or setting apart the simplest tritle

for " our pour limllirr," iir lining a thousand things that per-

haps we wi'i'c iirMi I.mil In do, we ai-e fnlfllling a duty as

decidedly, and nliivin^' ( mhI s u ill as devotedly, as the highest,

and wisest, and richest in tlie land.

MAEKET-GARDENING.
Having had twelve yeai-s' experience in the management

and entire supeiintendance of several of the most extensive

and well-kept market-gardens in the vicinity of London,
from the floral to the field culture, in its many and various

branches, I will endeavour to give (in answer to your corres-

pondents) a few practical, hut humble, hints howl should
commence had I a four-acre field of good stapled soil, and
now iu grass, to break up and convert into a vegetable, fruit,

and flower-garden, for mai'ket purposes.

If not already wclldmiiud naturally, or other ways, by all

means secure at once this most essential foundation-stone

for all future good culture ; for, witliout this point is properly

attended to, much disappointment is sui'e to occur in the

consequent slow and tardy growth of vegetation, the imma-
ture growth of fruit-lri'us, niid tlie blighting, cankering, and
failure of crops. Iiidci'il, unless the soil is thoroughly

drained, it is impussilil. to nudutain it, as it ought to be at

all seasons in agoc"! cnn.liiinn, tit for cropping, and keeping

each suocessional crop iu jjcrl'ect health ; for, unless the soil

is kept in this state, it will be of but little value, and cannot

possibly be expected to remunerate the cultivator. Yoiu'

correspondent A. B.'s field, lying on a good slope to the

west, there will lie no dilliculty in ui'aining it, should it be
found necessai7 to do so.

As a murkel-ijaTtlen, no more ground should be wasted in

forming roads and walks than is actually necessaiy for con-

veying the manure on to the soil, and carrying the produce

off. A cart-road through the middle woiUd be essential, if the

field is bounded by a wall, wooden fence, or high earth bank
and hedge, or a close hedge without a bank. A border should

be formed all round the garden, of a con-espondiug width, for

the convenient production of early vegetables and salads on

the most sheltered and warmest sides, and a shady part for

the production of late vegetables, herbs, and salads, in the

heat of summer, and for sowing and pricking plants prepa-

ratory to their being planted out. Next to the borders,

sliould be a path to divide them from the quai'ters, which
would be a convenience for both. Such a walk would not be

requii'ed above the width of four feet. If any more cross

walks are required for the convenience of dividing and pass

ing from one quarter to the other, such could be adopted as

most convenient. The glass and homestead sheds would be

best placed near' the dwelling ; all glass structures for the

market-trade, whether for caily fruit forcing, vegetable, or

plant culture, should be span-roofed, and no higher than
actually necessary for the convenience of perfonning the re-

quisite operations.

Deep culture is the next consideration, prerious to which,

on brealdng up grass land for the culture of vegetables, three

cwt. of salt should be sown over it per acre, in order to give

the slug and wire-worm a scourging. The latter pest we
have always found pai-ticularly obnoxious the first season

after grass land has been broken up. Deep culture, to com-
mence with, requires a little consideration. Should tlie soil

not have been previously di-ained, or should the subsoil be
poor and hungry, or of a very sandy or stiff' clay nature, by

no means should it be exposed to the day-Ught in too great

abundance on the first trenching, or disappomtment will

certainly follow with regard to the obtaining of first-rate

crops for the first year or two. Much extra labour will also

be required in worldng it, so as to get it at all in a healthy
friable condition, and sufficiently intermixed and workiid

together for the reception of seed and small plants, tlie

healthy and qiuck progress of which is so essential for

making a ready retiu'n for the outlay expended.
Our system of commencing the trenching of such a piece

of soil as above described, would he to take out a two-

foot trench in width the wdiole length, or, rather, width of a

quarter or border, 14 inches deep, then, with a sti'ong long

lined fork break up the subsoil at the bottom of the ti-encli

to the full depth that the fork can be tlinist, and let it

rem.iin at the bottom of the trench in as rough and open
a state as possible, this would add 10 inches more of trenched
soil to the 14 surface inches, and would make about two
feet of trenched soil altogether. I would then have the

turf or grass buried to a sufticient depth ; about four inches

of it should be tumbled into the trench first, and then a good
spit of 10 inches, which is the deiith a good spade, well

managed, will clear, should be next taken and placed on the

top of the turf in a ridge, in as rough and open a state as

possible. This work should be performed in the latter part

of the autumn, so that the soil should have the full benefit

of the winter's frost, and thus be in a fit condition for the

early spring cropping. The next time it is ti'enched, a por-

tion of the subsoil may be mixed up advantageously mth the

surface, and again forked to a greater depth.

By following such a course, any desired depth of soil may
in time be procured ; and if a liberal dressing of manure can
be obtained or afi'orded the first time of trenching, and cast

in over the turf or top spit, it would add greatly to its future

value, or the manure may be added at the cropping season,

by placing it between the ridges where there is a suitable

width for crops to be planted on it when the ridges are

tumbled or forked loosely down over it, or for a seed crop,

the ground should be first laid down with the fork, and the

manme applied on the surface, and forked in. If artificial

manure is to be applied, it should, by all means, be drilled

in with the seeds.

If a portion of the gi'ound is to planted with fruit trees,

such as the best varieties of apples, pears, plums, cherries,

etc., tlie ground should be well trenched for them first.

Standards and half standards should be planted from 20 to

24 feet apart each way, and the busli fruit, such as the

goosebeiTy, ciUTant, raspberry, filbert, ifec., should be planted

between, in rows, at six feet distances. The raspbeiries may
at first be planted in the rows at two feet apart ; the currants

and gooseberries at five or six feet apart ; and the filljcrts at

eight feet; the after prmiing will keep all uniform and within

proper bounds. Strawberries kept to single plants or stools

two feet apart, may be profitably cultivated for the first two

or three years between the bush fruit. By such a system

of culture I have observed a very profitable return made,

there being in succession, after the various fruits are got into

a bearing state, something for market from the fruit plan-

tation every day, from the commencement of the green

gooseberry gathering, till the store apples and pears are gone.

The different varieties of fniit require much judgment m
choosing.

With regard to vegetable croppimj, the different varieties

must be to some extent cidtivated according to the capa-

bilities of the soil, and the demand of the locahty. The time

of somng and after management will be ti'eated on in future

papers.

I have already said that glass structures for market pur-

poses should be erected near the dwelling, and be also placed

at a convenient distance from the high road ; and my idea

also is, that for general business, as well as for the sake of

economy, the usual mode of sti-uctiu-e should be span-roofed,

but no higher than is actually necessary for the operations

to be perfonned therein ; for of what use can a lofty house

be to a man who has his living to make out of the produce ; a

stnicture for business is what we require, not for show ; a

lofty house is inconvenient for the pui-posea of giving air,

watering, ifec, besides the extra expense wiien forcing, or at

any other season, when fire is required to heat a superfluous

quantity of air. From iny own practical obsenations, I am
satisfied that for general pui-poses, whether for pine, grape,

peach, plant, early vegetable, or salad culture, moderate-sized
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convenient structures only are roquircd for tlio production of

such things in the best and most I'cononiical manner. Wh(!-

ther they are constructed east and west, or nortli and soutli,

we find sudi as I am now recommending the hest and most

economical. Foi-meriy, great fear was entertiiinrd of expos-

ing a siu-face of ghiss to any otlier than a southern aspect

;

but experience gained by those who liave proved its fallac),

and the improvement of glass and glazing, have to some
extent uprooted such ancient notions.

The structures intended for peach and grape cultnre should

have the foundation wall, the whole way round, andied

to the surface of the intended border the trees are to be

planted on, which will aflbrd their roots space without limita-

tion, so needful for the production of first-rate grapes for

many successive years. The vines, peaches, and nectm'ines,

or any kind of fruit trees intended for house culture, should

by all means be planted inside ; by having arches in the

walls, their roots could be sUlowed to range outside.

The system to be Kept in view for market gardening, or,

indeed, for any other gardening pui-poses, whether public or

private, may be smnmed up in a few words^—adopt at the

commencement of cultivation thorough drainage; deep cul-

ture, regulated as mentioned in the foregoing directions ;

liberal manuiiug, so applied that the crop may at once

obtain the greatest benefit from it ; not as we have often

seen in garden practice, more particuUu'ly amongst the old

school in foi-raer days, to trench deep, burying the manure
deep, and casting the sour stagnated bottom spit of subsoil

over it, there to let the soil remain, instead of casting it into

rough open ridges, so that it should receive tile benefit fif

atmospheric influences. In the after management, take

ever}' opportunity, in suitable weather, of using the pick-axe

or strong fork ; and do not let the soil remain to get washed
and run together by heavy rains, which will cause it to

become surface bound, hard, and in every way tmkind, caus-

ing much extra labour atid future disappointment. The
main spring of all good culture after the foregoing system is

adopted, is constant and systematic siu-face Stirling, hoeing,

and forking the earth's siu-face amongst and about all the

crops, which it is impossible to perform too often in suitable

weather.

Sow everjlhing you cultivate in di'Uls ; and shallow hoeing

may be perfoi'med a.s soon as the plants can he seen ; continue

to follow up this most essential operation of sui'face-stiiring,

and deeper scarifying as the crops advance, as long as there

can be found room for the operation with spirit ; weeds have
then no chance of appearing, and slugs, wii'e-worms, and
other obnoxious garden pests are so constantly routed out

of their hiding places, that they and their broods are either

destroyed with the constant operation, or fall a prey to birds,

itc. ; tlie labom' of the vrater-pot is saved in diy weather, the

destructive ravages of frost are thereby much prevented, and
every kind of vegetable is by such treatment advanced
qmckly in size and forwardness, as may very soon be proved

by any one putting into practice the foregoing i^ules on one
part of any kind of crop and leaving the other part undone.
By thus keeping an open loose surface-soil amongst all

kinds of crops, seciudng, at the same time, a good prepara-

tion for all succeeding ones, there is no need at any time or

season for rest, or fallowing the land, which is never ex-

hausted by cropping if our instructions are well attended to,

neitlier do the crops ever materially suffer either from
drought, moisture, from severe frost, or vei'miu. Keeping
also in view the trenching and forking over evei'y spare

piece of groimd the moment the crop is ofl', and having at

all times seed and plants waiting for a vacancy, instead of

the soil waiting for seed or plants, it is astonishing how rich

a return may be secured for our labour. James Barnes.

A CONSULTATION ON BEE-KEEPING.
I HAVE derived so many enjoyments from a perusal of,

and attention to, the insti'uctions of The Cottage Uak-
DEVER, that I feel it right, wlien the difficulties it has im-
wittingly occasioned to others have been stated, to mention
those pleasures which it has opened to myself.

When a lad, I was always fond of gardening ; the eaily

portion of manhood was so fully occupied, that I could not
give to it the requisite time, and of late years having no per-

manent abode, I defened its pursuit until I was settled upon
I my own land. Youi' publication, however, so revived and

invigorated my love for the early employment of my leisure

hotirs, that at its commencement, although as far from

being settled as over, I set to work in good earnest, and for

the last two seasons liave had, for its size, as gay and pretty

a garden as any in my neighbourhood, that have not had
the advantage of a greenhouse or warm-pit.

Kespecting the management of hevs, I have been very

trouMisniii,. lo you, aud feel, therefore, obligated to give you
suiiu' :u'i-,iinil .4' the success which has attend<;d my pnigi-css

ill tins i|,li.,>litl'ul pursuit. For many years 1 have beiin

desirous of keeping these iiitenstlng creatures, but as 1

knew of no other way of obiniiiiiig their honey, except by

their destruction, I never gr;ililie(l my wish. Your periodical

this year set uie to work with a zeal and diligiiiir iniliiijis

even gi'i'ater than it did to my garden, being mil "iil\ in\ 'U'

much interested, but anxious to prevent the «:iiiicii] d. -,-

trnetion of life by my poorer neighbours. Accordingly, in lliu

spring of this year, I purchased two stocks (No. 1, and No. !i),

for which 1 paid lUs each. The hives and boards were

iu a very bad state ; boards cracked and wai-ped ; hives

neai'ly falling to pieces. I had purchased them unseen.

From No. '-i, I have obtained l'.'.^ tb of comb, worked in

small super liives; from No. 1, ii Hi, in the same manner.

The board of this hive, as well as tlie hive itself, were so

bad, that contraiy to your advice, but with that of an old bee

master, I detennined to transfer it. This was done by

fuming after the Oxford metliod, and its result, a loss of

'^ tb weight of bees, almost disheartened me, but having

other hives doing well, Iwas encoiu'aged to proceed. From
this hive I obtained 15 fb of raw honey. The bees saved,

were placed on the 13th July, in Neighhom-'s No. .'i hive,

which, by-tlie bye, when I purchased it, I took for " Payne's

Improved Cottage." They have since—feeding with about

half a pint of liquid brown sugar every night—been doing

well. The hive is now three parts full of comb, and on the

a'-ind of August I added to it the bees given me by a neigh-

bour, from a stock that had swarmed, cast, and colted. To
No. 2, I have given a new floor-hoard, and am just about to

remove an empty bo.x that was placed between the hive and

one partially fiUed, and to leave this stock, now weighing, I

am told, including board, about OCi lb in its old hive for

swanning next season. This hive swarmed on the 9th June,

but not placing the swarm on its stand at once, it rose in

about three hours and took up its abode in a tree, and when
dislodged was so mutOated as to be of no use. On the 11th

of June, I procured another hu-ge swarm in its place ( No. .0 ),

and set it upon a doubling board ; in eighteen days the hive

was full of comb ; on the second of July, I gave it a second

hive, the cold weather just then prevented the bees taking to

it, and in ten days it was removed and a glass placed upon
the top of tlie hive. This pai'tiaUy filled, I took ofl', finding

the bees were eating the honey. It contained 14 tl). liid 1

do right in removing it? (Yes.) On the i'.hh July, this

hive, exclusive of hive and board, weighed Uit^ f*- ^o you

think I need weigh them again before winter, I cannot do

it conveniently ? ( No.)

Anxious to know more about their work and to manage
bees in the best manner, I was desirous of obtaining one of

T'aylor's hives. Three guineas, Iiowever, was more than I

could afl'ord, and finding the inventor not interested in their

sale, with the help of his very useful book, 4th edition, and

a good joiner, 1 constructed a stock box, super cover and
pedestal, such as 1 think would do credit to the joiner who
made the original. The only difference seems to be, that

we have used the common screws for the crown board, and

have not, what I took to be on inspecting the hive at Neigh-

bours, a half-crown board to answer the purpose, I presume,

of an adapting board ; I could not, however, see. exactly its

use, as my time was limited. For this hive, as no swarm
could he procured, I spoke for two casts. On the and of

July, the first came in a common straw hive ; on the 'Jth, the

second, a very strong one, that arose the Itith day, came in

the same way; this latter one I transferred into the bar-hive

the same evening, intending to put the other to it, but was

overpersuaded by my old friend the bee-master to retain it

in its own straw-hive, as my box would not hold the two. I

have now convinced him we both were in error. As soon as

I could procure a feeder, I began feeding it with liquid

sugar and honey, and have been delighted for some time to

I find the hive full of comb, and those cells neai' the windows.
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althougli not closcJ up, containing a largo pm-tinn of honey,

which the bees are now eating. {Thci/ arc »'•/ cnHntj but

remuviny it.) How may this he prevenU^l I'u' i!' rdiiliiined

it will sadlv diminish the store they have olitaiiicd for winter

from tlie food I have gi^on them. Do you think I need fear

their standing the winter? {No.) The bees get between

the thermometer and tlie window, and ahnost render it use-

less. Can I in any way remove the propolis, I presume it

is, whicdi they iilaee upon them? {No.) I Lad no oppor-

tunity this season to paint this hive. When may it he done

with safety to the bees ? {Immediatdy.) It stands in an

open shed. I have now given over feeding it.

{To he couiiniied.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener, It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row^ London."

Potatoes (J, Willis).—\Vq have communicated with the party, and

will advise you of the result.

Manuring Forest Trees {A Country Subscriber).—BeyonA all

doubt " Guano water,*' or animal or vegretable manure of any kind, is

highly beneficial to young forest trees, not only for accelerating their

growth, but for improving the beauty of form and excellence of timber.

A vigorous tree is always the most handsome ; and it is an old fallacy,

that the slowest grown timber is the most durable. Ground well drained,

well trenched, and well manured, will grow the finest timber.

Nettles (Presbyter).—These impair the neat appearance of your

churchyard ; and though you have them continually cut down, they as

constantly reappear where some old buildings stood. Your only resource

to get rid of this persevering '* follower of man's footsteps," is to have

its roots forked out of the soil, and then to water the place with diluted

oil of vitriol, to remove the saltpetre, without which the nettle will not

thrive. After this, you must fork out every piece which may have escaped,

as it reappears.

Guinea Fowls and Ducks (Subscriberfrom No. I}.—Can any of

our readers say what is the usual marketable value of Guinea fowls ; and

whether there is any mark whereby the drake of the Aylesbury breed can

be distinguished when about ten weeks old?

Wheat Sowing (W. K. W.).—You should tell us whereabouts you

live, and what is the character of your soil. Michaelmas is a good time

for sowing. Put on guano just previously to the last ploughing. Dibble

vour wheat in rows nine inches apart, and six inches from hole to hole :

two inches is deep enough. As you have an unlimited supply of

and labour, you may grow potatoes and wheat alternately for

that within the memory of

,d wheat. Keep the hoe
number of years. We know land in I

man has never grown anything but bi

going.

Books {W. H. Tr.).—Buy Spooner on Sheep, Johnson's Modern

Dairy and Cow-keeping, and Richardson on Horses and Pigs.

Names of Plants (A'. O. T.),—Your grape is, we think, the Grizzly

Frontignun ; your plant, Cuphca platycentra ; the Fitchsins we could

not recognise. (T. M. IK}—Yours are Petunia nyctagitiijiont, one of

the parents of all our garden varieties. The berries are those of the

Black Bryony {Tamils communis), a poisonous plant. {F. G. Z).}.—

1, Inula Dysenterica; 2, Lychnis dioica; 3, Myosotis palustris ; 4,

Verbasctim nigrum ; 5, Tormetilla officinalis ; 6, Galeopsis lada.

num ; 7, Impaticm (not English) ; 8, Echiuni vuigarfi ; g, hnpatiens

glandulifera (not English); 10, Euphrasia officinalis; II, Scutel-

laria gnlei-ictdata ; 12, Lythrum Sulicarin. {W. P. H.).—\Ve do not

know for certain what your bulbs are, but no doubt they are hardy.

Plant them in pots in sandy loam and leaf-mould, and treat them as

frame plants ; and when they put forth plenty of leaves send us one in a

perfect state. We think they are a species of Scilla, probably Scitla

Peruviana.

Greenhouse at«d Vinert (M. P.).—By all means prepare for a new
vinery, as you propose. Your plan in general is eligible, but you are in-

clined to embrace too many objects : this will lead to confusion, and a

compromise of principles in culture. We do not say that the whole of

your plan cannot be carried out ; but, to do so, you had best eschew

flues, and betake yourself to hot-water piping. In any event, you should

have your fire-place and chimney between the two houses, as you will be

compelled by your present proposal to heat the vinery, whether or no, in

keeping the frost out of your greenhouse ; and this at certain periods

will not be proper. Get your vines as soon as you like, and next Feb-

ruary plant them in large pots or baskets (the latter we should prefer),

and cultivate highly through next summer. Do not make your vine

border until wanted, but provide materials soon, keeping them in sharp

ridges to exclude rain. Vines and peaches seldom agree well together;

we dare not recommend them to be mixed up under the care of a " man
of all work "—such is enough for a clever gardener to manage. Eight

vines may be—2 Hambro', 1 Dutch Sweet Water, 2 Royal Muscadine

;

1 the true West's St. Peter's, 1 Muscat of Alexandria, 1 Black Prince,

placing the Muscat at the hottest end, nest the Sweet Water, then the

St. Peter's, then Muscadine, and last Hambro*. You had better write

again if you need more information.

Budded Roses (Rev. P. V. i)/. F.).—Rose buds put in lately, and
now started into growth, should have the shoots of the stocks cut back to

a foot above the bud, and so remain tUl next May or June. This will assist

the growing bud to grow stronger, and will not check the stock too much.

If there are more shoots on the stock than arc budded on, let them remain

as they are, and cut them right out in winter ; but leave those having the

huds on till the plant is in active growth next season, then cut close

behind the bud, and tie the young shoot to a stick fastened to the stock.

India Rubber Plant (J. N. Blackett).—Do not be afraid of weary-

ing us. Four feet long, as a cutting, was rather too long, especially when

kept in a window ; you will perceive that perspiration from the plant

would so far exceed its possible absorbing powers that a shrivelled ap-

pearance was almost inevitable. You had better try and get it placed for

a month or six weeks in a hothouse, where bottom-heat could be given,

and where, from being kept close, the whole plant, if not too far gone,

would abiorb moisture strongly.

Stepiianotis ploribunda (Peter Pindar).~Th\s, potted in sandy

peat, and grown in a succession pine pit, has never flowered. It had

better have a little loam mixed with the peat at the next shifting, and

during winter, and especially the spring, and, in fact, at all times, you

must keep the wood rather thin, so that the buds may be swelled and

plump; keep it rather cool during the winter, say 45" to 50'^; raise the

temperature to 6y° and 70° in the spring, and shortly afterwards, if the

buds were well ripened, the flower-buds will appear.

CoRRtEA speciosa (Ibid).—We are not surprised you failed to raise

this from cuttings ; it does best grafted, or inarched, on the Corrwa alba.

The first number of the current volume is No. "9-

Everlasting Flowers (A Cheshire Clergyman).—We presume you

mean Xerunthemums and Gnaphaliums, &c. We have seen these pre-

sented for years merely by drying them in a room, laid on sheets of paper,

and then tied in bundles.

Mountain Asu Berries (7i(rfl.—These, we think, might be kept

until Christmas, by sticking their branches in damp soil and keeping the

birds from them.

Moving Hives (W. R.).—You ask,
—"What time of the year we

recommend for removing three hives of bees to a position about ten feet

in advance of their present one?*' Do it immediately, and if the hives

are brought forward a foot every other evening, till they reach the pro-

posed position, their removal will he attended with less loss.

Market Gardening {A. U.l.—Vou will see that we have attended to

your recjuest.

Frame (R. P.)-—By some accident your drawing has been mislaid.

Tobacco (J. N.).—Your tobacco just about to flower has been allowed

to grow too long ; it should have been cut before the rtowcr-stcm began

to rise. Cut it immediately, but during dry weather, cutting it just

within the soil ; let it lie on the ground during dry days, but house it in

a heap at night. When quite dry store it in a dry place, and take a leaf

as you require it for fumigating purposes. Water melons are worthless.

Himalaya pumpkins, gourds, and vegetable marrow may be boiled when

as large as an ostrich egg, and eaten like sea-kale, or the flesh of the ripe

ones may be mashed like turnips.

Longest Cucomber (G. T., Vor/f).—Allen's Victory of England is

the longest we know ; it is frequently grown two feet long. Hollyhocks

are best sown in June, the seedlings to be transplanted as soon as large

enough to where they are to remain. They may, however, be so^vn in

pots in March, and plunged in a gentle hot-bed ; the seedlings must be

gradually hardened, and planted out in September. 7'he Cottage Gar-

deners'" Dictionary will begin publishing the 3rd of next month.

Raking Beds (T. O.).—Some of our most able coadjutors discard the

rake entirely, and there is no doubt that an adroit gardener will lay the

surface of a bed as smooth with a hoe as with a rake, but we question

whether this is to be expected of an ordinary gardener. There is no harm

in your trying, and there is no doubt that the surface kept tidy by the

hoe only, allows the air to penetrate better to the roots of plants. To
improve the staple of your light soil you had better put on the clay nn-

btirnt.

Vine Training (Vitis).—You are not the only one who has complained

of this tendency in the vine trained by Hoare's system, to have strong

shoots at the ends of the main branches and weak shoots nearer the

stem. We had thought that Mr. Hoare advocated three stages or lengths

in the shoots ; at any rate, such would be better than two, we think. The

best mode of e<iualising strength, under any circumstances, is by summer

stopping, and when your gross leaders have produced shoots about a

couple of feet long, we should say, off with their heads. To carry on

this, we fear you will have to deviate a little from Mr. H.'s system.

.Iosling's St. Aldan's Grape (A'. V.).—This variety is not for a

limited selection. There can be no doubt of the August Muscat ripening

with less heat than the Muscat of Alexandria, as the latter requires more

heat than any grape we know. 'V\ie Pitmuston White Cluster is unknown

to us, but the Catalogue of the Horticultural Society says it is first-rate,

and will ripen on a wall.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somkrville Orh, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—September 12th, lasO.
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varieties, iu his Spades Plantantm, giving it the name
of Olirysiintltemum indicum, the title it has ever since re-

tained. Rumphuis, in his Plants of Amboijna, published

in 1750, and Thunberg, in his Flora Japonica, published

in 1 784, were the first to describe it fully, and to detail

the success with which it is cultivated by the Chinese

and Japanese. It is a native of their respective countries,

and is their especial favourite. " The Chrysanthemum,"

says Mr. Portune, who resided in China two or thi'ee

years, " is the Chinese gardener's favourite flower.

There is no other with which he takes so much pains,

or which he cultivates so well. His Camellias, Azaleas,

and Roses are well grown and well bloomed, but in

growing all these we beat him in England. In the

cultivation of the Chrysanthemum he stands unrivalled.

The plants themselves seem to meet him halfway, and

growjustashe pleases. Sometimes I met with them

trained in the form of animals, and at other times they

were made to resemble the pagodas so common in their

country. Whether they were trained into these fanci-

ful forms, or grown as simple bushes, they were always

in high health, full of fresh green leaves, and never

failing to bloom most profusely in the autumn and

winter."

It was cultivated in England in 1764, by Mr. Philip

Miller, in the Apothecary Company's Garden at Chelsea,

being one of tlie new plants presented by him in that

year to the Royal Society, in accordance with the will

of Sir Hans Sloane, but it did not acquire much atten-

tion from English gardeners until far into the first

quarter of the present century. It is true that some of

the Chinese varieties were imported into France in 1789,

and were brought here the year following ; but it was
not until eight new varieties were introduced about the

year 1808, by Sir Everard Home and Mr. Evans, and
seventeen more varieties had been imported between

that year and 1823, that the flower became popular and
established in oiu- florists' lists. We scarcely need say,

that the very numerous varieties of this flower are now
the most prevalent ornaments of our borders in late

autumn, whether those borders are about a cottage, or

are enamelling the pleasui-e grounds of a palace ; and in

this, too, we resemble the Chinese, for Mr. Fortune

says, " it is eveijbody's plant,—blooming alike in the

garden of the lowly Chinese cottager as in that of the

blue-buttoned niandarian ; and when in bloom is in great

request for the decoration of court-yards, halls, and

temples."

"Although we are indebted to China," says the same
talented writer, " for the parents of those varieties of

Chrysanthemums which now enliven our gardens during

the dull months of winter, yet, strange to say, the

progeny is more numerous in Europe than in China
itself. Some of those beautiful kiuds raised by Mr.
Salter in France would be much admired even by the

Chinese florist. It is a curious fact, however, that

many of those kinds, such as formosum and lucidum,

originally raised from seed in Europe, are also met
with in the north of China."

No one attempted to define the desirable cliaraoter-

istics of a good Chrysanthemum until Mr. Glenny
undertook the task in 1843, and those characteristics,

though with considerable modification, we have adopted

as follows ;

—
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1. Tho plant should lie ilw.irt', shnibby, well covered

with green foliage to the bottom of the stems ; tho leaves

broad and bright; tho flowers well displayed, abundant,

and well sujiported by the stems. If tho stenxs are

more than eigliteen inches high they are gawky, and

show too much green in comparison with tho bloom.

i. The flower should be round, double, high in the

crown, perfect in the centre, without disk or confusion,

and of the form of a segment of a ball.

8. The petals should be thick, smooth, broad, circular

at the ends, and the jioint where they meet hardly

perceptible. Tliey must not show their undersides by

quilling, and should be of such firm texture as to retain

themselves well in their places.

4. The flowers to be lai'go in proportion to the foliage,

but the size only to be considered when plants are in

all other respects equal.

5. The colour, if a self, is superior in proportion to

its purity and brightness; if the colours are more than

one they should be well defined and distinct. The
worst of all colours are those which are mi.xed or clouded

together ; and we are inclined to place more than usual

emphasis upon colour in the case of tho Chrysanthemum,

because many Howers now admitted even into exhibition

stands are odious in this respect.

We have given no rules forjudging either the quilled

or the tassellcd varieties, because these should never be

admitted to be shown except in a separate class as

"Fancy Chrysanthemums;" and in that class we can

only say, that those least offensive to the eye should

receive the prize.

It is usual to grow the Chrysanthemum so as to have

flowers only on the tops of the stems, but there is no

occasion for this, and it is only a consequence of bad

cultivation. Indeed, so leggy are Chi-ysanthemums

usually grown, that various ingenious contrivances are

required to e.xhibit them in a state as if clotlied with

leaves throughout their length. We repeat, there is no

occasion for this, for we have seen tho Chrysanthemum
gr-own not only bearing leaves naturally along the

whole length of the stem, but that stem having laterals

almost from the gi-ound upwards crowned with flowers.

So much is the beauty of the plant increased by this,

that we think it would be judicious to have a rule, that

other properties being equal, the first piize should be

awarded to the Chrysanthemums with the greatest

number of well-placed and well-bloomed laterals.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
I'e.^ches and Xectakines.—Those who live in cold

situations should now pay the utmost attention to

both wood and fniit. Where trees have been growing
strongly, every shoot may now be stopped, and any
waste laterals or superfluous spray entirely removed

:

we would not iiave a shoot more than requisite for the
nest year's crop. Where any leaves cover the fruit,

they should be pinched in two. so that the sun may
shine on about one-third of the fruit; for we do not
tliink it well to fully expose it, as two or tliree continu-
ously sunny days, with a high temperature, woidd ripen

them prematurely: tho cousequeuco of which would be
a loss of flavour.

Some of tlio best and most highly flavoured poaohoa
we ever grew were retarded; that is to say, a canvass
shade was applied just before they were thoroughly ripo.

Now this was not done on principle, but as an expedient,
in order to keep up a long suceession : tlie trees being
in tho peach-house, and the ripening taking place in the
end of tlune and through July. Wo thus had pcadics
for five weeks successively, and better fruit were never
sent to tabic. Now, what was done on expediency is

now adopted on ju-inciple with us ; nevertheless, tho
practice must be apphed out of doors with some caution,

as gross trees in deep borders would have difficulty in

ripening their wood in some seasons.

We would strongly advise that all luxuriant trees bo
root-pruned the moment the last peach is gathered ; this

will check the root action, and bring on the solidifying

principle, by checking the ascent of watery matters.

Those who want to plant young iieaches, or remove
larger ones, will find the end of the month a caiiital

time for the operation. Let no one fear for the leaves

flagging a little, which will do little harm. Still, we
would advise a slight shading, if the weather is very
bright, during tho middle of the day. The trees, too,

should have a moderate ball of eartli, if possible ; and
they may be tliickly mulched immediately, as this will

shut in some ground heat, a consideration of im-
portance ; for it must bo remembered, that the earth

has already commenced repaying to the atmosphere
tho warmth it received during Jlay, .Tune, July, and
August. We dare say, that fresh sawdust would be a
good thing—being a powerful non-conductor of heat.

Figs.—Here we have anotlier late ripener, and one
which requires a little assistance in the north. To be
sure, figs may be found along the line of our southern
counties in the character of ti'ees ; and little, if any,

pains bestowed on them. This, however, merely jiroves

the im])ortanco of two or three degrees of latitude, in

the ripening of tender fruits or vegetables, to which the

ordinary climate of England is not quite equal. Wo
must freely confess to an envious feeling—living as we
do in a northern corner of the kingdom ; a county in

which the atmospheric conditions have eminently fitted

it for the produce of cheese, for many generations (and

which conditions, in about a proportionate ratio, mijit it

for tlic production of tender fruits)—an envious feeling

we repeat, when we hear or read of the great figs about
Arundel, Worthing, and other highly-favoured localities

An idea irresistibly rises in the mind, as to the amount
of excellence most of our tender pears, &c., ought to

attain in such climes, if placed under proper culture ;

and how little impediments lie in the way, as compared
with our northern counties, the land of tall chiranies, &o.

No doubt our Sussex friends must either smile or stare

vastly at our urgent and oft-repeated recommendations
about ripening the wood, &e. ; and, doubtless, frequently

consider such directions too fussy by half It ought to

be remembered, however, that our Devonshire or Sussex

readers do not require a tithe of tlie advice that is dbsn-

lutehj requisite for those in the north.

To return to the tigs. Most good cultivators practise

stopping about this period, the tendency of which is, to

cause the embryo fruits of the following year to become
more decided in character; for we frequently see de-

velopments towards the points of free growing figs

—

especially young trees—which are neither figs nor wood-

buds, but seem to partake of the character of both.

This, we believe, occurs through a too powerful action

of root, too late continued ; and tho best way to stay

proceedings, next to root-iiruning, is to stop the growing

principle. One squeeze of the finger and thumb will

sufKco to eftect this. Still, as there is no more fitting

subject for root-pnining than a gross fig-tree, in localities
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not famed for capital climate, we advise the immediate
application of this principle, remembering that the vital

powers of the fig are immense ; indeed, it is a somewhat
diiEcult matter to kill this singular tree, without the aid

of fire.

Stuawberbies.—We hope that the readers of The
Cottage Gardener have rejected the false practice of

mowing down their strawberries, although it is expedient

to reduce the amount of runners at this season ; at least,

such is our practice. We have, indeed, gone farther

this season, haviug, after dressing away all runners,

applied and dng in the manures considered requisite.

The strawberry stools are thirty inches apart between
the rows, and the plants about two feet apart in the

row; we, however, merely dig one spade's width down
the ceuti'e between the rows, levelling a little fresh soil

about the crowns. Every care is taken not to trim any
leaves away in the operation, or to bury them ; and the

runners being removed, the principal leaves fall on each

side, and thus admit sunlight to the interior of each
stool, which is of considerable benefit.

Rasi'berrtes.—The autumn-bearing kinds now re-

quire a little extra attention. No barren shoots should

be permitted, and tlie bearing ones should be carefidly tied

or trained. Plenty of sunlight is the desideratum ; and
much care should be exercised in gathering the produce
when dry. Thus managed, and placed in a dry room
on clean paper, they will keep for three days, provided

a slight amount of ventilation may be permitted.

Wasps.—We are exceedingly fortunate this season, for

we have now (Sept. 2nd) scarcely a wasp to be seen.

We liave, however, laboured indefatigably for several

seasons, both in getting the spring wasps caught and
also in having the nests taken; especially those very
near tlie gardens. We are tolerably well persuaded, that

most of the depredations committed by the wasjis are by
those from nests within half a mUe of the garden in

question. Like some otliers of the animal or insect crea-

tion, we do think they become attached to certain neigh-

bourhoods, and if this opinion he correct, it shows that a
person in following up their destruction is not working so

much for his neighbours as for himself; that is to say,

in country places where gardens are a good way apart.

Where these terrible pests take to vineries, no time may
be lost in taking precautionary or preventive measures.
The old practice of bagging the grapes is not so well

approved as in former times. The fact is, that a " good
bloom " is now-a-days considered indispensable, and the

bagging plan is by no means favourable to a good
" bloom." The preventive ^nnci^Ze is the best, and if

the case is not excessively severe, ordinary canvass,

woollen netting, or such things as book muslin, are used
in covering those openings of the house where the

ventilation is carried on. One great fault of these ma-
terials is, that they much impede ventilation. Caution,

therefore, must he exercised in this matter, or the vines

may yet be injm-ed in late houses, by what is termed
burning. We have more than once known what is

termed a " run " of warm and sunny weather, even in

September, although we much fear tlie converse is more
likely to be the case. Speaking of wasps, we regret we
did not offer advice about them a fortnight sooner. So
many objects, however, connected with horticultural

matters are perpetually arising, that the best of us is at

times Uable to be rather " too late for the train."

G.atuering Fkdit.—It is scarcely necessary to urge
the importance of an almost daily attention to the

gatliering and duly storing of our hardy fruits. This re-

quires a prudent forecast, for, to have a given kind as

long in succession as possible, or so to economise as to

secure a regular succession to the table, both know-
ledge and watchfulness become necessary.

To carry out such matters, recourse must be had at

times to retarding principles. Thus, we will suppose

that the proprietor is pai'tial to the King Pippin apple, or

the Jargonelle pear; it becomes a question, then, how to

commence early with them, and how to arrest the decay
of the remaining portion. As to early maturity, a few of

the very best swelled fruits may be plucked a little before

they are quite ripe, and such covered close in a warm
room will be ready in a few days. There is an old prac-

tice with some country fruiterers, of placing fruit under
such requirements inbdxes or tubs among layersof nettle

leaves. Why nettle leaves are selected, we can scarcely say

;

but we believe it is understood that they impart neither

flavour nor smell. The main principles involved in the

operation are, doubtless, increased temperature, and an

immunity from shrivelling, by warding off atmosplieric

action. The retarding principle is somewhat drflerent;

among the main featmes of which may be named, tlie

shading the fruit, or a portion of it, on the tree ; com-

mencing the operation about the period that the fruit is

changing or completing the ripening process. These
things are always accomplished at the expense of some
loss of flavour. Still it is often worth while to pay this

penalty, for the sake of convenience and regularity of

supply. R. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Last year, while the other writers in The Cottage

Gardener were diligently engaged trenching and drain-

ing, enclosing and planting, all kinds of gardens for the

cottager, from the orchard garden to the vegetable

garden, and so on to flower, rock, pond, and fern

gardens, and I forget how many more gardens besides

—

I say, when all this was going on I was kept at home
to clean the cottage windows, and to keep things straight

and tidy about the door, and thus liad more opportu-

nities of making the cottager's acquaintance than some
of them, and thus, by close contact, I soon gained on
his confidence. By-and-bye, he began to show me his

letters,—and queer letters some of them were ; and not

only that, but he wished me to teach him—or, rather, I

had seen his want of knowing how much he needed to

be taught, how to write business letters himself—and I

showed him that it would never do to write such long

letters as he used then to receive from Dublin—that it

was a waste of paper, and that no one could waste time

in reading over a sheet or two of post paper merely to

know what class a Balchelor's Button belonged to, or

what time of the moon's age a bed of cabbages should

be planted out ; and now lie writes much more to the

purpose than some of his betters. From letter-writing

lie began to he curious about the spelling and pro-

nouncing, and the meaning, of the hard names they give

to plants; and this I taught him also, so far, that he had

a great mind to have a book made up for "his ownself,"

as he would call it, in which he could leai'n these things

for himself, without bothering me so much. Now,
although his rent was not then all paid up, owing to the

expenses of having done so much for his garden grounds,

we saw enough of him to believe that aU his arrears

would be paid up, and that he could be trusted with a

new book to the bargain. About that time people

began to say, that no hook could be made better than

The Cottage Gaiidener's "weekly twopenny," and that

if it could, it woidd trespass on the province of the
" twopenny" itself; but that was awroug idea altogether,

for good books are like money, the more we get of them
the more we want to have. If there had not been a Cot-

tage Gardener, there never would have been this call

for a Cottage Gardener's Dictionary—for a dictionary,

as all the world knows by this time, this new book is to

be. But I would not have so good a hoolc confined to the

cottager; if he had it all to himself, the next thing he

would do would be to tm-n head-gardener himself, and,
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goodness knows, we have heads enough already on that

string. There is now a race of young men learning

gardeniuar and botany all over the kingdom, to whom
this new dictionary will be quite a treasure, and it is on
their account, and for them only, that 1, an old gardener,

have thus broken out of my weekly tract to say so, and
to advise tliem most eoi-nestly to study the new way of

giving English Huishiugs to the names of plants, and
the orders to wliich they belong ; for of all the improve-

ments in gardening books, in my time, this is by far tlic

greatest ; and if Dr. Lindley had done no more for gar-

dening and botany by liis books but this very thing, the

next generation would call him a great reformer, who
had done more for us gardeners in his day and genera-

tion than all liis contemporaries—-Just as we talk at pre-

sent of the great Linnaeus, who, although he did not

live to see our days, had seen them afar ofi'. This great

man was certaiithj the worldly cause of my ever being a

gardener; for when I was a little tellow they intended to

make a gentleman of me, but before I left school, I got

hold of a book—and such a book—written by Liunseus
himself, and translated into English. It weut by tlie

name of " Lee's Botany," and when 1 think of it even
now my hair- stands on end! there were a thousand
words in it as long as the handle of my pen, and as hard
to be pronounced as the language of the Cossacks, and
yet I very neai-ly got it all '• by heart ;" and it so fired

my young Highland spiiits, that I disdained to be made
a gentleman of. I woidd be a philosopher some day.

But I soon foiuid out that the first step in the progress

of a philosopher of tliis stamp was to get down into a
" stoke-hole " to make up the tires, and to clean out the

stoke-hole and all about tlie fire every Saturday, to screen

the ashes, and to return the cinders to the old stoke-

hole again to be ready to " damp down " the fires with

the last thing at night. And they did damp the fires, and
damped somcthimj the besides ; but no matter—the young
philosopher, in course of time, was trusted "to give air,"

and to look at the thermometers. As to making cuttings.

he knew all about them already—he i-ooted two Balm of

Gilead cuttings out of three before lie left school; what
he wanted was a book beyond " Loe's Botany," in short,

a dictiouai-y, like this that we arc now getting ready for

the cottager. But at that time they could no more write

such a book, than they could lay down raih'oads or sink

telegraphic wires under the Englisli Channel. They
have a custom in the Highlands, and in other wild parts

of the world, that, where a great chief or some one of

consequence had fallen in battle, every one who passed by
that way should cast a stone into his " cairu," and a
heap of stones was thus collected together: and thatisjust
the way that the best books are produced, and more
particularly plant dictionaries and catalogues, and in

this manner the cau-n has acciunulated from the days
of LinniEus to this, from which materials are obtained
which we now recast, and to which we add the mites
fi'om our own experience to form a most useful garden-
ing dietionaiy. Indeed, natives of all climes, who have
wi-itten down their thoughts or their experience on
matters connected with this book, have, in fact, cast

their stone into the common cairn, and the book itself

will, in its turn at some future day, be as one of these
stones—a unit in the accumulating heap. Linnseus
laid the concrete. Jussieu and DecandoUe were the
master-mason and bricklayer, and Dr. Lindley the
chief architect of this oui" dictionary, and we, whose
names have been advertised as the humble bees, are, in
fact, only the bricklayers, hodmen, and thatchers of the
firm ; and when we get the roof covered in, the editor

must do the painting and polishing. But amongst us
all, if we do not produce a first-rate article, we ought to

be ashamed of ourselves, and some of us, at least, be
sent back to the stoke-hole again, to dampers and aU.

Roses.—For many years past I have gone over all our

Perpetual roses about the middle of September, with a

pair of gloves and a sharp knife, and give every one a

particular kind of pruning ; and I tiud the plan so very

useful, that I would no more put it oil', or do it earlier in

the season, than I would give up pruniug roses alto-

gether. 1 believe one half the best rose growers do the

same, but, somehow or other, the thing has not become
fashionable enough to be treated of in books or maga-
zines; but I rejoice to see that many more things which
we treat of for the first time in this—our friend The
CoiTAuii Gardeneu— soon take root, and wings and

spread among our brethren—on principle, no doubt

—for the good of others. If for no other reason,

therefore, I would strongly recommend this subject to

all gardeners, from the palace down to ourselves, as

one of the most useful joints in the machinery for grow-

ing good late roses ; we cut roses here from the ojien

ground generally up to or down to Christmas ; and 1 am
quite sure that with a little pains now, there are many
rose lovers who may gratify their taste, by taking a leaf

out of our book.

Like every thing else that is done in a garden, this

should be performed, year by yeai-, on some fixed plan.

If you put a man to count straws only, you ouglit to

make him do it, or tell him how to do it, systematically ;

and not allow him to put the counted ones in the bundle

heads and tails. Money is no more the root of all evil

tliau system is the root and branches of good gardening,

and of good everything else that we do. Well, then,

this system of managing to have lots of roses late in

the season, is to begin about the end of May, when the

flower-buds are three parts grown, and you can see

which of them promise to have the finest blown roses
;

many of the " green centimes" can then be detected ; and
if an insect or grub has nibbled the buds, that also can

be seen, with other imperfections, if there be any. All

such buds are pulled, or rather cut clean out with a

knife—for I dislike very much pulling about any plant

or part of a plant—after that those buds that have only

small slioots to support them are done away with, and

by this time perhaps one-third of the whole crop is gone,

and that is enough on good rose soil, where the plants

grow very well ; but on thin land, and where roses do

but moderately, one half of the flower-buds ought to be

taken ofi', and the other half left on the best and strongest

shoots to flower. Some people say, that if you want
good late flowers, and to spare your plants, all the first

show of flower buds should be destroyed ; and I have

tried that many a time, but I do not believe in the doc-

trine at all, for I never could make out that half a crop

in June did any harm to that of the October following.

Others, again, cut back the shoots at the end of May, to

get late roses, but that is an extraordinary bad fashion,

which no one would indulge in who knew any thing of

vegetable life. It is just as if a farmer were to let his

calves suck the cows dry, and expect to have cream and

fi-esh butter nevertheless. The leaves being the repre-

sentatives of the cows, the gardener who cuts down his

roses in the middle of the gi'owing season is that of the

sucking calves, and the buds and fidl blown roses the

cream and butter. Instead of two crops of roses by

tliis system of cutting back the shoots at the end of

May, the fact is, that the poor plants are forced to give

three crops of moderate bloom instead of two good ones.

At that early season the next bud or two below the cut

part are in leaf in ten days, and in bloom by the end of

June, so that cutting back hinders the autumnal crop

very much, instead of easing the plants, as some know-

ing folks suppose.

The first crop is put off only three weeks in some

seasons, and not more than a month or five weeks at

any time; and cut as we may we cannot alter the nature

of a rose-tree more than that of any other plant; and it

is in the natm-e of Perpetual roses to make a fresh growth
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of wood as soon as a cro]) of roses is ready to cut for

the button-hole or bouquets and glasses—no matter
what time, tliat is from the end of May to the middle nr

end of August—by not cutting oft' any of the leaves in

May and June; and by reducing the vigour of the

plants a little, with having a crop of flowers, we kill

three instead of two birds with the same stone.—AVe
have so many flowers ; the leaves digest the proper food
for the ne.Kt crop at the proper time, the height of
their gi'owing season ; and the jilant is made to take a
longer time before it makes a second growth ; for the
merest observer can perceive, that after a rose-bush has
flowered it rests awhile, before it makes another attempt
at growing ; whereas when a plant is cut early in the

summer it will not rest, as we have just seen, but makes i

a second growth in a hurry, flowers in a hurry, and will

be ready by the middle of .July to make a thu-d instead of

a second growth. It is true, that where roses do well,

and where there are plenty of them, if one does not
flower well after a few seasons of bad management,
another will which escaped the ordeal, or which had
a stronger constitution, and the cause of failure in the
first plant is overlooked ; but when one's ground is very
small, and the best is to be made of a limited number
of plants, attention to small matters like this is really

of some consequence.
I do not mean to say that the bad effects of a wi'ong

system is to be seen the first or even in the ne.\t season,
but depend upon it, sooner or later, it must and wDl
tell ; and that is the reason why we are so particular in
asking our correspondents for the past history of such
plants as they write to us about for cause and cure. By
the time a rose-bush has finished its growth, and put off

a crop of flowers, the bottom of the young growth gets
hard or ripe; as then we say, or find, that the bark will
not "run," if we want to bud on it; and at this stage,
no matter what time of the season, the bottom leaves
get hard and dry also : their oflice is in a great measure
fulfilled, and bhick specks and blotches tell the fact ; and
here the young grower takes alarm : he thinks it must
be something inimical to the health of the plant has
caused the leaves to look so, but the healthiest oak-leaf
in the forest shows exactly the same symptoms at the
proper time, and we think nothing of it; the frost is at
hand, and down they come. Well, in August and Sep-
tember we do get frost at times, but not hard enough to
cast down the ripened leaves on the lower parts of our
rose-buslies

; then it is that we ourselves should be so
frosty-natured as to do the work instead—that is, pull ofl:

all the ripened leaves with the hand. We thus get rid
of the contagion from the black and yellow blotches,
and also let in the sun and ah- to play among the
branches, by which they are ripened still more; and the
fresh leaves above h.ave also a better chance of doing
their part more efl'ectually. This, then, is the first

process of September dressing :—the old useless dry
blotched leaves are stripped ofl', and we see where all

the shoots have sprung from; also which of them are
strong, and which are not. Such as are below a medium
size are now cut right out : this gives still more light
and air to the strong ones, and the sap that would go
into the little ones must from hence find its way into
the large ones ; and if it does not make them still

larger, it will add to their strength to flower better.
Now we must look up among the branches, and find
out those places where the first June blossoms were
made, and here two or three weak or little shoots will be
found also ; and one or more strong ones which issued
from a stronger bud lower down has taken the lead, and
left the weak ones completely in the sliade, and of course
they can be of no use ; therefore, the best plan is to cut
them off also—cutting close to the bottom of the best
leaders. This, in its turn, throws more sap, more air,

and more light into and against all the strong leading

shoots ; and surely under all these advantages they
must flower better in the autumn, and ripen better for

ne.xt year ; and so they will. But we have not done
with them yet : look now from above down among the

branches, and if you cannot see the earth below, right

through the bush, the branches are too thick, and you
must thin them ; and here a little knowledge of the sort

of rose would be necessary to guide one. Tliere are

some of tliese autumn roses so strong—such as Madame
Laffay and Mrs. Elliot—that if you were to cut out the

smallest of their shoots, at tliis final stroke the very

strong ones might not blossom ; therefore, two or three

of the very strongest shoots of such must be cut out,

and the rest will blossom all the better ; whereas the

more dwarf varieties require the weaker taken ofi', and
the strongest left to bloom. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Training Plants in Pots.—Several correspondents

having wished for hints upon this subject, we shall

shortly advert to some of the leading ideas to be kept in

mind ; leaving for the present figured illustrations in

wood cuts, as requested by some, because it would occupy

more time and space than we can at present spare, and
also, because in tlie long run such representations

would be of little value, iniless in the case of those who
admire the art displayed in the prettiness of the trainer

more than the plant, which ought entirely to conceal it.

Even in these simple matters such varieties of taste will

be found, that if people are not satisfied with any wire

trainers that the wire-workers possess, these will in a few

moments embody your ideas into shape.

The first thing here to be remembered is, that whatever

be its form or material, whether an iron trelUs or a wooden
stake, this ought ever to be looked upon as a secon

dary object. A second idea is, XhaXJitncss for its purpose

should at once be apparent. A climber or a twiner

may be taught to ramble over a flat sui'faco, and to most
people, when the trellis is covered with dependant fes

toons, it would ajjpear an object of great interest; but

the idea oi fitness will not be so apparent as if the plant

had been trained upon a roundish, barrel-shaped trellis,

whether consisting of wire, wood-stakes, or, better stOl,

something resembling a tree ; in each case iiltimately

concealing the medium of support by its foliage and

bloom. This fitness when seen, will not only please,

but reconcile us to that which otherwise would appear

unfit and incongruous. Thus, there is the Eiiphorhia

jacquiniflora, to which some time ago attention was

directed ; bearing its fine masses of crimson flowers at

the points of its shoots ; the finer and stronger these

shoots are, the more splendid will be the flowers ; the

strength of the plant is naturally directed into a few in-

stead ofmany shoots, and hence the next to impossibility

of maliing the plant bushy or pretty to look at when
growing. The tying of the slender shoots loosely to a

single stake in the centre of the pot would seem the most

fit for such plants, unless, indeed, you could suspend the

pot, and allow the shoots to hang over its sides ; the

branches when in bloom being just below the level of

the eye. Of all things the surrounding such a plant

with a round barrel-shaped, very open wire trellis would

seem the most lofit, and yet with such a contrivance 1

have seen a splendid e.Kliibition of the flowers of the

above plant. The cultivator studied its nature ; instead,

therefore, of growing a single plant in a pot, he con-

gregated a number of plants into one large pot. He cut

back these plants to different heights, the lowest to

supply the bottom of the trellis with strong shoots, and

the middle and highest plants for these parts of his trellis
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respeotiveh'. Wlioii growing iVcely, the shoots were
brought out and t'listencd iu tho desired phico to the

slender wires, and wlien tlio blooming season came, a

mass of bloom was tluis presented that 1 have never

seen by any otlier method. Here tho nature of tho plant

being known, and a peculiar system being adopted,

enabled tlie cultivator to render apparent the,A'^Htfss of a

medium of training, which otherwise would have seemed
the most unlit. Hence the difficulty of stating, as some
friends wish us to do, the best form and method of

training ditierent plants, as that will be more variously

aud also ett'ectually done by studying tho nature and
capabihties of the plant, than by atteuduig to anything

like a prescribed stereotyjied form, however beautiful it

may be. Variety iu mode and form is over pleasing

;

imitation soon becomes insipid.

The tlvird element to be attended to is apparent utilit;/.

We have already noticed that the medium of support

should ever ajii^ear a secondary, not a primary object.

When in perfection a plant should conceal the frame-

work, which has set it oft' to the best advantage. That
frame-work, whether it be a wu-e treUis or a stake or

stakes of wood, should never, therefore, be of a colour

glaring or attractive iu then- appearance. A dull lead, a

dark stone, or a sombre brown colour, are among the

best. Hence, to our eye, there is no comparison between
a well seasoned hazel rod, with its brown bark on, aud
a painted stick of any kind, or one cut out of double
laths, as is so prevalent in our nurseries. The latter

only becomes tolerable when the freshness, the result of

the " whittling," has disappeared by exposure aud use.

A correspondent complains that neither he nor his gar-

dener can manage, to his mind, the Chironia ftoribunda,
because "the smallest sticks show." Now this is just

one of many plants with respect to which a number of

small sticks are not necessary. The tying of the pro-

gressing shoots to one upright stake until they reached
a certain height, in the present case one or two feet, and
then allowing them to bend and hang downwards, or

the fastening of the shoots to a slender wire trellis, and
dispensing with stakes altogether, would, in such cases,

confer satisfaction upon the cultivator. But then, for

all that, when the plant is growing there is no fault to

be found with seeing either stake or trellis, provided
they do " show " ratlier conspicuously. Their seen
utility marks their appropriateness. Even in or around
the precincts of a garden common delicacy, without any
overstrained sentimental refinement, suggests the im-
portance of some objects aud operations being concealed
from general view

;
just as in the various departments

of the garden it is desirable that we should be able to

contemplate one series of objects, without being dis-

turbed by viewing a totally different class of objects in

then- immediate vicinity. But making allowance for

such like exceptions as these, I honestly affirm, that
where there is a seen utility, it can never be associated
with the ugly or the unnecessary. Small plants when
beginning to be fastened to their stake or trellis, may
seem somewhat iucongi-uous when placed among other
plants that have arrived at perfection. Here, in the
case of those who wish to preserve unity of expression,
there may be a necessity for dividing their house, how-
ever small, into an exhibiting and a growing depart-
ment, as I have several times recommended ; but the
seeing a large part of a stake or a trellis unoccupied by
a young gi-owing plant, cannot be construed into the
ugly or the unnecessary, except by those minds that
cannot perceive what the plants are desired, and ulti-

mately destined, to accomplish. Hence, much as we
disapproved of seeing geraniums and calceolarias stilted

up with a forest of sticks, and rejoicing as we do in wit-

nessing a better taste prevaUing, still, upon the principle
of utility and fitness, a degree of allowance ought to be
made in these matters for plants that have to be con-

veyed to exhibition tables, over all kinds of roads, that

there would bo no necessity for tolerating in tho case of

plants that were never removed from tho garden.

For all creeping, climbing, twisting, and very slender

growing plants, where it is not intended that tlio shoots

should hang over the sides of the ])ot or basket, from
either of these being suspended, most people who are

admirers of great neatness will patronise slender wire

tr'.iiuers. For slender things, tho main supporting wires

need not be made more than one-eighth of an inch in

diameter, and tho binding wire which forms the open

network less than the sixteenth of an inch. For strong

growing plants the main wire should bo from a quarter

to three-eighths of an inch in diameter, aud bound and
twisted with wire proportionately stronger than for the

smaller trainers. For an upriyht round trainer, all that

is necessary is to take two or three wires of the requisite

thickness, bend them into a semicircular form in the

7niddle, fasten them there together, and then you have

four or six supporting legs, which you must keep at

equal distances, and fiU up between with smaller wire

in a manner to suit your fancy. The bottom of these

legs may go into the soil, and thus serve the purpose of

feet ; or, what is better, they may be bent over the rim

of the pot, and descend halfway down its sides outside ;

while a ring brought up from the bottom and securely

fastened over them would keep the trellis firm. Aflat
trellis is made in a similar manner, only two side pieces

and a centi'e one of strong wire will be required. It is

better to fasten on a cross piece at bottom, that there

may be four feet instead of two. When these flat or

round trainers are not fastened externally by the side of

the pot, but descend among the soil inside, a wire should

be fastened round the rim of the pot outside, and to this

the trellis should be firmly secured by wire in various

places, as nothing injures plants or trellises more than

the liability of tliese trellises to be moved and knocked

from their places. Various blocks for bending the wire

and a pair of wire j'incers will be necessary ; but the

nearest worker in wire will make them cheaper aud
better than you will be able to do yourselves, aud the

slightest sketch you may give him will be attended to

even to the very minutiae.

But some do not like wire,—would rather have some-

thing more simple, that would give work and cost little

or nothing. AVell, tho same methods may be adopted

with long rods of wood, such as brier and bramble, and
crossed and recrossed with waxed string. Slender things

may be attached to a branch of a tree with all its twigs

remaining. The branch of a larch or a spruce, when
peeled in spring, answers well for this purpose. Young
trees of the spruce aud the larch thus peeled we have

often used for such ]ilants as Thunheryia, Torrenia,

Tropccolum, kc. ; aud as they were fastened to, and al-

lowed to run among the slender twigs until they com-

pletely covered them, the effect was very pleasing, and
looked perliaps more natural than could be done by
attaching them to a trellis. In that case it was par-

ticularly necessary that the young peeled tree should be

attached by wires to the wire round the rim of the pot,

to prevent its being shaken.

For plants that may be gi-own in something of a

pyramidal form, one stake in the centre will generally be

sufficient, if a system of what may be termed Iwspiny is

resorted to. Thus the lower branches are fastened

horizontally to the wire round the rim of the pot, the last

and succeeding layers are kept in the desired place by a

small thread fasteued to tho stake on one side, aud to a

lower tier of branches on the other. In the process of

growth tlie threads are not seen, and the branches soon

retain of themselves the position thus given them, and

thus a paraph arnalia of sticks is got rid of. Plants

grown rather flat-headed may be treated in a similar

manner, even such as geraniums and calceolarias. 1
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have had the latter, some years ago, when some of the

finer hirge kmds were a favourite bobby, so large in

size that it required two men to move them, and yet no
stakes were seen as, with the exception of one in the

centre and six I'ound the side, the whole of which wei-e

hid by the stems ; the flowers were kept in their places

by hasping with thread and fastening to fine wire or

thread, which was crossed and recrossed from the

different stakes to each other, and all of which was con-

cealed by the heads of bloom. When in the case of

geraniums, a moi-e pyramidal shape becomes fashion-

able, the tying down to a wh'e at the rim of the pot, and
the hasping by thread of the alternate branches to keep
them in their place, will render a multitude of stakes

wholly unnecessary. Until that takes place, and also

for all other little things that requh-e neat little stakes or

twigs, I may mention, that I have found nothing more
useful or more easily procured than the shoots of

fuchsias. Independently of their beauty, Fuchsia
Thompsoniana or Coccinea ai-e as much, if not more
profitable for this purpose than a plantation of willows.

After being cut down at the commencement of winter,

after being frosted, they may be stripped and tied up
into bundles of diflerent sizes in the worst weather.

E. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC OECHIDACE^.

PLANTS EEQDIKING BLOCKS (Continued from page 318/
Lodia accuminata (Pointed-tipped L.) ; Guatimala.

—

Sepals and petals delicate blush colour ; the lip is of the

same colour with a blotch of rich brownish pvu-ple ; the

flowers are produced on a spike, four or five in number.
It is a free-growing desirable species. 15s.

Lcelia albida (Whitish L.) ; Oaxaca.— Sepals and
petals white, tinged with yellow ; lip of the same colour,

with a reddish-purple streak or spot. It has a scout

like the primrose ; very pretty. 21s.

Lixlia anceps (Two-edged L.) ; Mexico.—A splendid
species that ought to be in every collection. Sepals
and petals of a rich rosy lilac colour; the lip is of a rich

velvetty purple outside ; the inside is marked with crim-

son and yellow veins, and has on the broadest part a
deep purple spot. The flowers are large, measuring
when well grown four inches across. They are pro-

duced on long footstalks, gracefully bending with the
weight of the flowers. 21s.

Lcelia autumnalis (Autumnal-flowering L.) ; Mexico
and Guatimala.—Sepals and petals pale blush, shaded
with rose. The lip is nearly white, with a deep rich

purple spot at the end. Equally handsome, and in one
respect superior, to L. anceps, which seldom has moi-e

than three flowers on each stem, whilst L. autumnalis
will, when strongly grown, produce on each flower scape
eight or twelve of its splendid flowers, los.

Lcelia fuifuracea (Scurfy-stalked L.) ; Oaxaca.—Very
like L. autumnalis, but slenderer in all its parts. A
beautiful delicate species, weU worth growing. Eather
scaixe. -423.

Lcelia majalis (May-flowering L.) ; Oaxaca.—A very
handsome dwarf growing plant. It is the Flor de Maya,
or May-flower, of the natives; and is much esteemed
even there. The flowers are produced singly on short

footstalks ; they are very large, being nearly six inches
across. Sepals and petals blush, beautifully sjjotted

and veined with pale purple. Tlie lip is of the same
colour, but the spots and veins much more numerous.
It is rather difficult to flower, but may be successfully

bloomed by growiug it upon a log, without moss, in the
coolest part of the Mexican house, where it can have a

long rest iu winter. In the spring, when it begins to

grow, syringe it freely till it has completed its annual

growth, which ought to be eflected by the end of August

;

then refrain from syringing by degrees, and keep it dry
and cool till March. By tliis simple treatment it will

produce its magnificent flowers in May or Juno. 21s.

Lcelia rubescens (Blushing L.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals cream colour, delicately shaded with pink,
tinged with green at the edges; the lip is of the same
colour, with a yellow blotch in the centre, and a rich

plum coloured one at the base. A very pretty desirable

species. 31s. 6d.

Lcelia superbiens (Most superb L.) ; Guatimala. This
is indeed a truly magnificent plant. We have in a
former volume described the noble plant of this Icind in

the gardens of the London Horticultural Society, at

Chiswick, as it appeared when in bloom last year. Like
most Loelias, it is found in tlie higher altitudes of the

western hemisphere, consequently, does not requne a
high temperature. It will thrive well in a common
stove, but wiU not flower till the pseudo-bulbs acquire a
considerable size. Great care must be taken in syring-

ing it, so as not to allow water to lodge in tlie sheaths

of the young growing pseudo-bulbs, or it will be apt to

cause them to rot, and thus destroy the growth for that

year. The young roots, too, are liable to decay if kept
always wet ; syringe, therefore, in the morning, and the

moisture will be dried up before the evening. Give
plenty of air during the day, even in the growing season,

and keep the plant dry and cool after the growths are

complete in the autumn. It flowers at a time of the year

when flowers are most welcome, namely, in winter and
early spring. The temperature of Chautla, in the pro-

vince of Guatimala, averages from 55° to 65° generally.

The flowers are produced on long stems, in clusters at

the end, and frequently number 14 to 115 on each stem.

I'lie sepals and petals are rich rosy pink; the lip is light

crimson and yellow striped with dark crimson, each

flower measuring from four to five inches across. Small
plants may he purchased for 42s., but strong flowering

ones cannot be had under 105s. On account of its great

beauty and easy culture, it ought to be iu every col-

lection, however small. Although all the species of this

beautiful genus may be grown well on blocks, we have
reserved a few that we find grow more finely in pots.

These we shall mention and describe hereafter.

Culture.—All the species of Loelia do best in the

Mexican house. Mr. Bateman says, " being found at a
considerable elevation they all thrive best in a moderate
temperature, and require to be kept high potted, as by
this means the roots are more likely to be retained in a

healthy state ; during the winter they should be sparingly

watered and kept in an almost dormant state." This is

sound advice, but we have found the placing of the

greater part on logs a much safer plan to preserve the

roots in winter. The kind of log we need not dwell upon,

that which lasts the longest is the best. Use no moss, as

it retains too mucli moisture. The size of the blocks

must be proportioned to the size of the plants. The
plants should be suspended from the roof of the house,

but not far from the glass: a foot to IS inches will be a

proper distance, excepting when in flower. The stems

of some species then rise to such a height as to make it

necessary to lower the blocks, which may be easily done

by longer or shorter wire hooks, as each plant may
require. T. Appleby.

(To be continued.)

FLOEISTS' FLOWEES.
Tulips.—The beds for these must now be attended to.

Old ones should have some fresh loam added, and fresh

dung at the bottom next the drainage. Look over the

roots and remove all decayed ones; separate also the

young bulbs and plant them immediately, so as to enable

them to make plenty of roots to strengthen the spring
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gi-owtb, and so increase the size of the bulbs, and bring

them to such state of maturity as will enable tliem to

flower.

li.ixuNOL-LnsEs.—The same care must be bestowed
upon the beds intended lor planting witli these Uowers:

but there is no need of >o much hurry. The tuliii ought

to bo ])lauted in the mouth of November, and, a.s near as

the weather will allow, tlie lOtli day of that mouth. This

date suits all the counties south of Birmingham. Those
to the north had belter be planted a little earlier. The
roots of the ranunculuses should he frequently examined
and all insects destroyed, and decaying bulbs removed.

For the tiealment of "the rest of florists" flowers see the

preceding numbers of The Cottage G.^kdener.
T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
MusHiiooM-BEns make. This is just the season for

this kind of work. Use dryish, Inisky materials. Tlie

gi-and thing is to use such materials as will heat them-
selves dry, and continue warm the greatest length of

time. Beds made with such materials, attended to

when required with the finest showeiy waterings with
tepid water, and with due attention to coverings, will

continue in bearing a very long time. Let the materials

be turned over several times previously to making up
the beds; and horse droppings should form the prin-

cipal pait of the materials used, particularly if i'or bo.Kes

and slielves ; but for the common ridge beds out of

doors, lialf horse dropjiings and half dry husky litter,

mixed up well together, will form excellent materials for

these kinds of beds. The beds should be spawned as

soon as the heat is a little on the decline, and covered

with a light loamy soil, neither too wet nor too dry, from
one and a half inch to two inches thick. It should be
watered with a very fine rose waterjjot, and covered

equally all over, and beat down with the bacli of a

smooth spade : then sprinkled again, and beat down
again and again until the whole face of the bed is quite

smooth and even. Let the whole dry off a little before

it is covered with any thing. The coverings should be
very thin at first, so as not to draw up too much heat,

&c. Refuse hay is the best material for covering tlie

beds with; but, in the case of out-door beds, thatched
hurdles, or the like, would be fouud useful to throw oil'

the rain.

Asp.\RAGUs. — Where plenty of strong plants have
been prepared lor keeping up a regular supply of this

vegetable, from the middle of Uctober until the next
spring, a preparation should now be made for com
mencing its gentle forcing ; and those who are provided
with tank heat, or the means of obtaining hot-water

pipe heat, have nothing more to do than to clear out the
stiiicture, lime-white its walls, &c., and well fm'nish it

with the requisite quantity of light soil, leaf-mould, or

decomposed sweet old tan ; the leaf-mould we have long
found the best, but the chief point is to secure a well-

regvUated genial wanutli, particularly when the plants
are first placed on the bed. Those who have the com-
mand of tank or hot-water pipe heating have this essen-

tial requisite fully at hand, but those who have entirely

to depend on fermenting materials should always give

this matter a little consideration, and reflect how they
may best make a beginning that will secure a satis-

factory ending ; and for this purpose great care must be
taken not to apply too strong a bottom-heat at first.

Such a mode of proceeding being sure to huny up tlie

crop in an unnatural manner, and produce asparagus of
a small and flavourless kind.

The foundation of the hotbed, whether in pit or frame,
should be made of a quantity of nibbish, prunings,
trimmings, bush faggots, or auytliing of a similar kind

that can be spared ; on this a slight liolbed should be
placed made with well wrought materials, or what is

better, witli old half-decayed hotbed linings, upon this

place six inches of decayed old tan, leaf-mould, or light

earth, on which the plants should be placed as thick

together as they can be put, after having been taken up
very carefully with all their roots to them, and without
being bruised; care should be taken too, that the buds
at their cromis are not bruised, or the shoots will appear
deformed and rusty ; over the crowns of the plants when
first jjlaced, about two inches of either of the foregoing
materials should be put carefully all over them ; a com-
mand of bottom-heat at the commencement from 75° to

80° is quite sufficient, increasing it a little by the ap-

plication of linings in about a fortnight, but the jirinoi-

pal aim in applying linings should be to command a
surface or interior atmospheric heat of from (J0° to Go°,

instead of the strong burning bottom heat which was
formerly aimed at, by leaving flues in the hot-beds and
boring holes through them to admit all the possible

heat that could be commanded underneath the plants.

If the interior atmosphere is thus kept warm and genial,

there will be no fear but that the bottom heat wUl be
sufficient. For this purpose, place at the foundation of

the linings some open rubbish or faggots, as recom-
mended for the foundation of the hotbed, hanging over
the outside of it any kind of refuse litter to prevent the

cold air entering ; on this should be placed tlae ferment-
ing materials for commanding the top or interior heat,

which is more in imitation of the sun shining; and by
])rotecting the outside of the lining with thatched hur-
dles, furze faggots, or faggots made of evergreen prun-
ings, bean, or artichoke stalks, or any kind of handy
refuse, and occasionally topping it up. a beautiful uni-

foi'm heat may be commanded with little trouble or

expense for the length of time required. This atmo-
spheric temperature of 60° or 0,5° should not, however,
be applied untU the aspai'agus has faiily started its buds,
which may be ascertained by examination, or by observ-
ing them making their appearance through the light

shaDow covering, which should then have three or four

inches more added to its surface.

Caedoons.—-A part of the earliest should have a
thoi-ough soaking of liquid manure, and when dry the
leaves should he tied up round the heart of each plant,

and then bandaged with hay or straw bauds, and earthed
up to blanch. The tube or growing crop should be duly
encouraged by surface stirring, and the application of
liquid manure.

CAULii-LowEns.—Those already up should at an early

opportunity be pricked out; if mildew prevails in the
seed-bed they shoidd be dredged all over with flowei's of

sulphur whilst damp. Those who intend sowing tlieir

cauliflowers at the end of the month should have a
little good fermenting material in their mind's eye.

CDCD:MiiERs should be sown for winter crops in a

kindly heat; the plants early pricked into small pots
placed close to the glass, and kept well aired to keep
them healthy and strong, which will ensure their giving
satisfaction when placed in their proper quarters.

KiD.NEY Bea.ns.—The growth of kidney beans .should

be encouraged in spare pits and grounds where they are
up and growing, by having the lights shut, close at

night, being sprinkled down early on sininy afternoons
with tepid water, and then shut up. As melon and
cucumber pits and frames become vacant more should
be planted in succession. As the nights get colder, add
also a little extra heat by linings and slight coverings,

at night, if found necessary.

RociixE Work.—Celery : earth up ; see last week.
Cabbages: plant; let the soil be made rich to receive

them. The quarters where the onions are taken off" in

general come in well lor the cabbage crop. Continue
pricking out all kinds of young plants into nurseiy-beds
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three or four inches distant every way from plant to

plant, such as lettuces of sorts, caulifloicers, endives, and
cabbage plants of different kinds. All these things
should he brouglit forward out iu the clear open quar-
ters, so as to have good stock}' healthy plants to finally

plant out, or for planting in frames under walls or other
places for winter protection. In preparing these mtrser;/-

beds, if the weather should be dry, always well water
previously to planting, and again after planting ; such
work should be done in the afternoon. A little

shading with a mat the next day, if the sun should be
very powerful, is of great importance in this work; and
about the third day go over the little nursery-beds with
a pointed stick, or something of the kind, and open the
eartli : this gives new life to them ; also remove any
decayed leaves, &o. Sea-kale, asparagus, and rhubarb
keep clear from weeds ; and remove decayed leaves,

which are a great harbour for vermin. Onions, take up
and dry off, previously to storing away. Any quantity
of the August-sown may be transplanted into three or

four feet wide beds, to stand the winter for early summer
bulbs, that is to say. May and June, which will be found
very useful should the stored crop run short. The beds
should be lined out neatly, with just a few crumbs
thi-own up fi-om the alleys, leaving the beds a little

higher than the alleys, which will be all the better.
The onions should be planted about seven inches from
plant to plant every way, and if planted lengthways, by
line, the beds will look neat and tidy througli the winter
and spring mouths. Seeds, of any kinds, collect as they
become ripe ; let them be dried off well, and stored
away in a dry situation. This is a good season for pot-
ting off any quantity of parsley-roots for winter pro-
tection, as the plants, by being potted now, will become
well established before they need any protection at all.

The stored away j^otatoes shoidd be looked to, to see
that there are no defaulters among them. Apply good
soakings of manured water to Cape and other Brocolis
now coming in for use ; also to Cauliflowers the same.

J. Baknes & T. Weaveb.

MISCELLANEOUS EVEOEMATION.

OUB VILLAGE WALKS.

By the Authoress of
AVhai animation the face of the country now again dis-

plays ! What a life and stn there is among the crops ; and
how the village seems deserted during the busy day ! The
whole population appears to go forth at the time of harvest

:

the parents to reap, and the little ones to glean. It is a
beautiful sight, and can never lose its interest to an EngUsh
eye. Although the sounds connected witli it are not so
joyous as those of the merry hay field, yet tlie sentunent it

awakens is deeper, sweeter, and more thankful. The harvest
is emphatically the proWsion of bread. The sweet household
loaf of the British farmer, the crust of the honest, valuable
labourer, and the dehcate roll that is placed on the table of
the palace, are all stored up iu those rich, golden sheaves that
are heaped together in the stack-yard and the barn. Should
not tliis give our corn-fields—om sun-burnt reapers—and all

the busy operations of the farm, a powerful interest in our
eyes? Should they not raise our hearts, above all, to the
" Lord of the harvest," to Him who satisfies " the poor with
bread ;

" without whose blessing the fields could not " yield
their increase ; " without whose mercy no man coidd gather
it in !

I frequently retm-u from a late evening walk through a
stack-yai-d close to my own home ; and occasionally during
harvest time the important work proceeds long after the
laboming hour. I have stood to enjoy the scene ivhen a
bright moon has been hghting the earth : the yard full of
men, and horses, and waggons—the farmer on the rick,

heading the operations,—all busy, but steady, and silent as
the horn-, and scarcely a sound heard but the rustling of the
sheaves as they were thrown up, and the rumble of ap-
proaching wheels with another load. Nothing could bo more
calm and beautifid than the dark blue sky, with its sparlding
stars and large resplendent moon—or more full of stirring
interest than the earthly scene beneath it.

I am at this niomeut admiring a pictm'e of autumnal
beauty which few sights can exceed. As I glance through
the ivindow I see on the one baud a noble vvheat-riek standing
quietly upon the newly cleared stubble, all safe and well";

and near it stretches a sheepfold upon the rich after-grass,
where the flock are banquetling. The tinlde of the sheep-
bell sounds sweetly and peacefully; and all is still, while
the shepherd is busily assisting in the harvest. In the
distance, through the groups of trees, harvest fields every
where appear, and for the next few days there mil be httle
rest either for man or horse.
On the other band, there is an oat-field in fidl activity ; the

waggon loading—men and women busily at work—the fore-
horse waiting to be hooked on when the load is completed

—

Mij Flowers," ic., ic.

and the empty waggon retmrting from the farm, and rattling

Hghtly over the stony road. A htUe beyond, the eye catches

a large portion of allotment ground, with its long strips of

green and gold ; but this year the gold prevails. The donkey
carts are all at work : the cottagers are as busy with their

httle harvest as the farmer with his fields and teams ; and
it is a more interesting sight too, and comes home even
more closely to om feehngs. It is dehgbtfid to see and hear
the contentment with which the poor man views his crops.

Very seldom does a mm-niur escape his lijis, even when tlie

depredations of the mischievous rabbits rob bun of half his

gain ; but when the Almighty Hand " presses him sore " his

patience and submission beneath the stroke teaches a whole-

some lesson to bis licher neighbour.

I like to see the gleaners returning home in the evening,

with then' long trailing treasine, and the little children

each irith its tiny handfiU—all bm'ut brown, wearied, and
sleepy ; and I have been deeply distressed at the cruelty—

I

may say the uugodUness—of farmers, who actually rukvd the

stubbles before the poor were permitted to begin. It hap-

pened, I rejoice to say, but in one season, as far as I have
ever heard; but then it was done in more instances than
one ; and it seemed to me as if a judgment must faU upon
the bead of him who chd it—for was it not robbing the poor ?

The Lord himself has said, "And when ye reap the hai-vest

of yom- land, thou shalt not whoUy reap the corners of thy

field, neither slialt thou gather the gleanings of thy harvest."

Let the farmers ponder upon this ; for wlio among the

jDeople of om' land leaves the corntrs of his field for the

poor ?

The rapidly passing, but heavy showers of the last month
have been contumally beautified by rainbows. Sometimes a

perfect arch appeared, sometimes only broken fragments,

and sometinies a second bow of fainter hue appeared for an
instant by the side of its companion. It is always a matter
of smprise to me, that professing Christians—those who
beheve the Word of God and study it—should be so imhf-

ferent as they ai-e to this most beautiful, most heart-afl'ecting

appearance in the sky. My own apathy astonishes and con-

founds me. We know tliat the Father of Spirits created all

things—the glorious sun, the juoon, the stai'S, the thunder-

cloud, the darting lightning, are all made, sustained, im-

pelled by Him, and aU are " good " and beautifid ; but in

the bright resplendent bow there is a "token" that none
other of God's works possesses: "I do set my bow in the

cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant between me
and the earth. And it shall come to jiass, when I bring a

cloud over the eai'th, that the bow shall bjc seen in the cloud;
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and I will ronioinlior my oovi^nnTit, wliich is betwepn mo and
yon, and every living creiituio of all lliisli ; and tlio waters
sliiill no raoro boconio a Hood, todnstroy all ttesli.

"

When wo see the bow in the cloud, we are reminded of a

cliecrins and I'aithful promise ; we know that He " will lool;

upon it," and remember His covenant ; and it ouglit to be to

the Christian's lioai-t an object of tlie deepest and sweetest

interest. It should remind us, too, of tlie liopc that cheers

and supports the i)eople of God, in every age and clime,

under tlie many darkenings of their eiuthly pilgrimage.

There is a bow in every cloud that overshadows us as Chris-

liiiii.i. The liand of the Lord sends us a "token" under
every dispensation, that He looks upon us and remembers
us for the salie of Him wlio bought us " witli a price," and
that the troubles and tiials of life sliall not be suilered to

overwhelm us. There is, too, " a rainbow round about the

tlirone, like imto an emerald," the tln'one upon which sitteth

Him who liveth for ever! How closely does the eartldy

sign connect us with tlie heavenly vision, and how full of

deep scriptural interest is the sight we so often see ! yet

how little do we consider it, beyond its beauty, and how
dead are we to its spiritual voice 1

We often watcli'the dark threatening storm-clouds spread-

ing themselves above the horizon, throwing the tall trees

brightly and pointedly forward; we mark the increasing

blackness, and expect every moment to see the flash, or

heai- the distant roll of the storm—but as we gaze, the
graceful glittering rainbow spans the earth, ami speaks
volumes at once to the heart. Let us ever remember,' that

God Himself has set " the bow in the cloud."

A COXSULTATIOX ON BEE-KEEPING.
{Conlinned froni page 'Hi.)

The cast in the straw hive I have been and am feeding as

above, and on the (ith of August it weighed, exclusive of
board and hive, Si lb. I have added to it on the 2')rd inst.

the bees from a colt. Can I do anything more to preserve
it? (Onlyfiedit.)

I have, as you know, made inquiiy relative to the best
way of preserving, in an empty hive, the boes that would be
destroyed by my cottage neighbours, and finding that if I
waited for the September Calendai- 1 should not obtain bees,

as they were fast taking them up hereabout, I spoke to my
old cottage friend, who said, " I am taking up three hives,

one of which that has not swai-med I am going to tbive into

a hive fuU only of comb ; the bees from the other two you
are quite welcome to ; they are of no use to me, and I should
only bm-n them, poor tilings." On the 8th inst. we drove
the bees from a Iiive that had not swarmed into an empty
hive; on the following evening we drove another, that had
swarmed and cast, into another empty hive—we had not the
com'age of " The Countiy Curate," to drive the two into one
hive. On the 9th, we turned the last driven bees upon a
cloth, and placing the first driven bees over them, they all

ascended, and were placed the next morning upon their
stand. They have had food every night (3 lb of sugai-, IJ lb

of honey, 1 quart of water, boiled two minutes), one pint at

a time. I liave placed them out, and adopted the shade Blr.

Taylor recommends. I fancy, however, it is too cold a cover-
ing, as I liave found several bees dead in the feeder on
several frosty mornings. In this entire operation, including
what may have been killed in fighting, I do not think more
than 'J.iO were lost. The conquered queen we have searched
for but in vain. The heat of this hive is greater than any of
my three others that are furnished with themiometers.
Should these bees have food in the day ? {Yes, i/ijivfii at

the top of the hive, hut not otherwise.) And ought the four-
inch entrance to be now diminished? (Narrow tlie entrance.)
If I succeed in preserving them, I propose working them in
the way recommended by Mr. Taylor, page 37. They have
already eaten ten quarts. Tliree gallons, as named by "The
Country Curate," will not, I think, be enough. How much
longer should they be fed ? ( Till they have a store of 201b.)
I was greatly delighted to find, on removing, the 16th day,
the vvindow shutter, to see not only comb but honey within it.

Being offered the bees from an old stock, and also from a
colt that was to be taken up last week, about a mile distant,
I obtained the assistance of my old friend, who, wedded to
his experience of 40 yeais, was very doubtful, after the result
he had witnessed of the ti-ansfer of Xo. 1 , of the success of

the experiment by famUiij. T>etorminod, if possible, that

it should succeed, I procured everything reqnisiti^ before-

hand : a copper lamp brazed—a small light tub— I'J inches

across and live deep, with a three-inch rim on a level with

the top, mid a sheet of zinc for its cover. We introduced a

considerable quantity of smoke into the hive, where it stood,

which caused a great uproar at first ; after a few iiiinutes'

tapping of the hive a deep silence prevailed. Jly old friend

removed the hive, and found, to his astonishment, nearly all

the bees lying on the floor-board—a very awkward one, being

the immovable stump of a tree ; we got them off, as well as

we could, into the tub, fixed the pierced zinc cover to it, and
conveyed them one mile. When at home we rubbed over

the zinc a considerable quantity of sugared ale, which seemed
to quiet their restlessness for a time ; then lifted No. 1

(Neighbour's cottage hive) and placed it on the tub, tlie

sheet of zinc was then willidrawu, and they were left for tlio

night, air being given them through one of the holes at the

top. At five o'clock the next morning we removed the hive

to its old floor-board, and found only l.'iT bees in the tub;

these we took for dead, but many 1 think would have re-

covered had they been placed in the sun, as I have since

discovered. My aged friend was amazed, and promises
never again to " bum his bees, since I have made known to

him a plan which he is now convinced will answer." He
has also been much pleased with the plan of feeding at top,

which I induced him to adopt by giving him a feeder, and,

after his 40 years experience, he confesses he has " much
to learn in bee-keeping." The hive. No. 1, thus augmented,
is doing well ; I have been and am stiE feeding it. We have
not found her conquered majesty. The following evening I

took the bees from the colt in the same way, and happily

succeeded in adding them to the cast before named. Only
yO bees were fotmd dead in the tub, 30 apparently revived

on being placed in the sun. The conquered queen in this

case, also, we have not been able to find, although we have
looked for her most sedulously, being veiy anxious to com-
pare her with the worker bee.

I have now what I may call sis stocks, aU doing weU

;

that they should all continue to do so is perhaps more than

I ought to expect. (Not at all, if your attentive treatment con-

tinues.) Their treatment has afforded me numerous plea-

sures, all introduced to me by your interesting periotlical,

and I therefore cannot allow myself to omit thanking you
for the great kindness you have manifested in answering my
many inquiries.

P.S.—It just occurs to me to ask, whether I might with

advantage, if bees could be procm'ed, add them to the cast

in Taylor's hive. (Yes, certain/;/.) I have now saved the

bees from four hives, and trust in some degree atoned for

the destruction of such numbers in my first transfer.—Z.

ENGLISH CAGE BIEDS.

THE IXSSER WHITETHKOAT.

InSESSOEES DeNTIBOSTRES. SyLVIAD,E iNSEOTn'OE.'E.

Sylvia sylviella ; MotacUla sylvielln ; Ciirruca sylviella ; Cur-

ruea yarrula ; Sylvia curruca ; Ficadula ynrrulu : Garniloua
Fauvet ; Brake Warbler ; BabbUng Wai-bler ; White-
breasted Warbler ; Babillard.

This is a veiy lively and elegant little bird, easily known
by its pecnUai- call-note, which it utters continually, and
seldom ends its song without it ; it is, in fact, an everlasting

chatterer. It is most frequently found in woody districts ; its

food consisting of insects, their laiwa, and small fruits. It

is as easily kept in confinement as its congeners, feeding on
the same food and, in a large ariary, out of the same dish.

It is also very readily reai-ed from the nest, by adopting the

means resorted to as in that of the blackcap, Ac, as jire-

viously directed. W. Eaynee.
[This species is very closely allied to the whitethroat

noticed in our last number, but is not so common. Its chief

apparent difference is, that besides the throat, the breast and
belly are also of a piu'er white, the last named part being

tinged with red, and the feet dark bluish grey. The following

is the best description of it, and is given by Mr. Blyth, in his

excellent edition of White's Selhorne, of which a new edition

is just published :—

]

" It is an elegant httle bird, aniving generally towards the

close of the month of April, and departing in September,
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though a few stragglers are often mot with for some weeks
afterwards. This species lias most eiToneously been de-

scribed to keep whoUy to the closest imderwood, whereas it

passes its time chiefly upon trees, often at a considerable

lieight from the gromid, and is nowhere found but in their

immediate \'icinity. It is a bird httle known, considering

its abundance, and also the familiarity of its habits, the

general character of its haunts much resembling those of its

musical congener the hlaclicap. It is particulai-ly common
about little cottage gardens, and indeed everywhere affects

gardens and neighbourhoods, often building in ornamental
shrubs close to the house. It is also plentiful about tall and
thick hawthorn hedges, but is never foimd (like the white-

throat) in open and exposed places, nor does it ever mount
singing into the air (like that species), though its notes may
be occasionally heard, as it flutters, in a vacillating manner,
from tree to tree. Its song is very low and weak, and rhay

be easily recognised by the frequent recurrence of a note
like sip, sip, sip ; but, after warbling in this strain conti-

nuously for a few seconds, it always terminates with a loud
and shrill shivering cry, wliich is monotonous and unpleasing,
though analogous to the lively whistle of the blackcap. Not
unfrequently it emits this cry without any previous warble,

and it utters also the same chevk as its congeners, and some-
times also a pecuhar inward rolling note, which it has in

common with the furzelin, or Dartford warbler, to which
species it is allied (and immediately connected by means of

an exotic congener), and which at least in confinement it

considerably resembles in its manners, both these little birds

sometimes climbing up the wires of their cage in a manner
that is not observable in the other favivets. An individual I

fomierly kept in captivity, in a spacious cage, was exceedingly
active in its habits, sometimes darting about so rapidly that
the eye could scarcely follow ; and it used frequently, and
many times in succession, to perform quick somersets in the
air, throwing itself over backwards, a habit which I have
noticed in others of the same species in a captive state. It

is a determined fruit-eater in the season, hardly inferior in

this respect to the blackcap, and in the spring is very expert

in the capture of winged insects, though it never leaves its

perch in order to seize them, but snaps at them the moment
they are within reach. It also feeds a good deal, like the
pettychaps genus, upon small cateiijillars, and lilie them is a

great destroyer of aphides. It also resembles them in

the extreme pugnacity of its disposition, which I have ob-

served, not only in coniinement, but in the wild state, a

quality in which it much differs from its British congeners.
The male and female are quite alike in plumage, and some
of the older indiriduals have the irides of a beautiful aud
conspicuous pearly white, which adds much to the handsome-
ness of their appearance ; many have also a delicate blush
on then- under parts, which is liJcewise frequently obsen'able

in the male whitethroat. The nest is smaller than that of

the last-mentioned species, and is always Hued with fibrous

rootlets ; the eggs, fom' or five in number, are also of less

size than those of that bird, but have the mai-kings more
defined, and larger.

" The sexes are very much aUke ; and, for the information

of those who may wish to keep one in confinement, I may
state, that the only dilference I could ever perceive between
them, consisted in the more rufous tint of the under surface

of the wing in the cock bu-d. Its melody resembles some-
what the continuous note of the blackcap, but is softer, much
deeper, and more flute-like in its tone, approaching to the

mellifluous warble of the blackbii-d. As it proceeds, it in-

creases gradually in spirit and loudness, and often ends with

a rich and dulcet melodious flourish, though never so clear

and loud as the Uvely, spirit-stu-ring music of its congener
the blackcap. I have noticed it to sing with great spirit

against a nightingale, determined not to be outdone ; and
indeed the peculiar sweetness of its lay must ever render it

a prime favourite with those wiio love to listen to the mid
music of the groves. Its habits are exactly similar to those
of the blackcap, which it also resembles in its nidification

;

but differs in being one of the latest to arrive of all our sum-
mer birds of passage, whence probably it is, generally speak-

ing, so httle known. It is seldom heard much before the
beginning of May, but does not, as has been said, depart
earlier than its congeners. Its eggs are of a grayer tinge

than those of the blackcap."

WINTEEINCf BEES.
To save trouble, and for the sake of greater publicity, we

now print the table which " A Country Curate " wishes to

have fiUed up by those who tiy the desu'ed and desirable

experiment of birrjing one or more hives this winter. The
hives to be buried should be bound round with straw, some-

what thickly ; and they should be plastered down with clay or

cement to a bottom-board—if of stone, so much the better,

—

saving only the small hole, wherem the tube is inserted.

r^

N.B.— It i% requested that a paper copied Irom this be forwarded to the

Editor of The Cott.\ge Gardener, some time in the interval between
the 1st and 10th of April in the ensuing spring. And it is reconunended
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as t/ie safest plartj that no hive be interred nave in cold (and, if possible,
/rostf/) weather, either very early in the morning or iate at night, when
the bees will be found in a half-torpid state, and close huddled up toge-
ther. They should he handled gently, so as not to be disturbed. A mctiU
tube of a i or ^ inch bore should certainly be applied either to the entrance
or top of the hive (whether buried or s'tored in leaves), communicating
with the open air above.

NATIVK -WILD FLOWERS.
Skptember.

The falling leaves tlint nistle in oiu' path tell of tlie rapid
approach of winter ; and the hare har\'est fields and almost
rtowerless meadows of September present few atti'actions to
tlic botanist. Still, however, some of tlic mountain Jlowers

are fresh and lovely—such as the glowing purple heatlier

and fhe golden Kod {Sulitlniio Xin/auirtt), both of which
have been in blossom for several montlis ; the latter,

altlioiigb rare in Jlnghind, is a common plant in some of the
Highland districts of Scotland.

Dne of the most conspicuous plants in pasture lands, and
by hedgerows and waysides, at the present time, is the Rag-
wort {Stiiccio Jacohtca), which has proved itself highly pre-
judicial to the farmer on account of its diiiin-obstructiug
propensities, and thus draws our attention to a subject of
considerable importance to the cottage gai-dener. Draining
has now established itself as one of the most profitable and
essential departments of agricultural as well as horticultural
improvement, and whatever tends to affect its success is of
importance to the cultivator. We will, therefore, venture a few
remarks on the obstruction of di-ainage by those weeds and
wild flowers which make their unwelcome appearance on the
farm and in the garden, and injure the legitimate crt>ps of the
soil. Such obstructions are not now noticed for the first time
in agricultm-al history, but with the increase of draining
they have recently become quite alarming in extent, and in
many cases threaten to nuUify the exertions and improve-
ments of the diligent cultivator, and, indeed, in many in-
stances to lessen tlie inducement to judicious improvement.
The plants hitherto observed, whose roots form the obstruc-
tions referred to, are chiefly the foUoNving :—The elm, poplar,
wiUow, ash, and larch trees ; the gooseberry ; the polygonum
amphihium, field horsetail, docks, thistles, and the ^ag^vort
to which we have already referred, which in one remarkable
instance, recorded on the authority of Dr. Neill, had insinu-
ated its roots into a drain by a veiy smaU orifice, and com-
pletely filled it up for about" dO ft. "of its length ! It would
appear from the limited number of facts which have come
before us, that the evil is of much more ready occurrence in
wet heavy soils, with moist climate (where drainage is most
wanted), than in soils of a lighter and drier natme. That
such is the case is the more mifortunate for the farmer

; but
not at all to be wondered at when we consider that tl)ose
semi-aquatic plants most Ukely to insinuate then- roots into
drains and seek nourishment there, are the very plants
which thrive in and form the field-pests of such lands. And
the equally cogent reason is not to be lost sight of, that drains
laid in such wet and hea\-y lands are, in veiy many cases,
kept running with water, more or less, throughout the entu-e
year

; thus forming a continued support and encom-agement
for the extension of the drain infesting roots, instead of
allowing them to be dried up, or theii- growth arrested, in
the dry season, as would be the case in a light sandy soil.

_
That drainage is much disturbed by the roots of the legi-

timate crops of the land, we do not think to be the case,
although instances may occur, more especially wliere the
drains have not been placed at a sufficient depth, and this
win form a reason for placing drains beyond the mere depth
of the plough, even where subsoil ploughing has not attained
to its proper rank, as an essential element of cultivation.
The roots to be mainly feared are those of the weeds which
naturally infest the soil; and the timeous and systematic
destruction of these has now become more than ever of the
first importance. Our fields, in general, present a less weedy
aspect than they did some twenty years ago ; but it is a fact,
undeniable, though lamentable, that attention to the eradi-
cation of such cumberers of the soil has not increased in an
equal ratio with improved cultivation. It is no common
thing to see a good crop of weeds on a farm where cul
tivation is otherwise unexceptionable, and we could point
out fields wholly crimsoned with poppies, and wliitened
with ox-eye flowers. Weeds of & perennial kind are those

to he mostly feared, and special core should be bestowed
on the eradication of sucli semi-aquatics as horsetails,

polygonums, tussilago, Ac, which form excessively trou-
blesomo, almost ineradicable, weeds in some parts of the
comitry. Perhaps no argument more poweri'ul than tho
occurrences to which we refer, has yet appeared in condemna-
tion of the absurd practice which obtains, in snnio districts, of
leaving large margins of tho fields for the growlli of peren-
nial weeds. These, witli tlie entire host of open ditches,
hedge hanks, and marsh wastes, will now surely be all but
abolished, and their remnants only left in the rudest wilds of
Ireland, to be pointed out to students of agricultural liistory

as the bfu-barous practices of a barbarous ago. There are
two points of eonsidcrablii importance to the fanner as well
as to the landed iiri.|>ii('lni-, uhirli have been long under con-
sideration, and wliidi ]v.\\i- lornicd thesidijeclsofmanyanable
argument, bolli /./-. and <,.«. We refer to the question of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of hedges as field enclosures, and
of hedge-row trees ; and upon these questions, we think, the
discoveries of th-ain obstructions may bear heavily. We are
not aware of its having been shown by actual observation that
the roots of hawthorn and other hedging plants ore amongst
the drain pests ; but, reasoning from analogy, weare entitled
to entertain the provisional supposition that such is the case

;

and here, then, is a fruitful source of drain obstructions.
According to facts already shown respecting other plants,

it is quite reasonable to conclude, that the roots proceeiUng
from a hedge-row are capable of completely obstructing the
drains on either side of the hedge to an extent of 'iO ft.

throughout its entire length. Such would he tlie case were
the radical powers of hawthorn similar to those of the ragivort

;

and it is more probable that they will be much greater, the
former being the more permanent of the two. If such facts
hold good with regard to hedges, what must be the case with
largo hedge-row trees ? Without any breach of probability
we may safely say, that where an ordinary sized field is siu'-

rouuded with hedge-row trees, the roots of the latter may be
capable of completely filling up and obstructing the drains
throughout the entire length and breadth of the field (imless
checked by deep ti'enchings. or otherwise), besides extending
considerably to adjoining fields. The roots of forest trees
have, in many instances, been found to extend to astonish-
ingly great distances in the soil ; and when they enter a drain
there is no saying how far they may go. ^Ve should be soriy to
think that the safety of drains should require the removal of
many of the beautiful forest trees which, scattered here and
there, add shelter and picturesque beauty to the cultivated
land of rich agricultural districts where these seem to be
required ; but if the interests of agricultm-e demand it,

then, of com-se, our \vishes gi%-e way. We have regretted
the loss of many an old hawthorn hedge, aged tree, and
piece of waste headland ; but the consideration of niral
improvement rises Viith. us above all other claims ; and,
beautiful as may be a bramble brake, we rank not amongst
those who would regret to see it cleared away to give place
to a cottage garden or a field of golden grain.

(To be continued.) (i. W. Lawson, F.B.S.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Insects on Vine Le.ives (B. Watson).—They are the tlirips, and

miserably are the leaves affected. Your only remedy now is to fumigate
daily with tobacco smoke, in the hope of destroying the pest. We
should in the autumn clean out the winery thoroughly, and lime-wash it

with some (lowers of sulphur mixed with the lime. In the spring we
should scrape off all the loose bark, and similarly paint the entire vine
stems and shoots. Your border must be poor, if the leaf sent is an
average size. Put some mulch upon it at once as you propose, and in
the spring point in with a fork some rich compost. Keep your air moister
during the forcing season ; dry air promotes the thrips. Have you not
allowed the vine to bear too heavy crops ?

Stoeing Walnuts (Zero).—These will not bear storing away in the
preen husks the same as filberts. They sprout, and acquire a most acrid
„ IT.

eating filberts now which have been kept exactly a year
1 damp cellar, without any addition, and they are nearly
now gathering. Take your walnuts from their green
dry, put them in a jar between layers of sand, so that

no two walnuts touch, and keep them in a cool damp cellar. When
required for use, soak them for an hour in warm water, changing it as it

cools. They will eat crisp, and will peel nearly as easily as fresh ones.
Forest Teees (.i. T. B,;.—These will not flourish with a less depth

of soil than two feet. On such light elevated soil as yours, we should
not attempt to grow any other trees than birch and larch. Some of the

in their husks in !

as juicy as those :

coats, wipe the
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new conifers, such as the Deodar cedar, would also suit, and this is a very

desirable tree. Your soil would do for a nursery of such trees, we think;

but we speak douhtingly when you say it is "a clayey loam "—this can

hardly be "lying high" and on "a subsoil of shale." Your garden

should have eighteen inches depth of soil. Lnudoii's Arboretum Britnn-

nicvm, and his edition of Jteptn/i'ii Laiuhrape Geirde/iing, are books

which would suit. No one ever acquired a just taste for landscape gar-

dening by rcadiner. A landscape gardener is born so, not made by edu-

cation.

Walls of Slates (W. H.).—\Ve have heard of, but never seen,

walls made of large thick slates, let into wooden uprights, and well

jointed together. The trees upon them were trained to iron netting or

other trellis put close to the slates. Thus constructed, with a bank of

earth behind, and a coping projecting six inches on each side, we think

that a very superior wall for fruit-trees would be obtained. There would

be no friction of the young wood, if it were fastened to the wire trellis as

we do with narrow slips of verj' thin lead, which can be twisted tightly

with the greatest facility. In such a wall greater heat might be accumu-

lated if shades were used at night to prevent radiation ; there would be

no nail holes to harbour insects ; and it would be very neat. There would

not be too much heat accumulated, as we can testify from having a wall

painted black facing the south.

Potatoes (Perconiator).—Do not manure for them at all, or, at the

most, give a top dressing of soot and salt just previously to digging for

planting. We recommend Martin's Early Seedling, the Red Ash-leaved

Kidney, and Rylott's Flour Ball; they are the three best varieties we

ever grew. A peck will hold about 400 small tubers sufficiently large for

planting, therefore it is easy for you to calculate the quantity you will

require after you have determined at what distances you will plant.

Plan for Flower Garden {M. B. R.).—We invariably must decline

to furnish such plans, So much depends upon situation, associations,

and peculiarity of taste, to say nothing of soil, cultivation, &c., that

though we might perchance give satisfaction the chances are infinitely in

favour of our failing to do so.

Teellis for Front of House (Ibid).—We prefer galvanized iron

wire netting to any other: it is so much easier for training against, is so

much more durable, and may be painted so as to be invisible.

Club-rooted Savoys, &c. (W. W. HO-—For pouring over your soil

previously to digging use the ammoniacal gas liquor as strong as you can

obtain it.

Forest-tree Seeds (T. iW.).—Autumn is the best season for sowing;

sow thickly, in drills a foot apart, and with a path between every five

rows. The outer leaves of Cabbages flag more than the inner leaves,

because the evaporation from them is greater ; and when they become

thus relaxed their greater length acts as a lever to weigh them down.

The Grubs you enclose are the larvae of the Daddy-long-legs {Tipttla

oleracen), at least we think so ; hut the specimens were crushed. Water
your cabbage plants two or three times with diluted ammoniacal gas

liquor.

Book on Birds {G. D.).—Macgillivray's BW/is/i Birrfs will suit you.

It gives all the land birds. Yarrell*s work includes water birds, but is

dearer.

Hothouse (C , Hull).—You will have seen what Mr. Errington

said at page 364, and we agree with him. Use rough glass both for your

vinery and forcing-house.

Pasting-down Preserves.—Will *' A. Aloes'* answer these queries
;

we have several of them. " What we want to know is whether the pasted

paper is to be placed on the preserve, or stretched over the edges of

the jar ; and if lying on the preserve whether the pasted side of the paper

is to be next the preserve ?"—T. S. P., &c.

Kind of Iris (M. J. C.).—You have the seeds and bulbs of *' a white

kind of Iris." They are a variety either of the Iris Xiphium or /.

Xiphioides. Sow the seeds now, and put in the bulbs immediately three

inches deep, in a light rich border; the seedlings will flower the third

season and produce blue, and yellow, and brown flowers, notwithstanding

they were gathered from a white one.

Hyacinths (S. Y. JJ.).—You ask for the names of ten that will look

well together in a glass bowl, the price not to exceed one shilling each.

Bruidhsleed, double rose, 8d. La belle Alliance, single, deep red, Is.

Acingaris, double, light blue, 6d. Laicrens Koster, double, dark blue.

Is. 6d. La grand Vedette, single, blue. La Tour d'Auvergne, pure

double white. Is. 6d. Vainquer, single, white, 8d. Victoria regina,

single, white, Is. L'Ordu Pcrou, double, yellow, 2a. Heroine, bright

citron, single, Is.

Earwigs (Ibid).—Any "sticky composition" to put round Dahlia

stems for preventing the ascent of earwigs, is an imposition, for they

have wings. The mode of treating potatoes, adopted by your brother in

Essex, is not new. He had better take them up and store them strictly

as we have directed.

Depriving Bees {IF. A'. IF.).—You say :—*' I have two hives, a first and

second swarm, both strong and doing well, standing side by side, which I

will call A andB. Now, I wish to unite these and get the produce from one

hive. Now, I want to know if it would answer to drive, first, A into an

j

empty hive, and then drive B into the same hive with A. and then drive

I
the united A and B into one of the stored hives, either belonging to A or

I B. I think this would be better than risking artificial feeding, and I

1 suppose that this might be done safely any time this month, September."

Feeding may be done with the least possible trouble, if done at the top

of the hive, gidng about 2 lbs. of food at a time, and which may be done
you may drive in the way you
instead of two stocks, for which

'ery inadequate eompensation.

excellent communication shall

daily until each hive contains 20 lbs,

propose, but then you will have but

the little honey thus obtained will be

Always Gay (Incognita),—Yoi

appear next week.
j

Name of Plant (71/. A. P., Staffordshire).~\t would save much :

trouble if all correspondents would send their specimens in as good order

as this came to hand. Your plant is the common hemp. Cannabis sativa.

Your plant is the female plant ; they are dicEceous plants. Do you not
keep a bird and feed it with hemp-seed ?

Calystegia Pubescens (T. M. W.).~lt will grow well in good
garden ground, for it is not at all particular about soil, but it does not

like growing in a pot; only very clever gardeners can do anything with
it in pots. There is no fear that any degree of cold we experience in

England will injure it, that is, the roots, for, like our native bindweeds,

it dies down to the roots every year. However, in case you should lose

it this winter, if planted out now, from some one dressing the garden
and digging it out, the best plan is to bury it, pot and all, in some safe

corner of a border until your garden is put in order next spring, and then

to turn it out of the pot, and, meantime, you can think where you would
like to see it best. No one, we think, has ever said in our pages anything

so erroneous as that seedling petunias never produce fine flowers ! Why,
raising seedlings is the only mode of improving them !

Flower-bed Plan {Elise).—Very good, indeed, for the size ; true in

principle, and easy to work. You need not have the points of the grass

diamond in the centre so sharp as they are now. It is not at all necessary,

or even in good taste, when a flower-garden like yours is placed on gravel,

that all parts of the gravel should be of the same width. The gravel

forms the ground colour of such a garden, and that need not be laid out

in regular stripes as walks any more than the ground colour of a dress,

although in very regular symmetrical figures it cannot well be otherwise.

You need not, therefore, be afraid of having a little more breadth of gravel

opposite the corner of the diamond bed, and no other figure would answer

better.

Umting Hives (Z).—Our correspondent writes thus (Aug. .?!) :
—" It

may be satisfactory to you to know the result of the experiment I tried at

the suggestion of *' A Country Curate." The two colonies of bees which

were placed in an empty hive this day three weeks, now weigh exactly

twenty-two pounds. I have made a little variation from the kind of food re-

commended. The beer and wine I wholly omitted, and substituted water
;

and finding, after feeding with two or three quarts, that the brown sugar

caused the feeder to become very foul, I have since used white, and they

have used nearly 11 quarts (three pounds of loaf-sugar, one and a half

pound of honey, one quart of water, boiled two minutes, this makes
rather more than two quarts). I have given them about one pint a day.

The heat of this hive I observe is 12° hotter than three of my other hives.

Ought they to be fed longer? (Not if they weigh twenty-twopounds with-

out the hive). I intend working them on Mr. Taylor's plan (p 23 and 37)

nextsummer, with his shade, but now I have it on, I am at a loss to know
how a super can be removed, as it is to stand outside the inner rim. {No^

the super, be it sjnall hive or glass, 7nast stand inside the riin ; the tipper

hive is intended only as a cover to the super.) I ought, perhaps, to re-

mark that the weather has, on the whole, been favourable, and they have

had the advantage of a good bed of mignonette. When should these

plants, recommended for bees, be set or sown :—crocus, hepatica, helle-

borus niger, tussilago petasites, sahna nemorosa, origanum humile,

anacampseros populifolia. (Any time this autumn).

Name of Rose {W. W. B.).—We think your rose must be Renoncule

ponrprCy more frequently called Mrs. Wood. If so, it is a Hybrid moss,

red, shaded with purple, large, and double. Answer to your other query

next week.

Hair-dye {J. W. C, Manchester).—Can any of our readers furnish us

with one ? For our part, we have ceased to notice these splashings by

time as he passes us ; but, if we did, we should try the French Pomatum,

called Pommude de la jeunnesse. It is made by mixing thoroi^hly a

small quantity of pearl white (sub-nitrate of bismuth), with any common
pomatum, and brushing a little daily into the hair. It is said to make

the hair dark, and certainly would do no harm. Dr. Willich, who was

opposed to all cosmetical applications to the hair, says, that the hair will

assume a darker colour by having it cut close, and passing a leaden

comb through it every morning and evening.

Sheep-skin Mats [A Grateful Subscriber).—Take a spoonful of

alum, and two of saltpetre, pulverize and mix well together ; after sprin-

kling the powder on the flesh side of the skin, lay the two flesh sides

together (leaving the wool outside), and fold up as tight as you can and

hang in a dry place. In two or three days (as soon as it is dry) take it

down and scrape it with a blunt knife till clean and supple : this com-

pletes the process. Other skins which you desire to cure with the fur or

hair on may be treated in the same way. To dye them buff colour,

wash the wool thoroughly with soap aud water; rinse out all the soap,

and then let them soak for some days, until the dye is imparted, in a cool

liquor, made by boiling one pound of logwood chips and madder in each

gallon of water.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parisli of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr. at the Office, No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—September IQth, 1S50.
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On the 1st of October, in the year 1819. and in the 86th y
age, died one of the best of practical gardeners

—

William Speechlev.
His name is atisociated with the superior cultivation of tlic pine-apple
and the grape vine, and with no more than justice, because those who
know the volumes he wrote upon the proper modes of growing them, and
who also know the essays upon the same plants that had been published
previously, will readily appreciate how much the gardening world were
indelited'to him. The fruit of the pine-apple had been made known in

England in l657 ; for an embassage returning from China, in that year,

appears to have brought pine-apples thence as a present to Oliver

Cromwell. John Nieuhoff, who was secretary to the embassv. describes
the fruit very correctly ; and Evelyn, in his " Diary," under 'the date of
9th August, lt)6l, says, ** I first saw the famous Queen pine brought from
Barbadocs, and presented to his Rfajesty i^Charles II.; ; but the lirst that
were ever seen in England were those sent to Cromwell four years since."
It mar be that from the crowns of this, and of others mentioned by
Evelyn as sent to the king from the West Indies in 1668, that Hfr. John
Uose, his Miijesty's gardener, succeeded in raising a fruit of the pine-
apple in this country. We say it maybe, because there is a portrait in

oil colours of Rose, at Kensington Palace, representing him giving a pine-
apple to Charles II. Rose was then gardener to the Duchess of Cleve-
laml, and the garden in which the present is being made was that at her
Grace's seat, Downey Court, Buckinghamshire. If Rose was thus suc-
cessful, the culture of the pine-apple soon became a lost art ; and it was
not until i;iS that it was really established in this country by fllr. H.
Telcnde, gardener to Sir Matthew Decker, at Uichmond, in Surrey.
In 1767, John Giles, at one time gardener to Lady Boyd, at Lewisham,
in Kent, and afterwards foreman to Messrs. Russell, nurserymen in that
village, published "Ananas, or a Treatise on the Pine-apple ;

" and in

1769 appeared another on the same subject, entitled, ** A Treatise on the
Ananas or Pine-apple," the author of which was iMr. Adam Taylor, gar-
dener to J. Sutton, Esq, of New Vork, near Devizes. He claims for

himself the merit of being the first who brought the fruit to an improved
size and eseellence without the aid of fire heat. A coloured engraving of
the pine-apple is prefixed to the volume; and if this be the improved
size then attained its predecessors must have been small indeed, for it is

only six pips high. That this was so we may conclude from the drawing
of a pine-apple, published in 1 733 by a gardener at Kensington named
Furber, and this is only four pips in height.

In 1779 appeared Mr. Speechley's Treatise on the Cullure of the Phte-
appU't and is so far superior in every respect to the two preceding publi-

cations, that until within these few years it was the best guide to which the

amateur could refer, and certainly led the way to the improved pine culture

now practised. The same maybe said of his work on the grape vine.

Here, ;i3 in the case of the pine-apple, the leader was John Rose, gar-

dener to Charles 11., for he published his " English Vineyard Vindicated**
j

in 1675. It i3 dedicated to the "merry monarch ;
" and in the dedication

Rose says, *' 1 know your Majesty can have no great opinion of our

English wines as hitherto they have" been ordered, but it is not altogether

from defect of the climate, at least not in all places; and that if my
directions be followed that precious liquor may once again recover its just

estimation, though the product of your Majesty's oominions." Switzer,

in his " Practicnl Fruit Gardener," published in 1/24, incorporates

the chief part of Rose's work already noticed, but adds much valuable

information from his own practice and knowledge. He says that it is to

Lord Capel and Sir William Temple we are indebted for the introduction

from the Continent of some of our best varieties of the grape—Sir
William having brought into England the Chasselas, Parsley-leaved,

Frontignac, Amboyse. Burgundy, Black Muscat, and Grizly Frontignac.

The building of sloping walla about this time, Switzer says, led the world

to the improvement of " glassing and forcing grapes." The Duke of

Rutland had the walls heated by flues, and " glassd them all before as

you do stoves, which penned in the heat to a great degree ; and from this

they had good success." Switzer suggested that the roots also should

be kept warmer, and this was immediately effected by a flue passed utider

the border. The success was then more complete.

It is needless to trace in detail the progress of vine culture further, for

we have now brought its history down to the time of i\Iiller and others,

who still rank among modern horticultural authorities. Tlie first edition

of Mdler's Dictionary appeared in 1731, and contains moderately full

directions for the cultivation of the vine. In the following year Sir

Alexander Murray published *' The Nature and Method of Planting, &c.,

a Vineyard," a work containing much useful information. Hitt's stan-

dard work on " Fruit Trees " appeared in i75S ; Abercrombie's "Hot-
house Gardener," and other works, between 1774 and 179O, and these,

with some otliers of minor note, gave way to Speechley's Treatise on the

Culture of the Vine, which issued from the press in 1789. This is still a

work of good authority. These were his principal works, and of a third,

the oflfspring of his old o.^^—Practical Hints in Domestic Rural
Econonnj—we may hereafter have occasion to speak. One who seems to

have been a relative has furnished the few particulars usually found in

the biography of one " who knows

RANGE OF BAROMETER—RAIN IN INCHES. no care^beyond the garden walls."

He was born at a vdlage near
Peterboruugh, la Northampton-
shire, the son of a respectable

farmer, who gave him that best of

dowries, a sound education ; and
the seed was cast upon good
ground, for he had the first essen-

tials of success—a powerful mind
and strenuous industrj'. From
early youth lie selected gardening
as his path to competency ; and
after being made free of ' the

stoke hole * at Milton Abbey, now
Earl Fitzwilliam's, advancing to a

belter position at Castle Howard,
Earl Carhsle's, and being head
gardener to Sir W. St. Quentin,
he finally attained the same office

at Welbeck, in Nottinghamshire,
the Duke of Portland's. He re-

signed this situation to occupy a

farm at Woodborough Hall, left

vacant by the death of his younger
son ; this was followed by the death

of his elder son in 1804 ; and soon
after Mr. Speechley adjourned to

nearer London, to be in the vici-

nity of the last survivor of his

family. He died at Great Milton,

in Oxfordshire.

I the floor and the carpet. There are two moths the larvce of which are

thus destructive

—

Tim;n tapetzclhi, the tapestry, or black-cloaked woollen

I

moth ; and T. peWonrUn, the fur, or single-spotted woollen moth. They
;

both are destructive to carpets and other woollens, but the larvae of the

latter moth is especially fond of ladies' furs, "paying no more respect to

I the regal ermine than to the woollen habiliments of the poor." This
moth is represented magnitled in our drawing. Its fore-wings are ashy
brown, slightly clouded, glossy, with a black dot on the disc before the

I

middle ; hind-wings, pale ashy brown.

1

Sept.
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Having bad opportunities dnving tlic concluding 5-ear

of visiting many provincial liorticidtural exhibitions,

and of perusing tbe prize lists of a still greater number

of horticultural societies, we are induced to put to their

managers this question

—

What do you consider is the

ohject to bo aimed at hy a Horticultural Society ?

However variously expressed, the substance of the

replies which the good sense of those managers will

suggest is, that a horticultural society's chief object

should be to improve, to the utmost of its power, the

gardening of the district where it is established. To

such a reply no exception can be taken, and we then

must ask the managers we have refeiTcd to, severely and

scrupvdously to test each prize they offer, by pausing

over each and considering, " Is this prize calculated to

improve the gardening of this neighbourhood'?"

We do not wish to be severe, but we deliberately and

painfully have come to the conclusion, that the vast

ma,jority of horticultural prize-lists would be decimated,

if submitted uncompromisingly to such an ordeal.

It is impossible to set up a standard of rules fitted

for«ll societies, because soil, climate, and the pecuniary

resources of the members at large are controlling cir-

cumstances. But we can remind all managers of such

societies, that they do not " improve to the utmost the

gardening of the district," by having prizes for such

plants, or such numbers of plants, us are certaiu to be

won by a very few exhibitors. If year after year the

same prizes of a society go to the same parties, and

almost for the same plants, the finger of death is upon

that society ; it may be a lingering death, but ere many
years are passed the circulation of its life-blood—its

subscriptions—will cease. Subscribers grow weary of

having annuitants upon the funds.

To remedy such an engrossing of the prizes by a few

competitors, the prizes should be more numerous, of

smaller amount, and for flowers and other objects of

cultivation that will let in a more numerous class of

exhibitors. Why do we see prizes so generally omitted

for auriculas, pansies, polyanthuses, and gooseberries,

whilst roses in pots, pelargoniums, chrysanthemums,

and gi'apes are as generally highly rewarded?

Again, in the lists of prizes for greenhouse plants ;

why do we see such varied prizes for dozens and twen-

ties of these, but none for three or six that have been

cultivated in the sitting-room ? In other words, why
are there no prizes for window plants? Moreover, why
is any exhibitor allowed to have a prize for a single

specimen of a class in which he is exhibiting a collec-

tion? For example, why is Mr. A. allowed to exhibit

twelve greenhouse plants, and two or three single speci-

mens of greenhouse plants? There is no just reason

for this; inasmuch as that, if those single specimens are

very superior, tliey ought to have been included in the

collection to secure for it the first prize ; whereas, Mr.

A. will be contented to have a second prize for his col-

lection, if he can have prizes for the single specimens
more than equivalent to the difference between the first

and second prizes. Now, this has no tendency " to im-

prove to the utmost the gardening of the district ;" but

it most etTectually consumes the Society's income.

In concluding these suggestions, which we make for

the purpose of rousing attention to a consideration most

important for the prosperity of each and every Horticul-

tural Society, we will add what we consider a golden

rule to be constantly kept in mind when forming its

prize list :

—

Oive many and small prizes, rather than a few large

ones.

The object is to secure numerous exhibitors, and this

can only be effected by success being certain to more

than a few.

We understand that a popular account of the Royal

Lily {Victoria regina), with a detail of the history and

habits of the Water Lilies of our own land, may soon be

expected from the pen of our contributor, Mr. Lawson,

of Edinburgh. We shall postpone some observations

we have to make upon this flower until after Mr. Law-

son's work has been published.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.

The GoosEnEBRT.—It being the period for planting
this very useful fruit, which is, indeed, a favourite with
everybody, aud, what is more, equally within the reach
of the peer and the peasant, we will oiler a few remarks,
first premising that our main purpose will not be to dis-

cuss the merits of what are termed " show gooseberries,"

but to point to some of the best kinds for cultivating in

the amateiu' or cottager's garden. Of course, flavour is

the great consideration with regard to dessert kinds

;

without this being first-rate, it is sheer nonsense to cul-

tivate them ; as high-flavoiu'ed kinds are to be had
amongst all the colours, and of both early and late sorts.

Fineness of skin is, moreover, a recommendation ; and
for this reason most of the huge kinds emanating from
the Lancashire growers are rejected by all good gar-

deners, so many of them proving exceedingly coarse,

albeit many possess very good flavour. They are, how-
ever, very liable to burst in rainy seasons, and being
mostly middle season berries, the birds are apt to make
sad havoc amongst them.

Next to flavour we must consider how to provide dis-

tinct colours—a few of each class ; for it is scarcely

necessary to add that those who like to enjoy a daily

dessert, will naturally like a change of colour, which,

indeed, generally involves change of flavour. It some-
times happens, too, that when several dishes of fruits

are required on the table, there may be room for a couple

of dishes of gooseberries; how nice, tlieu, to have two
kinds, decidedly distinct both in flavour and in colour,

and tlie latter of a decided character. Thus, suppose a

dish of the fine yellow Rockwood's and a dish of

the Green gage, or, it may be, the Red champagne
;

which latter is, indeed, equal, if not superior, to some
grapes.

Thus much for colour; but we have another most
important matter for consideration—how to have as

long a gooseberry season as possible. We this season

commeuced getting the early green hairy on the fifteenth

of July, and we sliall finish our last berries about the

first week of October.

We have not, however, done all that may be done

;
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and wo will boldly affirm that those who can spare time

and a trifling amount of expense, ninv with certainty

produce them from the first week in .Inly until the

middle, if not the end, of October. Here, then, we have
a con-itaut supply from one sort of fnnt only, and that a

good flavoured one, and jirodneed with great economy
and certainty. Still, one more consideration remains in

making a proper selection, and that is, to procure a few

]iroper sorts for preserving and for bottling. Having
now stated the principle objects in gooseberry cidture,

as connected with moderate sized gaidens, wo may
])i'oceod to suggest points of culture, and, before we
finish, will add a list of truly good and useful kinds

classified.

The principles of accelerating and retarding are ap-

plicable to the gooseberry as well as to most of our other

fruits. They are, indeed, sometimes forced in hothouses,

but not with that degree of success to entitle them to

general consideration. They are trained on the southern

as[)ecl of walls in some gardens, in order to produce
early berries, as also on northern or colder aspects, in

order to obtain late benies. Both these are good prac-

tice when an opportunity otters. As it is, however,

few amatciu's can spare room for them ; for an ample
demand exists in such situations on behalf of the jieai's,

peaches, nectarines, and apricots.

We now desu'e to suggest a mode which we feel per-

suaded would, if properly carried out, prove superior to

most now in practice, at least for prolonging the season

of the more valuable late kinds. Sucli would consist

in adopting trellises, such as we frequently find apples

and pears trained on in the gardens of the wealthy,

only somewhat more diminutive in character, for four

feet in height would, perhaps, be sufficient for them.
These might be formed of strained wire, in parallel

lines, running north and south. The lines of wire

should be about six inches apart. Xow, as we have to

recommend the adoption of a sort of pent-house or

coping covering, as, also, a little canvass applied at

certain periods, we must endeavour to show how the

greatest amount of gooseberries can be obtained on a

given space, in oi-der that the expense incurred may not
outrun the value of the produce. Perhaps, then, a

double trellis would be the best; that is to say, such a

one as would be formed by leaning two iron hurdles

I against each other, forming an acute-angled triangle,

I with a base of about one foot, or, in other words, the

I
two sides a foot apai-t at the bottom, and meeting within

! a couple of inches at the top. Plants may then be
planted along hoth sides, and trained and kept separate,

allowing no shoots to occupy the interior, which should

be kept free for a thorough circulation of air. As some
kinds grow very upright, such as tlie Champagne kinds,

whilst others have a constant tendency to spread almost
at right angles, such as the Warrington, we would ))lant

alternately an upright and a spreading kind, and encou-

rage the upright kind to assume a longer stem, in fact,

a stem nearly half the height of the trellis, and suffer

the dwarf and spreading kinds to occupy all the lower

portion of the trellis. As to distance, about six feet

would be preferable; thus allowing three feet on each
side of the stem of any given plant for the extension of

the side branches.

We will now suppose the ai-rangement completed, and
;
the trellis covered with fruit, the next point will be the

I covering or protection from both bad weather and also

from birds and wasps.

We before said, that the two sides of the trellis

might be two inches apart at the top ; we would now
place a wooden spout on the top, running horizontally,

j

both in order to caiTy off water, to guard from severe

I

frosts during the blooming season, and to suspend
canvass curtains from—the latter working like ordinary

I
bed curtains, with rings sliding along an iron rod.

C'Vouad. Level

The following will represent the end section of the
trellis:—

It will be seen thatrt a are
the two wire sides ; b h the
curtain ; and c the spout, at

the extreme points of which
the curtain rod commences.
The cm-tain of gauze or can-
vass should bo in divisions
adapted for covering and im-
covering with facility. Now,
the water which may collect

can bo carried down little

zinc pipes at the ends, and a
little drain should be pro
vided to meet them. The
spout at top may be just
wide enough to throw ' tlie

drip beyond the foot of the
trellis ; and thus dryness—

a

- great essential—is seciu'cd.

The curtain would bo
of great use in February, March, and April, in ward-
ing off late frosts; and equally useful in the end of
•June, to arrest, if necessary, the ripening a little;

and during September, October, and November, its

uses are equally manifest. With such a simple con-
trivance we would engage to preserve gooseberries

until nearly Christmas, and fruit of the very highest
ilavour, merely taking care to have them jyerfecth/

ripe by the end of August ; for we would retard

them a fortnight in the sjuing, and another week just

before the ripening period. Indeed, the character of
the trellis will of itself throw them many days later, for

they woidd not be hurried by the mid-day sun ; from
eleven until one o'clock of each day they would be in

comparative shade. Such a plan would surely pay as a
commercial speculation ; and we cannot but fancy the

astonishment of our London fruiterers, should they by
such a sj'stem one day receive fine gooseberries by
bushels in October and November. An acre of ground
thus disposed would yield a vast amount; for the lines

of trellises need not be more than about six feet apart
in a parallel way.
The gardens of the wealthy, too, or those who have

extensive establishments, would possess much more
interest if such formed part of a system for increasing

the amount of retarded fruits; indeed, here something
appears indispensable. Our late gooseberries now (the

lith of September), as tine as can be, are matted up,

but this is merely because we have it not in our power
at present to adopt a better plan ; for doubtless under
the matting system there will be few remaining even in

another fortnight.

Having thus delivered our ideas of, at least, one eco-

nomical and sure plan of jiroducing, for a greater length
of time, a very useful adjunct to good dessert, the next
consideration will be an enumeration and classification

of some well-known and truly good kinds. We will

commence with those for special purposes :

—

LATE HAXGIXG KINDS, OR THOSE FIT FOR THE TKELLIS.

1. Warrington ; hairy red; known also as Aston seed-

ling.

2. Pitmaston Greengage ; green ; this is noted for shri-

velling in the raisin character on the tree.

•3. Taylor's Bright Venus ; white ; also a shriveller.

-1. Coe's Late Red ; accounted a good late beiry.

5. Champagne Red ; very rich, and of ujuight growth.
0. Champagne Yellow ; very rich, and upright.

The above we can safely recommend for trellis pur-

poses, or, indeed, for general culture, as dessert f'rviit.

KINDS OF GENERAL UTILITY.

7. Rockiiood's Hairg Yellow ; early.
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8. Lclglis Rifleman ; reil hair)' ; rather late ;
great bearer.

9. Oreen Walnut; green smooth; great bearer.

10. Whitesmith (Woodward's) ; white
;
good flavour.

11. Keens Seedling; uiuoh like Warrington, and rather

earlier.

13. Iloaring Lion; red smooth ;
great bearer.

13. Olenton Oreen; a very good hairy green.

14. Heart of Oak (Massey's) ;
green smooth; good

hearer.

Now, we are perfectly aware that there are many other

good and useful kinds 'in the country; these, however, we

have grown—most of them for years ; they may, there-

fore, be relied on lor general use. It may be remarked,

that they are not e.\liibition berries ; tV.at is to say, not

fit to compete in point of mere size. We would recom-

mend particular regard being paid to Nos. 1, 4, 9, 11,

12. 14, as great bearers, and generally adapted to kitchen

use. Although No. 1 is always a good table fruit. No.

12 is particularly adapted for early tarts or puddings

;

we would not, however, gi-ow many bushes, as they soon

burst or decay. Perhaps of all the kinds known, none

are so generally useful as the Wai-rii:gton. We must

here observe, that we had forgotten to name the old

Rmnhiiliion. which is still the favourite with many for

bottling purposes—possessing mucli fleshy pulp in pro-

portion to the amount of seeds, which appears to be the

necessary qualification with our clever housewives.

R. Errtngton.

THE ELOWER-GAEDEN.
EosES.—The next division of this subject—and then

I close it for the present—is this : after the September

or autumn dressing of the plants, as I recommended

last week, and as we manage them here, the earth is

broken round every bush separately with a fork, and

liquid-manure is given to each once a week as long as

flower-buds can be seen. Whether the autumn is wet

or dry, we consider (indeed we have found it out) that

rain vfater, whether direct from the clouds or from the

watering-pots, is not of itself strong enough to enable

the i)lants to open the flowers properly. They are much
in the position of weary travellers at or near the end of

a long toilsome journey : they liave been hard at it since

last May, growing and flowering and putting by a little

for another sea.son. To this add the shorter days and

cooler nights lowering the heat and light, which are the

grand stimulants for keeping up their spirits, and you

make out a case, and a deserving case too, for artificial

support in the shape of liquids. All this time, as I have

just said, the borders may bo wet enough for ordinary

plants, but " wet enough " is not the thing, hut whether

there is strength enough in it to cause the flowers to

open. We often say, that such-and-such new roses are

unsuited for our climate ; they do not open freely in the

autumn with us ; and then comes the old consequence

of giving a dog a had name. Now, if roses and all

other plants would do what we wanted without the aid

of art and science, what would become of us poor gar-

deners? There would then be no " profession " for us

to get bread and cheese by, and we might all go to Bath

or New Zealand, and so might the book-makers; but

things are much better ordered, and we must order and

improve our practice in blooming roses late in the

autumn, and when we do we shall find more sorts

" fitted for our climate " than some of us would like to

acknowledge. Let it bo, at any rate, a weekly allow-

ance ; and if twice a week all the better ; the earth is

a good " fixer " of good things, and the watery parts will

find their way into the draining. Pligh feeding is one

of the grand secrets of getting tine autumn flowers; but it

isof little use now to say, that we had given them "such

a dressing " of manure last spring : now is the time

;

hut unless the. clear-out of weak shoots and useless
old leaves be attended to, little weak shoots can only
furnish mere apologies for roses.

There is one more point that, if one could attend to it,

would go a long way to establish the credit of autumnal
roses ; but this point is so ditflcult, that I am almost
afraid to say any thing about it—besides, the ladies will

be against me. The point I allude to is the top point

or end of the flowering shoot, which they find so con-

venient to have along with the rose itself, to stick in

their water-glasses ; but now that the mornings are get-

ting cold tliey must have roses in their rooms. 1 would
never grudge after this time to have all the roses that

were fit cut every morning, but I do grudge, most
seriously, to have the best tln-ee or four buds at the top
" clipped ofi'," as if they were of no more use ; whereas if

left on the plant they would soon produce other roses in

half the time that the next lower set of buds can do. The
way I get over this is not in the power of most people;

instead of scores I plant out hundreds of rose-bushes,

in all sorts of out-of-the-way corners about the kitchen-

garden. For the last few years I have been getting up
a stock of the finest hybrid perpetual roses ibr the

rosary ; and, if I live so long, I hope to do away with

all those roses which only bloom once in the season ;

and to have none but climbers and perpetual roses in

the regular rosary ; and I suppose the gardeners of many
of the large country families will do the same ; for as the

fashion goes now, the great families are up in London
during the old rose season, and never see their summer
roses at all except as cut flowers, and by the middle of

•July their rosaries are the least interesting parts of their

garden establishments.

There are two roses, and two only that I know of,

which ought to be grown on their own roots every

where, if cut roses are to be looked for to Christmas
time : one of them is Oloire de Eosamene, which by a

particular management, is by far the most brilliant of all

the autumn roses, beating Geant des Batailles itself in

producing ten flowers to his one, and fully as dark fiery

crimson. After tlie end of October, if this rose is cut

when it is half blown, it will keep a week or ten days in

the glass, and no one can tell but it is a double rose

—

whereas it is nearly a single one. The particular

management required by this rose is, to make a biennial,

that is, a two-yearling of it, to make the best of it for a

Christmas rose—I mean, it must be cut right down to

the ground every second year—any time in April, and
after a few years no one, who has not seen it treated that

way, could believe the enormous quantities of roses it

can furnish. But the liquid-manure tank should be
stirred up for it every week, from this time, to make the

best of it. Another peculiarity of it is, that it must not

he worked on any other stock, only gi-owu on its own
roots, and it will root as freely as a geranium. I know
as much about i-ose-stocks as Mr. Rivers himself. I

have been put to my wits'-end for them, and out of 50

sorts of stocks that I tried this Oloire de Rosmnene on,

it only succeeded on one; but for that one stock I have

no name ; it was a sucker from a standard rose, which
I budded near the ground, and for the last seven years

both did very well indeed—the standard above, and
Gluire de Rosamene as a bush round the stem.

There is a hedge of Oloire de Rosamene growing on its

own roots in a very light piece of ground in this garden,

and only a yard away from another iiedge of the common
laurel. This rose hedge has, therefore, not much to

boast of for a good bed ; hut it grows most healthily, and
flowers enormously in June, and from September till

Christmas ; and 1 believe that it would not refuse to do

well ill a bed of sand, if it had three or four good
waterings of liquid manure in the course of the season.

Our gardeners here say the hedge lives entirely on
" pot victuals," meaning the watering-pot ; and when it
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is in t'uU bloom against tlio Itiuvpl hedge, and seen at a

distanoo ou a dull morning or in llio dusl; of tlic evening,

one might imagine llio liodgc was on lire. Now, every

other phmt in this liedge is cut down close to tlie ground
every year, late in April, and by this time tho I'resli

shoots are iVoni tlu'ee to live I'eot long, after being onco

stopjjcd in .Inly to cut awiiy the hrst blossoms, so that

the cut-down phmts are only used for the autumn bloom.

Ne.Ht year these shoots will bo trained against wire,

almost at full length, only the small side shoots being

cut out, or very close, and the ne.\t set of plants cut in

their turn. A stranger passing along this hedge could

baldly perceive that anything particular is done to it,

because the new shoots are trained as fast as they grow
against the shoots of last year. Two points are thus

gained—the hedge is not allowed to grow beyond a

certain height, five feet, a plan which is necessary for

that situation, and the enormous quantities of cut

flowers it would yield. I have seen our boys make
bouqtiets of roses in bud from this hedge, with a ooujile

of rows of the buds of the old Mliite China round the

outside of it, and I am ashamed to say the diameters of

them, they make them so large.

Here, now, is a fair sample of how a gardener

gets entangled in roses when he wants to work among
them or write of them. Farther back I thought 1

would keep to the two roses on their own roots, the

hedge rose and Fuhjore, but here the White China
appears as au edging for a silly bouquet, and if I

do not say something about it on the spot, I shall

be besieged with letters. This is always the way
when we let the pen slip, and mention a plant inci-

dentally. This White China rose had the good fortune

to come into the world before they found out the way
to give roses such hard names, and, like old gardeners,

very few people care anything about it ; in short, I do

not know if the nurserymen grow it at all, it is so old;

but this 1 do know, that they grow no China rose hiilf

so useful. It is in fidl flower every day from May to

December, and late in the season it is the only wliite

rose one can pick to make a variety in the glasses. In
November the buds of it are as hard as acorns, and as

pointed as a bayouct, and if it is wet weather, the out

side row of petals look much faded, and nine jjersons out

of ten would pass it as gone ; but strip otl' the faded

covering and you have the nicest white rose bud you ever

saw, and it will keep ten days fresh in a dry warm room.
All the autumn roses for bouse decoration ought to be

cut before the buds are more than half blown ; they wiU
keep all the longer, and look as well if not better than
if they were quite open ; they escape the damp, and will

open in the glasses.

It often happens, that one's garden in front or behind
the house is a long narrow piece of ground, and the end
farthest from the house is often taken up with choice

vegetables, so that the flower and kitchen-gardens are

almost aU in one. Now, with that arrangement, this

Gleire de Rosamene would be the very thing to make a
hedge of to divide the two gardens from each other; and
where the walks interfere, I would make an archway
over them of a different rose for variety—say the

Felicite PerpetueUe, the best of the evergreen section,

and also the best of them to bud others ou. Then, in

June, how well the delicately white blossoms of this

beautiful rose woidd contrast with the liery red of the

Glorie de Rosamene. Besides, one might well amuse one-

self of an evening to bud perpetual roses all round the

archway ; for every rose in the catalogues will grow
famously on the Felicite perpetuelle. To make this

hedge thick, and to allow of every other plant of it, or

every third plant, to be cut down, if that was thought
advisable, the plants should stand a foot apart; and
then on the flower-garden side of this splendid hedge I

would plant a whole row of the old wliite China rose.

and about two feet from the bottom of tho hedge. Tbi.s

arrangement would provide more roses at less cost of
space in a small garden than any one could believe who
did not see tho plan tried, 'i'o keep the hedge in its

proper place, a row of stakes would ho required the
second season after planting ; and for the first two years
the stakes need not bo higher than a yard ; because all

that would bo necessary would only be to keep tho lower
part of the hedge in a straight line; tho tops miglil lean
over on eitlier side a little, and look all tlio more grace-

ful ; but as soon as the ])lants are of full strength, I

think they would look best trained regularly as a hedge
from " top to bottom "—as the mason built his house.
There is no speculation in all this ; 1 have had such a
hedge under ray control those seven years, and 1 am
quite sure of the plan, and that there is nothing in tho
gai-den looks better. The stakes need not stand nearer
than from six to nine feet apart, and small wires to pass
from stake to stake, and eighteen inches from stretch to

stretch. Very small wire will do, and a pound of it, for

very little money, will run a long way.
Another plan, which would add greatly to the pleasure

of having such a beautiful hedge to divide one's garden,
would be to plant the Fuhjore rose as every fourth or
lifth plant in the hedge ; and, if one could get them so,

tlie plants would do much better on their own roots.

This Fulgore does not do well, I believe, anywhere
worked on another plant, after the first few years. It

would grow better on the Oloire de Rosamene itself than
on any other rose, and might saiely be budded on it as

it stands in the hedge ; and so might MaduuifLaffaij,
tho third best rose for such a hedge. Fulgore is gone
much out of fashion for the last few years, because it

does not grow well on the dog-rose stock, at least, it will

not live long on it if pruned close ; but of all the late au-

tumn roses it is by far the sweetest, and comes nearest the

old Cabbage rose in shape, and blooms as late as Madame
La/f'aij : but the true way to manage it is to get it from
cuttings, and to cut it right down to the ground every
second or third year, and then after thinning the flower

buds, and with " pot \-ictuals," you might cut dozens of

full blown roses of it that the people in London could
not make out from regular cabbage roses, and nearly, if

not altogether, as sweet. Sometimes it will make three

or four shoots as many feet in length, and then flower

at the ends, while the rest of the head is languishing
for want of nourishment ; and when that happens away
go the weak parts by the first hard winter, and of course

an under bark disease follows ; and the sweetest of the

autumn roses is pronounced to be bad to keep, and, as

there is no lack of sorts, it is thrown aside. It is true,

that bad habits of this nature are a good deal under the

control of the gardener—the long shoots might have
been stopped when it was seen that they meant to have
it all their own way; but then they would turn sulky, get

hide-bound, and you must either assist them to follow

the bent of their own nature, and not allow them a
foster-parent, but to grow on their own roots, when by
au occasional cutting down to the ground they will

make the best autumn bloomers we have.

Now, in my experiments with rose stocks—for I have
been driven to make all sorts of trials with them—

I

have found out more secrets than this of managing
the Fulgore. There are twelve or fifteen other per-

petual roses that will grow on theii' own roots much
better than when they are worked on the best stocks

;

and, what is of far more consequence, they wiU succeed
on poor land where the dog-rose could not keep a leaf

after the first fortnight of dry weather ; and if I had to

grow beautiful hushes of the dog-rose, I must reverse

the present custom, and bud it on Madame Li(ffay,

which is perhaps the best stock of all for the whole race

of hybrid perpetuals on all soils inimical to the race.

I have had bushes of this exquisite rose which made
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shoots six feet long the second season from the ciitthig,

indeed, in the cutting- hed. which was of tlie lightest

sandy soil, and no strong water was given them. I

have hudded a few other sorts on it some years back, by

way of trial, with wliich I am pleased. I have trans-

planted them three times, which is a good test to find

out if the variety is given to form root suckers ; and I

believe it is not—mine showed none yet ; and as to

suckers from the stem of any stock that was reared by

hand, I would not allow garden room for any one who
could not prevent that after ;-eading that useful work,

The Cottage Gaedener. I have this last month put

in some hundreds of cuttings of Madame Lnft'ay, with

a view to make use of them to work a collection—or

rather a selection—of hybrid perpetuals on. I wish 1

could get rid of this stupid prefix, hybrid; how it came
to be applied to these more than to other roses I cannot

tell ; there is not a rose worth growing in the whole

country which is not a hybrid ; and as we call the

natural monthly roses " China's," the ])erpetuals had no
more need of supports by hybrid stakes tlian I have of

I

" seven mile hoots." Mr. Appleby has given the best

receipts for making cuttings of the hardy shrubs that I

have seen, in the first volume of The Cott.\ge Gar-
dener.
Prdnisg Pebpetual Eoses.—At the risk of having

the Editorial whistle in my ears to warn me of the space

I occupy, I must say two or three words, more in sea-

son, about roses, as very likely I cannot turn to them
again for a long time. I have just pruned a row of per-

petual roses that are growing on their own roots. I cut

them verj' close, all except one or two of the very weakest

shoots, which I left at full length. I'he reason I left

these little shoots is, that they might take the still rising

sap and keep it for themselves, instead of letting it be

wasted by "bleeding;" and this they have done, for

none of the cut shoots bled. Now I shall watch these

cut down roses, and when I see the bottom eyes are

swollen, like those of a man blowing the bagpipes, I

mean to transplant them to another part of the garden.

By this simple process of cutting ofl'the shoots, I shall

gain many advantages: the roses can be removed a

month sooner than the usual time, by which they will

be well rooted in the new place before Christmas, every

cell and tube being full of sap before winter, as they

must be by this plan ; they will burst into leaf next

spring as if they were not disturbed in the autumn, and
having made good roots before this time, there is no
fear but this vigour will be amply sustained, and tliat

before the end of May no one could make out that they

were transplanted for years past. I Jiave explained all

this over and over again
;

yet people who read con-

stantly keep sending to us, week after week, for instruc-

tions about roses and other tilings, as if they had never

opened a gardening book ; so that we must, as it were,

hammer out our instructions upon many points repeat-

edly before we can make the thing familiar to the mil-

lion ; and there is no point in gardening which seems
to require more hammering tlian that of the due pre-

paration of plants for removal to make the best of them.

Cutting the roots all round some time before the tree or

shrub is removed, as I\Ir. Errington recommends, is one
grand step gained, and cutting the branches as I insist

on is no less so ; but the two -operations must not he
performed at the same time, otherwise the good effects

of pruning to get the bottom buds plump and full of sap

is interfered with in a particular degree ; still, I would
much rather do that tlian follow the common herd, and
prune at the time of removing a plant; for there is no
more ctlectual means for crippling its energies.

L). Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENIXG.

Traixixo : Verbenas.— In speaking upon training

last week, among other things I mentioned, that the

nature of the plant and the mode of its growth should

be carefully noted ; and that in opposition to these no
manner of training the plant should he adopted, unless

that which a clear understanding of the subject would
enable you to jierceive would be an improvement upon
a more nature-lilie system. As an illustration, I would
for a moment direct attention to the management of the

Verbena, because this is a tribe of plants with which
every reader is acquainted. When first introduced

it was greatly priiied as a greenhouse plant, but now it

is used almost solely for the decoration of the flower-

borders and beds ; though if grown in pots, few flowers

would bs more attractive either in the greenhouse or

sitting-room ; and for this purpose might be rendered

available during the whole of the spring and summer
months.
We say nothing now of the varieties, for they are

endless, as the shade of a shade of a difference, requiring

something like microscopic vision to discern it, is held

sufficient claim for some high-sounding addition to

verbena nomenclature. Nearly all of them are dis-

tinguished by the property of emitting roots from the

joints, and otiier parts of the stems, when trailing over

a damp surface. Taking advantage of this, in order to

fill the bed sooner, and likewise to keep the plants in

their allotted s]iace securely, gardeners fasten these stems

down with pegs, and so much stress is laid upon this

pegging and training system, that when old brooms or

pea-sticks cannot be got for the purpose, our corre-

spondents wisely hunt the fern-brakes for pegs, or

cutting up bass matting, or any other tying material,

into pieces of six or eight inches in length, place the

middle of the string over the stem, and joining the ends

together fasten them securely in the earth, either witli

the finger or a small dibber. Now, here, the course

adopted is that which the natui'e of the plants would at

once point out as proper and desirable ; and in very

poor hungry chalky or sandy soil it would be fol-

lowed with success, because the roots emitted from the

stem would just draw up enough of nourishment, to

ensure as much luxuriance as would secure a profusion

of bloom, and especially in dry seasons.

But take this habit of the plant—this hint from
nature, wliich some folk talk as mucli about as if it was
wrong to display art and science even in what was
artistic—and make these the guide for your training

process, in soil that is heavy and rich, and need we
wonder that complaints should pour in tliat verbena
beds were not clusters of bloom—that luxuriance and
size of tlie foliage swamjied the brilliancy of the flowers,

while tlieir grossness of habit rendered them liable to

he swept by winds into unseemly bundles. To obtain

masses of bloom in such circumstances the beds should
be raised ; instead of pegging doicn, the ]ilants should

be 2>egged iqi with brushwood twigs, such as old birch

brooms, and pruniugs of any kind, in length propor-

tionate to the growth of the plant, so that tlie stems
shall run among them and be held firm, whilst the

medium of support shall be wholly concealed by the time

the beds are in bloom, though it would require some-

thing like a hurricane to force them from their moorings.

Similar attention to circumstances, as well as a know-
ledge of the natural mode of growth, must be attended

to in the case of all plants grown in pots, in order to
|

ensure the greatest satisfaction. Keeiiing to tlie verbena
[

as an example, many of the most beautiful varieties,

with large petals, and fine heads of bloom, are next to

worthless for the flower-garden, unless in the most
sheltered situations. A slight shower, a brisk breeze,
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bleach mill crumiile the potals, wliilo others soldom

Iivescnt 11 corymb of llowevs with the ilorets all ox-

paudod, and thus exhibit a large greou coutro. What
is, therefore, so ranch prized by the fastidious llorist is

often not so useful to the flower gardener as the less

perfect formed but suiallcr-liowered, dwarfer-growing

varieties, which after passing througli the ordeal of

showers and wind look u]) as briskly and as beautifully

as before. But high breeding here, just as in other cases,

produces a degree of temleniess. For example, we see it

realised in the largo herbaceous calceolarias which,

though useless for the flower-garden, are great orna-

ments when protected by glass. All the verbenas are

beautiful in pots, but the larger-flowered, more tender

varieties are well worthy such care. la spring and

summer, and even autumn, few things are more splen-

did in sitting-rooms, windows, greenhouses, or balconies,

when well managed, aud looked upon by those who can

discover beauty in gorgeousness of colour, independently

of commercial-value speculations. Instead of detracting

from, the ease with which a pretty object may be ob-

tained by the masses of society adds to its real value

and usefulness.

I have tried many methods in my time for training

verbenas in pots. For instance, after stopping a young
shoot so as to produce two or three shoots, or encou-

raging one shoot to grow without stopping, I have
trained these several, or that single shoot, to a stout

stake, stopping or picking out every side shoot that

appeared, until the main shoot or shoots reached the

top of the stake, which for most kinds was eighteen

inches or two feet above the surface of the pot. Here,
by means of cross wires, a top was formed something of

the shape and size of our new fashionable parasols

—

not greatly larger than the pretty faces they are intended
to defend from the sun's rays. The shoots were here

stopped aud stopped again several times, flowering being
discouraged uutil the shoots hung down in festoons, aud
when in full bloom concealing trellis, stake, and ])ot

with tlieir brilliancy. A similar plan was adopted witli

a flat upright wire trellis, only the plants were stopjied

more at first, to furnish a sufficiency of main shoots,

the side shoots being always deprived of their bloom
buds uutil the trellis was covered with wood, so that all

might have an equal start ; but liy this method I never
could please myself, as if set below the eye the stilting

system resorted to was too apparent; aud if placed on
a stage above the eye, the flowers were not seen to the

best advantage. With sti'ong growing kinds—such as

the old Incim. aud the comparatively more splendid

Rohinson's Defiance— I have used round, or balloon-

shaped wire trellises, from three to four feet in height,

and as much in diameter ; and when not examined too

closely, the frame-work was hid by the mass of bloom,
aud they were a great improvement in appearance to the

flat one-sided plants.

But here, though very beautiful, unless you had
iflenty of room all i-ound the plant, and could look down
upon it, the effect as a whole was inferior to that produced
by a bed of the same kind out of doors, raised a foot or

eighteen inches above the surface; and that chiefly

owing to the fact, that the plants having the liberty of

following, to a certain extent, their natural inclinations,

all the flowers stood upright, alike to meet the sun and
the recognition of your admiring eye. Here, then, the

lesson to be learned is, that verbenas grown in pots to

produce the best effect, should be trained so as to re-

semble raised flower-beds in miniature. As iu the raised

bed, the pendant shoots would, in most cases, meet the
,

siuTounding medium, whether grass, gravel, or pave- i

ment; so in the pot, most of the shoots should not only
point upwards, but others should fall over the pot, eon- .

cealing by their flowers its appearance altogether, or

uearly so, unless when growing in a vase so beautiful, '

that a few flowers only banging over to contrast with its

colour might be deemed more desirable.

I'o attain this more natural mode of exhibiting the

verbena in pots, requires no extraordinary care nor e.x-

peuso. For compact growing kinds with tlie dwarf-

ness of the old but very useful Charhcuudii, nothing
would be reqviired but pegs for the side, aud twigs for

the middle. For those of a medium growth, such astlin

old Tweediann, a similar plan, or better still, flat rounded
trainers of wire network may be used, and about eighteen
inches in height. The trainer should be made to fit

the rim of the pot, and then cover the pot itself, being
secured in its place by a hoop of wire, made to fit it

tight. For strong growing ones, like Defiance, the

trainers sliould be from two to three feet in height, and
as wide in diameter as you could easily manage and
of any fnuciful shape—round, oblong, or curved, though
the first will be the best. I mentioned last week how
these things ai'O easily formed, and by hooking the

strong wire round the rim of the pot, you may remove
all at your pleasure, aud fit to another jiot. With such
a rim and two or three wires bent over and attaclied to

it in the desired shape, as a frame, nothing could answer
better for Terbenas than the cheap wire netting so fre-

quently advertised, to fasten to the frame ; aud if gal-

vanised, no painting would be required. If all went on
well, every shoot and flower would thus be kept in their

place, and yet the medium of training would be con-

cealed from the view.

Taking these and previous remarks for wliat they are

worth, our kind readers will perceive, that iu order to

e.xcel, they must study the nature and capabilities of the

plant to be trained, more than any particular direc-

tions; and I think they will also come to the conclu-

sion, that however fashionable it may be, and however
striking the effect, there is also something of tlie

unsatisfiictory in beholding plants, naturally of a bushy
character, fixed to a flat trellis. As the verbena has

been the base of our remarks, it may be mentioned tliat

to bloom in the beginning of May the plants should be
raised and potted, off in September. To bloom at a
later period, those struck iu the end of September or iu

March will answer well. To bloom tine at an early

season, and to be large plants likewise, the plants must
be kept in a temperature of from 4u° to 50°, with plenty

of air, watering and syringing from the end of February
;

shifted several times until they are placed in six inch

pots, after which they may be transferred to pots of

twelve or fourteen inches, and have the fiat rounded
trellises affixed. They require a rich, lumpy, liglit soil

well drained. AVheu we had nothing but dung aud
strong loam to choose from, wo have used lime rubbish
and broken bricks liberally witli great advantage. It

may also be as well to state, that when verbenas are to

be kept in their cutting pots during winter, the middle
of September is a good time to insert them round the

side of a pot filled with light soil, and either set in a
cold pit or in a window, to be shaded from the sun.

For the latter position, small side shoots, with part of

the stem attached, and showing incipient roots, answer
best.

Our friends who wish to know all about keeping their

plants in winter, will be attended to ere long. Mean-
while, let geraniums, calceolarias, &o., intended to be
taken up, have some of their large leaves removed, aud
their roots cut round as recommended last year by Jlr.

Beatou. 11. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAE.TMENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

Aphklandra Aurantiaca (Orange flowered A.).—The
well-known A. cristata is a beautiful, fine, autumnal
flowering plant, aud is pretty generally distributed
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throughout the country ; but our present subject is not

so weU-knowu, nov cultivated so successfully, nor to

such an extent, yet it is a fine foliagccl and handsome
flowered species, well worthy of the attention it requires.

It has also the advantage of flowering at a time when
floral beauty is scarce in our stoves, thus rendering it

a grand acquisition to our early species of blooming
stove plants. It is, indeed, more difficult to manage,
and, therefore, requires more skill to produce good well-

bloomed specimens. The leaves, when healthy, are

large, and of a deep green colour. The flowers are

produced in terminal racemes, and are of a deep rich

orange-scarlet colour, continuing a long time in flower.

It has the advantage of being of a dwarf habit, henfce it

is suitable for small collections.

Culture-—This fine plant requires to be kept in the

warmest part of the stove. If there is a bark-bed in it

it will be all the better for being plunged in it up to

the rim of the pot. The compost most suitable for it is

loam, fibrous-jieat, and leaf-mould, in equal parts, with

the addition of a liberal quantity of sand to keep the

soil open; for no plant suffers more than this from too

close soil. It is also necessary to use a good quantity

of drainage—more, in fact, than usual; for, as we ob-

served above, this fine plant requires, to grow it well, a
little extra care and attention. In potting, throw in

upon the drainage a few pieces of charcoal; it will be
useful. The size of the jiot depends, of course, upon
the size of the plant. In this case, however, wo i-ecom

mend the use of smaller pots than is usually given to

plants of this order. For a plant a foot high, a pot si.t

inches wide will be amply sufficient ; for less or for

larger plants pots must be used of proportionate sizes.

The best time for potting is in early spring, just before

the plant begins to gi'ow. If the soil the plant has been
growing in previously be close and hard, so much so that

it will not easily shake oft', take a small sharp-pointed stick

and gently pick off small portions of soil all round the ball,

being careful not to bruise, tear, or otherwise injure the

living roots. Should the plant be sickly, continue this

operation till the ball is considerably reduced, perhaps
as much as two-thirds of its former size, then put in

fresh compost, and plunge in a brisk tan-bed, shading it

for a while from the sun till it begins to grow again, and
is able to bear more light. This flue plant must also be
carefully watered ; not in the all-alike method too com-
monly practised, but just enough for its wants and no
more. It will bear syringing overhead when in a grow-

ing state and not in flower, but ought to be refrained

ft'om when the plant is comparatively at rest and in

bloom.
Propagation.—This is pretty easy by cuttings. Take

off the top of a young shoot, insert it in silver sand in

a small pot under a bell-glass, in heat, and with the

requisite attention of shading and watering, just enough
to keep it from flagging, it will quickly root, and make
a good plant. It is encouraging to try to propagate
such a plant, because it will flower at twelve months'
old in a forty-eight {4-inch) pot, and is then very attrac-

tive, with its three or four tine leaves, and a spike five

or six inches long of its brilliant coloured flowers.

ApuELANnR.4 CnisTATA (Crested A.).—Though we have
written above highly in praise of A. aurautica, yet A.
oristata is by no means to be despised. It is a very

handsome species, requiring, it is true, more room than
its compeer, yet it is, where there is space to grow it,

even more desirable. We have lately seen a plant with
no less than eight branching spikes of its tine showy
flowers. The way to obtain such a plant, is to com-
mence stopping it at an early age, and persevering with

it, repotting and nipping off' all flower-buds till the

requisite number of branches has been obtained ; then
to give the last potting in the month of March, and a

free supply of water, moderate heat and au', so as to

give a robust sturdy habit to your plant; and in the
month of September following, you will have a tndy
grand object of horticultural skill and beauty. This
species is much easier to grow than the preceding,
being of a more robust habit, and not requiring so much
heat and strict attention. The same compost, potting,

watering, and method of propagation are suitable for it.

No stove of moderate size ought to be without these two
really fine plants.

Cyrtoceras Reflexus (Reflexed C).—This is a plant
of a bushy habit when well managed, with flowers much
like the still much-admired Hoya carnosa, or, as it is

often called, " the honey plant." The flowers are of a
creamy white, with a tinge of yellowish green in the

centre. They are produced in corymbs (or heads) on
footstalks, three or four inches long, out of the axils of
the leaves. The leaves are four inches long and one
inch wide, of a dark green when healthy. It flowers

freely in June and July, and is a good plant for exhibi-

tion purposes.

Culture.—It requires a warm stove to grow it well,

being apt to have the leaves turn yellow if kept too cool

;

a heat of 60° in winter, and 70° in summer, is the right

temperature for it. As it is like the Hoya, rather of a
succulent nature, the compost for it ought to be light

and porous. In addition to the comjiost above de-

scribed for the Aphelandra, mix amongst it a few pieces

of charcoal and small pieces of broken potsherds. This
will keep the soil open, and allow the water to pass off

freely. The drainage must be kept in a perfect state,

so as to do its work well and regularly. Should the

surface of the soil show a disposition to become mossy,
it is an indication that the drainage is stopped up, and
the consequence will be yellow leaves, poor growth, and
poorer flowers. In such a case, should it unfortunately

occTU', turn the plant out of the pot, reduce the ball of

earth, renew the drainage, and put it into a less pot,

giving less water, more shade, and greater heat for a
time, until health, and the right colour indicating it,

returns. By this treatment we have frequently reco-

vered a plant that otherwise would have perished.

Propagation.—This plant may be increased by cut-

tings taken from the tops of the shoots. These ought
not to be more tlian from two to three inches long. It

will propagate also by leaves taken oft' with a bud at the

base. Both kinds of cuttings should be put into small

pots, filled first with one inch of drainage, then with
the compost to within an inch of the top, and the re-

mainder with silver sand. Place the cuttings, whether
of young shoots or leaves, round the edge of the cutting

pot, placing the leaves inwards, so as not to touch the

glass of the hand-light. Set tliem upon a heated bed,

and the hand-glass over them. The bell-glass is rather

too close for them ; where it is used it ought to be
wiped dry every niorning. Shade during the middle of

the day; and in six weeks or two months they will be

rooted. As soon as that is the case, pot them off imme-
diately into two-inch pots ; replace them under the

hand-glass for a week or two, until they are fairly esta-

blished, when they should have more air and light, and
be managed the same as the older plants.

T. Al'I'LEBY.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The weather lately has been propitious for late

flowers. The dahlias have been excellent this year gene-

rally. We have witnessed in the north of England, at

exhibitions in diftercnt places, some very fine stands of

twenty-fours, better than we ever remember to have
seen before. We hope soon to find leisure to |)ublish a
list of them, which will guide oiu' amateur and other

fi-ionds in making a selection for next year. In regard
to the operations necessary to be done now, with the
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osceptiou of tdiing oft" the layers of ciintations as fast

as they root, there is nothing but what wo liave ah-eady

alluded to. We beg of our friends to look back for three

or four numbers and see that preparations are going on
to make the beds ready i'or tiilij^s, lii/adntlis, r(rittinnihises.

and anemones, as the time for planting is fast approach-

ing. Pinh pipiiiijs may yet be jilauted in their bloom-
ing beds, if not already done ; but do not delay this

work longer than the end of the month.
T. ArrLKnv.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Cabbagk.—The main early spring crop, as before

lecommended, should now be planted on soil, well pre-

pared by the application of good manure, trenching,

and forming the ground into sloping banks. Sturdy and
even-sized jdants sliould be selected from the beds first

pricked out, taking care to take them up with a trowel

or small hand-fork, so that the fibrous roots may not,

to any extent, be injured. As the late crops of peas,

kidney-beans, &c., are cleared, lose no time in forming
sloping banks I'or pricking out plenty of cabbage-plants,

to stand the winter, as well as caulijioivers, lettuce,

endive, &c.

KiiCBAiin, so useful for tarts, &c., through the winter

and early spring months, may easily be obtained by
almost every cottager who can procure a few roots of

any early variety, and who has a cellar, a warm fuel-

house, or any other warm corner, with the aid of an old

butter tirkiu, with a few gimlet holes bored through the

end to afford drainage ; or an old water pail, deep pan,

or rough bo.\ of any kind, or even a few rough boards to

nail together for the purpose. Any kiud of garden .soil

would do put in al)out the roots. In the after-manage-

ment the ]u-incipal point to attend to is, always when
requiring water, to be particular in applying it pretty

warm ; and if the crowns of the plants are covered over

with a piece of flannel, or any otlier warm article, luitil

they have fairly started into growth, it will forward the

production of the rhubarb considerably.

Sea-kale, so much esteemed when well produced,
may also be obtained at a very little e.\pense thi-ough

the late autumn and winter mouths by a similar con-

trivance ; and any one who has a dark warm cellar, or

other dark room or passage, may, by |)rocuring some
strong roots, obtain several cuttings from the same
plants, during the short days of the winter season, from
late autumn till early spring. Those who have large

gardens generally have a large piece of sea-kale ; and
the custom usuaUy is, to cover a piece at a time with
blanching pots, covered to a sufficient thickness with
fermenting materials, for the purpose of commanding
heat enough to start it into growth, which it is almost
impossible at an early season to do with sufficient regu-

larity so as to insure a sturdy well-blanched growth, on
account of the drenching rains, suow storms, and
searching winds which commonly occur. Indeed, if

obtained at all by such means, it requires much labour
and watching—covering the tops witli dry mateiials, and
protecting the sides with thatched hurdles, &c., all of

which augments the labour and expense, to say nothing

of the time and care I'equirod in frosty, windy, or cold

weather, in searching to cut what is ready for table, and
thus exposing the plants to sudden checks, and after all

tlie trouble and expense, the sea-kalo cannot ho pro-

duced either in quantity or quality through the months
of November, December, and January, equal to that
which may bo jiroiluced as above directed.

WiNTKii Si'iN.vcH should liavo its final thinning, if

not already done ; and encouragement shoidd be given
for its healthy growth by frequent surface-stirrings.

('Aut.irLowEns.—Advancing crops should bo liberally

supplied with manured water, as well as any other kinds
of lirocoli that may be near heading-in ; and attend,

also, to the turning a few of the larger leaves down over
the young heads, particularly on any frosty-looking

evening, for the merely doing this will protect the young
heads from quite a sharp frost. Attend to the earth stir-

ring also of the Caulillowor plants; remember, too, that

a good open quarter will be wanted towards the middle
of ne-xt month, for finally planting out the h.andglass

crop to stand the winter. This may be trenched-ui) at

least two feet deep, and well manured in readiness ; the

quarters from which the hand-glass crops of Cucumbers
are cleared, are generally considered an excellent situa-

tion for the winter crops of Cauliflowers.

AsrARACL-s-BEDS.—Where the stalks and seed are lipo

they may be cut down close totlie ground ; but should
seeds be required, collect them first, and put them away
in a dry place for the present, as they may be washed
out on any wet day during the winter mouths, and the

i stems may be all tied iqi in moderate sized bundles i'or

I
some purpose or other, and put away in a tidy man-

I uer, until, perhaps, wanted for coverings or protection.

Should there be any weeds to be seen when the stems
I are all cut off, let them all be hoed up lightly on
a nice dry day and raked oft' ; all such refuse may be

j

put upon another quarter, to be trenched or dug in, and
then let the beds be carefully forked up, and give them
a good coat of manure regularly all over the beds.

Fork up the alleys without injury to any of the roots

that may have strayed out in them ; then, for the sake
of neatness, set down a line to form out the alleys, by
just making up the edges, and neatly chop them out,

throwing up any crumbs from the alleys upon the beds
over the manure, and the work will be completed and all

tidy for some months to come.
RooTiNE Work : Onions.—Pull up. dry-off" well, and

store away. Carrots.—Attend to thinning-out and
earth stin-ing, and taking up the main crops for winter
store.

CucuMBEES now preparing for winter use should be
kept liberally aired, keeping up as hardy a growth as

possible. Cut away all flower stems and decayed leaves
from the artichokes, hoeing and clearing away all weeds
from among them, and giving them a good mulching
with such materials as an old mushroom bed ; let them
be well heaped u]), and a little earth thrown over to keep
all iq) snug together round each crown. Celery earth
up and attend to. Endive plant out and tie up for

blancliing. Lettuces, earth-stir amongst them, and ]U'iek

out and tie up the full-grown ones for use. Spinach and
I'urnips thin out. Potatoes take up, selecting the best
for winter store, the middle sized for seed, and the refuse

for the pigs. James Barnes and T. Weaver.
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ALWAYS GAY.

It is tlie usual aim of The Cottaoe Gabdener, and a
veiy good aim it is, to exeitu liis pupils, even the huralilest,

to the cultivation of eacli flower in its perfection. But tliis

endeavour has its disadvantages where space is small and
appliances defective ; no cottagers, of any rank iu life, can
succeed in all flowers ; and if we choose tv.'o or three, some
accident may cause failure in our endeavours, or, at the best,

our hard-won treasures are out of bloom sometimes, and the
beds ai-e dull. My owu fancy takes another Une. I have no
greenhouse, no better gardener than myself. I have no
show i^lants, and take no piizes at our horticultural exhibi-
tions. But the frequent remark of my friends is, that call

when they will, except at Christmas, my garden is always
(jail. No empty beds, few vacant spaces ; and if any one
would like to attempt the same and improve upon my plans,
he or she is very welcome to know them.
The time of all otiiei-s when I like to be admired is in the

early spring, when my wealthy neighbours, luxmiating in
their conservatories, think it needful to let their flower gai--

den look like the Lybian desert. IMine is filled full iu the
autumn with all the early flowerers I can procure, suggested
by your pages or otherwise ; the new ones I try first in my
suug border under the house, at the foot of my mjTtle and
magnolia, both by the bye in full flower now. \\'hen they
are gone by, I move almost all carefully away, and fiU up
the place with scarlvt (jemninms.

The pride of my heart in June is my rose lash-ct. It
stands on the lawn, and is, in truth, a bed surrounded witli

wire-work, which is covered all round and over the handle
with creeping roses (each shoot tied down, never twisted in
and out, which would certaiuly kUl it), and the inside filled

with low standards. From the time tlie leaves appear it is

veiy pretty. But why should it not be pretty sooner? The
groitnd is filled with crocus roots, and round the outside is a
cu-cle of wind flowers (Anemone hortcnsis). After these are
gone viir/nonelte is sown for the autumn.
Another bed is surrounded -with a hare fence ; here, there-

fore, are tlie carnations. But those chai-ming flowers ai-e

deficient in one thing, leaves of real green. My hare fence
foi-ms the support of a low hedge of French lioneysucldes,

which flower at the same time ivith the camations,'and are
green aud pretty all the year round. In the spring this bed
is fiUed with flowers among the carnation plants, and mth
some autumn- sown annuals for May; and about this same
meny month of May are sown patches of other annuals just
tall enough to peep over the hedge iu the autumn, while in
the middle are planted three or four clirysanthemmns. The
routine, then, for this bed is, mixed flowers till July, then
carnations sm-rounded by French Iioneysuckles, afterwards
late annuals, concluding ndth chrysanthemums.
On the lawn are several tree roses, which have the turf cut

from them to the distance of a foot all round. These little

beds contain each four successive flowers. Bound the edge
a circle of some early bulbs—nforii/fs, single snowdrops, hya-
cinths, Van Thol tulips, or others. After these the roses
open, and nothing more can be desired ; but before they are

i

all cut oU', each stem is the support of some loir creeper or
tall /lower; and round this, over and a^nong the concealed
bidbs, flourishes some gay little annual of a difterent colour,
as porlulnccas round a white petunia. One tree rose has
rouud it a wreath of ilonilc primroses (white, ciimsou, sul-
phur, and Ulac) ; but as their leaves appear again in the
summer, instead of planting other things among them, I
sow major convolvulus, aud train them up strings fixed from
the ground to the top of the stock to form a pyramid. The
eiinary plant makes a pretty low hedge, supported ©n bent
sticks round a pui-ple pelnnia. If any one fears to injure the
rose by drawing too much nourishment from its soil, I can
ciidy say that one of mhie, an Attalaine de Bonrbon, has at
lr:i^l j.'lii titiwers every year.

-Viinibri lied is in the form of a Maltese cross, the centre
111' whul] IVirms a circular bed itself. In this centre is placed
an Uinollicra macrocarpa, whoso large sulphur flowers con-
trast well with every thing. But the plant is invisible all the

spring, so, round it is first a ruig o{ crocuses for March, then
hyacinths for April, then tulips for May, aud lastly, an edge

of pinis for June, while the (Enotliera grows on all the time,
and covers the teriitory of each as it fades away, till it opens
its own large flowers with the inoflensive plants of the pink,
by way of border. The ami of the cross which is farthest
from the house, is flUed \\\\\i fnclisias, with a border of the
blue aud the wdiite Campannla ptimila in alternate masses.
But amongst the fuchsias are sweet williaws, which foi-ra a
i-ich object earlier in the year, and are easily cut down when
their taller successors claim attention. Tlie opposite arm
must be kept low, or it would hide the rest from the windows

;

it has a border of pansies for May, and is then fiUed with
verbenas, pegged down—white, scarlet, and pui-ple.

Oue side arm has an edge of rannnculuscs; and while these
are in flower, the plants of Salvia patens are spreading
within, pegged down, deprived of their buds till the space is

filled, and they are allowed to expand in all their loveliness.
The opposite arm is bordered by anemones, and within them
may be any other blue flower

—

Campanula carpatica. Lobelia

The summer an-angement, then, is

—

yellow in the middle
;

two opposite, blues ; two opposite, reds, with variations. But
in the early spring all the arms are full of mixed flowers
and bidbs, aud tliese ai-e taken away as they fade ; the former
divided and placed in reserve beds fill the autumn ; the
latter, if the leaves are dead, stored away; if not, moved mth
as much earth as they choose to take with them, to a nice
airy place out of sight. The Gentianella alone, is too great
a favourite, and too capricious to be moved about so readily

;

but there is a bed ol' dwai-f roses to which itfoniis an edging,
and remains green and unobtrusive afterwaixls, beneath the
blaze of its queen. Incoonita.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR OCTOBER.
Business op the Season.—We need scarcely sny that

the cottager or allottees' harvesting period is at hand—at the
very door,—as to his various root crops ; for these are the
things wherewith to OTtlistand the chance of a partial famiue,
should potatoes at any time fall away; and no man can say
that these things can never be worse than they have been.
The unexpected virulence of the bliglit this season, when

most persons flattered themselves it was progressively
wearing away, is enough to alarm the most sangiune, and
wiU have the eft'ect of preventing a full amount of confidence,

in this root for may years. Still, we woifld bo among the last
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to endeavolu- to have it superseded ; only, we would implore

nil parties to be in great earnest about the selection and pre-

senation of their seed; for assuredly there is no crop in

which care will sooner manifest a coiresponding amount of

success than in the potato. We can say this much from ex-

perience, for we were amongst the first on the original ap-

]ieai-ance of the disease to advise the farmers to this com'se,

and though it was long before wo could make any impression,

yet it is plainly seen now that the advice and the argu-

ments on which it was based were not in vain. So much
was said about potatoes in last month's paper, that it is un-

necessary to add more now, but merely to repeat, that dry-

ness, above all things, is essential to the potato in its present

condition.

It is time now to comnience using the lower leaves of the

maniiolil or bert ; this, indeed, may commence in the end
of September, or even sooner. The only thing requisite is

to slip them off as soon as they begin to discoloin-, beginning

of course at the bottom of the stem and working upwards.

They will bear this once a week until taken up to store. At
the last trimming, om- practice is to tiim a great portion of

the crown leaves away, for such must unavoidably be done
soon on account of convenience of storing. Indeed, if very

sharp frosts occm% it is well to commence this operation

earlier, as much valuable fodder is contained in these tops,

which the cow eats greethly ; and if no cow, they can he given

to the pig.

In housing or pitting the mangold, a diy day, if possible,

diuing a dr}' period, should be chosen ; the roots should be

pulled betimes in the morning, and thrown on the surface,

when, if any wind as well as sun, they will be ready to scrape

by two o'clock p.m. The roots shoidd then be passed

through the hand, and the rough of the soil cleared away by

means of a wooden scraper; and if they are tolerably dry,

the sooner they are removed the better, otheraise it may be

worth while to let them lie all night, pro\'ided the weather

is safe ; the latter, however, is but a gambling transaction

at best, the weather being so variable and uncertain at this

period. They will keep very well pUed up in a shai-p ridge

on a high and dry plot of groimd, throwing a coating of

thatch over them. "We prefer putting them in a shed or

outhouse, if such can be had, or, indeed, anywhere where
they are perfectly dry, and wh.;re a thorough circulation of

air can be had ; for this root does not shrivel, like the

caiTot, on exposure to the air. One thing must be observed

in pitting them—they must not be placed in too large a

body. AVe would not have the mound more than fom- feet

wide at the base, but as high as they can be piled, putting

all their crowns outward, at least as much as possible, and
piling all above the rjrounil level. The term " pitting," there-

fore, is not strictly applicable here.

What has been said of tlie mangold applies equally to

carrots, parsnips, &c., with some trilling excepdous. The
latter roots, however, it must be understood, ai-e not of so

succulent a character as the mangold, and therefore will not

endure much exposure to the atmosphere without shrivelling.

Carrots keep exceedingly well in sand or ordiuaiy soil

which is nearly dry, putting altei'nate layers of roots and
soil. Carrots, however, aie very excitable as to sprouting,

if anyways damp or warm ; and for this reason many good
cultivators cut the crowns "into the quick," or rather cut

beneath them, when preparing them for storing. '^Ve have
practised this mode for several yesirs, and believe that it

preserves them plump and tender longer than by the old plan.

As to ijarsnips, we have before said, what we must again
repeat, that there is no better plan of husbanding the par-

snip than to leave them in the ground, trenching them out

as wanted. In tliis case, we merely determuie on the crops
which shall succeed them in the ensuing season, and this, of

course, points to the amount or character of the manuiing.
This done, the manure is applied, and senses a double pm'-
pose—namely, to protect the crowns, and to prepare for the
subsequent crop. Those who cannot find time must of

necessity store them ; and we may obsene, that any plan
which succeeds with the carrot will do for the pai'snip

;

indeed, they may veiy fauly be mixed together, if need he.

Swedes.—These are so well known that Uttle comment is

needed here. We may merely obsene, that it becomes the
allotment man and the cottager to make the most of then-

tops, as soon as the season has fairly declined.

The VAEiot's Greens.—Nothing remains now but to

collect occasionally the half-decaying leaves, and to work
them up as cow or pig food. It may seem a small thing to

large holders to talk of collecting weekly, or otherwise, the

decaying leaves of these crops ; let them remember that
" little things are great to little men," and that, indeed,

without a very severe economy, which many in easy circum-

stances woidd despise, the cottager or allottee could not

hope to succeed. Nevertheless, with it, with industry, per-

severance, and a feeling of independence, he may, and will,

succeed in placing himself beyond the pale of pauperism,

which, indeed, is the wish of the majority of our country-

men, and, in the main, tUstinguishes them from such as the

mobs of Paris and the Laxzaroiu of Naples. It so happens,

that the savoys and the vixrious brocolis are teuder as to

their endurance of frost, just in proportion as they are luxu-

riant. An old and very good practice prevails among gar-

deners of laying or falling sti'oug plants of these things

towards the middle or end of October. Now, we opine that

the mere cottager is not much in the bi'ocoli way ; never-

theless, as we would fain give breadth as well as length to

om- adrice, and as The Cottage GAitDESEr. now ami then

creeps into the parlom-, we must take the liberty of giving

now and then a collateral tnini for a moment, and swift back

again to our old heat. The " falUng," then, we strongly

I'ecommend ; and by all means fall the i/recns icith their heads

to the north. There is, certainly, something very tempting

in a geniiU sunshine to ladies'-maids, butteiHies, sunflowers,

itc, &c., but these brocoUs, having produced then- utmost
bulk, require a sort of rest, during which, the vegetable

extension being as it were suspended, nature is busied in

forming the blossom-bud, which, when fau-ly developed, we
term a hrocoli or a cnulitlower, as the case may he. This is

easily accomplished by opening a trench on one side of the

plant, rather deep, and preparing a sloping facing to receive it;

a deep cut or two on the opposite side liberates the plant,

which falls gently against the opposite slope. The plants

being thus sunk, soil should be piled up to their very necks,

or as high as the leaves will permit ; at the same time di-aw-

ing away any wounded and all half-decaying leaves.

Cabbage.—The first week of this month is 'tlie best time

to plant out those cabbages which were sown in August, and
which mil produce the lai-gest of any in the ensuing summer.
These require half a yard between tlie rows, and rather more
than a foot in the row ; if, however, the soil is rich and the

kind lai'ge, they should have more room still. Our practice

is, after planting the larger kinds at their permanent dis-

tance, to introduce a row of the small early kinds betwixt

every two rows, and also a plant of the same betwixt every

two plants in the row. AVe prefer the Jlatchless for this

pm-pose ; the Early 'i'ork, however, wUl do, or any early

hearting and dwaif land. These latter will come in for use

early in April if strong plants, and may he used daily imtil

the middle of May, when they must be all cleared of!', and
the ground cleared for the simimer cabbage, which will then

require well soiling up.

All late cabbage plants not wanted to plant out pei'ma-

nently this autumn, should be immediately pricked out on
raised beds, in an oi'Ejj situation. These wUl be very valu-

able in spring, should a hard winter ensue; and surplus

stock may be sold at nearly one shilling per hundi-ed.

\Vhilst on this subject it may he well to name that some of

the cottagers near at hand grow many thousands in this

way ; and we know of one or two who have nearly paid their

rental occasionally by gi-owing the Drumhead cabbage for

the farmers. We do think that evei-y cottager should tm-n

his attention to this point, for where he has a stout boy or

two the pricking out may be done entirely by them ; and
this is the only tedious pai't of the business.

Where plenty of green-kale sprouts are desired through
the mnter, we advise that a portion of the crowns he used
up betimes in this month ; this will cause them to sprout

much eariier. The too common practice is, to leave them
on until Februarv", when, of course, the heads and sprouts

come all of a glut. This is neither expecUent nor econo-

mical

Lettuce.—We would have every cottager prick out a few
hundred lettuces in the early part of this month ; if he has
not raised them, he may buy a few of some civil gardener.

These form admirable pig food, to say the least of them, in
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the ensiling May and June, especially for breeding sows.
They, moreover, attain a larger size than spring-sown let-

tuce, and the ground can be better spared for them than in
the spring.

llHriiAitB.—As soon as the loaves are deoajing remove
tbem, and apply a thick coating of rotten maniu-e over their
croivns, using the very sliitch of the midden. This must be
partly removed and partly dug in round the exterior of the
plants in Febniaiy.
Common Tirnips will want one thorough clearing, and

perhaps a slight thinning, in the early part of this month.
Those wlio want good swede tops for cooking puqioses early
in spring, should leave a drill or two in the ground, cutting
off their tops, not quite so low as the bulb, in the beginning
of this month, and then soiling them over six inches deep.
The young shoots may be gathered in February, Mai-ch, and
April, beautifully blanched, and tender as the finest sea-kale.
No person should be without this useful and profitable
article.

Wi.vTEU TiiEATMENT OF ALLOTMENTS.—Let no man fancy
that when his roots ai-e stored, and his greens, See., dressed
according to foregoing instructions, that he has done for the
winter, and may henceforth stand with his arms folded.
Every man wortliy of holding so useful a thing as a plot of
land, capable of producing all his vegetables, should every
season ti-y to enhance its value, by rendering it capable of a
higher course of culture. That this is possible in three-

fom-ths of the ca.ses, we are assured by long observation.
Many plots that we have seen ai-e scom'ed by stagnant
moistm-e ; some are composed of a too stubborn loam, in-

clining to clay ; and others possess a peaty or clastic tfixlure.

In regard to the first, nothing short of thorough drainage
can ever make it what it ought to be. Tlie stubborn loams
must be broken up by a winter's fallow, and their texture
altered by applying sandy materials, or even cinder ashes or
old lime rubbish ; the latter well pounded is an excellent
thing. Peaty soils require both saudy materials and the
loamy or clayey principle. Above all things we say, let every
inch of available ground be fallowed, and by all means drain

where the least suspicion exists.

THE LOAF OF BREAD.
By the Authoress of " My Flowers," ilc.

The remarks I think it advisable to make upon the esti-

mates in my last papers, oblige me to touch again upon the
subject of bread. My readers may consider me desultory
and coi'eless in tlie arrangement of my subjects, and would
prefer one matter being fidly discussed before the inti-oduc-

tion of another. I am myself quite of their way of thinking,
and fully aware of the deficiencies of my own mode of -mit-

ing ; but as I am no scientific author, and matter rises up
before me when I least expect it, from various and unlooked
for incidents, I must sohcit their leave to do my utmost in

their service, in the confused, unsatisfactory way which I am
grieved to call my Itest. Having thus far apologised for my
short-comings, I wiU endeavom- for the futui-e to amend.
The estimates I have transcribed allow '2i jiounds of bread

and flour for five persons ; that is to say, six pounds for each
of the parents, and four pounds for each of the cliQdren per
week-. iMany good managers allow only fom- pounds of bread
per bead for the family, old and young together, and find it

suflicient; because some persons arc not great eaters of

bread, wdiich leaves more for those who are. Many persons
have naturally smaller appetites than others ; some friends

of my own, a gentleman and his daughter, never consumed a
quartern loaf between them in the week ; and many I have
known whose habits in this particular have been the same.
Others again, whose means permit it, eat a larger proportion
of meat, etc., in preference to bread. Families most fre-

quently dine late, and their luncheons consist of tart, pud
ding, fruit, i-c, which lessens the consumption of bread, par-

ticularly as very little is eaten at tea when the dinner is late

in the day; and the male portion of the household eat less

bread tlian might bo expected, because they consume more
animal food than the female portion of it. But, generally
speaking, where bread is a principal article of diet, and when
the members of a family have hearty appetites, six pounds
per week for adults will not be found much beyond the fan'

allowance. Flour, too, is included in the calculation of bread,

and in some cases must take considerably from it, as pies

and puddings, both of meat and fruit, particularly the former,

I

made with a plain crust, are useful in the family ; and a

good sized pie requu-es a pound of flom- at least. The care-

ful economist will soon discover the exact quantity of bread
consumed in her household, and if it exceeds the limit which
the estimate gives, will either substitute some other- article

in place of the extra quantity, or reduce on some other point

to make up for it.

Early rising, eai'ly dining, and a relish for the social even-

ing meal, after the labours and separation of tlie day, pro-

mol« the appetite ; and when baker's bread is used, it cuts

away sadly fast, without atfordiiig tjie stay to the stomach
which sound household bread invariably gives. 'When sub-

stantial meals are made upon bakers bread, in a couple of

hom's wo feel hungry again, which is never the case even
when a less quantity of sweet home-made bread has been
eaten ; and I am sm'e that some little tj'ouble to effect home
baking among the laboming population would be well repaid

in comfort as well as in saring. I know too much of the
inconvenience, privations, and poverty of the poor in a rural

district to suppose that this can be carried out except in

some few cases ; but where it can be done—where floiu' can
be bought, and yeast obtained, and the cottage possesses an
oven—it is most desirable that bread should be made at home.
Even if taken to be baked in the baker's oven, it would an-

svrer to the cottager to pay a halfpenny, or penny per loaf,

according to its size, rather than buy bread from the shop.

I remember the large, sweet, hospitable-looking loaves at

the house of a clergyman, who lived close to the village. The
bread was made of wheat grown on his farm, but was kneaded
and balced at the shop ; and it was always well baked and
light, and wholesome. Nothing looks more comfortable and
liospitable than a large loaf of good sweet bread. It is not
so elegant certainly as the small, delicate, shop loaf, but it

cuts much more to advantage and goes much further. In
the days of need we must not think of elegancies, but of that

which is useful and essential. Many persons live in the near-

neighboiu'hood of a baker's oven, and might thus be accom-
modated at little expense.

The price of bread might be considerably reduced, if we
mixed other floiu with it, and it would be equally good. The
writer from whom I have always quoted says, on the subject

of bread, " The finest flour is by no means the most whole-
some ; and, at any rate, there is more nutritious matter in a

pound of household bread than in a pound of baker's bread.

Besides this, rye, and even barley, especially when mixed
with wheat, makes very good bread. Few people upon the

face of the earth live better than the Long Islanders ; yet

nme families out of ten seldom eat wheateu bread. Rye is

the flour they principally make use of. Now rye is seldom
more than two-thirds the price of wheat, and barley is seldom
more than half the price of wheat. Half rye and half wheat,
taking out a little more of the offal, make very good bread.

Half wheat, a quarter rye, and a quarter barley,—nay, one-

third of each,—make bread that I could be very content to

live upon all my life-time ; and even barley alone, if the

barley be good, and none but the finest flour taken out of it,

has in it, measure for measm'e, ten times the nutrition of

potatoes."

Now, to the poor of a liigh station as well as to those of a

low one, cheap bread is a grand consideration ; and I think

there is less prejudice to overcome in the former than the

latter. The poor are very prejudiced and cannot bear an
inferior, or simply a cheaper niinlr, to uiiich they have not

been accustomed. Now the lii;^h. r cl;i^^r, can much sooner
adopt a prudent measure, and r iiiilr lliomsclves to what
is right. I speak of each as a class ; lliere are many excep-

tions on the one side, and many also on the other ; but I

think when the higher classes set an example, the poor
would speedily follow.

There is a particular bread in the north of I^ngland, or

tliei'e inis, for it is many years since my father lived there,

of which I liave always heai'd hun speak in the highest

praise. He saitl it was far superior, in his opinion, to

wheaten bread,—sweeter, and more moist. It was made of

certain proportions of wheat and rye, which were grown and
thrashed, and ground together. I thiii/i the quantities were
equal, but I am not cleai' upon the subject, and I have not
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nny north counti^ frieiul to wliom 1 cnn apply for correct

informnlion. I shall feel deeply indehteil to uny reader of

The CorrAi.E GAnov.NER who is i»blc to give mc the name
and proportions of tliis excellent bread, who would kindly do
so through the ]''ditor. The name 1 have so often lieai'd

my father use, I have now hut an imperfect recollection of;

it was like J/ussrijcoii, or J/rt,w<7;/<«H, bread.*

Where means arc small, and little mouths are many, a

cheap and ijooil loaf is indeed a blessing ; and I sliall he

thankful if any hints I have gathered may prove of use to

the hiflher jmor, who are so interesting in their tiiuls and
struggles. Yet the cheapest loaf, tlie closest economy, the

watchful eye, and the skilful hand, will all produce nothing

hut restlessness, anxiety, and fatigue, without the " fixed

heart," and the "mind" that "is stayed" on God. The
bread " which endiireth " must be fed upon, to enable that
" which perishetli " to refresh and sustain us. "Oh, that

'

we " were wise, that " we " understood this, that ' we " would
consider our latter end I"

MX FAHM-YAKP.

The season of the year Invs now anived when those who
wish to begin Piu Keeping, or those who are about to in-

crease then- stock, should look about them, count over their

little store, and see what they can spare for replenishing
their "piggerj." The age at which I should recommend
the cottager to purchase his pig is from three to four months
old. The gardens are now full of refuse vegetables. The
commons will supply you with feni, which must be dried and
ricked for Utter during the ensuing winter. The gleaners
have left the fields, end in many places, by paying a tiifle,

your pig can get a run amongst the wheat stubble, wljich

will materially assist the process of fattening, by lailng a

good foundation before commencing the " stall-fe-'Joing."

Acorns and beech-nuts will soon be falling from their lofty

abodes, and by employing yom' children to pick them up,

or by dri\Tng your pigs amongst tliem, you will soon sec how
much they improve in appearance under such judicious

treatment. Thus, you see, all natme points out that some-
thing should be kept to eat the refuse of the gardens, the
fields, aud the woods. Nothing can be so useful, so profit-

able, as a pig ; it is the " household god " of the poor man.
It saves him and his family from many a heart-ache. It

pays the rent
; you need not, if you own a pig, dread the

approach of Lady day and ilichaelma'^, or Christmas and
Midsummer, as the case may be. No I you may come
forward with a bold heart to meet yom- landlord, the money
in yom- hand, aud, may he, even a welcome on your lips.

It also gives a new winter go^vn to the mfe, and a pail- of
new boots to tlie mnsler. It provides several delicacies for

the supper-table, and it has frequently been known to act as a
charm, in preventing its owner from frequenting the ale-

house. What more ean I say for it? Siu-ely such an animal
must be a treasme, and should he foimd belonging tu every
cottage, however humble.
Farmers have always a drove of pigs ready to turn into

their stubble directly their wheat is carried ; of com'se this

is as it shoiUd be, but I am sony to say, in some parishes
they forbid the poor from gleaning, in order to secure a larger
amount of food for their swine. They cannot siu-ely have
read the beautiful historjof "Kuth," or they could not grudge
their poorer neighbours that privilege, which has been given
them from time immemorial :

" He that hath pity on the
poor leudeth to the Lord."

Farmers, also, who live near large woods, shoidd make a
point of having a drove of swine by the time the acorns are
ripe ; they can be fatted sufficiently for market by sending them
into those woods which aboimd in aconis, and on then- return
to the sty giving them skim milk. Pork thus fatted Lsverjgood

;

it makes particularly good bacon, having a peculiar "nutty "

flavour, and is highly prized by epicures. I suspect in a few-

years, farmers who now look upon swine as secondary stock
>riU, by finding the profits arising from them so great, place
them amongst the first occupants of the farm-yard. The
manm-e from the pigsty is of great value, particularly for
turnips. I saw the other day in an essay, written by one who

MasUn, or Mascelin, bread made of wheat and rje ftour, is that
referred to by " My Flowers."

—

Ed. C. G.

well knew tlio value of pigs, thai an aero of Swedes cnn be

brought to the highest state of cultivation by the refuse from
ilu'ce pigstys. To those who grow turnips on a small scftlc,

in a garden, I should recommend tlic following method of

applying it :—Mix the manure tliorougbly witli ashes ; dig

the ground well, mark- out the ridges deeply, and in them
place the manure; over this sow the seeds, and you may
anticipate a first-rate crop.

Geese are also very profitable if bought about this time,

and fatted on the stubble. In fact, poultrj-of nil sorts should

beat hand, to pick up the corn that has been spilt during the

lenping and carting. You will find that if when turned into

tlie fii'lil tliey are quite poor and thin, they will shortly be-

come fit for the table, merely from picking up what would
otherwise have been wasted. These Uttlo points may appear-

trifling, yet if they add to the comfort of home they slioidd

not be neglected ; besides " a penny saved is a penny ginned ;

'

and in these liai-d times farmers are glad enough to save their

pennies—"Take care of the pence, and the pounds will take

care of themselves." A I'mend.

NATIVK WILD FLOWERS.
Septembee.

(Continued frnm pnr/e .187.)

To return to the favoui-ite wild flowers, which are not so

prejudicial to the cultivator as those wo have enumerated as

tile-drain inti-uders, we have first to notice the marine plant

know-n under the name of Michaelmas daisy, or blue chamo-
mile, but designated by botanists Jslcr Iripolium, although

its apparent resemblance to those showy China asters so

well known in the gardens is vei-j- slight. It is, however, a

show)- plant, and highly beautiful when growing in great pro-

fusion, as we have often seen it on the flat tiufy beaches of

quiet bays, associated with the sea plantain and the Satice

nrmcria or common thrift.

The w-ild teasel (Dipsaeus si/lveslris) may stiU be found in

flower in the places which it inhabits. The fuller's teasel,

as it is termed, is a very ueaily allied plant, the flower- heads

of which, furnished with numerous " hooked scales," are

used for the dressing of cloth. Hooker aud Amott, in the

new edition of the " British Flora," express an opinion that

D./iiUonium is but a variety of D. sylvestris, mentioning that

"file hooks become obsolete by long cultivation on a poor

son." The Devil's-bit scabious ificahhsa siiccisa) is also still

in flower, aud is remai-kable for the pecuUar appearance

which its root presents of being cut or bitten off abruptly.

Tliis prffimorse root gave ground for the belief, in early

times, that the devil's teeth were the instnmients employed

in the shortening of the root, the reason assigned being his

Satanic majesty's " envie because it had so many excellent

vertues," aud, " unhappily," as a leaj-ned botanist reraai-ks,

"this malice has been found so successful, that no A-irtues

can be now found in the remainder of the root or herb." This

is the first instance on record of the exercise of the now
fashionable operation of root-pruning; but now-a-days,

being applied by hands more skilful than the teeth of its

inventor, the results are more beneficial and satisfactory.

Let us conclude our scanty autumn wreath with a brief

quotation from oiu- late lamented laureate :

—

" Summer elibs—each day that follows

Is a reflex from on high,

Tendini; to the darksome hollows,

Where the frosts of winter lie.

He who governs the creation.

In his providence assigned.

Such a gradual decUnation

To the life of human kind.

"i'ct we mark it not ;—fruits redden.

Fresh flowers blow as flowers have blow o,

And the heart is loath to deaden
Hopes that she so long hath known."

G. L.wvsoN, F.13.S., Ediiibunjh.
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THE AriAEI.VN'S C.VIENDAE.—Ociobee.
S.I/ J. H. Piii/nc, Usq., Author of " The Apiarian's Guide."

My apiarian friends who are readers of The Cottage
Gakdener, (and who that loves a garden is not?) will

naturally be desirous of receinng some communication from
me at the close of the bee season—this untoward close, I am
sori-y to say, so far as many of my friends and myself are
concerned ; for non-swarming and migratory swarming
have been tlie order of the day. Anxious, myself, to iieoi)le

one of Mr. Taylor's box-hives of the latest construction, I
obtained tlie promise of a first swarm from several cottagers,
that by so doing I might insure a good one, by baring four
or five to choose from ; but, to my great disappointment,
neither from them nor from any of my own stocks could I

get one, for the few that did swarm located themselves in
chimneys, iu, the roofs of houses, in hollow trees, and such
like places from which they could not be taken ; swanns
have been repeatedly Seen fiying in different directions over
the town (Bm-y St. Edmunds), and in our Botanic Garden
they have been observed pai-tiaUy alighting, and shifting
about fi-om place to place, but not remaining stationary
sufficiently long to be hived. Yet, after all the unusual and
perplexing circumstances of this most unpropitious season,
the stocfe generally appear to be good and sufficiently heavy
to go through the ^rinte^ without feeding ; but the swarms,
what few there are, are very, veri/ poor, and without copious
feeding must perish ; as to honey in glasses or small hives,
iu this neighbom'hood, tliere is none.
A gentleman writing to me from Dublin the other day says,

that on the 18th of May, lie united two strong first swanns
(to stock a favourite hive, I suppose), and upon weighing
them a fortnight ago, the gross weight of the hive was only
seventeen pounds and a half; and that the like is very com-
mon in the neighbom-hood around him.

Wasps, also, appear to have been affected in a very un-
usual manner by the season, for although we had a veiy
large number of queen wasps in the spring, scarcely a wasp
lias been seen since that time. I have seen bnt one myself,
and upon maldng inquii-y amongst the confectioners and the
grocers, I can hear of only two having made their appear-
ance ; whereas, at this time of the year they usually have
them by thousands, so that we have nothing to fear for our
little favovuites from this class of then- enemies.
Autumnal rnions.—This process is now become so sim

plitted, that the greatest novice in bee-management may
accomplish it with ease, and with the most certain success";
for at the conclusion of the honey season it appears that the
bees may be cUiven from old worn- up hives, and from weak
second and third swarms that have not been joined at the
time of swai-miug, and that by putting three or tour of these
families together iu an empty hive, and feeding them care
fully, combs will speeihly be foi-med ; and that in tliis manner
good stocks may be made for the ensuing season. The
several methods for all these operations, with then- results,

have abeady been given in the pages of The Cottage
Gakdener

; and sm-ely, now, as Mr. Taylor says, " enough
has been said of the folly, or rather wicl-edness, of Idlling

bees," to prevent its ever being resorted to again ; but should
the trouble of feeding in this manner be objected to, let the
bees be driven from the weak hives into a tolerably strong
stock, by inverting the weak hive and placing the otlier over it,

mouth to mouth, and tying a napldn round where the hives
meet, so as to make tlie escape of a single bee impossible,
aud then gently tapping the lower hive continuously for ten
or fifteen minutes, when the bees will be found to have left

tlie lower for the upper hive ; and this doubled popidation,
however paradoxical it may at first appear (for it has been
proved again and again), will consume a less quantity of
honey during the winter than if the driven bees had not been
joined to it.

Making-up.—The time has now an-ived for mnlang-up
stocks, as it is termed amongst apiarians, that is, joining the
bees of late swarms or casts together ; and when united, to
feed them until they weigh twenty pounds without the hive
or box which contains them, thus making-up good stocks for
the next year; indeed, no hive shoidd be suffered to pass
tlirough the mouth of October without being made to weigli

twenty pounds beyond tlie weight of the hive, for by so
doing the danger as well as the trouble of feeding dm-ing

the winter months will be avoided ; and should the winter

prove a favourable one for them, a httle barley sugar ouly,

in March and April, will be aU that tliey require.

WINTERING BEES.
Your con-espondent, " A Countiy Curate," has directed

the attention of the apiarian public to some remarks as to

the best mode of iireseiwing bees in winter; a matter of

great importance in our variable climate. It will be allowed
that the experiments cited by him are of far too indefinite a

character to be followed without a more accurate accomit of

place, dates, itc. I never doubted the possibihty of preserv-

ing life in a hive of bees tlu'oxigh the muter, by covering it

uji from the influence of the atmosjihere, either under or

above the ground. The main question is whether this extra
trouble and expense is actually called for. I am an old

bee master, aud believe that it is not ; and that bees may
pass the \vinter with the smallest possible consumption of

food in their usual positions. Repeated experiments have
convinced me tliat nothing more is needed than the entire

screening of the hives from the influence of the sun in the

cold months. My practice is the same as that recommended
by Mr. Taylor, in his " Bee-keeper's Manual " (illustrated at

page 147, fourth edition). If the bees are attracted from
the hive by every gleam of winter sun or reflection of snow
on the ground, the most disastrous consequences may ensue.

Keep them quiet and torpid, and little or no food is wanted.
In the contrai'j' event their store is rapidly consumed ; disease

aud death assm-edly following. The little adcUtioiial expense
of such screens is as nothing compared witli tlie certain ad-

vantage. But I have yet another plan, which I hope to be
enabled to carry into execution ; and I trust others of your
correspondents mU Iry it with me. I mean to face a few of

my hives entirely to the north, throughout the year. I am
courinced that the bees in learing home are guided solely by
the outer atmospheric temperature at all seasons, prefening
shade for their domicile, where the choice is oflered. Vi'hite

infoi-ms us that bees thrive well to the north. Gelieu always
screened his hives from the sun. Mr. Taylor says, that
" an apiarian of great celebrity placed his hives around the

interior of an octagon erection, without perceiving any
sensible difference m their well-doing." A friend of my own
last year had a stock, the best in his apiary, which never
faced otherwise than due north. The " Country Curate

"

appeals to the " intelligent and cmious apiarians wlio read
your pages," for assistance in carrying on a series of winter

experiments. Will some of these make a trial of ray pro-

position, by placing a few stocks altogether to the north { well

sheltered of comse), and compare them with those worked
iu other aspects ? I would advise their permanent re-

moval in November. The Cottage G.at!Dener has ren-

dered invaluable aid to apiarian science and practice ; and I

feel confident that its columns would be open to receive well-

authenticated details of useful and interesting experiments.

Will any correspondent favour us by saying whether he has
aheady witnessed the adoption of my proposed scheme ; and
witli what result ? An old Bee Mastek.

ARTIFICIAL SWARMS.
PEEraT me to occupy a .space in yoiu- ^ aluable paper with

a few remarks, by way of supplement, to my former letter

on the subject of my plan of effecting auttimnal unions,

and fonuing artificial stocks, which seem called for by
some observations of Mr. Payne upon both, and my know-
ledge that several of yoiU' readers ai'e trying, or have tried,

my method as I'ecommended iu The Cottage Gardener
of August the 1st. But first, let me thank Mr. Payne
for the oordiaUty and frankness with which he has acknow-
ledged the utility as well as the simplicity of my plan of

uniting bees. I have only to say, that it is adapted to every

pm-pose of this kind, whether it be to eflect autumnal unicins,

to transfer stocks, or to strengthen worldng hives in the

breeding or honey gathering seasons. It has this advantage

over the fumigating system, that whereas in the latter case

several days are generally wasted before the bees recover

their wonted energy, in the former instance there is no
interruption whatever to then' labom'S beyond the momen-
tary iiiteiTuption necessary to the operation itself. Every
intelligent apiarian will at once perceive the capabilities of
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the plan; but I iiiiiy luontion, for tlio iiisti-MCtion of the

uninitiated, how, on one Ofcasion hist lUitunni, I eHectod

the addition of two weak stocks to one strong one. Willi

the greatest ease imaginable, the poiiulation of all three

stocks were diivcn into one and tlie same empty hive, and

when united, were driven back again the same evening into

the stock wiiich was to be sti-engtliened. This, however,

as I have since discovered, was quite an nnnocessary waste

of time and labour. It would have been sutticient to have

driven the two weak stocks together, and to hiive then placed

the temporarily occupied hive over the stock to ho strength-

ened, carefully stopping up every crerico by which the bees

in the upper hive might have egress into the open air, except

from below. l)y this means they would have been forced to

descend into the lower hive, which, of course, is supposed to

have a liole at its top. If this bo done at iiii/hl when the

bees are quiet, the junction will be veiy speedily and safely

effected. I have often removed a bell-glass full of bees from
one hive to another, without the least apparent discord be

-

tween them. It is ditt'erent hi/ day, when the bees are active;

though even here the iuteiiiosition of a jierforated zinc plate

for foiu' or five hours (which can be easily done where the

top of a hive is Hat) has been found to obviate all danger of

fighting. The upper hive should not be removed for three

or fom- days.

One observation of Mr. Panie's, of soma importance, I

would wish to correct. It has reference to my method of

forming ai-tilicial stocks. He says, that it is " not stroiiy

stocks that are to be deprived of then- honey and united to

otliers, but uvnk ones only." A'ery tnie, where uulumnul

unions alone are in question ; but in the case of entire ils-

prirnlion, and the transfer of bees according to my peculiar

plan, it is uecessaiy that at least one of the stocks to be

deprived and transferred should be strong (i.e. populous),

because the queen of such a stock being a prolific and vigor-

ous one, tliere will be so much greater chance of success,

as, in all probability, slw would come off the victor in the

confiict of queens. ^Vnd here I may state my belief that the

weakness of stocks is to be i/eneralli/ attributed to some
defect in the queen, except in the case of very old liives

(where conti-action of space, as well as dirt and vermin,
would mar her capabilities), and also in the ease of Inte

casts, whose population is distracted between attention to

breeding and anxiety to proem-e a sutficient store of food at

a time wlien it begins to fail. I cannot, therefore, promise
much to him who has saved the bees of weak stocks only,

how many soever he may have united together. Be cai-eful

to ensure the presence of one good queen (or, in other words,
let one of the stocks be very strong), and unite as many
weak ones with it as possible (consistently with the size of

the hive), and there need be very little doubt of success. I

do not, of course, recommend any one to destroy his esta-

blished stocks for the sake of furthering such an experi-

ment ; this he need not do ; but if he has any weak stocks

which he desu'es to save, and he has a mind to try my plan,

he need not, I am sm-e, seek far from home among his cot-

tage friends for a strong stock that is doomed to the biim-
stone pit.

Again, I have mentioned the lOth of .\ugust as the latest

time for the fonuation of ai'tificial stocks, simply because I
have successfully secured a stock fonned as late as that time;
whereas I know of the failure of a similar experiment which
was only begun a week later. I could account for this, per-

haps, in another way, but I should not like to induce any
one to ventiu"e on an experiment recommended by me, with

out the sanction of my own experience, guarding them at

the same time against the chances of faUm'e. I do not, how- '

ever, pretend to say that a stock so foi-med, even as late as
\

the middle or even the end of September, would not succeed
verj' well. Mr. I'avne has given us lately an instance of such
success, but it must have been, though an interesting, yet a
somewhat troublesome experiment. Now, I ccn.sfrf feeding my
own bees about that time, nor have I given them any more
food from that time to this day, except about five or six oimces
of honey on one occasion in the spring. I had, therefore, no

I

trouble whatever with them in the T\-inter. The weight of
I

contents of this hive {i.e. independent of box alone), when '•

I ceased supplying them with food, was about 17 lbs., which
proved amply sufficient ; while I do not think much of it was
left in store for another year (a matter of some consequence

,

I should think), before honey abounded. To what extent

this system of forming .'iilififiiil slo.ks may bo carried it is

impossible to say. It wnr drsiralli' that it should be tried

as extensively and diver-cly a'^ pn,,il,Io. I throw tliis out as

a hint to those wlio are curious in such matters, and have
leisure for bestowng the requisite attention on experiments
of this kind. With a yood ijueen and plenty of lires, I am per-

suaded anything may be done ; even brcediny may be carried

on at Christmas in mild winters almost as actively as at

midsummer ; but it stands to reason that, as every stock is

more populous in August than in October, double or treble

the number of stocks must be united in the latter month, to

eiiualiso an experiment instituted with a tlui'd or half the

number united in August.
One word more as to feodmg such stocks. I have some-

what improved my feeder (as described vol. iii., p. •-illT), by
discarding the perforated zinc jjlate, which is made to float

with difficulty. Instead of it I now use a float of half-inch

wood (the harder the better), which fits loosely in the feeder,

allowance being made for its expansion ; a circular hole in it

allows space for the cylindrical tube ; besides wliich there

ai'e three or four holes, half an inch broad, cut through the

float, and extending from side to side. To keep the wood-
float from sticking to the bottom when the liquid gets low, I

pass three or four brads through the float, of such length

that the bees cannot get under it, while it is kept clear of

the bottom. My feeder is now complete. I do not find

many bees drowned, and they do not soil themselves, as be-

fore, to speak of. I have further improved it by inserting,

instead of tlie spiral wu'e, a cylinder of pasteboard—an exact

fit, inside the tube of ascent. It is astonishing what a
quantity of food they will consume in this improved feedei-.

Let it be only kept strictly clean, by washing it out once a week ;

and let the food be made of wholesome table-beer, and it will

astonish the experimentalist how rapidly they will work.

The best augury of success is the working of the combs
down to the bottom board, which at this season of the year
is significant of a rigorous and prohflc queen. Such combs
would on examination be found filled with eggs and brood
of all ages. A Cointkv Cieate.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER'S CALENDAR.—OciobeH.
By Martin Doyle, Author of "Hints to Small Farmers," dc.

The Pori.TnY-VAiiD GEXEr.ii.i.v.—The season for pro-

ducing any fresh additions to the stock of poultry has now
passed away, excepting the hatching and rearing of ducks
and geese for the markets in .January and Febmaiy. These
birds may yet be successfully reared late in autumn, and
they will be found highly remunerative for the extra trouble

they may occasion. All old or superfluous poulti-j- which
are not intended to be either for winter fatting or for breed-

ing in the spring, should now be sold oft' or consumed in the

form of pies and soup. The recipes for goose or duck pies

and fowl soup should be consulted in the simple and useful

books of cookery which treat of such subjects.

Fowls.—Hens which are in the list of the doomed ought
to be allowed to complete their moulting before they are

consigned to the cook's tender mercies. Food for poultry is

now so abundant, that it is better not to loose the advantage
which the gleanings of harvest afford, by prcmatm'ely kilUng

any description of poultry, and more particularly when the
moulting fever in any degree affects the victims of man's
gluttony. The flesh in sucli state is unwholesome. The
feeding dining its continuance, and to the moment when
the knife is to be used, shoiUd, of course, be of the most
generous kind, so as to improve the condition of the bird as

much as possible. Besides the com which is now so abun-
dant in many fields, barley-meal, mixed tolerably stiff with

water or milk, varied now and then with cheap rice boiled

into a granular, not a sloppy state, will be the best dietaiy.

To fowls fed in confinement on raw grain, it is almost need-
less to say, that gravel should be given to help them to

digest the corn. I'or ailments of a mysterious nature, pills

of calomel and coloeynth, in the proportions and in the

doses prescriljed for adult human creatures, are recom-
mended. It should be remembered by poultiy-keepers, that

a hen-ladder is useful to enable the fowls to mount to their

roosting-perches. The want of it is inconvenient, and some -

times dangerous, and yet this is very conimou.
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We had proposed to give a sketch of a good fowl coop, but

it is really unnecessary to do so, as a coop is an appendage
so common and so simple. A few words here, however, on
this subject may not be superfluous. A coop, fom- feet long

and three feet high, standing on legs, and divided into three

compartments, will be found suiliciently coramodiaus for

fowls. It is better, generally, not to huve one story over

another ; for, in such case, drawers will be necessaiy under
i

the rounded cross-bars on which the prisoners stand to re- ;

ceive the excrements ; and the accumulation of these will be i

offensive to the smell. By having an open space under the i

bai's of a one-storied coop, the excrements fall to the ground,

and can be at once removed. The bars, which are in fact i

perches, should be ranged parallel with the troughs, other-

wise the fowls will not be in the proper position to feed

without turning to the front, and scrambling for a hold

on their perch, which, if at riglit angles to the trough,

affords them no standing room. We have seen such coops.

Single cells are undoubtedly desirable, except on the score

of increased cost, because a bird can be taken out and ex-
|

amined without distm-bing the others ; and combats, which
so often occm' when gangs are put together, are prevented

by tlie system of solitary conlinement; but with two or three

compartments it is always probable that the prisoners may
be so assorted as to live in peace, and fatten comfortably.

Some people have boai'ded floors for the fowl, and put sti-aw

on them, but sti'aw is heating and generates fleas ; and be-

sides this, the uatm-al repose of fowls is otily on a perch.

The fowl houses should be white-washed in every corner

and cranny to kill fleas. A good fumigation with peat smoke,

if it can be done without danger of fu-e, will be useful to

pm-ify the houses from any remains of summer efllu\ia.

In our last number, it was intimated that a bottle hokUng
water, and placed in an inverted position over a pan nearly

filled with liquid, is sufficient mechanism for supplying

water to chickens. The diagram here presented will illus-

trate our meaning.

This plate needs no descriptive comment, except that the
oenti-e A is merely a handle for raising tlie pan, not a reservoir
for water, as niiirht he su]ipos>>d.

A is a bottle, e a shallow bowl with a centre piece, which
is made to hold the neck of the bottle a little above the level

of the pan, and having flood-gates to each compartment, as

shown in the above jilate.

An earthen pan, with a bottle sus-

pended by strings or taije, would
answer the pm-pose equally well, and
is exceedingly simple, as here re-

presented. The bottle fiUed mth
water is closed with the thumb while

being inverted over the pan, and sus-

pended with its mouth a little below
the upper rim. On withdrawing the

thumb, the water will rush out until

it stands in the pan at the level of the

mouth uf the bottle.

Tlie third plate shows a description

of an I .irnuii jKin made at the pottery

of liili|H 11 I ImiIs) for the safety of

little rliii.ks, uliirli could not possibly

drown tliemselves in the circular

ti'oughs, which are too naiTOw to ad-

mit their bodies—they may scramble
across the partitions, but cannot fall

into the spaces between them.

TuKKEYS AND DtCKS should be encouraged to search for

oak and beech mast as fast as they fall from the trees;

though not in itself a delicate fattening diet, it will be an
excellent foimdation on which a course of barley-meal and
milk diet may be laid.

Geese should be prepared for the Jlichaelmas market.
Very fat and heavy ones ai-e, perhaps, more in request at

Christmas than at this festival ; but if the birds are not par-

ticiflarly young, they are much improved both iu tenderness
and flavour by a month's confinement and fatting with oats.

In many families the dripping from the roast goose is

almost as valuable as the goose itself. The fatter the
goose, the more economical a diet it constitutes. For the
sake of the feathers, tlie confined bu-ds should be well sup •

plied with clean straw.

Put away nin-sing coops now, that are no longer wanted for

tills year, in their x)roper stowage places ; and on rainy daj's

repair wliatever thhigs may require renovation. Take care

of fowl stealers who may be prowhng about yom' premises in
the nights, which are becoming long and dark.

STORING YEGETABLES.
A great deal of the comfort of winter housekeeping de-

pends on the way vegetables and fruit are kept. Many
people who have an abundance of these thmgs dming the
summer and autumn are obhged either to purchase or to go
without in the winter, merely because they do not know the
best method of preserving them. Few gardens are so small
but that a sui'plus of vegetables and frait are at some time
or another grown, and therefore I do not imagine a few
remarks on the subject would be oiit of place. So much has
lately been said and written about potatoes that I dare say
every one has made up their mind ere this as to the best

way of keeping them. I have always found the old-fashioned

plan of digging a hole in the earth about five feet deep the
best. Strew this hole rather thickly with straw, and then
throw the potatoes in ; and when within a foot of the top,

cover them over, and heap the earth up in the centre so as

to form a " grave." These "pits" ought to be looked over

every two months, and any potatoes that are at all diseased

should be given to the pigs. This opening, however, should

not take place when there is any frost, or the whole " pit
"

is very lil<ely to sutt'er.

Onions are, next to potatoes, the vegetables I like to see

cultivated in a cottage garden ; no dish is palatable without

one, and they are very sustaining and nomishing. The
French have found this out long ago; and the labourer's

dmner in that comitry continually consists of a couple of raw
onions, some black bread, and a httle jug of broth smelling

most potently of garlic ! September is the proper raontli

for taking up onions ; it should be done on a dry day, and
then they should he laid separately on the ground in the
" eye of the sun." Turn them twice a day until they are

thoroughly dried, and then store them m some dry well-aired

place. They may eitlier be strung together and hung up to

the ceiling, or laid on the floor, care being taken tliat they

do not touch one another. The former plan is the best

where room is of consequence. Should they begin to sprout,

touch the roots with a hot iron, whicli will eflectually jire

vent it, without injming the onion. Corruts should be kept

in sand, in a dry but not a warm place. If an old cask

is at hand, you will find it very useful for the purpose—

•

putting layers of sand and carrots allermitcly. This
plan also answers well for parsnips and beetroot.

French beans may be kept till Christmas, at which time

they will be considered great delicacies. For this purpose they

must be picked when quite young. Provide a jar or butter-
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keg for tliem, mul straw some salt at the bottom, ami then
put a layer of liean.s about four inches deep, sprinkle again

with salt, and continue tlni.s initil the cask is full. Tie it

well down, and on tlie top placo a weight, in order to e.xdude

every particle of air ; keep it in a cellar till you require it.

Green jtetis can also be eaten in the winter, but not with such
success as the beans. To do so you must proceed thus :

—

shell, and put them into boiling water, liolil them over

the fire for three minutes; put them into a sieve, and when
quite dry bottle them ; pour a little melted suet into tlie

mouth of tlie bottle, cork them down very tight, and keep
(hem in a dark cellar. Some people liury the bottles in eartli,

but that is more troublesome, and I do not think more
effectual. When re(iuired for table they must be treated as

if they had been just picked. To prevent herbs (such as

mint, thjine, sage, i-c.,) from losing their flavour, they

should be kept in the following manner :—Pick them on a

dn' day, and spread them in a wann shady place until quite

dry, then tie them up into small bundles and pack them
closely in a box, oacli sort sepai'ately ; cover them over witli

white paper, and tie the box domi ; keep it in a dry and
ratlier wami place, and yoii will find them very superior to

those that liave been kept in paper bags.

Herhs are vei-y useful, especially to the cottager, and care

should be taken to pvesen'e them well. Although many new
medicines have been discovered, which are valuable in real

illness, yet I am sure if lierbs were as much thought of as

they were in our grandmother's time, many a bill would be
avoided, and many a long walk to the parish doctor saved I If

herbs were as ditficult to be procm-ed as " /rills and ilraiKjhls
"

are, we shoiUd soon hear of " pennyi-oyal tea," " chamomile
tea," and all the vaiious " simples " which were so well

known one hundred year's ago, but which now are despised
a»d neglected (in many cases), merely because they are

common and cheap. In matters of the greatest importance,
how often is this the case 1 The injunction of our Lord,
" Come buy wine and milk without money, and without
price, " is often disregaided, because nothing is to be paid
for such luxm-ies, wliilst the creed of penances and morti-
fications finds many a worshipper, because by such acts om-
vanity is fed, and oiu' self-righteousness, alas I exalted.

A FniEND.

ENGLISH CAGE BIRDS.

MISSEL THP.rSU.

IkSESSOBES DESTfEOSTKES. MeRULUiE.

TiirJus r'iscivorus ; Mcrula viscivora : Misseltoe Thrush ;

Storm Cock ; Holm Thrusli.

The Missel Thrush is one of the largest of om- thrushes,
and the eai-liest in song—commencing his strains vei-y fre-
quently as eaily as Februar)-. He generally occupies the
topmost branch of the highest tree in or near tlie woods,
where he pours forth his loud clear notes in constant suc-
cession. There is very little or no variety in it, nevertlieless
it is associated witli our feelings of rejoicing at the departure
of winter and the ne.ar approaclx of spring. His song is

frequently heard while on the wing chasing his mate during
the pairing or breeding season ; and I have noticed his song
to bo more frequent just before a storm of rain, and from
this I doubt not ho tiUces the name of Storm Cock. When
taken wild he should be placed in a largo cage covered in

sueli u way tliat he cannot see any person, or by its fears and
frequent attempts to escapo it will destroy its plumage, if

not its life. Being secured in a large cage, and supplied
with a eup of water made secure as not to be easily upset in

its attempts to escape, he should have a few worms, or
snail.s, or pieces of meat (raw), thrown at the bottom of his

cage; and although sulky at first, impelled by hunger (if

left quiet) he will at length pick up the pieces of worms or

meat. After the first few days fed upon this kind of food,

I then place a dish of oatmeal mixed up into a jiasle with

water, and stick therein pieces of meat and worms ; these he
will pluck out, and adhering to them portions of the paste,

to which, at length, he will have recoui'se as readily as the
worms and meat. I!nt 1 prefer bringing up the young birds

from the nest to old birds, as they become perfectly tame,
hear handling well, will come to you by your call, and readily

recognise your voice and person, are easily reared, and mil
breed in an enclosed place. When taken in the nest, I feed
them upon worms, meat, snails, and tlie paste above men-
tioned alternately, until they are able to feeil tlifiuselvcs,

which will often be in a month—keeping them and lljeir nest
scrupulously clean. This is indispensable ; for if t he feathers

become duly and matted together with filth they mostly die.

They are subject to cramp ; to obviate this I mix for the
young birds a quantity of road grit in their paste of oatmeal,
whicli has a veiy beneficial effect, and affords them a suffi-

ciency of phosphate of lime to fonn feathers. The soil

should be taken from each bird by the aid of a pair of pliers

resembling a bird's bill, immediately it is discharged from
the bii'd, which generally happens upon the first mouthful
of food given it—the little bird rising on its leg.s, and
elevating its hinder part over the nest—thus exhibiting the
ancient moral, " that it is a dirty bird that soils its own nest."

Natm-e has amply provided against such a contingency by
encasing the excrement as it is discharged in a sort of ge-

latinous bag, so tough and tenacious that the parent bird can
take it readily up and convey it in its bill to a considerable
distance. The same treatment will do for all the thrush tribe,

e.xcept that I give in addition hemes of various kinds talsen

from the hedges. W. Eavner.
[This bird, Macgillivray says, is a permanent resident, but

the native birds of tlie species ai'e supposed to be joined by
others from tlie continent towards tlie end of October. They
fly about in loose flocks, composed of a few individuals,

seldom more than twenty, and at this season betake them-
selves to the open fields, especially those recently ploughed,
where they seai'ch for worms, laiwa;, and seeds. On alighting,

the bu-d stands for some time with the body and tail inclined,

the head raised, the -nings slightly drooping. Should it

descry symptoms of danger, it alanns its companions by a
low harsh scream, when they all remain attentive for awhile,
and fly off, or should they judge themselves safe, commence
their search, in prosecuting which they scatter about more
than the Fieldfares or Redwings. If you watch the motions
of one, you see it liop smartly along, stop to pick up an ob-
ject, then resume the attitude of attention, hop forward, dig

up a worm, break it to pieces, and swallow it, then stand
again, and thus continue until satiated or put to flight. In
this manner, which is precisely that of the Fieldfare and
Common Thrush, they continue feeding for hours, imless
disturbed, generally keeping at a considerable distance from
each other, so that two can very seldom be shot at once.
They are extremely vigilant, and the moment one is alanned
it emits a low churr, which is repeated by the rest, when they
either fly to the trees in the neighbourhood, or Hit to a dis-

tant field. In an open place, they hardly consider them-
selves safe at the distance of two humlred yards ; and al-

though they remain while a person passes them, they fly oft'

if he stands to watcli them. When perched on trees they
seldom allow a nearer approach than a hundred yards. If
they are feeding near a low wall, you may occasionally obtain
a shot by going to the place and suddenly Stai-ting up, but
you have little chance of catching them unawares by slowly
raising your head and gmi between the stones, I once shot
a fine specimen in a field near Edinburgh, through a hole at
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the bottom of a wall, just as, haviug observed me, it ivas

about to fly off.

The Blissel Tlirush, dm-ing -ninter and spring, is thus

more vigilant and suspicious than even the Fieldfare, and,

for this reason, as well as because it is much rarer, is seldom
.shot. It sometimes associates with that species in the fields

;

but rarely flies witli it. Its flight, which is ratlier heavy, is

performed by a series of flappings, with short inten-als of

cessation, like that of the Fieldfai-e, and has very little un-

dulation. On occasion, however, it becomes rapid ; and, when
at fuU speed, a Jlissel Thrush bears a considerable resem-

blance to a Sparrow Hawk or Merlin ; and small birds are

sometimes seen pursuing it, as they are wont to fly after a

bu-d of prey. It is seldom that the individuals of a flock fly

low or close together. While proceeding, they now and then

utter a low scream, and when they find an eligible jilace, they

either alight abruptly at a distance from each other, or fly

over the field for some time.

The song of this bird resembles tliat of the Blackbird, but

its notes ai-e less mellow and modulated, although equally

loud. It commences veiy early in spring, or even in winter,

when the weather is fine, and is continued until the middle
of summer; but, as the species is compai'atively scarce in

most parts, it is seldom heard, and when it is, is usually mis-

taken for that of the Blackbird or Song Thrush. Several in-

dividuals have heard it sing when flying from one place to

another, but on such occasions I have only heai'd it utter its

harsh scream.
The fiooks break up in JEarch, and about the end of that

month, or towards tlie middle of April, the different pairs

commence then- buiUling operations, selecting a natm-al

wood, a plantation, or frequently an orchard, for their sum-
mer residence, whence they make excvu'sions into the neigli-

boiu'ing fields and gardens. The nest, which is placed in

the fork of a tree, or on a branch, generally at an incon-

siderable height, is very bulky, and more rudely constructed

tlian that of the other species which build with us. It is

composed exteniaUy of twigs, straws, and grasses of various
kinds, intermixed with leaves and mosses ; within tliis is a

rudely formed cup of mud, generally in pellets, mixed with

grass or fibrous roots. The interior is a more carefidly

ai'ranged layer of finer grasses, roots, and moss, or frequently

of grass alone. Sometimes tlie exterior is partially covered
with grey lichens and mosses ; but at other times it is similai-

to that of the Blackbird's nest. The intenial diameter of one
now before me is fom- and a half inches, its depth two and
three-fourths, and the thickness of its walls an inch and
three-quarters. The eggs, usually four, or from three tofi\e,

are of a regular oblong-oval form, an inch and three-twelfths

in length, by ten-twelfths, flesh -coloiu:ed, or purplish-white,

marked with irregular scattered spots of hght brownish-red
and more obscure spots of purplish red.

—

MacgUUvray's
History of British Birds.}

rOULTEY-HOUSE.
I NOW enclose you a plan of my little hen-house. I must,

Iiowever, tell you that my original hen-house was up stairs.,

close to the slates, and witli a skylight facing tlie noith. It
was bitter cold, so much so, that last winter my Spanish hens
did not lay at all.

a Sunk water tank in boiling-bouse, ttc.

b Pump—to supply regulating cistern.

c Regulating cistern.

d Boiler and stove.

e Steam-pipe for warming hcn-liousc. and steaming tubs.

/ Hen boxes.

f^ Platform to ben boxes.

h Roosting poles.

i Steaming tubs sunk in ground ; * otber steaming box.
k Entrance fur poultry.

My present house was a loose box facing south. I chose
it not for its capabilities, but because joining the boiler-

house. In many ways I would alter the ai-rangemeut were I

to fit it again, especially in having the laying-boxes under the
roosting perches. As at present I believe it will answer, and
at only the expense of the iron pipes, as w'hen I am steam-
ing food for my jiigs I have nothing to do but turn the tap,

and let it run off through the hen-house.

A Nav;V1 OrFicEE.

EXTRACTS PROM CORRESPONDENCE.
The Potato Muep.ain.—On taking up some Ash-leaved

Kidneys, that had been left in the ground, to see whether
they would remain freer from disease than the rest of the
crop which was taken up some weeks before, I found that

the tubers under some of the plants wliich had been much
trodden on in the course of the summer were good, without
exception, -wliilst of tlie remainder nine-tenths or more were
spoiled. Being on a border before a south wall, a sort of

path was made over the jilants nearest the wall, across the
ends of the drills, by people going to the fruit-trees, ifce.

:

and the liaulm of those plants was injured, aud its growth
dwai-fed ; and their tubers though sound and good were
smaller than those under the rest of the plants. Does,
then, closeness of soil protect from disease? I shoiUd have
tliought so, had I not constantly seen this summer that the
tuber deepest iu the earth rots sooner than those at the
surface, where, when partly greened by the air, they ai'o hardy
and well. Again, I shoidd have said, tliat checking the lux-

lu-iance of the foliage might have had a good effect, but that

I have seen some of the most luxuriant plants with a plen-

tifid crop undemeath, unhurt to the last—so that I can draw
no conclusion. Blay it not be useful to leai'U, if it has been
generally remarked, tliat plants troddeu, as by a path, &c.,

have unifonnly escaped disease ?—Hv. Helyap,, Jin., Hanl-
iiu/toii^ near Yeovil.

[Tliese facts coincide with the opinion we have always
entertained, tliat dryness is one of the best preventives of the
disease.

—

Ed. C. G.]

Desteovino Ants.—a gentleman in this neighbourhood
(Ivingston-on-Thames), whose field was overrun with ants,

after ha\'ing tried every imaginable thing to destroy them, at

la^t piu-sued the following method, and at this time there is
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scarcely ona to be seen where bef.u-o tlierc were thousanils :

—

Having chosen dry weather, in .hily hisL, for the pm-poso, ho
set fi ruan to work, with a lieiivy block of wooil in tlio shape
of a pavior's hammer, to luinunor the earth ihiwn on them,
nnil pouring in hot water at the sanio time ; liy these means
lie ilesti'oyed numbers, .\rier this lirst operation three G uinoa
fowls were jjut into the liehl to eat what remained, liy con-

stant ramming in wet weather, and when dry assisting the
operation by hot water, and this followed by two Guinea fowls

(one having died;, he has completely got rid of the pests
;

but whether thev will return no\t veai- remains to be proved.

—K. 0. T.

BoiuNG rF..\s.—We frequently hear our cottage friends

complain of peas being " bad boilers," and taking many
lioure stewing before they break, and sometimes not doing
so at all. Now, inuler the following treatment, peas that

would take twelve hours to breal; them in the usual way,
may be broken in less than one :—Pick them and dean
them, if necessary, by rubbing them in a dnj cloth; have a

vessel containing a sufficient quantity of water to cover them,
boiling very hard, strew the peas into it from the hand, a few
at a time, so as not in the least to check the boiling of the

water, and when boiled neai-ly irj add cold water, and after

boiUng a few minutes they will bi'eak. If the water be very
hard, a bit of washing soda niiiy be put in.—J. H. P.

Soot as a M-inure fob Potatoes.—Will you allow me to

mention that to-day I had dug up some second early pota-

toes—six rows. The seed was the same of all ; to two rows
I put as tillage a mixture of lime and soot, to two of soot

alone, and to the remaining two superphosphate of lime.

All were planted tlie same week. The produce from the
seed having the soot tillage alone was about one-third

greater than that with the supeiiihosphate of lime, and
neai-ly a fourth gi'eater than with the mixture of lime and
soot. There were scarcely any diseased ; not one, so far as

I have yet seen, from the sooted groimd. I tried in another
place plain soot against plain lime, and I feimd the produce
nearly equal ; the tubers a little finer from the soot. The
lime I had had under cover for many mouths. It was au'

slacked.—A. T. B., Chesterfiehl.

PiVXSEE KiDXEY Beans.—T now proceed to make good my
promise about the Scarlet Rimner Kidney beans ; in doing
so, I shall just state what I have seen, and what we are trying

to do here. It was in the gai-den of a person with whom I

happened to be acquainted in the small town of Llanrhiadr
(County of Jlontgomery), where I saw this useful vegetable
trained in a manner different to what I have seen either

before or since ; although I have travelled about a good deal
in the northern and midland counties, I liave seen iio other

instance of this method of training them, indeed, ray friend

told me he had borrowed the idea from the Continent, where
he had seen them thus cultivated. The two rows of Kidney
beans which I saw were parallel, running north and south,
and probably six feet apai't; and, by means of two posts, a
rail stretching from one of these posts to the other, a suitable

number of wooden pegs ( hooked ) driven into the ground,
and of good thick twine, which latter formed the connecting
hnk betwixt the hooked pegs and the rail above, the whole
had the appearance of the steep roof of a house ; the plants
having made then- growth, both sides showed a uniform face

i

of leaves, flowers, and pods, and the whole formed the
|

greatest attraction in the garden, as it had a really hand-
I

some appearance ; the crop, too, was veiy abundant and
early. The ai-guraent in favoiu' of this method is, that the
Sim's rays reach the west side of the row long before noon, '

and continue on the east side of it for a similar time after-

wards. When the sun is perpendicular, however, and exert-

ing its greatest power, a much larger portion of the plants '

are receiving the benefits of its rays than if they were trained
pei-pendicularly, since, by the latter method, the uj)per part
of the plants considerably shade the lower part. In districts

where "poles" ai-e scarce and dear, this plan would also be
foimd decidedly the cheapest, and this is another recom-
mendation. Our experiments this season, I am soitj- to

say, are incomplete ; for the spring frosts unfortunately took
our first sowing of the beans, and the second crop of plants

|

have never yet reached the raU, nor are likely to do now

;

however, we hope to escape such calamities in future. I
may mention, that instead of the hooked pegs, we used ;

pieces of deal the length of the rows, each three inches wide
and one inch thick, fixed at the emls iu(o upriglit posts only
a few inches hig^i, and had the twine laced bncl;wards anil

forwards between -the upper rail and the two lower ones,
allowing a space between of about six inches. I perceive,
however, that our method might be improved upon; if the.

lower rails wei-e one inch deeper and an aperture made at

every six inches distance along their lower side, with a saw
sufKciently wide to admit the twine, it would prevent a pos-
sibility of the latter getting displaced ; and if knotted at

intervals (the knots to be made close to the rail), lliere

would be no risk of the fabric giving way should the (nin.>

get broken by any means. I should mention, that wr used
three-fold twine previously dipped in boiled linseed oil ; llli^,

strengthens and preserves it, and at the same time pre\ents
contraction or expansion.—W. L.

CiiAJir IN Poultry.—Having had several young ducks
seized with the cramp, and the birds being comjiletely y'r^'d

and unable to swallow, it occurred to me that a warm balli

might be of service. I accordingly placed their feet in warm
water, and with a sponge kept constantly squeezing the water
over them for about ten minutes, which partially revived
them. I then wrapped them in flannel and placed them in
a basket in the wanu kitchen, when they soon showed signs
of recovery, and the following moi-ning they were in perfect
health.—AV. B.

Poi.M-Use He.wino.—^Alas ! poorpolmaise ! how hard you
ai-e upon it

; you " ai-e sorry ' C ' has been to the expense of
such a structure," and say, that " in being obhged to abandon
it, he only shows the fate common to most who have tried
it." Your favourable notice of my cow-house vinery en-
com'ages me to give you a short account of my small doings
with the much abused but admirable polmaise. I am quite
a tyro, and fom' years ago had not the slightest idea how to

heat a forcing house, or to cultivate the pine-apple. Pol-
maise appeared and took my fancy. I have heated by it two
hothouses, a pit, and greenhouse, containing at this moment
fruiting and succession pines growing most luxuriantly. A
Queen, I am told by a gardener well qualified to judge, would
be worthy of the exhibition at Chiswick, and a Cayenne he
expects will weigh 8 lb. In the same houses large crops of
grapes on three year old vines have been gathered this season,
one bunch of Muscats weighed .!ijtb . Large crops ofgrapes
also, have ripened on vines in pots ; of figs, too, in pots, there
has been a good and constant supply. Stove plants have
been growing so well, that many have been quite " specimen
plants." So much for my horticultm-al polmaise ; then
comes my dwelling house polmaise, for I have polmaised
that too ! Five rooms are warmed by one stove ; the bed-
rooms have been pronounced to be in the winter most de-
lightful, thei-e is no feehng that would indicate that the room
is heated by wann air ; all you perceive is that your room is

like summer. Last, not least, comes the polmaise closet in
which all the linen and wet clothes of a large family is dried
quickly, without attention or risk of fire. So much for the
doings of a tyro with polmaise. to whom not a single in-

stance of failure has occurred at

—

Tibydaii,.

[We are glad to hear this, and should like to have the
particulars of yom- aiTangernent, for we are the friends of
any mode of heating that is effectual and economical.

—

Ed. C. G.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
**• We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

Tub Cottage Gardenee. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*^

Kbbping Plants over tub Winteb, (C J. P.).—This will be

treated of more fully ere long ; mean time examine last year's numbers at

this time.

Scarlet Geeaniums {Ibid).—These now growing freely and intended

to be lifted, should have some of the most luxuriant foliage removed, in

order to let the sun and air harden the stems, and the roots should be cut

round with a trowel three or four inches from the stem, then take them
up before injured by frost.

Cactus (It/id).—The over-grown Cacti may be removed now, but
having no greenhouse you would have more chance of making a plant

of it by removing it in March and placing it in a pot» in a mixture of

sand, loam, aud lime rubbish.
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Propaqati
spring

Fuchsia Fulgenb {Ibid).— Thia is easily struck in

; in the one case under a bell-glass or tumbler, in the

under a hand-light. As its leaves are large, \i you did not use a

glass of any kind the evaporation from the foliage would destroy the

cutting. It is also easily raised frnm seed. Sown io April in a pot, and a

square^of glass put over it and kept as hot as you can in your window. If

you had a cucumber-box, it would come more quickly. The nwfts put

over your pots has drawn many roots to the surface. If you wish for

greater luxuriance, put some rotten dung thinly over the roots, and then

replace the moss. You may move the Scarltt Juponica (we presume,

Ppnis Japonica), any time next month or before winter.

Pits fou Climbeus ( \V. D. Pu(/«')-—These made at the back of your

conser\^atory, three feet by one foot six inches, and from two to three feet

deep, will answer well—but see you give them siifficient drainage. With

nothing but a small portable stove to heat it, and covering up the win-

dow.'* in cold weather, the Clematis axtirea grandijiora, and the Cobea

scandens, will answer well. Fassijiora UerbertU, will also do. The

Passiflora eifulis, though we have grown it in a common greenhouse, we

should not recommend you to plant, unless you have considerable ex-

perience, as it is a native of the West Indies, and has little to strike

attention in its flowers. If you plant now, you must be careful of

wateriu'' during winter. It would be as well to defer until March.

Skedling Geraniums (Ibid).—Tliese, if kept over nicely during the

winter, will flower early next season; do not shift them into larger pots

however. Much obliged for the sketch, and wish others would be as

definite ; must refrain from giving anything like legal advice, but if you

could devise any simple means of heating your little house, either by flue,

water, or stove, so as not to be inside the house, your plants would

flourish better. Rluch may be done by having water over and around

your stove, but still the air will be dried and robbed of its oxygen.

Fuchsia Sereatifolia {Alpha).—yh\%, three feet high, with many

aide branches, but which has not bloomed, do not stop ; expose it as

much as you can to aun and air, and it will be likely to bloom in winter

and spring.

Six Fuchsias for Sitting-room Window (/6td).—The following

old ones are good for such a purpose :—ExonienBis, Cassandra, Sir Henry

Pottinger, Carolina, Napoleon, and Dr. Jephson.

Fuchsia Spectabilis (/iid).—We cannot tell you wherfe to get a

slip. Any nurseryman will either supply you or procure it fur you, and it

is cheap enough now.

Erysimum CiiEiEANTHOiDES (Ibid).—This is a wild flower, and raised

from seed. Snapdragons may be propagated now by cuttings under a

hand-light, but earlier would have been better. Seed also may be sown

early in spring. Cuphea.—How many varieties are there ? This we can

scarcely tell, there being between one and two dozen of species
;

it is

likely, however, you may be able to keep the one you have got in your

window, if you keep it rather dry and secure from frost during winter.

Vanack cabhuge and cauUjiower for spring planting, under a hand-light.

It is too late for the former, unless you consent to coddle it. Dianthm,—
Sow in spring, or early in autumn.

Gooseberries (S. .f. B.).—Your gooseberry wants will, we trust, he

met by a paper in the present number. Your experience, that the Black

Hamburg vine is very liable to mihlew, roincides with all wc hear. Your
*' glasshouse" is surely short of copious front ventilation; pray knock

some larger holes in the front wall, and you will then find that a liberal

ingress will prevent the necessity of resorting to keen draughts. If you

get the wood well ripened of such things as the olea,figSy oleander, ike,

there need be little fear of their wintering. Dryness and shade are the

essentials; and, under such circumstances, they endure a much lower

temperature in the north of Italy than is usual in an English winter. As

to coating pots with a non-conducting medium, we would try powdered

moss, applied after a dressing of some adhesive material. Double potting I

is, however, a safer plan.
j

Moving Mulberry {M.M. G.).—We much wish you had asked advice 1

a month sooner ; we would then have said—care not for the present !

crop ; try to ripen your wood by root pruning, leaving the trench of
I

operations open until the beginning of March ; then to move it on a
j

bottom prepared according to our platform mode, which has been de- !

scribed over and over again in past numbers.
j

Weak Vine (D. S., Camherwell).—Allow as many shoots to remain

as are needed for covering the available apace, but prune them back to
i

the ripened part indicated by brownness and hardness. Training is but a

subordinate affair ; only keep the wood thin enough during the growing

season to let sunshine in.

Driving Bees {W. W. B.).—Our correspondent says, " On 12th

August we drove two stocks of bees, as recommended by 'A Country

Curate,' but suffocated about three quarts of them, which remained in the

hives. The united stocks appropriated about 25 lbs. of food (3 lbs. sugar,

1 pint water, l lb. honey) in about sixteen days, when we ceased to feed

them. They weigh now, exclusive of the hives, 20 lbs. ; will they require

more ? I have a stock planted in 1847 or lti48 ; the contents of the hive

now weigh 20 lbs. I suppose that is not enough, as you recommend
20 lbs. of AoJicj/ to be left. I do not wish to overfeed them, nor do I

mean to higgle with them, as they have afforded me 18 lbs. of line honey
this season. Perhaps Mr. Payne will give a table of tlie estimated

weight which should be allowed for the comb and bees in hives of the first

year, and when two, three, four, or five years old." Three quarts were,

indeed, too many too lose ; and they certainly might have been saved.

In driving, it is necessary to have the hive into which the bees are driven

exactly of the same size at the mouth as the one they are driven from

;

for if there he any inequality of size at the junction the bees will not

readily pass over it. Twenty pounds of honey are sufficient. Mr. Payne

will give a table of the estimated weight which should be allowed for the

comb and bees in hives of the one, two, three, four, and five years old.

Cape Bulbs (J. E. A.).—Brunsi'!gifi mulfijiora (the true Candelabra

plant), B. Josephints, B. Ciliuris, and Falcata—received from the Cape

last spring—would have blossomed this month, or at furthest in October,

if the Jiower-bud in the heart of the bulb had been formed before the

bulbs were gathered ; but as it is not so, all the gardeners in the country

could not possibly flower them before September, 1852; but after that

they ought to flower every year. Turn to the index of the first vol., and

you will find ample directions about them ; and if you want more in-

struction, write again about these charming bulbs. Hcemnnthus tigrimis

and coceineus are not worth cultivating. We have grown them, and have

some now in flower ; but the best of them are mere botanical curiosities.

Some Watsonius are pretty things, and they require exactly the same
treatment as the common l.iias. We must hear from you again after

you read and digest what is said of these bulbs in former volumes.

Gaillardia Picta {R. F. IK.).—This plant is too gross for a neat

bedder ; but a large mass of it near tall plants looks well, and it is a good

plant for a mixed border. Any good garden soil will do for it, and it

can very easily be divided in the spring by taking up the old plants.

Indeed, it does best if taken up every second or third year and fresh

transplanted.

Saxifrages {Ibid.).—S. hypnoides is one of the low dense ones, and

rock-work is just Uie place for it, if not too dry. S. incurvi/olia, and,

indeed, the whole family, are suitable plants for your rock-work. Mr.

Appleby can supply a large collection. Your plant is the Corydulis liitea,

and if you allow it to shed its seeds, you will soon have more than enough

of it ; but it is a good rock plant nevertheless.

[Planting Pinks {F. /,.).—You ask, " Is it true, as I have been in-

formed, that some prize pinks of superior kind loose their natural lacing

by being planted out in Febi*uary instead of October?" The statement

is not true, and belongs to the era of sowing and planting at difl'crent

states of the moon's age to gain particular ends. However, February

is a better time to plant out pinks than October.

Lobelia Uamosa (F. H.).—This must be sown on a slight hotbed,

or in a warm frame, any lioie in April ; but for a late crup, a cold close

frame would do.

Campanula Carpatica Alba (Ibid).—A good plant or two of this

bought from a nursery, would take two or three years to make a lied by

dividing the roots. The best way is to put a pot of it in heat at the end

of January, and make cuttings of the young tops, as fast as they come

up, till the beginning of May, just like making cuttings of the verbenas.

Tom Thumb Geranium (Ibid).—Do not pinch off the tops of the

shoots made by your rooted cuttings. This dwarf variety does not require

stopping at any time or for any purpose.

Moving Walnut-tree {L. L. /,.).—A walnut-tree 17 years old is

just in the best age for transplanting
;
you cannot fail with it, if you do

not spoil the roots. The end of October is the best time to remove it.

Mind to stake it well with three long poles set triangle-ways,

Roses (Peregrinus).—A vigorous plant of Fdirite perpetnelle (ever-

green climbing rose—and the best of that section) has grown luxuriantly

but not blossomed with you ; and you want to know how to deal with it.

In the absence of any knowledge of the age or history of this rose, we
can only give a guess answer, and say, do not touch a twig of it till after

the flowering season is over next June; and unless it is a very young

plant it will flower and please you. You may bud any other favourite

sort on it until the middle of October ; or, indeed, as long as the bark on

the young shoots will "rise," or part freely from the wood. It is not

necessary that the bark of the bud plant should rise, because a very thin

slice of the you'jg wood behind the bud will only insure its safety,

although some people do not think so. If tKe plant is old and has refused

to flower through over-luxuriance, you ought to root-prune it in October.

Cape Jasmine {W. H. Z>.).—This is the deliciously-scented Gardenia

radiran^i. It must be grown in peat only, with a sixth-part of white

sand mixed with it. The plant will do in a greenhouse or room nine

months in the year, if you can force it in a damp hot-bed for the other

three months, say from the first of March ; without some forcing in a

damp atmosphere you cannot flower it very well. The time to pot it is

Rlarch, and the size of the pot to be one size larger than the present one.

FvcnsiAS {Lady Bird).—A frame is rather too good to winter large

fuchsias in, but if you can spare it, by all means do so. Look in our index

for their usual winter treatment, and for flowers to furnish the greenhouse

in winter, till Mr. Fish makes up his lists. The same for Ferns, until

Mr. Appleby comes round to them again. Generic names are not Latin,

as you will see by our forthcoming Dictionary ; nevertheless, " the

Latin name " of the Hare's-foot fern is Duvallia vanariensis, and stands

in our Dictionary thus—Davallia. Named after Davali, a Swiss

botanist. Natural order Fovw (Polypodiaeeie). Linnean system, 24th

Class Cvyptogamia, and 1st Order FHiccs. The second name means

that it was first found in the Canary Islands, and the English name is

very appropriate. The ends of the creeping stems hang over the pot,

and when the leaves are gone, and the plant is at rest, one might be

excused for mistaking them for " Mauky's pa\v9," or hare's feet.
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PtANTiNc EvBRGREicNfl (W. H. G.).—Mr. Bc&ton said his was n case

of necessity, and he also said that *' after the growth is liniahcd " is the

proper time to transplant cver^eenn.
Weight op Hivk {R. A.\-~The state you describe your hive to be in,

"plastercil all over," renders it quite impossible to ascertain the weight
of its contents. Driving cannot be done with advantage till August, when
you will have two or three swarms from it. Whether the bees want it or

not (which you cannot ascertain), feed them well in the spring.

DAiiLiA-atDS \J. £>. i/. S.).—The *' grey-coloured insect" eating

your Dahlia tlower-btids is probably the Thrips orhracetia. Tubaeco
smoke and tobacco water will destroy it, but your own ingenuity must
suggest how to api'ly these remedies. Vou will find a list of Furhnias to

suit you, iu an answer to another correspondent to-day. The Cttulijlower

Brocoli you have, is probably the Walc/iervn variety of brocoli. CvU--

worts arc small cabbages that ha\-c not hearted. Vou may put ciittiiigs

into the soil of a hotbed as soon as the heat has become mild. Sow your
Auricula and Polyanthus seed next April. HVi^'Wn rosea is quite hardy.

You may winter your Cupheas in your sitting-room, Apply for the seeds

you require to any first-rate seedsman, and if you wish to obtain the

means of ascertaining the scientific names of plants, you must learn

botany.

V'aeiegatkd Leaves ^3/. D. !'.">.—All the tints except green assumed
by leaves, appear to arise from the parts so coloured absorbing an excess

of oxygen gas from the air, or in the process of decomposing water. If a

portion of a leaf is submitted to the action of chlorine, a gas which
powerfully absorbs hydrogen, and leaves free the oxygen, that i)ortion of

the leaf will be found changed to a pallid colour. Apply to a London
seedsman for the tlower-seeds you require. Wliich of the Sphinx Moths
do you mean ? See what is said at page ss" about storing Filberts. Vour
other question shall be answered next week.
Geeamum CcTTiNGs (Jane).—The unripened shoots strike most

freely. Cf/</ geraniums stored away for the winter in a hay-loft should
be placed upright, and nut on their sides iu a box "' on top of each other."

The CoTTAfiE Gaedenebs' Dictionary will contain epitomes of

cultivation.

Maxcre FOR Potatoes ill'. F. .—On no account put stable manure
upon any portion of the ground you purpose planting with potatoes. We
do not think that crushed bones will be of benefit to them; and we
recommend you to give the ground a dressing with soot and salt just

previously to digging for planting. Universal experience shows that

dungs of any kind applied to this crop promote disease in the tubers.

Vegetable Marrows when ripe may he stored, and their flesh boiled and
mashed tike turnips. To preserve them through the winter no other care

is necessary than keeping them dry and cool.

Wintering Plants fl. R. G.J.—" Please to hiform me the best way
to keep petunias, verbenas, heliotropes, pansies, and geraniums, through
the winter, having no greenhouse, pit, or cold frame, but a spare room
facing the south, with a dark dry closet in it. And also the best woy to

keep Fuchsia macrantha." These questions have been answered at least

a dozen times. Young plants, such as yours, can hardly be kept without
some better convenience than you have. The geraniunis and the fuchsia
may be kept in the spare room if the frost is kept from them, and the

pansies will do belter without protection in the open garden.

Anxcals por Autumn Sowing {Georgina Herbert). ~C\nT]das,
Godetias, Collinsias, Delphinums, Nemophilas, Virginian Stocks for

edgings, Navelwort, Eucaridium, Erysimum, Platyatemon, Leptosiphon,
Gillias. and Candy tufts, are amongst the best annuals to sow in the

autumn.
Rolled Glass (E. C. B.).—The specimen you have sent would answer

admirably for vineries, or any other structure for the protection of plants.

Whoever manufactures it, would consult their own interest br advertising

its price, &c., in our columns.

Books 'J. B., Wortley .—TYic "Modem Dairy" is published by
Ridgway, Piccadilly; and " Spooner on Sheep," by Longman and Co.

Savin (Cravensis).—The only sa\in we know is the Juniperus Saltini,

and its variegated variety. One of the Ciesalpinia genus has been called

sometimes the *' Indian Savin."

Leek Operative Floral Societt.—We are glad that this society
is flourishing, but it is quite impossible for us to report its shows, or those
of any other local society; for if we admitted one, we could not refuse

admission to one of the many himdreds now flourishing over the face of
*' gardening Britain."

China-asters (G. H. Patterson).—The best mode of raising these is

by seed sown in the spring, and the seedlings transplanted in the autumn
where they are to remain. But we may have something more to say upon
the subject.

Peach-tree 'J. French].— It was not the eastern aspect that induced
us to warn you from planting one i» your greenhouse, but our knowledge
that you will never find it repay you for your trouble. We have peaches
and grapes aho ripening well on an eastern wall, and recommend you to

plant an Acton Scot peach on that aspect. Your heath is Erica lacli-

jffora, and requires a greenhouse; and your bedding-out plant is Agera-
tum mexicamim. The chrysanthemums trained according to Mr. Wca-
ver*8 plan, have the stems tied round and round outside the sticks. The
Victoria plum is oval, red, large, moderate in quality, and fit for dessert
&t the end of September.
Malt Wine Jbid; ,—Will some of our readers furnish ua with a recipe

for making this.

Melons (T. P.%— It is not necessary for the earth to rest upon the
manure furnishing the heat ; and the fermenting mass, by the t>m\ not
resting upon it, can be more ttisiiy renewed. It is a very common plan.
We have no doubt that the filbert will bear if trained as an espalier, but
remember that the nuts are borne at the ends of the twigs.

Storing Dahlia Hoots (J Subscriber).—As soon ns the stems are
rendered lifeless by the frosts, take up the tubers without injuring them,
cut oflf the stems at about six inches above the tubers, and then put these
into tubs, covering them well with cither sand, earth, or coal-ashes, and
place them in a dry cool place, but where no frost can get at them.
Uoucu Plate Glass (»'. W. B.).~\Vc consider this and the rolled

glass mentioned in another answer, perfectly adapted for a small green-
house. It is quite impossible for us to say whether a greenhouse built
against the back wall of your kitchen chimney would be kejit sufficiently

warm to protect greenhouse plants through the winter. It depends upon
the fire kept there, the thickness of brickwork, aspect, ^'c. A jiipe heated
by your kitchen fire might circulate hot water round the inside of your
greenhouse. We have sent to J. H. for you.

Charge for Glazing {J. S. L).—Why not employ any working man
to do it ; and make your own putty ?

Ginger Wink {A Xewly. married Yeoman).~Si\ gallons of water.
Ulbs. of loaf sugar, 24 large lemons, and half a pound of white ginger
bruised. Boil the ginger in the water for half an hour. Strain the
liquor when quite cold, and dissolve in it the sugar; pour it upon the
peels of the lemons, and let it remain for twentv-four hours ; then strain.

and add the juice of the lemons. Let it ferment ; and treat it in all

respects as directed for rhubarb wine at page 320.

Wink from Unrii'b Grapes (iiWJ.—The proportions for this are
40 Ibj. of j^rapes, and 30 lbs. of loaf sugar, to four gallons of water.
J'i/us trained as espaliers on a sheltered slope facing the south would
grow you grapes fitted for this use. The Black Cluster, White Cluster.

and White RissHiig varieties are most suitable for the purpose. We have
sent to obtain information aljout the hire.

Prize Voi.dme op Cottage GARnRNER —We have received so many
applications for this lately that we must give this general answer

—

We
have 710 more to g-u-e aivai/ at present. The offer was made last year ;

and a large number were given, being applied for wifhin the time ive

limited. Now many of our back numbers are nearly or quite out of
print ; and we cannot risk disappointing new subscribers by having only
imperfect volumes to supply them with.

WooDLiCE (M. C. E.).—Vour only remedy is to trap them by laying
on their sides flower-pots half filled with moss. The woodlice creep
under the moss, and may be destroyed every morning and evening. We
know of no plant " called Clotemore in the Isle of U'ight, used for curing
boils, with a leaf resembling rhubarb in shape, and the dock in colour.

"

The description agrees best with that of the Burdock {Arctium lappa);
and old herbalists write that it is beneficial to boils and sores. It is

known also as the Clot-bur. May you not have misunderstood the pro-
minciation ?

Mildew on Vines (S. U'.^.—Vou are not singular in finding ''the
Black Hamburg- much mtidewtd, in chouse where the Sweet-water and
Muscadei are not so bad." We wish we could point out the cause ; but
in your case we should this autumn clear the roots ; cut away all

that have grown down deep into the soil, and bring all the horizontal

roots to within 12 or 15 inches of the surface. Mulch the surface through
the winter, and next spring and summer ; and paint the entire house,

both this autumn and in the spring, with lime and sulphur; at the same
time scraping off all the loose bark, and painting the stems and branches

of the vines.

Cuttings {Vera:it).—Many good gardeners cut through a joint in

taking off a cutting, but in mo3t cases the safest way is to make the cut
just below a joint.

Soil for Petunias (Ibid).—These and verbenas require a deep rich

soil, or one well manured if poor.

Cuttings OF Melons (Ibid).—April, May, and June are the months
to make cuttings of melon plants that have been sown in the spring ; and
plants so raised come sooner into fruit, and are less rank in growth, than
seedling-'.

Autumn-planting Potatoes (A Constant Reader).—There is no
fear of the seta suffering from frosts during the winter in Lancashire, for

they bear those of Yorkshire and Scotland. The winter on the sea-coast,

too, is always milder than in the interior. Vou will have seen where the

potatoes you ask about may be obtained. A.shes mingled with the pota-
toes in your clamps would be of service just in proportion to the effectual

way in which they were made to keep the tubers separate, and thus help

to check heating, and the admission of the air.

Unripe-grape Vinegar (A. iVatts).~To each quart of bruised

berries add three quarts of cold water ; after frequent stirring during

twenty-four hours strain the liquor ; add one pound and a half of sugar to

each gallon ; and let it remain in a warm place with apiece of thin canvass

tied over the mouth of the stone-jar, or bottle, for twelve months.

Mildew on Vines 'Verier/:.—Salt and water you find of no avail in

removing this, and we are much obliged by your statement of the result.

The mildew is a para'fitical fungus. You may shift your Geraniums into

smaller pots now.

Oxford Brawn ' T. H'. .—Can any of our correspondents give a good
recipe for making this ?
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Sand FROM Bisuop's Waltham !T. M. TK.).—This is a black sand

of no particular use. It is not sharp enough to supersede silver sand for

potting purposes.

Names of Plants (M. P.).-Your's isCelsin mblanata. (W-F.).—
Yourfern is Cystupterisfrufrilis, or Brittle Bladdcr-fcrn. (.-1. D.).—\Vq
cannot be certain from the leaf \\) you sent. It is, perhaps, Menispermum
cajjadensc' ; send us a specimen in flower. (Queen ili"a/»).—Your pink

shrub is Spir(ea Mia, and the others iEnothcra seroUmi^ Borkhnusia
rubra, and Rosa

CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Shading must now be entirely dispensed with. Am, give in less

quantities, and only when the sun shines. Cycnoches, and other allied

species, will now have ripened their pseudo-bulbs, and should be placed
upon a shelf near to the glass, and be kept quite dry. Dendeobiums
will also have finished their growth towards the end of the month, and must
be kept moderately dry and cord. If kept nioist after that time the roots

will perish, which will be injurious to them, both preventing their flowering

and growing well next season. Indian House.—The temperature
should now be lowered 10°; 70° by day and 60° by night will be

the proper heat. Lielias will now be showing flower; wet the blocks

about twice a week, in the morning, to bring out the blooms large and
fine. BIoiSTURE, both at the root and in the air, reduce greatly, so as to

induce the plants to enter gradually into a state of rest. Water, still

give to plants in a growing state, but in less quantities and not so ofteu.

Ztgopetalu.ms, now growing, pot to encourage strong gro"th.
T. Afpledy.

PLANT STOVE.
AiB, admit freely during the day to dry up damp and prevent pre-

mature growths, which would perish during severe weather. Amaryllis
AuLicA showing bloom bring now out of pits ; pot others, and place in

gentle heat, to bring them forward ; aim at exciting the roots to push
before the leaves or flowers. Clear all plants from Insects, now more
especially, so as to keep them down through the winter. Gloxinias.
and allied plants, place in a position to rest where no water or frost can
reach them. Ixobas, give less water to indulge a cessation of growth,
and ripen the wood to flower well next year. Luculias, take part into

the stove to flower early. Lycopodidms, divide and repot, to look green
all winter. Keep every thing neat and clean, nnt only the plants but
the wood, stone, and brick-work of the building, and the pots both at the
outside and on the surface. Jasminuri Grandiflorum and other
species place to force into flower early. Solandra Grandiflora
should now be showing bloom

;
give plenty of water too at the root.

Shrubs, Hardy, bring in to force, Sic, Water freely winter blooming
plants, drying up the spilled water with a mop. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas, place in winter quarters, top dress previously, and de-

stroy worms, slugs, &c. Water, a little in very dry weather; remove
all dead leaves as they occur. Carnation Layers, finish potting, and
place in frame or pit towards the latter end of the month. Compost,
prepare, turn over, and procure fresh. Dahlias, take up where the
frost has killed the tops. Irises (bulbous), plant in open beds in rich

soil. Polyanthuses, place in frames, shelter from wet, destroy slugs
amongst. Randnculoses, Scarlet Turban and other varieties of
Turban, plant, e. Roses, transplant, e. Tulip-beds, turn over.

Weeds, every where pluck up as soon as visible. T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely during the day, but sparingly at night. Alstr(Eme-

BiAS, shift, or rather pot in rich light soil, and place where they will be
secure from frost. Azaleas, remove into the house, especially those

that bloomed early, as the least frost will discolour their leaves. Bulbs,
pot for early blooming. Cinerarias, forward ones give manure water,
and have secured. Camellias (See azaleas). Calceolarias, strike

cuttings
;
pot forward plants

;
prick off" seedlings. Chrysanthemums for

winter blooming, provide with shelter from cold rains and early frosts.

Climbers on rafters now prune in, to give light to the plants beneath.
Clebodendrons, Gesner-e, Lantana, AcHiMENES, &c., keep in the
warmest end of the house. Azaleas, Camellias. Fuchsias, &c., at

the coolest. Cytisus and Genista, scourge well with snap-suds, and
then with clean water, to remove all traces of Red spider, and then
place where they can be sheltered, before being housed at the end of the

month. Geraniums, keep clear from fly ; and slowly growing; forward
ones may be repotted, and fresh struck ones potted off. Gladiolus,
pot. Heaths and Epacrises, get under shelter, and give them abun-
dance of air, when temperature above 40°. Early Fuchsias may be
put past into sheds before their stems have been injured by frost. Sal-
via SPLENDENS, cncourage with manure waterings, and syringing with
soot water, to banish the Red spider before housing it in the conservatory.

Plants to be raised from the flower beds should previously have their

roots cut round, and then after potting should have a little bottom heat,

to encourage fresh roots, while the top temperature is kept cool. They
will not require to be often watered for a time, but syringing the tops in

sunny days will be serviceable. All plants should be thoroughly
CLEANED, and houses and glass washed and put in good order. Water
should also now be given with a careful hand, and only when necessary.
A plant may not require it above once or twice a week now, that would
have wanted refreshing twice, in the dog days, during a forenoon's sun-
shine. R. Fish.

Ane
THUSES, put
in dry weather ;

beds, dec. Cah
the pot (

FLOWER-GARDEN.
plant for earliest bloc and Pol

finish plantingshelter. Bulbous Roc
pot for latest forcing, and for plunging in flower

Carnation layers, finish planting and potting ; secure
from rains. Climbers of all sorts, plant, prune, and train.

rep are and turn in dry weather. Dahlias, cut down after

frost, and let the roots remain as long as it is safe ; when taken up, dry
them in open sheds, &c,, before storing, where frost and damp cannot
reach them. Dress the beds and borders, and put mark-sticks to bulbs
and other roots to guide you when digging. Edgings, plant. Ever-
greens, finish planting, b. Fibrous-iiooted Plants, finish dividing
and planting, b. Fork over borders, &c. Grass, cut very close the
lost time; keep clear of leaves; and roll. Gravel, weed and roll.

Hedges, plant, clip, and clear at bottom. Hoe and rake shrubberies,
and bury the leaves, &c., between the plants. Layering, perform gene-
rally. Leaves, gather for compost, &c. Marvel of Peru, take up
and store like dahlias. Molch round trees and shrubs lately planted.
Plant perennials and biennials. Planting, perform generally,

Potted Plants, for forcing, plunge in the earth of a well-sheltered
border, facing the sun. Prune shrubs and trees generally. Ra-
nunculuses, plant for earliest bloom. Seedlings of them, in boxes,
8ic., remove to a warm situation. Shrubs of all kinds plant, stake, and
mulch. Suckers, from roses and other shrubs, separate and plant.
Tigridias, save from frost as long as possible; should not be dried till

January or February. Tulips, finish planting, b. D, Beaton.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Air, admit as freely as the season allows. Bark-beds, renew or turn

over, to keep up the required bottom heat. Dress the borders by fork-
ing and raking, to keep a dry porous surface. Fire-heat, by whatever
means it may be distributed, must now be daily employed, to keep the
temperature from 55° to t(i°. Leaves, keep clean with sponge, &c.,
and remove decayed ones. Pines require a dry temperature of 60° to
65°. Protect outside borders, in which forcing trees are planted, from
rains and frost. Peach, prune ; wash with diluted ammonia-water from
the gas-works before training. Tobacco-fumigation, employ, if insects

appear. Vines, strip the old bark off", and clean, as the peach, before
commencing to force; begin with a day temperature of 50°. \\'ater
(tepid), apply with the syringe ou clear days. R. Eehington.

ORCHARD.
Planting of all kinds carry out. Stake newly planted trees for fear

of wind. Mulch newly planted trees as soon as planted. Pruning,
'Currants and Gooseberries, prunfc, b. Apples, prune,
nd Cherries, prune, e. Pears, prune, e. Large or-

chard TREES, prune, e. Raspberries, prune and dress, e. Figs,
pull off^ all young fruit large as a horse-bean, b. ;

protect from frost, m.
Nectarines and Apricots, clear away the remaining leaves from, m.
Nails and screws, draw out superfluous or rotten ones from all wall-
trees, m. Pick and prepare ditto for renailing. Suckers, clear away,
m. Vines, prune, m. Espaliers, prune, m. Mulberries, plant, b.

Medlars, plant, b. Raspberries, plant, m. Strawberries, plant,

b. Stones of friuts, sow, b. Trench or otherwise prepare ground for

planting, b. Walnuts, plant, b. Fork out ground about fruit-trees,

Plum

slightly, b. R. Ebrington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Angelica, keep clear of weeds. Asparagus beds, dress and plant

for forcing. Balm, plant. Beet, take up for storiog. Borecole,
plant, earth up, &c. Brocolis, keep clear of weeds, and attend those
heading in, to protect from frost, ike, Burnet, plant. Cabbages,
plant out, prick out, and earth-stir among. Cardoons, earth up.
Carrots, take for winter store; leave or plant for seed ; attend to the
young growing crops. Cauliflowers, plant out under hand-glasses
about the middle of the month ; also in frames, for winter protection.
Celery, plant and earth up. Chives, plant. Coleworts, plant.

Cress (Water), plant. Cucumbers, plant out ; keep up heat of beds,
by linings, &c. ; water sparingly. Dill, plant. Dung, prepare for hot-
beds. Earthing-up and earth-stirring, attend to, Endive, attend to
planting and blanching. Fennel, plant. Herbary, dress. Horse-
radish, plant. Hyssop, plant. Jerusalem Artichokes, keep clear

of weeds, and take up as wanted. Leaves fallen, remove frequently.

Leeks, earth-stir among. Lettuces, plant and prick out under walls,

&c. 1\Ielons (late), keep up heat, by linings, or otherwise ; no water
must be given. Mushroom-beds make, and attend to those in bear-

ing, &c. Nasturtiums, gather for seed, if not done before. Onions,
attend to those in store, and earth-stir or thin out the autumn-sown.
Parsley, attend to potting, for use in winter. Parsnips, take up
towards the end of the month for winter storing; leave in the ground
for seed. Peas, sow towards the end of the month. Pennyroyal,
plant. Potatoes, attend to. Radishes, sow. Rhubarb, plant in

pots for early forcing, end of the month. Salsafy, take up for winter
storing. Savoys, plant out for seed. Scorzonera, take up for winter
storing. Seeds, gather of any kinds as they ripen. Small Salad-
iNG. sow as wanted. Spinach, keep clear of weeds; thin out, and
attend to in dry weather. Tansy, Tarragon, and Thyme, plant, if

required. Tomatos, gather; if not quite ripe place them in some
warm dry situation where they will soon ripen oft'. Turnips, clear of

weeds, and thin out young crops. Vacant ground, rough up, or ridge.

T. Weaver.
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